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President

in the U.S.

Blue Angels roar overhead

Mills

For the seven Bowdoin students
New Orleans and a dozen oth-

ers

from surrounding

effects

academic year

areas,

of Hurricane Katrina

may

March

natural

and cancer- free.

were able to

Coast in sheer ruin

"With death

summer to remove the cancer.
Beyond the necessary recovery perithis

at

his

announcement of good health, Mills
said, "I want to assure you that I
have the strength, energy, enthusiasm, and resolve to work with

you to

all

of
Evan Kohn, Bowdoin Orient

In fact, Mills traveled all the

Hie Blue Angels

Hong Kong

afternoon. See

earlier this

way
Bowdoin business

for

are available to deal with

said. "I talked to

a

options

and new

it,

of physicians,

lot

of investigation,

me

choice and for

it

I

"When my

air

Quad

yesterday

show. Details, page

5.

made

seems

to

my

.

When

uncle

came
city,

to pick

my

they would-

him in without a firearm," he
said. Brown's family eventually
evacuated to Baton Rouge and then
n't let

Michigan, spending $4,000 a

to

piece on airfare.

The

city they left

behind

devas-

is

both physically and psycho-

tated,

logically.

"Piecing the culture back together

back the structures and buildings,"

city.

and

two weeks

Freeman.

for

Vaz to

learn that her

as

much food and water

as he could

J.

Patrick

Brown went

difficult

as piecing

Dean of Academic Advancement

said

New

Orleans

absolutely

"It's

native

to

let

Kassie

tragic,"

said

"We

have

President Barry Mills.
tried to reach out to our

members

Sophomore

community

them know

that

we

are here to support them."

through a similar period without
contact with his family,

things about

many

ones are invented everyday," Mills

lot

weekend's

week.

"One of the amazing
prostate cancer is that

did a

at this

was

turmoil" before the con-

parents up from the

With landlines destroyed and cell
phone reception out, it took almost

find.

practiced their formation above the

them perform

his par-

again, they

that the city

brother ever evacuated the

future."

to

him

will be just as

leaving the family pets behind with

our path for excellence into the

When

call

ing whether or not her 20-year-old

brother had reached Houston safely,

we sustain

lead our College as

at

Uptown New Orleans, spent her first
week and a half of college wonder-

related setbacks in his schedule.

following

over 1,000,

you know that someone
you know has been affected," Suni
Vaz '09 said. Vaz, a native of

after the procedure, Mills

After a thunderous applause

the

this point,

does not expect any further health-

Convocation

in "serious

nection cut out.

week.

last

tolls

tell

are

New

left

Brown went 24

to

the

Orleans and other areas of the Gulf

IS prostate cancer

diagnosis, Mills underwent surgery

od he took

that

managed

last

wake of

the

in

disaster

out.

hours without contact.

finding themselves feeling helpless

Barry Mills has been

told he is healthy

After a

power was
ents

Many members of
Bowdoin community, however,

and ineffective
President

night and learning that

first

the

a lifetime.

by Evan Kohn
Orient Staff

Orleans from the

After talking to his parents on

start.

from

prepares for a

New

to evacuate

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

Mills overcomes prostate

successful

wake

in Katrina's
the

and

1

Students respond

recovers
cancer

2005

9,

Volume CXXXV, Number

who

Please see KATRINA, page 2

refused

walking around campus,

Mills said he gets the feeling that

people

are

"Cancer

is

watching

still

him.

a very scary thing and

Air station marked for closure

people get appropriately concerned
about

it,"

by Bobby Guerette

said Mills.

have

Orient Staff

been the right choice."

Please see MILLS, page 4

Although the sounds of military

2009 now part
of Bowdoin community
Class of

planes buzzing overhead are familiar
to today's students, the skies over

Bowdoin

be

will

sildht in the future.

On August 24, the Base
Realignment and Closure (BRAC)
Commission voted 7-2

to close the

Brunswick Naval Air Station (BN AS).

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

Hall

and West

named

in

spring, the

After receiving a record

of applications

last

number

spring,

the

to

Hall, will

be formally

the near future. Last
Board of Trustees voted

name one of

new dorms

the

honor of Bernard Osher

in

Maine
whose San

'48, a

College has successfully matriculat-

native and philanthropist

ed the most diverse class in

Francisco-based foundation collabo-

ry,

its

histo-

said Dean of Admissions and
Aid Richard Steele.
With an unprecedented 5,026

Financial

with universities across the

rates

country to increase the quality of
has been a generous contributor to

Admissions accepted more students

the College.

than in recent years,

resulting in the size

of the

first

year

holds the

No

which includes

list,

Bush can choose to reject it in its
entirety by September 23, though
media accounts indicate that he is not
expected to do so. If he accepts it,
Congress

may

choose to reject the

it becomes law.
Under the Department of Defense's

Drew

original plan,

BNAS

would have

The Naval Air

Station

name of

would have been severely downsized.

the second dorm.

Closure of

BNAS

will be gradual,

3 Orion squadrons that currently call

to testimony given at

To accommodate the increased
number of first years during the ren-

building

Brunswick home

ings.

ovations of Hyde and Appleton halls

building after

stu-

dents.

(see

related

story,

page

3),

the

"There

ures

we

after,

might want to name the

—

College recently constructed two

about people

new

lege,

first-year dormitories

on the

other historical fig-

it's

it is

who care about the col-

not about money."

INSIDE

201 1 The P
.

be relocated to

Jacksonville, Florida.

than 600 civilian positions, according

BRAC

hear-

President

Barry Mills said the

impact extends to Bowdoin.

Add thousands of dependents of

military personnel,

and the economic

Please see AIR STATION, page 5

Orient changes printers, order
Readers

with the

Orient's archives

Page 6

notice changes in

now be

opinion, highlighting the Orient's

page

of the Orient.
newspaper will

commitment

ly to the Central

Most

ased reporting in

two additional

color pages in the center of the

After years of printing with the
Brunswick Time Record, the Orient

paper.

established a

down

trip

memory lane

may

this year's first issue

notably, the

now be
Features

Enjoy a

will

region will be significant.

is

Please see 2009, page 5

-

set for

of closure on the Midcoast

effect

too early to say,"

President Barry Mills said. 'This

comer of College and South Streets.
The dorms, tentatively called East

Bowdoin Orient

scheduled for complete closure by 2011.

Brunswick will lose approximately

with completion

from 471 to 478

is

2,700 military personnel and more

may be other important
alums we may want to name the

class increasing

Fulton,

entire list Otherwise,

stayed as an active military facility but

decision has yet been reached

as to the

BRAC

bases throughout the United States.

education available to adults. Osher

applicants to consider, the Office of

this past April

W. Bush now

President George

printing

The Opinion

to balanced
its

new

and unbi-

news

pages.

printing agree-

section, previously

ment with Augusta's Central Maine

in the middle of the paper, can now
be found in the back. This allows

Newspapers, the publisher of The

for artful photos in the

A&E section

be printed in

color.

The change

also creates addi-

tional distance

between news and

to

Kennebec Journal.
The Orient continues to be
designed by the editors with the
computer program Quark Xpress
on Thursday nights, though the

files will

when

sent digital-

Maine Newspapers

they are ready for print.

Finally,

board will

an

now

official

editorial

be responsible for

the content of the weekly editorial

Opinion section.
The editorial board will consist
of the Orient's two editors-inchief and its managing editor, and
each editorial will represent the
majority view of the editorial
in the

board.

;

September
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Hurricane leaves Gulf Coast devastated; Bowdoin students dive into action
KATRINA. frontpage

been

had
Despite the immense scale of the

many

disaster,

advancement

Gulf Coast.
this as an

in the

because so

clench your

much

suffering has

Orleans

to

gone

not against

it.

make

This

little

New

African

will

will

black

"I suggest that

imple-

we move everyone

the chapel,

and faculty discussions

people

French Quarter, and then rebuild.

left living in

fill

the 12 days conclude

with

in all the land as high as the
It

to

have been impossible

York

Once

city has

been com-

to suggest this

when

was

I

see this level of

awareness and action
lasting for

the

planning

but here's the opportunity."

director,

may be

Professor Kristina Ford

able to implement a

t-

ers

t>.

m

.

Former Director of City Planning in

plan of action that

New x^j
Orleans

vi

will prevent future

months

to

come.

pletely abandoned,
officials

Common Good

Day, Bowdoin com-

munity members hope

would

the city, according

New

and

social

the

of Katrina. Although

into temporary

housing,

the

have

Society

physical implications

ment forced evacuations of the 10,000

to

Humanity,

tled

to

colleges

on

that

Times.

for

"12 Days of Attention: 12
Months of Impact."
The 12 Days of Attention includes
a clothing drive for the families of
Bowdoin students, silent reflection in

Friday

last

be donating $30,000

historically

American

"

have

announced
they

it

CSRC,

conjunction with the

Orleans

officials

Red

joined forces to create a project enti-

College

rational."

an

in

for the

Circle K, Residential Life, and the

year Aliya Sabharwal

first

located in the Gulf Coast area that
were affected by the storm. Tougaloo
in Jackson, Mississippi, and

an

is

the city a

In

members of Habitat

"This could be an opportunity

three

to rebuild with

money

refugees.

New

nothing to be envious

make real change."
Bowdoin announced

that

more

life

and beyond.

is

about,"

fist,

effort to raise

citi-

provide immediate relief to hurricane

maybe we can use
opportunity to

Orleans

College's

during recon-

on. Nature has created a situation that

nature,

New

"The public school system in

said.

to

relief,

Bowdoin

plan of action, student groups

on campus have collaborated

Cross and other organizations that

struction

interview with the Orient.

their families.

In addition to

zens hope to see an improvement in
the standard of

Bowdoin Adjunct

Professor of Environmental Studies
and former Director of City Planning
in New Orleans Kristina Ford in an

"You have

and

nationwide

organizations

providing

very hard to see

"It's

overlooked

official

With

optimistic and consider possibilities
for

Orleans that

before.

are trying to remain

opportunity," said

New

repeatedly

nal problems in

I

New

Orleans

pianning Ford
ious

.

Drew

With an extensive
^ven-year history in

to

city

m

^

join

.

New

Ford suggested that "we move
everyone into temporary housing, fill

University and Xavier University

"They don't need me now. What
I'm hoping is that when someone

will use the cash contributions to

realizes there

French

rebuild their facilities and programs.

they will think of me.

would

President Mills also announced

effects.

in all the land as high as the

Quarter, and then rebuild.

It

Orleans's

have been impossible to suggest

this

that faculty

when

but

colleges

I

was planning

director,

ST,

PORTLAND

.

•

Little

.

I

new

plan,

would then be

Houston without shoes. [The Red
is an organization used to

Cross]

dealing with distress."

Other

Maine

schools

have

responded in different ways, with the
University of Maine System offering
in-state tuition

and a waved-applica-

the College urges

its

faculty

the three

Until men, Ford strongly encour-

ages students to contribute to agen-

tion process for displaced students,

can provide immediate

and Bates College offering free
tuition for the fall semester. Although

said. "I'll

Bowdoin

contributed to this report.

cies

that

relief. "Right now, that's what people
need Some people showed up in

will not

match such

State Theatre

offers,

^

and

stu-

remember the members of
the Bowdoin community who have
been most personally affected.
"One of the reasons I came to
Bowdoin is that I know I'll be spending the rest of my life in New
Orleans," sophomore Will Hales

dents to

apply for visiting pro-

Bowdoin 's spring

Days of

Attention by performing at last night's benefit concert at Quinby House.

do anything for that city."
James Baumberger and Evan Kohn

s.LiveAtTheStiitc.i

BADFISH
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PARANOID
social aue>
V.

needs to be a

on the next plane."

will receive housing for themselves

to pre-existing inter-

609 CONGRESS

Dillard

semester, during which time they

Likewise, the hurricane brought

media attention

members from

may

fessorships for

here's the opportunity."

own

Mutiny Munford

Bowdoin Orient

the

rebuilding effort

storms from leaving such lasting

Mississippi resident

Fulton,
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in food, sixth overall

first

by James Baumberger
Orient Staff
For the second year

a row,

in

Campus

constuction

abounds

this

Bowdoin increased its ranking in
the U.S. News & World Report survey of the nation's best

Having

liberal arts

The College

also reclaimed

just completed

Last year, the Board of Trustees
committed to the current architectural
design by Machado and

projects this year

the United States, according to The

construction.

With an overall score of 91,

rankings.

for

by Alec Schley
Contributor

with

sixth

News
year Bowdoin and

Last

in the U.S.

drills replace the sight and
sounds of "whispering pines and
fair" at Bowdoin. The campus has been transformed into an

its

News

recog-

excellence and

ovated
Fulton,

Bowdoin Orient

With Bowdoin food once again ranked number one in the nation after a
brief fall to number two, die lines for the salad bar are busy at Moulton.

he said "Parents and students

who are thinking about Bowdoin pay
attention to the rankings."

Released

month, the rankings
named Williams College the premier liberal arts institution, with
last

Mills also pointed to the young

average age of faculty members

Bowdoin

Amherst College a close second.
Colby and Bates colleges came in
20th and 21st, respectively.
The College's peer assessment
score and the percentage of firstyear students from the top ten percent of their high school class

tive

increased from the previous year.

said.

The average peer assessment
based on an evaluation of Bowdoin
by

of
other
from 4.3 in

administrators

schools

—rose

to 4.4

at

as a factor in lowering our

faculty resources score.

"Although our faculty are paid

Bowdoin

The

also fluctuated in

many
some

other institutions has a nega-

College

effect

on the rankings," he

News

U.S.

recognized

also

Bowdoin for its economic diversity.
The College ranked ninth in a list of
liberal arts schools

with the highest

Bowdoin

students receive the grants.

survey.

compensation,

that's great."

Princeton Review 's recently-released

Currently, 13 percent of

faculty

the

compensation, the fact that
of them are younger than in

total

Bowdoin's faculty resources rank
of 38th continued to be the

including

"What I'm doing is leading
College in a way that makes us
best place we can be. To the

said.

the

very, very competitively in terms of

percentage of Pell Grant recipients.

criteria

he

extent that raises us in U.S. News,

2004.

College's weak link in the
The rank consists of various

at

the

same time.

All of the projects are proceed-

Drew

think the rankings are clearly

important and must be taken regard
of,"

11th best value

was ranked

it

among

moved up

to

first

the

in

Reviews list of schools with the best
campus food.
While the campus administration
maintained

19th spot on the

its

that recognizes schools that

butter,"

on schedule, with the

scheduled for completion in the

shortly.

2007, and the final renovation of

building has been selected, contrac-

the six first-year Bricks

of 2006

at

"The

museum

fund-raising,"

many

"run like

Bowdoin fell from 10th to
"Dorms like palaces" cat-

egory, and altogether dropped off the

the

for "Best quality of life."
The Princeton Review, whose
rankings are based on unscientific

est.

some

year was the

Jeremy David Collier

Mills questioned whether the
high ratio lessens the value of a

school

Bowdoin
"It's

education.

policy

"that in order to be an excellent

place one needs to have a studentto-faculty ratio of less than 10 to 1."

manipulate

increase

to

their

Bowdoin avoids such

practices.

"I'm neither leading nor managing Bowdoin on a day to day basis
to increase our U.S. News ranking,"

last

time that the Review

surveyed Bowdoin students.

As

^

issued an arrest warrant

a result, this year's rankings

Bowdoin properties.
The original warning was

response to an incident on Friday,

than Bowdoin.

August 26,

to

this

report.

Director of Security
Louann Dustin-Hunter.
"He would then pretend that he did
not hear them or understand them

and ask the

issued in

them

to

"He would then

the

number 9528LD, accordof Security.
two students would not

head

closer,

he drove off but contin-

that

come

Post.

The

guide

Washington

describing

the

The Town of Brunswick and the
this summer

Greater Portland area warned readers

College collaborated

that ''unpopular

to install three lighted crosswalks

Orchard Beach, unless you are a dirty
French Canadian." Once noticed, the

on Maine

Street.

With the push of a

button, flashing yellow lights built
into the street

crossing

warn

pedestrian.

traffic

The

slur

was promptly removed and

of the

President Mills issued a public apol-

cross-

ogy-

walks, found near Page Street,

College Street, and Longfellow
Avenue, provide a safer alternative
for students traversing

campus

after

dark.

Nevertheless, Robert MacMillan

of washingtonpost.com
"Finding that product

Slur promptly removed
from Bowdoin web site
An ethnic slur has been removed

still

at

wrote,

one of the

schools often ranked in the top 10

of liberal

from a page

suburbs include Old

&

list

by U.S. News
somewhat dis-

arts colleges

World Report

is

tressing."

College houses report

of city
though

multiple accounts of larceny

Bowdoin's Career Planning Center.

Laptop computers and iPods valued

guides

The

in a series

offered

guides,

online

intended to inform

alumni about living conditions in a
variety of U.S. cities,

were written

by unnamed students and edited by

2,

a canoe was stolen off die top of a

vehicle parked

on Longfellow Street

With larceny

rates

high,

reminds students to keep

Security

their

rooms

Student political leaders

fill

positions for their parties

4330

dollars

eral different
last

were taken from sev-

rooms

at

Ladd House
DVDs and

week. The same night,

cash

were

reported

stolen

from

campus and took

paths to lighted walkways, and con-

the license plate number. After

one of the accosted students

tele-

phoned

their

Security

encounter with

to

report

Collier,

"Collier

then, the police

downtown and

College Republican

for his arrest.

National Committee elected Dan
Schuberth '06 to the position of

Collier, 27,

issued

him

know, but

the

Parkwood

By

and

out

Secretary.

I

Bowdoin

CUT

A

COLOR

—Complied by Anne

far

as

to

we

getting the

about

word

Collier,

return

to

this

area,"

am

excited to

announce the

my new

hair studio

Brunswick.

offer progressive and innova-

tive

services which provide you

with custom hair cutting and
coloring needs.

organizations

state organizations.

as

in

held leadership positions in their
respective

to

opening of

1

and

picture

returned

not

always best to be

Dustin-Hunter said.

The College Democrats of
America elected Alex Cornell du
Houx '06 to the position of Director
of Development at its national conBoth students have previously

is

ever vigilant.

Collier
at the

has

it

Bowdoin Security is confident that
it will be much more difficult for

Since

have issued a warrant

works

an incident occurs.

Bowdoin College

Security

the

summer.

Collier

imme-

tacting Security or the police

diately after

Brunswick
Police
Department. The police then located

called

criminal trespass warning.

In June, the

To reduce the risk of an encounter,
recommends traveling in

Security

Two Bowdoin seniors were elected to the leadership of the nation's
major national political parties this

vention in July.

at

down

women

groups of two or more, limiting

security officer noticed the car

driving around

if the

dents to take sensible precautions.

pus, Security said.

A

and

light in the car

he was exposing himself."

Although Collier has not been

ued to peruae the outskirts of camlished, according to the

on the over-

seen on campus since his warning
was issued, Dustin-Hunter urged stu-

ing to the Department

Hehnreich House, and on September

closer to

turn

got close enough, they would see

walk to his

a 2001 Pontiac Sebring, Maine

When

women to come

the car," she said.

which time Collier
drove up next to two female Bowdoin
at

students and asked

Bowdoin Briefs
safer routes for pedestrians

would drive up to women
and ask for directions," said

Assistant

he was

after

changes are predominantly due to
changing opinion at schools, other

Evan Kohn contributed

at night

for

forbidden from stepping foot on any

license plate

school officials before being pub-

women from

the front seat of his car.

The Brunswick Police Department

car,

Lighted crosswalks offer

of harassing young

tory

"Collier

According to Senior Editor Lisa

standing in the rankings, he maintained that

not at -all clear," he said,

may

schools

for

Inn in Brunswick and has a long his-

by Alec Schley
Contributor

has

the high-

Please see BUILD, page 4

Brunswick man's arrest

Marie Rovito, the 2003-2004 school

1, is

tion decades, according to Longley.

at

Warrant issued

years.

Bowdoin's student-

first-year dor-

mitories has been under considera-

16th in the

of the school and the generosity of
its financial program.
While Mills acknowledged that

faculty ratio, at 10 to

efforts

and several practice

The renovation of

Senior Vice-

said

top nine schools listed

in the survey,

sive acoustics

rooms.

renovation has

surveys each campus every three

Of the

a 300-seat concert hall with impres-

been a subject for discussion since
the mid-1980s, with many designs

considered and

of the

tion of the Curtis Pool building.
The renovated building will feature

the latest.

art

the design

begin the interior demoli-

tors will

The simultaneous construction

surveys of student opinion, formally

sizes.

by the end

and renovation of these projects is
the culmination of 20-plus years of
planning and development.

liberal arts

and

Once

the Curtis Pool site for the spring of

colleges based on both the quality

ratio,

muse-

art

list

list

Despite Bowdoin's annual tuition

of 41,660 dollars,

"Best 361 Colleges" rankings. The

ing

um

winter of 2007, the concert hall at

class

student-faculty

sure that

ment at
May."
The concert hall has been in
development for the past eight
years, with the initial stages of
design by the Boston firmWilliam
Rawn Associates. Two major
donors helped the project pick up
speed, and the final design for the
building should be coming out

Curtis Pool Building are being ren-

underscored the importance of the
rankings to the College.

said.

the issues with timing

enormous construction site, as the
Walker Art Building, Hyde and
Appleton Halls, and the former

President Barry Mills expressed his

nized Bowdoin for

"One of
was to make
we could hold commencethe Walker steps next
Longley

collection,"

campus

In an interview with the Orient,

the renovation has to

do with providing climate control
and preserving our outstanding art

power

89.

pleasure that the U.S.

"Much of

This semester, porta-potties and

Davidson College shared the seventh spot and a combined score of

"I

of Boston and authorized

Silvetti

Princeton Review.

Bowdoin tied
Pomona College

Finance
and
and
Treasurer,

for

Administration

Catherine Longley.

new

College tackles four

its

position as the top food service in

autumn

President

East and West Halls, the

colleges.

2005

9,

207 725-2271
Riley

17 Mill St.
Brunswick,

I

ME

look forward to seeing you soon.
Jill

Jacobs

September

9,

2005
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Construction brings inconvenience, noise
BUILD, from page 3
"With the construction of the two

Milk conquers cancer with the
support of the College community
MILLS, from page

new dorms on South Street, we can
now begin the process of emptying

through

lost

exercise for six weeks. Since then,

has started exercising and playing

out

Americans

the

in

with

tests for the

students are baffled, over-

"I think

whelmed, and annoyed by the construction on campus and the many
interruptions

everyday

brings

it

routines.

level

it

Quad

is

now

to say

as

above-

"I

may

not be at

open around Hubbard,"

Gordon Mills, agreed
and almost back to

is

working rapidly

make

to

full

Drew

navigating the campus easier this
semester.

be

The hole

Quad

in the

filled in the next several

and a new sidewalk
front of the

Fulton,

Bowdoin Orient

will

Renovations
ing ground

all

on

moved students

over campus have

the

Quad and back

off their usual gather-

indoors for some peace and quiet.

in the next

unfounded. "With the exception of

The Art Museum

project

fund-

is

ed by the endowment, gifts, and
Others felt that they were given
annual debt service payments, capdebt. The Concert Hall is being
no warning for the projects and
ital
projects such as the Art
funded by gifts and
worried that the cost
grants, and the renoof the construction Construction is proceeding on schedule, with the
vation of the Bricks
may result in higher
/•
1
i
i
i
i
scheduled for completion
the win- is being funded by
tuition. "I just feel «rt

and
exp i»n:rion
I'm wondering how
they're paying for
especially

it,

they

raised
year,"

last

since

^ of 2007,

2007, and the final renovation of

College

the six first

2006

at the latest.

Museum, Concert

Hall,

and Bricks

officials,

however, say

tickets

made a

huge difference.

the

Karen Gordon

—a

radical prostatectomy

three to four hours

—takes

and patients usually

McKesson and

evening,

showed up

at Mills's

cappella "Build

and "Lean on Me."

not spread beyond the prostate gland,

students

house to sing a
Buttercup,"

No Mountain High

"Ain't

days afterward.
treatment for cancer that has

Saturday
11

Me Up

stay in the hospital for three to four

"As a

of the
had to

I

'Look,

One

Jeff Benson, the surgery Mills under-

the

I'm
Mills fine!'" Mills said
say,

of

even

to

end

summer,

to

Director

'or

movies. 'Toward

"

Physician

Enough,"

"That was one of the most fun," said

McKesson.

radical prostatectomy is curative well

In his convocation speech, Mills

gave particular mention to the personal

bonds

on tumor cell type," said Benson.
Mills and his family were far from

concert,

alone in the cancer-fight, however.

students singing away.

Asked about

immediately understood what

est

rate
its

excel-

lent credit rating.

predict next year's

tuition,

these

the student body's sup-

port, Mills said,

projects

fantastic."

from the College's operating budg-

do not impose a financial
burden on the College," Longley

et."

said.

"We

renovation are funded separately

such fears regarding tuition are

has

cards,

poems,

over 90 percent of the time, depending

"While we can't

tuition

'08

received

said.

went

day of

Bowdoin has

thanks to

Anna Kosovsky

strength," she-

College

and

then on,

access to low inter-

debt.

the concert hall in the spring of

year Bricks by the end of

said.

that

.1
m

.

museum

had

From

the summer, Mills

College through this
process. It

out

summer
gifts for

him."

sup-

Health Services Dr.

three weeks.

C

are grateful for

warmth and

port of everyone at the

is quite well,

According

days

will be put in

museum

"We
the

make

to

for every

Despite inconveniences, the col-

"He

helped

during the

my

His wife, Karen

lege

who

there."

he said.

after his

work. There were about 20 students

energy

"

peak, but I'm getting

half the size

up Mills

him mat he would receive a
every day until he came back to

"I told
gift

my

a

surgery.

next few years.

it's fair

used to be and the campus does-

n't feel as

the lead in cheering

perceived on

average," Mills said.

pretty

"It's

is

campus

their

to

inconvenient," Evan Fensterstock
'06 said. "The

is

he

gaining his weight

back, and will be monitored by blood

both doubles and quads.

Many

He

tennis.

Act and will consist of

Disabilities

made

has

It

Bowdoin Student Government
President DeRay McKesson '07 took

weight and was not allowed to

them." The newly renovated Bricks
will be compliant to standards set

this process.

huge difference," said Karen Mills.

After the June 13 surgery, Mills

older dorms and renovating

the

support of everyone at the College

I

"The students were

and

said,

"There

I

sat in

my

Bowdoin
Our guests

rocking chair surrounded by

special about this College

is

so

and commu-

nity."

His wife shared his appreciation.
are grateful for the

warmth and

James Baumberger contributed

to

this report.

Our New Large Perfect Pan Cheese

Pizzaj

Our 16" Cheese Pizza
"PAN PIZZA AVAILABLE STARTING a&BMS'

Papa John's
One

12"

One Topping

Pizza
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20oz.Soda
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Papa John's
Don't Forget To Add On One Of Our Great
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Liter
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New

September

dorms house

ever

first class

BNAS

closure raises concerns for

AIR STATION, from page

1

Speaker

of

House

the

John

Richardson represents Brunswick

"Brunswick has been a Navy and

the

college town," he said in an interview

He

with the Orient "It will become a col-

involvement

town and

lege

will require us to rec-

Mills

said

"An economic downturn in the
thqugh it may be temporary

in

area

Bowdoin's

of

in the base's

in

in

a

state-

the

have plans

a

in

the educational, cultural,

talent to play a central role in

Midcoast region ought

the

of uses, land

future,"

away

First-year residents of East

and West Halls know the perks of living in

brand new dorms, including study and lounge areas

Mills said that he has offered the

College's

2009, from page 1

"When

I

my

took

proctees to

matriculation, Barry Mills

East and West halls, which house
100 and 101 students respectively,

of sustainable

offer a variety

ele-

asked to
see how many of them were from
Massachusetts or Boston," Haight

"He was amazed when no one

said.

ments to their residents. The new
dorms include a geothermal heating

raised their hand."

and cooling system and
on natural lighting.

continents also join the

rely heavily

International

first

Beyond East and West

halls' sus-

tainable aspects, the physical layouts

of the dorms themselves attempt

community aspect that
older bricks do not Both dorms
foster a

to

years, with a total

The

Bulgaria,

China,

This year, Bowdoin also welcomes

the

The firstyear

most racially diverse class to

ty

more

evident benefits

Bowdoin

other aspects of

have been
wel-

than

to

the

of

the

Invitational

21 Countries.

weekend
programs designed
to welcome stu-

East Hall resi-

found

themselves without hot water. With

no laundry room

Bowdoin
and
Bowdoin
Experience, two

Orientation,
dents

installed in East to

date, 201 first years and proctors
have found themselves competing
over a limited number of washers

dents

of color who

are considering

applying to the College.

Bricks

wonder whether East and West Hall

especially in the South, that give us

residents find themselves feeling iso-

names of outstanding students
and leaders in their communities and

Some

West

in

Hall.

classmates

in

the

lated.

"I love being on the Quad,"
Winthrop Hall resident Kristen
Gunther '09 said. "I'm right in the

middle of
to all of

all

the activity and close

my

classes. Putting first

years in a central location

way

to orient

them

to

is

a great

their

sur-

roundings."

However, the most
thing about the

new

ing to residents,

is

seems

loyalty that

frustrating

dorms, accord-

the lack of

dorm

to exist in the

tion," Steele said.

the

schools."

cent of the class
is

is

finds

way

itself

—56 per-

female. This shift

evident on other campuses as well.

"Many more women

coming out
of high school," Steele said. "They
are not drawn into the military or
unions as

much
men

a trend for

are

is

ment "We want

members of the Class of

to start the traditions for the

new dorms,"
of East Hall

Proctor Ian Haight '08

est students

campus and throughout the world,
first years hail from 39 states and
Columbia This year
has also seen a two percent decline in
the number of New Englanders
enrolled at Bowdoin.
the

the District of

I

authority

Had

more
would have lost
The Defense Finance and
Accounting
Service
office
in
Limestone was originally slated for
closure. The BRAC Commission
list.

the shipyard closed,

than 4,000 people
their jobs.

chose to keep the

facility

double the size of

its

open and

staff to nearly

600 people.

James Baumberger and Evan
Kohn contributed to this report.

from the greater region, and two

EVENT BOX

state officials.

somebody from Bowdoin
ought to be in that mix," he said.
Community Service Resource
Center Director Susie Dorn is concerned about local civilians whose
"I think

Nichols replaces former Director

of Security Bruce Boucher just one
week after retiring from the Maine
State Police after 27 years of service. Boucher is now the Chief of the
Rockland Police Department.
Prior to his career in law enforce-

ment Nichols worked
announcer

in

as a radio

Augusta, an interest

new

position.

A jazz

and classic rock enthusiast Nichols hopes to DJ a show on

Great State of Maine Airshow

Brunswick Naval Air Station
Saturday and Sunday

Gates open at 8:00 a.m.

Show

starts at lOKX)

a.m.

Bowdoin

WBOR

that will not only feature

2000, Jones

and safety related

be fun, a way to

spill

out

information and to keep safety in

and ears of the students,"

Nichols said.
"I'll

and also students. Students
have great insights. Others can
learn from them," he said.
field,

Bowdoin

College for

Pacelli

was

Director

who

officially

April. Pacelli

of

filled In after

departure in 2004,

appointed

in

worked as Assistant

Director of Res Life from 2000-

Supplemental Education program

2002 before earning her Master's
in
Education
at
Harvard
Government
and Legal Studies major while at
Bowdoin, has also worked as a
congressional staffer and at the
U.S. Department of Education in

work

to

in

Chicago before returning as

in

Director of Multicultural

A flairs

in

2004.

A mentor to the Af-Am house
and POSSE, Jones has worked with
students
including

to

coordinate

last

year's

events,

MLK

Day of

Southern

Maine high

financial or otherwise, that

may have

prevented them from

Washington, D.C.
This year, she and her staff are

focused on "trying to work

Jones enjoys the

flexibility

of her

position! "Unlike other deans,

students are not split

on alphabet," Jones

up based

said. "I get to

work with students across the

much

more closely with the College
Houses

to better support their pro-

gramming and

all that

they do as

So

far the year

leaders at Bowdoin.

attending college.

my

University. Pacelli, a

a program that brought

school students facing various bar-

new

bring in real experts in the

Interim

a

riers,

the eyes

left the

years

together

issues.

An

Bob Graves'

After graduating from
in

four

others, but also serve as a

venue to

Pacelli '98,

Director of Residential Life

Residential Life

Programs

Service,

discuss health

Kim
and

Multicultural Student

John Coltrane, Miles Davis, and

Like

what you

is

off to a great start [with] an

excellent Res Life staff training

and College House orientation, and
we're excited to see so
energy

at

much good

Bowdoin."

—Compiled by Dan Hackett

board."

Let's

just

make

cancer.
read?

strides against breast
starts here.

Hope

Sunday, October 16, 2005

the best and bright-

and we've been pleased

with the students coming through our

It's

even better the

doors," he said

Some

that will create a

tary facilities were given
good news by the BRAC
Commission.
The
Commission
removed the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard in Kittery from the closure

Stacy Jones '00,

first

years are pleased as

second time around.

well.

said.

Geographically diverse both on

House

redevelopment

local

Director of First Year

not concerned with the

dramatic increase in female enroll-

to the

Richardson will submit legislation to the

Randall Nichols,

to gravitate towards

"Every dorm on campus has some
sort of history or tradition to it, and it

up
2009

need

mili-

as men. Plus there's

large universities."

Steele

draw on

will

the region even stronger."

arrivals at

Director of Security

"It will

The Class of 2009
unique in yet another

other first-year residence halls.

is

New

he hopes to incorporate into his

"A very large number of those students follow through with an applica-

"We've also been
building up with a number of referral
agencies outside of New England,

and dryers

made.

of

interest

international students from

of

all

increase

history. It includes success
i

know who will
College. He indicated

no decisions have been

date,

Maine

other

applications.

this

121
J
r
i
151 students of color and

East and West

less

than any class in

someone
Bowdoin 's concerns be

could be a trustee or former

it

trustee, but

Steele attributes

diverse

living in the

come. For

represent the
that

with 132 students of color admitted

class is

direct-

Mills does not yet

from 710 minori-

Despite

halls

Myanmar,

Korea,

full kitchen.

make

placed on both redevelopment bodies.

with furnished lounges and study

of

The College was not

"We

said.

shaped,"

experience and expertise to

that

who

to local officials,

are creating a local redevelopment
authority.

Richardson

talent to play

the Midcoast

be

of 21 interna-

Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland,
Taiwan, the UK, and Zimbabwe.

its

and

how
to

ought

model, consisting of seven local
community members, five individu-

are

of the other

state level,

and human

al, cultural,

a central role in

region

als

wheelchair-accessible and equipped

dorms, East Hall boasts a

to

"As one of the top employers in the
Bowdoin has the education-

region,

intimate with

Colombia,

areas, and, unlike any

expertise

to the Orient.

new group of

class includes citizens of

Bangladesh,

creative

Governor John Baldacci, who is setting up a redevelopment board at the

ly involved in lobbying for the base to

from four

tional students in the culturally rich
class.

ment

stay open, but has asked that

students

the

first-year

always have to think about future
Bowdoin. But I do not think it is a

tomorrow Bowdoin."

built into the layouts.

Two

Speaker of the Maine House of Representatives
that I think is

Bowdoin," Mills said "You

future

Mike Ardolino, Bowdoin Orient

something

is

who may

residents

assistance in the future.

John Richardson

said.

"The idea that we
would be building that
far

com-

munity members can do
something now to help

shaped."

to be

point in the

he

by sup-

said that

the Tedford Shelter,

might be available

some

at

in

fact

"Very quickly,
working family can find

Dorn

and

how

be able to acquire, for a
that

in

porting organizations like

human

advantageous for us to
variety

are

the rent."

Bowdoin has

could be

it

affects

on the edge'

who

themselves unable to pay

"As one of the top employers in the region,

place to try to acquire
portions of the base.
"Clearly,

and foremost

interview.

College does not currently

first

are 'living

more numerous than most students
would know," she wrote in an email

and campus

playing a key role," he said

—

who

community,

this

"I envision the College

in the past."

—

nature

those

redevelop-

ment.

ognize our responsibility in greater

ways than we have

supportive

Brunswick

jobs depend on the base.

Maine House of Representatives.
is

2005

9,

Brunswick - Town Mall
Damariscotta - First National Bank
Portland - Monument Square

"I've been most impressed

by the
strong sense of community at
Bowdoin," Gunther said. "While
most colleges advertise it Bowdoin

Relive the magic

at:

orient.bowdoin.edu

has it"

James Baumberger and Evan
Kohn contributed to this report.
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Popham
in Brief
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Weather
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Weather

National

Service forecasts a lovely

weekend. Both Saturday
and Sunday will be mostly
sunny with high temperalow 70s.
the
tures
in

^f^fo^^^^^gjglfl^lJM

Nightime lows are forecast

mid

to be in the

50s.

A light

breeze can be expected for

A Day in Maine:

the duration of the weekend.

History

BUjhhhW* Beach

was

A man and woman appear, going

Imagine a long, white-sand beach, a

on weekday afternoon

A very
or

90

old

in late

—probably

man

—

85

sand, there

His gait

is

a

is

faint smile

on his

shirt that,

at their feet

uncontrollable laughter.

The couple

woman
who sud-

stops walking. Giggling, the

He

begins to tickle her husband,

denly joins her in laughter so intense

wears a loose red-and- white checkered

button-down

middle-aged.

foamy surf flickering

cal,

face.

stoic.

man and woman

certainly

The man whispers something in his
wife's ear and she is seized by hysteri-

He has

the hard-packed

determined, but not

most

the

a well-trimmed white moustache, and,

he trudges along

beach in Phippsburg, Maine. The sea

Wedding rings glint on their fingers.
They walk arm-in-arm for a few steps,

summer.

at least

weather, walks along the beach.

as

draws them to

mostly unbut-

they both gasp for

air.

After a moment,

who constantly reminds her not to

haps,

go any

further into the water.

dent advice, as there

It is

often a strong

is

ging

too

is

much

for the

little girl

mightily displeased

about sharing her feelings. Loudly.

which

slightly,

sand

man
mile

It

takes

many

covers a

—and

lot

of ground

—at

least

enough. Eventually, they give

a

and

ing

up walk-

just embrace, the surf lightly

A little girl

an oversize maroon

in

Welcome

Jeff:

t-

1775,

Dr. Jeff

of charge. Your

free

insurance policy will

by

the cold water

and

then, suddenly,

my

at

see students by appointment.

the

More

exams, allergy

shots,

may be

Our

days out If

appointment, please

call us at

or stop by in person.
All of the care we offer

all

getting used to

It

x3770,

Our formulaof the most

Pills

(Cyclessa,

you

free

of charge.

Center is free to you.
Whether you have the new Bowdoin

all

health insurance plan or are covered
under your parents' plan, you'll have

medications can be filled at a

unlimited access to

all

Prescriptions

of the servic-

for non-formulary

num-

community pharma-

Once

again,

Atlantic Ocean.

The beach

it

beach,

is

Bowdoin. To get there, take
Route 1 north about 7.5
miles to the Phippsburg
exit. Take a right and follow
Route 209 for about 14
miles. Be sure to stay on
209; you will have to make
a left and then a right when
you get within a few miles

is situated

Popham's unique geographic
at low tide, to walk

River.

form allows one,

out to sandbars and even a nearby Fox

The mounting tide must be care-

watched by those who venture

fully

out, lest

is

one become stranded
Popham Beach are often

of the beach. The signage
on the way to the beach is

Sunsets at

some-

we have

Please see

POPHAM, page

liquid nitrogen, for freezing warts,

and we'll continue to offer
minor office surgery for moles and

etc.,

"lumps and bumps."
running, and in

yourselves

common

is

you'll find the

it

tools,

and

—

treat
by
of your more

—some

ailments.

up and

You can

also help

We're able

to offer all students free

pneumonia and chicken pox

tetanus,

from you about your needs and conand about how well (or not!)

needs with as

we

we can muster.

are meeting them. Please feel

any of us by email or

We

phone, or stop by to chat.
also be starting back

will

up our Health

and Measles/Mumps/Rubella vaccinations are free for students 18 years

and

flu

soon

at

vaccine should be available

this

Mona

address these questions longitudinal-

vaccinations, sponsor health educa-

We

ting

Student

been distributed through Residential
Life,

and we have extra copies

if you

a supply of

and

to help

order to understand your

own
own

health

needs, to pursue your
care,

and to promote and sustain your

own

well-being.

Let

Finally, there's this,

on campus.

column

me say a few words

provide an open forum

about our

health

my

in the Orient. It is

weekly
meant to

for discus-

cared for by pediatricians, and likely

titive

under your parents' direct and atten-

Health Center services, or any

You might not have

other issues involving health or

had the opportunity to develop independent provider-patient relationships of your own. You might not

wellness. Please feel free to email

nutrition consul-

Services.

in

the

Before

tive supervision.

our smoking cessation support
thinking about quit-

you might not have even been

to learn

more

about your options, or want to help

We

hope

need one. The guide, written for students by the Student Advisory

have needed to be responsible for
pursuing your own health care, and

else out

treat acute

We

you gain access to the information,
resources and services you'll want in

and

are eager, as always, to adver-

someone

chronic illnesses.

for orthopedic

Alley, R.D7L.D.,

smoking, want

and

tion programs,

The "Student Guide

to

sion about any questions or con-

tations.

efforts. If you're

emphasize

We offer preventitive exams and

cerns you might have related to

be coming to die Health Center on

Tuesday mornings for

to

try

health promotion and disease preven-

Health

Orthopedic

on Monday

year

In providing health care services

on campus, we

coming
to
Bowdoin, most of you were likely

from

Associates in Portland will be here

again

support, infor-

tion.

sense of mission

a nominal cost
Avery,

Dr.

of

much

mation, good advice, and guidance as

Center Student Advisory Group to

Health Services at Bowdoin" has

yourself to a variety of condoms.

tise

clear.

7

cerns,

free to contact

Our Self-Care Room

will

State Park

a 40 minute drive from

Dudley Coe Health Center

ing of quitting,

cies.

m

at the

But there

ing, or kayaking.

consultations.

Health

es offered at the Health Center and

day

pleasant to spend a

find

Popham Beach

of sandy beach on die

issues

also have three top brands of

ber of nearby

such a

attracts

crowd because people

from antibiotics to generic Prozac to
Emergency Contraceptive Plan

available to

three miles

Group, includes answers to your
FAQ's about health care and health

nal ring (Nuvaring) in our formulary,

the

529

meningitis vaccine are available at cost,

Desogen, and Mircette) and the vagiat

is

acres of natural beauty, including about

Island

Popham

Certainly

Wednesday mornings

Control

State Park

age or younger. Travel vaccines and the

in-house, formulary prescrip-

Birth

Directions

Popham Beach

when

medications are dispensed to

We

all

smiles.

diverse

commonly prescribed medications

B.

mag-

will help us

insurance plans, please

in to see us.

the

make an

After a

wet and

vaccines. In addition, Hepatitis B, Polio

ry includes over thirty

scheduled a few
to

us; to

Bowdoin or your fam-

students free of charge.

urgently!

exams, GYN
and travel con-

you want

by

with the paperwork!

tion

ments. Especially urgent needs are
well,

new

you come

urgent medical needs are always

physical

including

bring in your insurance card

We

scheduled for same-day appointtreated,

tests,

tests for

insurance.

ily

The Health Center staff is happy
you for a broad spectrum of

sultations

women and men,

While we are

primary and acute care needs.

STD

and

testing, are all paid for

billed to your

Dudley Coe.

always
Routine

order for you. Pap

protect your privacy, they will not be

to see

all

remedies to evaluate and

HIV

I wanted to
programs and services and write a
little about our sense of mission here

bom

they are

we may
both

column of the new
review some of our

first

to

Popham was

near the beach.

Source: Encyclopedia Britanica

almost anyone into a

River and the mouth of the Morse

well as most of the send-out lab tests

tests,

The

built

state.

between die mouth of die Kennebec

splashes her again.

information, diagnostic

pregnancy

Health Services!

In this,

the

emergency room, as

Dear Students: Welcome to
Bowdoin 2005-2006 from all of us

year,

and

providers

jbenson@bowdoin.edu

in the

visits to outside

cover

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

Jeff

have the capacity

later,

Benedict

traitor

In 1881, Fort

and

The grand-

little girl

to

the Counseling Center,

Ask

is

clarity

an amazing place

sunbathing, reading, swimming, walk-

lapping at their ankles.

around a bend.

Dr.

arms around each

their

but cannot seem to get close

other,

disappears

eventually

They put

sun.

minutes, but the old

to

is

mother stops scolding, perhaps shocked

lightly splashes die little girl.

dragging

She

and has no qualms

moment

feet

.

who

her grandmother,

splashes

beach again, toward the late afternoon

leaves a unique footprint pattern in the

seems

ically transport

calm, serene

the couple recovers, walking along the

tinct,

that

with a sense of

Popham

vitality.

Prudent or not, the grandmother's nag-

sand-colored khakis. His stride

dis-

air breezes

undertow in die waters off Popham.

toned, flaps in the breeze against his
is

pru-

three-mile-long

this

"New

commenced his
Arnold
march to Quebec, Canada
from Popham Beach.

thing intangible and wonderful that

an older woman, her grandmother per-

are

by years of

his face creased

kneels at the water's edge, building

shirt

a sandcastle under the watchful eye of

sweethearts, but this

blue sky, and a gentle breeze

brilliant

in

From a distance,

one might mistake them for teenage

the opposite direction.

of an early

site

World"
More than a century
in

Orient Staff

the

English outpost in the

l

by Joshua Miller

Popham Beach

1607,

In

who may be think-

come on

in!

are also eager to hear back

expected to understand your

is

what we would

own

health

policy,

me

with any of these questions or
comments. If published, they
would be printed anonymously, but
our discussion might benefit the
whole community.
Salud!

exactly

To a

great year together!

like

to offer you: the opportunity to take

charge of your

medicine,

own

health needs.

This

health care, public health, preven-

health care and

Jeff Benson,

M.D.

Dudley Coe Health Center

.
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100
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Years
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From

075

Ago

Years

From

the Orient's first issue of

050

Ago

Years

the Orient's first issue of

the 1880-1881 academic year

the 1905-1906 academic year

the

Editorial Notes

The New Year

Ex Governor Baxter Welcomes

This number of the Orient welcomes the return of the students

At the opening of the

. . .

we

from what,

vacation of enjoyment, although by

no means devoid of profit. As we
return to our editorial duties with the
determination

make

to

improvement which lies
power in our department, so

all

the

in

our

that

cannot help

shakes itself and looks

As

templates

its

resources

it

sees old

friends returning in large quantities

name and cause of Old Bowdoin.
The college is to be congratulated

of the college,-

year than the

telling

a

this

more

that

the

warm

has been

interest that for a year past

entering

shown

on

for these healthful

men

grasping of the opportunity to take

advantage of the high line of study

we

which,

believe, each class will

from the last.
Freshmen you may feel that

...As

you are

of but

in reality

little

by,

which none

is

book

the

in

office

President James S. Coles.

Represented

officials believe that

feasible this year without

of

is

any major cut-

backs of either programs or operations.

...

Anticipated savings from such 'fine-

in this year's entering

class are sixteen states

eign countries.

and three

tuning' of programs

for-

should run to

$647,000 for the 1980-1981 academic

...

year.

in the

of the Union where

ful.

Mr. Baxter said that the college

is

should strive to
citizen

make himself a better

and a good citizen must obey
of his country. He urged sup-

the laws

Law and other
laws of the college and the state.

port of the Prohibition

Fundamentally no one has the right to
choose what laws he will obey and
what laws he will disobey. ...

more honorable

and upright.

com-

and the years will pass swiftly
as you ascend step by step up the

A

1980 Orient cartoon lambasts Professor William Hughes for filming,

on campus,

ladder of class precedence.

To

ulation

Bowdoin

a thorough trimming of the budget

impor-

tance, but there is a better time

ing

than

Despite the ever-pressing threat of

54th academic year. All members of

ground for rulers of
tomorrow. Every man in college

offered here, of a system of athletics

find widely different

new expenditures
inflation,

the training

of college, on their

We now enter

morning, September

members of the college and gave the
some advice which should prove use-

are to be congratulated

their choice

upon a new year of our course

and pleasant pastimes.

On Monday

academic year

Percival P. Baxter '98, former governor of Maine addressed the new

on acquiring such a goodly bunch of
strong men both in literary and athletic work. On the other hand, the

the base-

last,

and boating men to see to it
nothing shall be detracted from

ballist

Room

Lounge

bright energetic

ther the true interest

make

which they will suffer here. ...
At 2.30 everybody gathered

and sees a new Freshman Class full
of promise adding to its numbers

some fourscore of

Day, September 23,

the class of 1934 was officially welcomed to the college and initiated
into a few of the joys and tribulations

the college con-

youths eager to push forward the

scholar to

On Freshmen

opportunities for con-

its

determination to do their best to furthe

'Fine tuning' to emphasize limiting

Starts...

the incoming class signed the matric-

about for

for the most part the students have,
each one, returned with an equal

154th CoUege Year

19,

1

the Orient's first issue of

the 1980-1981

Citizenship Stressed

between, pulls itself

rest

From

issue of

spaces of

plishing them.

feel but that

first

Ago

the 1955-1956 academic year

some 215 freshmen started registering as Bowdoin College began its

quests and the material for accom-

we

deserve a continuation of the
support already received from our

we

term of

Years

Class of '34; Speech Concerning
Strict Observance of Law Povokes
Sharp Retort from Kenneth L.
Roberts, Well Known Author;

together,

may

friends,

first

1935-1936 academic year

the Orient's

plodding along on an extenuated
journey by regular stages, with short

the year, the college, like a knight

hope, has been a

From

025

Ago

Sophomores] we would
say we congratulate you in striving
to do your part in removing the custom of hazing, which has for some

a political ad in favor of

Maine Yankee nuclear power

plant.

[the

A

Day

Maine: Popham Beach

in

POPHAM, from page

6

waves and the view of the luminous
night sky,

time past proven such a drawback to

name of Bowdoin.
To the Juniors we can say but littie. You have passed through the
the

shows of color and fading
As the sun sets, shades of red,

fantastic

. .

light.

-

purple, and orange streaks of lumi-

nous color lay across the palette of
a darkening sky. The full extent of
the western sky is almost completely visible from certain parts of the

is

it

hard not to feel seren-

ity.

The sun

rising out

of the ocean

at

Popham Beach is an exceptionally beauti-

A completely unobstruct-

and tribulations of
Freshman year and stood up nobly in
the midst of Sophomoric excitement
and danger, and we only ask that you
do not allow the fancied enjoyment

beach, and one can watch the glow-

of 'Junior ease*

ing orb of the sun slowly disappear

than just the

warm summer

behind a small line of perenniallygreen trees. After the sun sinks

frigid winter

days when snow covers the

sand

humiliations

As

for

...

ourselves,

we

Seniors,'

sorry that the end

ing

'dignified

cannot say that

when we

bow

is fast

shall

we

are

approach-

make our

Bowdoin, and the
pleasant recollections connected
with that name. ... If we are fortunate enough to make improvements
upon her good record, the accomfarewell

to

From page

"More people

if

the performance of our

in

duties,

we mean

that

it

shall

be due

rather to a lack of capability

G Stanwood

large circle

"Baststw fur Sate"

saddened by the disappearance of
Dr. Robert
Stanwood. He went

G

out in a

1 -800-560-1281

or vndiiigfrieMls.com

hot since been heard from. His boat,

containing his hat, cane, and one oar,
on an island opposite
Yarmouth the next morning, but no
other traces of him have been found.
drifted ashore

He was

an excellent swimmer and

thoroughly at

home

ment of a boat.
felt for his

. .

manageGreat sympathy is
in the

family in their affliction.

1

and the planets

ens.

Due

to the lack

tion

at

Popham,

the heav-

fill

of

light pollu-

the

universe

eastern sky

makes

for a

dawn that leaves one filled with awe.
Popham is worth visiting in all

—

sons

who

its

beauty

the beach

ventures to

is

is

visible during

deserted

Popham

sea-

more

months.

The

in the

On

rare soul

middle of

winter finds 529 acres of exquisite beauty
in perfect isolation.
It is

late in trie afternoon.

The waning

sunlight glimmers off a frothy sea.

comes in The old man's
slowly fade away.
tide

The

footprints

Science Inter Needed
«t»nt*n* ytfriiig 8th grade.

Science major preferred,
but ability to teach top priority.

Waterfront

Home in Harpcwell

Student Travel Services to

Are you connected?
Sell Tripe. Earn Caah A Travel
Free! Call for group diacounti.
IrJo/Re»erv»lioni 800-648-4849

2 bedroom,

6130-6*
1

bath

fully furnshed

I
'

850/month; sept 05-jun 06
781-259-0530

/•utravel.com

dory from Bungenuck

Brunswick, for an hour's row, on the

sky's remain-

ing light quickly fades. Soon, the
stars

ed view of the

Please call 865-0843

Spring Break 2006

moderate
io-u:3oa
moderate

+*m.

3130-sp

- 5J15

4

Bubble T«a

jmbs

hSNErl ICE CRM

p

Milkshakes * Smoothes
Hot Tea and Iced Tea
Chinese Steamed Buns
Home Made Snacks

XW&OL

6-7<30p

yoga,4 the ia-ip
10/6-

11/10"
4-5J15P

7»30-9P

s= ac*=fs-

sssm

u-ia;i5p
5<30-6(45P prenatal
begins
vigorous
9/a5

moderate dans

5130-7P
basics

T.45-9P

10/30**

moderate

5«30-7P
vigorous

7>30-op

9/ag-

10-1 1130a

ia-ip

vigorous

prenatal moderate gentle

Landing, three or four miles from
afternoon of August 25th, and has

below the horizon, the

well

For Frceport middle school

Need an Extra $36,000 a year?
Vesdiag buihKU for tak. SeO $5000

Jamaica, Mexico, Bahama* and Florida.

of friends has been

According to the ad,

beyond earth is particularly vivid.
With the sound of the lapping

with

Robert

cigarettes.

more pure pleasure from Camels than from any
The Orient no longer publishes ads of this nature.

and

judgment than to any lack of loyalty to Old Bowdoin.

A

Camel

we do

not attain so high a degree of suc-

cess

September 28, 1965 issue of The Bowdoin

get

other cigarette."

plishment itself will be sufficient

reward for our exertions;

2 of the

Orients an advertisement for

ful sight as

kinetics
9/ao-tt/3*

l-2:30p

8-9s3oa

gentle

stage a/3

io/ia-ti/16

136 Commercial St

Portland, ME

(located next to DiMilllo's
and In front ofJ's Oyster)

207-871-9999
www.bubblemaineia.com

"Indicate* a apacial 6
weak aa rlaa only $65
1 claaa $15, 4 for $48

8 for $88

314 Fort AndroM
14 Maine St Brunswick
725-7874
www.i8lyogahorns.com

'

&

fax*
September

8

9,
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A capella groups set tone for

Carrell' s talent laid

the year

bare as lead in Virgin
Not once.

sex.

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

n't tried, but

not like he has-

It's

every sexual experiwoman has

ence he has had with a
' For years, he blended in quietly
with the Daily Show's stock of eyebrow-raising, stone-faced pseudo-

abandoned his

no fault of his own, he suffered
NBC's ill-conceived attempt to

less

sell

it

to a broad American market with
The Office. He achieved minor cult
Tamland in
Brick
status
as
Anchorman, but still seemed to be

sea of one-

treading water in a

dimensionality. Needless to say,

assumed

that he

was more

I

suited to

supporting a more versatile lead

supporting an entire

actor than

movie.

be the first to admit that I
underestimated Steve Carrell.
In The 40 Year Old Virgin,
I'll

Carrell plays

Andy

employee

Members of

the a capella group

an electronics outlet who doesn't
own a car and rides his bike to and
from an apartment adorned with

Bowdoin Orient

action figures

BOKA did a rendition of Michael Jackson's "Thruler" last Sunday. Other a

capella groups including the Meddiebempsters, the Longfellows, Miscellania,

and Ursus Verses

also

at

performed.

familiar,

existence.

still

He

packaging.

in their original

under

and

circum-

accidentally kick-

So Andy has
of

libido in favor

discomforting pursuits such as

video games and collectables.

Then one night, Andy's coworkhim to a game of poker,
and when the four of them begin
exchanging tales of their sexual
escapades, it becomes quickly

ers invite

Andy has none

apparent that

speak

of.

to

For the next 70 or so minAndy's new friends

utes of the film,

attempt to shepherd him to the
promised land, leading to a series

of events that eventually result in
Andy's deflowering and his buddies' ironic flirtations with celibacy.

From

Stiltzer, a quiet,

polite, straight-laced

Fulton,

him

unfortunate

ing genius of Jon Stewart. Through

repackage British humor and

Drew

abruptly

stances (like

ing her in the face).

dwarfed by the impos-

journalists,

concluded
extremely

Virgin

afar,

seems

The 40 Year Old
a predictable

like

(what's that? Yes, of course he
loses his virginity at the end), shal-

dumb movie saturated with
lewd jokes and punched up with

low,

leads a humble,

and seemingly content
Oh, and he's never had

Please see VIRGIN, page 10

photos liven up lounge

Lipstick Jungle explores Falciglia's

working woman's world
New York

by Kathryn Papanek
Contributor

of

City, all

whom

are

struggling to maintain often precarious balances between their person-

In an interview with

Candace

Telegraph,
described her

new

The Daily

al

Bushnell

novel, Lipstick

and professional

lives.

Victory

Ford, a fashion designer,

may have

to sell the rights to her

company

fashion show.

a disastrous

Jungle, as "a pretty philosophical

after

kind of book." This statement seems

Nico O'Neilly, the editor-in-chief of

to be a

Bonfire magazine,

somewhat incongruous des-

is

struggling to

of a book in which the main
characters go to fashion shows,

juggle schemes and machinations in

underwear models on

tysomething underwear model in

crition

make love

to

the office and her affair with a twen-

and agonize over
whether or not to

buy $50,000 ponies
for their
It's

statement

from

a

three

New

Nealy, the presi-

dent of Paradour

Yorkers'

Pictures,

writer

to

buster movie, be a

anything and every-

good mother to her
children,

thing to help their
careers keeps the story

moving and

and save

her marriage with

her

dissatisfied,

Admittedly, the

turning.

novel would have
benefited

who focused mainly on marmen and Manolos (i. e. how

more

tightly

woven

they can get the second in order to

Blondes and Trading Up, the point
is

In Lipstick Jungle, however,
Bushnell tangles a more weighty
what happens

when younger women
in

like the girls

Sex in the City reach

and

start

their forties

to concentrate more on

their jobs. Or, in other words, pic-

ture Carrie with

a high-powered

the

journey.

The novel focuses on the intertwining tales of three successful
fortysomething wome*n living in
lilt!
**i

pppiT"

Along

the

way,

Bushnell's insider details about the

unique frames all

by Francis Killea
Staff Writer

more ways of New

wasn't quite

Falciglia

Union

my

was when

to see his

lack

sure
I

who Tom

got to

Moulton

photo show.

of background going

me

to think

I

guess

into the

might be

interview led

interest, while her witty account of

talking with a student, but walking

these three

New

Yorkers' willing-

ness to do anything and everything
to help their careers

the

keeps the story

pages turning.

into Lancaster

Lounge

I

I

realized that

I

the only student present Falciglia
has earned on a close relationship with

was
the

camera

for

over 40 years, a

which immediately forced me

fact

to ques-

tion his equipment update.

Please see JUNGLE, page 10

Most of Tom's

photos,

hung

in

all

some of mem)

altered
I

around the room, are

and he shot

in color,

York's power set keep the reader's

moving and

career.

the destination but

hot hangouts and

used to being behind the camera rather than in front of

front of his work, which will be on view in Lancaster lounge through the

Four

afford the third).

subject: specifically,

Tom Falciglia is

plot. But, as in

the author's previous novels,

much

Ardolino,

Bowdoin Orient

it,

but took time Sunday to pose in

month of September.

from a

riage,

not so

Mike

stay-at-home hus-

band, Shane.

the pages

els featured characters

tries

produce a block-

willingness to do

coming

previous
whose
work includes the
sex column upon
which the HBO
series Sex and the
City was based and
whose earlier nov-

Wendy

Finally,

This witty account of

children.

an even odder

bedroom.

the

kitchen table tops,

student,

of mem (and

digitally.

he learned and used

As a
of the

all

black-and-white darkroom techniques
that

most beginning photography

dents

work

advanced,

began

to gravitate

media. His

was

stu-

with, but as technology

Tom grew

up too, and

towards die

first digital

digital

camera, he said,

two megapixels, compared
8 mega-pixel camera he uses

just

to the

was

on

h—

it

can hold hundreds of photos," he said
His new gear is a far cry from the

man,

easy,

he

said.

The cameras

are

convenient and of good quality, and as

he prefers to shoot

in color,

he doesn't

miss the superior clarity of a traditional silver

As

print

for the digital editing programs,

Falciglia said

he picked up die knowl-

edge easily by enrolling in Photoshop
classes, although

he marvels

after taking the class

bow much

now.
"There's a gig of storage

film that he used as a younger

but the transition to the digital camera

he

is

that

even

surprised

by

else can be done with the

program. Even with

all

the choices,

he

Please see PHOTO, page 10
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Savor the local flavor G.C. Variety
of bargain wines,

by Hillary Matlin
COLUMNSIT

I

was

2005

9,

the spice of

is

life

inclined to

However, another of my
a bet with me this sumtotally changed my
mind. Like a responsible wine
drinker (and mostly broke one at
that) I return my wine bottles. One
agree.

made
mer which
tasters

Every

comes
the inevitable question: "so what
did you do all summer?" More
without

fall,

fail,

often than not, I'm rather embar-

rassed that

I

don't have some amaz-

ing adventure to share. This year,

however,

do have some adven-

I

summer

tures to share, for this

my

spent

I

free time drinking lots of

wines, attending tastings, and even

From
some

visiting a fantastic vineyard.

my friend was with me return-

night

ing a rather large collection and she

me

bet

that there

would cost

that

of money

was no good wine
amount

less than the

my recy-

collected from

I

Ever one for the challenge,

cling.

I

found not one but three bottles that

met

an amazing

this criterion. The fust was a
Schmitt Shne Liebfraumilch for
$4.95 on sale at Shaw's. It

vineyard less than two hours

was, if not extraordinary, a

from Bowdoin.

totally acceptable version

of

sweet German wine.

A

all the

fun in the sun, here are

things

I

learned:

There

1.

is

between

Just

Camden and Lincolnville
down a random turnoff of

this

Route

Cellars'

1

second bottle, Moonshine

1994 Chardonnay
became one of my all-time

the Cellardoor

is

Winery. The winery has only

been

favorite

selling for three years,

ly

wine types and grapes. The
winery produces around a
dozen wines ranging from
two shockingly sweet wines
made from Concord grapes

Because
old,

white.

favorite
it's

eleven years

has taken on

it

cious

barrel

was a

This

and

bottle,

small cordial glasses

and

The view of downtown Brunswick from

bought every

3.

Shiraz

As

by Leslie Bridgers
Contributor
seems impossible

was chock-full of potatoes and

Brunswick

What

decidedly not. Trust me,

I'll

be

talk-

ing about these guys well
October, which

when

is

into

the shop

closes for the year.
2.

There are excellent wines for

under $10. One of

my

recently

graduated tasters says that there

is

no wine under ten dollars worth
drinking. Having had my fair share

way out. While they remain a
good standby for the unadventurous
and for parties, Portuguese reds will
be the next hot thing. Get on the
band wagon now so you can mock
the

the year, but you've overdone the

towed because you
it

Shipyard Pumpkinhead Ale
($7.49 for a six-pack, available at

This autumn favorite has
staple in the fridge

become a

of all beer lovers in
with

Bringing

years.

it

Shipyard's patented glossy taste, this

brew

is

known

best

for

it's

"pumpkin

pie" effect, essentially liquefying the

heavenly dessert with some sugar and

a

little

Fellow beer consumer

spice.

Stewart Stout '07 agrees by chirping,

"You know, it tastes like pumpkin
Be warned, however, that this

pie."

beer

is

more than one or two of

indulging in

these could ruin the entire experience

given die beer's powerful
it

Thus,

taste.

should be used as a nightcap or meal

companion so

that

it

can be savored

and enjoyed slowly. Though
altogether rare for

some brave

attempt the excessive binge,

not

is

it

souls to

not

is

it

recommended, for they usually wake
up with a pumpkin head. My scores:
(out of 5) taste: 5, partyability:

1,

Rolling Rock

($5.99 for a six-

pack, available anywhere beer
Originating

Rolling

h

Tancaster,

Rock has

is

sold)

Pennsylvania,

established itself as

a perfect morning

for

Grand

more
is

filling

and

satisfying experience. Also, this

a great biew to drink when you want

to'

look

like

you're classy even though

you didn't really spend that much
money, taste: 4, partyability: 3,

Milwaukee's Best Ice

for a six-pack, available at all fine bev-

the juggernaut

shelf beers,

you mean

of

all

brew packs a punch
unsuspecting
Peraza '07

I

something

is

booths that have

throw

to "just

it

at Bobby."

surrounded by
old couples

Grand City Variety

—including

part, die

menu

is

"The Golden Cheese Dream."
Though described only as "served
with French

diner food.
typ-

pancakes, milkshakes, eggs with

les,"

I

fries,

thought

coleslaw,
I

and pick-

would take

my

nothing

left to

say

wouldn't be able

There

is

to

to

silent

who have

each other and

hear

if

they did.

something inspiring about

faced," and there

is

is

the stan-

an 80-year-old hostess

who

smiles

chance on the mystery concoction

as she sports her "Cancer sucks" pin

expected to be nothing less than

and about waitresses who make

something about

the clientele that leads

me

to believe

that

I

It

that these dishes are actually popular.

of journalism,

Lunch-goers will find an average

a soup.

My

to sack

up and sample

waitress

is

something satisfying about

finishing breakfast, then buying a

power

strip

and thumbtacks without

having to leave the building.

must have

cheaper than McDonald's;

it's

It's

clos-

my face, as

er than the Diner. Don't let this year

as well as daily specials including

she pointed through the pick-up win-

go by without adding some Variety

both a soup and a chowder.

dow at a young man in a Red Sox hat

to

selection of hot

and cold sandwiches,

detected a pained look

on

your breakfast routine.

Rocking for

relief:

campus bands play Hurricane

benefit

students
first sip,

off

Mike

flatly stated, "It tastes like

regular beer with pepper crushed in
it."

Indeed

does. But the sacrifice

it

make do not go unrewarded Not only does this beer get the

•your taste buds

it

fails to

put a huge dent in

wallet. Scott Brisson '06 put

your

well saying,

"It's

it

what I buy when I'm

looking to get [e]xtreme."

The most

popular method of purchasing Beast
is

a keg, running around $75-80,

Regardless of die quantity, though,

great pale taste without the subtle

i

in

held up for decades,

welcome

everything from postcards to

For the most

There

most

that catches

college

guard. After taking his

Best

i

was

when you buy "Beast" Ice,
Coming in at a

the party will

in other, slightly dark -

I

business.

surprised to find that "the rock" has a

«

didn't like the food,

solid 5.9 percent alcohol content, this

you can

•

if I

bottom

need to re-evaluate a few things.

.

that

from the

Gallery,

about the experience.
relieving about sitting

me know

($3.99

much like mod-

found

let

erage centers)

When taking the first sip, die drinker is

aftertaste

up win-

a Red Sox hat and

in

cost/benefit ratio: 5

Ice

or finery-cooked vegetables.

man

at a young

City.

crock pots

ical:

waitress... pointed through the pick

There

stomach, allowing for a less

ond. If you're buying a six-pack, you

art

dow

Grand City can be
overwhelmingly
let that leave you
underwhelmed at this
eatery. Grand City is

as

decent, but don't

jokes to get through their days.

while 30-packs tend to be a close sec-

em

eye was

fla-

was a grilled cheese. It was good.
Though "The Dream" and its sides
left me stuffed, I decided, in the name

unique

but not overpowering,

my

and

fantastic.

to

unforgettably green

is

described

caught

thin

at

with descriptive words like "open-

seem

It's

stage for the taste, one that

The food

cheese

sauce, and lettuce.
finally

and the base was

vorful.

dard selection of unappealing entrees

attention to the "extra"

melt in your mouth, and not in your

die

set

patties,

is

week.

It's

Move

die smooth, "extra" pale lager.
bottles

loaded with two beef

sandwich,

there.

corn,

Bobby as clean as any
The chowder of the day

Because of it's

job done,

cost/benefit ratio: 3

for the

third time this

Street across

(a great

their specialty

left

I

potatoes and toast. There

As

not one to be taken lightly

lot

Located on Maine

can be

"The

saltines.

at

beer for cookouts) or during a party.

in "extra pale," the bubbles

Hannaford)

recent

It

My

parked in the

left

admissions

Rock is a very versatile beer.
consumed during a dinner

its

it

Diner, your car got

sells

Contributor

at

and

grilled chicken

is

ings at Big Top,

So readers, there's what I did with
my summer. Now take advantage of
the light workload and get tasting.

er pale ales. Because of this, Rolling

Thomas

pad

religiously devoted to

the latecomers.

Choosing your brews
by Carter

last night's crash

Trucker's Breakfast

to "just

cook

Grand,"

are

tastes

didn't like

I

cling peaches and cinnamon toast or

Sunday mornand though you'd
gladly seek anonymity buried in a

the

since

that if

was welcome

I

Bobby."

ances on the menu, served with either

mostly unremarkable wines are on

but

know

me know

let

the food,

Egg

Sweetheart),

don't even

I

It

and

legal

McMoulton. You know the
occupant of

since, well

any variety

would suggest, Grand

But

the popularity of these drinkable but

white.

best enjoyed after a filling meal.

own.

what, maybe the 80 's spritzer phase,

smoky

is

Cottage cheese makes two appear-

The names of the wines are kind
of cutesy (e.g. Perfect Strangers and

tlingly

Bowdoin Orient

this early in

three-year run as the hottest wine

is

Fulton,

throw

over. Honestly, after a

is

the atmosphere of

store/diner

City adds some flavor of

actually a star-

lemonade but

like

Grand City Variety's diner

it.

last one.

only) to a fumoso bianco, that looks

inside

$2.99 a

steal at
I

Drew

a deli-

flavor

almost has a portliness to

(the pourer at the tasting rec-

ommended

wines and definite-

my

but they offer a wide range of

Ice.

rest

assured that everyone at

know

My scores:

it's

Mike Ardolino, Bowdoin Orient

Milwaukee's

taste: -2,

bility: 5, cost/benefit ratio:

5

partya-

Jamil

Wyne

'08, Zacfa

Tcheyan

'08

and the Day Jobs performed

last

night at Quinby's hurricane relief benefit

.
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Former sex columnist explores a new
jungle: the world of working

der roles questions not only whether
die laws should be adjusted in order

protagonists, Bushnell takes a femi-

to avoid separating a mother and her

nist

addition

to

look at the sexism

still

children, but also whether these

ubiqui-

tous in the upper echelons of the

laws are

fair

At times her femi-

caregiver

is

corporate world.

ably turn to Bushnell's novel for her
sex scenes and dishy gossip than
her feminist philosophy. But then,

novels that blithely set out to prove

are full of weighty novels, right?

that

women

also

acknowledges

can do

male

women open

to the

ple,

Drew

on

display in the

Fulton,

Bowdoin Orient

VAC.

role

r

1

"MEET ME AT MAE'S"

Delicious Distinctive Dining

problems that

&

The Bowdoin Orient
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Ml

one block

dren and be forced to pay her hus-

an hour.

offers

a fun,

lips) for longer than

a glimpse of Europe
way

love for travel and the

conversation

some

painterly-

to

fuels

it

say goodbye to

who

friends

attended the

a watercolor, best exhibited in a

well-catered reception. His show,

on

he said, was chosen for Moulton
Union after he sent in a formal

little girl

Lancaster Lounge has become,

of

portfolio that underwent a sort

post-retirement

audition and application process,

a window to some of
Europe's most beautiful land-

and will be up through the month of

scapes. Preferring scenery to por-

While he never made a career out
of taking pictures, photography has
always been a steady hobby for
Falciglia, and the thoughtful com-

travels,

traits,

Falciglia specializes in the

picturesque and lovely, including-

to stop sign

maescafeandbakery.com

your mind (and

makes a photograph seem

thanks to Tom's

shots of Italy (taken while

>07 442-8577

It's

guaranteed to stay on

it's

often uses a specific technique that

ride)

•

at

feminist read and, best of all, unlike
the Dior,

a dock in Florida.

Just 8 miles to Bath:
1 N, exit High St./ Rt. 209
left,

new novel ($16.47

Lipstick Jungle a try?

while contemplating a divorce,

charming photograph of a

Turn

Bushnell's

one of the characters realizes that
because she has a full-time career
she may lose custody of her chil-

like

Relief Fund at the
American Red Cross.

Superb Weekend Brunch
~ Spirits ~ Take out
Casual Atmosphere
Open Tuesday - Sunday

if

whether to buy Dior Addict Lipstick
($23 at www.sephora.com) or

his artwork, Falciglia broke off the

Hurricane Katrina

Dinner

lists

you're trying to decide

www.amazon.com), why not give

PHOTO, from page 8

encourages all students
to donate to the

a Bodacious Bakery

And

a

leaves

by men. For exam-

Photo exhibit

reading

that's this semester's

Bushnell

it all,

that fulfilling

traditionally

are usually faced

(far right painting), arc

the primary

if

"Would he have done this
if I were a man?"
However, unlike many feminist

again ask,

Andrea Aduna's '06

even

a man.

In the end, readers will still prob-

nism seems heavy handed and even
clumsy, as her characters again and

like,

traditional gen-

describing the

high-powered careers of her three

In

Student artwork

women

band child support.
This reversal of

JUNGLE, from page 8

www.redcross.org

and Denmark

on a boat

September.

positions around the lounge reflect

in the exhibit.

After speaking eagerly about his

the great experiences he's had.

j

CarrelVs

The 40 Year Old Virgin

VIRGIN, from page 8

some

And

slapstick physical

comedy.

what it is, But not
in
a bad way. Oddly
enough, Carrell and his
co-stars make the dynamic
specifically
by
work,
approaching it with the

time

first

wit and into the banal predictability

into a success.

ing scene; so gratuitously adver-

At times, though, the movie

a certain extent, that's

to

good the

that co-writer Judd Apatow used to
spin the bizarre Anchorman script

of its genre. The chest-wax-

typical

tised in the trailer,

is

about as bor-

sort

of

as

ing

exactly

Andy

is

you

not a freak... he's a likeable guy, just

would
expect,

extraordinarily haphazard in his romantic pursuits.

and

it

goes on

dry, slightly off-beat angle

descends below the cutting edge of

for

Wanted

we

guys,

hurts,

Babysitters

waxing

too long (yeah,

far

get

and the

it),

scene where Andy's date
drive

him home

tries to

sloshed on cos-

mopolitans seems pulled from the
Local alum looking for babysitters for our 17 month old daughter

Looking

for students

mat are

responsible, energetic

and friendly

b-comedy common bin
Still,

Willing to pay $12

a similar

in

way.

what makes

this

type-com-

edy so fresh-seeming is the awkward, apologetic, unassuming
of

pathos

Believe

Carrell 's

or not,

it

Apatow did
ing to

character.

and

Carrell

their research, speak-

many

who,

lifetime virgins

they found, are usually normal-

seeming folks who had

at

one

up

point or another simply given

on

sex.

Andy

is

He

not a freak.

is

not ugly, or pathological, or unap-

Sep

9

5:00-7:30

Join us for an
opening reception

pealing...in fact, he's a likeable

guy, just extraordinarily haphazard
in his romantic pursuits.
is

that

you don't have

to

The

fact

be a

vir-

Andy and

gin to empathize with

his travails with the opposite sex.

Everyone

has

moment" here

had

"Andy
Andy just

an

or there.

have those moments
throughout most of the movie's 90

happens

to

minutes. You'll find that

CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGNS 2006
Support your ctkndidate with
~f

any number
or e-mail w ala n rt
fit,

of colors.

One

lapel buttons

price

fits all.

gt herlgerrafliri rnm

designed by you. Any artwork, photo, and/or wording that will
Look 'em over at www.badgecriflert.rom. Race orders there
Minimum order is 25 buttons; there is no maximum order.

wmmmm
~.

pretty

it's

funny when those moments hapto people who aren't you.
The 40 Year Old Virgin is not

pen

perfect, but

it's

definitely worth

—

your nine bucks. So go see it
get better each time you do.

it'll

t
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Men's soccer under new leadership Men's rugby ready to ruck
after summer training
by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

What began

as a short "holiday"

despite not having a team or even

by Adam Feit
Contributor

United States for the new
Bowdoin Men's Soccer Coach,
in the

a partner, spent a lot of time practicing and playing

by himself at the

Fran O'Leary, has turned into
nearly two decades of coaching
and living in this country. O'Leary

For many Bowdoin students, the
summer is a time for internships or

Vatican. Other ruggers such as sen-

beach bumming. The rugby team,

who managed

who

however, had a very active summer

rucking technique while

after

season in preparation for what

replaced Brian Ainscough,

Bowdoin

recently departed

hoped to be another successful
year. The summer highlight for the
ruggers was the Fourth of July

five successful seasons to coach at

Northeastern University in Boston,
Massachussetts.

A

Sevens Tournament, an exhausting

veteran of coaching, O'Leary

of rugby. The tournament drew players from all over
Massachusetts,
Maine,
Connecticut, and New York. The
star of the weekend was without a
doubt Jack Clancy '07, who time
and time again made a complete
mess of the opposition's defense.
Senior captain Luke Flanagan
noted, "Even a battleship couldn't
stop Cheddar [Clancy]. He'll leave
you as a purple stain on the field."
three days

brings a vast background of coaching

O'Leary left
1986 during a

experience to the team.

Dublin, Ireland, in

He land-

period of heavy emigration.

Boston
Coilege as an assistant coach for
ed his

first

coaching job

at

the soccer team.

Since accepting his
tion at

first posi-

BC, O'Leary has gathered

of coaching experience. He
first head coaching job at

lots

got his

Division HI Elmira College in

New

York.

became head coach

After a

O'Leary

1992,

In

Kenyon

at

Drew Fulton, Bowdoin

Dublin native Fran O'Leary demonstrates technique acquired from many

team to the NCAA Semifinals.
took his

Division

first

I

years of coaching

head

and

playing both in the United States

and

final

try

Ireland.

New

the

England

I

Coach of the

Year.

at

moved south to
Mason University

Dartmouth, O'Leary

coach at George

coming to Bowdoin.
O'Leary, who fondly remembers his

before

time at Dartmouth had
,

deciding to

move

to

little

difficulty

Brunswick with

Women's

the job

came open,

senior

Jill

on their own
summer months,
the Bowdoin women's cross country team came together at the start
training

of September
the

to

begin training for

upcoming season.
The women and

head

their

so

much

is

is

up

up

ing forward to an exciting season

asm seems

high,

eighth place finish at the

their

NESCAC

last year, as

well

as their 12th place finish at

New

Championships
Englands.

exciting because

We

have

about 13 freshmen on the team,
and six out of ten upperclassmen
are sophomores. The top seven
slots are all

upon

'06 comments,

in the air.

for grabs, enthusi-

and the amount

of talent and preparation on the
team is definitely in good standing."

Schwietzer also maintains that

running scene, Courtney Eustace '08,

team has great potential this
season. "I'm looking forward to
seeing what will develop at our
meet on Saturday and
first
throughout the rest' of the season;
I think we have a great shot at
going far and surprising the

Amy

NESCAC

the

Improvement seems likely for
the ladies as all five of the firstyear runners from last year have
returned to the team. After gaining a
year of experience on the college

Ahearn

'08,

Aisha Woodward

Sarah Podmaniczky '08, and
Laura Onderko '08 all look forward
'08,

to a

even stronger sophomore

The team also looks
first-year runners

year.

their

with high expec-

tations as the eleven

add not only

to

new

talent, but

runners

depth to

the formerly small team.

The women

will Jook to their

me

in his

He

with a

of the team, saying,

bigger than

coach, Peter Slovenski, are lookas they hope to improve

talent

successful season.

"This season

me

left

fea-

is

let

who

semester,

Senior

bunch of lads" said O'Leary.

and

As Schwietzer

going to

O'Leary remains confident

and junior Jamie Knight, to lead
young team to a

through the three

is

Evan

a

turn

left

in

his

ankle

practice.

However, it is a testament to the
depth of the team that there are
already other players ready to

fill

in

the holes.

The team has its first match
tomorrow against Bates at 11
behind the Farley Field
House. The team is ready to go,
especially since Bates served up
Bowdoin 's only loss last fall in
the Cup Match.
"You just have to be forceful

a.m.,

the entire team.

played abroad last

back

making

into

running strong

Schweitzer

the promising

After

next week."

team's ability and motivation.

a pretty easy decision."

captains,

The team

know

Lord severely sprained

fold.

great

When

what

to determine

sible.

tune of injury as sophomore L.D.

who,

determine the goals.

was

to have a dialogue with the rest

of the team

already suffering from the misfor-

the

starters,

"Brian [Ainscough]

school.

a top private

at

men

to perfect his rear

in China
and .J.D. Duncan '06, who worked
himself blue while studying in
foggy London, are returning to the
rugby team this fall.
team is
Unfortunately,
the

Gallagher,

with the quality of the personnel.

especially the upperclassmen, to

ed work again

it

New

wanted to move back
a college community. I want-

Renfield-Miller,

Carrington

out there. You can't take no for
an answer, from your body or
junior
offered
your team,"
Morgan Connelly, known on the
team for his in-game passion.
Connelly is not the only
Bowdoin rugger who is chomping
at the bit for gameday. "I just
want the ball," echoed junior Dan
Jaffe, "I want some action and I
want to score."
That spirit has been echoed by

credited former coach Ainscough

to return to

We

cross country

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

match. While slipping in a
a seemingly sleeping

past

Looking ahead to this season,
O'Leary is calling upon the team,

"We wanted
England.
into

Following seven successful seasons

"I've always asked the upperclass-

his family.

Intercollegiate

Soccer League voted O'Leary Division

of a scoring

wing, he was heard yelling, "No
one denies me!" Alex Castro '06
also had superb performance over
the weekend, as well as the entire
summer.
The rest of the squad looks to
be in great shape and poised to
begin a promising season.
The team is welcoming many

coaching job at Dartmouth, where he
boasted an impressive record. In 2000,

little bit

drought, flanker Josh McKeever
'06 was especially fired up in the

Orient

College and led the men's soccer

He

is

ior

league this season," she

said.

With Schweitzer as the only
senior on the team and three
strong juniors, Knight, Alex
Knapp, and Kristen Browne 11
The young team has tremendous
potential to perform well this year
and upcoming years.
Knight attests to the depth and

I

"Jill

are looking forward to this

season a

the

lot,
it

was

team
last

season, and

along with the talent our
ners bring,

we

is

much

new

run-

are also gaining a

great group of people

who

are

hard workers and a good source

of support for the team."
Practices have been going well.
So far, the team remains healthy,
with key runners Eustace and

Podmanizcky, both in the top
seven last year, coming back from
injuries in outdoor track last
spring.

The women

are focused on uti-

lizing their practice time early in

the season in order to perform

well

in

the

upcoming months

when

the more important championship meets will take place.
Slovenski has high hopes for the
young team saying, "I've been
impressed by the work ethic of
the team this month. Everyone is

and I think it will
pay off with good results in
November."
The Polar Bears will compete
training hard,

in their first race this

the University of

New

Bidderford, Maine.

Saturday

at

England

in

Drew

Women's cross country standout Courtney Eustace

Fulton,

Bowdoin Orient

'06 trains for the season.
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Women's

sailing forecasted

by Kara

tennis taking off

Perriello

Senior captains Krishna Sisk and

Contributor

Kara

With the opening of a new academic year, die

team

Bowdoin Women's Tennis

looking for a fresh

is

start.

will likely pair

come

doubles pairings at the No.l spot

NCAA

ing players are fired up and excited to
be bringing so many new players

play

is

Many

players spent the sum-

upcoming

injuries

and

and suc-

season of no more than

fall

of

on

day

the

On

Saturday.

Bowdoin

Sunday

the

edged up

to 12th place.

sailors

of the sailing program.
competitive

women's

A

doubles tournament and end their

against Connecticut College.

A-division skipper Dineen had
an impressive day of sailing winning

Fowler expressed the desire for

against

finish

the nation's best colle-

giate sailors.

Accompanied by new head coach

two seconds, a
record

third,

and a

and the

B-division

competition

tion

at

this

season's

first

Harry

the

regatta,

shifts

ability to

down

the

crew Auth
weekend as a

described the successful

combination of effective communica-

to feel con-

I

potential

every

in

were talking to each

When

asked about

sions of die

sailing

first

impres-

Pizoo and Caitlin

Co-captains

Moore

good breeze. In between sets, die team
came together to discuss strategy and

ment."We have an

give positive encouragement,'' said

ing sailors;

we

Auth.

ly well this

season" they said.

Bowdoin

addition

this season.

Senior captain Pizzo attributed the

of Fowler

to the weekend's

Despite shifty wind conditions

performance. Fowler, a Yale graduate

and an inconsistent fleet, the team
placed 1 8th out of 24 by the end

and current resident of Portland is
succeeding Tom Sitzmann as head

you

Laundry

guys!"

out of the boat looking for shifts and

sailors

NEW MACHINES

team, Fowler

placed

Bowdoin

Street

attend."

above several top IS nationally
ranked teams including Stanford,
the Naval Academy, MIT, and
Kings Point, giving the country a
taste of what is to come from

The

Maine

FREE WI-FI

they

regatta

replied with a heartfelt, "I love

and solid teamwork.

"Frank and

other really well and kept our heads

Anderson.

two months and

fident that they are sailing to their

starts

course."

intersectional

experienced to have improved within

day to "good

Pizzo '06 and Mark Dineen '08,
along with crews Katie Auth '08,
and Kelly Pitts '08, attacked the

Frank

skippers

"every sailor from most to least

pair from Tufts. Dineen attributed his

wind

Fowler,

His

other

the next

visualize

Sherry

ninth.

Kristina Sisk also contributed to
this article.

Birch Island Laundry
The Best Price in Town

giate sailor,

was bested by only one

NEWITTs.

highly

Sunday night boasting an impres12th place

competition.

varsity colle-

returned from Yale University late

some of

some damage

NESCAC

with the

host an individual singles and

season with a team performance

Fowler brings a wealth
of knowledge to the varsity team.

sive

looking to once

is

ing squad that will do

The Polar Bears start their season
next weekend with an away match

at

Team

The teameam

again have, a unified and hardwork-

upcoming month and a
women's tennis will face

four opponents in dual matches,

Sailing

Bowdoin with

join

successful high school performances.

half,

by Kelly Rula
Contributor

whom

of

all

eager to be on the court pushing each

In the

Bowdoin

Coach Jane Paterson is excited to
be bringing on fust years Sarah
D'Elia, Rachel Waldman, Charlotte

eight weeks, these Polar Bears are

both on and off the court.

The

looking at having another
season.

terrific

Hitch, and Alexandra Franceschi,

season.

other in match play and conditioning

Team

sophomore and

is

rock solid player, Kristin Raymond,
with fast feet and consistent

With a

regatta.

years.

to lead the

who

cessful

Courtesy of the Bowdoin Sailing

up again

breaking loss to Williams, the return-

training to ensure a healthy

Harry Anderson Tropy

last

and junior Kelsey Hughes

Also returning

first

a 4-5 heart-

in

mer recovering from

finish at last Saturday's

few

Perriello

Rome for the semester, the Bears wel-

aboard.

team had an impressive 12th place

the determination and fire in the

ing talented junior Christine D'Elia to

four first-years to their squad.

of

squad that has been so characteristic
of the team over the

After ending last spring in the

sailing

instill

Graduating two solid seniors, and los-

round of the

The

Perriello are taking the reins

such a youthful team and hoping to

'06

returned

the

The

senti-

enthusiastic

coach

I

ONLY cyber

c/3

laundry in town

and a dedicated core group of returnexpect to do extreme-

Union

a

Street

This weekend the sailing team will
disperse across

New

England to

Hours:

8AM-8PM

compete in three separate regattas at
Dartmouth, Mass Maritime, and

15 Mill St.

Brunswick,

ME

Bates College.

Saturday Schedule

Interested in sports?
c.

Why
ihe

not write about your favorite team?

Women's

Volleyball at

%Me Do*

fry

Colby

10 a.m.

Contribute to the Sports Section
emailing

& Women's XC UNE

Men's

10 a.m.

orient@bowdoin.edu
Men's Soccer

Babysitters
«

at Bates

12 p.m.

Wanted

<

Local alum looking for babysitters for our 17 month old daughter

Field

Hockey
1

Looking

for students that are responsible, energetic

Willing to pay $12

Women's

Looking for help during die week and/or weekends during the

87 Maine Street

• Brunswick,

ME

• Ph:

foil

Soccer at

Bridgewater
2 p.m.

721-9500
Please call Laura

\

@ 865-4633
Men's

Announcing employee pricing

at Wellesley

p.m.

and friendly

Authentic Thai Cuisine

& Women's Golf spon-

sor invitational tournament

12 p.m.

Dine-ln or Take-out

for Bowdoin students!
Visit us with

your valid Bowdoin

October

20% off

1,

i.d.

2005, and get

of any prepared drink.

Welcome
by

Bowdoin
fc*3»
Restaurant

Students
visa &

14 Maine Street, Brunswick, Maine

•

mc

Waterfront

Hone in Harpswel

2 bedroom,

7W-259-0530

207-725-97C

I

!»•»

hath

1

rally furnshed

850/month; sept 05-jun 06

(
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ruggers optimistic

Sport Shorts
Men's Soccer
The Men's Soccer team

Football

rower, Andrea Printy '08, to this

Bowdoin Football

The

faces a

improve

rebuilding season with die institution

looks

of new head coach Fran O'Leary.

standing having just

Coming

NESCAC

off a third place

2004 and a 10-6 record, the
team regrets the loss of All- American
finish in

Danny

back

defensive

Sullivan,

though anticipates the potential of
lead

scorer
and AllAndrew
The Polar Bears go
action with an away

returnin

NESCAC
Russo

first-team striker

'06.

back into

game

at rival

Bates College.

to

best season since

its

come off its
1998, when a 2-6

record earned the Polar Bears a 7th

place

ranking

Women's Volleyball
Women's
volleyball

Women's rugby

Jonathan Griffin.
After countless years as a ffyhalf,
fullback,

The Bowdoin Women's Rugby
Team has carried over die hard work

""

and determination mat propelled them
to success last spring to the

upcoming

coaches

in addition to diligently

fall,

practicing and

scrimmaging.Despite

some cold and rainy weather,
Bowdoin ruggers placed third in

the
the

tournament, and several players were
selected to play

Select Side.

on

the All-Maine

Melissa Hayden 'OS,

Margaret Griffith '07, Vanessa Vidal

and Sara Utzschneider '07 were

identified as

Maine

Stanford

for

women's

rugby

among

collegiate

of

the best

rugby players.

all

The

four

women went on

state

of Maine in the All-New England

to represent the

one of the

University's

club

—

2005

the

NCAA. Division I Champions.
With the help of Griffin,

The women attended a tournament

'08,

and coach on many European

pitches, Griffin is currently

season.

earlier this

Bowdoin Orient

players square off during a practice scrimmage.

by Alexandra Cowen
Contributor

fell

Fulton,

learned valuable

up

new

the

loss

returning seniors.
to

Whittier

Many members of

the

team came

to attend

a pre-

season clinic with a visting coach,

Crown-up
on

a

expected to make an
impact in upcoming competitions

Ellie
first

their first tender bruises

of

the year. Despite the loss of ten valu-

able senior ruggers, the team
mistic.

Recruitment

is opti-

have

efforts

proved successful; a promising rookie
class has joined the veteran players for

Daily practices have been tough, but

cation that the

packed with

home

The team has

'06.

on

the pitch

is

an

upcoming season

spirit

game

University

against

Southern Maine

at

be

Men's Cross Country
The men's cross-country team
hits the trails for the first

time this

England with four returning

Andrew

Combs,

be

King '07. In addition, the team
welcomes back key players
Gannon '06, Sarah Horn

Christi

returns to the green after a suc-

coached by Nicky Pearson, hopes
to continue their success from last
season, having finished out 2004
with a 10-5 record and a 2nd place

NESCAC

cessful season, in which the team
emerged victorious in the ColbyBates-Bowdoin
Championship
and finished seventh overall
among NESCAC teams. The team
looks to triumph over Colby and
Bates and improve their NESCAC
standing with a strong squad of
thirteen returning athletes and
four new first years.
The team
begins the 2005 season by hosting

Bowdoin
home course,
the

begins

upcoming

of Peter

coach, the team welcomes five

Clara Cantor and Carrie Miller

Ike

Irby,

new

Archie Abrams,

Micheal

Julian,

Jay

McCormick, and Scot McFarland.

the

of

The

of
Year

loss

the

Garret Gates

NESCAC

'08

'

Compiled by Katie Yankura.

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
and staff
day of service in the
Greater Brunswick Community!

Join classmates, faculty,
for a

Includes lunch with live music
t-shirt!

Sign-up at the
Smith Union Info Desk by September

wf wlcf jinn of Miiwi wwk tnM wood! linki

chiin.

W y-t
«.

^^^

±

-

fill

the

The men return to the court
September
17
for
the
Middlebury Invitational.
void.

on

2005

Obfft upl

Macafee

and four new

first-year players should

Bowdoin boats placed

and a free

team,

in the over-

rankings in 2004,

Common Good Day

pizza budget.

this

Burker; returning top players like

spring season

cessful

feel

Player

in which
first and
second at the New England
Championships held in May. The
gold-medal Women's Four from
the May competition returns one

leadership

Slovenski, in his 19th year as head

season.

NESCAC

will

team

Under the

season

which finished second
all

returns to competition after a suc-

2005

Wellesley College.

2004 NESCAC Co-Head Coach
of the year Jane Paterson leads a
strong men's tennis team into the

Brunswick Gold

rowing

at

of

All-

Men's Tennis

Club, on September 10 and 11.

Rowing
The Bowdoin

all

team,

The team

standing.

its

Saturday

The

honors.

NESCAC

Invitational at their

the

and Kate Leonard '07,
hold First- Team

'07,

whom

New

seniors,

Martens,

First-

Golf
The golf team, led by men's
coach
Tomas
Fortson
and
women's coach Michel Amidon,

Jonah Popp, and Michael Record.

first-year runners:

New Hampshire.

furniture

Ben

first

Saturday,

contributed to this report.

of

Colby

hockey team looks

field

Team AU-NESCAC and SecondTeam All-American player Taryn

home game

indi-

will

and victory. The

will

its

competition this Friday with a

match

Saturday at the University of

the fall season.

the enthusiasm

'07 and

techniques, built

their excitement for the fill season,

and earned

Simon

a

against Middlebury.

starters

the ruggers

The

forward to the return of

on

Field

Hockey

Field

The Polar Bears

coach

team of returning starters, as the
2004 squad lost no players to graduation. The young team will look
to the leadership of seniors Kelly
Bougere and Sarita Fu in order to
bounce back from a 12-17 season
last year.
Other key returning

season's crew, while the men's silver-medal boat returns rowers
Nate Hyde '07 and Ed Carr^ '08.
The men and women's rowing
teams begin their 2005 fall season
on October 29 at the Colby-BatesBowdoin Regatta, hosted by
Colby College.

with a strong coalition of nineteen
return

Bearman leads a strong

include Julie Clarareso

September 24 against the University of

Tournament
back to campus early

Kellie

,

NESCAC.

the

in

of four AllConference players from last year.,
captains Shaun Kezer '06 and Mike
Stratton '06 are leading the team
Despite

September 24 with

Drew

team

NESCAC

:**&.

9th!

1

r-F-t-T-

l\

September

14
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Established 1871

EVAN

JAMES D. BaUMBERCER, EditorirvChief

BOBBY GuERETTE, Managing

KoHN,

S.

by Benjamin Kreider

not even aware that there were thou-

Contributor
Even an ardent

Counter devestation with compassion

With

New

England and

only a handful from the Katrina-stricken regions of the south,
it's

not easy for the student body to directly relate to the devas-

With the exception of rising gas
Amidst the frenzied pace

tation.

prices, life in

Brunswick

accompanies the

that

ly unaffected.

is

start

large-

sands of refugees

of the Bush

critic

at the

Superdome,

what

is

clear

Liberals have long been alleging
that this president is oblivious to the

thanks to the

needs of the poor, and rightfully

relationship with corporate America.

New

unfolding in

Orleans. After

all,

no human being can prevent a natural
response

disaster. Yet, the lackluster

of the administration

is

very telling.

"Compassionate conservatism"

is,

On

so.

August 30, the Census Bureau

released

showing

statistics

household income has

that

meanwhile, continue to rise steadily

The rich continue
the

poor continue

increase for five years in a row, the

continue to be under the illusion that

time in recorded history

first

has

this

this is

a president

The

the latest

In addition, the poverty rate actu-

episode to show that Bush and his

ally rose last year. All this has hap-

were taught

pened despite White House claims
that we are in the middle of econom-

ciples

ic recovery.

made Bush

may be the case, depending
upon how you define a recovery. But

latest

action.

Orleans,

it

was Boston

thousands of Bostonians had perished throughout the disaster.

Imagine that

it

was a

house they grew up

number of Bowdoin

large

in

and had no idea where

students

who had

lost the

Imagine

their parents were.

it happened to us.
But it did happen to us. It happened to our American brothers and sisEven though Katrina destroyed homes and families over 1,500 miles
away, we all must recognize our responsibility to respond to this

that

Average

fully insufficient.

not shirk their obligation to assist, especially in light of revelations that

government response on

the

all

we praise the College

Therefore,

levels

was tremendously inadequate.

damaged by Hurricane Katrina

universities

donate $30,000 to three

in its decision to

to aid each in

daunting

its

recovery.

But perhaps the greatest potential for aid will come not from the adminbut from Bowdoin 's students be it as financial donors, grassroots volunteers, or as scholars thinking analytically about the scientific,

—

istration,

and

social,

political implications

whelming moral

of the hurricane. Students have an over-

responsibility to

be actively involved

in the healing

the common good of the country.

process for

a

The

majority view of The

poor and black.

city are

Bowdoin

Orient's editorial board.

managing

editor.

Now I am not

cared about the poor and downtrodden.

would be foolish to ignore
had occurred

in

it's

safe

would have been

sent

alike will try as hard as they can not to

both irresponsi-

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

could not afford to leave

These are the same people
have been most hurt by the war

the city.

As

as well.

Iraq

the sons

and

daughters of these low-income fami-

come home

in coffins, Bush's

America are

lin-

ing their pockets with war profits.

must be nice

It

be so isolated from

to

president's

6200 College Station

ME 0401 1-6462

empty

is

its

discussion

is

had happened dur-

independent

would be calling for the
president's head and demanding that

Editorially

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

committed to serving
issues

as

an open forum

and

reporting.

and

Yet

Assistant

when Democrats

appropriate-

of

Director Michael Brown,

who was

Mike Ardolino

Construction

Business

Manager

A & E Editor

News Staff
Emma Powers

Steve Kolowich

Theresa Weaver

Editor-at-Large

Miranda Yaver

Beth Kowitt

David

to the

Domestic subscription

and $28

rates are

Contact the Orient for more informa-

publication.

Wednesday

The

of the week of

submissions
letters via

may be

call

arranged. Submit

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates

and

email (orientopinion@bow-

The
at

material contained herein

At

sole discretion

of the

is

a production schedule.

site.

The

campus

the

The Bowdoin Orient and appears

editors reserve the right to edit all

materiaL

yet.

is

first

too far

But best of all,

absolutely gorgeous

is

and green, and the Quad

is full

of

people enjoying another beautiful

Maine.

doing what

this
it

year the College

is

can to make the quad

about as nice as

it

is

during

mud

sea-

Most of the green on campus is
on the fences that spring up around
son.

construction in

tne property of

editors.

pressure to serve anyone besides the

bureaucrats they take orders from,

fired (so long,

Mike Brown),

levees

be fixed, funding for some key
government programs will be
increased, and new ones may even be

will

started.

Then, satisfied with our
we will join hands and

"progress,"
celebrate

a government fully pre-

pared to prevent the catastrophe that

weeks

two

happened
Meanwhile

ago.

While
is

I

new places every day.

can understand that foresight

crucial

for

an

institution

like

And tragically, the

nothing was done.
levees,

and not Katrina

itself,

created

the mess that befell New Orleans.
Wrote The New York Times on
August 31, "It was not the water
from the sky but the water that broke

through the city's protective barriers
that

had changed everything for the
When the levees gave way

worse.

.

.

some

in

spots, streets that

critical

in

the hours

the

hurricane

were essentially dry

I am endlessly puzzled;
how can the state use a disaster it cre-

passed were several feet deep in

ated to persuade people to place then-

water on Tuesday morning."

For those unconvinced
state,

immediately

after

In the days following the storm

faith in the state?
that

the

and not Katrina, caused the

dis-

the

government seemed

the

new

impressive

first-year

evidence

—

it

is

dorms

of the

equally neces-

who

are paying

more than $40,000 each year to enjoy
not to be
the Bowdoin experience
penned in by construction and fences

—

that

won't disappear until most of

them have graduated.
In a place that

is

so keen on pro-

When armed

police,

New

Meanwhile,
until

who

it

affects die

a better balance that can

greatest assets

—

its

campus.

remained

idle

when its lead
Brown appeared on

passed,

bureaucrat Mr.

announce

to

his

that

agency would begin helping

New

Orleans very soon.

When it finally did arrive to "manage" the

crisis,

it

spent most of

its

energy redirecting desperately need-

ed supplies and preventing people
from trying to rescue friends and

Case

family.

Parish,

is

FEMA

Thursday, three days after the

stricken

most. There

Orleans' finest either

by or joined in sacking the

city.

community should actually be consulted on the shaping of the college,

be struck between rampant modernization and maintaining one of Bowdoin 's

looters

and overwhelmed

filled the streets

moting dialogue, the greater Bowdoin

because they are

to adopt a

plan: help criminals, obstruct

strict

stood idly

—

scious of people

Classes have started again,

Orleans

in earnest, the politicians

The College should be more con-

the Editors:

New

and the media are taking their cues
from an ancient script that reads
thus: tainted public officials will be

seemingly

mainly consists of

television

AlTVERTlSlNt;

Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

and the

Engineers

Sewerage and Water Board are government agencies under no direct

agenda

pus in the present

However,

Longer

doin.edu) or via the Orient's web

its

and

Army Corps of

"elect us." Yet while debate rages

student body

fall in

tion.

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length.

—which

sewage

with

But since the

unfair to todays

behind on reading

$47

for a semester.

words and must be received by 7:00
the

argue

administration gaffs to

are

years are already making fools of

for a full year

on

is

hurricane

To

editor. Letters should not exceed 200

think they

members of the
Bowdoin community enjoy the cam-

Ng

Subscriptions
letters

Orleans area beneath a stagnant pool

long before Katrina

sary to let current

themselves, and nobody

Letters

to continue to

be

to

the current administra-

College's vision

Cati Mitchell

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

studied the levees

While the contribution of the

seems

discussion

focused on

Bowdoin

Copy Editors
Adam Kommel

who

of experts

hit, one would
had been designed to submerge large sections of the New

disaster,

Photo

Katie Yankura

Calendar Editor

Joshua Miller

Among
now sorting out the New Orleans

tors

tion.

my synopsis, beginNew Orleans levee and

drainage system. To read the remarks

honest citizens.

Editor

Miller

ning with the

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

Frances Milliken

Features Editor

p.m.

FEMA

ly call for the resignation

Drew Fulton

Opinion Editor
Mary Helen

top officials resign.

Photo Editor

Editor

News Editor

servatives

diverse

of interest to the College community.

Assistant Sports

Riley

and

for thoughtful

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

Assistant Editor
Dan Hachett

The Orient welcomes

is

ing the Clinton administration, con-

and debate on

Anne

administration

his

appalling. If this

thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing

The Orient

and

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

news and information relevant to the College community.
of the College and

rhetoric

their pain

and the lack of accounta-

of

bility

Fax: (207) 725-3975

The Bowdoin Orient

suffering;

is

aster, I will offer

and commenta-

politicians

debris.

The

Brunswick,

by Evan McLaren
Contributor

contaminated

does nothing to ease
orient@Knwdoin.edu

to the truth.

the Left utilizes the catalogue of

in

we

forget this. Perhaps the

ignore the nakedness of the emperor,

who

in,

sad that politics has

It's

The people whose lives were most
deeply affected by Katrina were the

who

raised

tragedy will open people's eyes

war-crazed Right

reality.

Phone: (207) 725-3300

the poor.

ble and unavoidable in mis situation.

ones

was

I

that one of the core prinof Christianity was to care for

the real catastrophe

Orange

immediately. Conservatives and liberals

it is

In the church

the roles

white bastion of conservatism,

talk about class, but

about the

Our government

County, California, or a similar wealthy,

The Bowdoin Orient
http://orient.bowdotn.edu

That

race and class play in this tragedy. If a
similar disaster

who cares

poor.

am

only saying that they have never truly

It

happened.

images

mat the

calling die administration racist— I

lies

editorial board consists of the editors-in-chief and the

clear

majority of the victims stranded in the

friends in corporate
Editorials represent

it

ones

by mis

hurt

Just a casual glance at

tragedy.

to say that help

Bowdoin

that the country's elite educational institutions like

It is vital

citizens are the very

of the mined city makes

ters.

American challenge. And unless we all allow ourselves the time to reflect
upon the impact of this disaster, and consider carefully what it will mean
in term's of loss and casualty, our response will be lethargic and shame-

about their

age citizens.

who have been most

New

underwater. Imagine that public officials were speculating on the possibly
that

is just

much more

and powerful friends than aver-

rich

tragedy that jolted every American citizen from Maine to California into

and

current debacle

and

to get richer,
to get poorer.

All die while, right-wing Christians

Coast.

cronies care

war and Bush's cozy

to

failed

to contemplate the complete magnitude of the destruction on the Gulf

Imagine for a moment that instead of

inequali-

directly responsible for the tragedy

and always has been, a misnomer.

instant awareness, solidarity,

income

that

admit that the president was not

year at Bowdoin, students are not dedicating the time or energy necessary

watched Katrina slowly arrive, destroy, and dissipate as a mere
graphic on a newscaster's map. Then only gradually did we discover the
enormity of the ruin left in its path. It came without the shock of the 9/1

is

has grown dramatically during

ty

Bush's presidency. Corporate profits,

the administration does nothing.

administration, such as myself, has to

of each

We

\

Bush

reveals the

administration's true colors

EditorirvChief

Editor

over half of Bowdoin 's students from

The Bowdoin Orient

in point:

president

one of the

local

of

the griefJefferson

communities,

appeared on "Meet the Press" to
detail

FEMA

how on

separate occasions

stopped deliveries of three

trailers full

of water from Wal-Mart

and one thousand gallons of diesel
fuel from the Coast Guard. Next,

Sincerely,

Max Tyler

'07

Please see
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Bush

Opinion

for 18 years,

Ben Freedman
Contributor

by

numerous times since

being on campus that Bowdoin stu-

have

dents

Obviously

plates

their

full.

with great eats, but

filled

more so with activities and clubs and
sports and groups and meetings.
While we, at Bowdoin, adapt and
learn

how

to balance our schedules

and agendas and
as if there

is

conflicts,

seems

it

a significant population

of Americans who are having severe
difficulty

working out

their agendas.

wasn't quite old enough to appreci-

two,

be running our country.

to

As

I

have only been on

started to

I

views under the

into Moulton,

am

when

I

hesitant to

I

am

show up On
there

is

nervous as to what will

the front page. Every day

—

installing

gas and

our president

that

much on

his plate.

He

has been so inefficient in deciding his

McLAREN, from page 14

provide lousy service or

gency communication
notice and posted an

lines without

armed guard

to

ket and cease to exist.

Government,

on the other hand,

is

state fails, a

assurances that a co-worker's grand-

or Brown, for instance)

mother, trapped in a nearby nursing

criticism or lose their jobs, but the

woman was
flood.

FEMA

follow through and the

allowed to drown in the

The area

is full

of similar

don't

mean

government

to suggest that

is actively

our

sabotaging

its

may seem to
be the case- The problem, much more
citizens,

although that

subtle, is that the

government

rarely held accountable

itself is

and therefore

has no reason to care. Businesses that

itself

Instead

it

Israeli/ Arab

peace

While these issues are certainly
in a lack

cies

and troubles

security,

own

—education,

poli-

social

Medicare, welfare, a widen-

As

me

is that

money onto

New

like
Katrina
to
remind
President Bush that he is the leader
of the world's foremost super power.
His delayed response could have

thing

simply been due to

own

how

It is

will do.

not the quantity of money that

thrown around, but the quality of

the existing programs that utilize this

fact that he has

to deal with issues on

turf because

throw

the flooded streets of

Orleans (increase the deficit)

money
is

at schools that pass the

(increase the deficit),

tests

I

fiscal support. In this

he has neglect-

time of home-

land turbulence, judicial

turnover,

and policy change, we need our lead-

ed them for so long.
With the help of Katrina, it is now
evident that poverty and malnutrition

ers focused

on our

the president

own soil,
And to fix

is

issues.

And

pretty

not just

money, and won't have the means
fill up his tray.

in far-off lands.

the problems, our president's solu-

Want

a

When

forces.

may

pen
Write a

the

never

You can

suffer

questioned.

soon, he'll be out of lunch

the implacable libertarian

pal?

letter to

the editors!

learned to thrive

on

own

its

Orient for the entire Bowdoin

crimes

payer dollars but can't build a
able space shuttle, educate
dren, fend off a

community

its

to read.

reli-

its chil-

few extremists with

an agenda, or maintain

bet they won't write

publish your letter in the

Lew

spends billions upon billions in tax-

Email

letters to

orientopinion@bowdoin.edu

levees.

TUBENT SPEAK
what

your favorite thing about Bowdoin?

is

Dewey Crowley '09

Ben York '09

"Running into stop

"Watching Dewey

signs."

run into stop

Sophomores, what

Jamil

Wyne

is

4

"Popped

collars."

My first class

isn't

until 10 o'clock."

signs.'

your favorite thing about the

'08 ana* Zodi

Alex BettigpU '08

Kristen Gunther '09

Jason Finkelstein '09

Liza

Cohen

'08

first years?

Katie Auth '08

Tcncyan'OS

"There are certain

to

back, but they will probably

rewarded with more

Rockwell repeatedly points out, it is
no wonder that an institution that has

First years,

while

doling out the dollars,

are real problems on our

few figureheads (Bush

is

is

of attention to our

saddening to

funding and more control.

sto-

ries.
I

state

market

is

strangely

immune

them. Finally, after offering daily

failed to

of

money: throw more money

is

more money

Katrina.

his

and

kill

prevent anyone from going near

home, would be rescued,

in Iraq,

prices, the potential

of Hurricane

believe this country needed some-

weapons, and the

and bystanders soon
suffer the consequences of the mar-

to

oil

in Iraq,

conflict.

injure customers

cut the community's emer-

into Iraq (increase the deficit), throw

forgotten

Citizens should hold government accountable

FEMA

war
a new government

severely important, this has resulted

me

appears to

tion

aftermath

the

What

and overseas

terrorism, the

15

now

North Korean and Iranian nuclear

something new, something

frustrating.
It

international relations

matters

2005

ing gap between political parties, and

New Orleans.

been defined by hiS moves regarding

of

pick up a copy of The Boston Globe

because

ing up in his face, like the levees that

bursted in

my

inef-

leadership

I

of those matters are blow-

all

Bush's presidency thus far has

President Bush. Every day

walk

first

dency

political

and now,

third,

misguided

ficient,

simply has too

this earth

my

mold

views are being sculpted by the

Unfortunately, those Americans hap-

pen

of the

ate or dislike the actions

battles, that at this point in his presi-

9,

homeland

foreign affairs, neglects

have only been alive

I

for four different presidencies. Since
I

I've heard

on

focuses

September

"This

one

girl I met.'

"Hot

guys."

"Everything."

things..."

By Mike Ardolino
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Calendar
*

Friday
s

Craft Center

Common Hour Series
Learn

Morgan will give
a lecture entitled, What is a
Conservative, Daddy?
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Professor Richard

Remembering September 11th
by Bowdoin

Listen to a reading of a play

alumnus Jonathan Bell concerning the
events of September 11.
Main Lounge, Moulton Union, 7 p.m.

Motorcycle Diaries

Follow the true story of a young man who
travels with his friend across South
America on a motorcycle and later
becomes an influential revolutionary.
Sills Hall,

Open House
your own dyed projects.

tie-dye, or create

Craft Center behind Admissions, 3-5 p.m.

Center, 12:30 p.m.

/

how to

Smith Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Celtic

Music Concert

Cantrip, a Scottish band, performs

music involving bagpipes,
and djembe.
Lounge, Moulton Union, 7:30 p.m.

traditional

guitar, fiddles,

Main

i

;

Sunday
Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel,
4:30 p.m.

Evan Kohn, Bowdoin Orient

Monday

A lobster boat tits tranquilly in New Harbor on die Pemaquid Peninsula.

N

Be Well At Bowdoin

A men
living

s
a*

health

program covering steps

more balanced

through

lifestyle.

Sign

toi

Tuesday

up

Wednesday

Human Resources at x3837.

Multipurpose Room, McLellan
Building, 6-7 p.m.

J

Hurricane Relief Project
Professors lead a discussion about the

Hurricane Katrina in relation to
our daily lives.
Quinby House, 7:30-8:30 p.m.

effects of

Hurricane Relief Efforts
and staff

\

Students, faculty,

come together to plan the
next stage of the 12 Days/12
Months

Community
Center,

Relief Project.

Service Resource
Hall, 4-5 p.m.

Adams

J

Thursday
Iraq National

Museum

Looting:

Lecture
Retired U.S. Army Reserve Major Corine
Wegener speaks on recent events at the
Iraq National Museum.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts

Center, 7:30

P.M

Brown Bag Lunch Discussion

^

Series

Meet with

local physicists to discuss

Einstein s

v

Miracle Year.

Morrell Meeting Room, Curtis
Memorial Library, Brunswick,
12-1 p.m.
Drew

A Blue Angel flies over campus.

Fulton,

Bowdoin Orient

—

The

Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin

College, Brunswick,

Maine

September

The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

Courses
venture to
the web

increase to $41,660
by ft nne Riley
Orient Staff

students, professors

less technologically

mark

Although tuition and fees have
been increasing steadily year after

for the first time. Total tuition

would like to admit or who just
want easier access to course material, Bowdoin is aiming to make life

think there will

simpler through

don't

its

web

tion of the

Student Aid

where cost

recent utiliza-

site

Blackboard

Though widely used on other
Blackboard made its
debut at Bowdoin last spring in a
pilot program during which 24

ways

web

sites.

to rel

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

of the course

th Wednesday's match

drives towards the goal

Rhode Island

College.

The

Polar Bears triumphed

BLACKBOARD, page 2

BSG

enters semester

Presently,

institu-

42 percent of the

stu-

dent body receives financial aid

from the College, with an average
award last year of approximately

services the college offers

the counseling services,"

we need

$28,000. The
aid does

not

payments,

said.

guess the question

or not

extremely well with other

can sort of under-

I

many

"I

program

aid

when you consider how

it,

McCullough

5-2.

word out about our
Our financompares

the

get

financial aid program.
cial

dis-

stand

es to

make

tions."

'07

everything from the dining servic-

Andrew Russo J06

to

is

fees

we

I

agrees. "I guess

course'

"Our big challenge

sure people don't just look at the

shouldn't be a problem, as long as

graduating

Kevin Larivee said.
Aaron McCullough

against

Please see

am

I

enrollment.

that

is

ior

Blackboard also atiows

for online discussion

glad

members of the

staff anxious about future

in different

$40,000

if

Bowdoin

and shy away," Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid
Richard
Steele
said.
"There

I

can run myself any further
into debt with college loans," sen-

With Blackboard, professors may
announcements, and links

am

before

for class material.

articles,

know

a major factor, but

of a col-

year, the escalating price

"I

a point

to the tuition increase.

"I

courses used the site as a resource

syllabi,

is

Students are reacting

campuses,

post

Stephen Joyce.

become

realistically

lege education has

seen

is

point."

(http://blackboard.bowdoin.edu).

more than we

are

as a benchmark," said Director of

savvy than they

once

need," he said.

"Forty-thousand dollars

are

prob-

hensive fee surpassing the $40,000

over the course of one year.

Bowdoin who

at

is
is,

you have these services, you don't
want to see them go, even if they

high, with the 2005-2006 compre-

and fees now amount to $41,660,
marking a 4.99 percent increase

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

The funny thing

ably not.

has once again reached an all-time

opposition from

For those

being offered. The answer

The cost of a Bowdoin education

Blackboard takes off with
little

2

Tuition and fees

new year

Kick-starting the

2005

16,

Volume CXXXV, Number

in the U.S.

is

money for financial
come from tuition

but

from

rather,

whether

everything that's

Please see TUITION, page 2

Textbook annex ponders future

with high aspirations

by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

Mckesson and executive

team prepare

for elections,

meet

in private to formalize goals

for the semester

that require

and address issues

immediate response.

For example, the group organized

plan improvements

last

the chapel

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

life

their

pledge for

enhanced communication between

and the student body.
Despite a clause in BSG's consti-

officers

mandates the student

tution that

government hold a meeting at
every two weeks, BSG's

started to

make

arrangements for a late-night pan-

to improve student

and renewing

silent reflection in

and has

cake breakfast

members of the Bowdoin
Student Government (BSG) are kickstarting their year by implementing a
Executive

four-tier plan

Wednesday's

first

least

public

raise

at

Super Snack to

awareness and funds for vic-

tims of Hurricane Katrina.

BSG

when

all

28 members of the student govern-

ment

will

be present

first

"We

"Every year,

this time is so

'07 said. "Right now,
a

student

unde-

DeRay Mckesson

we

don't have

government,

so

yet"
Until the official assembly
spires, executive members of

ment

tran-

don't have the

in yet

full

govern-

and it's really difficult
done in a conclusive

to get anything

renovations of

current

home of

BSG

Moore

Hall,

the textbook

need

to

be found for the annex.

According to Kennedy, Coles Tower

may have

vacant space, since

its

lay-

out already includes a large student
storage area

mat could be used
annex

for

likely

in

Moore

probably not an

option, so the annex's

be a permanent change.

Despite its move, staff of the textbook annex believe that the annex
will continue to be the primary
source students use for purchasing
textbooks.

frustrating for

a working retreat on campus, during

which they developed, a mission

tions

officers held

BSQ

majority of students

mom other sources,

still

turn to the annex for their course materials.

students,

of articles for specific classes

that

would be difficult or impossible to find

and

at colleges

the rate of annual inflation over the

she said.

and

Bowdoin

last

the nation are a concern for

many

According to a report by
United States Government

two decades."

These

universities across

may be

prices

now common practice

is

the

DVDs

Accountability

rising

explainedinpartbynewtechnology.lt

students.

that

CDs and

are packaged with die text-

(GAO),

Office

'Textbook prices have risen

P lease see ANNEX, page 3

at twice

Please see BSQ page 2

popularly elected last May, will

Erik Tillotson approaches students

INSIDE

by Evan Koh n
Orient Staff

Exclusive

A past Orient editor reports
on

Katrina from a Houston

convention center.

Page 4

Erik

numerous times

man

a

Tillotson,
in

Department issued a new
warning to
arrested

Brunswick, has

Tillotson.

In

tresspass

November

2004, Tillotson was banned from
ting foot

on college

property.

warning also bans him from the

pus residences on the west side of

campus residences

Maine

Street,

Security

Assistant Director of

Mike Brown

said early this

Brown

According

in

set-

The new

approached students at their off-cam-

off-

question

to police, Tillotson is

longer on probation and thus

said the

Brunswick Police

his whereabouts. Tillotson has

under previous investigation for
rorizing,''

November

is

women.

Tillotson is described as
tall

a six

Caucasian male.

no

200 pounds, with blue eyes and

no

light

been

"ter-

and was reported last
had fliers advertis-

to have

ing free foot massages for

four inches

longer required to inform the police of

morning.

i,

Although students have the option to purchase textbooks online, a

Rising textbook prices at

Trying to find books elsewhere can

Kennedy said The textbook
annex also offers books and compila-

Last Saturday,

Contributed by Alex Krippner

move will most

be very complicated and

sense," he said.

this

[clause) doesn't apply

When
the

annex, begin next year, a new location

Re-installing the

time.

fined," President

Mary Kennedy.

after renovations is

Vice President of Facilities Will

convene for the

according to

Services

"We're working, being mindful

Donaboe '08 finds this temporary
stage of governing frustrating.

officers will

annex will remain

institution,

Director of Dining and Bookstore

whole body isn't there,"
Mckesson said. "We've been hesitant to allocate money."
that the

not set until September

is

a campus

shelving textbooks.

27, at which point all newly elected

meeting

costs, the textbook

will

The executive members of

are striving to save significant deci-

sions for later this month,

Despite student complaints of rising

brown, wavy

foot,

He

is

short,

hair.

—Bobby Guerette and Josh Miller

contributed to this report.

—

September

BSG

16,
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new

eager to begin

year Pilot users find Blackboard accessible helpful
y

BLACKBOARD, from page

I

percent responded that they found

it

easy or extremely easy to use, and

and makes available

material

stu-

dents' grades.

Though Information Technology
had previously provided many

sored by

of these services through course
web sites, Blackboard creates a

the pilot courses expressed a desire

campus-wide network providing

to use

access to information pertinent to

of their classes in the future.
"I have used Blackboard for a cou-

After investigating various stan-

dard systems mat

Bowdoin could

found
IT
Blackboard had been
widely used in the marl
implement,

received

it.

Director Mitch Davis,

some of the

faculty

Union

recently

came

Bowdoin were
BSG, from page

To improve accessibility, BSG is
working to create an enhanced web

I

statement and vision for their organ-

The

site that will

provide both minutes

sary information to students while

ple classes and

I

many
in

students in

more, if not

think that

it's

all,

con-

venient and easy to use as long as the
consistent with updating

and interesting discussions.
Russian Professor Ray Miller was
originally apprehensive about utiliz-

ing the program.

"I'm part of the generation that
grow up with technology
and am intimidated by it," Miller
didn't

said.

"However,

am intimidated

erature

in

my

lit-

translation

courses and the com-

by it"

plaint

I

had gotten was

that the biography lec-

tures

were

boring.

Russian Professor Ray Miller People wanted

to find

more time discussing
the works. There was

who
to

surprised that the

College was not already using this

which they had used pre-

resource,

people

generally enjoy

According to IT

Mike Ardonlino, The Bowdoin Orient

for next week's elections.

that

Blackboard

is

for professors to distribute neces-

experience

prior

with

Davis said

professor

she said.

site,"

Nevertheless, Blackboard allows

reserving class time for important

IT.

with technology and

members who

faculty

had

that

over the

Tm part of the generation that didn't grow up

and was wellby colleges and

ket

'07 campaigns in the

The survey was spon-

materials.

(IT)

one's courses.

DeRay Mckesson

87 percent said that it was helpful in
terms of increasing access to course

Blackboard and to trade materials

viously and found helpful.

it,"

said Sarah Schlotterbeck '08.

The evaluations

many

no reason w,hy

also revealed that

students appreciated the abili-

I

couldn't do the

biography work online.

workshop

ty to foster interaction through the

[Blackboard]

and
is

sure

I

went to a
enough,

incredibly easy to

online discussion boards but felt

use," he said.

each repre-

for student suggestions, according

President Barry Mills, the transition

that having

such discussion through

senting an area in which officers

Donahoe.
"It will be a liaison between the
student body and the student government," Class of 2008 representative Nate Tavel said. Donahoe
and Tavel hope to see the web site
launched within the next month.

to the use

part of

technology

felt

sees

Over the summer, the Dean of
Academic Affairs Office sponsored
a pair of two-day workshops during
which faculty members discussed

improvements for the web

the benefits of incorporating tech-

ization this semester.

divided into four

pillars,

vision

need improvement or

feel they

is

defi-

nition.

As

BSG

in past years,

hopes to

maintain a focus on programming,
including extended

gym

hours and

enhanced shuttle service hours.
However, members say BSG is

To

start off the year,

to stabilize

its

own

BSG

plans

structure

BSG's
however,

addressing other issues as well.

by

first
is

of new class

order of business,

overseeing the election
Elections will

officers.

take place online beginning at 8:00

defining the roles of its committees

a.m. on September 21 and ending at

and sponsoring a school-wide leadership development conference for
the key players in clubs campus-

8:00 p.m. on September 22.

Mckesson, who has been the
Class of 2007 president for two

wide.

years, is running again for class

"We won't be strong for anyone
we are strong for ourselves,"
said. "We have to func-

both governing bodies requires

tion well internally."

time and commitment, Mckesson
its

hopes his aspiration

to juggle these

influence beyond programming and

roles will not deter the voting stu-

academic sphere of college
life. This new emphasis on "out of
classroom learning," combined
with a tentative design for a
NESCAC association of student
to
governments,
is
intended
enhance dialogue and the reach of

dent body.

BSG

Other members of BSG also
acknowledge and simultaneously

into the

involvement.

One of BSG's main

focuses, as

is to enhance communicabetween the student body and

always,
tion
its

"We have
people can

"The argument is that there's a
of interests between the
two positions," Mckesson said.
"But student government is issueand program-based in a way class
conflict

technology support for our faculty,

and

students,

staff to provide the

most sophisticated and effective
means to enable teaching and scholarship

the

at

Blackboard
tant

new

an imporof this continual

initiative is

part

"DeRay 's proven himself to be
Tavel

come

to the meetings,

"I fully support

him

for both positions,

in

1

experiences

of their

evaluation

using the program, during which 79
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federal

and gifts, according to the Student
Aid Office.

Bowdoin has maintained a

"We

grants,

policy

of need-blind admissions for 12
years, meaning mat the financial
need of the applicant plays no part

Joyce

bound by
"We have the

aren't

said.

$40k

a policy,"

According to Mills, nearly 60 percent of the College's budget goes to
pay professors, coaches, and other

flexibility

college personnel.

blind admissions, even with steadily rising costs.

sources,

make changes if necessary.
However, we have a president who
is determined to keep ours doors
open to anyone who can get in

"The

to

is

first

thing we're looking at

faculty salaries," Joyce said.

"We

have to be competitive in the marketplace."

parents,

Nevertheless, College officials
hope that surpassing the $40,000

accepted, the College determines

President Barry Mills explained

mark will not deter many students

the student's full calculated need.

that

in the

student's admission.

"There

is

Once

something pure and

clean to be able to say nobody

is

excluded because they don't have
the resources to be here," Joyce said.

However, offering need-blind
admissions is merely a policy and
can change if the cost of enrollment
surpasses the funds available for
Nonetheless, the
scholarships.
College has no immediate plans to
discontinue the practice of need-

here," he said.

In

a

May

letter

to

despite the rising cost of a

Bowdoin education,
the

from applying.

"The media grabs onto that price
and they are less willing to tell

the College is

striving to cut expenses wherever

reduction will not affect the

of student experience on
campus. For example, Mills spoke
quality

tag

the story

fuel

oil

in

order to cut winter heating costs.

The principal expense incurred
by the College, however, is the cost
of staff wages and benefits.

that

Bowdoin

is

still

accessible to students regardless of
financial background," Joyce said.

Many students agree.

of converting the school's boilers
to require less costly

would be good

if

you could access courses other than
those in which you're currently
enrolled.

During add/drop period,

it

courses.

They

also participated in

hands-on training to gain experience
using the program.
"It's

a useful tool to disseminate

information and

make accessible

information you give to students,"

Increase sends tuition past unprecedented
TUITION, from page

it

Professor of

dent," he said.

said.

"I think that

ing what to take," Segal said.

running

long as

as

nologies like Blackboard into their

site.

the syllabi of other courses in decid-

a

be a full-time student body presi-

that information,"

Sophomore Merry Segal

At the conclusion of the
Blackboard pilot, students were
selected from the courses for an

said.

doesn't interfere with his ability to

to

sonal.

potential

would be nice

Jamaica.

tons of meetings, and

removed and imper-

responsibility of the College."

dismiss the potential criticism.

easy access

endowed

The

College.

R 3U i imniUu sept 05-jui.

but if you're not there, there's no

Donahoe

from

the College's goal of offering "the

[office] is not."

terrific class president,"

elected representatives.

is

Although holding positions on

Mckesson

also plans to expand

of Blackboard

office this September.

until

BSG

According to an email

from weekly meetings and a place
to

"I think the

40,000 threshold is kind of arbitrary," Michael Tillotson '08 said.
"I

mean,

this

year

always increasing

it's
it

just

number with

happened

to pass a

a lot of zeros in

it."

"I think

professors

it

to be able to

would be

browse

great also if

made more use of

the

capacity for students to post to

Franz

said.

"It's

and

the

Government Michael

a one-stop shop for students

their courses," he said.

—

'

The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin
Bowdoin

rates,

community

September

common good

lags in

an interview with the Orient,

service ratings,

Community
Center

Monthly College Guide

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

Resource

Service

ANNEX, from page

"The way they define service is
same way we define it," she
said. "Bowdoin produces sound,

books, which can significantly increase

women who

are

experienced being leaders to help

commitment

mon

to

the

large percentage

Hood

oped a college rankings system as
an alternative to other guides

students

the

U.S.

—

advantaged backgrounds. They did

try?"

so by a predicting an estimated

Students organized "Change for Change," a fundraiser aiding Katrina
victims.

Such

acts of service are not included in the

colleges,

graduation rate based on the per-

overall in

centage

between

Siena College and

and

trailing far

schools

Pomona College

behind top-ranked

Wellesley

College,

—

Grants

in

Washington Monthly looked at
were not particularly relevant to
Bowdoin. The college does not
offer

The

was unable

analysis

to track

the actual success rate of Pell Grant

data

only seven percent.

was

cerned about the rankings.

the

study

money devoted

"We

divided into three sub-categories:

number of graduates

that enter

the Peace Corps, the percentage of

students involved in the

Army

or

Bowdoin

always a

of

work-study

federal

lists

ice activities.

rate in educating students with dis-

ISth,

Bowdoin ranked 23rd,

and IS 1st respectively

in

many

organizations,

positive aspect

used

in

if the

Bonner

should get

our used books

for
sell

them back

costs,"

to us at

Lindsey

said

'08.

for

they didn't buy back at

we are,"

she

fessors weren't using the

again next semester.

Community

the

Center

believe

that

working hard to pro-

the smaller

books

$ 1 5 to $20,

1

Though
students,

alumni,

it

all

because pro-

same book

When

I

sold back

were originally

that

got $ 1 .50 back

ridicu-

It's

lous," she said.

service.

"Current

we

"I definitely think

"Some of the more expensive books

don't care where

is

books will be

a class next semester, and often

that is not the case.

and

raising awareness,

Bowdoin

to

Assistant Director tor

This only applies

of the rankings.

Members of

their

sell

Bookstore Operations Cindy Breton.

much higher

Dorn did note one

they

students are often frustrated

by the amount they receive

for their

doesn't matter what you choose,"

used books, the textbook annex

Dom said. "Bowdoin students share

profit,

Public

the tendency to do service for the

used to help support the College,

common

according to Kennedy.

"People are fascinated with
and rankings, but there's not
lot

programs including

service

when

books to the annex, according

of

good."

prised
for

Would you

all

of the money

like to

it

is

non-

makes

is

first-year students are sur-

by the high

According to the

other service opportunities

cost of their books.

GAO report, "New

students are in for a big surprise once

write for the Orient?

offered at schools.

so

Many

of substance."

The ranking does not account

that schools devote to serv-

approximate each school's success

and

books' values

Hood,

Scott

President

Communications

money

to

Vice

vari-

at the

also an option to

refunded about 50 percent of their

Kennedy and

wide

also offers a

is

reduce costs. Students can expect to be

certain service-learning courses.

"It's

used books,

counterparts. Selling

end of the semester

more money

mote

take these things with a

grain of salt," said

newer

because they

Resource

College officials are not too con-

percent

social

to service is

students buy

than their

have- incorporated their lessons in

said.

national service criteria

at

Many

since they often cost significantly less

America Reads and
Counts program. Professors too

that, I

work-

federal

es" per year.

breaks, and an

Volunteers in Service to America).

Bowdoin since
not make such

students

the

students rarely enter the

at

do incredible

mentoring, service-oriented spring

The percentage of

Monthly

calculation

and

Bowdoin

mobility score, The Washington
a

program,

AmeriCorps and become VISTAS,

Affairs.

did

ROTC

a

Navy Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) programs, and the

To determine each school's

The

that

educated
to

things," he said.

student-led

the criteria

Peace Corps (although many join

The

and 34th

Much of

rate.

College does

social mobility category

—and

these categories.

or under-performed the predicted

available.

research.

Monthly's rankings.

then determined if the school over-

motion of social mobility, commitment to research, and national service performed by students.
18th in the

Pell

based financial aid package

three categories: the colleges' pro-

finished

on

students

of

a federally-funded need-

Wesleyan University, Bryn Mawr
College, and Harvey Mudd College.
According
to
Washington
Monthly Editor Ben Wallace- Wells
the ranking was determined by

Bowdoin

"People

Bowdoin go on

The Student Aid Office web site recommends planning for $2,070 worth of

books back to the textbook annex

leaders in volunteerism and philan-

ety of service

Bowdoin was ranked 35th

arts

in the pro-

many Bowdoin
who went on to become

Bowdoin

the ranking, sandwiched

liberal

programs

pointed out

thropy.

World Report that it felt focused
too much on what the colleges can
do for students. Instead, The
Washington Monthly asked, "What
can the colleges do for the coun-

Among

Hope Stockton

Contributed by

&

News

the textbooks' prices.

the

relish

fessional world.

devel-

among them

of Bowdoin

importance of service by working
for non-profit

1

"books, supplies, and personal expens-

good."

graduates continue to

job serving the country
according to "The Washington
Monthly College Guide."

The Washington Monthly

common

A

promoting the com-

good, the college could do a

better

on the web

Dorn shared her

Susan

academic men and

Despite Bowdoin 's long-standing

buy textbooks

views.

not the

by

students

Bowdoin College

Director of the

The Washington

says

rankings Some
In

low on

2005

16,

they get through the long line to the
register."

College Briefs

We'd

Rachael Fleming '09 and Caitlin
Hylan '09 were shocked when they

like that, too.

saw

the bills for their books.

into account," said Hylan.

For more

News From Colleges and Universities Around the Nation
colleges

is

least

$673.5 million,

according to preliminary estimates

provided

this

week

by

the

Mississippi Board of Trustees of
State

of

Institutions

Higher

Learning, the state's public-university

governing board

facilities will cost

campus

to a handful

of

about $495 mil-

and

of energy

November.

service managers

worked

services

and

to restore

utilities

at

a

UCLA.
Many buildings on campus experi-

across from City Hall, will consist

enced a short flickering of

of two chalkboards and a podium.

shortly after noon, followed

some

lights

by up

to

a half of no electricity in

buildings, Stogsdill said.

With no computer

The monument, which

The public
and

located

to write

on

no

many

lights

universities,

employees and students on campus

Chalkboard

$47.2 million at community col-

opted to take a longer-than-expected

Monument to the First Amendment,"

public

and almost $7 million

at pri-

vate institutions, the board said.

lunch break.
the James West

City-wide blackout leaves
half of UCLA in the dark
(U-Win)

LOS ANGELES—The

Officially

the

Others, such as those working in

Alumni Center, took
the opportunity to walk down to
Ackerman Union, which remained
powered, and purchase special
BearWear merchandise mat was on

•ileal Restaurant

and

memorial

Thomas

is

Podium:

a

sponsored by the

Jefferson Center for the

Protection of Free Expression, a local

group founded by former

UVA

Open

until 1

is

Los

pursue the mission in a variety of

Party Night

reported no problems with patient

ways, one of which

Open

in

connecting wires and disconnected
large swaths

of the L. A. basin from

care.

The

university police also func-

tioned normally with

its

own

genera-

tors.

About half the buildings on campus were affected in the blackout,
including chunks of South Campus
and the residence halls on the Hill,
said Carol Stogsdill, spokeswoman

role that

free

monument

Memorial urges open
cussion for
(V-Wire)

UVA students

CHARLOTTESVILLE,

—UVA

Virginia

dis-

students and visitors

is

"We

to foster

Saturday Night
until 1

AM

greater appreciation for the critical

speech plays in a

democratic society.

power.

AM

O'NeiL
"The Thomas Jefferson mission
the protection of free expres-

President Robert

after city utili-

workers accidentally erred

&

Fiesta

Director Joshua Wheeler said.

ty

many

Merengue, Bachata,
and Salsa

sion," Jefferson Center Associate

in

students are

Friday Night
Noche de

Backup generators powered the
UCLA Medical Center, which

power

there, but

"Community

titled

sale.

areas that lost

all

happy with the prices

Hacienda
Pancho Villa

University of California at Los

many

textbook annex. Not

students find their alternatives limited.

Angeles campus was among the
Angeles on Monday

others.

and extemporaneous speeches.

damages

at

orient@bowdoin.edu

edit the chalkboards as well as

use the podium for both planned

capabilities,

and no television,

be able

will

is

more than

For now, there are no plans to
change the current workings of the

cel-

ebrate free speech. Construction of

lion, with $440.8 million of the

leges,

V

have an opportunity to publicly

power, said David Johnson, director

electricians

at:

soon

will

monument on the mall recognizing the First Amendment is expected to be completed by the end of

vators as

an hour and

Repairing and rebuilding campus

downtown mall

to the

people on campus being stuck in ele-

cost Mississippi's public and private
at

for the university.

The blackout led

$673.5 million

(U-Wire) Hurricane Katrina will

colleges

contact us

Some of

her classes had booklists that cost

info,

significantly

Cost to rebuild Mississippi

"Some

teachers don't take textbook prices

will

We believe

do

that

this

by both

commemorating that all-important
freedom and providing a venue for
the exercise of the right of free

Enjoy our
fresh-squeezed lime HiargaritaS
and our homemade Sangria
!

speech."

—compiled by Dan Hackett

110 Pleasant

St.

Brunswick 729-0029

——————
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Insurance
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inquiries
Ask
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ittilMWim

Dr. Jeff

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Jeff

Dear Dr. Jeff: It seems like we
have a different health insurance
plan this year. I've
gotten a little confused about coverage

Recent Bowdoin graduate Monica

for referrals and lab

Can you

tests.

help

clarify? -T.K.

Dear

some

Guzman shares her experiences

There are indeed

T.K..:

important

differences

reporting on displaced Katrina

between our old and our current
insurance plans.

We
plan.

used to have a mandatory

surviuors for The Houston Chronicle

Everyone was covered by our

plan (and charged for it) whether
or not they had coverage through
their parents' plan. Others didn't

R Brown Conuention Center in
Houston Texas houses victims ot Hurricane Katrina

Photo The George

have other coverage, needed our
plan, but wished it was more com-

As

prehensive.

a

we

result,

changed to what's known as a
"hard waiver" system, meaning
students

that

are

plan, but

can waive it if they prefer and have
comparable coverage.
About 40 percent of students are
Please see

by Monica Guzman '05
Alumna Contributor

automatically

Bowdoin 's

enrolled in

INSURANCE, page 5

HOUSTON, Texas—I

think

it

first hit

me when

into the

93 -degree heat outside the

Shanelle stepped

Astro Inn holding Erick in her

source and you exhale and look

part of a wall

around, it really hits you. But
you're not always thinking of the

and "Shaniqua, baby, we're looking

about the evacuees living here in

are distractions.

utes?"

He

Asaka

was born on a Friday

explores
(

Professor Profile

"I just

want

explains

to try
is

new

J

things,

and

kind of like a trend,"

of

Professor

Visiting

Psychology and Neuroscience Yukiko
Asaka.

Whether

it

means leaving her home

country, exploring

new concepts in
new pleasures

neuroscience, or finding
in recreation,

Asaka

is

always reaching

beyond what she knows.
After growing up in

two

He

—the Friday

homes in New Orleans.
The Friday before, the family
spent a day in terrible traffic and
then slept two nights in their car by
the side of the road. They couldn't
find any cheap motel rooms.
A sign not too far from us pro-

horrendous sun to register for
FEMA. Maybe he's thinking of

claimed the Astro Inn's nightly rate
in

plastic: $30.77.

chipped

Everything Shanelle ever owned

drowned

IS feet of water miles

in

away. Everything

is

gone. Everything

But here was her new baby

ugly.

And he is beautiful.
hit me then that there

boy.
It

no way

is

in

fasci-

this situation justice.

was just so big.
A few days later

tell

became

Sometimes they smile at me.
Sometimes they don't. In either
swear

I

my

can see

I

professional courtesy

I

New
woman to

asked

me

a

her story.

"It's like

every-

I

came

perfect

hang limp

in

at the

a

I

was supposed

to start

Chronicle as a cops reporter

week

people poured into the city looking

was

called in early dur-

ing one of the most hectic
the Chronicle

weeks

newsroom has seen

in years.

Pretty soon,

I

was spending more

hours at Houston's

~
There was no way

u
an 1 one COuld do
j

A

justice.

whole

u

•,.

lt

al1

city

Rules and regulaThe
media can't just roam

George R. Brown
Convention Center,
the second largest

free, I was told, over
and over again. Don't
go anywhere until you

go .to

And
ties.

beds at the shelter

my
so

Hurricane Katrina

were arranged into
neat rows, coded
with the names of

research

on

synaptic plasticity at Yale

University for three years.

around

us,

was

just so big.

told

inflat-

mattresses at the George

R.

"on

One man

colors.

walking

among 2,000
able

all

Red

Street"

me

he

lived

and laughed,

I

the

Florida

just spent nine days

heart broke.

I

had written down

many of those names, and

there

was only a slim chance any of them
would make it in the paper.
Sometimes it's the little kids, the
ones too young to understand, who
make me and everybody else forget

When everyone trudges,

where

pointing to his mattress, covered in

and smile.

says she loves teaching.

evacuees are doing what they can to

drawn to Bowdoin because she wanted
and academically
strong school. She likes to get to know

put their lives back together and

donated blankets that didn't match.
That mattress and the plastic bags

They spin and laugh and
sometimes misbehave. They take
things in stride, because somebody
else is mere to do die worrying for
them. Though that's not true for all

While she enjoys researching, Asaka
She was

to tench at a small

Brown Convention

trying to

sleeping

Center,

something about what that's
In

Please see ASAKA, page 5

I

am

do what I can to tell people
on real mattresses tonight

moments

like

this

like.
it

seems

of supplies around it were all the
property he could depend on.
It's hard to say what it's like to
be in a place
like this.

impossible.

^M

like this,

doing a job

When you're waiting for a

they race.

of them.

A large

But so many tears
still shed in the

are

pro-

darkest
see

sadness.

some people

tresses, alone, star-

ing at the floor.

us.

want

want to
I

message board covers a

I

sit-

ting on their mat-

to

tell

their stories.

ask for them,

I

I

know what

they're thinking.

not forget the celebri-

Cosby,

vate.

in the

L
between

Then he told me he
was still
would I please write her name
down? He gave me its spelling, and

of people displaced.

Them

.

I

And when

want them to

smile, even if just for a second.
Sunday, September 7, 1 thought I
had seen enough to go back to the
newsroom and type up 15 inches on

Houston hotel-bound evacuees by
the 6:00 p.m. deadline. But then I
knocked on room 220 and there
was Shannelle with Erick, and
inside, two other children, one running around in a diaper still wet
from a dip in the outdoor pool.
There was a story about hope and
loss. Something important. I said
goodbye and wished her luck.
Her part of my story was cut
before it went to print some days
later.

looking for his wife, and'

and looked around.
"All them people

were

let's

Bill

underwater."

Asaka then continued her studies at
Miami University in Ohio. She taught

She's right

hang limp
air

House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi. They and others
came and had their much-photographed moments.
Bill Cosby was a surprise for
everybody. I heard his voice booming on the PA system and rushed
downstairs to see. A man who saw
him said it was great that he was

laid waste, thousands

people

real,

.

Marlins,

said as she sighed

with classical conditioning in animals.

p erfec t

in

there, "but

inflatable

my

behaved.

and memory.

She continued her work in behavioral
doing post-doctoral
neuroscience,

came

housing

The

case.'

somewhere
somewhere pri-

go,

to

,

„„-„-i _-_
I- swear I can
t

one PR official called
me the "runaway reporter" and was
a little wary to let me go to the
bathroom by myself. Given time, I
I

victims,
at

.

In either

t.

being called "the media." The third

Katrina's

had spent

_

,

fessional courtesy

shelter

I

~tr.~i ;in
office

,

„„„„

leaving the shelter

you sign in and out.
Where's your press
badge?
Oh, right. That.
Thing is, i was still
just getting used to

my apartment.

has a story too."

the

People

donations.

Sometimes they

see

than

undergraduate students while working

dd
PR

.w

Heartfelt

reunions.

smile at me..

don

you

Every day,

hear about tearful

room 302C and get an
escort. And make sure

body's story," she

nated by the brain, particularly learning

for you."

Sometimes they

tions, for another.

But when 250,000

later.

I

Deadlines, for one.

day

Houston two days

to

Gulf Coast.

for help,

people displaced. Hurricane Katrina

Orleans

There, she

to do. I've lost every-

thing."

before Hurricane Katrina hit the

where she got her bachelor's degree
psychology.

"I don't

the air between us.

To pursue her interests, Asaka left
home country to study at
George Mason University in Virginia,
behind her

know what

it's,

cent sleep.

is

Pharmacology was too impersonal. She
directly

Maybe

to the front.

20 years old. Erick is
her third child. She smiles down at
him. His eyes are closed in an innoShanelle

A whole city laid to waste, thousands of

more

outside,

two-hour line in the

what he's going to say once he gets

case,

anyone could do

to deal

Or

finally contacted him.

to stand in a

years,

with people.

to the

check if a
brother, or daughter, or wife has
table, or to

mother and so many others from

but then wanted to change her major.

wanted her job

way

could be on his

Red Cross

before Hurricane Katrina drove his

is

Japan, Asaka

studied pharmacology for

old.

their

by Joy Geertz
Contributor

snowboarding

week

bigger picture. There

Do you have a few min-

the shelter.

arms.

Erick was- barely a

on the first floor:
"Has anyone seen Christopher?"

"Excuse me, sir, my name's
Monica Guzman, and I'm a
Houston
with
The
Chronicle. I'm working on a story
reporter

I

on

know

sands.

there's

no way

knock

to

the doors. There are thou-

all

would take

It

forever.

the country struggles to

hope

we

But as

make

of Hurricane Katrina and

sense

its after-

get to enough of

math,

I

them.

And I hope that when they
we pay attention to what's

open,
inside.

Monica

Guzman

'05

was

Senior Editor of the Orient during the 2004-2005 academic
year.

She

is

currently working

for Hearst Newspapers and is
The
Houston
to
assigned
Chronicle where she is a staff
reporter.
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Contest

b Wet

After the second-year men had
conquered the intricacies of the

asylum. For

five-sided nut of the fire-hydrant

flashlights,

with an ordinary wrench

75

EXTINGUISHES
FIERY FROSH

Years

Proclamations are Delivered
with Plentiful Supply
of Molasses

last year,

the Student Council, proc-

and

fraternity presidents held a

tors,

men

which two hundred odd

in

of

kept the freshmen

efforts

attempted to drown each other

with traces of molasses and procla-

much greater.
The freshmen

exceptionally well organized and

of victory to the summit of
the Memorial Flagpole. This tradi-

conducted themselves in a creditable manner. At the sound of the

their flag

this

year took

place last Thursday evening,
carried

on

in a

factory

to

the

manner most
spectators,

yore in ferocity, the chances of

mens of humanity, and countless

removed. For throughout
the whole combat no serious offence

and the chapel

was done

won

the

two

v.

•

which

of

entirely

could have cause of complaint.
Taken as a whole it might have been

anybody with the
exception of the destruction of
clothing which would have been suf-

imagined to be either a battle scene
from "Macbeth" or a part of a

dashery.

prison

many

the cheering onlookers

But when observed in

riot.

details

it

to

ficient to start

a small-sized haber-

for its

lack of unfair methods of scrapping.

Many

be a combination of a wrestling

party

was an

was

in

abundance, the

entire success.

And when

times through the spray from

away

the fog cleared

bell rang out the well-

two
hundred odd men dragged their
bruised bodies bedward but with the
victory of the sophomores,

of having

satisfaction in their hearts

had a good, square contest

The contest was notable

its

appeared mostly to

scarceness of proclamations, though
the molasses

the merits of each

showed

in

which

up.

From

the Orient's second issue
of the 1935-1936 academic year.

lies to

next to the

Atthe same time

pool.

mulating force, advanced from the
Delta to the

gym

with the sugges-

of many sub-lieutenants to

tions

guide them. But though they were
smaller in

number than the

moved on

'34 they

the activities with a

class

to the scene

of
of

vanguard carry-

ing a fire hose and several buckets

—molasses.

Courtesy of the George

Freshmen

J.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections and Archives,

display their "prodairnations" after being beaten, unclothed,

by sophomores in the

of freshman lotion

ritual

Bowdoin College Library

and covered in "freshman lotion-molasses"

mud-fight "Proc Night" initiation. This traditon no longer continues at the College.

<f<>

Dr. Jeff

explores

Benson demystifies complicated new insurance system

INSURANCE, from page 4

They may only allow you

offered by Dudley Coe's clini-

you to call
your insurance carrier and find out
what they will allow. Their phone
number is on the back of your

If you
need to visit the
Emergency Room, and are covered
by the Bowdoin plan, there will be
a $50 co-pay (waived if admitted).
Almost all other insurance plans
will have a similar co-pay, but you
should check with your provider

insurance card.

specifically.

policy) for payment.

to see

They

providers in their, network.

now

enrolled in

Accident

and

Bowdoin 's new

also

Sickness

Plan

through Koster Insurance. About

60 percent have waived and will
on their own policies.

rely
Courtesy of Joy Geertz

Visiting Professor

The Bowdoin plan
from August IS, 2005

Yukiko Asaka.

IS,

is

effective

until

College

her students. Asaka explains, "It gives

week's

is

not in session.

To repeat what

mejoy. when

students understand."

In addition to her interests in neuro-

science and her students,

Asaka enjoys

the recreational opportunities she's

found in the Northeast
play for the Greater

She used

I wrote in last
column, all students,
regardless of their insurance plan,
have unlimited access to all of the

services

the

Health

Any

service that requires off-

campus

care, however, such as a

ey team, where she played center and

visit to

left-wing.

or send-out lab testing, will be

"Hockey

is

a big, big part of my

life

a specialist, hospitalization,

billed to

now," she said.

It's

your insurance.

her time in Maine by mountain biking

and learning to snowboard.

providers so that the billing can be

After Bowdoin, Asaka would like to
return to Connecticut,

handled appropriately.
If

where she plans

to teach and play hockey.

will continue to "try

Nodoubtshe

new

things,"

broadening her horizons with every
opportunity.

may

may

not pay for send-

It is

up

you have our

to

plan,

or

may

not

require a referral for off-campus

and they may or may not
accept a referral from Dudley Coe.
care,

Mill St.

Brunswick,

and innovated hair coloring and cutting to
I

ME

you!

look forward to seeing you soon!
Jill

Jacobs

a balance of the

If

bill that

remains unpaid by your primary
insurer, it can be sent to Bowdoin's

secondary insurer (a special sports

There

soon be

will

updated

of Bowdoin's web

will be sent to the insurance policy

to handle bills for athletic injuries.

form of an

All of this information, includ-

visit.

subscriber

off-campus provider

without consulting us

for a

first

in

the

"Explanation of Benefits" or

send-

EOB

the one that says across the

(it's

If you see an

top, "this is not

EOB

The

a

how

ing details on

site

the

services

about

to read

how

an EOB,

has been summarized in a series of

handouts available

bill").

details

information on the health section

at

the Health

Center.

your Bowdoin plan will
not cover your off-campus care.

provided and the amount to be

In addition, Insurance
Coordinator Leslie Hill can help

Important exceptions to this policy

the

have Bowdoin's Plan,
will be mailed to you at

answer any insurance questions,
you may have.

referral,

when

are

SO

miles

the

Health Center

is

when you are more than
away from campus.

During those times, you can see
any provider without a referral,
and the charges will be covered.

you see an outside provider,
is part of the CCN
Network, the Bowdoin plan will pay
for 100 percent of the visit (up to the
plan's maximum.) If the provider is
not part of the CCN Network, the
Bowdoin plan will cover 80 percent,
and you will be responsible for die
and

that provider

billed. If you

EOB

your campus address.
If you have other insurance, the
EOB will be mailed to the subscriber's address (presumably

your

parents).

your appointment or tests are
and you don't want

If

confidential,

the subscriber to see the

must

EOB, you

the provider's office not

tell

to bill your insurance

and

to

send

the bill directly to you (or simply

pay

at the

time of the

visit).

Please remember, as
last

I mentioned
week, that Health Center lab

which are confidential in
pap tests, pregnancy

tests

learn if a provider is part of

CCN

Leslie's office is on the second
floor of

Dudley Coe, and she can

be reached

at (207)

798-4284.

Please feel free to provide feed-

back on our new health insurance
program to Leslie, or to Caitlin
Gutheil,

our

Health

Student

Program Administrator (and virtual
co-author of this column!).
We hope to have an insurance
system in place that meets the
majority of families' needs, and
would truly welcome your suggestions as to how we can improve
Bowdoin's insurance offerings.

nature, like

Network, you can visit
www.ccnusa.com. For our plan,
there are no co-pays or extra

tests,

and

STD tests for women and

men,

will

be paid for by the Health

Center and not charged out to any

Jeff Benson,

charges for send-out lab

insurance plan.

Dudley Coe Health Center

tests.

refer-

For

all

student athletes,

has secondary coverage for athletic

on-campus).

beyond

injuries.

Secondary coverage means

that bills for

your

well!

MD

The Orient

is

available

on

the

athletic injuries

(again, injuries that require care

the

Be

Bowdoin

needed to see Dr. Avery at
and for Physical
Therapy for an injury not due to IC
sports (even if the PT is with Todd
rals are

the Health Center,
suit

is

Dudley Coe will take care of making your referral, as long as you
see us prior to your off-campus

By the way, Bowdoin plan

A new hair studio in Brunswick, offering progressive
207 725-2271

there

out lab tests, the insurance "bill"

To

COLOR

when you need

your reg-

first to

ular (or "primary") insurer.

provider, or

the

4

see an off-campus

cians) will be sent

receive a referral for any off-campus care. Your providers here at

difference.

CUT

When you

you must

If

you have other insurance,

your insurer

or

closed or

important that you bring

your insurance card with you when
you see us or any off-campus

She also plans to take advantage of

If

and

Counseling Centers, free of charge.

to

New Haven hock-

at

may

out lab tests.

August

2006, including the times the

ASAKA, from page 4

17

battles

been almost

'I.

Asaka

right

to have

sophomores, with a slowly accu-

the

classes dragged them-

gym

rear of the

swimming

selves from the

offered spirited resistance to the

rivaling the

seemed

skirmishes the

year were

this

the small quadrangle

the

though

mud, they seemed to
be united in at least one thought,
that a finer and gamer fight had
never been fought. For in the face of
icy-water under pressure and confined by the walls of the swimming
pool and the gym the freshmen

Though
injury

first

chapel bell, they fled en masse to

was
satis-

rather fatiguing to the combatants.

As

But after the

tide of battle went toward the sophomores and with the exception of a

Done

is

from

the sophomores cheered and raised

which

the

ed spectator could see nothing but a
sea of mud, a few bedraggled speci-

Damage

Little

upon

hands would be clasped

in friendly congratulation.

open the opportunities for a fair and
unobstructed competition were

mations on their several backs while

tional battle,

dampen

rising their

organizing in the dormitories. In the

mud

behind the gymnasium, the freshman class emerged
in the sea

icy-

mass meeting on the evening set for
the episode and their combined

After three-quarters of an hour of

melee

spray which seemed to

the

seen, appar-

ently battling to the death, but

Enriched by the experience of

Out

Entirely

the elimination

dimmed by

myriad

2005

16,

men would be

Frosh Barred From Ends

—

Held

when

could see clearly

the hose

ed their ranks.

No Serious Injuries. However. During
Annul InterrlftM Strangle
Htia
Scrap
of Doers

Ago

lunatic

ardor of none?

None of

method used in fixing the proclamations on their backs finally decimat-

SEVERAI,J^SUALTIES
Year'*

lost

—no easy

who

the flickering lights of

in

detached articles of apparel.

advances of the sophomore class

and only

—

and a

fight,

they rushed the refuge of the
freshmen and the battle royal began.
For a few minutes the most interesttask

COLD WATER

match, a bull

scope

of

what

is

World Wide Web

at:

http://orient.bowdoin.edu

—

-—'•-

:

September
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Ben unfolds

behind music Psychic to hypnotize
9 students in Smith

stories

iTunes album
features interviews

On

\k

put out a 28-

album of live and

track

u

last

studio record-

including speaking tracks in

ings,

Robert Charming

r

I

LP

the heels of his second solo

Ben Folds has

¥

4

iTunes online music

through

—

the

fea-

-w, ij**l

kS

™

Ea*

,*"T

39-year-old

in the

musical career, ranging from

vr

TO

"Landed,"

recordings in

total, in

lyricist.

new iTunes

In his

album, he candidly exposes the underpinnings of many of his songs.

new

are

who are bored

their favorite songs,

new

offer anything

Beginning

on.

p.m.

notable exceptions to this

rule are "Philosophy"

"Philosophy,"

known

and "Bastard"

for

its

wild altro

rest

of die song

Ben Folds Five

energetic than the
recording. This

perceptibly less

is

seems to

in with

fit

a

V

the

www.robertchanning.com, is riddled with positive

students and

businessmen

testimonials

he bends spoons

tions the audience will

to die listener. For

intemperate, rough-edged energy for a

out actually reading the pieces

smoother, more refined sound.

paper they've written on.

with his

lengthened to include

fists, is

an extended

which Folds also

altro in

"Bastard"

career, has sacrificed

an updated
by elaborate

features

characterized

their previous incarnations

plays several rapid bars in a blues

bridge

(although the songs from Folds' days

scale before ending with a frenzied

vocal harmonies, a revision that Folds

with Five have noticeably cleaner har-

adaptation of "Chopsticks."

Though

parts).

the

new ending

is

weight

its

FOLDS, page

7

pose

—with-

of

will predict the future

He

has appeared on

Channing provides a tollnumber that anyone can call
and he'll tell you what you're
lievable,

not the type of

wearing.

assured that he

is

the

major television networks, including NBC and Fox.
Just in case Channing's skills,
and tricks sound a little too unbe-

and perhaps toss in a little hypnoAccording to his homepage,
however, the audience may rest
tism.

from
alike.

many of

free

Exorcism warrants prosecution

Waggner s new novel
Beauty pulls

Please see

fun, the

Channing

over the

including

talents.

weave comedy

into his stunts as

all

University of

Channing's
°

began his solo

part, the recordings contain

country,

you are just a few of

°f

before attempting to splinter the keys

same melodies, harmonies, and

schools

and the University
of New England.
website,
His

Smith Union, his act
will

almost

for

talents

Maine-Machias

very few of them

in

his

important dates for

without physical force and asks ques-

most

in

at

the

in

"* 8

are

remembering your

trend in Folds' music, which, since he

the

mony

that

you

few of

has
Channing
been sharing his

numbers, and

which Folds manically quotes
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"

the

tempos as

will

*"*
The most

recordings

a

novelty

8:00

albums.

While the new

planning,
is

a

20 years, touring

the semester's goings-

reproduced recordings from previous

of listening to die same versions of

just

surely add variety to

Folds has always been a very colloquial

addition to eight

intriguing to Folds fans

a volunteer's pocket,

reciting social security

courtesy of www.baldwin.com

Ben

off of Songs

for Silverman. There are eight

in

numbers,
and remembering your important

reciting social security

a volunteer's pocket,

•

Channing's act

local

—

change

amount of change

Activities

event

!F

album, to

first

the hit single

|

-<..:i^.

and open
communi-

free

is

talents.

Board as part of their
annual campus-wide

i

"Philosophy," the second track off Ben
Fokis Five's self-titled

show

and the

by the

Selected

Campus

store.

of new recordings from

tures a variety

different periods
artist's

draw the most

Channing's performance promises to entertain anyone in attendance determining the amount of

Determining the

Channing is determined to read minds.

in conjunc-

- Ben Folds

iTunes Originals

will

dates for

palm-reading.

and has been made

exclusively

available

ty.

is

involve tarot cards or
«»

The album was made

Friday's
to students

of carnival tradition.
Pictures on his website depict him in
casual garb, sometimes a suit, and
his resume boasts of success in
entertaining corporate events. The
feats he'll perform tonight won't

music and his background as a musition with iTunes,

not the loud-

ly-dressed, mysteriously muttering

psychic

which he explains the origins of his

cian.

who

humiliating tales from the subconscious.

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

spring,

performer

by Francis Killea
Staff Writer

with pop pianist

Songs for Silverman, released

"

"

by Gabe Kornbluh
Contributor
The prosecution presents Exhibit
The Exorcism of

A to the courtroom:
Ronnie

by Kathryn Papanek
Contributor

larly

Imagine a world where big really

where everyone aspires

beautiful,

that the story

event.

seeing the finely drawn world where

women's magazines

"How

to exercise for

health without losing weight," the girl

shampoo commercial has a dou-

ble chin,

and

flight attendants

which plus

size

is

the world in

Ronnie Tremayne

wakes up the morning

(after

a night of

binge-eating Doritos and peanut butter)
to a different world.

In our world,

a struggling fashion designer

Ronnie

is

whose

size prevents her

from being

taken seriously. Her slender, socialite

mother mocks

her,

and her boss

most

tells

men

ignore

her she will lose

her job at the plus-size boutique

if

the

new

world,

dieting to

and obese cast

Baywatch draw the reader furinto the alternate world and are so

everything

while Waggner 's focus seems

be to recount Ronnie's personal

journey rather than to impart any overt

message,

political

world. After all

weight
for

it's

in

no

our

own

secret that

a rather, well, weighty issue

is

many Americans. Cover

stories

focusing on die changing sizes of
celebrities

such as Nicole Richie,

Lindsay Lohan, and Kirstie Alley,
seem to be a recent staple of People

and

US

Weekly. There has been a

of exor-

Emily Rose, dead. Laura Linney steps
in as Erin Bruner, a teeth-gnashing

with a heart of

ice,

DA

die better to keep

her daily alcohol intake chilled while

defending the sleaziest of sleazes.

when she

realizes that she

P

*

must sttp

outside of her usual realm of fact-

based reasoning

in order to unravel

courtesy

Father Moore's prime defense, the

audience realizes that $8.50

is

a lot of

money.

With the majority of die film taking
place in court (shot by director Scott
Derrickson in delicate measurements

Despite what

its

Film criticism often feels like cross-

come

to being a lawyer, I

New Me, Wendy

of a jury. Not, as die filmmakers would

will continue this

review as head pros-

the

on her weight

loss

stories

like,

however, part of die "onscreen"

blog,

jury,

which serves as our surrogate

conscience

"Poundy."

when deciding who

shall

ecutor.

Consider

my

it's

the closest

next bit of evi-

The 1973 classic
Here is a movie that,

Instead the viewers are the jurors in a

one that Emily Rose cannot seem to

case of trickery and failure and the

escape.

7

director responsible is

on

trial.

cism

and

that actually involve die exor-

itself are

less

hopelessly similar to

intriguing than their older,

contorts itself as wickedly as a

standards of beauty are reversed,

BEAUTY, page

movie

The Exorcist.

understandably, has a great shadow,

Please see

Indeed, die measly portions of the

more modest

take the blame for Emily's death.

create a clothing line based on her

a sibling inferiority complex at work.

dence, Exhibit B:

us a world where the

By showing

had very few

scenes depicting exorcism.

I'd like to

Not

ofwww.movieweb.com

tide implies, The Exorcism of Emily Rose

viewers feel that they are indeed part

based

designs.

ritual

examination, and since

workplace and in her private

gets a chance to

of Father Moore
whose attempt to

trial

Wilkinson),

perform the religious

of one part clunk, two parts yawn), the

McClure's collection of short

Suddenly she gains the acceptance of
her mother, has a hot new boyfriend,

real

of Emily

of books such as
Judith Moore's memoir Fat Girl and
I'm

most importantly,

book

her

does force readers to reexamine die
prejudices that prevail

based on a

cism leaves the possessed, the young

author had included more of them.

And

tells is

a drawn-out, courtroom ''thinker''

(Tom

fun to read that one wishes the

pulence is a sizable asset, both in the
life.

fact,

ther

much

little

Rose is not really about an exorcism at
all. It isn't even a horror film. It is, in
chronicling the

changes. Ronnie discovers that her cor-

and,

fit

mem-

recent explosion

Ronnie does not lose weight
In

women

it

Curiously, The Exorcism

bers on

to

Andrea Rains Waggner 's novel

Alternate Beauty, this

her,

herself.

Details like

have a

minimum weight requirement.
In

Ronnie finds

is

a frustrating

It's

sandwiched by tides claiming

film,

But the most fun part of the novel

into larger sizes

run stories on

nice

to see her get the success she deserves.

weight" with "That's too

In this world,

it's

is

bad."

in the

memorable heroine, and

Emily Rose.

to

be heavy and where people respond to
"I just lost

is a likeable, if not particu-

Watching Rose, one gets a sense of

_

rating

brethren.

would allow

Please see

Emily Rose

PG-13

in attempts to

EXORCISM, page 7

The Bowdoin Orient
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In Alternate world, weight wins out

The Exorcism

BEAUTY, from page 6

EXORCISM, from page 6

endangered

—show how ridiculous

fresh voice to the

subject and also reveals

Ronnie discovers many of these

how much

truths herself

when

the alternate

world gives her an

her

new

life in

people are judged by their weight
in our own world. Things that are

appetite for

commonplace in the alternate
world— a 300-pound Bond girl, for

But as her cravings subside,
Ronnie discovers to her chagrin

example

that

—but

able in

would be unthinkour own, also draw atten-

tion to

how

tively

and

narrow, both figura-

literally,

the prevailing

new

just food.

opportunities

are

become.

—such as

comparison.

is

so apparent, however,

In the end, the film claims to be

about the

battle

between

and show them a world where
is

relative.

faith

and

Moore scramgive Emily's death some sem-

fact, as

If the characters in the film need to
have "faith" explicitly spelled out for
them in order to believe, then the

sanctity that defines

makes
all,

Erin and Father

blance of meaning.

beauty really

becomes

it

self-fulfilling.

line.

overweight that their health

Because

Director Derrickson 's fear of similarity

ble to

hiring eating coaches or being so
is

this

shrinking as quickly as her waistAll in all, Waggner's Alternate
Beauty blends together a mix of
physics, fashion, and romance to
give the readers food for thought

perception of attractiveness has
In addition, the lengths

her

more than

escape

It's

devout belief the credit

world where scrutiny

a race to give
it

deserves in a

rules

and

2005
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of Emily Rose haunted by shortcomings

similar practices are in our reality.

Waggner brings a

September

all

doubtful attorneys bear frightening

What

is lost.

it

faith so respectable is, after

it's

ability to exist

manifestation
Unfortunately,

without any

of
Mr.

and was never meant as a self-conof The Exorcist.
faith," he might say, "Have

scious retread

"Have

proof.

Derrickson

allows these two worlds to mingle

in

faith."

shrug of misguided
of his film, he would
offer up Emily Rose's last weekend
a

In

final

effort typical

box-office success as proof of his
caliber as a director. In response,

I

a clear effort to appease the audience.

would be

Thus, one

ecutor and finish with this final

is

not only unable to enjoy

The Exorcism of Emily Rose; one
equally unable to admire
Director Derrickson

resemblances to weasels.

a solid defense.

The finale is less than stellar, but
more importantly it is self-defeating.

his film

piece of evidence:

Derrickson's

only film of note prior to making
still

He might argue
I'm missing the point entirely;
is

is

it.

may

a particularly nasty pros-

have
that
that

about giving people hope

Emily Rose, the straight-to-DVD
gem, Hellraiser: Inferno.

Cue shot of disgruntled, bleary
eyed jurors. Court adjourned.

Album

explores

beneath Folds
FOLDS, from page

TMt PASTIST WAV TO:

6

incorporated into live shows during
his tour last

summer.

But the draw of this album

is

not the

music. While Folds' lyrics have
always been extraordinarily honest
and conversational, iTunes Originals'
speaking tracks give the listener the
opportunity to hear Folds talk candidly about his childhood, his introduc-

and

tion to music,

events in his

life that

people and

the

inspired his

most

poignant compositions, unconfined by
the poetic limits of lyricism.

At

beginning of the album,

the

Folds talks about his

first

incidences of

exposure to music.

"There was no

music.no

live

my house

musical instruments in

as a

kid," he says. His family's

first

was acquired

by Folds'

father, to

ment

incidentally

piano

whom it was bartered as pay-

for a remodeling job his client

could not afford.
This type of compensation was not

uncommon for Folds' dad, who did
much of his work in the poorer, predominantly African-American parts of
town, where his

R&B,

fans of

albums.

clients,

many of them

often paid

Young Ben was

him

in vinyl

the benefici-

ary of these exchanges, accumulating

formidable

a

of

collection

R&B

albums, including those by Ike and

Tina Turner, Otis Redding, and Sly

and the Family Stone.
Folds attributes his understanding

of music as a celebratory
early

art to his

R&B influences.

Noticeable throughout his entire

body of work has been

CONNECT WITH UP TO 20 PEOPLE INSTANTLY WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
THEN MAKE PLAN TO MOVE COUCH INTO YOUR PLACE OR BACK OUT TO STREET.

cy to paint

Folds' tenden-

lyrical portraits

of made-up

people. With regard to this motif of

character-based songs, he describes

on one of the iTunes Originals
as a

out being emotionally lewd."

speedtalk.

ant,

it

tracks

way to "write about yourself with-

A pleas-

simpler recording of bis song

"Alice Childress" follows this explanation.

Unimited SpeedTalk Minutes

As any

Folds fan would expect, the

most candid speaking

Walkie-talkie-style service

"A

1000 Anytime Minutes
$49.95 per month
• AOL* Instant Messenger" service • Buy 1 and get up to 3
US UX4750 phones FREE

track, entitled

Really Tough Year," provides an

•

in-depth discussion of the background

•

for his band's first pop hit, "Bride."
While it is common knowledge among

and

(with 2-year contracts

Folds fans that the song

Trial

abortion,

it is

is

about an

fascinating to hear Folds

explain exactly

how literally the

reflect the reality

lyrics

of the subject matter.

The most poignant moment of the
track is when Folds recalls his parents

mail-in rebates)

walking into a pawn shop and seeing

l£

him

US. Cellular

1-888-aUY-USCC
9"^ ^^^

•
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Ao"

trying to sell the cassette player

whole family had collaborated to
buy him as a Christmas gift. Folds
his

10 12

"**» •"

rebato Procesang

:

Otrer restrictions apply. See store for (totals. Untted torrw offa.

C2005

U.S talMar

to

SpaWtafc SoeedTa* capable handset

required SpeedTafk calls

may

orry be

made

*rth

his girl-

friend's procedure.

While iTunes Originals - Ben Folds
offers very little in the way of musical
novelty,

it

is

essential to the collection

of any Folds enthusiast, and useful

to

anyone who wants to know the underpinnings of his music.

—
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Heavy and tall boys
will knock you over
11

"

f

'

"

'

'

'

Sea Dog Blue Paw Wheat

—

ALE
at

($6.99 for a six-pack, available

coming in

cramming

,

would

Campus band

and

tinue to provide crisp, full refreshment

come.

Much like
Paw is

a smooth, wheat ale body.

causing people to
taking the

sip

first

into the trap of

fall

they can drink

a

start

too sweet

little

because of

Taste:

to

3.5,

for a

boys, available at

tall

Pabst

for

quickly becoming

is

everywhere

goers

party

because of its bearable taste and

cheap prices.

my tab with a tall, cold Blue

Paw

for years

ratings:

die bottom shelf beer of choice

is

like to

I

ounce

Known for the

boy" cans,

"tall

brewed

16-

this lager

unique

fla-

(surprisingly

recommend

that

has a flavor reminiscent of a

one move to a less pungent drink

Budweiser or Miller Genuine

vorings, but

I

its

as the night continues, such as a
pale ale or car

in

Texas)

Draft, but with a noticeably

bomb. Furthermore,

it

is

poor aftertaste.

like its lager counter-

It,

important to remember that the Blue

parts, is

a relatively thick beer that eas-

Paw, though blueberry-flavored,

ily fills

you up but continues to be a
for college students. The most

fact similar in

Vanessa Kitchen '06 was

beers.

her

is in

appearance to most other

plingly disappointed
first six-

when

pack saying,

"I

crip-

she bought
this

est mistake, but disheartening nonetheless. I

recommend Blue Paw when

it is

though the bottles are a great

tap,

My

alternative.

ratings:

Taste:

4,

Partyability: 2, Cost/Benefit Ratio: 3.

BUDWEISER—($4.99
available

Over
secured

a six-pack,

Budweiser has

years,

itself

a

as

staple

of the

American experience, a prominent
accessory at sporting events, Fourth of
July celebrations, and tailgate parties.
Originally brewed in Missouri,
lager has taken

or

Bud Heavy by

college students

flavors that
after

its

can make you

cent),

thick, rich

feel

very

full

only a few drinks. Despite

moderate alcohol content
placebo

effect,

its

uti-

making drinkers

flunk they are enjoying themselves

more than they

of

actually are, so

is

played for a full

make
Bud

sure you're not that guy. Recently,

Pabst

acceptable to

it is

socially

buy a six-pack of

boys.

Mike Chute

"Yeah,

I

'06

tall

didn't taste right

I

New Pancho
Contributor

start-

be just what you're

My

ratings:

Taste:

Partyability: 4.5 Cost/Benefit

2,

Rath: 4

(for cans), 4. 5 (for tall boys).

CORRECTIONS

—

-In last week's beer review,

Rolling

have

Rock beer was

originated

in

Pennsylvania. Rolling
ally

comes

from

said to

Lancaster,

Rock

actu-

Latrobe,

Pennsylvania.
-In last week's restaurant review

"GC.

Variety

is

spice of life," the

Competition for the best Mexican

Maine:

restaurant in Brunswick,

Pedro O'Hara on Maine Street, El
Camino on Cushing Street, and the

new Hacienda Pancho

on

Villa

Pleasant Street.

The

verdict:

Pancho

Villa just

might be ahead of the pack.

you
are transported to a Mexican hacienda with vibrant yellow and earthy
tones, brick trim, and brightly colored chairs. Mariachi music plays
Walking

into the restaurant

quietly in the background, as well as

some modern day famosos
Be sure to ask

like

for a

writer said that the hostess of the

Julieta Venegas.

80 years old. Helen
is
Michaud is actually 59 years old.
The Orient regrets the error.

booth in one of the more intimate

diner

coves to authenticate your experience.

warm

camole appetizer
it's

tortilla

The guato be

chips with a daring salsa.

not

is

ous with the onions, overall,

most

jCuidado! Don't

fill

is

it's

a

restaurants.

up on these

numbers; your meal

come!
To add

is still

to

to the atmosphere, all food

served on the seemingly appropri-

ate

ware (vintage ceramic
most vibrant col-

fiesta

In addition to lunch and dinner menus, Pancho Villa boasts a diverse
selection of

combination plate with an enchila-

any

sadilla,

is

ample with choices
With tacos, que-

appetite.

tamales,

burritos, flautas,

and much more,

was
doggy
bag accompanying us home. All
items fall pretty short on the spicy
factor, but for those

it's

difficult

to

Our chicken tamal was

also

includes

some

those

for

so

Choosing between one of the various combination plates
idea.

And you can

is

the best

create your very

does offer your clas-

You cannot pass up a homeflan

or

ice

fried

dessert,

thing foreign to

cream.

Banuelos (some-

me)

is

a deep-fried

taco shell sprinkled with powdered

was

sugar, honey and topped with
whipped cream (watch out if you're
making a trip to the dentist any time

The enchilada sauce was also good,
made with a

Be sure not to miss the delicious
homemade chicken tortilla soup
large
breast,

chunks of grilled chicken
and lots of crispy tortilla

While the prices seem a little high
your average college student,
you get plenty of food for your
money. -Splitting entrees is a good
idea for those who don't want to
spend too much.

So why

is this

restaurant leading

pack in the quest for best authentic Mexican food in Brunswick? Well,
beside the tasty meal and infectious
the

strips.

On

soon).

.for

menu,

mar-

garitas in various flavors are tempt-

atmosphere (though

All entrees are available with

For you kiddies out there, all
these have the option of being made
virgin.

Villa flaunts impeccable service

meal.

delicious/ri/o/ev (re fried beans)

the drinks

killer

ing.

rice.

chicken, ground beef, or a few dif-

^p

made

it

These plates come with
and

own

Museum.

is

minimal,

sics.

ferent vegetarian options.

Also impressive, the menu boasts
Mexican beers along with your

Although

spacious

came asada

(steak) with the enchi-

usual domestic options. Horchata (a

promptly.

ladas or tostadas (only $1 .00 extra).

delicious rice water drink particular

are set to

Mexico)

is

also available only

wanted

to,

and a

The dining room is
and meals are served
no surprise the owners
open another restaurant in

friendly staff.

eight

to

I

dancing was not allowed), Pancho

not always listed, be sure to ask for

My friend and I decided to share a

little

Although the dessert menu

postrel

lacked that special zing. The

with diced avocado, fresh tomatoes,

inclined.

night in Kresge Auditorium about the

it

request.

To round out your meal, how
could you leave without a

Another

delicioso

topped with fresh veggies and it was
enhanced with our extra guacamole.

spicier chipotle.

options

MACHO

tostada with the crispy shell

but could have been

menu

are daring

with the "xxxtra" special sauce.

standard hamburgers are available.

healthier

reserve major and Baghdad-based art curator

who

upon

this

little

enough, order the Burritos

decide. For the not so adventurous,

The

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

—

tostada, and tamal

da,

but

ors.

The menu

beers.

plenty for two with a

plate ware) in the

for

Mexican

a Utile overzeal-

better recipe than

tasty

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

taking your seat, you are

missed; while

looting of the Iraqi National

muy bueno

by Victoria Tudor

guess I'm just a tall-

a good, solid beer to get the party

for.

es

it

boy kind of guy." If you are looking for

looking

Villa

explained,

drank a 12-ouncer once but

Curator of Iraqi art speaks

last

night

-.

Upon

Corine Wegener spoke

late last

also unique because, unlike

is

promptly served oven

Former U.S. Army

room of pubgoers

a keg because

the cheapest prices.

other lesser quality beers,

per-

(five

Budweiser has a tendency to

lize die

boasts one

this

on the name Bud Diesel

everywhere because of

popular form of Pabst

ed, Pabst could

anywhere in America)
the

favorite

it

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

The Jason Spooner band

S'i

thought

beer was supposed to be blue." An hon-

on

crowd at Jack McGee's

Hannaford)

night.

all

„,

will con-

Pabst Blue Ribbon—($3.99
six-pack of

empty, the blueberries suddenly
taste

My

and thinking
it

Unfortunately, after the glass

.

Partyability: 4, Cost/Benefit Ratio: 4.

other flavored beers, the Blue

very .sweet and noticeably enchanting,

satisfied drinkers

American cookouts

at

'%

all,

This fine brew has become a Maine

over recent years, integrating

plays for

=

=

you

always

of wild Maine blueberries with

The Bowdoin Orient

W

a great beer that has

is

Hannaford)

favorite

=S3E

—

12- and 20-

in all the flavor

find in a can or keg. All in

Budweiser

the taste

PPPSJ

"

.

have become a popular medium

for consumption,

packs

H-B3

£+tf*i£aA*vr*c*<X

i'.."

bottles

by Carter Thomas
Columnist

^B r

It's

South Portland

later this year.

The Bowdoin Orient
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Football team poised for a successful season
cally over the past

by Chris Bucci
Contributor

The Bowdoin
seems poised

Football

Team

for success this sea-

son with a strong roster of return-

Coaches

its

mark on the

league.

Last year's wins against Tufts
and Bates illustrate the team's

around its reputaBowdoin's overtime losses
to Hamilton and Amherst gave the
team needed experience playing
under pressure.
Most importantly, the team can
sense a change in the program's
mentality and goals.
According to wide receiver
Scott Brisson '06, "The most
encouraging sign is that the
coaches expect us to practice like
we are one of the best teams in
the league. We need to get out of
the mentality that games we win
need to be close. We need to think
ability to turn
tion.

Women's

,

-»
;

S

volleyball

:!

^cf<*y
v»: S: Maine iaLCdby)
vs.

vs.

Machias (HtM^i
Gordon (at Colby)

*

,

*

ML

34)

that

W

3-0W

Drew

*

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

in preparation for upcoming season opener.

Men's tennis confident
by Nick Day
Contributor

forward to another successful season.

court

With a young and talented squad,
team is looking

Andrew
lot

Fried '08.

"The team has a

Although men's tennis graduated
seniors

five

a

spring,

of

"The team

this fall," said

of potential."

core

come

this

together,"

The team's
weekend's

last

solid

Drake,

and Garrett

draws, and then
join forces with

young squad.
First years Alex
Caughron,
Nick
Day,
Blake
Wheale, and Alex
White have also

a

teammate

talent.

Andrew

tough,

McDonald

'07 and

we've

'07
this

semester and will
in

Drew

The Polar Bears
Men's
look to build on last
season's

success,

when

team went

the

Fulton,

11 -5

and

an awesome season this

past spring," Fried said.

The Bowdoin Orient

tennis player serves ball

earned a national ranking of 14th.

"We had

seniors will take off the corners in

man

coverage.

The
is

ability of the wide receiver
something no Bowdoin football

fan need question. "I expect to be
the best wideout in the league.

Our wideout group is stacked.
Coach Morin will look like the
best

positions'

coach

in

the

teams on our schedule

NESCAC,"

an upset."

The only way those big plays
will have a chance is if a young

Captain and linebacker Shaun
Kezer '06 echoes Brisson's sentiments. "We've improved drasti-

Brisson said.

Please see

FOOTBALL, page 12

to

"I'm
pretty
fired up about
this weekend,"
said Buntman.
"The competition's gonna be

siderable potential

the spring.

game-

play doubles.

demonstrated con-

team

against the Bears' running

because wide receivers, Jeff
Nolin and Scott Brisson, both

singles

Gates will anchor

rejoin the

big
line

be

will

ous

the

abroad

for

stack the

play-

ers

placed into vari-

are

Teams cannot

the tournament,

Bowdoin

including

Bitettti

some of the
it would be

allow

will

play opportunities.

said.

Buntman,

Sam

lose to

acceleration

be this
Middlebury
Invitational. At

mores

and

we

yardage situations, while Cohen's
ankle-breaking moves and quick

has really

fall

Buntman

Noah
Fried,

if

will run over linebackers in short

first test will

sopho-

Armin

has
oppo-

ing, conditioning,

the men's tennis

"I'm psyched for

certainly
to torch

Cross country outpaces competition

After several weeks of practic-

team dinners,
and other team activities, the team
has strengthened its play on the
court and team chemistry off the

said. "It's time to

The offense
enough weapons

in the air. Although last year's
workhorse Rob Patchett '05 graduated, the team will be able to
split carries with the thunder and
lightening combination of Matt
Boyd '06 and Ahron Cohen '06.
Boyd ,with a 230 pound frame,

few seasons.

ready to make

-

few years, but
enough any-

ed significant improvement over
the past

-

isn't

nents this year on the ground and

and fans saw the team come into
preseason in great shape and

;

improvement
more," Kezer
win games."

who have demonstrat-

ing players

*^r

9
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all

prepared

Courtesty of Sarah

Senior

but

during the team's

been
working incredibly hard both
during practice
and conditioning. It's been a
very productive
past couple of
weeks, and we're
to

do

well

first

the right, leads sophomores, Nate Krah, Steve Bartus,

race last Saturday at the University of

by Scot McFarlane
Contributor

kicked their season off with a

at 8:30

a.m.

in Biddeford.

three varsity runners co-captain

pate this year in part because of
nostalgia for his first 8k college

Andrew Combs '06, Quentin
Reeve '07, and first year Archie
Abrams, did not compete in the

Ben Martens'

race.

race.

This race was a great preview
of what to expect this fall,
including the team's goal to

home

with the Polar Bears taking first
place with a score of 17, with IS
being the top score. After having

become one of

obstacles was a hairpin turn that

not attended the meet for a few

heartening for the team, since

bang at the University of
England in Biddeford.
It was a very successful

at

New England

New
race,

the

top

three

teams in the NESCAC.
Last
week's results are especially

The
course
itself
was
morechallenging than Bowdoin's

sent

•w

i

among

course;

many

MENSXC, page 10

w^r
IMJI II

4

t

I

I

'

several

runners flying into a

Please see
.

Podmanickzy

and John Hall

years, the team chose to partici-

senior co-captain

Bowdoin Men's Cross Country

Middlebury,"he added.

Tournament play starts
on Saturday morning.

Ben Martens, second from

"

'

*

^m

mm
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^
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At the
in black

Contributor

Men's soccer

The women's volleyball team
200S season with a solid

squad of ten returning players and

Invitational, the

women

and white spandex went

for the

USM

in

three

games,

assists

from

Margo

two first-years. Head Coach Kellie
Bearman voiced a positive outlook

defeated

for this year's team.

Linton '08 and nine kills from Julie

"Some of [the

girls]

have played

together for three years, and the

team chemistry

coming together

is

quickly this season, which

is

very

29

helped

Calareso '07.

Junior Jess Brooks

also contributed nine kills

match of the comColby defeated Bowdoin,
'06
still pulled eight
Simon

In the second
petition,

The Bears are strengthened this
two first years, Alex
Keeney and Roxy Vargas. Keeney,
a Washington state native, shows
strength and focus from the outside, and Vargas, hailing from
California, should prove to be a
strong asset to the team as well.
Ellie
Simon,
Kelly
Seniors
Bougere, and Sarita Fu lead the

but Ellie
kills.

On

Saturday, the Bears emerged

victorious from a 3-2 battle against

and managed to keep
Machias under IS points per game in

Gordon

a 3-0 win. Against Machias, Erin
Prifogle '07 set a school record

high of 35 aces.
setting

Linton,
skills,

stellar

each possessing dignity,
honor, and sharp volleyball skills.

Tournament honors

due to her

earned All-

for the

Sophomore defensive

weekend
specialist

assis-

Kristen Lee expressed a positive

Karen Corey, strength-

overall attitude with the team's first

Also, the addition of a
tant coach,

new

by

racking up 12 aces, part of a team

team, bring strong attributes to the

team,

and four

aces.

exciting," she said.

year by

ens this year's coaching

staff.

competition.

Simon

"[This weekend] was a good

way

'06 and Julie Calareso '07, the

to start the season off strong.

We

Led by co-captains

Ellie

Polar Bears emitted a strong arctic

presence at their

first

scrim-

were able

to get

good competitive
we still need to

work on," she said.
The Women's volleyball team

Colby

Amherst today

last

Invitational.

Men's

will

challenge

cross country runs

MEN'S XC, from page 9
pine tree. The team showed great
cohesiveness, staying in two
packs for much of the race before
each runner went out on his own.
As seventh place finish sopho-

more John Hall said, "we followed the plan pretty well."
Running in the first pack were
eventual race champion Owen
McKenna '07 and sophomores

Drew
Senior captain

Andrew Russo faces a player from Rhode Island College

enth goal of Parson's career

will

NESCAC rival

smart race

Nate Krah and Tim Katlik, who
took second and third respectively. Rounding out the first pack of
Bowdoin runners was Martens
with a 4th place finish.
Before the race, co-captain

at

O'Leary worked the team hard

preseason with a great deal of run-

yard box. His set-piece sailed just

ning and

high of Bowdoin 's

team into peak physical condition.
According to Waters, O'Leary has
brought his own style of soccer to

Polar Bears had seven shots in the
first half and the Bobcats bad six.
Goalie Nathan Lovitz '08 kept the

score

0-0

many good

despite

attempts taken by Bates.

an opportunity to

tie the

match

in

net..

always a tough game.
They're always gunning for us. We
"Bates

is

work harder than them and

had

to

step

up our game

in order to secure

the win.," said senior co-captain

their season openers for the past 12

Aaron Schleicher on his toes.
With just five minutes remaining,

years.

ing on the

face

off

Saturday, September 24.

on

improvement,

ed a free kick just outside the 18-

Saturday.

shots on goal, keeping Bates goalie

will

new head coach Fran

the final minute after being reward-

last

Bowdoin dominated Bates in the
first 20 minutes of play, but was not
able to put any shots in the net. The

focused on their offense. Taking six

Bowdoin
race.
against Colby

'06, credited

Bates College

cool add focus-

its

and
Crowley
Andrew Russo

Waters, as well as

O'Leary with

Bates' Terrence O'Connell had

Mike Crowley.
The men's soccer team has won

keeping

Co-captains
,

Bowdoin.

Combs' advice to the team to was
"stay relaxed." The team did just
that,

The Bowdoin Orient

The Bowdoin Men's Soccer Team
win from thenfirst game of the season against

returned with a 1-0

at Colby.

Fulton,

in Wednesday's game,

Simon Parsons '07 saved the Polar
Bears from overtime. It was the sev-

by Vanessa Kitchen
Contributor

play in and see what

week. The team transferred this success over to the
weekend, when it competed in the

mage

defeats Bates Bobcats

weekend against the
University of Southern Maine,
Colby, Gordon, and U-MaineMachias. On Friday, Bowdoin
3-1

starts its

^^^
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Volleyball looks strong
by Jessica Brookes

^

M^H^^

In die second half, the Polar Bears

an

assist

from Willie Waters '06

to

In 2004, the Polar Bears

defeated the Bobcats at

home

in the

season opener with a 2-1 victory.

their

especially their overall fitness and
strategy.

drills

Bowdoin.

The success of the team

this sea-

son will depend greatly on the seniors: high-scoring forward Andrew

Russo '06, tough midfielders
Brendan Fisher '06 and Hosheus
Isaac '06, and powerhouse defenders Crowley, Waters, and Ethan
Galloway

&° FISHY

'06.

«
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leader and runner.

level.

He

has only improved- since

arriving at Bowdoin.

He

year runner and co-captain, but as

Men's Rugby
The men's rugby team played a
scrimmage against Bates last

one of the top runners

Saturday at

enters the

2005 season not only as a fourin

the

its

home

Men's Golf
The men's golf team placed fifth at
the Bowdoin Invitational last weekend on the Polar Bear's home course.
The Bears finished with a total score
of 636, 29 points above the winning

In the

field.

NESCAC.

match, the Polar Bears beat the

As the season unfolds, Ben has
high expectations for the team and

zero.

Bobcats, scoring three tries to Bates'

The

victory proved especially

team, University of Southern Maine.

certain that hard

sweet for Bowdoin, as Bates handed

allow them to reach
their ultimate potential. Strong

the Polar Bears their only defeat last

Top individual finishers for Bowdoin
included Brandon Malloy '07, who
took fourth place and Jeff Cutter '09,

opponents don't worry him.
"NESCAC is going to be a
tough division this year with
Williams and Tufts returning with
most of their top runners, but if
our team remains healthy we will
give both teams a race. When we

ular

season this weekend with a

game

against

Lindsay McNamara
field hockey team to victory over
Wellesley College on Saturday,

are healthy there isn't a team in

scoring both goals

NESCAC

can't run with,"

game.
Polar

component of the men's xc team.

Martens said.
"Running is all about having
fire and rising to the occasion, so

by Joe Berte
Contributor

my goal for the season is to race to
my potential, catch fire, and have a

for himself.

Senior

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Ben Martens

is

an

integral

11

Sport Shorts

After completing his senior
year of high school, Ben was
determined to contend at the next

Drew

2005

Ben Martens

Athlete of the Issue:

work

16,

He

is

will

that

we

The rugby team begins

year.

its

reg-

who

Sailing

At the Captain Hurt Bowl held
weekend, the sailing team
24
teams.
A significant improvement from last year's 18th place,
Bowdoin placed ahead of teams
from
Georgetown,
Tufts,
Dartmouth and Brown. The team
this past

finished in tenth place out of

sails again this

Maine Maritime

Women's Soccer
Field

weekend when it
Bay Open.

playshost to the Casco

finished seventh.

Hockey

Waterpolo

The women's soccer team dominated
'09 led the

over Bridgewater State in

game last Saturday,
'08,

3-0. Ivy

the

2-1

C'hagnon '06 contributed

day,

the

the

triumphed

over

Blackmore

all

scored for

team Bowdoin continued

to domion Wednesday, with Ann Zeigler

nate

Wheaton College, 1-0, with
Christi Gannon '06 scoring the

opening

and Danielle

Claire Cutting'08,

in

The following
Bears

its

'08 scoring the winning goal in the

team's 2-0 defeat of Babson.

The upcoming season looks
Bowdoin Water Polo
Team. The team, led by captains
and returning starters Ian Kyle '06
and Jason Lewis '06, welcomes a
bright for the

strong force of

year

first

Dave

most

Swanson,

a five-year veteran

the sport.

winning goal.

new

players,

notably

The team

competition October

of

returns to

1

great year," he added.

Many people seek success, but for
Ben Martens, success is not

he already has. Martens began find-

At Bowdoin, Martens has credited the practices and his relationship
with the rest of the team with his
improvement. For Martens, memo-

ing success in running, while attend-

rable

senior

something he wants;

ConVal

ing

Peterborough,

He

it is

High

New

something

School in
Hampshire.

excelled in cross country.

At

ConVal, the crowning
moment of his athletic career was
winning the New Hampshire State
Championship with his cross
country team during 'his junior

tice

moments

are

made each

his

hectic

_

schedule,

Martens tries to make time to accomodate his other interests. Finding
time to hang out with roommates
and friends here at Bowdoin, mountain biking,

That pivotal season, when he
led his his high school team to its
first championship in 20 years is

bagels, his favorite food, from his

something he says that he will

ating this spring, he will be

start

moment was

of success as a

Grown-up
on

11:00 a.m.

Field Hockey, vs. Colby, 11:30 a.m.

father's bagel shop.

Although Martens will be gradu-

Mens

remem-

Soccer,

vs-

Colby, 12:00 p.m.

bered for his contributions both on

and off the

trails.

HBO
furniture

*

STARZ

piz/a budget.

*

CINEMAX

DlQ
• ltd CdblG
I

a

Soccer, vs. Colby,

playing frisbee, and

runner. Martens also enjoys eating

never forget. This

m

n

Women s

reading are important to the all-star

year.

only the

Casco Bay Open, 9:30 a.m.

Sailing,

prac-

while training with the team.

Despite

Saturday Schedule: Bears in Action!

-

-

•

FOX SOCCER

*
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rootball looks forward to successful season
FOOTBALL, from page 9

linebackers Kezer '06 and John

Regan
and inexperienced offensive line
can keep senior quarterback
Ricky Leclerc on his feet. Tightend Jared Prichard '06 said,
"Ricky's health will be key

32

completions

Jeff's

game

close behind finishing fifth for the

break-

Polar Bears and sixth overall.

Leading Bowdoin 's next group

as the team's

lock-down corner. Dave Donahue
'07 and Mike Minogue '06 will
anchor the veteran secondary, but
don't be surprised to see
at linebacker

Sarah Podmaniczky '08,

First-year Elissa Gervais finished

behind
two
seconds
Podmaniczky with a 12th place finFellow
first-year
Jessica
ish.
Sokolow followed Gervais, sprinting

This coming weekend the Polar
Bears will scrimmage Tufts.

to a

Brigitta
15th place finish.
Poison '08 took 19th with her fastest

Their season officially begins on
lighting

up

secondary,

it's

September 24 with a home game

Lord

the
clear

young offensive

line

Cohen is eagerly anticipating
the game and is prepared to show
the Bowdoin Community the new

can hold

up, look for Leclerc to go both

face of football.

downfield

we

to

his

season-opening time.

against Middlebury.

that

open
Middlebury

deep-threat

receivers and over the middle to

at

"The

fact that

home

against

is great because it
an opportunity right
away to show what we can do this

his big safety-net, Pritchard.

gives

On the other side of the ball the
Polar Bears return hard-hitting

Co-captain
Courtesy of Kathy Podmanickzy

The women's

Cohen

cross country

team warms-up together before

meet of the season, the University of

Staff writer

said.

The sun shown brightly on the
women's cross country team this
past Saturday for the first meet of

Birch Island Laundry*
•

ait
I

he

mm.
I

mm.

•

•

Jest Price in

New

the season, the University of

Ml

NEW MACHINES

Woodward

and third-place Endicott.
Bowdoin took the first six places
in the 5k race. Sophomore Courtney
Eustace won the race. She led almost
from the start with a finish of 20:23
minutes and was followed by junior
Kristen Brownell,

who

took second

Slovenski advised his runners to go
out conservatively in the

into different

women would

have teammates to run
throughout the race. The
served the

women

fin-

ished comfortably ahead of second-

finish to take fourth, with promising

the

New

England

first-year runner,

Lindsay Schkkner

five runners within

The Polar Bears will face rival
Colby at home on Saturday,
September 24.

ikvsr -r-«-

15 Mill St.

ME

The School of Interna 0*0*1 and Public Affairs
Colombia Untventty
Tfce

Kdmund A. Walsh School of ft>ragn

Service

Georgetown University
Paul H. Ntae School of Advanced Intern atinnal Studies

John* Hopkins University

MHKSHAKIS * SMOOTHIi*
Hot Tea and Iced Tea
Chinese Steamed Buns

The Woodrow Wilson School
next to OtMUho^
and m front off* Oyster)

flocxrtcd

207-871-9999

of Public and International Affairs
Princeton University

The Fletcher School of Lam and Diplomacy
Tofts University

Authentic Thai Cuisine
l>me-hi or Take-oul

Garten ^^
Resta u ra nt
1

4 Maine

njv

Street, Brunswick,

Bowdoin

Please join us for an Admission
Forum:

Students
visa &

mc

Maine • 207-725-9708
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&

first

24 seconds of

1

Brunswick,

with
tactic

well; they fin-

ished in close packs with the

place University of

&AM-8PM

first mile.

He divided them
pace groups so the

The ONLY cyber
laundry in town

Hours:

'08

finished, taking 21st.

one another.

with 16 points. The Polar Bears

WI-FI

seconds later Aisha

Amy Ahearn '08 finished one second behind Brownell. Fellow sophomore Laura Onderko sprinted to the

Invitational.

The women demonstrated

team's strength, winning the meet

FREE

Jill

with a time of 20:35 minutes.

England

Town

their first

New England Invitational.

senior

Schweitzer finished five seconds
behind Poison to take 20th. Four

Before the race, Coach Peter

by Laura Onderko

us

year,"

is still

only

at

safety.

against

who

recovering from injury.

Donahue

and Sean Welch '09

to

die finish were juniors Alex Knapp
and Jamie Knight, who took ninth
and tenth, respectively. Continuing
Bowdoin's charge to die finish was

week
and Brendan Murphy '07

solidified his role

opposing teams will be bringing
the house to try to stop him. If
the

has

time defensive player of the

Amherst.
After

who

Steve Curwen '06 was a twolast year,

ahead

cross country races

ing potential.

records with 395 yards passing

and

Women's

also an experienced

'07,

secondary,

because we get a lot of miles out
of him when we're healthy, and
we're a different team without
him." Last year Leclerc suffered a
shoulder injury that sidelined him
for almost half the season. When
he returned he set two Bowdoin

^

**^

»

Moulton Union
Main lounge
Bowdoin College

m
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John*
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

Bowdoin Orient

and are developing amazing

Contributor

JAMES D. BauMBERGER,

wear hearing
EVAN

Editor-in-Chief

BOBBY GUERETTE, Managing

KohN,

S.

aids, but they

apologizes for

plenty to say.

her mistake

to celebrate the older adult.

Editor-in-Chief

Thank you

Editor

feats

Some of them even

of balance.

Established 1871

have

-

for this opportunity

Balancing the book burden

The

Moore

renovations planned for

its

textbook annex. This

move

how

home

for

provides the College with an

textbooks jje bought and sold by

of the Orient.
I misreported the age of a hostess at Grand City Variety, and for
that

its

and

staff exceptionally friendly

your books

made

is

relatively painless

—

you reach

the cash

of the highest
There

way

a

is

of textbooks only adds to the

in the nation, the cost

burden on Bowdoin students and
to

work

one

is

their families.

The College

to alleviate this weight.

titles

This would give students time to research their options,
sites.

some may charge more.

offer cheaper books;

If

Some

sites

is the

case

it

they did" was taken offensively.

My

of each semester, surely it could be flexand perhaps hire more students to work during that period. But
the fact that students are expected to simply come to campus with
no prior knowledge of the books they will be expected to purchase
deliveries at the beginning
ible

The

goes against

facilitate

well discover that the superior service they find at

the easily-accessible textbook annex could prove to be their best

Bowdoin prides itself on allowing students confreedom in making their own choices. The College

Sincerely,

Leslie Bridgers '06

Orient's editorial board. The editorial

in-chief and the

managing

board consists of the editors-

editor.

The Bowdoin Orient
6200 College

Phone: (207) 725-3300

orient@bowdoin.edu

Bus.

Phone

Brunswick,

(207) 725-3053

EDITORS' NOTE:

Fax: (207) 725-3975

The Bowdoin Orient is a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing
news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and

its

and thoroughly, following
ing.

The

Orient

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
professional journalistic standards in writing

committed to serving
and debate on issues of

is

diverse discussion

as

an open forum

and

report-

for thoughtful

and

8.

Assistant Sports

Assistant Editor

Dan

Drew

Editor

Hackett

Katie Yankura

Editor

News Editor
Anne

Opinion Editor

Riley

Mary Helen
Joshua Miller

Calendar Editor
Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

Steve Kolowich

News Staff
Emma Powers

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

Miranda Yaver

Letters should not exceed

200

on

the

publication.

Wednesday of the week of

The

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length.

Longer

submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via

email (orientopinion@bow-

doin.edu) or via the Orient's web

Domestic subscription
for a full year

and $28

rates are

we

begin a debate about

In a recent Gallup Poll spon-

would simply
how it was

percent of black Americans said

state the facts

issue. The writer

passed.

grasped the imporits

restaurant

Brunswick landmark and
legend. The food may not be cordon bleu, but it's healthy, tasty, and
very affordable. Any Brunswick
resident will tell you that it's their
favorite, bar none. Grand City
belongs to that class of store that,
in the words of an old Maine saying, "carries everything from a
write a column for seniors or,

I

use

to

proper

the

expression,

Before

No

I

thought

I

about

a production schedule.

site.

discreThe material contained herein is the property of tiv Boudoin Orim arul appears at the sole
material Other than the aboie editorial
tion of the editors. Tne editors reserve the flight to edit ail
necessarily reflect the weus of the Orient or its editors.
the. opinions expressed in the Orient do not

George W. Bush

that they thought

matter what the Bowdoin

astounding 72

"does not care about black peo-

of whites

College Republicans want you to

ple." sixty seven percent

believe, this law does not represent

disagreed.

a hijacking of the state government
by John Baldacci.
The law was passed in the House
by a vote of 91-58 and in the State
Senate by a vote of 25-10.
Over one quarter of the
Republicans in the Maine House
voted for this bill and over onethird of the Republicans in the

from black
Maybe
Americans has arisen due to recent
comments from well-known, outspoken people speaking about this

Senate also supported this legisla-

this feeling

disaster.

In particular, rap "star"

Kayne

West has recently alleged, "George
Bush doesn't care about black people."
Is

the black

community thinking

about their opinion in a rational

way when making

seventh year, deals with aging
gracefully and healthily, exercising

rewrite the laws of Maine.

Record.

"It's

for

Times

the

Our Time," now

in its

In

not only the body but the mind as

one of the reasons

well. That's

why

bristled at a sentence in Leslie

Bridgers' otherwise fine review

It

important to establish the

an intelligent,
informed discussion on the merits
of the law itself.

who have nothing left to say to
each other and wouldn't be able to
if

is

begin

to

Sincerely,

Matt Thomson '06

they did."

it

irks

me

— not

men-

to

and 80-year-olds

me

they object to

who
it

Bush

is

Many of

us audit classes

and

we

cherish

opportunity to revisit what

when we were

as

oblivous to

at

rising poverty

Italian,

I

As an

auditor

have progressed from

intermediate to advanced Italian
erature classes in six years.

others

the

we stud-

To the

who have had

I

lit-

know

similar

Katrina reveals the Bush administration's true colors" (Sept. 9),

Benjamin Kreider writes, "Liberals
have long been alleging that this
president

who still wield a mean tennis
racket, who win swimming gold in
the Senior Olympics, who are proficient in yoga and tai chi, who can

poverty rate actually rose

crunch their abs with the best of
with stability balls

so...

the

is

specious.

true that the poverty rate rose

last year.
all

Indeed,

it

has risen over

four years of Mr. Bush's presi-

He has admitted there were
problems with the rescue effort,
but can one expect a perfect
response to a storm of this magnitude?

Rescuers did not pick white people out of the black masses to res-

current poverty rate

is

12.7

...

in

terms of color keep positing the

misguided argument of racism.
Therefore, does

it

not

make

these

very people racists themselves?
Sincerely,

dency.

The

deadly storm

on the poor minorities of New
Orleans and surrounding cities?
President Bush has done everything in his power to help the peoThe
ple affected by this storm.
storm was not his fault, and saying

The people who see things

Mr. Kreider's logic
It is

armed forces, is
smoking cigars in his office, thinking of ways to keep down the black
community?
Have they the skewed conception that President Bush has direct
communication with God himself

cue.

last

year."

olds

who work

oblivious to the needs

of the poor, and rightfully

ples," but there are also 80-year-

them,

is

Bush, the president and commander-in-chief of the

that is torn-foolery.

Editors:

In his op-ed "Hurricane

in college or to

they think that George W.

in order to cast this

not

these asser-

tions? Certainly not.

Do

truth about the political process in

order

ples

Yes, there are "silent old cou-

and

CNN, an

no way does this law represent an attempt by our governor to

adults,"

experiences.

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates

sored by

tion.

"older

many

call

an

Hurricane Katrina.

tion.

Advertising

put

their sexual orientation.

Contact the Orient for more informa-

Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

have

liberals

education in Maine based solely on

learn something new!

for a semester.

Editors:

Many

a longtime reader, and fan, of

ied

$47

To the

absurd premise forth in the few

this law,

of
to the

accused of
being racist

the Editors:

Bowdoin,

Beth Kowitt

Subscriptions
letters

words and must be received by 7:00
p.m.

Ng

unjustly

As

tion the 70-

Editor-at-large

Bush

denied employment, housing, or

Variety that appeared in the Sept. 9

Manager

David

Theresa Weaver

Letters

editor.

law that

which
can not be

earlier this year

states that individuals

well.

Business

not prejudices.

Miles Pope '09

To

have told

Cati Mitchell

per-

Bowdoin

the

anti-discrimination

the

your newspaper, I'd like to comment on the review of Grand City

ment, and

Frances Milliken

speaker,

This phrase was in reference to

That's a very judgmental state-

A & E Editor

Or

long weeks since the devastation of

hear

Mike Ardolino

Copy Editors
Adam Komtnel

a fascist?

Sincerely,

College Republicans invited us to

was passed

Miller

Features Editor

The Orient welcomes

Photo

facts,

the Editors:

Maine."

the one about the "silent old cou-

Fulton

Assistant

fairly

cal attempt to rewrite the laws in

Celebrating
the older

I

Photo Editor

is in fact

haps partisan zeal has caused Mr.

learn about "John Baldacci's radi-

community.

interest to the College

for anti-

In the future Mr. Kreider

guest

Please see correction on page

Station

ME (M01 1-8462

Nixon and Ford.
Could it be that President
Carter of "Habitat for Humanity"

Kreider to pass an ill-conceived

To

lady's fart to a thunderclap!"
http-y/orienLbowdoiivedu

from the 11.6 percent around
which it had hovered during the
conservative presidencies of

fame

Law

In a recent advertisement for a

siderable

view of The Bowdoin

actually rose to 14 percent: up

The editors wish to remind readcommentaries published in

might consider reasoning from

as a true

editorial represents the majority

inhumane

the grossly

passed

tance of the store and

The

And under

judgment.

option. However,

should extend this philosophy to students' financial choices as well.

remained

discrimination

any

about required textbooks

this basic tenet.

may

Students

does not

fact that the College

for students to obtain information

rate

well.

of higher learning thrive on easy and open access to

information.

method

to offend,

individual

unreasonable.
Institutions

was not

intention

would be overburdened by a flood of textbook

that the mail center

is

understand that

ine what Mr. Kreider must think
of the black (and yet decidedly
liberal) hearts of Mr. Clinton and

mock, or generalize, but I am sorry
if my words were interpreted that
way, and I apologize for that as

to-students before each semester

such as surfing online book stores and auction

may

EDITORS' NOTE:

other and wouldn't be able to hear

begins instead of only listing such information in the textbook
annex.

I

needs of the
even imag-

Carter regime, the poverty rate

the Orient are not intended to reflect

1

should release textbook

Association of Bowdoin Friends

ers that

nothing to say to each

makes Mr.

to the

hesitate to

above 12.7 percent for the first six
years of Mr. Clinton's presidency.

Steering Committee

the views of the entire Bowdoin
community or the Orient editors.

who have
if

until

At a time when the price of a Bowdoin education

Member

my

In addition,

well ordered,

is

accommodating, each with knowledge of Bowdoin 's professors,
course offerings, and required readings. The process of purchasing
register.

apologize.

I

I

The poverty

Gloria Smith

description of "silent old couples

students.

The annex

•

writing in regard to the

complaints received concerning a
review I wrote for last week's issue

Hall, slated to begin in

2006, will force Bowdoin to find a new, permanent

opportunity to reevaluate

the Editors:

am

I

Bush oblivious

Mr. Carter.

Sincerely,

To

percent. But if that

poor, then

Zachary Linhart '07

:__

-

'
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Ignore the hype
even

by Evan McLaren
Contributor

in

example there

in our

demand

increased

Natural disasters and high gas

The

portation,

shout about price gouging, and the

al

few weeks were no exception.
Bush and many state governors

last

have been giving the free market a
rhetorical pounding, decrying (to

Maine

quote

governor

a greatly

is

for water.

supplies and, by hampering trans-

made

delivering addition-

supplies

much
more
now an extremely

difficult. Water is

scarce resource.

Increased prices,

ing this scarce supply.
Store owners, having taken into

account the information that (1)
many more people will demand bot-

markets."

Bill

and

oil

O'Reilly insisted

and

tled water,

more water

(2)

will

recently that the government should

not arrive for several days, have

companies into cutting
their profits by 20 percent "to spare
Americans pain."

raised

coerce

oil

With demands for regulation and
punishment coming from both

and right, with laws already
in

many

left

in place

goug-

states against price

and with the government advertising hotlines and web sites where
citizens may report gouging violaing,

consensus

tors,

is

Yet if you pay attention to these

$30

to

per

jug.

satisfy a variety

of urgent needs, are

Someone who might buy
of water

if the price

three jugs

were lower now

decides he can only afford one, and
in this

tify

precisely what

This

in

something called

a "fair price" that businessmen

and

what

falling

less urgent ones.

Water that might

have been used

to

satisfy trivial

distributed to people

is

information

What

exist?

are

its

aims?

These questions are

rarely

asked

is an assumed identity
and legitimacy inherent in student
government

opportunities.

our obligation as

This begins with chartering clubs

informed members of the College

and allocating money to student
activities. The key question is what

suppliers.

prices

Furthermore, the representative

community. This

most
ment

question

the

fashion to provide

more

water.

purpose, challenge

its

its

of

is

damage

the

them open longer

er and keep

make

to

their stock available to cus-

The

tomers.

pressure created

by the

of prices ensures
supplies will get to where there
fluctuation

humanly

as most needed quickly as

way

unfortunate

is

will

allow

students, administrators, and faculty

to better

function

Why

comprehend the
it

plays in college

essential

does student government

exist?

the spirit

of the student

dents, to create outlets for student

day and age, prices of

because they prefer the

socialists all try to coerce business

owners

the market get to keep their person-

beneficially

into fixing their prices.

In a situation like this, prices for

water might be fixed

Now the
it

first

to the stores

say, $9.

at,

thought and action, and to direct stu-

—

is

the

and peacefully,

of the student body is a commonly
misunderstood and challenging
aspect of student government. As
representatives,

it

is

our duty to gath-

er student opinion, frame, refine, and
relay

member now goes

someone

official representative

might purchase

all

the

would

have been used to keep alive a family

Being the

these are the central

few people who make

available water. Water that

dory.

Second, the free market

we do

that while

students in our most immedi-

we are still members of

a broader community. The

moments

of student government.

Advocating for students requires

government is an
comments, questions, and

that the student

outlet for

complaints as they relate to the
College community.

else's

to

household

sustain

com-

We

Again, student government exists
to discern the spirit

of the entire

dent body. These are the

are not merely

a

medium

stu-

moments

important that

Advocacy

but

aspect
it

is

so

is

must be separated.

usually individual or

small in scope and allows student

more

traction as they

travel through the college
ty.

For

communi-

instance, helping facilities or

security address

student concerns

when we are most pointedly remind-

about parking, housekeeping, or

ed of the student government's role

safety

and relay

to gather, frame, refine

stu-

Cultivating and sustaining student

government,

would

As an
spaces

dent opinion.

aim of student

leadership, the second

munity.

providing

involves

action,

fall

is

ernment

to

this realm.

that

creates

thought and
aim of student govcreate forums that allow
student

for
it

under

institution

the

students the ability to address the

and

through which student thought pass-

opportunities for students to gain

issues,

but a processing mechanism

valuable leadership experience and

express the ideas that they think are

es,

pet.

to die broader college

it

This can be seen as a subset of the

the student government takes

positions

of leader-

ship are the fundamental facets of

ideas to gain

own.

Yet, in this

attorneys general, and other subtle

only system in which needs are sat-

—

outlets for

the discussion of the aims

sent a varied group.

their

coercion.

respect to individual liberty, every-

we are

vacuum

and providing

activities

representative

for a jug of

With

community.

come

for student leaders to

together to address issues and plan

this tenet

should remember that

they exist, creating

on issues that extend
beyond our campus walls are the
moments that force the student body
to remember what it means to repre-

dent activities

their transactions.

beyond

forums

understand and

to

why

explain

when

aims of student government. These
aims are permanent and unwavering.

freedom while deriving mutual

We

issues that,

formed.

student

challenging

Actively
organizations

dent leadership, to advocate for stu-

from increasing naturally. Fingerwagging news anchors, aggressive

water to the $30. The participants in

on

eye, extend

after these clubs are

not enough merely to charter

is

voice, to cultivate and sustain stu-

scarce resources are often prevented

no

As

done

business own-

our hypothet-

is

the College

It

ers serve society's needs as well as

they might sell for $30.

market there

common

ate situation,

To discern

govern-

will often

to take positions

is

clubs or give out money.

requires the

it

that speaks for

be times when
the student government is called
such,

not exist in a

life.

body

student community.

mere

to the

their stores earli-

the sole

entire

upon

fair

reopen

a complex aspect

responsibility. Student

answers to these questions

area, to

fundamental

its

is

because

this issue

because truly understanding the

suppliers

stimulate

Prices

is

aspect goes beyond the academic

Students, staff, and faculty tacitly

ic

This

community.

because there

to

should be pointed out that

hunky

helping them grow through these

ions are clarified, strengthened, and
structured.

en

be.

Operating in a free mar-

from

through which sentiments and opin-

delivering water to a disaster-strick-

someone pays $30

isfied

does student government

should

selling for $1 .29, after

is

Why

This

ket where gallon jugs of water were

thing

by DeRay Mckesson
Contributor

government without ever stopping to

possible. In this

benefit

The aims of student government

delegate responsibilities to student

needed during an emergency: bot-

it is

email conmburions to orientopinn>n<(?tx>wdoin.eilu

government as a whole.

and prof-

that

ical disaster

opinions held by the Bowdoin student body.

examine

however,

are seeking writers to represent the diverse array of

comment on our system of

a

is

We

(or

in the disaster, area

be had

to

its

To demonstrate this, let's take the
example of an item desperately

al

fail

businesses exert themselves in hero-

free

water,

in

commu-

In addition, higher prices

nicate

economy.

If

detrimen-

That our so-called

society.

to

public servants consistently

goals, or

attempts at price control

in a free

institute a "fair" price are
tal

that

economy and

premises.

price is a hopeful fiction, and that

it

established

to

demonstrates that the idea of a

First,

well

attempts to control the

accept the higher personal risk of

Dispassionate analysis,

tled water.

has

ence

no one can decide

price

that

are willing to pay. Economic sci-

Urgent needs are satisfied before

should obey, with prices constantly
rising

gouging" simply means

"Price

and peacefully.

ciently

Knowledge of high

it is.

because, while everyone

is

seems to believe

human

greatly increase

misery and suffering.

way supply is distributed effi-

more desperate circumstances.

iden-

economy

of a

deliv-

efforts to control

forced to conserve available supply.

cogent definition of price gouging.
fail to

the

less

more water

way

edge

won't hear a single attempt at a

it

fuss about having

refuse) to accept this basic knowl-

needs

against

reopen their stores or make
ered. In this

each must use their available cash to

bureaucrats and commentators you

Even the laws

They

rather than struggle to

Suddenly individual customers, who

decidedly in favor

of intervention.

prices

contributors!

scramble to provide

charging the price that consumers

John

Baldacci) "profiteering, unfair trade
practices, or collusion in gas

home

sit at

way of allocat-

however, serve as a

The Orient needs Op-ed

15

Meanwhile, business owners have
less reason to

desperately needed supplies.

disaster has disrupted water

two things guaranteed to
make pundits and policy makers

prices are

price gouging

an emergency. Observe that

2005

16,

plan

the

activities,

important.

Central to this aim is the creation
and support of venues for deliberation and action. The art of student

Letting go of post-breakup awkwardness

government

by Sarah Riley
Contributor

facebook.com

in the library, or

are caught off-guard

by a

you

familiar

that's that. It's over. After a

pair of feet in the stall next to

month, or an uncomfortable plate of scrambled eggs at

yours in the bathroom, running

Sunday brunch, you and your

almost always uncomfortable.

So

year, or a

nificant other

have called

Maybe you ended
beloved called

it

it,

off,

it

sig-

quits.

maybe your
maybe the

or

magic you two created beneath
spilt beer and a solitary disco ball
at the pub last night evaporated in
the harsh, rainbow glare of Thome.

into

your ex

is

inevitable and

You both dread and pray
these happenstance meetings.

for

You

dread seeing him or her with some-

one

else;

a happy smile plastered

across his face as a result of either

new

search for any evidence that he or

she

knows you're

still

In

alive.

Instead of riding this emotional
rollercoaster until

you vomit,

I

it might be time to accept the
awkwardness as a necessary but
manageable by-product of a relationship gone sour.

think

Why

not joke about

it

with your

ex? Or talk about it; maybe start
saying hello when your paths

You fear nothing more than hav-

At the very least, try having
a civil conversation over AIM
without employing the sad face or

apart, there is

ing to watch them stumble off to

the foot-in-mouth face emoticon.

will

die soccer field behind Harpswell

Or, if you're over the age of seven,

Apartments where you're pretty
sure the two of you made some
hazy memories together.

try

However

the relationship fell

one thing you two
always have together, and no,
it isn't fond memories or chlamydia. For tile rest of your time at

Bowdoin, it will be awkward
between you.
The awkwardness begins immediately post-breakup and will
almost certainly rear

when you

its

ugly head

least expect it. Whether
you discover your ex's email
address while trying to log on to

being with someone

or the

ubiquitous Natty Ice haze.

Yet

at the

same

time,

you pray

cross.

doing

without

emoticons

the

classic

film

"Office

Space," one of the Bobs explains
that

it

is

on a

better to fire people

Friday because "studies have statistically

shown

that

chance of an incident

there's
if you

do

less
it

at

initial

unavoidable.

It

awkwardness

is

might get better
might not. But

for evidence that he or she feels as

with time. Or,

miserable as you do.

You dream of
moment your ex sees you floating across the Quad arm-in-arm
with your very own new special
person. Or at the very least, you

regardless of whether

the

still

it

you graduate
madly in love or have slipped
in to somebody else's proverbial
cap and gown, take solace in the
fact that you will eventually leave

is to, at

times, pre-empt

student opinion through program-

ming or

issue advocacy.

final

Its

aim

to regulate

is

direct student activities.

It is

and

the stu-

dent government's responsibility to
allocate student activities fees in an

equitable

and purposeful manner,

to

the end of the week."

appoint capable students to commit-

Your time at Bowdoin is like a
perpetual Monday. When you let
go of your boyfriend/girlfriend/one
night stand, there is no weekend
escape in sight and no way to avoid

of die College, to charter student
organizations and to organize elec-

You

will run in to

This regulating aspect

it is

also

vital.

if

this

is

when

if

governs.

not tomorrow, then you'll cross

hung over at brunch one
Sunday morning, your t-shirt still
slightly see-through because of a
late night dip at the foam party.
Stop living in fear and realize
awkwardness is completely
manageable. As Peter Gibbons
once said, "I hope your firings go
really, really well."

tions.
is

some-

times cumbersome and draining, yet

And

not today, then tomorrow.

that

tees

him or her,

the inevitable "incident."

paths

entirely.

The

both Bowdoin and your ex behind.

The goal

is

In die

most real

sense,

student government

to set the parameters

of the various aspects of student
activities in

a

way

that is respectful

of tradition and encompasses potential. These are the central aims of
student government.
vary;

these

The means

will

aims will remain the

same.

DeRay Mckesson is the president
of Bowdoin Student Government.
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The Weekly Calendar
September 16-22
Friday
Psychic Entertainment

Come

see performing psychic Robert

Channing read minds, predict futures,
and bend spoons with his mental powers.
Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
12:30 p.m.

The Graduate

A young man fresh out of college is
seduced by the mother of his dream

Smith Auditorium,

girl.

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.
Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
Fallen leaves float

on a puddle

reflecting the chapel.

Saturday

Sunday

The Graduate
Auditorium, Sills Hall,
7 p.m.

Sunday Mass

Monday
\

ydoin Chapel,
4:30 p.m.

Munsey, Professor of History Emeritus.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
10:30 a.m.

7-9 p.m.

a

workshop on photographic

print-

ing with liquid emulsion.

Camille

Craft Center,

Follow the story of a beautiful courtesan,
played by Greta Garbo, who is torn apart by
her love for a French nobleman.

behind Admissions,
7-9 p.m.

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

v

l

—

/

4 p.m. J

Wednesday

Tuesday
Beginning Photography
Jim McCarthy teaches an
introductory class on photography.
Craft Center, behind Admissions,

\

Join JoAnne Becker as she leads
!

Memorial Service
Remember the lives of Paul L. Nyhus,
former Dean of the College, and Andrew

Photography

/

v

f

Ceramics
Flood gives a class on
wheel throwing techniques.
Bill

•

other volunteers, discuss completed

and plan new activities.
North Private Dining Room,
Moulton Union, 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Craft Center, behind Admissions,
Introductory class: 4-6 p.m.

Intermediate

class: 7-9

Habitat for Humanity
to a dinner and get to know

Come

projects,

p.m.

Thursday
s
i

The Mother of All Enemies

man living on the edge of society.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.

{

.—-._

X

Poetry Reading
Listen to Pulitzer Prize Nominee
Steve Scafaildi share his poems and
join in

<

on a discussion afterwards.

!

Howell House,
7:30 p.m.
Contributed by Sharon Benjamin

Tie-dyed chirtx hang to dry at the Craft Center open house.

\

Paul Zaloom performs a political satire
puppet show about the story of an Arabic

V.

y

The
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Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine

The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

Volume CXXXV, Number

in the U.S.

Yellow-clad protesters unite for rights

3

Bowdoin updating
intellectual property

amid

policy

the knowledge or permission of the

by James D. Baumberger
and Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

used the work of a faculty
College says

update and expand

is

it

its

mem-

working to

policy to pro-

Dean of Academic

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Affairs Craig

said in an interview with

leading the campaign to overturn a law that prohibits discrimination

Orient Staff
Hawkins '07 was half
on an interview, half
focused on the enormous stream of
Lydia

shirts entering the Visual Arts

flyers.

the basis of sexual orientation.

Seven minutes before

lecture.

I

start time,

yelled to a friend.

to the 262-seat

apparent

ing

it

was becomCollege

the

that

-Students
aisles..

Republicans would not have enough

space

the

in

Classroom for

all

Beam
who

80-seat

Mckesson

HoW*floes

against

Mckesson

body president's endorese-

sole

last

spring's

was

Laurits'

in

election,

presidential

v

•'

•

,

opponent for the position ofjun-

in

"The Elections Committee decided that [Mckesson 's] roles as a can-

recent elections

didate and the president of die

•:

this

reflect

McEwen

changes.

technological

said that the tim-

pri-

of Bowdoin
Student Government and requested

to

was not a

asked not to be identified confirmed
that a senior administration official

exceed

Government (BSG).

of the Class of 2007."

The committee

According to a statement released by the BSG
Committee,
Elections

page 2

Derrick Wong
the committee

on Thursday morning.
said,

cited a

"Wong

asserted

DeRay Mckesson... had misused

of die student
body by campaigning and publicly
his role as president

a grant

permission.

"Unpublished work

of a faculty

name.

The individual declined comment
when contacted by the Orient.
The Orient had scheduled an

submitted, essentially

verbatim, as a giant proposal without

Please see

PROPERTY, page 2

faculty,

practice a

number of energy conser-

techniques that will help

ing fuel costs."
that the College could

She stated

incandescent to compact fluorescent
bulbs and

by

ble for handling claims

computers

when they

of violation of the elec-

are not in use.

In the statement, the committee

did not point to direct violations of
rules.

However,

President of BSG Affairs
Dustin Brooks '08 told die Orient

Vice

Please see ELECTIONS, page 2

for

The Bowdoin Orient

"Electricity is the College's

most

The College has 37 percent of its fuel purchases "locked in," says Senior Vice
President for Finance

and Administration and Treasurer Katy Lonjdey.

expensive energy commodity," she

"We have

wrote.

candidates."

Hope Stockton

turning off lights and

mittee "will be responsi-

endorsing Elizabeth Laurits."

Wong, who ran unsuccessfully

son, the Orient cannot publish the

in

be increasingly con-

staff to

com-

any specific election

unidentified faculty

member had been used

scious of energy consumption and

save on electricity by switching from

tion rules pertaining to

'07 filed a complaint to

go on the record in verifying the
identity of the official. For that rea-

at least

Longley urged students,

section of BSG 's election
rules that reads the

Election results,

work of an

No

that

faculty

—voiced concern

ber since 1985
the

mem-

of the allegation.

—die most ever
—by
$1 mil-

to date

Orient

Student

Bowdoin

target

one the Orient interviewed would

$3.7 million utility

its

"mitigate the financial impact of ris-

as

—a

Phillips

was the

budget for this year

vation

Bowdoin

who

Longley announced that the College
will

a candidate for president

Mckesson *s
of
president

others

the

his formal withdrawal as

the

members and

of the allegation.
At a faculty meeting last April,
Biology
Carey
Professor
of

result

member was

completed

is

The statement

addressed

letter

and

At issue

that

BSG

role as president

learned late Thursday.

role

a

In

have been contradictory to his

elections,

Faculty

I

HEATH, page 4

its

submission.

Bowdoin community, Senior Vice
and
Finance
for
President

lion.

week's

academic year, involved a com-

subsequently withdrawn after

by Dan Hackett
Orient Staff

budgeted

presidency of the Class of 2007 in

well-informed source indicated

Energy costs $ 1 million over budget

ment said. "As a result, the Elections
Committee deems his actions to

mary

the

-'-V

-

«
.

could not be separated," the state-

disqualified as a candidate for the

in

executive director

Please See

Orient Staff
'07 has been

me

•

by Bobby Guerette

DeRay Mckesson

sit

A

that the grant, submitted during the

Administration and Treasurer Katy

ior class treasurer.

ment of candidate

had to

of the Christian Civic. League of

the people

disqualified

contests student

Kresge Auditorium.

still

told the Orient that he

last

application without that professor's

as presidential candidate
Wong

the

the audience

.

wanted to attend Michael Heath's

Center.

moved

they

thought mat would be enough!" she

A few yards away,

focused

yellow

100

only printed

"I

by Bobby Guerette
and Anne Riley

on

McEwen

was unable to comment on the accuracy of Phillips' claim because it

puter-based learning center, but was

College's current policy

three decades old and has not been

ing of the policy update

is

College's archives.

much of the
updated to

Drew

4 faculty meeting. The minutes were
acquired by the Orient from the

the Orient yesterday afternoon that

is

A protest organized in opposition to Michael Heath's lecture asked students to arrive wearing yellow. Heath

said,

involved a personnel issue.

tect intellectual property.

McEwen

Phillips

according to the minutes of the April

In die midst of an allegation that a

erly

member,"

faculty

senior administration official improp-

ber, the

allegation

The

letter also

addressed a

new

about 37 percent of our

fuel purchases locked in,"

plan to lower most building temper-

said in an interview with

68 degrees, a two-to-four
degree drop from last year's average
temperatures. The exceptions will be
the Children's Center and Greason

"But

it's

now

that

atures to

pool,

where

temperatures

will

Longley

The

Orient.

these prices."

Longley

rising

fuel

Katrina

and

attributed

prices to hurricanes

such a volatile market right

we

are not going to

buy

Please see OIL, page 2

at

Rwandan hero

to speak

remain higher.
In the letter, Longley stated that

INSIDE

"For every degree reduction,

we can

by

Rwanda. As a manager

Adam Kommel

save approximately three percent or

Features

Dining Services goes

$75,000 in costs based on today's
pricing

and achieve

similar reduc-

tions in emissions."

the extra mile to keep
students well-fed

Bowdoin

is in

die midst of pur-

chasing die remainder of

its

heating

fuel for this fiscal year. Heating fuel

Page 5

makes up approximately SO percent
of the utility budget

Today's

Common Hour

at

a hotel, he

used his influence to shelter over
Rwandan refugees and
1,000

Orient Staff
lecture

orphans.

Many students know him as

featuring Paul Rusesabagina sold out

the main character from the 2004

further in advance than any previous

film Hotel

Common Hour

Cheadle played Rusesabagina.

event, according to

Assistant Director of Events Brenna

Rusesabagina

The

is

famous

in

which Don

be held in Pickard
which has a capacity of 602

lecture will

Theater,

Hensley.

Rwanda,

for his

heroism during die 1994 genocide in

Please see

RWANDA, page 2

—

*

PROPERTY, from page

saw Hotel Rwanda last
was very interested

1

from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30

persons,

p.m.

Hcnsley said

that the

College did

anticipate the "big response, given

Common

According to Hcnsley,

Hour

chose

organizers

Theater because

"When

die

came

out,

ule

Common Hour schedI marked it on my calsomething

definitely

"It

didn't

I

ty as to

Abrams '08
who
wanted

Jacqueline

dent

is

one

stu-

to

see

fixed seating capacity at the College.

Rusesabagina but did not get a

Although Morrell Gymnasium can
seat more students, organizers of the

Abrams says she saw Hotel
Rwanda over the summer and was

event opted to use the smaller venue.

moved.
"I would love to hear what he has
to say about what happened and
what's happening now in Rwanda
from a first-hand point of view," she

"[Morrell

Gymnasium]

typically

is

not a lecture space," Hensley said.

Because of athletic team

practices,

it

not always available for use

is also

during the day.

speak by Bowdoin
students and faculty

who

ted

Today's

speaker used

for

Common

Hour

last year,

accord-

Rwandan

plan our

and

refugees

orphans during the 1994

advance

in

to secure

some of the more

over the

ed

sold out by

and

would

Common

want to hear
horrible as

Pickard's
office.

media and

into the

Society

September 23

&

Saturday, September 24
in

Smith Auditorium

at 7:00 p.m.

will hold

new

was as
in the

up such a

for

griev-

didn't

dunk

violated an election

I

for

when

die revised intellec-

McEwen
by

Committee.

"We

said,

are

been

that has

close to having one

discussed

would be

policy

property

the Faculty Affairs

We

will share

with

it

I hope this fall, and ultimust be endorsed by the

the faculty

mately

it

Trustees."

The Trustees

will

meet next in

mid-October.

McEwen would
details

discuss

not

of the College's actions

in

response to the personnel issue, nor

would he confirm whether any
actions have been completed. He
also declined to say if the faculty

would be informed of any conclusions reached.

Mckesson

the committee feared
Mckesson's endorsement of Laurits
and his implicit self-endorsement

consisted of reading the Election

could be interpreted as endorsements

cussing the issue with a friend.

by

the student

"He

and

statement

committee had

that the

him from running

not banned

dis-

When
again,

-

said.

The statement

said that this reflection

Committee's
he realized

Bowdoin

Government"

Student

Brooks

government

the voice of

is

didnt think

"I

"The implication
dacy

rule."

violated

I

an

A

is

of the student
Bowdoin
and
College" and "maintains
full faith in Mckesson."
The Elections Committee initially
asked Mckesson to withdraw his candidacy and did not take the action of
disqualifying him. Mckesson verbally

agreed to withdraw.

Come

after the Orient

Mckesson

Mckesson revoked

learn about

con-

comment,

for

his verbal with-

election for the treasurer

Paul Rusesabagina's

life.

"Upon
email

I

reflection, officially in

an

did not withdraw," he said. "I

Both

position will also be held.
Laurits

and

Wong will

appear on the

new

ballot along with any
dates

who

candi-

decide to run.

The Election Committee consisted
of BSG's treasurer and
five vice presidents.

election rule."

BSG

As

president,

Mckesson would normally have a spot on the

BSG

DeRay Mckesson

President

'07

committee,

he

but

recused himself since

he decided to change his mind.
The committee then decided

he was running for a position.

apparently by telephone

yesterday,

ify

—

to disqual-

Voters in the election, which ended

may

have noticed a few

anomalies on their

Mckesson.

ballots.

During

The committee will be holding
new elections, and Mckesson, who
ran unopposed, said he will run

the election, candidate statements did

again.

'08,

However, should another combe filed against Mckesson in a

plaint

drawal.

Common Hour speaker

candi-

is that his

a problem," Brooks said.

new

said that

body

tacted

said. "I

was portrayed

As
tual

elections for '07 president, treasurer

I

that

But shortly

able to be so

Common Hour

BSG

ELECTIONS, from page

so

presents Hotel Rwanda:

Friday,

was not

policies.

the committee "acted in the

The Bowdoin Film

'08 said that he rarely

Ryan Hart

apply specifi-

We don't have an

said he

declined to question Davis's
comment on such

He

best interest

movie."
attends

that

that

Hour.

if the real story

it

place

appropriate

regarding potential abuses of access

she said.

—

how he was

the

fundamentally the same expecta-

hearts of the general population,"

like to

tremendously heroic," she

no clear procedure here,"
adding that the faculty meeting was

be distributing

an important topic

it is

subject into the

has seen

know more about
I want to
the events in Rwanda
know more about the actual man
"I

ethical

an exception, therefore

is

there is

organizers will

Hotel Rwanda, said she will be
attending today's

of

matter

Phillips declined to comment
when contacted by the Orient.
' Asked about any college policies

today's event. Hensley noted that

who

referring

ance.

Hotel Rwanda, has helped bring the

'09,

was

honor code set out in the same form
[for staff members], but we do have

Though Common Hour events are
usually open to members of the
Brunswick community, a Bowdoin
ID was needed to receive tickets to

Hilary Imai

told the Orient yester-

that last April he

honor code rules

"Also, the success of the movie,

made

on Friday, September 9

tickets

McEwen

cally to students.

at

Tickets to die event were

400
September 13.

McEwen responded, saying, "this

pened.

Phillips to bring

popular.

think

"Can you address what staff are
do with our grants on
file, since many might have access
to the servers where faculty store
their work?" he asked.
»

permitted to

not

the Smith Union Information Desk.

the first

the Faculty Affairs

McEwen

aware of any policies regarding
access to files on Bowdoin servers.

released,

standards "as a broad philosophy

Common Hour is

that today's

"I

of

com-

die College's

because clearly there are student

and several classes here at Bowdoin
have brought even more awareness
to the subject," Hensley said.

world."

available

would

that the issue

Committee in May. That committee
did take up the matter, but would
not release details as to what hap-

day

meeting,

the April

at

to question the security

work on

faculty

puter network.

izers are excit-

publicly

speakers," she said. "Mr.
all

He added
come before

Phillips,

went on

In the interview with the Orient
yesterday,

decision not to

for a

Event organ-

;

known

students and faculty."

and not a

official

member.

faculty

a.m.

box

order

Rusesabagina speaks

same standards as

involved a senior

it

administration

at

at

genocide in Rwanda.

in

responded, "Senior staff

since

tion

to deal with the situa-

comment

returned tickets

schedule approxi-

mately one year

as

are subject to the

how

11:00

up

on Friday,
which time
Common Hour

his influ-

ence to shelter over 1,000

ing to Henley.

"We

Common Hour

submit-

ideas

lining

ticket at

Phillips

whether senior staff
same ethical stanfaculty and students.

to the

to die equal application

Abrams plans on

nominated to

the April meeting,

dards

tick-

et.

said.

was

Rusesabagina

At

questioned

were held

was

it

Chief

servers,

declined to

delays.

Mills about the issue, but

on Bowdoin

Information Officer Mitcnel Davis

that people

cancelled due to unexpected travel

Barry

to files

attribution,

and the expectation is
won't plagiarize."
He would not comment, however,
on whether there was any ambigui-

McEwen

want to miss."

Pickard

has the greatest

it

seeing

in

endar to get tickets," Hart said.

was

the important topic."

spring and

Rusesabagina in person.

tions or appropriate conduct for

1

with President

interview

RWANDA, from page

.

Faculty work to improve intellectual property policy

Common Hour

draw over 600 students

lecture to

,

.

•
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Rusesabagina's

"

p^—

future election, the
parallel

end result could

on some

not appear
for

electronic ballots

Tommy Lakin '07 and Dan Brady
who ran for the vice presidencies

of their respective classes. Lakin was

unopposed so the committee will
take no action. Brady submitted his
statement incorrectly, Brooks said.

Thursday's events.

events, but

BSG

Election Results

Temperatures will be lowered in College buildings
Community Service Officer:
• Anne Pierce
302

Class of 2006
OIL, from page I

McLellan Building

is

among a

limit-

ed number of buildings that are parRita, the latter anticipated to strike

die Texas and Louisiana coasts today

"We

the spot

always purchase through

market or have same-day
would be
buy in bulk to get dis-

delivery, but the pricing

worse.

We

counted prices," Longley explained.
The College is in the process of
converting one of
ers, located at the

its

two

large boil-

Heating Plant to

provide for more flexibility

when buying and

using fuel.

"This past summer, we spent
$80,000 dollars to tap into the
pipeline that runs down Route 1 from

Canada. It was installed for the
Brunswick Naval Air Station, and we
are beneficiary of it We can now tap
into it Since

we've put

in that infra-

structure over the summer we now
have natural gas running to our campus," Longley said.
In the past, most college buildings

have been heated centrally through
the Heating Plant with No. 2 heating
oil, though some buildings, like the
houses on Bath Road, fuel themselves with individual burners. The

recent

study

conducted

by

will use natural gas for the

consulting

based

firm

a
in

main campus when die price is lower
than No. 2 heating oil," Longley

Connecticut,

explained, adding, "It allows us to

spending was on par with other New
England colleges and universities of

mon

i

tor the

market and

bum accord-

on

Based

ingly."

projections,

Longley anticipates burning more
natural gas than

No. 2 heating oil

this

year.

Longley stressed die environmen-

accept natural gas, a renovation that
will

A

Sitelines Facilities Asset Advisors,

said.

and Saturday.

"We can

heated by electricity, Longley

tially

By incorporating green standards, we
can also increase efficiency."

tal

benefits to using natural gas as

opposed to No. 2 heating

oil.

She

stated,

"With natural gas, there are

fewer

carbon

released into the

emissions

dioxide
air. It is

a more envi-

dual-fuel

burner

reflects

Bowdoin's mission to implement

more
Longley

technologies,

sustainable

size, that Bowdoin consumed more electricity and paid for
more electricity than most other
schools. Bowdoin was compared to
Amherst Connecticut College, Mt

Holyoke, Swarthmore,

Trinity, Tufts,

Wesleyan and Wheaton,

all Sitelines

Evan Fensterstock

132

Vke

President:

• David Friedlander

158

Sabrina Hall-Little

122

• Kendall

Brown

213

• Ted Lyons

143

Class of 2007
President:

Undetermined

clients.

Longley was encouraged by
recent efforts to curtail high costs and
Still,

»

Vke President:
• Tommy Lakin

"Every school

is

t4

Service Officer.

• Lisa Peterson

173

BSG Representative (2):
facing this," she

stated. "It will take effort

on every-

126

• AlheCbin

114

more sustainable building so

that

"We have

a

little

when writing your first
paper

this semester?

dedicated

to

including

sustainable

design for the larger capital projects.

orient.bowdoin.edu

311.

VtocPmidrf

• Jacob Sack
Dan Brady

over $300,000 budgeted for energy
projects this year, not

President:

• Andrew Fried

IfNaW!
• Joshua Cippd

234
112

194

President;

• Lynzie McGregor

91

Sean Murphy
Dennis Burke

80
77

Michael Julian

71

Samantha Scully

56

• Robert Lynn

115

Christian Adams

101

Aurora Kurland

58

Rae Fleming
Chandra Cruz-Thomson

54
42

Treasurer:

• Catrina Cartagena

one's part, but we'll get through it"

Need more distractions

• Nate Tavel
• BenLeHay
Katerina Papacosma

Vice President:

Treasurer:

Community

BSG Representative (2):

Class of 2609

BSG Representative (2):

CLASSOF2MC

we're environmentally responsible."

monies

1S8

Undetermined

said.

"We're trying very hard to do

Longley added,

• Harry Jones

comparable

increase efficiency.

ronmentally-friendly option."

The

found that although
Bowdoin's total energy consumption

President:

• Arden Klemmer

102

Stephen Gonzalez

101

Chris Mantfta

100

Matthew Ginther
43
Caanaannaw
Service Offiear:
*
• ^^
"
i^|m nUkv
352

•

-

.

BSGasanffaaHataavetZje

207
96

•Andrew Bd***ae

-

;

161

^02

DutWTiffi^
308

Hflf

HHawWi *^VOTn>valaBW
Sam Dinning

101
'3%7

70
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Consultants aid in dean searches Co-op maintains plans
President Barry Mills appointed

Vacancies in the positions
of

Dean

Affairs

of Academic

Admissions should be

received a large

tees

Orient Staff

are

highly invested in the

search but

With the impending vacancies

in

Affairs, the

all

have full-time jobs,

according to Franco.

the positions of Dean of Admissions

Interim

right

Admissions Richard Steele
"It's

search consultant to locate top peo-

According

Academic

of

Dean
Nancy

to Associate

Affairs

Jennings, "It's totally

common

senior administrative positions.

for

The

at a

down

list

between ten and 20

to

who will be interviewed
common location in the United
They

will then

narrow down

probably very helpful

to

who

ple nationally and

said.

have a

dedicate

themselves to finding the right person."

By

from

retired

Bowdoin four years ago after havDean of Admissions

selecting

the

winter break, each committee

intends to have selected a candi-

who

date,

Bowdoin

begin

will

the start of the

at

demic year.
"We're looking

for

work at
new aca-

someone who

distinguished as a scholar and

is

who

Steele,

before

replacement.

of

strong replacements for these key

tions.

the

applicants

Bowdoin
make the
Dean

important to

"It's

tion.

consultants for filling open posi-

search committee intend to narrow

States.

roles within the school administra-

Colleges occasionally use search

and will continue to accept
Members of each

tions

applications.

four applicants for interviews at

match,"

who has administrative
experience and who has the demonteacher but

ing served as

strated

value of it

for ten years, returned this year to

work," Franco

ful

fill

other."

who they

can been found.
Rather than simply opening up
the

candidate be chosen to begin work

is that they have wondernetworks and identify people
who might not otherwise apply but

can persuade."

The position of Dean of
Academic Affairs will be left vacant
after

academic

this

McEwen

year.

Craig

will take a year-long sab-

and then return to teach

batical

sociology.

Professor Paul Franco,

no simple process to find a dean

position

members

come

to

—although they
—Bowdoin

faculty
are wel-

to apply

is

con-

ducting a national search and

is

looking at applicants from a variety
of locations and colleges.

Though Morrisson

According to search committee

member and

the position until a replacement

actively

is

talent

lenging

is

that

administrative

in

"What's chalmost are one or the
said.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Though

it

imperative that a

is

upcoming academic year, the
committees are diligently working
to find the best possible replace-

ment deans.
"This

a huge decision," said

is

Franco.

involved in the process of finding

"The Dean of Academic

Affairs

replacement deans for the College,

is

according to Franco, her role

by former professors.
"It's a job you do for five or six
years and it's plenty," Franco said.

facilitate

terms of setting the goal and the
academic character, there's no one

well suited to the positions but

In order to carry out the search,

might not otherwise apply. The

is

are filled

to

is

the search process

by

who

are

locating people nationally

Sophomores Anna Bender, Bridget Keating, and Abby Comeau enjoy last
night's coop dinner at Ladd House. This was the group's second event

in the

replacement. Most of the positions

it

communal dining

for

committee has
number of applica-

the applicants and invite three or

process," he said.

actively seeking

the

nice to have a search con-

"It's

Kim

is

actual decisions.

sultant to shepherd us through the

College, with the help of search
committees and search consultant

Morrisson,

also include

members.
Members of the search commit-

•

by Miranda Yaver

and Dean of Academic

members but

faculty
staff

within the year

filled

making the
So far,

of which Mills chairs,
are primarily made up of Bowdoin
mittees, both

and Dean of

established search committees are

two search committees, one for
each of the dean searches. The com-

the chief academic officer.

In

more important than the Dean of
Academic Affairs. It's the number
two person at Bowdoin," he said.

by Chris Marotta
Contributor
students, many of them
strangers, joined together last week

However, the co-op members
have not given up.

"We

Fifty

to share a

co-op's

meal and celebrate the
event of the academic

first

"We've

each other that well, but the food
they were eating was cooked by
people from their

own group

when

in the

founder

News From Colleges and

Universities

Around the Nation

digital library

on Google
STANFORD,

(U-WIRE)
California

—Last December Google

announced
leading
libraries

its

plan to team up with

universities

and

public

around the country, includ-

ultimate goal is to have digital copies

of

its

entire collection available for

analysis, reading,

but peacekeeping

have to

with

stick

You

it

to the end."

and other use to

Parents sue university

the Stanford community.

Christopher Hill '74 aids in

North Korean settlement

for wrongful death of son

LAWRENCE,

(U-WIRE)
Kansas

—The parents of a student

ing Stanford, to provide instantly

BOWDOIN—Christopher

searchable copies of library books

helped to negotiate an agreement

at the University

with North Korea in the six-party

are bringing a wrongful death suit

nuclear arms talk earlier this week.

for

of

to all

however,

some

its

users.

Along the way,

this digital library ran into

legal roadblocks.

In the agreement, North Korea

Publishers have argued that by

scanning

Google

is

copyrighted

Hill '74

material,

violating U.S. copyright

law. Google, however, stands

by

consented to

program,

nuclear arms

forfeit its

including

all

nuclear

weapons, while the United

States,

who

died

at

Oliver Residence Hall

of Kansas in 2003

more than $75,000

against the

university.

According to the lawsuit, John

and Donna Wellhausen allege

that

the dangerous conditions of die res-

its

China, Japan, Russia, and South

idence hall contributed to die death

of the

under the

Korea have agreed to provide economic aid to North Korea.

of their son, Eric Wellhausen.
Wellhausen, a fresman from

The United States and North
Korea have also agreed to work on

Mount

Nevertheless, Google announced

improving relations, so that a peace-

either leaning out

idea, arguing that their use

copyrighted material
"fair

that

falls

use" doctrine.

it

will stop

ed material

yenning copyrightNovember, giving

until

copyright holders a chance to

let

the

ful

be maintained.

company know which works they
would prefer not be included

in die

and respectful relationship may

library.

of

Google representatives contend
that the digital library will be bene-

Affairs,

ficial

not only to readers but also to

publishers.

Whether or not Google's

and Assistant Secretary

State for East Asian

Times

was

editorial as

al skill" in

a

cited in

and

A native of Little Comp ton
Island, Hill graduated

Stanford will continue to digitize

with a degree in economics.

awarded the Gordon

library collection.

York

the negotiations.

library passes the fair use test,
its

Pacific

New

having "exception-

,

Rhode

from Bowdoin
S.

Andrew Herkovic

Ambassador

fust

and perhaps only book-digitiz-

ing robot"

According to Herkovic, Stanford's

really

pens

it

it's

the -U.S.

Korea by the Bush
administration in die spring of 2004,
Hill served as an ambassador to
Poland, Macedonia, and Yugoslavia.
to

Speaking at Reunion Weekend on
June 4, 2004, Hill said, "War is hell,

"but

since

semester

tion.

We

and Cati Mitchell

have
three prep cooks
that basically help

with

out

every-

thing else," Taylor
said.

the

Participants also

Mike Taylor

started

the administra-

figure, start with the small

bers.

'07

to remain
open to new mem"We're not exclusive we
st rive

—

recruited freshmen at the Student

o

Activities Fair."

The Bowdoin co-op was

origi-

nally formed as an idea for a small

group of people to
communally.

live together

"The real goal is living together
and cooking where .we live," said
co-op member Mike Taylor '07.
"We would make the house sustainable, and cook four meals a
week together. Maybe even have a
garden," he said.

However,

at the

end of

last

year

members were faced

the co-op

Despite the openness, member-

been capped at SO.
"Anything more and Ladd couldn't
hold us anymore," Taylor said.
To make sure that no one is
ship

has

excluded, only

—

each week

administration.

cial.

kind of got the rug pulled

administration cited

many

rea-

sons, one of which being that
theme housing is banned according

Bowdoin

policy. Also,

Bowdoin
it was

40

students are per-

manent members. The last ten spots
kept open every week' for
whomever decides that they want
to see what the co-op is all about.
"Bowdoin can be a warm community, but SO people all sitting
down together and having a meal
are

with an ultimatum by the Bowdoin

to

in

we

Then

amazing."

stuff."

"We

drives out

Damariscotta

food supplies

ic

the

we've felt a lot
more support from

said the ledges were

—Compiled by Anne Riley

like

do-

actually hap-

The

being

a very sophisticated

when

their idea.

and were not wide enough for a
person to stand. The ledges' intended purpose was to help cool die
building by deflecting heat away
from the windows, Bretz said.
"Students are warned from day
one not to open die windows and
get out on the ledges," said Bretz.

for the Stanford University libraries

"We have

great idea to

time," said Kirklin,

level

Director of University Relations

Lynn Bretz

someone
to

the college hybrid.

a

Hargraves

Bowdoin in die spring of 2003 for his
work on the Kosovo crisis. Before

operation that includes die world's

report,

of 0.16, eight times die legal level for
an underage person, which is .02.

op dinners sound

very

end of last year,
group
has
remained dedicat-

at

a

this

and picks up organ-

the

frustrating

new head cooks
each week. Also,

In theory, co-

out from under us," Taylor said.

books for years," Director of
Communications and Development
said.

According to die autopsy

Wellhausen had a blood alcohol

at the

been work

make

ing to
reality.

about five feet under the windows

'19 Preservation of Freedom Prize at

as

smoke a cigarette after
he had removed the screen from his
window.
to

housing

all

He was

"Stanford has been digitizing

appointed

of his window or

stepping onto a ledge outside his

window

Hill, the chief US. negotiator in die

six-party talks

Prospect, Illinois, fell to his

death on September 12, 2003, after

communal

was

members

"We have two

being

for

"It

amaz-

it's

the co-op

remain organized.

"We've

denied permission

ed to

make

are scattered in housing on-campus
and beyond, they have worked to

and sharing food

event

isn't far off.

actually happens

{Catherine

Despite

Stanford plans to offer

it

co-op

'07 at the

Kirklin

to

co-op din-

ing," he said.

"There's just something intimate

cooking

a lot

said.

been working

Even though

together,*' said

is

ners sound like a great idea to do

Ladd House kitchen only hours

about

all

this a reality. In theory,

before.

College Briefs

Taylor

this goes,"

They may not have known

year.

understand there

all

of work between now and what we
want. Right now, we'll just see how

You

that's

something spe-

don't just

sit

down

with

strangers," Kirlin said.

During the dinner, members constantly changed seats and met new
people.

When Mike

Taylor stood up to

select the next

week's cooks, peo-

Dining Service decided that

ple could not volunteer quickly

not realistic or possible to fund

enough.

four meals a week outside of the
normal dining halls. It was also
decided that the Burnett House

really promising

kitchen

was too small and would

become a
tried to

fire

hazard if the co-op

cook large group meals.

"A

lot

of us see the co-op as a

institutional

way

to achieve

and personal goals

with environmental efficiency and
social interaction.. .and the food
really good," Kirklin said.

is

'

—
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Community

Maine

joins

students for service

campus

conservative brings controversr^to

HEATH, from page

1

Maine manage to draw approximate300 students, a handful of administrators, and Department of Security
personnel on a Monday night?
ly

Common Good Day

acquainted with various types of

50

over

organizations and introduces them to

local projects

many

the

volunteer opportunities

them throughout

available to
year.

by Theresa Weaver

475

the

Students often return to the

same organizations to volunteer after

Orient Staff
Approximately

By

community service and volunteer

provides volunteers for

Common Good

Day.

There was a high level of student
in' planning Common

volunteers

leading the drive to overturn
anti-dis-

Maine's sexual orientation
crimination law.

Maine voters will cast their ballots
on Question 1 in November. If suca law
passed earlier this year that makes it
cessful, the vote will overturn

discriminate in housing,

to

illegal

involvement

employment, and other areas on the

Good Day this year. The event was
led by Megan MacLennan '07.
"What [was] great about this year

basis

[was] that almost all aspects of the
day were organized by a student,"

cessfully

selves volunteering despite a heavy

downpour.

Dora

donned umbrellas and raincoats to
participate in

Common Good Day

Saturday. Registration

showed a

sig-

from

last year's

430

nificant increase

who

volunteers,

also

found them-

the

participat-

by

organizations including the Tedford

brought to cam-

worked

two

to overturn

laws in

the past decade.

For Heath, the law in question is
He opposes

not about discrimination.
it

because he says

a stepping

is

it

stone to gay marriage.

Mark Swann

in cooperation with various

orientation.

who was

similar anti-discrimination

stu-

done

job

outstanding

Megan."

ed alongside Bowdoin students, faculty members, staff, and alumni in SO
different projects on Saturday. They

worked

of Bowdoin

dents as a whole, but specifically to

Freeport,

—

"That speaks not only to

the capabilities

Residents from five local towns
Bath,
Brunswick,
Topsham, and Portland

said.

of sexual

Heath,

pus by the College Republicans, suc-

"Every

'84, director of Preble

has gay mar-

that

state

Street Resource Center in Portland

riages or civil unions has this law

and a 2001 recipient of the Bowdoin
Common Good Award, was the

first,"

at this year's event.

nage.

Heath

himself says,

"The governor
want same sex mar-

Drew

said.
'I

Q&A portion of Michael Heath's

The

Question

the referendum to repeal a

1,

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

lecture focused exclusively

new anti-discrimination

on

law.

Shelter, Arts

keynote speaker

Department. Despite the inclement

Swann's organization provides services to homeless and low-income

decline of Western civilization before

people. The event

beginning a half-hour question-and-

going to divinity school, stood and

answer session.

took issue with Heath and Williams's

created the signs as an act of protest.

stance.

The posters claimed to be sponsored
by die College Coalition for Family

Are Elementary, and the
Brunswick Parks and Recreation
weather,

only five

projects were can-

also featured a live

1/ the organizations

Each

and

volunteer

spent an average of

in

agencies involved

Day had paid

pating in his or her

assigned project. In

about

they probably

would have spent

Saturday.

more than $20,000,

of the

Service Resource

they

probably would have

more

Center Susan

Director

Service

than

become actively involved
community service in the

to Dora.

Bowdoin

She

Bowdoin, according

said the event allows

students

to

become

it,"

doing

setting a

is

the verse that says

wish I'd brought

up and announced,

started to heat up.
if discrimina-

Williams said that

dunk

"I don't

don't think

the law is needed,

wanted...

it's

I

needed because there

I

don't think

is

very

little

"The Price

tion

the issue," he continued.

This evoked jeers and cries from
die audience.

"We'll throw you out of here!"

"Bowdoin

is better

than this," he

"Don't prove the speech

said.

okay? Don't prove

it

right

ing not to be civil to this

of the

right,

by choos-

—a man

man

cloth."

"So just calm down!" he said.
and not the
Later, it was a student
pastor who came prepared with a

—

—

IT

STATE THEATRE
Portland. ME
MlliS.I

DUI N!

I

***

n\\

comes with 12

now

to

these

Dashboard

interest-specific

from

choose

widgets

Among

is

Bowdoin 's

dining

dis-

service

menus.

IMlnlllll

When Dashboard
widget

Thome

lists

the

menu

is

—

in to

is

political figure to

Bowdoin on October

will speak at

played host to Vernon Robinson,

Helms." In fact today's issue of the
Portland Phoenix newspaper has a
feature story highlighting the

and rank, I'm sure,
among the most capable young people
in the

United

States,"

who

has been dubbed "the black Jesse

misdirected passion was

"These students are from America's
families

1.

Last year, the College Republicans

present in that room," he wrote.

finest

a

the

Bowdoin campus.

to the

evening the morning after and realize

how much

New

down
just

Liberal commentator Al Franken

between Bowdon's

rift

political groups.

That divide was evident all the way

he continued.

sodomy (adding 'sexual orientation'
to the Maine human rights act) is the
cause celebre among this age group is

end of Heath's talk.
Heath closed the question-andanswer session with a prayer. The
vast majority of students remained

devastating."

seated until Heath finished.

"To think

When

that

an obscure defense of

until the

A

asked about a series of

on campus

that

few, however, stood up and

walked away.

supported dis-

it

With the success of his
Hall

begins to

for

Bowdoin
Tech Watch

opened, die

items for

bom

and Moulton dining halls.

It

automatically updates from breakfast

widget when working as a paid

Web

wait

staff for

had

to blaze

design.

definitely

Bowdoin

display

According to Information Officer
Mitch Davis, the newest operating
system to be released by Microsoft
Vista, will contain a pro-

similar to Apple's Dashboard.

gallery,"

"Food"

of

my own trail," Hall said.

Davis

at

way to
PC

widget to the

this

said.

be found under

http://www.apple.convdown-

loads/dashboard

'

for

sports scores or

Hall's widget can
sort

room

digests.

transport

graduation and

widget

possibilities

'The goal will be to find a

reunion weekends.
I

first

widget expansion," Hall said. IT is
considering creating widgets that

gram

and Development over die summer
for IT. During evenings, Hall served

"Since widgets are new,

web

new

considering

Windows,

Assistant for Education and Research

as

is

"There's

Hall created the Bowdoin-specific

online.

the recent invention

of John Hall '08—a widget that
plays

be invited

display the next day's options.

default widgets, users

have over 1,300

moved

most recent partisan

Mac OS X version

Although

month

this

morning were more subdued.
"It is sad to reflect back on die

that

1 0.4 'Tiger," can be downloaded from
apple.com to personalize a user's

Dashboard.

Hurricane Katrina

"I thought

time of day. At 8:00 p.m.,

Widgets;^ mini-applications
exist exclusively in

earlier

his online newsletter that

Orleans just in time to shut

die

to lunch to dinner according to the

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

7

—who

in

Bowdoin dining widget online

releases

Thursday 8 Friday

Heath

gay rights celebration

posters

religious message.

the event

noted

was pleased with

what Mr. Health

listen to

has to say," he said at the beginning of

Right," the stu-

it was great," he said.
Comments he wrote on his blog

of sexual

minds and

televi-

(http://www.mikeheath.net) the next

basis

Heath took back the podium.

OCTOBER 6 6

on

might find myself on another side of

on the

all

said.

"Please listen tonight with open

brought one."

orientation,

"If there were massive discrimina-

College Republicans Chairman Alex
Linhart '06 shouted to one student.

said.

is

of conservative views. Not

views of each speaker, he

After the event, Heath told the

really helpful."

I

variety

Bible,"

audience cheering her on.

said.

retired art teacher

invited Heath to campus because it
wants to expose students to a wide

dent rushed to the podium with the

Midcoast REACH CoChair Roger Fenn said. "They were

IICII'S

"I

sion's

a

we

College Republicans agree with the

port the law.

and volunteer at the festival, agreed.
"The Bowdoin helpers had a great
deal of enthusiasm for their work and
were an inspiration to those around

That family values group does not
exist

In a scene reminiscent of die choos-

Festival,"

them," she

my

day.

it's

Values.

Williams responded.

talk.

Laitala,

"What you're

bad example for the

Another student excitedly popped

But then things

and a

Linhart said that his organization

"Show me
"I

said she

small group of students and faculty

should be intolerant," Fuller said.

Orient that he

Nancy

said.

Hawkins

crimination,

the church."

discrimination going on," Williams

students to

Brunswick area during college and

she

sage, is

val throughout the

we

plans on

"That's not a very Christian mes-

ing of the next contestant

Susan

helps inspire

who

tion was widespread, he might sup-

expected turn out at the Family Arts

Center

Common Good Day

after they leave

—

event.

were

Community

Dora.

in

shirts

students than

of the

Resource

Common Good

was great to
see more Bowdoin

$20,000, according
to

School.

"It

Dom.

while Heath gave his speech

High

Bowdoin

Margaret Fuller '06,

church and turning people away from

silent

Day

Community

Church of Freeport.

also the chairman of the

is

The audience remained mostly

at

visible at the festi-

people to complete

spent

Williams

Coalition for Marriage.

and started the question-and-answer
session Hawkins even held up a "no
clapping" sign at the beginning of the

red

according to Director

agencies involved in
the projects had paid

projects,

held

volunteers wearing

and

organizations

Arts

the First Baptist

Brunswick Junior
Several

the

If

Family

Festival,

to complete the proj-

service were logged

Jobs.

the

1,350

hours of community

joined by Pastor Sandy Williams of

One of this year's
many projects was

people

ects,

the

Day

Common Good

hours partici-

total,

For the questioning, Heath was

student band, the

celled.

three

Heath gave a speech about the

features
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Criminal: Tillotson
by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff

Tillotson's

involved

"Are you looking

my

in

the

brain?"

suspect,

6'4"

a

brown

ing

and

hair

It

cy'

24,

police officer

A

his pupils.

suspect

is

The

of

conditions of [his] release."

On November

results indicate that the

on some kind of drug; he

Brunswick Police

cough syrup.

suspicion

Lights back on, the officer adminis-

24, 2004,

when

brought

into

was

Tillotson

later

admits to having taken large doses of

The suspect

syrup and for violating his bail condi-

directions,

ing

ing about ninjas

me

arms

in the air.

Hansen,

psychotic.

blankly before

his

He

Paul Hansen

sec-

That night he

failed

"Do

I

qualify as a ninja?"

Tillotson

Hampshire

the

of "acquiring drugs by deception" and

Tillotson.

I

for the violation

Maine

Bureau

State

Identification

arrests until ten years later.

This

year,

Princeton

the

in

records

According

best possible food.

Earlier

municipal

fire

code.

warnings have

trespass

been issued against him recently.
According to Schofield, "There are six-

cards

Schofield of the Brunswick Police

provide an important source of feed-

Department, Tillotson has become quite

teen different places in die

out Franklin W. Olin College of

back.

familiar to police in the last ten months.

where

I

questioned, "chicken parm?"

Engineering

quickly answered, "Oh my goodness.
And chicken fingers. I can't believe it,
I just, I

can't believe

wonder,

like,

Sometimes

it.

wow, what's

I

draw?"

the

Sure, classics like chicken parmestill

rule the student palette, but

come a long
Mashed potatoes and soggy beef

Needham,

in

Massachusetts (second place), Saint

Olaf College

in

North field, Minnisota

(mird place), and Cornell University

New York (fourth place),

in Ithaca,

be According to die Princeton

"Bowdoin College

Review,

While feedback

its

students:

'The

key, dining serv-

is

"We became

familiar with Tillotson

ices

would be only at the Bobcats'
level were it not for the devoted staff.
Roughly 80 full-time Bowdon

November of 2004; the first
time we came in contact with him was
when a female victim, a Bowdon

employees work diligently to produce
fine pieces of culinary delegability.

College student, reported some issues

leads the pack for

culinary cachet with

comment

the

The average tenure

Thome

in

Moulton and

approximately IS years,

is

in early

that

were sexual

some

in nature

police follow-up.

that investigation

and required

As a

result

he was charged with

college food service has

food makes Bowdoin

with

they say.

some topping 20. One employee
of note, Doug Pollack, has worked in

'violation

way.

misdemeanor. The case

the

dining services for around 30 years.

and has not yet been adjudicated."

no longer
students

the stomachs of college

fill

on a

regular basis; organic

vegetables and hormone-free meat

have replaced

mem. The world of

for

feel like

home,'

Even though 'rumor is that
dining budget was cut mis year,'

many

this small

prospectives considering

Pollack,

Maine

Thome, now works

cam-

school, 'the

pus's beauty and food sealed the

one-time

food service has, in 'recent years,

deal.'"

As in so many other categories,
Bowdoin overtook Bates and Colby.

service employees

Colby placed a decent seventh place,
and poor Bates didn't make the top

our food

department has been overseeing our

chow

ten.

cooked meal.

Ken Cardone,

associate director of

for

more than IS

truly understands

how

service

and

years,

cam-

college

puses like their food. His

own

food

philosophy has been instilled in the
entire dining department: "If

want to eat

anybody

it,

I

.

it

certainly not

friends, I

gonna put

it

to
it

am

on the

menu."

is

willingness to

its

its

students.

is

die ability to change

when needed. Boy,
service. It

is

served as if

that true in

This

it

food

"We must

is

always eager to

treated

Dining and Bookstore Services, has

and change

of

been noticed. Bowdoin

work.

back

top spot in dining, a spot that

at the
is

not

Cardone began here,
Bowdoin's food has always been

unfamiliar. Since

Cardone recognizes

is

what keeps

stu-

dents coming back for seconds.

each course

is

home, for sev-

How do you want to be
when you go home?"

organizations to create theme meals,
that just don't

this is

This mentality

work with student

tilings

never forget, our cus-

eral months...

try

foods,

home

Before any student
is

tastes the food,

cooked in a small batch

six to eight portions in Cardone's

kitchen to judge taste and feasibility.
that the

than two hundred students

more

Once

it

passes the preliminary taste

who work

in food services are crucial for feed-

him a

that the

alarm."
In a dark

room, Hansen shines a

flashlight in Tillotson's eyes,

checking

his pupils.

"The
says.

star is fading

away," Tillotson

"I'm fading away."

All information

for

this article

was

obtainedform Court records and an inter-

view with Ll Schofield

intended to become a professional

)

Professor Profile

{

tomers live here,

seems

It

James McCalla:
a lover of jazz music

another important aspect of

Nationwide, his devotion, and that
of Mary Lou Kennedy, Director of

new

sure that

eating a

pending

...

other [people]...causes

Prof.

by Maura Cooper
Contributor

die dining philosophy according to

changes in a heartbeat!"

Dining service

is

make

cooked, presented, and

we were

is still

trespass warning.

way he engages

community

asked, to give

at

of the Bowdoin

tirelessly

is

of privacy,' which is a class D

we were

Polar

pianist,

a brief period spent in

graduate

school

at

the

New

his foot

England Conservatory in Boston
quickly convinced him otherwise.
Leaving the conservatory, McCalla

music played by a nearby

got a job as a jazz clerk at the

Kansas City 24-hour jazz radio staJames W. McCalla
didn't know what he was listening
to, but he knew that he liked it.
Raised in a house that valued
music, Professor McCalla began

Harvard Coop in Harvard Square
(Cambridge, Massachusetts). He
soon returned to the New England
Conservatory as a self-described

classical piano lessons at the age

Musicology, and he went on to

Cardone.

Cardone acknowledges, "You have
be flexible. The foundation of every

good plan

community

from

sets die College apart

adapt and change with

to

chef
the

Mostly Brunswick residents, dining

other schools

don't

I'm not gonna serve

else. .If you will not serve

your family, and your

What

at

Express.

undergone a drastic shift
the award-winning dining

head

of

to

was

Tillotson

charged with a violation of Brunswick

Numerous
Kevin

year,

this

of

against

relating

had heard rumors, but in a hesitant

Additionally,

for

the rationale

charge
case

Review's 'Top Ten Best Campus
Food," Bowdoin placed first, beating

Without a second thought, Ken

to

of

show no other

Lieutenant

to

of the

OUI
any

eat

tone,

san

$200

Attorney

comment on
or

back and advice. Even the smallest

'

refused to

Tillotson

pointer

helpful in the quest for the

New

dropping

fined

(OUI) was dropped.

District

Cumberland County Katherine Tiemey,

Concord,

in

He was

well-rated in comparison with other

is

against him, the 'operating under the

Assistant

first arrest-

law.

"You know what the students
more than anything else?"

was bom

American colleges and

universities.

overwhelming amount of evidence

ed when he was 23 years old on charges

was

by Ben Freedman
Contributor

a criminal.

in 1971.

ly

influence charge'

The suspect is Erik D. Tillotson. He is
is

test

administered to him. Despite a seeming-

WAT miserably, the

suspect asks the cop a question:

not a ninja; he

influence

evaluation

a stance in the film Karate Kid.

After failing the

almost every

drug

onds, trying to imitate

stat-

'I'm psychot-

ic.'"

Brunswick Police Dept.

Officer,

many

for

me

ing,

II

remains in this position

to

Tillotson

stared at

"just

'"

on one
lifts

if

or

sick

According

before stating, 'I'm

Suddenly the sus-

and

asked

injured.

blankly

all

the while.

foot

II,

was

Erik

stared at

Paul

officer,

Hansen

Erik Tillotson "just

the

all

mutter-

pect stands

the evaluat-

tions,

test.

fails to

follow almost

the

of driving high on cough

"

(WAT)

and-Uirn

Erik

station, arrested for

a simple walk-

ters

The same day

"criminal trespass" again.

he was also charged with "violating the

flashlight in the sus-

pect's eyes, checking the reactivity

later.

after that, on November 18,
was arrested and charged with

Tillotson

pected of driving under the influence.

The cop shines a

"terrorizing,"

Four days

examining a man sus-

is

for "stalking,"

and "criminal trespass" a week

completely dark.

is

on November 07, 2004, he was

arrested

2004.

The room

by the

of the warning

After Tillotson's "violation of priva-

on

p.m.

College

A trespass warn-

against Tillotson

resulted in his arrest late last year.

almost

is

10:30

substance."

Bowdoin

a

last year.

was issued

College. His violation

blue eyes, asks.

November

to

Security alert

of an

administration

debilitating

according

man with

of privacy'

'violation

the

"unknown

As

a

to the

young boy, tapping

tion, Professor

of
eight, and, by the ninth grade, he
knew that he wanted to dedicate

"guinea pig" for the school's

Degree

Master's
receive

a

program

doctorate

from

new
in

the

his life to music.

Please see

DINING page 8

Although

McCalla

originally

Please see

MCCALLA, page 8
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no

Dr, Benson:

food

laxatives in

lected and saved for 48 hours after

Ask
Jeff

On

Beta House Placed

Social Pro

For Having Dates On

2nd floor

42

on social probation

fraternity

March

9th.

The penalty followed an

Ago

Years

watchman

the night

women

reported

Also announced were penalties for

that this meant there
no dates of men from

If these restrictions are violated "the

dates upstairs

of the Beta

in the kitchen

On

same round he

the

You could be loading up on too
much fat one meal, or skipping the
next one. Your late night snacks

accurately

smoke? Drink much? Use sugarsubstitute sweeteners? Are you tak-

enormous care, skill
that go into every meal.

ing over-the-counter or prescription
medications or herbal remedies that

might be having the diarrhea (more

You may not be fully aware of
some of the health-promoting and

erwise well, or might you have an

on

disease-preventing efforts that also

endocrine condition or inflammato-

wholesome and

pended from the college."

there are

also pointed out that the

way

interfere

this,

delicious food!

many

other reasons you

below.)

Rumors about

college

dining

adding laxatives to stu-

dents' meals have circulated nation-

Christmas parties held for needy

wide

children in the area.

Googling the topic yields reports

The Student Judiciary Board also
recommended in their report that the

and responses from Rutgers,
Skidmore, University of Denver,
Lafayette, Colby, and Bates, just to

Judiciary Board.)

Social probation, as interpreted by
the Dean means, "Unmarried females
between the ages of 1 6 and 22 will be
at the Beta house

involved be suspended

individuals

membership by the house for the
period each was on social probation.

end of the probationary peri-

services

for

a

great

many

name the first few!
Mary Lou Kennedy,

;

1

years.

Director of

our Dining Services, had

4w&$

And

rec-

persona non grata

this to say:

J*3&^

|^

'

***&

X

*

•••'

&

and

certified executive chefs

working

bowel condition

ry

that's causing

your diarrhea?
Clearly there's a very long

possible causes of chronic diarrhea,

from approved
vendors. Fresh produce comes from

and we'd be happy to look

are purchased only

the College's

own

organic garden,

whenever possible. The kitchens
grind their own meat (often organic), have their own bakeshop, and
cook just about everything from

you'll

come

Center. If we can't figure

And

in

meantime, enjoy

the

enforced.

have

all

taken great pride in
Services' No.

1

Food temperatures

received until
plate.

Ghost

it is

trays,

we
who

out,

those wholesome, health-promot-

committed to providing the highest
quality food and service possible to
the Bowdoin community."

monitored from the time food

it

can refer you to a specialist

and

Food-safety

if

it

can.

no trans fats.
sanitation
and
guidelines are strictly followed and
tion contain

into

see us at the Health

ing meals served up by

Bowdoin Dining

of

list

with a registered dietician. Foods

her

staff

at

Mary Lou

Thorne

Moulton. They're No.

1

for

and
good

reason!

are

Be

is

well!

And bon

appetit!

placed on your

which

Jeff Benson,

are small

MD

Dudley Coe Hearth Center

samples of prepared food, are col-

"

.

"

^'' TT*- lIP

V

i

-

Hill

•a^s

into every meal. Planning

overseeing food preparation are

might cause diarrhea? Are you oth-

•

fi

t

go

effort

scratch. Oils used in food prepara-

We
''

and

it

the

"Simply put, Bowdoin College
does not, nor would we ever, add
laxatives or any non-food ingredient to your food. Dining Service is

»

:

might be too high in fat. Is your
caffeine intake high? Do you

Dear L.B.M.: Laxatives added to
your food would certainly cause
diarrhea. There is, however, no rea-

Student

house was dropped, also on the

until the

food allergy or gluten intolerance.

my problem?

gram participated in by the Betas, nor
would it prohibit the traditional

in the latter

the

bowel syndrome. You could have a

food. Is that causing

and/or the individual will be sus-

with the intrafratemity athletic pro-

of

parasitic or bacterial) or irritable

reflects

penalty would in no

ommendation

chronic intestinal infection (viral,

\

our

in

national ranking, and

The Dean

many possible explanaYou could have some sort of

that the dining service

son whatsoever to believe that the

also

Lou),

your food at Bowdoin!
for your chronic diarrhea,

tions.

dining service serve up anything but

of two other houses, DICE and AD.

man

rumors

Mary

adding anything

As

j

heard

is

there are

go on probation for one

will

discovered a date downstairs in each

(Action against the

to

since I've

year from the date of the infraction

house

According to the Dean, the night

and one

also be

other fraternities in the house either.

the individuals involved.

house.

He added

od."

would

upstairs in the house after 12

midnight.

watchman found two

L.B.M., no one

-L.B.M.

infraction of the last Saturday night

when

Dear Dr. Jeff: Ever
come back to campus
I've had diarrhea.

put laxatives

until

can then be tested.
Trust me (and

Benson, M.D.

Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

I've

Following the recommendations

of the Student Judiciary Board, Dean
Greason yesterday put Beta Theta Pi

every meal. Should there ever be a
claim of food-borne illness, food

Dr. Jeff

P
•
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I'm Not Too Sure

Either...It s

Courtesy of die George

J.

Been

Archives,

A cartoon from the March 30,
to the
ternity

Long Time

Bowdoin College Library

1964 issue of the Orient makes reference

Beta's social probation, which prohibited females in

end of

its fra-

house for three months. The College went coed in 1971.

Art heroes born?
Or art they made?
Injida

a

Mitchell Department of Special Collections and
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trying
by Courtney Camps
Contributor

a half years and has been playing

game

the long distance

for a

chances of branching out here and
being as close to as many people [at

little

over a year now. "Never seeing the

The
cell

chatter of conversation over
phones outside of the six fresh-

man dormitories around
night

phones pressed
sit

on a

1 1

at

almost deafening. First

is

years pace back

they

ten or

and

forth,

to their ears.

cell

Some

wall, their legs dangling, as

offer

on

take

their

their

other person

ing so

I

friends are so

new

can sort of relate

I

[my

girlfriend at Ithaca College in

New

York.

"I

are

and the

starts to

come

wane, Blair McElroy

Bowdoin Counseling Service

of the

at."

advised that "a heightened focus on

open-communication, regular check-

we make

it

whether by phone or email,

ing-in,

and clarifying one's expectations of
technology has made keep-

the relationship

ing in contact with a significant

miscommunication

and distancing."

his girlfriend of a year last fall

Johanna Andrews '08 has been

abroad, in

a long

Australia. Courtney presented the

idea of webcams so that they

can often help reduce

the potential for

Bruce Courtney '06

her boyfriend for about two years.

would

Her advice on keeping the

relation-

ship thriving and growing

distance relationships are

see each other person at the same

"stay independent

peak season, but with
the coming of the fall may also

Courtney continued, "We
both have that Verizon 'In Plan'
which also allows us to talk [on cell
phones] for free which is nice."

your

now

in their

come

the conclusion of

many high

school loves. Currently, these

first

time.

years are striving with everything

they have to

make

their relation-

ships work.

As hard
try,'

as these

first

may

years

they face an uphill

battle.

Maintaining a long distance relationship
task.

is

And

an inherently difficult

many Bowdoin

yet,

stu-

dents take time out of their aca-

demics and social

life

to stay con-

nected with that high school sweet-

Katie Paret '08,

most involved

in

tance relationships. "It's hard to

end something that is going well at
the end of the summer before freshman year. Then once you are at
school things start to change," said
Kaitlin

Hammersley

'08,

began her freshman year

who

in a long

distance relationship.

Jake

Lynch

'08

has

been

involved with his girlfriend for two

how much

I

drink because

think

I

that drinking can often lead to sex-

ual

online of

you with your

friends at

school so they get an idea of

you

who

are hanging out with. "It really

helps to explain stories you are
telling

them about your

parties

when they can

pictures

friends

see

all

from the night," she

and
the

said.

students in long distance

and
friends as pillars of support in making their relationship succeed. Daly
said, "I have a good relationship
with [my girlfriend] and her family.
relationship cited their family

know her sister very well.

I

to her

mom

which was a
,

College

I

little

is

indiscretions

that

could be

regrettable at a later date."
"It is easier to

connect with peo-

ple that are sharing your [particular]

college

experience,"

says

Hammersley.
This
connection
between Polar Bears adds to temptation. "The first step to the long
distance thing falling apart

is

A

freshman,

it

tions.

Easy access

comes

said,

make a big

effort for

strange."

to

mi qud Tky also sua* great tahfcsl

going

[my long

to

dis-

.

'.

.»

how

it

phone five or six hours a night
and they don't go out and party and
the

don't

make

balance

friends, so

I

want

to

afford to let

Courtney

"Make

it

take over their

advises

sure

it

life.

students

to,

does not hurt your

their reunions

Welcome
Bowdoin

^v

and can take

only a few short weeks away.

As

the

in a

students are looking for-

solace in the fact that fall break is

it."

Dine-In or Take-out

?

be exciting since

Most
ward to

the weeks of school continue

to roll

man

on and

the

number of freshdorms start to

outside of their

dwindle, one

may take consolation
many Bowdoin stu-

in the fact that

dents have dealt with long distance
relationships before.

As Lynch

Restaurant

will

while!"

Authentic Thai Cuisine

Garten

such as looking

forward to the next time you meet

you have not seen each other

stories

phone or writing emails can be
bard and many say mat they cannot

you are going though,"
Hammersley added.
Many Bowdoin students say that
a relationship with someone many

the positive side

up and

of peo-

have heard

no

idea what

be honest about

are in college and are on

I

who

Finding a chunk of time to be on

ing that the other person has

to

everything and try to always look at

my life.

said,

"long distance

relationships are not for everyone."

Courtney echoed that, saying:
easy to really miss your girlor your boyfriend and I
understand that but if it is meant to
be, it's meant to be."
Distance always makes the heart
grow fonder. Well, sometimes.
"It's

friend

Students
visa &

14 Maine Street, Brunswick, Maine

case?

Cathoa* fim aba at way cookt ud solve

to remain

am

enough

other

tance relationship] not to take over

ple

random hook-

thing you got for going back to

••'

"I

think-

to salacious tempta-

the coolest

';

interfere

who wished

unnamed,

ups abound.

..."'-

not

life at college.

a devil's playground

when

a pencil

away should

miles

with having a social

talked

online the other night

to

is

balance

priorities.

demically or socially. Respect each

Lynch offered his advice on this
go out and I try to watch

matter. "I

long distance lover look at photos

Remember when
school was

in

[and]

The person you are
with should not hold you back aca-

over a year, suggested having your

Many

their long dis-

has been

a long distance relationship for

heart or study abroad romance.

Currently the freshmen are the

who

in

distance relationship with

be able to chat online and actually

Long

to a

pain of separa-

initial

tion begins to

love Emily

when he was studying

to

has a

'09,

they
so

girlfriend]

other easier.

met

who

Daly

her," said Jake

As September
close

work."

New

get an idea of who her

where

of

idea

Continued Lynch,

boyfriend or girlfriend's day.

"She tells me about her roommate and all the people she is meet-

Bowdoin] as you can."

hardest part.

the

is

Because you never see the person,
and I personally don't like to talk
on the phone, it is difficult to get an

•

mc

207-725-9708

Write

for Features!

Contact orient@bowdon.eclu
v

more information.
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>
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A Day in Maine:

Rockland's

Mckesson presides
by Alex Krippner
Contributor

famous Farnsworth Museum
".

by Emily Gabranski
Contributor

.

.To carry the keys of the world's

library in

your pocket... make hosts

of friends.

.

Although she lives in the heart
of Manhattan, Judy never has time
to frequent the multitude of galleries in New York City. Judy and
her sister Pamela always seem,
however, to find time to visit the
Farnsworth Museum in Rockland

offer

says simply, "We
of the museum. The lay-

Christina

never

tire

out of the
to

art is

simple, so as not

be overwhelming.

It

is

very

peaceful here."

The atmosphere

in every gallery

but the tran-

is slightly different,

quility is evident throughout the

museum. Set apart from the hustle
downtown
of
bustle
and
Rockland, light-filled rooms create a peaceful atmosphere. The
blue-grey walls and wood paneling of the Rothschild Gallery
present the opportunity to enjoy
art freely,

among

friends and with

soft light.

Beige walls provide a perfect,
subtle background for the paintings by Alex Katz displayed in the

Morehouse Wing. The

exhibit,

Alex Katz in Maine, showcases the
bright colors in 23 of Katz's

Maine

paintings, including

Yellow House
Katz's

"The
of

a painting

II,"

summer

house

in

Lincolnville, Maine.

is

This unique exhibition's timing
fortuitous since Katz has

recently began to

receive wider

recognition for his work. Katz's
work is currently on display as

one of three renowned

artists

recently commissioned by United

Technologies to create billboard
sized paintings. These billboards
will mark 25 years of art sponsor-

ship by the company and will be
displayed through October in the

SoHo

district

of New York

City.

Alex Katz in Maine, which runs
through October 16, falls on the
heels of a display
at

of

his collages

Colby College, now on display

the

of

"Offer

the

the

He

an

asks fel-

Since coming to Bowdoin,

a

place that even from a visitor's
perspective he

students

cared about

felt

all

He promotes

himself honestly.

what he

means

it

of Bowdoin

part

when

calls "processing"

analyzing what

remember

to be a

and
"won't

think,"

times

that

His

College.

advice? "Stop and

always be easy, but

that's

okay,

that

the

McKesson

feels

Bowdoin family really exists, and
his most memorable experiences at
Bowdoin relate to his own creation
and maintenance of

An oil painting by James Wyeth currently on display at the Farsworth Art
Museum in Rockland, Maine.

this sense

talented family.

Alex Katz's work over the past 40
years and provide a special opportunity to view them simultaneously that will not be duplicated in

Share the Wonder, in conjunction
Rockland's Festival of
with
Lights, occurring November 25-

the near future.

The second level of the Wyeth
Center is a warm, homey backdrop for the second seasonal
exposition called Gulls, Ravens,

and a

Vulture: the Ornithological

Paintings of James Wyeth. The
show, which closes October 10, is

an assemblage of whimsical por-

For those interested in a closer

museum

look at their lives, the

MCCALLA, from page

of

5

toy trains to ornaments to toys

from yesteryear.
This Christmastime occasion
the
illustrate
that
should
Farnsworth Museum is dedicated
of
art.
to the enjoyment

Many

confuse the

The

stories

like

Robin Hood.
His son Andrew, most famous for

skill or difficult task: this is

not that well versed in

of his paintings in Cushing,
Maine, a 15-minute drive from
Rockland.
James
has
son
Andrew's
focused on the landscape and peo-

stand here and

Monhegan

Island in

the

Wyeth family and Maine is indisputable, so it is no surprise that

Museum

to

ber,

Farnsworth

see their paintings.

John, a Farnsworth

Museum mem-

admits that while he loves

all

of the exhibits, the collection of
Andrew Wyeth's paintings is his
Wyeth's
"[Andrew]
favorite:
pieces are always worth the drive

from Freeport to see."
Because the Wyeth paintings
are so close to the hearts of muse-

umgoers and museum officials,
the Wyeth Center houses parts of
the permanent collection and special exhibits

devoted solely

ing
1

and

am

I

look

but

art,

I

at that paint-

say, 'It looks exactly like

window

looking out of a

the ocean,' and that

is

what

I

at

love

he

states, "I definitely live

world where anything

in a

is

possi-

ble."

Waking up each morning, most
Broussard,
call his

McKesson

days

of Marc
prefers

full rather

to

than busy.

a lifestyle," he says, "[It's]
never a chore to do what you
"It's

love."

sabbatical.

McCalla

"Jazz,

A

Listener's

Staying in Brunswick,

split his

time between writ-

—a

ing his next book

study of the

influence of literature

on

the piano

composer Claude Debussy's work

after

History of Jazz" once again this

SUNY.

is

now

taught

year.

Many

of McCalla's

enter his class knowing

students

little

about

two parts (The History of Jazz 1
and II), and it has a greater focus
on the social and historical context
of jazz music than the original
course, which focused purely on

jazz music beyond their general

the music.

record with a deeper understanding

in

Drawing from original handouts

about

affection for the genre. McCalla's

goal

is

by the end of the

that

semester, his students will be able
to attend a concert or

buy a jazz

and appreciation for the music.

many

of his creations.
The connection between

people flock to the

—

27 years

unchanged, the class

am

McKesson

knowledge and love of jazz music
with college students, McCalla is
enthused to be teaching "The

this

benefactor.
said, "I

As

influence.

looks forward to the coming year,

quarter of a century sharing his

Although much of the material
McCalla uses for the course is

Christina's World, painted a bulk

ple of

filled

his experimental class at

Judy of Manhattan

McKesson's

with students eager to take

seats

be enjoyed by everyone from
the youngest toddler to the wisest
to

Student Government that awaits

syl-

labus.

not the case in Rockland. Here art
is

Bowdoin

the

of Gibson Hall are

edge of jazz to construct a

history of jazz

illustrator

using vivid

the office

is

it

and cataloguing his extensive collection of jazz LPs and CDs.
After spending more than a

honed
an

of

Guide" (now in its third edition),
which his students still use today.
McCalla recently spent a year on

istics.

N. C. Wyeth was
of fanciful stories,
colors to enliven
Treasure Island and

though,

president

textbook,

Professor McCalla's course on the

institutions

now

For

of

McCalla was
hired by State University of New
York (SUNY), Long Island to
teach a course on the history of
jazz music. McCalla, who had
never taken a formal course on jazz
music (or even a jazz piano lesson), had to build the course from
scratch using his real-world knowlIn 1978, Professor

appreciation of art with a finely

that

—

mayor of Baltimore.

tually as the

University of Berkley, California.

endow hens, seagulls,
and ravens with human character-

traits

has seen the myriad prob-

lems facing his Maryland hometown. Ultimately, he would love to
work in government as an elected
executive official perhaps even-

McCalla wrote for his students at
SUNY, McCalla has published the

plans a Christmas event, entitled

27 this winter. The exhibit will
from
memorabilia
include
Christmases celebrated in the
Wyeth household ranging from

DeRay

Office,

Attorney's

State

City

James W. McCalla

Professor
Farnsworth Museum in conjunction with the larger collection.
Together the two collections form
a comprehensive compilation of
at the

cation.

recently to the music

because that's real."

O James Wyeth, Saltwater Ice,

ate school in law, business, or edu-

Mckesson

individually,

has learned the art of questioning

in.

in English to attend gradu-

minor

After a summer's work at the

accept this offer?"

1997, Oil on Panel, 36.75 x 30.5

together

experiences

these

with a major in Government with a
Political Theory concentration and

Juvenile Division of the Baltimore

low students, "When will you

Museum

Eventually Mckesson plans to
put

seventh president of Bowdoin, to
offer, not a guarantee.

Courtesy of the Farnsworth Art

community. As a proctor in Maine
Hall last year, currently as an R.A.
in Stowe Hall, and through a continuing involvement in student
government that dates back to elementary school and includes two
terms as the president of the Class
of 2007, he has been able to continually foster the type of environment valued at Bowdoin.

College" by William DeWitt Hyde,
heart, stressing that this is only

painters

from Cincinnati. She
and her husband spend their summers in Castine, Maine, but never
miss an opportunity to view the
exhibits in Rockland on their way
back to Ohio.

of

President

taken

has

Andrew

Christina

words of a

final

Bowdoin Student Government. He

Wyeth, Gilbert Stuart, Alex Katz,
and Edward Hopper.
These artists may seem only
loosely related, but Director of
Marketing David Stucky contends
that most American painters are
closely connected with Maine in
one way or another.
"The South of France has cultural significance for European

and Maine has similar
importance for American artists in
that most artists have worked or
studied here," he explained.
The Farnsworth Museum also
has special significance to people
who visit it, according to

life."

'05-*06

the

of the year."
The Farnsworth Museum has a
unique mission as a nationally
recognized gallery in the heart of
Down East Maine.
Founded in 1948, its permanent
collection is assembled to represent "Maine in America" and
encompasses paintings by such
as

the

is

of the College for the best four

These are the

treasure for the rest

artists

ends

campus tour led by DeRay
Mckesson '07, who was elected
last spring by the student body as

are in Maine.
Judy explained, "Whenever we
visit, it always has something of

American

—This

common

years of your

when they

we

generous

.lose yourself in

enthusiasms and cooperate with others for

value that

Bowdoin Orient

The'
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to this

Bowdoin Dining

Service: at the top of

potatoes

DINING from page 5

(9,850

lbs),

napkins

(1,095,000 unbleached, dioxin free)
test,

a course

is

called

up from the

minors to the big leagues.

For

freshness,

ingredients

are

is that

sumed, and 10,860 pounds of mar-

of, it's

garine.

Jon Wiley, Purchasing Manager,

It is

ents.

has the responsibility of ordering food

just

how much effort goes into food.

of

the

Bowdoin campus. This

is

breaks

down

to about 20,000 board

that is pivotal to student

events

and numerous miscellaneous

dining opportunities.

Wiley reported

that

among the most

coveted food items from

last

were bananas (28,600

tomatoes

(23,425

lbs),

lbs),

year

coffee (16,000 lbs),

It

an area of any college, however,

for all

meals per week, 2,000 yearly catered

"There

is

dorm rooms and

life.

Next

to

the library, most stu-

something about food

service, college food service,

it's

kind

kind of a living thing that you

keep nurturing,
easy for students not to realize

game

A unique quality of the culinary arts

and lobsters (3,814). In addition,
1,202 gallons of ketchup were con-

ordered as needed. Lots of ingredi-

its

said

it

keeps changing.

It

changes quite a bit You have to have
a sense of adventure when you're

in

this business."

While the student base changes
year to year and food trends come and

Bowdoin food remains

dents spend a large portion of their

go,

time in either Moulton or Thome.

group of culinary perfection. Dining

how

Service will continue to satisfy Polar

sure

cially chicken

Food

services

understands

important their role

in that elite

Bears in need of delicious food, espe-

is.

"What you want to do is make

your customers are happy," Cardone

"™^»

parm, for years to

come.

^^"»

/
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Hacienda
Pancho Villa

\G
:o

Friday Night
JVocne

de F/esta

Merengue, Bachata,
and Salsa

Open

until 1

AM

Saturday Night
Party Night
until 1 AM
Enjoy our
fresh-squeezed lime IXiargaritaS
and our homemade Sangria!

Open

^

110 Pleasant

St.

•

Brunswick 729-0029
•

Need

wflxt'i'uj?

BRODIE FAMILY LECTURE

SIMPLy SKIN

Jonathan Zimmerman
Director, History of Education

24J o rd a

Program

Steinhardt School of Education

New

i/t

A

\Jt i/tue

York University

"Bruti/uswic-te

We Are

All

Plui alists

[3runswiclc's

Now:

most trusted waxing specialist performing:
5row and lip waxing
Brazilian waxes

The Surprising History of
America's Culture Wars

£>ikini

Thursday, September 29, 2005

|

waxes

acials

7:00 p.m. • Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center • Bowdoin College
is free and open to the public

Event

Sponsored by the Department of Education
and the Department of History
Funded by the Brodie Family Lecture Fund

(_jreat prices, located within walking distance to

Bowdoin
' « - T T

Call:
t

>

719-O667

campus

w^

im^m

i

"

'

l

'I** »

—^P^PP^

•

.'

-
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Yamagata to blend

Political puppeteer pulls satirical strings

new jazz

old folk with

Chicago-based band Bumpus. She has

by Frances Killea

studied

Staff Writer

theater

at

Northwestern

University, but insists that her musical

When

at

education started as a child listening to

8:00 p.m. tonight, Rachael Yamagata

her parent's music, mostly classic rock

Bowdoin

from the 70s. She likens herself in part

she peforms in Pickard

will introduce herself to
for the first time.

As

to Janis Joplin.

a singer-song-

Yamagata can impress you with

by

Board (CAB)

Activities

comer.
fact that her songs

on

Brought

however, she's hardly a new-

writer,

Campus

the

for her unique

voice and talent, Yamagata's

the

premiere

have been featured

is

Bowdoin

expected to leave a lasting

impression on the student body. Her

on episodes of "Everwood," "Life as
We Know It," and "ER," and she has
performed on MTV and "The Tonight

music

Show* with Jay Leno." This weekend,

that her

though, she will get a chance to dazzle

and entertaining. Magazine interviews

Bowdoin audience with

her
that

young woman, eager
work, and

career.

Yamagata 's songs

"I'll

Find A Way"

and "Paper Doll" give an idea of

It is

pop-culture

Yamagata's style

is

Yamagata,

who is 27,

play,

she'll leave

a

co-chair Tobias Crawford '07.

'Walking around the dorm,

I

Drew

anticipate

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

hearing Yamagata everywhere next

equivalent,

week."

most reminiscent

Political satirist

Friday

of the smoky voice of Norah Jones.
tory of funk apart

sing,

huge impression on our campus," said

CAB

rock, and jazz seamlessly. If she has a

current

to

At once ambitious and

have a suspicion

"I

once easy and aggres-

at

live.

back, her music seems to reflect

laid

her melodies covering lounge,

sive;

and

her personality.

the

earthy, natural voice the pretty brunette

possesses.

feeling,

persona makes her relatable

portray a lively, pleasantly quirky

the music

impressive

building her this

is

and

clever

is

reviews posted on her website indicate

Bowdoin

also has a his-

mom her own singer-

the

night,

for

$3

with

a

Auditorium, where he performed his

I.D., people will get to see

woman who

and puppeteer Paul Zaloom gave his puppets a hand and a message last

has

dubbed Zaloom "one of the most

latest

show, "The Mother of

original

and talented

all

Enemies." The

political satirists

night in Kresge

New York Times

working in die

theater."

could generate mat

kind of buzz.

songwriter career, having played in the

..':--.

Lord misfires with loaded agenda
by Gabe Kornbluh

Contributor

Beam and

Calexico
a bittersweet mixture

In the opening sequence of the
film

Lord of War

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

treats the audi-

ence to the on-screen birth of a
bullet. In the recesses of a mechanized womb, a casing is fitted, and

Sam Beam,

come

now

is

line.

We

—

its

The

later use, the shell is fused.

bullet

bly

ready for the assem-

Calexico to create a six-song

watch as

entitled In the Reins.

it

shuffles

the rest, both frightening and entic-

ing us with the shimmer of some

itself,

which

as a

stars

arms run-

as expert

ner Uri Orloff, works in

same fashion

much

a single-minded vision. Lord

Courtesy of www.movieweb.coni

In Lord of War, Nicholas Cage plays Uri Orloff, a misanthropic
grant

is

whose

rise to

die top of die contraband industry mirrors recalls

that of Al Pacino's character

however, episodic to the point
of redundancy, and because we are

Tony Montana

is

writing credits include Gattaca and

The Truman Show, seems to do
well with stories of driven individ-

Lord of War

is

dancy, and because
that which
to its goal

immigrant living in
Little Odessa with
his hard-working family.

is

we

are constantly aware of

being manufactured, we are privy

from the moment of conception.
makes a
Lord of War by quar-

Unfortunately, he

has a

uals.

good business sense but as of yet,

fatal

no business. Out of options, he
sells his first Uzi in a motel room,

antining Uri's character from view-

and an addiction cloaked
titanium

is

Director
-

a*

in refined

born.

Andrew
i

±

>

ers

error in

who

labor so thoroughly to

relate to him.

As

Uri climbs the

ladder of the arms-dealing business, he changes suits, he switches

whose
------ SS2 .j«i £±SS

Niccol,

more f Beam's

^s

line is

the

of Beam's haunting, somnolent
Unlike Creek, S&R and
Beam rarely used

voice.

Days, in which

chef

larger full-band sound.

ways,

new sound

In

much
some

follows as an

by
Jared
Leto, that maybe all

extension of Beam's experimenta-

men

tion with different kinds

played

are just "dogs

Uri in so

legs."

many words,

uttered before the idea

The
but

is

of gun run-

ning has even entered his mind.

His rather inexplicable belief in the
evil tendencies

of man serves as

Please see

£S M*i

LORD, page 12

this

of percus-

sion and instrumentation on his

most recent EP, Woman King.
But even the diversity of background elements on Woman King
doesn't properly prepare Iron and

Wine

votaries for Reins.

Woman

is

creativity with

which Beam blend-

l

the

t

>

WJJ-fcbl.

I

l

We

hear

drums lay a

beat

heavier

than

anything

we have

heard before on an Iron
and Wine song, and notice that
something
inharmonic
there's
about a snare drum's relationship
with distinct timbre of Beam's
voice. At the same time, the minimalist piano and the sad poetry of
die lyrics remind us why we bought
the album.
/

we may

"One more

gift to

well find you laid

bring
/

like

your steed in his reins / tangled too
tight and too long to fight," he
whispers.

"History of Lovers" displays the

Beam.
While the other tracks retain at
least some of Iron and Wine's folk
sensibilities, this one is pretty
biggest break in style for

much

straight country pop.

The

horns, like the snare drum, create

unsettling

sonic

friction

with

Beam's voice.

attributable to the

King's success

i

album.

voice.

subse-

guitar line, Reins features a

struggling

on two

He

ti

his brother Vitali, a

in

stage

the

immediately for

ship with the distinct

champion of

more than two instruments per song
and didn't use any percussion
beyond stifled strums of a rhythmic

on

Lies

Reins,"

the tone of the

film, Uri proposes to

Early

episodic to the point of redun-

tion

the

sets

snare drum's relation-

Cradle,

with

first

"He

track,

inharmonic about a

In the Reins, on the other hand,

women, and he hops continents.
Uri himself, though, never grows,
and therefore, neither do the view-

gressions in relative synchroniza-

The

quent releases The Sea and the
Rhythm (EP) and Our Endless
Numbered Days (LP).

in Scarface.

ers.

Ukrainian

sound

kit,

and the various string instruments
and horns follow basic chords pro-

in

demonstrates a different applica-

being manufactured (as with the
bullet), we are privy to its goal

eration

immi

songs employ a normal drum

folk-lullaby

the

also,

constantly aware of that which

as

title

bly line. It rolls along at a steady,
almost stubborn pace, and is leanly
muscular in the sense that all of its
components work together towards

Orloff, a first gen-

of his first
The Creek
the

on the other hand, is shockMost of its

ingly conventional.

There's something

quickly solidified his

the

weapons assem-

from the moment
of conception.
The problem is
by
encompassed
the character of Uri

album,

Drank

release

sort of primal candy.

EP

Reins,

tion.

who
Beam,
became a cult sensation in 2002 with the

through the inspection along with

The film
Nicolas Cage

cine-

—

and

forth to cap the round,

with a cold violence portending

Miami

the

matography professor-turned-neo
known better by
folk sensation
Iron
and
stage
name,
his
Wine has collaborated with the
Arizona-based alternative group

mouth nourished with
gunpowder. Several robotic arms

a fresh metal

ed new instrumental aspects in
songs such as "Woman King" and
"Evening on the Ground." The use
of background instruments on

ilt

I I

I

i

»

m-+^^+-

Please see REINS, page 12
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Sierra doesn't pale

when put

explained,

"You know you're

when you're

beer

ing

Hannaford)

ads involving a talking bear or less-

My first experience with this pale
ale

was

summer night

California (where

point

—

As

pack

six

Nevada. In

common

of

fact,

by

articulated

is

most of

easier than
terparts.

put

it,

chuggable beer

with vibrant browns and memorable

tight

would recommend this beer
anyone who is into great' tasting

vistas. I

pale ales and wants to try and be the

cool kid at a party.
4,

Partyability:

4,

Labatt Blue

My scores:

Taste:

Cost/Benefit:

One time

while on the other side

decided to give

I

this

Ontario-based lager a go. Displaying
a bright blue label, Labatt

itself in

is

one of Canada's most trusted names,
similar to a Budweiser or Coors here
in America. The most defining characteristic of this beer is its powerful
taste, making it a great choice for
drinkers who can't get enough beer
in their diet. Ford Barker '06

Its

good

is

to

know

full

of

of beer-related

Like

little-

served at parties, I convinced
myself how delicious it was. Now
like to drink beer that doesn't

water with a hint of dis-

solved plastic. There

after all,

is,

My scores:

life after Natural Light.

Taste: 2, Partyability: 5+, Cost/Benefit:
5.

age

one of

Students
that

known.

least

little

it

is

white building next to

—

is

Bowdoin College

the

to a pottery studio, a pho-

tography studio, and five sewing

machines,

the

accessible to

all

Center

Craft

Bowdoin

materials,

and 24-hour access

is

are

equipment,

to the building.

All you need to supply

is

the cre-

ativity.

a great resource on campus

at the Craft

has

in ceramics since the

He

has taught classes

Center for three years.

Maya Jaafar

'07 also teaches pot-

tery classes at the center. "It

was a

good challenge," she

said, noting

that putting herself

back into a

is

The Photo

replaced with a calmer,

hopeful, and

more thoughtful

set

of

fifth,

evolution toward a

its

J

afterlife.

Their lyrics suggest that Gibbard

JW:

the

is

On

Lotion

not

an

a great

art

experts

and

W

j

show changed

c

Patrick Brown
Me Pleasure" by

J.

j

is

the greatest

u*ng

must-

open

beginners

too

/ But
you then I hope
So Brown Eyes

/

only song

One of the album's best and
most poignant tracks, "I Will

be

its

'06

JPB: Warren Zevon, once we have

JPB: "Colonel Bogey's March,
from the River Kwai
Probably the sound of a

based a

lot

If you

the technology.

JW: Another tic David Gflmour of
Pink Floyd and Luther I^ickinson of
the North Mississippi All-Stars.

around

toilet

JPB: Big

alike.

Load in My Backyard,

stage

m

pant of thousands of screaming
JPB: "I wonder why that man shot
best to keep

it

such a Chatty
all

day

JW: Storm/ront by Billy Joel.

long about shellfish or something.

What's the best concert yam's*

Brown and Wynes show, "Open
Up the Oven and Get Out the Cos

ever seen?

Bowdoin experience," says Jaafar.
"It's a really good stress reliever."

short, but since ftn

JPB:
once.

I

snuck

Or was

it

Boston concert

into a

Chicago?

tmmmmmm

of a view regardand companionship as

hell in favor

/

"No

blind-

Just our hands clasped so

/ Waiting for the hint of a
spark / If heaven and hell decide /
That they both are satisfied /
Illuminate the no's on their vacancy signs / If there's no one beside
you / When your soul embarks /

tight

Then

I'll

follow you

into

the

dark."

To what can we

accredit this fas-

evolution?

Gibbard,

whose electro-pop side project,
The Postal Service, has sold nearly
as many albums as Death Cab

News

New

York Daily

that his lyrical

growth pro-

told the

ceeded from "reaching] an age
where that feeling of invincibility
is gone and you end up being an
in

a

more conventional

sense."
Just as Death

Cab has taken

mature strides in their lyrical sub-

farm, what would yam say?

Kathy Td probably just gab on

by the Dead Milkmen

and

adult

that...

mat standing am

What

to

perceptions of heaven

itself,

national anthem?

JW:

rejects

common

cinating

If you ruled
a country,
what would

flimhit^ nry government would be

dan?

Whatever the artistic endeavor, it
can be pursued. "It has definitely
been an important part of my

35S3S

Wyne

'08 and Jamil

Stereophonies.

Who

that

my life.

the

Josh Rouse, and "Dakota" by

academic

a

But

though,

JW: WeU Td do my
is

read
in

it

magazine.

aspect of art," she said.

The Craft Center

I

about

Ifs

"Nothing Gives

who

it

seriously

|| u s

the extracur-

aren't interested in the

me

takes

ing light or tunnels to gates of

Crazy

Horse,

Night" by the

in

major,

people

it

white

Greenskeepers.

J

of the Craft Center.

facility for

both of our shoes

if the silence takes

ing love

Skin" by die

"Into

year.

think

I

and
"It

The

Puts

She
worked three hours a week under
Tyler Gulden, a well-known potter,
and spent 10-15 hours a week on
her own producing and perfecting
bowls and mugs.
is

left in

true that there are

central to the afterlife:

was Neil Young

song ever

made?
JPB:

mental studies major, did an inde-

"It's

Sfom

fl
•
and JamJS Wyn* •
J. Patrici

What
best

and environ-

first

roads

it's

I'll

Plans adopts a more transcen-

Currently,

of her

do believe

Follow You into the Dark,"

pieces.
Jaafar, a visual arts

"And

Soul Meets Body," he writes,
I

to

body."

songs.

retrospective, pensive sound.

L^.

UJ/> ;»iSSE

Transatlanticism and

Album

tive, spiritual

about

more contemplamanner. In "Where

depth the existence of

more

dents interested in pottery to have a

ricular aspect

grade.

attitude

wrote
a

Cab's past recordings, exploring in

represents

provides an opportunity for stu-

McGrath appreciates

known about or
by students," said Dan

McGrath'06.
McGrath is a geology and envi-

who

melancholic

once
life in

Plans. The album, the band's

While Bowdoin does not offer
any ceramics classes in its visual
arts department, the Craft Center

utilized

ronmental studies major

and

love,

relationships,

The

loss.

he

approach

moil

hold you near 'cause you're the
I
want to hear / A
melody softly soaring through my
atmosphere / Where soul meets

of media, such as photogramak-

that's not really

been involved

human

present in past albums such as

has taken a step back from the tur-

dental air than presented in Death

and tie-dying.

As he

Howell house.

toothers on a Hotel Bed" from
the acclaimed indie-rock band's
latest and first major label release,

in a

the spring

mat fee

math

I'm not who I used to be." These
us open the poignant track

Craft Center also

and workshops

pendent study at the Craft Center

semester. Included in

"It's

"You may tire of me as our
December sun is setting," poses
Death Cab for Cutie lyricist and
front man Ben Gibbard, "because

wheel-

in

of $20 a

fee

albums,

talgic than the group's past

difficult, as

students

who pay a membership
unlimited

variety

at

a Nine-Pound HammiT

for Cutie takes a

Plans explores the passage of time,

chance to take classes and work on

Craft Center.

Home

and guests

students, faculty,

Markedly more mature and nos-

by Sara Tennyson
Staff Writer

phy, sewing, knitting, jewelry
ing,

Admissions but few_ have ever
been or even know what is available to them there.
This

was

courses

The

offers classes

best resources

its

Bowdoin

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

his collection Sparks from

contemplative turn with Plans

11.

throwing.

may know where

of

Death Cab

Both McGrath and Jaafar taught

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

also

an audience

from

she has been doing pottery since

introductory

One of Bowdoin 's

yesterday evening to

Scafidi read

Blue

Pabst

is also commonly purchased as a 30-pack,
which seems to be either permanently on sale or out of stock. I
remember when I first got to college and this was the only beer

taste like

nominated poet Steve

It is

that these types

world

confusion.

1

Pulitzer-prize

cold, flat Natural

•investigative skills are being put to
use* in a

Drew

coun-

coming out of a keg."

beginner's shoes

known resource for
Bowdoin students

is

j

down much

its light

Pot-throwers' paradise
Craft Center a

i

has

Ribbon, Natural Light

5.

($5.99 for a six-

pack, available at Hannaford)

of the border,

^HHk*^

As Connor Fitzgerald. '06
"Hands down, the most

the artistic label, a light green base

to

L '-

easily rec-

is

beer goes

this

it

funky as James Brown on his

worst night." This

Mt

3,

brew that flows out
the back end of the Missouri
Anheuser-Busch plant into
silver cans. To its defense,

>»'

surfers,

When asked how

HP

rejected

struck him, Spar Patton '06 said,
"It's as

i£I(V'>

ognized as coming from the

S

quite

and readers of Outside

magazine.

Light

on campus.

patented taste

this beer to a party, especially

skiers,

'•

iit>*k

**

V

1

($3.49 for a

Natural

the go-to keg

for people to bring

one populated by

|

a

quickly established itself as

Sierra

is

it

Vi* <!•-

cheapest bottom-shelf

the
beer,

not a chore to drink an

entire

scores: Taste:

Natural Light

Unlike other high-end beers,
is

is

six-pack, available at Hannford)

memorable drinking experience
from first sip to last gulp.

a

it

My

friends.

1 ' ir -'' , ". ;

tyability: 2.5, Cost/Benefit: 3.

and subtle

light texture

its

some

'»'•
'

out and looking to drink a few with
|

disap-

flavorings were a delight, delivering

&*&";*'• '"

sitting at a bar

ing to themselves. Labatt

brewed).

is

it

Nevada did not

HSj'

'

ood beer when you are just hanging

in northern

Widely regarded as a great casual
beer, Sierra

i-awesome kids

few months ago on a

just a

cool, crisp

9]

(HE

drinking

($6.49 for a six-pack, available at

Ale

Pale

C^MH'nlDJR

IB

drink-

Labatt" This full-bodied brew has
been making a stab at the American
market in recent years, producing

Sierra Nevada

»y,<&miBtf«—mmmmaMM**- -aai

"

•'
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Hammer

Poet Scafidi impacts students with

—

to the test

by Carter Thomas
Columnist

September 23, 2005

sound has progressed as a reflection of their
changing mood. They have main-

ject

matter,

its

tained their signature synthesized

sound,

but

Plans

stronger emphasis

features

a

on vocals and

piano than past albums. Though
the

band has faced major criticism

Ubiq, " can be heard on Thursdays

from 12:00-1:00 am. on 91. J

WBOR.

Please see PLANS, page 12

II
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Wines

for

Autumn brings
many changes to

of

my

to

be very

that

it

tasters.

personally found

I

leafy.

My

tasters

noted

has a "zing" to it This wine

ing or too heavy to be enjoyed on

changing color, an

own, but

extra hour of sleep

either seafood pasta or souvlaki.

we recommend

most importantly,

Blood

nipple-numbing

Hampshire

weather.

This

Never fear, we are
still
due a few
more days of deliSo,

week

($7.99

its

with

it

is

at

is

called bull's

Hungarians

the

thought invaders were stupid

It

is

made from a blend of three or more
Kadarka,

including

grapes,

I

have wines that would be perfect to

Kekfrankos, Cabernet Sauvignon,

drink while outdoors and

Merlot, and Kekoporto varieties.

will

some that
keep your blood pumping in the

The wine has an incredibly strong
taste. I was reminded of Roquefort

cold.

Salmon

Creek

2002

Cabernet Sauvignon

—and

Tess' Market

10%

gives a

a

cheese.

It

and

I

found

side, Tacking

it

at all.

to be

oak

My

tasters

My

on the sweet
It had

good smell, but overpowering,"
which was interesting since the wine
is very mellow with almost no aftertaste. Not my favorite, but fine for
sipping in the backyard with fresh
fruit.

Market Basket

in

The

flavor.

Rockport).

island

Santorini,

Greece. The flavor

is

difficult

to describe,

as

it,

can't decant

of

somewhat

I

diverged in our

least

recommend

strongly

I

decanting

This white blend hails from the

vineyards of beautiful

and

tasters

of this wine. I rather
enjoyed it, and they did not. One of
my tasters found it "weird" and
"stinging." Another taster described
it as "Different from every red I've
ever had." The wine is pretty dry,
and it took a while to developf ts full

"*a

at

definitely not for

is

of heart.

opinions

in its flavor.

HELIOPOLIS 2003 ($15.99

This

ate with

Almedo 2003 Tempranillo,

a totally pleasant red, not

This

War

not to say that Lord of

is

not an important film,

is

It's

let

a main-

upon
most
horrifically profitable commodity
on earth, and the ease with which
stream movie that takes

show warfare

itself to

it

as the

we, especially Americans, not only
turn a blind eye towards it but fuel
vicious cycle as well. Through

its

Uri, the film argues that the

two

It's

if at all
it,

possible. If you

definitely give

an hour to breathe. All in

it

at

all, it

one

a worthy message indeed,
that

attempt to relate to Uri's self-

ish addiction,
ize our

and

would seem

that this is indeed the

goal

Uri's character,

we

are never led

inside of ourselves to

own thoughts on
ish

exhume our
weapons

the

victims. Viewers relwhen filmmakers give them

trade

and

issues to

its

chew

on.

But they would

also hope that the protagonists of

such films take
well.

.

It

of the film, but
because we are never let inside of
ultimate

great discussion.

iM/./i

doing so real-

proximity to that evil?

was an interesting wine that fostered

Welcoiuie
W

in

a

style,

another novelty for Iron and

from independent
Barsuk to the more mainstream Atlantic label and the more
polished sound that accompanied
that transition, their changing
sound correlates to the growth and

Wine

fans.

evolution of their lyrics. Despite

few

bites as

after their switch

label

Broken Bed" represents the most equitable stylistic
compromise between the album's
two authors. With the bluesy, film
noir-ish horns and wistful strings of

its maturation, Death Cab has
maintained their powerful command on romance that they have

loneliness and plodding vagrancy,

way.

"Burn

this

that

always expressed in a uniquely
real, and meaningful

personal,

Not

song captures Calexico's des-

to

man

—

feel

home

rock band.

Cab has

oddly com-

Fans whine that Death

lost its edge,

and

to the hor-

world of

forting.

ror of the oft-pretentious

But the greatest triumph of the
album is certainly its final track,
"Dead Man's Will." Sung in gospel

indie music, Death Cab was

harmony,

hymn

a peaceful

this is

"May my

reach you
buried

it

all / I lost it in

too long

/

Into

sion

love

that I've

is

finally resolving the stolid

for

It

In the Reins
bold. Iron and

is

fans

is

who

stay

away

of being alienated, for

this
in

the

band's

may

make

broadened
them less
sound

their

remains unique and their lyrics

not

continue

cele-

be

to

forte.

their

Gibbard's strikingly simple yet

moving songwriting accentuates

at the risk

album finds Beam largely

exceptional album.

in this

appealing to some,

brate the simplicity of Creek and

Days should

hard to envi-

Cutie presents itself to the

appeal

ever.

nothing if it

Wine

isn't

Seth/Summer moment. But
bad thing?
worldlier, wiser Death Cab

Though

melan-

choly of the majority of the album.
ranks among Beam's best

it

playing behind an especially

that really a

world

humble and simple,

is

it

A

come to fall / please say it's not too
late now that I'm dead and gone."
This song

The Dark,"

pivotal

myself and

Now

featured

on Fox's "The O.C." on more than
one occasion. Of course, listening to
Plans' moving "I Will Follow You

about a dead man's wishes for his
family and friends.

dis-

popu-

larity has recently soared, rendering
them, by default, the "go-to" indie-

clinging to the

that his lover will return

make amends

wave of

among independ-

fans as the band's

music

ent

—

tray a deserted

surprisingly, a

sent has surfaced

same
time, Beam's soft crooning makes
which porthe song's bleak lyrics
peration and angst. At the

hope

are one and the same.

we

the faint

complex

of his character. Even as the repercussions of his work begin to hit
closer to home, Uri is so convincingly indifferent that the audience
becomes numb along with him.

Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon

the blood.

It's

The intro and outro melody of
"Red Dust" sounds suspiciously
like Iron and Wine's "Freedom
Hangs like Heaven." In between,
the musicians jam southwestern-

unwavering foundation

($9.99 at Warmings).

mashed
accompanied by more of

potatoes,

discount on mixed

a great marinade for

we

lamb, which

Tess's

While it's a bargain, the Salmon
Creek is far from a superstar of cabterribly

PLANS, from page II

not only the key to his success, but

can and should be
applauded. But a good film must
be more than a good message.
Much like Paul Haggis' Crash,
this year's earlier issue-film and
critical darling, Lord of War's
story is compromised by its own
message-obsessed agenda. Should

cases).

savs.

a wonderful cooking

is

wine, making

($4.10 at

tip:

results

REINS, from page 10

alone a valiant one.

a Hungarian wine that

because

blood

New

the

State Liquor Store).

dates from 1552 and

sunshine.

this

Death Cab takes
a new direction

Collaboration yields

LORD, from page 10

also as the
is

Eori Bikaver 2002 Bull's

and

October,

cious

The Bowdoin Orient

mixed

it

excellent for a date, not at all cloy-

environ-

cold

War

its, target

misses

ment — leaves

in

-»

Lord of

"definitely dry

It's

-WWWUJJ*

'1JWWWW

but not mouth puckering," said one

Columnist

the

very subtle.

Ill*'

i*r^*^~wwir^.
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Autumn
it's

by Hillary Matlin

m

Mini
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new

powerful vocal presence.
the band has drifted fur-

his

Though

the

reins of Calexico's southwestern,

ther into the mainstream,

indie sound.

tainly hasn't lost its edge.

it

cer-

Back Students!
99
Papa John's

Having A Pizza
Fund Shortage?

your choice

H3ve Mom Buy A
Papa Johns Gift
Card So

_

You

Den

>

stw e

;

Better Ingredients.'

IjOur

New Large

PerfectPan Cheese Pizza

Better Pizza.

Our 16" Cheese Pizza
-FAN PIZZA AVAILABLE STA/mNO

x*p*fa'$

t

f

Papa John's

\%f.

^

JOra

(MensWpsi

With Either Breadsticks

1

Or Cheesesticks

I

IaN

Older Of

I

OPEN

|

t

Papa John's
One

12"

One Topping

PizzaWithA
20oz.Soda

$ A99

1

$Q49

LATE

Papa John's
Don't Forget To Add On One Of Our Great
|l

Side Items

&A2 Liter Of Coca-Cola

Cinnamon

PAPA JOHN'S
Portland

IS

NOW OPEN LATER FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Brunswick

Lewiston

Auburn

Biddeford

Cheesesticks
Chickenstrips

Waterville

Wings & 2
878-9100

721-9990

786-PAPA

284-7200

877-PAPA

& 2 Liter
& 2 Liter

Pie

Breadsticks

767-PAPA

& 2 Liter
& 2 Liter $7M

Liter
*0*m
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Men's tennis has strength in

WEEKLY SCOREBOARD

Men's Soccer
vs. Colby
vs. Southern Maine

W

2-1

the match, but Dolan edged out the

The men's
fall

tennis

season

at

team kicked off
Middlebury

day event, originally slated

Women's Soccer
3-2

W

1-0

L

to

head with Brian Waldron, the nation-

for

was

welcome

a

Polar Bears after

the

matches within the squad,

Hockey

W

3-1

was nice

it

2nd
of3

CBB Championship

ball after ball. But,

Gates a 6-4, 6-2

After the match, Gates said, "I

He's a talented player with some big
shots, but he's definitely not unbeat-

used his powerful serve and tena-

unbeatable."

pleased with the

way his game adapt-

aced

"I

my

opponent the

first

two
was

a great feeling."

Buntman, on the other hand, drew
ranked An Beilin of

nationally

Middlebury

in

the

first

able.

first

set,

but Beilin overcame his

early lead to

win a close

6-4, 6-3

match.

mid-afternoon, play got underway

of 10

outside. In the

"B"

freshman

flight,

Alex White squared off against Tom
Dolan of Trinity, while Drake played

of Middlebury.
Drake lost 6-2, 6-3 to Unsal.
White's match was a close one. After
Salih Unsal

women
vs.

s voiMyoaii

Colby

3-1

L

Drew

Sophomore Andrew

Women's

soccer
pose a big
captain

The Bowdoin Women's Soccer
Team lost a close game to Bates last
Monday for its first defeat of the sea-

The

son.

1-0 loss

was unexpected

for

won

was

Shapell '06.

"The

first

warm up

in

half allowing die Bobcats to

determine the pace of the game. With

Bates's

first half,

Molly Wagner scored

the only

In the second half, the Polar Bears

up their game with 1 1 shots on
Bowdoin had more attempts on

stepped

to

as

we

During

we

goal

this

loss

NESCAC

start to the

years White,

first

week-

Day won

and

their

On

Rogers

consolation

fought back valiantly.
five straight

He

rallied to

games and

level the

White won two

"B"

capture the

straight

matches to

flight

consolation

championship, while Rogers and
Day rolled over their opponents to
capture the

"C" and "D"

flights,

respectively.

"Why

did

line today?"

I

put everything on the

Rogers asked his team-

mates after winning the "C" consolation

championship. "Simple," he

said.

"Because

tennis

is all

that's

what Bowdoin

about."

to

though, so

few unlucky

Goalies from both teams had four

started to

move the ball a bit better and had some

its

one

Williams during the

one of die

NESCAC.

"It's

going to

it

is

best teams in

Hopefully

we

are too,

should be a good match to

watch," co-captain Merrie Railsback
'06 said

With three wins under
against

saves.

avenge

be a tough game, because Williams

Polar Bears had trouble finishing their

shots deflected off the goal post.

game

weekend's

semi-finals.

consistently

we

Sunday,

should do well"

will look to

the

the second half,

Despite a tough

end, the squad bounced back.

and capitalize on scoring

course of the game. Unfortunately, the

"By

from Trinity and Middlebury, respectively.

set the tone early on, play pos-

session,

goal, outshooting Bates 16-13 over die

offensive plays and a

a close 6-4, 7-6 (5) loss. First years

Nick Day and Chris Rogers lost their
first matches to talented opponents

disappointing, but

Bowdoin

goal of the match.

goal.

in

the

The Polar Bears have a doubleheader at home this weekend against
NESCAC powerhouse Williams
College at 11 a.m. Saturday and
against Brandeis at 1 p.m. on Sunday.

two minutes remaining the

sopho-

more Andrew Fried defeated Jack
Martin of Skidmore in three sets,
then lost to Tim Fuhriman of Colby

loss

it means we're
more focused on what we need
work on this Saturday, and as long

all

the Bobcats.

die

tennis is^

and co-

threat," said goalie

Anna

opportunities,

to

dropping the first set 6-1 and falling
behind 5-2 in the second, White

win

III

flights,

to Bobcats in close match,

falls

the past six in-season matches against

Bowdoin was slow

The Bowdoin Orient

Divison

is

chances on net, but nothing to really

by Vanessa Kitchen
Contributor

the Polar Bears, since they have

Fulton,

Fried returns a ball during a practice match.

one

"C" and "D"

brackets in their respective flights.

The weather improved and by
1st

Casco Bay Open

No

In the

round.

Fighting hard, he was up 3-1 in the

Sailing

down

Waldron served

loss.

gave Waldron a very good match.

of Skidmore 6-3, 6-2. Gates was

W

court and running

in the

Sophomores Noah Buntman and
Garrett Gates saw first round action
in the "A" flight singles draw. Gates

points of the match," he said. "It

12-0

130 m.p.h. serves

fight, returning his

competition."

ed to the surface.

Men's Rugby
Maine Maritime

to

player from

Middlebury. Gates gave Waldron a

deep

up and see outside

to switch things

when he went head

number one

ally ranked,

cious backhand to defeat Greg Sher
Golf

second round action

that afternoon

was moved inside Saturday
morning due to inclement weather.
Competition

Colby

a real close match," White

could have gone either way."

Gates saw

played on Middlebury 's 12 outdoor

weeks of intensive practices. Armin
Drake '08 said, "After playing
Field

was

"It

said. "It

be

courts,

change

vs.

year 10-8 to claim the win.

first

the

weekend. The two-

Invitational last

Colby
Bates

The two

played a super tiebreaker to decide

3-0W

vs.

singles

score at one set a piece.

by Nick Day
Contributor

its

at

13

its

belt

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Bridgewater State, Babson,

and Colby, the team seems ready
challenge the Williams Ephs.

-UUUU-

to

Sophomores Roberta Dennison and Katherine Whitley dose

Bowdoin

3

i

i

i

defeated die Mules 3-2.
i

^

in

on two Colby

players during Saturday's match.

The Polar Bears will face NESCAC rivak VVuTiams and

as

i *

i

Brandeis
i^^i

this

weekend.

—TT^W^^^
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Athlete Profile:
Anna Shapell

ort Shorts
Sailing

The

team beat nine other
last Saturday's Casco

sailing

schools in

Bay Open

Men's Cross Country

Saturday the team will travel to the

After

Williams Invitational
Golf Course.

A

to take first place. In

with the day's low score of 77. This

sophomores Mark Dineen
and Kelly Pitts captured seven firsts

Football

out of eight races. The team will

The

Taconic

at

compete on Saturday

home game,

its

at

p.m.

1

look to avenge

last year's loss to the

offensive and defensive lines led by

first

Bowdoin

seniors Scott Brisson, Jeff Nolin,

University

last

Saturday.

with

Panthers

Mike

four matches in the singles

Stratton,

strong

returning

Regional Tournament begins today.

Men's Golf
The men's golf team captured
second place
Fulton, The

Bowdoin Orient

Colby-Bates-

at the

Bowdoin Championship held

Senior Andrew Russo
scored the game winning goal.

Tourney

defeated Wellesley, and tied Keene

overtime.

at

Golf Course last
The Polar Bears finished
team score of

Later in the week, the Polar Bears

Saturday.

avenged

4i

Anna

Shapell '06

year

quickly

made

as

a

is

now

goal-keeping skills improved, but

in her

she

staple

her presence

more confident on

is

the field.

"The biggest difference from

the right decision," she said.

Her consistent play has allowed
Bowdoin to solidify itself as one of
the best Divison III women's soccer

can help run the team

in

New

for players

heavily
Shapell 's

say,

air-

than the aver-

age goalie, because her teammates
in play-

at

Hockey

Field

under pressure.

squad will rely
on younger players.
leadership will help keep

whether

it's

in

Mens

home

New Hampshire.

vs.

vs.

Colby, 11:00 a.m.

Williams, 11:00 a.m.

vs.

Williams, 11:30 a. m.

Soccer vs Williams, 12:00 p.m.
i

Football vs

the game, at

Bowdoin, ranking fourth

career

shutouts,

in

fifth

Middkbufy, 1:00 p.m.

Women s

Rugby

vs.

New

Hampshire, 1:00 p.m.

0° FISHY

$

in

career

against-average.

Birch Island Laundry
Town
The Best Price

Brunswick's Best for Seafood

in

NOW

NOW SERVING

DELIVERING

^ FREE WI-FI

($10 minimu m
S3 delivery c h r p e

PRIME RIB
THURSDAYSUNDAY 4-8 PM

.

NEW MACHINES

i

)

m

EVERY SUNDAY:

ONLY cyber

Fish-N-Chips $4-95

laundry in town

(207) 721-3055
Hours:

p.m.

1

its

wins, and seventh in career goals-

'06.

The

in

Shapell has built a record in goal

ability to use both her

Jeet well allows the team to play
back to her in pressure situations,"
noted senior co-captain Kelsey

Wilcox

Women's Soccer

Everyone
on the team really respects her."
In the first week of the season
she shut out both Bridgewater State
and Babson to earn NESCAC
Player of the Week honors, but that
was no surprise to her teammates.
"Even when we make mistakes, I
have confidence that she'll make
the save, even on a breakaway.
She's like a wall back there,"
Wilcox said.

be needed to make more than just
saves. Anna comes in contact with

"Anna's

play

practice, or off the field.

players in the defense, Shapell will

have so much confidence
ing the ball back to her.

Cross Country

Teammate Danielle Chagnon '06
said, "Anna always knows what to

borne and make the punching
save, while also knowing when to
go for the catch.
*»* After
All-American
losing
Kendall Cox 'OS and two other

much more

Saturday at

will

the team focused.

the league.

Shapell has the ability to get

the ball

home.

This

opener, against the University of

This seaon's

comfortable playing the ball out

known throughout

will face Williams at

State.

Bowdoin

the field, yelling out the best option

England.

visual art

with either foot and her drop kick
is

honors

This Saturday the Polar Bears

The team

of Vermont,

my

Even from SO yards away Shapell
like a coach on

and art history
double major has developed into
the complete in-net package. She
is

tory.

Saturday.

last

lost to the University

Saturday Schedule: Bears in Action!!

freshman year is that I have become
more vocal. Because I can see die
whole field I can help players make

known

ring from Boston College.

The

won

the

The women's rugby team com-

past few years not only have her

with her talent in goal after transfer-

teams

Junior Brandon Malloy

loss to

Women's Rugby

by example. Over the

to just lead

of the
Bowdoin Women's Soccer Team.
The Cape Elizabeth, Maine, native
fourth

not the type of person

year's

last

University of Maine with a 3-0 vic-

shots behind Bates.

8AM-8PM

1

17

15 Mill St.

Brunswick,

1

will

peted in the Beantown Preseason

Martindale

is

four

defeated Colby 2-1 in the second

the tournament with a

Shapell

the

at

England.

race against Colby on Saturday.

blocking a shot from a teammate during a practice scrimmage.

11

New

of

Men's Soccer
The Bowdoin Men's Soccer
Team gained two wins this past
week. Last Saturday, Bowdoin

Standout goalkeeper Anna Shapell '06 lands on the ground after

419, just

meet of the season

places at the meet.

The three-day ITA

round.

this

against

Bowdoin runners took the first
The team

and Shaun Kezer.

round, but was defeated in the doubles

in

home meet

Women's Cross Country
The Bowdoin Women's Cross
Country Team took first place in its

The Polar Bears lost 5-4 in their
opening match against Connecticut

won

Drew

Saturday's

Colby. The meet begins at 11 a.m.

against

Middlebury. The Polar Bears will

Women's Tennis

competition

tougher

team commences

football

regular season this Saturday in a

Series Three at Bates College.

College

their

place in the

first

opener, the Polar Bears will face

Eastern

in the

outpacing

easily

opponents to take

University of New England season-

division,

by Chris Bucci
Contributor
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Field hockey undefeated

Rugby

15

over competion

rolls

by Adam Feit
Contributor

The rugby team traveled to
Bangor for its first official match
of the season on a gray and rainsoaked day last Saturday. Maine
Maritime Academy, a new entrant
into
the
Division
II
North
Conference, was extended a hearty
and forceful welcome by the
Bowdoin squad in a physical and
exciting match.
first half marred by
and bare of tries,
emerged triumphant,
with a try apiece from senior Dave
Friedlander and Derek Castro '09

Despite a

penalties

Bowdoin

for a 12-0 victory.

Surprisingly, Friedlander, start-

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Senior Margaret Gormley handles the ball Saturday against Colby.

ing at eight-man, had a tremendous run up the sideline whereas
Castro,
the
fly-half,
drove
straight up the middle in exciting

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

role reversal.

Hoffman '08 scored
two goals.

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

the team's other

This weekend the field hockey

team

will try to preserve

streak

Williams

The

at

its

winning

NESCAC

against

rival

home.

game

graduating four key players last year.

offensively because of that.

A mix

as

iors

swept

Bears

has

filled the

void of graduation.

reeling

'em

son."

Wellesley, Wheaton, and Husson in

Sarah Horn '07, Kate Leonard '07,
and Margaret Gormley '06 are lead-

The wet
made for a

preseason games. Last

Bowdoin gave Colby

Saturday,

ing the charge for the Polar Bears.

its

second loss in the season-opener.
In

its

first

September

In

game at Wellesley on
Bowdoin returned

two-goal victory over Colby,

Bowdoin

10,

players

21

all

saw time on

up,

As

and training won out

McNamara putting
away both of the team's goals.
The next day at Wheaton, senior
co-captain Christi Gannon scored giving Bowdoin a 1-0 win. Before begin-

"We have a really deep team
with eight incoming freshmen.

just

ning regular season play, the team top-

captain Burgess LePage. "There's

pled Husson with an 8-0 victory.

no one I wouldn't trust on the
field," she said.
The Polar Bears will try to

some

Against Colby, Bowdoin put three
shots into the goal to secure

Within the

victory.

first

its

3-1

ten minutes

Allyson

'06

Craib

said junior co-

quarter-tonners in

impressed with

make

against Williams.

We

are taking

^**833&
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at

Farmington

on Saturday.

fight to the finish

has any

between

.interest

The

duels.

in

match-up,

overpowering

the

Randy Johnson and
Tim Wakefield, left

the

the

Randy

nessed

Johnson

arguably his finest of performances.

season for these two unparalleled

Johnson pitched seven innings of one-

game

started with a lopsided

New

hit ball

Boston and several

by
long home runs by

He

slider that forced the

the

The second game displayed a return
form by Curt Shilling, which resulted in an easy victory for the Sox. The
rubber game, definitely the most
intense match of the series, was an
extremely well-played and wellpitched match. The game should
become an instant classic for many

Wild Card. A loss
would have almost guaranteed a failthe Indians for the

batters

also produced a

Boston lineup,

most potent offense

simply

sit

ure

in baseball, to

it

intensity

he displayed on the

—

If

mound

left

to

to

may be

on Sunday, then he

able to act as the anchor to a

spectacular. Starting in the first inning,

Yankees

struggling all year.

Damon

Millar.

rest

which has been

rotation,

Johnson comes through, then

If

The series win for the Yankees was
more than a nice accomplishment for

simply because the team

for

in the standings.

die 6-foot- 10-inch lefthander initiated

and the rowdy Kevin

postseason

Randy Johnson can continue

pitch like he did

n's outing especially

a staring contest with Johnny

-0 in the strangest of all possible

the

only has have 20 games

move up

back and admire him as one

made Johnso

reach

to

Steinbrenner's crew, considering that

of the greatest pitchers of all time. The

to

fans,

Boston

stifled the

on the radar gun.

New York.

1

and

with a fastball that reached 97 m.p.h

9, in a

with defensive errors

filled

Before the

produce

of the regu-

series

victory

two teams

In the series, Yankee fans also wit-

Yankees two weekends ago.

The penultimate

$200 million payroll, the
was a matter of survival.
series, New York struggled to keep up with the Sox in the
AL East, and with the surging
Cleveland Indians in the AL Wild
Card race. The 1-0 win on Sunday
meant that the Yanks could gain a
game on the Sox and keep up with
collective

his counterpart

since the start of the 2003 season.

between the Red Sox and

the team. Considering the players'

lefty

of the

rotation will

siderably and lead

New

th<j

improve con-

York

to their

14th consecutive postseason birth.
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F A Li

to execute

as well as a stout and skilled

line,

forward pack.

at the

that

ior flanker

it

rivals

Mxeux

Hot Tea and Iced Tea
Chinese Steamed Buns
Home Made Snacks

was

by Eren Munir
Contributor

lar

NiSHErllCE
SmAOOTHIE

I

first

oppo-

end of the day when you just get

Red Sox and Yankees:

a time," LePage said.

at

Milkshakes &

share of

day, but

it

their

nents with a flashy and speedy back-

really got destroyed

worth

the A-side. Playing

Bs dominated

time, the

a

nothing else."

their tackles."

last series

1
Bubble TCP

my

I

it's all

man

season's overtime vic-

last

one game

we handled

how everyone one

team was able

the

Ephs this Saturday.
"This weekend is a huge game

Hillary

but

down my

them. I've taken

tory against the

Teammates
and

we had every perwanted to show off

strength,"

defend

of the game, co-captain Burgess
LePage '07 scored, giving the Polar
Bears an early lead.

We

like always,

out there. But

"They

noted,

impressive

against another B-side for the

at

is

my spirit carry me

Bowdoin 's B-side was even more

especially the

commented, "Center

rough position,

in the end.

Coach Rick Scala

"I really just let

through the game," Connelly said.

inside center for the first time in his
career,

expected, but the Polar Bears' skill

the

field.

for a physical

Senior Evan Gallagher, playing

as

larger,

made

game for everyone,
Bowdoin backline.

Maine

chaotic match.

were a team of bruisers and bashers,

son play.

rainy conditions

conditions of the day

field.

Last weekend

Farmington tomorrow.

at

be making a play somewhere on the

finish the

the combination of

Maritime 's style of play and the

of the sea-

with a 2-1 victory, with first-year
rookie Lindsay

game unscathed

long

think we'll be

I

Maritime 's squad was

weekend's comfortable

last

it

in for the rest

Taryn King '07, Christi Gannon '06,

their three

But the ruggers did not

and we were effective

plan,

we can keep

past

Polar

a teammate during a practice scrim-

stayed disciplined and kept to our

the team's remarkable depth, despite

of stand-out juniors and sen-

ball to

mage. Bowdoin plays the University of Maine

"We won because we

noted,

These early victories demonstrate

Derek Castro '09 throws the

'06

Luke Flanagan

Captain

/i

1
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mixed

V-ball results
The women's
rived at

however, the Jeffs took a 30-16, 3023, 30-21 victory over Bowdoin.

The Bears accepted the

volleyball teamar-

University of

the

New

are using

to

it

loss

and

improve. Against

England
ready
to
win
last
Wednesday night. The Polar Bears

Amherst, Bowdoin got eight

kills

Simon and

five

took

kills

the

straight

Nor'easters

three

in

games, 30-28, 30-20, and

from senior

Ellie

who

from Calareso,

tributed

31-29, in their victory Wednesday
night.

1

also con-

5 digs.

Linton also displayed her

skill

with 2 1 assists.

The team's cohesive

playing

Senior Kelly Bougere said, "So

style helped propel it to victory.
'"Our team works extremely well

every game has been an
improvement on the last. I think our
match with Amherst really showed
that we have the potential to be a
top team in the NESCAC.

together.

playing

Many

of us have been

together for three years,

which really helps our unity," commented Margo Linton, the sopho-

far

For Bearman the level of play

more setter for the Bears.
Coach Kellie Bearman echoed
the same sentiment. "UNE was a

performance.

big win for us.

the match,

the first time

It's

won

we've gone

to their

in three.

give the credit to our

I

house and

speaks for the quality of the team's

"There was

little

to regret after

which was hard fought

and one played with

hope

to get

intensity.

We

another shot at Amherst

when

strong team leadership and maturity

in

on

cess

was junior Julie Calareso, who
had a standout performance with a
match-high of 19 kills and 18

and stronger," she said.
The Bears' solid play and strong
team effort will serve them well in
their upcoming NESCAC matches,
especially in this weekend's Polar

defensive digs.

Bear Invitational.

the court," she said.

week

Later in the

to suc-

the team went

and

Waterville

Amherst

post-season

we'll

be

healthier

Leading the Polar Bears

to

Andrew Russo scotes gamewinning goal against Colby

Despite the Bears' best efforts,

by Ellie Simon
Contributor

challenged

The Bears

will play at 10 a.m.,

12:30 p.m., and 3 p.m. in Morrell

Gym

at Colby.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Senior
in

Andrew Russo

scores the

game winning goal with

double overtime against Colby

in Saturday's

game.

It

a free kick just outside of the penalty

box

was Russo's 30th goal for the Polar Bears.

this Saturday.

"Rowing comes together in preparation for the season
by Anna Messerly
Contributor
Only

world of rowing are

in the

coxswains and boatswains found.

general. Hendrickson

Rowing

spearheading

unique not only

is

positions, but also in

power

to bring

its

in its

unusual

a team together.

After heavy losses to graduation
last year,

the team will look to the

wisdom of its returning rowers and
an unusually experienced group of
first

Many rowers come
because

any
it

is

prior

to

to the

team

experience

not difficult to learn

the required skills.

who come

But even rowers

Bowdoin with

experi-

team's

first

competition will be

on October

2.

to

by

repainting, putting up mirrors, and
installing fans.

Boatswains Ed Carr '08, Kari
Barber '06, and Lauren Duerksen
'08 have also

worked

improve

to

many

rowers," the relation-

ships formed

among team members

For

an integral part of Bowdoin

are

rowing.
"there

is

Hendrickson

believes

something about

partici-

experience.
'07

people in such a physically and

different

Mark Hendrickson

from rowing
at private clubs in his native San
Francisco to rowing at Bowdoin.
"Even my first year of rowing at

The

the

pating closely with a small group of

Captain

for their grueling season.

currently

ence find college rowing to be an
entirely

Bowdoin rowers train

improve

is

campaign
crew facility
a

the facility.

years.

without

Courtesy of Katie Wells

have kept busy in the preseason
period recruiting, helping the
coaches, organizing transportation, and overseeing the team in

mentally intense activity that solid-

recalls the transition

ifies friendships."

Bowdoin," Hendrickson recalled,
"was much more competitive, and
we won many more medals than I
was used to."
The veteran members of team

Duerksen added, "I love that
much anywhere I go on camI see more than one rower."
The team has been training
together since the beginning of the
school year. The rowers will compete in their first regatta on
October 2.
pretty
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

Bowdoin Orient
JAMES D. BaumBERGER,

and morality

BOBBY GueRETTE, Managing

S.

KohN,

Editor-in-Oue/

Editor

preach true

arrival

to

campus

Monday

evening

the infamous Michael Heath/
Reverend Sandy Williams visit, it all
seems so surreal. To think that people

elicited

an

the student body. The
Bowdoin Film Society has screened Hotel Rwanda
every night this week, and will continue to do so through die
weekend. Tickets for Mr. Rusesabagina 's Common Hour talk
ran out soon after tickets became available. Students rightly
feel awe and admiration for the man who, abandoned by the
world, risked his life fighting against the unspeakable horror
that engulfed Rwanda over a decade ago.
Any student who attended a screening of Hotel Rwanda this
week likely found herself overwhelmed by guilt over how
Americans wallowed while thousands of Africans were
slaughtered by hand.
It may be too late for us to stand behind Mr. Rusesabagina,
but it is not too late for us to stand against the genocide of

could hold such prejudices and

themselves

Christians

But what

distresses

memory of

the

me more

many

Sadly,

people

just impression of

by Heath

it,

is

and the

Although

letter is to

Phone:(207)725-3300

orient@bowdoin.edu

Bus.

Phone

Fa*

The Bowdoin Orient

(207) 725-3053

Brunswick,

ME 04011-8462

(207) 725-3975

To

consider the

The Orient

committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.
ing.

is

Assistant Editor

Dan

M

Business

News Editor
Anne

Photo Editor

Manager

David

Hackett

Ng

Drew Fulton

Opinion Editor

Riley

Mary Helen

Assistant

Photo

random Gallup

Editor

Miller

Steve Kolowich

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

Theresa Weaver

Editor-at-Large

Miranda Yaver

editor.

Letters

letters

to the

should not exceed 200

words and must be received by 7:00
p.m.

on

the

publication.

Wednesday of the week of

The

letters via.

may be

and $28
for

$47

more informa-

Longer

Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

call

arranged. Submit

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates

and

email (orientopinion@bow-

doin.edu) or via the Orient's

web

At

tion

of the

editors.

The

the opinions expressed

herein

is

the property of the

Boudom Oneni and

editors reserve the right to edit all material.

m the Orient do not necessarily reflect

the

appears at the

sole discre-

Other than the above

neus of the Orient

or

its

—

father

editors.

child and ordering society.

the

no on

and don't forget

1

Sincerely,

Dan Robinson

'07

Manipulation
of facts shows
political bias
To

felt that

I

*

the Editors:

am writing in response

to the let-

"Bush is Not Oblivious to
Poverty," in which Miles Pope writes
ter entitled

poor

music or know

Indeed,

He

admits, "It

is true

poverty rate rose last year.
it

has risen over

four years

all

of Mr. Bush's presidency," and then

taste to hint that the

of one man, or

The black

that matter.

actually

has

goes on to assert that "the poverty
rate

remained above 12.7 percent

foe,

the first six years of Mr. Clinton's

presidency."

When

common

I

saw

this

argument,

I

was

reminded of a similar claim made by

percent of the population

real issue is

Bowdoin and

sins

the

Bush's response

intellect at

black

intellect

across the nation.

CNNV

Bill Clinton,

under President Bush,

1

was

15.1

poor;

2.7 percent

of

tion; that's

a good thing."

However,

Yellow showed

the

so-called

clear that the pover- v

8 years

all

"black

of

heartfed]"

Clinton presidency, and has increased

during

students care

it is

decreased during

ty rate

,

all

4 years of the Bush

presi-

dency. True, poverty started out high

under the Clinton administration, but

all

about queers

else.

that is
Sr.

To the Editors:
As one of the

organizers of the

protest against Michael

Heath, an

only because of the failed Bush

presidency.

The problem with the argument
made by Watkins, the same one
repeated by Mr. Pope,

openly gay student, and someone

facts are

deeply involved with queer issues on

have been manipulated

campus,

shows prejudice and

I

felt the

need to write

this

Bowdoin community
show of support for human

is

not that the

wrong, but rather that they

note to thank the

Sincerely,

for

Sam Read

its

.

the population is poor. That's a reduc-

Sincerely,

William K. Gilchrist '06

the combined influence of a
and mother has been shown to
most effective way of raising a

be

low (or wanted to but just couldn't

cheap shot to die black

the grassroots level, our socie-

editorial,

Go

figure.

he said, "Under

ty has been organized into family
site.

at

Linhart simply wrote this article as a

to further depravity and disorder.

a production schedule.

time

the black community. Frankly, Mr.

—but everyone

exalted above

my

was attending

time, not his lack of compassion for

Continuation of this theme will lead

units

The material contained

he

ance of immorality.

is

I

an anti-queer rights presentation.

be

gay marriage and who knows what
is next? The introduction of the law
in Maine will lead to gradual accept-

desire

in

Bowdoin than when

Based

respect.

In today's society, the individual's

Advertising

and more welcome

felt safer

Christians

thus, all should

—

for a semester.

have never

Reverend Joe Watkins on the
September 12 showing of
"Paula Zahn Now." During the show

a similar law in Massachusetts led to

rates are

The

to tolerate immoral behavior.

tion.

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length.

submissions

Domestic subscription
for a full year

Contact the Orient

solely

represent the entire

listen to rap

also

any man for

are created in the

Heath observed that die passing of

Subscriptions

I

that the

sense.

Beth Kowitt

r

to tears.

Ironically,

about the poverty rates during recent

community

a sin

brought

literally

presidencies.

instead, they are worried about the

is

me

message of

produced from the yel-

lies

America, and probably only a fraction

bill's ramifications in society.

marriage

and

that view.

become

said that

ral disaster is the fault

many

disgust).

To me, Bowdoin has never been
it was on Monday night.
The passionate and enraged response

which

black community believes that a natu-

that they favor dis-

and

any other reaction other than

black voice in America? There are

It is

of gay people, but

Bible,

Poll,

care about black peo-

tion

the

of Heath's comments were too

the rest

devoid of thought and logic to warrant

plenty of educated black people in

of them

people misinter-

in some way. Judging others is
wrong, but it doesn't mean you have

Cati Mitchell

Letters

The Orient welcomes

Kanye West
Bush "does not
ple." Does he

believe that sex outside of sanctified

Frances Milliken

News Staff
Emma Powers

has this

who Kanye West is.

on

Copy Editors
Adam Kommel

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

A & E Editor

when

reason why Michael
Heath and the Maine Christian Civic
League oppose the anti-discrimina-

treated with love

Calendar Editor

Joshua Miller

than this," in reference to the heated

races have a say in this problem?

preted the

image of God;

Mike Ardolino

Features Editor

in socie-

care about black peo-

of whites disagreed with

Editors:

humans

comment I took offense to from Heath
was his assertion: "Bowdoin is better

find any), thank you,

remains

a black and white issue? Don't other

not tolerate

bill. It isn't

this nation.

to vote

A

me that

showed

the reason that the only

is

that racial ignorance

Bush "doesn't

Margaret Fuller '06

All

letter in

ple," is a ridiculous foundation for an

Sincerely,

crimination

It

So, to every person that wore yel-

argument To follow up that particular
comment, Linhart also said that 67%

many

This

'72% of black
Americans" believing that George

men expressed.

think that

munity and

apparently resulted in

in life

never to associate Christ's church
with the malicious words that these

I

intangible, or per-

with allies that care

the last edition of the Orient shows

ty.

—the
—and

aspects of one's spirituality

To die

is filled

real-

which,

about the queer members of our com-

the Editors:

Mr. Linhart 's derogatory

immorality

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and report-

Bowdoin

hate

shows
lack of racial
understanding

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

is

haps even mythical.

me

for

that Heath's thinly -veiled

Letter

Maine should

6200 College Station

now, has been

until

low-clad audience

and soul-changing

most important thing

of something

better than

Sofia, Bulgaria

Since

httpvVurient. bowdoin.edu

that Linhart 's let-

Sincerely,

Heath said and do not expect to
change his views, all I ask of those
reading this

hope

Yana Domuschieva '04

cannot reverse what

I

to

questions that followed his talk (note:

sincerely

ble of in an academic setting.

The fact that Heath prayed at the
end in Jesus's name makes me cringe
because in doing so he was invoking
someone clearly at odds with his

have

will

I

ever complain

I

again.

happy Linhart shared

was a product of a brief attempt
hours after Pub Night and
not an example of the best he's capa-

more willing to
embrace humanity openly; especially
in knowing that we were all made in
God's image and have an equal
chance for salvation.

should not take a feature film 1 1 years after the fact to bring
the issue of genocide to the forefront of our collective conscience.

The Bowdoin Orient

am

in the a.m.

oted, but in fact

glorious, healing,

Polish Jewish Holocaust survivor
of the term "genocide," asked, "When the
rope is already around the neck of the victim and strangulation is imminent, isn't the word 'patience' an insult to reason
and nature?"

I

ter

twisted and misguided view.

later inventor

I

wish mat everyone could under-

visit to Bowdoin rightly prompts us to
on the horrors of the Rwandan bloodshed. But it
should also spur us into action against the bloodshed going on
presently. There are two easy things you can do today: read an
article about genocide, and write your elected officials.
It

As Raphael Lemkin, a

thus,

arguments.

should not make you fanatical or big-

Mr. Rusesabagina's

for dia-

vitriolic

a prime example of

stand that being a true Christian

reflect

need

is

come

get a

The

tia started.

there

Such opinions, however, need to
with appropriate and detailed

spurn

do not

the wrong impression.
I

published in

logue on issues of race and racism

and

the church.

set

letter,

his opinions.

today.

Sudanese government currently sponsors the
Janjaweed militia in its terrorization of villages in the Darfur
region of the Sudan. The violence in this region has displaced
close to a million people from their homes. Many are in
camps where there isn't enough food or water to sustain the
multitudes of refugees. Women are raped on a daily basis.
One hundred thousand people have already died. If left
unchecked, the genocide will extend beyond blatant murder.
For many, disease and starvation will finish the job the mili-

At Bowdoin,

these hurtful follies,

Christianity because they

tone

comment on

to

the September 16 issue of the Orient.

egregious misrepresentation of

to begin,

The flock of yellow was the
like

Zachary Linhart \s

than

demonstrated so blatantly that evening,
is their

hour before Heath's presentation was
think hard before

ization

beyond me. It offends me as both a
Christian and a human being.

quad and

shirts cross the

even scheduled

the Editors:

would

I

watching the streams

after

flood the Visual Arts Center a half-

argument well
To

at

campus's

apathetic attitude toward queer issues.

call

simply

is

have been

I

have heard about and par-

I

However,

and

night.

time

the

of yellow

Linhart did
not support

the Editors:
to

on Monday

In

Bowdoin,

ticipated in criticizing the

Kristen Brownell '07

Looking back

No time for patience
of Paul Rusesabagina
The
enormous response from

Sincerely,

Christianity
To

rights

will return as the impe-

tus that governs individual behavior.

EVAN

Editor-in-Chief

pray that the family will endure

I

Heath doesn't

Established 1871

and

The Bowdoin Orient

'09

in

a

way

that

political bias.

The Bowdoin

September

Orient

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
respond to the situation appropriateFurthermore,

it

seems

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

that the idea

Bush is insensitive
community was drawn
from a comment made by a popular
rapper on TV last week. If everyone
formed their opinions by listening to
rappers then this country would be in
to the black

Christianity

1

1

To die Editors:
To me, the most appalling thing
about Monday night's event with Mike
Heath was not Heath's speech or the
behavior of Bowdoin students, though
both were horrendous. What bothered
me most about the whole thing was

how Heath

pleaded with us to respect

the Baptist minister he brought with

him, saying, "Please,

of the cloth."

this

have

I

man is a man

my own

Bowdoin thought
West's comments were

inappropriate

and not well-articulated.
selfish to bring

time because the

at that

Kanye

that

feel that

I

up the issue

real

purpose

money

of the event was to raise

for

the Katrina victims.
I

agree that "George W. Bush, the

make: please, don't award respect

to

president and commander-in-chief of

anyone based on what they

or

the

what people say they

Make your

are.

armed

smoking cigars

forces, is

day." But instead of

in his office all

judgment on who they are and what

plotting against black people, he's

they say.

plotting

That "man of the cloth" was a pastor, certainly,

but he

about the Christ
fear springing

was not preaching

man

ways

to

make

himself a rich-

of giving

instead

attention to

the concerns of the country.

My greatest

know.

I

er

Roman

anyone who heard Heath's mes-

that

sage of intolerance will think that

all

Christians feel this way, but they

do

My greatest grief springing from

not

Monday

night

that

when Heath

disruptive

Heath is closeminded and

students

close in prayer,

to

tried

became

was

and got up, as

if

was

nothing related to Christianity

Bowdoin, I'm

telling
I

know

of discrimination or
love for

they

all

is

not a creed

one of

people, regardless of

Humans

are.

you right now:

hate, but

aren't very

who

good

at

loving everybody, but any professing
Christian sure ought to

try.

I

appeal to

one of the major themes of the
evening: be slow to judge.
Sincerely,

Editors:

After attending Michael Heath's
talk,

by

absolutely astonished

am

I

carefully he put

of the questions

all

Throughout his

could

talk, all that I

I

must say that

by

turbed

the

I

was deeply distitled "Bush

letter

writer seems to believe that

blame him for every-

thing that goes

wrong

black

in the

community.
black students here at Bowdoin

would blame Bush for natural disas.trrs which affect black communiHowever, Bush can share the
ties.
for the lack of efficiency of

blame

better than others that

he

to say that

heterosexual union because

felt that

you
is

tell

premise that something

that the

"right" because

done that way"

gay,

historical-

Well, any student of logic will

is

"always been

it's

downright

premises, the majority of the

his

ence chose to ask questions originating from emotional reactions to what

Mr. Heath's argument stood for.
Many questions were poorly artic-

making

hibiting such discrimination in the

discriminate against people based on

actually asked,

skin color (Civil Rights Act, 1964,

are

of Maine.

state

He

reports,

statistics,

society proved that

we acknowledged

did not cite any
or any-

studies,

Our

wrong

it is

to

gender (19th Amendment,

1991),

thing concrete to support this highly

1919),

unstable premise.

Amendment,

The reason he did not do this is
is no concrete way
prove that gay's, bisexuals, and

that

is

when

belief

religious

nal qualities

very simple: there

when we

to

centric

we

Hell,

go of the

let

(First

1789), and other exter-

universe

proved that

Galileo's

The second

pillar is faith: the idea

be an exclu-

that marriage ought to

disproving claims of discrimination?

sively heterosexual union because

The employers? Other
employees who don't

the Bible says

gay/bi/trans

feel discrimi-

nated against?

No

in the

is

it

legal rationale. Yet

seemed

it

only response Mr. Heath and

his guest could conjure

was

to give

an absurdly off-topic and hypocriti-

sources to corroborate his specula-

cal

on how

lesson

history

Baptists

were the

original

the

champions

of secularized government.
So, the guests' arguments had

argument, Mr. Heath's defense

cific

of the larger argument against same-

lobbed this one to Mr.

Heath expect him to respond? "No,

I

human beings...

don't think gays are

try to disprove that!"

There were two or three questions
were articulate and direct

that

shed light through the

to

seams. But on the whole, the activist

crowd handled

Q&A portion

the

way

the event in a

of

that reflected anti-

intellectualism, premeditated hostili-

and a chaotic lack of respect

for

opinions different from their own.

faith-based

legislate

could not have cited any legitimate

no such sources exist.
In addition to the faults of this spe-

who

person

ty,

that the

tion because

beings?"

democracy to

whelm

Mr. Heath

state.

Because

human

against the rules of a free and just

opinion, this premise cannot over-

employee

single employer or

so.

Somebody
"Do you think gays
What did the

rassingly easy to dismiss.

enough

proof of a heliocentric universe).

Who

would provide objective evidence

rel-

Some were embar-

evant) responses.

idea of a geo-

(1604,

easy for the

it

speakers to avoid direct (or even

"right."

History does not dictate what

and

delivered,

desultorily

ulated,
indirect,

silly.

of Monday's audi-

activist contingent

and transgender employees
were not discriminated against
enough to warrant legislation pro-

Big ones. But instead of

holes.

managed to make Mr.

Ironically, they

like the

guardian of rea-

would suggest

that for future

Heath look
son.
I

my

events,

fellow liberals keep this

in mind: people's minds are rarely
changed by loud and disrespectful
opponents. Persuasion is an art mas-

by champions of

tered

reason, not

volume.

Republicans not conservative

Who

others should

and

No

how

matter

close-minded and

many

angry when, after dodging
tions,

ques-

he asked those in attendance to

pray with him. This appeal for prayer

showed his genuine misunderstanding of differences of human
further

not everyone

While

am

I

is

Christian.

glad that the College

Republicans brought Mr. Heath to

Bowdoin

to

expose our community to

fresh political

thought,

am

I

disap-

pointed in his general lack of tolerance

and acceptance of people

the U.S. government in dealing with

exactly like he

this disaster. Even he has mentioned
numerous times that he did not

Sincerely,

who

Republicans,

saw a Republican

I

party that over the past decade has

siders? Is

Republican party, and these
attacks are primarily grounded in
strongly believe that there is a

no religions of which I am
do not teach its followers
love, compassion, and

I

am by

there are

no means an expert in

science or the study of

American government, but it
understanding that two central

my

is

tenets

aware

that

from

legislation unless absolutely neces-

so that the system

sary,

itself does

not

obstruct the rights and progress of
the people

it

as

commitment

I

feel that a

to these base values is a

conservative values

The

ther.

it

standard the

purports to fur-

greatest social issues

we

judge

another,

Pastor Williams proved the point of
those

who would object to a religious
strong-arming

group

legislative

He

explicitly stated in front

of

group

primarily

of a

yellow-clad

myself among

Bowdoin

students,

one's religious practices leads to leg-

them, that

it

of

spiritually

guide those within his

faith. It is

not the right of religious

However, when the influence of
islative attempts to limit the rights

those outside of a certain faith, the
line

between church and

state

must

leader of the First Baptist

Church of

his responsibility to

groups to legislate their views

interest

Clearly the vote to repeal the gay

law on November 8

rights

is

of vital

Monday

importance to the state of Maine and

and answer session,

the individual rights of those residing

Freeport and a participant in
night's question

was

while obstructing those of others.

be drawn and enforced.
Pastor Sandy Williams, spiritual

its

one's right and

to

care for fellow people.

protects.

In this sense, the Republican party

5: 12).

interpreting

responsibility

religious ideal.

group and the tendency of an elected
itself

Corinthians

out-

are to judge?" (1

action in the interest of one group's

true requisite for an elected official.

to restrain

my Bible, reads, "for
do with judging

not those inside the

it

to practice

of conservatism are the protection of
an individual's rights over that of a

government

I to

whom you

church
In

religion.

polarized American political system.

political

that, in

what have

the

I

passage

by

place for religion in government;

no longer holds

Ben Freeman '09

—

cells

ter to the Corinthians, specifically the

stem

are being actively attacked

been transformed by an increasingly

are not

is.

by

medical

and

embryonic

using

research

In attending the lecture given

those concerning gay

abortion,

rights,

Michael Heath on Monday night, an
event sponsored by the College

grew most

I

—

today

face

by Will Hales
Contributor

he feels

homosexuals, hetero-

ignorant he sounded,

beings:

don't think that most of the

I

how

is

law?

black people hate Bush and that they
irrationally

does he think that he

receive different treatment under the

unjustly accused of being racist."

The

much

Why

sexuals, bisexuals

the Editors:

matter

be an exclu-

always been that way,

it's
ly.

bisexual,

he acted with his constant refer-

lization.

is

To

questions concerning the stability of
the idea

first pillar is tradition:

was how haughty and con-

he can judge and rule over them?

blame Bush

lenge him with carefully crafted

unbelievable

his

for

claims.

so

irrationally

was supported by two
pillars.

posed, and his irrational and illogical
justification

ceited

do not

by Mr.
was fun-

the keystone of his

it,

argument was that he

ences to Christianity and western civi-

Blacks

forth

No

damentally flawed.

of

his lack

attention to detail, his deliberate avoid-

ance of nearly

think about

Charlotte Carnevale, '06

thumping"

non-"Bible

sex marriage

very unstable

sively

Heath, while well-worded,

employee

To the

golden opportunity to dissect his
argument intellectually' and chal-

that marriage ought to

testors in attendance.

can speak to the practices or experiences of every other employer or

unaccepting

^vorth respecting.

the Christianity

and disappointed by many of the pro-

nated against in employment.

Jackson '06

bones, his argument against same-

The

transgender people are not discrimi-

Sincerely,

from Monday night was

by the

frustrated

The argument put

Many in the black community here

West was

ardent supporter of equal

was both

I

approaching Mr. Heath's talk as a

When stripped to its bare

guest speakers at Monday's event

serious trouble.

at

plea to

are,

As an
rights,

sex marriage also rested on a shaky
foundation.

that blacks think

represented

18

Speaker and students disappoint

ly.

Heath poorly

2005

23,

was asked to interpret

Paul's first

let-

within

borders.

its

But

this

highly partisan fight

speaks to a greater conflict over the

new

Afflicted by public displays of affection
day on the job,

by Lauren McGrath
Contributor
I'll

—meaning

translate for those of

Display of Affection.
You've seen outbreaks of it at
Bowdoin, or back home, but this
summer and fall I became an
Public

expert on the subject, or should 1
I tracked it down all

say affliction?

New

York City for Seventeen
Magazine, and now I'm surrounded by
you,

it

it's

in Paris.

getting a

And

let

little bit

me

was my job
to interview guys between the ages
of IS and 22 on topics such as
"PDA" and "Sweet Gestures He
Likes." Talk about pulling teeth.
My days spent as the "guy on the

summer

you who don't get out much:

over

was designated

the "guy-on-the-street girl" for the

-4

PDA.

I

tell

out of

control.

Working as an intern this past
summer, I got pretty intimate with
the ins and outs of PDA. My first

girl"

street

it

certainly

did

not

encompass the "glamorous" summer I had envisioned when I

same guy (in New York City!)
twice. So naturally, in addition to
the

talking to people about

ended up noticing

it

PDA,

I

people.

my PDA

to leave

and get on with
grin,

research behind

things.

To my cha-

however, from the moment

new

I

ing for boys to talk to between the

not be as easy as

ages of IS and 22 in

all

at

major parks and meeting places in

I

PDA

that

I

The

of the

New York became my summer.
talked to so many guys about
ended up interviewing

apartment,

trol.
ist. I
it

PDA

it

might

my

It's

tive restraint.

me

tell

out.

you, the hour of
to

these

All of the mushy-gushy, gazing

everywhere: in line

and

religious pressure dictates

law shall become the
de facto law of every individual in
this country.
I

am

son.

I

a conservative, and

I

am

a

moral per-

have reluctantly supported

two

George W. Bush

and making out
restaurants have really gotten

campaigns, perceiving him to be the
lesser of two evils. His agenda, and

metro,

in
to

And

say, Parisians really take

to

presidential

to

of his party, has proven to be a
demonstrated threat against the civil

PDA

to

liberties

that

I've had enough.

In

in

have

me.

of con-

crepe, on the metro,

Today

that spiritual

spiritual (and hopefully)

I

It is

the next level.

thought.

in Paris is out

let

assumed by a political
no longer values legisla-

lovingly into each other's eyes on
the

my

Even for me, a PDA specialhave never seen anything like

before.

for

realized
I

I

making

day doesn't matter

Three weeks ago I arrived in
Paris to study abroad for three
months. At this point, I was ready

Seventeen. But nevertheless, hunt-

internship

And
the

stepped out of

the

furiously

me like

around

party that

even in nice restaurants. I have to
watch people cuddling, kissing and

never before.

the taxicab at

accepted

also

face

my haste to find the answer as

why PDA

is

not only so preva-

of the American people.

for this reason that

I

write this

indictment of the Republican party,
asking, as a former

member,

for an

explanation of how a party of conser-

Please see PDA, page 19

vatives can support a social agenda
that is decidedly not conservative.

1
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liberal students are disrespectful
Maine

by Zachary Linhart
CONTRIBUTOR

law.

Nevertheless, liberals used their

technique to get die

favorite

Above

degradation of society that

cially their elders.

ly taking place.

Q&A there

During the

someone
government sympathetic to their
cause and exploited him. Governor

out inquiry questions), and worst of

friends here, enjoy the class-

Baldacci convinced the state legisla-

all,

Republican and a conservative,

Bowdoin.

for

my

I

I

am

appreciate the professors, and

am hav-

through: they found

ture to sign the bill,

in the

even though

it

ling, accusative, hateful

you can call

blatant disrespect

Williams,

who was

ing.
this

twice).

he wrote: "At one point

Apparently, many students on
campus do not feel this way.
This past Monday, the Bowdoin

College Republicans hosted a lecture
the leader of the

Maine Christian

Civic League, Michael Heath. Mr.

Heath

is

In attendance at the event, die lib-

move,
decided to pack the lecture hall, all of
them wearing yellow shirts!

on campus,

erals

Hey,

currently the lead supporter

I

in a bold

have no problems with

Pastor

for

aiding Mr. Heath

in

I

questions (if

minute tirades with-

five

was apparently against die will of the
people (as shown by popular vote

mat

cherish the experience

by

was heck-

love the school, care

above being a

all things,

for

es,

have respect for their peers and espebill

responding to the "questions."

Michael Heath wrote

in his blog,

I

was forced
from cat

to defend Pastor Williams
calls

and antagonism.

ance'

was

going

clearly

direction last night

the

The
in

'toler-

only one

Tolerance for

gay agenda was acceptable while

of voting yes on Question 1 on the
upcoming referendum in Maine. A

protesting. That's

tolerance

what

contrary view-

yes vote will repeal the gay rights

is it

This clause adds terms such as
"gay," "lesbian," and "transgender"

was

law against discrimination in

and

He

Maine.

Many

to

people oppose this

bill

point well, and in

much about

mean

gay, lesbian, trans-

gender, bisexual, and any other

can be thought of).
However, much to

name

the third

Maine.

little

wonderful
to

knowl-

to their liking, mis is
this issue in

times the people of this

state rejected the proposal

add the gay

rights legislation to

liberals

campus

on

was
few

in

best

and being thankful

enchanting

the

educational

world.

on

and they

1

sion.

Christian Civic League. For the sake

Or ask

the folks at

civil

rights

case.

Simple!
least, for

Q&A

when

the

could no

liberals

No

On Monday

they failed to even

Heath's side of the

consider Mr.

matter if a person agreed with what

argument and made fools out of
themselves. As Mr. Heath pointed

Mr. Heath said or not, here

out during the

longer hold back their hatred.

at

Bowdoin one would expect people to

Q&A,

the

liberals

proved his point by showing the

on the minds of many Bowdoin

and holds claim to the

students.

democracy.

have volunteered
with

the

voter-registration

and hundreds of us, clad

effort

His organization

is

in yel-

largely respon-

new

institution

Paris,

the despicable cal-

to hate

fundamental nastiness of the vote

dum and

the legal right to discriminate

as

his presentation

few

Bowdoin

Monday
how

insights into

students can help

spearhead an effective "no on

1

campaign."

We

that

all agree

we do not want

is

unde-

By all indications, this question is

ple

in

the

thinks Parisians care

uncomfortable? Just a guess.

According

Still

dance,

1

this touchy-feeli-

are

perplexed by
asked

my

born-and-raised

Mathieu,

Parisian friend,

abun-

its

why

I

was witnessing so many make-out
sessions.

Mathieu had quite a different

on the

PDA

scene here in

PDA

believes

is

it

not the innate

city

that

so widespread, but

it

makes
is

ent mindset

when

it

comes

that

to kiss-

less

how PDA makes other peomaybe a little

feel... like

Mathieu,

to

with a

girl,

PDA

you don't care

about the people around you. You

on

are just focused

own

you're in your

her.

It's

to

like

bubble, and

show her that you
about her... so you kiss her.
you want

care
Yo*j

don't care that you're showing

your love to the world... you're not
thinking about other people."
Well, I guess that's one way to
look at it. Me, I'd rather keep all
of that private, especially after a
summer of agonizing over every
inch of the "meaning" of PDA.

Let's never

be too sophisticated to explain our
position to anyone willing to listen.

He assumes

that anyone who
him is going to hell.
presume bigotry on the
part of anyone who disagrees with

disagrees with
Let's not

It's

not enough to be right.

Both

sides have righteousness in spades,

us.

than half of their peers to agree with

He issued unsolicited mandates
from his podium, commanding us

yet neither one can

seem

to get

more

be

way.

where to

By

Let's not tell people

sit

being
is

or
all

not

if

they

may

clap.

the things Michael
I

believe

Bowdoin

Personally,

students can reach out to the people

all

of Maine and help forge a consen-

I found Mr. Heath to
of these things. He said that

"Western culture" (wherever that

sus that will usher this state into a

may be) pioneered the end of slavery

new

The Orient wants you

era of civil rights.

to contribute!

Drew

Robin Trangsnid

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

'06 dispbys her disaproval for speaker

Mkhael Heath's

on Monday evening.

Read the paper online

at

http://orient.bowdoin.edu

email orientopinion@bowdoin.edu

is

moment
"When you

in the

hateful and unconvincing.

He is condescending.

to

adopt Heath's manner

according to The Morning Sentinel.
this

about

in

So why not be as conspicuously
from him as possible?

Heath

do you convince

be

different

or condescending.

How

city

He

to

am

on

percent/49.5

cided majority to vote no on 1?

I

agree that

all

tain

2000,

had

mean

we do not want to adopt Heath's
manner and attitude for ourselves.

He

can probably

can probably

to react to his presentation in a cer-

in

it

intense in

the basis of sexual identity.

A successful no on 1 campaign
must be persuasive. A persuasive
campaign is not disrespectful, smug,

percent

lovers
and making out

it is more acceptable
more uncommon minorities;
vitriolic com-

them.
aren't so

Shame on you!

culation that

on this issue split 5
percent/49 percent in 1998 and 50.5

But the people of Maine

concluded that

I

the location... I

most romantic

He

yes campaign's fight to preserve

one way or the other on

sure. Their vote

much more

romance of the
of

discrimination law through referen-

we

Hyde think
Monday my

in public.

but also

Paris.

anti-

the people

self-evident

this past

fellow students?

ing, holding hands,

Parisians have a completely differ-

And he made

droves to

in

are mobilizing voters to vote

1.
Groups
on both sides of this issue agree on
one thing and one thing only: that
the righteousness of their position is

of your actions

ness in people.

end

arid attitude for ourselves.

Simple, at

who

h|,

agree with.

We

Maine Won't
on 1; it's an

the criticism of your

President

with another person:

Discriminate. Vote no

open-and-shut

And

What would

more about being

der identity, the very pillars of our

we must vote yes!

work;

own".

of

of preserving social order and gensociety,

ers'

all

night gave us a

of course, an easy deciJust ask Michael Heath's

our obligation 'To gain a

brings out

ments for the transgendered. In
short, Michael Heath embodies the

is,

is

forum and then siding with what they

sible for challenging the

This

it

rights bill at hand.

at the

if

standard for the appreciation of oth-

just Paris itself that

to listen to Michael Heath speak.

are not.

liber-

it's

of Mr. Heath's speech and during the

same way

the College" written in 1906, wrote

considered the

Maybe

against sexual-identity discrimina-

are extended. Vote yes

the

listening to a diverse

extend

and the protections

weren't there, but

Surrounded by Parisian

all in

he reserved his most

1

I

who

would have acted

what we

PDA, from page 18

students at this

low, packed into Kresge Auditorium

Vote no on

and the ones

they had been.
President Hyde, in his "Offer of

of all, many of
them got up, rustled their belongings,
and walked out while Mr. Heath was
in the middle of this minute-long
prayer. A final act of insolence by

their hatred.

assist

protections

what

Pe Witt

the

all

als greatest disrespect

lent,

The people of Maine will soon
have the opportunity to decide
whether or not it is a good idea to
legal

for

liberals.

quote William

I

institution:

We

basic

in

failed at their

Persuasion should be poised

tion.

was just a

that

Yet

take

by Matt Wieler
CONTRIBUTOR

it

have.

first and foremost task as

other

religious,

short words wishing us

Q&A when the liberals

he spoke

comments

Heath said he want-

ed to say a short prayer. The prayer

could no longer hold back

Problems started arising

referendum on

Bom

unacceptable."

s

the

actions, Mr.

no way

Bowdoin College

Hyde, the seventh president of
Bowdoin. This is targeted towards all
of you liberals who were at the event

flaws in our society besides the gay

that

their

and during

a

tions" and disrespectful

and

die

In closing,

At the end of the Q&A session,
and after numerous drawn out "ques-

was

The

informative

addition,

edge, but

end of Mr. Heath

entertaining.

being discriminated against in Maine
I

the

speech

presented his

because they claim that gays are
(by gays

their

Mr. Heath's speech

of

point

disappointment,

recently passed.

to the

Problems started arising at

not?

Much

Maine law which was

clause in

liberals do,

once again

current-

is

J*
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The Weekly Calendar
September 23-29
Friday

Saturday

Common Hour

Hotel Rwanda

Paul Rusesabagina, the hero portrayed
in Hotel Rwanda, gives a lecture entitled
"Hotel Rwanda:

One man

during the 1994 genocide in

A Lesson Yet to Be

Hall, Pickard Theater,

Rwanda

Sunday

Rachael Yamagata

"Munny" Munford
Hillel

opens for smokyvoiced singer Rachael Yamagata, whose
styles range from country to jazzy pop.
Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater,

\

Shabbat candle lighting.

Johnson House, 6:30 p.m.

'07

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel,

f

4:30 p.m.

l

8 p.m.

Dance and Theater
Bauman '84 gives a lecture
and demonstration on contemporary

S.

Beginning Photography
Jim McCarthy teaches an
introductory class on photography.
Craft Center, behind Admissions,

Kresge Dance
Studio, 7:15-8:30 p.m.

Peskin, Professor of

Mathematics

at

New York

University, offers a lecture
"Fractal

Photography
JoAnne Becker as she leads
a workshop on photographic

on

7-9 p.m.

l

Join

Geometry of the Aortic

and Pulmonic Heart

j

yr

choreography and performance.

Room 601, Memorial Hall,
Afternoon Talk

\

Tuesday

Trisha

Monday
Charles

Sills Hall,

sheltering

12:30-1:30 p.m.

Bowdoin

Rwanda

Smith Auditorium,
7 p.m.

them in his hotel.
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall,
7 p.m.
by

Learned."

Memorial

Hotel

saves thousands of refugees

Valves."

printing with liquid emulsion.

Searles Science Building,

Textile Painting
Cathy Worthington teachesJechniques
for creating art on fabric.
Craft Center, behind Admissions,

/

Craft Center,

217, 4-5 p.m.

behind Admissions,
7-9 p.m.

J

6:30-9 p.m.

I

/

,'

U.S.

Democracy Abroad

\

Sean Roberts speaks on U.S. foreign
policy and the recent revolutions in
Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan.
Peucinian Room, Sills Hall,

Dr.

7-8:30 p.m.

Wednesday
The Headscarf as a Symptom 9
Mathes

Dr. Bettina

travels

from Berlin to
and

lead us through the history of cultural
religious veiling of

women.

Bean Classroom, Kresge Visual
Arts Center, 4-5:30 p.m.

Ceramics
Flood gives a class on
wheel-throwing techniques.
Bill

Black's Harbor, a stop

en route

to Bowdoin's scientific station

on Kent

Island in

New Brunswick,

Canada.
.........

Craft Center, behind Admissions,
Introductory class: 4-6 p.m.

Intermediate class: 7-9 p.m.
Brodie Family Lecture

Thursday
Kibbe Science Lecture
Astrophysicist David Spergel gives a
titled

"The

speech
talk

titled

"We Are All

Pluralists

Now:

The Surprising History of America

s

Culture Wars."

New Cosmology."

Cleaveland Hall, Room 151,
7:30 p.m.

u

Jonathan Zimmerman, author, presents a

y

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.
j

Film and Discussion
Amie Siegel shows and discusses
her film, Empathy, that centers

on psychoanalysis.
Visual Arts Center, Kresge

Auditorium, 7-9:30 p jn.

*
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College, Brunswick, Maine
The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

Hockey team

Intellectual

up

tears

Volume CXXXV, Number 4

in the U.S.

the turf

Black student yield tops
those of rival colleges

property
allegation

lowest at

journal also ranks

1.1

percent.

Colby College,

ranked second lowest

Bowdoin

'resolved'

last in percentage

times that of Bowdoin.

of black tenured faculty

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

by

in this catego-

boasted a percentage nearly three

ry,

Dean of Admissions Dick

Steele

Adam Kommel

explained Bowdoin's high black stu-

Orient Staff

dent yield as a product of campus
He specifically noted the
Bowdoin Experience, a weekend
when accepted minority students can

programs.

After an investigation into a claim

Bowdoin 's

that a senior administration official

member

sions yield

in a grant application,

47.8 percent
liberal arts

of
Orient

meeting

'07 dribbles down the
The Polar Bears won 2-

Taryn King
Williams.

last

1

turf in Saturday's

game

against

liberal

sudden-death penalty strokes.

in

Phillips, consisted

of a claim

that

attri-

bution or permission from that faculty

cess

on
Committee
those

beginning

member.

notified

"Fundamentally, this was an issue

reached.

that involved personnel," Mills said.

"Like

in dealings

with students,

this is

remaining confidential."

He added

that

BSG

the
that

last

Faculty
took up

was

said

was a

security

Of

by

Bowdoin ranked

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

classes are under the

Eleven

maximum

classes,

lot
it

from."

Politics, are

Mckesson was

disqualified in last

by the BSG
Committee because of bis
as student government presiMckesson originally planned

week's

election

Elections
role
dent.

on running again, but
sions with the

BSG

after discus-

officer team,

he

he

team more than

said.

about

is

about me,"

it is

Mckesson

said that the roles of

according to Department

transition,

full

and some are over the

limit.

Constitutional

Law I,

Introduction to

Please see BSG, page 5

of stusprings

This semester, 45 percent of students received

all

of their top-choice

number is the median
when compared to past statistics.
courses. This

Director of Institutional Research

48 percent got

year before

International Relations,

didacy did not break any election

Politics,

and Middle East

full.

picks,

Advanced Seminar in Democracy
and
Development
Asia,
in

mem-

not

because of a faulty registration sys-

These super-sized classes include an

govem-

Politics,

Christine Cote said that the overcrowded government courses are not

student body president and class

presidents are not considered

Political

At Bowdoin, most of the popular

president are very different Class

that his can-

to

government classes are completely

Chair Paul Franco.

"This team will be able to do

great things."

bers of the voting student

decided to end his candidacy.

Mckesson maintains

this

it

Introduction

ness," she said. "There are several

very popular classes that a

Environmental Policy and

"At the end of the day,

main force of

Please see YIELD, page 2

dents want. That's where

Maine

a state of

recruiting efforts as the

Behavior,

19.9 percent of declared students

is in

and
Programs

including

ernment department

on leave and

has

Year

First

Student

cap

government majors, Bowdoin's gov-

five professors

of

Director
Multicultural

how

said.

faces strained semester

size.

With

body

student

the

become," Steele

the

At the same time, however, some

make up

re-election.

"Having been away for four years,
very impressed with the

percentage of black

the

dents and treasurer. Those officers

fate.

for the year.

I'm

Stacey Jones '00 credited Bowdoin's

rate.

the 21 schools that submitted

on

tenured faculty,

Government

that he

are black, and the

black student graduation

data

PROPERTY, page 5

who

total faculty

breach was not accurate."

and

Election Committee

retirement to take the position again

body, percentage of

not discuss the details

'07 says he will not run for the Class

the

out of

in the student

He would

allegation that there

of

of 1991 to

diverse

good working
BSG's vice presi-

decided Mckesson 's

Dean

fall

summer of 2001, came

progress; I'm very pleased with

in order to maintain a

that

Bowdoin

Admissions from the
the

said.

admissions making this

the College community."

percentage of blacks

withdrew from the election Tuesday

upcoming

it's

Americans." The rankings consisted

Please see

an interview, he said

happen,

tion, including

reported very seriously."

rules. In

"It isn't just

of 13 objective indicators of integra-

of the case other than to say, "The

faculty involved in investigating the

have greater diversity," Steele

"All appropriate measures were

relationship with

in the

lib-

African

integrating

in

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) President DeRay Mckesson
of 2007 presidency

Journal

to

"There's a campus-wide desire to

taken to uphold the integrity of the

of any personnel decisions

Mills underscored that he and the

to hold re-election

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

the

students

matriculate at Bowdoin.

College," he said.

Affairs
the. issue

—would not be

spring

incident "took all that

faculty—other than

schools,

arts

eral arts schools in their total "suc-

a

member's work was submit-

faculty

ted as a grant proposal without

among

ranked Bowdoin 17th out of 24

April by Professor of Biology Carey

College, as a major factor in

Steele,

finished with

the top black student yield

of the Orient. The allegation,
at a faculty

the highest of the 24

schools that the Journal

Though Bowdoin

the matter, reported in last week's
issue

Higher

in

investigated.

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin

the College's decision in regard to

made public

is

visit the

convincing accepted

Bowdoin's black student yield of

that all parties

concerned "are in good standing
details

an admis-

Education reported Tuesday that

with the College."

would not discuss

to

The Journal of Blacks

with the Orient that the "issue has

Mills

it

of over 40 percent among

black students.

President Mills said in an interview

been resolved" and

has led

ity students

improperly used the work of a faculty

effort to attract minor-

Last

fall,

compared

to

their top

42 percent the

that.

tem.

"We

have a system based on

fair-

Please see

GOVERNMENT, page

Rusesabagina pleads for action

and Classical

Political Philosophy.

Teenager with record crashes party
by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff
Tyler

night

Morin,

J.

away

at

19,

danced the

Quinby House on

Saturday, September 17, impressing

many with
sitting

Polar

his

moves.

A week

later,

with his mother watching the

Bears

play

the

football,

Brunswick Police Department issued

him a criminal trespass warning.
Three days after the game, the

Department of Safety and Security
issued an alert informing the

com-

munity that Morin was prohibited

comments

from the College. The

explicit."

noted

alert

were

that

"sexually

"Morin has a criminal back-

Security went and "checked them

ground, and has been observed on

out and this person, Tyler Morin,

campus on

was there. He was not a student, but
was a guest of an employee [of the
College]," Dustin-Hunter said. At

that

at least

one other occa-

sion acting suspiciously."

On

September

10, Security "got a

complaint from some female students that

some people were

sort

of

this

point the responding security

officers asked

him

to leave

harassing them," Assistant Director

and only come back

of Security Louann Dustin-Hunter
According to Lt. Kevin
said.

invited him.

Schofield of die Brunswick Police

research carried out

Department, Morin was making

Assistant Director

INSIDE

if

Bowdoin
a student

"Since that time," as a result of

found out

that

by Mike Brown,
of Security, "we

he has an extensive

criminal record in his past," Dustin-

Sports

Hunter said. In
ry, thefts,

Football wins
first

season-opener

in 14 years.

Page

particular, "in burgla-

and drug activity."

Dustin-Hunter declined to cite any
specific cases, dates, or places.
.

The Brunswick

iri-heuse system,

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Police Department's

which

11

"is not

mclu-

Please see

MORIN, page

Paul Rusesabagina, the

crowd

/
3

4

to last Friday's

real-life

hero of Hotel Ruanda, drew a

Common Hour lecture.

See

story,

page

full
3.
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D.C.

Protesters flock to

Recruitment

draw students of color

efforts

YIELD, from page 2

Both

Bowdoin's

to

oppose the Iraq war

noted

Steele

financial aid

program as a

reason fix Bowdoin's popularity.

However,

attraction for black students.

and

Jones

"We

she also noted that as black students

on campus, the
College should become more diverse.
increase their presence

have wonderful financial aid,"

"We've been very success-

Steele said

pays for

place."

challenged prospective students, less

Of the 478

socio-economic backgrounds."

Jones noted that because Bowdoin

affluent

students in the first-year

expenses for financially-

trip

Bowdoin
Tony Thrower

African Americans, and ten Native

he

132 are students of color, with 57

Americans. Though there are 28 black

were only

Jones,

On

maybe 20 to 25 of us on campus."

another

as

freshmen

factor

way

his

pleasantly surprised, but
there could be

more

Bowdoin

I

was

think

on

diversity here

campus."
According to the Journal, the top five

most successful

liberal arts colleges

the

to

Damon

still

I

integrating African

in

Americans were

Amherst, Williams, Colgate, WeUesley,

The admissions

and Haverford Middlebury, Bates, and

delay in Atlanta.

staff helped

him get on a

flight to

New

Hampshire, where he arrived at mid-

At

night

in

would have expected

that I

a school in Maine," said

Hall-Jones '09. "I have to say

Experience, Thrower encountered a
flight

She pointed to black alumni reaching
out to prospective black students via

telephone

him, but the admis-

prospective students.

were

like there

"There are actually more black

sions staff's attention to every one of its

of her school years,

felt

I

wasn't Bowdoin's diver-

it

sity that attracted

eight.

who graduated from Bowdoin

five years ago, said

"At any time

Bowdoin

die

sometimes

is

unexpected, students say.

for

in

Thrower said

Bowdoin's diversity

visit

'09 said that although

participated

Experience,

years this year, in 1994, according

first

to the Journal, there

can afford to

students

Asian Americans, 37 Hispanics, 28

that

individual stu-

For a small-town Maine college,

"Black students are more apt to
come to Bowdoin when there is already
a community of black students in

class,

dents,"

me

convinced

really

"It

Bowdoin cares about its

reaching students from different

ful

Bowdoin

to

him up from Manchester,
New Hampshire, and drove him to
campus, arriving at 4:00 am.
ly picked

2:00 aon, then Directors of

Colby

all

of

Amherst,

24.

Bowdoin,

finished behind

respectively at 20th, 21st,

and 23rd out

Williams,

and

Bowdoin's popularity among black stu-

Multicultural

Wellesley did not submit black student

dents.

Mitchell and

yields to the Journal.

Recruitment
Erby
Fumio Sugihara personal-

Courtesy of Miranda Yaver

Twenty-one students made up Bowdoin's contingent at the peace protest

"The official purpose of the
was to end the war in Iraq
and there is a diversity of opinions
even in our group as to how that
should be done," Schlotterbeck
said. "The one thing that we can all
agree on is that the United States is
on a disastrous path and needs to
change its course and start working

by Theresa Weaver

Twenty-one Bowdoin students
joined an estimated

150,000 to

300,000 protesters in a march on
Washington D.C. to protest the Iraq

v

war last Saturday.
The Bowdoin students' trip to the
protest was organized by Bowdoin
and the
for
Peace
Students
Midcoast Maine Peace and Justice
Group. Accompanying students to
the protest were many Maine resi-

for peace for the people of Iraq.

This

we were

is all

asking."

The broad range of opinions and
was evident by the
involved

Experiences of Bowdoin students

like

according to

Seasoned

groups
Veterans for Peace marched

Schlotterbeck.

attended the protest were gen-

variety of groups

in the protest,

erally positive.

alongside groups like the National

do not agree with
everything that was being protested,
I enjoyed witnessing and participating in displays of dissent against an

Organization for

"Although

I

According

"The

errors," said Lincoln

actions

of the

Pac

Women.
the

to

site

protestors

would not be tolerated in many
countries, and the fact that they can
occur nearly unopposed in the U.S.
was powerful for me to observe."
Bowdoin's participation in the
event was co-organized by sophomores Sara Schlotterbeck and
Merry Segal.
"It was amazing for us to be a

ture, stop
nities,

bankrupting our

—Mobilized by

Michigan
racially

'Church,'" handed out flyers, and

on campus, said Christopher Ng,

shouted messages of a similar nature.

week's

UAAO finance chair. Ng stressed that

last

motivated assault on two
at the University

[and to end] military recruit-

of

program have demanded

week's crime was not unfamiliar
him or other UAAO members.

Elizabeth Woroniecki, 21, yelled at
students. "This flood,

"There are times where

just

that's

will

hell."

say, 'Hey,

that the

I

go back to China,'" Ng said.

administration take steps to eliminate

He added that a common concern of

on campus.
The response came after a student
on two Asian students from

people compliment them on their

was

students at die meeting

similar crimes

English, as

urinated

if

also

when

they are surprised

dun

UVA

Amy

police intervene in

religious demonstration

of Asian-American

faculty, or staff.

"It is

a widely known

Fleming

the

Building, there

fact that in

(Administration)

is

who

is

ably given the reason for

all

visit.

They represent

Melissa Fielding said. Police intervene

when someone

my

nity to go," said Schlotterbeck.

Reasons for attending the protest
students,

but they were all united by the goal

of ending the war in Iraq.

is

is

acting in a

threatening,

manner

intimidating,

Students called University of Virginia

with the Woronieckis' dismissive

from

when

passers-by

During Wednesday's United Asian

the

clerical staff."

on cam-

religious demonstrators

Monday morning.
The demonstrators,

pus

Students said they were frustrated

attitude.

same

all

members of

"Part

me

of

agrees with what

they're saying," Alexandria

Hawkins

'07 said. "But that's not die

way you

approach people."

—Complied by Anne

family, held large canvas

Riley

D.C.

the conflicts

and grandfathers,
of our
while the war in Iraq is being
fought by the youth of my generation," he said. "I am glad I am at
Bowdoin and not in Fallujah."
fathers

of demon-

University Police Sargent

obstructive or disruptive.

in

Fleming are

made by Dean of Students

University officials reserve the right

complained of disruptive behavior

Asian,"

"The only Asians

Stillman said.

complaint

(U-WIRE) CHARIXHTESVILLE,
Virginia—-The Office of die Dean of
Police to intervene

not a single profes-

sional administrator

confronted them in response to the

that

students,

If

we had

way

our

...

We'd drive everyone out of town.
Break is around the corner! Concord Trailways is your
connection to Boston's South Station and Logan Airport.

Fall

Birch Island Laundr y
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Town
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The ONLY cyber

73A
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15 Mill

St.

Brunswick,

ME

for

Penny Rue.

strations,

commission to study or assess the
status

The Woronieckis demonstrated

to regulate certain forms

properly.

In her eight years at the university,

Stillman said there has never been a

do you think

a coincidence? You're going to

several hours before University Police

they are able to speak the language

insult-

ing their Asian heritage.

American culture professor

"You're cowards," demonstrator

last

to

walked out of class where people

American Studies

Islander

"Satan Rules! Turn to Jesus, not

as,

relayed their experience with racism

ARBOR,

Michigan, the faculty of the AsianPacific

posters bearing religious slogans such

monuments moved me consider-

of something so big, and we are
thrilled to have had the opportu-

among Bowdoin

commu-

ment in our schools."
Pac found the protest's location
to be most appropriate.
"The Vietnam and World War II

part

varied

for

aim of the protest
was to "end the war in Iraq" and to
"bring the troops home now." Other
stated goals on the web site were to
"leave no military bases behind,
end the looting of Iraq, stop the tor-

'08.

ANN

(U-WJJtE)

Around the Nation

Universities

American Organizations (UAAO)
meeting, about SO or 60 students

responds to racial attack

a second-story balcony while

United

(http://www.united-

forpeace.org), the

administration that has certainly

made

web

Peace

News From Colleges and
University of Michigan

Asian students

reasons for wanting the war to end

dents.

who

College Briefs

protest

Orient Staff

For fares and schedules:

1-800-639-3317
-1iwww.concordtrailway8.com
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warning for past criminal

issued trespass

some

issued

tickets

for traffic violations,

at that time," said Dustin-Hunter.

according

Lt.

Although Morin "actually didn't
commit a criminal act on campus," the

In records from the

"extent of his criminal history" war-

Androscoggin Superior

ranted the issuance of a trespass warn-

to

Scho&ekt

Court

Auburn

in

obtained by the Orient,

Morin was

arrested

on

drug charges in March,
2005.

On September

1,

he plead guilty to one

of "unlawful

charge

Dustin-Hunter

had "learned

that she

had been
lege dorm,

which

person

some

resulted in

female students calling security

activities that

programming

and

intellectual

and

alcohol

went

the Orient

no other inde-

on

weekend of

his person [the

September

One of

He

16].

is

information regarding

September 17 where Morin was spot-

party

Monti's alleged crimi-

ted dancing. "His dancing

nal activity had been

tacular

found.

Sinnenberg '08, the

September 24,

and

I

was

spec-

was envious," Andrew

DJ

at

Quinby's

party that continued on the

Bowdoin-Middlebury
we had found

of Quinby," Courtney Camps '08

of the entire state," show that
Morin was cited for operating a vehicle
sive

suspension of his license and was

after

game. "Because

we

out about bis criminal background,

decided that
here so

we

we

want him

just didn't

Brunswick Police

called

"After the kegs

[at

was a

first floor

said.

dancer that

we

all rallied

around him

run

"restaurant"

that

served students

and professors
as trips to

by Daniel Hackett
Orient Staff

Quinby hopes
use

money, and also

and

communi-

after the

Rwandan

and current genocides and pro-

"The most abusive words

that

I

said, citing the current humanitarian,

and

in tty
hist

Rusesabagina asked students /to

manager of a four-star hotel in
Kigali, Rwanda, he was put in a
unique position to save some 1,200
lives by bartering, negotiating, and

Rwanda by giving to the Hotel
Rwanda Rusesabagina Foundation,

who
after

on

told,

die streets of Kigali, to take this gun

and loll the 'cockroaches,'" he said
"For five minutes I was speechRusesabagina said

less,"

told

them

that I didn't

Then

know how

use this gun, but even if

wouldn't

kill

I

I

to

did

I

humanitarian

support

which provides support,

web

foundation's

care,

He

denounce die crises

in

needs

"Africa

Rusesabagina,

for

own

your

."to

you,"

said

Buntman

cried The

was very

trip

opened

influential,"

said, adding,

my

and we
eyes,

it

Rusesabagina

"Since then I've decid-

Rusesabagina mentioned" she

said.

leaves

Buntman

you
said,

Maine

college

Dems

anxiously await the

we

could really do was

give money."
Visiting Assistant Professor Shelly

Deane,

who

in the class-

teaches two courses

which examine ethnic

conflict

and

important for

"I flunk it's really

people to realize what

is at stake,"

some culture into the house, as
some new people and a fresh

bring

well as

reputation for the house and the col-

house system in general,"
MacMillan House President Zach
lege

be seen as purely social
and this doesn't have

to

organizations,
to

be the case."

Baldacci and political
satirist

Al Franken

Democrats

College

du Houx '06

President Alex Cornell

"We have 74,000

agreed.

voters throughout the

possible

Maine College
If we had

some of those people get out and

delegates will

be attending die convention, coming

Chi said

We

are giving

them a chance to learn some of these
skills,"

he said

After holding the inaugural Maine

Mike Michaud, congressman

for

said.

the second congressional district in
is

talking

about

activism.

on Saturday

youth

labor

Following

speech, Congressman

at

1

:00

rights

Michaud's

Tom Allen

'67

will talk about youth participation in
politics.

At 8:00 p.m., Governor

Baldacci and Al Franken are giving
their

talk

keynote addresses. They plan to

about youth involvement

in pol-

as well as the discrimination

itics,

issue in Maine.

both in media training and

last

the

fall,

vention even better.

"Last year,

we were a scrappy
"We were not a

bunch," said Chi.
force,

now we

are starting to organ-

ize ourselves, delegate responsibilities."

Although the delegate sign-up
over,

all

are

welcome

to

is

attend

Governor Baldacci and Al Franken's
speeches on Saturday.
Cornell du

Houx hopes

for a large

turnout despite there not being an
election this

The democratic convention is
workshops for dele-

gates,

speak

it,"

Bowdoin Democrats are
determined to make the second con-

also having

are scheduled to

technical programs.

he

the

legislators,

of

schools don't even have any

real difference,"

make a

could

'«

"Some

College Democrats Convention

end On

Friday, Pat Colwe 11, Chair of
Maine Democratic Party, as well
as Glen Cummings and other local

get something out

we

vote on this discrimination issue,

fifty

"Conventions can't always be
people have to also

—

Maine

Democrats' influence.

by Chris Marotta
Contributor

event and the training sessions.
about speakers

said Chi.

Governor

notable speaker scheduled this week-

it

to a certain extent limiting to
all

[in

Democrats anticipate convention

"and

of reiterating what hap-

in die film."

inadequate,"

students

the

tend

ing awareness of the injustice Mr.

feeling

'06

pened

was

the intellectu-

of the house system, provid-

know

"I

Roberts '08 said "College houses

from 19 different colleges. Even
more are expected to attend the main
attraction, Al Franken.
"I mean, it's Al Franken," said
Bowdoin Democrats Co-President
Frank Chi '07.
Though perhaps the most widely
known, Al Franken is not the only

*

said.

for his family.

hear that

appear excited as well.

MacMillan] are really excited to

Crawford also expressed his
approval of the allotment of the grant
money. "Res life does an excellent job

Maine,

children killed" Rusesabagina said

receiving three to four a

is

ing funding for academic discussions

p.m.

lecture

she

room."

the first incre-

One hundred and

The

She

to all

of proposals, and indicated

which might not come up

is

College this Friday and Saturday.

the

"The whole country was smelling of
dead bodies, flies. I went to see family.
My mother-in-law was dead her six

is

in Darfur then this

movie were downplayed... and
were actually even more intense and
frightening in real life blew me

felt that

Rusesabagina 's personal account was
than the film.

Vice

Quinby House Tobias

'07. "It raises

was open

clear that she

it

varieties
that

in the allotted time.

their political representative to voice

out and explain that certain parts of

summer,

ically instead

in the ruins

enthusiastic about this

is

their concerns over the current deaths

To have him come

last

through dead bodies while searching

down

al vitality

attending

The Bowdoin College Democrats
are working to bring together the second Maine College Democrats
Convention to be held at Bowdoin

Hotel

from his car as he maneuvered

sat

Crawford

break out a dia-

echoed
Chism's sentiment, but wished "that
he address the genocide more analyt-

"We

President of

everyone

made

encourages us to expand beyond

Mr.

"If

leaders."

Rwanda

a phenomenal resource, one

"It's

Rusesabagina's lecture has written to

Mindy Chism, who saw

Lindsay

veying the aftermath of die genocide

Barnes

year's prospects for the grant and

week. Members of the social houses

innocent people," Deane said.

you this because
West are lucky, you vote

in the

Rusesabagina then recalled sur-

territory, the

the

them.

that

logue. I'm telling

you

away," she

the

said.

that

just holding social events," said

arrivals of

is the difference? They share
same language, the same culture,
same marriages."

what

Barnes

agree

needless deaths of large numbers of

Darfur and die

al

the

limit,"

students

experienced after hearing about the

Congo.

even more provocative and emotion-

of

Many

of the feeling of disempowerment

also urged students to write

showing diem the faces of die chilwomen, and old men. These
reiterated the absurdity

"The sky's the

felt dis-

money and write to
much a consequence

students to apply to

site.

are not your enemies," he told them.

He

"That some of the students

ages

and

dren,

massacre, saying, Tutsis and Hutus,

Bowdoin

money.

and encour-

the variety of proposals

appointed by Mr. Rusesabagina's

their local political representatives to

Senior
militia,

noted the impor-

mental step in creating and maintain-

efforts

assistance to children orphaned by,
and women abused during, die genocide in Rwanda, according to the

these people"

Rusesabagina pled with the

this fall,

Mellon grant has expanded the oppor-

Congo. "Have we learned from
ry? I do not know."

genocide began. "I was

apply for additional time to use the

Barnes has been impressed with

far,

tunities available to

Rusesabagina emphasized that as

spare the lives of Tutsi neighbors

used without the College having to

suggestion to give

and promised to reveal

tile

two

from the second installment can be

politicians is as

crises in Darfur, Sudan,

had flocked to his house shortly

in

money

So

ed himself to increasing awareness of

hear are 'never again,'" Rusesabagina

plead with Hutu militia to

was given

grant

each for three years.

the last year that the

is

must submit a pro-

Residential Life, Julie Barnes.

genocide, Rusesabagina has dedicat-

Rusesabagina greeted his audience

to

The Mellon
This

account.

ty both during

Award winning film, Hotel Rwanda.
With a deep, booming voice,

recounted in vivid detail his

the

to

an outside

speaker.

installments,

money from

in

of the grant

moting an international discourse.

He

money to bring

not concerned about using the entirety

past

having

apply for

ways.

Academy

officials.

Mellon

with

a

use the grant in fresh and innovative

Rusesabagina recount his experiences

ment

lectures

tance of Rusesabagina's personal

of the Rwandan genocide, a story

blackmailing military and govern-

to

refresh-

my mouth."
port from the international

''the real life

grant

the

Zach Roberts '08 purchase
President of MacMillan House ments for

to

genocide

Disheartened by the lack of sup-

behind the movie on the screen."

a

as

social house.

ed never to fight with a gun but with

More man 600 students, staff, and
Bowdoin
community
members
crammed into Pickard Theater last
Friday to hear Rwandan hero Paul

popularized by the 2004

current

its

posal to the Assistant Director of

grant, students

Common Hour lecture

of genocide in

and

to be the case."

in

it

fraternity

incarnation

In order to obtain

speaker recounts horrors

a

(Theta Delta Chi),

have

this doesn't

currently sponsoring the

is

between

House when

the

was

social organizations,

tai-chi lessons in session.

Rwandan

to discuss the dif-

ferences

Ladd House, as well
Boston to visit museums.

gourmet meal

The grant

and I took a picture," Camps said

MacMillan has also arranged an
dinner,
alumni
funded by the grant

"College houses tend

and

art

from

VAC, and has organized a trip to a
Portland art museum with Chair of the
Art
Department
Mark Wethli.

the

have

support a student-

a student

library into

its

House

used the funds to

this

using the Mellon grant to

is

to be seen as purely

through

the College

dance

guy who was doing
the Crip Walk. He was such a fantastic
"There was

both

stimulate

fund a variety of

to

activities

Quinby] were

late-night

MacMillan

gallery to house overflow pieces

it

System. Past grant

kicked, there

football

College has used

recipients

with his mother, at the

Director

used to fund

is

of the grant, the

with the Orient.

Mike Brown spotted
Morin, who was sitting

fraternity

house

convert

lowing the receipt

party, said in a telephone interview

Assistant

its

expand the College's

In the years fol-

was
on

Quinby's

the

ago to

social life.

underage."

those social events

1980s-themed

pendently-verifiable

a student at Quinby's recent 80s party,

1

The grant

system.

also identi-

two College

Security confirmed that this photograph, taken by

MORIN, from page

phase out

to

He was

On

of Tyler

began

lege

fied as attempting to enter

house social events and found with

six years

keep programming strong as the col-

early September.

As

is

in

Mellon Foundation

of scheduled

to press,

Morin. He has since been issued a trespass warning.

Bowdoin received a grant from

Mr. Morin

that

identified as the

reportedly acting suspiciously in a col-

said.

Plans for using the grant this year
are already in the works.

In an email, Dustin-Hunter added

Specifically,
guilty to

of administering the grant," he

by Nat Herz
Contributor

said.

money

grant

utilize

furnishing

"ftunishing" cocaine.

Camps

ing,

Social houses rush to

drugs."

Morin plead

Courtesy of Courtney

history

and they issued him a trespass warning

with

no

we go

On

fall.

"This

is

an off year,

elections. It's important that

out there and engage," he said.
the convention, the

Bowdoin

technological training. All delegates

Republicans President Alex Linhart

receive credentials, an official pack-

'06 said

about the "Maine Won't Discriminate"

et,

campaign.

the

the democratic

campus

plan,

and

opportunity to attend every

"We have

never protested

the convention in the past,

plan

on doing

so."

and don't

•
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Department of Government and Legal Studies
GOVERNMENT, from page

1

With the unusually large percentage of full-time professors on leave

leave. "Five is excessive, but

on leave, Franco noted, "That

or three

more than

usual... that's

a

is

bit

ment

more

year,

There are

difficult. In reference to the

11

full-time govern-

professors, and in a typical
two or three professors take

two

is normal," Franco said.
Franco also noted that the modi-

of the

fication

high."

government department, the
overcrowding situation is even
in the

feels strain

number of government professors

maximum

cap-size

from SO students to 35 students in
one class has also affected the
overflow in government courses.

with
"We

man year,"

from SO to 35

sure... the switch

students

max

always been a popular major at
Bowdoin and that this issue of

tration."

overcrowding has "not seemed
have dampered the demand."

ly

students

was

to

International

wanted

that class," said

experience

list."

made

has

DELIVERING
($10
J

e

in

proof department." -Leave-proofing

classes," she said.

would

1 i

v e r v charge)

full-time

prohibit full-time professors

from going on leave for a semester
or more, eliminating the need for

temporary professors.
has

"This

not

weakened

the

department," Franco stated. "We're

Fischer said.
"I really

professors. In addition,

Franco stated, "We are talking to
the dean about becoming a leave-

Ashley Fischer '09 was not able
to get any government first-year
seminars. "I signed up for most of
them, but didn't get into any,"

PRIME RIB
THURSDAYSUNDAY 4-8 PM

inimum,

it

more pro-

makes you
consider another major more seriously because you don't know if
you can get into the government
studies at Bowdoin. "It

NOW SERVING

realize that

helpful to have

fessors in the department, according

sor to get onto the waiting

NOW

most
and sopho-

frustration is

to Franco. "We feel like we have a
need and would like to see that need
addressed," Franco said.
The department is submitting a
proposal to hire one or two more

Gervais think more about her future

Brunswick's Best for Seafood

in first- year

students are disappointed and that

Gervais. "I even emailed the profes-

This

during regis-

more students.
The department does
would be

Relations.
"I really

little

with juniors and seniors and

often seen

upset that she did not get into

Introduction

he

direct complaints,"

assumes that the

the

that

feel

criticisms. "I haven't got-

of

Franco noted that he works most-

to

their education. Elissa Gervais '09

$

FISHY

lot

"Maybe a

said.

strain in the department is affecting

Or*

many

ten a

notes that government has

Some

leave

she said.

Franco, however, has not heard

too

has certainly exacer-

bated the process," he said.

He

on

five fulirtime professors

are feeling a bit of pres-

want to go into internaand was hoping to

my

take a government class

of transition. We're hoping
more [professors] but we've

in a time
to get

tional relations

fresh-

got a good core."

still
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new

College not rushing
PROPERTY, from page

1

the

While not

explicitly alleging that a

breach of computer network security
occurred, Phillips questioned
at the April faculty

making

file

his alle-

gation of impropriety.

"Can you address what staff are permitted to do with our grants
since

many might have

server

where

work?"

Phillips asked.

Phillips

phone

calls

comment

faculty

issue

during

upcoming

their

October meeting. There's no point in
rushing this to the trustees,"

he

said.

McEwen

meeting about

security shortly after

intellectual property plan

Board of Trustees would not take up

on

file,

l

think this

an

is

issue

that our society has failed
to

adequately address.

"

Professor of Biology

and Biochemistry

is

working

Professor of History Patrick Rael

agreed mat a

new

policy

to encourage innovation

of a new intellectual property policy

ty.

currently incomplete

and

involved admit

is

and out-of-date.

In order to allow the faculty time to

review the policy, Mills said, the

He

is

necessary

among

facul-

said a draft of the policy cur-

rently being circulated is a

"major step

Biology

and

"When openly and
by

all

thoroughly vet-

involved, the

new

policy

the extended

ming, he

its

not confined to our small college, and
think this is an issue that our society

Kohorn

gym hours until midnight on
Sunday through Thursday. Currendy,

extend

said.

Mckesson was

"I'll

look for-

ward to discussion of the updated policies in the faculty meetings,

where else

that

Evan
article.

class

Affairs Dustin

and any-

such discussion hap-

10:00 p.m.

Donahoe

and second

first

Brooks

'08, the

commit-

week was "drawn from
of sources." He referred to

a collection

rules that declare that candidates are not

to

draw support from College organizaand

that candidates

College resources. In
tion,

Kohn

contributed to this

cannot use

this interpreta-

Mckesson's presidency could cre-

ate the implication

of support by BSG,

and he could also be seen as a college

was a

conflict

of

between

interest

Mckesson's role on the officer team and
a candidate.

his role as

also

for class treasurer.

Wong

a complaint against Liz

filed

it

will foot the bill for extended hours this

of

In other business, Vice President

'07 hopes

Chu

Student Affairs Carolyn

"Name Tag Day." BSG

to launch

would provide name

tags to every stu-

dent and request that they wear die

around campus. The activity

stickers

would encourage

students to talk to

people they see regularly but do not

know.
Student government can also expect
to see changes.

hopes

Brooks said the body

implement a campus leader-

to

ship program and partner with other

The complaint against Mckesson
was made by Derrick Wong '07, who is
a candidate

the Orient that

year.

resource. In addition, Brooks said there
S.

told

appears the Department of Athletics

tee's ruling last

tions,

said.

Said MacEachern,

by

provided funding to

the Watson Fitness Center closes at

According to Vice President for BSG

policy.

and personal computers are

BSG

Last year,

been an

that creatively has

he

years,"

hours as "one of the

services" provided

BSG

challenge for the past few

said.

'To do
awesome

years at Bowdoin.

internet

gym

more popular
ment body, and much of a class officer's work revolves around program-

president during his

pens."

in the right direction."

ted

1

Biochemistry Bruce Kohorn both

has failed to adequately address,"

Dean of Academic

all

of

Professor

high expectations this year

sets

agreed that the College needs to

I

with counsel to finish the formulation

an area of policy

Sociology

Anthropology Scott MacEachern and

"Concerns about privacy on the

for this article.

McEwen

we must be very thoughtful about how
we construct such a document"
of

BSG

BSG from page

one referenced

week's Orient," Rael said "But

update

Bruce Kohorn

from the Orient seeking

Mills said that

in last

their

did not return repeated

Affairs Craig

to conflicts such as die

Professor

u

access to the
store

could serve us well by bringing clarity

New

England Small College Athletic

Oxiference

(NESCAC)

schools for a

government

student

association.

Mckesson said he should be

participat-

Laurits '07, alleging that Mckesson's

ing in a conference call with other stu-

endorsement of Laurits was improper.

dent body presidents within the next

Laurits

Wong's opponent

is

for the

treasurer position.

The

month

in

order to discuss the potential

organization.

re-election,

on October 5 and

which

will

By

be held

6, will give voters

a

a vote of 25 to one,

BSG

also

passed a document known as 'The

chance to cast ballots for the Class of

Compact

2007

platform that Mckesson campaigned

treasurer

Laurits

and president

and Wong

positions.

will reappear

on the

along with any new candidates
who submit candidacy petitions.
Mckesson, who is still president of
ballot,

the student body,

opened

hie organiza-

meeting on Tuesday. There
was brief discussion about die disqualition 's first

fication,

but most of die business relat-

ed to plans for the upcoming

year.

Students can expect to see outdoor

lunches

at

Thome

improvements to the

Dining

Hall,

BSG web site and

extended

gym

Facilities

Will Donahoe '08 described

hours. Vice President of

for Student Government,"

in the spring.

The plan

lists

a

on

a variety of

goals for the year.

At

its

to take
It

next meeting,

BSG

will begin

up constitutional amendments.

will also discuss creating a resolution

regarding the
tion that

Maine referendum ques-

would overturn the

state's sex-

ual orientation anti-discrimination law.
In addition,

Mckesson said President

Barry Mills will attend
discuss the status

of

that

meeting to

the search for

a

new Dean of Academic Affairs. Craig
McEwen will step down from that
position at the end

of this year.
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Dr. Jeff

onHPV
Ask

Dr. Jeff

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Jeff

Dear

Dr. Jeff: I'm dating

a

girl

who

was recently treatedfor HPV Is there any

What

way to tell whether or not
I have
or ifI am a carhave never had
any symptoms? Does
HPVevergo away, and is
it,

rier if I

it

always transmittable?

Beneath:

-Anonymous
Dear Anonymous: Great questions!

HPV is indeed complex

Lies

but important to

understand.
Infection with

mavirus) causes
warts.

ital

HPV (Human

all

Bowdoin's

incubation

Its

ranging from a few

is variable,

to many months and even years.
None of the types of HPV which cause

byJoyGccrtz

\

weeks

common

"secret" tunnels

HPV is spread, almost always,

through physical contact
period

papillo-

warts, including gen-

CONTRIBUTOR

warts on hands and feet can be

spread to the genitals. Like the herpes
virus,

HPV

does not survive long on

transmitted

a variety of ways, ranging from a

During the 19th century, each set of
bedrooms had a common room with
a fireplace. These fireplaces kept
the dorm warm but were a fire haz-

infections (STIs) worldwide, with the

bedazzled face saying they've never

ard that ultimately cost the College

heard of the tunnels to sharing

a

inanimate objects and so cannot be con-

from

tracted, for instance,

Genital

most

toilet seats.

common

sexually

highest rate of infection found in

under the age of 25. In

women

this country,

it

is

estimated that 75 percent of sexuaOyctive people contract

HPV at one time or

another and that at any given point in

20 million Americans have

time,

Asked
tem

HPV infections are among the

genital

about the tunnel sys-

under

snaking

the

College, students respond in

urban legends they've heard about

of money. As a result, there
was a push to build a heating plant

the tunnel to proudly stating that

with a tunnel-based distribution sys-

they've been inside.

tem.

"Longfellow's ghost forbids

tres-

verse

passing

unless

HPV mfrr*iotw *h# cim W ''—wp ***^^

uttered,"

one junior replied when

omen. Every yea; over 55

asked about the tun-

1

become

ple

million peo-

These arc huge

inwwtfrt

numbers! Probably only one percent of

poetic

A

addroVwial few percent may be dagnoard

neb would be a good

changes found on screening

place to hold meet-

by

cellular

Pap tests.

Most

fortunately,

and very important-

of HPV

infec-

overcome by our immune

Freshman

tems and resolve without further compli-

timents
of many
when asked about the

cations.

HPV

Over 100 types of
identified,

tion

have been

about 30 of which cause infec-

of genital mucosal

sites.

Viral

DNA

incorporated into infected cells and

is

often remains unnoticed

immune

system.

Two

by

the host's

of these types

cause very noticeable, though painless,
"cauliflower-like" growths.

They

are

the

first

stimulating an

immune

response to the

Two other types of HPV, numbers
and

18,

16

cause the cellular changes that

used

snow

that during the win-

is less

deep above the

spring.

Louis C. Hatch writes in Bowdoin

"Bowdoin has

College: 1794-1927,

infection.

it

and that the grass grows
and greenest above them in the

tunnels,

and also

station

and probably will have for many
years, a memorial of its strange

can be pre-cancerous. They are found in

unknown." The tunnels are certainly

over 99 percent of women with invasive

an example of that historical mys-

cervical cancer.

HPV

times cause small,

flat

16 and 18 some-

growths to appear,

which look very much

like

normal "skin

bumps." These can also be

treated with

creams or freezing. More often, however,
these subtypes cause

no

visible lesions at

alL

HPV 16 and

18 are also strongly asso-

ciated with anal and rectal cancers, and
that's
tests

why
are

regular screening anal pap

recommended

for

men and

wome" who have unprotected anal sex.
There arc no blood tests to detect HPV
Pap tests arc the most effective

infection.

way to screen women

for cervical

HPV.

The tunnels were

7

built

sometime

around the beginning of the 20th
century. Heating plant records indicate that the tunnels were built in

would

have

connected

path, kept the old

of

all

in

one

gymnasium, and

his central steam heat-

was modified a bit. The old gymnasium was
torn down, and the heating plant
stands where the gym used to be.
ing system, but the plan

thought that the tunnels

warm."
According

to Hatch's book, there

was a problem with fires in the
dorms in the 1800s that provoked
interest in

operator

steam heating.

Chuck

As

boiler

Blier points

out,

chimneys on the top

of each of the older dormitories.

system

and three
few

to

the

the Orient that the

tell

Searles

feet

Stem went on

water.

rumors of endanger-

refutes

ment of

incineration, as he points

out that the steam

is

not even on

now. But even when

right

it

goes on,

although the tunnels can get "real,
real hot

when you go down

in

not going to get incin-

most surprising aspect of the underground system is that the tunnels are

visible.

"pretty roomy."

feet, six

described the tunnel as "very

inviting"

and says

the lights

This reporter was able to enter one of
the tunnels to investigate.

The

tunnels are well

inches

lot

were on

A

Massachusetts Halls.

via email:

ing

of

tunnel runs from the

heating plant to

is

espe-

when

heating

system

turned on.

HaU,

get

to Massachusetts

The

the
is

pipes

extremely hot

and are positioned so

to

Hoi\L..to

system

about halfway

that

a person could

easily fall onto them,

to Searles...

burning themselves.

description

According
Blier, the tunnels

tunnels.

of

but

months

Hah\ behind Wintfaop

Entrances via

freshman

dorms

(except Moore). Entrances via manholes.

fine,

cially during winter

Maine

interest-

"Steam
basements

was

inadvisable,

junior

with an

about five

lit,

Climbing into the tunnels this time of
year

One

of colored valves."

responded

enter-

and three to four

tall,

he entered.

"There arc a

Upon

feet wide.

Another explains,

tunnel

'

and domes-

ing the system, a variety of pipes were

Walker Art Building. These tunnels
manholes
and the basements of Maine and

he entered the tunnel and guesses that it was about 120 degrees
inside. Another stated, "It's really,

air

inside the tunnels explains that the

are accessible through the

that

but are also sometimes

there.. .you're

ent sizes with a lot

make it uncomfortable to enter. One
member of the Class of 2007 said

and

telecommunications,

steam,

used for compressed

erated."

pipes of all differ-

Pipes lining the tunnel system

mat the

to explain

of the tunnels,
students comments were varied.
One sophomore who has been

The other tunnel system begins
by Moulton Union and runs
between Appleton and Hyde Halls,
at

tall

They have

far as the looks

Science Building.

of Hubbard, and turns

wide.

feet.

As

when

way

entered the

lights connected to the ceiling every

Maine Hall, behind
to
Winthrop Hall, to Massachusetts
Hall, in front of Memorial Hall, and

plant

mmmmm

ings and the heating plant," he said.

tunnels are used to transport mainly

He

has been installed in

the halls,

there

tic

Students who have

queries about the

all

"There is a pretty lengthy network of tunnels mat connect build-

pipes."

in front

winter the rooms were

their existence.

electricity,

about a 45 degree angle toward the

last

Director of Facilities Operation
and Maintenance Ted Stem verifies

junior

down

—

1914, but a 1901 copy of the Orient

and

A

dence to support them."

for mat long 20 minutes tops
I didn't know if any gas or
whatever was leaking from the

He

half

have

to

because

tunnel runs from the heating

One

who claim

tunnels are about five feet

included a separate power house.

Hyde got

students

One

our material development."

Hyde's plan for the steam pipes

senior Sarah Oberg explains,

"I've heard rumors, but I've never

says that, "Steam heating apparatus

there are eight

Please see HPV. page

the

As

students are

heard any details or seen any evi-

central heating

as the

it's

many Bowdoin

quad and are large
enough to walk through, but if you
walk through at the wrong time, or
the

explains, "I didn't stay

.

no wonder

or just a legend.

next stage of

about

tery.

to

demand

Bowdoin's buildings at the time

tions or cryotherapy (freezing), with the

the lesions

spring.

all

Amidst the rumors,

ing pipes that run back and forth

Two

and

security,

is

in a

cate danger within die tunnel.

might contain asbestos.

efficiency

me

to

confused as to if the tunnels are real

entered the tunnels said that the

steam heat-

verse

poetic

mis came

dream...**

that

tubes were pretty dangerous.

"Economy,

unless

uttered. All

fogged up."
On mat note, another student sug-

get stuck, you'll get incinerated.**

ing system:

combine,

What was

rumored

usually treated topically, with medica-

aim of removing

for

and greenest
above them in the

for?"

ter,

deep

that the grass grows

"Tunnel system?"
he asked quizzically. "I didn't realize that there was an underground

It is

his

tral

is less

first

tunnels.

tunnel system.

gave

reasoning

passing

gests that these temperatures indi-

across

getting a cen-

above the tunnels and

Chris

Carlin shared the sen-

he

rumored that

snow

eties.

sys-

William

during the winter the

ings for secret soci-

the very great majority

ly,

tions are

It is

sophomore sug-

gested that the tun-

immediately

specs

"I've heard they're actually heat-

DeWitt
Hyde's "Report of the President of
Bowdoin College For the Academic
President

my

ladder

Year 1895-96,**

nels.

An

those infected have visible warts.

is

es and

lot

In

down there. I wear glasswhen I climbed down the

really hot

Basement of Mass

Hall.

Long

make

college

campus grew, were no longer

practical to build.

So

the tunnels

do

exist.

And nothwho

dark, corridors, dusty, and dank.

ing torturous happens to those

Longfellow's ghost forbids

enter

tres-

to

fixing the pipes

but were expensive and as the

easier,

—even without "poetic verse."
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BOC rides raw rapids

29
Years

my

After boarding

by Martina Welke
Contributor

Ago

canoe with

my

paddling partner, Peter Beebe '06, and
practicing our newly-mastered strokes

At 6:00 a.m. on Saturday morning

two types of people

there are only

one

rooms as

those shuffling toward their

quickly as possible, performing a

We

migrating

towards

Schwartz

the

Outdoor Leadership Center.
Last Saturday,
ter group.

was among

I

the latultra-

headed to

New

ready for foe

down

river to catch

foe kayakers and test our ferskills. Then things got exciting.
The boat gained speed with foe

rying

quickening current

we coasted
ber

Along with 22 other

we were

caravaned

up with

covert walk-of-shame, and those car-

rying a paddle and wetsuit eagerly

last time,

rapids.

wandering around Bowdoin 's campus:

the pool.

thought

I

skilled paddlers,

few people were ultra-skilled. The rest
of us were beginners who had just

cool though, which

staaos of swfel "hoondsiooth erime" (at right) among weD-to^do youth of

completed a two-week class that con-

cles

Brunswick. "There has to he some

of multiple pool sessions. But
on Saturday, it was time for the real

what

just yelling

thing.

descriptive enough.

canoeing and kayaking. Well,

t

at least

a

I

learned about

maintained

my

me

was

cool pretty well.

Hampshire for two days of Whitewater

^u

w

I

remained calm as

we

balance, poise, and strength back in

and tbeA on cuqm am bugaboos that have always doggod
Bow*oin sseurtry. Aa Orient hidden camera surprised two local*, who
Utat n pieh l to poBee that they wetoiwa
ed lbrttieeallstyofaamaO
on the beck seat and were only trying to give It boom fresh air.
T a "T* 4" *"~ *^
t haiT wnrTTirrtrt in st s a ns after in
Vsttdsjasat

I

along and tried to remem-

the lessons

all

Peter later informed

I

screaming the whole time. Inside I was

I

was in

is all that

matters.

the bow, scouting for obsta-

.

[

way

sisted

to reach those kids," doctored

torsofth*

We

boy frees, any, frPaaTs, lent at home to rural BUtae. Qe steels to
to try and mahe some mark on a community that has turned
oa him." Orient/McQuafcL
,

just

its

arrived at foe Errol River with

enough time

top concern
Courtesy of the George

J.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections and Archives,

Bowdoin College Library

Dr. Benson explains
HPV, from page 6

a

very

common

diagnosed with invasive cervical cancer

have never had a Pap smear, and

of

If evidence

then

tests to

undertaken.

HPV

sub-type the

HPV

can be

Male partners of women and

men who have

HPV

infection is found,

been diagnosed with

might consider specialized testing

called androsoopy (examination under

magnification after applying tissue stain).

Cancer of the cervix and rectum are

among

the

more

treatable

and preventa-

ble cancers. Early on, microinvasive car-

cinoma of the cervix and anus are nearly
always curable
tantly,

siirgicafry.

More impor-

both have a prolonged pre-clinical

phase permitting early detection and
treatment All too

many women newly

others have not had

one

many

in the previous

five years. Cervical cancer

may

indeed

OBGYN's like to say, but, more importantly,

be an HPV-related "STD," as the

it

is

a disease of medical neglect The

same is the case
Because

not covered

areas

by condoms, condoms do

not provide complete protection against
the spread

of HPV. The protection they

do provide, however,
tant

because

it

cervical, anal,
tions.

is

especially impor-

does stop foe spread of

and other

Condoms, of

internal infec-

course, also offer

very effective protection against the

HPV

all

trips,

so

foe plans

on anything

After

next campsite,

(about

85

percent)

unwanted pregnancies as
There are two
studied.

HPV

against

infection,

fairly

vaccines being

warm.

and foe other should cure

are expected to

foe river.

well.

One should protect against HPV
it

be released within

Water from foe raging waves

It

I

shifted

didn't

my

seem so

persevered,

I

fierce river with
Finally,

hopes of deliverance.

we reached

the

eddy where

our instructors awaited. As

focus to

slid in,

bad: wide,

boat, to

smooth water, and surprisingly

we proudly

I made sure to lean with
become one with the boat.

my

Unfortunately, in

leaned a

Piece of cake.

spilled

and occasionally blurred

earnestly plunging our paddles into the

being reassured that a shuttle system

STIs, and offer reasonably effective pro-

granite,

and sped

circle

my vision, yet Peter and

had been arranged to bring food to our

tection

spun in a graceful

into the boat

could

not quite

of

onward.

in

I

learned that

is

We smacked right

to

else.

I

"ROCK!"

had

order for a proper meal before
concentrate

saw. Apparently,

were

I

spread of HTV, chlamydia, and other

They

for anal cancer.

HPV can infect genital

STI:

sure that

always a

is

I

into the gargantuan piece

me on Bowdoin

for

Outing Club (BOC)

make

one

to complete

"run" before lunch. Food

and shouting back to Peter about

little

foe

triumph

I

too far and capsized the

canoe in the calm pool.

The group congregated

briefly

on

land to exchange introductions and

A

As I emerged to the sound of laughinstead of the applause I was

ter

the next year or two, and are thought to

hear a safety

be highly

developed between foe canoeists and

of

kayakers; like the Sharks and the Jets

the treacherous rapids with style and

effective.

Clearly, they will

have a big impact on mis disease!
Until then, though:

come on

in to foe

Health Center and get your Paps (cervical

and

anal),

and always remember

use those condoms! Always!
Jeff Benson,

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

New

to

talk.

of West Side

Story,

understand

each

Lucidly, a

noticeable

rift

we just didn't quite
other's

game of kickball

worlds.
(in

which

the canoeists proved victorious) and an
intense
that

round of "chubby bunny"

evening dispelled

later

all tension.

expecting,

I

had to smile at the irony

the situation:

flair

we made

it

through

only to be reminded of the river's

ultimate

power once we had reached

safety.

Yes, boating those

mighty class-two

rapids can certainly put life into perspective.

York University

you study?
London

Madrid

Paris

Prague

Why choose NYU?
We encourage host community
interaction through relationships

with universities, internships,
volunteer work, end excursions.

We support students with resident
assistants, full-time staff,

and

extensive course offerings, including

course work

in disciplines

not often

found on study abroad programs,
like

premed and business.

You'll earn

NYU credit while studying

with prominent leaders, scholars, and
artists

of the host country.

NYU offers scholarship opportunities.

Abroad with NYU
www.nyu.odu/abroad/sites
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Lady Rose finds

musical voice Corpse Bride divorces
Burton from mystique

its

by Gabe Kornbluh

of his upcoming arranged marriage

Columnist

(and inadvertently give his hand to a

decaying bride),

A Nightmare

of

and

Be/ore Christmas,

attribute its genius to the trade-

In tact, Nightmare

based

poem Burton
die

on

Selick.

wrote;

no

I

ly

of

of

make

mis

easier

it

Courtesy of Lady Rose

With (left to right) Ian Haight '08 on bass, erstwhile member Eric Volpe '06 on rhythm guitar, Mayu Kennedy
on

lead vocals,

Pub on

Tim Cashman

'07

on drums, and Jason

drawing

is

Union

among

that

esoteric;

Bowdoin musicians

relatively

squash

these

haven

hidden

a

lies

is

for

practically

is

unknown.

is slightly

spring.

stenciled digits, the College's resi-

Secondly, Eric Volpe '08, depicted

This cluttered

little

and Ian Haight

room

11

four

times

portrait

a

lair is like

'08, the four

mem-

Lady Rose. With

week.

to achieve,

"This year,

cians spend more

and

each

tars,

we know

do
more

we

other's styles,

it

know

the songs... we're

repre-

much

tighter."

stuff,

Guitarist,

her affinity to the grunge rock of

Jam and

Nirvana. Laurita, the

lead guitarist, self-identifies as a
classic

for

the

hand,

other

is

punk rocker

to the core.

cians are united by

These musi-

two primary com-

monalities: a love of "straight rock,"

and a mutual

The room

distaste for
is

littered

amplifiers,

on

.

.

ly

has

he

short

a

the

but

adorned with a sketch of five

drawn

in

flowing

fig

Made pen. The

band's

certainly

its

first

second.

Quinby appearance,
Pub Night was Lady Rose's venue of

After

its initial

to the rule is a

Nightmare's hilarious use of the

Corpse

young scarecrow of a man, Victor
Van Dort (played by Johnny Depp),
who prefers to perch on his balcony
and enjoy the company and color of
wandering

butterflies.

is

So, as Victor's dilemma takes

movie begins

we

its

to

decom-

beautifully animat-

see the stark skeleton of

only to the extent that his timidity

ed skin,

underscores the hostility of the world

Tim Burton himself

falling

back on

around him.
Please see

When

BAND, page JO

Victor

must face

Please see BRIDE, page 10

the reality

Autumn

brings Loose Leaves to Baxter

and

together,

their band.

They

held auditions at the beginning of
last year,

ning the

eventually ending

name "The Ones with

"[Being

me

Drew

the

Director of Residential Life

Kim Pacelli was one of the many students,

ry and prose at Baxter House's
in] die

establish

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

up with

and Volpe, and don-

Girl."

band

myself

really helped

at

Bowdoin,"

at

it,

rather than a potshot.

pose. Through

meek

claws

clearly

such a comparison becomes a duty

flight, the

Like the best

of Burton's protagonists, he

Bride

grotesque without ever grasping

Kennedy and

Laurita, Haight,

it is

is

the

appear unfair to

make such comparisons. But because

their

Dysfunction

drums.

time,

cians to complete

ures

is

may

it

to the

occupied by three large
music lockers on the right wall. The
plain, with the excepappear
lockers

door-

11

so

do "acrobatics."

to

soon went in search of new musi-

die

room

of its predecessor.

Granted, the two are different
films,

him more freedom

guitar line allows

Cashman remained

of the one nearest to

If

the wit, energy, and subver-

is

chord." Laurita added that a rhythm

various other musical accessories.

tion

locked into

missed

real-

caused The Stranger to disband after

is

everything

that

breathing borrowed whimsy. Greatly

...

This converted squash court is by no
means roomy, and much of floor
space that is not covered with equip-

ment

Pub

not

alive,

fairy tale

twisted

on

The exception

a

like

Lady Rose down the basic
harmony of the

played

and

Corpse Bride plays

hold

to

with wires,
sets,

roofs.

place.

felt

sive simplicity

shines

the-

one guy

guitar,

.

jam bands.

drum

Unlike Nightmare, which

Some scowl like gargoyles, others
lurch down side streets, and all
seem too smug to care that the sun

performing

a short set at Quinby house's
Tsunami Relief benefit. But when
they began playing at Jack McGee's

—with

only innovative but also truly

never

fall,

length

matic pivots a tad
too curt for emotional currency.

Burton in a more pure (and,

Corpse Bride is set in a broodtown with inhabitants
that derive a sense of pride from
the dreary symmetry of their lives.

permutation

at

it is

both in story and

har-

especially Kennedy, are no strangers
evolution of a rock band.
Kennedy joined a group called The
Stranger during her sophomore year.
It was in that group that she met
Cashman, then a freshman, who

on

footing last

a now

time,

also very quaint

said

80s hair rock.

taste

Haight,

get

same

the

have

But

intricate

more

But the members of Lady Rose,

especial

latest

anticipated.

to

rock aficionado, with an

described by his band mates as a

its

to

in."

The band's
found

something

him-

back on

and

solos

if it's just
,

,

Laurita
Jason
*

influences.

Lead

involved

me

not

Laurita, "whereas

sents the fusion of a

potpourri of styles

up

frees

one of the guys

their

Kennedy, the lead
singer, draws from

gave

Nightmare
Christmas

could

be holding auditions for

will

monies,"

and

really

it

Before

replacement guitarists soon.

classes.

Lady Rose

lonely incoming freshman,

over campus,

all

time here than they

pedals,

of sound they

bassist.

"As a

Lady Rose has since

posted classifieds

"With two gui-

each

week, these musi-

Pearl

a rhythm guitar

essential the type

is

want

Lady Rose's

said Haight,

alternately

and gallops

with a dark elegance

antique creativity.

unfortunately, exhausted) form.

Lady Rose played die

borne, the Pub

.

that

reserved

any of

One on

"the

as

Guitar," resigned from the band last

Recognizing

second home to Mayu Kennedy '06,
Tim Cashman '07, Jason Laurita '07
bers of the band

the

in

dent rockers find refuge.

in

out of date.

The band no longer goes by "The
Ones with the Girl." The decision
that the length of its name was too
cumbersome prompted the switch to
the less literal "Lady Rose" last

the tiled, fluorescent hall-

way of the second floor of the Union,
in a room numbered "U" in black,

do

"The Ones with

labeled:

the Girl."

there are squash

fact that

courts in Smith

Down

guitar,

we

skin,

Tim Burton

ing British

This portrait

courts

on lead

several occasions last year.

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff
The

Laurita '07

The anima-

glides

Corpse Bride seems
to capture

'06

animated

beautiful

the crutches of

to

why

understand

its

self falling

does

clarification

Corpse Bride certainly looks gor-

that

Burton's proximity
to that project,

beneath the darkest of circumstances.

see the stark skeleton

have

doubts

unearthing of beauty and truth from

tion

was
by Henry

While

the slow

a token Burton movie:

geous.

Through

clear that

a young

!

a

film itself

directed

becomes

man of sound and daring
convictions. Such is the movement of
is

mark vision of Tim Burton. I myself
regarded Nightmare as Burton's
greatest film, and the most potent
celluloid imprint of his psyche.

was

it

despite his endearing cowardice, he

We all remember the zany warmth

every

month

for the

first

Loose Leaves event

remainder of the

year.

The

last

events are

Tuesday.

faculty,

and

The house

staff

who

read poet-

plans to hold reading*

open to anyone who wants to read or

listen.

;

The Bowdoin Orient
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Vendetta's Red Death

Bridge from

with passion

alive

September 30, 2005

Bombay to Brunswick

by Lisa Boniour and
Victoria

Tudor

Contributors
Russian Red Death congregation killed

by Lauren Napier

of
a band recognized for

is

lyrically driv-

its

en rock with metal and screamo undertones.

It is

transformed

it

music

into

of sui-

telling

cide, betrayal, anger, hate

and

story

this

—

same

the

dark themes as from Between the Never

world

and the Now, but more pronounced and

saviors of the mainstream rock

Sisters ofthe Red Death, the band's sec-

on a major
develops some of the more pro-

label,

purification before the apocalypse.

Zach Davidson took

seemingly the undercredited

ond album

their first

Epic Records release, Between the

"Silhouette Serenade"

The

listener's emotions.

jin

A\

fl

},

and herbs.

Bombay Mahal

similar

is

to

melodic chorus makes

resist

decorated with Indian paintings on

"And

the walls and intricately

like a

estries.

I've

tracking process and

locals a bite into delicious

offers

curries, spices,

add an

strings

hard to

it

singing along.

the band simplified the

the

titillates

many

^

energizing to

It is

of the delicious fare offered in
India? Well, the Taj Mahal is a long
way from Brunswick, but Bombay
Mahal, located on Maine Street,

emotional tone to the piece, and the

Never and the Now.

The new album took
two years to write, but

to travel to

the Taj Mahal, or at least get a taste

Indian cuisine overflowing with

formulated

to be released

found themes encountered on

Have you ever wanted

themselves in what they saw as an act

Contributor
Hailing from Seattle, Vendetta Red

an ^

been lonely

or a sere-

silhouette,

nade

/

or a

man

betrayed

/

It is

woven tapEven the ceiling is embel-

lished with fabric tiles.

The menu

a heart attack,

is

other Indian restaurants.

Bombay Mahal is
many different

at

extensive, offering

,

in the industry for

cut production time to

two weeks.

the music

The churning
tars

and

The arms of love

rather than the
recognition.

This album

-

a

is

more

bit

cal-

and vocally

the lyrics are graphic and allow listen-

images

ers to create

This

is

most prominent

is

minds of

in their

the story that the music

unfolding.

song

in the

The band has

is

rather than

is

fame and recognition.

Red

be overlooked

stud

organized religion. The

named

is

Sisters

of the Red Death, a

in

Japan

of the

title

album

and

for the Brothers

formed

cult

and

in the 18th century

later

adopted by disaffected Russians.
die

but

t-shirts,

of

integrity

dedicated to

form. This band

its art
its

is

music, a fact that Sisters

of the Red Death demonstrates through
and through This album

nearly flaw-

is

and represents Vendetta Red's most

honest and eerily emotional work.

"champagne of

by Carter Thomas
Columnist

Geary's Autumn Ale
for a six-pack,

known

for

its

reputation.

—

($7.49

available at

Dead

River)

this beer

and

was good, but excessive
made it a bit overwhelming

garlic

garlic

towards the

deep-fried

As the autumn weather shuffles

in,

await whatever fabulous seasonal
this fall will bring. Luckily,

to

lowing. Though
like

everywhere tend
Life once they

with

it.

When

it i&

accompanying

an American

Steve

Company stepped up with

just reminds

ale, the

Thompson

Skynyrd concert

dark horse of all seasonals: the

once, and that's

Autumn Ale.

me.

I

a sick

went

all right

to

with

bottle, available at 7-11)

Though

it

has been seen in a

pack of cans,
bought

40-ounce glass

in a

six-

traditionally Colt is
bottle.

percent alcohol content, Colt

labels itself as "malt liquor" because

of

powerful

its

taste

and thick

tex-

beverage

opened

first

when

I

impression of this

bottle, expecting a pleasant

surprise.

I

was wrong. The fumes

—

ents.

aftertaste,

people of

Adam Dann

beautiful colors.
said,

breezes and

crisp

fall's

This beer tastes

'06

what you
of leaves would
like

would think a pile
His description

taste like."

less astute.

Unlike

is

more or

summer ales,

this

beer lends itself welt to sweater
weather and autumn barbecues.
great beer for the

month of October,

especially for people

who

Taste:

4.50,

pagne

effect is articulated

bonation

-

I

would say

by

the car-

that

it

has

about 10 tolS percent more bubbles

per beer, but

that's just a ballpark fig-

especially

when you

only paid $1.50 for

it.

realize

you

A cautionary

do not let this brew warm up.
If it is consumed at any temperature
other than ice cold, you are not in
for a treat. One trick I learned when
note:

Oklahoma State
was to drink the 40ouncer down to where the cone
I

ure.

further into the night,

was

visiting

The bottles of High Life are clear
and can be spotted yards away because

University

of

evens out to the cylinder (about a

their bright

golden hue, while the

quarter of the way) and then

yellow appearance. However, both of

with orange juice to create a con-

My

these containers deliver terrific prod-

coction

would tell anyone who enjoys a
good lager to give High Life a try,

tastes like Orangina.

especially if they enjoy sweeter beers.

looking for a good time, two Colt 45s

My scores: Taste: 3, Partyability: 4.11,

fit

Partyability:

Miller High Life—($3.79

for a

six-pack, available at Hannaford)

by

champagne

you get

cans have a darker, more saturated-

2.47, Cost/Benefit: 3.06.

Toasted

lack (hence the

nickname). Consequently, this cham-

ier as

don't like

the sweet flavor of pumpkin ale.

scores:

A

beers

advertisers

as

the

ucts. I

Cost/Benefit: 4.22.

If

There

up

known as "brass monkey." It

you

the

fill it

are pinched for cash and

bill.

My

scores: Taste: 0.89,

Partyability: 4.9, Cost/Benefit: 5.

the Malai Kofta,

of

delight

Mughlai

of freshly minced

balls

cardamom

vegetables simmered in

cashews and a

saffron, garlic,

cream sauce,"

meal.

the
true

"[a]

as,

—

this entree

Please see

light

was sim-

BOMBAY, page 10

PaCtriheri

MoA

fl
d
J
Power
Providence was pretty

College of the Atlantic

Beluah

day

TP: Lola by the Kinks. Butldont
like this question

because as

concerned, there are

no

far as

I'm

"best songs."

Post-modernism, no more grand nar-

empty

signifiers, that sort

of

stage

in

incredible.

TP: The Arcade
after

Who

is

the greatest living musi-

cian?

was at the

last

year the

was

It

a

in

building that looked like a castle, and

only 50 people were there,

whom

were

many of

costumes (including

in

the band).

if you were

dictator

what would be

country,

thing.

Fire. It

Halloween.

anthem?
AP: "The

Final

AP:

of a small
its

national

Countdown," by
Europe.

David

TP: "We

Byrne of

Built

This

Talking

City,"

only

'change

Heads,

A bit syrupy, Colt goes down eas-

accentuated by a

that.

was

it

highlight

nite

What is the best sang ever made?
AP: Sure, start with the easy one...
"If We Can Land a Man on the Moon,
Surety I Can Win Your Heart," by

smelled a freshly

vor in both the body and
sweetness that most other

"an exot-

Adam

ratives,

got a bad

subtle, tender chocolate over-

Probably the most
unique component of this beer's texture is the toffee flavor, reminding

cream," was just

ture.
I

as,

However,

a vegetarian dish, that was the defi-

VJs of Me Watty

solid

malt flavorings, along with
tones.

Korma,

Shami

menu

with cashews, almonds, and

ales
for a 40-ounce

Life as having a corn-like fla-

Many tasters describe High

ale,

Lamb

The

was a good amount of lamb cooked
and simmered to perfection in a

beer incorporates smooth,

this

brown

Described

shredded, rather than cut into the

were disagreeably strong so strong
that I might have guessed a shot of
cheap vodka was among its ingredi-

Classified as a

vor.

more traditional cubes.
The Chicken Tikka Masala was
somewhat disappointing. Normally
a favorite dish, the "spicy creamed
tomato sauce" was chunky and
bland, even though it was adver-

45—($1.49

J
spices.

light

COLT

and

sauce with just the right amount of

was made with
roasted chicken instead the more
standard tandoori chicken, which
would have given the dish more fla-

ic treat

'08 said, "It

me of

having "medium" spiciness.

Also, the masala

described in the

6.1

why he always

restaurant features colorful Indian decor, creating a lively aesthetic

enhancing the dining experience.

average quality; the potatoes were

to stay true to High
become acquainted

asked

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

nqt only. boasts exotic menus, but the interior of the

spiced onions. The samosas were of

Dropping the hammer with a

goes back to the golden bubbly,

its

sauces:

Budweiser, drinkers

Maine-based Geary's Brewing
caramel-colored brown

fol-

triangular,

potato-and-pea

tamarind, a yogurt mixture, and

Wisconsin,

in

have a devout

consists of

dumplings are best enjoyed with
their

Bombay Mahal

tised as

last bites.

The samosa appetizer
two samosas. These

beers,"

Brewed

seems

Lager much

beer drinkers everywhere eagerly

High Life is
sweet flavor and classy

brew

lazy

the time of the seasonal

It's

brews

if they are clad in

and black

belts

Vendetta Red refuses to betray the

less

On the date of the cult's demise,

Some

groups think that a shoddy performance
will

and

takes the emphasis of

ly audible through the speakers.

album art. The record dis-

for the corruption of churches

energizing to find

away from style and outward facade and toward what is actual-

plays vocalist Zach Davidson's disgust

evident in the

that

its faithful

that is in the industry for the

Vendetta

represented concept in this album, as

know

It

music and the creative experience

the rock genre

lyrics.

is

vegetable soup with curry, ginger,

style. It is

screams for more intriguing, thought-

Religion continues to be a strongly

prices

Bombay Mahal

willing to risk a change in

traded in extensive heart-wrenching

provoking

Normal dinner

fet for $8.85.

are a bit high for most college stu-

tan

refreshing, however, to

Vendetta Red, trusting
base,

Saturdays and

Sundays, the restaurant offers a buf-

and a good idea for
weekend afternoons.
The Dal Shorba soup, a lentil and

a band

her ash colored eyes..."

One

album.

attribute this stylistic

On

Indian food.

to

quite affordable

is

few

and those new

fect for the indecisive

independent to a major record label

her scale covered hair's got a snake in

With her forked tongue and

etarian entrees. There are also a

dents, but lunch at

sound and

curl.

of chicken, lamb, seafood, and veg-

difference to the band's shift from an

"Shiver": "With a gorgonesque stare,

every

quite different

is

vious

might ignorantiy

soups, appetizers, and a wide array

combination platters available, per-

from those of the pre-

and perverted

religion.

culated, both rhythmically

sil-

sere-

The euphonic cho-

fame

rus

and

a

nade."

with tales of banshees,

dead brides, silhou-

a

like

or

houette,

ative experience

but are intermingled

ettes,

me

holding

cre-

gui-

remain a constant,

are

even

"cit"y

though

"nation-

he

state"

lost

his

you
If
were on a

mind

about 12

years

Adam

Paltrineri '07

and Ted Power

'07

TP: Brian Wilson?
What was thefirst album you ever

AP: Off the Deep End, by Wierd
Al. That man is a genius.
TP: I saved up my weekly 50 cent
allowance to buy a Crash Test
Dummies cassette with that song

"Mmm Mmm Mmm."
What

is

the best concert you've

AP:

would you say?

Quruli,

I

someone

would say nothing
yelled "Freebird!"

would drink an entire Beast

Dismemberment

and John Vanderslice sharing a

until

Then

I

Ice before

reading "The Raven" in a really scary
voice.

TP:
the

I'd talk

about computers and

world wide web.

Paltrineri

and Power can be heard

on "Clean Finnish Lines,

ever seen live?

of

thousands of screaming fans, what

AP:

bought?

a

stage with
mil- in front

ago.

Plan,

to

" 2:30p.m.

-

4:00 p.m. on Friday afternoons on

WBOR91.1FM

Lady Rose

looks to shift

BAND, from page 8

Naturally, playing into

toward original sound, play more venues, make album

hours of Friday at Jack McGee's
resulted in

some memorable

experi-

ences for die band members.
first [Pub] show, it was
Pub Night and everyone was

"At our
senior

Hurricane Katrina victims, and a

rial

party at Howell House.

forward to adaptations of songs by

couldn't talk

week," added Kennedy.

gave

At

for like

That show

second appearance at die

Pub, Lady Rose was scheduled to

benefit

for

"Last year was sort of a building

This year,
we know each other's styles, we
know the songs... we're much
year for us," said Laurita.

tighter."

The members of Lady Rose look

appreciat-

to the future

The four current members of Lady
Rose have played together for over a
year now, and agree that their
dynamic has matured significantly.
The band has already played two
gigs so far this semester, Quinby

a

me bronchitis.''
their

"We

if

ed

"That was the hardest we've ever
played... I

songs to writing more original mate-

up its
band members were
approached by a drunken man who
asked them if they were going on
next
"We said yes, and he proceeded to
enter the pub and start yelling 'next
the

band!'" said Haight.

just smashed," recalled Laurita.

Red Cross

House's

set,

the early

The Bowdoin Orient

follow another group. While waiting
for die opening band to finish

choice for the remainder of the year.

& (Wi^mmenf
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with optimism, despite

needing to adjust to Volpe's departure.
ity

They

are exploring the possibil-

of off-campus gigs and have

plans to record

Most

some of their music.

notably, the

shift its

band intends to

focus from covering popular

Still,

Lady Rose

Mountain, Guns

Jam

'n'

fans can look

the crutches of a

Lady Rose's
future
uncertain.
is
Although
Kennedy plans to graduate in May,
C ashman, Laurita and Haight will be
back in the fall. It remains to be seen
what the next step of the band's evothis year, the

lution will be.

now antique creativ-

ity.

Burton fanatics will notice that

Corpse Bride

heavily indebted to

is

his earlier (and greater) efforts. Its

marriage and dead-

inter-spiritual

angles

meet-the-living

taken

are

from Beetle Juice, and
Victor's character seems to be a perfect clay replication of Depp's liveexplicitly

"We'll cross that bridge

come

BRIDE, from page 8

Roses, and Pearl

in future shows.

Beyond

Corpse lacks life
0/ Nightmare

when we

to it," said Laurita.

He added, "But we're not going to

from

action loner, Ichabod Crane,

Sleepy Hollow.

stop rocking."

observed

Finally, as

earlier, the

whole thing dreams of the bebop
freneticism that made Nightmare
such a delight. This

piidTalk

able;

But the point remains that
serve as Easter egg

too.

ASTSSTWAVTO

understand-

is

dearly miss Oogie Boogie

I

rather than

throwbacks to Burton's larger body

of work, such

similarities

compro-

mise Corpse's identity as a standalone feature. It's as if Burton has
forgotten his once unique vision
and must struggle to copy his own
style with a

mishmash of past

While his newest piece
to his heart,

films.

feels closer

turn distances

in

it

from ours.
fact that Corpse Bride unravand becomes Burton's desperate
Frankenstein is both tragic and revelatory. His remake of Planet of the
Apes was ambitiously dismal; Big
itself

The

els

Fish plunged off the cliff of melo-

drama and his take on Charlie and
Chocolate Factory, while
the
by critics, was scattershot

praised

and underdeveloped. Corpse Bride
is not the final screw off the director's chair for Burton by any means,
it is a wake-up call. In some
ways, his career has receatly been

but

by

crippled

self-devotion.

While

Corpse Bride could have been, a
return to form, it is mostly a retreat
to formula.

Restaurant
taste of

offers

Bombay

BOMBAY, from page 9
ply fantastic.

As

ordered, the veg-

were drenched in a
spicy sauce balanced out by the
deliciously sweet cardamom and
etable balls

CONNECT WITH UP TO 20 PEOPLE INSTANTLY WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON
THEN MAKE PLAN TO MOVE COUCH INTO YOUR PLACE OR BACK OUT TO STREET.

golden

raisins.

Accompanying

entrees

all

of white

large plate

is

a

rice with peas,

shredded carrots, bay leaves, and

cardamom. Be sure

some

to order

delicious Indian-style bread with

your entrees

speedtalk.

mop-

at the

end of

*

The poori was not

the traditional,

Unimited SpeedTalk Mviutes

balloon-like bread Indian-food afi-

Walkie-taJkie-styte service

cionados might expect.

•

AOL*

•

Buy 1 and get up to 3
UG UX4750 phones FREE

Instant

and

deflated.

It

and

sugar,

mail-in rebates)

to sooth those
after a

l

Bombay Mahal,

Brunswick

offers
taste

un^i^memma$$a9mmTfummmmim.yAmmwnmmn^i

SSOi
*J
M*nr. AT
of M8.96
and notional
plans ol
iMfenal p*as
J49.95 or higher
Trie is not a to*
cwora* charges and
Roarrer* crarow,
charges, fees,
lee* surcherpes,
surcharge*, owjraoe
change too.
fee ftoamtoa
Ion ft*. $15
(too of
riOKt
itOmiIb. U^
Local network coverage arrintoaMRy may very. Uaege iwo«»oo«¥ to
™
service Free Wei
eager- sarviceTOryapriicatonroojarea oo^^
toon
t>anmha<to<-stlrmBuvoneaettYeetoMon*wadla
one ful day'a tone Buy one got three Ire* only veto I a two-year service agreement * peju lii nH tor Spoodlak eervtce on at handaato and
moyonJybeiMM
phone is subject to change. Mow 10-12
toas casta* op
ore SpeedTaft iiimty awJtobia in U.S. CeaWa enhanced eervt^ covereep areas, va^yoeareo^
SpeeeTa* * a
otttS.Mil snsi outokto of U S CaButort enhanced asrvtooa coverage area yoo we not bo abto to ptoee e SpeeoTato
to to MtosMi.
rWroMricato»apc* Sao store for (totals. UrnMed tone oft* 02005 US. ttaetor Con>oralton.

mmmm

jumping taste
meal of exotic flavors

spices.

while

not an elite Indian restaurant,

6ETUSC.COM
local

useful for

light cream. It's a sure

way
buds

Overall,

•

still

To round out the meal, be sure to
order the famous Indian tea, masala,
which includes chai, cardamom,

US. Cellular

1-888-HJY-USCC

was

absorbing the leftover condimnents.

and

an
MM on two-year service agreement on

Bombay

Mahal's poori came to the table

Messenger" service -

(with 2-year contracts

STu?.

for

good

the meal.

1000 Anytime Minutes
• $49l95 per month

Oflar

it's

ping up the extra sauce

•

*

—

*

a

satisfying

of the country's native cui-

sine.

on

M

c*

Spring Break 2006
with

Student Travel Services to

Jamaica, Mexico. Bahamas and Florida.

Am you connected?
Sell Trip*,

Earn Caeh & Travel
group diacounta.

Ft»«! Call for

lnfo/»—rrabona 000-048-4648
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Football wins season opener vs. Middlebury

11

.

WEEKLY SCOREBOARD
Men's Soccer

by Chris Bucci
Contributor
and

In a bizarre back

vs. Williams

team won

5-OW

New England

forth battle

Women's Soccer

against the Middlebury Panthers, the
football

3-OW

VS. Williams
its

L

2-1

at University of

season opener

vs.

2-1

W

2-1

W

Brandeis

for the first time in 14 years.

Middlebury 's Tiger Lyon started
the scoring with a touchdown pass
Field

the

in

first

quarter to give the

Panthers the lead, but

•

answered when quarterback Ricky
Leclerc '06 connected with receiver Jeff Nolin '06.

Women's Cross Country
vs.

Leclerc hit Nolin for a 46-yard

down

pass

the sideline.

Hockey

vs. Williams

Bowdoin

The

Colby

2nd

of

2

extra

was blocked by Middlebury,
and a Panther scooped up the block
and returned it for two points,

point

Golf

23rd
24

Williams Invitational

of

increasing the Panthers's lead to 9-6.

The Polar Bears captured the
lead

when

outside linebacker and
Football

Regan '07 forced
DiMenico to
fumble. Steve Curwen '06 picked
up the loose ball and pushed to the
end zone for the third defensive
touchdown of his career. The
feared hitter John

Middlebury's

Williams

Oom

22-21

W

32-0

W

Women's Rugby
vs.

UNH

Panthers again blocked their sec-

ond

straight extra point attempt to

put the Bears up 12-9.

Middlebury drove down the

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
field

Senior Matt Boyd (No. 42) gets tripped up in a jumble of players after breaking through the

where All-League kicker Steve
Hauschka kicked a field goal to tie
the score. A few plays later, the

goals to give Middlebury a 21-15

the Bears were forced with a fourth

Dana Brisson

Panthers's Stefan Hrdina broke a

lead.

and one on their own 35-yard line.
While fans chanted, "Let's go
Bowdoin!" the Polar Bears went
for the play. Spectators and players
alike knew Matt Boyd '06 was
going for the ball, but the Panthers
were unable to stop him.

sideline

tackle

and sprinted

to the

end zone

for six points.

Continuing with what seemed
like a

common

theme, Bowdoin's

Brendan Murphy '07 chose a
perfect time for his second interception of the game, snatching a
Middlebury pass deep in Bowdoin

Steve Cunningham '08 blocked the

territory.

extra point to keep the score at 18-

sions,

12.

Both teams then kicked

field

After exchanging posses-

Bowdoin

12-yard

line.

Men's soccer

started

After two

on
first

its

own

downs,

suffers

Working off

this

him

hit

and fullback Rich Florence

'06,

Coach Caputi made a bold

call,

ordering a play to receiver Nolin.

Nolin took the ball on a reverse
Please see

FOOTBALL, page

..*s
women

vs.

The men's soccer team

3-1

L

home game

lost 2-1 in

compared to William's many

Following the loss to Williams,

Bowdoin fought back with a

week, the Polar Bears defeated the

against University of

University of New England in a non-

winning

New

victory

England,

5-0.

In the first half,

Nick Figueiredo

carry a 5-1 season record as they pre-

'08 scored from a penalty kick, fol-

NESCAC rivals Amherst

lowed by two more goals from
'08
Dominic
Fitzpatrick
and
Figueiredo. Figueiredo scored two

and Middlebury

No

this

weekend.

goals were scored in the

half of the

game

Bowdoin worked

first

against the Ephs.
its

offense hard,

but failed to follow through with

some

shots on goal. Williams fought

back with a strong defense.
from Anthony Regis '07 found Wolf

Grueber

'08,

who

finished

head. With 34 minutes

it

more times

with his

left in the half,

Bowdoin took the lead.
The Polar Bears defended

in the

second

half, lead-

ing the Polar Bears to victory.

Bowdoin outshot UNE 23 to three.
The Polar Bears had eight corner
kicks,

In the second half, a corner kick

while the Nor'easters only

managed one. Goalkeeper Nathan
Lovitz '08 made one save.
Co-captain Andrew Russo '06
commented, "Overall

[the

Williams

game] was a disappointing performtheir

ance, but

I

think the team feels that

mem again in October,
UNE is

lead for another 11 minutes, until

when we play

Williams's Pierre Meloty-Kapella

we

countered with a goal to

perennially one of the weaker teams

tie

game. Less than three minutes
the

Ephs broke the

tie

the

later,

Goalkeeper Greg Levin
first

career performance as goalie,

had a

solid seven saves.

Bowdoin's

be better prepared.

Russo was optimistic
ry.

'06, in his

will

we play."

score with

another goal.

The Bowdoin Orient

goal,

attempts to score.

Wiliams

to

in the second half.

However, Ephs took only two shots

College on Saturday. Later in the

pare to face

___

voiieyDSii

was weak

offense

conference match. The Polar Bears

The Polar Bears lost 2-1.

^ In ll«iiti«ll

Colby

defeat of the season
a close

junior Anthony Regis races toward the ball in SaftuxlaVs marxh against the Williams Ephs.

let of 2

Cot>y

lain,,,

on

Fulton,

-

Men's Cross Country
vs.

13

by Vanessa Kitchen
Contributor

Drew

Mhof18
Mhof19

the
for a

33-yard gain. After passes to Nolin

momentum,

its first

down

'06 ran

where Leclerc

Sailing

Hood Trophy
Loder Trophy

line.

"The score was

because

we have

in the victo-

good

result

the hardest

games

a

of our season coming up against
Amherst and Middlebury," he said.

-
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Athlete Profile:

ort Shorts

Andrew Russo
Men's Tennis
The Bowdoin Men's Tennis Team
compete

will

second tournament

in its

of the season

FTA regional tour-

at the

nament being held

at

Williams College

on Saturday.
Sailing
Last

weekend the

compete

to

in

Frank Pizzo

'06,

team

different

'08,

split

up

regattas.

Kelly Pitts '08,
'08 took

and Katie Auth

of 18

ninth place out

sailing

two

Mark Dinneen

at the

at Tufts. Sailors Kelly

Hood Trophy
'07, Rob

Rula

Parish '08, Stuart MacNeil

'08,

and

Margaret Steck '09 placed ninth out of 16

teams

at the

Loder Trophy

Men's Golf
The golf team

at

UNH.
Drew

finished 23rd in die

Williams Invitational with a team

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Senior Andrew Russo moves down the

in

field

a

game

against

Williams. Russo has been an integral part of the team for four years.

Anna

Messerly

finishing scoring opportunities."

Contributor

Russo has recorded 13 assists
over the past three and a half sea-

Senior
co-captain
Andrew
r Russo 's success on the field this
season will come as no surprise to
those who have had the honor of
playing with, coaching, or watching him. A feisty forward and
strong leader, Russo has blazed a
record-setting

m

trail

his career at

Upon

breaking

first-year

the

scoring record three years ago,

Russo was awarded Outstanding
First- Year Athlete honors.

Since

then, he has proven to be a versatile

player, occasionally spending time

%t midfield.

"The

great thing about Russo is
he can play anywhere. You put
him at forward and he scores goals.
You put him at midfield and he conthat

eight saves for the Polar Bears.

Bears shut-out Williams 3-0. In the

Against the Brandeis Judges, senior

sophomore Grace Moore
headed a ball from fellow sophomore

Russo's success

is

in the record

tied for third for
in a season.

move up from
for

most goals scored

Now
his

he

is

looking to

second place spot

most goals scored

in

a career.

Scoring two more goals this season
would put him at the top of the list.
With nine games left in the season,
it
seems likely that he will be
Bowdoin 's career high-scorer.
Russo is a strong team player,
helping his teammates to succeed

on the

field.

Only

six

games

into his

fourth season at Bowdoin, he has
the fifth

most career

assists.

Men's

soccer coach Fran O'Leary said,

"Drew
«

is

a very talented soccer

player, capable of both creating and

Sophomore

half.

in the

Bobbi

Dennison scored Bowdoin's other

Whitley scored in die second

goal to defeat Brandeis 2-1.

Senior co-captain

half.

Anna Shapell gave

a solid performance in goal with

Compiled by Anna Karass.

of the second

OT

half,

but the ball

forced the teams into overtime play.

A tie score at the end of the match

he said.
Crowley and
by
working hard on the field and motivating the team off the field.
"The captains are doing an excellent job of fostering good team
camaraderie amongst our group,"
O'Leary said. "I am sure that Drew,
along with Willie and Mike, pos-

The teams played two exhausting

captains, Russo,

overtime sessions only to end in
another

ers

squad has pulled off big

in another

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Susan Morris '07 and Julia King '07 chase the ball from senk)r Margaret Gcnnky's
hit.

The IVdar Bears narrowly defeated the Ephs in an overtime penalty shot round.

by Burgess LePage
Contributor

East

Polar Bears their second

NESCAC

late

The Bowdoin

Field

remained

scoreless

Hockey Team

a stick stop by

senior

until

Margaret Gormley put

in

a goal from

Susan Morris '07 with

end

In a very rare event, the
to a sudden-victory

Gormley put the ball
of the goal

Williams. The save alleviated pres-

into the right back post

sure for first-year Kristen Veiga to

Williams College. The two teams

with a hard shot, leaving the defense

stun the Williams goalie with the

have been traditionally well-matched

with no time to react Bowdoin's lead

game-winning

faced

and

its

toughest competition of die

year

this

was no

1:43 remaining.

strong in the second half with a goal

two minutes. Bowdoin

preparation for this weekend's match-

long as Williams came out

last

Both teams boasted undefeated
records before the game, making a

in

win more important. The

out-shot Williams 3-1 throughout the

what

first

half

shot.

The win was a great accomplishment for the team and excellent

did not

exception.

O'Leary

against Colby best exemplifies

The game rested on goalie Kate
Leonard '08, who was recently
named NESCAC Player of the Week.
Anticipating the shot based on earlier style demonstrated by the Ephs,
Leonard used all her best skills to
stop a near perfect shot from

season in Saturday's match against

game winner

third consecutive win.

remarked, "His

tie.

teams then went

over

Conference leader
Rhode Island College, and their
defeat of Colby in overtime.
With less than two minutes left in
the
second overtime of the
September 1 7 game against Colby,
Russo nailed a free kick to give the
and

Kristen Veiga,

round of penalty shots.

the team has been sucWith an overall record of 5-

1-0, the

the teams, into,

strokes against Williams only to

ups and downs

far,

Little

moving

first-years

group went through two- rounds of

ensure that our camaraderie remains

So

were

Maddie McQueeny, and Lindsay
McNamara, as well as junior Taryn
King and senior Alison Craib. The

sesses the strength of character to

intact throughout the

tie

penalty shots. Bowdoin's five shoot-

die

first

es against Amherst and Middlebury.

he brings to our team on the field."

UNH

Russo, a Government and Legal
Studies major,

would

like to

coach

youth soccer

in the future. But for
now, he remains focused on this

season.

"Our schedule appears

harder than years past, but

we're up for
to take

hope

it

that

it,"

he said.

one game

we

I

Women's rugby
by Clara Cantor

to be

at a time,

and

are competing for the

championship come November."

of New Hampshire on
The Polar Bears played with

die University

form,

shutting

The match

(Jr^wMrAe
Maxneux
136

Commercial St
Portland, ME

(located next to DiMillio's
and in front ofJt Oyster)

207-871-9999
www.bubblemaineia.com

all

out

die

ed the game with strong scrimmaging
skills to

win and maintain

plenty of ball possession.

Backfield

play was highlighted by strong running,
tackling,

score. Three

and good support

play, both

and Vanessa Vidal

were outstanding

in leading offen-

and defensive charges.

ies.

lot

of playing time for rook-

With quick decision-making

which concluded with a 5-5
rookie players

Kennedy

two

Scrum-half Jeni

'08 scored an additional

two

Bowdoin
showed strong

the win for die

tries to seal

ruggers.

points.

'07 for an

The back

line

running and decision-making throughCaptain Julia Bach '06
die game's result.

fitness fun

was proud of

'The pack played a

They made it easy for the
game on. I think our

their

days

debut,

really paid off," she

their

tie.

Many

home rugby

B-side

contributed

solid

efforts

throughout die match, most notably
Caitlin Bevan '08, Laura Sartori '06,
Jemima Fernandez '06, Krystal Barker

Maria Koenigs

'09,

and Alanna

Beroiza'09,

Following her

game, Beroiza

"The

first

Bowdoin rugby

enthusiatically

real clincher for

stated,

me was Daphne

Leveriza's ['08] glorious boot at die

end of the game," adding, "Rugby

said.

The B-side game was equally

made

showing determination and

enthusiasm with every play. The entire

'08,

out the match.

skills

Leslie Wittenbraker

'06 scored the lone try of the match,

and Alicia Velez '08 also added a

great match.

'08

ing with a

and confidence,

each, with one conversion lock

backs to get

Emily

try,

line,

'08,

made by Margaret Munford

from forwards and backs. Forwards

sive

a

try

Kelly Orr '06, Margaret Griffith '07,

Skinner '08,

to

members of the back

Sara Utzschneider '07, Alison Spencer

additional

yielded strong team play

IS players. Forwards dominat-

and rucking

way

contributing five points to the final

The Bowdoin Women's Rugby
Team gave a great performance against
Saturday.

shuts out

Skinner wrestled her

Contributor

think

"We have

from

».

from Alison Chase '09

first

rest

Wildcats 32-0.

Chinese Steamed Buns
Home Made Snacks

assist

Field hockey defeats Williams in

fantastic

aootfiie
its
ILKSHAKES Si SM
Hot Tea and Iced Tea

Chagnon scored with an

Danielle
*

Blackmore and sophomore Katherine

Willie Waters '06 lead the team

wins, such as their victory

first-year scoring record, but he is

Zeigler into the goal. Junior Ivy

the highlight of my career,"

together for three years prior to

books. Not only did Russo break the

Women's Soccer
The women's soccer team finished
week with victories over

the

Ann

could not find the goal.

cessful.

for the Greater

year Jeff Cutter came in 101st

first half,

ships I have developed with my
teammates over the years have been

of a college season."

Bowdoin

The Bowdoin Orient

total

"I honestly think that the friend-

thing except for defending," he
joked. Crowley and Russo played
to

Fulton,

Williams player in Saturday's match.

with his teammates.

the game," co-captain Mike
Crowley '06 said."He can do any-

Boston Eagles.

c

Russo's best soccer memories are

of the bonds that he has formed

trols

coming

past a

sons.

As

Bowdoin.

move

Williams and Brandeis. The Polar

who shot a

Shaez Allidina '07 took 90th place and
first

to

place individually. Sophomore

Brandon Malloy,
86th

tries

164 to take

of 679. Leading Bowdoin was junior

Drew

Junior Ivy Blackmore

excit-

awesome."

is

.

'
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Colby races ahead of

women's

13

1TA Tournament held at Bowdoin
by Nick Day
Contributor

cross country

For the second consecutive year,
throughout the race, taking

place

fifth

seconds behind the race winner.

held at Bowdoin.

"Courtney Martin competed very
top runners, and led

all their

of the

the race for part

mile. She

last

is

which

offer.

The

Polar Bears played well and

won

tenth through 13th
Courtney Eustace '08 finished

tenth in

Fellow sophomore

19:42.

Laura Onderko followed Eustace in

In first-round action, co-captain

Kara Perriello '06, along with
teammates Kristen Raymond '08
and Sarah D'Elia '09 handily

19:57. Just four seconds later Kristen

defeated their opponents, dropping

Brownell '07 crossed the finish line

just nine

for a Bth-place finish.

three matches.

Ahearn '08 rounded out
Bowdoin's top five with a personal

Country

women

ning two of three matches. Perriello

was

to finish

by

led

year Elissa Gervais with a 19th-

Bowdoin's

Team on Saturday in
first home meet in almost

win the second

20:38 to take 21st.

tiebreaker, 10-4.

Bowdoin's

The

Saturday's loss in stride.

Senior co-captain

Schweitzer

Jill

"Colby was top-five in the
nation last year. They only lost one
runner and they gained one to replace
said,

We knew

her.

competition,

they

runner

to

team

remains

positive,

said.

«

least

more times this season, and
now we know which runners to
three

Many of us had great races, and many
now see clear goals for the

look out for and catch as we
progress through the season. Our
team is strong, and I'm looking
forward to see how we develop,"

future."

First-year Courtney Martin finished
for the Polar Bears. Martin stayed

with the lead pack of Colby runners

Bowdoin

by Scot McFarlane
Contributor

co-captain

Bowdoin Men's Cross
Country Team narrowly defeated
Colby in Saturday's
The final score

rival

came from

Ben Martens

most exciting

The

race.

senior

in the day's

Martens ran

in

ninth place for most of the race and
trailed

by 20 seconds

the seventh

and eighth place runners from Colby

race.

the

at

three

of 28-27 showed

mile

that cross country

with two miles

a team sport

is

Martens kicked
past

the two
Colby runners

Most of the
team held back at

capture

to

The doubles pairing of senior co-cap-

opponent withdrew because of a
knee injury. D'Elia, forced to play

against a top player from Brandeis.

tain Kristina Sisk

her second match at nearby Maine

Raverta, a towering player from

Pines because of a shortage of court
space, had difficulty adjusting to the

0, she

and the speed of die indoor
dropping the

rebounded

first set

to take the

6-

second

set 6-1, then lost the third set in

The Bowdoin Women's Volleyball
Team challenged Colby at home
last Wednesday, and although the
undefeated Mules added another
win to their record, it was not without a tough fight.
first game 21Bowdoin came out strong in
The team pushed its

After losing the
30,

the second.

way ahead of

the Mules, taking a

The Polar

close victory of 30-28.

Bears

let

down

their

guard in the

a

FOOTBALL, from page
and headed out

place finish.

and Hughes

Determined

fourth

the lead

put up a

to

Bears had a fantas-

game with

a final score

of 30-26, nearly forcing Colby
play a

to

match.

fifth

tournament. The ladies battled the
number one team from Williams and
lost in

a 9-7

nail-biter.

well. But I think
most important thing our team
came away from this tournament

the

with was specific things we need to
work on in order to become an elite

team

match

game giving Colby

in Division III,"

D'Elia said.

Colby

to

Kristen Lee had an impressive 25

Margo Linton added
35 assists to her strong record.

digs and setter

Bowdoin faced

Later in the week,

University of Maine

University of

New

at

Machias,

England, and

"The Colby match really showed
how far we've come as a program in

Invitational tournament in Morrell

was such a

Gymnasium. The Polar Bears swept

take a

game from them, and

the tournament, winning all three

we

plan on taking the

matches 3-0, 3-1, and 3-0, respec-

the last four years.
thrill to

next time

It

whole match," said senior Ellie
Simon, who led team with 1 1 kills
and seven blocks.
Sophomore defensive specialist

down

11

Sophomore

As he

sprinted

to the left sideline.

down

the last ten

of his career,

co-captain,

took 13th place

the

who

maintained

for

Bartus,

yards,

second

closed

the

the

Polar

the lead through-

Bears.

out

The
team
was down sev-

entire

race.

pace

eral

of die Bowdoin

runners

because

it

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

for the

of

Krah '08 took fourth

Nate

in end the Polar

dual meet against Colby.

runners.

Bears

will

challenge the

Owen McKenna and Nate
fourth

respectively.

and

The

fifth

third

Maine

University

of

Farmington in

their third

the season.

at

meet of

Middlebury linebackers
At the three-yard line, he

in.

game

at

21

With the Polar Bears holding
their breath, Nolan McNair '08
drilled

the

extra point

Bowdoin a 22-21 lead.
Commenting on the
Leclerc said,

we were

injuries.

This week-

catch the Colby Saturday's

places,

In doubles, Perriello

tic

lost

Hughes and Perriello were the last
Bowdoin players eliminated from die

Salem

tively.

State

at

the

Bear

Polar

Junior Julie Calareso fin-

ished the tournament with 27

kills.

Sophomore Jess Liu took 19 defenaway from the opposition.

sive digs

Football defeats Middlebury by one

a

Krah '08 secured

Kristen played one hell of a

fight, the Polar

Andrew Combs,

Junior

lost in the quar-

after the match.

again.

and Raymond

8-5 to a talented duo from Williams.

"Everyone played

"Even though she

third

dove out of bounds, but his outstretched hand hit the pylon, tying

to

the tournament.

V-ball loses tough

college 8k race

Bears

first

tournament," teammate D'Elia said

except for senior

Polar

the

ters,

Steve

difficult

Raymond dropped

Her changes in strategy were
no avail, and she dropped the second set 6-2 and was eliminated from
set 6-3.

to

super-tie breaker.

in

made

Amherst.

drew Kristen

"hi retrospect, I feel like it was a
match r should have won. But I also
think my opponent played pretty

Colby guys blow

course

In the quarterfinals, she

a

crucial seventh

of

the race to let the

fast

and second round

first

opponents, 8-2 and 8-6, respectively.

off their steam,

The

crushed their

Raymond

mark,

ance of every runner counts.

the

well," D'Elia said.

In round 16 on Saturday,
after

left.

and die perform-

the beginning

Perriello

by Kelly Bougere
Contributor

finish

The Bowdoin Orient

cruised through her match, 6-2, 6-1,

she said.

Men's cross country
beats Colby in close race

Fulton,

Doubles pair Kara Perriello '06 and Kelsey Hughes '07 prepare
to receive a serve during a quarterfinal match against Williams.

her

Raymond advanced

courts. After

face --Colby

6-2.

defeated her opponent in a super

was good experience for our
team to see what a top five NCAA
championship team looks like in a

will

set

Drew

roller-

6-7, she stormed back to

lighting

"W»

of us can

first set

despite the loss.

dual-meet race," Slovenski
Schweitzer agreed.

certainly

proved themselves on Saturday. Yet
I'm not worried about how we did.

first

next

was
go

"It

they would be tough

and

'09

the

coaster of a match. After dropping

the

Sokolow

action,

weathered a

particular

in

starter, 6-2, 6-3.

flexed their muscles, win-

Gervais for 20th place. Jamie
Knight '07 ran a personal best of

through the finish chute to take
26th place. Caroline Sholl '09,
who took 28th place.

The Polar Bears say they are taking
last

Amherst

second-round

In

place finish. Sarah Podmanizky '08

Jessica

four years.

match, losing a close

difficult

the finish together in 20:20 to take 16

trailed

paced the Bowdoin Women's Cross

more

and 17th place.

The next group

Highly-ranked Colby College out-

in

contest to an

first

by Laura Onderko
Orient Staff

games between them

Senior Kelsey Hughes endured a

of 20:03. Alex Knapp '07
and Lindsey Schickner '09 crossed
best time

Saturday's dual-meet against Colby.

has to

tennis

many tough matches.

Amy

last

event,

Sunday,

women's

said.

Bowdoin captured

Polar Bears sprint to the finish in

to

Coach Peter Slovenski

place.

Bowdoin Orient

The ITA

from Friday

lasted

showcased the best singles and doubles that New England Division III

poised to have a memorable season,"

After several strong Colby finishes,

Fulton, The

Intercollegiate Tennis

Association Tournament (ITA) was

well with

Drew

women's

the

overall with a time of 19: 1 5, only five

"A few

to

give

reverse,

plays before

with

eight

yards

to

go.

Nolin was undoubtedly the

star

Despite

of the show. He

kicker,

record for receiving yards with

having an All-League
Middlebury decided to go
for the touchdown. Quarterback
Lyon threw to Jamie Staples, but the
tight end took his eye off the ball.
With the pass falling incomplete,
the

game was

all

but over.

tions

record.

impressive

plenty of optimism after the game.

one-handed

good

addition

to

Nolin

his

had

He was named Offensive
of the Week in the

run.

is

In

yardage,

both a touchdown reception and

yards,

passing (22-37) which

school

203 and was one shy of the recep-

The game had all the makings of
a classic, leaving fans satisfied.
With a stellar second half by both
the offense and defense, there was
Leclerc finished with 303 yards

the

set

Player

NESCAC

for his feats. With two
touchdowns, ten receptions, 203
and a spectacular diving

catch,

he

excelled

throughout the game.

While Nolan was excited about

same formation and
they yelled out to watch for the
reverse so I was worried, but we
executed it and Jeff made a great

enough for 28th

dive for the touchdown."

tackles were the most in Division

was

HI

ters

field into

one week and
Steve Curwen '06 had ten tackles

the

as well as a touchdown recovery.

so everybody's excited," he said.

in the

Middlebury

drove

down

the

Bowdoin territory where
team was faced with a fourth

total

offense

for

Murphy had two
eight

tackles.

football

in the nation in

Division

III.

interceptions and

Regan's

11

solo

after

his personal performance, he

more concerned with
momentous victory.

"I think the best part of the

that

we

was

the team's

played four

full

game
quar-

and never let up. We played
great, but we can still play better

5>
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EditorArtrChuf

theft should

Trustees: name it 'Mitchell Hall'
deciding to name one of the new
dormitories
honor of
After
Bowdoin alum Bernard Osher
consider a name
in

first-year

may

dorm

the other

George

J.

at their fall

meeting

in

for

Mitchell '54

would be an exceptional namesake.
Maine as a U.S. senator from from 1980 to 1995 and served

Mitchell served

the country as Senate Majority Leader from 1989 to 1995. In 1999, President Bill

him

Clinton awarded

the Presidential

—

honor

tigious civilian

—America's most

Medal of Freedom

in the Northern Ireland

act

peace process.

of plagiarism, one must

first

he or she busily

while the adminis-

be found

As

the document was supposedly
on network storage operated by
one must consider

who has already

a position of trust and

and

private data

ership and

commitment

to public service, education, and the

common good

exemplify the power and reach of Bowdoin 's core values.

The College could not hope

for

more

better candidate to receive this honor.

The Bowdoin

Student Government (BSG)

on a question Maine voters will face
tion

to

BSG

on the basis of sexual orientation

President

DeRay Mckesson

any other political issue

'07.

in

is

library

regarding discrimina-

Tuesday's meeting, according

BSG should not issue a stance on this or

initiated at the local, state,

or national levels. Such action

of its mandate. This should be the case no matter the
content of the question, and even if the concluded opinion is widely shared.
It is hard to forget how BSG stepped beyond its mandate in wrongly issuing an
opinion on behalf of the student body almost three years ago regarding the Iraq
war, and for BSG to continue on that dangerous path would be unwise.
would simply

fall

outside

Mckesson has expressed a general philosophy in favor of BSG
tackling such high-profile issues initiated beyond Bowdoin. Students voted for
candidates to represent them on issues regarding campus policies and activities.

Disqualifying

history,

sations

To
I

During the

of 2004,

BSG

if

and national

reacts to local, state,

expect voters to

demand

to

know their political

This would not be a healthy addition to the

Opponents might argue
the

should

issues, then candidates

affiliations

It is

Mckesson. Mckesson has always

my

Policy and the IT Security

Thus, reading

"Users

may

last

student

expect

of article

1,

section

is

C

it is

with-

Mckesson '07

is

already die president of

Mckesson's candidacy and

which disqualified DeRay Mckesson's candi-

of 2007 presidency

last

who

week. Mckesson,

says, is a conflict

of

interest

Typically, the leader

this interpretation is

a

body in internal politics. And Mckesson is certainly not a
"resource" of Bowdoin College in any sense of the word he is neither on the

—

BSG work,

nor

is

it

thought

was

Evan

Editor-in-Chief

BOBBY GUERETTE, Managing

Anne

ME 04011-8462

S.

Kohn,

Editor4nChief

Editor

ing months, committee members may want

remains

we

a democratic

that

to

Photo Editor

Assistant Editor

Dan

Riley

Drew Fulton

Hackett

Features Editor

Assistant
Business

Joshua Miller

Manager

David

A & E Editor

propose legislation for future elec-

no rules clearly preclude Mckesson's candidacy.

News Staff
Emma Powers
Theresa Weaver

Opinion Editor
Mary Helen Miller

Miranda Yaver

letters to

the

Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

publication.

The

editors reserve the

Longer
submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion@bow-

Orient's editorial

The editorial board consists ofthe editors-in-chiefand the managing

editor

board

occurred

good.

SAFC Chair and BSG

New York, New York

Students, be
careful using
credit cards
..

To

t

.; -*:>!.:

_»

the Editors:

"Dear Joel," says a

MBNA to my son,

letter

from

"as a college stu-

now
many of the

dent you've got more choices
than ever before, and

you make today will have
an impact on your life tomorrow.
That's what makes the MBNA VISA
decisions

such a smart decision."
is

Beware, students. MBNA's
offer is a scam to get you (or your
parents) in debt, and if you think
prey.

Frances Milliken
Cati Mitchell

you need to study harder.

that's smart,

Sincerely,

Steve Cartwright
Parent '06

Waldoboro, Maine

It is possible
to quantify
discrimination
Editors:

Regarding Mr. Kolowich 's op-ed on
the Michael Heath speech,

one way to

create an information source

is to

add

a question regarding sexual orientation

Employment Opportunity

to die Equal

portion of a job application.

A great deal of data is collected on
other

demographic variables, and

there are statistical consulting firms

Calendar Editor
Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

that are hired to
statistical

Subscriptions
Domestic subscription rates are $47
for a full year and $28 for a semester.
Contact the Orient for more information.

dures.

determine

a production schedule.

site.

The material contained herein a the property of dye Boudom Orient and appean at the svk disci*
than the editorial the opirv
aonof the editors. The editors reserve the nght to edit ail rrutfenaL
ions expressed m the Orient do not necessarily te/bct the weus tftrtt Oriem or its editors.

C^

a

Reduction In Force proce-

The demographic information is
on state applications, so this

required

would allow one to monitor each state.
you are interested in this as a
you may wish to examine "Use
of Statistics in Equal Employment
Opportunity Litigation" by Connolly,
If

Advertising
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or call
(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates and

if there is

likelihood of discrimination

in hiring or

The Orient welcomes

doin.edu) or via the Orient's web

vote.

Bowdoin

Mike Ardolino

Layout Assistant
Adam Kommel

Copy Editors

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

right to edit letters for length.

cannot support the Elections Committee's decision to

Editorials represent the majority view- of The

Photo

Editor

Ng

Editor-at-Large

editor.

We would support the committee's decision if the BSG Constitution or election
BSG officer cannot also be a class officer. In die com-

rules clearly stated that a

interfere with

James D. Baumberger,

Letters

reached in this case.

fact

Brunswick.

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

best for

students and the student government. However, the committee over-

for that reason,

6200 College Station

725-3975

he a possession of the College.

believe that the Elections Committee did what

But the

is

not considered to rep-

is

ranks, rallies together in

of common

Diving into credit card debt

Beth Kowitt

resent the entire

College's payroll for his

Fax: (207)

Steve Kolowich

and college resources.

of a democratically-elected body

its

the spirit

To the

election officials referenced

The committee members must have long arms, because

And

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

between

Mckesson broke. However, upon questioning by the Orient

BSG member at BSG's meeting on Tuesday,

that

amongst

never a smart decision. You are the

government president

stretch.

tions.

orient@bowdoin.edu

News Editor

Committee

his role as student

rules about college organizations

We

Phone: (207) 725-3300

is

The committee did a poor job communicating its justification to the student
body. In a letter sent to students' mailboxes this week, die committee did not point

Bowdoin

http://orient.txjwdoin.edu

The Bowdoin Orient

may have

and divide

credit card

BSG planned on running again, but withdrew this week

issue, the Elections

to specific rules that

user

a College institution? That's the judgment of the

Elections Committee,
for the Class

by openly and actively campaigning
for and against individuals.

examine
in

president

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

under pressure from the committee.

and by a

files

of

Playing by the election rules

At

of

BSG

not elected to represent the

body on every issue facing the world, and should not pretend

dacy

contents

abused his position as

for personal

The Bowdoin Orient

in its mandate.

DeRay
BSG

the

arti-

cle,

data stored in their

privacy, the College does not

official.

week's Orient

"Mckesson disqualified,"..was a
shock to me. I was mystified as to how
Mckesson could have so blatantly

one reads the Computer Use
all

experience, very con-

of interests as an elected

flicts

Policy.

our view that "legislative issues facing Bowdoin College" refers

BSG

DeRay

and vote accordingly.

BSG constitution provides the implied power for BSG to make such procla-

mations.

to strictly internal administrative matters.

served as

scious of avoiding inappropriate con-

BSG election process.

that a loose interpretation

1

been, in

Out of respect

it

alarm

BSG Elections.

fall

co-election moderator with

Unfortunately,

Thus,

my

writing to express

by senior staff,
members of the community are
indeed bound by the Computer Use

Policy, the clause

neutral integri-

the Editors:

am

over the recent

IM conver-

sites visited.

While there may be no explicit rules

accounts.

The

must be maintained as

one of the legitimizing facets of the

Treasurer

all

privacy for

the Elections
difficult situa-

a fair decision

that prohibit plagiarism

If

abilities.

that

Former

and most importantly personal

and web

of their

feel

I

Sue Kim '05

numbers, telephone calling

e-mail, as well as monitor

Thus,

Mckesson was

alumni

history,

fere to the best

Sincerely,

infrastructure

student records,

borrowing

credit card

planning to issue a statement

November

at this

BSG

is

BSG and their role on campus. I hope
that the BSG despite the controversy

administrative

would not only be able to access faculty grant proposals, but would be in a
position to access

Stick to your mandate,

it

and

is

*

a corrupt sen-

Bowdoin 's IT

BSG

feel that

Committee handled a
tion appropriately.

member

staff

attest that

member with

ior staff

access to

alumnus, and could not ask for a

in an

can

I

I

clear that election moderators

ty of elections

Boston, Massachusetts

As a former IT

am

Sincerely,

John Meyers '02

myself,

stu-

interpreter

and

rules

election

ing a child abuser access to play-

used privileged adminis-

access to copy die data.

Having been an

of the

grounds.

staff member
trative

privi-

akin to allow-

is

the possibility that die accused senior

and families from Brunswick to Belfast, and
has made Bowdoin proud By naming a dormitory in honor of Mitchell, the
College would set in stone the worthy recognition of a man whose insightful lead-

Having devoted four years to
at Bowdoin, I

dent government

soring organization should not inter-

in

scholarship program for graduate study.
affected the lives of citizens

neutrality.

personal privacy and steal data to

Chancellor of Queen's University of Belfast in Northern Ireland, and started a

He

figurehead overstepped the bounds of

those directly affiliated with the spon-

tive

the IT department,

takes place.

an objective election did

demonstrated a willingness to violate

leged access to vast amounts of sensi-

grant proposal?

fair election

Constitution in die past,

remain

stored

Mitchell serves as

is

now

does nothing to stop them?

Allowing someone

So how did the accused senior
member obtain Carey Phillips's

and

Clearly,

not occur because the organization's

occurred.

tration

staff

opment

tive

what other data

online.

specialized grants, on-site coaching, technical assistance, and professional devel-

possible to ensure that die most objec-

disappointed that these actions have

copying right

documents and thus

working opportunities throughout college. Mitchell's organization also provides
to select secondary schools throughout the state.

obtain

The
must remain as neutral as

organization

Professor Phillips's data electronically,

Generally speaking, grant proposals
are confidential

suspect did indeed access

If the

is

the source material.

are not something that can

But perhaps Mitchell's contributions to the world of academia are most worthy
of praise. He founded the Mitchell Institute, which provides scholarship support
for hundreds of Maine students each year and offers them leadership and net-

it

Before one can commit an

entrusted.

pres-

and diplomatic influence

for his distinguished mediation

co-chair of die committhat approved not only the
Computer Use Policy, but die larger IT
Security Policy which explicitly spells
out the rules, roles, and responsibilities
of access to electronic data?

of electronic information

and the custodians to which

mid-October.

the

is

tion that is running the election.

on Bowdoin servers"

files

tee

ber raises very serious concerns about

Mckesson

president,

symbolic figurehead of the organiza-

How could Dean Mc E wen say he is
not aware of "any policies regarding
when he was

To the Editors:
The recent report of plagiarism of a
grant proposal by a senior staff memthe privacy

As BSG

out as very

relevant to the case at hand.

access to

cause concern

'48, the trustees

jump

accounts..." should

Intellectual

Established 1871

James D. Baumberger, EditorinChuf

The Bowdoin Orient

career,

Peterson, and Connolly.
Sincerely,

Chris Lacke '88

Pitman,

N
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Brownell

marriage,

Linhart used

Gay

marriage

writes that the introduction of an

Says who?

to accepting immorality.

Religious
the Editors:

am

tantamount

is

dogma?

She appeals

writing in response

to

a rhetori-

to authority,

cal fallacy, without addressing

moral

The Orient sent out a plea recently
more conservative editorialists.
was tempted to answer the call this
week and the Democratic convention
would have provided plenty to critiI

But

Zachary Linhart's contribution to
the September 23 issue of the
Orient. First of all, I am absolutely

philosophy.

outraged by the totally ridiculous

phy.

and appalling generalizations that
Mr. Linhart made about Bowdoin

crimination, does not.

liberals.

anti-discrimination legislation

would

versation,

own

prede-

a

To quote President Hyde and
direct

at the "liberals

it

the event and the

at

who were
ones who

weren't there, but would have

same way

acted the

been"

if

they bad

disgusting.

is

Not only did

of the
yellow-clad "liberals" behave very
respectfully
throughout
Mr.
Heath's presentation and the Q&A
the majority

many of

The Golden Rule,

like

Christ's teachings, has an

independent basis

in

Homophobia,

moral philoso-

like

racial

dis-

be wise to examine their
fined morality so that

includes the

it

virtues of fairness and tolerance,
which have a true basis in moral phi-

weren't there would have

attended the event "wearing yellow

was not a group of closed-

shirts"

minded, hateful

liberals,

but rather

who

to nourish only

two

ideologies,

both of which are bankrupt.

democratic)

With

and

liberals

(neo)conservatives directing the con-

one

Democrat.
or blue

quickly corralled into

is

of

decision

Republican

or

Red

state

Right or Left.

Pick-up truck or Volvo.

state.

losophy. Perhaps then

all

"treat others as

be

other options.

we will
we would like to

For argument's sake

treated."

Sincerely,

Aaron McCullough '07

ignore the

we

current fiasco

are involved in

with the disqualification of

Mckesson from

that

the

the

DeRay

election of

agenda was not
beliefs.

in

Mr. Heath's presentation

vene to

conservatives

On

who

the other are

once upon a time

now beating the liberals at
own game while also pursuing

are

community

rather

last year, three
I

other

were responsible

for

relating to the election.

However,

the three clauses that they used

within the election rules to disqualify

Many students at Bowdoin became
aware during the current

politically

traditions

The apparent

BSG president,

On my very first day at Bowdoin,

was that as
Mckesson was a de
logic

I

responding to the

letter enti-

"Maine should not tolerate
immorality," by Kristen Brownell.
Her letter reveals a fundamental

tled

sleeping bag at
I

was given

some

insight that has shaped

entire

Bowdoin

campus. As

is

an organization on

this voice, the

tee found that

commit-

McKesson was
3.

a

A of the rules

states, "Candidates shall not use
College funds or resources for

career.

my

When asked

what the dating scene was like at
Bowdoin, my female trip leader
gave a sarcastic, mildly unattractive

snort and answered,

"What

dating scene?" She then described
the

two kinds of people on

campus: the

this

we

bed hoppers and
the couples who fell in love over a
bag of trail mix as soon as their van

never intended the term "college

to Mt. Katahdin left the parking lot.

resource" to be used in such an

Indeed,

serial

it

seemed

that

at

lege paper and using other tangible

Bowdoin, your only choices were
either a never-ending cycle of
sweaty dances in poorly lit basements and unfamiliar futons, or a

items.

never-ending relationship. Period.

expansive and liberal manner.

It

to include things like

printing fliers in the library on col-

The domestic

policies underwritten

by both parties in recent times may
have damaged society even more than
persistent foreign intervention. The
Federal Reserve, through

its

manipu-

bust, ruining lives

and

robbing us of unrealized prosperity.

Meanwhile,

Hoppe

Hans-Herman
in his book

as

points

out

there's seafood if you're not aller-

and there's a solid chunk of
your summer savings that you will
never see again. It's all very romantic, very grown-up and potentially
gic,

Instead of wasting

money, an

EpiPen, or a perfectly good fake
ID,

how

about a simple Thorne din-

ner date? While perhaps not as

be

you can begin to make a difby simply choosing to ignore
cam-

the theatrics and punditry of our

pus ideologues.

hopeless

cism movie whose mere
ders us

reason

is

trailer ren-

on a daily

sleepless

all

some God forsaken

rated PG-13. There's the

hand holding, the overdramatic

known

women

we

are

and the undying hope
she'll be

for,

that at the

end of the night

too scared to sleep alone.
If you're not in to

devil

the

whole

possession thing, however,

some other options. Go to
Common Hour together, or take in
one of the Bowdoin Film Society's
selections for free no cab ride
there are

inti-

necessary.

A simple cup of coffee at

the Cafe" in the union can be very

and

romantic,

cookies

the

are

almost as delicious as a goodnight

mate or extravagant as the lobster
paella for two, Thorne can provide

kiss beneath the stain

a gentler transition from the world

on

the polar

bear sculpture outside.

sun-

so-innocent physical contact

you have to pull her away from the
edge of one of those terrifyingly
deep holes in front of the art museum.
And for those of you who honestly believe that you look your
best after two keg stands and a

not only far from logical reasoning, but far

from original

intent.

I

pretty

much

Do's." But

urge restraint.

I

already said their "I

wouldn't give a

first-

my

pre-o leader gave

of "me" to the world of "we."

Sometimes

and

that

all

it

takes

is

a hearty

trip to the

in the

whipped cream somewhere

other than underneath your cherry.
Or, if the

whole dining

hall scene

isn't your thing, how about a spur
of the moment trip to the conven-

ience store in the midst of a particularly grueling

Interested in drawing cartoons
for the Orient

?

Math 060 problem

Send proposals

to orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.

squinty-eyed look in a

why

mold-encrusted mirror,

Union

an admittedly subtle but
clearly defined effort to spend

stay late at a party?

some alone time

amidst a sea of spilled beer and a

is

together.

Bonus

the

mood

Nothing

a 3:00 a.m.

like

not
sets

PBR

points if he uses his Polar Points to

smattering of other potential cou-

purchase your Diet Coke and string

ples

cheese.

another towards the door.
if

teeth, there's

Regal

is

brief, blurry,

when

set? This one-on-one stroll to the

However,

of

gay

ference

will

—

very dangerous.

dard movie date to

to

and the socialism of

Democrats here on campus

gasp-and-grab

your

law

believe in perpetual war,

depravity,

door

not

statistically incorrect.

later

state.

the central state, the Republicans and

and
pearls is anything other than a bona
fide date. There's wine if you're 21
or resemble someone who is,
Grill in crisp collared shirts

marriage following the passage of

changing the focus

you

If

human

intellec-

Marx and

to apologize for

crimes committed by the

basis, yet for

or any other state will adopt gay

anti-discrimination

—has been

what a "date" really is.
For instance, I doubt anybody
would argue that going to Starfish

homosexuals. Asserting that Maine

By

and most

especially since

Keynes

dae bar to get your foot

senior looking back on all
have to admit that there is a
amount of both the random
hook-ups and the couples that have

moral philosophy.

unfounded and

becomes

"conscription"

ary because the conventional role of

isn't

you find yourself
constantly worrying about food in

an

murder,

enslavement into armies, "taxation"

becomes robbery at the point of a gun.
The less offensive words are custom-

an innuendo-laden

As a

forecast that

states that protects civil rights

"war" simply becomes mass

helping of chicken parmesan and

is

year student the gloomy dating

is

professor

the

Obeying

fair

the

Sincerely,

With regard to the anti-discrimination law that the Maine state leglast
March,
islature passed in
Brownell claims "the passing of a
similar law in Massachusetts led to
gay marriage."
Massachusetts is but one of 16

Harvard

this idea,

in the

you would

light as

this, I

of

interpretation

Alex Linhart '06

in

and economic interven-

fact,

government actions

actions of a private citizen.

Elections Committee represents a

crimination legislation and a predefined dogmatic morality that

In

Deal legacy of

all

same moral

reading of the election rules that

misunderstanding of the anti-dis-

grounded

social welfare
tion.

in enthusiastical-

New

ly exercising the

acterize

Or, if you actually enjoy physical
activity, take a stroll around the
Quad. Who knows? You might even
have the opportunity for some not-

The

the Editors:

am

my

Farley Field House,

facto voice for the student govern-

was meant

To

snuggled in to

ment, which

nally helped create this text,

lomophobia

Democrats long ago

gov-

me. I would argue that we simply
need to expand our definition of

by Sarah Riley
Contributor

Bowdoin

Sincerely,

}hilosophy in

indistin-

different

Bowdoin dating

DeRay Mckesson were devoid

Jackie O'Hare '06

Lack of moral

nearly

are

parties

The Elections Committee does
final say on all matters

campaign purposes," Mckesson
was disqualified. When we origi-

lines.

The

lization,

BSG

students and

Because Section

try to build

guishable as well in their domestic

ed boom and

of the

much as he claims, he

than divide the campus across party

these

believe in peace, freedom, and civi-

"college resource."

would

why

have occurred, follow the

disasters

advice of Murray Rothbard and char-

dent.

happy to represent you. If instead you

If Mr. Linhart actually cares about
the College as

presi-

salvation.

its

to understand

of the money supply, made the

Student Government Constitution.

forum where all sides of
an issue could be discussed properly
and respectfully.

on morality than our current

holds humanity's

politics

rather than

To begin

political parties

believed in smaller government, but

who

doom

—

them.

fix

electoral

20th century a period of unprecedent-

debate.

campus, they would organize a

clear

lation

of the

this

becomes

crusade.

in the text, history,

on

it

have an even looser grasp

crusade after bloody nation-building

of any backing

truly diverse

that liberals

As a member of the Student
Government Affairs subcommittee

or

were concerned with starting a dialogue

times on civilians),

their

single (and extreme) side of the

Bowdoin College Republicans

drop the atom bomb (twice, both

less

thoroughly depraved, and that

ties are

Class President.

was not a "diverse forum," but a

If the

the only leader to

larg-

is

important than accepting that both par-

on,

well-documented crimes of our Bush-

to

was

developments

er role in these

tuals

have the

Mr. Heath's
line with their

also

of

exchanged ideologies.

inter-

included conservatives as well as

who wanted

Truman

rest

consider that

arguing that the two parties have

government can and must

rules that are currently in place.

clear that

When you

the world.

have

to

has done

it

to "solve" in the last 100 years

both

together because of a variety
of objections to Heath's position. It

it

on the

brutally force their will

problems

all

that

Deciding which party played a

flaws and believe

came

make

than ever before in our history.

more

have done as much as Republicans to

and ones

Jeffrey Frankel has written a paper

administration and are horrified by the

Christian students

developed. Since Truman, Democrats

These are

government claims
to,

who grossly overesti-

revising and creating the election

a diverse group of students

increased."

ernment programs, but they joined the

civil society's

have

that the

answers

psy-

incivility,

hedonism

and

Republicans. It was under Harry
Truman that much of our willful warmaking and imperialist stance was

moderate and assume that you want to

side are liberals

recklessness,

chopathy,

a worse foreign policy history than the

and emphasize

The

dependency, parasitism, negli-

fare

gence,

Unfortunately the Democrats have

tax cuts

mate

To the Editors:
I would like to comment on

Democrats offer the

that the

hope for peace.

best

uninspired choice of calling yourself a

and Republicans exerts enormous
pressure on you to pick teams. On one

misinterpreted

crime, structural unemployment, wel-

assume

outfit.

Republicans advocate slight

punditry of our college Democrats

Election rules

Democracy: The God That Failed,
during the last century "the rates of

obvious

the

policy.

let's

join in the political discussion.

acted in an unbecoming fashion

had they attended the event is
unjustified and unfair.
Mr. Linhart's submission was
riddled with inappropriate and
ignorant comments that were no
more than cheap shots at liberals,
and failed to be sensitive toward
our own gay and lesbian students.
The group of students that

seems

I

You must choose immediately and
only between these two; there are no

session, but the assertion that those

who

would have been nourishing an anemic political discourse that
invitation

(social

Brownell and other opponents of

accepting the Orient's

in

Republican

immorality these students are given to

Given

for

cize.

too restrictive

is

Cheney, Pinky and the Brain

by Evan McLaren
Contributor

Brownell

aside,

anti-discrimination law

of liberals
I

Party politics

nation that the law seeks to remedy.

generalizations

To

ultimately

ignores and dismisses the discrimi-

15

is

always the stanfall

back on.

only a hop, skip, and a $9

cab ride away. Nothing says love
like the

9:50 showing of that exor-

suggestively

tugging

one

Regardless of the time or place,
it's

time to

start

seeing these hap-

penstance one-on-one moments for

what they
get to

are:

a chance to talk, to

know one

another, and to

swing by Bowdoin Express
late night

can of Rediwhip.

for a

•
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The Weekly Calendar
September 30-October 6
Saturday

Friday
Organic Garden
Tour Bowdoin's organic garden. Meet
at the Polar Bear outside Smith Union
to bike to the location or ride with the
van shuttle service.
Bowdoin Organic Garden, 1-5 p.m.

Gender and Islamic Art
Dr. Perween Hasan, art historian and

Fulbright Visiting Scholar, gives a
lecture

on

Islamic art and architecture

South Asia.
Classroom, Visual Arts Center,
3 p.m.
in

Beam

Film:

Contra Dance
Line dancing hosted by the outing club.

cabinet,

;

Council on Latin American Studies.
Druckenmiller Hall, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m./
Concetti An Angel s Voice
Derek Lee Ragin, accompanied by the
ensemble Rebel, performs Baroque music.
Bowdoin Chapel, 3-4:30 p.m.
y

gains control of the

land of Freedonia, aggravates his

Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center,
8 p.m.

\

"^

Duck Soup

Groucho Marx

and pushes his enemies
wage war on him.

Smith Auditorium,

Latin American Studies
Attend a symposium entitled "Democracies,
Identities, and New Lefts in Latin
America," presented by the New England

/'

Sills Hall,

own
to

-•

7 p.m.
Al Franken

Come

to a

comedic show with

Al Franken, talk radio host

Monday
Sunday

The Bodhisattva
i

reception

is

Art Exhibit
held to mark the opening

Flanagan, professor of

philosophy, gives a talk entitled "The

Tuesday

Bodhisattva's Brain: Neuroscience,

of painter Sally Loughridge's exhibit.

Virtue, and Happiness."

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,

Druckenmiller Hall,
7 p.m.

3 p.m.

r

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel,

Brain

i

Owen

A

s

and political satirist.
Morrell Gym, 8 p.m.

Room

Rosh Hashanah

16,
.

Visual Arts
Artist

4:30 p.m.

Shaun Leonardo

'01

gives a lecture.

Beam Classroom,

Visual Arts

Service

Daggett Lounge, 6:30 p.m.
Textile Painting
Cathy Worthington teaches techniques
fof (iterating art on fabric.
Craft Center, behind Admissions,

Center, 7:30 p.m.

6:30-9 p.m.

Stahl Lecture

\

Poet and scholar Willis Barnstone gives a

reading and presents the annual Stahl
Lecture.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
'

7:30-9:30 pan.

Wednesday
Smoking Cessation
Part of a nine-session course offered by

Parkview Hospital

on

traditional

and

non-traditional techniques that help to
stop smoking.

Mitchell North,

Thome Hall, 2-3:30 p.m.
Ceramics

Bill
Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Flood gives

a class

on

wheels-throwing techniques.

Craft Center, behind Admissions,
Introductory class: 4-6 p.m.

A rainbow shines between the towers of the Bowdoin Chapel yesterday.
•'

Intermediate class: 7-9 p.m.

Thursday

Traditional Acadian, Quebecois,

Community

Maritime, and Cajun music
is played in a concert by the

for Ocean
Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

band Boreal Tordu.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, 8-10:30 p.m.

Lectures Series
Dr. Louis E. Sage from the Bigelow Laboratory
Sciences will lecture.
12:30-1:30 p.m.

/

Boreal Tordu Concert
Career Information Session
Eric Gregg '93, Director of Credit Suisse
First Boston's Buy-Side Insights

Group,

will

hold a conference for students interested in
investment banking.

Hawthorne-Longfellow

Hall, 7-8:30

p.m.

t
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kills

Bowdoin senior
report

Friends remember creative
talent

and

"Alcohol and speed

said,

appear to be contributing factors to
the crash."

quiet spirit

No

of Katie Scott

one

was injured by

else

the

crash.

The Orient was unable

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

with

crash

Trooper

investigator

Lima

Robert

to speak

phone

despite repeated

calls.

Kathryn Anne Scott '06 died as a

of a car crash
Hampshire over fall break.

result

New

in

Scott spent last spring studying at

Edinburgh University and had been

on

minor,

taken

An

this

weekend's outdoor homecoming

festivities.

her have

according to Bradley. "She danced

woman,"

as part of the hip-hop club, Obvious,

who knew

Dean of Student

Affairs Craig

an email to

in

found to be personally meaningful,"

all stu-

dents and faculty Thursday morning. "Katie

made

tributions

during

number of con-

a

her

years

at

Bowdoin."

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

mugged on Park Row
home

Investigators believe the assailant

Hawthorne-Longfellow

used nearby bushes as cover before

Steven Naculich was walking

The Department of Safety and

from the

Security and Brunswick police are
on the lookout for a man who
assaulted and robbed a Bowdoin
professor in an apparently random

Library at approximately

nighttime attack.

Gustafson House. Gustafson House,

of

Director

Randy

Security

attacked
tled

which

is

home

side of Maine Street

The suspect

important things"

before and after the robbery.

Row

on the Park

Office, is located

ducted interviews with a number of

who "saw

Aid

to the Student

Nichols says investigators have con-

people

10 p.m.

Tuesday when the assailant
him from behind and wreshim to the ground in front of

last

Coles Tower and Chamberlain Hall.

the attack.

He

did not brandish a

weapon.

Hampshire

three semesters.

State

abrasions to his arms and knees,

has a sore neck, back, and

been taking

"I've

and

ribs.

(GLBT)

Hershberger investigated

M iddlebury,

by

Please see ATTACK, page 4

McEwen

Orient Staff

working hard to promote diversity

Bowdoin 's number of black

One year

scenes phase of the capital cam-

He found that staff associations, web

paign,

prospect and mission of an official

sites,

organization.

been established to work with GLBT

faculty,

and friends ad-hoc organizaconvened to discuss the

The group was

started

from a

stu-

dent-initiated effort to solidify sup-

port for

GLBT

students and friends,

and counseling services had

"This prompted us to press the

Bowdoin

administration

according to Bernie Hershberger,

whether or not

licensed psychologist and interim

staff

director

of the College's counseling

services.

students

it

was

as

safe to be

and be out," Hershberger

to

on

said.

The answer was an unequivocal

He

GLBT staff on

campus,"

Blacks in Higher Education (JBHE).

A summer 2005 article in JBHE
showed that of Bowdoin 's 152 faculty, only three, or two percent, are

not something we're happy

McEwen

said of Bowdoin's

lack of diversity. "We're taking steps
to

change this pattern."

Bowdoin

also holds

the lowest

percentage of black tenured faculty,

with

1.1

percent, or one black pro-

fessor out

of 94 tenured

faculty.

Of

black.

Of the

21 liberal arts colleges

the 23 schools that provided data to

that

gave

statistics

JBHE,

JBHE, only Claremont McKenna

to
is

the lowest.

Affairs Craig

Please see

TENURE, page 5

Refurbished track honors

alum

gauging interest

determine if

goal of $250 mil-

its

too

is

high

—

not high

or

enough.

According
Mills,

the

to

President Barry

College will likely be

ready to publicly kick-start the campaign next

fall.

The

initial

plan for

Please see STAFF, page 2

Planning and Administration Bill

added,

The Journal of

"It's

about,"

is

faculty.

biggest potential donors to

was approved by the
Board of Trustees last October.

Hershberger said.

came to me and asked whether or not
mere were

its

is

"This initiated a process to establish

yes,

"A year or two ago some

from
lion

students.

said that the College

the behind-the-

into

Bowdoin

recent study by

according to a

Bowdoin 's percentage
Dean for Academic

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

facul-

among highly-ranked

liberal arts colleges,

MTT, and Wesleyan University to see
if they had GLBT staff associations.

staff,

trails

Adam Kommel

among the

tion recently

Bi/Transgender

Please see SCOTT, page 2

those of peer colleges

reduce the swelling," he

tories to

that point

organization proper."

ever Gay/Lesbian/

Calendar Editor for the Orient for

citing

Black faculty rate

said.

some staff
may have been out but there was no

by Dan Hackett
Orient Staff
first

While not

stole Naculich's pos-

AcUioc organization
campaign
unites queer staff
on course
Bowdoin 's

Police Troop-B

anti- inflamma-

Capital

"At

dance and

Back Page

Scott served as the

any specific evidence, the police

ty is the lowest

said.

often reserved but could also be a
'fearless' creative spirit in

1

Naculich said he suffered minor

sessions and fled in the direction of

he

the Vagina

in

Monologues in 2004," he said.
According to Bradley, students
described her as someone "who was

drama."

Milford Barracks.
Associate Professor of Physics

and she performed

00 feet off of
1-93
an
northbound
lane
in
Londonderry according to the New
Scott's car hit a tree

Professor

Hatch

Students Association, "a role she

W. Bradley

backdrop for

at

Library and was a leader in the Asian

said

foliage provides a colorful

worked

Scott

in
seri-

Elliot

"Students

fall

English major and education

Hospital

to

described Katie as a lovely

The

since

September.

Manchester and succumbed to
ous injuries the next morning.

Evan S. Kohn, The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin

from

leave

was alone in the car at the
of the crash on Monday
evening. Soon afterwards she was
Scott

time

the fund drive

Senior

Vice

President

for

Torrey said mat the campaign team

INSIDE

has already had discussions with 60
percent of board

members and about

half of other large donors.

Features

"We're exactly where

Discover the historic

charm of Portland by
exploring the

Old

Page 6

Port

we want

to

be," he said.

Assessing the campaign's progress
to date, Mills said in

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

an interview

with the Orient, "We're at a stage

where we've established our

The outdoor

priori-

Please see CAPITAL, page 2

ing football

track will be rededkated during halftime of die

game

to

honor

gold-medalist Joan Benoit

homecom-

Samuelson

'79.

••»•#
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Faculty

forum

and

staff

GLBT group creates

STAFF, from page

member of

l

attracted to

some

sort of faculty

and

work in conjunction with
Bowdoin Queer/Straight Alliance
and the Queer/Trans
to

Hershberger, the
is

queer

staff.
I

yet to

interviewing,

point,"

selling

a

be decided. Preliminary objectives

adding, "I

include establishing "a mentorship

to

I

was

Aldridge

said,

was

easier

told that

it

be a gay faculty member than a
gay student."
Citing social pressures placed on

program and a web site" and "possibly a program to set up host families
for students to visit or stay with dur-

students, Aldridge believes this per-

ing school breaks or other occa-

ception

sions."

however,

The

first

meeting, held September

28, consisted of a general dialogue

on queer

according to

by Bowdoin,
Munny Munford '07,

one of two

stu-

dents

The group
about

talked

"how compeople

fortable

'being out,'

felt

ways in which
Bowdoin is an
'unsafe

space,'

and the

ability to

communicate with
other

students,

and

staff,

well

as

faculty,

as

unsure,

is

ing, I

I

told that

interview-

in talk-

a questioning student

who is looking

for

a

school

come out against

supportive

atmosphere

Bowdoin was

Maine

to

She

here."

believes "that there
is

a

dis-

a

lot

and

That was

wholly negative,"
Aldridge said. "I

Suzanne Aldridge

of the group also

Visiting Fellow
to the Education

Department

on a political
and consider upcoming
to be decided on
1,

profile.

the

8.

According to Munford,

group discussed possible cam-

uncertain, Hershberger said.

Among

other things, die organization could

add to the supportive infrastructure
being developed at Bowdoin and

and

staff.

sometimes gotten phone
from [prospective] students

"I've
calls

now

wondering what Bowdoin does

to

and

forming."

Munford agrees
"is support for

Whether or not the group will pursue any political objective remains

attract prospective students

just

dents,

it

is

and

not as abundant as

stu-

many

so important," Munford said.

"The support needs to be worked
on to make mis place a safe and comfortable campus for all people, and
been achieved," she

students," Hershberger said. "These

said.

making their college
decision based on the presence of
support services and also a sense that

The ad-hoc group will meet in
Lamarche Lounge in Smith Union
Friday, October 21 at 12 p.m. to flesh

GLBT students are safe."

out

Visiting Fellow to the Education

plans.

mission and discuss future

Hershberger welcomes stu-

dents, faculty,

and

seeing

her

in

her

future

endeavors."

Carla Cambiasso

'06 told the

"She was a dancer, an

Orient,

artist,

and most of all a fellow friend with

whom

to question the world."

was reserved and made

everything she said valuable. Her

words were precious and her voice

was

strong," she said.

Katie Scott '06

There was a gathering last night
in the Peucinian Room of Sills Hall

As

noted in Bradley's email, the

family suggests gifts in

Bradley noted that members of
the Counseling Service

staff,

the

Scott

may

our hearts and memories always."

be

Scott's

to

Herman

Scott

and her brother and

sister,

and

Jenna,

MA

01720-2049.

The College
announcement about

will

a

make an
campus

and
Residential Life are available any

memorial service once plans are

time of day.

place.

of Student Affairs,

Office

A

with Scott, remembered her in simi-

memorial service will be held
for Scott on Sunday, October 16 at 2
p.m. at the Acton Congregational
Church, located at 12 Concord Rd.

lar regards.

in Acton, Massachusetts.

CAPITAL, from page

of Bowdoin's best kept

secrets.

Katie shared experiences and insight

make me
known her."

that

feel special for

having

1

the capital campaign

what

we want to realize."

include the

construction of a recital hall, a

new

Those priorities include approximately $175 million for the
College's endowment, $25 million
for various building projects, and
about $50 million for annual budg-

hockey rink, and renovations to the
Walker Art Building.
Mills acknowledged that he has

etary expenses.

travel

The

centerpiece of the campaign

$75 million

is

been spending significantly less
time on campus recently in order to

of the endow-

He

aid expenses are

endowed

is

of students and

said that despite spending

is still

Mills cited "the talent of students,

of fac-

the excellence and dedication
ulty,

and the quality of

important factors that help

people

gram, which will allow the College

explain

is

"What

is

to

important

to people the

why

is to

the

I

'resolved.'"

Kohorn was

referring to

computer

security, not to intellectual

The Orient

regrets

the error.

explain

believe this place

a simple fact that in the end places

move

can't maintain excellence or

to the next level without financial

Spring Break 2006
with Student

Travel Services to

Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas and Florida.
Are you connected?
Sail Tripe, Earn Cash & Travel
Freel Call for group discount*.
Inlb/Renervauona 800-648-4849
www.art*travel.coin

support."

^

"Intellectual

allegation

Bowdoin of today and

deserves their support," he said. "It
is

September 30 story

property policy.

to

and community

EVENTS AT YOUR ALMA MATER BY
SUBSCRIBING TO THE ORIENT

until

property

him con-

support

programs such as

AND

Give

CORRECTION

network

to support student

Building projects to be funded by

donors,

tells

hurts.

good."

staff" as

career planning
service.

it

comment made by Professor Bruce
Kohorn out of context in the

College.

The remaining $25 million

feels

until

the life of the College, but nothing is
more important than solidifying the
endowment."

vince

bers.

it

he

said

The Orient printed an incomplete

Another $75 million of the to-beraised endowment funds will be targeted towards the academic pro-

mem-

said.

Torrey

"Don't give

quotation in large type that took a

scholars."

to hire 12 additional faculty

"People give to success stories,"
he

"very involved in

Mills said that ensuring that financial

Bowdoin's strength

that

about half of his time on the campaign, he

ment.

saying

helps in raising money.

on campaign-related busi-

ness.

strengthen the

to

financial aid portion

for next generation

Torrey echoed Mills's comments,

J^
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Promoting brands by distributing samples/
brochures & demonstrating products to customers
Part-time, weekends, & typically 4-6 hours

*t*

INFORMATION, CONTACT
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Said Cambiasso, "Katie was one

Mills to publicly kick-start the capital campaign next fall

Citing the increasing difficultly
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at

Highland Rd., Acton,

Mount Holyoke senior Becky Crimmin

who danced

sent

Dr.

Jason

they said in a joint statement to the
'06,

Society.

Expressions of condolences

. .

Maggie O'Mara

memory of
Bowdoin

Cancer

was
Her warm presence
and talents will be missed by not
only ASA, but by all that knew her,"
involved with.

the

either

to

Scholarship Fund or the American

"Katie was loved. She will stay with us in

necessary to "create opportunities

KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH CHANGES

success

father,

"Katie was a quiet and
unassuming person, yet
full of life. She demon-

staff.

BACK, ALUMNl!

had looked forward to graduatwith Katie and

Bowdoin 's

lower- and middle-class families
have in sending children to college,

WELCOME

ior, I

grief

ties for

that has not yet

Department Suzanne Aldridge, a

with

Orient.

staff

of us would hope for it to be."
"The Bowdoin campus is very tolerant, and has a ways to go on
acceptance. This is one of the reasons
I think a faculty LGBT focus group is

its

Mahmud
'06, who worked

(ASA), shared Mckesson's

that though there

LGTB

support gay, lesbian, or transgender

students are

all."

the activities that she

great, that

LBGT

roommate
"As a sen-

ing

achieve

'06 and Keerthi

strated a unique zeal for

is

'06.

Scott's passing.

of us

small community

queer community
growing and achieving a higher
I'm just surprised that it's

is

Question

paign strategies.

the

that

first-year

Mengesha

for those wanting to talk about

in the hearts

here
the

stance

November

think

Scott's

on

Asian Students Association

is

and our futures, all while eating
and Korean noodles," said

sushi

"Katie

Scott through

my

dearest

always be a part of this family and I
trust that memories of her will live
Fariha

perspective

take

and her love of

skills,

Bowdoin Student Government
President DeRay Mckesson '07
said, "This is a sad moment for the
entire Bowdoin family. Katie will

Sugumaran

not that

O'Mara.
memories are the
late night [conversations] where we
would contemplate the meaning of

"My

always," she said.

reservation

Munford said.
Some members
that

her involvement in theater, her

es,

photographic

as a hard

face," said

Elizabeth

was demonstrated in her class choic-

remember her

I

worker and she always came to
dance practice with a smile on her

oddest times... Katie's creative side

body."

selling point."

organization

that

talented.'

life

within the student

"It's

the

the

Bowdoinites

those

"She was an amazing dancer, one
of those people you look at and say
to yourself, 'wow that girl is very

knew Katie's character,"
Crimmin continued, "she had a dry
wit that would show itself at the

of closeting

administration,"

advocated

"For

and her spirited freestyle at parties
and with friends."
"Katie was loved. She will stay
with us in our hearts and memories

Based on her experiences

crimination.

Scott since junior high school.

never

dance, both choreographed hip-hop

come

to

Becky Crimmin, a
Mount Holyoke senior who spent a
semester at Bowdoin and knew

how welcoming

remember being

the first

even

is

to prospective stu-

ing to straight and gay students at

was

enough, but to describe

Katie's true personality

to

as

Bowdoin, Aldridge
"would not advise

"When

To convey the loss of a best friend
is difficult

i

I

remembered for her "warm presence'

will be

Bowdoin appears
dents.

issues faced

present.

She

accurate.

is

06

1

harder," said

was

remember being told that Bowdoin
was the first Maine school to come
out against discrimination. That was

Resource Center."

According

the ad-hoc group, was
Bowdoin because of the

"When

for

(BQSA)

exact mission of the group

SCOTT, from page

College's reputation as a safe place

staff organi-

zation, to

the

Katie Scott

for discussion of queer issues
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Dems draw crowd with Franken BSG disapproves taking
by Anne Riley
Orient Staff
After playing host to the

new Class of '07

conventions of the Maine Chapter of

Democrats of America,

the College

the

"Having
the
convention
at
Bowdoin the first two years helped
solidify our presence

decided not

around the

"Next

we hope

year,

torch to another chapter

Tuesday's meeting,

strong

chapters to choose from," he said.

The

Maine

second

I

BSG

informally

weekend of September 30,
drew 116 delegates from seven
Maine colleges, according to
Bowdoin Democrats Programs Co-

constitution,

Al Franken

Chair Anya Trundy '06.

keynote address at the second Maine College Democrats Convention.

which

BSG

"The

states,

stu-

empow-

dent government shall be

Courtesy of the Bowdoin College Democrats

ered by the student body to be

Republican Party during his

attested to the "crooks" in the

for presenting

responsible

student

While President DeRay Mckesson

A

and the Lying Liars Who Tell Them:
Fair and Balanced Look at the

convention included campaign

Saturday night, which drew an

Right.

ager for Maine Won't Discriminate

Maine," many members

Jesse Connolly, candidate for U.S.

not the student government's place

"This

mated 1,700 people.
Franken, introduced by Maine

was

president

probably through his

handed,

own incompe-

Other speakers sponsored by the

Hay

Jean

Senate

to a

tence, an opportunity to lead not

Congressman Tom Allen.

Gymnasium about

U.S.

only this country, but the world, into

Representative Emily Cain spoke

Morrell

Tom

DeLay's

indict-

a

new

Franken

century,"

said,

about

State

tive

"It's

a fine

Bush's response to the attacks on

September

and Congressman Mike Michaud
led a discussion on labor in Maine.
The convention also included a
number of optional workshops,
including media, web, and chapter-

Facilities

case with Fox over his book, Lies

moment to go after
Osama Bin Laden, he
Bin Laden go and

let

used

it

to attack Iraq

so

billions of dollars."

"One of

In an interview with

Orient,

the

Franken

convention-goers

gained

is

knowledge of who

is at

These are people

Colby College and discussed individ-

"Yeah,
that.

I

Left.

worry about

I

say and mis-character-

ize

he said After

it,"

giving an example of an

involving mini-

issue

mum
tics,

wage

difference

is that

Statistics

Class

the

Farmington and

felt

said.

that

by

BSG
of

re-elections

2007,

Justin

at

track has

Orono.

in

been refurbished and

women's

and exchange ideas and

will

be

cuss techniques were, in
best

part

inaugural

the

in

marathon

of

the

1984

Olympic Games. The track was been

dis-

my opinion,

resurfaced

$300,000

of the weekend,"

and enhanced with

gift

a

from Nike.

The newly improved

said.

away

Bowdoin IT

is

working to con-

"They

no.

all said

track

now

I

said

I

didn't

track]

Partridge will act as an advisor to

Roy Partridge to assist Mills

now, and he

scale.

in multi-cultural affairs

courses in sociology and Africana

Twenty-five computers are set
to

"I

Even though the original plan has
been downsized, Bowdoin IT is still
optimistic and determined to help.
"It'll be 25 more computers than
they would have had," said Davis.

—

Roy

obtained a M.Div.

willing to donate computers to this

for Multicultural Affairs.

Partridge

t

i

at

the

card system, with which students

could use their Bowdoin card
local

at

Brunswick businesses.

will

'79
Bowdoin has

of fame, including

six different halls

the International Scholar-Athlete Hall

He

Special

Women's
and

to

President Barry Mills and

The new
members of

track will also benefit

Maine community.

the

Freeport High School will use the
track in

after-school practices

its

whenever Bowdoin's teams
a

is

win

for all

of

money, and

the

us. ..Nike

we made

some accommodations for Freeport,"
Ward said
The official rededication ceremony
will take place at homecoming during
die

Bowdoin-Hamilton

At

halftime,

football

Joan

game.

Benoit

Barry Mills will speak. According to

track and field coach, but

and her influence on students as a

he

Mark

said.

it

will also

acknowledge Joan Benoit Samuelson,

and Bowdoin President

Parker,

Ward, Libby Barney '03, a runner at

Bowdoin, will speak about Samuelson
rolemodel.

work
•tart •

staff, students, and faculty
on the importance of multiculturalism and equity.
Partridge has been a member of

with the

Proaote brand*

(70 for a 5 -hour avast

I

dlatrlbutlog aaaplae/brochurea and/or

fay

deaonat rating producta to conauaara. Premier ln-atora Promotion*
company and author liad agancy of Maea Connactlona, Inc., baa graat

more than ten years

opportunltlaa In Varloua Main* cltlaa. poaltlona available ara

will continue to teach

part-time, raoatly waakanda, and typically 5 hour*.

Ha will ba accepting application* on Friday, October 21at froa tiOO-

ll:00aa • the Student Onion

—Compiled by Chris Marotta

I

tor acre Information and to apply online, vialt

MM

and Frances Milliken.

»

and

are not

track will remain named after
Magee, long-time Athletic
Director of Bowdoin and talented

better shape,"

The

President for Multicultural Affairs,

National Track and Field

Samuelson, Nike Brand President

lot

the

USATF

family in Freeport.

a

Jack

from Harvard

Assistant

the International

Hall of Fame. Today she lives with her

gave us

"The steeple-chase pit is much
I don't know if you saw it last

also

the

Archie Abrams '09,

nicer.

University.

As

to

year, but [the track] is definitely in

was appointed

Special Assistant to the President

looking into

is

Studies.

Dell,
and
companies HP,
Apple to ask if they would be

—

University of Michigan.

the faculty for

called all of the hardware

BSG

Dudley Coe Health Center. Also in
works for next semester is a one-

using it

extremely fast"

came to Bowdoin in
1993 as the Dean of First- Year
Students. He is a graduate of
Oberlin College and earned his
Partridge

a network.

Orleans school administra-

tion that is trying to create a tem-

porary school in a gymnasium.

Bowdoin's

In addition,

been

and indoor/outdoor
runner, 'The surface [of the
is amazing; the super-mondo is

track

be sent down to the school from
Bowdoin, pending authorization
from Microsoft to install the operating system and office software
free of charge.
While this will help the effort to
resume schooling in New Orleans,
the original plan was on a larger

New

one

options.

"This

According

master's degree and Ph.D. at the

to the Hurricane Katrina

relief efforts, specifically to

steeple-

also

cross-country

The only company willing to help
efforts was Microsoft.
The original plan was for one of the
hardware companies to donate
some PCs, and then Bowdoin students could go down to help set up

tribute

The

jump have

enhanced.

Pines

appreciate that answer."

instead of six.

chase and high

Bowdoin Briefs
work in

Vonnegut,

listed as potential

Samuelson has been accepted into

gold-medalist

Information Officer Mitch Davis.

were

seen," according to Ward.

The John Joseph Magee outdoor

boasts eight lanes for the straight-

school,"

Billy Collins

Sports Foundation Hall of Fame,

Radwan

the

Senator George Mitchell, and poet

runner Joan Benoit Samuelson '79, the

the

up computer netGulf Coast school

Mellon
year,

terms of turnout was Al

Rush's Butt."

set

Kurt

speaker;

profile

W.
the

for

"While the big highlight of the

weekend

diem from die Bureau of

IT to

left

looking to bring in a high

is

"clearly the best athlete

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

Franken, some of the training ses-

Chief

Andrew

the

Foundation

of Fame,

tion delegates over lunch to discuss labor issues.

Bowdoin's

Also, with about $50,000 in funds

from

rededicated this Saturday to honor

Congressman Mike Michaud met with conven-

said

saving energy costs this winter.

honor Samuelson

sions where everyone could get in a

News From Beneath The

distributed to students in hopes of

Track dedication

Maine

schools 's strategies for

circle

in

rescent light bulbs, which will be

the

get

and he gets

Bowdoin

Sustainable

to

to 67.

has given

main focus, the student body.

from

we

statistics

Bureau of Labor

$200

97

extending weekend hours

Won't Discriminate with delegates
from the University of Maine at

statis-

he continued, "The

our labor
the

labor

ual

BSG

In other business,

the other col-

who don't listen to what

Limbaugh of the

'09

Strasburger was elected president

Bowdoin College

Democrats IT Director Oliver
R ad wan '08 said. According to
Radwan, the Bowdoin College
Democrats swapped ideas on web
site design with democrats from

Rush

to 29.

Salter,

simply the networking and

leges working,"

the

Theo

for president,

commenting on broader political
issues would take away from BSG's

for

may have

fears being character-

as

William Donahoe '08

In last week's

most valuable things

many

was asked whether he
ized

Courtesy of die Bowdoin College Democrats

the

scale,"

Andrew Edwards

building training.

his cronies could get

we're walking

line

of

current administration, and his court

Wong in the re-elec-

by a vote of 147

Strasburger defeated his opponent

College
the

larger

"Instead of using that

like

was

Vice President

involvement in the political process

.

be a

when we're saying something on

W.

1 1

"to

felt it

of the entire student body.

regarding

George

BSG

a political stance representa-

ment, the "intellectual sloth" of the

President

for

of a bigger community,

to take

of youth

importance

the

was a way

it

part

and

Bright,

Governor John Baldacci, spoke

Congressman

felt

man-

'07 made a comMckesson and Laurits,
Mckesson had endorsed.

Laurits defeated
tion

BSG

Wong

Derrick

order to fund the purchase of fluo-

opinion."

The most widely attended convention event was political satirist Al
Franken 's keynote address on
esti-

of his role as the president of

whom
on

In defense of taking stances

Committee because

Elections

positions.

such issues, Mckesson cited the

dis-

qualified from the elections by the

plaint against

College

place the

incumbent Mckesson was

after

voted 19 to 6 to disapprove taking

Democrats Convention, which took

the

for

positions of president and treasurer

BSG

ballot.

After a lengthy discussion at last

to pass the

—and there

many up-and-coming

such as Question

on the November

were held

Re-elections

on broad

to take a stance

political issues,

President Frank Chi '07 said.

treasur-

er.

Bowdoin Student Government has

Bowdoin Democrats Co-

state,"

and Liz Laurits was elected

by Catt Mitchell
Orient Staff

convention on campus next year.

full

elections

Bowdoin College Democrats

have decided not to hold the annual

are

holds

political stances,
two

first

.

*

.

event aandproaot 1 ona cob
.

.
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Campus mugging

1&
HsheTIk
Bobbie

ATTACK, from page

Milkshakes & SjmootIiie
Hot Tea and Iced Tea
Chinese Steamed Buns
Home Made Snacks

1

has students questioning safety
composite

a

create

to

tigators

sketch, Nichols said. That sketch

xvxeva
136 Commercial St

Portland, ME

(located next to DIMIIIio's
and In front offt Oyster)

207-871-9999
MOM-SATsKhMAM-IOsSO PM
vi UtOOPM-YOtOOFM
www.bubblemaineia.com

According to Nichols, the suspect

demanded money and made

off

with Naculich's wallet, watch, wed-

ding ring, and a black and blue

was released on Wednesday and has
provided additional leads.

"New

information

The backpack contained a

collec-

Nichols

said

he could not pro-

research papers.

vide information

represents

"It

in

active investigation."

of Naculich's

tion

coming

is

from a variety of sources," Nichols
is a very

said Thursday evening. "It

Totes backpack.

Develop Your

about two months

about

Career

of calculations and

leads because of

At

in

Psychology

MSPP

will

take

time

to

duce,"

all

Investigators
believe that the

Last

ran-

Courtesy of the Bowdoin College

dom. In a securi-

Department of Safety and Security

ty alert sent via

Thursday,

email to students

This composite sketch depicts

and

Professor Naculich's assailant.

my

• Specialty tracks in Health and Forensic Psychology

investigators used a

• Optional focuses

tracking

in

Assessment Child

Organizational Consulting Psychology,

& Adolescent Psychology,
& Couple's Therapy among others

• School Psychology Specialist Program

dog

(MA/CAGS)

A variety of opportunities for

field

ing
the

experience

The

and searched

woods. Nothing was
recovered.

toll

free

221 Rivermoor
Boston,

Street

MA 02132

took

by

place

dumped

in

the

community,"

Nichols said.
Nichols said additional evidence

Apartments.

He

sidewalk

one of two walkways
go to

The

wide.

seemed

elaborate because the investigation

and did not appear

is

suspect's

skin

either tanned or dark pig-

mented.

He wore baggy
to

clothing

be wearing

eyeglasses or jewelry.

ongoing.

One

He

22 years

19 to

was sent to the Maine State Police
Crime Lab, but said he could not
is

with a

hair,

inch

student observed the suspect

loitering in the area

about five min-

utes prior to the attack.

The

student

saw the suspect and remembered enough information for invesbriefly

Readers
tion

that

who may have

informa-

could contribute to the

investigation

should

call

the

Department of Safety and Security or
the

the head resi-

to 5*11"

which was possibly
shaved. He wore a bandanna of an
unknown color, rolled to about an
cut

is

dent

approximately

Gustafson House on Park Row.

Ely Delman '06

a

height of 5' 10"

old with close-

somewhere

Massachusetts School of
Professional Psychology

888-664 -MSPP
admissions** rmpp.edu

or call

IIIIMSPP

attack

has probably been

"It

described

is

thin build.

The

campus and local

• Fully accredited

more info, or to attend an Open
House visit openhouse.mspp.edu

Bowdoin Orient Graphic

the sus-

having

as

sniffed a piece

'

staff,

pect

to try

• Classes for credit for non-degree students

For

attack

of Naculich's cloth-

• Concurrent theory and practice throughout both programs
•

dog

to find the bag.

Geropsychology, Family

was

pretty

mind."

still

fresh in

• Doctor of Psychology Degree Program (Psy.D.)

the investigation.

repro-

Naculich

"Fortunately,

said.
it's

some

specific

Brunswick Police Department.

is

Brunswick

of

assistant

Row

said the Park

that students usually use to

Brunswick Apartments and
"there's

been a

lot

that

of talk" from

res-

idents about the robbery.

"The residents I've spoken to are
worried about walking back to
Brunswick at nighttime," he said.
Catrina Cartagena '07 is one such
resident. She tries to use a better-lit
route to
walk to Brunswick
Apartments at night and moves with
groups whenever possible.
"I've even thought about buying
pepper spray, if for no other reason
than to make myself feel more
secure," she said.

Cartagena represents the Class of

Authentic Thai Cuisine

2007 in Bowdoin Student Government
and plans to bring up Park Row light'

ing at

Diiie-ln or Ta ke-oul

its

next meeting

Assistant Director of Security

Louann Dustin-Hunter checked

the

records "of the College's annual
lighting walks and said

it

does not

appear that the Gustafson House
area of Park

Restaurant

The next

cern.

visa &

14 Maine Street Brunswick, Maine

your own,

Start with

n^v

•

mc

207 725-9708

Clinical

Investigation

•

Communication Sciences and

Oct 24
Oct 25

-

Cofey Coll«9«, 3:30pm - 5:30pm
B«t*s CoiUg*, 11am - 1:30pm

bers of the community to take pre-

Navy Family seeking responsible student

is

to care for our child on as-needed basis.

-

5:30pm

Experience, own transportation & references
a must.

MGH INSTITUTE

CHARLESTOWN NAVY YARD
BOSTON,

to

MA

www.mghihp.edu

I

which

CPR training a plus.

He

advised that students

dispatched by security and

"Crime happens everywhere," he

"We

should not delude our-

selves from thinking we're
ed from that."

Dustin-Hunter

Call Nikki

725-6165 for interview.

OP HEALTH PROPESSIONS

Advancing people

is

available every night.

said.

Bowdoin CoN*g«, 3:30pm

will

Meanwhile, Nichols urged mem-

use the College's shuttle service,

IN

Disorders • Medical Imaging • Nursing • Physical Therapy

walk

lighting

take place on Thursday.

cautions.

GRADUATE AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Row came up as a con-

is

Rape Aggression Defense (RAD)
class for female students

Pay based on experience.

insulat-

also planning a

and

staff.

The class will take place on October
16 and October 23 from

1

p.m. to 5

p.m. During the second session,
participants will be given the option

of participating

in a

mock

attack

scenario.

The
is

class is free, but registration

required.

Interested

women

should email Dustin-Hunter or

call

725-3314.

It's

Energy

Conservation Month!

So whatever you do,
don't go

to:

orient.bowdoin.edu

Restrain yourself,
if

you can muster the
strength.

—
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October

homecoming Sculptor replicates

Trustees meet during
The Board of Trustees meets
weekend to discuss pressing

this

College issues, including the cur-

of the concert
higher energy costs, and next-

rent construction
hall,

most of the business
details,
which are generally
worked out within the 14 committees and subcommittees. Within
include

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

year's re-accreditation process.

grounds and experience.

According
"Governance

This diversification of the comcame about in an effort
made by the College administration to ensure that "the students

and faculty are aware of what's
going on and have a voice and vote

chance to respond" to it yet. Thus,
it will not be on the agenda for this

Bowdoin

its

the committee," according to

in

College
Richard Mersereau.

of three annual

first

Secretary

ously

—how

Mersereau,

to
is

taken very seri-

who

works,

it

of view... We very consciously try
to shape the board with smart,
experienced, successful people

who

bring different qualities and

perspectives to the table."

The main

role of the board is to

hire the president of the College

Saturday's schedule

be

to

is

to work with
make sure that

and then

the presi-

geared toward having a presenta-

Though the trustees are commonly aware of the general issues

tion

involved issue than those previ-

allel to their expectations.

on the agenda months in advance,
as the meeting approaches, priori-

ously addressed in the meetings.

they do not

ties occasionally shift or addition-

focus will be on acquainting the

guiding

placed on the agenda.

trustees with the re-accreditation

school.

al topics are

This

which
will com-

meeting

first

in

trustees will participate

mence with a half-day
for

new

orientation

trustees so that they can

become

better acquainted with the

College and the trustee committees.

Friday's proceedings are set to

In

this

more focused and

a

meeting, the

particular

process, which

on

is

.board, expertise, diversity, points

meetings.

on

dent to

tion the College

the direc-

going in

is

make

par-

is

While

executive deci-

sions, they play an integral role in

workings

the

of

the

"Good governance means no

undergone once
every ten years and which will be

surprises," Mersereau said. "It's a

taking place next year.

process of agreeing upon what the

Though

is

there are

many

issues to

be discussed within the various
committees,
according
to

and by the time there's a vote it
has been thrashed out, people have

Mersereau, they generally
passed unanimously.

had

get

ally

and

their voice heard,

"We're connected

providers.

than 13,000 ports." All Mitch Davis

can do

is smile as he gazes at walls
of wires and computers in the basement of Hubbard. "No matter where

you plug

in,

it all

comes

he

here,"

system

The paths

still

will not cross,

works.

The upgrades

will not

burden the

According to Davis, Bowdoin 's
Information

the

Officer,

a vast

is

and powerful machine. This semester, the whole system is about to get
even better.

"We used to pay
now we're getting

$9,700 a month," Davis said.

According to Davis,

dents

Bowdoin
Tech Watch

Now

two

years.

that

means

Bowdoin stuand more reliable

better

is

up," Davis said.
for

"What we were working
with before was a 30 megabit coninternet

Now

nection.

we're getting a 125

megabit connection."
In addition,

According
Engineer
Jason

cable

the
is

not

broken, the whole

Now Bowdoin

Bowdoin

said.

has two path-

diverse connections to

two

different

network was

secure.

We

wanted

Bowdoin's one-time black percentage of total faculty at 4.4 percent
According to JBHE, just over
five percent of all full-time faculty
at colleges

and universi-

United States are black.

to

couldn't close ports
in

any time they

to."

sets

—

of

firewalls

a border firewall protecting

campus from outside networks
and a core firewall to protect computers connected to the campus network from getting to the core server.

The

art

investigate.

throat),

"When the engineer got up there to
at it, when be actually put his
hands on this thing, that's when a sec-

nal as possible."

look

wing came off and we
that this was not
good," Major Maintenance Program
Manager Michael Veilleux said "We

about making

it

but

we

all

agreed

Instead of a grotesque, the final

through the gargoyle through changes

we

decided right then that

remove

should

in the roof, turning the

hopes

damaging freezing and

that the

years, even

though Arnold expects

complete

this spring.

network

starting his

less.

—

it

Many

found

this

"It's

went completely wirestudents working at IT

just taking access

said Alec

Berryman

model

but you don't

it,

Changes

lot

'07.

them up,"
"You can

know

the

of the building.

of trial and

error."

IT are constantly

in

"We

upgrade a quarter

deeper and deeper
going on here."

"And we could keep going

—

Seferlis.

and also worked

a lot

there's

Arnold had

at the

was

"It

own

in

was a

easy choice," said Veilleux.

fairly

"Between those two,

down

terms of
it

came

just

it

The

was shipped

old gargoyle

replica out of a 2,200

Indiana limestone.

on

is

to

to fashion a

pound block of

He

Hubbard as well as the

it

mean

In the

ested in putting the

Hubbard

will use the

its

"The old one

it

lot

"A

Africana

Studies

why

this

course

semes-

ing alive."

things that really
tinctive

make a building dis-

and can really bring a build-

total tenured faculty

offered further thoughts as to
diversity within

was important.

the

faculty

five.

Bates

is

Colby

is

The study found

that liberal arts

staff,"

more
were more diverse than

pool,"

colleges, though located in

universities.

this semester.

humanities, where black academics

most
diverse faculty 7.9 percent of the
faculty are black. Mount Holyoke,
colleges, Haverford has the

—

JBHE

are

arts

suggested that the reason

was due

to lib-

colleges 's focus on the

more common.

McEwen
increasing the
ulty at

said

is

McEwen

In order to

to affir-

he

supported

specifically

fac-

by

said.

"widen the applicant

Bowdoin must

"actively

of "passively wait

for potential applicants to reply to

ads," he said.
"I

think

it's

important for our

faculty to represent

backgrounds,

number of black

Bowdoin,

American aca-

committed

recruit" instead

for this discrepancy
eral

"Bowdoin

mative action to hire faculty and

19, at 3.1 percent.

The one black tenured professor
at Bowdoin is Randy Stakeman, the
director of the Africana Studies
department. Stakeman is on leave
liberal arts

a

to a mini-jackhammer.

rural areas,

found that of

life to

building," he said. "These are the

a black person."

JBHE

gargoyle really

of character and

represent 'Blackness in America'

"Blackness in America"

it

suffi-

Arnold, the sculptor, agreed on the
gargoyle's appeal.

adds a

"Bowdoin

of the College's desire to increase
African-American faculty."
Devon Layne '09, who is taking

and

display piece," he said.

recruiting African

"reflection

is

could be used as a

demics.

employment as a

pieces,

is in

could be glued back together

round out the top

to her

it

place.

eighth, at 5.6 percent, and

live as

gargoyle on

old gargoyle could take

installed, the

"You would expect a black profes-

you have to experience and

new

to

is inter-

same type of tools that the original
gargoyle was sculpted with, including
a pneumatic hammer, which is similar

member, out of 94

because to truly

of

new one

Then, when

Hall.

ment chairs and I've found great
openness and willingness to
enhance the diversity," she said.

class,

difficulties

time, Veilleux

Vassar, Wesleyan, and Swarthmore

my

of

be affixed for two to three

"For certain topics I would prefer a black professor," he said.
sor for

to

areas

other

reinstalling the gargoyle, the

ciently such that

to price."

Chicago, where Arnold

—Due

new gargoyle soon

maintenance

display, potentially in the lobby of

studio in 1985.

readily obvious that these

quality and experience, so

Students should not expect to see
the

National

Cathedral in Washington D.C. before

two guys were the top

process daunting.

more than

work," Lavoie said.

Freeman, herself black, pointed

gargoyle into

an overflow drain. That way, Veilleux

thawing can be minimized.

it"

a committee

over Constantine

Davis.

ues difference."

we wanted

to be restored as close to the origi-

design calls for less drainage of water

right then

Italy

being made.

a place that really val-

thought

tion of the

apprenticed as a marble sculptor in

department was using exter-

is

"We

a grotesque (a gar-

it

knew

The past summer, another big
change took place in the Bowdoin

of our machines every year," said

ter,

a strong reception to her cause.

goyle that doesn't have a hole in the

and several others were created to

amounts of information. Basically,
people had to work around the net-

charge of increasing staff diversity

found

goyle and sent up an engineer to

control access between groups.

nal hard drives to transport large

the

that she has

tunneled through their

is

will not

There was a

at

water

mouths. Noted Veilleux,

Arnold, a Chicago-based sculptor,

into different sections. Instead

what we had and
were needing more.

looked

A distinctive feature of gargoyles is
that

team inspecting Hubbard Hall's
masonry noticed a crack in the gar-

segment, an administrative segment,

works

is

to the

of one big "melting pot," a student

IT also segregated different net-

actual construction

"We

"Our theory

gargoyle's] throat" Veilleux said

finally

A facilities

gave way two years ago.

it.

damage occurred due

freezing and thawing of ice in [the

The gargoyle was taken down, and
was formed to find a
replacement The committee considered numerous proposals for reconstruction before settling on Walter

points out and hanging

Information Technology (IT) soon

Dean
for
Academic
Advancement Kassie Freeman, in
Bowdoin, said

impossible

"I've been meeting with depart-

I

The study also noted that
Bowdoin had five black faculty
members in 1999, which put

at

now

currently has only one tenured black faculty

TENURE, from page

ties in the

old

and every computer
Davis said. "The

it,"

made.

goes down," he

members

the old network

connected to

Lavoie,

connection coming

is

a bad

virus, the Blaster Virus. It infected

realized people

"We have one

we had

realized that changes had to be

to par.

internet

years ago,

the past

more secure as
to
Network

College's current connection

in. If this

"Two

anyone could hack

Bowdoin's revamped

internet connection is

well.

up

network

fail, the downtime would be
under three seconds," said Lavoie.

There are two
system

this

come a long way over

is

Arnold can make

winter freeze and the spring thaw,

if the

ago.

replica will be as exact as

that the

thing
had changed.
Bowdoin
upgraded to redundant gigabit
processors. "The backup system is

were to

has

that contract

The

After 102 years of weathering the

the flaws, every-

always online, so even

a contract with an inter-

net provider for several years.

What

Once IT realized

$10,500 a month,

I

"We had

one removed from Hubbard Hall two years

by Nat Here
Contributor

the

College's computer network

Walter Arnold works to carve an identical gargoyle

to replace the cracked

unanimous."

College financially.

a system that's four times faster for

says.

Chief

artist

usu-

it's

secure connection

so if one connection gets broken, the

86 buildings,

to

with 250 systems, containing more

Chicago-based

Bowdoin's lone gargoyle

more

by Chris Marotta
Contributor

Courtesy of Walter Arnold

are and discussing them,

issues

IT revamps networking system
for faster,

deteriorated gargoyle

senting a wide variety of back-

trustees, one faculty member, and
one student.

intellectual property policy "won't
be settled by the October meeting
because the faculty hasn't had a

meeting,

The Board of Trustees is made
up of 45 members, most of whom
are either alumni or parents repre-

each committee are eight to ten

mittees

According to Bowdoin College
President Barry Mills, the new

2005

14,

a wide range of

perspectives,

and

experiences in order to provide a
richer learning environment to our

students," said

McEwen.

i

October

14,
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Class Rings

A Jostens
Will

Representative

Be On Campus:

FAMILY WEEKEND SALE
Date:

Fri

&

Sat

-

October 28 & 29

Time:

10AM to 5PM

Place:

Bowdoin Bookstore,
Smith Union

The Great Impasta
42 Maine Street, Brunswick
DELICIOUS ITALIAN AND MEDITERRANEAN DISHES
MEAT LAZAGNA. POLIO SPINACI. PESCA POMODORI. MELANZANA
ROLLATINI. LINGUINI FORIANA GARLIC KNOTS K ANTIPASTA SALAD
foMmB.com

Security Alert:

Have you seen

man roaming

this

the

•

1-000454-7464

m
V"'

campus?

Description:
If

Unfortunately very short.

-

Ridiculously

-

good

Class of '04.
- Last seen shutting

Sustainable Bowdoin

-

in
-

Believe

it

you encounter this

superhero, please contact

looking.

off lights

immediately.

empty dorm rooms

Alias:

or not,

Kaptain Kilowatt
it's

almost the

% way point of the month long

Dorm Energy Competition!
Rpssons
-

to C3TG*

Many people have

-

Non-pyrrhic victory.

-

The knowledge

eating a Junior Mint.
said that winning the Competition feels just about as good as

that your time

and

effort

was more about the

morality of your actions than the

If s

delicious.

r
aCU DQI7PQ
rmLCO.
UMOn

Helpful Tips:
you change, just turn
Instead of waiting awkwardly for your roommate to leave before
and put on that lace you didn't think anyone knew about.

-

off the lights
-

Edit

your roommates paper

in

the dark, use a piece of charcoal from a friends drawing

class.

Watch

-

the

Red Sox cream

the.

. .

oh

wait, just turn off

your TV.

Review:

MAC HOUSE - Winners

next Tuesday
Energy Competition is almost half over. Look for an e-mail
half-way point.
announcing where your dorm is in the standings as of the
-

ii
•

»
4

M V

ri
~r r rrrr t J
r-

.-

Will

Start saving the world now.

-

"

f*JS

'

r

r

«-

ltd

*-#«/«>.^«"

.
•

.

''. ''' '* '-".-". ••
.-.'•.'•«-.

•

••• -v-

of the

1* annual dorm competition.
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??*****

it

be ycji this year??
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i

n

*
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;
•

'

'
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An

aged

tee in

man makes

a guaran-

a thick Maine accent:

"Youcan

find anything in the

Old Port"
"Anything" seems a

tall

order for a

of Portland that covers no
more than several blocks; however,
this revitalized warehouse district
district

really

does offer all that a college

dent could want in a day

The 30 minute
worth the gas

trip to

stu-

trip.

Portland

money because

it

is

is

October

enter a store. There

ushers her daughter

Couples
at

Maine Mall, the Old Port

is

made

up of locally-owned boutiques, cafes,
and restaurants, lending this seaside

area.

the
car.

shopping to dine

fine restaurants in the

The sun slowly

sets,

below the horizon and
remains warm.
It

quietly enjoying

dropping

yet, the air

Across the

Despite the

denim. The interior walls of Bliss are

entering a uniquely-named

Port and providing a hip backdrop

coffee shop, Breaking

New

Ground,

made of brick and

of the shop allow for a great view of

sidewalk and

the park bench

the street. Coffee in hand,

patrons

sit

many

reading the newspaper,

Among

etc.

Dear Dr.

Jeff:

some

we

these boutiques, an older

at the front

form of a
of Books,

York Times

shop enjoys

its

bestsellers,

short-term adverse

nausea and vomiting, palpitations,

tremors

students take normal-

dizziness, and headaches.

day—so

that

be dangerous,

can't

share of bibliophiles

Dear C.L.: Actually ...
Adderall (amphetamine

OLD PORT, page 8

that safely or legally.

the

a prescription
medicine that many

right? C.L.

this

Among

physical side effects of Adderall are

ly every

Promising 20 percent off current

you can do

Adderall.

take
It's

couch

possibly allow you to

drinking. I'm not sure, though, that

Sometimes, before a

night of drinking,

will

presumably drink more) before you
fall asleep or pass out from the

salts,

a

and

short-term

muscle

twitching,

Adverse

psychological

side

effects include paranoia, psychosis,

anxiety,

and severe depression.

you're

taking

someone

If

else's

Please see ADDERAL, page 8

DiGiusto '96 returns to College as
professor in Dept of Government

6s30-£a

yoga*

moderate

pilates

io-it:soa
ia-

4-ftl»

3J30-5P
4 5 :l5p
prenatal moderate gentle

5X30-7P

to-iitsoa
4 the i*-4>

«w.

(

Professor Profile

He

On

4-StlSP

9/«5

dana

l-2J30p
..

8-9:30*

gentle

returning

to

the

"It's interesting to

College,
'96

see how a

$for $66

314 Fort
14

ftfadno

AndroM

81 Brunswick

725-7874
;~**v

Bowdoin

place works from another perspective."

University

"It fit I made great
was very happy with it."

dent at Bowdoin:

sparked his interest in the

friends.

College. After a
feh that

Department of Government and Legal
Studies,

moved
child

was bom

in

New England, but

there,

but wanted

to

it

visit,

was a good

ment and French
his junior year
.

at

the

thought

and

it

I

wanted

to

was a good

opportunity to try teach-

ing" he

said.

For DiGiusto, his time
in

be

France was also a time

to experience being out
his

fit

on

own.

govern-

After returning to the United States,

Bowdoin. He spent

DeGiusto worked for the Antitrust

DiGiusto double majored

to Lancaster, Pennsylvania as a

He grew up

"I

teach,

Hawthorne had
Bowdoin which

attended

at

of Western

France in Brest France.

Hawthorne.

tioned that

DiGiusto, a visiting instructor in the

After graduating, DiGiusto was a
teaching assistant (TA) in the English

department

DiGiusto \s teacher men-

his ten-year reunion approaches,

I

his junior

was reading
the literature of famed
Bowdoin College graduate Nathaniel

DiGiusto reflects upon his time as a stu-

"Indicate* a apodal 6
weak ae rlaa only $66
1 clae* $15, 4 for $46

New England for college.

discovered

year of high school. His
English class

Bowdoin alumnus Gerry DiGiusto
comments,

As

JSJJjf.Bedft.tion

return to

)

by Joy Geertz
Contributor

5*SO-6«45P

9/«9~ii/3
7J3<>-9P

lo/ao**

u-ia;i5i

kinetics

vigorous

7*o-9p

sant)

party on longer into the night (and

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

mortar, reminding

finds a refuge in the

New

stimulant) before alcohol (a depres-

Dr. Jeff

Jeff

in the area.

Please see

6130-8*

Ask

one of many boutiques

for the store,

with the smell of the sea

difficult to leave the

in the

customers of the history of the Old

leather

air, it is

number of people

it does not feel crowded due to
open floor plan. Store employees
are on hand to help every customer
navigate several racks full of one-ofa-kind clothing and a wall devoted to

its

to imagine a nicer

sit

at the center

Adderal and booze
make a bad combo

cosmopolitan

into a boutique cloth-

store,

man

blowing gently through the

in

ing store, appropriately called Bliss.

senses; quaint tables lining the front

down

street,

women swarm

the cobblestone

Strolling

one aspect of life

Port.

and relax than the park
of the Old Port.

is difficult

Upon

Old

no longer seems so
comfortable. The potent smell of
freshly ground coffee awakens the

area a unique and pleasing ambiance.

streets

finish their

one of the

bench

the

away from

candy store and toward the

ping and dining experiences else-

Maine. Unlike Freeport and

see

the

place to

in

much to

A fiddler and guitarist play upbeat
tunes on a comer. A young mother

fundamentally different from shop-

where

so

is

outside.

2005

14,

abroad

at

in

the University

of Geneva in Switzerland

Please see DIGIUSTO, page 8

October

8

Old

Port's

OLD PORT, from page
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unique shops attract
Clay City Redux, a

7

gift

filled

with jewelry, eclectic bags, chil-

and

leisure readers.

The shelves brim

and cookware. Further

dren's toys,

locah alike

tourists,

shop

food The converted car
views of
Casco Bay at night, a view difficult

and

Italian

ferry allows for magnificent

with interesting and unusual books

on,

the window of David Wood
Menswear
bears
the
phrase

to find elsewhere.

Annotated
Grateful Dead Lyrics and The
Trouble with Tom: The Strange

"Celebrating American Style" and

is

features the bust of a well-dressed

students. The

and Times of Thomas Paine
Books, etc.'s book of the day.

gentleman. Each street

different

inexpensive but hearty meals, espe-

and unique, offering a shop for every

cially breakfast. It is a great place to

Extensive selections for children and

personality, interest,

like

The

Complete

Afterlife

,

The

regional books are available along

with best-sellers. Books,

etc.

is

an

anyone perusing

essential stop for

shops in the Old Port.

may be

restaurants available in the
Street,

sur-

famous restaurant

in

Old

Port.

most
Portland, was

arguably

Portland staple, Becky's Diner,

diner

famous for

is

begin or end a day of shopping in the

and budget.

selection of shops

passed only by the diversity of

Fore

The variety of stores housed in the
of the Old Port is

is

A

a more practical eatery for college

the

Old Port
Whether

the

starting

day

at

Becky's Diner or watching the sunset
with a cup of coffee at Breaking

Ground,

visitors

New
Old

Portland's

to

brick buildings

ranked one of the SO best restaurants

Port will enjoy the versatility of this

amazing.

in the nation

by Gourmet magazine

Maine hotspot.
Encompassing the beauty of the
sea and the individuality of locally
owned shops, the Old Port may not

Walking down Middle

Street, visi-

tors will find the familiar Bull

Moose

and

below the Portland Chamber of
Commerce. Soon after that stands the

a destination for tourists and

is

locals alike.

Of

logo shining brightly in the basement

cles,

similar notoriety in local cir-

DiMillo's Floating Restaurant

is

a great place to enjoy Maine lobster

have die "anything'' found in WalMart, but

does have "anything"

it

and imaginative.

fun, unique,

Emily Gabranski

Amphetamines and booze can
ADDERALL. from page

7

charged with possession of

not be right

rity

What might begin

drugs.

may

Adderall, the dose

Those

for you.

whom

for

Adderall

properly prescribed are moni-

is

tored very carefully for the

first

few

weeks.

you

lead to hospital jail
y

illegal

as a secu-

or police officer stopping you

If you're looking for a

for "just" drinking

It's

arrest

could end with
on possession charges if

better to pace yourself, or drink

detained and
you have someone

between drinks, or eat some food
before and while drinking. Or better
still, drink at a safe
one drink per
rate
hour and up to a safe
point, no more than

or

you're

if

searched, and

—

—

four or five per night.

And

both greatly increased
ingested

to fight off the depres-

and digested. The risk
of dangerous respirato-

sant effects of alcohol

ry

than

those

are

will

signifi-

all

the

like

to treat

have

ADD,

like effects

with ADD.

importantly, any and

alcohol will
at the

other "controlled sub-

Schedule

just

the
on
Drug list,

II

propensity

dependence.

why

precisely
scription

is

Taking

may

and

C.L.,

That,

be

especially

Falling

asleep or passing put

from drinking may be
your body's only way

medication

is

II

prescription

unsafe and

med-

illegal.

you

stop

to

someone

Taking
it for recreational purposes is douIf
illegal.
and
very
unsafe
bly
caught, you can be arrested and
is

You

not notice

pre-

controlled.

Schedule

ication

occur

rate.

dangerous.

never advisable. Taking someone
else's

still

That's
its

prescription

else's

may

clearly.

for

abuse,

misuse,

same

them as quickly or

Adderall does have a

high

toxic effects of the

all

on people
But like the

stances"

the

ed" or not, and very

does not

"speed"-

these

at

and to the
levels whether

rate

you're "pre-medicat-

other stimulants used

Old Portland, has a unique selection of garments.

rise

still

same
same

cantly greater.

Adderall,

only

effects,

masks them.
Your blood alcohol

noid or psychotic-reactions

eliminate

not

does

problems, cardiac

arrhythmias, and para-

a cbthing botique in

Consid-

er this: using Adderall

it's

rather

Bliss,

finally,

snorted

when

The Bowdoin Orient

to

to go.

slower, or alternate water or juice

and the speed of the
onset of Adderall are

for

way

not the

is

you're asked to empty your pock-

effects.

Emily Gabrinski

way

party longer, C.L., mixing Adderall

your

be at higher risk
side
untoward
The potency

for

chemotherapy).

with alcohol

ets,

If you're snorting Adderall,

will

The Bowdoin Orient

for

c

"Itisdu fk^ttoimagmeanioerplacetosit...thi^

from

else's Adderall.

drinking more and getting yourself

Using one medication or substance to offset the side effects of

into really

deep trouble.

another

is not a good idea. It's
something health care providers

Be

avoid unless there are compelling

Jeff Benson,

medical reasons (like nausea from

Dudley Coe Health Center

well!

MD

DiGiusto: from student to professor of government
DIGIUSTO, from page 7

at

Division of the Department of Justice

(DOJ)

in

Washington, D.C. There, he

Professor

Levine

of die History
that the

College seemed to be "returning to the
1950s." There
to support

a good deal of evidence

is

1) Fraternities

of the more conserva-

financial criteria for

its

siderably richer,

3)

is

rumor

is

and ponbty move
nice

that there will

on campus. Nothing, we would
is more repugnant to the

ence.

He

torate.

is still

working on his doc-

At Duke, his primary focus
he did

international relations, but

conself-

teaching their students

US. Supreme

how

to kill

v

i^«

up

is

currently finishing

his doctorate at

Duke, DiGiusto

fill

educa-

back to Bowdoin to teach,
opposed to another collegiate institution, helped make tire transition from

DiGiusto 's main research project

Duke easier because he already
knows his way around and sees

liberal

me

arts

said.

differences from

when he attended as
fall

beyond

the realm of academia. DiGiusto runs

marathons and will run in the Marine

Corps Marathon

it

well" for Duke,

"Bowdoin's
tion. . .prepared

his colleagues.

DiGiusto's interests

to

fact,

While die atmosphere at Bowdoin
seems the same, DiGiusto lists new
buildings, the absence of fraternities,
and the presence of phones and internet in student rooms as a few of the
a student ten years ago.

was time

as

politics.

now

on campus. In

his former professors are

get a job.

it

According to DiGiusto, coming

in

familiar faces

some of

Bowdoin had a position open in the
Department of Government and
Legal Studies and he was happy to

felt that

comparative

DiGiusto

...

ROTC has no place at Bowdoin

m

most

at

University where he received

Duke

Although he

DOJ in D.C,

his master's degree in political sci-

secondary studies

ideals

en^covery.

the

be a resurgence of

his experi-

Department as

erate in international marketplaces."

After working for the

was

than the last

The Faculty,

s

of

imminent return to the 1950s

draw on

international agencies.

DiGiusto attended graduate school
sign

able to

at the Antitrust

institutions.

as cooperation and agreements with

of a "liberal education" than
ROTC. The Teachers of Military
Science" over in Rhodes Hall are simply

Admission procedass

considering

have thought,

2) Because the College believes itself
to be in a financial bmd it has adopted

dure. This year's freshman

is

The most alarming

Bowdoin

ROTC

flourishing.-

the Faculty

ABCDF grading system
4)

animal sort seem to be

now

whether or not to return to the old

such an appraisal:

tive, traditional,

satisfied,

Court, seems to be dnftang to the Right

Right

He was
ence

economic

he searched for an understanding of
"when states are more likely to coop-

dealt with international issues such

Department recently observed

the creation of

Duke focused on

international

this

month

for the

fourth time.

As a student here, DiGiusto admits
he was caught "inside the Bowdoin
'bubble.'" Here as a professor, he
plans to spend more time biking and
exploring Maine.

"
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October

Cook

Subduing spirits in Smith

comedy

to serve
mon human

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

by
"I

while original,

latest

two-disc

he says, "and

album,

will

perform

slammed

tonight at

Colby College's Wadsworth

Gymnasium,
al

as part of his promotion-

"Tourgasm"

tour.

Retaliation

2003.

Cook goes on

me

but

to suggest another strat-

left

delivers his

musings reminiscent of the Harmful

seeks to expose the repressed

he admitted to laughing at news

reports about people getting killed

flying tires or killer bees,

step further in

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

how

cussing

somebody

Accomplished

artist

and Bowdoin alumnus Shaun Leonardo

Cook

'01

by

Cook goes

Want by boldly

a

dis-

he always wanted to see

get hit

by a

also touches

on the

as dry as a fossil,

ern

Cook

on the modrelationship,

himself and his

own

sexual escapes as a

blasts.

pile

Some

of coats

The most

if

per usual,

bloodlust of his audience. While in the
latter

utterly explicit in his

is

case study.

Want features the kind of random

Cook

Cook

humor.

I

up" relationship

the toilet seat

brand of ribald humor with loud,

wet shotgun

Want and

As

is

not Paul Reiser-esque, "Oh,

it's

on wit as precise

rely

more

content

unabashedly using

and

as a scalpel

The

material.

Its

almost exclusively relationship-based,

forever!'"

Need.

Swallowed

heavily on Cook's

treatise

newest album comprises
discs, titled

Need relies

vulgar source material.

egy for being remembered: defecating

immensely popular
Harmful if Swallowed,

two

over ketchup packets.

cream cone,"

the cone into his face and

'You remember

of a

Wendy's clerk

tense standoff with a

ran up to him and

While many comedians

the

in

ice

In the second, he tells

Cook's

is

second album, following

released

said

I

Colby

at

Walgreen *s.

highly perverse.

is

saw a kid eating an

hot off the release of his
Retaliation,

remembered

others, though his proposed solu-

tion,

Boston-bom comedian Dane Cook,

desire to be

2005

14,

a party.

at

noticeable

difference

between Want and Harmful
story-based material.
ly

for his

is

Known

Cook's

primari-

random observations and

outrageous ruminations,

Cook

takes

on a new method near the end of the
Want album, where he relates two stories of confrontation.
In the

first

an altercation

upon the com-

death threat after cutting the line at

in

which he gets a verbal

that

on wit as precise as a scalpel
and as dry as a fossil, Cook delivers his brand of ribald humor with
rely

wet shotgun

loud,

While

blasts.

some comics exude pathos, Cook
comes off as the human id embodied.

of these, Cook describes

car.

say

comedy is a subtle
and exact art. Dane Cook didn't get
the memo. While many comedians

Tickets
Still

for tonight's

show are

available for $25 at Colby's

Cotter Union.

returned to campus on October 2 to perform his piece, "El

Conquistador

vs. the Invisible

Day Jobs

Man," in Smith Union.

full

of energy, calories

Jarmusch's Flowers a
portrait or

modesty
Don's face as he lingers on the
interiors of his ex's apartment, and
not because he's missed out on the
joys of family that shine from the
wall-hung photos. Rather, the

by Gabe
Kornbluh

Columnist

women

Murray returns as the master of moribund in Jim Jarmusch's
latest effort, Broken Flowers.
Murray plays the title role of Don
Bill

he once knew seem no

longer whole, no longer free in
their middle-aged lives.

Don

realizes

it

or not, he

Whether
is

dealing

with the same lack of identity, per-

Johnston, a successful but aging

haps one forged through a new

bachelor who's

kind of love for his

all wilted jowls
and waning sexuality. After receiving an anonymous letter informing
him that he may have a son from a
long-gone fling, Don is pushed
back into his past to search for the
possibility of a fulfilling future.
So begins Jarmusch's minimalist
riff on the classic road-trip saga.
Instead of embarking on a journey
of change and new horizons, Don,
once a stellar ladies' man, actually

relives the journeys he's already

taken, one

woman

makes

way through

his

at

a time.

As he

the female

landmarks of his past, the viewer
begins to get a sense of who,

behind the crust of indifference,

Don really is.
As Don searches

for the mother
of his alleged son, his enigmatic

appeal to the opposite sex begins
to materialize. Neither particularly

still

unidenti-

fied son.

As
it's

it is with most Jarmusch fare,
tough to make heads or tails of

Flowers' bevy of signs and dead

go nowhere,
Don's investigation becomes hopelessly repetitive, and his natural
denial of personal desire cause us
to yearn for some spark of discovery. What's more, the viewer has a
hard time distinguishing between
Jarmusch's purposefully hushed
realism and his befuddled, off-themark comedic screenplay. Either
way, the film is small and slow,
with an atmosphere that crawls
softly at first, but braces its viewer
firmly by the end.
It is no wonder that young indie
directors like Jarmusch, Wes
Anderson, and Sophia Coppola are
so fond of Murray as a leading
man. He projects emptiness like no
ends. Conversations

smooth in the typical sense, nor
the epitome of a sleazy predator,
Don's passivity seems to be his

other, providing a blank canvas for

primary asset. His stares are never

films to adhere

imposing, merely reflective.

ic elements of the movie's plot
evoke the psyche of its protagonist; Don does not know where he
is going or why, he simply knows
that he is going.
Broken Flowers succeeds in this
sense as a modest portrait, casting

nothing else, he gives the
in his life the space to

If

women

be them-

selves.

This

is

a quality that Jarmusch

does not force upon us; he instead
shepherds our slow discovery and
eventual appreciation of it.

episodes of his

inexplicable

the

Here, the chaot-

to.

We can
Please see FLOWERS, page 11

almost sense a twinge of sorrow in

iii

i
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Courtesy of Rachel Zack '08

The Day Jobs,

featuring

Jeff Friedlander '08

on

to right) Jamil

[left

bass,

and Harry Schnur

'08

'08

on

lead guitar, Zach Tcheyan '08

on drums,

on

and

guitar

vocals,

at the hurricane relief benefit earlier this year.

name, instead of the other way

by

Rockin'. Sexy. Dangerous.

said of him and his band mates.
Though their specific tastes may not
quite match (Schnur can't get
enough of Moulton's Honolulu Torn,

These are the words that define

while Tcheyan will "skip class for

trip.

cheese steaks"), Friedlander

Schnur told Tcheyan, "If we

by Leslie Bridgers
Contributor

—

The Day Jobs or
the words they
use

define

to

themselves.
Before
to

Wyne

at least those are

insists

its

around. Connected by a love of

fast friends

on

their Pre-Orientation

Before returning to campus,
start

band,

have to

"We want

to be twice as

promoted as we are talented.

a

we
call

The Day

it

heading

Long

made

music, Schnur and Tcheyan

Jobs."

Island

Harry Schnur

for band bonding

Drummer, The Day Jobs

The second semesof their

over Fall Break,

ter

sophomores Zach

freshman
The Day Jobs

year saw Schnur cast as the drum-

Tcheyan, Harry Schnur, Jamil Wyne,

that "nothing brings

and Jeff Friedlander took the time to

together like a good meal."

mer, Tcheyan ready to
"front

ruin their appetites with nothing less

But a common appeal for everything culinary was not what initially

dangerous than pumpkin fudge.

brought The Day Jobs together.

sit

down,

"We

talk about their music,

all

and

love to eat," Friedlander

=

Oddly enough, the band was inspired

man

Wyne emerging
Please see
*_).

fill

the role of

with mystique," and
as "a guitar-playing

DAY JOBS, page

11

« ». —

October

10

fat*

2005

14,
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Upcoming Events...

Southern brews and toxic booze
upset the drinking experience.

would

Columnist

3.9

Taste:

PACIFICO ($6.99

for a six-pack)

Though brewed

in

is

style

Lager

taste,

however,

ter as

its

Mexico,

PBR

like
is

or Bud. The

not nearly as

associates. Rather,

bitis

it

sweet and almost fruity. Imagine
what Corona would taste like if it

were a dark, brown

— funky

tbeer

enough

drink

to

during

r-

—

Portability:

beer drinker,

3.8

When: October 23

it

how
I

and "aggreshad imbibed a

was drawn to this elixir when I
saw that it was prominently displayed
as the cheapest 40-ouncer 7-11 had to
offer. Being the thrill-seeker that I am,
I
picked up two. I got home and

Even making a brass monkey out of
this 40 was sub-par, which was essen-

I

bragged to
I

was

tially the nail in the coffin

on these

massive American Lagers (brewed

sure you are prepared for the worst

in

the

ciate

pleasant.

malt and hops,

Partyability: 1.0 Benefit/Cost: 2.0.

down

because

quells

it

as to

40 would be the best way to apprethe euphoric combination of
I downed an enormous

online at www.Uveatthestate.com.

St, Portland.

D JS Of THE WEEK

I

Bud Ice or similar beverage so
make the experience much more

My

ratings:

Taste:

-5.0

'ti,!.i

food

Hope

overstimulating

Dan Wilson

more powerful

is

than a hurricane.
Han ley

'07 loved this beer,

exclaiming, "You think

Afterschool

could

I

Helping kids find the hero within.

La Jolla? 'Cause I just did.'"
The beer's weakest point
which leaves much

+

programs

drink a case of this on the beach in

is

its

to

be

Brothers, or ''Squib Cakes"

afterschool programs

in

Delman

by Tower of

Power.

nwM wqwqh

CoinaLrg

1-800-USA-LEARN

ricm

M

Cnta

I.

yov Of

Wing" by Jimi Hendrix,

"Little

"If You

mi t» A» CwKil

the

Me To Stay" by Shy and

Want

Family Stone. They

all are

master-

pieces.

Wines

to

fit

by Hillary Matlin
Columnist
the

autumn

sets in,

I

your banquet budget

slightly elastic.

We

served the pork

$13.98 a

bottle.

Second

risotto with scallops or shrimp.

string beans.

think of my favorite wine accompa-

With the meal we drank Affentaler

recipe can be quite economical if

niment: food. Something about the

Spatburgunder Rotwein from Baden

you are only making enough for
two people, but it requires a second
bottle of champagne if you cook for
four. Use your favorite basic risotto
recipe (I used the one on my box of
rice, but any will do), substituting
two cups of a very dry champagne
or any sparkling white wine (I used

cook

me want

weather makes

quantities

large

sauce, or soup, or any
rustic

foods.

Below

themed dishes

to

more

pinot noir even though the color

yummy
among

us.

Budget meal: Pork escalope
sauce.

in

most

easily

compared to a
is

more cranberry juice than pinot The
name of this wine may be familiar to
those of you who dine at Richard's as
they serve it there. The only place to
buy it for your own is The Black
Sheep and is very well worth it at

on tape

in first grade.

Ijyou

it

is,"

try,

were dictator of a small coun-

what would your national anthem

DW: I am the dictator of a small
country and our national anthem

Breakfast. His

name

is

Dave

my

breath away.

ED:

Winter Group.

his slanted synth.

the first

It's

is

Edgar

the

tough because

an instrumental, so we have to

skat

it.

A

PF:

album you ever

twenty minute version of

"Shakedown

Street," circa

78.

Ifyou were on stage with

a

mk in

of thousands of screaming fans,
what wouldyou say?

front

DW:

Prince, fo'sho'.

PF: The most peaceful soul on earth:
Band fame) and

Garth Hudson (of The

What was

by

"Frankenstein"

ED:"Groovallegiance" by Funkadelic.

"Hey, hey

momma

said the

way you move, gonna make you sweat,
gonna make you groove..."
ED: "Jerry lives."
PF:

"We

cant stop here, the funk

is

bought?

DW:

too deep."
I

don't really

remember

to

be
Wilson,

honest, but I'm going to

say the

Red Hot

go ahead and

Chili Peppers'

Blood

Sugar Sex Magik.

Please see WINE, page

it

PF: Tag Team's "Whoop there

ED: Guns

U

'N' Roses'

Delman and Friedrich can

be heard on

"Raiders of the Lost

Groove, " 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on

Thursday nights on

Use Your

WBOR 91. 1 FM

For

beyond me, pork
mere $6,
you can get enough pork to feed
five hungry co-eds. Take the pork
home, rinse it in cold water and

some reason

is

red wine

that is

flush

red wine and cherry

German

number of
two fall-

that feature

for the

a

is

of tomato

are

wine, one for a shoestring budget

and one

Baden. This

Makes No Difference," offof

'Quizno" Cordes, and he takes

This

got

1

the uncensored version.

it's

"It

Last Waltz, by The Band.

Who is the greatest thing musician?
DW: The bass player in my band,

Break-the-bank meal: Champagne

with roasted potatoes and steamed

begin to

PF:
77k?

Phil Friedrich

Illusion 2.

be?

ED:

or "Blue in Green" by Miles Davis, or

your area.
n>«

Call

NOW

800-HELP

1

radcroti.org

did not

bottle. Luckily, this

Ely

What is the best song ever made?
DW:rmahugefenof"WholeLotta
Love" by Led Zeppelin. After that,
"Some Skunk Funk" by the Brecker

American
Rod Cross

know you want

Let us

desired: it is a simple piece of
paper impatiently glued to the

cool

775-3331, or

to get a

Figuring that drinking right out of

spices.

As

at (207)

liquid

wonderfully with Mexican

brown

at the

Cumberland County Civic Center,

feeling that you're

taking

label,

day of show. Available

by phone

would happily spend an extra SO cents

New York).

for a night indoors

upstate

609

p.m.

Tickets: $23.50 in advance, $25.50

55 Market

Easy,

State Theater,

When: November 29 at 7

why it

was the cheapest beer. When asked to
comment, Greg McConnell. '07
peeped, "Real bad." The lesson is that
if you are. going to buy cheap, make

my friends about how cool

for saving 85 cents

as to

Where: The Big

Where: The

Congress St, Portland

online at www.liveatthestate.com.

actually had.

at

-Government Mule

-The Slip & Tarantula AD

less abrasive beer than

I

pm

Cumberland County Civic Center,
by phone at (207) 775-3331, or

I

as "unique"

sive," pretending that

($1.49 for a 40-

7

$15

The Big Easy night of show.

day of show. Available at the

my

let

tasted.

it

at

7:30 p.m.

Tickets: $12 at Bull Moose,

Tickets: $24.50 in advance, $26.50

ounce)

candy. Pacifico's composition goes

Ian

refused to

I

know

friends

When: October 29 at

609

State Theater,

Congress St, Portland.

my

on

and

the

Where: The

an

left

it

Spring
Break on the beach,
but heavy enough

without

-John Legend & Esthro

beer

this

tongue. Like any other self-respecting

described

GENESSEE Ice

only was

aftertaste akin to razor blades

Benefit/Cost: 3.0.

this

an American-

classified as

new

needs a

Wow. Not

searing to the taste buds,

this

brew for the beach or other hot
weather activities. My ratings:

Thomas

beer

who

beer to anyone

by Carter

recommend

definitely

gulp.

I

The Bowdoin Orient

quite

incredibly cheap; for a

place in a plastic bag.

Add approxi-

College Seniors
ACCELERATED

Consider a Career in Health Care

:

B.S. IN

NURSING FOR NON-NURSE COLLEGE GRADUATES

mately a third of a
bottle

wine

—

of red
anything

lying around will
do.

Add about

a

half a tablespoon

Eligible to sit for

NCLEX

16

in

months

of good balsamic
vinegar.

add

Finally,

good

three

American Spoon
Foods sour cherry

Any

preserves.

red fruit preserve
will

(raspberry

is

do,

BS

in

Nursing awarded

at

the end of the second year

of

spoonfuls

Option to continue for one additional year to
complete MSN as a Nurse Practitioner

really

better than strawber-

ry).

Now
may

you have a choice: you
meat
leave
the

Day and evening options

either

overnight to marinate or you

may

Conveniently located 20 minutes west of Boston; 5 minutes off Rte. 28
1

accelerate-marinate by kneading
the meat through the plastic bag.

Heat a pan

medium

(I

prefer non-stick)

Clinical

placements

in

major teaching hospitals

small amount of butter (don't use
it doesn't work with the

olive oil

in

the Boston area

hot and if necessary add a

—

of the pork). Saute* the
pork about four minutes on each
side. It's a bit difficult to tell when
the meat is finished, because the
MMfcHsfr colors the pork purplish.
A good barometer is the pork's texture: it should be resistant but

www.regiscollege.edu

fruit flavor

or contact the Nursing Office at

nursing@regiscollege.edu

781-768-7090
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Broken Flowers an

Wines

understated success

WINE, from page 10

FLOWERS, from page 9

a really cheap bottle of prosecco) at

little

room temperature

to is almost finished,

shadows of Don's past over his
grayed, grizzled mug. Jarmsuch
films Murray lovingly, and we as
viewers are so aware of the lifeless
topography of his face that, in the
movie's understated climax, a
glimmer of need and hope is all we
need for a glorious release.
Jarmusch means to imply that Don
may never change, but he gives us
our moment anyway, only to prove
that such a discovery is always
the

fleeting.

for feasts of financial flexibility

for

.

two cups of

whatever broth you're using

(I

sug-

gest using low-fat chicken stock).
Enlist

your dinner guests

to help

with stirring (you really do need to
stir risotto all the

sure your pot

is

time and make
nice and thick).

While you're cooking, feel free to
finish the bottle of champagne,
especially if you have another one
for the meal. While your dinner
partner

is

stirring

away, saute either

your scallops or shrimp (I buy
whatever is cheaper at the time), or

you don't eat fish, you could use
good mushrooms or asparagus in a
if

bit

of olive oil.

When the risotadd your

scal-

lops or substitute and stir well.

October

Bowdoin students
DAY JOBS, from page 9

make
ty

All

was a

dream

a reali-

bassist.

Finish the cooking process by

adding about one cup of freshly

busy establishing himself as a "jam

grated parmesan cheese.

slut," offering his

mented the

bottle

very well. Gruet

white

made

in

compli-

of Gruet brut
is

the

a

sparkling

"M6thode

Champenoise" in New Mexico of
all places. It competes with many
of the old world bubblies I've had
and is pleasantly dry and light in
taste. It is available at the Black
Sheep for $14.98.

ices to several

Bowdoin

bands. After
just another

The Day Jobs,
was informed that his

guest session with

days of musical promiscuity were
over;

it

was time

to settle

The foursome spent

down.

passion-rock."

out

fill

band's sound by contributing

with keyboard and vocals, respectively.

The Day Jobs cover songs by

bass-playing serv-

what he thought was
Friedlander

"deep-space

Fellow sophomores Steve Kolowich

and Wellesley Wilson helped
the

Meanwhile, Friedlander had been

It

Jobs

performances to hone a unique brand

they needed to

their lofty pre-o

11

Day

like their
of

grizzly bear."

2005

15,

the

Velvet Underground, The Rolling

The Clash, The

Stones,

and

Pixies,

Blondie. Last June, they spent time

recording studio in Cleveland.

at a

With the help of a technician who

was "constantly cracked-out on Red

the rest of the

Bull," they produced a six-track EP,

semester combining their mellow

which includes four original songs.
Over the past two years, the band

offstage personas with high energy

Common Good

has performed for

Day, Quinby House Tsunami Relief,

Quinby Katrina

Relief,

Rugby

better

Relief,

and Ladd

known

as

The Day Jobs are currently
working on learning new material for
a pub gig in November.
During previous performances,
the band has been surprised to
observe "an abnormal amount of
people
making out." Tcheyan
explains that after one concert at
Quinby he was trying to search for
Epicuria.

stolen guitar but

his

couldn't get

through the mass of kissing couples.

"We had

Admittedly, he said,

played a

just

fairly sexual set. Actually,

we played a song
'Worked Up So Sexual'."

think

I

called

Unfortunately for these musicians,
their sensual

sound has not yet yield-

ed them any direct benefits.
"I've

signed

singing

with

more body

parts

Meddies,"

the

Friedlander confessed.

Though

there

may

not be gaggles

of female groupies at every show,

The Day Jobs

are

more than

grateful

for their fan base.

"They always come
always dancing, which

are

awesome

is

Tcheyan said of

for us,"

and

their loyal

following of friends.

The Day Jobs are extremely
appreciative of the energy their audi-

ence gives them, Schnur points to his

roommate
because

Tcheyan,

"especially

always wants to take

this kid

But these fans have

his shirt off."

even gone beyond a

spirited stage-

hugging presence and an unwavering
tolerance for Tcheyan 's bare chest

The band has a Facebook group
"The Day Jobs' Official

called

Backstage Betties," created by

their

manager, Zach Roberts. The group
has 24 members and nearly

ISO

groupies.

their

Day Jobs

undeniable mat The

It is

have broken out

Bowdoin, but

at

go

aspirations

far

beyond

Brunswick.

"We're going to be rock stars.
We're going to be the best band in
the world," Friedlander said.

Though the confidence of The
Day Jobs may seem unfounded for
such a young band, they have a

proof plan for

full-

global music

their

domination: "gross over-promotion,"

Schnur
as

said.

"We want to be twice as promoted
we are talented," added Tcheyan,

and then,
band,

in

a rare statement for any

The Day Jobs

insist that "It's

not about the music."
So, what

is

it

about for these four

food-loving sopho-

hard-rocking,

mores?
According to them, it's about Big
Ice. It's about dreams
of opening for professor band Racer

Top and Beast

X

or

It's

jamming with

Dallas Denery.

about The Faint, and

it's

about

trips

Izze.

It's

Ramadan.

It's

road

about

about surfing, and

about shout outs to

and
it's

New Jersey band

Ash and Elm.
All in

all,

for

about danger, and

The Day Jobs
it's

it's

about fudge.

October
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Football off to best start since 1917

WEEKLY SCOREBOARD
Man's Soccer

Wheaton

vs.

Bowdoin football avenged last
year's double-overtime loss to
Amherst with an unexpected 16-13
victory.

4-OW

at Tufts

by Chris Bucct
Contributor

1-1

T

Women'* Soccer
0-3L

at Tufts

A week later, the Polar Bears

defeated Tufts, making this year's
team the first to go 4-0 since 1917.
The Amherst announcers said in
their pre-game show, "Even after a
first week win the Polar Bears should
still be a heavy underdog against the
Jeffs. They are a perennial doormat
and have their work cut out for them
against a strong

Field

Hockey

3-0W

Bates

at

W

4-1

at Tufts

Women's Cross Country
1st of 20

WestftekJ State Invitational

Amherst squad."

The announcer couldn't have been
more wrong. The Bears came out
flying
first

and stunned the Jeffs in the
The defense dominated,
seven turnovers. Dave

Men's Cross Country

half.

WestfieW State

causing

1st of 23

Invitational

Donahue '07 was the star of the
game after taking an interception 65
yards for a touchdown and recoverFootball

ing a fumble he forced on the Polar

Bear one yard

line.

W

at Tufts

10-8

Men's Rugby
U-Maine Orono

15-15

T

9-0

W

His three take-

away s and 17 tackles earned
NESCAC Defensive
Donahue

Week honors.
Quarterback Ricky Leclerc '06

Player of the

hit

vs.

end Jared Prichard '06 from two
yards out to score in the second quartight

ter.

Leclerc

commented on Prichard's
"He makes

Mike

Senior quarterback Rick Leclerc passes the ball in practice.

The

football

Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

team boasts an undefeated 4-0 record.

presence on the field,

things a lot easier for us in the red

zone.

The defense

respect his size.

really

has to

When they don't, it's

a touchdown."

tinued to force Amherst turnovers in
the second half. Steve Curwen '06

and Mike Vitousek '06 overcame a
Amherst drive late in the game to

Bowdoin 's

The scoring was topped off by
McNair '08 with a 42yard field goal. The Polar Bears then

protect

held on for a 16-13 lead as they con-

their tune, saying that the Polar

more

today.

They

proved that they can compete

at the

wanted

"just

it

elite level in the

NESCAC."

The following weekend

a 43-yard touchdown

for

the Polar

Women's Tennis
vs.

the game-winning

from 42 yards

field goal

out.

The

Polar Bear defense continued

its

Women's
at

In the Amherst postgame

kicker Nolan

commentators were quick

Undefeated

show

to

field

the

change
Bears

intent

to

Bowdoin
the

preserve

its

record.

Wheaton

pass to Jeff Nolin '06.

McNair kicked

Bears rolled onto the Tufts campus,

lead.

went deep

dominance

by knocking

in the air

started off the scoring in

Volleyball

Connecticut College

Westeyan

vs.

(at

Conn

3-1
3-1

Coll)

atEndicott

second quarter when Leclerc

FOOTBALL, page

Please see

3-1

L
L
L

14

hockey ranked eighth in nation
was not until the second half when
goals made by Burgess LePage '07

by Burgess LePage
Contributor

and Lindsay McNamara '09 within
After

away

consecutive

four

empty handed. McNamara

Lord

Team is ready for the long-awaited
Homecoming match. Returning to

leads the

Ryan Field with a 9-0 record, the Polar

Bowdoin 's pivotal game of the season was played the next day at
Middlebury. Middlebury had been on

Bears will play Connecticut College
this

weekend.

The only undefeated team

NESCAC,
Division

in

the

leading the

III,

in the

Bears are currently

the

ranked eighth

nation

game.

It

squad

in the league,

for

NESCAC in

scoring, averaging 2.77 goals

per

also die top defensive

is

Jeffs

team and die conference

an 18-game
before they

NESCAC winning

The Panthers took an

early lead after

scoring in die second half, but less

two minutes later, Christi
Gannon '06 scored on a penalty cor-

than

terrific

game

1-1,

'07, the team's goalie, leads the con-

remained throughout the

goals-against-average

in

streak

came up against Bowdoin.

ner with a

allowing only

in

goals with a total of eight.

0.58 goals per game. Kate Leonard

ference

i

eight minutes of each other left the

games, the Bowdoin Field Hockey

to

shot to bring the

where

the
rest

score

of regu-

lar time.

-

(0.61).

Amherst,
Bates,

all

^^

Hillary

Hoffman warm up with

the rest of the field hockey team.

and

very strong teams.

spent the

situation

have been used to finding themselves
in,

weekend away

where the scored remained

throughout

die

first

tied

overtime.

Bowdoin dominated the

first

Amherst, the game was played on

session, proving

strength

grass, a surface that is slowly disap-

speed. Confident based on this show-

from

NESCAC

schools,

including Bowdoin, because of the

advantages of

and sophomore

Tufts,

playing Amherst and Middlebury. At

pearing

First year Kristen Veiga

battles against

Middlebury,

Bowdoin

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

The game moved into overtime, a
Bowdoin and Middlebury

Beyond the statistics, die Bears

have fought some close

scored in die

turf.

first

No

ing, the

their

overtime

and

Bears ended the game only

1:40 into the second overtime with a

goals were

half of the game.

It

Please see

FIELD HOCKEY, page 14
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Women's

October

XC races

14.
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Frisbee captures Division

through bad weather II

Regional Tournament

Team wins

Slovenski of the team's performance.

Junior co-captain Jamie Knight

matches

five of six

in Division 11

agreed with Slovenski.

who spend

"People

Regional Tournament

time

their

running around in Maine don't
worry about rain or mud. We didn't
let the bad weather faze us. On the
starting

and Dan Yingst
Contributors

women were

our

line,

by Nikolai Von Keller

focused on what they could do

This past weekend, the Bowdoin

in

those conditions, while the rest of

College

teams were worried about what
they couldn't do that day," she said.

Division

the

Bowdoin

women

taking

Courtney

year

first

Martin led the

women's

trains

competition, because there are no

Division

The

of hard work

lot

it

this

sum-

was great to see her run so

well Saturday," said Slovenski.

of "Best Team
England,"
making
one of the top six
Division II teams in the country.
The team faced tremendous
obstacles on the first day of the
tournament, both from perennial
tough competitors and the torrento capture the title

James

Early

Westfield,

Annual

at the ninth
~

Invitational

in

and Laura Onderko

ond

'08. Just

Bowdoin

one sec-

apart, the pair captured ninth

and

tenth places, respectively.

Massachusetts. But the

Continuing Bowdoin's charge to

bad weather did not stop the team.
The women met die extra challenge

the

and won the

personal best of 19:48, and junior

throughout the day. Several key

Alex Knapp. Knapp had a personal
best, breaking 20 minutes for the first

players from the team were unable

"We're a
er. I

rest

race.

better

team

in

bad weath-

hope the weather is bad for the
of our races," said Coach Peter

XC

Men's

Amy

were sophomore

finish

Ahearn,

who

tial

captured 15th with a

seconds

later,

takes first at

invitational

After taking

-

teams

first

Farmington Invitational

senior

line-up

taking 44th in 20:41

21:57 respectively.

The women continue

It

face their

NESCAC

and Colby,
Colby.

at the

in the

Bowdoin's
day earned

on the

3-1 record

it

first

a spot in the champi-

onship bracket as the second seed
to

from

train

State

its

pool.

frisbee

Division

II

team finished

powered the Yale squad

will

1

meet

semifinals,

team

the

over-

5-5 to earn

a place in the semifinals.

at

club

its

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

season with a first-place finish at the

Regional Tournament, held at Bowdoin

team, which Bowdoin had

struggled to defeat at sectionals

weeks earlier.
RPI put up a tremendous
Bowdoin gained the lead
and refused
its

to

weekend.

last

In the

faced

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, a

Bowdoin overcame

two

RPI
fight,

but

early

on

RPI

rally

to crush the club

exhaustion

battle against

team

1

5-5 with

strong offensive and defensive efforts.

Throughout

tournament

the

Bowdoin was expertly led by co-capMark Krempley '06 and Henry
Work '06, and Matt Murchison '07.

Bowdoin

tains

and took

the victory 15-13.

Other

team faced a New
Hampshire club team in the finals
the same team that defeated
Bowdoin in the finals of Sectionals.
Finally

its

from the previous hard

be caught. Thanks to

unparalleled defense,

staved off a late

On the second day Bowdoin

this

Bates

rivals,

Maine

game

a close 10-13

lost

Clams club team.

and

looking

Drew

The

opener to an experienced Drunken

Jill

ahead to
Saturday's meet, where they

place out of six

at the University

and-

92nd
hard,

by Scot McFarlane
Contributor

sideline

teams from Vassar and Middlebury.

Schweitzer finished the Bowdoin
in

energetic

with just one loss, soundly beating

Sprinting to the finish, sophomore

Knight

drenched the players

The team emerged from pool play

Lindsey Schnickner

'09 fimshed 23rd.

20:22.

their

to attend the tournament.

Sarah Podmaniczky grabbed 31st in
*

rain that

and

time, with 19:52 for 18th place. Just
1 1

m

New

in

fourth runners, Kristen Brownell '07

mud

and

victory

an incredible run,
which rose from the tenth seed at
Eastern New England Sectionals

overall

The Polar Bears ran through heavy
rains

Nationals.

championship

concludes

Rounding out the top ten finishers
were Bowdoin 's third and

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

II

frisbee team's unexpected

regional

"Eustace had an outstanding race.

She did a
mer, and

cross country team.

to participate.

best of 18:55.

The Bowdoin Orient

Sophomore Courtney Eustace

out of the ten teams that

first

taking second overall with a personal

place in the meet.

for the

the

The team's victory last weekend
was at the highest possible level of

Courtney Eustace '08 followed

Fulton,

Team won

Regional Tournament,

II

were qualified

to the finish,

Martin to the finish to take third

Drew

Ultimate

the

star

performers included

John
Gronberg
and
Michael LoBiondo, both of whom
demonstrated remarkable dedicaseniors

—

tion

and

skill.

of Mainetwo weeks

the Bowdoin Men's Cross
Country Team once again claimed

ago,

the top spot at the Westfield State

home

with an

With the return of two

varsity

Invitational, returning

apple pie as a prize.

Saturday Homecoming
Athletics Schedule

b

the

runners, Tyler Lonsdale '08 and

Quentin Reeve '07, the
Invitational
demonstrated

UMF
the

Alumni/Vcuxdty/Suj^

last

Squash Round Robin,

team's depth.

Lonsdale was injured during

9 cum.

year's season, but he gave a stun-

ning comeback performance, taking second overall in the race with

Men's BaskedxMAkmni

Reeve behind him in fifth. Senior
co-captain Ben Martens captured
first

place for the team.

Football

The Westfield

State race was
marked by strong sophomore performances. Sophomores John Hall,
Lonsdale, and Nate Krah won second
through fourth place overall. The
team's success has depended upon its
endurance and ability to stick togeth-

am

Hamilton, 12 p.m.

vs.

Women's Rugby

Tailgate fiwty, 11:30

vs.

U'Maine Orono,

Re-dedication of Ae

Magee

Trade, 1

1

p.m.

end

at the

New

Open

Andrew Combs

also raced in Massachusetts last week-

England Collegiate

Mens

Soccer

vs.

Conn.

College,

• Brunswick,

ME • Ph: 721-9500

p.m

er during a race.

Senior co-captain

87 Maine Street

2:30 p.m.

until

10pm Thurs-Sat

Free

wi-fi

Cross Country Championships, held at
Franklin Park in Boston Competing

against

many

Division

I

runners,

Combs took 85th place.
The team is preparing

to chal-

lenge rivals Colby and Bates at

Maine

Meet at the steep
and slippery Colby course this
Saturday.
The Polar Bears narrowly defeated Colby in a victory
the

Women's
Field

Soccer

Hockey

vs.

vs.

Conn.

College,

2:30 p.m.

Conn. CoUege 2:30 p.m.
}

Women's

Volleyball

Alumnae Game, 3:30

st

1

p.m.

A

3

hours:

Mon-Wed 6:30am

State

too close for comfort.

Open Mic Night every

Thus-Sat 6:30am
Sun 8am

-

-

5pm

6pm
10pm

rd

Thurs

™^~

'

October

14

,

I

'

14.
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Athlete Profile:
Margaret Gormley

ort Shorts
Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team boasted
a 7-2-0 record after Wednesday's

i

game

tie

against

Wheaton

After a scoreless

seventh ranked Tufts in

The Lyons

tied the score with

15 minutes remaining. Neither
team could find the net in the two

overtime periods. The Polar Bears

New

are ranked fourth in the latest

England

poll.

They

dual match of the

The team will travel to
Amherst College to compete at the
NEWITT tournament. The Polar

first

reverse

to

luck

its

home match

Saturday's

will
in

against

weekend, tying UMaine-Orono. Bowdoin

The Bowdoin Rowing Team
competed in the Textile River
Regatta on Merrimac River in
Lowell, Massachusetts on October
2. The team returned from the
three silver medals

regatta with

and two bronze medals.

its final match of the season
Colby with a 3-0-1 record. The

not had a win in

row at 10

three

match.

against

Polar Bears will face the Mules tomor-

last

home

goes into

Connecticut College. The team has
its

today in a

Rowing

Men's Rugby
The men's rugby team played its
home game of the season last

Women's Soccer

past nine matches. The Polar
Bears defeated UMass-Dartmouth
and Worcester State at the Bates
Invitational. The team faces Bates
its

Bears stand at 2-2.

face

will

The women's soccer team
look

team

fall sea-

son.

Connecticut College on Saturday.

a 10-

10 record after losing to Endicott

defeated Wheaton College 9-0 in
its last

Volleyball

The volleyball team posted

College in a non-conference
match. The team won only two of

Women's Tennis
women's tennis

The

more Nick Figueiredo scored on a
breakaway, giving Bowdoin the
lead.

away match.

end's

sopho-

first half,

week-

last

home.

at

Women's

matches. The Polar Bears lost to

am

-Compiled by Anna Karass.

Tennis finishes season strong
Drew

Fulton,

by Nick Day
Contributor

out there," he said

team capped off
its fall season with a strong showing
at the Wallach Invitational, a tournament held at Bates.
The two-day event, originally
slated to be played on the newly
renovated outdoor courts, was
of
inside
because
forced

Armin Drake '08
and Blake Wheale

inclement weather.

ran into

The Bowdoin Orient

Senior co-captain Margaret Gormley moves the ball away from a

Williams forward. Gormley has been

Anna

a reliable defender for four years.

matured into a reliable player and

Messerly

on

leader

Contributor

"We
Success
tion

in

an

often

is

competi-

athletic

attributed

to

those

players whose hard work shows on
the scorecard: the forwards,

score goals, and the goalies,

save them.

It

is

who
who

easy to overlook

defenders on a team that has not
only outscored

its

this season, but

leads the

league with

the

often ask her to

mark our

opponents' best offensive player,"

who

says coach Nicky Pearson,

has coached
her

Bowdoin

Gormley throughout
career. "She is a ter-

incredibly

hard

and

is

a

very

determined player."

Gormley

her

who

succes

least

"[Pearson] has instilled a confi-

Pearson's

to

my

ability.

playing ability that

tennis

Sophomores Noah Buntman and
saw first-round action

Garrett Gates

A

the

in

much of

credits

draw.

singles

flight

Although Gates lost a tough, threeset match to Tufts's Will Fleder,
Buntman won his match in a tiebreaker after dropping the

first set.

number of goals allowed per game.

dence in

But in field hockey, the defensive squad plays a vital role in the
success of its team. That's where
Margaret
co-captain
senior

did

Gormley
Gormley also believes the support and talent of her team has

played
Babkes.

Gormley comes

allowed her to be the best player

up in
the second set," said Buntman.
In the B flight, first-year Alex
Coughron rolled over his opponent from University of Southern
Maine, 6-0, 6-0, before facing
Colby senior Ben Crane in the
second round. The match was a
close one and Crane, the eventual B flight champion, eked out a
7-6, 6-4 win over Coughron.
On the other side of the draw,
Alex White '09 battled Sean
McCooey, a lefty from Tufts. White

in.

have before playing

not

her,"

"Being alongside all the
members of my team inspires me
to perform to the best of my abili-

"Margaret has been the backbone of our defense for the past
two years, and we all have so much

possible.

confidence knowing she's there to

ty,"

support us," said senior co-captain
Christi

to

Gannon.

This confidence has led the team
success this season. The

she said.
That inspiration and contagious
drive goes both ways. "Margaret,

well as our other captains,

as

exemplifies the Polar Bear spirit

Bowdoin Women's Field Hockey

and conveys team traditions

has had

than

its

best start in 13 years,

the

boasting

only

undefeated

I

anyone

So

know,"

I

Emileigh Mercer

better,

noted

'09.

Gormley has

far this season,

record in the conference.
confidence,
to
addition
In

led her defensive squad to suc-

Gormley has experience on her

cess.

She first picked up a field
hockey stick 12 years ago in
Brookline, Massachusetts. She has

defensive and offensive team in

been playing competitively since

sudden-death

sixth grade.

Gormley scored a key goal to give
Bowdoin a lead.
Gormley has proved worthy of

side.

She moved on to play for Noble
and Greenough School, where she
gained three years of varsity experience and earned All-Independent

The team

is

both the top

In

penalty

recognition, earning

strokes,

"I think

those years.

Jumbo

two-point conver-

field.

Every game she shows up

win,"

Gannon

After the

was tough returning a

the bit

Marine

salute.

6-1,

6-3,

Drake
some diffi-

respectively.

culty in his

second

round match, falling

of

Vinh Tran

to

Drew

Tufts in straight sets.

Wheale, howev- First year Nick

Day

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

lunges to hit a backhand.

overwhelmed

er,

his

ing

second round opponent, defeathim 6-1, 6-3. "Those first cou-

ple of matches of the tournament

were

because

great,

seemed
Wheale

come

to just

my game
together,"

On

Sunday, Wheale lost to Jon
Godsall of Amherst, the eventual

champion of the C flight. "It was a
tough match, no doubt about it.
But I came away learning a lot
about

how

I

should play people

like that."

In the

D

Bowdoin player in

flight,
at

Joyner commented on Fried's
"The most impressive

success.

came from sophomore
Andrew Fried, who made the

flight singles, first year

finals

Fried crushed opponents from
Colby and Amherst on his way to
the finals. In the finals, he met

Colby's

seed

Fried

'08,

the

other

D flight as well as the
A flight doubles,"

he said.

against good opponents."

to

lost

of the

semifinals of the

two

Andrew

D

the Invitational.

Geof Loh of
Tufts, 6-4, 6-3. Assistant Coach
Joyner commented afterwards,
"Nick gave Loh a tough match, but
needs more match experience
Nick Day

the

had two incredible days of tennis

play

said.

Tom

split sets,

Gildersleeve.

and Fried

The

lost in a

close tie-breaker.

In doubles, Fried teamed with

Gates to win their

first

es before falling to the

two matchnumber one

and eventual tournament
champions in a close 8-6 match.

Field hockey looks to preserve undefeated record
FIELD HOCKEY, from page 12

to

goal from Taryn

Val

Young

Thrilled

game

Leclerc said, 'The

'07, assisted

by

and
this victory,

Bowdoin

has continued to play with increasing
intensity

said.

King

'08.

by

its

game on refining its skills and teamwork. The team swept past Tufts, 4- 1
with goals from King and McNamara

and has concentrated each

and

assists

from Margaret Gormley

The
Bears dominated Bates with a 3-0 win
goals
from
on Wednesday with
'06

and

Hillary

Hoffman

'08.

drive against Middlebury, the

of an effect on the team. The Polar
Bears have ignored the praise of the

we're leaving here with a big posiflat

weeks the Polar

margin and have averaged 3.3
turnovers per game. Sean Kezer

few years.
This Saturday the Bears face

Regan '07 are both in
50 for tackles, while
Murphy and Regan are tied for

match. Leclerc

We have

After

a defense that can

games
three

for us."

Gormley, Gannon, and McNamara,

all

scored off penalty comers.

This weekend, Bowdoin will face
the Connecticut College Camels, a

team which

is

looking strong this year.

The game will be played at 2:30 p.m.
on Saturday at Ryan Field

Tufts to continue undefeated season
past

out win

bis signature

lefty's serve

and

6-1, 6-2,

The Polar Bears are ranked second in the nation in the turnover

were exciting plays
There
sides.
both
from
throughout
Cornerback Brendan Murphy '07

him over. After
Murphy popped up to deliver

it

them

ing

defense dominated.

tive.

terback and flipped

6-

his play.

round

first

opponents, defeat-

offense didn't execute very well, but

sion attempt to save the game.

lined up the scrambling Tufts quar-

tough match,

really stepped

eventually lost in straight sets. "It

Football victorious over Amherst
the

lost a

was pleased by
I

Dan

AU-NESCAC

her such a huge presence out on the

down

He

7-5, but

1,

Buntman

senior

'09 cruised through
their

the

and All-New England honors.
"Her drive and her spirit give

FOOTBALL, from page 12

Amherst

flight,

match
against Williams, which went into
conference.

the

School League honors for two of
This experience was. excellent
preparation for Gormely, who has

In the second round,

for

said.

C

In the

The men's

captain because she works

rific

opponents 27-5

has a goalie

the field.

afterwards.

Bears sit on top of the NESCAC
with a 4-0 league record. The team
has showed its composure by win-

the

ning all three close games. After
the offense picked up the team with

33rd in interceptions.
The statistics have not bad much

'06 and John

top

few weeks

just

as

they've

ignored the criticism over the past

Hamilton
this

in

they don't have any athletes

can run with Jeff Nolin and

Scott Brisson '06," he said.

.

Tight end Mike Hickey
agrees with Leclerc. "This

is

['06]

a huge

opportunity to break out with

some

Homecoming

big offensive numbers against a

team that can't match up with us.
At the same time, the defense is at
their finest and poised to have a
huge day," he said.

weekend's game.

"I think

that

optimistic about

their
is

know

we match up

well offen-

sively with Hamilton because

we

—
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The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin Orient

of campus

Flowers add

JAMES D. BaUMBERGER,

EVAN

Editor-in-Chief

BOBBY GUERETTE, Managing

KOHN,

S.

a lovely touch
To
I

the Editors:

wanted

ment

end of the semester. Students

will

the beautiful flowers recently

spent here.

soon be off to

lovely and (almost) bearfall

break to die

library.

is

Sincerely,

the perfect time for the College to adopt

Blackboard, the iecentry-implemented online classroom system, allows

would be advantageous

It

—which has positioned academics as

College

system for anonymous

its

top priority

—

BSG's

not be appropriate for such a system, an open-ended opportunity to provide

—

have die opportunity for self-improvement Suggestions could range from

and

instructor,

to

change

for those

ways. Yet

does not mean that

this

this

faculty

orien-

your mandate, BSG").

wish to applaud the Orient

editorial

its

of the

essential objections sev-

of my colleagues and

I

attempted to

editorial

Phone:(207)725-3300

Fax: (207)

The Bowdoin Orient

is

February 28, 2003), but

and thoroughly,

The Orient

and instead focuses his attention

EVAN S. KOHN,

Dan

Riley

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

independ-

We've all done it Boy, gut

some

Editor-in-Chief

Joshua Miller

Assistant

Business

Manager

David

Ng

Beth Kowitt

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

Opinion Editor
Mary Helen

Photo

Miller

The

right to edit letters for length.

die opinions expressed in (he Orient

» t «

for audi-

meaning.

radicalism and/or idealism as a

and

way

effective

thing.

do

a

is

parties

really

Kohom

Bruce

Professor of Biology

realistic

some-

to stand for

But as McLaren points

these

Sincerely,

a

simply be

to

that

thing;

Democrat or Republican

you can use more care

placement and use of headlines

out,

what

stand

for?

EDITORS NOTE:
Please see related correction, page

2.

at

on the

angle. Sit

side facing the kitchen,

union,

we have all stalled or dawof useless campus-

in order to merely catch a

close-knit

that is

We

community

And who you

your

face.

likes

you and who you

like

and

liked very

publicly outside Harpswell Apartments
1

am last Saturday night

we

tion.

on the same

Advertising
Email cwientads@bowdoin.edu or call
(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates and
a production schedule.

in the privacy

We all
all

houses,

eat in the

party at the

halls,

same off-campus

we all waste several hours a day
instant

messaging service

of our dorm rooms.
it

is

We

his table for his second

And who

among us hasn't been guilty of glancing
lifting

gym just to see who's

weights or sweating

it

out

on the

elliptical?

Of course, we come now to the most

Thome

Mexican

The
Sit

library presents similar opportu-

a glimpse of your crush.

anywhere on the

first

floor

between

die hours of 7 p.m. and midnight and

most

even

likely

on

potentially

dangerous of all

The "idle"

messenger allows

instant

has eliminated the need to ask around

lasagna.

nities to catch

and

I

somebody you know,

stalk-

for

Mr. Senior Rugby Player's online

My only caution here would be

identity.

against keeping his or her screen

on your buddy

list

permanently

are prone to clicking
profiles or

on random

name
you

if

links in

away messages. Beyond the

ing the crap out of a poor, unsuspecting

"CM

tracker" features that has been

methods

own

personal downfall,

soul.

Stalking

in the library

range from conveniently "needing" to

check your email die second you see

Miss Soccer Captain
retrieve

sit

down

an e-reserve, to deciding to

your government reading

to
fin-

in die

armchair that just happens to be

in

of sight of Mr. Class Vice

President

Library stalking

most

method

effective

is

perhaps

crush-watching

for the sole reason that while

not everybody eats in the dining

hall,

my

some of those

send out IMs to

every person on your buddy

list If Miss

Senior Interviewer doesn't

know you

have her screen name, you could be in
for

a world of awkwardness.

Yes,

the

direct line

the

links are viruses that

to

Bowdoin is a great environment

keep tabs on the object of your affecbut

tion,

let

me

be clear on one thing:

someone is fine, but if you
work up the courage to say hello
Mr. Football Player and it turns out

"stalking"
finally

to

every single person on this campus,

he's just not that into you, cut your toss-

professors included (not that I'm sug-

es and

in particular is the perfect set-

gesting anything here), has to use the

stalker.

Take the dining
ting for a

Bowdoin

hall

stalker.

A wide open

area filled with long tables provides an

.

casually into the

kill

for instance.

easier to get closer.

•

friends to sit with.

up from

at the

time while their

One friend of mine goes so far as to
make up excuses to follow her crush in
to the kitchen whenever she sees him

ish

same dining

are so incredibly close, that

«

unnecessary bags of sour peaches
express just to

crush retrieves a package.

get

admit

freely

time in an hour or purchasing highly

stands just inside the doors looking for

guarantee you will notice somebody,

an environment

is

Subscriptions
Domestic subscription rates are $47
ana $28 for a semester.
Contact the Orient for more informa-

.

Some of my friends

to checking their email for die seventh

and Facebook's screen name question

And
who

its editors.

single person

walks in and then awkwardly

Bowdoin
same.

as his dashing smile, post-prac-

Bowdoin

Cati Mitchell

reflea the iieus (J the Orieru ar

need

glow, and second helping of

Whether

meaL online, or

extremely conducive to "stalking."

for a full year

..-

Some may consider the lack of political

hope

I

that

tice

really, really like.

the library or at a

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

do not necenanh

to preclude the

ences to actually read articles beyond

room

is in

wide mail

The material contained ham is the property of die Bowdom Orient ardappeana the sole daaebon
of At editors. The editors reserve the ri^tt to edit al material. Od^ than m regards to the above edmy
tied,

seem

it

that

someone we

Miranda Yaver

Longer

cen-

history,

of higher education have often been

ters

and rapid bullets of information

you to keep constant tabs on your crush,

Calendar Editor

submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion@bowdoih.edu) or via the Orient's web site.

might have been. In these days of spin

Throughout America's

and uncontrollable desire to be near

as a result of our innate

Theresa Weaver

editors reserve the

believes in personal freedom.

feature

at

publication.

clearly

because she wants to be in the same

we do

where everybody knows your name.

the

is

of the world, but

stalking venues: cyberspace.

Frances Milliken

letters to

opinion. This subject

private

News Staff
Emma Powers

Letters should

my

not a very pressing issue relative to the

a grapefruit half she won't eat just

are a small,

not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7.-00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
editor.

of

the table with a spoon she won't use or

I

Copy Editors

Letters

The Orient welcomes

even greater

an

use the word

in die latest piace

Layout Assistant
Adam Kommel

Editor-at-Large

entire (short) statement,

creating

chance of removing the correct context

"stalk" in this article to describe all the

glimpse of our crush.

Steve Kolowich
\r~

at

dled, double-clicked or feigned interest

Mike Ardolino

A & E Editor

my

thereby

round of carbo-loading. She returns to

in the

Editor

*

efforts to deal

point in our lives, stalked an

it

Drew Fulton

first year,

every single one of us has,

senior,

Photo Editor

Hackett

huge

with them. Moreover, you did not

current problems

that

Editor

Assistant Editor

for,

actually for taking

is

the contrary, our world is

inundated by concerns and claims of
property rights and

steps to protect the environment or truly

and you can see every

ME 04011^462

things

Features Editor

Riley

6200 College Station

is

News Editor

something to stand

whether die party

abounds

'Stalking

following professional journalistic standards in writing

BOBBY Guerette, Managing

offer

that

the Libertarian Party

On

rights.

edito-

object of our affection.

Anne

issues

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

JAMES D. BAUMBERGER, Editor-inChief

Green Party or

good

board recognizes their validity.

hope President Mckesson reconsid-

issues

and reportcommitted to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.
ing.

include

There are countless other parties like

it

heartening to see that the current edi-

Romancing with

Editorially

statement that society has not

privacy and not to intellectual property

so as to convey the author's intended

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

its

My

adequately addressed the issue refers to

in the

725-3975

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community.
ent of the College and

leading context

on the state of party politics, Evan
McLaren is right in pointing out the
similarities of the Democrats and
Republicans; they lead to die same
ends. The inane bipartisan arguments
seem to eclipse any meaningful or con-

optimal line of sight from almost any

Brunswick,

nent quote below provide a very mis-

article

tides,

The Bowdoin Orient
Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

promi-

on our campus.

should

ers his plans to address such outside

board consists of the editors-in-chief and the man-

orient0bowdoin.edu

context.

my

60s or even Uncle Tom's Cabin written

I

agingeditor.

httpvVorient.bowdotn.edu

correct

Think of the Berkeley University of the

"BSG

on the "comparatively mundane

The

a

I

my

article places

the

However, the headline and

Orient were tamer less sympathetic to

consider distributing such surveys to their classes in the meantime. Such

rial board.

am

intellec-

internet priva-

spring of 2003. Your predecessors at the

torial

facilitate student learning.

of the
in

about

and

the greatest forces for radical change.

is

would further the academic mission of the College and would

have only

I

with two options:

left

article

during the Iraq debate in the

reprioritize,"

debate before taking action. Therefore, individual faculty members should

die Editors:

your recent

In

comments

the

these arguments (see

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient's

To

tual property rights

arisen as a

structive political discussion.

raise

and administrators would prefer to carefully deliberate and

help professors meet their responsibility to

misleading

progress
twoparty politics

made by

Bowdoin
(BSG) and the

eral

have

Though the plan could be implemented by the College quickly, we expect

positive action

No

on sexual

ballot question

tifies all

their faculty to distribute these surveys.

that faculty

happened across the

wisdom in opposing mis
proposed statement The editorial iden-

informally offered such evaluations and several other colleges actively

encourage

pull-quote

Methuen, Massachusetts

Maine

board for

concept could not work

—some Bowdoin

Headline and

for

Student Government Affairs

Studnet Government

I

of any

who believe in a healthy dialogue between teacher and student

The system would not be unprecedented

I

tation ("Stick to

down lectures to restructuring course content

we understand that some professors are exceedingly hesitant

their

is

Orient editorial regarding the

is working and what is not working. And faculty
many of whom came to Bowdoin because teaching is their passion would

comments about what

We realize mat there will be students who will be harshly critical

recently,

site

Students would certainly benefit from die ability to provide thoughtful

speeding up or slowing

Wallace McFarlane '09

Former BSG Vice President

Republican or Democrat? In his

While perusing the Bowdoin web

and departments.

students, faculty,

role

is

dis-

Edward G MacKenzie ' 03

subject of introduction,

To the Editors:

and teaching styles could be useful to

written feedback about course content

on

be without a

to

it

Sincerely,

To the Editors:
Whenever politics has

commendable

While the numerical rating method used at the end of the semester might

for

ideas.

effective.

been

mid-semester evaluations.

an ideal place, and there

is

no reason

cy, the text

Editorial

for the

to use this

Bowdoin

mandate and on which they can be

Becky Sargent '06

such a policy.

administrators to post electronic surveys.

more

Bowdoin, and it's sad

able to return from

midway

editori-

fall

course on strongly formed political

my

is

be my last one
Thank you for making it that

much more

doesn't have to be this way.

Students should be given an opportunity to evaluate their courses

now

facili-

to think that this will

other comers of campus, taking different courses with different professors.

through the semester, and

to compli-

of grounds and

favorite season at

evaluations: they are at the

a minute

planted outside of the library. Fall

something inherently unfortunate about end-of-the-semester

2003

Sincerely,

to take

the people

on

ties

Re-evaluating evaluations

It

15

clearly within student government's

more

Editor-in-Chief

Editor

life" (as the

phrased them) that

al

Established 1871

is

2005

14,

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

There

October

library at

some

I've

point.

Stalking in die union

is

much

the

to

walk away. Nobody

be

likes

a real

That's just creepy. Trust me,

been

that girl.

that girl.

And nobody wants

16

October

14,
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October 14-20
Friday
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Stanley Crouch, author, columnist, and jazz
critic, speaks on "Blues for Tomorrow."
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,

1230 pjn.

j

mm: Sin City
This

thriller

about crime and gangsters

in Las Vegas follows the story of Marv,

an outlaw

trying to avenge the death of a

prostitute

whom

Smith Auditorium,

\

he

loves.

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

Homecoming Bonfire
Polar Bear Statue, 10 p.m.
Drew
Ivy

on the west

side of

Hubbard

"Dance, Act, Live Your

Saturday

The Bowdoin Orient

Dream"

Sunday

Professional dance instructor Pooja

Narang
Film: Sin City

Smith Auditorium,

Fulton,

Hall.

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

Room

an introductory
Bollywood dance class.
601, Memorial Hall, 1-3 p.m.
leads

Strides Against Breast Cancer
Walk with many other local citizens
raise

American Cancer

Homecoming!

to

awareness and funds for the
Society's effort

against breast cancer.

Sporting events throughout the day. See sports schedule, page 13.

Town Mall, Brunswick,
.>

Monday

Tuesday

Seeing Stars

PlanB

p.m.

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

I

i

1

««»

I

|

Join Professor

department as

Kempner of the physics
he lectures on astronomy

and leads a session of star gazing.
Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center,
7 p.m.

Dr. Susan

Pre-law students can ask questions to a

panel of alumni from corporate, private
and non-profit law firms.

CPC Resource Room, Moulton Union,
7-8 p.m.

*-••

T.

-"V-

:TTCttr««T«tir.fjrt»«i

Thursday
Business Program Information Session
Heather Stinton from Tuck Business Bridge
Program

on

gives information

ing, finance,

classes in account-

and managerial economics.

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,
7-8:30 p.m.

Central Africa Vision Photo Exhibit
View a display of Jules Fertig's photographs of
Rwanda, Burundi, and Eastern Congo.
Lamarche Gallery, Smith Union,
9 a.m.-8 p.m.

II

'
.

)

!

-

'
.

I

'l

Wednesday

FDA's decision not to make

This Extraordinary Paradise

j

the emergency contraception

Plan

B

View an

available over

pm

V

museum

show two rare archival films
on Greenland.
Peary-MacMillan Art Museum, 7-8 p jn.
will also

Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, 7:30

art exhibit depicting life in

northwest Greenland. The

the counter.

Law

:*.: 't\t tt*v«-

1
formerly

with the Bureau of Women's
Health, speaks about the

pill

Career Planning in

Wood,

I

I

I

The
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Football tied for

NESCAC

in

first

October

by Chris Bucci
Staff Writer
Bowdoin
its

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

1938 follow21-7 homecoming win against

Hamilton. The Polar Bears are

now

England Division

Democrats and director of develop-

ment

Alex Cornell du Houx '06 will
have something more pressing than

NESCAC and
in New

number two ranking

the

'06

called to serve in Iraq

football has a 4-0 record

tied for the top spot in

Houx

Cornell du

for the first time since

ing

2005

21,

Volume CXXXV, Number 6

in the U.S.

finals

III.

worry

to

come

about

December.

Last week, the Orient misreport-

ed the team's current record and

War.

its

for the College

Democrats of

America. He was quoted in a
September 2004 issue of the Orient
as stating at a

PBS "MaineWatch"

debate that

President George

Bush "misled

the country"

W.

by taking

action in Iraq.

Houx

Cornell du

scheduled to

historical context. (See correction,

leave for active duty in the U.S.

However, Cornell du Houx sees
no disconnect between his service

page

Marine Corps

and his

14.)

The

battle for the best start in

67

way

the

years did not

commence

the

He

be deployed to Iraq. Cornell du

After a 48-yard kickoff return, the

Houx,

Brunswick

Soon

lead.

end zone, taking a 7-0

Bowdoin

way down

late

the

to

Drew

back to
where he

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Brendan Murphy '07 had his hand
up waving for White to follow him.

last

fin-

ished off his 75-yard run into the end
zone.

When

White

said,

for

me

asked about the return,

"The game slowed down
when I was running down

Saturday's

field. I

thought

I

the sideline, but

I

homecoming game. The Polar Bears

was out of room by
had blockers out

in

front."

are

now 40.

Marine to serve."

said in an interview

"We are always ready
and we are trained to do
Houx
He will

was the best play I've seen at
Bowdoin," Murphy said. "Our

it

that

of

duty as a

has been in

Marines before

said the Marines offer

opportunities to meet people and

The
trolled

night,

the

he may

fact that the military is

Houx
the

is

con-

by a Republican administra-

was

not a factor

"It didn't

when he made

even come into consid-

eration," he said.

sleep in barracks.

ident

his

of my

Bowdoin, said he always

He

the decision to join.

Cornell du

my

who

interest in the

tion

on

Conditions

—one

may

FOOTBALL, page 16

to

had an

equipment.

"It

Please see

came

joining.

launch rockets and use demolitions

sleep in a field and the next night he

when he caught

is

gain perspective.

combat.

block for him

score."

it

Cornell du Houx,

Cornell du

in Iraq,

will participate in

ground will vary

knew he'd

political activism. "Regardless

last

defense was so excited to get out and

I

conflict with being a

when asked about

said

esti-

a job."

this as

Houx

the Marine Forces Reserves since he

Houx

mobilize

no

is

and a Marine," Cornell du

personal beliefs,

Thursday.

While

encountered blockers out in front.

Tailback Jeff Smith '08 sidesteps over a Hamilton player during

Behind Murphy's block, White

a

political beliefs.

"There
liberal

race

not nervous whatsoever,"

Cornell du

sideline, then cut

the middle of the field

am

"I

Late in the second half, Lamont
his

from

Council

seven months.

down

the sideline to tie the game, 7-7.

White '08 shook

withdrew

Town

mates that his service there will

quarterback Ricky Leclerc hit Jeff

Nolin '06 with a 55-yard pass

who

because of the order, currently

however, senior

after,

year.

United States, and then he will

Continentals only needed four plays
to reach the

end of the

spend three months training

will

in the

Polar Bear faithful had predicted.

is

at the

Cornell du

Houx was

originally

currently pres-

Maine

College

Please see IRAQ, page 2

Higher Education Act Current supply of flu shots limited

may reduce
by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

(SEOG).

Currently,

allotted to colleges

money

this

is

considering a

new version of the Higher Education
Act with

potentially broad implica-

tions for the

This

new

Bowdoin community.

version calls for wide-

guide, not

and

universities

by the number of students

that attend it
is

approved, Bowdoin

lose roughly $85,000 in fund-

ing, according to Director

of Student

spread changes to the previous ver-

Aid Stephen Joyce. While

sion of the act,

not necessarily

including fixing

on federal student loans
while at the same time increasing the
interest rates

maximum

dents,

could

it

does

this

mean less aid for stumean a reduction in

the budget, said Joyce.

size of Pell Grants, the

The new version would change

primary form of federal education

the allocation to reflect geographical

.grants.

A stipulation in the bill, referred to
as the fair share provision, requires

of money from a federal fund called the Supplemental
Education
Opportunity
Grant
redistributions

enough

With the seasonal drop
ature

and global

epidemic,

of an avian

fears

many

are looking

in temperflu

students and staff

toward

flu shots for pro-

tection against cold weather illness-

If the bill

would

vaccines, but there are currently only

who

is

using the age of the institution as a

The U.S. Senate

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

student aid

However, some members of the
Bowdoin community may have to
look beyond Bowdoin for vaccinaes.

recent

meet the demands of those

Such high-risk patients include those
with any chronic lung or heart dis-

email

from College

Dr.

Benson confirmed

that there is

immune system. A member of the
Bowdoin community may also
receive a vaccination if he or she

with a fixed date," he said, "but

works

don't expect to be waiting for

in the Children's Center or has

'Traditionally,

500

600 people

dents." Aside

flu

we

more

than two to three weeks."

infants.

to

Dudley Coe per year," Benson said.
"Of these, about 300 to 400 are stu-

Dudley Coe Health

community who

meet the high-risk demand and that
more supplies are on the way.
"Our supplier has not provided us

Services Dr. Jeff Benson notified the
that the

the

supply.

a large enough quantity of shots to

are administered the

Center has received a supply of flu

members of

take advantage of Bowdoin's yearly

any chron-

ic

Physician and Director of Health

campus

there are faculty, staff, alumni, and

disease of the blood, kidneys or

ease, including asthma, or

household contact with

tions this season.

A

to

qualify as high-risk patients.

shot at

After

initial
email was
was a small frenzy of
requesting attention. While

the

released, there
replies

from the students,

Please see FLU, page 2

distribution of students, reducing the

Bowdoin students.
"We've come to depend on this
funding and it would be a significant
blow to the Northeast to have this
aid available to

disappear," Joyce said.

"The

hurt

is

going to be on the

college budget," Joyce said.

might mean
students;

it

we

getting

isn't

the

money."

says, "It's not alleviating the

ing.

it's

not creating any more fund-

It's

chairs

need

just rearranging the

on the

deck

Titanic."

In a process called budget recon-

courses to
ly

fit

into

new

Bowdoin's recent-

updated distribution requirements.

While many existing courses

will

be

some current courses will disappear to make room for new ones.
The faculty are encouraged to create courses that will be more interdiskept,

ciplinary in nature across

all

depart-

been

ments of Bowdoin. These courses will

come up with approxi$13 billion from its
Committee on Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions. To do this,
committee leadership tried to devise

be "modernized and focused on what

of

a plan reducing spending on the

Proposals for

Higher Education Act without nega-

are currently being submitted to the

ciliation,

the

Senate

has

required to

mately

we do

today," according to Associate

Dean

for Curriculum

and Faculty

Development and Associate Professor
Mathematics
Adam Levy.

new and altered courses

administration, though not

Please see

EDUCATION, page 2

2010 and future classes will be required

According to Levy, the only
to Bowdoin's distribution

Faculty are working to create

but if

Referring to the redistribution, Joyce

and

the catalogue next year.

change

find the

else,

we do that some other part of the college

by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

"It

slightly higher loans for

might be that

money somewhere

grant

Departments adapt to new distribution
requirements by adding courses, faculty

all

of

the these courses will appear in

requirements that will affect current
students

is

the first-year seminar

requirement, which stipulates that

all

members of the Class of 2009 must
take a first-year seminar this year.

Along with

to take courses in five different disci-

plines

or

—

mathematical, computational,

statistical

reasoning; inquiry in the

natural sciences; exploring social differ-

ences; international perspectives;
the

and

arts.

They

will also

be required to take

Please see

COURSES, page 5

the first-year seminar

requirement, students in the class of

INSIDE
A&E
Get personal with
student band

Jim Weeks Philharmonic
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Senior student to be deployed
to Iraq with Marines come winter

ti

IRAQ, from page l
on

the ballot for a

Council

Students organize to fight the Higher Education Act
EDUCATION, from page

against any forms of cuts to the

and universities. The key to the plan
is reducing government payments to

mobilizing against the changes. Sara

the banks that provide student loans

Schlotterbeck

Coles Tower, Chamberlain
and a number of college houses

low

and reallocating

interest rates

District 7.

at

some of the money saved

new

to a

Student activist groups have been
'08

represents

Student Public Interest Research
Groups (Student PIRGS), a group

are in that district After receiving

grant program called Pro-GAP, or

that

news of

provisional aid program.

sional representatives in opposition

from

he withdrew

the activation,

be removed his

to serve, he said

name from

the

dacies of his opponents.

du Houx said

In addition, Cornell

he will take incompletes

in his fall

a unified

voice against it With this big cut in

the alternate bill hold the same,

banks that give student loans.
"They've actually been bundling
these loans in such a way that

student aid that's being proposed,

other changes in the

people decided to take action," she

include a measure penalizing col-

said

leges that raise

semester courses.

He points to some

they're getting

academic work

Bowdoin that will

realize they

at

—

be useful for his service including
the course Middle East Politics and

what he describes as a "crash

extremely helpful and understand-

Cornell

ing," he said.

Houx

Cornell du

is

any-

Marine annex

a

at

ing

my

the

He trains dursummer in

Donahoe said there
"no chance" that

Houx '06

.

with

Institutional

who

Research,

11

alumni

graduated in the 1990s

—and

reported their occupations to the

College

—

2004

in

are identified as

members of the military.
Some Bowdoin students

life."

ABC
Cynthia

the

News

"People are concerned," Cornell
said, "but

understand

it

is

duty."

'78 has been

to co-anchor

McFadden
,

McFadden's

editor

time

some

was forced

to

make

electronic rejections, there

anyone

fear that

will

is

no

be excluded once

the rest of the supply
"It's not

is

when

they

at

McHugh

Hannaford Brothers Company in
holding a flu shot clinic

WBOR

on November 4.

and

ABC

requesting
that

as

news

assistant editor during her

at die

newspaper.

News's

recently

Senior

and

ABC News

uated

She

Chief White House

McFadden

will

be located

in

native, grad-

laude

from

.with majors in sociology

avian flu

Thursday

that

Kim Kendrick '77 has

working closely with
the Maine Bureau of

nated Kendrick for the position of

housing

of

race, color, religion, sex, national

Drew

in

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

"There

Kim

States.

Dr. Jeff Benson receives a flu shot.

no reason

for alarm.

contact with

many

He comes into

patients during flu season.

and familial

origin, age, disability,

sta-

said in

an interview with the

Brunswick Times Record.

The

H all

,

exhibit, located in

is

Hubbard
of

available to die public free

charge and will remain open through

August 2007.

tus.

am

truly honored to serve this

Administration as die assistant secre-

Two dorms see increase in

tary for fair housing and equal oppor-

energy use during contest

tunity. I

am committed to our continu-

ing mission to ensure equal access to

housing for

all

Americans." said

Midway

through

dorms compete to decrease
energy usage, Maine and Coleman

At Bowdoin, Kendrick was a socimember of die

have significantly increased

ology major and a

halls

African-American Society.

their electricity

consumption
While every other dorm posted

Museum welcomes

Arctic

—some

positive conservation results)

reducing

Inughuit exhibit, film clips
The

Sustainable

Bowdoin's conservation competition
that has

Kendrick.

recently

consumption by almost

Arctic

half—Coleman and Maine's rate of
energy use increased 47.6 and 33.2

opened a new

percent respectively, according to a

Peary-MacMillan

Museum

exhibit entitled "This Extraordinary

posting

made to die Student Digest by

Coordinator for Sustainable Bowdoin

Paradise."

on the people

exhibit focuses

Keisha Payson.

Coleman

residents claim that their

of northwest Greenland, the Inughuit
popularly called the Polar Eskimos.

consumption has increased because

most

construction workers renovating near-

world,

by Hyde and Appleton halls have been

This

tribe,

which

inhabits the

northern

community

in the

effort

is

no

their

multiple

The museum
ing,

ures

bone

exhibit displays cul-

such as sealskin cloth-

tools,

and carved ivory

and jewelry,

W Bush nomi-

fig-

from both the

American Museum of Natural History
in New York and die College's own

better person than

to lead this Department in
to educate

its

and enforce the

nation's fair housing

laws," said

Also included in the exhibit are
film clips shot

by MacMillan himself.

To research

this

electricity.

Sorg'09.

explorations of the North Pole.

personal collection.

George

assistant secretary of fair housing
and equal opportunity, and was confirmed by the Senate on October 7.

flu

he

fax,

in as the nation's top fair

official.

President

feels there

Thus

discrimination in housing on die basis

LeMoine

"They plug stuff into our basement" said Coleman resident Kristina

The Department of Housing and
Urban Development announced

Health in the event

that prohibit

using their

been sworn

United

persons living in America

ties for all

by administering laws

tural artifacts

being

becomes a concern

"It was exciting to be interviewing
someone and see them come across a

picture of themselves as an infant,"

University.

spread from human to
human, Benson says
the health staff will be

the

defi-

ways

both Robert E. Peary and Donald B.

fair housing official in U.S.

cific plans in anticipa-

avian

would

It

to look into alterna-

for

Kendrick will be responsible

MacMillan during

the
While
College has no spe-

die

me

served as guides and companions to

virus.

that

go to school.

to

and government She went on to
receive a law degree from Columbia

Kendrick '77 named top

related to

flu

me from

try to find a

still

die creating equal housing opportuni-

HUD Secretary Alphonso Jackson.

The

summa cum

Bowdoin

were

Coe Health Center
may have been fueled

of this

wouldn't keep

Pines

co-anchor "Nightline" with

will

Bashir.

received by Dudley

tion

said, "It

going to school. I'd

of paying."

$5,800 more than today.

Legal

justice issues.

McFadden, a Maine

vaccines

H5N1

According to Orient

New York.

of

emails

the

.

McFadden served

Correspondent Terry Moran and current "20/20" correspondent Martin

'09.

flurry

by anxiety

broadcast will

first

Bowdoin, McFadden
in the Orient and radio

profile trials

is

to

"I

Correspondent. She covered high-

can wait"

The

Ted

down from

years.

cines will be available shortly.

ply of vaccines," said

Haylcy

25

administered this Friday and more vac-

Brunswick

delivered.

like last year,

round of vaccines will be

weren't given a sup-

"I

stepping

McFadden was most

I

ABC

be on November 28.

station

offers

of the

"Nightline."

will replace anchor

who is

While

flu vaccinations today for high-risk

the health center

education. Referring to the changes,

he

tives, private loans, different

Correspondent

Koppel

first

rate.

nitely force

News

die program after

The

higher than the current

way

promoted

'78

broadcast

records,

FLU, from page

fluctuates.

Student Association, a student lobby

McFadden

promoted

some
community

Cornell du Houx,

of

McFadden

participated

Dudley Coe

not be forced to give up a college

economy

group, these changes could cost die

to co-anchor of "NightUne"

of his deployment.

my

asked about the changes,

The new

Stafford loans are allowed to shift as

News From Beneath The

expressed worry after they learned

du Houx
current-

When

training,

comment on Cornell du Houx's

As for
members

schools.

average student at a public university

summer
more weeks of

deployment.

my

and a resolution affirming an academic bill of rights, a statement in
favor of diversity and free speech in

of

this

and then will
need six months of

loan limits,

rate, raising additional

for a fixed rate of interest

for federally-subsidized

est rates

up

at

higher than double the inflation

one student

in the limits

bill

Timothy Gamwell '09 said he was
troubled by the overall cost of education. "It's outrageous, the price of
education. It's gone up so much," he
said. However, he said that he would

tain student loans. Currently, inter-

is

House

their tuitions

Bowdoin Briefs

will

additional training.

of

students.

Joyce supports these increases, say-

from Bowdoin.
go back to

ing

for six

Office

an increase

Iraq before graduat-

Alex Cornell du

the

is

be deployed to

he'll

to serve."

for

the bill

dents. Another change affecting stu-

dents

federal loans held by

While he is not obligated to
become an officer, Donahoe said,
"It is something I really want to do

to

changes in die interest rates of cer-

Pro-GAP included in
would also benefit

United States

Dean of Student

According

so draconian."

According to Jasmine

includes Marines from

town and could not be reached

that

tive director for die

beliefs, it

was out of

and the environment
the
changes

Among

Schlotterbeck 's group opposes are

aid specifically for low-income stu-

Quantico

of New England

cation

Harris, legisla-

His regiment

Affairs Craig Bradley

their sav-

that, then the actual

that

He

throughout Maine and
parts

do

additional six billion dollars in

Brunswick Naval Air
Station.

most of

to realize

provisions of the bill won't be quite

an

duty as a

Marine

the

at

my

encouraging stu-

budget because of cuts to both edu-

changes, these grants would provide

is

is

is

dents to oppose the entire federal

be a member of the Marine Corps
through the Officer Training School
or Platoon Leaders

25 th

regularly

trains

personal

Schlotterbeck,

the

is

Quantico, Virginia.

He

PIRGS

Student

to

bill calls

is

Company

Battalion,

1st

Marine Regiment

According

Kennedy, a major proponent of the

"Regardless of

part of Alpha

should," Joyce said.

According to a statement released

Course.

said.

fees than they

we don't have

training to

thing could happen,"

Cornell du Houx,

25th

more

"Congress constantly cuts student

by Massachusetts Senator Edward

Dave Donahue '07

"We'll see what the future holds.

he

Battalion,

1st

ly serve in a reserve capacity.

field after college.

point,

part of Alpha

is

Marine Regiment.

his service will lead

this

du Houx

Company

not sure

him
into politics, a position as a commissioned officer, or some other

At

will essen-

it

organized a call-in to congres-

to die bill.

ing up on, and that's where they
ings. If they

Courtesy of Alex Cornell du Houx

"All of the professors have been

whether

ver-

"That's what the Senate is tighten-

hope

course" in Arabic.

"There's not enough money in
any of these programs to meet the
need," he said. "If we were in a
good economic environment, we

aid because

new

tially fix

the candi-

Higher Education Act

a problem with the way the
government makes payments to

if the

sion of the act passes,

so that he

ballot

bill,

would be trying to expand," he said.
In the meantime, the House is
considering an alternate form of the
bill currently in the Senate committee. Although many provisions of

According Joyce,

Besides being unable

that race.

would not adversely affect

is

aspects of the

interest loans.

representing

Hall,

Joyce stands

dents to seek alternative, higher-

Brunswick Town

position

While acknowledging positive

ing that federal loan limits force stu-

1

vely affecting students at colleges

exhibit Arctic

Sorg admitted, however, that she
has not noticed

much

conservation in

Coleman.

Maine Hall

residents

had no such

excuse. Proctor Ashleigh Watson '06

was perplexed by die increase.
"We have no idea how it happened," Watson said.

But

she contin-

ued, "I don't feel die enthusiasm.

People aren't going out of their way."

Museum Curator Genevieve LeMoine

MacMillan House is currendy lead-

members of

ing die competition with a 44.8 per-

personally interviewed
the Inughuit tribe to

document many

cent reduction.

—

of the museum's original photographs
taken by Peary and MacMillan a cen-

Compiled by Anne Riley,
James D. Baumberger, and Bobby

tury ago.

Guerette.
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Unforseen expenses [Alums come home
force budget increase

2005

21,

for festivities

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

Former students returned

by

Adam Kommel

Longley also said mat the College

Orient Staff

will be deferring certain equipment

purchases for the dining service and
In the

first

of three annual Board of

meetings,

Trustees

Facilities

Management.

In addition, the College will be

approved a $2.7 million 'increase to

spending $1.3 million of its $1.5 mil-

2005-2006 budget to compensate

the

for unforeseen expenses.

lion operating surplus

2005

Senior Vice President for Finance

and Administration and Treasurer
Catherine Longley

account

"We

are fortunate

have an operating

to

the last fiscal year

accounting for the

cost

Longley

that will basically

The

operating

College

currently

is

$99,425,000, which

Catherine Longley

does not include the

available
cial

and
expenses

short-term investments, and

enlarged gifts and contributions to the

on

in

On

Friday, old students sat

classes to relive the

Current students

a

critic

who spoke on African- American culalso invited to attend

a short Shabbat service given by
Hillel students,

polo game, and tours of Bowdoin to

how

campus has changed

see

October

physically over the years.

is

no reason

for

Treasurer concern, and that
although the budget

is

the

Bowdoin

evening, former
that

larger

is

being perma-

went

to

treated to

Friday
students

and were

die coffeehouse

music played by current stu-

help pay for the increased costs.

cause for alarm;

There

said.

is

homecoming

On

planned

continued as

festivities

Saturday morning, five

new members were

inducted into

special

brunch

in

Thome Dining Hall.

the bonfire's excitement
the excessive rain

weekend.

met on Whittier Field

part

Walker

said.

far the weather,"

was

for

games, including football, rugby, soccer,

and

field

hockey.

page

(see related story,

1),

Young
Alumni Party sponsored by the Young
Alumni Leadership Program (YALP)
in Smith Union. This reunion for
Classes 2001 to 2006 was among the
recent students attended the

younger returning

students and current seniors.
"I definitely

Ofatfflf 'Staff

Baxter House and friends through-

night

YALP

enjoyed the

Union Saturday
booze is always good,"

—

free

Walker said

raised

Another large-scale reunion took

$2,688 for the American Cancer
Society

the

way

Class of '62,"

Macmillan House President Zach
Roberts '08 said.

The older alumni shared their experiences with recent students

and curwhat is

place Saturday night as former

by joining 19 other teams in
"Making Strides
Cancer"
walk
Breast

bers of the

tenth annual

Bowdoin

rent residents about living in

mem-

fraternity

Theta

few words

about their time in the house and what
it

meant to them,

est

game
many

After the victorious football

"The most disappointing
by

later

reception in Smith

the

to as early as the

dinner, each attendee said a

Plaza.

by Anne Riley

Bowdoin community

back

Bowdoin 's Athletic Hall of Honor at a

highlights for the

out the

game.

all

were offered. The early festivities
were followed by a slew of sports

Hyde
Some of

fire at

Students walk to support cause
•^"•••"j

football

now Macmillan House. Following

no

very doable."

it's all

homecoming

dents to recent alumni

a picnic, where child-specific events

experienced throughout the entire

Longley

Despite two days of solid rain, the

for the traditional chair burning bon-

new costs.
"We're not making any personnel

track re-dedication during half time of the

Alumni

was robbed by

cuts,"

The Bowdoin Orient

dent musicians while others gathered

nently eliminated to account for the

College, which Longley said should

Fulton,

President Barry Mills chatted with Joan Benoit Samuelson '79 before the

an inner tube water

Longley said of the

budget

Drew

ture.

Alumni were

[dollars],"

adjustment

The College expects higher returns

weekend.

sand

than normal, nothing

lion increase.

its

in

conclusion.

there

have seen a $1.3 mil-

on

and

reassesses

it

Longley said

Finance and Administration

for finan-

Utility

of

decide the

adjustment

aid

'04.

Alumni found a full schedule of
them throughout the

events open to

few hundred thou-

Senior Vice President for

roughly $16,500,000

Walker

Crouch, a musician, poet, and

Board

to

"It's usually just

n

cost of utilities.

on campus, so

May

cover the increased

financial aid search.

lives

Trustees meets every

its

budget at Bowdoin

of our

such an environment," said Nick

into

Bowdoin
and
alumni attended Common Hour with
jazz writer and essayist Stanley

October

of admissions and

spent four of the most forma-

always comforting to come back

experience.

budget,

expense of the dean

of

increased

The

also

"We

tive years

will

said.

surplus at the end of

and pay-

while

last fis-

that

utilities,"

in utilities, financial
aid, travel,
roll,

year

cal

for

expenses

increased

end of the

ating surplus at the

basically cover the

adjusted the budget

weekend-long downpour.

it's

are fortunate to have an oper-

said that the trustees

to

from the 2004-

fiscal year.

"We

the

alumni dating back decades, despite a

board

the

to

this past weekend for the
2005 Homecoming celebrations at
which current students mingled with

College

starting with the old-

alumni and working up to current

residents.
"It

was

really interesting to see the

chronological progression.
the age differences,

all

had a common bond

Despite

these people

—

the house,"

said Roberts.

The old fraternity members commented on the drastic changes the
house had gone through, but in the
end,

felt it

was a largely positive trans-

formation.

"The alumni seemed satisfied in
knowing that the more things change,
the more they stay the same," Roberts
said
Despite the weather, returning stu-

Delta Chi returned to their former

dents agreed on one thing.

throughout residential Brunswick.
Bowdoin 's team, which consisted of
27 members, walked the three-mile

home

"Hands down, the best part [of
Bowdoin] has to be the people. It's a

course in pouring rain on Sunday to

attendance, from current house resi-

Against

raise

— Macmillan

McQueen

'08 said.

"[We

money

entire

raised

in

great

way

to see

people you've

lost

touch with," Walker said

McKenna

Emilie

'08

was die third

leading fundraiser of the event, col-

cause.

McKenna

raised die funds

emailing her mother,
the request to a

who

by

forwarded

few aunts and

cousins.

"My Aunt Cindy actually had
breast cancer and she was very gener-

in Sunday's "Making Strides Against Breast Cancer" fundraiser walk.
enthusiastic awareness

by continuing

to sponsor events to benefit cancer

research. According to

McQueen,

Baxter hopes to sponsor a campuswide Relay for Life in the spring to
raise awareness and funds. House

said "Despite die awful weather this

was still an event that the
community was passionate about"
year,

it

McQueen

agreed that

was one worth

getting

this

wet

event

The

most powerful moment of
walk was just meeting women

breast cancer and realizing the sin-

munity volunteers deliver yellow

cerity

on a

bouquets as a fundraiser for the

expressed toward the people

American Cancer

were participating," he said
"It is powerful knowing that what

Participation in the event

lectively focus

said.

was

specific cause

year as a house. After choosing

cancer research as a focus,

McQueen

Great

Britney

contacted Colleges Against Cancer, a

"Making

group that provides schools with the
opportunity to become affiliated with

Cancer"

American Cancer

House

is

ization,

Society. Baxter

now a sponsor of the organ-

through their affiliation with

die regional cancer society, accord-

McQueen.

Having

just

completed Sunday's

members of Baxter House plan

to mft"»<*"«

their

current level of

Society.

'08

Ogden
Strides

last

joined

Against

Breast

year after a friend

learned about die event

when

volun-

teering at a hospice during her

com-

munity service pre-orientation trip
die previous year. She and three other

Coleman

residents

walked

last

year

die

who have been

Bowdoin did

who

will help

those in need get the care and support

they deserve," he added.

Donna Muto from
Cancer

Bowdoin 's
college

Bowdoin team

out

the American

applauded

Society
efforts at die

"We want

without being part of an official

"There were a

or are affected by

and genuine appreciation they

students from

event

to thank the

Bowdoin

who

helped

students

—not only did they have a team

lot

more Bowdoin
Ogden

students involved this year,"

but they helped clean up aftewards,"

she said.

October 28 meeting,

BSG

on removal of offi-

cers. The officer team can now be
removed by a two-thirds vote by

the

BSG body.

-An

official

attendance policy

passed by a vote of 13-8, with one

-An academic
proposed.

-The

game in Lewiston on

department has
permanently added longer gym
hours to

athletic

its

yearly budget

bill

of rights was

Recently

instated

conservative

speech in the classroom.

at

academic
It

this

weekend. Airport shuttles are

also available.
-This past weekend, the Trustees

to abstain.

Bates, the bill promises to safe-

guard

Bates football

November 5.

-Night taxis should start running

member choosing

for.

in

of my family members," she

its

unanimously passed a constitutional interpretation

response to Baxter's pledge to col-

in

rest

provide buses for the Bowdoin-

-At

Sophomores Britney Ogden, Kate Chin, and Laura Belden joined Baxter

members are also helping with die
American Smokeout and
Daffodil Days, during which com-

her donations along with the

ous

-$600 was made available to

Courtesy of Kate Chin

over $550 to donate to the

lecting

voted on next week.

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

the

for

Brunswick walk, and exactly $1,138
more than our projected goal"

walk,

an

raised]

approximately 30 percent of the

ing to

for

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

and treatment

"The walk was great," Baxter resident and Team Captain Kiel

the

—

"There were about 50 people

awareness about breast cancer

research, detection,

this

House

evening of fine dining and nostalgia.

will be

allocated another $600,000 for financial aid as

a result of the

rise in tuition.

-BSG's next public meeting will
take place Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Daggett Lounge.

Condo Auction: Less than one mile from Bowdoin
on McKeen

Street, 2 residential townhouse style
ready for purchase at public auction, Nov.
8th at 12:00 noon. COLLEGE FACULTY TAKE

units,

- THIS CAN PROVE TO BE MORE
FEASIBLE THAN PAYING RENT! Quiet, safe

NOTICE

! !

neighborhood yet close to school and 1-295. For
more information, please call Tranzon Auction
Properties at (207) 775-4300 or visit our website,
www.tranzon.com.
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The Bowdoin Orient

Changes in distribution requirements will require next
incoming class to take courses in five disciplines

Authentic Thai Cuisine

year's

COURSES, from page
one course

at least

J

in

each of the

view the new requirements as restrictive, since they can be fulfilled in a

said.

variety of ways.

The

three major disciplinary divisions

and mathematics,
and behavioral sciences, and
humanities and fine arts which can
often be fulfilled
by taking courses
natural

sciences

social

—

"[The

in the five required

disciplines.

goal

faculty positions
for

According

filled in

address

need

to

ple,

the

areas

they

So
to the

not

much

as

empha-

are

far,

new

reactions

new

require-

ments

be

from

prospective

DeRayMckesson'07

like

BSG President

stu-

parcnts

£"*2?
have been positive,
according

mathematics.

"exploring

were

requirements.

econom-

and

ics,

modem

sized in the

cational program."

biology, computer

science,

social

For

the

differences"

Bowdoin

Student

President and tour guide

He

Mckesson

take courses in areas like Asian stud-

requirements as restrictive.

education, and history.
These requirements, made very

ies, classics,

'07.

to

Government

requirement, students will be able to

DeRay

does not view the

He

sug-

gests that "they provide a great

framework...

how

it's

clear growth

in

broad to allow for personal choice by

terms of

students, 'will not force students to

emphasizes our educational pro-

restrict

their choices

to a

narrow

spectrum of classes.

difficult

and timely process,

according to Levy. Not only will

new

and

the College views

gram.

"The

Instituting these requirements will

be a

mc

quantitative

years as

and

requirement,

in

visa &

14 Maine Street Brunswick. Maine • 207-725-0708

emphasized in past

emphasizes our edu-

able to take cours-

es

how

College views

the

will

n^v

Restaurant

them anyway,"

be success-

to

skills

terms of

reason-

students

to

world. For exam-

clear growth in

It's

computational, or

ing

new

said.

basic

the

in the

ful

a great framework.

mathematical,
statistical

he

skills students will

ful-

fulfill

to

Levy, these changes

distribution

a variety of

To

Levy feels that the new requirements will be no hindrance for students applying to Bowdoin.
"It's all

According

Levy, these require-

ways.

make room

to

dozens of new courses within the

change.

ments can be

and

next few years.

requirements] provide

not

will

have twelve new

to

is

AP and

off-campus study
policies

new

Dine-In or Take-owl

be added but new faculty
members will have to be hired, Levy
classes

2005

21,

six areas are

broad enough to

allow freedom in terms of actual
classes

mat

and focused enough to ensure

into the business of life.

students are learning the intend-

ed subject area," he

When

said.

talking to prospective stu-

From

his earliest

days as a paper route tycoon

In

East Providence,

Mark

R.I.,

dents and their parents, Mckesson

emphasizes that they can "own"

-

their

Bowdoin experience and should

not

Hellendrung had the soul of an entrepreneur. After graduating from a
arts university,

advance

orient.bowdoin.edu

he went to Bentley to get the business education he needed to

his career.

At McCallum Graduate School of Business at

gained both the technical

skills

he needed to help launch a beverage business phenomenon,

orient.bowdoin.edu

Nantucket Nectars. Today
for Narragansett Beer.

pursuing

his

passion

in

he's

succeeding

in

Thanks to Bentley, Mark

a

^

is

the world of business... and

the business of

Mark

i

busy doing the same

orient.bowdoin.edu

r

Bentley,

and the hands-on experience

orientbowdoin.edu

orient.bowdoin.edu

liberal

pfc N

1

LCi

I

%^3S{Kff

life.

orient.bowdoin.edu

Business

orient.bowdoin.edu

in

a Whole

N#w Ufpht

SLrV

And

now, a limerick:

The Orient comes out at noon
But alas,
But

it

if

has

no cartoon

you can draw

Give us a call
Perhaps well hire you scon.

opinion@bowdoin.edu

Spring Break 2006
with

Student Travel Services

10

Jamaica. Mexico. Bahamas and Florida.

Aa» you miu iac

fd?

Sall'ftipa.EaniCaah&Traw.l
Free! Call for

group discount!.
1800-648-400

373-1136

729-7825

865-4071

729-6448

^
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EXCLUSIVE:

An

\.

Interview

With The
Governor

Maine Governor
John Baldacci

'"

«-*•_

*

*

talks with

the Orient's

Evan Kohn about
the air station,

Question 1,
Al Franken, and

Murphy.

his dog,

Conversations with

Maine's

role

would you

play

in the

J

Welcome
to

the

college graduates

now

are recogniz-

ing that their opportunities are in

Maine. So, Evan, what we're trying

do

a systematic

[establish]

think

to

a significant role in the redevelop-

approach to planning with the

ment.
First in a series

see Bowdoin

Governor John Baldacci: Well, I
Bowdoin is going to be playing

Political

Leaders
C

like to

redevelopment?

think that, you know,

I

we have

is

tives today so that they'll find the

when

[Senior Vice President for Finance

opportunities

and Administration and Treasurer]
Katy
Longley on the Local

What

Redevelopment Planning Committee.

galvanize our

Bowdoin

initia-

mean

I

creative

is

our

they graduate.
initiative

on the

economy, we're going to
artists,

our musicians,

has a significant

our software designers, our engi-

political

presence in Brunswick, has a signifi-

leaders represent-

cant economic impact there, and can

ing Brunswick and

I

be very helpful. They have a lot of
contacts of students whose families
are involved in industrial manufac-

Maine Governor John

turing and corporate issues around

I'm hearing
from more graduates, even at M.I.T.,
that are from Maine are coming back
to Portland to set up shop because
they can use the broadband and internet access there, and they can do mat
around the state. That is why we're
promoting universal broadband poli-

first in

series

on

a

I

other parts of the
great state of Maine. This week,

chatted with

Baldacci in an exclusive interview.

Before winning a seat as a Bangor
City Councilman at the age of 23,

Governor Baldacci worked
through college

his

way

at the University

of

Maine. A Democrat, Baldacci served
in the

Maine

State Senate

from 1982

and as a U.S. congressman
for Maine's second district from 1 994
to 1994,

until

2002, when he was elected gov-

ernor.

He

will be

up

for reelection in

November 2006.

think

the world.
tacts

So

I

think there are con-

and the impact

that they

community

in the local

is

make

certainly

going to have a positive influence on

cies around the state. I've

Time Warner and Verizon and
spread broadband's

that

EK: How can Maine government
reverse the trend that shows so many

throughout the entire

after they

GJB: Well

begun to
stem the tide, Evan. I think we have
several initiatives, but most importantly,

I

think we've

something

buy, which

is

that

want

money cant

the quality of our natu-

and the quality of life

state.

to live in Millinocket

in the

if

or East

Moosehead Lake region,

young people who

are interested in

the state of Maine. So, I'm hearing

those kinds of fields in our

speaking with local leaders about
the Brunswick Naval Air Station

from more college presidents that the

That's

graduates are going to location

important because

(BNAS) Redevelopment Plan. What

before job.

So

first

I'm finding a lot of

in the

St. John Valley, or wherever you
want to be in Maine, you can do your
business from there. I think there are
more and more opportunities for

ral resources

ly

if you

you want be

Evan Kohn: Governor, I know
you were down in Brunswick recent-

in

others

abilities

So,

Millinocket along Mt. Katahdin or

Baxter State Park, or

graduate?

met with

why

state.

Dirigo Healthcare
it

is

[helps] individ-

uals, die self-employed,

and small

you get the
economy initiative, you get

whether

an individual

is

it

who

has

affordable healthcare,

been discriminated against because

creative

of bis or her sexual orientation at
work We bad that person from the

broadband, and cellular universal

and investments

service initiatives,
in research

Maine

and development.

I

think

will be a leader in providing

opportunities for those graduates, so

say this has got to be die best

I'd

place to be able to live and raise their
family.

EK: Moving

neers, our architects.

the redevelopment mere.

college students leaving the state

business people. So, you get quality

onto Question

I.

Would you encourage students from
change

out-of-state to
tion

their registra-

so they can vote on Question 1?

GJB:
didn't

do that, I
You know, I'm just

didn't actively

I

do

it all.

trying to encourage

Maine people

be able to reflect Maine values.

to
I

.

Christian Civic

who was

league

going to go around and expose people

who were gay

so their employers

would know, threatening their
employment frankly, and mere were
no laws on the books that would have
protected people from that So, you

know

it

doesn't happen much, but

it

does happen in Maine and we've got
to

make sure that we all stand togeth-

er against that.

EK: Bowdoin students saw you a
few weeks ago introducing Al
Franken at Bowdoin.
respond

How would you

to criticism regarding

your

Maine people don't discriminate; Maine people are fair people.
They want to make sure that people

appearance with an arguably contro-

aren't being discriminated

know... look,

think

and that Maine
state. I just

is

want

against,

a diverse and open

to reflect those val-

versial figure like

GJB:

Al Franken.

(Laughter)
I

myself, and

dation of the state, and that's what

great turnout there

Maine

We're voting on

for.

Maine values

defend

you
Al

Franken and Al Franken doesn't
defend me. You know,

ues which are really part of die foun-

we're voting

Well,

don't

there

was a

I

lot

represent

I

just thought

and

it

I

of enthusiasm

was a

thought
there. I

respect

think if there are those attempts to

privacy and respect diversity. Maine

undercut that kind of support and say

people do not tolerate discrimination

that people

against

values.

anyone because

that if that

discrimination

us

we

realize

would be a
against
all
of

happens

that

it

—whether they are white suprema-

cists in

Lewiston with die Somalis or

were being

divisive...!

don't think so. I think people appreciate free speech

and recognize

that

people have fought and sacrificed

Please see

BALDACCI, page 9

<*-*
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Always
have a
"Plan B"
Ask

Dr. Jeff

Benson, M.D. *
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Jeff

Dear

Dr.

"Emergency

Is

Jeff:

Contraception" the same thing as

"RU-486"?
-T.GR.
Dear T.GR.: Absolutely not!
Emergency Contraception (EC) is
contraception that

emergently

—

used, well, in an

is

that

is,

Like

all

post-coitally.

other forms of contra-

EC

ception,

prevents

RU-486 is
the
name
.given
mifepristone, a medpregnancy.

an abortion.

ication used to induce

Like

other abortifacients, mifepri-

all

stone terminates an established preg-

nancy.

The most common forms of EC
some combination of progessame hormones found in birth control pills. In
contain

terone and/or estrogen, the

fact,

multiple doses of birth control

pills

can be taken precisely for this

purpose. Plan B, the form of

EC we

dispense at the Health Center, con-

only

tains

the

onorgestrel.

Courtesy of the George

J.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections and Archives,

Bowdoin College Library

'91 expresses his

disapproval of the Coalition of Concerned Students' Friday blockade of Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall as

Coalition and the media look on. Photo by

Put diversity in the uniyelled demonstrators at the blockade for
versity,

diversity.

From

7:00 a.m. to 11:30
the demonstrators
kept administrators, faculty,
students and other out of
the Hawthorne Longfellow
building which houses the
administrative offices and

a.m.,

the library.

93,

the proposal to establish a

Mvelase

91,

program

Mahlaka

Ricardo Pino 94, Shadrach
Woods 93, Shelby Cogdell
91. The coalition represen
tatives drafted a statement
requesting Edwards to:
1. Meet with department

and programming chairs in
the coming week to estabprocedures for diversifying the campus through
lish

recruitment in the 1991 season, and establish a

committee that will

staged the block-

begin work this

14

ade in protest to
President Robert

Edwards statement outlining his

Years

plans for further diversifying Bowdoin. The coalition
felt Edwards
proposal was
not enough.
As a result of the blockPresident
Robert
ade,
five rep-

resentatives from the coalition.

ed of Karen Edwards

coalition

Edwards met with

The delegation consist-

Ago

fall

by the way,

Why

The closing of the

.

don

t

right

(The
committee
would produce a hard interim report by June 1991.)
States.

Introduce to the faculty

library

disgruntled students who
wanted to study or write
papers on the Friday morning. Chris Kinum 91 said he
is in favor of diversity, and
said the coalition can do
anything they want to
as long as they

with time goal, for
securing a signifi-

cant increase in the
of faculty from
minority groups (including
women)
reflecting
the
demographic percentages of
these groups in the United

the library?

people
to

that

it

Efesg^&iragm

library

should not have been the
place of protest.

He

said,

Libraries represent liberal
learning and freedom of
education and freedom of
thought.
Citing fascism,

Edwards

said that the

chose

coalition

the
bol

s

wrong symto

block,

because blocking
libraries and burning books is what

91 felt

was

admin-

that the

coalition

learn.

Dan Smith

foolish

for the coalition to blockade

happens

Smith said he
would not support any
group which infringes on

Europe.
In response to Edwards
fascism statement, Woods

the rights of students.

said,

the library.

We

didn

pick

the
library specifically,
said
Dana Stanley 91. Stanley
said closing the library was
t

*

Promoting brands by distributing samples/
brochures & demonstrating products to customers
Part-time, weekends, & typically 4-6 hours
Apply on-line: www.eventsanclpromotions.com

B

fact, this is the

will not abort a preg-

nancy.

on

infringe

Plan

activity.

already pregnant, and

to the

fascism

in

we

in

really resent the

he compared us to
book burners and fascists.
fact that

He knew
the

that

we did
we shut

as well as

reason

the

library

was

multiple
accesses to the administrative
building from the
library,

of

the

Woods

said.

"A Look Back:

will not

It

is

compiled by Features
Editor Joshua Miller

work

if a

woman

it

will

is

not

harm a developing fetus.
As a form of contraception, Plan B
works in a number of ways. If taken
prior to ovulation,

it

will stop that

egg from being released. That

is its

primary mechanism of action, exactly the

B

Plan

same

as birth control pills.

also thickens cervical mucus,

making it less penetrable to sperm,
and hinders egg transport through the

—

fallopian tubes

again, exactly like

birth control pills. Finally, Plan

B

may interfere with the hormonal support necessary for the successful

of

implantation

—once

egg

a

fertilized

again, like birth control

Note, too, that Plan B's second-

pills.

ary mechanisms of action are precisely those of other contraceptive

modalities as well. Barrier methods
like

condoms and diaphragms

vent

contact

between

eggs

pre-

and

sperm. IUD's (intrauterine devices)
prevent implantation, and,

if contain-

ing progestin, also create an environ-

ment

hormonally impedes egg
and implantation.
Despite the unanimous finding by
that

transport

FDA scientists that Plan B is safe and
effective,

and despite the unequivosame

cal recommendations of these
scientists that Plan

B

be made avail-

EC

remains

available in the U.S. only

by pre-

able over-the-counter,

scription.

Even before these recommendations were politically trumped, there
was much discussion about how to

make EC
Clippings from the Archives"

acts as

biochemical basis of its abortifacient

since the library has doors
istrative section.

in this

country.

which connect

In response to the library
blockade, Edwards told the

require.

other

number

2.

a

produce a plan,

to

in gay and lesbian
and the staffing
program would

studies

such

had

the only choice they

because

^

of the

Mifepristone,

down

-¥

members

•

an anti-progestin. In

RY MARK JEONG
Orient News Editor

The

Mark Jeong.

most

the safest and

is

form of EC available

effective

Kinum

Chris

lev-

has far fewer side

It

and

effects

progestin,

easier to obtain and pur-

chase. In Maine, like several other
states

now,

Plan

B

women

directly

are able to obtain

from pharmacists

Please see EC, page 9
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Tte Bowdoin
me

tells

"You

Every store

loud voice.

in

my

like

incredulity

—

sain?''

say with

I

me Corona

with

logo oh

beer!"

men's

to the

"Can
sir?" a

the

me.

tells

down

section.

outlet
I

gras

don't respond.

course, the most attractive

thing about outlet stores, and partic-

by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff

Freeport, is that they all have

Also, the drive-thru at

McDonald's

"inconsistent destruction and wear

prices.

one

on every pair [including] authentic
worn in holes and abrasion."
It is more than just the town's
feng shui that feels forced: employees at many stores insist on being

that

has no audio output; that

Freeport
likely

a town that would

is

speaks into a microphone and

explode, were he alive to see

it.

microphone, do not allow speakers

a staunch bastion of capitalism,

intrusively friendly.

The town's Abercrombie&Fitch
town

more than 170 outlet
and even
tell you, perhaps, where

At Wilsons Leather Outlet, a
with enough jackets to elicit
an approving "Heey!" from the
Fonz, a young woman with short
brown hair asks every customer
who enters, "What can I help you

outlet is situated in the old

stores, restaurants, hotels,

library. It is

you will be shopping in the future.
Amazingly, despite Freeport's
massive commercialization, the
town retains some quaint and
charming anomalies anomalies

building

store

a solid, sturdy-looking

of brick and stone

that

could easily house a town
police station, or courthouse

hall,

—but

it

doesn't. Instead, shoppers are asked

—

that are

at

any drive-thru.

saturated with

a psychic to

greet-

ing to the bright red sign next to the

This

municipality, bordering Brunswick,
is

is,

is

ed with silence. Town bylaws, accord-

make Vladimir Lenin's head

their

almost Walt Disney-esque.

find today?"

on expensive new
some artificially aged to
them more cachet.

"I'm just browsing,"

verdict

give

I

say, almost

choking on the thick scent of leather

clothes,

The town's Friendly's and
McDonald's restaurants are both

majority of stores in

one type of A&F blue jean will have

in the air.

According to abercrombie.com,

"I like

your

shirt!"

she suddenly

It

is these

draw

tourists here

much

goods-for-cheap

many thousands of
each year.

like. I

and see a

shirt that

look through a rack of the

hoping to find

my

size, but

am unsuccessful.
"Do you have any of these shirts
in medium?" I ask the man on the
phone once he stops

yelling, per-

haps naively waiting for an answer.

He

pudgy finger and points
to the rack of shirts that I had just
raises a

looked through.
I

look again. There are

still

no

name goods

at cut-rate prices

to intrigue the

As

seems

gaggle of senior

I

air.

walk out the door onto Main

Street in Freeport,

citi-

Maine, the bright

zens.

sun glints off the over 170

"Did you see that, dear? That
jacket was 60 percent off," a white-

establishments.

woman

exclaims to her hus-

The man, wearing

a "Korean

Street

and

Bean's

it

outlet closes

clicks shut,

So what are you doing

after graduation?

If

you think you might be interested

the telephone:

"Can

I

please speak to someone

with even a

modicum of competen-

cy?!"

Ah,

store.

the fruits of capitalism.

designed to put non-business majors on the

fast track

in

a business

Our new summer immersion

three words for you: Bentley Business Gateway.

toward a graduate business

Accountancy, Finance, Financial Planning, Marketing Analytics, Real Estate
Joshua Miller, The Bowdoin Orient

Management

'

or Taxation.

New

Offered by one of

program enables you

The Banana Republic

Factory Store

is

one of Freeport's many outlets.

England's leading business universities, the Bentley Business Gateway

to:

•

Complete the prerequisites

•

Enter the Bentley

•

Complete your Bentley

for

a Master of Science

in Just

one summer

MS program of your choice without taking the QMAT
MS

program

in

as

little

as one year, including an internship

•Investigate business careers, network with faculty and business leaders and
participate in social

and cultural events on campus and

You may be graduating from college
William Shakespeare,
in just

Adam Smith

one summer, Bentley

will

in

the Boston

fluent in the language of

or Sir Isaac Newton.

Now,

BENTLEY

prepare you to speak the

language of finance, marketing and accounting.

McCALLUM GRADUATE
SCHOOL of BUSINESS
Business

ma Whole New Ughf
Joshua Miller, The Bowdoin Orient

r iin

more about the Bentley IUimiu
•t

the OMviri

S.
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The Jockey oudet

in Freeporu only a brief stop

your undergarment needs.

I

hear the male employee shriek into

Slowly,

down Main

slip into the L.L.

famous flagship

his

The door at the Polo
very slowly. Before

retail

don't know."

"I

is

one

a better answer than

It's

in

is

through the

War Veteran" medallion around

program

store is offering
I

Tomorrow

late!"

peruse the various items the

mediums. Classical music wafts

they walk hand-in-hand

degree

I

doesn't look like

neck, grunts in response.

we have

day too

anything, but the idea of brand-

band.

career,

"No,

telephone:

any of them are actually buying

haired

Bentley Business Gateway

the

to be here today!

shirts,

ing hour of most outlets, three busloads of people, all older than 65,
wander about Freeport center. They
marvel at the discounts on products
at the Gap, Burberry, Polo Ralph
Lauren, Reebok and a number of
It

an

the Ralph Lauren outlet, yells at

past the 10:00 a.m. open-

other outlets.

with

John, those sweaters were supposed

low

Early on one weekday morning,
not

is

beluga

heavyset man, an employee of

someone on

prices.

the

and

estranged spouse.

A

to

briefcases to flasks, at surprisingly

ularly

Ralph Lauren outlet

a cold plate of foie

gras
caviar

of leather products,
from jackets to pocketbooks

Of

with friends, the Polo

and beluga
an

estranged spouse.

an immense selection

Bean is a
back lunch of

If L.L.
laid

sandwiches and gorp

cavier with

friendli-

ness aside, the store has

low

cosmopolitan.

a cold

plate of foie

asks.

Employee

the store feel almost

insist.

"Are you sure?" she

I

is

employees are

ly so, and the variety
of people browsing
the multitude of products for sale makes

Ralph Lauren

asks.

no

store

friendly, but not over-

friends, the Polo

you,

is

The

a comfortable place

to be:

and gorp with

new employee

"I'm fine,"

is

a

is

back lunch

of sandwiches

I

the stairs

help

I

vibe and L.L. Bean

'-unique

Bean

If L.L.

Beer

laid

love

"I

scurry

Freeport has a

in

exception.

it.

saleswoman

j

a

is

it

cheap, raggedy tee-shirt

located in old houses, for example.

(j)fkiu

i

is

necessary to

fulfil all

of

MMH
The Bowdoin Orient
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women

Dr. Benson:
EC, from page 7

EC

should have

on hand, just in case

we want

As Dr. Susan Wood argued so elohealth

care

visit

a clinic or

provider

first.

Unfortunately, this service

is

inexpensive, and in any case

is

Brunswick

the-counter

not

absolutely

area.

At Bowdoin, we have tried to
bridge this gap for a number of years
by including Plan B in our Health
Center in-house formulary.

pense

it

We

contraceptive,

not

yet available at any of the pharmacies in die greater

quently Tuesday evening, Plan

debate.

to students free of charge.

would like all women to have
some Plan B on hand, in their medi-

for

—even

it

if

have a need

they are taking birth

control pills, even if they have never

had sex before, even

if

except

tended

women have

week of their

in the first

women take Plan B
24 hours,

that

number will

is

not one of which, unfortunately,

100 percent effective.

Accidents

happen:

condoms

break, diaphragms slip, birth control
pills fail

or are sometimes forgotten.

Sometimes sex is unplanned.
Sometimes sex is unwanted. Each
year, thousands of American women
are the victims of rape. Emergency

financial aid,

Plan

B

it is.

one associated trauma

started, the

more

effectiveness

was

I

in

so hard to

Grants and student

and reduce the burdens
especially working

—

and low-income families

was their only ticket to economic independence and economic
that that

The

effective

Every 12-hour delay in

families

families

consists of two pills, taken

it's

We

security.

starting

established a

Hope

its

Scholarship Program not only to

by as much as 50 per-

help people, you know, not just get-

may

the medication

decrease

ting through high school, but into

cent.

You won't need a GYN exam to
get Plan B. To get your pack of Plan
B, just mention it when you're in for
any visit. Or come to one of our "EC-

college,

and gave tax credits for the

and second year of college

first

So we've wanted it expanded more because the more educated,
the more trained our workforce is,
tuition.

Does It" sessions. We would like you
have some and we're always
looking for Ways to get it to you!

the better-paying job opportunities

to

they're going to have. So, I'm very

disappointed at the federal proposals

Be

back on

to cut

well!

A poster from a pro-emergency contraception web site encourages women

M.D.

Jeff Benson,

—the

to back

Dudley Coe Health Center

up

their birth control

We're planning

community

on

tiative

that.

we put forward an ini-

to develop, as

contraception can at least help elimi-

nate

When
we worked

Pell

on

sooner

tion,

increase

percent reduction.

either together or 12 hours apart.

The majority of these women

Well, I'm very upset about

Washington,

with-

Three million unintended pregnancies occur each year in this country. Half of all American women will
have at least one unintended preguse a regular method of contracep-

GJB:

been proposed.

be reduced to one. That's nearly a 90

they are not

Grants.

cuts in higher education that have

cycle, eight will

likely conceive.
If those

and Pell

governor?

unprotected

during the second or

intercourse
third

right to

think this will hurt Maine,

mean fewer

pregnancies

100

have a

Do you
and what
would you like to do for Maine college students in a second term as

student aid

abortions.
If

I

With the Higher Education

Act, there are concerns about cuts to

prevents

having sex with men.

nancy.

EK:

this: like all

B

Plan

and

are our free-

so he has a right

mine.

have

in the abortion

unintended pregnancy. Fewer unin-

cine cabinets, immediately available,
just in case, before they

No place

liberties,

to his opinion

use and over-

its

availability

contraceptives,

dis-

We

and

no place

Those

to do.

doms and

B is a

6

we can say and do what

their lives so

prospect of an unwanted pregnancy.

without having to

2005

21.

BALDACCI, from page

colleges,

we're trying to open the doors

with EC.

at the

senior level of high school, open

CPC probably has an answer

What's next7 The

them up

We

respond to one another's questions and even listen

Returning alumni were not the

to

Parachute's radio

only guests on the Bowdoin cam-

program where some

pus last weekend. Amid the soggy
weather and Homecoming festivi-

callers

Winnebago,
with "Parachute Bus" stenciled on
ties Saturday, a large

speak
such

are

to

anxiety about

the

Career
(CPC).

gram. The

book

that inspired

Parachute

a familiar

pro-

web

office

everything from

know

how

before buying a

the future, the

establish

a

web

to prepare

first car. In

site

program

CPC's

office

on the

first

Beyond

becomes

sight...

ing

offer-

one-on-one

counseling,

the

budgeting and managing money.

The

hopes to

like

face-

staff

the student

body

utes the

CPC's success

students,

who

to

Bowdoin

are self-motivated and

to be

fit

interested

with a

member.

that

allay their anxiety.

CPC plans events
and a

CPC

any students unsure about

come

ni,

Heselton has found that the

transi-

stu-

er at costs that we're already incur-

life

ring, and trying to increase private
and public partnerships and scholar-

may

college,

and as graduates

settle into their

and living conditions,
pieces tend to

Each

all

new

jobs

the other

CPC

questions

business cards to draw student

seniors about their post-graduation

attention to the bus.

plans and tracks their progress
throughout the following year.

Of

received over twenty visitors last

85.9 percent of the 2004
Bowdoin graduating class that the
CPC was able to track, 70.8 percent
were employed after college, 11

Saturday. Inside the bus, students

percent had pursued higher educa-

were able to speak one-on-one
with the Parachute staff and representatives from Bowdoin's CPC,
as well as sign up for free business cards. Abdul Yaro, the executive director of the Parachute Bus,

tion, and only 3.4 percent reported
being temporarily employed or
searching for work.

says that issuing students free

cates to returning alumni, the 2006

business cards not only aids their

senior class hopefully will be

job search, but also helps bring
students into the CPC office,

forted

the

where they must go

to pick

the

Bus

Parachute

Although the Parachute Bus did
not intentionally plan to visit on the

one weekend

up the

dedi-

before them, especially the 2005
senior

Parachute

Bowdoin

comby the connection.
The success of those who came

cards.

Through the

that

pro-

despite

gram's website, http://www.parachute.com/college students can

may prove that,
what some seniors may

class,

believe, there is life after graduation.

The "Parachute Express" bus parked in front of Moulton Union last Saturday.

them

try-

into higher education earli-

ships so that there will be

more
on

financial support for people going

for higher education because they

fall in place.

spring, the

on students. So,

that there is

ing to get at them earlier, trying to

seem.

begin to

events,

we can

get

it

The staff of the Parachute Bus,
themselves recent college gradu-

inclement weather, and forced to
compete with many Homecoming

that

sur-

as overwhelming as

from buying heath insurance

the

of scholarship funds, so

Though a time of transition,
veys show that most Bowdoin

"Life 101," which cover everything

after

by

So we're

looking to raise a substantial amount

den

dents have quickly adjusted to

hindered

foundation supporters that are trying

continue to reduce the financial bur-

is

for the transition period following

Though

businesses in Maine and community

not

students to one another as well as

prizes and the prospect of free

with

to partner

for Higher Education,

a lot of corporations and

is

nerve-wrecking to think about,

potential employers.

usually use music, raffles,

Compact

which

to raise scholarship funds.

graduation.

ates,

to

for kids.

tion after college, though possibly

series

to

their

CPC

After speaking to numerous alum-

book. com that would directly link

in the spring entitled

to the

really utilize that sen-

more

Then, we're trying
the

hopes

staff

it

of

a year in

and trying to get things in

We can

ior year a lot

from a short one-on-one session
Moreover, the

is

which a lot of kids are just more or
less working on where they're going
order.

even

that

shops to provide

"etiquette dinner" for seniors

—which

However, Heselton adds

future plans will

year

really get better value out

that senior year

actively concerned with their future.

staff

$110

first

would

the most motivated student can bene-

to address real-life issues, such as an

year to almost be like the

of college, or of higher education,

Libby

offers.

Heselton, a career counselor, attrib-

CPC

high school.

take that

CPC

CPC holds workstu-

in

and galvanize that senior

million

takes advantage of

the resources the

cessful job interview.

of talks

If

proudly

that the majority of

on how to create a resume, build a
network of contacts, or give a sucAdditionally, the

CPC

of the

acknowledges

dents with advice

interview to what to

for a job

the

familiar sight.

site

also provides links to articles on

Armed with the knowledge that
one quarter of the 3 million students who graduated from college
in 2004 are unemployed or underemployed, the Parachute Bus
embarked on a tour of over fifty
colleges this September to encourage students to think about their
future and provide them with tools

tion,

life

after graduation, the

CPC

gradua-

of Moulton
Union becomes a

seniors cope with

experts

seniors cope

life after

floor

.«i

.

Richard
Bolles, the author of
What Color is Your
Parachute which is

resources available to students at

Center

As many Boivdoin

as

-the

Planning

able

with

its sides, was parked outside of
Moulton Union with the aim of
raising
awareness about the

the

with anxiety about

courses,

level

spend about $110 million a year

Maine on seniors
we were able to

in

As many Bowdoin

request business cards, post and

by Maura Cooper
Orient Staff

to college

taking advantage of that senior year.

need

it

EK: My most
last.

How

on

his

important question

Maine's first dog,

is

Murphy, and

there anything

is

new

agenda?

GJB: (Laugher) Thank you for
asking, Evan. Murphy is the first
dog, and Murphy is a lady.
EK: Oh, ok. (laughter)
GJB: The only thing she has been
pointing at lately, though,
that plate

is

(laughter)

usually

of sausages or bacon or

something on the kitchen
But she's doing

thank you very

much

table,

fine

and

for asking.

Look for another Evan Kohn
Maine political

interview with a

leader in the near future.
Cati Mitchell assisted with this
report.
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the groove

for

Jurassic 5 plans to get

prehistoric in Morrell
sound synthesizer.

by Chelsea Germeyan
Orient Staff

go back

their

It is

aim to

to the old school style of

hip hop, which they spent time

Don't be fooled by the name.

—performing
8:00 p.m.
Gymnasium—
night

and maintain the

Morrell

in

at

studying before producing records,

tomorrow

5

Jurassic

includes six rappers:

Mark 7even, Chali

2na,

Zaakir,

DJ Nu-

Akil, Cut Chemist, and

Mark.

tour on the

Originally, the artists belonged to

Control and

Life, a cafe

uncommon

beat that appealed to

old-school

called Future Primitive Soundsession.

The Unity

on campus
The show was such a
Campus Activities
Board chose to bring them back to
campus again. The group happened to
Jurassic

Committee, whose performance
style in turn attracted The Rebels of
Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

seniors Philip Friedrich,

Dan Wilson, Eric

Drew

members of

four

the Jim

Weeks Philharmonic,

(left to right)

Davich, and Ely Delman, have been playing together since their freshman year at Bowdoin.

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff
The Jim Weeks Philharmonic is
gorp-munching,
not
your

its

genres spanning from funk to folk

exploration into the world of musi-

and even African and Cuban music.
Wilson
are
in
and
Davich
Bowdoin's World Music Ensemble
together, and have studied African
drumming and Caribbean music.

cal improvisation and pursuit of the

"[That experience] has certainly

burned out

Birkenstock-wearing,

jam band. For senDavich, Dan Wilson, Ely

older brother's
iors Eric

Delman,

and

Philip

Friedrich,

sublime, elusive "groove"

is

far

have an open date

for a song, though they didn't per-

an open date on die student

form together

we're jamming,

it's like

a

As

Davich,

"The beauty about

guitarist.

now I'm

jamming

right

like

"It's

talking,

is

you

re

going to end

up... There's

is

a

lot

of

last

fall

Eh/

between

of

Bassist,

and

Delman

Jim Weeks Philharrnonic

mates in Maine Hall, they

hall

bonded over their mutual passion for
music. The decision to

lowed

naturally,

campaign

and

to recruit

a

start

a band

fol-

after a brief flyer

bassist

and a sec-

ond guitarist, Delman and Davich were
welcomed into the group. Wilson and
Friedrich's proctor that year?

described
"guilty

A "larger-

by the name

es and a

Bmwiwn

Bashir* 'OS,

gillinHiii *ttttffilHri

Mario Lopez

Shawn

1997, Improvise l a collection wel-

Ford-Ellison '07,

comed by

one of
the most creative new sounds of the

and l&ny Thrower

year.

the football team.

critics as carrying

style.

They

prefer to

work

directly

off the turntable rather than a digital

be present due

'09,

'06,

Kai

Stewart '08,

who

will not

to prior obligations for

Tickets for this event are

able at the Smith

still

avail-

Union information

desk.

Meddies

celebrate history,

Homecoming

the band's

m

§

pressed,

Wilson categorized
sound rather ambiguous-

"funky space-pornography."
"We really go back to the origin
of the universe when we jam," he
ly as

explained.

"We

recreate the emer-

gence of form from chaos."
"The beauty about jamming is
that you don't know where you'll

'its

long as

meets one

whom Davich described

for the band," said

we just ended up naming

Philharmonic refuse to discriminate

on:

him."

"We owe a lot of our musical inspihis

ia

pleasure."

based on

to

their,

released

and

up with a name

ration

EP

Delman

against any single piece

after

and produce

—an

record

Tauwan

'08,

which

simply as "the kind of guy worthy of

Wilson, "so

own

rock

naming a philharmonic after."
"We were having trouble coming

it

their resources

and even

end up," said Delman. "There's a
lot of groove between all of us."
The members of the Jim Weeks

than-life" football player

of Jim Weeks,

groups joined, they decided to pool

Jurassic 5 uses an old-school rap

BAND, page 12

30-mpute set as the opening act This
group includes students from all class-

year in collabo-

When

freshman

their

As

classic

Patterson

Friedrich during the

year.

two

band

specific

ration with

going

Wilson

Young Explosive SoUdeni, a group

1

the

"Rock Your Body,"

us."

fourth year,

began

When

has per-

It

standards,

groove between all of

conversa-

which

ber seems to have fallen comfortably into a role within the band.

a reco0U(|bci for

to,

the

to arrange a second show.

Each group had been trying
sign on

without success.

summer

schedule, so over the

board members contacted their agent

which they arranged

sometimes

its

four

and

collaboration

the hit "Unified Rebelution."

Justin Timberlake's

ing at the same

tion,

among these

music lovers has not yet turned
stale. Familiarity has caused their
dynamic to mature, and each mem-

first

with

activities

formed tunk-themed
gigs,

we're arguing."

on

by a

ited

genre.

times we're talk-

This

After three years together, the

musical discourse

for another year

Their

that coincided

own

its

the

prefers not to be lim-

that you

know where

don't

sometimes you're
talking,
some-

time,

do not limit them-

selves toVa specific Hyle,. boasting
an extraordinarily diverse palette.

Please see

for

music,

the

band's singer and
lead

disc jockeys

half.

was

of

the band's percussionist.

conversation,"
said

interpretation

their band, the part-time

rhythmic structures," said Wilson,

more profound.

"When

my

influenced

music of

show they spoke

together and agreed to combine

a

namesake. Musically,
its members draw inspiration from
bands such as Led Zeppelin and the
Red Hot Chili Peppers, and from
limited to

the

5 performed

five years ago.

hit that this year's

Rhythm.
After

The

They

Numbers by

Chemist has independently produced a variety of mix tapes and, in
collaboration with Shortkut from
Invisibl Skratch Piklz, an album

venue

Los Angeles. Zaakir and Akil

in

presented an

Festival.

in

Chali 2na and Cut Chemist also
perform as part of the Latin hip-hop
group Ozomatli. On his own, Cut

themselves "The Unity
Committee." The two groups first
met in 1993 during a talent show-

The Good

Power

the end of 2002.

DJ Nu-Mark

called

case at

Warped

produced two more records, Quality

two separate groups. Zaakir and
Akil performed as The Rebels of
Rhythm, and Mark 7even, Chali
2na, Cut Chemist, and

intimate, authentic

by deejay ing.
The group did most of their tourincluding a
2000-2001,
ing during
tour with Fiona Apple and another
effect presented

persona,"

of music

author or genre, so
for

The Bowdoin

Orient

has to "groove." Delman,

Friedrich

and Wilson explore

this

notion every Thursday evening on

are not

radio show, "Raiders
of the Lost Groove." Like the
their

Sharon Benjamin

critical criteri-

added

Friedrich

The band's influences

it

it

WBOR

The Meddiebempsters performed

last

Sunday for an audience of guests and alumni of the College. After

the concert, the all-male a capella group mingled with some of

its

own alumni.

The Bowdoin Orient

O'DpuPs:

COORS LIGHT

O'DOUL'S ($3.99

($4. 19 for a six-

Thomas

Ale

India Pale

Hannaford)

PA is a standard on the tab at
Dog Brewery and delivers a
taste that only Sea Dog could.

This

I

the Sea
great

Because

I

me

at the bar,

how smooth

IPA

this

snow.

When

beer was

this

I

am

party

—

vor.

taste, its

subtly bitter and full of fla-

Dog

Sea

ingly,

followed suit accord-

packing

in a strong taste

hops and barley, akin

to

feinated beer tastes

like.

what

of

caf-

Unlike

Old East, in true Sea
Dog tradition, added a hint of
sweetness to the beer, making it
other IPAs, the

easier on the palate.

giving this one a
Taste:

still

recommend

I

My

try.

Scores:

Partyability:

4.2,

3.7,

at least three or

four

than usual. This

many people seem to

"light"

beer because

a

it

will take

more beers

for

more

Serenity a

much

the

hard to describe what

is

rest of the bottle delived all
bad parts of beer and none of the

and no alcohol to justify

it

to a friend

The

it.

best

is

probably serving

who

has never drank

use for this beer

drink

before and seeing whether they act

drunk act downing four or

them

Though

I

think

it is

five.

am pretty

Either

for the designated driver,

way,

if

Coors

sure O'Doul's should stay tucked

Light,

you

you're
still

drinking

don't look as cool as

Taste: N/A,

away

My

the people in the commercials.

Scores:

in the forgotten

My

fridge.

Partyability:

comer of

Scores:

N/A,

Partyability:

I

Taste:

the

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

The Bowdoin Orient

poems to her early studies
Although she began her

in chemistry.

Under a

in

undergraduate studies at Ohio State

Helmreich House, roughly 20 members

University with plans to pursue sci-

of the Bowdoin and Brunswick com-

ence, she took a poetry class her soph-

munity

omore year

sat quietly

evening

disco

lifeless

to

ball

rows Tuesday

in

Aimee

poet

to

listen

NezhukumatathH's

melodic

sprightly,

The bar was temporarily

voice.

formed

a

into

display

Nezhukumatathil 's

latest

trans-

table

of coffee,

that completely

She said, "Poetry challenged me

sue.

a

way

that chemistry

istry,

in poetry

I

"I like

finding beauty

at the

in front

ribs,"

she admitted

grinningly
Courtesy of Universal Pictures

launching

seen as beautiful"

right)

Nathan

is

Fillion,

not particularly novel,

Morena

its

characters are certainly intriguing, ably played by

Baccarin, Gina Torres,

Adam

(left

to

From

the

(www.fishousepoems.org). The

web

cation

that is written in

that napkin. Just let
slick

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist
Nothing soothes the soul
solid sci-fi

flick.

like a

Serepity,

Joss

Whedon's" big screen foray and
extension of his late TV show,
"Firefly," is as soothing as

can be.
With special effects that hover

above

slightly

shoddy,

and

a

Whedon,

Fishouse

Zoe, the level head-

the subject of her poem as she recited

saga, Star Wars, sans the towering

ed tough

Kaylee, the spunky

to her transfixed listeners.

yellow

scroll. If, at the outset, this

mechanic, the comic pilot Wash,

resemblance seems worrisome,
have no fear. The closest similarity
Serenity holds with George Lucas's
original is an asset unappreciated

and Jayne, the muscle-bound sim-

isn't

pleton. All are relatively straight-

beautiful," Nezhukumatathil said in

in current

cinema: a cast of fresh

and unknown faces.
Leading the pack of likable
nobodies is Nathan Fillion, a soap
star

who

plays the Captain of the

girl,

forward; they
,

work well

even better together.
After skippering

alone, but

"Buffy

the

Vampire Slayer" and "Angel," two
hugely successful

Whedon

TV

fantasies,

both brawn and stoicism to the

potent self-assurance that gives

makes

the film feel like a

intergalacttc

thieves,

a

divided universe, and an all-powerful

government

involved

shady dealings, the movie's plot

in
is

from innovative. The opening
sequence, which involves a narrator spitting out the status of our
far

Serenity.

delightfully

anti-heroic

role

of

Mai. He's a hardened warrior with
a sordid past, and he guides his

To clarify, Serenity is by no
means a genre buster. With a ragtag
group of

ship

team with the heavy hand of practicality. A long lost son of Han
Solo, Mai's character must have a
reserve of compassion somewhere,
and Fillion 's career must break out
big after this modest starring role.
The rest of the crew samples the
catalogue of TV archetypes as
well, which, in the gifted hands of

and leaving lasting impressions. His characters have a snappy
flair for dialogue and exude a
each one a unique purpose.
Complete with their own hooks
and choruses, Serenity's crew is a
bunch to which we cannot help but

hum

along.

Mr.
that

sauce."

Her warm,

rich voice

echoed

showcases young, up-and-com-

site

ing poets, and
files

it

even includes audio

poems.
"I

it

would

really like to encourage

people to check [the

"I like finding beauty in nature that

usually thought of or seen as

an

own

of poets reading their

said Nezhukumatathil,

web
who

out,"

site]
is

assistant

professor of English at State University

of

New

York-Fredonia and believes

From

interview with the Orient. In fact, her

that

next book, The Corpse Flower, will be

resource for college students. She con-

named

tinued, "I just never

after the largest flower in the

the Fishouse is

an excellent

want a college

Whedon

also

makes

it

clear

he appreciates the value of a
villain. Chiwetel Ejiofbr

good

turns in a startlingly evil perform-

ance as the Operative, a cryptically
Please see SERENITY, page 12

stu-

world, which, she said, smells like a

dent to think that there are no living

rotting corpse.

poets under the age of 40."

displays a particular skill

here for making quick introduc-

ed with the genre. By accomplishing this, Serenity achieves a humil-

me with

each bone,

thing. There's

sci-fi

from a bad

the facetious expectations associat-

ity that

at

famous opening of cinema's

far

tions

surprise rather than a bargain.

me

and sweet with smoky sugar

Joss

Reminiscent of a
capable Brendan Frasier with a
Neanderthal's brow, Fillion brings

humbly remote vision of the
future, Whedon's pet project shirks

a certain shape.

future universe, feels a lot like the

is

online publi-

the

a

"Baby, don't even come near

Baldwin, and Alan Tudyk.

one of many

poets featured on

Poet

—

poem

in

she

Nezhukumatathil
is

Aimee Nezhukumatahil

"cannula figurate"
Serenir/s plot

like

chemistry,"
said.

before
into

no

definitive

answers

usually thought of or

poem

shape of spare

no

are

podium

of her mod-

"I wrote a

that there are

easy answers; there

in nature tkat. isn't

est audience.

in the

"What

love about poetry

is

large sparkling eyes

and sequined jeans,
stood

and creative

non-fiction.

with

chem-

she earned her B.A. in English

and her M.F.A.

Nezhukumatathil,

woman

in

never had."

Instead of continuing with

coco, and cider.

a petite

changed

her notions of what she wanted to pur-

for

book, Miracle

Fruit, along with a sampling

While

dis-

Nezhukumatathil credits her
nature based

Benefit/Cost

success

sci-fi

Fulton,

inspired the young poet's obsession with nature, which influences her writing.

0.3,

Ratio: 0.05.

soothing

Drew

Ainiee Nezhukumatathil had considered a career in chemistry until she

coveted her passion tor poetry. Nezhukumatahil's interest in chemistry

a great choice

to feel the desired effect.

3.0, Benefit/Cost: 1.8.

Benefit/Cost: 4.1.

of this

The
the

fewer calories without realizing
that

it

the

in

taste

good: poor aftertaste, thin texture -

contains

it

The

hard to explain,

is

same way

ironic

is

because

noticed

decaffeinated coffee tastes like.

disappointing 4.2 percent,

beers

I

hidden

furtively

depths of the bottle.

forcing regular beer drinkers to

consume

thing

first

juvenile indulgence from

content

beer

is

The

sticker

abusing the 0.05 percent alcohol

sucked."

alcohol content

real-

of O'Douls the

tried a bottle

I

my

vent

'08

Not only does this beer
have a recognizable

As a seasoned beer drinker,
knew that IPAs have a unique

taste

true,

tapped

not

told that

is untrue.

I

I

the Rockies once, but the

and seemed to weigh

tap

was

Spalding

remarked, "Yeah,

than any of the other beers on

more, although

this

Allegra

thing that

first

about

questioned

whether

in the previ-

I

on the box exclaiming how the beer "only had 45 calories!" I was excited. I was still asked
for ID at the checkout so as to pre-

time as you frolic in the mountain

was noticeably darker

it

umn,

was the

ous hours. The
that

awesome dudes and extreme

taste in relation to oth-

struck

reviews alcoholic beer. Since

other day.

down

should give

I

my beer column only

ize it is wildly offensive to only
review alcoholic beer in a beer col-

being the drink of choice

break, guaranteeing you a "rad"

had sampled

I

not fair that

chicks on ski trips during spring

curious to see

ers

it's

"Silver Bullet," this beer touts

for

they think

non-alcoholic beer a chance because

Golden, Colorado and the rest of
America. Better known as the
itself as

how

about

by

6.2 percent alcohol

beer the other night

would

lost

concerned students in recent weeks

when they brewed it
somewhere between

happily purchased this

it is

volume,

was

it

Howell

latent beauty to

have gotten emails from some

I

water beer, because any taste they
put into

($5.99 for a six-pack, available at

11

corner at Hannaford)

facturers call this gold-colored

Columnist

for a six-pack,

available in the far, far upper left

manu-

interesting that the

It's

by Carter

.October 21, 2005

unjustifiably tasteless Poet takes search for
pack, available at Hannaford)

Old East
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Upcoming

Events...

~AUDIOSLAVE

day of show. Available

Where: The Cumberland County

Cumberland County Civic Center,

Civic Center, Portland

by phone

at (207)

at the

775-3331, or

When: November 2 at 7:30 p.m.

online at www.Uveatthestate.com.

Tickets: $40.50. Available at the

-Barenaked Ladies

Cumberland County Civic Center,
by phone at (207) 775-3458, or
online at www.teapartyconcerts.com.

Where: The Cumberland County
Civic Center, Portland

When: December

1

at

7:30 p.m.

-Ashlee Simpson

Tickets: $49.50 and $37.50.

Where: The State Theater, 609

Available at the Cumberland

Congress St, Portland.

County Civic Center, by phone

When: Nov. 9 at 7:00 pm

(207) 775-3458, or online at

Tickete: $34.50 in advance, $36.50

www.teaparryconcerts.com.

at

+

October

12

,
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Serenity succeeds in combining nostalgia and novelty
SERENITY, from page

11

named government hit man out to
take down Serenity's crew. When
he faces off with Mai in different
stages of the

genuinely

a

film,

sci-fi

awe and

Mai

carries

draws

Mai
it's

When Whedon

and wit.
During an intense

prestige

how much ammo

left.

full

cod!"

It's

Responds Jayne:

mags, and
lines

my

swinging
one,

this

like

Drought forth by the western lingo
that Whedon has made natural to
space

his

vagrants

that

make

Serenity hilariously enjoyable.

One of

the films greatest suc-

I) Js

silhouettes

a space-age homage to John
in The Searcher: the lonely

Wayne

Mai

in

playing with

of manhood framed

in

metallic darkness.
Serenity's plot and setting are
nice, but not essential.

cle, furiously knitting

winter caps

two hours, and the movie
would still be enjoyable. For all
that Serenity owes to Star Wars,
Mr. George Lucas himself would
for

W.

raises level

of

musical discourse

is

the
it

the band's interplay. His training

evident as he tunes his guitar by
to

it

make

insightful

remarks as the Philharmonic
embarks on one of its long musical
conversations. Davich also provides vocals to the band, and
although he has no history in
singing (except for one very, very
brief stint with

campus a capella

group Urses Verses), he does not
shy away from attempting to imitate the glass-shattering vocal
acrobatics of AC/DC and Bon
After beginning
flurry

of gigs

six in a single

Children."

HW:

"Baba O'Reilly," by The

musk.
Ifyou were the dictator ofa country, what would be your national
anthem?
BM HW: We'd pay Tauwan

A

Who.

Who b

the greatest living musi-

cian?

Patterson a small fortune to do a soul-

version

ful

BM: Flea.
HW: Billy Joel.
What was the first album you ever
bought?

BM:

if it was
Reload or Third Eye

cant remember

I

Metallica's

of

Europe's

"Final

What song pumps you up?

a bad-ass decision.

BM: Piebald's "Watch Her Flow."
HW: Atom and His Package's

HW:

Will Smith's Big Willie Style.

What

b

the best concert you've

ever seen?

BM: My mom
Neil

me

Diamond concert when
and

ten,

brought

40-year-old

I

to a

was

women were

throwing their panties onstage. That

was

my

first

concert and

it's all

be

downhill since.

HW:

I

actually have

a

distaste for

"I"m Downright Amazed at What
Can Destroy With Just a Hammer."
What song brings you down?

BM:

I

HW: Anything Emo.
Mortimer and Work can be heard
on "Columbian Algorhythms, " 10:00
p.m. to 11:30 p.m. on Tuesday
evenings on WBOR 91. 1 FM.

As a
home

fashion,

lyrical

Mike Chan
campus

hear the things that cause people to

'OS, filling the void for a

spoken

strictly to the

word.

shift in their seats.

I

only need one

mic to cause your eyes

to

water and

comprised a consistently diverse
body of students who exchange

only need one
mic to make you lie awake in bed
with your mind just as open as your

work and

eyes."

In the last four years, Poeting has

ideas in a free and open

your heart to swell.

forum.

Indeed,

In preparation for

weekly meet-

it is

I

a goal of Poeting to

unearth taboo issues and ideas, to

up with

the honesty and

ings (held every Saturday at 2:00

stir

p.m. in Lamarche Lounge), students

beauty of spoken word.

bring their pen and paper with the

of sharing and the expectaAt monthly
coffeehouses, anyone eager to
express themselves is encouraged to

things

Tonight's event

is

not only a mile-

intention

stone for the group, but an opportu-

tion of peer critique.

nity to reach out, change minds, and

embolden new student poets with
the enticing spell of performance.

get up and grab the microphone.

The members of Poeting

prides itself

"Poeting

tackle

issues of race, gender, college

life,

in their work. The club
on creating an atmos-

phere conducive to dialogue among
students

who

yearn for such dis-

is

a creative

way

to add

a voice to the issues that are too
often silenced.
it's

When we

perform,

a sharp pin, piercing

its

way

through the Bowdoin bubble, letting
in

the

Simpson

sweet smell of

reality,"

said.

result,
first

the group that took

place in the "Battle of

Bands" and opened for Dilated

BEARaids their sopholargely
year- remains
more
unknown to the majority of underclassmen.
the

for

Jim

Weeks

about recognition or competing for
the limelight.

"Music

is

about self-expression,"

said Wilson.

something

"It's

that's

about creating

never been heard

or experienced before."
"It's

said

about finding the groove,"

Delman.

He

added, "Jerry lives."

GRADUATE AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
Clinical

CORRECTION
Due

Ignore them and they'll go away.

Alkaaliq Bashir 'OS and

typically

Poeting head Jonique Simpson '08
plugged tonight's event: "All I need
is one mic, one voice, one ear to

2001 by students

Philharmonic, making music isn't

Anything Hip-Hop.

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMS.

in

club, Poeting

played sparingly in their absence.

But

Blind's self-titled album. Either way,

to

other voices within the club.
In

started

young

remaining members of the band

Peoples at

seven

numbered up

week, the Jim Weeks

limits,

more obscure. Wilson and Friedrich

Ifyou were on stage with a mic in
front of thousands of screaming
fans, what would you say?
I'd probably juggle

career with a

no topic off
no style unappreciated, and,
most importantly, no shortage of
opportunities to hear and learn from
is

took semesters off last year, and the

the

HW:

that

its

—

zen from the greater Brunswick

community. There

Philharmonic has recently grown

Countdown."

balls.

was

relatively

and even age

Jovi.

live

A

Kresge

7:00 p.m. in

at

group devoted

ear and uses

Brendan Mortimer

Bowdoin Poeting Club. "All I Need
is One Mic Night," a free performance featuring members of Poeting,
Taikot the Bowdoin Step Team, and

the "foundation."

Davich, the "front man,"

One of Poeting 's newest and most
members is a gentleman
named Paul Hansen a senior citi-

prolific

Auditorium.

is

What b the best song ever made?
BM: The Mountain Goats's "No

Staff Writer

evening

seems, the studious moderator of

w
Henry "Sea Bass Work

course here at Bowdoin.

by Gabe Kornbluh

Delman, on bass, describes himself
as the primary "groove-setter."
Friedrich, on second guitar, fancies
himself an "adder of texture and
color." Wilson identifies himself as

band's only music major, and,

i

for expression

the Gospel Choir, takes place this

BAND, from page 10

be wise to inspect the elegant

OF THE WEEK

forum

Tonight marks a big event for the

J. P.

Whedon's

characters could be sitting in a cir-

Poeting to provide

Whedon has no
qualms about presenting a piece

in a shot of the ship's elevator,

matic conflict with winks of humor
firefight,

obvious pleasure
toys to play him.

Whedon embroiders

standard dra-

around a revolver,
and announces

in shootouts,

headedness of the beefiest of cow-

thanks to the ease with which

they have

The joy of watching Serenity is
seeing someone like Whedon take
big toys, but never allowing those

boys.

asks his crew

breeziness of Whedon's characters.

its

his plans with the enchanting hard-

gripping rivalry starts to form,

"Three

neat blend of

nostalgic reverence;

cesses arrives in

The Bowdoin Orient

an editing error, the
Affentaler wine reviewed in last
week's wine column was said to
originate in Baden Baden. In fact,
the Affentaler wine comes from
to

Investigation

•

Corrnrwjnication

Sciences

IN
and

Disorders • Medical Imaging • Nursing • Physical Therapy
Oct 24 - Colby ColUg*, 3:30pm • 5:30pm
Oct 25 -Bat«sColl«g«, 11am -1:30pm

•

5:30pm

MGH INSTITUTE

CHARLESTOWN NAVY YARD
BOSTON,

Bowdoin CoNvga, 3:30pm

<> OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

MA

—».<»iiiiitii.«i

Onn*lli«« «

Baden-Wuerttenberg. The Orient
regrets the error.

www.mghihp.edu

I
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ARE COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS!

Contact your campus rep,

800-430-0772 or
www.sundayriver.com
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visit

University of PennsyfvOnia's Graduate School of Education
school's

All

East College Passes are

,

Sunday River and
Sugarloaf/USA, ME;
Killington, Mount Snow and
Pico, VT; Attitash, NH.

graduate

fair.

is

coming to your

Stop by our table and speak to our admissions

representative about the wide range of opportunities in the field of education.

valid at

For moio details on

you graduate

foil,
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visit:

www.gsc.upenn.edu admissions finandal events. php
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WEEKLY SCOREBOARD

Hockey beats Connecticut College

Field
m

,

4-OW

v». Connecticut College
vs.

Gordon College

Women s
vs.

at University of

vs.

W

3-1

W

New

UMF to go

and

Soccer

Connecticut College

Woman's

3-1

England

1-0

L

3-2

L

an undefeated 11-0

by Burgess LePage
Contributor

Bowdoin

The

Hockey

Field

Volleyball

Bates

Team

battled Connecticut College

Ryan Field on Saturday looking
to expand its winning streak.
Frustrated by Connecticut's early
lead off a lucky break, the team ralat

Field

Hockey

vs. Connecticut College

4-1

vs. Maine-Farmington

5-1

W
W

lied

and scored a goal only a minute

later

to

game. Midfielder

the

tie

Meaghan Maguire '08 took a hard
shot off a rebound from a scramble

Woman's Cross Country
2nd

Maine State Meet

of

in the circle.

9

of

goal

was Maguire's

It

her

McNamara

first

Lindsay

career.

'09 put another goal in

just another minute later off a pass

-Men's Cross Country
Maine State Meet

from Taryn King
1st of 9

'07.

Although the Camels boast a
strong offensive

force,

the

Polar

Bears did not give the team another

chance to demonstrate

Football
Hamilton

21-7

vs.

W

its talent.

Bowdoin stepped up

its

pace and

peppered the opposing goalie with
shots.

For the

team kept up
Woman's Rugby
vs.

U-Maine Orono

27-0

4-1 win.

W

fourth

rest

of the game, the

this intensity to

The Polar Bears'

earn a

third

and

came from Kristen

goals

Veiga '09 and Allyson Craib '06.

The Polar Bears faced University
of Maine-Farmington at home under

Women's Tennis
NEWITT

the lights Tuesday.

4th of 22

Kaeleigh Barker
took

UMF's

goalie,

Drew

11 strong saves. It

Bowdoin some time

to adjust to

Bowdoin senior Margaret Gormley moves

the ball

down

the field in Saturday's

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

game against Connecticut College.

her aggressive, out-of-goal style
Men's Rugby
Wheaton

Water Polo
vs.

Bates

vs.

BC

vs.

Colby

L

took control of the game. King

ated penalty stroke opportunities.

ripped an early goal to complete her

King took both penalty shots

hat trick, while Craib put

Bowdoin a 2-0

well-executed penalty corner during
the

Men's

to give

lead.

Farmington scored a goal off a

L
5-3L

12-9

Middlebury)
Middlebury)

(at

scrambles near the goal cre-

Two

WW

(at Middlebury)

(at

In the second half, the Polar Bears

before they could score.
18-3

vs.

first

half to bring the score to 2- 1

home

The most exciting goal of
the game came from a team effort
Tamlyn
years
involving
first
another.

Frederick,

Gormley,

Kate

and

Maddie McQueeney.
Immediately following Farmington 's

last

penalty

McQueeny brought

in the pouring rain

Bowdoin won with a

and slippery mud, the

with

Owen McKenna

hardest

place.

courses,

since roughly a quarter of the course

The Polar Bears ran the race
making sure not to overtire

perfectly,

hill

pass runners on the
line.

Nate Krah

top of the

'08,

hill in

so they could

way to the finish
who reached the

13th place, ended up

finishing fifth overall.
It

was

anybody's race. In a race ear-

Bowdoin narrowly
defeated Colby. The runners used the
lier

this

season,

Martens

directed the team to run the race with a

Sarah Podmanickzy for The Bowdoin Orient

off to a shotgun start at Saturday's

The men's

crocs country

team took

Maine

first

State Meet, held

out of nine teams.

"happy and excited" outlook.

As Archie Abrams
race

was awesome."

'09 put

"the

end the

weekend, looking

to continue their

successful season.

Women's

XC second

captain

'07 and Krah

at state

finished

meet

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

tenth

in

took

The Polar Bears did not let the tough
weather conditions faze them as they

'08

Tyler Lonsdale
season.

the

First

year

Jay

McCormick had a breakout

per-

formance, taking 29th overall.
The team has a very demanding

week of practice coming up before
beginning to taper workouts in
preparation for the NESCAC meet
at

article

football

Bowdoin 's

ing to Colby, but outran Bates.

"Saturday was a tough day to race,
but we came out strong and had a

day

Jill

Last week's Orient misreported the

record of

Colby.

nonetheless.

football team.

should have read that the

team was 3-0, not 4-0.

good

Our top seven

we

beat

Bates comfortably," senior co-captain

CORRECTION
The

on a rain-soaked
Meet at
Bowdoin captured second, los-

slipped and slid

course at the Maine State

improved against Colby, and

Wesleyan.

its
it,

to

11th place in his second race of

adversity to their advantage, maintain-

ing a positive state of mind throughout
the race. Captain Ben Martens '06

a

5-1.

fourth and fifth place, respectively.

is uphill.

game

taking second

place and John Hall '08 in third place.

The Maine State Meet was held at
Colby College, which is one of the

themselves on the

hand corner of the goal

followed them to the finish, taking

Champions.

eight-kilometer

score of 24.

of the top ten spots were

Bowdoin
Andrew Combs '06

Bowdoin Men's Cross Country Team
State

hit

Bears will play away at Trinity this

runners,

became Maine

Tamlyn

and passed a long ball to Gormley.
Gormley reached the ball just
it went out of bounds, pass-

before

Five

Up a mountain and men down again,

to Tamlyn.

Undefeated after 11 games, the

cross country takes first place
Contributor

at Colby.

up the

it

field after a great defensive tackle

by Scot McFarlane

Runners take

corner,

the ball

ing

well-calculated shot in the left-

It

had

Schweitzer

said.

Leading the Polar Bears to the finish

was

first

year Courtney Martin,

who

took eighth overall with a time of
20:05, followed

by Kristen Brownell

best start since 1964, not 1917.

The

Orient regrets the error.

Please see

WOMEN'S XC, page

15
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Mens

October

soccer shuts out

Sophomore Ann Zeigler scored off a

bracket.

pass from Kat Whitley '08 at 13:43.

Waldman made
No.

Homecoming weekend. Sophomores
Wolf Grueber and Nick Figueiredo

The Camels answered, putting a ball
inside the net, but Bowdoin sealed the
game in the second half, with goals
from juniors Kate Donaghue and Ivy

scored in the in the

Blackmore. Goalie Anna Shapell had

Bowdoin with a 3-2 victory over the
Polar Bears. Bowdoin played a tough

Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team had

its

fourth shutout victory of the season

against Connecticut College

of the match

over

first

three minutes

to give

Bowdoin an

early lead. Before the half, an

six saves.

On Monday, Bowdoin

own-

a non-

lost

Senior Kara Perriello and
semifinal play for the

3 doubles bracket.

Volleyball

Bates avenged an earlier loss to

match with many strong individual

per-

goal put the Polar Bears up 3-0. In the

conference match to the University of

formances. Sophomore

Margo Linton

'07 put a

New England UNE defeated Bowdoin

had a school-record 63

assists.

second

Simon Parsons

half,

games

diving header into the goal. In the net,

1-0 for

Nate Lovitz '08 had four saves and

between the two teams. Although

Bears finished

end the game

one.

second half

when

in the final

from Parsons

final goal.

its

New

is

Women's

Intercollegiate

Tournament

at

Amherst College

losing

points,

Lovitz had six

fifth in

the

Tennis
last

weekend. Bowdoin scored 22 team

gave

only

Amherst,

to

strong performances

in the singles bracket

lat-

from

first

years

The

Sarah D'Elia Rachel Waldman, as well

Polar Bears will face Trinity in an

as sophomore Kristen Raymond. The

away game on

three reached the finals in singles play.

est

Simon posted 17

England regional

poll.

Ellic

the team.

kills for

look

will

weekend's

this

to

Fame

of

Hall

Smith College.

at

Women's Rugby
The Polar Bears had

Saturday.

doubles

In

Women's Soccer

two

competition,

Bowdoin pairs reached semifinal play.
D'Elia and junior Kelsey Hughes
made the semifinals in the top doubles

The women's soccer team defeated
Connecticut College 3-1 on Saturday.

victory

a 27-0 shutout

over University of Mainc-

Bowdoin

Farmington on Saturday.

UMF

dominated

with

Sara

Utzschneider '07, Alicia Velez '08,

and Jeni Kennedy '08 scoring

Williams, and Middlebury.

Bowdoin had
ranked

and seven blocks. Senior

reverse a six-game losing streak at

The women's tennis team took
22 at the New England

to score another

Parsons

and

17 blocks. Erin Prifogle '07 had 17
kills

fourth out of

the

saves in goal.

Bowdoin

Julie Calareso contributed 19 kills

Tournament

utes of the game. Figueiredo took a

goal for Bowdoin.

Junior

Women's Tennis

5 min-

1

will face Trinity

College in Connecticut this weekend.

within five minutes. The score stayed

Bowdoin

the

The Polar Bears

The Polar Bears

team scored early with a goal from
Figueiredo. The Scots tied the score

ball

21-10,

Polar Bears could not put the ball in

defeated Gordon College, 3-1. The

tied until the

UNE

the net.

4-0.

Later in the week, the Polar Bears

team scored twice

victory in eight

its first

Bowdoin outshot

The Polar
with one more goal to

Greg Levin '06 had

Fulton,

l*

Sport Shorts

Connecticut College 4-0

Drew

2005

21.

Leveriza '07, Kelly Orr

in the

Daphne

In the second half,

first half.

and

'06,

Margaret Munford '07 contributed to
the Polar Bears final

The "B"

tally.

side also

won

its

match.

This weekend the Polar Bears will

away match.

face Colby in an

-Compiled by Anna Karass.

The Bowdoin Orient

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMS

Sophomore Brendan Egan goes for a header in Saturday's match
against Connecticut College. Bowdoin defeated the Camels 4-0.

Ignore them and they'll go away.
"4

Water Polo
tjy'Katie

takes fifth
The co-ed team starts an allmale lineup, comprised of Kyle,
years.

Yankura

Contributor

Lewis, Mike Siggums '07, Jim

The Bowdoin Water Polo Team
will look to

avenge close losses to

Boston College

weekend

in

'08, Phil
'09,

North

Atlantic

regular season fifth in

its

an improvement over

conference,
last

year's

sixth place finish.

regular season

was one mixed

11-7,

before

emerging victorious

against the University of

and

rival

Bates College,

Vermont

whom

they

beat convincingly, 10-3.

The Polar Bears 's

victory against

Bates proved particularly sweet, as

ment

lost to

we have

game for the
by one goal it was
finally overcome mat

Bates in every

past three years
really great to

at

Middlebury

this past

The

team's success was spoiled, unfortu-

by back-to-back losses to
Boston College and Colby, with final
scores of 12-9 and 5-3, respectively.

Despite these losses, Lewis cited
the team's

enthusiasm concerning

next weekend's championships.

going into the conference.

that

we will

First

to

the championships.

It

will

complete

the

season

said

14

The Polar Bears continued
with sophomores

Courtney Eustace and Laura Onderko
capturing tenth and 11th, respectively.

Bowdoin 's

five position,"

first

and

fifth

runners, the

Slovenski 's

challenge: that the top runners to finish

within one minute of one another.

was

15th.

"Alex Knapp 's improvement has
been very important to the team.
She gives us a lot of speed and tal-

number

Rugby

vs.

Colby, 11:00 a.m.

was impressed

Soccer at Trinity, 1:30 p.m.

through inclement weather to take second place

Coach Peter Slovenski.

women met and surpassed

Mens

for

With only 43 seconds separating

ent in the

11:00 a.m.

Trinity,

Football at Trinity, 1:30 p.m.

Next weekend's championships

Women s cross country races

five

Women s

be

water polo in front of the Bowdoin

Bowdoin water polo.

who placed

Hockey at

great for us to have a chance to play

will

in recent

Rounding out Bowdoin *s top

Field

looking forward

Bowdoin water polo teams

junior Alex Knapp,

Soccer at Trinity, 11:00 a.m.

enthusiasm, remarking,

is really

Ian Kyle, leads one of the strongest

their strong finish

Women s

beat them,'' he said.

year Josh Kimball reafthis

The team

Lewis, along with fellow senior

'07 in ninth.

Saturday Schedule: Bears in Action!

i

good shape
It will be
good to have a rematch against
Boston College and we have hope
"I think that we're in

home crowd."

hurdle," senior Jason Lewis said.

WOMEN'S XC, from page

WWW.AFTERSCH00LN0W.ORG

week-

nately,

firmed

"Considering the fact that

MOTT FOUNDATION

'08.

end, defeating the Bobcats 9-4.

it

was long overdue.

CHARLES STEWMTT

Bittl

Dave Swanson

'08,

against Bates once again in a tourna-

with success and disappointment.

The Polar Bears opened with tough
losses to Colby, 6-4, and Dartmouth,

Wilson

and goalie Jon Freedman

The Polar Bears proved themselves

and Colby next

the

Conference Championship, to be
held at Bowdoin. The team ended the

The

•

The Polar Bears continued their race
Schkkner

to the finish with Lindsay

'09 finishing only five places behind

Knapp.

Amy Aheam

'08

came

in next

at 24th place.

Junior co-captain, Jamie Knight led

brought Bowdoin's

final

group to the

finish, taking 51st. Birgitta

Poison '09

and Aisha Woodward

'08

"The team did an incredible job

for

finished 55th

a

few meets of

the season.

The team

is

optimistic about the

remainder of the season. "With a week-

in 61st

such

training for the last

difficult

course.

Halfway

end off between. states and NESCACs,
I

think we'll get the rest

we

need to

have a smart fresh race down

at the intelligence

the next pack of Polar Bears to the fin-

through Colby's course, there

and determination we showed through-

ish taking 27th, while Elissa Gervais '09

out the lineup,'' Slovenski said, adding,

took 34th only ten seconds

Sarah

many runners
down, but everyone on the team

that

followed in 37th

pushed through with a great deal of

teams and exceed others' expectations.

determination," said Knight

I'm excited

"I

"Colby's course

is

very hilly and

muddy, and our team rose up
its

to

have

best race in the worst conditions."

Podmamczky

'08

later

place and Caroline Sholl '09 took 41st

The team's

co-captain, Schweitzer,

lenging

hill that

The top

is

a chal-

slows

12 runners will continue

Wesleyan [on October

we can

29].

surprise a lot

to

Schwietzer said.

I still

at

hold

of NESCAC

see what happens,"

—

October

16

21.
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Why the Red

Mike Stratton

Athlete Profile:

play of the

first

season,

thought

I

contact drill of the

my

injured

I

knee," he said. "It was very scary.*'
Stratton originally believed he suf-

ACL

fered an

wasn't

Fortunately,

tear.

nearly

as

it

The

serious.

him on

injury only put

the bench

and how they
can win next year

failed

a few weeks.

for

"Mike

battled

back

to his usual

he escaped serious injury,"

Caputi added.

example

Stratton not only sets an

on the team because he never does

ances.

in the off-

anything

season brought expectations and

unbelievable talent; players like Jon

dreams

Papelbon (who could be Roger
Clemens reincarnated), Hanley
Ramirez, Kevin Youkilis, Dustin

of money trying to maintain their

half-speed," co-captain

at

"For

said, adding,

100 percent every play."

it's

football career

Stratton 's

the off-season has brought with

his

ther
title

School

noticed

tious,

similarities

dirty

gritty,

Thanks to its stunning 4-0 start,
Bowdoin Football Team has

the

recently warranted a lot of atten-

With

tion.

its

success, people start

asking questions. Reporters inquire

about this season in comparison to
past years. Students

outcome of

the

against

wonder about
next

the

undefeated Trinity.

game
But

perhaps the most pressing question
is,

to,
'

"Why?" Which,
"Who?"

in turn, leads

Mike

of credit.

Stratton '06 deserves a lot

A solid

Dave Caputi explained.

Stratton 's

may

contributions to the squad

defensive lineman,

not

be very visible to those in the stands,
but they are greatly appreciated

but hard-working, conscien-

Millwood, Billy Wagner, and B.J.

and always follows through."

by

Ryan,

himself

sees

Hunter,

who

is

currently coaching at

1

league," Kezer said. "Last year,

Second-Team AllNESCAC, and it was all because of

Mike

was

by opponents.

Staying true to his humble personality, Stratton credits the entire team

practice

is

you

over,

lacked the "star" salary.

that

Craig Hansen, Manny
Delcarmen, Anibel Sanchez, and
Jon Lester. Now that they have the
Pedroia,

talent, the

key

nurture

until

it

is

Yankees need

high-profile players.

like

where all promises are fulfilled and money doesHowever, in the real
n't matter.
world of baseball economics and
in a Utopian world,

successful team of major leaguers.

With

this

mind,

in

Adam

Everett in this year's

son called Eckstein, "the engine, the

and

In

personality,

do not make sense for either the
Red Sox or the Yankees.
The Red Sox and the Yankees

identity of our team."

would have made

we have

term solutions. They need to shift
their focus from one-year remedies

with the $11

He

continues to lead
line-

backer Tony Thrower '09 said.

season-ending injury this

to

fall

most respected

Stratton doesn't play positions that

become one of

put up the stats like those of the

players on the team. "In the first

the

of the

hard work the senior class dedicated to

team

the

overcame a potentially

Stratton

the desire to win. All

finally

is

paying off."

in

Speaking for the team, he added,
"I'm very excited for this weekend.
It's

not often that two undefeated

order to create championship-cal-

The Yankees,
have

teams play each other."

invented the

theory of one-year solutions,
finally

(Eckstein and Everett combined
less than

lion dollars for the

Sox

$3 mil-

—compared

million a year for

Renteria and Graffanino). Three

elements that would certainly have

iber teams for the long-run.

who

the

These are
2005 Red Sox
lacked. Three elements that would
have been available and cheap

three elements the

players and start to. search for long-

to stop!

many ways

failed expectations, these players

need to stop seeking instant gratification in the form of high-profile

when

NLCS,

two former Trenton teammates, and
wonder what might have been.
Tony La Russa, manager of
MLB's best team in the regular sea-

come

the team has

Red Sox

Nation cannot help but notice the
contributions of David Eckstein and

together," he said "In the close games,

how

the

to stop

cation in the form of

with the squad's success. "I'm very
pleased as to

and

seeking instant gratifi-

know

almost like he doesn't

it

develops into a

The Red Sox and

would expect Stratton to be done
leading, but he just keeps on going
it's

to hold to

it

hit-

Paul Konerko, Torii
Aubrey Huff, Carlos
Beltran, and Johnny Damon, who
automatically
are
meant
to
improve any offense they sign
onto. All these names sound great
ters

Belmont Hills.
But for right now, the football
team has a record to 'defend.
Fortunately, the team possesses "one
of the best defensive inemen in the

are supposed to bolster

any pitching staff they join. Or

school level in the future, like his

his unparalleled effort"

"When

who

teaching and coaching at the high

teammates and coaches, as well as

everywhere he goes," outside

Players and coaches agree: captain

"nitty,

name

and big money players.
Players like A.J. Burnett, Kevin

brother,

work," Head Coach

the floatation of multiple big

it

is

Stratton possibly

he takes care of the

leadership

brothers'

the

"Like his brother, Mike

quiet,

Instead,

is clear that nei-

captain last season.

styles.

quarterbacks and running backs.

it

Bowdoin, he played alongside his
who was the football
Caputi

Messerly

In retrospect,

Sebastian's School

All-Independent

between

Contributor

that were, ultimately, never

brother, Chris,

St.

Massachusetts, where he also

in

Anna

The money spent

appear-

really realistic.

League honors his junior and senior
years. His first three years at

21-7.

ALCS

team was ready to defend its
as the top team in baseball.
Both teams lacked the two key
ingredients, which never fail to produce results; pitching and defense.
The short period of time that has
elapsed between the end of their
respective seasons and the start of

earned

won

pace of consecutive

began ten

He was named captain

senior year at

time in Saturday's game against Hamilton College. Bowdoin

who helped as much as
any "star" player, even though they
four players

In Boston, the future of the Red
Sox would seems more fruitful than
of the Yankees, simply because
the BoSox possess a young core of

teams spent an unbelievable amount

years ago.

room at half-

the contributions of

Cano, Wang, Chacon, and Small;

heads held low in shame. Both

field.

him,

The Bowdoin Orient

their off-season with their

conditioning, but also

Shaun Kezer '06

Fulton,

Both the Red Sox and the
Yankees will undoubtedly spend the
of

more important' than

came with

in both strength and
on the playing
"The way he practices every
day is a great example for everyone

teammates

for

Drew

tion

rest

is

the present in baseball. This realiza-

conditioning

outstanding

level,

the future

by Eren Munir
Contributor

high intensity level and thanks to
his

Defensive lineman Mike Stratton '06 emerges from the locker

Sox

may

started realizing that

made

the difference between a clean

sweep

in this year's

ALDS

and an

appearance in the World Series.

Football defeats Hamilton College to go 4-0 on the season
FOOTBALL, from page

1

16-13

The

win.

The scoring was capped off by Jeff
Smith '08 on a seven-yard touchrun, set up by a 42 -yard pass to

down
,

,

Nolin.

When

Smith turned the corner

outside the defense,

it

league

after

forced

they

seven

by winning the race to the pylon. The
three-touchdown effort was enough
to secure a 21-7 win for the record

eventual game-winning field goal.

Neither team could punch

Dave Donahue '07 earned the second Player of the Week honor for the

through

the defensive battle

mattered

expected to he 4-0.

here last year.

prised

by

2-6 record

*

when

of
it

start

to their

"We

their success despite their
last year.

expected to be 4-0," quarter-

back Leclerc

Rick Leclerc '06

toric

Quarterback

been here

said.

"We should have
we eliminate a
we would have

last year. If

few key mistakes
the same position

been in
team

in just

tackles

as

many weeks,

and three

with 17

takeaways

on

His 65-yard interception

defense.

touchdown was as impor-

return for a

school record of 203 yards receiving on ten catches. Nolin had one

tant

receiving touchdown and the gamewinning score on a reverse late in

ning-score.

as his

fumble recovery, since
for a game win-

Amherst was driving
In

week

Bears

won a
on

10-

8 squeaker. Leclerc got back

of the year saw the
Polar Bears shock a powerful
Amherst team on its own field with a

with the long ball hitting Nolin for a

43-yard

that

we're

bomb

offensive play.

track

for the only big-time

in right

last

year

now."

With Colby losing to Amherst last
weekend, the Bears sit atop the
NESCAC with perennial powerhouse Trinity. Trinity, which is on a
26-game winning streak, will be the
biggest

three, the

the fourth quarter.

Game two

in favor

big

the red zone.

After a successful

should have been

The team's season has been his-

Offensive Player of the Week Jeff
Nolin '06. The senior wideout set a

went

who came up

in

season, the Polar Bears were not sur-

We

breaking Bears.

from the start. In the first
game of the year, the Bears took
down Middlebury 22-21 at home.
The game was highlighted by a
breakout game by NESCAC Co-

much

the tough conditions and

in

the Bears,

"We

inter-

ception that lead to Nolan McNair's

turnovers in the game.

looked like he

would not beat the linebacker to the
end zone, but he showed another gear

John Regan '07 had a key

Bears 's

Polar

defense became the talk of the

test

of the year

for the Bears.

Trinity has reloaded over the years

with several Division

UConn

and

UVA,

Brisson '06 put

go

it,

I

transfers

but

"They

to school just like

we

as
still

do."

from
Scott

pay

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Tailback Jeff Smith '08 broke a tackle and dove for a touchdown

to

against

Hamilton

last

Saturday.

Bowdoin

defeated Hamilton 21-7.
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Rowing bears bad weather
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21.
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+

to race at Bates regatta
came

14.55.6. Bates

by Madeleine Pott
Contributor

seconds

later

and the

eleven

in third,

crew

third varsity

crossed the finish with a time of

As

the

wind and

down

swept

rain

Androscoggin

this past Saturday,

Bates took the novice men's event.

the

crew team swept past Bates and

This two-boat race saw the Bowdoin

Franklin Pierce Colleges, dominating

crew

two of the

while Bates finished

five races.

The team was
race

to

the

at

Hampshire,

New Hampshire
Pembroke, New

novice women's four easily

response,

In

coach quickly
regatta

in

college's eight placed third,

Despite the pouring rain and the

fours took

first

place in their events.

The women's
Pierce,

finishing

Luke McKay '07, and Ed Carr '08 compete

in a regatta at Bates.

by Joel Samen
Contributor
Soccer fans in Europe share the
fanaticism of football enthusiasts in

America. That same love for compeextends to Australia and

tition

its

with brightly colored uniforms run-

team's website.

ning across the freshly cut grass,

other hand,

illu-

minated by the high towers in the

about 600,000, with Gillette Stadium

darkness of night. Yet,

seating 68,756 according,

organized as

as

Players were

one

I

still all

it still

wasn't

had expected.
converging on

Patriots website.

Walking

American triumvirate of baseball,
basketball, and football. However,

missing. In baseball, there

dispersed

one ofthethings

looked forward to

mental battle between pitcher and

was

batter,

ro

I've spent

my entire

life

watching

the

I

in studying abroad

the chance to

learn about rugby.
I

but

was not

I

in

my

life

sure of the rules.

lot like football,

It

and no quarterback. There are cer-

the

manager versus manager.
its

intricate formations,

varying attack styles,

like

it is

mov-

ing players on a chess board.

Rugby has the

only with-

out the pads and with lots of laterals

is

endless analysis of statistics, the

Football has

had seen a few games

seemed a

followed by the third var-

women's crew.

constantly crisscrossing over the
field,

but

lacks the mental aspect.

it

not nearly as popular

known as it is in Australia.
Upon arriving on campus in

observes the folds of the defense at a

States, but

it is

in the

United

or well

Australia,

I

went out onto a field with

given

moment and

sporting event.

game

strokes

While rugby

fans in Australia are invested as

Their dedication

is

we

are.

not as highly

routed in economics.
There are certainly a plethora of differences

between

Australian sports.

first

25

and pulled past Bates, finishing

with a time of 14.3 1 .3. The second

varsity boat also

trumped both other

teams, finishing second with a time of

Rugby
in

falls

first loss

one of

to

its

races of the

last

Head of

season, the prestigious

the

Charles Regatta held in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

two-day event. Bowdoin's

for this

top

Some 7,000 rowers

converge upon the Charles River

will

men and women's

varsity rowers

will be there.

Colby

to

of season

American and
They play unfamiliar

game. The ruggers lost two of their
key players and team leaders due

by Adam Feit
Contributor

Fans are

are lower than at sporting

events in America.

They breezed

like a

between the mostly
vacant seats and sparse concession
stands. Even the prices of food at
the

were cancelled and

This weekend, the team looks for-

ward
men's crew easily

their event.

to on-field injuries, seniors

This past weekend the rugby

Friedlander and Ross

Dave

Butschek.

Dan Duarte stepped

team suffered its first defeat of the
season, an 18-3 loss to Colby.

Junior

Despite

Bowdoin only allowed two tries,
one within the last five minutes of
the game, so the match was a

came in at flanker to keep
Bowdoin in the game.
The ruggers also welcomed
back many alumni into the fold

close one.

over

the

lopsided

score,

Bowdoin dominated the game at
was not able to play

times, but

consistently over the full 80 min-

in at

hooker and rookie Jeremy Ross
'09

Homecoming

weekend.

Despite poor weather, the annual

alumni match was, as usual, quite
a show. While the alumni squad,'

composed of seven former capand numerous

merely

offense

the

situation;

fessional

varsity

first

game than a pro-

strongly in their sport, as

offense and defense

The coach is not on the sideline
scheming up a play to use in a given

and teams

tainly clubs

Farmers

Dairy

into

high school football

but due to the rain and cold tempera-

the

to

Stadium presents a scene more

spot.

The beloved strategy of sports
tike baseball and football was just

national pastime, rugby,

on the

Boston,

has a population of

The second

past Franklin Pierce within the

first

Rugby deserves more attention

been scheduled

men's eight event

tures, these races

The

'07,

also

and a varsity women's eight event,

the regatta ended early.

sity

Bowdoin rowers Tommy Wilcox '09, Nate Hyde

The team had

to race in a varsity

with Bates and Franklin Pierce on

dominated
The Bowdoin Orient

boat

Franklin

and

first.

43 sec-

seconds behind the Bobcats' second.

varsity four followed close behind

their heels,

for

varsity

first

Bates

past

in

onds behind Bates' top boat and 17

wind, the men's and women's varsity

glided

their

1

up an unscheduled

set

Greene, Maine.

won

with times of

third,

1 8. 1 1 .9 and
8.38.8, respectively.
The team also ran a novice
women's eight event, although the
primary focus of rowers was their performance in the four-man shells. The

'

Bates

the

the Bates boathouse

at

second and

however, the races were

state,

cancelled.

the Bates

The Bowdoin crews came

event.

weekend. Due to

severe flooding in the southern part

of the

15.27.2.

at

With a time of 16.24.1,

in

last

finish with a time of 17.27.0,

supposed

originally

Championships,

Mark Hendrickson

of Franklin Pierce.

15.27.4, just ahead

the

tains, four coaches,
all-stars, put

reacts.

may

on an offensive dis-

game
jumped into a
game, and I picked the rules up as we

very well be the pace of the game.

the

Football has pauses between plays,

into their

went along. Basically, seven or 15

whereas rugby

gers allowed only one more after

some people

The reason

to play a pick-up

We

of rugby.

just

for this difference

is

play of four tries to start the game,

a constant grind

current team quickly

settled

game. The current rug-

players match

with no interruption for analysis,

the

field.

aside from halftime. There simply is

Tucker Hermans '09 scored.

up on each side of the
Backward passes are used to

advance the

ball as far as possible

toward the opponent's end zone on a
football-shaped

advance

After

field.

stalled six times or the

is

forward, the ball
the opposition is

is

turned over and

on the

one spectator commented that

game, though. One of

Everyone on the

in

field

the

my

many

it

U.S.

was chasing

my

would

hall

Queensland

Cowboys

faced

The

fanati-

my

school

avid football fans in the U.S.

very excited to see a college-level

size. In

My

game.

University, does not have inter-collegiate competitions as

Instead,

it

we do at home.

my

much

games with different focuses and smaller crowds.

But while

sitting

on a couch

watching a North Queensland Cowboys

the inter-dorm

play, Townsville, has a population

not too different

surprise,

game was

true in Australia,

but the population of each of these
supporter-nations

The town

in

is

smaller.

which the Cowboys

certain

of just under 100,000. Their stadi-

earlier in the

um, Dairy Farmers Stadium, has a

Patriots in

The competition was gussied up

capacity of 24,843, according to the

with an Australian accent.

league

my

scrimmage

The Bowdoin Orient

ruggers slip and slide during Saturday's match against Colby.

frenzy I've experienced watching the

from
day.

is

Bowdoin

game with a bunch of Aussies I felt a
comfort The energy and the
enthusiasm was almost identical to the

has an inter-dorm league

for every sport.

To

America, most states or at
regions have a team for each

sport The same

for

that

observed in the fan base was the

least

fifth in

Hae-Min Gil

One of die major differences

finish their

which put them

season

second
place in the Northern Conference.
In addition, the team is ranked
tie,

here easily equals that of the most

same conclusion to come about further u# the field.
$.
With this basic training, I was

James Cook

The ruggers

with three wins, one loss and one

off

cism of die students at

school,

it's

it
to be back here at
Bowdoin playing one more game,"

he said.

Every Sunday,

I

is

feel v

worth

of many.

against that week's foe.

ending up in a massive
The heap would then be sort-

game,

and all. I mean, I can only
seven fingers right now, but

erupt with shouts as the local North

after the ball,

out, die players reset, only for die

the

rain

rugby becomes the religion

pileup.

ed

Balulescu '03 was

about

an awful day for rugby with this

friends

strongly religious people in

Instead,

addition,

despite the conditions. "Today

here observed that there are not as

looked like an elementary school

game back

enthusiastic

other sports allow.

Australia as there are in America.

attack.

While playing our pick-up game,

soccer

many

Australians certainly do love then-

the

offense fumbles or passes the ball

that

In

attack.

Alum Mike

not time for the dissection of the

game

initial

my dorm

at

Bowdoin.

.

.just

For the second week

utes.

in a

row

and the third time this season,
Bowdoin's play was spoiled by
inclement weather, both limiting
the

team's offensive clout and

defensive prowess.

Colby gave Bowdoin the best
challenge of the season in a physically

and

mentally

exhausting

Division

II

in

New

England.

The team will face Colby in the
first
round of playoffs on
Saturday.

Senior Evan Gallagher believes
is ready to avenge last
weekend's loss.
"Last week's game was tough
for us emotionally and physically.
We stumbled around through a lot
of it and hopefully we will be able
to walk it off and come back this
week, play better, like we know
we can, and beat Colby," he said.
the team

October
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Film society should
not propagandize

Established 1871

Democratic
Socialists help

Recognizing service

TheAlexwar

much

in Iraq will feel

Cornell du

Houx

home come December.

closer to

du Houx, who is known
on campus for his political activism and community service work,
work in Iraq.
demolitions
counter-insurgency
in
will participate
Until now, the war's impact on the collective Bowdoin communito intellectual discussions or heated

been limited

campus
spring.

To the

ment

thing near to

does

arguments

it is

important for Orient

in

week's

last

"Dems draw crowd with Franken,"
was a co-sponsored event between
and
Democrats
College
the
Bowdoin Democratic Socialists.

own

—

—a

who

student

a friend

is

in five

Bowdoin has declared govern-

upperclass students at

as a major;

some may eventually run for elected office. These
make decisions about wars and conflicts that will

future leaders will
affect the lives

of

third of the attendees

Over one

the discussions

were members of

Democratic Socialists, and they
all the questions and

I'm not a member of the Bowdoin
Film Society, so

of fellow

"another to understand

citizens,

is

it

Our neighbors who

call the

Brunswick Naval Air Station home,

along with the students and staff who have friends or family serving
abroad, know all too well the feeling of seeing a loved one sent over-

But during an era when for so many of us, war appears on our
television screens and seems so far away, the deployment of one of our
own brings these images home. Cornell du Houx's departure provides
seas.

Bowdoin with an opportunity to reflect upon the realities of war.
To him and all military personnel who have connections to
Bowdoin, we you wi3h safe tours of duty, swift returns, and thank
you for your service.
The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient's
The editorial board consists of the editors-in-chief

and the managing

editor.

The Bowdoin Orient
Fax: (207)
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Brunswick,
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6200 College

Phone: (207) 725-3300
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is
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news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
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diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

Editor-in-CKi*/

Evan

S.

Kohn.

Editor-in-Chie/

sumptuous of me
should conduct
believe

to opine

its affairs.

on how

But

unreasonable for

it's

I

it

don't

me

to

suggest that a film society should

concern

itself

purely with film. If

it

Editor

Anne

Dan

Features Editor

Drew Fulton

Hackett

Assistant
Business

Joshua Miller

Manager

David

Ng

Mike Ardolino

Layout Assistant
Adam Kommel

Beth Kowitt

Copy Editors

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

get directly organized

support.

believe

I

Democratic Socialists do
principle, not out

of

this

the

—

and the

like.

These are only

Opinion Editor
Mary Helen

think a

sonal preferences; however,

expe-

film society would remain on the
correct track as long as it focused on

political

Sincerely,

film as film, that

David Duhalde '06

and

is,

I

in the stylistic

artistic sense.

Domestic violence is
a common problem

editor.

by Elizabeth Sheldon
and Alana Wooley
Contributors

words

letters

email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via the Orient's web site.
letters via

material contained

cfthrtftitf*

know

that

do

the

Q^

or

its

editors.

detected in most films and that the
film society is without any deliberate
bias.

agree insofar as

I

I

do not sus-

all

backgrounds,

propagandizing (although
rule out that possibility).

won't

I

They may

religions, and experiences.
Abusers could be drinkers or nondrinkers, could come from abusive
families or not, and could be a

believe the film is important because

white-collar or blue-collar worker.

haps they feel that the film society
would be committing an obvious

In addition, an abusive relation-

can take on many forms.
Abuse can happen to men, women,
children, and elders and happens in
ship

it

seems informative or because

many Americans may

showing

error in not

release

its

it

sentiments with which

expresses

agree.

Or

per-

this film since

being touted as an

is

"event"

of mis

beside the point

one third of women report physical
or sexual abuse by a husband or

emotional, sexual, and financial
abuse. We normally think of abuse

planned as the centerpiece of what the
activists

at

partner.

as black eyes and broken bones, but

touting

as

other examples of abusive behav-

Week:

Domestic violence

is

not limited

to heterosexual relationships, nor is

the abuser always a male.
five to

Twenty-

33 percent of same-sex
report

rela-

of

instances

member
when elders

family

by someone with
tain intimate and

iors

many

include

forms:

physical,

isolation,

threats,

induced debility and exhaustion,
degradation, and enforcement of
trivial

demands.
end domestic violence

or

caretaker,

are controlled

whom

they main-

trusting relations.

But

all

political

is

is

message.

Its

is

getting

of

its

release is being

WalMartWatch.com are
"Higher

Expectations

A National Week of Action." It

not a film that happens to contain a

political

message;

it

is political

disin-

formation conveyed through the film

medium. Regardless of

its

intent the

allowing itself to

film society

is

include providing services for vic-

become a

of a massive,

tims and survivors of domestic
abuse, education about prevention

cally-driven, anti-capitalist effort This

and
systems,
school
advancing public policy to advo-

or not they agree with the film's con-

Efforts to

domestic violence.

through

part

ideologi-

should be evident to anyone whether

tent
I

can rescue the film soci-

its

blunder by summarizing

of these
endeavors need the support of vol-

ety from

them from medications, and physi-

unteers. Volunteering with a local

the predictable message of The

emotional, or sexual abuse.

organization such as a domestic

Cost ofLow Prices. That way, every-

This can include controlling
life,

finances,

their

restricting

violence agency

which have not been reported.
Due to isolation of ethnic groups
from communities and the distress

community

new
is

environment, domestic

believed to be more comas

to U.S. citizens, accord-

Maine Coalition to End
Domestic Violence.
ing to the

may

reality is that these statistics

actually be higher, as

many

cific to

nic

is

a great

way

to

learn about issues specific to our

and

work

to

end

domestic violence.

October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month. Consider ways
in which you can help the efforts to
end domestic violence. Family
Crisis Services (FCS).is the domestic

violence support agency for the

Mid-coast Maine region. FCS
offers a 24-hour hotline, emergency
and transitional shelters, and advocate support services.

any particular class or eth-

Interested in volunteering? You
can cover the hotline, assist with
support groups, work with children

battered

of survivors or help to raise aware-

group. The fact

women

is

can not be easily defined.

Luckily,

cate for the survivors. All

There are an estimated 12,000 cases
of elder abuse in Maine, many of

"problem" families and is not spe-

\^ of

argu-

can be

includes

crimes go unreported. Domestic
violence does not only happen in

not neoessarii) reflea ihe

my

sensibilities

political

point in their lives, approximately

a production schedule.
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Orient
rtal the opinions expressed in the

and

mate partner violence. At some

experience
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horn a die property of the Boudoin Oiientcmd appears at the sdedaaetion

Anticipating the path of

ment, one might point out that social

The High Cost ofLow Prices

The

tion.

to

attention almost solely because

compared

Domestic subscription rates are $47
and $28 for a semester.
Contact the Orient for more informa-

One

be a thoroughgoing
socialist to get any pleasure out of a
High Cost of Low
The
movie like

would have

an issue of power and control that

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

for a full year

select

fans of cinema are like-

both heterosexual and homosexual
relationships. Domestic violence is

abuse

to the

all

ly to enjoy or at least appreciate.

the highest per capita rate of inti-

of a

Subscriptions

come from

races,

Domestic violence does not discriminate. While students may consider domestic violence to be an
issue concerning older adults, you

Calendar Editor

p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
publication. The editors reserve the
nght to edit letters for length. Longer
submissions may be arranged. Submit

77*

Similarly, abusers

socio-economic

Every 1 hour and 37 minutes, a
crime of domestic violence is
reported to police in Maine.

Theresa Weaver

Letters should not exceed 200
and must be received by 7:00

The Film Society should
films that

pect the film society of intentionally

mon among immigrant women

Letters
The Orient welcomes

business, profit-hating activists. Like

Prices.

Frances Milliken

Miranda Yaver

Miller

The High Cost ofLow Prices
is being cheered, not by cinema buffs
and casual film-goers, but by a vocal
and well-organized minority of antisociety.

my per-

out of

diency.

News Staff
Emma Powers

Cati Mitchell

a

is

do with

to

political bias.

who

cal,

Editor-at-Large

little

ing of Fellini, Bergman, Kurosawa,

at

those

labor

opinion,

Bowdoin, even counting

group

social

Editor

A & E EDrroR
Steve Kolowich

Photo

having

the rightly understood focus of a film

all of Greenwald's recent films, The
High Cost of Low Prices aims solely
at exercising a left-liberal social and

a

Photo Editor

Assistant Editor

Riley

political affair

on American television and in
American theaters here I'm think-

occurs

News Editor

frustratingly clear that this

It is

ularly those that are not standard fare

my

Elder abuse, often committed by

BOBBY Guerette, Managing

Low

Prices.

Democratic Socialists do more to

tionships

James D. Baumberger,

of Robert

documentary,

latest

address labor issues than any other

In

may be surprised to
women ages 16 to 24

*

par-

were my decision, the film society
would focus on the "classics," partic-

comments.

all at

editorial board.

propagandizing by

at

Greenwald's

quite

it.

hand

the

planning to

is

the

posed nearly

of people around the globe. But most will have spent
of battle from afar. While it is

to appreciate the service

November,

ticipating in the premiere

might seem pre-

it

their lives observing the harsh reality

one thing

apparent ours

It is

Wal-Mart: The High Cost of

article

at

But soon, one of Bowdoin 's

try its

by Evan McLaren
Columnist

know that Congressman
Mike Michaud's labor discussion,

readers to

mentioned

it.

This

not.

Bowdoin Film Society

Editors:

think

I

would be curious if a film socieon this aim or some-

ty didn't agree

labor issues

events, like former ambassador L. Paul Bremer's lecture last

and leader to many on campus will be risking his life in the service
of his country.
Such service is not new in Bowdoin 's long past. A visitor walking
around campus sees monuments to those who gave selflessly in the
Civil War, the world wars, Vietnam, and Korea. In our history classes, we learn about the strategies and rationale for wars both foreign
and domestic. Yet today, shifting cultural norms and a modernized
military have created a situation where only a small number of students who attend Bowdoin choose to enter the armed forces.
This creates a paradox for the College and for society.

One

It

Hands Off Liberty

'06 will be shipping off for military

service at the end of the year. Cornell

ty has

The Bowdoin Orient

ness about domestic violence.

High

one can digest its collectivist bromide without actually having to
watch the film. Here it goes: The
High Cost of Low Prices will claim
that Wal-Mart pays low wages, abuses

its

workers, intimidates shoppers

by having

elderly folk greet

them

at

the door, puts small stores out of

business,

purchases

low-priced

goods from abroad which puts
Americans out of jobs, and generally
contributes to

the

plague of con-

sumerism that is sweeping the globe.
My humble assessment is that this
message is little more than distortion

and1

lies.

Wal-Mart

Please see

is

successful

McLAREN, page 19
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ANWR for independence

Drill

source of oil for the United States

by Zachary Linhart
Contributor

(which

The Arctic National Wildlife

not possible

actually

is

were

the knowledge that we
consume about 20 million barrels of

with

per day

oil

we can

derive that the

drilled in Alaska.

modem

In addition,

technology, oil drilling

sites are significantly

have been

oil sites

in the

smaller that they

past The footprint of

The Coastal Plain is a l.S millionacre area on the northern portion of
ANWR where there is an enormous
amount of oil. There is more petroleum in ANWR than in any other
known land oil field in North

ANWR reserves would last approx-

die rigs

imately 520 days. Yet only 1.4 mil-

pared to the vastness of the region.

America.

forms of energy.

Why,

do we not extract the

then,

ANWR

from

lion barrels can

be produced per

day; thus, the oil would last 20

which provides more than

years,

enough time

to

perfect alternate

Doing some more algebra, seven

society should stick to film

would be

There
drill

insignificant

com-

no strong reason not to
Not only would

is

ANWR.

in

drilling decrease

our dependence on

would decrease gas

foreign

oil,

prices,

boost the economy, create

it

new

thousands of

and benefit

jobs,

satisfies the

it

needs of consumers.

lions

of people.

Its accessibility (lots

dependence

gy

is

sources.

way to decrease this

However, these

Some

other positive impacts of

Wal-Mart coerces neither
employees nor the businesses
competes;

it

and get contracts. As seen

in

the

Middle East and various parts of the

some
more

United States,

20

years. Therefore, a

short-term

solution

to

oil is necessary.

frustrates activists

tion.

ANWR

drilling

for not

concerns

the

amount of oil there. Those from the
Left will tell you that there is so little oil in ANWR that it would have
an insignificant effect on oil prices
and dependency. However, according to the U.S. Department of the
there are -approximately

Interior,

10.4 billion barrels of oil in

.

...

i

Let us do

long the

ANWR

last if the oil

oil

to see

how

reserve would

were used as

the only

is

a society that values

We

over equality.

separated

autonomous

lives with-

Declaration of Independence explic-

my. These corporations would create

itly

itarian

regime on our shoulders. The

mentions our right to

approximately half a million jobs,

and

another enormous economic booster.

Equality, remarkably,

Many of you must be
"What about

thinking,

on nature

the impact

eight

makes up only
percent of ANWR. The U.S.
Plain

Department of the Interior estimated
12,500 acres would be

by

the drilling,

mak-

ing only about one half of a percent

of the

total

drilling there

refuge effected.

So

would leave a massive

portion of the

ANWR

life

pursuit

of
is

happiness.
absent.

Our

sums up The High Cost of
Thanks to my selfless-

that

Prices.

untouched.

has been shown to

prosper around oil pipelines rather
than suffer, contrary to

common con-

matters as well.

scheduled screening in favor of a
proper film, preferably something in

is

black and white with subtitles.

hire, vote yes
We

grow

will

What

will

make

sent

our small compa-

The choice on

nies great? Choice.

what color
store.

to paint the outside

The choice on what

of our

to price

entrepreneurial

The
of America

Legislation.
spirit

runs deep within the fabric of this

many of
start our own busi-

campus. Upon graduation,
us will attempt to
nesses which

a

we hope will grow and

useful

service

to

the

business. Disregarding the

is

man

to dress as a

considered socially unac-

ceptable throughout the entire civilized world,

I

will

me

have

my company

because the

Riley '08

Maine feels that it has the right to tell
me whose morality I should accept

to

finally, the

maximize

And

profit).

choice of whom

we want

our business to

to hire to represent

This

who

final selection, the

to hire,

is

most important
is

the people

choice of

arguably one of the
that will

whom

be made.

It

you work with

who

will ultimately decide

represent
that

whether you

succeed as an entrepreneur. Let's say

man walks

in to

regarding

"I light

Karass '08

my room by burning copies
of The Colby Echo."

"My

car

my business wear-

ing a dress, high heels, and lipstick.

homosexuality or per-

me

It

I

am

not

crimination.

making
I

think

a case for dis-

we should

people with respect and dignity.

making

the

case

for

runs

on

Mary Helen Miller

love."

directly tied to the innovation

has

Don't

let

on

is

which

made America's economy

greatest to ever exist

am.

economic

choice. This freedom of choice

the

this earth.

the state of Maine take that

choice from you. Don't have them

to

force you to condone a type of

behavior for your private, personal,

you are qualified, but I cannot have a
homosexual cross-dresser represent-

er wrong. Retain your choice and

politely tell this

ing

man, "Sorry,

I

my business to my clients."

I

can

self-owned business that you considvote "yes."

month?

James Baumberger '06
"Redheads are still fiery without electricity."

Adam Kommel

'09

"I'm going to cause a blackout
in a major U.S. city tonight."

treat
I

think

could be against the law for

save energy this

now

state

ceived homosexuality.

the outside world.

Steve Kolowich '08
smile."

of

we want

a

Rights

business, the

taken from

Human

this in

my

fact that for a

woman

my

grew from nothing, taken
I will have lost the
decide who I want to repre-

I

our products (with the assumption

your business and your product

with

business

ability to

future of America.

mind that I urge a
"yes" vote in November to veto the
governor's addition to the Maine
It is

be sued and have

they will rise

From nothing,
up and become the

everyday, the people

decisions.

provide

ceptions.

my life with Bobby Guerette's

Anna

its

what

is

Wal-Mart's success

that

So

away from me.

We

do not live in
by Marx and
Engels with the state's hand constantly meddling with our business
ic

the world envisioned

and the refuge?"

The Coastal

the

life, liberty,

notion of liberty extends to econom-

How are you going to

"Light

aims to

ness, the film society can cancel

ORIENT SPEAK

Anne

many

in

free society.

Low

sweat, and our tears.

from England largely because of our
desire to live

out the burden of a powerful, author-

Also, animal

some math

a multi-

business.

drilling

directly affected

1 .4 million barrels of which could
be produced daily. This would be
more daily oil production than that
of any other state in the United

states.

America
liberty

Opening
would be like

to

that only

ANWR,

goods and services. As

more than any-

these businesses with our blood, our

investing billions in the U.S. econo-

ANWR

ANWR is this solu-

The biggest argument

oil drilling is

billion-dollar

decrease our dependence on foreign

as expressed

through the market. This

American economy.

economic

significant

impact as companies could invest

example, will not be perfected for
ten to

its

out-

it

simply responds to the

demands of consumers

thing:

by Alex Linhart
Contributor

ANWR are as follows. There

would be a

alter-

nate sources of energy, in cars for

punish busi-

and cheaper

better,

as well as decrease oil prices.

drilling

to use different ener-

sumers newer,

use the state as a tool to bludgeon

For freedom to

course, the best

to

nesses and firms for offering con-

political battles, a minority

the United States as a whole.

oil,

ernment intervention

one time.

consumed by the U.S. per day could
be
supplemented
by drilling
ANWR. This would certainly
decrease our dependence on foreign

Currently, between 55 percent
and 65 percent of all oil used in the
United States is imported, Most of
this from the Middle East. Of

keeping with a long

in

is

history of progressives using gov-

low prices

of stuff under one roof) saves every-

percent of these 20 million barrels

oil?

Its

wants and

and high-quality goods mean a higher real wage and a better life for mil-

order to lessen

in

This

uals.

because

our dependence on Middle Eastern

oil

based on the free choice of individ-

For example, caribou populations

have skyrocketed since other

because of production restrictions).

Armed with

Refuge (ANWR) is a 19 million acre landmass in northern Alaska.

Film

McLAREN, from page 18

"I

'09

stopped flushing the

toilet."
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The Weekly Calendar
October 21-27
Friday
All I Need is One Mic
Come to a poetry slam co-sponsored by
Poeting and the African-American Society.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arte Center,
7-8:30 p.m.

Film:

/

The Machinist

\

This psychological thriller tells the story of
Trevor Reznik, an insomniac who has not slept

and seeing

in

home

a year. After finding strange notes in his

a co-worker only visible to him,

he

begins to look within himself for answers.

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

,

Ardolino, The

Mike

Bowdoin Orient

A branch with orange leaves hangs near Hubbard Hall.

Saturday
Film:

Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

f.

Sunday

The Machinist

^

\

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

j

J

'

Jurassic 5

The hit old-school hip-hop group returns to
Bowdoin. Young Explosive Soliders, a group of
Bowdoin students, will open.
Morrell Gymnasium, 8-12 p.m.

ski thriller

\

\

Poker Tournament

Film: Born from Ice
Come view an East Coast

The men's

basketball

team

poker tournament. Prizes

presented by the

Bowdoin Outing Club.
Schwartz Outdoor Leadership
Center, 7:30 p.m.

J

v

will play host to a

will

be given. Part

of the proceeds Will go to the Red Cross to
help with Hurricane Katrina
V

relief efforts.

Smith Union, 2 p.m.

J

:l

Monday
f

Tuesday
y

Seminar Talk
Listen to a lecture about the

Literary Presentation
Biographer Geoffrey Wolff, director

German

Enigma encryption machine. Learn about its
development, its use, and its weaknesses that
were exploited during World War II.
\

Room 217,

Wednesday

of the Graduate Fiction program at
the University of California in
Irvine, gives a reading

Searles Science Building, 3:30 p.m.

from

his

untitled novel-in-progress.

Main Lounge/ Moulton Union,

/

4r6pjn.

Conquest and Colonialism

Habitat for Humanity
to a dinner and get to know

Come

other volunteers by discussing
completed projects and planning

new activities.
North Private Dining Room,
Moulton Union, 5:30-7 p jn.

Join Professor Emeritus of History Thomas
Metcalf as he speaks on the Indian Army and the

Empire in Africa and the Middle East.
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, 4 p.m.

British

Beam

Americans for an Informed Democracy
Learn how U.S. dependence on foreign oil
impacts our world and what can be done to
lessen this dependency.
Kresge Auditorium,

*

"Visual Arts Center,

8 p.m.

i

Thursday
The Real Inspector Hound
See this comic play written by Tom
Stoppard and directed by Mark Herzfeld

Wish
iii

Theater,

Memorial

'07.

Hall,

8-10 p.m.

Nathan Chaffetz for The Bowdoin Orient

An

aerial

view of the Bowdoin campus.

—
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Schuberth

in the

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

Mills supports 'no'
vote on Question 1

Fall paves paths of gold

questions

Cornell
ft

J,

pi

-

-

.

7

V*

j

a/-v

»

Aii.

Queers and

Separately to unite

du Houx's

/

z en of Maine," Mills stated in the

>

i

works

Allies

campUS

against referendum question

Miew

current efforts to

repeal these protections at the polls

.in

j

«,

letter

November

me

with

sistent

are

wrong and incon-

fJSmM

princi-

pie of equality in America."

motives

by

Dan

Hackett

and Evan

Mills cited Bowdoin's longstand-

Kohn

S.

j

Orient Staff

Campus

responds to criticism

his plan to

of student Marines

Question

impending deployment

If passed,

repeal
that

As Maine College Democrats
Houx '06,
War in Iraq,

ing,

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

prepares for his upcoming active

members of the Bowdoin community are responding to the news of his
deployment with shock,
and

in

"I

some

applaud Mr.

soldier

who

up arms

Dan

is

Houx

[sic] for his

brave enough to take

in defense

of

this country,"

Schuberth '06, secretary of the

College

Republican

Committee, said

in

National

a statement aired

on a Bowdoin Cable Network news
broadcast
"I

find

this
it

Parents will arrive just in time to experience the

week.

in

its

weekend

autumnal

provided

College to
staff

md

etter

its

would

equal footing for

spring

our learning community."

last

discriminate on

of sexual orientation

employment,

lifestyle

credit,

in

hous-

public accom-

all

to participate in

Mill's decision to publicly oppose

Question

pleased the newly formed

1

&

Queers

Allies

group

(Q&A)

organiza-

on the

tion. a

corporations, associations, or organiza-

mission of opposing Question

are

do not receive public funds

mom

exempt

"As

that has taken

1

The

.

planned on publicly

organization

this provision.

Brunswick resident and

a

and

students, faculty,

do not promote one

over another. They simply provide

passed

illegal to

pro.

Bowdoin

by

modations, and education. Religious

tions that

events.

it

j

he claims

Houx's
on

is

[sic] rhetoric

terror places

wrong.

Mr.

Please see MILLS, page 2

cit-

against the

him

in

war

agreement

Grade

Democratic Party, and

I

am

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

left to

question his logic and motivation."

When

Bowdoin

during the previous academic year.

Because Princeton students are

contacted by the Orient,

Schuberth said, "I stand by

being evaluated not just on the

my com-

Following

Bowdoin

ments."

Schuberth's

Mills

responded

comment

in

an

to

inter-

have

Schuberth continued, "that one of

view with the Orient, saying,

the most vocal opponents of our

enormous admiration for Alex.

"I

I

tern

trend,

seeing a consistent pat-

is

of grade

inflation,

with students

number of As and Bs

in the

context of their college and

its

some question whether

policies,

grade inflation

is

a particularly

seri-

new grades

across the different academic disci-

ous issue, or whether

being assigned in spite of similar

Institutional

of

Director

to

Research and Registrar

Christine Cote, the average grade

College construction
on schedule, budget

grades they receive, but rather with-

plines.

According
Please see INTENTIONS, page 5

national

a

earning a rising

and our mis-

sion in Iraq has chosen to fight for a

inflation a

reality

with the most radical fringes of the

President

troubling, however,"

president, our country

Quad

glory. See the back-page calendar for a schedule of

cause

applaud any other

I

letter to

,

gratitude,

cases, criticism.

service, just as

a

^

tections

the referendum

legislation

makes

the basis

President Alex Cornell du

a vocal opponent of the

duty with the U.S. Marines in Iraq,

in

the Orient this week.

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

>

vote in opposition of

November 8

1

^^^

n g position against discrimination

m

President Barry Mills announced

The average

increases every year.

by

earned

grade

has

students

increased from 3.20 to 3.33 on a
four-point scale in the last ten years.

Cote noted
not at

that grade inflation is

Bowdoin, and

all specific to

said that colleges across the nation

are

standards of evaluation.
his-

Bowdoin, "The

let-

ters

they give are different but the

meaning

the same.

is

changed the standards
quality

They haven't
in looking at

work... The

of

the

grading

process hasn't been too disrupted."

Professor of English

is

due

Bowdoin

to the rising caliber of

student body.

"There has been some grade
tion,
ter

but

infla-

think the students are bet-

I

prepared and smarter than those

who were
said.

here in '76," Watterson

"The middle range

demon-

is

strably stronger," he said

Watterson attributed the rising caliber

According to Daniel Levine, a
tory professor at

grades

of Bowdoin students

in part to

the leadership of Interim

Dean of

Admissions Richard Steele, and said
"did

Steele

an amazing job

improving Bowdoin's image.

of

He

exercised high standards and got the

word out

that

Bowdoin was improv-

ing itself rapidly," in effect creating

William
Please see INFLATION, page 2

Watterson said die trend of rising

are seeing similar trends.

Dean

of Student Affairs Craig

Bradley agreed.
think you'll find that grade

"I

a

inflation is

fact

of

life in

and universities," Bradley
corollary

is

monetary

colleges

said.

monetary

inflation

"The

inflation,

they differ in one important

but

Dudley Coe considers
limited weekend hours

way

does not have a

A or 4.0].

This means

tion

does [an

that

grade inflation causes compres-

sion at the top," he said.

Princeton University, whose stu-

this year to

prepare for the Class of 2010*8

because the Dudley Coe Health
Center is closed," Lindsay Bruett '09

important but at the same time

to

A-minus."

consideration the desires of current

Though

benefits of construction are

students," Will Voinot-Baron

'07

the measures taken in

by Princeton professors was
eliminate the so-called "mercy

uted

demic departments
declines in the

"To see the Quad with construction on it and to know that it's going

uted,

RENOVATIONS, page 5

at Princeton

number of As

none reached

"I think

it's

a legitimate issue that

-INSIDE
An interview with Maine's

saw

distrib-

the objective

of

speaker of the house,

John Richardson

35 percent. In the 2004-2005 aca-

demic
Please see

"Health problems don't stop just

Features
the vast majority of aca-

said.

dents expressed their frustration with

problems

Monday morning.

students have been asking

why

the health center

closed during what

may be

the

"Lately there has been a
interest

lot

of

expressed by students," said

Associate

Tim

is

most

of the week.

active time

Dean of Student

Affairs

Foster.

In the past, student health care

said.

reducing the number of As distrib-

they're not taking completely into

the noise and aesthetic

The Chronicle

of Higher Education.

campus-wide construction
some students are becomand
agitated
increasingly
ing
resigned to the prospect of additionacknowledging
While
disruption.
al
the necessity of the construction, stu-

currently closed from 5

senior independent work, according
to a recent article in

One of

As

Health

arrival.

generated by the numerous projects.

continues,

Coe

p.m. on Friday until the following

more than SS percent

by Nat Here
Orient Staff

"The

Many

Dudley

no more than 35 perno
in junior and

cent in undergraduate courses and

Hyde Hall, gutted by a constuction crew, is being renovated alongside

is

is

health center.

officials

Center

weekends.

why

B

able to female students through the

closed during the

aims to reduce the percentage of As

health center

don't have access to Plan

[on the weekends]," said Maine Hall
Head Proctor Joel Presti '06. Plan B
is emergency contraception avail-

the

students are questioning

distributed to

Appleton Hall

With the flu, mono, and fuzzy
memories of the Saturday night
some

before abounding at Bowdoin,

were also earning increasingly
high grades, recently embarked on a
campaign against grade inflation. It
dents

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin Orient

women

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

fixed ceiling, whereas grade infla-

year, 40.9 percent of grades

were As, compared

to

46 percent

Page 6

Please see

HEALTH, page 4
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Grade

inflation

INFLATION, from page

a

The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin and

reality at

I

tive

impact mat

can have even on
high-performing stu-

Bowdoin 's
a "homogeneity of high-quality stu-

dents, saying,

Before Steele returned to

dents."

Bowdoin

this

director,

he served as the College's

sarily

to the top

Amid

of students

is

which the

in

grade inflation,

transitioned this past year
credit/fail

option to a cred-

cal-

it/D/fail option. Until this year, stu-

not rising to the

dents had two weeks rather than six

inflation at colleges at

iber

from the

explain the presence of grade

fails to

20 percent of students

this trend in

Bowdoin

it

same or similar extent
Bowdoin.
While Bradley agrees

as

that grade

take courses that

inflation is in large part

due to the

outside of their comfort zones and

is

it

Previously, students were able to

of the Bowdoin student

strength

were perhaps more

D

receive credit for grades of

body, he addresses a potential nega-

S

such an option.

to declare

at

and

higher.

A R A H

L

A

universities nationwide; College officials not overly concerned
Bowdoin student Alex Reed '07
found the credit/D/fail policy to be
•

convenient.

con-

each class."

an increasingly

strong student body can account for
inflation trends,

I

be named Sarah and James
Scholars, which is awarded

Bowdoin

retiring in 2001.

attracting

implication of

with what

sider excellent grades will not neces-

dean of admissions for a decade,

While

"One

this is that students

year to serve as interim

Bowdoin 's grade

it

"I decided to take a

may

Students

R

at

utters students the

four out of the required 32 courses

ground," he said.

be ungraded.

The move toward the credit/D/fail
system was made in part due to the

According to Cote, 9.3 percent of
courses last year were ungraded,

fact

that

courses were

credit/fail

fulfill

compared

D" which the currently implemented
option exposes, thus

making

it

easier to monitor a stu-

academic progress and
dent's
encourage them to remain engaged

N C

h

Cote

said

unparalleled opportunity to

Sarah Lawrence College sponsors

Sarah Lawrence College in

This

two academic programs in Italy:
Florence and Catania (Sicily)

Paris provides individually

training pt ogiatn

The

well-suited to students at

the hallmark of an Oxford

education.

program

is

The SLC Oxford
a full-year visiting

Florence program

academic,

all

levels of language proficiency

who wish
an

to spend a semester or

entire year

immersed

in the

student program through

culture and history of this city.

Wadham

The Catania program

College of Oxford.

provides

a unique opportunity for students
proficient in Italian to experience

the culture of southern Italy

hand during
study. In

crafted programs of study

a( a faculty of

with total immersion in the

is

first-

life

of

artistic

and

social

is

conducted

m

French; students are required to

have completed the equivalent of
intermediate level college French.

may

is

most
and

Britain's

distinguished actors
directors.

comprised

We offer Master

Classes, private tutorials

Paris.

All couneu<ork

Students

classical conservatory

enroll for either

the faH or spring semester

or

with faculty, weekly trips
to

London

stage productions,

or

full

the

American Drama Academy.

a spring semester of

is

n

are

or

students 's
in

continued academ-

taking

they

at encour-

course material and

students

strong

this

aimed

aging

here in *76.

success

ic

at

^

Bowdoin, it has not
met with

classes in areas in

less

move

While

involvement

who were

William Watterson

m

Professor of English entirely

comfortable.

positive

response.

According
to
Professor of Biology Barry Logan,
many as SO to 70 percent of students take non-major science coursas

"I'm
credit/fail option

but

for the

all

disagree with

I

behind

philosophy

the

credit/D/fail system.

It

the

defeats the

In contrast to teaching classes

whole purpose," said Reed. "Having
the possibility of getting a D in the

option with

course you've elected to take cred-

es ungraded.

which students did not necessarily
remain engaged in the class material, Logan said, "In a credit/D/fail

offered in

said Logan.

smarter than those

in

under the

cooperation with the British

the full year.

to

year programs.
is

Philosophically,

and

better prepared

and choice of semester

The program

enough.

I

distribution

which

D insuf-

that's problematic,"

taken

be

grade inflation

making sure that students
are engaged in the
class. The bar of a
D may not be

ficient for

think the students are

Many of

role in this

credit.

reality that

"There has been some

extension.

participation in staged productions,

a

deadline

the

fulfill

MfllE

and above for

grade inflation, but

also be because of

inflation at

has made the threshold of a

may

this increase

ungraded are

I

C

8.6

to

percent the year
prior.

credit/D/fail

may

The trends of grade
Bowdoin also played a

decision to consider only grades of

"It is

unable to count toward a major
allowed for "the hidden

to ful-

distribution requirements

fill

because

it

major require-

ments be graded, those taken

it

At first I was worried
I was satisfied."

credit/D/fail.

es taken to

negatively

it

even though 50 to 60 percent took
but in the end

in

may

work individually with Oxford

didn't feel

I

affected the discourse of the class

a normal four-course load. While
most departments require that cours-

feel like

which

scholar! in private tutorials,

as

ungraded, though only one at a time

OXFORD
Oxford

many

mat made
it easier to appreciate what I was
being taught. That decision also
took away lots of pressure, especially since I had no musical back-

and I

requirements,

Sarah Lawrence College

take as

music class

credit/D/fail,

courses

W

class,

class material.

inftthe

credit/fail

adds the type of academic pres-

it/fail

was

sure that the credit/fail system

meant

to eliminate,"

he

said.

both programs, students

live with Italian families

and rake

President Mills urges students, voters to

courses taught by Italian faculty.

NY 10708-5999
WWW.SaiahlawrenCe.edu

Information: Office of International Programs, Sarah Lawrence College,

(800) 873-4752, slcaway@sarahlawrence.edu or

Financial Aid

is

visit

us at

1

Mead Way,

available for all programs

Bronxville,

oppose Question
MILLS, from page

1

in

upcoming

election

one," he said.

I

sends a clear message that

"It

asking Mills to draft a personal state-

Bowdoin College

ment opposing the referendum.
Asked in an interview with

and

that students, faculty,

can

feel safe in

the

Orient if the group influenced his
decision to write the
said, "That's

write

letter,

not what drove

Mills

me

to

He

said he

had been planning

take a position before he

knew

to

the

group existed.
legislation
first

has

passed

two times

it

in

was

narrowly repealed in referendums
like the

one Maine voters will face in

less than

If the

and

staff

tation," said Hersberger.

Q&A

Hershberger and

spent the

from
faculty, staff, and students who
oppose a "yes" vote on 1 The sigcollecting

signatures

.

natures

Last spring marked the third time
this

Augusta; the

gay affirmative

selves inclusive of their sexual orien-

week

it."

is

being fully them-

appear with an official

statement from the organization in a

paid advertisement in this week's

Orient

According

Munny Munford

to

'07, Mills's statement affirms

Q&A's

two weeks.

mission as an organization commit-

referendum passes again,

ted to securing a safe environment

Mills said in the interview that he

for all students, faculty, staff,

"would not support any changes in
Bowdoin 's current policies." Such
policies prohibit discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation at
Bowdoin in ways similar to the
legislation recently passed in

community members.
concern that, "because of the
urgency under which we are work-

Augusta.

not actually capture a true repre-

Asked
his

if

he has any concern that

endorsement will marginalize

members of the College community

who
said,

support the referendum, Mills

"People always disagree.

one should

feel marginalized

No

because

letter

came just four days after

Mills released an official statement

from the College's Bias Incident
Group denouncing discrimination on
campus. The Bias Incident Group's
letter,

sent via email to all students,

faculty,

and

staff,

and

expressed

recently

ing to get the signatures ready for
publication [in the Orient],

we may

sentation of our support amongst
the community."

She stressed

that

even

after the

signatures are featured in the Orient,
efforts

would continue

to "rally sig-

natures for the pure visualization and

display of support within the College

people disagree."

The

Munford

was

in reaction to

an act of vandalism deemed by the

community."

"So

often,

we

lose the appearance

of a united community. The point of
collecting signatures is to help create

a more unified voice against proposition one from within the community,"

Munford

said.

Mills's letter did not

mark the

first

group to be discriminatory in nature

time he has publicly taken a stance

(see page 3 for details).

on a

Bernie Hershberger, director of the
College's counseling services and a
leader of Q&A, expressed excitement upon hearing of Mills's letter.
"I

am

thrilled that President Mills is

political issue.

remarks

As

part

at the rededication

Bowdoin Chapel

last

fall,

of

his

of the
Mills

spoke out against a tax question facing Maine voters called the "Palesky
tax cap."

He

called the cap,

which

willing to take such a courageous and

ultimately failed to pass, "bad policy

principled stance against referendum

and bad law."
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may pose

Faculty retention

debate heated

fewer Oil

challenges than students perceive
"The most important reason was

Professors leave for

location of

personal reasons, larger

have two

research institutions

my

little

nearer

live

"And

Emma

Powers

Although the

members.

Nancy

Affairs

tenure-track

Bowdoin

me

official data regarding

Dean

in the

year.

Bowdoin

is

"not

faculty

all

my cohort

the people in

professors

to leave

Bowdoin not because of insti-

tutional reasons, but in order to take

advantage of other opportunities.

Both Hetherington and Glaude made

book review

the

of Professor of English Pete Coviello

it

won by Professor
and
of Computer Science Eric Chown as

dissatisfaction with the school.

mat Bowdoin

"Bowdoin

clear

it

a place where out-

is

clear that their decision to leave

members,

—

there

"Because of visiting

professors, students perceive

there are

for

a

lot

more

issues

with retention.

Dean

Associate

more

students perceive there are a lot

issues with retention," said Jennings,

of

in

Academic Affairs

European countries

Eddie

mat there are advantages

is

research overall."

Hetherington, a former professor in

Government and
at Bowdoin for

Glaude

Orient,

to

being on

At

of collabora-

lot

produce more

I

sors

there

who

left

after six years to teach at

my

year at

last

1991.

is

cause students to think that

more of a problem with

faculty

is,

noted

"We

loved Marc [Hetherington]

all

—

stellar

cases

make

it

by the No.

institution,

1

Hetherington shared his motives for

and it was an honor to return to my grad

leaving Bowdoin.

school. In addition,

I

wanted to

raise

—

or

by Deron Lovaas, an
on the Natural

environmentalist

•

might

I

feel differ-

to

Williams

some place very comparable

to

Lovaas 's plan included

News From Beneath The

—such

and expand-

as ethanol,

who

Erin Turban '06,

leads the

was very approwake of hurricanes

"I think the event

priate

the

in

Katrina and Rita, because gas prices

something that have currently

been on people's minds and

Pines

to hateful act of vandalism

deplore acts such as this that are

current Assistant Secretary

vicious and criminal in nature or reck-

Christopher Hill '74

lessly indifferent to the feelings

Bowdoin 's Bias

Group

Incident

ers,

and

reacted to an incident of vandalism

and breed fear

deemed by

munity."

the

group

to

be discrimi-

natory via an email sent to

of oth-

that attempt to silence others
in

and faculty by President

Barry Mills

last

week.

trip's organization.

Meddies organize January

among

'74 listed

top 25 leaders in America

one

Meddiebempsters,

of

U.S.

News

A

World Report

in this

Seoul, South Korea, over winter break.

of the Harlem Children's Zone, a

have occurred

Possible tour plans to date include

non-profit organization that serves

weekend, was reported to the

last

College

last

Monday.

The group judged

the incident "a

despicable act of hostility, as well as

a criminal act of damage to property," and stated that "there can be no
other response from the College man
unequivocal condemnation of the
act

and of

the perpetrator,

and

full

making arrangements

concerts at Seoul Foreign

Bowdoin

is

a community "funda-

mentally devoted to intellectual and
scholarly pursuits.

Our

diversity

background, experience,
vision

is

talent,

of

and

what keeps us vibrant and

ever-changing."

The

that although the

group "encourages

expression

of opinion, we

fixe

letter

stated

the president

and

mentoring, anti-violence

die U.S.

Embassy

in

Seoul and U.S.

military installations in

and around the

according to group

"This

trip

member

borhood

in

the

68 years as representatives of

He argued that Americans
would never allow a public official to
cality.

raise their already-high gas prices.

After the three panelists presented

they held a short

their arguments,

question-and-answer session with the
audience of approximately 50 people.
"I

was very happy with

way
"One

the

people from across the political

argued that gas

and

that to proper-

of

government
should place high taxes on gas. He
the

market,

oil

the

spectrum can discuss their opinions

on global

issues,

so therefore

really rewarding to see that
at

it

was

happen

our event."

_ Bowdoin Student Government.
-An

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

policy allows

.^ -^Attendance: 23 of
Allison Chin
'07,

Emily Goodridge

with his

vision of an educational safe-haven

was

struck

by

its

boldness,"

Druckenmiller said in Cananda's
U.S.

News

under $100 or a purchase that

'08.

exceeds $100 in the case of an

emergency. Normally, any purchase over $100 would be voted

bill

of

rights,

supporters claim would safeguard

Also making the

list

of top leaders

Oprah Winfrey,

Condoleezza Rice, and

—Compiled

and Anne

The

classroom.

Riley.

by

Dan

Bill

and

bill

was

recently passed at Bates College.
in favor

the bill and 16 voted against

three

members

profile.

ate an

abstaining.

felt that

academic

of
it,

Several

BSG should creof rights spe-

bill

Bowdoin community
more generic
model proposed. The Academic

upon by the body.

-BSG

voted

unanimously
David

against partially funding a

Bowie impersonator who will be
performing in concert at Bowdoin
in late

November.

-The shuttle service will begin
on November 1
-There will be two buses bring-

cific to the

ing students to the football

rather than using the

Bates on

Affairs
tfackett
issue

Committee

among

opinion.

offi-

cer team to authorize any purchase

Chu

which

an academic

with

spending poli-

voted against endorsing

Three members voted

Harlem.
"I

BSG

members of the

26. Absent:

Carolyn

'07,

the

it

official

cy was unanimously passed. The

conservative academic speech in

Melinda Gates.

Korea and

with the theory, but with the practi-

He

the stand next.

Cananda approached

excited about die opportunities that

to

hostile to the

Associate at Tufts University, took

Research

a

and Families Board of Trustees when

are Colin Powell,

Former Ambassador

was on

die Rheedlen Centers for Children

Bowdoin College," said Hales. "This
year, we are making our presence
known globally, and are extremely
presents."

exporters in

oil

happen to be

the event went," Turban said.

-BSG

families.

Stanley Druckenmiller '75

in

Meddies have accomplished
past

Will

exemplifies what the

initiatives,

and smart-parenting classes to neigh-

Meddies are also considering performances for Korean National Television,

should allow the mar-

CEO

8,600 children in low-income areas

Hales '08.
that

is

of New York by offering pre-school,

city,

emphasized

Canada

tour in

University Medical Center, and a
number of schools ranging from elementary to university levels. The

the world

He

dependency.

oil

course, and noted that

although the biggest

more about," she

Roach,

issue.

School,

support for the student whose car

letter

upcoming Monday's

Seoul International School, Yonsei

was vandalized."

The

to

to

alarmist,"
laissez-faire

a

Weekly Report

Bowdoin's all-male a cappella groups,
is

suggested

Geoffrey Canada '74 was named

one of America's best 25 leaders by

The

that

Lewis

of the main things that our group
strives to do is an open forum where

Brian

Dr.

prices are too low,

someone had defaced her property,
scratching the word 'fag' into the
paint on the back of her car." The
incident, believed to

that peo-

ly reflect the negative externalities

Canada

member

of the senior class "discovered

serving as a

contact for the Meddies during the

tour in Seoul, South Korea

According to the email, a

State

mis academic com-

all stu-

dents, staff,

is

of

petroleum-dependence

most of its oil from itself, followed
by Canada and Mexico. According to
Lewis, his main problem with
Roach's high tax plan had little to do

fuels

ed public transportation.

said.

reacts

stance. Describing himself as "not a

the use of hybrid cars and alternative

ple want to learn

Group

at

conservative

United States, the United States gets

are

Bias Incident

a

that gas is

recommending

vancy of oil dependency.

Bowdoin Briefs

much more

a

we

tion to oil."

me that

Mario Lewis, a senior fellow

its

Bowdoin chapter of AID with Mike
Aikins '08, commented on the rele-

us," she said.

Dr.

took

ket to take

suggested a three-step pro-

increased efficiency,

were going

of economists think

argued that

to rid ourselves of our "addic-

actually

by

Morgan

said

under priced. His plan made sense to

approach

gram

may

for

'09. "It surprised

Resources Defense Council, about

easy to think of it
it

Roach,"

MacLeod

the general facts of U.S. oil depend-

He

these kinds

"Marc and Eddie went to outstanding institutions

in

Kresge Auditorium, began with a
presentation

especially

the Competitive Enterprise Institute,

on Monday

event, held

ency.

as a bigger trend than

ently if they

The

of

and Eddie [Glaude]

be," Jennings said

decision," Glaude said "I

recruited

may

retention than there actually

"There were a couple of factors that

was

of such "incredible" profes-

loss

Jennings.

Princeton University. His

Bowdoin was

The

and African-

religion

studies professor

Bowdoin

affected

an interview with the

a

is

American

six years prior to leaving last year for

Vanderbilt University.

"a

on research and

who left Bowdoin

Legal Studies, had been

outstand-

was

Brian

me."

"An

sponsored

panel,

foreign oil dependency.

tion

in years past to pur-

The

week.

logue on campus around issues of

Glaude, two high-profile professors

to the Orient about their experiences.

ing rising gas prices earlier this

"I

lot

smaller

model

interested

as a

the United States.

ing small college in a

school.

a

event to raise awareness and dia-

Vanderbilt, there

sue faculty positions elsewhere, spoke

experts

plinary bounds."

the faculty at larger institutions.

and

oil-dependency

ing and engaging people across disci-

leave."

Hetherington

commu-

Three

debated possible policies for alleviat-

small town allows you to meet interest-

go hand

er,

In

pointed to the high gas prices of

Orient Staff

by
Americans for Informed Democracy
(AID) at Bowdoin presented the

of

nights's oil

Adam Kommel

by

we

and

Hetherington did recognize, howev-

ongoing or tenure-track professors

die Department of

needed to

hand"

standing research and teaching

"but percentage-wise, very few of our

Marc

just

Monday

time

Hetherington loved

faculty],

all

panel about America's "addiction to oil" and possible solutions.

on,

nity

ing professors [30 per-

of

Environmentalist Deron Lovass spoke at

my

the close-knit

Nancy Jennings

The Bowdoin Orient

no.

extraordinary

diverse environment"

visit-

1 1

enjoyed every

needed a much more

stay at Bowdoin.

cent

I

move

the most part, tend to

"Because of

"I

minute of

tenure-track contracts,
faculty

an

is

Glaude said

place,"

on

on

others

Mike A nlo

Bowdoin, however, was not because of

tenured contracts, and

many

of reasons

lots

are personal," Jennings

said She also said that professors tend

of

good

do

to

accomplishments that "make

mat

all

huge of a problem." With more than
half of

great place for

the career grant

Jennings believes the issue of faculty
retention at

"People leave for

many of them

He acknowledged

left

2004-2005 school

all

been a

has

has been exciting to watch grad

Glaude said

research," he said

Jennings,

professors

and

incoming

Princeton

students encounter cutting-edge work,"

did not

larger, research institution

working with graduate

that

at

rewarding experience.
"It

"Bowdoin proved a

available, according to Associate

two

students

the

leave Bowdoin.

faculty retention rates are not

of Academic

was

play a central role in his decision to

Maine, Bowdoin faces some challenges

Bowdoin 's

parents,"

there

said.

He notes

Hetherington noted that the benefits

of a
small institution located in

in retaining faculty

he

I

to

weather."

Orient Staff

As a

my son in a more diverse community,"

the

wife and

we wanted

our

to

Hetherington said

by

My

family.

boys, and

will raise the

students to gather

November

-Facilities

ing a

is

game at

5.

looking into

start-

Bowdoin bike exchange.

-There will be no bartending
classes offered this semester.

'

I
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Dudley Coe Health Center discusses
HEALTH, from page

1

make changes

schools," Foster said "If a student

returned.

1990,

it

was decided

that with the

money used

tant to

is

employed elsewhere. However,

the health center remained

"At some

mat

there is not

to see

I

think

Ambash

it's

'08.

currently working to

when

weekend hours were
19%.
"The time it was being used on the
weekends was so limited that it was
one has

and

mononucleosis.

impor-

"It's

Ambash

overcome

an outrage that

for

ends, the administration has pointed to

Brunswick Taxi and

by the health

I

that

•

PORTLAND, MAINE

Foster and College Physician and

cussing the idea of having Dudley

Coe

Director of Health Services Dr. Jeff

open

Benson.

eight

talked

through,"

Donahoe

—

—

has been an ongoing

it

break

discussion for years, but never really

"What

to assess the

"What

are the students's needs?

That is the key question,"
"

are the students's needs?

That

is

Foster said

have any

the key

don't have any real concrete data,

we

dent on campus," she

precisely

because we aren't open on weekends."

Donahoe emphasized

(BWA)
the

of Student Affairs

Tim

Foster

"Everyone mere decided

Association

be good

President Allison Driver '08,
health issue

is

At

we

that

it

would

to have a couple hours

on

this

point,

"We need

advocates are just

will then

been a decision made yet either way,"

of having

ception should be available

women's

one's health,

it

weekend," she

health

Foster said

contra-

on weekis

right

said.

Driver took her complaints before

was

will only

it

viability

open year-round.
do something and

"It's tricky to

take

away."

it

it

away.

We don't want to create

a false expectation," Foster said.

menwould cost

administrative provider, not to

"We were told it
we had to

tion

an increased budget.

It

about $300 a weekend to be open for

a budget issue, and that

have really good evidence," she

don't want to say yes

Having the health center open on
weekends would require at least two
providers: a clinical provider and an

every-

doesn't stop over the

the administration.

"We

said.

worthwhile

be discussion of the

waiting for a decision. "There hasn't

—emergency

a prototype, a

it's

first."

decided that there

"Last year

is

be active for that eight weeks. There

were two big reasons we needed to get
behind this issue

of the

program," he

to see if

If the plan goes through,

Saturday and Sunday."

nothing

new.

ends, and

"This
pilot

Women's

weekend

Dean

Associate

plan.

For

action.

Bowdoin

open on week-

aren't

the tentativeness

enough

about the subject to
take

don't

concrete

ends."

A few students feel
strongly

"We

real

precisely because

data,

We

question.

demand and ben-

efits.

said.

an

isn't

the

a set amount of time the
weeks following Thanksgiving

for

__

said

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

Benson.

Will

Facilities

Donahoe

'08.

when

need to go, but I'm

$9,000-

dis-

went

"I'm lucky to be
able to pay that

some

totaling

With these costs in mind
Bowdoin administration has been

of

President

"Apparently

$25 to $50 co-pay

sure

E
GvicGenter

the

—

$10,000 per academic year," said

to

Parkview, according to Ambash, since
hospitals charge a

Sunday

BWA has appealed to

This year, the

Donahoe

with each visit

option for every stureally fine hospitals

isn't

BWA decided not to give up and

Vice

be paid

center."

alternatives.

have two

will

However, transportation

both Parkview and Midcoast as viable

"We

it

only issue with going to Midcoast or

illnesses don't stop."

For students that get sick on week-

eliminated completely in

eliminated," Foster said

security can't drive them, security can

they can close at 5 p.m. on Friday

open dur-

ing the day until

point,

ever needs to go to the hospital, and

call

need for limited weekend hours

to test

The

held a large survey in the spring.

has

hours

have the option no matter

what," said Kate

unlike

feel that the

weekend

for

"The student population has

steadily risen,

to

keep the Health Center open could be
better

[accordingly].''

A number of students
demand

hours a day, seven days a week. In

in close proximity, the

some of our peer

nearby,

was more readily available. Dudley
Coe Health Center used to be open 24

Midcoast and Parkview health centers

program

viability of pilot

high demand for [certain services] and

three

said.

hours on both Saturday and

THE ROBINHOOD FREE
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Fundraiser aids
by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

Rwandan children

Freeport last Saturday.

pants

The

partici-

donations,

collected

and

many of them made personal contriSeventeen Bowdoin students and
Brunswick community members
participated in the Ride for
to

benefit

the

Hotel

Rwanda
Rwanda

butions.
lect

Cycling Club, Morgan MacLeod
organized

the

bike

ride

fundraiser. Participants followed
one of two routes either 15 or 45
miles long from Brunswick to

—

—

managed

to col-

inspired

Rwanda

actually

these things.

It's

said

to

that

organize

after seeing

he

was

Ride

for

were able

money

Hotel Rwanda

good sum of

"Morgan deserves

the credit

all

for this event's success.

with

is

something you
it

or meet people

stuck

The Hotel Rwanda Rusesabagina

who

Foundation supports children

site

foundation's

the

to

abuse they

rape and

during

suffered

the

The foundation also provides aid

and

it,

to

is

such

to prevent

events from happening again.

'never

are

that

Rusesabagina said during his

Bowdoin. "Have

ture at

from history?

I

we

Campus
be there

until I

frustrating,

lec-

learned

do not know."

graduate

I

is

kind of

because the Quad

when we

are risking

and work on the old

affecting

in front

the

Dudley Coe

of Smith Union.
to

for

all

look

and opin-

Chi emphasized

"Alex became interested

I

chal-

lenge them to do the same," he said.

about Schuberth 's statement at the
Orient's time

of press.

remarks has been visible and in some
cases, livid

the front lines

in

who's going to be on

of Mr. Bush's war, Alex

became

political perspectives

of his
Alex

flict

the

in

life,"

Chi

a

major

said.

can only imagine the internal con-

"I

nor

politics.

high school, long before his

facing because he will be

is

war he

fighting in a

The campus response to Schuberth 's

soldier

decision to join the Marines

Marines

part

du

that Cornell

H mix's

and military service and

is

larger than themselves," he said.

preceded his fervent interest in

neither supported

Bowdoin Student

justified"

felt

Government
President
DeRay
Mckesson '07 said "I have faith that
do the job that he signed up for
and he'll do it well."

he'll

When

asked for comment about

Cornell du Houx's deployment in Iraq,

throughout his management of Iraq,"

Bowdoin Republicans

Bowdoin College Democrats Co-

Linhart '06 said "Another article eh?

President Frank Chi '07 said

Maybe run an entire section about him."

not right when the president

is

not

serving our troops as well as our troops
are serving us.

As long as these

sible mistakes are

is

irrespon-

made, every American

has die right to question

how

this presi-

managing this war," he said

President Alex

Linhart continued "I thank Alex for
his service to his country

and wish him

well in Iraq."

He

said he could not

College

the

comment

for

on

Republicans

Schuberth 's statement.

because of the increases in price of

see the

concrete and steel," Longley said.

the program," Longley said. "I think

The

you need to take the long view, that
it'll be a couple years of disruption,

increases have not pushed the

Vice

and

three projects are

on

schedule and within their budgets.

"We've had some

projects

beyond budget, however.

construction

increases in cost

is

as abnormal as the

but

commitment we're making

be a 30-, 40-, 50-year

will

it

to

impact."

According

to Longley, the three

projects

were not planned

progress

all at

"We

location.

the

to

be in

same time.

never planned to be doing

all

all happen to hit at
same time right in the middle of
campus," Borkowski said.

these simultaneously but since they

Longley emphasized the impor-

build the building," she said refer-

"These three
the

the

Senior

Finance

Administration and Treasurer Katy

Longley,

can

country

but stressed that the sheer quantity of

Appleton and Hyde are adjacent

Quad

interests

my

all

dedicated to

Art Building and first-year dormito-

is

Alex,

like

own

their

Americans."

am

"I

edged the effects of the construction,

hall,

people who,

through community service, political

our lives for them and

Walker

progress. Renovations of the

According

1-800-894-7464

or anyone's motivations

Director
of Capital Projects
Donald Borkowski also acknowl-

President

•

my

going to Iraq

in

projects

Curtis Pool, to be turned into a recital

www.KMtens.com

for

at

America needs more

ions and take part in a cause that

the

major

Quad

Americans

abroad."

beyond

is

to the

fastens

sad

are

ries

service protecting

"If anything,

mem-

dent

nexus of the campus."

Three

armed

construction projects cause students frustration

RENO VA TIONS, from page
to

I

again,'"

an all-Republican or an all-Democratic

would

"It's

"The most abusive words
hear

S3 4 9

it

is

Joshua Cippel

that certain

of this president and his incompetence

learn about

p

Schuberth 's allegations. "I find

institution,"

"We certainly would not want

bers of die College Republicans

and disappointing

has the right to question the priorities

help victims of the genocide, to

* m °t'onai

also responded to

The purpose

of Rusesabagina 's organization

Smith Union

Hoax

to other African nations experienc-

ing similar conflicts.

V—t?

are

any

for

'08 said

home and

"As a

genocide.

Place: Bowdoin Bookstore,

who

serving.

Various internet blogs outside of the

physical effects of the

& 29

ing and applauding their efforts," Mills

Marines

"Absolute uniformity of opinion

bad
support-

Bowdoin community had postings

matized from the emotional and

5PM

is

about 500,000

in Rwanda, and many
Rwandan women are deeply trau-

to

should be doing

(http://www.hrrfounda-

orphans

10AM

we

said in regards to

service

According

Time:

"All

cide.

tion.org), there are

Date: Ftt*f Sat ^October 28

of any person in the military."

were orphaned and women who
were abused during the 1994 geno-

web

FAMILY WEEKEND SALE

public remark raises concern.

question

said.

hear about on the news, but you

never actually see

He

from the beginning," Stern

it

Other students agree that Schuberth 's

I

would never question the motivation

Cornell du

for the foundation."

and attending Paul Rusesabagina 's
"[Genocide]

We

a great success.

to raise a

Common Hour

lecture last month.

INTENTIONS, from page

experienced

so far away that no

one can relate to it," MacLeod said.
According to event participant
Charles Stern '09, "Ride for

Rwanda was

dation.

MacLeod

With the help of additional
Bowdoin students and the Bowdoin

riders

be donated to Rusesabagina 's foun-

Rusesabagina Foundation.

'09

The

approximately $680, which will

Mr. Rusesabagina in person

like

who have

Schuberth s comments regarding Cornell
du Houx's deployment anger some

tance of the

work and was uncon-

cerned about the perception of the

campus by

visitors this

"I think it's a

weekend.

good news

story for

the parents because they're going to

were gift-funded, when the money

comes

in,

we

encing the

take the opportunity to

building and recital

art

hall.

"The dorms are debt-financed so
it's

coincidental that they're being

done

at the

The

same

time," she said.

residents of Coleman Hall say

the construction has affected

most severely. During

A leading finance and economics consulting firm.
A dynamic culture of growth and collegiality.

many

students were

them

orientation,

awoken

early in

morning by the construction. In

the

addition,

many

some of

the electricity used

residents believe that

construction crews has been

Coleman,

from

resulting

by the
coming
in an

increase in electricity use, placing the
hall

in

last

place in the College's

annual energy-saving competition.

"The residents of Coleman are just

November 4, 2005
Application Deadline*

as concerned about the energy crisis

and conservation as anyone
it's

else,

but

hard to be an active competitor

when our efforts are being hamstrung
by the construction," said Proctor
Will Hales '08.

Other inhabitants of Coleman said
the construction

was

affecting their

social lives.

"If freshmen were living in those
dorms we'd be a lot less isolated,"
said Karen Reni '09. "We're the only

dorm around

here."

orient.bowdoin.edu
orient.bowdoin.edu
orient.bowdoin.edu
orient.bowdoin.edu

—

—
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An

A Day in Maine: good

Interview

times at Moody's Diner
Florida

plates

license

decades ago, in 1930.
Although it began business in
the '30s, its ascent to popularity
and fame coincided with the

flank

those from Maine, Massachusetts,

advent of travel by automobile
during the summer vacations of

and New York in the parking lot
of Moody's Diner of Waldoboro,
Maine. On a brisk October afternoon, the orange depicted on the
license plate of the "Sunshine

Speaker

State"

Down

is

the 1950s.

distinctly out of place in

East Maine; however, at
it is no less welthe

RV

Illinois, the

minivan from
from Minnesota,

this familiar

108 guests.

Diner; booths provide an element
of privacy and the atmosphere is

and welcom-

ing atmosphere that attracts both
locals

and

Diner.

Upon

Moody's

to

tourists

restaurant: pots

and pans clang

together in the kitchen, waitresses run between tables and behind

counter,
and contented
patrons read the paper while sipping hot coffee.

the

tor's

presence saying,

of the day and refers to everyone
as "Dear" or "Honey."
This experience has widespread appeal to both local clien-

The Orient's Kvan Kohn

fect 1950s table setting.

talks wit h Maine's

cheerful curtains on the window,

With green linoleum floors and

Moody's Diner exudes the charm

speaker of he housi\
t

John Richardson.
about the state legislature,

'50s. This is unsurprising,

since

the

restaurant

the

and those traveling from
Moody's Diner is

other areas.

equally eager to provide a meal
of comfort foods, including had»

docfrfrsfr eft oi

^

r/ jffile^nTfese
sandwiches, and chocolate cream
pie to a weary traveler as a cup
of coffee and homemade choco-

doughnuts to a retired businessman.
The range of clientele present
late

has kept
Please see

same features since
.

MAINE, page

7

"Moderate" drinking
not necessarily safe

student aid. Wal-Mart.
BNAS 10 vicars from now.

and

of the

many of

tele

"It'll just

tage salt shakers create the per-

is

careful to point out the specials

Amidst all this turmoil, a sure
sense of calm is perceptible. The
head waitress recognizes visibe a minute for a booth, dear."
The 30-second wait proves wholly worthwhile: cushioned benches, Form ica tabletops, and vin-

Service

are
there
since
immediate,
enough green apron-clad waitresses to serve double the maximum occupancy of the diner. The
complete experience is not
unlike being served lunch at
home by a mother; the waitress is

by the
sights and sounds of a busy
i

quiet.

pleasingly

entering the build-

ing, visitors are greeted

<

casual, home-like

diners
eight
One-hundred
seems like less at Moody's

or the Maine pick-up truck.
It is

The

environment at this Down East
landmark has not changed since
that time, even though the building has been expanded, most
recently to accommodate about

Moody's diner

come than

opening, more than seven

its

by Emily Gabranski
Contributor

With The

new "mission" he

a

challenges Bowdoin

Ask

take on

to

If

Dr. Jeff.

you drink two beers over two

hours, you'll raise your

BAC

to

0.045, and you'll likely experiCourtesy of the Office of Speaker John Richardson

Conversations with

Maine's

Evan Kohn:
last

C Second
tter

in a series
i

.)

an interview with Governor

John
/\ Jon
week,

Baldacci

XAlast

December, you

said,

your

Authority (LRA),
the

how do you

envision

I

hope

that

it

component and a viable commerairport
one where you might see

sation that starts with listening. "

As
and chal-

cial

speaker, you pledged to listen,

such things as L.L. Bean transporting

lenged your fellow representatives to

its

work together and set aside

that

their indi-

vidual agendas. Have they in the past
year, and are representatives working

moderate

0.115. That might leave you in a

stage of "euphoria," or,

Dear L.C: That may be a complicated question. It depends on
what you mean by moderate!
For moderate drinking to be
safe, you need to drink a safe
amount and do so at

particular metabolism and neuro-

Dear

Dr.

Is

Jeff:

—

air freight

BNAS on rail cars

through

could be connected to the distribu-

tion center. I'd like to took at creating

the capacity such as in

Nova Scotia and

ence relatively mild effects on
your higher functions. If you
drink four beers over two hours,
you'll end up with a BAC of

drinking safe? L.C.

has a mili-

tary

is

jbenson@bowdoin.edu

BNAS space in 10 years?

SJR: Well,

"All

part of an ongoing conver-

speaking

Leaders

in

remarks to the opening session of die

House

Political

Speaker,

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

Jeff

likely,

more

depending on your own

physiology, in the more compro-

mised state of "excitement."
"Excitement," here, is only

meant

neurologically.

When

To

you're "neurologically excited,"
you become uncoordinated, dis-

understand what this

oriented, and lose your ability to

means, you need

think critically.

Maine's speaker of

large

By and
their own per-

Prince Edward Island where lobsters
would be transported by air throughout
the nation. We live right in the Mid-

the house and one of

sonal differences to do the people's

Coast region, and you would imagine

think the proof of that point

that one of the hangars and facilities of
the BNAS could be converted into a

know

wholesale seafood distribution center.

and blood alcohol
content (BAC).
The alcohol content of one

remember clearly what's happening to you. So at this point,
for instance, you're unlikely to
be able to consent meaningfully

shot of 80-proof liquor

to sex.

recently sat

down

Brunswick's

together in Augusta?

I

Speaker John Richardson:

with

state

business.

representatives, John

is

Richardson, and posed a

variety

questions relevant to the College

of

commu-

nity.

Richardson, a Democrat

members

in his fourth

I

set aside

that 71 percent

come through

of the

bills that

have

the various bipartisan

committees have been either unania

mously agreed to or

rejected. That's

very high number.

think that's a tes-

.

.1

could foresee the
cle

unmanned aerial

I

vehi-

being tested here because of the

large

runways and unencumbered

and with

could see a

tot

air

of

term, represents the 63rd state district in

tament that people are listening and

space,

Maine, which includes the southern

responding.

aerospace research

of Brunswick and all of the
Bowdoin campus. His role as speaker
consists of presiding over and manag-

Brunswick Naval Air Station (BNAS),

naval air station. I could see a boat-

you've said "With an

building facility emerge on-site.

ing the daily operation of the House,
and appointing members to commit-

position Brunswick

portion

tees.

Richardson lives in Brunswick,

and he and

his wife,

three children.

a physician, have

EK:

In regards to the closing of

aggressive rede-

velopment plan for the base,

and

all

we can
of Mid-

Coast Maine for a continued vibrant

economic future.

Brunswick

that

I

facilities

popping up

within the boundaries of die former

boat-building industry

is

The

that fastest-

growing industry in the state of Maine.
I could see workforce housing devefop-

a

safe

rate.

to

quickly, and

the basics of

alcohol metabolism

is

the

same as that of a 2-ounce bottle
of beer and the same as that of a
five-ounce glass of wine. On
average, our bodies need about
one hour to metabolize each
1

drink.

Take a look at the BAC tables
on the web at

(available

http://orient.bowdoin.edu). Let's

Redevelopment

140-pound woman.

Please see

RICHARDSON, page

II

say you're a

can't react

to

"Asa member of the

Local

You

you may not be able

Now

if

you do shots instead of

beer, say eight shots over those

same two hours,

you'll end up
BAC of 0.245, which
would definitely launch you into
a state of "confusion," and probably bring you close to "stupor."

with a

Two

additional shots, over that

Please see

DRINKING page

7
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Drinking safety depends on
DRINKING from page 6
same period of time, might put
you into a coma.
Drinking moderately involves
more than just avoiding alcohol
poisoning.

The national

BAC A Day

statistics

are impressive.

Drinking
contributes
to
500,000 injuries and
1,400
deaths on college campuses each
year. These are huge numbers.
Meningitis, for instance, which
continues to attract a great deal

of attention as a student health
risk, affects about 100 college
students nationally each year,
and, very fortunately, kills fewer
than ten.

What does this all mean for
each of us? For some of us, it
means that it's just not worth it
to drink at all. For a significant
and growing number of students,
that seems to be the right
approach.
For those of us who choose to
drink, it means we need to drink
responsibly and safely. That
means doing our part to protect
ourselves and our .friends. It
means pacing ourselves and
knowing our BAC limits. It
means not drinking alone and
whatever else we may do, never,
ever drinking and driving.
To your health!

The 1,400 deaths are mainly
caused by motor vehicle accidents. A small number are due to
falls and drownings. Homicides
and suicides are not included in
these numbers, even if alcohol-

in

Maine: happy times at Moody's Diner
member of the

MAINE, from page 6

ing on college campuses.

open
at

Moody's Diner

is

a testament

its charm. At one table a
grandmother and granddaughter

They speak quickly

and comfortably, stopping only
to take bites of their grilled
cheese sandwich and lobster roll.
They come to Moody's Diner at
least once a month to have lunch
Directly
older

sit

The

the ease of feeding

At the counter a young couple
drink black coffee as they pore

over road maps of the surrounding area. They have planned a
Outside Moody's Diner.

trip

tives

from Illinois to visit relaand view the Maine fall

two

tery crust; they are fully enjoying

foliage.

with an older

the diner's extensive selection of

meals to come, they discuss the
possibility of a trip to Maine next
fall with friends from Illinois,

behind

women

Moody's:

at

five children without complaints.

thick meringue topping and but-

together.

family before they
mouths. The children

sandwiches
mother loves

to

share lunch.

their

love the hamburgers and turkey

them,

man, each with his or her own
piece of pie. The party of three: a
husband, wife, and mother-inlaw, sit together silently devouring their desserts. They do not
look up as their forks delve into

baked goods.
A mother and her
-

five children

are seated at a table in the center

specifically to

of the dining room. They are regulars at the diner; the waitress

is

able to recite the desires of each

As they wait

*'It

woman
have

so

is

for their

Moody's Diner.

homey

here,"

the

"Our friends

exclaims.

to see this to believe it."

M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

Jeff Benson,

related.

Each year 400,000 college stuhave unprotected sex
because of drinking.
Drinking contributes to 70,000
reported cases of sexual assault
dents

or date rape.

Up

to

assaults

90 percent of sexual
on college campuses

involve the use or abuse of alcohol.

These numbers are so staggering that they

may seem

difficult

to relate to our individual experi-

ences and behaviors.

Statistics

are hard to apply to individuals.

And

yet, these data represent a

summary of

a very large number
of actual individual experiences

and behaviors, and in the aggre-

Photos by Casey Freedman for The Bowdoin Orient

gate, raise very challenging con-

A mom and her kids eat a Moody's Diner in.

"The children

cerns about the safety of drink-

Moody's) the mother loves the ease of feeding

five

love the hamburgers and turkey sandwiches at
children without complaints," says our traveler.

BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF PIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!

BUFFALO WINGS

SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

$4.50
MOZZARELLA STICKS

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

$4.95

& 20

oz. soda

$5.95

w

ttlVtf

$4.75
CHICKEN FINGERS

Fries

729-OO85
85 Pleasant

St. •

Brunswick

Open Da
at

1

1
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The

Bowdoin community represents families from nearforms of

On campus,
and
some
who
own five
are some who are poor
wealth, and all levels of income.

there

leges seeking high-achieving stu-

dents likely will admit dispropor-

certainly an issue for us in [the

mentalry

shapes

educational

opportunity and achievement, col-

ly all socio-economic backgrounds, all

tionate

more

numbers of students from

privileged backgrounds."

According to Bandy, "This
means that, even with need-blind
admissions, those students defined

yachts.
Some

Most

are in between.

may come from schools
and families with greater wealth. If
as 'best'

Aid

families cannot pay even

dents are on financial aid, the

Director

percent of tuition. Others

can afford to donate a building or

majority go to school without
one dollar of help from the

two

College.

Bowdoin, "Schools had, particularly Harvard and some of the Ivies,
made it clear that they wanted to

five

to the College.

For most, a scan of the student

body may not produce many visible signs of economic diversity.
Those who come from workingclass backgrounds, however, are
keenly aware of wealth that surrounds them and feel uncomfortable in class, at meals, and especially when talking about plans
for winter break. When you are
going to work all break at
McDonald's, it cannot be easy to
hear that your friend is going to
spend the winter on his sailboat
in the Virgin Islands.
Although 42 percent of stu-

Their families pay
$32,650 each year in base
tuition, with most spending close
to $41,660 for room, board, and
other fees. By comparison, the
1999 median household income

Brunswick,

in

Maine

was

of

provide

Student

opportunities

the

until the 1950s.

financial aid."

—

greater class diver-

to continue to

expand

our recruitment of good students
from less privileged areas and be
very conscious of the class-based

how we

assumptions that shape

between

While need-blind admissions is
helpful, Professor Daniel Levine,

widening and creating
divide in America.

paychecks are going to students

is

employment]

the

'58

who

aid

a

financial independence from

and

that

many

you're getting a great education,

at

sive,

you need

to pull

your

own

it's

to be

uhat

they perceive

Bowdoin s hi&status

cultures

among students,
faculty, or

Bowdoin 's

Today,
is

need

Bowdoin

schools in

sions.

blind.

is

"wealth

is

some

uncomfortable.

—

admissions
Joyce reports

England and 50
admis-

qualified appli-

alone.

And even though there has
been an increase in racial and
economic diversity, discomfort is
still a part of the Bowdoin experience for

many

students.

Some

aloof, some unique, and
some simply feel awkward.
acknowledges
Joyce
that
feel

admissions molds diverse

Though
of
Professor
Associate
Sociology Joe Bandy believes that

"wealth

is

polarizing" here at

is

felt

certainly not polarizing for

who might be

wealthy candidates to Brunswick,

classes.

student-by-student

It

the faculty," said Levine, there are

demographic. When he
began, "there were only two black
students on the whole campus,"
whereas now there are 128 students of color in the class of 2009
trative,

so, in effect, this expensive school is
all

since

academic, philosophical, adminis-

uses this as a significant tool to lure
less

member

eco-

all

The admissions department

affordable for

faculty

a little bit misleading because

to edu-

as part

among roughly 20

New

Bowdoin

1963, suggests that "need blind
is

on camon a
While
basis.

noticeable

the need will not be necessarily
covered by the financial aid that
you get, and for the poorer families, it looks like they have an
awful lot of burden left."
Levine has seen countless
changes at Bowdoin physical,

it

to use need-blind

a

this

is
present,
gap
though it is not
outwardly
always

pus.

to see

poor-

million

people."

the

of their social responsibility
cate- students and kids from
nomic backgrounds."

nationwide

cilurnnl"

little

Stephen Joyce

rounded student bodies, but Joyce

that

600

est

Director of Financial Aid

began more and more

assets of

the world's

At Bowdoin,

1962. Under Moulton 's guidance,
Bowdoin began to incorporate aid
into the admissions arena. Not only
did Bowdoin and other schools show
their commitment to crafting well-

process

billionaires

have more than the

hit.'"

believes that collegiate "institutions

included in

trillion,"

and that the "top

very expen-

weight a

sector

He became

200 peo-

than $1

and the

College's director of financial aid in

find themselves struggling to be

2000

combined

from Bowdoin.

Bandy says, "can

little

families are saying, 'You know,

after graduating

birth, Professor

notes

the

have assets more

the work, (b) students perhaps like to have

(c)

spent time in the
military

also

three

the

Bowdoin.
Mr. Moulton

private

He

ple [in the world]

of finan-

cial

including those wealthy from,

are technical-

their families,

is

a visible

from

"richest

to

was

classes

U.N. Development
Report that the

not on aid, which means (a) there's a value to

ly

be
father of

sidered

father

Bowdoin students,

economic

define 'best.'"

con-

generally

Walter Moulton

concept
ties.

He

aid...

at colleges and universiAccording to Stephen Joyce,

a relatively

we need

Wealth is not only polarizing
Bowdoin, but in society as
well.
On one of Bandy's
PowerPoint slides for his course
"Class, Labor, and Power," he
reports from the 2000 U.N.
Development Report that the
"ratio of the average income [in
the United States] of the top 20
percent to that of the bottom 20
percent went from 10.2 in 1968
to
14.6 in 2003." The gap

financial

Bowdoin grad

is

sity,

"Forty-five percent of the [student

new

Financial aid

was

Bowdoin seeks

student aid] office."

at

first

ize

aid,

1950s]

aid in the

financial
really

imagine the popu"preppy"
lation at Bowdoin
New Englanders. Indeed, with
few exceptions, this was the population of the College every year

Without

students.

Harvard was a pioneer, and... John
Monro [Harvard's director of

one to formal-

$40,402.

less

to

wealthy, but very able

at

by Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin, and that "it's an issue
for students, one to another, one
for faculty, and for leaders of
activities including coaches, and

"in a society where class funda-

"who

students

have

felt

uncomfortable in the general atmosphere of wealth

at

Because wealth

the college."
is

often difficult to

discern from looks alone, whenever

discussions focus around high-class
activities,

it

is

impossible to

know

feeling ostricized and

"[Less wealthy students] can't

do things all the things and they
haven't done all the things" that
wealthy students have, Levine
said. "People talk about the last
time
they
went skiing in
Switzerland or something and
these people haven't been out of
Maine or New York City. There's
a different environment, and for
some people it is uncomfortable," he added.

Please see

WEALTH, page 9
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WEALTH, from page 8

One

"[Bowdoin is] in tune with the
economic diversity of private,

year has yet to
encounter any discomfort as a
first

of wealth "because there

result

is

a growing undercurrent of finan-

cially-challenged

Bowdoin

stu-

dents that takes pride in being

from

mean, a college

is

Historical

want

financial

that

mostly take on
burden," Levine

to

40000
39000

said.

He

acknowledges

that

NESCAC

for

I

ground."

some, financially,

and

e

However, another first year
admits that she has "been surprised by wealth at Bowdoin." In

Ivy League schools are simply*
unattainable. This "off-limits"

3

this

new environment,

certain

feeling

as

the

divide in society.

For many students, wealth is
an issue not because they feel
awkward about it, but instead
because they want it. Even
though all students have class
work to do, many find time and

wealthy from
birth, Bandy said, "can find
themselves struggling to be
included in what they perceive to
be Bowdoin's high-status culincluding

those

among

tures

students, faculty, or

H

are eager to

work

c

a

36000

35000

class

shocked her and made her realize

know kids existed that had that much money."
Many
Bowdoin
students,

campus

34000
3

E

u

3000

32000

2

31000

U

30000

o

1090-2000

job.

—

college.

Of those 1,188 students,
only SS percent were on financial

al

aid.

less.

dent workers

ronment unwittingly by high-

According to Joyce, these
somewhat shocking figures show
that "not every student who is on
aid
is
work-

lighting the role of the college in

ing... 45

campus community.
Unfortunately, many on campus

part of, the

support this

intimidating envi-

and

recruiting

educating

the

He

admits, through observathat students,

tion,

faculty,

and

alumni want to think that we cre-

As

percent of

who

on

which means

a

culturally-intimidating

environment.

When

people

hear
"Bowdoin College," they feel an
instantaneous distancing from
this "elite culture." Other top
institutions are

Bowdoin

— as

viewed

just like

elevated

educa-

do present
sometimes intimidating atmosfactories that

tional

have

a

inde-

pendence

from

their families,
(c) that
ilies

(for

example,

workers
average

society, either for social or eco-

from the student employment
office was $1,600, with the actu-

In that population

aid,

the

expectation

are

more than

a

card

swiper).

For a student
all

resolving class conflict

is

to

four years

it

tries to

main-

among

solidarity

consciousness

is lit-

in gener-

and these issues are a source
of shame, fear, and anxiety for
many.
al,

possible that these emo-

Is it

tain sufficient aid to provide all

tions are present in

accepted students the means to

dents due to a lack of discussion

graduate.

about such issues and the lack of

Bowdoin

stu-

College Board President Gaston
Caperton, in a College Board Press

attacking issues of wealth in a

income

Release dated October 18, said,
"Socio-economic status and college success cannot be separated

public manner,

aggregate

directly

a vital

ele-

reported in an October
entitled,

students, as

its

to be

class

little

tle class

would

Los Angeles Times writer Peter

Hong

while tuition continues

Bowdoin appears

is

the working classes, there

a significant

of college

becoming

19 article

And

is

an even greater

increasingly accommodating for

to rising tuition.

Y.

rate.

at

to rise,

paid

gets

ment of completing college due

of student

who were on
earnings

eral,

increasing

food service man-

from the College
College Board
itself. These funds,
and money in gen-

it's

from such schools, and have no
intention of penetrating elite

a

increasing, college tuition

is

ager

coming

pheres.

nomic reasons.

and

families' income."

very expensive, you need to pull
your own weight a little bit.'"

As a result, the average
American may feel detached

worked and level
of responsibility

and

great education,

getting a

increase

number of years

mean

The

that

The College Board's research
showed that while financial aid

Salaries

work

saying,

are

Bandy notes

constant in society.

with

$10.

are linked to their

'You know, you're

of

no open and honest public dialogue between the classes, there

ranged from

degree increasingly

many fam-

chances

difficult in that there is little or

finishing with a

little

financial

"students's

linked to their families' income."

dents perhaps like
to

some

stated

attending college and finishing

with a degree increasingly are

to

ing college

(a)

the work, (b) stu-

for all stu-

an

chances of attend-

aid,

there's a value to

create

2003-2004

introductory salary of $6.75 up

"Students'

students

to

Bandy

a result,

The hourly wage

are technical-

not

ly

believes that this mentality can

ate leaders.

average yearly earning slightly

the paychecks are

going

elite."

2002-2003

Academic Year

job on campus more than 70
percent of the enrollment of the

how they

feel external to, not a

2001-2002

2000-2001

Last year, 1,188 students had a

These students consistently have discussed with me
alumni.

-I

38000
37000-1

helping to further what

is

Bandy describes

situations regarding wealth have

that she "didn't

Comprehensive Tuition Fees for Bowdoin College

I

expensive... and

the poorer working class people
just don't

back-

fortunate

less

a

small colleges in the Northeast.

"Financial

Aid Can't Keep Up With College
Tuition," that the College Board

from the serious problem of
unequal academic opportunity
within our schools." Even though
across the United States, economic
backgrounds are handicapping college students, Bowdoin is making a
conscious effort to avoid this
national trend.

unfortunately

is

By

Bowdoin

not

creat-

ing more tension and discomfort?

Bowdoin has "gone
through cycles where students
In the past,

on issues

actually got very active

of class,"
believes

reports

that

He

Joyce.

while class and

wealth are not issues readily discussed, "that will... be the next

pressing issue.

It's

going

to pres-

ent itself in terms of access to the

Such socio-economic problems
are

attention that they attract?

increasingly

college,

terms of financial
going be an issue that
in

aid... it's

deans

the

spend

more

time

with. ..The

N

pressing issue is
going to be much more one of
class and socio-economic background than it will be race or culture in the next
If

wealth

is

few years."
in fact the

"next

pressing issue," discomfort and
polarization will eventually have

no place

at

Bowdoin.

See the world.
Explore the most
pressing issues of the
day.
it

cannot be easy to hear that

vour friend

is

>•

going to spend

Become a betBecome a

ter writer.

•

better person.

j*^

Write

'wiA.
1

the winter

on

1

'

'11

his sailboat

-

for

-»*
gag,.

in

the

\ injin
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Rad Brick House

-

Bad room Apartment within
easy walking distance of
downtown Brunswick.
Host, Electricity, Water and
Plowing included. No pots.
Please call 7254353 and ask for Lisa.
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—
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Bowdoin

An

explosion,

into the opposite wall of

The explosion
powerful enough

was

explosion, not

hurt.

ters of

blast

the spontaneous dentona-

drawer by Elliot,
who has been put under
disciplinary action by the
a bureau

break a large secion of

door

plaster in the adjoining

Suddenly,

room.
Glass was hurled for a
distance of 75 feet and cars

yet muffled, noise.

From

Appleton

the possesion of

The

from the explosion shook
ground for a radius of
about three blocks.
Within three minutes
after the blast occurred,

shatered

asunder the dresser in
which the chemicals had
been placed, and blew out
three

were

Kendrick
at the scene

of the

State

accident.

and

local

and
the Fire Department
arrived soon after, immediately blocking off the
area.

windows including

casement and sash.
A door leading to the
corridor was ripped off its
hinges and blown across
the hall. A door between
the two rooms was shattered

Dean

the

Police officials

force of the

explosion

were cov-

hall

the

The Bowdoin
Orient

explosives.

of

front

wood.
The reverberating shock

October 20,
1960 editon of

rules concerning

the

lining

President Coles and

dormitory

and

wood from

splinters
it

of

were driven

more than
away from the

fifteen feet

College for violation
of

time of the

against one of the walls to

was caused by

tion of chemicals stored in

the foot of the

stairs at the

ered with glass and splin-

The

was on

I

the room.

which wrecked
two rooms in
Appleton Hall,
rocked the Bowdoin campus last Friday. The two
occupants, Peter W. Elliot
64
from
Haverford,
Pennsylvania, and Roger
K. Berle 64 from Dedham,
Massachusetts, were away
at the time and no one was

EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT

I

of

thought

¥

Stoddard,

J.

64 an occupant of
the room directly

above the site of the explosion gave the following
eyewitness account:

in i tiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiimui nullum mi tun iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii

in i •iiiiiuiiiiiuMMiiiiiiiiii ii mi i inn 1111111111111111111
:::

COLLEGE. NOTI€E

1 1

iiiu

I

the
room.
heard a loud,

it

At first
was a boiler

that had exploded somewhere downstairs. Then I
saw the door from the
room come flying into the
corridor. The pressure was
so great that the door was
broken in half and was

folded into a door across
the hall.

Some

students in

the building were pan-

icked and started hollar-

decided to go
if anything
was left, but the smoke
was so thick with sulfur
fumes that you could only
remain in the room for a
few seconds. I then got the
idea of putting a handkerchief over my nose. The
room was completely littered with debris.
ing

fire!

inside

I

was "a
on the
floor and one of
the curtains was
burning. I was

*

N. C. Kendrick

Bean
HIMIIIIMIIMMimmillMIIIMIIIMIIIIMIMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIMMMll
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Mitchell Department of Special Collections and

Archives,

Fire

ment following the completion of the investiga-

thorough investiagation of

tion:

Director

of

the incident.

This mixture was pre-

pared and brought onto the

campus

in violation of the

rules of the College

his

home

at the

beginning of the
said

college year,
Years

able to stamp both

Ago

Director

Flynn,

and the containers
were placed in a bureau

them out without difficulty. From the condition
of the room, one would
think a bomb had explod-

drawer. Most fortunately,
no one was in the room

ed.

occurred.

of

when

investigation,

at

Friday afternoon in
20 of Appleton Hall

Bowdoin College was

caused by a mixture of
chemicals of explosive
nature which had deteriorated during storage as to
cause spontaneous detonation,

action

disciplinary

[will]

be

the

deter-

College

Flynn

Director

was

assisted in the investigation of the explosion

The detonation occuring

Room

any

authorities.

body:
last

and

President

Coles issued the following

Joseph A.

P.

Flynn,

Inspector

M

.

and Lieutenant

Batchelder of the

Bureau of Identification of
the State Police with the
cooperation

of

College

authorities.

President James

made

explosion,

the

makes

and

possible to reas-

it

sure the College

commu-

no evil or warped
mind was involved. The
nity that

student responsible will

be subject

to discipline

by

S.

I

want

to express the

appreciation of the College

Brunswick Fire and
Departements for
efficient action and to

to the

Police
their

Mr.

Lieutenant

Flynn,

Batchelder,

and Mr. Phillips

for

valuable assis-

their

tance.

by

Phillips,
H.
William
Supervising State Fire

Guy

cerning the isolated nature
of

investigation of the

has been closed,
Director Flynn concluded,
State

mined by

statement to the student

The College is grateful
no person was
injuried by the explosion
which occurred. The able
and quick investigation by
the State and local authorities leaves no doubt conthat

the College.

by

determined

explosion

the

The

the cause of the
After
blast
had been

Bowdoin College Library

Prevention said following a

State

45

*

The recent explosion has etn.phasized the absolute necessity of
the foil observance of the prohibition of the use or keeping of explosive materials, including firecrackers in every part of the College. Failure to observe this entails
the most serious consequences. If any men possess such
materials, they should immediately turn them in to Proctors or
other responsible officer*.

J.

by a student from

fire

COLLEGE STATEMENT
x

Courtesy of the George

and see

There
small

rederic

Orient.

Coles

the following state-

"A Look
Back: Clippings

from the
Archives

n
is

com-

piled by the
Orient's Joshua

Miller

1

.
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RICHARDSON, from page 6
ment

which

occur,

We

Coast Maine.

work

affordable

what it does on the research and
development side of the equation
Mid-

is critical to

have a shortage of

force housing in die

Mid-Coast region because

it's

a hot real

estate

market Planning or preserving

work

force housing is essential to die

future

economic growth of the region

So we can look at that issue.
EK: Last week the governor said he
thought Bowdoin could be "very helpful" in the redevelopment process.

Other than Bowdoin Senior

Vice

anch
Administration & Treasurer Katy
Longley holding a position on the LRA,
how else might the LRA use Bowdoin s
creative expertise? Willfaculty and students have an opportunity to particiPresident

Finance

for

today and looking forward to see

could foresee Bowdoin

future... I

on die naval

leasing space

to

expand

in research

efforts

its

development ... this

air station

could

bring

work
giving them

researchers into the region to

Bowdoin

with

students,

my

ML:

words, but they

initiative that

being considered

is

of

Between

country.

my

wife and

(my

I

an obstetrician and I'm a

wife's
lawyer),

we

received the benefits of a

Bush tax

cut.

However, we neither need

Senate

considering

is

will the

going on to college. We're improving

improvement

ing dramatic

school to college. We're

economic development

the elimination

US

Maine Legislature respond and will it
concern you?
SJR: It Is a dramatic concern because
we don't have enough kids in Maine

many

campus comup and determine what

—such as

with the Higher Education Act that the

munity

role they should play in the regional

alternative

the tax cuts for the wealthiest in the

If cuts to student aid go through

are a challenge to the
to step

or

our entry rates into college. We're mak-

real-life experiences.

These are just

institutions

not remains to be seen

how

could assist the region in the

it

non-profit educational

kids are going

how

in

it

nor want

it

From a

nomic standpoint

social

country far
level

of benefits

move

this nation

we've seen

that

ships, loans,

number one

early childhood prevention

in

who graduate from high school, but we lag
behind as it relates to those kids who go

to

forward In the arenas

of education, higher education, scholar-

on from high

the country in terms of those

and eco-

would do this
more good to provide the
it

and

and

in health care,

of all kinds

of diseases and issues of physical thera-

py and speech therapy and

make

things that really

all

those

a difference

and our community

institutions

which

leges than ever,

and more kids are deciding to stay here

And die census indicat-

be educated

to

ed we had a net increase
die state

Maine

country.

Bowdoin

is

die state of

the oldest population in the

is

Beyond your

need something to

education, you

you

attract

creates opportunities and attracts bright

young people

to remain in the region.

For instance, you look at Portland
Maine. Portland has a vibrant creative

economy and

considered to be

is

and charm, and

ty

is

is in

how

a

is

city. It

on the

ed to Portland because there

do

Katy, you're getting

who

a very high quality person
deep roots

has

where the economy

community, and hap-

in die

pens to work

Bowdoin College. So, I
couldn't say enough good things about
her judgment.

state to

long time and

SJR:

for quite a

who

not going anywhere.

is

Bowdoin College

so that

are so inclined to [oppose] the

on

registering in the state

But absent any

loans or otherwise.

munity. That expansion might push

adverse impact the answer

Bowdoin beyond

here, if your intent

itage.

Perhaps there

Bowdoin

that

and while

arts her-

liberal

another side of

is

resident

Courtesy of the Office of Speaker John Richardson

is

another mission that Bowdoin can take
to

make

and

vibrant

because

its

economically

I

ini-

that

November as a perfor Bowdoin to begin to conon

beyond

role in the region

and the bond

into

human

be considered

that will

are

considering

how it can

ought to be considering

the

on campus,

talent that exists

a greater role

in

Maine's

to

critical

Bowdoin,

future.

play

economic

in fostering

think

"Supercenter?

of Cook's

and

if

"

are

you watch who goes

Wal-Mart these days, you're seeing
a very wide sector of the

is

it

Brunswick regional economy.

who

varied group of people

It is

shop

Wal-Mart, and people are making

a
at

their

choices by deciding to shop there.

So

and swallows

of the small busi-

all

nesses throughout the region, because

a consumer choice. Consumers

that is

throughout

die

Mart Some of us may

region.

Whether

in marine aqua-

culture

and research development

that area, or

sider

whether

is

it

how

it

in

in other

Bowdoin should begin

to con-

should take a leadership

role in these initiatives.

And

you asked
They

students and faculty.

can play a central role
understand that

it

essentially spins

from research development centers
throughout the country. In North
look

Carolina,

University and

how

at

Wake

they're

Duke

Forest and the

disagree with
is

the choice

making The only thing I say to
is that you have a responsicommunity to provide min-

imum wages

arid health benefits

—

that

your corporate responsibility when

you

live

community

a

in

like

EK: What potentialpieces oflegislation will

most

affect the College

com-

munity in the legislature s next session?

SJR:

I

think that there are two that

could potential y impact Bowdoin.
1

I'm proposing
that

will

legislation

First

January

Brunswick

a

create

in

planning and zoning of the base. The
redeveloping will rest with a develop-

of higher learning,

it

an

institution

has the

human

ment

authority

statute...

A

created

by

of what Bowdoin

reform package that could include non-

could do. Although stepping outside

of

its traditional

college,

it

role as a liberal arts

could foster greater eco-

nomic development by looking

at

capacity. So,

we

earning

their

need to improve the

young people

learning capacity of our

to address the adverse

[of BNAS closing].

profits.
is

when

it

far better for this nation to

receive funds for those reasons than

it

would for John Richardson and his wife
to put more money in their 401k that
will never

be spent and simply earn

interest until the

among our

day

children.

is

it

So we

divided up
really

need

to have a national dialogue around what
effects these tax cuts are

having on 99

and the most dramatic way of doing so

percent of the country They're bank-

through post-secondary education.

rupting us because we're living in

college enrollment is

up. So, too, is enrollment at our four-

greater

are

Having said that

answer your

to

question, the state is struggling to keep

states,

that are

nation.

including states with

being

made because

they leave unfunded mandates to the
state.

The

whether

state will not

federal

away from

be able to plug

government
its

is that

walking

is

commitment

to

dren through education and

its

its

chil-

elderly

through cuts in healthcare.

We

need to

or not this

is

economy move

we want

as a nation, or if there

is

whether

to

choose

some

better

dramatically

the right direction to go in

will

be

way around that answer

difficult as

a result of cuts

from the Bush/Cheney administration
for states to

when

it

make up all

comes

die di fferences

to student loans, health-

care for the elderly, and everything else.
It's

going to be difficult

EK: The governor
and

his creative

great deal.

How

economy

initiatives

effective

a

have these

been in working to keep more students

Maine

after they graduate

I

still

of news.

have kids leaving, but

we

.

economic impact

The second

.Tax reform

is

is

a tax

something that

on everyone's mind. .There has been
.

some

talk of taxing non-profit corpora-

tions,

and whether

that

would include

It

for-

to sup-

Businesses

rules

their

in

all

corporate

We're doing nothing more

than extending what has really
a

become

norm among corporate America to the

state

of Maine.

a signal that

and one
to

we

we need

think

I

are a state

that invites

to send

of tolerance

everyone to move

Maine.

EK: Wouldyou like to remain speaker for long

and do you have your eyes

on any other offices?

SJR: Well, I'm termed out come
November 2006. Maine has a four-term
limit and I'm in
speaker.

While

my

fourth term as

don't currently have

I

mind to move on to, I cerwould entertain the idea of mov-

anything in
tainly

ing into another elected office because

much

very
serve

I

enjoy the opportunity to

Maine

great degree

people.

of

think there's a

I

satisfaction that a per-

son gets when serving in the public

arena

It's

a hard job, you're often

cized and sometimes

But

if

right reasons then

it

However,

become
would

I

for

all

the

don't have any

if in the

interested

criti-

a thankless

it

can be very, very

rewarding. So, for me,
plans.

it's

you're doing

in

next year

something

1

I

certainly consider it

Look for another Evan Kohn
pieces

.

from

College?

SJR: Two good

guidelines.

job.

has promoted

both universal broadband coverage

in

really consider

the path

it is

So, the long
is, it

each and every hole that die federal

the

most vulnerable. They're not help-

forward and you have to question

up with the Bush/Cheney cuts that have
been occurring throughout the

And many

debt They're hurting those who

ing die

year institutions.

1

across the nation have these anti-dis-

—

you're in early development

would be

move Maine

that will

an anti-business vote

is

We

have

inter-

view with a Maine political leader in
the

near future.

state

talent, and in some cases is
doing research and development
within die campus. So this would be a

logical extension

it

discrimination.

Brunswick Redevelopment

Authority would be a regional authority

already

something

port

that die

uniquely situated

It is

is

ward;

House

LRA will finish considering the

anchor towards research

is

and

education

government creates. The sad fact

Brunswick.

Redevelopment Authority, so

Bowdoin

between

there is a direct correlation

one's

think

I

Republican governors, are complaining

current

and development.

terms of per capita

think, in

I

income and

of the cuts

helped foster a dramatic change to the
to act as an

also be 34th in the nation,

to

Wal-Mart

University of North Carolina have

region.

And we happen

bility to the

in fostering

economic development because we
all

that choice, but that

is

the third question

was about

on

from high school.

is

in

amount of

to a four-year institution

Our community

ment

areas,

to right)

Mkhaud (D-ME) and Tom Allen (D-ME).

think we're 34th in the

being the 800-pound gorilla that comes

are malting die choice to shop at Wal-

Mid-Coast

I

nation with respect to the

you can no longer discount Wal-Mart as

development and research develop-

it's

onto college.

kids that go

Wal-Marts

think

I

inevitable,

that

Research and development

now a

is

SJR:

its traditional

Bowdoin can participate in, such as

November

that

There are, with a few

strokes of a pen, economic initiatives

research.

EK: What do you

Corner's recently-expanded Wal-Mart

in

sider expanding

that

(left

crimination

look at

bond package

tiatives that are in the

fect place

Majority Leader Glenn Cumrnings (D-PortJand), and U.S. Congressmen Mike

conference beside

Bowdoin and the region's

in

some of die economic development
will vote

talks at a recent press

stable,

best interest that that be done.

we

Speaker of the House John Richardson (D-Brunswick)

more

the Mid-Coast area

of Maine, then

state

support a "no" answer on Question

something

every college needs, maybe there

on

of the

is if you live

to reside here as a

is

encourage you to register to vote and

needs to be considered,

certainly space is

Each

[here].

their student

become a more integral part of the comits

so

on Question I?

would encourage students

I

student needs to look at the effects of

can help to expand and

it

Would

1.

from out of

their registration

measure to consider voting

Certain parcels of land ought to be considered for transfer to

beginning to pick

students

change

they can vote

town is in a transition,

think that the

I

and Bowdoin has been here

is

EK: In regards to Question
you encourage

respect her talents and

I

to

lot

up speed.

at

Katy, because

a

is

We need to foster that kind of

there.

creative

served under former Governor

Angus King. With

It

economy elsewhere in the state
of Maine so more and more of our
young people will be attracted to
Bangor or to Bar Harbor or to
Lewiston- Auburn and other locations

probably the

commissioner

finest public servant or

that

ills

are attract-

helpful to die

is

social

has beau-

coastline.

Young people

someone who

is

know and

the

close proximity to Boston, and has

lot to offer.

Bowdoin College can be
personally

in

of the amenities of a

all

and very few of the

large city

process. Katy Longley
I

to a cer-

and the creative economy

tain region,

Portland has

already helping. President Mills has
the governor to discuss

in migration to

of Maine, which is a good sign.

As you've probably read

associated with a large

SJR: The answer

col-

me more

tells

top 100 places to live in the country.

pate in the dialogue?

met with

1

greater enrollment at our four-year

^

Promoting brands by distributing samples/
brochures & demonstrating products to customers
Part-time, weekends, & typically 4-6 hours
Apply on-line: www.eventsandpromotions.com

"

<#"

fax*
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BQSA,

come out

supporters

Comics

for coffee

to animate

Morrell audience
reached the goal of his career as a

by Chelsea Germeyan
Orient Staff

He was asked by jhe show's
producer, Rob Burnett,

comedian:
executive

What can you do with a degree from
Harvard Law School? Become a headline

comedian, of course. At

that's

least,

what Greg Giraldo, a comedian

from New York

City,

chose to do.
in Morrell

Tonight, at 8:30 p.m.

Gymnasium, Giraldo will be pairing up
with fellow comedian Jim Gaffigan for

whether he would like to

own
into

for his regular appear-

enveloped by a whirlwind of

of the

Bowdoin

ered in the lobby of Chamberlain Hall

last

night for a

(left)

and Nadia Nelson

"Dip,

MckG

in notes,
let

comedian, Giraldo has written and

such well-known comedians, schedul-

ABC
own ABC

Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart's

Show" and

Daily

could potentially have been very

also

"Common

had

his

Law," a show par-

third episode.

While the "The Daily Show" was

of good and

sarcasm and editorial-

evil,

then

let

place

you make

up your own minds," he said.
"The Colbert Report" (both
Colbert also makes frequent, paswords pronounced with a silent "t"),
sive attacks on the
premiered
which
of
soundness
week, prolast
it's
journalist,
"As
a
logic.
O'Reilly's
"Daily
vides
izing,

Show"

devotees

with a perspective

on the news

that is

exclusively

pun-

not

Commenting on

my

place to edi-

I'm here to

torialize.

to

larity

News's

Fox
"The

O'Reilly Factor,"
Colbert

facts into categories

of good

and

then

you make up

let

evil,

brutally
self-

satirizes

own

your

working-class background with his

felt into place."

both conde-

Bill

O'Reilly's "Talking

Points," a regular feature
"Factor." First of all the

ments are aesthetically

of

two

the

seg-

in

one-up a
is

"Better

Moon

rival critic,

ID and $8

Bowdoin

for the public. Tickets

on "The Late

be purchased

event that he

mation desk.

at the

Smith Union

may

infor-

cloak-and-dagger

plots

emerge

wants to

actress.

at the outset

dialogue

the

play:

stage.

while Birdboot

woo an

attempting to

Two

on

Moon and the

of

between
storyline

of the show the two critics are watching. These two distinct plots eventually merge as Birdboot and Moon

Colbert

said,

directing gig,

and he has done a

Drew

t

Shelly Bartoif '09

and Chase Ciccheti

'09, as

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Mrs. Drudge and Simon

The Real Inspector Hound."

"That's where truth

wonderful job rising to the challenge.

Gascoyne, lead the onstage cast of

The

Herzfeld, but by

was not chosen by
members of the
Masque and Gown board, some of

expose the identity of the deranged

cises

ers' roles,

whom

sociopath running loose on the set.
Alex Williams-Bellotti '08 plays

Cunningham, the spumed
lover of Simon Gascoyne, played by
Chase Cicchetti '09. The roles of

extensive preparations were evident

Moon

smoothly and the plot was well-

from:
Facts

the

come

—and

Colbert finds time to

do what he does best: make politicians feel awkward. In a segment
called

after this

York

ana Gaffigan's

for those with a

$5

comes

your brain? You can look it up."
satire of specific
targets,

was

It

New

are

different reasons for

critiquing the play.

Know

a District,"

Colbert filed a report on the repre-

Please see COLBERT, page 14

script

are performers in the play.

Herzfeld said that

ample time

to

he was given

prepare, although

admitted he could have used his time

more

wisely,

"spent

all

But amid his

media

lives in

show

have differing opinions

critics

apd seemingly

first

identical: the

host addresses the audience directly

The

become part of the play.
The show is junior Matt Herzfeld's

intelli-

nerve endings in your stomach than

Each half-hour installment of the
program features a preamble, followed by a segment called "The
Word." This segment very obviously
derides

largely

some people think
that makes facts bet"The Colbert Report" ter. But did you
know you have more

scending and confrontational.

who now

'^$¥w_

Tickets for Giraldo

environment

a Midwestemer from

one

gent design theory,

Stephen Colbert

ence in a manner
that is

supporting

from the brain

cating to his audi-

rather than the characters

the

the evolution theory
the

Activities

contacting the

plot revolves around a parody

hard scientific evi-

gut.

minds.

important political
pundits by pontifi-

The

Birdboot and

faith-based

when

lid that

critics.

the

and

Structured with

conspicuous simi-

of its

debate between the

dence

objectively divide the

ditry-based.

about a

fami-

last night, is "first class

ly entertainment," according to

cerned with their personal lives

to editorialize,"

own show.
to

miered

tively divide the facts into categories

given what he earned long ago: his

my

diffi-

comedians's agents, "everything just

satirizes

he said in the show's
"I'm here to objec-

"As

a journalist, it's not

Campus

co-chair of the

based on his time at a law firm

at

cult However, Tobias Crawford '07,

Latino attorney trying to reconcile his

City, has also appeared

of British whodunit theater andlselfobsessed critics. Tom Stoppard's
play shows two theater critics, Moon
and Birdboot, who are more con-

feigned gravitas, has finally been

no stranger

in bul-

on
of the screen. But

his laconic, self-righteous delivery.

the master of

Bowdoin

ing a

and NBC. He

"The Real inspector Hound," the
Masque and Gown show that pre-

Colbert further spoofs O'Reilly with

on "The

right-hand correspondent

which are displayed

show with them

occasionally starred in sitcoms on

Contributor

points on a virtual blackboard

the right side

Goes Down, Road

Three Kings, and Super Troopers.

Because Giraldo and Gaffigan are

by Lauren Napier

while his arguments are summarized

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

include parts in Igby

the course of his career as a

Show."

"Colbert Report" a
subversive success

Gaffigan has appeared include "The

and "Late Night with Conan O'Brien."

Indiana

"Coming Out Coffeehouse," hosted by the BQSA.

was

own experiences.

based on Gaffigan's

"Dr. Katz." His feature film roles

high-class, corporate

'06, gath-

to

idea for the sitcom

"Late Night with Conan O'Brien," and

Gaffigan,

Members

The

Daly " Giraldo hat also performed on
'The Late Show with David Letterman"

tially

community, including Emily Sheffield '06

is

changes.

Quinn" and "Last Call with Carson

Crowd with

New York The show was

Orient

New York City

and

Ellen Show," "That '70s Show," "Ed,"

sitcom,

The Bowdoin

New York," follow-

who moves

Colin

Over

Fulton,

to

Indiana

Other television shows on which

known

ances on 'Tough

Drew

"Welcome

ing the story of a weatherman from

a show.
Best

star in his

sitcom. This sitcom developed

is

rather

than having

the time in the beginning."

The role of Mrs. Drudge, the maid,
played by Shelley Barron '09. She

produces a lovely Cockney accent

and
ter,

creates quite a

despite

dynamic charac-

her few

lines.

Drudge, though mostly quiet,

Mrs.
is

not

Felicity

and Birdboot are played by

Phil Gates '08 and Torin Peterson
'07,

respectively.

The

beautiful

actress Birdboot admires is played

Katie Riendeau

'07,

by

while Jared

Hunt '08 plays the part of Magnus.
role of Inspector Hound is
first year Christian Adams.

and discussions about the play-

in

rehearsal.

by

fire."

The scenes ran

—tinged

paced

These

quite

with sarcasm and

clever twists.

"The
which

Real

will

tomorrow

Hound,"

Inspector

be performed today and
at

8:00 p.m.

in

Wish

The

Theater, keeps the audience guessing

played by

and laughing throughout

Herzfeld prepared the cast for per-

a fine

murderers in order to

formance through cooperative exer-

As

"^^^^^^^

"trial

smoothness of the dress

the

above pointing out the other characters as potential

employing a method he

described as

way

to

—

definitely

spend an hour.

Herzfeld said,

"It's

a hoot"
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Introduce folks to Henry &l Marty Loose Leaves color

common room

Baxter

from every department from

tives

by Frances Killea

philosophy to physics. Students and

Staff Writer

professors

the

leaves

poetry, to
editor.

This year's

material can be anything, as long as

gathered to hear their peers and col-

the reader isn't reciting

leagues read aloud from favorite

he or she wrote.

poems, song

on

"The event

seven

the

member of

be said for a comfortable room and
an hour of pleasurable readings. The

professor regarded the idea as some-

next session

attended

is

that

the

at

based on a

Welsch
Hawthorne-

event

Longfellow Library, where a handful

of speakers read from books by

Maine

Reveling

writers.

pleasantness of being a

thing "that

ought

in

the

happen and

to

Two

will

show up

up chairs,

and

entrees. It

makes a

fine choice for a

Grant,

its

many members of
participated,

leading

anticipation

Parents

Weekend can be

up

to

stressful.

dimly

There

lit.

rooms look

chatty costumers

cans

small and

you

place that could almost put
sleep if

preserfofrje? beer

is

a serenity about the

is

Students must maka^sure that their

did not

it

to

so quickly with

fill

whose jubilance

have been hidden or ra$g$)

could very well be the consequence

are made, and incriminating pE

of an extensive wine

have been removed from screensaver montages. But all these preparations prove well
that lies at the heart
visit:

worth the event
of every parental

called No.

1

the kind of parents

dining services for them-

who made

October 29 reservations
Grill

don't

their

at Starfish

even before you received your

acceptance
fit

A

But

letter.

into either

small bar

comer by

the kitchen

and provides an

The

appetizers boast a selection of

salads, including

one with

pear, gor-

gonzola, and pecans. For seafood
the

starters,

menu

offers calamari,

pan-roasted mussels (prepared differ-

and a

if your parents

ently each night),

of these cate-

salmon, and scallop chowder.

With parents footing the

lobster,

bill,

there

always the option of sampling the

is

Parents Weekend. There are other

specials,

which on

my visit included a

salad with beets and goat cheese, and

better ones.

At the corner of Maine Street and
Street, Henry & Marty sits

Mason

lack of star power, limited

its

and advertisement campaign

coated in indie novelty, Everything Is
Illuminated attempts disingenuously

of a

to attain the allure

petite

produc-

even playing at the epitome
of a humble, hole-in-the-wall theater
(I mean this in the most endearing
tion. It's

way

possible),

own

Brunswick's

Eveningstar Cinema.

But

say that Everything

to

is

Illuminated is anything but a massive

Several seafood dishes are also

undertaking would be a mistake. The

main courses. The

offered as

by the faded sign for J&J Cleaners.
The delicate glow of small, white

dried tomatoes, artichokes, and olives

with

jumbo shrimp,

linguini

scallops,

sun-

landmark 2002 novel by Jonathan
Safran Foer on which the film

based gave new definition

to the

is

welcoming you to a

Please see

FOOD, page

15

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

con-

cept of sprawling narrative. Told in

lights illuminates the pur-

ple brick facade,

With
release,

a soup of locally-foraged mushrooms.

rather unassumingly, almost hidden

Christmas

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist

their laundry pile.

kind of meal you deserve out of your

—possibly

list

relax as their children struggle to pick

gories, don't fret about getting die

options

Plowing included. No pets.
Pleaae call 725-0355 and ask for Lisa.

the faculty have

including representa-

tucked away in a

is

optimal waiting area for parents to

judging these so-

selves, or the kind

Heat, Electricity, Water and

Screen adaptation of Everything
is Illuminated duller than book

out the least odoriferous shirt from

being taken out to dinner.

You may have
who insist upon

aaay walking distanca of
downtown Brunswick.

itself.

thing but bland.

The dining room
The

Nov 1st at th»
Red Brick House Bedroom Apartmant within

Available
2/3

dining experience that will be any-

by Leslie Bridgers
Contributor
__

until they

lighting, refresh-

Since the beginning of the series,

meal out with the parents.

who
what

"You haven't got a clue what

funded by the Mellon
cost is so low that Baxter

usually handles the expenses

selection of seafood starters

seeing
to hear

stand up," said Welsch.

is

so

is

'08 and Ivano Pulito '08 take care of

event

1,

likely

and

someone's going to read

ments, and a podium. Although the

that features a wide

next,

near-monthly event. Morgan Pile

setting

menu

will

the reader has chosen.

residents

of the house help coordinate the

Street, has a

on December

ment. Half the fun

held in Baxter House, with Welsch
as the faculty advisor.

is

weather

winter

increase the event's cozy environ-

She made it happen.
Loose Leaves has always been

doesn't."

Mason

be an

the audience at these readings, the

Welsch, Loose Leaves

the corner of Maine Street and

to

open-mic," said Welsch.

ago by

years

something

meant

isn't

Anything else, though, is fair
game. So far readers have managed
to evoke a spectrum of reactions
from listeners, shock not excluded,
as was the case with one reader's
selection from a sex manual.
There is definitely something to

bicentennial

at

gathering of

death row inmates. The reading

Initiated

& Marty, located

to

the

For the second time this year, they

the

Associate Professor of Film Tricia

Henry

5.,

to

shared loose leaves of another kind.

making peace with
At Baxter House

pieces of writing.

The Bowdoin Orient

first

The

like

letters

Wednesday, students and faculty

ground.

Fulton,

humorous

Loose Leaves was a mixture of
lyrics, and a compiled
list of the last suppers and words of

before

Drew

everything

read

Summer of Samuel

Saddest

and dancing

fluttering

alike

from excerpts of novels

Bowdoin College is all about
The trees on campus
redecorate the Quad every autumn,
loose leaves.

Straight-laced

Jonathan Safran Foer

(left)

and

his traveling

companion,

three distinct voices over hundreds of

and

years

multiple

generations,

the libido-charged Alex, are a classically mismatched pair.

Foer's debut follows a young writer

Upcoming Events...
Tickets: $19.50 and $29.50. vail-

-Melissa Ferrick w/
Natalie

able at the

Zuckerman

Where: The Big Easy, 55 Market
Street, Portland.

When: November 16

w/Mofro
Congress

Street,

609

PortJand

When: November 16 at 7:30 pm

ing, but often

soaked

in its

Congress

State Theater,

609

Street, Portland.

When: Nov. 27 at 7:00 p.m.
day of show. Available at the

Cumberland Country Civic Center box
office,

or by calling (207) 775-3331.

new

takes

jetsam of the

own

the

celluloid

ment,

it

treat-

In the final analysis, Schreiber's parabolic adaptation never quite syncs

up with

the heartbeat of

the living, breathing story

on which

it is

based.

his

own

strictly

debut, understatto the

However smart and

Wood
who

plays

has

obsessed over his grandexperiences

Schreiber's
short

directorial

of shaping a great

respectful,

childhood. Wearing the same drab

hand

suit

film.

falls

Curious

recasts the story as a

audiences and especially fans of the

sewing

novel will have trouble meeting him

distend-

halfway, as he leaves the flotsam and

contemporary

Elijah

with the Holocaust since

ed director Liev Schreiber rises

He

a would-

Jonathan, an eccentric

parents 's

dared any

adaptation of its pesky complexities.

Making

he has so

vision.

collector

director to attempt an

challenge.

litter

be cleaner, more direct

of

torrent

literary ark

ably disassembled to

book not only begged
for

Where: The

for

central characters.

Funny, mov-

vival.

inventiveness,

Tickets: $20.00 in advance, $22.00
State Theater,

on the

ing (207) 775-3331.

p.m.

-The Derek Trucks Band

ed angles and allowing

the secrets behind his family's sur-

Civic Center box office, or by call-

-Dark Star Orchestra
at 9:00

Tickets: $12.50 at Bull Moose.

Where: The

Cumberland Country

traveling to the Ukraine in search of

affair,

up some of the book's more

and aquarium-sized glasses he
donned as a toddler, Jonathan never

Please see

FOER. page 15
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Moon

Blue

who enjoy trying new beer, recommend a Blue Moon with an orange
I

4.4

Taste:

Thomas
for a six-pack

pack

This past weekend

was lucky

I

few bottles of this

to score a

brew

Colorado-based

delightful

3.8

at

($5.89 for a six-

Hannaford)

while hanging out with some cool

have

I

that

many of the

attributes

most about

beer.

to

be honest: how does one

be enjoyed.

tjohncoltrane.com?), but this album

and gentle, much like the gorgeous,
soothing melodies of the album

secures his position as the most

Crescent, released earlier that year.

terms of* flavor,
path as

follows the

it

its silver

Keystone

Interestingly,

is

same

brewed

a deep, rich beer that actually

many

possible evidence for the theory that

XXX is

Canada,

in

dam-

in fact nothing but

to

understand

- l
important,

S

Keystone

hol contents. This can be both

aged

awesome and troublesome in
the party scene
awesome
for the party throwers who

Keystone Light
chug, making

can get people pretty loose for

paying the extra two bucks to get a

on

30-pack of Busch or a box of Franzia

Garrison

you don't have to labor
through another night of 4.2 percent

McCoy Tyner on

—a

of this brew

orange squeezed

Moon

slice

—

With

This also speaks to the

light.

taste

sun-

to the

of

Carter

relatively

Blue

into a

their pockets, but

creates an extremely

synergistic

effect

for partygoers

you

if

ing to take

enjoy citrus flavorings.

Packing

modest 5.4 percent

in a

alcohol content,

b a

found

I

beverage

great

when
in

warm

is

it

outdoor

for

drinking, specifically on

fall

days

the sun and cold

in

— you

inexpensive

relatively

hand about
to

XXX,

This beer

it

cheap and easy to

a viable option for

students everywhere.

so

just

I

recommend

.

beers that are really not that cool.

My

ratings: Taste: N/A, Partyability: 3.3,
first

Benefit/Cost: 2.

saying, "I only had

a good one but

is

Partyability:

change of pace from the standard Natural Light. For those of you

easy and only

is

Colbert gets an

My

better

is

ratings: Taste: 2.8,

"A" on report card

(party thrower), 4 (eager partygoer),

2

(unsuspecting lightweight).

versally popular). Really,

by Hillary Matlin
Columnist

We

could work.

Weekend, and
you're looking to show your parents
recommend the fola good time.
lowing: clean up your room and host

So

it's

Parents

I

a mini event for your parents

and

than crackers.

up a bottle of

If
is

you have a

lamb stew
cheaper than you

kitchen,

actually a lot

would think. If you serve it over
rice, you can feed six people easily
with a pound and a quarter of
meat I like a shoulder or neck
chop if you can't find a stew cut
and even more if you also make a
salad. For those of you who don't

—

have a kitchen or can't cook, a small

PlNOTAGE ($17.59 at Provisions)
The pinotage grape is cross of
pinot noir grape, but the wine
like a pinot noir at all.
I

first,

is

not

this

wine

at

but the second glass met with

better approval than the

first. It

somewhat mushroomy
which made it as wonderful
a

liquid in

my

To make

has

taste,

as the

the stew,

I

cut up a pack

of lamb chops into small
cubes (around

and inexpensive.
Here are two wines and some

inches)

Henry Bourgeois 2003
at
is

(Petit

Provisions)
delicious wine.

It

comes from Sancerre, which
is famous for its white wines.
However,
ly

can certain-

its

money. For a

thinner than

I

red,

normally

it

like.

This

thinness, however, combined with

its

woodsy taste makes it a wondercompanion for cheeses. My
tasters and I enjoyed it with Comte (a
wet.

ful

gruyere-like

enough

that

cheese

that

is

that

—temper

it

fruit preserve),

is

it

in

it,

with chutney or a

and some brie

(uni-

to

applause of the audience,

the

thropic.

is

in

its

band

to the radio

and

live audi-

Favorite

One Up
ment

monumental achieve-

is a

—an

appropriate

de

piece

resistance for Coltrane's catalogue,,

many of Coltrane's works,
album is an essential addition

and like
this

to the history

of jazz.

WBOR 91.1 I'M
DJs OJF THEWXXK

infant

purposefully forced awkward-

ness in interviews during his days as
a "Daily

Show" correspondent, has

exhibited impressive geniality and

savoirfaire in his interviews.

gram

(at least
is

p.m. on

squash for potatoes

you must.

you don't love the wine,
feel good about buying it; a
is

philan-

parent pro-

not as long as Jon

behind the desk),

it

TP:

What is the best song ever made?
TP: Hmm. Thafs a tough one.

I

will

have to go with "Sound of the Crowd"

Report"

Colbert

Monday through Thursday
Comedy Central.

at

TP: Prince. Come on now, what artist
doesn't want a catalouge as sexy and far-

to

an editing

line in last

week's

reading

to

poet

by

Hill's

section

Aimee

actually

place in Helmreich House.

weekend

error.

went

Secrets.

into

ing the ocean.
I

really loudly every time.

Prince.

If you were onstage with

a mic

in

Only

was out of
I was not

what would you say?

LO:
in

"Well., hello." It

would be

a tone that demonstrated dry,

said

slightly

acerbic wit, but with a clearly identifiable hint of camaraderie and compas-

a] guest-Hst-only

fit

TP: "Who wants to touch me?"
Orloski and Patterson can be

in a building that

heard on "Separation of Church

Fire,

was

looked like a castle on a

took

The

it really,

And everyone would have to sing along.
TP: "DMS -R" (Dance, Musk, Sex,

sion.

Halloween show

there.

Orient regrets the

I

debut album and

LO: The Arcade
this

play

front of thousands of screaming fans,

for years.

What was the best show you \e ever

E

"Do What You Wanna Do" by

The Acid House Kings. You'dhaveto

I

seen live?

Howell." The event, a

Nezhukumatathil,

\fogue.

a head-

read, "Poet takes search for latent

beauty

En

about to purchase a cassette.

error,

A&

album

TP: Toni Braxton's

Dm

what would be your national

Romance), by

LO: Funky

because die store

CORRECTION
Due

album you ever

bought?

airs

11:30

try,

anthem?
L4>:

listened to that

"The

no joke).

peer.

Divas, by

Musicology Tour,

Ifyou were dictator of a small coun-

Who is the greatest living musician?
LO: Tom Waits. The man is without

die first

Prince,

2004. 2) Bjork, Hollywood

Bowl, Summer 2004 (she made me cry,

by The Human League...for now.

What was

1)

Summmer

LO: ZZ Top's "La Grange."

is dif-

and clever enough to stay
an accessory to "The Daily

However, you can

if

its

and Tauwan Patterson '08

LucyOrloski '06

reaching as his?

Stewart

Show."

them you're being

the

Leslie Stahl. Surprisingly, Colbert,

mix to a boil and
then simmer for an hour. I
definitely recommend serv-

portion of the price of each bottle

begins with Alan Grant introducing

"My

sets of the
two separate shows. One Down,

Things" round off the

International Editor Fareed Zakaria,

ferent

if

"One Down, One Up"

and "60 Minutes" correspondent

afloat as

Even
you can

track alone.

"Afro Blue," "Song of Praise,"

managed to lure
some pretty big names to the
CNN personthem
among
"Report,"
ality
Lou Dobbs, Newsweek

leaves, salt, pepper, thyme),

substitute the

telling

For a show that

After adding the spices (bay

and skip the rice

Jones has broken bass his

drum pedal. This duet is adumbraof Trane's last album,
tive
Interstellar Space, which comprises
duets between 'Trane and drummer

stage, Colbert has

achieve the stature of

ing this over rice.

Records label on October 11, 2005.
This album is worth it for the title

musical

then rises and walks grandly, waving

one minute, and then added
one and a half cups of red
wine and a cup of beef stock.

I

drinking habit to your parents by

(a

of having the evening's guest enter

seems to have a bright future, deftly
combining intellectual satire with
ludicrous humor. While it won't

Then

ever

Oka

I've

spin on the

added some

oil.

stronger and

other

new

cubed butternut squash, baby
carrots and crimini mushrooms. I sauted the mix for

given to protecting southern right
whales. So, you can justify your

but not as boring as cheddar).

Canadian cheese
had

mild

everyone can enjoy

rather unlike any

square

l.S

and browned

bring the

give any Sancerre white a

run for
is

this red

Colbert puts a

standard interview segment. Instead

All told, "The Colbert Report"

olive

serving suggestions.

This

America.

who

lamb stew.

vres party can be equally as

$14.99

in

under-

and

fierce

waiting.

a

My taster and

were not pleased with

pleasant

Bourgeois

living

and blowing kisses to the audience,
to a separate set, where his guest sits

2002

wine and cheese hors d'oeu-

Petit

American

its

a

despite the

in full gear,

telepathy
fact that

in

their

duet,

When he was very young,
Kingston lived with his family in
Ethiopia,. Colbert capitalized on this

taste.

Right

Trane and Jones

ing

tered Trane's personal tapes, and it
was released under the Impulse

Colbert introduces his guest and

Southern

at the

Half Note Club. The tapes from this
historic performance have been one

later,

propulsive

and the ubiquitous

Mary at Provisions to help you
pick out some cheeses to match your

those friends whose parents are not

around.

wonderful wine,

The group
was formed in 1961 and was a
working band until 196S, precisely
the year "One Up, One Down" was
soprano and tenor saxes.

Rashied Ali.

served ours with

this

out Three minutes

covered by his son, Ravi, inside a
closet in their home. Ravi remas-

of

Tyner drops

tune,

Garrison drops out too, leav-

U.S. Congressman Jack Kingston, a
Savannah,
from
Republican

African

ask

Halfway through the

and 'Trane on

piano,

what

doing,

ney with die band.

Ascension.

sentative of the voting district of

level about the experience of an

is

bass,

ground release. 'Trane kept a copy
for himself, which was recently dis-

background by asking
Kingston to speak on a personal

more substantive
When you go to pick

baguette, which

sound on

salient

Jimmy

on

is

song incessantly.
The audience and the
listener go on a jour-

r
p onen fo ng the

Coitrane fanatics since

bit

any cheese

^.j

of Ervin Jones

of the most coveted bootlegs among

Georgia.

Teaching the folks
how to wine and dine

^ intmment;

Qn

band

and yet it pushes
on through the

blowing can be

his

The John Coitrane
Quartet was comdrums,

satisfied with

his

COLBERT, from page 12

5

Benefit/Cost:

4.3,

^

sary.

prised

'Trane

explores all the regis-

recorded for a radio program

suited for a college party rather than a

and offer a

great

hop-

have a few of those for the party to

should be able to find one for under
a little luck,

who were

Regardless,

Light.

get extreme."

dinner party.

$80 with

troublesome

Corey Bergen '08 knows

the shade. Also, kegs of this beer

are

it

out of

have a few casual beers.

beer to

this

money

little

is

Coors

Stylistically,
*'
*

little

other beers with lesser alco-

One Down:

'Trane clearly isn't

background information is neces-

yet

that

One

present on

Up,

,J

a

is vividly

sensitive

element of

characteristic

searching

why

bum

a

this

But he could also be

The

saxo-

improvisational

important

phonist of the 20th century. In order

glows

luminous

a

of orange
when held up
hint

all

blowing can be shrill, portending
the salient sound on the album

Time

cloudy, golden hue with a

displays

Trane explores

begin a review of John Coltrane's

gold

its thin,

and medium-sized head. In

color

Stylistically,

the registers of his instrument; his

any

like

ble.

has less of a bite than

color

much

appears

world (anyone been to www.sain-

Brewed

love

I

Its

it

by the Coors brewing company in
Colorado and uses the same size cans
as Coors Light. If you look closely,
on every Keystone Light can there is
some sort of dent or imperfection,

combines

sweetness

Visually,

perhaps divine place in the jazz

Heavies.

never had before— a pale

ity.

ences.

any sort of perceptible flavor that can

same damage as almost two Bud
Lights or one and a half Bud

packs a flavor that

Contributor

Dead wrong. Delivering a

Moon

very pale). Blue

by Ely Delman

latest release, One Down, One Upt
The man already holds a legendary,

Ice,

drinking a cup of this stuff will do the

ale,

Keystone Light leaves much to be
desired in terms of taste and original-

counterpart, Coors

may assume

drinkers

Classified as a witbier (Belgian
style

shipment of soul

a

lager,

light

Light, refusing to give the drinker

the king of ice beers.

is

merely another Beast

powerful 7.3 percent alcohol content,

dudes.

a

as

they

malt liquor,

are wrong.

Categorized

Ascension, which was released later
that year with his free jazz ensem-

Though novice
this is

for a 30-

pack at Hannaford)

other light beer with

This beer, actually classified as

Uncle Tom's)

enough

Partyability:

XXX

Molson
Blue Moon ($5.79

ratings:

Benefit/Cost: 4.7.

Columnist

at

My

for a great experience.

by Carter

Keystone Light ($13.49

new album

'Trane's

ale full of flavor

one year ago

cliff overlook-

There were 60 people

doubt Ml ever manage

to top it

and

State, "

7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday evenings on

FM.

WBOR

91.1
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luminous than book

Students invited to dine with area residents:

Big screen take on Illuminated

"Tuesday Supper and Conversation"

FOER, from page 13

strokes, including the hectic seesaw

with

dance moves." Add Alex's own

ages. Instead, he suspends himself in
his past, living through an extensive

from screwball comedy to striking
tragedy that made the book so fascinating,
become possible once

hang

Jonathan meets his robust Ukrainian

his "officious

tour guides.

mutt named

The Association

of Bowdoin Friends

interested in supporting the

Friends

is

an informal group of area residents

programs of the College.

A few members of

haw opened their homes to small groups of students to share

"Tuesday Supper and Conversation* on three successive Tuesday evenings November 1, 8, and 15.
If you'd like to join
is

suitable,

a gathering, email dianki ftiusn.com with the date that

your name, phone number, names of the other members of your

and

group, whether you have a

car.

Groups of 2 or 3 (and one

4) are

vide transportation.

Nov.

1,

and 7 hosts
First

there are any dietary restrictions.

what we're

striving for.

You will be contacted with

of a host so you can make

your friends.

if

final arrangements.

are available for both Nov.

come

-

the

A few hosts will pro-

name and phone number

Three hosts are

Sand

15.

collection

from

of paraphernalia

his walls,

that

a mosaic of both

and

historical puz-

zle pieces. Fascinated

by the prospect

familial evidence

of finding the

woman who may

have

saved his Jewish grandfather from
certain death,

he sets off to the

Ukraine to find the keystone of a
self-compiled historical account.

Everything is Illuminated is a story
available for

Sign up soon with

First served!

structured in pairs,

its

dramatic ten-

sion tied between themes and characters

of polar opposition. Such broad

less

Alex, the young and hilariously
oblivious translator,

European answer

humor

G

road

Bent on

is

flashier libido,

not so

Alex's English

much broken

on dysfunctional
bragging

to

as

it is

steroids.

Jonathan

jacked

When

about

prowess with the opposite sex, he
fly

one of

his
lets

his greatest howlers: "All

the ladies are wanting to get carnal

(who

believes himself to

still

drive a car), and

seeing-eye-bitch" (a

Sammy

Davis,

Jr.),

Jr.

and you have a sideshow of noxious

the Eastern

is

to Ali

my premium

because of

be blind, yet can

counterbalance the dark

to

come.

trip to

This dark road

flashy clothing and blessed with an

even

me

grandfather

of course,
Along the

trip is,

the heart of the movie.

way, the dichotomy between the two

where

protagonists

becomes

Jonathan

paralyzed in a state of

is

clearer:

Alex

historical fascination,

keen on

is

the shiny appeal of the now. In

Alex

museum of

carries a

fact,

own:

his

his "blind" grandfather, played deli-

cately

by Boris Leskin, who hides the

clues of a secret Jewish

heritage

beneath the fringes of his aging face.

The evolution of each character
would seem equally poignant; the
trouble is that while Eugene Hutz
lends Alex a brimming enthusiasm,
Elijah Wood's inward portrayal of
Jonathan

too distant and frankly,

is

annoying. While Alex's tale does

become

eventually

the metaphorical

crux of the movie, Wood's screen
time trumps his counterpart's
cance. Schreibcr

by

makes

signifi-

a fatal error

tearing his audience in

two along

with his story: Jonathan's character

is

while Alex's

far too neglectful

is

downright neglected.

The

film's conclusion

structural-

Jonathan

as

elegant:

ly

is

finally

embraces his own life, his past
becomes newly illuminated while
Alex's gradual discovery of his past

—

fundamentally changes his present
Yet, just as the film's

identity.

extreme

comedy

of

styles

and

tragedy operate independently of one

two

another, the
tions

seem

characters' revela-

to exist

on wholly sepa-

Schreiber

planes.

rate

denies

Jonathan and Alex the opportunity to
share their respective transformations.

Because of this, and

in

keeping

with the other poles of the film, the

two have no

true relationship.

In the final analysis, Schreiber 's

adaptation

parabolic

never

quite

syncs with the heartbeat of the living,
breathing story on which

it is

based.

Parents paying? Try

& Marty

Henry

FOOD, from page

13

was creamy but light and full of flavor. The Scottish salmon was as soft
as butter and served with a huge potato pancake.

Some

dishes feature beef from

Neck Farm, and

Wolfe's

the

filet

mignon, monarch of every menu,

is

uniquely prepared with a thick smear

of gorgonzola

Even

Hi*,*tk about

if

butter.

you're

full

from two deca-

<

moment

dent courses, pause for a

$5J5 per month
UnMn iiud NluhU 1 Wtietoondi on Marts $50 and higher

make

)«s for

wW,

Instant Refill

No credit check. No charge for incoming

a

room

little

key lime pie was

KyocaraRave

to

The

for dessert.

perfect, neither too

tart

nor too rich, and the contents of

the

creme brulee had such an excep-

tional consistency that the indulgent-

(for lust $40 after
$*0ma**ifsb8ta)

normally a show-

ly sugary crust,

calls.

had

stealer,

to struggle to hold

its

own.

The

& Marty

waitstaff at Henry

is

pleasant and professional, and water
glasses are so well-attended that your
significantly extended

meal might be

I
a
<

by

bathroom

frequent

Luckily,

Henry

*-•

place to spend
ing, drinking,

&

Marty

some

is

breaks.

not a bad

extra time eat-

and catching up with

the folks.

While the restaurant may be
tively obscure

favorite

on campus,

it is

rela-

a local

and should surely be a

with you and your parents.
hesitate to

make your

Do

reservation.

hit

not

.

t
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Field hockey fourth in national Division
by Burgess LePage
Contributor

Gannon.
Bowdoin's offense demonstrated

tion with

The weather did not deter the
Bowdoin Field Hockey Team in
Tuesday's
match against the
University of Southern Maine.

The team defeated USM, giving

Bowdoin's victory over Trinity in
away match last Saturday
brought the Polar Bears up to fourth
an

Hockey

the

first

many rainy games this season,

the combination

of high winds, rain,
this match

and cold weather made

especially unpleasant for both teams.

Bowdoin demonstrated its

LePage '07

talk,

Bowdoin's strength and cohesion were evident even in the rainy
conditions.

"The weather was challenging,
but

we proved we can come

Bears rallied to put in three

er in

Gannon

play

goals. Senior Christi

had a good day

at the net

with two

goals early in the second half.

Sophomore Hillary Hoffman
gave Bowdoin its third and final
goal of the game after an outstand-

strength

and Lindsay McNamara '09

'06,

scored for Bowdoin.

play.

against Trinity. Burgess

more

Football

through

round of tournament

a slow start

the

USM.

play difficult for the Polar

Bears and Huskies.

playoffs, as well as a bye

The Polar Bears had

After an inspiring half-time

The Bowdoin Orient

USM

Hoffman, King, Margaret Gormley

scored the first half's only goal off
an assist from Taryn King '07.

Fulton,

made

against

with an 8-0 shutout victory. Gannon,

in

Drew

game

advantage for Bowdoin in the

NESCAC

defender in Tuesday's game against

and

connections

accurate deflections.

Coaches Association rankings.
The win also clinched the home
field

ball past a

passing

strong

Although Bowdoin has suffered

a so- far undefeated season.

Sophomore Meaghan Maguire maneuvers the

unity in second-half play with

its

Tuesday's

the Polar Bears their 13th victory in

place in the National Field

poll

III

ing two-on-one passing combina-

togeth-

any condition and be able to
our game," junior Gail

Winning said.
The Polar Bears

will try to

add

another victory to their 13-0 record
in Saturday's

home match

against

Wesleyan.

to Trinity, 23-3

falls

Volleyball loses to Tufts in
the

game really was. They have a great

We

team, but so do we.

had our

we just

chances to win that game, but
couldn't

Wednesday's home match

quarterback

capitalize,"

Leclerc said

some

After five weeks of play,

Polar Bears are posting outstanding

Leclerc

statistics.

NESCAC

in

second in the

is

both passing yards,

with 796, and yards per game, with

He

147.

fourth in the league in

is

137

yards for offense with

total

yards per game.

He credits the wide receivers.
"We definitely have the best receiving core in the league. [Jeff] Nolin
['06],

Doug [Johnson

Brisson, and

'07] are all outstanding play makers.

Drew

The football

team's winning streak

came

to

an end

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

against Trinity last Saturday.

Their yards

come from

seams and

get into

their

me

let

speed to

lead them,"

Leclerc said.

by Chris Bucci

recovered. In the ensuing drive, Nolan

Staff Writer

McNair '08 scorecTa field goal.
The Polar Bears seemed ready to
make a comeback when Ricky Leclerc

Bowdoin's fairy-tale start to the
2005 season came to an end with a
23-3

loss

Saturday's
Football

Trinity

to

Team

is

last

Bowdoin

The

game.

Amherst and Colby

in

now

tied

with

for second place

intheNESCAC.

to

'06. Brisson,

who

is

known

for

of the best breakaway speed

was

league,

tripped

up

on

some

in the

the nine-

the Polar

Bowdoin's defense continued

to

Bears and Bantams was much antici-

play strong, forcing a Bantam punt,

pated, even receiving a preview in

but

USA

remaining wind out of Bowdoin's

Today. Despite the the lopsided

score, the

game

lived

up

to

its

hype.

Trinity announcers noted Bowdoin's

success, saying, "This

is

by

far the

toughest team the Bantams have run
into during

their historic

winning

streak." Trinity's multi-season win-

ning streak unproved to 27 games.

Bowdoin allowed

down
Mike

Trinity a touch-

opening drive defense.
Vltousek '07 forced a nimble
in its

and captain lineback Shaun Kezer '06

the

fumbled return took the

soon punched it
touchdown and a 17-3 lead at the

in for a

sails. Trinity

Bowdoin's defense continued
pressure on the

half.

to put

Bantams by forcing

two more fumbles

in the

second

but the offense couldn't put any

in

He

is

fifth in

Sophomores John Regan and Brendan

Murphy

are

apiece.

tied

for

close

in

fifth

the.

two interceptions
Dave Donahue '07 and Kezer
with

are tied for second in the league with

54 tackles each. Regan, Vitousek, and
Donahue are ranked first, second, and
third, respectively in fumbles.

Bowdoin

Wesleyan

will face

this

weekend. The Polar Bears are not
taking

the

game

"We

lightly,

record

ing

despite

and pre-

were 0-5 before too, and

them

lightly.

On

we

on a show

home

Drew

we

aren't tak-

the other hand,

we're excited to be back

how

some

performances.

weren't a bad team, so

didn't reflect

touchdowns

boasts

also

personal

strong

Wesleyan 's 0-5

not satisfied

also leads the

four.

The defense

dictable defense.

with the end result

"The score

game, and he
with

half,

New England

The Polar Bears were

eighth in the league in

with 81 receiving yards per

more

points on the board against the top

team

is

NESCAC

yard line by a Bantam cornerback.

The match-up between

«<

bomb

'06 completed a 70-yard

lighting-quick wideout Scott Brisson

Nolin

receptions with 3.8.

NESCAC

to put

for the fans," Nolin said

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Junior standout Erin Prifogle spikes the ball over the
gave

Bowdoin 10

kills,

six digs,

and five blocks

in

net. Prifogle

Wednesday's match.

Tufts overtook the Polar Bears with scores of 30-18, 30-22, 31-29.
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Athlete Profile:
Jill Schweitzer

Sport Shorts

took for Schweitzer.

all it

"I did

outdoor track

and got hooked," she
explained. "I

men

verted to

three sea-

all

con-

my

of running
sophomore year."
sons

run cross country

all

four years.

the team, does

Tournament

team

last

Uth

Bowdoin had some

strong individ-

performances against Gordon.

Erin

'07 gave

Prifogle

Bears IS

and teammate

leader

than

a

as

valuable

member of the team

for

On

Simon '06 and

El lie

kills.

Polar

the

1

and eight

3

team

sailing

weekend

this

participate

3-0.

Tufts

Bowdoin 10

MIT.

A

gave

Prifogle

and

kills, six digs,

team of

A

group of

last

goal

is

its

'08

Dennison

next

Whitley.

scored

to 5-3 in the

ular season

ranked 11th in

Wesleyan

the Northeastern Sailing Division.

game remaining against
weekend. The Polar

this

Bears are currently tied for fourth

five

Women's Soccer

Kelly Bougere '06 and
Simon posted nine kills each. Sarita
Fu '06 had six digs and Margo

in

Linton '08 gave the team 34

Women's Soccer Team needed

blocks.

assists.

Danielle

from

feed

Bowdoin's final goal.
With the win, Bowdoin improves
NESCAC with one reg-

first

Island for freshman champi-

The team

off a

Roberta

years will head to the University of

onships.

1-0 lead.

Polar Bears a

Chagnon '06 gave Bowdoin

at

will partici-

pate in the Victorian Urn sponsored

by Harvard.

to

NESCAC

ing in the second half to give the

in

A coed group

women

in the

scored with three minutes remain-

be splitting

will

to

race at the Schell Regatta

will

Rhode

Wednesday, the Polar Bears

to

fell

The
up

win against Trinity

With the aid of goalie Anna
Shapell '06, the team shutout Trinity
3-0 in Saturday's game.
Forward Kathryn Whitley '08
playoffs.

NESCAC.

three separate regattas.

kills, respectively.

have been more as a

its

win.

a

remain a contender

The

Sailing

and Springfield.

Endicott, Middlebury,

most important
accomplishment as a
team member.
contributions

winless in the

is

secure

Hamilton,

Williams.

at

weekend. The

Polar Bears returned 1-3, losing to

Alex Keeney '09 posted

"My

and Mt.

at Springfield

Holyoke Colleges

not consider races to be

her

This weekend the team will play

NESCAC rivals Williams,
and Middlebury

ual

Schweitzer, the only

on

Women's Volleyball
The Bowdoin Volleyball Team
Fame

played at the annual Hall of

Bowdoin defeated Gordon for

At Bowdoin, she has

senior

17

Standing
the

at 7-4-1 overall

NESCAC,

the

with Bates in the

NESCAC.

and 4-3

Bowdoin

-Compiled by Erin
Karass,

to

and Joe

Prifogle,

Anna

Berte.

scoring and success,"

Drew
Senior co-captain

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

unf ied team with her strong leadership
.

Anna

The team has been

skills.

very

successful

this

year.

Schweitzer

has

"She goes above and beyond
In sudden death overtime, extra
innings, or in tight races, athletes

nervous
become
or
frustrated
maybe even cracking

often

—

under the pressure.

Sometimes a different kind of
ishes

under

stress.

who

flour-

Cross country co-

captain Jill Schweitzer '06

is

one of

those athletes.

pressure,
.

is

Jill is

at

team

will secure a

decorations in the locker

tage for the

that Jill truly

playoffs. If

ners

loss, the

Few had

team

returns with a

be forced to

travel

turf for the first

The

Polar Bears have been

on a win-

ning streak, with a 4-1 record for the past

and encouragement, the team has had

five

lot of highs and
one of the best I've

a strong season.

ries against Tufts,

emotionally

staying

The team placed first
five races

Maine

and second

in three

of its

in its last race,

games. Bowdoin had shutout victo-

and most

shows

tain

an excellent runner, but she

of potential."
The team will look to Schweitzer

coach Peter

who also is the head track
is high praise from a
someone who has spent 18 years
coaching at Bowdoin.
Slovenski,

Schweitzer's

leadership

both in and out of practice.

even better at supporting other run-

ners," Slovenski added.

better because

"The team

is

the

for confidence

and advice

at

the

NESCAC meet at Wesleyan.

of her encour-

"Jill is terrific at talking to

who need

agement and advice."

State

the

runners

most support and help-

into die top

Coaches

Jai

dent, runner,

and team

PI

V

tied

The

die school

scoring record of 32 career goals.

He

soccer team practices for

secret to the team's recent suc-

cess seems to be

10-11:30*
vigorous la-ip
4-55»5P

6-7:300

assists in the past five

only allowed two goals

and Russo

five minutes

second

of play against
half,

Trinity. In

Wolf Grueber

'08

increased the tally with another goal.

The

Polar Bears shut out Trinity 3-0,

NC\

9-10:30*

5*30-7P

pilates

10-11:30*

yoga 4 the l2 "*P
beck

5J30-7P

moderate

1I/»o-

^k.

*»

9/«9-il/37«30-9P

7X30-9P

yoe* * meditation

modeMte J***"*" ioTTa-ii/16"

special 6
e#nes) only 966

"Indicate*

we#k
1

9/«510/30"

ctaMTIIB, 4 tor $48
8 tor $88

Willie Waters '06,

who

form a defen-

The guidance of new head coach Fran
O'Leary has given the team a boost

The team looks

sive wall in the backfield.

Bowdoin

offense

is

also strong.

games. Parsons

have strong scoring

also

records as well.

ning streak

this

to preserve

Saturday

at

its

win-

Wesleyan.

braves the Charles River
The women's crew
in the 19

team

line

and

to the sheer

regatta,

teams were selected through

prior years.

of Bowdoin's time of 20:18.783.

crew

their events at the

Head of

the

The team entered two crews,
in

each of the men's and

i-2:30p
gentle

Charles

collegiate fours events,

in

Boston.

The men's

four,

which started
second

Tech

sixth in the event. Florida

.

Rower Lauren Duerksen
sophomore

credited

Allegra

Spalding

'08

'08

coxswain
with

the

a

lottery

process,

crews

unless

demonstrated extreme prowess

The success of
this year

the

in

women's

guaranteed the team

a position in next year's regatta.

The performance of the men's
crew this weekend disqualifies the

team's strong performance.

team from entering boats

"Our coxswain, Allegra, steered
an amazing course, kept us tight
on the buoys, which definitely

collegiate fours event in the future.

gave us an advantage.

We

could

fifth in the event, finished

see the boats behind us turn wide

out of the 15 boats only seconds

behind Colgate University.
The team managed to overtake

and when we saw that, we just
moved," she said.
"Hearing all the fans on the

the University of Connecticut and

bridges really motivated us also.

the College of William and Mary,

was

the crew with silver
medals and a time of 17:50.605.

race

landing

number of crews

wishing to compete in the annual

Lesley University crews, finishing

hoping to continue a tradition of
success at the 41st Head of the

.com

event.

took the gold medal, finishing
approximately 40 seconds ahead

women's

314 Fort AndroM
14 Main* St Brunswick
725-7874

Due

started 14th
at the

varsity crews braved the

one

222^/s

up

the Lafayette

and
choppy water on the Charles River
to take second and sixth places in
cold, fast winds, white caps,

•/««

10-11:30*

u>*v;

in the past five

games. Helping Lovitz protect the net
are co-captains Mike Crowley '06 and

their overall record to 10-2-1.

Charles Regatta on Saturday.

U-l*{l*j|

vjgorooe

4-SU5P

strong defense.

Nathan Lovitz '08 has made 18

by Madeleine Pott
Contributors-

3«30-5P

4 5:15?
prenatal moderate gentle

against Wesleyan.

Sophomore Nick Figueiredo has made
two game-winning shots in recent
matches, tallying four goals and three

saves in the past three games and has

Crew

6:30-Sa

I

The Bowdoin Orient

David

Two
7-*13«

its

its

Bulow '02 and Gima Asmerom '73.
Simon Parsons '07 scored in the first

curretly shares the record with

They overtook

6: 3 o-8a

Fulton,

upcoming match

Drew

The men's

leader."

Yoga

YOGA SCHL

They are ranked 21st.

Andrew Russo

improving

on running. One season of track was

it

Soccer

of America

In Saturday's game, senior co-cap-

through her contributions as a stu-

settling

made

in the National

Division HI poll.

hockey and basketball, before

at

in

25

Association

the

of sports

School

Wheaton

against

College, die Polar Bears have

ing them to find some good news or
humor in the race results," Slovenski
said. "Jill makes us a better team

lots

High

tie

and a win over Gordon

Connecticut, such as soccer, field

Schweitzer tried

Connecticut College,

recently, Trinity College.

Adding a
College

FALL

will

playoff match.

Meet at Colby.
"We've been improving continually throughout the season, and
at NESCACs this weekend, I bet
we can surprise a lot of people,"
Schweitzer said. "We have a lot

Ridgefield

home team advan-

round of the NESCAC

Bowdoin

because of Schweitzer's leadership

the time," said

all

first

and play on unfamiliar

high expectations for

of

die

invaluable.

coach. This

much

game against Wesleyan.
Bowdoin defeats Wesleyan,

good luck wishes by email, to
room show
wants Bowdoin's runto feel they are part of some-

night

The Polar Bears

Saturday's

If

individual

"Running has a

lows, but

"Jill is

"Everything from inspiring

said.

The Bowdoin Men's Soccer Team is
feeling the pressure.

are gritting their teeth in anticipation

readings at team meetings and late-

such a young team; however, in part

ever seen

is

cross country a fun

standing of the team,

inner strength

strong

make

and exciting experience for the
team," co-captain Jamie Knight '07

where one bad race can hurt

the, ^overall,

'

attempts to

in

thing special."

immense

In a sport with

by Vanessa Kitchen
Contributor

building a young squad this season.

Writer

competitor emerges, one

Men's soccer shuts out Trinity

advantage of leading and

taken

Messerly

Staff

she said.

Schweitzer has built a

Jill

getting towards the end

and

passing

under

It

of the
those

bridges got us moving," she added.

From now

on,

the

team

in

the

will be

forced to compete solely
championship fours events

in

the

at the

Head of the Charles.
This weekend the team will
compete against Maine rivals
Colby and Bates in a scrimmage
in Waterville at the Colby boathouse. The full fleet will be racing in a number of fours and
eights events.

......
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Scuba diving brings new world to

life

A junior abroad explores an extreme sport in Australia
by Joel Samen
Contributor
People are meant

on

to breathe

a universal truth, a fact,

is

human mind

scratched into the

young

at a

Scuba diving, one of the

age.

ear canal.

ern Australian coast, giving habitat

mouth

world's unique and technology-laden

there

And

cautions are not taken, there

sickness. But the thrill of seeing

their

corals are breathtaking,

and seemingly

diversity

more

weightless fingers, while the

underwater world surpasses

this

these risks.

At shallow depths, sunlight
into

les

the

tude of colors across the coral heads

the tan sand

and shelves.

patterns defined
surface's waves.

unlike any other marine park in the

The opportunity to see this other
world comes at a price. The pressure

world.

causes discomfort to the sinus and

is

It

visible

Reef

is

from space.

It

trick-

particle-suspending

beams

the aid of modern technology.

Australia's Great Barrier

is the

of agonizing decompression

threat

depths that no person can see without

drift

breathing

the proper pre-

inhabit the reef, as well as turtles

water. Its

people

if

and sea snakes. In addition, dolphins
and whales occasionally visit the

rigid hard corals explode in a multi-

gear,

the parched

45 minutes.

into

pounds of

is

from

tion

in

Weighed down with about 60

Then

suffered

humidity-free air for approximately

site. Its soft

law of life.

sports, reverses this

most diverse collecof aquatic creatures. Big fish
sharks, rays, and groupers

to the world's

like

land, not in water.

This

covers the northern half of the east-

are splayed across

and rainbows of coral,

in

by the lens of the

As the meters of the water column
between the diver and fresh air
increase, the natural light begins to
fade.

The squeaks and whines of air

bubbles from the ears betray the

immense amount of pressure that is
weighing upon the diver. The endless

Joel

Samen

for

The Bowdoin Orient

The Great Barrier Reef provides a habitat for a vast array of marine creatures.

blue-green of the ocean shrouds the
perimeter of the coral shelf.
ingly infinite

number of big

A seemfish

The labyrinth of calcium carbonate

hands splay open

nooks for a variety of
shaped

like tiny

to

provide
Fish

fish.

torpedoes weave

in

and out of the living rocks, pecking
at algae and picking larger organisms
clean.

Brightly colored parrot fish

nip and grind bits of coral, sending

Joel

Samen

for

come

what would it be?" My answer has
always been the ability to breathe

Their fins propel

underwater in order to see a world

They

them through the water, flapping
like a bird's wings, enabling them
to effortlessly glide around the
reef. A glimpse of their silhouettes
gracing the shadows of the water is
enough to make any diver's heart

As

that

is

shown only in glass cases at
The capacity to realize

the aquarium.
this fantasy

exceeds

unknown or any
the

a kid, the question often arises:

you could have any superpower,

graceful

all

fears of the

reluctance to enter

occasionally

Although the
brief glimpse

beat faster.

"If

floating in.

are akin to their lovable

awe-inspiring.

And

crisp snaps through the water.

then the turtles

land-dwelling cousins, but more

fill

the ocean behind that curtain.

visit

of

cold

water.

provides only a
this

amazingly

and colorful world,

it is

like

vacationing on an alien planet.

The Bowdoin Orient

A ray glides through the watery underworld of the Great Barrier Reef.

Interested in sports?
1

Why
*«&*.„

H

not write about your favorite sports team?

Get involved

-

try

emailing orient@bowdoin.edu.

^

Need waxtktg?

Call Us!

{

BRUNSWICK/
TOPSHAM

*

SIMPLy SKIN

729-5561
208 Maine

St.,

24Jordfli/v

Avenue

Brunswick
%/

/Bowdoin
/
/

'

(

£)runswiclc's

I

3 or More Medium \
v
l-Topping Pizzas
%

l-Topping Pizza

''$599

i

College \
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Women's rugby
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NESCAC

team crushes Colby
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School

plays

Leveriza's second

The Bowdoin Women's Rugby
Team rolled in with a smashing victory at

home mis past weekend,

beating

the

Colby White Mules 27-5. During

the

first

dry game in recent history, the

on their skillball-handling and renewed the

try,

followed by a

score by sophomore Betsy
McDonald.
The Bowdoin B-Side also overtook Colby, defeating the Mules
20-0. Sophomore Krystal Barker
final

Polar Bears capitalized

streaked across the try line for three

ful

stunning

intensity

of their kicking game.

The match provided

of enter-

lots

tainment for spectators, with the

team playing

in

top form the entire

time. Fifteen minutes into the

Bowdoin a 7-0

giving
First

try,

Strong runs from Julia Bach '06,

Naomi

center

Kordak

followed by a 75-

meter run from fullback Daphne

for

managed to
punch through the Bowdoin defense
to score its lone try of the match,
which went unconverted.
In the second half, the forwards

Polar

the

Bears.

"Playing in that

why

was as though

Miller. "It

needed at precisely die right moment."

team played

enthusiastic fans
It

was

just

Offensive pressure from Kelly Orr

This

Jannelle Richardson '06, and

regular

'06,

Vidal

'08

Munford

was

crucial.

and

Sara

Utzschneider controlled the back
line, resulting in

a series of support

our

way

3
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Williams
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Men's Cross Country

SCOREBOARD
Sa 10/22

v.

Colby

W

SCHEDULE
27-5

Sa 10/29

NESCAC Meet
(at

12:00

p.m.

Wesleyan)

SCHEDULE

Women's Cross Country

Sa 10/29

Sa 10/29

at

Southern Conn.

11:00 a.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommel.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC, New England Rugby Football Union.
-

NESCAC Meet

12.00

p.m.

Wesleyan)

Men's rugby

loses to

Colby

hard

were

work.

The

stellar as well.

bam! Right on."

post season with a 4-1

The ruggers

will

advance to

the playoffs this weekend, competing
at

by Adam Feit
Contributor

that really

game completed Bowdoin's
season. The Polar Bears head

into the
record.

a

in

showcased

Vanessa

28

Women's Soccer

Dlv N

1

was the perfect
our season. The whole

over the opposing team in scrum

Juniors

11:00 a.m.

Forwards \s captain Sarah Oberg

while the pack continued to drive

scrum.

Wesleyan

the entire

and then be exactly where they were

climax to

after

v.

T

L

7

F 10/21
F 10/21

8-0

team could read each other's minds

Claudia Marroquin '06 cooperated to
outs

W

Tufts

(at

'06 agreed, "It really

line

School

7

S
S

4-0

love rugby so much," said

I

the pitch. Margaret Griffith '07 and

of Colby's

L

SCHEDULE

game reminded me

NERFU

W

Colby

Sophomore
the win by

off of a Colby scrum.

and backs worked together to control

spoil several

and

scoring her first try after a spectacular
play by scrum-half Carrie Miller '08

Leveriza '07. In the last few minutes
before halftime, Colby

'07,

Alanna Beroiza '09 sealed the game

Rogan McCally secured

lead.

year Maria Koenigs scored

the second

session for the backs.

first

sophomore Alicia Velez scored
the first try of the game, which was
converted by Munny Munford '07,
half,

tries.

The Bowdoin forwards showed
their prowess in scrimmaging and
rucking, providing plenty of ball pos-

Southern Maine

Women's Rugby
Overall

L

The Bowdoin Orient

by both backs and forwards.
The game reached its pinnacle with

by Clara Cantor
Contributor

v.
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WomeisTs Volleyball

Senior Kelly Orr drives forward in Saturday's match against Colby.

W
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Southern Connecticut University.

The Bowdoin Men's Rugby Team
suffered a crushing 30-5 defeat

in

home match against Colby.
The match was close in the first
40 minutes, with Colby only manSaturday's

aging an 8-5 lead at the conclusion

of the

first half.

Injuries in the second half to

Bowdoin

starters

senior captain

Alex Castro and junior Morgan
Connelly significantly weakened

Condo Auction: Less than one mile from Bowdoin
McKeen Street, 2 residential to wnhouse style

on

ready for purchase at public auction, Nov.
8th at 12:00 noon. COLLEGE FACULTY TAKE

units,

- THIS CAN PROVE TO BE MORE
FEASIBLE THAN PAYING RENT! Quiet, safe

NOTICE

the team.

Despite

the

final

score,

the

match was very exciting with a
great deal of back and forth
between the two teams. Junior Dan
Jaffe had an especially strong individual performance.

! !

neighborhood yet close to school and 1-295. For
more information, please call Tranzon Auction
Properties at (207) 775-4300 or visit our website,
www.tranzon.com.

"Jaffe 's really matured over the

season-you can

tell

by

way he

the

recognizes situations and

is

able to

take advantage of his opposite 's

mistakes," said coach Rick Scala.
Jesse Butterfield '06 also turned

game.
"[He] can do it all. Whether you
need him to take a line-out or take
down the nastiest opponent, he
can step right in to the game and
execute," assistant coach Dave
in a great

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-In or Take-out

Miller said.

The rugby team's season is not
yet. The ruggers will challenge the University of Maine at
Farmington tomorrow for its sec-

over

Restaurant
1

n^v

visa &

mc

4 Maine Sfreet Bruno**. Maine • 207-725-© 708

ond postseason match,
qualifying for the
Plate playoffs.

in

hopes of

New

England

Drew

Fulton,

Sophomore Hae-Min Gil closes in on a jumble of players

The Bowdoin Orient

in Saturday's game.

1

20
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

United in Opposition
to Proposition One.
On November

8th,

the opportunity to

!

no or yes on Proposition One and therefore have
support equality for all citizens of Maine or legalize discrimination.
Maine

will vote

Maine's current law allows the right to freedom from discrimination in housing, employment, credit and education on the
basis of sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, a physical or mental disability, religion, national origin or race. These are recognized and declared to be civil rights, which Proposition One would overturn. As such, Proposition One sits in glaring opposition to the "Common Good" philosophy for which Bowdoin College is known and respected. To oppose Proposition One is
to publicly endorse Bowdoin's current philosophies and policies and to demonstrate its commitment to leadership in civil
rights. As queer/ trans faculty, staff, students and allies, we live our professional and student lives under the security of the
non-discrimination policy of the College. Proposition

One revokes this same security from our home and personal lives.

to attract and retain the best and brightest students, faculty and staff, some of whom identify as
diverse
gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender. The ability to recruit from an international pool provides the College with a rich,
and productive environment that is required to make the College and the state of Maine competitive and economically
healthy. Put simply, Proposition One will make it more difficult to recruit and retain queer/ trans students, faculty and staff,
or our allies who hope to work and live in an unbiased and welcoming environment. We believe Proposition One will be
harmful to the College's ability to remain competitive with other employers and institutions of higher learning. Such an out-

Bowdoin College competes

come would have negative consequences for our community and

state.

For these reasons, we the undersigned oppose Proposition
One and support equal rights and protection under the law.
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To the Editors:
As a Brunswick

#

zen of Maine,

that a

ing in the military,

proponent of the war,

would attack

who

himself

is

not serv-

his classmate for putting his life

on

Bush administration

is,

the line simply because he disagrees with the

We thought that he may have thought
We were wrong. He said he stands by his com-

Baldacci

and principle must be protected.
resident and citi-

applaud the Maine

I

Governor

and

Legislature

months from now, U.S. Marine and Bowdoin senior Alex
Just
Cornell du Houx '06 will head to Iraq and risk his life for his
country. This should have been a solemn and reflective time for
our community, and a time for Cornell du Houx and his family to
mentally prepare for his tour of duty. Yet, it appears that Dan
Schuberth '06 saw it as an occasion to make a political statement.
For Schuberth, secretary of the College Republican National
Committee, to "question [Cornell du Houx's] logic and motivation"
for doing his duty and to call him "one of the most vocal opponents
of. .our country" was reprehensible and devoid of reason.
Schuberth has every right to disagree with Cornell du Houx on
matters of policy, but his comments became indefensible when he
chose to attack Cornell du Houx's service instead of his beliefs. If
Schuberth has a "Support the Troops" magnet on his car, his own
hypocrisy would render those words hollow indeed.

The notion

on Question

President Mills: Vote 'no'

Established 1871

for

John

approval

their

last

spring of legislation making

I

am

ulty,

privileged to lead Maine's

oldest college, an institution founded

dawn of our Republic and one

at the

that long ago established

own

its

and

1

do not promote one

staff

over another. They simply

lifestyle

provide equal footing for

all to

par-

community.

ticipate in our learning

The state law in place today does the
same for Maine. It does not create

accom-

These
employment
and admissions practices, Bowdoin

modations, and education based on

does not discriminate "on the basis

rights

sexual orientation and gender identi-

of age, race, color, sex, sexual orien-

granting equal access to education,

tation, marital status, religion, creed,

housing, and jobs,

crime

discriminate

to

employment,

credit, public

ty or expression.

a

it

housing,

in

believe current

I

efforts to repeal these protections at

the polls in

November are wrong and

anti-discrimination

policies.

policies state that in

its

and ethnic

ancestry, national

or mental

or physical

origin,

handicap."

special rights for one group over

another.

of our

all

citizens.

By

to

Maine makes a
the world that we

in the

founding principles of

statement
believe

simply extends equal

It

to

and

we

Bowdoin's policy has nurtured an

this nation

principle of equality in America.

environment where individuals can

ing to abide prejudice, hatred, and

Americans are fortunate to live in
a society founded on the concept of
equality. Much work remains to be
done to meet the challenge of

make

fear.

achieving equal rights in American

The protections provided by
Bowdoin College to its students, fac-

the fundamental

inconsistent with

society, but progress is undeniable.

contributions based

intellect, energy, interests,

And

ties.

upon

their

and

abili-

underscores the need to

it

evaluate ideas on their merits.

that

On November
on Question

do

voters to

1.

8,

are not will-

will vote

I

"no"

Maine

urge other

I

the same.

Sincerely,

Barry Mills

Schuberth's comments were deplorable

quite frankly, mind-boggling.
better

of his remarks.

To

His statement raised some interesting questions. Would Schuberth

du Houx shirk his duty to the United States and
of his political beliefs? If Cornell du Houx
would Schuberth have then attacked him for not serving

wrote that the deployment of Alex

Houx

Cornell du

rather have Cornell

Iraq close to

quit the military because

his service,

had

return.

quit,

his country? Finally, does he think all military personnel

who

dis-

a shame that Schuberth cannot stop playing politics for even a

moment

countryman's service without accompany-

to recognize his

no matter how bitterly two political opponents disagree, they would be able to rally
around someone's decision to take up arms in defense of America.
ing

with a vicious attack.

it

Apparently, a

Schuberth

moment

One would hope

like this is

that

merely another opportunity for

to try to score political points.

Such a comment has no

place in public discourse and highlights the very reason

many
The
the

why

so

of The Bowdoin Orient's
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managing
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of fa
rial,

other

from carrying out our
extent.

fullest

In

ideals to the

this

case,

Alex

enrolled as a Marine, a decision

He has proven time and
Bowdoin and in Maine

To

founded upon principles of service,

the Editors:

BCN News this week,

Watching

was appalled

to see

I

one of the lead-

Bowdoin

before the war in Iraq had even

on

appeared

Making

radar

the

screen.

the assumption that Alex

Republicans criticize and question

enlisted as a Marine after the incep-

Alex Cornell du Houx's logic and

tion

motivation for serving in the Marine

a glaring oversight easily

Schuberth questions Alex's logic

and motivation. Alex's story is not
illogical. He enlisted in the Marine

way

that

is

it

a

The

to serve his country.

of

Corps.

the

It

College

sad to see a Bowdoin

is

of the war with Iraq seems like
remedied
by a mere few minutes of rational

How

student emulate the disrespect dis-

reflection.

played by such contemptuous

have occurred?

politi-

who

could this

we would

lapse

country then got involved in a war

cal

which the majority of Americans

recently called

now see as a mistake. Alex criticized

Hackett 's service in Iraq an attempt

criticism of our opponents' actions.

"pad the resume." As one of our

Instead of making derisive com-

war because he did not
was the right path for the
For a Marine

country.

own classmates prepares

ication to doing

But he

Iraq,

it.

is

to leave for

a time for the Bowdoin

community

and

to put politics aside

Perhaps
apply a

do well to

practical logic in our

little

ments whose

messages are

true

expressions of

barely-concealed
personal

all

against

vendettas

our

an incredible ded-

express our best wishes to Alex and

opponents, maybe

we

should chan-

what he feels is right
whether it is easy or
back out of his

our appreciation of his sense of

nel our efforts toward

more produc-

duty.

tive ends.

viction, as well as

not.

Marine veteran Paul

to

speak out against

to

hacks as Rush Limbaugh,

feel that

a war takes amazing courage of con-

will not

He

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Matt Thomson '06

Anna Remillard

Linhart's notion of 'liberty'
To the

American

Editors:

culture.

Many from

To

privi-

'08

leged backgrounds, like Linhart's, seem
oblivious that, for the have-nots and

point

was

powerless, equality of economic oppor-

a

freedom to
inclined to

let

hire,

vote yes,"

I

mem pass—examples of

youthful ignorance and ideological
zealotry.

On reflection, I believe silence

is

a mistake.

ty

mat values

Linhart begins,

"America

is

a socie-

tunity

and

political

voice

tion for full exercise

of

is

a precondi-

liberty.

That

—not
drag—

the freedom to

kind of equality

come to work in
is at the heart of
Maine's November 8 gay rights vote.

skewed

is

the Editors:

Alexander Linhart makes a great

Reading the erroneous and misleading statements in Alex Linhart's, "For

Cati Mitchell

Miranda Yaver

not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
editor.

Frances Milliken

Theresa Weaver
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that

is
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Editor
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Editor-at-Large

Sports Editor
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the unfortunate fact

Sara Schlotterbeck '08

activism, and military service.

Photo

Assistant Sports

A &. E Editor

envisions

Editor

Assistant

Features Editor

according to their ideals, however,

its best.

Sincerely,

at

contract with the United States.

BOBBY Guerette, Managing

exemplifies

is

Community

here to serve his country

for his country,
Editor-in-Ckie/

it,

lack of practical reasoning exhibit-

ed here.

with community service, political

it

JAMES D. BAUMBERGER,

Professor Franco put

Dan Schuberth's

regarding Alex Cornell

du Houx's deployment to Iraq, I
can't help but puzzle over the utter

It seems as though Mr. Schuberth
our world as one in
which individuals function solely

It

criticize

man who,

of a

integrity

Service Council, and yes, Students

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
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the

comment

as

duty as a Marine.

shameful for Schuberth to

democratic citizenship at

the

The Bowdoin Orient

are pro-

duty as an American to

fulfilling his

Democrats, Habitat

in the College

valid

725-3975

means

service to his country and that

have worked closely with Alex

Reserves because he feels

The Bowdoin Orient

principles of

fulfilling his

staff,

foundly disturbing.

for

same

in the

been

the Editors:

After hearing

duty. His

always

question government policies and

students,

Daniel Schuberth on

I

grounded

To

his duty to

it's

fulfill his

have

Orient,

the

contrast,

and he will

serve,

motivations

and wishes him a safe
and the administration

professprs,

that he

distrust politicians.

editorial board.

The

brings the war in

are amazingly supportive of Alex. In

agree with the administration should no longer serve?
It's

says and believes that

the Editors:

In a recent editorial, the Orient

ments.

when he

society

says that "America

values

that

Nothing makes

me

is

liberty."

prouder as an

American than to know that my fellow citizens will not be refused service or employment because of the
color of their skin or their gender.

I

more and more

(Indeed, employers will remain free to

fervently hope that

ing the Declaration of Independence as

impose dress codes when

citizens will be extended this liberty

canon. Problem: before the declaration

liberty

over equality,"

cit-

attire

sub-

work performance.)
Our Republican stalwart might contwo major threats to liberty in

stantially affects

and not be excluded by individuals
grasp on to an outmoded and

these truths to be self-evident That all

sider that

close-minded world view.

men (sic)

my

mentions

liberty, it declares,

"We

hold

are created equal."

Linhart's assertion

of liberty's prima-

cy over equality ignores past episodes

when

was true. Passage of
Amendment, New Deal pro-

the opposite

the 14th

lifetime

have been Republican

in

who

Linhart would do well to recog-

authority to monitor Linhart's emails

was once socially unacan employee to be
female or African American and that

and

there

is

ous

morality

origin:

McCarthyism

today's Patriot Act

in the

1950s and

nize that

FBI

ceptable

which gives

library transactions.

the

Sincerely,

are just a few examples.

David Vail

Fathers.

In

my

view, there has always been

for

no reason to cling to the dubiof our Founding

grams, and the 1964 Civil Rights Act

tension between equality and liberty in

it

Adams-Cad in

Sincerely,

Professor of Economics

Sam Minot

'08

—
ifrfrWMMWMMI M
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.
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Do

not

Bowdoin

drill

ANWR for oil

Miers nomination was important
American presidents

You Got Conserved

film

candidates

result,

no

society has

the Editors:

want

I

positioning

To the Editors:
In last week's Orient,

which he declares that drilling in
ANWR would decrease America's
dependence on foreign oil as well as

McLaren made

lower gas prices.

Low

of all, accord-

First

own

ing to Linhart's

sume around 20

we

math,

con-

million barrels of

and wells

oil daily,

ANWR would

at

provide 1.4 million barrels a day.
Well, unless this

Americans

agenda

politcal

respond to Zachary

to

Linhart's op-ed of October 21, in

SUV

hasn't seen

where

fuel

its

He

it.

criticized the

film society for planning to screen

he thinks

it;

it

"propagandiz-

is

As most have

figured out in the

—

past few weeks
among them
George Bush and his strategy
team there are better Supreme
Court nominees than Harriet Miers.
However, her nomination was not

—

We

haven't seen

we have

it

But

either.

the chance to premiere a

As a

whose

alienated

giving their opposition

more appropriabyss of what has become

the pinnacle, or

of the attacks
on Miers came from the right,
because

ammunition in hearings. This
however, is problematic,
it has been known to backfire. No one should be more cognizant of this than W, whose father
not so proudly responsible for

is

David Souter, whose

than

less

steadfast conservatism has

cant that the majority

ate,

even for the sake of a painless

confirmation.

This leaves Bush

bet that conservatives and liberals

by the
Bush administration. Bush's nomi-

alike will be looking for another

nations are not only important to the

He

from

a great opportunity

American

way

tioned

—the dampens' back yard? A

still

we

leaves 93 percent;

still

will

be grossly dependent on foreign

oil. In

terms of lowering gas prices,

Linhart doesn't realize that

it's

not

the supply of oil that's the problem

much

so

as the refineries not pro-

ducing gasoline quickly enough.

ANWR

Moreover, drilling in
would require oil rigs and large
pipelines (like the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline) to be built. This will cost

of dollars and come

billions

when

ing

20

to noth-

those oil fields give out in

years.

The best way to reduce our
dependence on foreign oil is to
reduce our overall consumption of
oil... or let hillbillies

shoot into the

ground and hope for the

might judge

to

it

to not screen

think

it

be engaging, cinemat-

will

and because we
think people will come to view it.
Whether High Cost of Low Prices
will be any of those, we don't
know. We hope so. Whether we'll
valuable,

ically

agree with
it

its

agree or disagree,

it's

it

Brendan Mortimer '06
Davin Michaels '06

To the

immortal

declares, "If

your health, you haven't got anything."

We

disagree with the Count

on every other
ly agree

issue, but

To make sure we

place.

all

and

am

I

sorry to say that this can-

hearti-

deserves more attention"

in

last

Upon

have our

Women's

reading

it,

however,

we

It is

Power

to

by Ben Kreider
Columnist
Tuesday, the media confirmed

Now,

Iraq.

just

over two and a half

years since the war started,
fitting

seems a

it

time to examine the U.S. pres-

in Iraq

and develop a feasible

exit strategy.

October

all

who need EC, which must

this is

simply untrue.

At James Cook University,
Samen is experiencing a different
game than Rugby Union, which is

U.S. public opinion has turned

Bush

weekend hours

will

manipulate

determining

instituting a trial period

from

late

November to the end of the semester
will cost

around $2,500. These are

sums compared
amount of money pumped

to

piddly

the

into the

We

applaud BSG's decision to
support weekend hours at Dudley

Coe and Dean

Foster's and

Dr.

Benson's willingness to work on
this issue.

Improving the health and safety
of all students is a noble goal and

one we can easily achieve
work together.

if

we

plays

in

football;

doing a poor or "only

have been active

movement

in

in fact, the

epitome of a

152,000 U.S. troops currently in Iraq,
a

number

that has actually increased

no end

sight to the financial

burden

this

in

war

going into the

The course Bush took with Miers
was to nominate a candidate whose
conservative record
sive, in

unimpres-

is

a bid to take the wind out of

the Democratic sails
the influence he is

and hold on

now

He took

in

the support he

continues to place on both current

of losing.

programs and future generations.
It is worth examining what this

typically

money could have been spent on
instead of an endless war built upon a

for

doing

this

point

web of

conservative enough to appease the

and deceit. For instance,

lies

NPP

states that the

money could

There are a myriad of other

money could have gone

toward. Helping to cover the 45 million

ance

Americans without health
is

Now

insur-

another example.
that

we know

financial costs

the

human and

of the war,

it

is

worth

has from the right for

granted and took a considerable hit

right

so.

His only recourse

is to

and smart enough to be tolerby the Left a John Roberts

—

The Miers debacle and

resulting

trauma of a replacement nominee
will inflict a

tremendous

political

have Republican
members of Congress cursing his
cost

that

will

name as they

struggle to maintain

their seats in the

most important

ously has a responsibility to keep

tions

No one

advocating

immediately. Such an action would

Iraq stable.

be

"cutting and running." Conservatives

foolish.

What .we

are

advocating

development of a viable

is

the

exit strategy.

troops need to start withdrawing
later,

preferably

As of now,

the

administration has no plan to get us
out.

Democratic

Senator

Russ

Feingold of Wisconsin has proposed
bill in

the Senate that

would

estab-

lish a timetable to bring the troops

we

seriously

home.

Sincerely,

Kelly Orr '06

consider this proposal.

Heather Day '06

Daphne Leveriza '07
Sara Utzschneider '07

Our presence in Iraq is doing more
harm than good Iraq is a sovereign

It

is

time that

merely use
ple

is

this rhetoric to scare

and avoid the

real

peo-

questions

Iraq will never

be secured by a

occupation force. The

Pentagon itself has admitted as
much. In congressional testimony,
Army General George W. Casey, the
top

U.S.

commander

the

in

ramifica-

of Bush's next nomination

could carry far past his administration

and the balance of power

Congress.

It is

easy for

me to

in

write

he needs to nominate a real
regardless of the
because I don't
have to worry about re-election,
but the gravity of the trend toward
that

of the problem.

He

is

in

Iraq,

resulting fight,

weak candidates
change

in the

necessitates

way nominations

a

are

made. To dare dilute the eminence

is

of the Supreme Court of the United

quoted in

States by nominating a candidate
on the grounds of political expedi-

explained that the large U.S. force
part

However,

conservative

about this war.

large, outside

at

propose a nominee

troops should be taken out

no one

to

danger

decades.

virtually

a

momentum

round of congressional elections

you

Sincerely,

Alison Driver *0S

at

With

http://www.costofwar.com.

logical

congressional elections.

examining the consequences of a

within the next year.

is,

(NPP)

Project

Priorities

National

the

to

withdrawal. The United States obvi-

tell

thinks that all

down, read the opponent's field
and either call or execute
a play, all within a few seconds.

mental sport.

according

of

can

sooner rather than

rugby

from the war climbs. The cost of
war now stands at over $200 bil-

lion,

that

I

The

belief,

the anti-war

since before the inva-

get up, sprint to the next break-

Samen's

the

areas the

player must endure a harsh tackle,

to

and

a variety of social programs as the

power base the GOP
depends on. This nomination would
draw no flak from the right, but
would undoubtedly run into strong
opposition from Senate Democrats
and give that party a bit more ideotive Christian

versities!

the

Contrary

that

to cut student aid

support from the

wing, especially the conserva-

right

and anger about the war have broken into the mainstream.
Unlike some on the Left, I do not
support an immediate withdrawal. I

implement plays amidst the fast
pace of a match.
Furthermore, rugby's intense
physical demands require an addi-

position,

Congress seeks

tain his stalwart

will be successful. Clearly, doubts

sion started, and

of mental strength; a

fair"

pro-

social

no coincidence

is

It

to cuts in

clone?

rugby players must use their own
judgment to decide upon and

tional level

various construction projects.

Samen

coaches' involvement in

praises

hours on Saturday and Sunday will

$9,000 per year, and

opponent's

defense in order to score.

not be exorbitantly expensive. Three

cost about

the

people do not want

of the war has led

or

Court of Appeals, he could main-

ated

of all students.
Although Bowdoin faces finan-

Bowdoin and

to

its

us there. Furthermore, the astronom-

judicial

Brown

such as Edith

Edith Clement of the 5th Circuit

four-year scholarships to public uni-

players use strategy and foresight

cial constraints,

and

*

nominate a true

to

someone with a proven
record,

have been used to create 9.87 million

extremely mental sport. Offensive

the type

is

Were he

female conservative to the bench

the

current situ-

is

at

ambiguous

politically

he

Roberts;

showed that sixty-one percent
do not believe our policies in Iraq

a negatiyc one for the health

some
pay higher prices. The
elsewhere

and

worked for
performed
extremely well in hearings and
proved to the Democrats that he
would be a good justice and that he
would not overturn Roe v. Wade,
making his conservative leanings
the formula that

is

job of handling the war. The same
poll

difficulty

lat-

those surveyed believe President

of rugby played here at
internationally. This
distinction aside, rugby is an

be started immediately, have to find

than pushing a

recently, there is virtually

The

Students

choosing

bill

On

the 2,000th American casualty in

25 by The Wall Street Journal,
showed that sixty-six percent of

when

difficult

Miers confirmation. By showing his
hand with his use of the strategy of

withdrawal

est Harris poll, published

for sprained

stressing a conservative philosophy.

easier to swallow.

decisively against the war.

a quick appointment.

great

time to begin

Besides being a generalization,

is

Bush has already expended a

be more

mental aspect [of other sports]."

they need

figure

of precedent impress
Democrats, while also

Senate

Ever since the failed nomination
by Ronald Reagan of Robert Bork,
the paper trail has unfortunately
become a primary criterion of

for

working

credentials

judicial

thoughtful

a

John

ence

Friday's Orient.

whose

inate a candidate

as

This

center hours last

emergency room

In losing the Miers nomination,

already-underfunded

"Rugby

coming away with another justice.
His only workable option is to nom-

respectful

country,

we were

excited to see the article,

nominate an extreme conservative and have any real hope of
itself to

a viable replacement could prove to

certainly

to receive varsity status,

of the Senate
Committee and Senate

control

Judiciary

deal of political capital, and finding

Speaking Truth

To the Editors:
As the nation's second collewomen's rugby football club

lacks the influence and unques-

Miers.

gradual

giate

by any other name.

Harriet Miers

didate will likely be another Harriet

students troop to

began

lic

nominate a confirmable candidate,

health

Bowdoin

ankles and ear infections,

ation

greater pressure to

Currently,

weekend

it

in the

were offended by Mr. Samen's
statement that rugby "lacks the

the

Association

the

we

with that statement.

health,

year.

would never have been chosen.
With Miers withdrawn, Bush is

a mental sport

you haven't got

low pub-

now under even

Supreme Court nominee who

grams.

The

film

istration's extraordinarily

image and the upcoming
midterm congressional elections in
which the entire House and a third
of the Senate seats are up for grabs,
Bush is between a rock and a hard

of a

directly influenced the choice

past and under different standards

Editors:

the

In

Court rules for the next few

the

decades, but because of the admin-

ical cost

Princess Bride, the villain Count

Rugen

And

Rugby Union
is

weekend

the

held

position

it,

are a film society.

Sincerely,

health

or hate

a film.

Sincerely,

center during

political system.

The vulnerable

today by the Bush administration

conclusions or not,

doesn't matter. Love

John Ferriss '08

Open

We

be as miserable

and biased as McLaren has prejudged it to be. Simply because we
screen something doesn't mean we
give its message some sort of tacit
endorsement. Most documentaries
are political by nature. That doesn't make them less worthwhile.
We screen a movie because we

we

best.

—

would be bad business!

it

go-to

tion just got shot down, and you can

a potentially injurious trend in the

fuel

His

option promising an easy confirma-

ately, the

seven percent decrease in foreign

a nearly

in

quandary.

impossible

versial) director/producer. This

is

it

moder-

settle for a

Right won't

movie by a notable (and contro-

the

will

when

demonstrates that

ical

proven

this point,

it

to judicial nominees, the rad-

comes

remaining 18.6 million barrels come

consumption,

conservative

incredibly signifi-

It is

tactic,

less

the tenuous position held

worries; Harriet

own

his

power base.

because

me

my

weak candimore importantly, he has

the Left to look out for
dates, but

more

court in the country represents to

the greatest of

nominees, Bush has not only alerted

political

less clear are

is

and aggravated a paranoid right wing in the process.
Miers's questionable record and
qualifications spoke volumes about

Miers 's nomination to the highest

ing.

generation of

drastically cuts

Wal-Mart: The High Cost of
Prices. But then again, he

like

by Will Hales
Columnist

Evan

clear: he doesn't

it

choosing

in

candidates for the Judiciary.

attractive,

To

.

i

Please see KREIDER, page 23

ence is not just troubling, but
wholly indefensible.

The Bowdoin Orient
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Formulating an
KREIDER, frontpage 22

exit strategy

the October

1
issue of the Los
Angeles Times as explaining that

fuels the insurgency, that

of the

that

coali-

tion forces as an occupying force."

The
ence.

up

will be

to the Iraqis

own

selves to secure their

them-

country.

have made a great

Iraqi police forces

be

will

It

when

get public support

The insurgency

is

here,

questions about where

administration should propose that a

ed.

be

held,

Arab

have an untapped resource

time to seriously examine the

costs of this

It is

We
among

the country to them. In addition, the

of the

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

members and get the support
in the Arab world.

recruit

more needs to be done to train
them properly and turn over areas of

conference

num-

largely fueled

by hatred of the American presence,
so a withdrawal would make it harder for Al-Qaeda and other groups to

but

members

We

war and ask

the tough

there

we

are head-

there

need an

exit strategy

Honor the dead. Heal
End the war.

now.

wounded.

the

us.

thought

I

was
was

equal opportunities
The only "choice" left will be discrimination based on sexual orientation. Even if you defend the liberty

Our Founding Fathers established
this country on the principles of liberty and equality. In the same sen-

imaginable.

tence

of

Declaration

the

that

Independence enumerates our natural rights to life, liberty,

of happiness,

suit

and the pur-

boldly states,

it

this

On the contrary, the state has a

so equally. If the state will advocate
for

someone

disability,

While tension exists between

national origin,

liberty

equality, a certain degree

equality

of

necessary to maintain

is

Most

essential are equal protec-

religion,

By

tion.

we

erties

we

all risk

We

would

risk

or authoritarian regime, similar to

from which we separated (and
which Alex Linhart warns

that

that

Though

against).

is

it

we live in an unrepreand discriminatory state.

We

need

system.

tax

However, we have consented

to

tunities for all

and to meet a moral

obligation to our fellow citizens.

The

right of the state to discriminate

minority

certain

groups

as "threats to national secu-

rity" is perhaps

who live in a fiction-

Unlike some

our

at

redistribution to ensure equal oppor-

deemed

able to most,
sentative

look

against

unrecogniz-

you.

comes

often

It

a sweatsedo (like a tuxe-

that

way around

floor.

both campus and an

gorgeous senior

At worst,
At

proud bearer of a 21 -year-old ID.

cab ride

home and

the
"It"

a senior

is

get to

know

girl,

and she wants

you.

For some reason beyond
prehension,

rounding

to

there

older

younger boys.

I,

is

my com-

a stigma sur-

who

girls

date

for one, fail to see a

downside. First-year boys are eager
eager to please, and eager to

to a dance-

girl

pub dance

be flattered but

she'll

decline.

is

it

up. Stop lean-

off in the middle of the

usually

extra long twin bed, and

it

$3

best, she's got

for the

bedroom

a single

big enough to continue that dance-off

somewhere a little more private.
Sophomores and juniors, this goes
for you as well. Senior girls have a
lot to offer. Beyond our cozy offcampus houses with their full-sized
beds and beautifully painted Beirut

many of

tables,

us have cars that

you away

ing their involuntary celibacy.

I

cru-

you've only dreamed

campus house with a keg shell pyramid next to the porch couch. She is
both fresh-faced and naive, and he is
well-seasoned and only too happy to
show Little Miss Moore Resident the

elly laughed at their sad plight

and

what classes to take next semester?

waltzed off to a series of holiday par-

On

my

RateMyProfessor.com ask
that cute senior girl, and she'll tell
you everything you need to know.
And I shouldn't even need to men-

ropes. After

adorable, smart,

funny roommates

tion our access to the treasure trove

girl,

with her short

first-

skirt

and

the first-year face-

all,

the holy grail of every senior

is

first

week back

no doubt

hickeys blazing.

ties,

Well,

now

the tables

have

turned.

any given night, you will find

and me,

sitting

around our rickety

and

kitchen table complaining about the

that there are plenty

to school,

ners of the

of.

—

Uncle Tom's keg menu, nor

that is

ruin the surprise of what exact-

I

dance-off will entail,

decided lack of Saturday night sleep-

ly that private

overs we've had so far this year.

except to say that there

a "tour of the house."

year

there's

Not

I'm a

that

little bitter

or jeal-

Enough
girls

enough. Let the

is

and

first-

their senior

chaperons

away

a sweaty

grind the night

in

Wondering

Forget

will

to

Port that, until now,

Old

of first-year girls just dying for a cute
30 College Street resident to give her

Wal-Mart

fun awaiting

a world of

is

you beneath those

sweats.

Trust me.

profits at the

more
is no

contestable.

One

Mart.

many people
commend Wal-

so

either criticize or

side views Wal-Mart as

the devil incarnate.

The other

side

seemingly praises Wal-Mart as one
of the best examples of capitalism
at work. Reality usually lies somewhere in between two polar opinions. In this case,

it

lies

closer to

the former.

profits

to criticize

do not

employees,

make

to

such

expense of others

what brings us

Most Bowdoin College students

may wonder why

detrimental to

is

Wal-Mart's ability

by David Duhalde
Contributor

In truth, the state discriminates in

only

hands of a tyrannical

in

Ladd Luau. First-year

polar bear ears, and his alluring off-

year

losing the lib-

multiple arenas every day.

citizens.

for

wrapped

it's

ing

do but so much more comfortable)
and slightly greasy hair. It knows its

to learn,

familiar with the combi-

all

cherish.

tected the property rights of only

falling into the

was wrong. Ladies and
give you the senior girl

first-year boy.

allowing the state to dis-

ernment. Imagine if the state pro-

select

or

ancestry,

must also do so

it

regardless of one's sexual orienta-

and representation by the gov-

tion

present

done everything

and certainly con-

first-year boys, I've got a

race, color, sex, physical or mental

criminate,

liberty.

time to step

awkwardly against the wall discussing computer disks or whatever
it is you all talk about, and challenge

you

all

we'll gladly use to spirit

regardless of their age,

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal."
and

and to do

citizens

its

at the

boys,

To

delicious restaurants and quaint cor-

boy's

and represent

embrace

but I'm interested in something new.

During my first year, I vividly
remember my male friends bemoan-

right does not belong to the

duty and responsibility to protect

I
I

ous of these adorable young things,

catch up to their female classmates.

book

state.

had seen everything

I

see,

nation of the senior boy and

entities to discriminate,

of private

amazing. I'm

it's

ceived of every possible coupling

We're

by Aaron McCullough
Contributor

to

to do,

gentlemen,

must advocate

know,

I

shocked myself. After three years

and the

State

Riley

coalition

troops are not present in large

of moderates

inviting

Romancing with

far harder for jihadists to

deal of progress in the last few years,

multilateral

A novel coupling combination

peace.

bers.

Iraqi people resent our pres-

It

the table, there will never be

to

troop reductions were necessary to

away one of the elements

If countries

Middle East are never brought

in the

"take

NATO.

League, UN, and

23

fairly

who

is

it.

Its

benefit

its

are the

backbone

of the corporation, or the foreign

all

largest class-action lawsuit in his-

against Wal-Mart

tory

based on

gender discrimination.
If

you care about

the beauty of

Maine, you should care about Wal-

environmental

Mart's

practices

who make

that continue to cause destruction

Wal-Mart
has the ability to pay better and
still
prosper.
According
to
WakeUpWalMart.com, if Wal-Mart
added half a penny to the cost of

numerous ways. The epitome of
suburban sprawl, Wal-Mart fosters

sweatshop

many of

workers

their products.

every product per dollar,

it

raise the salaries of every

employ-

could

in

low-density, poorly planned, vehicle-oriented development far from
the center of communities. Aside

from the human impact,

this nega-

impacts wildlife habitats,

tively

cannot be denied that Wal-

ee $1,800. Aside from salary, Wal-

Mart offers lower prices to consumers. Students and working peo-

Mart has committed other inexcus-

support basic rights for everyone

able labor abuses. This year, the

is

except homosexuals. If the best

ple often rely on Wal-Mart's lower

employment one must earn a job
and meet certain requirements to
keep it. The American dream holds

argument we can put forth

The Wal-Mart "Supercenters" in
the San Francisco Bay Area cause

dear the notion of equal opportuni-

morality [we] should accept," then

their

Wall Street Journal
reported
numerous child labor violations.
Wal-Mart has locked-in overnight
employees, preventing numerous
workers from getting treatment for

we should have begun

on-the-job injuries for hours.

munities in the Bay Area up to $256

Rights Act altogether. The only

end up taxing all of us, whether we
shop there or not.
Wal-Mart has approximately 1 .3
million
American
employees

other just choice

whom

and sometimes

al

world of "rights to everything,"

would not argue
fundamental

—

but

ties,

that

Either way, there

I

everyone has a

human

"right"

to

has never guaranteed

it

government to selectively

The Maine Human Rights Act
equal

opportunities

employment (among other

the

prices because these groups have

constrained budgets. While Wal-

whose

Mart can offer lower prices on

that

it

has the right to

in

tell [us]

Moreover,

is

this

we

fight

should

by abolishing the Human

start

areas) at

It

refusal to let "the state of Maine feel

years ago!

equal outcomes.

protects

for the

justification

is

to protect all

own

goods, their practices

they deceivingly call "asso-

The

cause for such action. If the referen-

state

Business
Week reported that the most common jobs in Wal-Mart pay poverty
wages and that workers are not
guaranteed
health
insurance.
According to Harper's Magazine,

dum on Question 1 is successful, the
Maine Human Rights Act will fail to

political liberty, or

in

guarantee

at

the expense of an employer's liberty

minorities equally.

to hire or fire anyone for any reason.

Businesses retain the right to offer

Political liberty, the freedom to
affect change and participate in gov-

or terminate employment based on

ernment,

merit and performance, the only just

equal

ty

opportunities,

is

ciates."

the most important liber-

of democratic peoples. When
is allowed to discriminate,
any liberty for
the

that matter,

can be granted or denied

any moment.

I

urge everyone to

homosexuals and transgendered will

use this liberty to vote "no" on

be denied the same protections as

November 8. This is the civil rights
movement of our time. It is essential

every other group.

Reading a

libertarian

argument

for "choice" from a contemporary

Republican
it is

is

that

we end this

if for

almost as laughable as

discrimination

now

nothing else than for our liber-

ty itself.

not-so-leftist

2004, the estimated potential

cost to the

American taxpayers was

$2.5 billion to provide government
programs such as low-cost hous-

most

even

more

ment

organizing a union. Wal-Mart's

working

bad

conditions

governments

for

As

federal

Brunswick

state

residents,

we

tive that

Wal-Mart not

resulted in high worker turnover

local

rates.

easily contaminated

commercial rivals do not
share Wal-Mart's practices. Target,

Our impact

Its

may be

it

is

impera-

put pressure on our
to

damage our

ground water.

as college students

limited, but our voice is

To deny

Wal-Mart can

on our
Brunswick community.
Socialists
The
Democratic
encourage Bowdoin students to
view Wal-Mart: High Costs of Low
Prices. Wal-Mart is able to spend
millions on its public relations, but

$10

billion in annual profit.

cartoons for the Orient!

strong stock prices. These have

to orientopinion@botwioin.edu.

to

the

logic of Wal-Mart's labor practices.

bad on labor
issues, Wal-Mart has been accused
environmental
of poor gender and
practices. The Financial Times in
2003 reported that while women
make up the majority of WalMart's work force, they make a
lower proportion of the managerial
In addition to being

positions (one

Send submissions

have

and

contaminating water sources.

come out of

these expenses do not

ago.

will protect every imaginable

been fined millions of dollars by the

ing to organize or even successful-

dishonest, however, to ignore Wal-

passes, the govern-

minority group except homosexuals.

reported that the corporation has

illegal

jobs for legally try-

loyal workers while maintaining

anyone employment based on any
criteria, but states began legislating

1

union-bust-

lost their

unionization has resulted in

legislation is bad,

away years

for infra-

and environmental

WakeUpWalMart.com

rival,

is

-

choice

structure repair

degradation.

pleased that

its

Draw

million in added costs

methods. Numerous workers

have
ly

These
com-

extra miles traveled could cost

lunches. Wal-Mart

we must work within the confines of

If Question

ing

an additional 238 million vehicle
miles traveled each year.

ance, and free and reduced-price

ing, basic children's health insur-

our legal system. A time existed
when any private group could deny

this

workers from improving
by using brutal

brought serious questions

libertarians

acknowledge some issues that need
to remain legislated. Even if you
believe that

its

their conditions

Also environmentally damaging
the traffic caused by Wal-Marts.

which will open a center in
Topsham, pays much higher wages
than Wal-Mart. At Costco, another

hypocritical. Setting that debate

aside,

Wal-Mart systematically prevents

along with air and water quality.

third)

and

store

managers (IS percent). By 2004,
over one million current and former female employees won the

crucial.

that

offer lower prices to college stu-

dents

dishonest.

is

Mart's

It

similarly

is

negative effects

we cannot. As a club, we

are begin-

ning a pro-town campaign to raise

awareness about Wal-Mart's detrimental effects and to encourage
students to utilize
chants.

Our

goal

is

downtown mernot to eradicate

Wal-Mart but to reform its practices. We can do this one Wal-Mart
at

a time.
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Saturday

Friday
Common Hour

Film: Shaun of the Dead
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall,
7 p.m.

/

Bowdoin's student performance groups
focus of the Parents

will

be the

Common Hour

Weekend

V

\

Wish Theater, Memorial

'

Sarah and James Bowdoin

Parents, students, faculty,

and

Hall,

8-10 p.m.

\

Morrell Gymnasium, 12:30-1:30 p.m.

.

The Real Inspector Hound

/

N

Student Performances

Day

Performances by Anokha, Arabesque, Boka, Gospel Choir, Longfellows,

staff are invited to

attend a celebration of students' academic

Meddiebempsters, Obvious, Poeting, Unity Step Team, and Ursus Verses.

achievement, featuring a speech by journalist

Morrell Gymnasium, 8:30 p.m.

./

A.E. Hotchner.

Morrell Gymnasium,
4 p.m.

r

Film:

t

Shaun of the Dead

Shaun's girlfriend breaks up with him, so he
tries to get

invade the

her back—but suddenly zombies

city.

Now Shaun

to kill the zombies, as

and

he

his friends

tries to

have

save his

girlfriend— and their relationship.

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall, 7

p.m.

/

Bowdoin Women's Association
Have some cozy fun

at a

pajama party while

watching Real Women Have Curves, a coming-of-

and being
proud of who you are.
Women s Resource Center, 7 p.m.

age movie about exploring within

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
Fall creates a

The Real Inspector Hound
See this comic play written by

Wish

A

Tom

Stoppard and directed by Matt Herzfeld

bed of scarlet leaves on the Quad.

'07.

Tuesday

Monday

f

Theater, Memorial Hall,
8-10 p.m.

(

Artist Lecture

Dr.

Listen to Steven Albert '89, realist

from Singapore, leads a talk
"The World Is Not Flat,
But Indeed Round!"
Tnome Dining Room, 7:15-9 ajn.

painter and digital scene creator,
describe his artistic works. Albert

Sunday

known

Bowdoin Breakfast
Thomas Ngi a high-technology

investor

entitled,

is

in part for visual design

ZS

in the film SHTek.

Parents Weekend Fun
Register to participate in a

Run

5K run through

campus. Proceeds will benefit the Joshua
Chamberlain Museum in Brunswick.

Bowdoin Chapel,

s

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 4-5:30 p.m.

Ben Snyder '80 discusses the
recruiting process for teaching
positions in private schools.

QFC Resource Room, Moulton Union,

9 a.m.

4-6 pjn.

Wednesday

Sunday Mass

Bowdoin Chapel,

Teaching in Private Schools

L.

4:30 p.m.

Bowdoin Friends

Communion

Local supporters of Bowdoin invite
students to an informal supper to
engage in conversation and build

Students, faculty, and staff are
invited to an Episcopal

communion
\

relationships.

and Gil Birney.
South Private Dining Room,
Moulton Union, 12-1 p.m.

service led by Edie

\

For more information, contact Dian
Petty at diank49msn.com

Thursday
Merton of the Movies

Town Council
Discuss issues at the Brunswick
|

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Yellow leaves brighten the Bowdoin campus

trees.

Town

I

See this comedy production about the

Council Candidates Forum, sponsored

"golden era" of the silent movie and

by the People Plus Center.

young actors who dream of
making it big.
Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater,
8-10 p.m.

Municipal Meeting Facility,
44 McKeen Street, Brunswick,
7-9 p.m.

the
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Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine

The Oldest Continuously-Published College Weekly

Merton charms crowd

in 1920s

comedy

Students prepare
for referendum vote

i
by Nat Herz
Orient Staff
The Bowdoin campus has become
a battleground for groups fighting on

both sides of Maine's upcoming

a response to a law passed ear-

lot as

lier

in

year

the

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

'06, as

Schuberth

retracts

du Houx's

service

tion,

might think there's

I

but a majority of people

live in small

dis-

who

towns do not believe

Potholm

that,"

said in an interview.

"They genuinely do not believe
there

Maine

is

that

a problem."

Potholm said

that the

most recent
had the

Legislature mat prohibits discrimina-

polling of definite

"Yes" vote leading by a margin of
seven to eight percent.

identity.

voters

However,

student organizations

Potholm said that confusion with the

are involved in the debate, and

wording of the measure would give

many

the

are

planning Election

Day

Bowdoin Queer-Straight Alliance
(BQSA), the Bowdoin Women's
Association (BWA), the Democratic
Socialists, and the newly-formed
Queers and Allies group (Q&A).

"No"

side an extra five percent.

Campus groups

Organizations that have

mobilized include the College
Democrats and Republicans, the

Drew

Wood

"You and

crimination based on sexual orienta-

or gender

activities.

Merton Gill, and Jacqueline O'Hare '06, as Tessie Kearns, perform in the
Department of Theater and Dance's fall play, Merton of the Movies. See related article, page 6.
Michael

the

problem.

tion on the basis of sexual orientation

Numerous

£w

by

Professor
of
According
to
Government Chris Potholm, the key
to the campaign is convincing rural
Mainers that discrimination is a

ref-

erendum on gay rights, Question 1
The ballot question reads, "Do you
want to repeal the law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation?" The measure is on the bal-

*

2005

4,
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in the United States

are mostly focus-

Bowdoin students and
community members to the polls.
While acknowledging that the
ing on getting

College Democrats had been doing

some phone banking over the
Please see

last

two

REFERENDUM, page 3

Field hockey finishes season
criticism of Cornell undefeated, looks to playoffs
Leaders of College Democrats

to a political opponent,

and motivation

After publicly questioning the "logic

and motivation" of U.S. Marine and

Maine College Democrats President
Alex Cornell du Houx '06 for his military service, Secretary

my attempt to deal a blow
I

made

the

mistake of questioning his patriotism

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

of the College

Republican National Committee

Dan

for choosing to fight

making it fourth

its final

on

III

in

an NCAA

Bowdoin

ranking.

game of the

regular season

Saturday.

disagree with him," Schuberth con-

At the end of the game, Coach

me

Nicki Pearson pulled her team aside

tinued, "it

was

inappropriate of

to question his patriotism

and moti-

who is leaving for a tour of duty in

the highest degree

stated before,

I

have nothing but

of respect for any

December, "one of the most vocal
.

finished undefeated in

regular season with a 14-0 overall

record,

"While I strongly disagree with
Alex in terms of his political beliefs
and his demeanor towards those who

As I

of.

inaugu-

its

trounced Wesleyan University 7-1 in

vation for joining our armed forces.

opponents

Hockey Team
its

time since

1972 season, the Bowdoin Field

ral

Division

Schuberth called Cornell du Houx,

in

Staff Writer
first

in Iraq."

Schuberth '06 has issued an apology.

Iraq

by Burgess LePage

For the

In a letter to die Orient, Schuberth

wrote, "In

not satisfied with apology

.

n

to congratulate them on their win.
"I

Please see APOLOGY, page 3

game

the first chapter

the
re-

many times as
"And believe me,

read that chapter as

it's

may

of our sea-

"You have

you like," she said.

Federal regulation

as being the

of today and tomorrow to

son," Pearson said.
rest

.our country."

think of this

end of

a great read."

But after

that,

she said,

for the next chapter

—the

it

is

time

playoffs.

For Alryson Craib '06, Pearson's

ease digital wiretapping

guidance has been an integral com-

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

A new regulation may

soon give
government the ability to monitor user communication on the
Bowdoin network without the
College even knowing about it
and requires the College to pick up
the

the several-hundred-thousand dollar

tab

for

the

system upgrades

needed to make it possible.
Several groups have already
mobilized to fight the

new

rale.

In a regulation issued earlier mis

Drew

ponent of the team's success. "She
has had an amazing impact on us

McNamara

year," Craib said.

Lindsay

Wesleyan

phone-service providers to re-engi-

"She has really focused on team
and it has proved to work.
This is the closest team 1 have been
on and Nicki has had a great impact
on our ability to work as a whole,"

neer their systems to allow the gov-

she said.

digital communication
by broadband service
providers like Bowdoin and other

encompass
facilitated

colleges.

Originally,

CALEA

forced tele-

ernment to remotely wiretap
tional

expands

last

'09 assisted the

Bean

in a

7-1 victory against

Saturday, securing the team a spot in the Dili top four.

unity,

Reflecting on the season, Val

Young '08 described the Middlebury
game as one the season's highlights.
"Middlebury

new

this require-

is

always a huge

game

for us

and after a disappointing
last year, this win was

overtime loss

Please see HOCKEY, page 12

INSIDE

ment beyond conventional telephony to other forms of digital commuFifty

and VoIP (Voice over
VoIP utilizes an

internet connection to place tele-

Commission (FCC) reinterpreted a
1994 wiretapping law known as die
Communications Assistance for Law
Enforcement Act (CALEA) to

phone

Bowdoin

security

cameras monitor

Internet Protocol).

month, the Federal Communications

Voter Guide

Features

nication such as email, video conferencing,

The Bowdoin Orient

tradi-

telephone lines. The

interpretation

Fulton,

this

campus

at all times.

Learn about the issues and
locate

your polling place

for Tuesday's election.

calls.

Civil rights organizations

Page 4

and
*

i

Please see WIRETAPPING, page 2

v.
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The Bowdoin Orient

may allow government

regulation

WIRETAPPING, from page

higher education advocacy groups

is

without oversight," he said.

approximate cost of $450 per student to make
the
necessary

The

both unneces-

sary and an invasion of privacy.

Bowdoin's

American

District

would be
partially

successful

which

"They want

since

be

of

to

do

The new FCC

doing

claims
"will

it

esti-

mates that the new

it...

$7

sities

ACE's

cies continue to be

Mitch Davis

Internet-

r^

.

1 1

t

technologies

FCC

that

provide

the old system, if the gov-

ernment obtained a proper subpoeit would have to work with IT at
Bowdoin in order to set up surveillance. The new rule would allow the
government to monitor communica-

na

Davis

come

do

it

and not

"Before they'd have
and ask me: 'We need

could provide

it

say that

it

involved "illegal content

was being passed around."
The rule goes into effect on
November 18. If it is upheld by the

the

at

government has only
network

courts,

however, that the

months

for access to

said,

institutions

will

have

18

to comply.

Freelance journalist reports

on Iraq problems

argued

adequate and

new

the

regulations

^

are unnecessary.
„

m fiHng

the

same

access

approaches

alternative

without the need to incur the $7
lion

traffic.'

"When you
pliance,

evaluate efficiency

com-

we just don't think it makes

a lot of sense."

While he did not expect

that the

Mike

Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

College would get actively involved
in the legal fight,

Davis said he sup-

ports the efforts to appeal the

Davis expressed nervousness that

would mean

bil-

expense of revamping our com-

said in a press release.

And we

for them."

we

puter network systems," Steinbach

said.

in

access to this data

the rule

is

versus the incredible cost of

inform anyone that they are doing
to

through

without Bowdoin's coopera-

tion.

to

once asked

He

the details of the case other than to

hope to convince the
colleges and universities

can

proliferate."

it,"

««•

•

Chief Information Officer

based communica-

"They want

Bowdoin

for

data.

left the

general

Steinbach

tem

tion

Davis said that in his time

to

•

the student

elaborate on

that

million.

While expressing uncertainty as
what the final price tag might be
Bowdoin, Davis speculated it
would cost between $200,000 and

He would not

vice presi-

that the current sys-

Under

approximately $2

College.

counsel Sheldon E.

lance needs of law

tions

is

was moot since

user in question had already

billion to

and

dent

without oversight."

surveil-

as

budget of IT

request

comply.

enforcement agen-

met

could be high-

colleges and univer-

They want

unlimited access

enhance
public
safety and ensure
the

it

data provisions in the rule

regulation will cost

CALEA.

that

if the

were upheld by the courts.
According to Davis, the annual

ing voice of higher

it

not inform any-

one that they are

regulation

to

describes

education,"

and

to

part

week

$400,000, but said
er

itself as the "unify-

was not meant
a

last

appeals court in the

of Columbia. The ACE,

monitoring

data

that

federal

a member,

is

an

number is correct,
at Bowdoin could

such an upgrade

the

least

upgrades. If this

cost in the vicinity of $750,000.

that he believed that those fighting

at

on

of which Bowdoin

Officer Mitch Davis told the Orient

the rule

Council

official estimated

Education (ACE), an organization
appealed the decision

Chief Information

monitor the Bowdoin network

Timet, an ACE

are fighting the regulation in court,

claiming the rule

to

for

computer users.
"They want unlimited access

I

new

regulation.

less privacy

Speaking with The

New

York

U.S. journalist and photographer

Dahr Jamail spoke

experiences covering the war in Iraq. Jamail,

on

his criticism of abuses at the

Abu

to a full Kresge

who works

Auditorium Wednesday night about

his

independently of major news organizations, focused

Ghraib prison, Iraqi hospital supply shortages, and combat in Fallujah.
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BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF Piz
Come try the best pizza,
appetizers, salads,

subs,

and more!

BUFFALO WINGS

SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

$4.50
MOZZARELLA STICKS

LARGE 16" PIZZA

ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

$4.75
CHICKEN FINGERS

$4.95

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95
etivff

729-OO85
85 Pleasant

St. •

Brunswick

«#

Open

Daily

at

a.m.

1

1
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College announces dean finalists, Bowdoin organizations rally
support for against Question
process for student, faculty imput REFERENDUM,

1

}

from page

galvanized their base and they have

1

not portrayed the consistent message

was also looking for a
didate who would be

After a lengthy search for candidates for the position

demic

affairs, the

The

of dean of aca-

been invited to

of whom have

all

visit

come

came from

to

meetings

and

the

said that

the

working

with

which point the candi-

at

group was primarily

staff are wel-

open-campus

make statements and

Bowdoin and

the

been working chiefly on the Bowdoin

riage,

community about

campus. According to president Alex

acknowledging

are going to focus

the candidates.

You

The College Republicans also have

may choose

to

convey your com-

Linhart '06,

"We

and to have these four strong candi-

ments orally

to

any member of the

main things

response to the referen-

Chemistry

dates to introduce to the

Timothy

Elgren,

we

munity;

Professor in

of them."

Music Cristle Judd,
of Dayton Dean of

University

MIT

and

ing

Mary Morton,
of

Professor

soon

Earth,

—were

selected from a

pool of over 100 applicants.

According

According to Mills, these

President

to

—

,

Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences

Kip Hodges

all

The four candidates will be arrivon campus for their evaluations
Elgren from November 7 to 9,
Judd from November 9 to 1 1 Morton
from November 14 to 16, and Hodges
from November 16 to 18.

College of Arts and Sciences and
Professor of Biology

campus com-

are enthusiastic about

Barry

will

visits

Bowdoin community

duced to the candidates, but also

ing to see the interest in the position."

with Bowdoin. For this reason, Mills

Those applying for the position
underwent a rigorous evaluation as

said that

the Search

the candidates to

who

is

be

intro-

for

become acquainted

dum

posters around

mittee), or

information to students, and help get

rest of the comyou may choose to provide
your comments in writing."
While this level of involvement is

not necessarily available in
leges, according to Mills,

among

an

In

smaller

Bowdoin
munity

many
is

it

students to the polls early."

Proponents of the referendum are

the

a

on economic freedom.

constraint

College

Secretary Daniel Schuberth '06.

didates.

slated to

Republicans

soldier

who

is

brave enough to take

_m^SiJi.^_^__fJ_^£^_»unr
This respect

try.

of a soldier's

is

When
week

..Lcpwmendjjup

political beliefs.

I

sin-

who were

my remarks."

contacted by the Orient last

in regards to his original state-

whether

decision to apologize

from members of the Maine

College Democrats and the Bowdoin
College Democrats.

Asked about the apology, Co-president of Maine College Democrats
Bree Dallinga '06 said, "What apology? It was not much of one. It was
basically someone twisting his arm
and telling him to do it. He did it
because the higher up in the party
told him to."
Dallinga charged that Schuberth 's
original comment and his apology
political moves with
much thought put into them but not
much conscience behind them."
"He has to say he respects soldiers

were both "sad

but obviously that's not the case,"
she said.

Bowdoin Democrats Co-President
Frank Chi '07 mirrored Dallinga's
sentiments. "I feel

mat

exterior pres-

sures definitely played a part in his

willing to put his

above anything

comment

shows how

own

political

in

the

National

said, "I personally

that decision

of a

identity

CIA agent for political purposes,

you [Schuberth] accuse a Iraq-bound
Marine of treason simply because he
our

protests

leader's

policies.

Obviously, you have the right stuff to

go far

in today's

posted

Republican Party,"

blogger

on Operation

Elephant

(http://opera-

a

Yellow

tionyellowelephant.blogspot.com).

A

"I

commend Dan

for

summoning

available on the
to the site

web

site

so

"This

Goodridge

'08,

Alex

"I think

mis quote was stupid.

tee will

be distributing a survey to

students this

week regarding

the

about

It's

BWA

Co-president of the BQSA Dan
Robinson '07 echoed his sentiments.

"This

about ending legal discrimi-

is

Co-Chair Heather Day '06

expressed

measure

said.

frustrating

it

black and white."

basic

Chi

find

I

debates are presented as

of

"Not having

sexual

it

the

the lan-

orientation

Maine's law system

and

with

exasperation

itself.

guage

in

just ridiculous

is

makes no sense

in terms

Day was

to

also

concerned with

the referendum are confident about

what she

how Bowdoin

absence of activism on the issue

students will vote on

Bowdoin.

the measure.

"There

because

I

perceived

be

to

that
at

been kind of bizarre

"It's

overwhelming support

with the lack of activity that there's

Q&A

been on

is

said

of

allowing discrimination," she said.

Members of the groups opposed

view the

student
'07.
state

liaison

think

"I

of Maine

campus. If

this

national issue

it

was a

it

might gamer more

support."

through the lens of Bowdoin

Trundy '06

Western Maine, Northern Maine,"

considers limited

she said.

misspelled Alison Driver's name.

"I

now

hope

said.

that with this controversy

put to bed, the

Bowdoin cam-

pus will find occasion to

reflect

upon Alex's sobering deployment,"
she said.

Munford was

have

I

will vote 'No.'"

"I

CORRECTION

about other

less sure

areas of the state.

worry about

Schuberth countered Munford's
optimism.

Due

an editing error, the

to

October 29

The 'No'

"Dudley Coe
weekend hours"

article

Driver also shares the position of

Bowdoin Women's

co-chair of die

going to

"I think the 'Yes' vote's

carry the day.

Association with Heather

Day

'06.

folks haven't

Bowdoin Briefs
News From Beneath The

It

—

made

the story a bigger deal
and
gave positive press to the College
Democrats and negative press to die

[College Republicans], which
exactly the opposite of what

is

we

Chapel service

will cele-

brate the

of Katie

Houx

side the

Bowdoin
service

In an interview with the Orient,
said,

"I

have

Bowdoin community who

life

Scott '06 this afternoon

should always be doing," blogger

Alexander Brunk wrote.

today

at 12:30.

entitled,

The chapel service,

"Kathryn

Ann

Scott:

service will offer an oppor-

who wish

to

ideas proposed in the academic bill

of rights.

brance. In addition, a condolence

tle

was noted again that the shut-

service begins today, and buses

will

be taking students

-The
about

to Bates for

SAFC spoke with the BSG

how

it

distributes

money

will

be available for

bers of the

community

mem-

to offer

support to the Scott family. Entries

can either be made at the reception

game tomorrow.

campus groups.

book

to

immediately following the service
in

Main Lounge

the Office

Violinist

or next

week

Tim Kantor

in

of the Dean of Student

waiting for

'07 and the

Bowdoin dance group Obvious

will

it

to reappear.

The College requested

Fund

can be made to the Bowdoin Annual

that its

web

site be temporarily removed
from the online search engine after
an ethnically insensitive remark in

an alum-written guide to Portland

was discovered on

perform as part of the service.

the

site

in

August. While the page was imme-

Bowdoin web

no longer

site

included in Google database
Google

Brunswick.

The

tunity for students

Kathryn

Scott Memorial Scholarship

A

Celebration of Life," will be led
by Mary Baard, who is associate
pastor of the First Parish Church
in

Affairs. Contributions to the

Pines

Fund.

memorial
Kathryn Scott '06

will hold a

for

on Scott's passing and
share their expressions of remem-

the football

-The academic affairs commit-

dif-

aspects

comment

-It

Linhart '06.

a moral issue.

is

consideration;

when such

human rights. Anyone who is a
human being should be treated fair-

many

optimism that people

reflect

Emily

it's

find middle ground," she

"There are always

comments were
irreverent,"
Bowdoin
College
Democrats Programs Co-Chair Any a
rospect, that his

SavetheGOP.com, a conservative
Hog, also disapproved of Schuberth 's

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

Absent:

such an extreme manner that

at least

vistitors

received emails and calls from out-

24/26.

very polarized, or

the humility to acknowledge, in ret-

can contact him.

he probably realized that a statement

-Attendance:

is

link to Schuberth 's email address is

Cornell du

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

Bowdoin

of a political controversy to take into

see the measure quite differently.

Margaret Munford

and Karl Rove betrayed the

frustrated

be the acrimo-

felt to

of achieving profit-maximization."

here,"

College

from

ficult to

statement or his retraction.

former

Emily Sheffield '06 was
by what she

like

to

it's

said.

views on either Schuberth's original

such

as

He said he could not

say

should not interfere with his efforts

comment on the College Republicans'

"Just

wholeheartedly."

want people from Maine

nious debate between the two sides.

nation in Maine/' he said.

else."

Bowdoin Republicans President
Alex Linhart '06

state with-

should be his alone. The government

Schuberth *s original statement.

Schuberth's future career in politics,

made would even-

is

gain,

it

England

from discrimination

protection

"1 think that political activity at

around the nation have criticized

apology," Chi said. "Considering Mr.

such as the one he

he

inappropriate and

New

the only

students are presenting their views in

support Dan's [apology] statement

Republican greats as Scooter Libby

His recent retraction drew attention

words and apologize.
for that," Chi added.

was

is

owner shouldn't have the
telling him who he can

was motivated by outside pressure.
A number of well-read blogs

ment, Schuberth said he stood by his

comments.

his

agree that Schuberth's

all

does take some

Schuberth declined comment on

offered regardless

cerely apologize to those

offended by

guts to eat your
,

to haunt him."

your

is

According to Linhart, "A small
business

and cannot hire when

it

"Gay marriage

said.

The second mistake, Potholm said,
was emphasizing the fact that Maine

system or legislation," said

judicial

28 and hopes to reach a final decision
by the end of the calendar year. The
new dean will begin work July 1

come back

Potholm

opponent's best issue."

Massachusetts," he said.

show them the best of

"Nonetheless,

a

not about gay marriage,"

is

something,

ly,"

tually

"This

a gateway to gay marriage either

Search Committee will be conducting

Schuberth apologizes for calling student Marine
"one of the most vocal opponents of... our country"
1

is

part of the debate.

"This type of language can be used as

Groups opposing the referendum

APOLOGY, from page

tacitly

based on sexuality. "If you don't

government

effort to involve the entire

are

gay marriage

that

out

formal referencing of each of the can-

is

not about gay mar-

is

opponents

the

ping stone to gay marriage, as well as

such as
whole com-

The Search Committee

referendum

attempting to frame the issue as a step-

few weeks,

the next

distribute

that

measure have made two

ballot

mistakes. First, by saying that the

typical

in this process.

Over

up

Heath, put

campus and

the

the opponents of

col-

colleges

to involve the

Michael

host

meet during the week of November

Bowdoin.

ambi-

Search Committee (who will then

important that the cam-

pus community

Committee sought an

"accomplished scholar

it is

to

have done three

convey them to the

be an opportunity not only for the

Mills, the caliber of the applicants

was "extremely high with many people who are excellent. It was gratify-

—

in

gay

this will lead to

Potholm said

Committee welcomes 'Yeaclions and
comments from all members of the

have

will

answer any relevant questions.

applicant pool from which to choose

University of Pennsylvania Associate

to portray for victory.

themselves into fighting

an email statement by

had a diverse and remarkably talented

dates

the

Dean of

Associate

need
tied

whether or not
marriage."

Brunswick community.

Faculty and Associate Professor of

College

They've

"The Bowdoin College Democrats
on Brunswick and
Bowdoin on Election Day," he said.

various

professors,

Mills, ""We are very pleased to

—Hamilton

to attend

that they

According to the email, the Search

—some

school

According

the campus.

The four candidates

all students, faculty,

weeks, Co-President Frank Chi '07

administrators.

applicants

some

in the selection process,

well-liked by

backgrounds

Search Committee

community

sensitive can-

the student body, according to Mills.

has narrowed the field of applicants
to four contenders,

Bowdoin." The committee

tious for

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

pages

searches

—but

College

web

not

billions

the

you have performed a Google
search for "Bowdoin" in the past
two months, you probably have not
gotten exactly what you were looking for. Bowdoin's web site, which
was judged "Webby Worthy" by the
prestigious Webby Awards earlier
this year, has been missing from
google since the beginning of the
is still

still

officials,

been show-

ing up in Google's database.

According

Chief Information

to

Office Mitch Davis,

been told

If

down by IT

the language had

of

Bowdoin

site.

school year and the College

diately taken

until

that

it

will

have

to

wait

Google's computers automat-

ically re-index the
it

Bowdoin has

web

site before

will again be included in search

results.

Davis was unaware when

exactly this would happen.

Asked

if the delisting

had

result-

ed in decreased traffic to the
Davis said, "No, not really."

—Compiled

by

Dan

site,

Hackett

and James D. Baumberger.
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Even

'light' cigarette

smoking
Ask

is

Dr. Jeff

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

Jeff

Dear

Dr.

Jeff:

heavy smoking

We

all

know

is

bad for you.
But what about
very

Dear
Although
two

or

Another consideration: smoking
two per day will
expose others to secondhand smoke, itself a Class A carcinogen and the cause of a great
deal of harm to others. Others, I
needn't remind you, who have
themselves chosen

a cigarette or

there

is

a defi-

dose-response

relaits

smoking even one

cigarettes per day poses

very

them out overnight,
left to try to cough

themselves clear in the morning.

tionship between smoking and
effects,

pen to breathe in. Cilia constitute
a primary line of defense against
respiratory pathogens and irritants. But cilia are very sensitive
to heat. In fact, the heat from the
smoke of a single cigarette will
paralyze them for a full day.
That's why smokers wake up with
a "smoker's cough." Their cilia
and they're

M.P.:

nite

very bad

can't clean

one or two cigarettes a day? M.P.

harmful
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definite

likely

health risks and
nite harm.
...

smoke
of a com-

is

very addictive.

After a time,

rettes.

smoke

easi-

it's

mixture

plex

of

cause of
preventable death

er to quit alcohol or

in the U.S.

heroin than cigarettes.

And

over 4,000 organ-

and inorganic
compounds, generated by the combustion of tobacco and additives.
They include cyanide, benzene,
formaldehyde, methanol (wood alco-

the

ic

(the

tion.

Nicotine

It

is

obviously the reason

welding torches),

quit.
it's

compounds cause
and

heart

to

heroin

or

Few

people

compounds cause

long.

cancer. Together,

greater than a

they
rette

make cigasmoke a

A

Class

time. That

carcino-

after

There

is

thing

as

level

ally

who

started off

become

smokers

full-time

—and

Over a second year

of exposure

of casual smoking,
more than half of the
rest become addicted,

car-

cinogen, no mat-

how small, no
matter how infreter

and so

on.

per day is
smoking one or two

There are other

cigarettes

shorter-term faccigarettes too

tors to consider as well.

Some of smoking 's immediate

The harm

harm comes from just inhaling hot
smoke. Our respiratory trees are

considerable.

lined with millions of tiny hair

Be well

which rhythmiup out of our lungs the

Why

is real.

The

risks are

go there?

we normally

you go, you may be recorded.
Some people are keenly aware of
a conscious effort to avoid being

it comes to solving campus crimes.
The cameras have assisted in solving
at least a half dozen crimes within the
last two months. He insists that the

caught doing something

cameras are not used as a monitoring

hap-

fair to

these surveillance cameras and

make

illegal

or

device but rather as

embarrassing.

Others are only

"We

vaguely aware of
their existence

become

and

an

[Security] are not

"We

Big Brother, watching

Brother, watching

about

"Big

over every

move that

actions

people make."

realize

often

their

are

Director, Der*. of Safety

tured on camera.

& Security

Bowdoin

The

hidden but are

"fairly unobtrusive."
It is easy to feel comfortable
around them, he added, because
they "become such a normal part

of the environment"

According

to

the

Nicholas,

Bowdoin community has nothing
worry or be paranoid about
when it comes to the surveillance
cameras as "99 percent of the time
to

is

nothing there [for the cam-

eras] to see."

work as a

ly

The cameras general-

know about them,

ple

When

deterrent.

peo-

they are less

watching them.

In

fact,

he point-

ed out, not

of
can

all

cameras

the

even be monitored

SO

CVC -GANZ high-resolution digi-

tal

color cameras.

in the

being watched by

rules."

Nichols said that the cameras are
not necessarily

said.

are

same time. They are watched in
clusters by a security officer on duty

is

do anything against the

making," Nichols

Randy Nichols

cap-

they are there and I'm careful not to

commit crimes because
they know someone could be

people

that

them

when they

move

over every

Brother"

watching

are not Big

1

don't see them, I just assume that

there

tool.

acutely

paranoid

investigative

I

at die

communication

likely to

On the
rity

flip-side,

because the secu-

cameras are useful only after a

crime has been committed, Nichols
advises that

Bowdoin

students not

travel alone, especially at night

He

suggests that students call Safe Ride

and remain alert

center.
is

He points out that the College does

years ago by a

reviewed after a crime has been com-

not have cameras facing die perime-

Advance Technology.

mitted.

When the time and place of a

crime

is

The system was installed five
company called

video

Often

recorded

data

I

cells called cilia,

foreign particles

Nichols stated that the cameras

have been "an invaluable tool" when

it is

College campus

many.

and

in

say that anywhere

campus,

how

Smoking one or two

quent.

cally beat

full-

time nicotine addicts.

a safe

A

that

a year, over half of

those

no such

to a Class

means

With security cameras

more than two months now.
Nichols said that he is "absolutely, tirelessly dedicated to safety of
the Bowdoin Community" and that
security's surveillance cameras
help make the school more safe.

around just about every building on

only smoking occasion-

dangerous

any amount.

in

has

SO per-

cent addiction rate over

gen, a substance
that is

Nicotine

Security surveillance cameras

constantly recording activity

over campus can be either com-

all

can

day for

cigarettes per

The

Bowdoin

SO

of

idea

forting or unnerving.

smoke only one or two

these

Mike Ardohno, The

quit

than cigarettes.

lung
Forty-

of

three

After a time,
easier

alcohol

of these

disease.

all

smoke and the
it
same
reason
becomes so hard to

and ammonia.

Many

of addic-

very addictive.

is

regular smokers

used in

fuel

then there's

risk

Very addictive.

acetylene

hol),

the third

is

leading

Cigarette

consists

smoke cigaSecondhand

not to

Nicotine

causes very defi-

Jeff Benson,

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

All cameras, except for two, are
digital recorders,

which send record-

Officers

The hard
drive can hold up to five weeks worth

clear

of data.

enhanced

communication

center.

cameras are

generally

the

digital

images are recalled and reviewed.

ed footage to a hard drive located in
the

confirmed,

ter

of our campus, meaning

that off-

Maine

Street

campus

housing,

College Street Federal Street and

Road

Harpswell

retrieve

and crisp
images mat can be

The cameras work not

are not monitored

"Bowdoin

and

enlarged to help

is

—wonderful-

only in identifying crim

safe

However

things

do

inal suspects, hut also

ly safe.

thought to be better than regular cam-

identify suspects.

which record data onto video
tapes, for many reasons. Most simply, a hard drive can store more video

cameras
The
work not only in

in deterring crime.

pen," he said

identifying criminal

suspects, but

Digital

eras,

footage than a tape. Security
in the process

is

now

of upgrading the only

on campus:
die Bowdoin Bookstore and
the Bowdoin Express Store

non-digital cameras left

one in
one in

Randy

Nichols,

deterring

in

crime.

One

"I'm always aware of the cameras,

stopped

me

stupid

think they are quite obvious-

Bowdoin

for

cameras or other related

topics, stu-

cameras.

anything.

Police, has been with

about the security's surveillance

Thursdays 3-4:30 p.m., hosted

and

27-year veteran of the Maine State

hap-

more

dents can tune in to "Listen!

Bowdoin 's new
security, a

learn

Bowdoin student who asked to
remain unnamed is cautious around

but I've never been caught doing

(the "C-Store").

director of safety

also

To

I

ly placed,

They

have

definitely

from doing something

so in places on campus that

Safety

and

Security

The
Show" on
by

Nichols and Assistant Director of
Security

91.1FM.

Mike Brown on
In

WBOR

addition to tackling

important security issues, they play

an eclectic collection of
interview

Bowdoin

musk and

bands.
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MACMILLAN RUNNING
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
Entered Hudson Hay on August 19

Happy— Says

the "Bowdoin"

Donald
B.
MacMillan 98, with a
crew of six men, on the
schooner
Bowdoin
has
headed for winter quarters on

Professor

the western side of the great
uncharted Baffin Land. On

December

Charles S. Sewall
97, of Wiscasset, received a
letter from the last mail which
Professor MacMillan will be
able to send for many

The

letter

dated:

On

months.

was

2,

board the

August

August 19, several
days ahead of his
schedule; and hoped

—

'

The boat

wonder,
MacMillan.
He also stated that he felt justified in having faith in the
wrote

J.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections and Archives,

Bowdoin College

Library

Land

effects of the

when

sides.

.

November

21,

1921 editon of

in

ten

through the strait,
and has been forced
to pass the winter fur-

ther

down

The

the coast.

Globe

Boston

praises Professor MacMillan in

these terms:

The intrepid son

of the Pine Tree State, veteran

Professor

of Peary s dash to the North

Wiscasset, Me.,

Pole, has reached the mysteri-

sailed to Sydney, Nova Scotia
it took on board the last
supplies for the trip. While
lying at dock, taking on supplies,
Bowdoin
was
the
rammed by the steamer
Stellar Maris,
but was able
to set sail for the far North
within a few days. In Hudson
Bay many icebergs were

ous west coast of Baffin Land,
where the foot of white man
has never trod and where,
according to Eskimo accounts,
lie towering mountains with

where

sits

damage

at Sydney,
she
was
squeezed so badly that
the putty started from her
seams for 20 feet on both

Ago

If
the expedition is not
heard from by April or May, it
will indicate that it has
From the
not been able to pass

The expedition, headed by
MacMillan,
left
on July 16. It

fantastic ice

caps,

and vast

lakes bordered with

strange
flowers of rare beauty and a
whole new world of animal
life.

with a dog on hit voyage to the North.

Courtesy of the the Donald Baxter MacMillan Collection

at the

George

J.

Mitchell Department of Special

Collections and Archives,

Bowdoin College

to

received

days.

Donald B. MacMillan

abilities

s

weather the rough seas
and ice floes. And she
has shown no ill

The Bowdoin
pass through the
Orient
dangerous
FurryHeela Strait on the west
coast of Baffin

a

is

Professor

Bowdoin

to
Courtesy of the George

Well and

a Wonder.

encountered, but no pan ice.
The expedition is near enough
to the pole to render the compass useless. In steering the
course the Bowdoin is guided by the coast line.

84

Latitude

Years
64
degrees
north;
Longitude 76 degrees, 30
minutes
west.
Professor
MacMillan reported himself
and crew well, happy, and
confident of accomplishing the
work mapped out for them. He
entered Hudson Bay on

AEROPLANE YIEW OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE CAMPUS
Showing the Walker Art Gallery and Hubbard Hall (the Library Building) on the left; while in the centre are
the Searlea Science Building, Memorial Hall, and the College Chapel, with ita two biatorfc towers; on the
Worcester Hyde Athletic
right at the back of the Chapel is the Gymnasium and the General Thomaa
Beilding, the Observatory and the Infirmary.
(This view was taken daring the month of August by Lieut. R. C. Moffat, Army Air Service, who made the
Reproduced by permission.)
first aeroplane' landing in Brunswick.
(Courtesy of The Brunswick Record)

19.

Bowdoin,

—Crew

is

Library

An ad for pencils from the November 21,

1921 issue of the Orient.

'

November
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Student groups perform pieces for parents

Alumnus Albert talks
animation and art
beginning of his college career, he

by Frances Killea

was not sure he wanted to be an art
major, although art had always

Staff Writer

A Bowdoin

alumnus with a pen-

been a big part of his

chant for the paintbrush addressed

an audience of current students and

be an

to

Since Bowdoin,

was met with
Albert's

work ethic have

1989.

St.

an impressive

•

Maine,

Agatha,

he

although

pursuing a different discipline.

resume... During his

time at Dreamworks,

homes in
on both coasts

of art could not be
repressed and he

he contributed to the

of the country as

decided to follow

backgrounds in

well as in London.

Brunswick,

Albert

in art

and
cur-

Sharon Benjamin for The Bowdoin Orient

drumming

group, performed along with Unity, Arabesque, Obvious, Vague,

Foeting, the Longfellows, the Meddiebempsters, Ursus Verses,

Gymnasium

for students

and

and Miscellania

last

Saturday in Morrell

their visiting parents.

graduating, and he

-

soon
and drawing.

MarkWethh.

painting the interiors

Since Bowdoin, Albert's talents
and work ethic have allowed him
to build an impressive resume.
Given his credentials in art, it is

Angeles and San Francisco apartments. His design skill came in
handy when he landed a job with a
movie production company that

difficult

to believe

that

the

at

later

the

Movies a trip back in history

Merton has glamour shots taken of

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

himself posing as different characters
in

hopes that some talent scout or

than a business. Merton begins to

—not

Burnt

demands

try placed

Montague's daughter dupes him into

of

posed resemblance to popular actor

meets

For these reasons, many of the

members

Bowdoin

Theatre

viewing

the

Dance

and

Department's production of George S.

Kaufman's Merton of the Movies
which premiered
through
with

its

weekend

this

—

will identify

why

I

stage

adopts the
"Clifford

Armatage."

Menke

who

J.

Lester

'06),

Montague (John

a caricature of a

finally

arrives

in

as

man

keeps his dignity afloat with a

pompous facade mat

When Merton

it is

is

as ridiculous

transparent Merton also meets

California, however, his naive vision

Montague's

daughter

of Hollywood as a bastion of

Maloney

a regular in comedy

integrity is assaulted

movie-making:

starry-eyed protagonist.

by

artistic

the reality

much

an

of

'06),

pictures, a genre

(Brandy

comedy

starring in a

film.

Merton

eventually concedes his aspirations of

creating

art"

and

talent for selling

cheap

"meaningful

embraces his
This play

is

about perception ver-

silent

era,"

it

is

less

art

on

his

work with the

tradi-

and brush.

tional paint

One of Albert's

largest bodies

of

the interiors of

cafes around the country, including

some of the Bohemian Coffee

Merton views as vul-

gar.

it's

the perfect light and situation to

said

combine, taking multiple pictures
of the scene.

Director and Department Chair Davis

Robinson.

Later,

on Merton of the
Movies was given to Robinson by

Kaufman's

daughter.

Last

Robinson participated

in a

of another Kaufman

play.

George Apley.
if

one of her

Bowdoin

determine the ideal lighting, sub-

S.

year,

ject matter,

The

production

The Late

dislikes the

Robinson

scripts

for the

Theatre

and

Dance

paint

Merton

Gill,

'06).

Mrs. Gashwiler (Ellen

imitate

—he

to

sunlight and
the

frequent

"A

the time, they're simply

When

I

paint,

I

lot

of

there.

don't think of

metaphors."

To Albert, painting has more

to

do with seeing space than attempting to find meaning behind the
space.

Albert ended his lecture with a

screen, Beulah Baxter (Hannah Weil
'08), and is often caught re-enacting

tive mother,

that

Albert said quite simply,

by Michael Wood '06, attends every
screening that comes to town, fawns
over die prima donna of the silver

scenes from his favorite films by himbehavior that troubles his adop-

paintings

oil

acrylics interact

appearances of chairs in his work,

played

self,

way

shadow.
In reference

Department to tackle. She suggested
Merton at the Movies.
Set in the 1920s, Merton of the
Movies chronicles the story of a
small-town general store employee
from Illinois, who dreams of achieving fame in the burgeoning moving
picture industry.

paint.

with light) are lovely, realistic
pieces that glow with layers of

she would recommend
father's

and

resulting

(Albert works only with oil

When Ms. Kaufman

to speak to the cast,

Albert would edit the

images into one picture. Based on
this compiled image, Albert would

idea to put

none other than writer George

Powers

films after the production of

centrate

feehouses, Albert would wait for

even though
film

the

asked her

production

Shrek, Albert left digital art to con-

work deals with

laughs.

vigorous

the

in the

think people will be able to

about

came

on him

House (at its old location) in
Brunswick. Spending hours in cof-

relate to this play,

The

its

by

out

the digital painting indus-

parallels, rea-

"There are definitely
sons

—

night and runs

last

He even
name of

Harold Parmalee.
alluring

art

his

school," Albert said.

Taking pity on die stubborn gringo,

youthful audacity, and relentless ide-

audience,

his

and sleeping outside the movie lot

extras trying to scrape out a living.

alism.

compromise

He

casting director will notice his sup-

is

refusal to

ones featured in the films, but the

the

a time of high ambition,

College

Merton 's

soon leaves him penniless, hungry,

meet professional actors

Dreamworks

became
During

time at
Dreamworks, he contributed to the
backgrounds in movies such as
Balto, Antz, and Shrek.
"Dreamworks was my grad
Pictures.

Merton of

developed
by
of his Los

for linear design

talent

his

headed

Albert

to California after

Antz and Shrek.

rent professor of painting

Taiko, Bowdoin's Taiko

it.

movies such as Balto,

in

was advised by

majored

In

the end, his love

has

During his time

Bowdoin

entered

with the intent of

Albert

from

hails

family,

however, and he

allowed him to build

Steven

dis-

couragement from

and

Alberet's talents

in

.

Albert

This aspiration

him since

graduating

artist,"

said.

have

studies in art

cities

wanted

I

dis-

cussing where his

made

old

life.

father at five years

Monday

faculty

afternoon,

taken

my

"I told

question and answer period, during

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

which he was asked

if

he ever

misses his native Maine.
Blustery,

pretentious movie director Sigmund Rosenblatt

Weller (right, played by Luis Malave '08) and his

(center), played

cameraman (Theo

by John

Salter •07).

Ferriss '08, pontificates to

always consider myself a
New Englander," he said. "I will
always consider Maine home."
"I will

^^^»
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Imminence of winter brings new wave of seasonal
months, with

by Carter

Thomas
Columnist

Sam Adams Winter Lager—

its

change for those of us

"powerful malt

who

much

My

taste

like beer with too

is

scores: Taste: 4.2, Partyability: 2.4,

utilizing the

Benefit/Cost: 3.8.

and hints of cinnamon." This
where the "warmer" comes in,
warming effect of a
Colt 45 malt profile while managing to steer clear of the melted plastic

aftertaste associated

Saranac

bite.

& Tan—

Black

my

For

birthday,

enough

beer from

about their winter lager and decided

30 snowflakes per bottle in order
to give the brew the most authentic
taste possible (and to keep it cold).
emailed
the
Boston Beer
I
Company, where Sam Adams is

to give

brewed, to investigate this rumor.

my apartment a good scrubI cracked open a tall
of Saranac 's famous
Black & Tan and enjoyed the
blend of dark ale and light

'tis

the season for the

not a huge fan

of the strong

taste

most Sam Adams
had heard good things

that characterizes

brews,

I

it

warmer,"

a

try.

this

Called a "winter

seasonal beverage

provides the drinker with a taste
that

is

designed

for

the

colder

have yet to hear back. This beer
as

a

my

bottle

I

lager as
est

welcome
I

I

basked

Brewed by the
Brewing Company in

Matt

lished itself as the Shipyard

I still

if

Finally,

great taste

a beer that

and

for

this

has

notion,

top quality beer. This brew

purported by Miller Lite's

was remarkably smooth

marketing

that

comes from

for a

tions.

traditional

false.

many of

is

Indeed, one bottle will

reveal the taste to be very similar to

When poured, this beer also has

a lighter hue than

department,

other mass-produced light lagers.

concoc-

In

its

defense, Miller Lite

to squeeze a

its sib-

grams of carbs (Coors Light has 5
grams, Bud Light has 6.6 grams) and

Bud

Light, 14 fewer than

Light).

Mike Crowley '06 was
hear this news, saying,

know

that there

is

relieved to

good

"It's

to

something to drink

for the peak performers out there."

Miller Lite can be a nice change

of pace for anyone who

of

tired

is

Due

error,

last

Tauwan

reported

of

Patterson's year

graduation

2008.

be

to

2006. The Orient regrets the

is

error.

explores

1920s film culture
MERTON, from page 6

4 p.m.

The Atrium, Cook's Corner
Brunswick, Maine

sus

Back home

reality.

in

Merton dreams of leaving
dane

$2. Donation at the

an editing

to

week's DJ of the Week mistakenly

Merton

*
-

CORRECTION

into

Saturday, Nov. 12, 2005

9 a.m.

My

should not be set too high.
Benefit/Cost: 3.0.

Patterson's year of graduation

manages

few drop of flavor

Show and Sale

deities. In

mun-

among

its

Hollywood, film's magical

worlds are replaced by

www. d«J igningwomtn.org

Illinois,

his

magical worlds of

reality for the

the screen and walking

door will benefit

The Women's Fund
lUtcL

% calories

mere

to deliver a

per beer (that's six less than Coors

scores: Taste: 1.0, Partyability: 4.4,

is less filling!

Unfortunately

eliminating the typical grainy taste

though: Miller Lite only has 3.2

drinking the same beer every week-

of

prepackaged B&T, virtually

as

It's

Good news,

it.

end, but be warned: expectations

Miller Lite—{$4.99

T

corn-like sweetener.

took Miller High Life and put

a third of the taste into

1.5, Benefit/Cost: 3.6.

a six-pack at Hannaford)

wowing audiences with

this flavor is the

scores: Taste: 4.1, Partyability:

upstate

Saranac has estab-

my neck of the woods, continually

and

A

in the clean-

bathroom on campus.

New York,

fair question,

you enjoy a good black and tan I
highly recommend this one.
But if you can't get your
hands on one, you can make
your
own
by
mixing
Guinness and Harp Lager. My

down,

work of a

manages

This was a

don't have an answer. In any case,

loving parents. After

giving

is

B&T, Al Hughes '07
"How can they make a

ales

each can. However,
if they

science

timer'

of

cleaning supplies and a six-pack of

heavy as regular Sam Adams but

lacks the bitterness,

to receive a bucket full

ale's aggres-

the

beer that's black and tan at the same

was lucky

to

Ah, yes,

a

remarked,
I

of the dark

explaining

behind

($7.29 for a six-pack)

with Colt.

less

is

sive aftertaste.

After

For many years, winter lagers
were rumored to be brewed with 25

($7.99 for a six-pack at Hannaford)

beloved winter ales. Though I'm

there

why

a possible insight into

lings,

don't

sets

and props.

golden gods and goddesses are

Its

replaced by pompous, ridiculous mortals.

Idealism

tism. Lofty

by

replaced by pragma-

is

dreams are pulled

to earth

the gravity of reality.

These sticking points might seem
a bit dreary for a play

its

director

touts as "one of the funnest plays"

Bowdoin has seen
its

in

a while. But

bleak thematic elements notwith-

standing, Merton of the Movies
still

a comedy, and

is

replete with

is

funny characters. Contrary to the

comedic aspects of the play is sophomore John Ferriss's role as the
haughty
director
Sigmund
Rosenblatt, whose physical stature
seems inversely proportionate to his
enormous ego.
For a cast of students raised in
the era of DVDs and iPods, projecting themselves into characters from
the 1920s

was

a challenge.

"In the '20s there

—people

rhythm
it

was

spoke

a different
differently,

was a younger country,

it

was pre-

Depression, people had different

of hopes and dreams," said

sorts

Robinson, "so

it

was a

really

good

exercise of the imagination."

Wood, a veteran of Bowdoin
ater,

/ Bowdoin College \

acter as

Special

first. "It

1-Topping Pizza

jj

that

3orMoreMjdfaim\

$099

!"**»

Medium

$"jeach
i

Go Large For

#'H0lB

^^ j ^f
%

Gill

me

was not easy

at

a while to realize

'silly'

In order to help

necessarily

or 'goofy,'" he

Wood

identify

with Merton, Robinson showed

v

AT UASTS PIZZAS

t^^j^iiM«ifc*m»«»

took

said.

$Ceach
H»U»

tote

Merton

comedy doesn't

imply acting

l-Topping Pizzas

/

the-

admitted that getting into char-

*.m***u-*jmm*^^

numbecame less
about 'being funny' and more
him and

the rest of the cast a

ber of silent films.

"It

about being invested

what

Wood

I,

in

achieving

as Merton, want to do,"

said.

The Bowdoin

Department

of

Theatre and Dance's production of

Merton of the Movies will run
Friday and Saturday nights at 8:00
p.m. in Pickard Theater. Tickets are

and available at
Union information desk.

free,

the

Smith

November

8
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Saw 2 not

sharp as original China Rose

as

offerings

indulgent, predictable
once you pass the greenery, an

by Leslie Bridgers

assortment of fried foods awaits.

Contributor

The vegetarian rolls were drowned
Throughout
their
years
at
Bowdoin, most students develop
some sort of relationship with China
Rose. Whether they routinely attack
the Sunday buffet or have challenged
one of their toilets to a face-off, it is
the most notorious Asian eatery in
the campus community. However, if
you have not yet set foot in the big
building on Bam Road, let me tell
you just what China Rose is all
about
First of all, mis place is huge. As
you walk into the entrance, you are
greeted by a hectic display of pictures, postcards, and paper dragons
(not to mention framed aerial views
of Bowdoin on sale for $19.95).
Amid all of this chaos, you blindly
follow the hostess to whichever table

Courtesy ofwww.moviewteb.com

Saw 2 features high-stakes puzzles and gruesome violence similar to

and lack of a

full-circle finale, it falls

Not being one

yell

to

Saw 2

my

very

first

the

at

Razzie-worthy writing and acting
through the simplicity of its premise: two people chained:' inside a
bathroom must either cut off their

and thus earn their
That »>ort of interesting!
is absent from the

to kill the other

than fade away.

which instead plays

morbid

Home

seeping through the vents takes

groping around and clumsily setting

an industrial size furnace

'

eight victims

their lives, Jigsaw's

prey must

tra-

release.

clash of wits

during a horror film the

probably

Alone,

With

its

assortment of inept characters,

myriad death

traps,

and churning

clock-

desperate

its

iad death traps,

to

and churning clock-

inevitability,

comes

closer

watching a meat grinder operate

than a true thriller unfold.

The sequel
horse slasher,

trademark

to last year's dark-

Saw 2

sees Jigsaw,

serial killer

and

its

torture

verse a variety of horrific puzzles to

ensure their survival. The catch
that

detective

before

it

should have seen

and the audience soon

along.

wilted sociopath in the final stages

—an oddly

frail

than initially indicated.

Yet the murderous puzzles of Saw

2 don't have the same bite as those

of main dishes

a candy red coating,
un-sickening.

original

finale.

As

the

Among

art, film,

music, or television?

all

peas,

it

generous helpings of gore. In
its

lete the

robust machinery that

the first

Saw

was

truly wicked.

also offered

Arts

& Entertainment section

food? China Rose does offer a

menu

for

bom

full

sit-down and take-out

meals and advertises

itself

they'd been

The

forth.

who isn't about the

as not

rice

mopped with

all

know

hope

mein were both

well replaced with the

combo

be

rice

noodle.

lounge. However, as indicated

The
hunger

is its

first line
is

by

the
its

Alas, the dessert table,, nearly as

buffet

of defense against

the salad bar. Three words:

Who

eats salad at a

the raisins

and cottage cheese did

look rather appetizing. But don't

fret,

futile

as the salad bar, offers

happy

die soft-serve ice

the

cheap,

made

every
Friday

that movies like that
any form of successof course.

China Rose
satisfying,

delivers the classic

Americanized Chine

but by no means unique.

Jell-

end your

cream machine.

crappy,

we capitalists love to

its

for

to

self-serve

Americanized Chinese food in which

to exist as an

is

need

All in all, China Rose is what it is.
Topped off with a fortune cookie, it's

A shame,

Street,

mushy

bananas in peanut butter, yellow

of the orig-

but then, so

ful longevity,

lo

disappointingly bland, but could

Destination that ever hit the block.

We

a wet dog.

staple side dishes of pork fried

and vegetarian

the 13th, 13, Childs Play, and Final

can't

you can eat

somewhat healthily at a Chinese
Buffet. The Dieter's Special steamed

in bearing witness to char-

Nightmare on Elm

Write for the Orient's

Style, fried

The sauteed broccoli and szechuan
perfect crisp, proving that

enthusiastic catalogue of creative

MAKE THEM READ ABOUT THEMI

Family

green beans were both cooked to a

die.
is

it

and served with broccoli and red pep-

acters forced to kill, not merely set

Saw 2

handled

per.

predecessor,

really, since the intrigue

fatalities,

I

served with mushrooms and
was rather hot and very reminisBean curd

a capable Halloween
if only for its gritty style and

was

spicy

cent of Indian flavoring.

is

attempts to one-up

up to

of the

the

however, the spicy szechuan bean
curd,

audience the oppor-

their

and

inal

taste

sight

the vegetarian options,

however, this sequel deems obso-

Roommates tired of hearing your opinions about

the

above

szechuan chicken, but

Saw

coming

thriller

at

deceivingly

sensitive

with ease, barely detecting a spice.

satisfyingly

tunity to think that they could

Saw 2

was

My

sign

which writhes in over-exertion,
too complex to shock and just
absurd enough to anger. The filmmakers set the final trap of the film
and trigger it at the same time,

begin to compliment one another,

of terminal cancer

the

was

Mathews, played by Donnie
Wahlberg (the less fortunate of the
Wahlberg brothers as far as genetics
are concerned), finds the pale and

common

Really, though,

Chinese restaurant? Not me, though

plot

in

waste any extta/alo?

stood the mechanics

to capture the villain at the film's

more

ries

to

walking back and

waste of space.

This time, however, down
and out cop Eric Mathews manages

the victims have

line

vegetables, however, tasted as though

won't nave

Saw also better under-

2,

realizes that

The next

includes slightly different variations

of meats and vegetables. The pork
chop suey was surprisingly sweet
while the sesame chicken, covered in

meal with something sweet go for

tricks.

outset.

preferred propor-

of China Rose

with the closing sequence of

denying

seal-

own

the best of New England, the essence

filmmakers

film progressed, the audience felt

moves forward, the games

your

are almost as funny.

the proverbial rug beneath their

games being

lions in
tions.

fruits. If you really

is

two

good,

O, chocolate pudding, and various

oners happens to be his only son.
are

tastes

by adding shredded pork and

repeated acknowledgment as one of

pulled out from under them. Not so

There

it

<

trying is the

and exploding
mouth braces, which

Mathews can only

tive

The only soup worth
wonton, which not only

but gives you the chance to play chef

plaques on the walls that boast of

watch helplessly as the proceedings
unfold on several television monitors, and that one of the eight pris-

played here: one between the detec-

for die grub, there is plenty

The

sweet and sour pork, however, was

buds hesitated

intintfSsy^Bjut if you're purely in

it

good-

ness and globs of cream cheese.

warning

half walls, providing for optimal

What the

fried

just plain gross.

she chooses.

by

chewy

for with

only a restaurant but also a cocktail

and Jigsaw, the other between
the inmates and the bells and whistles of their makeshift prison. As the

device aficionado, up to his old

made up

take a

what kind of eating experience you
are hoping for, as China Rose offers
any and all atmospheres.
For a well-lit, social, cafe-like feel,
head past the buffet toward the picture windows, where you can enjoy
your meal and a view of the gas station. For quieter and more dimly lit
dining, duck through the archway to
the right and into the main seating
area. There are a few tables to the left
on an elevated platform surrounded

tasty.

crab rangoon lacked in crab flavor

there are eyeball smick-

of a truly whopping

feet

were drier and mildly

swinging paint cans
and pools of marbles,

behind

was

cry

assortment of inept characters, myr-

work of

thriller unfold.

of the entire

experience, which, with

of

ers

work of inevitability, Saw 2 comes closer
to watching a meat grinder operate than
a true

like a

characters

Instead

devices.

The

But more than anything,
indicative

its

Rube Goldberg-like

off various

deserved.

my

way

tegs in order to escape or find a

sequel,

Hapless didn't
give spelunking through

Saw 2

its

hours to escape before the nerve gas

yelp,

was soon confirmed

it

transcended

of the original.

would seem about time to
hang up the splatter-proof parka and
call it a day. Perhaps the most twisted of all of Neil Young fans, he
would of course rather burn out
it

cooped up in a boobytrapped warehouse. With only two

Joe

second thought

Saw

vision of a ruthless murderer. For

course, acutely premonito-

that

busy pace

His next masterpiece involves

which went
something like "Don't you dare
crawl into that oven!" was, of
ry. It

its

would like

I

in-theater outburst.

The inaugural

to

for provoking

screen during a movie,
to congratulate

But due

predecessor.

short of the precedent set by the original.

Jigsaw,

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist

its

I recommend that you
moment to decide exactly

chicken egg rolls

in grease, but the

indulge.
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2005

win over Wesleyan

by Chris Bucci
Staff Writer

The

Bowdoin

bounced back from
Trinity with a

Team

Football

loss against

its

35-10 victory over

Wesleyan. Saturday's victory, improving

its

record to 5-1.

The Bowdoin defense made
most of its

opportunities, forcing

the

two

fumbles and two interceptions. But,

game was Bowdoin 's
by quarterback Ricky

the story of the
offense, led

Leclerc '06.
Leclerc threw five touchdown passes, setting

a new school record for sin-

gle-game receiving scores. His performance earned him Player of the

Week

honors. Scott Brisson '06

and

Jared Prichard '06 both pulled in passes from Leclerc for scores.

Senior Jeff Nolin caught the other
three touchdown passes tying a school
record. Nolin and Leclerc

only

Bears

to

were not the

break

records.

Linebacker Sean Kezer '06 broke

Bowdoin's career tackles record,

sur-

passing Dave Best's '95 tackle record

with a

total

of 266 tackles.

Wesleyan started off the game with

capped by a field goal to
The lead was shortThe Bears responded as Leclerc
marched them downfield and cona long

Drew

drive,

take a 3-0 lead.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Senior running back Matt Boyd breaks through a pack of players against Wesleyan on Saturday. Bowdoin defeated the Cardinals 35-10.

lived.

nected with Nolin on an 18-yard pass.
After Dave

Donahue

'07

made an

interception, the red hot offense struck

Wesleyan scored on a rush by Phil
to make it a 21-10 game, but

Banks

was as
would get.
that

close as the Cardinals

make

and three touchdowns, gave

the final score 35-10.

Leclerc went 16-25 for 317 yards,
five

touchdowns, and no intercep-

tions.

The humble Leclerc

attributed

quarterback

"We
day

all

all

like this.

When

people play us

a 24-yard
touchdown pass to open the lead, 143. After Wesleyan 's next drive ended

who, according to fans,
zone" and "seemingly

the victory to his teammates' per-

in one-on-one coverage,

was

formances. "The receivers were run-

tears

unstoppable," finished off a long

ning great routes today, and they

with a missed field goal, Leclerc went

drive with a touchdown pass to his

really

to the air again. After a 10-play drive,

roommate, Prichard. Leclerc was not

missed Jeff twice.

again. Leclerc hit Nolin for

he

hit speedy

broke

into the

wideout Brisson,

end zone

Polar Bear lead.

to

add

who

to the

Leclerc,
"in the

finished.

He went

to his

trademark

play of the year, going deep to Nolin
for a

72-yard touchdown pass to

five

made

it

easy for me.

He

touchdowns," he

I

actually

Ricky just

as

complimentary, saying, "He's

the most underrated quarterback in

the league. There aren't too

guys

that

Next week the Bears play

many

throw five touchdowns

with no interceptions."

look

will

to

demolish the 1-5 Bobcats.

Mike Hickey

Senior

seriously,

abysmal record.

takes the

despite

their

"We won't make the

mistake of looking past these guys to
Colby.
talking.

We don't let our stats do the
We go out every game and

prove to teams that we're just better

NESCAC Championship
Sophomore John Hall and junior

Owen McKenna
placing

Taking

advantage

of

another

Bowdoin

tough, hilly course, the

Men's Cross Country Team captured
fourth at the

meet

at

NESCAC

Crjarnpioriship

Wesleyan.

The Polar Bears were outpaced
by Tufts, Williams, and Wesleyan in
Saturday's meet. The team came
painfully close to Wesleyan's 99
points with a team score of 105.

The Wesleyan course

featured a

two
and four of the race. It was so steep
that some racers were forced to
walk up the hill.
The top two Bowdoin finishers,
sophomores Tyler Lonsdale and
Nate Krah, ran very smart races,
according to coach Peter Slovenski.
"They were in 30th place after a
mile, and moved up relentlessly.
They ran beautiful races and ended
up in the top 20," Slovenski said.
First-year Archie Abrams made a
devestating climb during miles

great championship debut, sticking
Courtesy of Mike Lonsdale

race toward

defense

than them," Hickey said.

by Scot McFarlane
Staff Writer

Owen McKenna '07 and John Hall '08, trailed by Andrew Combs '06,

rival

The high octane offense and

Bates.

punishing

Bobcats

apart."

said.

six catches for 161 yards

rth at

them

Fellow wideout Brisson was just

could have had

Despite those two misses, Nolin,

who had

his

the credit, saying,

knew he was capable of a

me finish at the NESCAC meet

with the lead pack during

much of

the race for a sixth-place team finish.

in

McKenna

the

ran solid races,

top

30 overall.

struggled for the early

portion of the race, but turned

up

the heat to pass ten runners in the
final leg

of the race.

Top runner Andrew Combs '06
on in the race. "Andrew

fell early

has been our top runner
son.

He

fell

in the

all

sea-

second mile

and didn't get back into his
rhythm after that. He's a tough
and inspired runner in the biggest
races, so I think he'll come back
with a great race next week,"
Slovenski said.
Satisfied with

its

performance,

the team looks forward to another

strong

race

at

Regionals.

The

Bears hope to surge past Wesleyan

and surprise Keene State.
Ben Martens '06 said, "A lot of
was shown and it should
be a good meet to build upon."
Lonsdale echoed this sentiment.
"The Bears are not only the best
looking team in NESCAC, but
also the strongest pack out there,"
he said.
potential
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Women's XC

Athlete Profile:
Christine

finishes eighth

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

Gannon

The Bowdoin Women's Cross
Country Team braved a sudden cold
snap at the NESCAC Championships,
taking eighth place out of 11

at

Saturday's meet held at Wesleyan.

"Despite the cold weather and a
long

down

trip

to

Connecticut,

I

We
in top form on Saturday. We

we

think

weren't

ran a tough race.

had sickness, asthma attacks and
injuries to deal with, but

we

perse-

vered and saw some great performances even with

all that,"

junior co-

captain Jamie Knight said.

Senior co-captain

echoed

some

Schweitzer

Jill

sentiment.

this

"Despite

serious setbacks, like bronchi-

and asthma between our top two

tis

runners, the team pulled through

and we had some great races on
Saturday," Schweitzer said.
Junior Kristen Brownell led the

Polar Bears to the finish, capturing

33rd overall with a personal best
time of 19:26.
"Kristen Brownell showed a

came through

poise and

Messerly

example she

Staff Writer

Gormley

that they held field hockey sticks.
Monday, October 31 was the annual

and

If any

field

hockey

practice.

team deserves a break from

tough practices and conditioning,
the field

it

is

hockey team. Finishing the

of

years

under

sets," co-captain

her

the

without the outstanding

leadership demonstrated
captain Christi

I

past four years."

NESCAC

After receiving

All-

three captains for her final season.

known among teammates

and coaches for successfully manag-

me

by senior

Gannon.

"She has been
team mom because

of her warm, comforting aura."

and social

While she
her

is

life."

honored to lead the

co-captains,

and

teammates,

really reflects

how

sophomore season placed her fifth in
most goals scored in a single season.

Gannon said

result

our season

of a genuine team

is

effort,"

talent

the team's successful season, added,

us from other

Gannon said "Every player on

all of Gannon's contributions
team show up as statistics. "It
how much she wants to

win, and that desire trickles

squad

and depth which distinguishes

is

down

to

team as we follow the

NESCAC

20:03 for 64th, finishing just 37 sec-

crossed the finish line for the fmal

skilled

die

is

and contributes

by Joel Samen
Contributor

later,

Schweitzer

postseason. "I really think

we have

all

changed

down

after the

as General Manager.

Things appear rough for the Sox

at

the outset of the off-season.

Ramirez's demand
new. In

is

nothing

the third time

fact, this is

during his time in Boston that die
fielder

moved

has requested to be

to another team.

kicker this time

is

But the

his representa-

tive's threat that

report to spring training if his wish

show what we're made

to

be dealt

is

"[Ramirez] will not

in

Division

peak and

I

They'll be ready to

Ills.

look forward to watching

a great race."

not met," according to

14 Mate Slmt Brunswick. Maine •207-725-0708

to the Indians or Angels.

negotiations with the

they do not need to

Red Sox,
make the

in

in the team's

second, third, and

is a lot of
done and many deals to

future

not entirely bleak

is

Red Sox. During

his tenure

Boston, Epstein managed to

in

farm system

can get from Cleveland or Anaheim,

fully reload the team's

or pray that Ramirez once again

with prospects that could be ready

with Boston and comes

for the big leagues within the next

back to spring training as the happy,
hitting machine Red Sox fans love.
The situation may be difficult, but
with Ramirez's frequent trade
requests, it should not be surprising.

few years.
Pitchers Jon Papelbon, Jon Lester,
and Anibal Sanchez could enter the

The chaos that erupted in
front office was shocking. On

the

Hansen

die

the

falls in love

eve of the expiration of Epstein's
Red Sox thought there

contract, the

was

a deal with Epstein. However,

conference that evening

according

5 guy" (ten years in die majors, five

to be

The

The gifted hitter came to Boston
knowing that the spotlight would be
on him. That is the cost of business
when someone gets paid over $20

a " 10-

first,

in center field, there

for the

to the organization," Epstein said,

is

bullpen, at

be brokered.

new contract.

mentally worn

new negotiator.

With possible gaps

trade

reporters looking for quotes.

is

will

The Sox now have two options.
They can take the best deal that they

unhappy with constant harassment
from fans asking for autographs and

hostage because he

on the market
be delayed while the team looks

to deal with players

as badly as Boston.

Epstein

down from the pressure. He

team enters the wilder-

work

at the press

He cannot be

the

without a navigator. Efforts

since

The Red Sox should not give
Ramirez away simply because he is

million to play a game.

Now

ness of free agency and trade possibilities

he would

the Boston Globe's Chris Snow.

allowed to hold the front office

v«a & mc

go

stated that

Those teams have an upper edge

World
Series. Following game four of the
ALDS, Manny Ramirez demanded
another trade, David Wells has
requested to be traded to a West
coast team, and Theo Epstein has
That

to

of in the postseason."

Ramirez has

years to come.

"I

n^m

"The team has this coming weekoff, and I think the extra rest
make up for illness and fatigue
that showed itself at NESCACs"
Schweitzer said, adding "I have a lot
of faith in our top seven to move up
will

for a

like to

and heart

the determination, drive,

can't wait to

season best time of 21:12.

end

years with the same team), which

be champions," she said adding,

Dine-lti or Take-out

Restaurant

runners

dation to be a competitive team for

left

looking ahead to the

Authentic Thai Cuisine

Garten

Two

race of her college career with a

Sox plagued by uncertainties

teams,"

something unique.**

Gannon

so clear

the rest of the

72nd and 83rd, respectively.
Leading Bowdoin's final charge
to the finish was sophomore Sarah
Podmaniczky in 95th, followed by
first-year Lindsey Schickner for
102nd place.

stepped

"Not only has she scored some key
game-winning goals, but she has also

Not

the

"We have a tremendous amount of

Head coach Nicki Pearson, who
Gannon believes was instrumental in

is

out Bowdoin's top seven, taking

38th place.

Courtney Eustace
overcame a mid-race asthma attack
to finish 55th with a time of 19:53.
Laura Onderko '08 trailed Eustace
by one second for a 56th place finish.
Alex Knapp '07, running fifth for
Bowdoin, sprinted to the finish in

ing the next season, with the foun-

goals at Bowdoin, and a fantastic

opportunities

Ahearn

come with trying to juggle academic,

coaches for this season's success.

for other forwards.''

Amy

that team.

distribution this year

to the

later in

after Brownell.

sion of a team capable of dominat-

"Our scoring

some golden

seven seconds

crossing the line just

Two weeks ago, the Red Sox's
work this off-season created the illu-

many

ranked ninth in career

created

illness,

pressures that

LePage added, "She is dedicated
teammates are

to ensuring that her

undefeated squad, she gives credit to

is

'08 and Jamie Knight '07 rounded

am

I

LePage '07

Gannon

onds

through

means that he can veto any trade. So
if the Sox do find a deal that is reasonable, Ramirez can still reject the
trade if he does not want to go to

handling the

NESCAC Championship meet.

races past competitors in the

Brownell was closely followed by
Courtney Martin '09, who raced

the discipline required for

the academic workload, and

athletic,

said,

Courtesy of Mike Lonsdale

Alex Knapp '07

"Field hockey has

Not only is Gannon an "offensive
powerhouse," co-captain Burgess
described as the

Slovenski said

Sophomore

Academic honors her junior year,
Gannon was chosen to be one of
is

out-

very grateful for that," she said.

This season would not have been
possible

prepare

of playing time,"

bit

taught

in

helped

Gannon said. "My absolute love of
the game has kept me going these

squad clinched the conference and a

advantage

eight

hockey experience

belt

saw quite a

Gannon

made

She has become a very intelligent and
determined racer. She does her best in
the biggest races," coach Peter
'

Gannon for her college career.
"As a freshman here at Bowdoin,

ing her time.

NESCAC championships.

Margaret

Bowdoin with

to
field

regular season with a 14-0 record, the

home-field

hockey squad.

'06 said.

Coming
by Pickard Fields on
Monday, one might have wondered if
a few dozen trick-or-treaters had gotten lost and ended up on the Howard
Ryan artificial turf.
Upon closer examination, one
would have noticed that the pumpkins
and devils were not young children
Passing

Halloween

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Gannon is an indispensable member of the field

Anna

of

standing improvement this season.

Drew
Senior Christi

lot

for us in a

clutch situation. She has

formally stepped

down

from the position and declined the
"I

my

gave

entire heart

and soul

to
a release
from
ESPN.com. He continued, "During
the process leading up to today's

decision,

I

came

to the conclusion

that I can no longer do so." The reason for Epstein's resignation and his

rotation in the very near future with

Manny

and

Delcarmen

Craig

fulfilling bright futures in

bullpen.

Shortstop

Han ley

Ramirez and Dustin Pedroia could
help out the major league team as
soon as next year.
The combination of these young
players and established veteran
leaders like Jason Varitek and Tim
Wakefield could lead to a very
strong team for years to come.
It's

important to remember in

these times of transition that the

team

still

There

is

has a

lot

going for it

a strong core of hardwork-

ing ballplayers with a bunch of

young guns waiting

make

in the wings to

their contribution.

Even

in die

it

deepest cold of winter, the promise

looks as though the off-season just

of a new season can help keep die
warmth of summer alive.

future plans are

got

still

unknown, but

much more complicated

.

The Bowdoin Orient
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HOCKEY

FIELD

Women's

soccer

hands Middlebury
loss in quarterfinals

School

NESCAC
W L T

Tufts

6

2

2

Amherst

8

2

12

3

BOWDOIN

6

3

Overall

School

W

BOWDOIN

9

Middlebury

8

1

13

Williams

7

2

Wesleyan

W

L

L

14

NESCAC

Overall

W

L

T

School

W

1

11

2

1

Williams

9

1

8

3

3

BOWDOIN

7

2

10

4

1

Middlebury

6

2

11

4

WMiams

1

9

4

3

2

8

4

3

8

7

Bates

5

3

1

11

3

1

Bates

4

3

2

9

4

2

8

7

Middlebury

4

3

2

7

8

2

Tufts

4

5

5

8

2

Bates

3

6

7

8

Colby

3

2

4

7

2

5

Wesleyan

3

4

7

5

3

Amherst

2

7

5

9

Conn. Col.

2

7

5

8

1

Colby

2

7

7

7

Trinity

1

8

5

9

Wesleyan

1

6

3

8

2

Conn. Col.

2

7

Colby

1

8

5

8

Trinity

1

8

3

10

1

Trinity

W

Wesleyan

v.

5

3

2

5

1

SCOREBOARD
7-1

Sa 10/29
S 10/30

Sa

11/5

v.

S

11/6

NESCAC
NESCAC

Wesleyan

Amherst

8

(NERFU

v.

Wesleyan

v.

Middlebury

W
W

5-0

Sa 10/29

v.

5-1

S

v.

10/30

11/5

p.m.

Sa 11/05

v.

First

at Tufts

1

W

27-5

2:00

SCOREBOARD

NESCAC

School

W

Trinity

6

Stats

PF PA

L

183

9

performance turning away nine shots

only one goal.

.

"With the drive that we've had

NESCAC

playoffs with a

finished the regular sea-

son with a 5-0 shutout in a

home

match against Wesleyan. on Saturday.

The women's soccer team played
hard and fast in Sunday's game,

start-

ing the game off with a goal from Kat
Whitley '08 in the first minute.

The Polar Bears got
goals

in

die

first

'08, Elizabeth

Chase

'09.

lead at the

too

late.

with a

more

Ann Zeigier

Polar Bears had a 4-0

end of the

Middlebury
from Erin

half from

three

Baton '09, and Alison

The

first half.

rallied

with a goal

Pittinger, but the effort

was

Claire Cutting '08 retaliated

fifth

goal for the Polar Bears,

closing out with a 5-1 win. Co-captain
goalie

Anna

and our performance
I

Shapell '06 had a stellar

have a
us

8th

158 34
107 82

Conn. Col.

6

4

150 95

Middlebury

6

4

Williams

4

2

155 121

Trinity

6

4

16

10

Tufts

2

4

77 104

Williams

6

4

17

12

Wesleyan

3

7

16

11

2

8

7

23

9

12

17

10

8

19

Bates

1

5

68

Hamilton

1

5

68 216

Bates

Middlebury

1

5

87 117

BOWDOIN

6

78 170

Hamilton

183

and to make the

NCAA

9
11

v.

SCOREBOARD

W

Wesleyan

35-10

at

Bates

12:30

L

F 10/28
F 10/28

at Williams
v.

Hamilton

S 10/29

v.

Middlebury (at

(at Will.)
Will.)

3-0

W

3-0

L

3-1

p.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommel.

NESCAC, New England Rugby Football Union.

The Bowdoin men's soccer season
is

not over just yet. The team

anx-

is

not

The team

will look to

avenge

its

it

NCAA

will get a spot in the

tournament. For a team that has dealt

to fifth-place

with a multitude of changes, the 2005

Bates in this weekend's semifinal

season was a continuation of the

match

Bears' usual success on the pitch.

regular season

loss

at Tufts.

are very excited about the

This weekend wrapped up a sea-

game and are hoping to keep the
momentum that we gained last week-

son in which the Polar Bears proudly

end

Players

push us through

Although
I

1

16

15

by Joe Berte
Contributor

all the

Middlebury game.

it

to the finals.

will be a challenging

think we're all pretty confi-

dent that our level of play
it

•

,

lot

loss,

game,

10"

1

-

Wesleyan

iously waiting to find out whether or

best

5

17

this past

we can go

think

—

to

25

4

of 11

tournament," Shapell said after the

"We

1

6

Men's soccer team loses to
Wesleyan in the quarterfinal

of motivation driving
the chance to revenge our previ-

ous

9

1

Sa 11/5

NESCAC Meet

way in the NESCAC tournament. We

the quarterfinals.

Bowdoin

during the past couple weeks of prac-

weekend,

3

Tufts

match against

soccer team will face Bates in the semifinals.

tice

L

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Zeigier fights for the ball in Saturday's

knocked
of the
5-1 win in

W
31

1

Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,

out

10

5

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD

Bears

Colby

Overall

L

5

5

SCHEDULE

College

W

BOWDOIN

Sa 10729

Polar

School

Colby

Amherst

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

The

4-1

of 11

Wesleyan

at

1-0

L

Amherst

Wesleyan

NESCAC Meet

Sa 10/29

W

First-Round)

Final Standings

FOOTBALL

p.m.

MENS CROSS COUNTRY

at

1

:30 p.m.

Round)

Plymouth

Sa 10/29

9

9

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Bates

NESCAC

Northeastern at

v.

5

3

Wesleyan
Wesleyan

(NESCAC

First-Round)

SCHEDULE
12:00

SCHEDULE
Sa

1

11:00 a.m.

Semifinal
Finals

Southern Conn.

at

2

SCOREBOARD

(NESCAC

SCOREBOARD

Middlebury

1

5

Sa 10/29

letting in

3

4

WOMEN'S RUGBY

and

10

4

Bowdoin)

The women's

1

1

5

and Wesleyan plays winner of
Williams and Middlebury at

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

3

5

(Winner of Bowdoin

Wesleyan.

1

11

4

Sa 10/29

Ann

T

L

13

Connecticut Col.

SCHEDULE

Sophomore

Overall

W

T

L

Tufts

SCOREBOARD

Drew

11

MENS SOCCER

WOMEN'S SOCCER

NESCAC

2005

4,

has been

tain Kerri

all

is

at the

season," co-cap-

Brennan '06

said.

with an 11-3-1 record.
credit new coach Fran
O'Leary with bringing the team
finished

together.

"Coach O'Leary wasn't willing to
sit on the fact that we were talented, he created team chemistry that

just

helped us a great deal," sophomore

forward Nick Figueiredo said.

Amanda

Geiger never saw the drunk

Friend* Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

Whether

driver.

was

it

the team's newly

developed

maturity,

a

coach, or a

new

of play, the

style

team's performance

"We

proud.

different

made Bowdoin
was sup-

turned what

posed to be a mediocre season into a
respectable one," Figueiredo added.

On

October 30, the men's squad

played a first-round

game

off

against

NESCAC

play-

Wesleyan. After

beating the Cardinals 1-0 just a

before in the
lar

season,

a 4-1 loss
In the

last

day

contest of the regu-

Bowdoin was stunned by

in

Sunday's quarterfinal.
half,

first

the Cardinals

jumped to a 2-0 lead after a bad break
for the Polar Bears.

A diving attempt

by goalkeeper Nathan Lovitz '08
could not stop a ball that deflected

Bowdoin

off a

an uphill

defender. Lovitz faced

battle,

being battered with

Drew

Sophomore Matt Howard

dribbles the ball

Fulton,

Sunday's game. Wesleyan stunned the Polar Bears in a
waiting to find out

if it

will get

The Bowdoin Orient

away from a Wesleyan player in
4-

1

defeat.

The team

is

an at-brge bid into the NCAA tournament

shots the entire game.

O

aao«

The Bears could not get their
It proved to be a long

offense going.

afternoon for Bowdoin, with

• .

t

,

i

i

i

its

4^_k

lone

NCAA tournament,

goal coming from sophomore Wolf

largc bid into the

Grueber near the end of the match.

the team's performance this season-

Whether or not Bowdoin

•

gets an at-

'

'

'

'

will

still

be remembered as a success.

I

r
12

November

-

4;

" The Bowdoin* Orient
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Rugby wins

first-round playoff
Strong play by senior Kelly Orr
Griffith '07 secured

by Clara Cantor
Contributor

game with help in the forward
from sophomore Miriam
It was her first Aside game since returning from an

the

defeated

Southern

Connecticut State University, 8-5,
in a first-round playoff

match on

the road last Saturday.

Bears
the

Vanessa

Vidal

in the first

game

few minutes of

against the Owls.

In an extremely nerve-wracking

the Owls fought back
keeping Bowdoin in the
backfield with several goal-line
stands before finally punching
through with a try of their own.
The match was tied S-S coming
into the second half, during which the
Bears showed considerable improvement in offensive aggression.
Sophomore
fly-half
Sara
Utzschneider kicked the gamewinning penalty kick midway
first

half,

through the second

half,

upping the

score to 8-5.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Maybe

players were pitted against

A-side

the

Southern

side ruggers lost the match, 19-0.

Senior Julia Bach led the back

Hampshire.

hard,

Drew

re-

Connecticut State players. The B-

scored the only try for the Polar

defeated Southern Connecticut State University, 8*5.

side

Bowdoin

many of

New

by Eren Munir
Contributor

ankle injury.

into

Sophomore

Celtics

Sopin-Vilme.

In the second game,

The win moves the Polar Bears
the New England Rugby
Union Final Four this
weekend at Plymouth State

The women's rugby team

pack

Football

College in

underrate

and Margaret

The Bowdoin Women's Rugby

Team

Critics

line with several

powerful runs.

was

it

ended

Celtics

England

the dismal

endowed

average Bostonian has

After the game, she said, "The
whole team played amazingly well.

bunch of losers.

We'd

reasons for the decline in basketball's

also like to thank all the par-

ents that spent Parents

down

Weekend

watch us play."
saying "The
pitch was hard and a little too
sandy for my liking, but we
tromped those Owls like nobody's
driving

business.

to

agreed,

Griffith

We

brought' a feather

back for Bob [absent assistant
coach Mathews]."

Bowdoin
Northeastern

challenge

will
this

Saturday

at

Plymouth State College in the
semifinal round of the NERFU
If

Polar

Bears

One can imagine many

popularity in Boston over the last

was a time when

decade. There

a

ting

defeat

Northeastern, they will challenge

erful defensive plays, as well as a

forward pack that held the oppos-

the winner of the Bates vs.
Plymouth State match on Sunday

ing scrums remarkably well.

for the championship.

involved giving up a

even sweeter.

team

It

that this

thing special.

unspoken

trust

proved to us as a

season was some-

We

all

had a new

and confidence

each other and our

abilities.

in

We

team

effort.

We

or a right

left leg

arm. Those days have gone.

TD

The new

Banknorth Garden

cannot depend on Larry Bird or

Auerbach to put people

The

of young, talented

on a group
kids and a whole

of optimism to

lot

Red

in the stands.

Celtics need to rely

attention like they

start

used

attracting

to.

Basketball experts throughout the

make a

year the Celts

turn around.

They point to the incredibly young
nucleus of players (the average age
of the Celtics is 24.7S years) and to
die mental immaturity of the team's

when asked

to explain

why

on the play-

offs this year.

These same

critics

have predicted a

critics, this is

that Pierce bolts

and takes

team's credibility with him.

have one breakout leading scorer
or one amazing defender. We work
as one collective unit," junior
Susan Morris said.
The Polar Bears 's strong team-

anywhere, but

work was

because

the year

all

of the

If,

in fact,

go
team does man-

the Celtics will not

does occur

this

don't

Paul

involving

trade

For the

Pierce.

Wesleyan in semifinals
is a

get-

a Celtics' game

ticket to

mid-season

it

different

league agree that this will not be the

Final Four tournament.

The Bowdoin ruggers had pow-

Field hockey will face
the turf

in the

time for a

little

the Celtics will miss out

1

last

New

arena of professional sports that the

veterans

FIELD HOCKEY, from page

the

run

because

is

it

so well

is

way

their playoff

Maybe

year.

if the

age to hold onto him, they might just
find

a

way to

succeed.

In reality, such a trade

extremely

would be
negotiate

to

difficult

would be almost impossible
to get equal value for one of the game's

especially visible against

it

that we had the potential to
go as far as we want, and that's
been one of the most important
components to the success we've
had this season," she said.
Much of team's success can be

Wesley an. Bowdoin put pressure
on the team early in the first half
and never let up. This weekend
marks the beginning of the post-

just

season for the team.

England region for an estimated $2.5

attributed to its cohesive playing

so successful

Wesleyan again to fight for a spot in
the final round of theNESCAC

we

tournament.

knew

style.

"This team

is

because every time

step onto

The

Polar

Bears

will

When

premier superstars.

one com-

bines this with die news that Pierce has

bought a home

million,

face

in

Drew
Hillary

Hoffman

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

'08 chases the ball in Saturday's victory over Wesleyan.

town

it

becomes

for

New

the

in

clear that he will be

an extended

stay.

Both Doc Rivers and Danny Ainge
were overwhelmed by Pierce's performance in the preseason.
to Ainge, "Paul

According
embraced the
these guys,"

role

which could be

the Celtics' fortunes this year.
that training

has

of mentor with

camp was

vital to

The fact

a resounding

success should contribute

to

this

enthusiasm. The Celtics didn't outper-

form anyone in their preseason games,
but they did emerge with a clear iden-

All the young guys (especially

tity.

A

and Orien

Jefferson, Delonte West,

Greene) seem ready to make meaningful contributions to the team.

Many

people within the Celtics'

organization maintain that these three

have been consistently underrated
all

be

in

these early predictions. This may
why die team has been overlooked

when

searching for the next possible

Atlantic Conference champion.

All conversations about the Atlantic

Conference seem to
die Nets.
the

start

and end with

One or two people might add

Knicks to the equation, but when

comes

it

to the Celtics, the defending

champions of die conference, there

is

only pessimism and disbelief.

These experts seem to be ignoring
die fact that Pierce is

best

still

weapons in die NBA.

one of die

If he

can be

supported by Ricky Davis and his

young
ceiling

second

on

this

unit, there will

team's potential.

be no

^^^^^^
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BOWDOIN VOTES2005
AN ORIENT GUIDE TO TUESDAY'S ELECTION
VOTING DISTRICTS BY RESIDENCE HALL

STATE-WIDE BALLOT QUESTIONS
1: People's

"Do you want

Veto

Century

new law

to reject the

that

would protect people from discrimination

in

Community

improvements to
tion of

Camden

employment, housing, education, public accom-

bangor campus

modations and credit based on their sexual

medical

ori-

VOTING RULES AND YOUR RIGHTS

Program

for

capital

cultural resources; the renova-

Hall
for

on the

University of Maine

a graduate school for bio-

development of the

the

science;

entauon;

Laboratory for Surface Science Technology;

Question 2: Boad Isaac

capital costs

"Do you

ferry vessels

ing port

bond

favor a $33,100,000

mprovements

i

to

and

issue for

in

Lewiston- Auburn College; and the development

of the Sunrise Business and Career Center in the

ferry

and harbor

and port

facilities includ-

and statewide

structures;

mat

the State eligible for over $158,000,000

matching funds?"

Question 3: Boad Issue

"Do you

bond

favor an $8,900,000

issue for

Town of Jonesboror
Question

Boad

5:

Do you

bond

issue to

your polling place

correct your residency information.

fish habitat,

recreation, including hunting

preservation
to

and fishing, farm-

and working

waterfront

by

matched

be

outdoor

least

at

development, loans from a wastewater
revolving fund, grants from a small
grants program, support

improvements and

state

community

of public water system

repairs

and improvements

to

a veterinary technician facility at the University

Boad

"Do you
make

Learning

of

the

favor a $20,000,000

bond

issue to

economy

in

federal

and private funds for medical research

and development; marine research and development; equity urvestmeats in small
;

Community

Maine com

with poteatial for high growth; the

New

circles blank.

at

cam-

fication

and

A "Yes" vote on Question

a vote

1 is

in question. "Yes" votes

on Questions
bonds

fever

Constitution of

Vans

rgislahne to authorize

polls.

aunuuuuz
1

the

waterfront land used for commercial fishing

at

Coffin School. Located at 20
Barrows Street. Follow

Columbia Avenue through two
intersections.

Brunswick High School
Located at

the

1

16

Maquoit Road.

downtown and

stay to the

•

right.

Municipal Meeting
Located at 44

Facility

McKeen

Street, in

the old Brunswick High School

ballots or call the

who

Town
have

problems on Election Day can contact

Maine

Secretary of State at (207)

Pejepscot Terrace

Community

Center. Located at Pejepscot
Terrace.
Street

Turn

off of Federal

onto Jordan Avenue to

reach Pejepscot Terrace.

will depart

Superintendent of Schools
Offices. Located

from Moulton Union on Tuesday to bring students to the

Running and biking

able at the Smith

Union

trips are also available.

More information

Info Desk.

on

the corner of

Cumberland and Union

Streets.

is avail-

Coffin School. Located at 20

Barrows
activities to

Drive

building.

sample

RIDE OR RUN TO THE POLLS

Maine to permit the

On Perryman

Log on to brunswickme.org/clerk

624-7650.

residency.

Center.

Follow Maine Street away from

The Proposals

2 through 7 are votes to approve

as the

Ferryman Village Community

1

College

System?"

"Do you

to vote for a question or

simply leave those

the

of the

economic growth and job creation

anrriparion of approximately $44,000,000 in

office,

request materials to prove your identi-

issue to

above with a district number below.

to vote for questions or office. If you

do not want

of Southern

Institute at the University

Maine and make building renovations

through investment! in the Maine

made after the election.
The Ballot
Some questions are on the reverse
side of the ballot You may choose not

Clerk at 725-6658. Voters

puses

"Do you

register to

match

map above

be

Other Lifelong

1

Question 4: Boad Issue

stimulate

may

Election Day.

the

Cook's Corner.
will

to overturn the anti-discrimination law

In Maine, citizens

on

and residency

identification

for

bond

"ip -

of Maine?"

of the Maine

to

on

district

challenged ballot. Further inquiry into

Bowdoin Directory or a utility
bill and another form of identification. Under the law, poll workers may

favor a $9,000,000

facilities

Day

your

cast a

find out where to vote,

your

in ques-

Contact Information

University of Maine System, improve and

expand the

Election

is

You may want to bring a document
that proves your Maine residency, such

Issue

building renovations at

on

Registration

vote

polls. If

you must be allowed to

or accept constitutional amendments.

Question

6:

registrar's table at

tion,

To

you cannot

Residency

tainable water sources

system

regis-

and now vote in a new

go to the

water access, wildlife and

$7,000,000 in private and public contributions?"

irrigation

moving from Coleman
Coles Tower is enough to

that

tered last year

specifies that

residency or identification

switch your voting district If you

Issae

$31,000,000 in federal funds to be used for sus-

and

Note

Maine law

be turned away from the

polls are

statewide from willing sellers for conservation,

land

approximately

Tuesday,

district,

preservation

of

this

Districts

Hall to

favor a $12,000,000

purposes related to agriculture and the environanticipation

is

open from 8
a.m. until 8 p.m. Under Maine law, if
you are in line to vote by 8 p.m., you
must be allowed to cast a ballot
Brunswick

POLLING PLACES

You Cannot Be Turned Away

purchase land and conservation easements

ment

in

University of Southern Maine's

air-

bicycle trail and pedestrian improvements

makes

facility at the

for the career center

improvements; state-owned

highways and bridges;

ports; public transit

and equipment

Day
Election Day
November 8.
Hours
Election

Street.

Follow

be assessed baaed on the land's cur-

rent use in a iiianun similar to treatment
1

available for forms,

now

open apace and fotcaoand?"

orient.bowdoin.edu

Columbia Avenue through two
intersections.

November
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Questioning

on

Maine

—

citizens

including hundreds of voters from this

Tuesday to vote on Question

1

a proposal that

,

campus

—

will

go

Maine's decision on November 8 will send a message

We hope that Maine will choose to say that

A vote in

is

when we approach our

strongest

vate institutions throughout Maine,

when

may be

It

to individuals throughout the

okay

it

ideals.

to thrive as

we have already

chooses to expand

its

who you are.

At Bowdoin, and public and

how

seen

—and

such arguments surrounding Question

these pages in recent weeks. However,

question
fact,

The choice we

itself.

important to stay focused on the referendum

A "Yes" vote for Question

I

is

life in

Maine should be.
best off when it

is

strives for equality

Maine's citizens that while

a

I

made

upcoming deployment.

We urge

was

it

inappropriate

shameful

that

decision to personalize his

s

detracts

from an otherwise

legitimate question, certainly

worthy of

the highest degree

7 for fishing families

soldier

arms
Question
tant for the

I

has overshadowed another proposal on Tuesday's ballot that

people of Maine.

If approved.

is

also impor-

Question 7 would help protect one of the most

important elements of Maine's economy: our working waterfront.

simultaneous rejection of the premises

"stalwart," a "zealot," or having

and

his

of me

did. Those types

'05

have no place

New York

ting, especially

Dunn

Buffalo,

mulas to determine the value of waterfront property used for commercial fishing operaproperty values have skyrocketed, with out-of-state

pay exorbitant sums for pieces of Maine's

coastline.

As

men are gradually being pushed away from Maine's shores.

Less man

1

izens willing to

coastline

is

currently considered part

fere

with the

retail

interfere with

in place for

farmland and forestland. The

market-based competition, since

prices of properties. Fishermen could

still

it

sell their

would not

inter-

The Bowdoin Orient (2004-05)

that

1,

this

amendment

is

—people from

about people

familiar places like

make life just a little easier for
so much to our state's economy

Bailey Island and Harpswell. If passed, the proposal will
the hard-working men,

and

women, and families who offer
is good for Maine's working

character. Since this bill

Maine's economy,

we

urge a "Yes" vote on Question

waterfront and good for

7.
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Editor

my

who

Maine Won't

Dan

Riley

Joshua Miller

To the

of why "students

who were here

in '76."

assume he has some

Editors:

Adam Kommel misunderstood
my remarks on Dr. Roach's pro-

statistical evi-

posal to raise gasoline taxes. ("Oil

debate heated," October 28, 2005).

I

to

make

kind of assertion. Also,

that

he talking about when

I

jokingly said that

were running

Roach

if Dr.

world,

the

then

enthusiasm, and dedication will be the

he says Mr. Steele has done "an amaz-

increases in gasoline taxes might

decisive factor in turning out voters

of improving Bowdoin 's
image?" In my mind, and I am sure in
the minds of many other Bowdoin

be offset by cuts in income taxes,
but in the real world, raising gaso-

Bowdoin community,

the

state to defeat

Question

1.

the

Similarly,

I

would encourage every student to go to
the polls on November 8 and make sure
is

heard on

this issue.

As

Martin Luther King once wrote, "injus-

anywhere

tice

a

is

threat to justice

is

ing job

alumni,

Bowdoin has always had an

In
ties

no way do I discount the

capabili-

of Bowdoin students today, as

sure they are

wouldn't be

all

at

I

am

very capable, or they

Bowdoin

But

it

my view,

totally irresponsible to

gays and lesbians has no place in Maine

Bowdoin

student in 1976

would

line taxes

just

add

to the

was my

existing tax burden. That

objection to the proposal's "practi-

outstanding image and reputation.

everywhere." Discrimination against

and should have no place

is,

in

say a

cality," not that

courage

to

side,

Congress lacks the

More

taxes.

raise

on the "theoretical"

importantly,

objected to Dr. Roach's

I

premise that

it

is

possible to price

less pre-

the external effects of gasoline

in

our nation

pared and not as smart as a Bowdoin

usage and, thus, to set rational

student today!

eco-taxes.

was
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Before the movement on behalf of

The

fact that

both Schuberth and

Houx have, in the past three

years, chosen to launch their
call

and

by Evan McLaren

political culture

personalities instead

ideas.

Cornell du

tion.

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates
a production schedule.

dominated by

sonal political careen
trol

of campus

made

—

us

politics

by

own

per-

seizing con-

have constantly

present students as well as

—

recent alums such as ourselves

losers

in their fights.

For several years now, including the

of "discrimination" are normally
referring

only

against those

Re: "Schuberth questions Cornell du

Subscriptions
for a full year

Hands Off Liberty

the Editors:

mination in a campus
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Sincerely,

Newell Augur
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The

misunderstood
by the Orient

dence or first-hand knowledge in order

thanks and

those students

a

are better prepared and smarter than

those

all

inflation

Remarks were
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Sincerely,

what exactly

District

News Editor

publication.

lib-

The

read

to

is

JAMES D. BaumbERGER,

Mary Helen

needs

Federalist Papers.

Perhaps he should provide a more

Sincerely,

Anne

professor

the

Discriminate campaign. Their energy,

your voice

The Bowdoin Orient

simply

reality").

detailed explanation

the Editors:
to express

("Grade

edition

Bowdoin

appreciated

admiration to

if

erty over equality in our society, he

To the Editors:
I was somewhat taken back by a few
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Watterson on the subject of grade inflation at Bowdoin in the 10/28/2005
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offended

Sincerely,

is

an economics

Alex Linhart '06

have been working on the

The editorial board consists of the editors-in-chief and the managing

sincerely

Class of '76
had strong
students, too

my remarks.
Dan

future

the

in

set-

coming from a proI would hope

fessor of the College.

economic portion of my argument.

property as they

wish.

Like Question

I

who were

of a

result, fisher-

percent of Maine

of the working waterfront

This proposal's protections are already

amendment would not

a

cit-

by

any

respect for

of his or her country.

soldier's political beliefs.

academic

in an

Fqrmer Editors-in-Chief

professor would respond to the

offered regardless

is

argument as Professor Vail
of personal attacks

into the

Adam Baber '05

forces.

of

family's background brought

Sincerely,

Brian

to

calling.

personally

I

stantive debate

my

and aims of that same service?

Alex

brave enough to take up

apologize to those

on Maine's coastlines is assessed using formulas for
Question 7 would let the Legislature use current use for-

tions. In recent years, waterfront

is

This respect

Currently, waterfront property

the land's "best" possible use.

who

in defense

name

"service" ultimately reconcilable with a

I.

on

the Editors:

write in response to Professor

I

would enjoy a subon the issues rather
than being dubbed as "ignorant," a

the unconditional praise of

is

As I stated before, I have nothing but

'Yes'

To

David Vail's attempt to attack my
arguments regarding Question 1.
The professor, however, never
touched the "meat" of what I was
saying and instead insisted on
petty

ideas:

question his patriotism and motivation

armed

doubly

is

It

Schuberth

comments

demeanor toward those who disagree
with him,

the

committed to the bold exploration of

the mistake

political beliefs

by

against

discussion at an institution purportedly

strongly disagree with

terms of his

a shame that
initiated

weighty backdrop of Cornell du Houx's

vation for choosing to fight in Iraq.
I

place

have

I

of questioning his patriotism and moti-

While

took

Econ profs
response was
out of place

campus

attempt to deal a blow to a

opponent,

political

for joining our

"No" vote on Question

level,

1

we cannot guarantee that you will succeed, we can guar-

antee that your sexual orientation will not be used to deny you that opportunity.

and national

can become extremely person-

my

In

al.

about revoking a law

of opportunity. Opposing Question

in leadership posi-

learned that politics, especially

would be a step backward from the

It

The

to

tions in the Republican Party at the col-

politics,

will

gay marriage.

Having served

Iraq.

in

Society
tells

1.

have been thoroughly discussed in

1

that provides equal protection for Maine's citizens.

way

into

make on Tuesday is not about maximizing profits; in
to coast have made the choice to adopt these policies. It is

corporations from coast

certainly not about

it is

fall

my remarks

It is

exchange,

latest

Schuberth,

Bowdoin Orient last week regarding
Alex Cornell du Houx's decision to
support the war on terror by serving in

lege, state,

not limit it

easy to forget the difficulty some of our fellow students face, and

the trap of believing the scare tactics used by the proponents of Question

Many

pri-

a community edges clos-

of equality

definition

and Cornell du Houx.

the Editors:

write to clarify

I

favor of this referendum would go against the American ideal of equality.

Our society
er this ideal

is

it

the recycled party politics of Schuberth

this

To

viduals against discrimination on the basis of their sexual orientation

state.

cussion and debate take a backseat to

to the polls

would repeal Maine's law protecting indi-

students have seen

opportunities for healthy political dis-

patriotism
equal opportunities was a mistake

1 for

Bowdoin

election,

Established 1871

'No'

period surrounding the 2004

critical

"civil rights"

began

last century, "dis-

criminate" meant nothing

more than

discrimination

including

women, Hispanics, American

Indians,

and the
With

to

who belong to the Left's

immigrants, homosexuals,

disabled.
this

new word

the Left has backed

its

in its arsenal,

opposition into

an uncomfortable comer.

By

champi-

oning the "rights" of groups

who

seem to face unconquerable disadvan-

make

a clear distinction. Since

then, the

word has developed a new

tages, the Left cultivates

a guise of

but eliminated

inherent moral superiority

mat

to

connotation that has
the old;

it

now

making on the

all

refers to distinction-

basis

of class or

cate-

to

command

it

uses

the political debate and

browbeat opponents. Thus,

liberals

gory without regard to personal merit

Nowadays, those who speak broadly

Please see

McLAREN, page 15

'

.
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Down Low,"
Riley

"Family Guy" movie

the one

ees in confiscating several hundred
million dollars each year in lawsuits.

the object of your affection isn't

a

right-wing nuts, and other backward

looking and click that buddy

"drunken email."

you

Add your

list

online

moniker, click "save," and return

you

crash their car through the wall of

his

window

at

amazing scene

Of

my

course,

and an oversized stereo above your
head blasting "In Your Eyes." The
two of you connected on such a
deep level that neither of you even

would be against
putting up an awkward away message the next day

PBRs you

along the lines of,

waited 20 minutes in line

for.

You

wandered back hand in hand to
whoever 's room was roommatefree that weekend and spent a magical early morning together, even-*
tually discovering your mutual
love of "Arrested Development"
and the Rose Bagonia at Scarlet

Maybe you got to first, maybe
hit a home run; regardless of
how many bases you rounded,

caution

but

still

dreaming of

last

girls,

This person

new

he

buddy's away message, or

another hook-up, or anything that
will take

you one step closer

to an

honest to goodness relationship?

Many of my

have successfully pulled off the Screen
Name Drop-Off. This maneuver is
friends

mystery
all your
friends who see it will throw up—
and it will have nothing to do with
this

their hangovers.

solid, computer-related

move would be

next-day

the

you choose to go this
sure you keep it
breezy. Let him or her know how
much fun you had the previous
email.

If

route,

make

night,

and that you'd love

him

only to return his
Deerfield Lacrosse sweat-

again,

XXL

to see

if

Even

bait.

Heath

campus, they were caught

to

friends'

America

mainstream

given,

seat, equality

has never come easi-

Americans who are difAmerica needed a perilous

different,

We

onslaught?

To America's

of a human being. America

your job to
one of these

is

It

that

segregation

Yet government intervention does
not accomplish this goal. Anti-dis-

details about

Locke and the inflammatory editorials
of John Trenchard and Thomas

crimination .laws merely create their

ble.

Gordon

own

many

useful

your crush as possiAt which off-campus house

nurtured

does your crush like to party? Does

already

she frequent Joshua's or Sea Dogs?

Beginning

Does he

had

Moulton or Thorne?
Which window does she sleep
nearest to, in case you might need
eat in

to stand outside

of

it

with a

boom

box and your favorite Peter Gabriel
tape? These are facts that are on a
must-know basis if you are going
to lay any sort of legitimate
groundwork or score an invitation
to a party to which your crush may
or

may

show

not

up.

and keep

it

viewed as

of the founders were afraid
the

is

Many

that

even

ongoing

happen to belong

for a danger-

ously

centralized

government
signing

in itself

change

the Left feels in

and equity

their

their

own

In contrast to the

discrimination based

and rampant

on the whims of the

abuse that are inherent

majority.

way around.

modem "civil

For

if

men, they

rights

and

rights" legisla-

we must specifically
is

in

iden-

entitled to basic

legislate to secure

them,

rights-

rights

civil

the

free

tends

to

legislation,

market

to guarantee liberty for all

each group that

damage

economic

is

Since they meant

tify

in hiring

practices.

trends of

belief

derived

its

agitation for justice

laws merely create

and

government

mar-

should embarrass the pride

Anti-discrimination

did not

it

to a favored

ginalized group are well-known. This

Constitution

made

tion.

majority.

resolve unfair hiring practices peacefully.

By

hiring

creed,

color,

on

the basis of race,

or sexual orientation,

businessmen undermine their productivity

and

risk angering customers,

thus endangering their profits.

As

the

to fight for equality that define the

we

are admitting that our rights are

economist Murray Rothbard wrote,

struggle and

not inalienable but must be

won again

"on the free market, everyone earns

machinery

its

unique place in the

—a

fight that has contin-

ued so that the social fabric of
America will expand rather than

Hence,

we

in the political

are cultivating the notion

that everyone's rights belong first to

the

government rather than

to indi-

viduals themselves.
Further,

current Leftist rhetoric

according to his productive value in
satisfying

consumer

economic

fact lies

desires." In this

our only

realistic

security against unfair discrimination.

The prevailing rhetoric can't
hide the reality that ballot-meas-

and our freedom

Tuesday, vote "No" on Question

grab their guns and head for the

whom we

Etched

in stone

Shouldn't that be for

all

of us?

On
1

ured and minutely-legislated rights

no

rights at all,

and

that anti-

on our property

to associate with

please.

laws.

Question

1

an argument

isn't
it's

about fairness.

about an American minority

being
against

legally

discriminated

upon inherent

they

traits

zealots

distort

the

Bible in order to deprive others

uncomfortable.

It's

Contribute to the Opinion

about reac-

section of the Orient!

about taking

the much-anticipated

first

steps to

embraced by those who discriminate. Maine is the last state in
New England to recognize that
giving employers the right to fire
employees because of sexual orientation is wrong. Voting "No" on

must recog-

their inherent rights.

would have rejected the basic motiva-

light.

of discrimination based

whims of the

hire individuals only because they

encroachment on what they proudly

other

breezy

trends

the

resisted every single authoritarian

most important part of a hook-up
it

on

Instances of employers forced to

choose, the fact remains that the
is

outlook.

within our culture and within our

eradicate the injustice that is casu-

this country's rights

in the

from the
people and not the

handle yourself after-

colonists'

17th century, they

that

Regardless of which method you

the

individualistic

intolerable assault

For generations, voices of
change have never questioned
"life, liberty and the pursuit of

always
been
about
whether
Americans who are not white, privileged, heterosexual men can enjoy
the potential of such American
ideals. America's fight for equality
has always asked whether minority
Americans can even achieve liberty
without
equality.
Those
Americans who naturally enjoy

society.

before 1775, the philosophy of John

people to find out as

discrimination laws constitute an

could be struck from unjust laws.

happiness." Instead, the fight has

eradicated from

are

who

down South so

For more than 50 years

property.

and

that race, sex,

may be

on private property, something that
would have made the revolutionaries

from basic rights simply because
different
people
make them

rode Greyhounds

and

The government

tion laws constitute a massive assault

tionary

who

right to life, liberty,

would

argue that such measures are neces-

obscures the fact that anti-discrimina-

needed iron-willed women who
the government and

less youths

1" activists

gender-bias

historian

atop the pillars

marched the

could vote. America needed fear-

"No on

ment, the

must intervene so

As any worthy

of the U.S. Supreme Court are the
words "equal justice under law."

It's

streets so that they too

forced to acknowledge this argu-

Although legal strides have been
made on racial grounds, gay
Americans are still consistently
and casually discriminated against

cannot change.

petitioned

view of our founding

If

fueled by a radical libertarian vision

ing extra ballsy.

and

profit

expel.

It's

fifths

between

too often intangible "silver bullet."

about liberty;

to nullify the legal slander that

minorities, equali-

the difference

could begin by correcting the

Left's legalistic

mean

the margin, these costs can

of inviolable

talk to every single

because they

only

sary and justified.

her

out of

settling

in

sacrifice efficiency in hir-

knows, the American Revolution was

or

his

equality

always been that coveted but

They

individuals

ing

teammates,
friends of his or her teammates,
and even professors if you're feelmates,

in

bankruptcy.

of successive votes and referendums.

ferent.

war

1"

and again

America's promise.
ty has

"No on

American experience. Preserving

fulfill

they're lucky,

group. For businesses treading on

pica

Maine's anti-discrimination bill is
about continuing the fight for

ly to those

defined African Americans as three

who

required to

is

filed.

belong to a particular marginalized

recent editorial

are

equality that

likeli-

on

Linhart's

depriving them of the

often times banishes those

Two weeks ago, Alex Linhart's
"Freedom to hire" op-ed asked us
to examine America as a country
and a concept that valued "liberty
over equality." Perhaps in some
convoluted way, Mr. Linhart is
right. Equality has never been a
mainstay in the American ideal.
Instead, it's something we've had
to fight for. Whether it was shedding blood on Civil War battlefields or refusing to give up a bus

and reduce the

complaints will be

behalf of free enterprise hasn't a

tion for

is

Alex

event,

that

actually litigating each complaint, or

court.

atmosphere

the

inflicted in

They spend precious resources

philosophy.

wards. Remember, keep

nize that although their acceptance

hood

based bigotry.

that

employ-

employers spend enormous

lawsuits,

if

In

harm

In addition to the

contemplating the argument for Bible-

by

assists

amounts of money to remain con-

boyfriends or girlfriends, room-

flow out of your fingertips after
you've done a keg stand or two,

by Frank Chi
Contributor

Michael

activist

of songs directly off
the as-seen-on-TV album "Tha

Struggle for equality

inviting

In

government

laws, the

stantly prepared

Bowdoin Republicans

the

and your crush
know:
mutual

how you

full

beleaguered people.

tice to a

took the

could be said against the

not believe the things that will

a playlist

prom-

chance of being heard. Indeed, what

—whether she's putting together

some

the

fulfill

of the Constitution and bring jus-

son that both you

it

usually feasible because at

order to

all in

religious

every single per-

newfound soulmate, a computer
will most likely come into play.
You can pretty much bank on

point in your evening with your

bigots,

nourished

and size 12 flip-flops. As
always, I have a brief word of caution regarding this method as well:
Beware of writing this email in a
state of mind that is anything other
than stone-cold sober. You would
shirt

resisting

The
Complex Network
is
comprised of

friends,

with you-know-who!" or
some lame song quote involving
any lyrics from John Mayer or
Boyz II Men. Either he will be
more than a little freaked out when

Another

great,

But now what!

levels.

B's.

up grand slam. This person is
great, and you're attracted to him
or her on all levels. But now what?
How do you get your foot in the
door and secure another date, or

is

and you are attracted
to him or her on all

you

you're pretty sure you hit a hook-

more personal, might I* sugthe
Complex Network
method? This technique involves a
bit more people skills and a lot
more finely tuned stalking skills
than the two previous schemes I've

ise

gest

here

night

checks

types,

something

mentioned.

"At brunch with

my

reads simply

that

line

a bit

in

Drunken Clam.

the

subject

an email to your

If you're interested in

which
Stewie and Brain get drunk and
the

to

3 a.m. with tear-streaked cheeks

bothered to finish those

ing, only to find

when

You've done everything right.
You've made the initial contact,
and your crush is interested and

show up outside

and force them to com-

will

valiantly

find 30 seconds

is

set-up button.

will

its

ply with current anti-discrimination

American history into a political
drama about an enlightened few

need to do

intrigued, but not afraid that

woods. For in order to bend businesses to

have sainted themselves and remade

crush in the "Sent To" column and

is

built-in to his computer. All

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

McLAREN, Jrvm page 14

and nothing makes your stomach
drop faster than opening up your
"Sent" folder on a Sunday morn-

or the only available

DVD player on which to watch the

15

Laws do not prevent discrimination

Getting your foot in the door
Romancing with

2005

4,

ally

Write a

letter.

Write an op-ed.

Draw

a cartoon.

1 ensures that we won't
send Maine backward and avoid

Question

shame that history will cast
upon those -who choose discrimithe

nation over tolerance.

Though equality has seen
times of absence in America,

it

its

has

been those Americans who choose

Email orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.
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Friday
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Memorial Service

Come remember

the

life

Merton of the Movies
Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater,

Saturday
v

memorial service. Violinist Tim Kantor '07
and the dance group Obvious will perform

at a

Two

buses will take students to Bates for

the Bates

vs.

Bowdoin

Next to Coleman

football game.

and Bowdoin's own Taiko group,

12:30 p.m.
Film:

Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

Smith Auditorium,
B.A.D. Flicks
The Bowdoin Architects and Designers Club
begins

November

its

Japanese Drumming

i&fll

perform.

Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
8 p.m.

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

\

Three taiko drumming groups, including!
Hawaii's Kenny Endo Taiko Ensemble

Hall, 11:45 a.m.

at the service.

Bowdoin Chapel,

8-10 p.m.

N.

Buses to Football at Bates

of Kathryn Scott '06

/

film series with

The Fountainhead.
E.S.

Common Room, Adams

Hall,

5:30 p.m.

Film: WhoTfamedKbger RaBbitT
cartoon protagonist Roger Rabbit

When

is

charged with murder, it is up to a toon-hating
detective to prove his innocence. Come watch a
thrilling movie that made cinematic history by

combining

live-action

Smith Auditorium,

and animation.
7 p.m.

Sills Hall,

South Indian Dancing
Aniruddha Knight and his accompanying vocal
and instrumental ensemble will present a
concert of "Music and Dance in the Family
-h

Style of T. Balasaraswati."

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
7:30 p.m.

Merton of the Movies

.....*••..•

See this comedy production about the "golden
era" of the silent movie

who dream

and the young actors

of making

it

8-10 p.m.

Wednesday

Sunday

big.

Memorial Hall, Pickard Tneater,

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

/

Our Bodies Ourselves
Judy Norsigian, author and director
of Our Bodies Ourselves, speaks on

i

"The Media and Women's Health:
Sorting Fact from Fiction."
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7*30 pjn.

Monday
Psychology Lecture
Edward Erwin, an expert on
Sigmund Freud and the philosophy
of psychotherapy, gives a talk
entitled,

"The Role of Randomized

Science Lecture

John Gearhart, human stem-cell
researcher from Johns Hopkins
University, will give a lecture on types
Dr.

of stem

Clinical Trials."

Room 016, Dmckenmiller Hall,

cells,

cloning,

transplantation results,

and

ethical problems.

Room 151, Qeaveland Hall,

7 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Iraq

Thursday

and Katrina

Journalist Christian Parenti, who
has reported on both Iraq and New
Orleans, will speak about "Katrina

and

Iraq: Parallel Disasters

How to

and

Respond."

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.

Environmental Studies Forum

A forum on

the

Benefits and Risks" will be led by Alan

Rubin, formerly of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Room 016, Diuckenmiller Hall,
7 p.m.

view of Merrymeeting Bmy.

*•

"Biosolids ('Sludge') and

Compost Use: Understanding

-1--1—«—!-»-

j
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Student thwarts
OTs armed robbery

in penalty strokes after 2

Bowdoin

and

Security

Brunswick Police

hunt

for suspect

by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff
For Josh Cippel

'08,

doing laun-

dry on a Thursday night has taken on

new meaning.
man in a ski mask

a whole

A

room

laundry

wielding a

a College-leased

at

School

Street

Thursday,

November

on

apartment
3.

His muffled

"Gimme

voice demanded,

your

all

money, kid."

The crime was

by what

foiled

"All of a sudden," Cippel said, "I

on a Williams

tournament play against Williams,

by Burgess LePage
Staff Writer

the Polar Bears shut out Wesleyan

University
<»'

goalie in Sunday's

on

2-0

Saturday.

The BowdQin Field Hockey Team
beat Wffliams CoHcge 14) in over-

Although Wesleyan gave Bowdoin a

time penalty strokes to preserve

nals

its

and win the
Championship on Sunday.

undefeated record

NESCAC

The victory gave Bowdoin an automatic bid to the

NCAA tournament,

more

difficult

man

match in the

semifi-

NESCAC

two goals
from sophomore Hillary Hoffman
advanced the Polar Bears

to

of penalty strokes clinched the game
for Bowdoin.
On their way to the final round of

Bowdoin win

added in a

telephone interview, "I would say

chances are quite good that

the

case.

do

I

feel that the suspect

has to

the police.

McNamara

'09 had a

by the Williams
two teams into

The unidentified man, who

at

6'1" wore a green plaid
jeans,

a

shirt and
"was obviously not expecting

fight,

so he just took off," accord-

ing to Cippel. "I ran after him and he

i

Play remained extremely even in

two overtime periods with both
teams making multiple attempts on
the

ran up the steps and took off into the

added

[night]," Cippel

probably been involved in crimes

think

it's

just a matter

of putting the pieces together."

However,

that a suspect has yet to

be identified

is

"a concern to us,"

Nichols added.
It is

also a concern for Cippel.

hope they find him," he said.
be very interested to see if they
But if not, I wouldn't be sur-

"I
"I'll

Brunswick Police and Bath Police

I

. .

in

known to

.

do.

responded after Cippel called 911.

A K.-9

HOCKEY, page 12

unit

Please see CRIME, page 2

from Bath including a

pitting

down Question

Voters turn

1

two rounds of

minute of regular

gender

or

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

overtime and three rounds of penalty

Tuesday's

failed

identity,

election

(see

in

election

page 3).
Throughout the day, hundreds of

results,

Bowdoin

Football to close impressive season

against Colby tomorrow at

said.

the past. .and are probably

closely

son match-up, which resulted in a

strokes. In the last

lowed up," Nichols

detergent.

at

the

mirrored the two teams' regular sea-

after

Nichols (see related story,

T.

5).

However, due "to the nature of the
crime and the [criminal's] method of
operation, which was very specific, I
think we've got a lot of... potential

large bottle of Tide liquid laundry

Please see

The championship game
Bowdoin against Williams

page

home.

keeper moved die

finals.

which begins this weekend.
A save by goalie Kate Leonard
'07 and a goal from Madeleine
McQueeney '09 in the fourth round

Randall

be quite local to the area and has

strong assault on goal from inside

overtime play,

according to

The Bowdoin Orient

the circle, but a save

during the previous week-

end's regular season game,

large,

wheeled around and clocked
him on the side of the face" with a

championship

play, Lindsay

at

still

something will break here with the

tual response."

just

'08 takes a shot

is

"Realistically," Nichols

Cippel called a "completely instinc-

Fulton,

pect

investigative leads that will be fol-

Cippel was carrying no cash at the
time.

Drew

dog named Keylo followed the
attacker's tracks to the area of
Whittier Field, but no farther.
The crime is under active investigation by the Brunswick Police
Department with assistance from
Bowdoin Security. At this time they
have no specific leads and the susDirector of Safety and Security

knife attempted to rob Cippel in the

Hoffman

2005

NESCAC

Field hockey wins

Hillary

11,

Volume CXXXV, Number 9

College Weekly in the United States

home

students flocked to the

polls earlier this

Question

1

—an

week

on
has domi-

to vote

issue that

nated Maine politics for the past

The

month.

which

students

were transported

in student-

operated College vans to and from
polling places.

Many

registered that

vote does count."

The Bowdoin College Democrats
have been campaigning for a "No"
vote on Question

1

since the begin-

ning of the academic year. College

Democrats Co-President Frank Chi
'07 said, "It's a moral issue, not let-

day just to vote on what they deemed

ting discrimination be put

would have repealed a law passed
earlier in the year by the Maine

an important

the books."

Legislature prohibiting discrimina-

Jackie Li '09. "But

tion on the basis of sexual orientation

tant

referendum,

Scott '06

"This

is

issue.

issue.

my first time voting," said
It's

it's

In

an

back on

effort to flush out all stu-

a very impor-

Every

really close.

remembered

Please see

at

ELECTION, page

3

Chapel

service for her 'beautiful spirit*
"In speaking with her friends,

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

gained an image of a young

who was

Members of the College community came together for an intimate,

an

somber gathering at the chapel to
remember the life of

life."

celebrate and

Kathryn Scott '06
Scott,

a

New

Hampshire car crash

Cambiasso

said.

Heifer

INSIDE
Features

gather together this day, sur-

rounded by the mysteries of
death.

Carla

Baard

last

month.

"We

"Her
soul knew both the highs and lows of
artist's heart,"

last Friday.

who had been on leave from

Bowdoin since September, died after

life

and

We come because in the great

The new

Director of

Security reveals his

tapestry of human life the threads of

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin

Orient

Laurence Duggan '09 practices in the dark for tomorrow.'* contest
against 6-1 Colby at Whittier Field. See related story, page 11.

our lives have been woven together
with Katie's," said Reverend Mary
Baard,
service.

who

officiated

Saturday's

1

woman

quietly passionate and had

plans for the College

Page 5

'06

recalled her friend's humility, frankness,

and sense of humor.

"We shared laughter, we shared
we shared advice;" Heifer said.

tears,
"It

was

a gift to

make her

laugh."

Please see SCOTT, page 2

.

November

11,
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Students question safety of distant housing after burglary at knife-point
i7-

Lauren Witney '06, another
School Street resident, feels that

"The

'administration,'

which means

mostly ResLife and Security

in this

been very supportive and
helpful through this process. They've
kept in close touch with us and have
case, have

.

!

t

re-secured our apartment complex,

1

*

new

installing

fixing locks,

lights,

etc."

"As

Withey added,

for Josh,"

"well, he's our hero."

Cippel has been pleased with the
administration's response, in particu1

lar that

L

of Nichols who he

cited as

"extremely professional."

Looking back on the attempted robbery, Cippel feels lucky that events

turned out the

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

burglary occured at the college-leased School Street apartment.

—

protective

it's

"Everyone

CRIME, from page

I

the

Brunswick community]."

Within the Bowdoin community,

some have
safety
safety

raised concerns about the

of off-campus housing and the
of the College as a whole.

Some School Street residents are particularly

concerned given that a

Director of Residential Life

Kim
On

Pacelli shares students' concerns.

Tuesday, Pacelli went
at the

on a "walkabout

School Street apartments and the

Nichols and two folks from

facili-

nitely

made

us feel less safe," said

Perrin Wheeler '07,

who

lives in the

College-leased housing on School

"We never used
now we make

Street

—

door

ties.

.

.just to

see what
defi-

to lock our

sure

it

is

saying,

'It's

just 'be vigilant because these things

pected" by Jessica McGreehan '08,

The attempted robbery "has

keeps

locked!"

Randy

room.

is

all-

Brunswick, Maine and

Street Apartments... with

laundry

not

not impenetrable."

thing just doesn't happen.

Elm

own

is

lesit,

two of my roommates actually went down into our
basement armed with kitchen knives
to make sure the trap door was

crime, called "shocking and unex-

took place in their

The

always locked," she added. "The day
after the attack,

prised. It's very easy to blend in [to

they did.

Bowdoin bubble

that "the

The

way

son from the incident, as he sees

take a look at things and

we

mink

the incident]

And

I

is

not 'be frightened, be

your house;' it's

do happen everywhere,'" Cippel
said.

"As much as we would
mink that Bowdoin is mis
community,
real

it's

as

like to

isolated

much a part of the
Drew

world as any other school," he

added.

And in the real world mere are
domes that need to be cleaned.

The

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

room from
and approached Josh Cippel '08 from behind with a knife.

burglar entered the School Street apartment laundry

this stairway

dirty

"Planes crash, but

"After Thursday night's incident,"

added

kind of

the take-away message [from

petrified, don't leave

can do to improve the

security there."

Pacelli

this

in

a telephone inter-

I still

fly,"

Cippel

said "People get in car accidents, but

And

people creep up

view, "we're definitely concerned

I

and looking at the security
at off-campus housing."

behind you in the laundry room with

situation

still

drive.

knives, but

I still

do

laundry."

Life of senior Scott honored

memorial

in intimate
SCOTT, from page

service
of

written after learning

1

Scott's death,

and then Heifer described her

The gathering started with a welcome
by Baard, which was followed by a violin piece

Director

of the Counseling Service

Bemie

performed

by Timothy Kantor

image of a young

She

woman who was

also mentioned how,

"in recent months,

etly

passionate

on the Bowdoin
community to "real-

qui-

and

artist's heart."

to "celebrate her

am grateful for
who

reached out to

Kane
in these days,"

"And I grieve with you that

in her case, tins illness
erful

and destructive

that

nothing

—not

had such a powgrip. Yet, I trust

even death

—can

break the bonds of friendship and love."

Baard read a passage from the Bible

and

Madeline

from

excerpt

fan

"
"She clearly blossomed during her time here," he wrote.
"All of us can go forward with her beau.

and offered her support
said.

life

Reverend Mary Baard by fulfilling your
own potential."

of you

Baard

of sharing

Katie's stories," and

sion"
"I

healing

the

ize

power

had an

the grips of depres-

In

statement

Scott's father called

she found herself in

all

father,

Herman Scott
that

dancing, acting, and

photography.

gained an

of

a

from

Scott's

friends, I

Scott's creative side,

recalling her love

with

statement

"In speaking with her

emphasized

Baard

Hersjjberger

followed

'07. In her address,

relation-

ship with Scott

L'Engfc's book, A Wrinkle in Time.
Scott's friends Elizabeth

Mengesha

'06 and Heifer also spoke at the service.
Mengesha read from a poem she had

tiful spirit

in our hearts."

The dance group Obvious
formed a dance, wearing
read

In

also per-

t-shhts that

Loving Memory/Katie Scott"

Dean of Student Affairs Craig Bradley
poem by Mary Oliver, "When
Death Comes." The service was concluded by Baard, who read her final
remarks. A gathering in Moulton
Union followed the service.
read a

Bowdoin Student Government-.
Weekly Report
ited

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

weekend hours

Coe

Health

at the

Dudley

Center

after

Thanksgiving.

-Attendance:

Mike LoBiondo

-BSG

25/26.

Absent:

DeRay

Mckesson spoke with the Colby
student government president in
hopes of creating a relationship
between the Colby, Bates, and
Bowdoin student governments.
-The BSG Facilities Committee
is

looking into adding shuttle serv-

ice to

Old Port on Saturdays.
trial run of lim-

-There will be a

m*t**m

I

'

I

I

'

l

i

i

-Becky Sargent was unanimously voted in as the

'06.

President

Service

Community

Representative

for

the

Class of 2006.

-BSG voted to approve all allocations made by the S AFC for the
remainder of the year. The SAFC
will present a report

of all expendi-

BSG at the end of the year.
-The BSG Affairs Committee
presented ideas for a new BSG
tures to

structure.

The Bowdoin Orient
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Students flock to polls to vote on
ELECTION, from page

I

Maine

West was not the only student who
decided to abstain from voting in die

on the subject,
the Bowdoin Democrats launched an
dents willing to vote

extensive

last

minute campaign

ing until polls closed

Some

recent election.

last-

on Tuesday

students sim-

money

agricultural

involved in Maine state legislation.

stimulus,

feel

an important

it's

issue,"

to Katrina response

support for the public university
~~

the

called

Co-Chair Anya Trundy
one of the many volunteers

'06,

knocked on dorm rooms. Once we

property based on

got them here,

we vanned them

out."

Voters approved Questions

and 7. A final call of
Question 6 which would bor2, 3, 4, 5,

—

Anya Trundy

Day.

While some students were
Democrats'

others

efforts,

unavail-

Without

going to change

They've called the room four times
from

That

class,"

still

university

for

bond

including Question 6, the

the campaign.

said.

money

able at press time.

.

Nick Peddle '09

West '09

'06 row

College Democrats Programs Co-Chair improvements—was

were put off by the aggressiveness of

since I've gotten back

current

its

usage.

at

of the

that

would allow the Legislature to
assess
working waterfront

rooms... we

dorm

called the

Moulton Union on Election

inspired to vote because

amendment

stitutional

"We

College Democrats Programs

n't

war

economic

assistance,

land conservation, and

system. Question 7 was a con-

dorm
rooms... we knocked on dorm
•rooms. Once we got them here,
we vanned them out," said

Carlos

in the

ply did not feel the need to get

"I

compares Iraq

Journalist

form of bonds to fund
a variety of projects including
bridge and highway improvements,

evening.

"We

state issues

2005

11,

does-

change the fact that I'm not voting."

to vote

on one

said, "but

my

issue.

I'm not

registration just
I

wouldn't have

voted on anything else."

amounted

ques-

all other

S74 million.
Even though most student groups

tions

to

focused their campaign efforts on

Questions 2 through 6 asked vot-

whether Maine should borrow

ers

improvements from

Question

Bowdoin College

the

1,

Democrats

urged students to

still

vote on the other issues at hand.'

"We're encouraging
vote 'No' on

thing

students to

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Brandon

volunteer

else,"

Mazer '08

all

and 'Yes' on every-

1

Orleans in an event sponsored by the Bowdoin Democratic

many still
make an informed

important to them,

felt

pared to

vote

by Theresa Weaver

on

"I voted on all of them," Margaret
Munford '07 said. "I was here this
summer, so I feel slightly informed."
Other students, however, were
more hesitant about voting on the

know enough about the
Kan Twaite '06 said.

I

vote,"

I

bad getting involved

some-

in

thing that doesn't directly affect

Orient

dents in front of

up

stu-

Moulton Union and driving them to their polling places.

State election results with

Brunswick election

QUESTION

94 percent of Maine precincts reporting.

results courtesy

ofwww.brunswickme.org.

Repeal antidiscrimination LAW

Yes

^No

QUESTION

1

at

Issue)

Issue)

No

Republicans Alex Linhart '06

QUESTION 3:

Yes

ments (Bond Issue)
•Yes
•

No

No

294

No

64.73%
35.27%

war with

due

Iraq

to "the

underlying structural necessities of

American empire." He

said that

Bush administration to shift its policies on both Iraq and New Orleans.
He called on the government to
immediately pull troops out of

Iraq,

admit defeat, pay reparations, and

region and maintaining peace and sta-

want"
The

da

bility.

politicians

Coalition

Marriage,

for

backed by other Question
said

it

will

now

1

support-

focus their

on the passage of a

amendment

state

con-

to prohibit

interest

of specific

advocating

corporate

in the best

Bush administra-

Parenti said the
tion

about weapons of mass

lied

destruction and

neighboring states

its

to a peace conference so that they can

New

Regarding

Orleans, Parenti

suggested that the administration can

interests like oil.

Iraqi

freedom.

He

by including

alleviate the crisis

of

citizens

New

Orleans

all

the

in

rebuilding process, rather than allow-

House

gay marriage in Maine, according to

also alleged that the White

the Associated Press.

took advantage of America's fear

News From Beneath The
post as

Engbsh

will

Department
first

join

the

English

this spring to teach the

of two spring semester courses

creative writing.

Livesay,

who

workshop

this

spring, replaces Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning author Richard Ford,
recently

left

Please see PARENTI, page 4

who

COUNCILOR

—Compiled by Anne

Heart, and

is

the co-editor of Writing

about Literature:

Reading and

Pines

An Anthology for

Writing.

Her writing has

appeared in numerous

literary

maga-

zines including Story, American Short
Fiction,

North American Review,

Prairie Schooner,

and grew up

324

Riley.

Eva Moves the Furniture,
Homework, Criminals, The Missing
World, and most recently, Banishing
Verona. She has also authored a colels,

lection

of

stories,

Learning by

Thursday,
event

is

proposed by

Day,

'07, will take place

November

meant

community on

to

17.

The

on

all-day

promote a sense of

the

campus and

pro-

vide a fun study break.
All students, faculty, and visible

who was bom

staff members will be asked to wear
name tags, which will be distributed

in the Scottish Highlands,

previously held the post of writer-in-

through Residential Life and campus

residence at Emerson College.

mail.

There will be

raffles

and

BSG schedules 'Name Tag

available

Day' into

anyone wearing a name

fall

calendar

Livesey has published five nov-

741

Name Tag
Carolyn Chu

Ploughshares, and

TriQuarterly. Livesey,

his post as visiting

undisclosed reasons.

Issue)

•Yes

to

expressed the need for the

discuss strategies for rebuilding the

writer in the English Department for

•Newell A. Augur
Francis M. Hugo

Purchase Conservation

under Saddam Hussein's regime.

allocat-

relief.

Partfnti

planetary level as possible," an agen-

we

Award-winning author Margot

Brunswick District 7:

Easements (Bond

felt

mismanagement of resources
ed for

are currently worse than they were

went

and water. He attrib-

the United States government on a

will teach a fiction

Arthur L. Boulay

QUESTIONS:

a

lacking law and

still

uted this to incompetence and the

a

Livesey

71.58%
28.42%

•Yet

Brunwskx District 6:
435
•Ryan E. Ewing
58.22%
41.78%

told

regions are

order, electricity,

nomic growth, and that's not what we

in

Stimulate Economic

who

Jamail,

that conditions in Iraq

and

in Iraq

Orleans. Parenti said that both

mistake... regulation depresses eco-

Margot Livesey to fill

COUNCILOR

Growth with invest-

packed crowd

have ham-

tion's corporate interests

pered the relief efforts

bring Iraq and

visiting professor in

Property At Current
Use for Fishermen

QUESTION 4:

Dahr

journalist

the

49.45%
50.55%

'

No

Assess Waterfront

No

week's appearance by freelance

crises.

Bowdoin Briefs

QUESTION 7:

57.70%
42.30%

of
to

strategies

Bush admin-

respond properly to

Bush administration is determined to obtain "as much power for

UMaine (Bond

Improvements (Bond

•Yes

in Iraq

istration to

According to Parenti, the administra-

New

also offered

between Iraq and

for parallels

Orleans, Parenti said that the

current situations in both regions rep-

i

Water System
Issue)

war

parallels to the rebuilding

As

New

resent the failure of the

contributes

New Orleans.
Parenti

them

to convince

1 1

the

Building Renovations

67.40%
32.60%

who

magazine The Nation,

Parenti said that the United States

Bowdoin College

QUESTION 6:

2:

Highway-Bridge
Improvements (Bond
v'Yes

V

in U.S. foreign policy.

lectured Tuesday on the

and drew

my

differently about the matter.

stitutional

\\/\

45.05%
54.95%

change

Christian Parenti,

needed to tackle."

efforts

—"^H*

for a

has traveled to Iraq

last

ers,

— 7T

1:

Kresge Auditorium calling

rebuild both regions. His talk followed

"We're very disappointed;
think
Maine
is
making

Unofficial 2005 Election Results

two weeks,

who

spoke

came in, Chi stated, "We've achieved a great amount
of success... the Bowdoin students
and die citizens of Maine were convinced that this was an issue we
President of the

Margaret Munford '07 volunteered on Election Day by picking

in

a writer
at

September

to support war.

life."

After the results

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin

For the second time

to the leftist

other issues.

"If

after

Orient Staff

issue,

Socialists.

pre-

the other issues.

"I feel

New

and

Journalist Christian Parenti spoke about responses to Iraq

While many students
1
was most

said.

admitted that Question

Bowdoin

Student

Government

approved the allocation of up to
$1,000

to

the

Student

Affairs

Committee for running Name Tag Day

by a vote of 24-2.

all

day

in the

free

food

Union

for

The day
will culminate in a campus-wide Pub
night which will include pizza.
Dance Dance Revolution, DJ Daryl,
and a name tag decorating booth.

—Compiled

and Cati

tag.

by Dan Hackett

Mitchell.
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Parenti calls for policy changes after crises
PARENTI, from page 3

for students to hear alternate

points

Bowdoin Democratic

of managing the information con-

important for students to hear

cerning the war to ensure that the

from someone

who has been to Iraq
what die actual condion the ground are like," Kreider
The White House and the

public does not necessarily get the

whole

"It is

Event organizer Ben Kreider 'OS of

Pentagon have done an excellent job

view-

die war.

several times

ing corporate interests to rebuild the
city without consulting the public.

Socialists

tions

praised the event as an opportunity

said.

the

on

story."

This event was sponsored by the

Bowdoin Democratic

Socialists.

Planned Parenthood introduces

I

A $ V

SCRIPTS PLAN
Our

NEW! Easy Scripts Plan

lets

you get

pills,

patches, or

w

rings delivered right to your door.

Sign up today
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and get up

birth control FREE!
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14 Maine Street. Brunswick, Maine • 207-725-9708
(Jondo Auction: Less than one mile trom Bowdoin
on McKeen Street, 2 residential townhouse style
units, ready for purchase at public auction, Nov.
8th at 12:00 noon. COLLEGE FACULTY TAKE

NOTICE - THIS CAN PROVE TO BE MORE
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Sunday Mass brings
tradition to Chapel
above

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

their heads.

umph
Sunday afternoon,

Every

These panels depict

timeless stories such as David's

light

tri-

over Goliath. Confrontation

with fellow devotees through this

pours through the stained glass win-

arrangement serves as a reminder that

dows of the Bowdoin Chapel onto

one

wood of

dark

an atmosphere

and

the

the pews, illuminating

will find a

of a

part

Although

that is both reverent

One

is

larger

community of

faith.

attire is

informal for those

modest

attending Mass, Marquis and Brother

congregation of between 20 and 40

Richard Crawley lead the service

casual.

community members

students and

from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

of youthful

chatter

A

gentle

hum

the air until the

fills

underway with a hymn,

service gets

adorned

in traditional

robes that reach

The altar is draped in white
two vases filled with irises

the floor.
cloth and

stand directly in front of

adding a

it,

led in the sonorous voice of Father

welcome element of

Paul Marquis.

enhances the pure simplicity of the

Although some come dressed
their

Sunday best

Mass,

in

not the

Most

rule.

students attend in

Crawley

the Catholic chaplain at

is

Bowdoin and has been
Marquis works

years.

hospital chaplain at

adult attendee is often garbed in a

Center

more casual manner.

Bowdoin on Sundays

evident that the people within

for the last five

time as a

full

Maine Medical
Portland and comes to

sweatshirts and jeans; even the rare

It is

that

non-decorative mantle.

to attend Catholic

this is generally the exception,

nature

in

to lead

Mass.

Student participation in the service

Members of

the Chapel are there out of devotion.

is

Although some might be acting under

community

are either asked or

volunteer to

fill

of

the encouragement

a parent, stu-

dents generally attend services

they feel so inspired, and
that their

worship

someone

isfy

is

it

is

when

obvious

not purely to

else's definition

sat-

of what

a role

the Catholic

in the

may

ceremony.

Students generally present the

first

and second readings of the

service,

and one, most recently John

Ferriss

'08,

the role of acolyte.

fills

An

acolyte acts as an assistant to the cler-

is appropriate.

The pews within the Chapel face
one another. Instead of gazing forward
toward the

frequent.

and

altar

the

towering

organ, devotees find themselves look-

gy during the service, performing such
of the symbody and blood of Christ to the

duties as the presentation

bolic

Father.

ing at one another or admiring the bib'

When

explaining

how

he feels about his
new job at Bowdoin,
Director of Safety

and Security Randall
says, "I find

it...

T.

Nichols

immensely

satis-

major and served as the opera-

no

tions major.

operational procedure.

As
was

young people,
what drew
Nichols to Bowdoin. He says that
he is "extremely committed to
safety
especially of young people—because they're the most at
risk." When it comes to crime,
substance abuse, and motor vehi-

statewide as well as the criminal
division,

which included every-

media

Nichols's experience has been
ing

He worked

for

radio

in broadcast-

station

WFAU

Augusta, Maine for about five
years before switching to law

In addition, he piloted several

of Maine,
including one of which he is
most proud, "Safe Guard."
Safe Guard is a program
Nichols developed in conjunction with other officers shortly
before his retirement from the
in the state

enforcement. His roles as a member of the Maine State Police

were also diverse, giving him a
well-rounded accumulation of
knowledge to bring into his work
at Bowdoin.
His interest in law enforcement was sparked by his father
who was the chief of the Maine

"You see aR aspects ofUfe

a

as

and

police officer-the

part,

good

the good
n

Randall T. Nichols

Bowdoin

Security

The program
involves increased communication between police officers and
Maine

State Police.

parents, with the idea that par-

ents should be called

ing signs

when

when warn-

come up and

their child

is

not just

either dead or

bad."

in serious trouble. Officers

During hit time with the state
police, Randy Nichols had multiple titles as he worked his way
up the ranks. He was a trooper

told to ask themselves

for six years, beginning in 4978.

to

He then spent time working in
relations
before
community

instinct.

would want

to

antibiotics to fight flu

were

if they

know about some-

thing if they were a child's par-

and decide whether or not
call parents based on that

ents,

becoming a sergeant and then a
on
the
Maine
lieutenant

While similar programs have
been implemented in individual
communities, Maine's program is

Turnpike. After ten years of
experience there, he became a

unique in that it is state-wide.
Nichols points out that there is

of antibiotic-resistant bacteria (so

Ask

Dr. Jeff

that diseases that used to

become very

treat

be easy

to

difficult to cure).

half of the antibiotic prescriptions

that."

jbenson@bowdoin.edu

written each year are inappropriate.

Jeff

According to most experts, nearly

In addition, he describes him-

self as a people person and a
communicator who enjoys working in community relations.
While he thought leaving the
state police would be hard, the
ly easy for him.

He

be here
doing exactly what

As

Dear

who go

to

their health care providers for a cold

are treated with antibiotics. Despite
j

flu,

my doctor pre-

the lack of evidence of any benefit

scribed Levaquin

for me. I feel like
I'm coming down

for

most people from these

treat-

ments, more than 23 million prea year are written for

scriptions

\

same

with

prescriptions account for nearly one

Dear M.B.B.: I can't really comment about your previous illness,
but I would like to try to assess your

priately prescribed,

current one before prescribing any

sively broad spectrum

agenda on
Nichols is
ambitious
in

the

colds, bronchitis, and upper respira-

far as his

tion.

many

college

campuses,

Nichols notes the
false sense of security that many
Bowdoin students demonstrate
and reminds the student body
that it is not beyond the arm of
harm simply because it is inside
of "the Bowdoin bubble." He
points to the murders of Colby
and Bates students that occurred
in the last couple of years and the
mugging of a professor that
occurred on campus a few weeks
ago as examples that unfortunate

tory

infections.

of

fifth

all

These 23 million

prescriptions for antibi-

otics written for children

medications. If

it

really is the flu, or

a flu-like illness,

And

it's

very likely

and not bacas I'm sure you know,

your infection
terial.

the case on

adults

Jeff:

thing again. Do I need to come in for
an appointment, or can you just call
in some Levaquin for me? - M.B.B.

dents to assess the campus situais

Dr.

Last time I had the

says, "I'm

very
improving upon the
methods in place to "keep
Bowdoin safe." He has been talking with staff, faculty, and stu-

As

Over half of the

Bowdoin,
want to be

at
I

campus,

Director of

Dr. Jeff: Don't use

cle accidents, "It's as simple as

doing."

far outweifjvts the baa\

CHAPEL, page 6

Please see

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

thrilled to

But

the bad.

recalls talking to his

—

large

transition here has been relative-

State Police until 1976. Nichols

dad on the
porch about how he wanted to try
something new, and his father
suggested that the state police
would be a good fit.
Nichols explains that it has
been a "great career, [with] a lot
of excitement... [you] see all
aspects of life as a police
the good and the bad.
officer
But the good far outweighs the

in

—

to detective work.

programs

cially the safety of
is,

images painted onto the wall

simply an

This interest in safety, espe-

Nichols
replaced
Bruce
Boucher as director after 27 and
a half years of service with the

varied.

is

charge of the troopers

thing from conversing with the

State Police.

program

operations major, Nichols
in

fying."

Maine

cost; the

lical

is viral,

Even when

and

adults.

antibiotics are appro-

choosing the

wrong one, or choosing an exces-

may

antibiotic,

give organisms in your

body a

chance to develop resistance.
Levaquin is certainly easy to take,

and

it's

very effective for certain

antibiotics don't kill viruses.

kinds of infections.

Even if you do have a viral illness, would an antibiotic help cover

sively

and very broad spectrum. Levaquin

you, "just in case?"

is

Unless you have other complicated and complicating medical prob-

line

unnecessary antibiotics

can be harmful. They can have side
effects

(allergic

diarrhea,

reactions, .nausea,

and yeast

name a

few).

bacteria

in

They

also aggres-

almost never indicated as a

infections,
kill

to

off helpful

first-

treatment for uncomplicated

infections.

You may have heard

lems, probably not.
In fact,

It is

marketed, very expensive,

from

differently

The pharmaceutispends over $21
per year on marketing, and

advertisers.

now

cal industry
billion

over $3 billion on direct-to-con-

sumer ( DTC)

ads. Reputable studies

your body (bacteria

show

that

which help you digest food and offer

DTC

ads fairly describe a medica-

only 40 percent of these

protection against viral pathogens).

Please see

NICHOLS, page 6

And, they promote the development

Please see FLU, page

7
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Sunday Mass

brings deep tradition to chapel Nichols looks to improve

CHAPEL, from page 5

that's the

events can occur whether or not

dents to be paranoid, simply alert
and aware. In this respect,

He
me

"Brother Richard asked

While

was a
it

one

few weeks ago," says

the first time a
Ferris. "It

to for

bit

on

a college campus.

calls

help keep

customary for Father

is

is

He

nerve-wracking."

on the student body

Bowdoin

to

a safe place

Paul to both lead and preach Sunday

through awareness, by looking

Mass, he occasionally cedes his posi-

out for one another, by

tion as preacher to Crawley.

Bowdoin campus, and by

addresses the congregation in a con-

the

versational, informal tone that feels in

using and trusting their

harmony with

If a person

the atmosphere of wor-

lesson

is

and Sadducees

about the Pharisees

who opposed

Jesus

and

says,

brimstone in his succinct sermon; he

seem

and his teachings. There

is

no

fire

feels

insticts.

that

some-

not right, that instinct is
likely to be correct and could
help prevent a crime. Nichols
thing

ship that existed in the Chapel.

The

remem-

bering that anyone can walk onto

Crawley

security...

NICHOLS, from page 5

is

"Anything

that

time to call Security."

says he doesn't want stu-

Nichols explains that education
and awareness are a huge part of
Security's job.

Nichols cites lighting, pedestrian safety, personal safety,

alcohol

abuse

as

important issues at Bowdoin.
He recently led a lighting walk

on campus
and is working to improve oncampus and off-campus lighting.
to assess the lighting

doesn't
Please see NICHOLS, page 7

right, doesn't feel right...

speaks of love, kindness, and patience.

'To

err

'To love

is

is

2
GvicGenler

human," he concludes,

divine."

Crawley admits that typically a
number of people make their
way to the Sunday services.
larger

"It

might have been the weather,"

CUMBRIAND COUNTY • POtMAND, MAINE

he says, referring to the steady drizzle
that

soaked Bowdoin's grounds

"And

Sunday.

as

we

that

approach the

middle of the semester, students find

good many places to be."
The feeling of reverence is unmis-

they have a

takable gazing at the heads
prayer.

As

the final

congregation in

its

hymn

is

bowed

out of the Chapel, and

it

is

in

sung, the

small entirety

files

not long

before the serene atmosphere of the

behind and the

Chapel

is left

pants

resume

their

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

partici-

"n..

light-hearted

exchanges.

The outside

of the

Chapel

at

noontime

in all its glory.

"*"-

fl\i*

NOV. 16

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

The
Mass

interior of Bowdoin's Chapel, finished in 1855,
is

held here every Sunday.

is

bathed in mid^ftemoon sunlight.

A

FBI,

and

particularly

NOV. 18

Catholic

207-77S-MW m 217-771-333

7:30PM

"
The Bowdoin Orient
...at

November

Bowdoin; brings years of state

NICHOLS, from page 6

He

will

He

having a lot of
fun with the show, as he is able
to joke around, play good music,
help keep Bowdoin's students
safe, and go back to his broad-

meet with Central Maine
to assess and

Power Company
improve the

As

street lights.

for the dangers to pedestri-

He

is

do the

latter

that

is

In

coming out soon.
addition to what

he's

dent the signs.

already doing, Nichols plans to

far as personal safety goes,

upgrade security all over campus, including an increase in the
number of security cameras,
enhancing the professionalism of
campus security to provide better

drivers

Nichols encourages avoiding
dangerous situations and knowing what to do if one finds oneself in a harmful predicament.
On the note of alcohol abuse,
he is working closely with the
Office of the Dean of Student
Affairs and is trying to monitor

more closely

Nichols

when

there

are

it's

working

bility in the

College

highly

and

professional

has
excellent response times, and a

dont

Antibiotics

etable broth.

Sometimes
tion's efficacy, benefits,

exists, personal safety cannot be

effects.

students,

"common

aware, cold and

We

flu

all

season

viral

take

illnesses

longer than you think they should

and sidewell

please
to

is start-

If you're

resolve.

to

As you're probably

taken for granted.

sense safety goes a long way."

cure influenza

FLU, frontpage 5

good campus emergency plan

come

concerned,

into the health center

be checked

out.

Sometimes these

haven't yet diagnosed

illnesses progress into other prob-

our fust case of influenza, but like

lems, such as ear infections or

Bowdoin College, Katy Longley,

most

bronchitis.

Senior
Vice
President
for
Finance
and
Administration
wrote in an email:

flu

On

ing up.

Nichols' work thus far at

viral illnesses, colds

mostly

acted actively with the BSG, the

to load

in

promoting student

students
safety.

I

and the

"run

to

include

their

aimed at
relieving symptoms. Most people
turn to

many

need

course." Treatment

"We are extremely fortunate to
have Randy lead the Safety and
Security Department at the
College. His extensive background in law enforcement and
community programs will be
beneficial to Bowdoin, its students, faculty and staff. During
his first two months here, he is
already having a big impact."
"Since his arrival, he has interdean's office, and

community.

alcohol

policy violations because

is

to increase his visi-

registered alcohol

events and Jack Magee's Pub.
He explains, "We take firm
action

police experience

He reminds

also able to

through voice over work for various campaigns, such as a Maine
Project Safe Neighborhood ad

yellow signs that
mark the middle of crosswalks
are all dented in multiple places,
and the drivers students are trusting not to hit them are the same
fluorescent

who

is

casting days.

ans, Nichols points out that the

As

says he

2005

11.

is

Warning signs might

severe

greater than

three days,

ear

pain,

101.5 for

fever

more than

prolonged or severe

some combination of decongargles, cough syrup,

sinus pain, shortness of breath,

Tylenol or Ibuprofen, steam, extra

bloody phlegm, or swollen red tonsils with white spots. If you devel-

gestants,

fluids,

and

Come

rest.

Lots of rest.

into our Self-Care

Room,

and pick up a "Cold Care Packet."
If you have access to a stove or
microwave, you can also cook up
some chicken soup, a favorite,

home remedy.

nearly world-wide,

My
lic

deep cough productive of green or

op any of these signs or symptoms,
please

We

evaluate

Be

it up with lots of fresh garand ginger. If you're vegetarian,

and ginger

in

in to see us.

you

any

we promise to
and

thoroughly

thoughtfully.

personal suggestion would be

try the garlic

come

will likely not prescribe

Levaquin for you, but

well!

M.D.

Jeff Benson,

Dudley Coe Health Center

a veg-

haven't heard his radio show yet,

a

and hiring a few new

direct threat to the student body."

service,

He continues that Security's
primary goal is to get people
home safely and enforcement is
secondary to that.
Nichols is working to increase
his visibility in the College com-

officers.

munity.

on campus... available and acces-

To raise awareness about various issues of security, he has
started a radio show on WBOR
with colleague Mike Brown. The
show, called "Listen," airs every
Thursday from 3 to 4:30 p.m. and
plays music, has guests, and has
a major safety or security topic
for every show. This year topics
have included sexual assault prevention, crosswalk safety, and
alcohol abese

sible."

is
with
Bowdoin's student body, and his
favorite part of his job is making

delighted

contact with students.

"My

He

but

I

understand that

Randy

He

plan

is

to

He

says,

be highly visible

has no specific office hours

because he wants to be more
readily available to students on

campus, who he encourages to
approach him in person, call him,
or email him any time, as he welcomes input from the student

lot

is

it

is

a hit.

enthusiastic, he has a

of energy, and we are already
from his presence,"

benefiting

she wrote.

This positive impact on the
community can be expected to
continue, as Nichols states, "I
love being at Bowdoin. I plan on
being here for many years. I
can't think of another job I'd
rather have at this point in my
life."

Visit us online at

body.

-

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

While Nichols emphasizes that
crime
rates
low,
are
the
Brunswick Police Department is

http://orient.bowdoin.edu
"As you're probably

all

well-aware, cold

and

flu season

is

starting up."

ajajaj3jajajajgjgjajDja
BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF

\t

Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!

BUFFALO WINGS

SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

$4.50
MOZZARELLA STICKS

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

$4.75
CHICKEN FINGERS

Fries

& 20

soda

$5.95

#

tll

72Q-OO85

oz.

V

&nTett(Mw«&nT
November

8
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Meddies hold a capella invitational

Slam

The Bowdoin Orient

to give poets

reason to rhyme

a

and levels of experience. Not only are

by Chelsea Germeyan
Orient Staff

members of Bowdoin's Poeting competing, but area high school students

Slam poetry

is

not for the faint of

heart. Attendees of a slam poetry
competition like the one planned

—

—should be

national slam poetry

forewarned that what awaits them are

social activists

soft,

calm pieces, but rather enerdynamic original

getic, competitive,

works, often resembling

the style

The preconceptions of

rap.

ence regarding what

is

of

the audi-

quality litera-

ture will certainly be challenged as

these talented

young poets pour

then-

on the stage, trying to establish their own poems while opening
up a new world of poetry to those
souls out

who have come

A

contestant.
call

to support them.

slam poetry competition begins

with every poet

who

has entered as a

The host of the event

each competitor out one

at

will

a time

to perform. After each piece, judges
will give the

scale

a mixture of old standards

Other a capella groups that performed were Colby

and new material

College's Colbiettes

last

Friday in the Chapel.

and Bowdoin's own MisceUania.

slammers a score on a

of one to ten. The top three scor-

ers will
this

The Meddiebempsters performed

The main attractions of the evening are

for this Saturday evening

not

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

have also signed up, as have other
poets from Brunswick and Portland.

advance

to the final

round In

round, each must present a

new

poem. The highest-scoring poet of the
final three will win a prize of $100.
Performers at Saturday's poetry

slam come from a variety of locations
ban

champions and
Black, from

H'AUah

Portland, Tranzit Thawt, from

Rhode

and Brother Earl from New
poets regularly compete

Island,

York These

in professional

slam

contests,

and they

tour the state with their slam poetry.

"They're kind of

when

it

comes

like the top

'09, a

added Tony Perry

dogs

stuff like that,"

to

member of

Poeting.

To arrange this poetry slam, Poeting
spread news of the event by word of
mouth, by posting on web sites and in
The Bowdoin Orient, hanging up flyers

around town, and contacting local

high schools. The three professional

slammers have perfomed
in past years, so

contact

their

it

at

was not

Bowdoin

difficult to

agents and schedule

another event

The

slam

place

on

9:30 p.m.

in

take

will

Saturday and begin

at

Jack Magee's Pub in Smith Union.

Admission

is free.

Doors open

at 9:00

p.m.

c(-<)ji,

Jarhead a journey into psychology of Gulf War soldier
by Gabe
Kornbluh

Columnist
Imagine a war movie devoid of
any actual warfare and you have Sam
Mendes's latest and most fibrous
effort, Jarhead. Deliberate and dramatically tapered, Mendes' dreamscape of U.S. Marines and the madelusive

deningly

Operation

Desert

of

battrefront

Storm

is

both

sobering and intoxicating. Rightfully

absolving itself of the. need to politicize

it

Jarhead

matter,

subject

its

makes

a duty to immerse the view-

ers in the life

of the soldier instead.

a war film predicated on the
absence of killing and about the men

As

who

consider murder an integral

component of
Marines,

movie
that

is

still

this

identity

their

manages

in

as

simple

beautifully

an exercise

emptiness

to saturate.

Jake Gyllenhaal plays Anthony
"Swoff ' Swofford, a boyish but

determined teen on his

way

to the

Marine forces. With a youthful
absorbency and a mischievous smile,
Swoff, along with each and every
other recruit, seems to embrace the
life

r^n
rise

of a true

of a soldier as the life
Tidbits of personal history soon
to the surface, though, and it

becomes clear that for most, joining
up was a foregone conclusion, not a
measured choice. To the young men

of Jarhead, the Marines tempt not
only as a fight of passage, but as a
supplier of whatever may be missing
from

their lives as well.

It is that

amorphous

chromosome

that

of die Ypours
really
thirst

courtesy

Most war movies overflow with combat sequences.
through the screen for the

first third

appalling

On the contrary, the Marines

you find the torturous envi-

Upon

arrival in Iraq, Sergeant

Sykes

and his men find an empty and cruel
desert, the potential for combat an

turn as the frothing Staff Sergeant

ronment, the soldier's experience is,
as always, an enchanting burden. The

Sykes, and to witness the incessant
punishment and ridicule of boot

viewer responds to the pressure as

increasingly

the jarheads do: with outward excite-

sand To pass the time, the soldiers
run the gamut of manly leisure as

of the

camp

men

film.

is to

Jamie Foxx cuts a nasty

weather

testosterone,

odd

it

alongside the

onscreen. Amidst the morbid

Mendes achieves an

flavor of fantasy.

No matter how

ment and hidden
their guide, die

fear.

With Swoff as

Only

there is

dim

specter of haze and

audience gears up for

they doze off, pleasure themselves,
and fight scorpions in shoeboxes.

be fought

Such minor diversions, however,

war.

no war

to

ofwww.movieweb.com

in Jarhead are driven to their psychological limits

by boredom.

cannot begin to ease their frightening
yearning to fight and

kill.

Boredom

quickly turns to madness as Swoff

and the others break under the pressures of an illusory purpose with no
outlet

Mendes's keen eye for visual
Please see JARHEAD,

page 10

I

.
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Sam Adams

sampler
yields quality brews
Despite the dark appearance of
this beer,

Thomas
Columnist

^^^^^

appears chocolate-brown, exhibiting

Adams

Sam

Cranberry

—

a satisfying display of contrasting

Lambic (available as part of a
Sam Adams Winter Sampler 12 -pack

beauty of

for $12.49 at Hannaford)

winter drafts,

week

This past

Sam Adams's

1

myself to

treated

annual sampler, which

boasts six different styles of tasty
beer. Intrigued

by

its

name,

I

started

with the Cranberry Lambic (classi-

Dutch Lambic

fied as a

beer).

Upon

first sip, I was blown
away by its sweet cranberry overtones; it was easily the sweetest beer

taking the

I

have tasted

this semester.

shades before the

sumed

in multiple situations

Lager will

to

end

the

of

the

dark brethren. All

to

it

Though

the

campus has yet

or walk in a sense.

to

receive any snow, telemark junkies *

fessional

will get first tracks this weekend.

the skiers

Today the Bowdoin Outing Club
and New England Telemark (NET)

lanche.

will bring the third annual telemark

baya-googled the name 'Powderwhore'

was created by Biff Higgison and Matt
O'Donnell,
members of New
England Telemark,
which is one of the
While all
nation's largest and

because

The

film festival.

was caught

NET

got a

Bowdoin

length features

played at die

spirit of

from

calls

prize, die

and seemingly bottomless

competitors,

downs.

to

I

definitely could not

new

path

After

year.

asked

friends,

by

Holleran

agreed to create a

you?" each promises

first fes-

own

Higgison and
O'Donnell noted the
tival,

action

and

its

mark, though

story.

not even know
what die sport was. The challenge,
the editing, although he admits that

so

thing

many

we

to

of film shorts but about
growing sport of telemarlting.
the art

the

Bud manages

pack enough flavor

into

these brews, which taste like

though the brewers actually

by Ocean-

decided

a pretty

is

in as

you would

get

much
from

Budweiser/cran-raspberry juice

ion or dessert beer.

My

Ratings:

Portability:

2.8,

0.7,

Benefit/Cost: 2.4.

as

of a

Sam Adams

Winter Sampler 12-pack for $12.49

at

non-

picked up

this

black

I

hit

Light

is

the smoothest of the three light beers

and can deliver
from party-goers

the

best response

—dudes and chicks

alike rarely complain

when someone

shows up with a 30 of Bud
worst part about

coming

in at

this

beer

Light.

is

The

the price,

around $ 1 7.00 for a 30-

rack. If you are' trying to look classier

Natural Light, you're not kidding

anyone and you just spent $4.00 more
than you needed

Bud

Hannaford)
I first

Bud

by purchasing Bud Light instead of

Sam Adams Black Lager—

beer,

seem

include

to

find that

I

combo. I recommend it to those of
you who like sweet beers and think
it would be a good meal compan-

When

it

water/alcohbl ingredients.

Overall, this

Taste:

make

my

lips

with a taste

akin to a very dark brown lager. This

r

.

made

the

ionable and pleasing to the eye.

must say

that this

was genius

I

—

you how many times I've
heard people say they can chug the
can't

tell

body features a bold presence
of hops, located somewhere in
between the neck and label of the 1 1 -

new

cans "so

much

old,

slower

ones.

inch glass bottle.

Benefit/Cost: 3.9.

beer's

"A

to.

has in recent years

more streamlined and sleek in
hopes of making its beer more fashbottle

Taste:

1.1,

faster" than the

My

Ratings:

Partyability:

4.6,

he says, wasn't the subject matter but
filming people practicing their sport

all

agreed on

is that

ski films get boring after

about IS minutes,'' Higgison

said.

"The audience can only watch so
much ripping, hucking, and rail rid-

can be hard.

kayak and
recalls that

action

it

A

veteran creator of

surf films,

when

Friday's festivities promise an

of entries. While

all

of the films submitted follow the

Holleran

there's that

much

can be hard to find a starting

point However, he solved that prob-

lem with his choice

ding."

interesting array

7 p.m. in

I

its

at

duo has made a switch and feature
short films, which are all around IS

"One

at

VAC, this event will spread word
Bowdoin students not only about

the

to

did

to shorter movies. Since then, the

minutes in length

telemark gear. Starting

lobby of

Compared

short about tele-

the time he

reaction of audiences

in the

the best.

each can to

Schwarzbier

ment companies

America

in

have taken another one of

raffle for various prizes, including

repre-

information about resorts and equip-

brewed

is

Kresge Auditorium, as well as hold a

being

telemark to

NET film festival will offer

lagers

would have to say Bud Light

Holleran '08 will

entry

this

were

films vying for a $250 first-place

the three major light

characterized by fruity ups

(available as part

In addition to the selection of

-

Of

,

Q

sented, but Steve

carve a

the

is

Holleran.

at

Hannaford)

By

was expecting the bitterness
of a stout. I was pleasantly surprised
when the crisp refreshment of this

an

of the films

theme "What

skiing. Although full-

of

must

students have never had

submitted followe the

the sport of telemark

CNN

them that day," said Higgison.

izations dedicated to
m

lot

an ava-

in

"The Today Show and

festival

most qualified organ-

crew Powderwhore, one of

makes for really beautiful carves and turns. It
shows a whole different aspect of the
mountain that you just don't get in'
regular downhill which seems to be a
lot
more about power," said
It

for

available

six-pack,

(Coors, Miller, and Bud),

a

going downhill, you can sort of run

likes full-

Taste: 4.0,

Bud Light—($4.59
a

senses for quite a ride,

fruit flavor as

is the spirit of telemark
you?" each promises its own
action and story. During the filming
of a previous entry by the now-pro-

who

anyone

My Ratings:

Partyability: 2.2, Benefit/Cost: 3.2.

bottle,

extreme beer, packing

to

its

give this

I

beer two thumbs up and would rec-

ommend

Spray.

theme "What

in all,

my

courtesy ofwww.mountsunapee.com

Staff Writer

two or

after

Cranberry Lambic had taken

they're concocted

by Frances Killea

din-

more comfortably than many of

lowed the cranberry tsunami
first sip.

—

the Black

is,

your stomach

three, but will sit in

beer flavorings that fol-

entangled in the

other

midnight

breakfast,

Heavy as it
fill you up

snack, etc.

flavor beers.

As I continued drinking, I began
more of the dry, sub-

many

can be con-

is that it

dessert,

ner,

The

gulp.

initial

this beer, like

notice
tle

Telemarkers, with their physical grace and fluid, arching turns, lend themselves very well to videography.

has a full-flavor profile

it

and should be a welcome addition to
any winter collection. Interestingly,
when it is poured, this beer's head

by Carter

feeling

to focus

on "the

behind the motion."

"In telemark skiing your heels
aren't connected to

your

skis,

so

Upcoming Events...
-Paranoid Social Club
Where: The Big
Street,

Easy, 55 Market

3331.

Portland

When: November 26

Cumberland Country Civic Center
box office, or by calling (207) 775-

at 9:00 p.m.

Tickets: Available at the Big Easy,

or call (207) 871-8817.

-3 1

1

w/ Alien Ant Farm

Where: Cumberland County Civic
Center.

-Mudvayne w/ Sevendust

When: Nov. 18

Wkere: The

Tickets: $29.50, available at die

State Theater,

609

at 7:30 p.m.

When: December 2 at 7:30 pjtl

Cumberland Country Civic Center
box office, or by calling (207) 775-

Tickets: $28.00, available at die

3331.

Congress

Street, Portland.

Mace Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

The Boston Beer Company does not disappoint with

its

Sam Adams

Sampler.

•

"

.

November

10

Winter

11,

The Bowdoin Orient
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spots.

by Vanessa Kitchen and
Monica Ruzicka
Contributors

For another option, layer up
tanks and long sleeve

slim-fitting
tees.

In die aftermath of daylight-saving

They're flattering on everyone.

Just

don't

short.

. .

go too

ination, please.

your staple

Other accessories

in past years.

Sure

it's

why not liven up your

wardrobe and combat the winter
blues with a

little

too

going

neck up. Jewelry

to

be outside the

necklaces,

—

to the

name of die

of it Beaded
dangly earrings, and

winter

this

is the
lots

chunky bracelets are some examples.
like

buckled boots,

out amidst die sea of Northface labels.

Fur tends to be a touchy

but

topic,

a viable option. Consider

is

replacing your simple fleece

combo with

—

shell

a jacket sporting a faux-

We

couldn't mention

mentioning the

mous

infa-

mini-skirt.

Don't go
trend

is

there.

That

we

don't necessarily need

t-shirt

should

—a "get blacked out"

suffice.

Looking for another key theme for
the upcoming months? Layer up.
Camisoles are

but there's no

hot,

sense frolicking around Harpswell
thinking that the look

is

going to get

you noticed. Well, okay, it might, but
who wants to be that girl? There are
plenty of weather-friendly options

.

make

that

Use

for a great going-out look.

the cami as a layering piece

instead.

Throw

a shrug on top, and

you're ready to hit the

Bowdoin hot

It

was a nonsensical one
The boots

to

skirt,

but the look

a couple inches above

the knee. Don't forget the opaque
tights... they 're

back.

we

haven't

you by the wayside. As

girls'

tend to change more drastical-

ly than guys' do, try

reworking die

accessories.

A great belt or shoe can

do wonders

for

a look. From afar, it's

one guy
from another around here. Adding

new buckle to an existing leather belt
can make all the difference, and it
just might draw more attention to
campus isn't large
on a daily
i™***^ throw on a pair of

enough

and metallic bags
will do wonders to

stylish

belts,

still in!)

basis,

to justify sneakers

loafers or leather lace-ups

A

word

trast stitching.

side Pine Street.

never, ever, ever leave die

The time has come to break out the
Uggs. .again. Most would argue that

turtleneck.

this

commercialized trend

far gone.

However,

in

is

already

Maine, shear-

ling-lined boots are not only func-

with the numerous options

tional, but

of style, color, and brands, there is
something to satisfy every taste.
We couldn't mention Uggs without also mentioning the infamous
mini-skirt.

Don't go

there.

That trend

girls

afraid

dorm

in

this

don't be

winter:

of trying a new

guys

color. Girls,

go for the winter white. It's clean,
classic, and great in a chunky knit
sweater. Guys, go for an unusual
color. Navy and hunter green get
old, so opt for a bright red, peach,

light

blue,

or

—

Thanksgiving

According

drawing

is

holiday,

near.

(gasp)

—

lavender.

pink or

days cause more stress than anything

tions. I

else (with the possible exceptions of

your

need to

Also,

and

by

ambition
bringing

some

with

My

It

any heaviness

vors.

the readers

wow

White wine has fewer
(which can induce

tannins

you might

sleep) than red, so

your folks

actually

excellent hot apple

enough apple

cider.

one available

at the

make

through

it

dessert

One can make an

equally strong

case for red wine, depending on your

Bowdoin Organic Garden.

preference. Turkey can be a very

$4.00 for a gallon and

To make

it

only

It's

It

make

meaty, rich food, with

quite delicious.

extra special, heat

it

vor than

over a

medium-hot burner and add some

fancy,

sweeter than the cider

benefit

to a red wine,

from the

fla-

can cer-

and

will

right one. If your side

more toward roasted winter vegetables than candied yams, go
with red. I would recommend an
Italian red

that

well, though, or

of. Stir it

up

it

dishes tend

is

If you want to get really
you can get some caramel sauce

drinking out

much more

cousin, chicken;

its

tainly stand

cin-

adds to the flavor but doesit

and drip a tiny bit into the cup you'll be

(good spice and

fruit flavors

won't overpower the food). With

who

you can't go wrong with a
good Muscat or Madeira. Happy

can indulge, a nip of brandy or even

Thanksgiving and happy (responsible)

you'll just end up with a sticky mess at

better,

Apocalypse

dry white wine with

in die food and won't clash too

the end. For those of your family

like

would recom-

Saturday farmer's market near the

splendor compliments the frayed

men on

for

cool through-

it

I

will cut through

naturally.

psyche of the

is

strongly with die varied fla-

among

favorite is die

namon.

JARHEAD. from page 8

and red

you decide to go white,
remember that it is best served
slightly chilled and that you
will probably need an ice

Chenin Blanc or a Sancerre.

thoughtfully

cider. I can't get

three-year-

crisp characteristics such as a

home a bottle of wine

suggest you

I

when your

people cling to the rule

mend a

life's

for the big dinner.
If you're

but

wine has several

doesn't stain your host's

out die meal.

them from

distract

It

bucket to keep

excessive

amounts of time with the family. Also, you can impress your
folks

addi-

If

ing home a lot of work so that
you have a legitimate excuse to

your lack of direction or

that white

many

meat

First of all, I recommend bring-

spending

new

drinks,

that white is for poultry

do

have some wine-related suggestions.

escape

of the

traditional

old seatmate knocks over the glass.

permits you to stumble through the
I

taste

indigestion.

a very

usually

best tablecloth

going on a heavy drinking binge that
holiday in an apathetic stupor,

is

say stick with what you and

family

advantages.

can you survive
would not condone

I

add to die

and I know that many families

remember

"we

How

talk").

the stress? While

n't

Jarhead gets in the
heads of Marines

will

rumored to aid

are hesitant about including

to empirical evidence, holi-

who can't buy alcohol yet, then

for both

it)

is

Thanksgiving

a

No excuses.

One suggestion
and

with con-

to the wise:

help you catch someone's eye out-

.

cider and

standardized tests and the words

Don't worry guys;
tossed

but worth

Ma tlin

Columnist

is

much less Mean Girls if you opt for a

kicks a break. This

(they're

by Hillary

—

skirt that falls

Thanksgiving

for

compensate for the cold rushes
between your legs you know what
we mean. Not to say you can't pahboots with a

suggestions

can't possibly

your best asset Also, give your usual

done.

trimmed hood. Steer clear of a full
Sure, we're the Polar

Bears, but

done.

short skirt?

nearly impossible to tell

fur jacket.

to appear ursine

is

being with-warm boots, bare legs,

styles

Uggs without also

self-expression?

A major "do" for winter is to stand

fur

If you're

whole night, draw attention

game

or

but with day after day of

cold and snow,

faux fur

tight

leave something for the imag-

no one can deny what is to
come: a long, dark winter. It always
seems to sneak up too quickly, but
this is Maine, and the season is
inevitable, so you might as well be
prepared. That said, don't be so quick
to throw on the fleece that's been
time,

reliable,

Wine

tips for fashion victims

dessert,

^

drinking.

some Calvados (difficult to find,

screen. In films

Now

WBO&

and Platoon,

pered the primal regression that

I)

marked the warfare of both movies
so vividly. Here, Mendes utilizes the
creamy landscape of the Iraqi desert

91.1

FM

©E THE WEEK

the ragged jungles of Vietnam whis-

Js

(actually shot in California) to hint at

—

.

the chaos and confusion of soldiers

without a war to fight. As Swoff and
company wander through increasingly ghostly conditions, as their pores

are caked with oil and their trigger

fingers

constantly tricked, disillu-

sionment sucks them in like quicksand, and Jarhead transforms into a

nightmare of a never ending wasteland.

To watch Jarhead is

to

be exposed

to the striking realities of a soldier's
life.

1

More

importantly,

the

film

exposes the transparency of the
desire to fight As an audience we
sympathize with Swoff because

Ben Detwiler hoped to make the world a
That hope died

better place.

fields, their survival

seems

we

George Gershwin.

LB:

It is

Who b

What was the first album you ever
bought?

attempt to live through the

KJ: Ace of Base's 77k? Sign.
LB: Pet Sounds, by the Beach

well as the heartbreaking lack of fulfillment

so

Boys.

to partake in the desire to fight, as

is

when

the opportunity to

do

When the credits roll, we question
not if we would want to experience
war for ourselves, but if we could
indeed bear to return from war alive,
to a

eign.

home

that is

now somehow

What was the

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have

never realized.

for-

to.

Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

best

show you've

ever seen bye?

KJ and LB:
the

WBOR

standing

Leslie Bridgers '06
show

one of our

original

"Hillary, I

Wanna Help With

room

Mongrel Tide,

studio... private

only.

live at

show,

So hot

If you were dictator of a small
country, what

would be your nation-

al anthem?

KJ and LB:

It

would probably he

tunes, either

Mixin'

Those Drinks","or "Irs Pam!"
Ifyou wen onstage with a mic in
front of thousands of screaming
fans, what would you say?

KJ: "Somebody
Johnny King of

Johnny King and Gasketts.

an oddly capti-

wartime mechanization of their own
minds. As an audience, we are invit-

ed

Frequency,

the greatest bring musi-

KJ and LB:

vating experience to watch young

men

the

cian?

around enemy encounters than
dealing with the contemplation of

own navels.

"What's

Kenneth?" by R.E.M.

oil-

to revolve

less

their

and

What is the best song ever made?
KJ: "Rhapsody in Blue," by

have seen the devices that so thoroughly conjured his most diabolical
characteristics. As the Marines wander aimlessly through the desert

Kate Johnson '06

when he was killed by a drunk driver.

better

be corning

home with me to cuddle!"
LB: "What's the

frequency,

Kenneth. .or guys?"

What song pumps you up?
KJ: «F*** the Pain Away," by
Peaches.

LB: "PumpltUp,"byDanzel.
What song brings you down?
KJ: -It's Cool, We Can Still Be
Friends," by Bright Eyes.
LB: "Don't Worry, Be Happy," by
Bobby McFerrin
Johnson and Bridgers can be heard
on "Salt, Sex, and Songs We Like,
10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Monday
evenings on WBOR 91.1 FM

1
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Football

November

comes from behind
Bowdoin

2005

11,

11

to beat Bates
will play

Colby at

the line to the

end zone from two yards

out to cap die drive and cement die

home Saturday
ond place in

to vie for sec-

the

NESCAC

Bears' comeback.

Bowdoin has had a

masterpieces, offensive onslaughts, and

slow

football

team rebounded from a

with 124 yards on 32 carries, including

first

downs, and two interceptions.

time since 1970.

The Bobcats jumped ahead

when

line.

touchdown

to

an

Bates quarterback

Brandon Cohen punched

it

in

from the

Bates added another

14-0 advantage.

down tally with

the

two interceptions

Johnson also contributed to the Polar
Bear effort with four catches for 40 yards.

but his second half touchdowns

performance memorable.

his

down

on a five-play drive for 37 yards
Bowdoin 's deficit in half with a

a carry,

up," he said

bullet

into

'07,

sure hands of

Doug

with 14:56 remaining in

Bates's next drive turned the ball over

Bowdoin when die Bobcats fell short
a fourth down conversion attempt on
Bowdoin 's 24-yard line.'

On

Regan '07

16-play

ended with 4:23 on the clock

tions.

went

three

was shanked, allowing the Bears to

paper, the

the worn-out Bates

Boyd

crashed through

'06,

and John

to their reputa-

pass

Regan and Kezer plugged up
of the

with 12 and 1
Dylan Brix '07 also

field

The Polar Bears will play Colby for the

CBB

were given to running back Matt Boyd

up

had a sack and a forced fumble.

3:57 remaining.

Five of the sue plays on the next drive

lived

Brendan

side,

Shaun Kezer

all

tackles, respectively.

take over on die Bates 34-yard line with

line.

when

big plays to win

Murphy continued to demonstrate

the middle

reeling Bobcats then

and out and were forced to punt The

who punished

keying on

that's

defense. In addition, he led the team with

a five-yard pass from Leclerc.

'06,

start

his skill as corner through his

13 tackles.

defensive

make

defensive

'07,

when fight end Jared Prichard '06 caught

punt

Prich

the

Murphy

Bowdoin tied die score with a

against Colby Saturday.

Doug and

in

The

averaging four yards

'Teams

Nolin and Brisson, and

to

drive that

is

makes the passing game open

it

the game."

the fourth quarter.

home game

"When Boyd

the field

Johnson

The Bowdoin Orient

After the game, Leclerc credited the

wideouts with the offense's success.

to cut

the

50 yards.

five catches for

Leclerc

in the first

Leclerc marched the Polar Bears

Fulton,

69 yards. Both wideouts

burned defenders for long plays of 35

made

Drew

Senior Jeff Nolin had nine

yards each Prichard added to the touch-

half,

in preparation for its

down

'06 had four for

scoreboard just

to

Bowdoin quarterback Ricky

team practices on Wednesday evening

The team's reliable wideouts did not let
Leclerc

catches for 135 yards, and Scott Brisson

before halftime, giving the Bobcats a

'06 threw

football

the Bobcats

his game- winning touchdown. Leclerc
was 25 for 42 for 306 yards, two touch-

early 7-0 lead

The

mark on

his

left

Bates 21-14

Polar Bears' record to 6-1 for the

one-yard

all types.

Boyd

The victory improved the

start to defeat rival

Saturday.

win com-

individual triumphs, but this

bined

The

of victo-

variety

There have been defensive

ries this year.

by Chris Bucci
Staff Writer

Championship

this

weekend On

teams seem evenly matched

with each team boasting a 6-1 record

"This

is

going to be a dogfight, plain

and simple," co-captain Mike

Stratton

'06 said

Women's rugby shut out by Northeastern and Bates
was

left to

lead the Polar Bears alone,

when

Griffith's assistance, but

by Clara Cantor
Contributor

Griffith left the field

The
fourth-ranked
Bowdoin
Women's Rugby Team competed in
die

NERFU Final Four Tournament at

Plymouth State University

end The

last

week-

Polar Bears returned with

losses to Northeastern

Bowdoin

laced

and Bates.

injury. Griffith

was relased from

recovered and

the hospital with

The team

finished the season in

fourth place behind Bates, Plymouth

and

conference

Northeastern.

champions

The Polar Bears

are

Northeastern Huskies on Saturday

proud of their 5-1 regular season

pummelled

record, as well as their first-round play-

afternoon. Northeastern

Bowdoin, handing them a 31-0

loss.

Despite the best efforts of the

Bowdoin
ior

composed of junMargaret Griffith and first year
defense,

off win over Southern Connecticut
"It

was a disappointing way

end, but

it

Maria Koenigs, the Huskies scored

Northeastern play on Sunday,
n't

half In the second

half,

the

Huskies scored two more times.

On

Sunday, Bowdoin played a

to

doesn't overshadow the

amazing season we've had Watching

three times with conversions in the
first

*; "-

a neck brace.

State,

top-ranked

die

neck

'*PWw^p

because of a

ashamed

to

have

like that," senior

lost to

I

was-

a team

Jemima Fernandez

said of die season.

The Polar Bears

are already look-

consolation match against Bates.

ing ahead to next year's season.

The Bobcats defeated Bowdoin 19in the their second meeting of die
season. The senior ruggers, playing
in their final game of the season,
competed with intensity. Foward
Kelly Orr '06 led the team with

"We have a young A-side team tins
year," coach MaryBeth Mathews
said Despite graduating a

terrific

of nine seniors, the team will
return with excellent potential next
class

year.

We're looking forward to it"

Whytaie Martin-Sackett for The Bowdoin Orient

Senior Claudia Marroquin

is lifted

into the air by teammates for a lineout in Saturday's

game against Northeastern.

—

November

12

11,

2005
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Athlete Profile: Ricky Leclerc Patriots will not
contend this year
Joe Berte

Contributor

a well-established fact that the

It is

quarterback

the "general" on the

is

Bowdoin,

gridiron. For

this

Munir

-Eren

season

Injuries are only part of the prob-

Contributor

The "general"

who

Leclerc,

ties

A

senior Ricky

is

has led the Bears to

quarterback's

is in this

deafening silence ran across

Gillette

their first 6-1 season since 1970.

Football

Stadium as the clock struck

Player Personnel,

The new day

judged the off-season acquisitions
of Duane Starks and Monty Beisel.
As a result the team is uncapable of

signaled the end of an

unparalleled era in Patriots history.

University of New Hampshire and
grandfather for the NFL's
Chicago Bears. In eighth grade,
Leclerc began a football career
that has only added to the fami-

The period saw

whom

ly's legacy.

Monday represents

his

A

New

Manchester,

win

New

to the

was

Hampshire

Bowdoin

in

He

guaranteed,

that victory

of

regardless

were

Pats

the

Bowl

record 21 -game

seemed

playing.

the irretrievable

loss of this confidence.

This

state

is

for

Patriot

Nation.

Many

fans, who were living in
complete happiness, have been

forced to accept the the team's

is

has

history with

football

It

has been difficult for fans to

most attempts, most yards per game,
and most touchdowns thrown per

acknowledge

game.

of the

Ever modest, Leclerc gives his
team more credit than his arm. "This

es to Denver and San Diego this

season,

in

particular,

some

blessed with

and catch the

played

has

line

Although Leclerc

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

QB Ricky Leclerc '06 has led the football team to a record-setting season.

he

is

this

focused on the Colby game

weekend.

"I don't

The Class of '06 has never

we come away

with a win over Colby

this

coming

weekend," Leclerc commented.

When

the baseball diamond.

he

representing the Polar Bears

most successful season

field,

tory with a

unless

defeat-

ed Colby, but will look to cap off the

A

season will

think this

mean anything

and

after

CBB

in recent his-

victory.

For

ing.

is

on

not
the

Leclerc enjoys golfing and skiinspiration, Leclerc looks to

two-sport athlete, Leclerc will

his favorite professional athlete, Brett

A

Favre, the quarterback of the Green

and offensive stand-

Bay Packers. Leclerc will graduate mis

captain the baseball team this spring.
pitcher, outfielder,

out, Leclerc has also

Men's Soccer

made

his

mark on

spring with a sociology major.

to receive bid

fails

Wesleyan rolled through tourna-

son,

ment

play,

downing Bowdoin and

Williams (13-2-0) before dispatching

Amherst (9-5-3)

NESCAC

loss-

were unwilling

memory
that

necessary, in a clutch, this

team would be

like

all

those in recent memory: capable

of winning when

that

is

to

its

potential (considering the circum-

It

Monday.
was not a matter of the

Patriots

having a bad night and the Colts
having a great night.

It

came down

will not

be traveling to Detroit
to play in this year's

Super Bowl
to the superior talent

loss-

and convinced themselves

when

whole process
England played up

part of the

New

like

to

reality.

Patriots

proud of the

is

fans

Even

es to the back of their

extremely well," he said.
team's accomplishments this year,

does.

They pushed those dismal

ball downfield. Also,

offensive

NFL

season,

accept

talented wide

receivers and tight ends that can run

the

Brady

Belichick can bleed like the rest

have been

I

that

teams

with

The most sobering

Indianapolis.

[The Patriots]

limitations.

records for most completed passes,

up

keeping

stances) last

a dark and depressing

realization

inscribed in

Leclerc

ensured that his name
the record books.

It

holds his place

Bowdoin,

At

title.

Hampshire

streak.

three Super

NFL

rings and an

native, Leclerc led his high school

strongly mis-

midnight in Foxboro on Monday.

blood. His father played for the

team

The rest of the team's difficulstem from the failed signings
of Scott Pioli.
Pioli, the Vice President of
lem.

has been no exception.

Despite

England

all

going into the
schedule.

The

their season

and they are

really mat-

ing alone atop the

might have

with a 4-4 record.

they have, but their talent

is

merely average.

half of the

last

Patriots have played

through the most difficult part of

it

the Patriots are giving everything

New

confident

feel

tered. But, the truth

finally set in. This team will not
be traveling to Detroit to play in
this year's Super Bowl.
The difficulty with this team
comes in separating talent from
passion. Those who think that the
losses are coming from a lack of
desire and motivation are stuck in
the past. They need to realize that

of the Colts.

of these factors,

should

Realistically,

AFC

New

still

stand-

East, albeit

England only

has to win five more games to guarantee

its

Patriots

place in the playoffs.

The

should be able to take

advantage of the minimal competition within this year's

AFC

East,

but they will not be able to rely on

weaker opposition for a title. Even
if they do manage to win the division, no one should expect them to
do anything of importance. Not this
year, anyway.
:

for the crown.

Champion Wesleyan

was awarded

the conference's auto-

NCAA

tournament,

and Williams received an

at-large bid.

matic bid to the

Had Wesleyan

Williams

lost to

—

and
in the tournament semi-final
had Williams won the NESCAC
the Polar Bears would have
title
stood in prime position to receive

Field hockey takes championship

in fourth round of penalty strokes

—

an at-large bid.

Another

have

could

scenario

panned out favorably for the Polar
Bears involving Keene State (Little
Conference,

East

Western

New

and

12-3-3)

England

College

(Great Northeast Athletic Conference,
If either

19-2).

of the two power-'

houses—both ranked

first

their

in

respective conference tournaments

had won

their conference

champi-

Bowdoin may have

onships, then

gotten an at-large bid. Unfortunately
for the Polar Bears both

Keene

State

and WNEC failed to live up to their
number-one seeds, but stole at-large
bids nonetheless.

Despite the disappointment in
ing to qualify for the

fail-

NCAA tourna-

ment, the men's team looks forward

Drew

The soccer team did not

receive

an

at-large

Dan

Hackett
Orient Staff

Fulton,

bid into the

The Bowdoin

Orient

NCAA tournament

which
pairings,
ment
announced last Sunday.

were

The men's soccer team posted

NCAA tour-

Wesleyan (10-5-3)

spoiler for the Polar Bears,
first

win

to

seventh seed in any
the

John Hollis '07 remains confident in
the team's returning core.

NESCAC

lot

We

ethic has

O'Leary and with
coach
to.

improved a

have good direction in Fran

we have

his second year as

a lot to look forward

Team chemistry

is

excellent,

and

of talent we

though we're losing a

in the

out 3-2 in an exciting final. After los-

hear that we've got some good talent

NCAA touma-

—m
-L

of

cam-

Gritty midfielder

Championship, by edging Amherst

NESCAC quarterfinals, the team was
forced to wait for the

role

becoming the
sport

fall.

4-1

nament After a heartbreaking
loss to

a

record this season, but

failed to qualify for the

paign next

"Our work

Yet Wesleyan once again played the

stellar 11-3-1

to posting another successful

ing to

Bowdoin 0-1

in the

Polar

Bears' final match of the regular sea-

*»

lot

and athleticism coming

in to

immediate impact,'' Hollis

make an

said.

Drew

The field hockey team celebrates

its

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

victory over Williams

on

Saturday.

The Bowdoin Orient
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Women's

OT

soccer loses in

HOCKEY

FIELD

W

BOWDOIN

9

Middlebury

.

Williams

Wesleyan
Tufts

NESCAC

Overall

W

L

L

W

School

16

Stats

8

1

14

3

7

2

13

4

PA

PF

L

213 29

7

96

6

1

128

Colby

6

1

178 111

5

4

11

5

Amherst

5

2

178

64

~S~

4

8

7

Williams

5

2

181

130

4

5

8

7

Middlebury

2

5

132 125

j

t

2

7

Connecticut Col.

Bates

Amherst

13

FOOTBALL

NESCAC
School

2005

11,

.

Trinity

1

Colby

"1

~7~
8

Tufts

2

5

93

132

5

9

Bates

1

6

82

204

8

5

9

Hamilton

1

6

76

261

T

5

8

Wesleyan

7

87

196

SCOREBOARD
Sa
Su

11/5
11/6

v.

Wesleyan

v.

Williams

W

2-0

W

Sa

11/12

v.

Sa

11/5

at

Bates

W

Colby

12:30

21-14

1-0

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

Sa
The College

New

11/12

v.

p.m.

11:00 a.m.

of

WOMEN'S SOCCER

(NCAA

Jersey

Second Round)

Su

Regional Final
1:00
(Winner of Bowdoin
and TCNJ plays winner of

11/13

Springfield

and Middlebury

at

WOMEN'S RUGBY
SCOREBOARD
11/5

v.

Northeastern

L

(at

Plymouth) (Second11/6

v.

L

T

W

L

6

2

1

12

3

1

Amherst

6

2

1

BOWDOIN

6

3

Williams

5

3

Bates

5

3

Middlebury

4

3

Tufts

Colby

Bates

(at

Plymouth)

L

T

8

3

3

10

5

1

1

9

5

1

1

13

3

1

2

7

6

2

31-0

Round)

Su

Overall

W

School

Bowdoin)

Sa

NESCAC

p.m.

19-0

3

4

2

~2~

Conn. Col.

7

7

3

5

8

1

3

8

2

3

10

1

L

1-0

5

(Consolation)

MENS CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE
Sa 11/12

Wesleyan

1

6

Trinity

1

8

SCOREBOARD

N.E. Dills (at

11:00 a.m.

Sa

11/5

v.

Springfield)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Junior midfielder Ivy Blackmore dribbles past a Bates defender in Saturday's

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

Bowdoin

NESCAC tournament in the semifi-

were unable to follow through with
shots on goal.
Bates was in top form, forcing

of

semifi-

Although the women's soccer
team has advanced to the NESCAC

on Saturday.
The Bears were defeated nine

establishment, the Polar Bears have

NESCAC

lost to

nals

minutes

overtime.

into

Jesse Gargiulo set

up

for a shot.

Kim

Bates's

its

The Bobcats played an aggresgame, keeping up with

Alexander

The Bobcat forward
Bowdoin goalie

every year since

semifinals

never captured the championship.
sive

fired the ball past

Bowdoin

Anna

12 shots on goal, while Bowdoin
had seven. The Polar Bears created

Shapell '06 into the far post

of the

net,

winning the game and

in

Margaret

Senior

goal.

1

left

Gormley

to

goalie Shapell to

face

the

make

nitely

year

first

team behind, but they

defeated Tufts

NESCAC

her.

I

was

front

of

her, but

when

I

exception of pressure from behind

coming from junior Taryn King.

pressure as the match

Demonstrating characteristic aggres-

penalty strokes.

"I

comer kick.
was waiting to see if Taryn

During one of the most nerve-racking

could catch her at

moments of

she got close to the circle

the

game, Leonard was

first.

As soon
I

"I

ball,

giving Williams a

as

ran out at

erhouse Middlebury

in

the

first

round of NESCACs, and victories
over
NESCAC
competitors
Amherst, Williams, and Colby.

will only be

Railsback concluded, "Women's

losing five seniors and have a

soccer has a lot of potential for next

solid

NCAA

group of younger

Bowdoin 's

girls."

year,

five graduating sen-

,

and I'm excited

to see

what

they can accomplish."

NCAA

looks to

me

I

just

Leonard withstood even more

faced the Williams keeper one-

coming through for Bowdoin
most difficult situations.

season

Leonard said of

for the tackle,"

to put

in the

The

a positive one,

with an impressive win over pow-

realized she

to pull around

on-one several times, but was unable

Leonard dove for the

Chagnon.

overall has been

originally going to stack in

was going

who

in goal,

the

on Saturday. The

title

Meaghan McGowan without any
McGowan, who

her save.

even

for

Bobcats will advance to the

defensive support.

siveness,

for a

match.

Bates

went

performance

and that is defisomething to be proud of,"

into the semis

Shapell,

Kerri Brennan, Kelsey Wilcox, and

Danielle

so sad to graduate and leave the

so

difficult

had a clear shot on goal with the

stellar

it

England Rugby

include Railsback,

iors

proud of

Bowdoin was prepared

0,

picked up the loose ball at midfield,

Leonard gave a

is

senior Merrie Railsback said. "I'm

found several openings off of 16-

in the net.

weekend.

"Our team really came together
end of the season. We made

Bates had already defeated the

save in the second half.

this

achievements.

its

at the

New

Football Union, Bowdoin Athletics,

NESCAC.

The Bowdoin team

a difficult

yard hits to connect with McNamara,

it

tournament

NESCAC championship
Ephs's

11:00 a.m.

N.E. D-llls (at

Polar Bears in the regular season 1-

every aspect. Bates had

Field hockey wins
FIELD HOCKEY, from page

11/12

semifinal match.

good scoring opportunities, but

out

Sa

Compiled by Adam Kommel.

-

Sources:

Springfield)

the

shutting

nal round!

The women's soccer team
Bates 1-0 in the

NESCAC

Orient

(NESCAC

Bates

Semifinal at Tufts)

SCHEDULE
Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin

2

was

moved

more nervous

actually

into

for

the overtime because penalty strokes
are a direct shot

and you

get. several

opportunities," she said. "I also had a

good idea of what they were

pretty

going to do because
in three

I

had faced them

rounds of strokes earlier in

the previous game."
First years Julia

Veiga scored

King and Kristen

in the first

two rounds of

penalty strokes, but Williams matched
the Bowdoin effort. The next round
was scoreless for both teams.
Bowdoin edged ahead of Williams for

victory in the fourth round

with a goal from

of strokes

"I

Orient

McNamara '09 attempts to score on a breakaway against Williams.

is

to

my

"It just

we

very satisfying," said

9/11

9/14

9/17

9/24

10/1

10/2

10/8

is

so hard to please,

set the bar so high,

and have such

high expectations for each other and

paying attention and you

ourselves, that to feel completely satis-

they are going to do, this

victory

was

especially

10/12

10/15

was really an amazing feeling."
Forward Christi Gannon '06

fied

echoed Gormley 's sentiment.

10/18

exhausted

such
felt

A look back: Field hockey's undefeated season, to date. OT - overtime, PS

9/10

to

the team.

a huge advantage."

The

work and devotion

Leonard said "If the other

isn't

know what
Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin
Lindsay

years of hard

Gormley. "Our team

knew she was going

right,"

The Bowdoin

Fulton,

Orient

"Everyone was so excited and so

rewarding to the seniors after four

McQueeney and a

block from Leonard

team

Drew

Goalie Kate Leonard '07 makes the game-winning save against Williams.

10/22

a

same

at the

good

much

said.

credit, but

we knew we

had

played like champions."

Bowdoin

New
the
at

10/29

she

hard, so they obviously deserve so

The College of

Jersey in the second round of

NCAA

1 1

will play

a.m.

tournament on Saturday,

on Ryan

* penalty strokes

10/25

time, but in

way,"

"Williams played so well and so

11/5

11/6

Field.

'.'
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Alito

right about abortion

is

EaaMuhtd 1871

Wade, which

You Got Conserved

it

one must have children. There are

demonstrates that he respects prece-

other options, if not as "easy" as

dent

Congrats, Polar Bears
Bowdoin may not have a Division
Kansas or Kentucky

from an Olympic

far

in

I

basketball team dribbling

training ground. Yet,

have especially highlighted the strength of Bowdoin Athletics. The field
hockey and football teams' athletic achievements have made the campus
proud they have exceeded all expectations and we congratulate them

—

Coming

off a

seasons, the football

smart and disciplined game since

its

team has played a

opener against Middlebury. From

Quarterback Ricky Leclerc's amazingly-targeted throws to Linebacker

Shaun Kezer's wall of a defense, the entire team has come together and
proven that Bowdoin football is no longer the team other schools want
to play at their homecomings. Tomorrow the team will face Colby
both
are 6-1

—

home

at

a season finale with second place in the

in

port and congratulations for

N ESC AC

seven hard-fought games. Saturday

its last

is an opportunity for the campus to unite and show those Mules what it
means to be an 800-pound predator looking for blood.
The Bowdoin Field Hockey Team the newly crowned NESCAC
champion will compete in the NCAA playoffs this weekend. Winning

—

—

NESCAC final against Williams in penalty strokes after double overfitting end to an undefeated 14-0 regular season. Now at 16-

time was a
0,

Bowdoin

currently the only undefeated

is

team

in Division III field

hockey. After a first-round bye, the team will face the College of New
Jersey at

Sunday

question

to

home

in

Saturday. If victorious, the

a third-round match

at

Ryan

team

will play again

Field. Students

and faculty

on

will

on

Senate

(who has already

is

an extremely experienced

who

jurist

is,

in

and of itself, a med-

harm

and once again congratulate them on

The

editorial represents the majority view

editorial board

the

their successes.

managing

editor.

http://orienLbowdoin.edu

Phone:(207)725-3300

orient@bowdoin.edu

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

as a political issue, the safest route

can confidently predict

that

be confirmed as an associate
of the U.S. Supreme Court.
Despite

this,

cy,

believe that abortion

erate.

an appropriate interven-

tion, such as in cases of rape or incest
where a woman did not choose in the
first

is

place to have intercourse, or if it

deemed medically

should be available, but
believe that a

choose

it

woman's

nor should they worry the
previous

several

In

decisions,

Roe

Evan

v.

Riley

Features Editor

A & E Editor

S.

Kohn,

Editor-in-Chief

Drew Fulton
Assistant

Mary Helen

Miller

dis-

most cases of abortion.
George Bush has nominated a jurist
tion

in

who

both respects precedents set

before
that

him and has demonstrated

he will not be swayed one

way

or the other by the polarized opinions surrounding abortion.

That Samuel Alito will not rule

—
—should be

Democrat nor Republican

Left

a heartening indication

if

and the Americans

it

neither

to the

Senate

represents.

ignores classism

income

we

inequality,

it

is

bring this issue out into

open and engage

is

an issue at Bowdoin that

hardly anyone talks about. No,
not talking about race.

am

I

I

am

you are

that

it

is

likely to

be one of the defining issues of our
generation, yet it is an issue that is
largely ignored here. In a time of

Photo

con-

is

makers

middle

is

Editor-aT'Large

Assistant Sports

Beth Kowitt

Editor

News Staff
Emma Powers

To

Copy Editors

As

Frances

Theresa Weaver

M

ill

i

ken

Cati Mitchell

Calendar Editor

Chris Marotta

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

Nat Herz

was

in

travel across the country

and

in Long Island to impoverished families in

dent

I

it
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Contact the Orient for more informa-
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right to edit letters for length. Longer
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at

my

to find a

To
is

mirrored at

me

I

had voted
not, and

had

prompted the student to ask me
why I had not voted. I found this to
be somewhat galling, as I had
always been taught that a person's
choice to vote and his or her reasons for doing so are personal.

was then

told that choosing not

to vote was, in essence, accepting

and

promoting

credit, the

discrimination.

Now, maybe I'm confused,

but

College has done

Bowdoin, where many people are
either blissfully ignorant of the pres-

less-privileged

ence of class differences, or are so

shown that they care about this issue
by setting aside a large portion of the
endowment for financial aid. This is
a commendable gesture, but the
College should be doing more to

backgrounds.

President Mills and the trustees have

ensure that students from less-privileged backgrounds feel comfortable

about what

stu-

this

I

its

a great deal to recruit students from

than not?

if I

replied that

col-

Bowdoin

recognized but did not know.

I

and

on

front door and

I

generation will

this problem,

lege campuses.

Appalachia.

This phenomenon

Our

need to confront

once they are here.

dinner,

After exchanging greetings, said

today.

representation.

the dialogue will need to start

of not voting to repeal
a law on the books more indicative
of agreement with the current law

finishing

heard a knock

opened

if recent

ing for years, and they are sharply

is

isn't the act

the Editors:
I

will like-

ly

correlated with the decline in union

That

which the film-

should have more tact

Activists

an issue that is not going

we grow older, it
become more relevant,

away. As

essen-

class.

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

Adam Kommel

is

they

point of the documentary

interview everyone from millionaires

-

Yet this

that

college graduates have been declin-

so difficult

People Like Us,

labeled a

practically

up. Social class

this

it

out.

trends continue. Real wages for non-

is

tially the

talking

why

it

that nearly

or she

There

choose to block

open discus-

in

reasons

uncomfortable about

every person in America believes he

versation

by Ben Kreider
Columnist

student asked

afixabors. TVafius

Wade, and he has

v.

sented to support spousal notifica-

based on partisan agendas

would lead some to believe that
one cannot have an abortion, then

Samuel

ruled several times to

Alito has

the

Mike Ardolino

Letters
The Orient welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

letters via

It is

sion about it

Editor

Ng

Miranda Yaver

Opinion Editor

on the use
and

impor-

is

politics.

unfortunate result of the intensity of

the

bringing

Photo Editor

Steve Kolowich

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

pendent of partisan

it

remain inde-

tant for the judiciary to

the debate that interest groups on the

time that

ME 0401 1-6462

Editor

Manager

David

insist

to use birth control,

One of the

Hackett

Business

Joshua Miller

has the right to

keep a pregnancy and allow anoth-

ever-rising

6200 College Station
Brunswick,

Assistant Editor

Dan

woman

Bowdoin largely

card-carrying communist just for

BOBBY Guerette, Managing

Anne

right to

not limited to her right to

is

er family to adopt the child.

views should not worry the

Alito's

Right

firmly

I

their agendas, but

uphold Roe

necessary.

There are times when abortion

right to

nature of the abortion question,

is

it

which is modBoth the Left and the Right

for the country is that

push

Because of the contentious

privacy.

do not

I

should be banned; there are times

when

confirmation will say that he should
be voted down because of his position on abortion, and seemingly, by

on one's

and

side the

justice

opponents of Alito's

default, bis position

I

he will

about social class, an issue so taboo

News Editor

womb.

Given the nature of abortion today

fully support a right to priva-

Speaking Truth to Power

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.
Editor-inChief

aborts

that

topic.

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

JAMES D. Baumberger,

procedure

late-term

manifestation of a political platform

Fbc (207) 725-3975
is

such as partial-birth abortion, a

port,

of The Bowdoin Orients

The editorial board consists of the editors-in-chief and

Orient

attacks

against privacy rights that they sup-

port measures that are harder to sup-

a surgical procedure into simply a

Barring

Alito has ruled to affirm

The Bowdoin Orient

The Bowdoin

who

any unforeseen
skeletons emerging from his closet, I

Left,

We wish football and field hockey the very best of luck this weekend

to those

on relationships

not share them. The Left has

has been acclaimed for his

arship.

of a condom,

team has carved an enduring place

may

thoughtful conservatism and schol-

to

this

so to speak, to extend their moral

and could, sometimes, survive out-

issues in American society. However,

Bowdoin's history books.

For

significance as

its

has become one of the most divisive

for itself in

opportunity to "enter the bedroom,"

issue has degraded

the team's future opponents should be fearful indeed because this sea-

son's Polar Bears have exhibited an inexorable determination to win.

focused on the ideas surrounding it.
The Christian Right takes every

babies that often are well-developed

remain abstinent, to

Future success notwithstanding,

emotional or

to the mother.

sion of privacy and government and

Christi

and Right have stopped looking at
abortion itself and instead have

years, however, discussion of the

Gannon's unstoppable offense,

Gormley's dynamic defense to

not without side

is

terminate; a

they attend this weekend's matches.

and emotionally

charged and polarized that the Left

become so paranoid about

fight.

procedure that

takes the forefront in every discus-

treat if

The problem we are seeing today
mat the question of abortion is so

pared for a

From Margaret

be in for a

with

is

politically, morally,

beliefs

physical

a

abortion.

On abortion seeming to
lean slightly more to the right than
that of Roberts, he should be pre-

ical

splendid candidate for the court; he
is

However,

effects or potential

doubt that Alito

be

this trait will

hearings.

Abortion

or some of the 350 opin-

is little

bis deference

Alito's record

is

ions he has written as a judge.

There

support of key

invaluable during Samuel Alito's

gained notoriety in the press for confidently proclaiming her son's prolife beliefs),

and

to precedent,

his

abortion

the

legislate

Democrats because of

whether one consults his 90-

year-old mother

—

on the line. Saturday's football game is a must-see: not only to witness
what could be a perfect end to a storied season, but to show the team sup-

the

preparing

those

clear,

number of down

won the

John Roberts

With die nomination of Samuel
Alito to the Supreme Court, one issue
quickly rose above all others for
record. Alito 's opinion

for their accomplishments.

essentially

will

right-wing agenda from the bench.

is

two teams this season

significant because

any Bush-nominated jus-

fear is that
tice

by Will Hales
Columnist

is

a lynch-pin characteris-

this is

for the Left because their worst

tic

by

every March Madness, and our campus

—

Certain activists on campus

mcy

have talked to several students

I

it

is like

have good intentions behind their
to get people to vote.
However, they would do well to

have not been good.

keep in mind the following:
Assuming that others believe as
you do is asinine, asking personal

popped

One

efforts

questions of those

who

don't

know

rode, and garnering support

you is
would be easier among apathetic students if you weren't so obnoxious.
Tact goes a long way.

to be underpriv-

ileged at Bowdoin, and the reports

who

student,

I

casually for a while, told

student,

had known

me how

whom

I

well for four years, admitted to

one day

up

he

fit in. Another
had known pretty

his collar to

at lunch

how

me

he had grown

in poverty.
I

do not blame these students

for

attempting to conform and hide then-

backgrounds. Yet at the same time,

Sincerely,

Ferd Convery '06

Please see KREIDER, page 15

The Bowdoin Orient
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We should talk about social class Jamail set
My

KREIDER. from page 14

sense

is that

many students are

simply unaware of class divisions
silence about this issue will never

here and across the country. This

lead to progress.

impression was confirmed in an eco-

This unwelcoming environment

nomics

is

by open classism on campus. Students who would not think of
fostered

when

class,

nearly

all

dents in a survey said they

stu-

came

many of us

from families earning over $100,000

to

go on

per year, and students thought the

Frankly,

tirades about the inferiority

of poor

average wages in the country were

sleep over his

because

these

given

opinion that "poor

much higher than they actually were.
The only way we will ever make
people more com-

poor

fortable with issues

uttering a racial

people,

slur will

largely

remarks are tolerated.
people

are

It

may be your

Students can take

because they are
lazy,"

but sharing

such an opinion in
front

of social class

class

is

not

the

move.

more

probably
wisest

non-

discriminatory
ways

to get

your

point across.

How

would

the

nomic

their

feel if

wrong

children do

I

expected at a talk

own, such as
to

independent filmmaker
reveal his

name

different back-

A room

extern than he already has been.

of openly

to create

bitter veterans,

some

sort

is

me a wider per-

He

doing

picture,

why we attended his
That was when Helen told me she

he had.

want

I

ly,

marched

I

I

D.C.

Washington,
it

to read, but

I

—because he was

has?

I am pissed too, and Jamail
me a lot of hope for what can be

pissed.

Alec Schley '06
"Professor Coviello
because he looks sexy
in sambas."

Emma Sears '06
'Kidder Smith.

I

his ponytail."

love

is

I

—and

will

it

what

find

'07

Deane because
sweeter than a
bowl of lucky charms."

"Shelley

she

Allie Yanikoski '06

"Putnam because

he's a

hippie in professor's
clothing."

he

I

it

help any-

am meant to do?

my

to the atrocities that

in the Middle East, Gitmo, and else-

I

Jamail opened

continue to join

—and

others in pressuring our representatives

where

and senators. Yes,

However,

I

completely agreed

I

eyes even wider

we

are committing

thank him for

I

really thank

him

with and appreciated these suggestions,

ing that solid

but

out there in the fogginess

I still felt

dissatisfied

Then, Jamail showed us the grue-

experience

as long as

in great

When

speak fully

asleep

answered questions

—

1

to

love to hear

asked us once more to be a
After Jamail asked us,
action

this),

I

and

bit unusual.

"What

you had always wanted

but never have,"

'DiGuisto.

'08

We call him

P-Diddy."

is

one

to do,

immediately turned

how

ing

I

trust

finishing
is

always

more
to

fear

and unique
Then,

Tim McVaugh

'07

don't really have
one.

finally,

my first internal steps.
homework or

felling

it

will

be more inclined to

and

to seek

my

personal

drives, desires,

dreams.

I

can just do.

Bennett Haynes '08

"Tom Conlan

because
he transformed my

Ruth Morrison
"Allen Wells.

'07

Why?

Have you seen the jaw

on

me

future

desirable than consider-

too.

line

of my

change the world (and

is), I

abandon

that.

for affirm-

ground does exist for

writing."

"I

fur-

tmthout.org, and that

Andrew Fried

is

I

that

can.

I

your favorite professor and why??

Andrea Lopez

a

all

pick something from inside,

I

TUBENT SPEAK

Who

Can

same way

in the

Yes, of course

and sincerely from a vast wealth of

Well,

Can

one? Can

them. The passionate and detailed

gives

was

group of bitter veterans to

and go with

I

don't

(someone unafraid

lacking in the oft-

that

;

on

film,

who first pushed his

plastic,

flew to Iraq, and reported

ing

some

two years ago, because,
like he said, he was pissed.

made

Jamail

know enough. She advised mat I keep it
up, that I visit more web sites like

and

into Iraq

He

keep fighting

articles

still

don't know, but I'm

of a piece of

and a lanyard when

ther inspire a

1

wasn't enough.

many New York Times

have time

I

feel active.

I

what he saw, what others weren't say-

I

know and do more.

to
in

bitter.

am also bitter, but real-

September 24, but

as

is

and

it,

credentials out

and speak about

because she

realized,

I

never really expressed

Why that one?

I

asked

us to introduce ourselves to a neighbor

there

end." But, then

for the Orient,

detail

way

"Bowdoin Bubble."

stability

What can

that

action."

by asking us to

bit unusual:

my senators, to be more aggressive

on

my views to the campus. Yes, that's the

a

ask.

I

haps unendingly, deteriorates before
accounts of a man

spective that

of

yearning

my

make

chaos?"

confidently said, 'To

I

call

"Actually, I've never written anything

peace in a world that constantly, per-

not change the world,

cited

could not

of being pur-

sued by the government to a greater

most satisfying conhave had while at

but they have given

who

and

my own. These conver-

wise, often goes unchallenged.

18-minute film

for fear

may

against the poor, intentional or other-

An

capturing the destruction and the vic-

grounds than
sations

not Yet discrimination

I

tims of Falhija, filmed and edited by an

the
I

site

lines:

on

Bowdoin have been with people
from much different economic back-

living, just as rich

his

full

versations

no control over. Children born into
poor families have no control over
of

who come from

Some of

to discriminate against

people for circumstances they have

their standards

the

grounds.

exploit the poor?"
It is

about

actually talk to both students
staff

they

To

Students can

making attempts

way because

are rich are that

diversity,

forums
issue.

serious

take small steps

someone alleged that "all people who

it.

visited

read as

talk to both students

who made such a comment

I

started off

and seeing even more than I could have

socio-eco-

person

should go,

really

I

just one answer.

do something a

it

about

grounds.

web

I

is

do?" Jamail

should sponsor open

the

attempts to actually

different back-

did not want to waste

decide whether

"What

this

all

responded that

is

If
is

from

I

rare for

difference in

talk.

in

College

who come

me, and

is

'Can

brain repeatedly.

was

own> such as making

staff

my schedule, the opportunity to

attend a nighttime lecture

enormous doubts have flooded

(http://www.dahrjamaili-

dialogue.

and

Wednesday night.
homework or
lecture. However,

last

almost chose

"The Untold Story of Fallujah,"
" 'Elections' and Other Deceptions in
Iraq," and more.
was htx)kcd, and ended up hearing

engaging

There are
tactful,

I

am an idealist. However,

I

raq.com) and read a few of his head-

small steps on their

of your whole

by
open

Primarily,

I

and

to Helen,

in

country, and, ultimately, to end our

this

occupation of Iraq.

would like to thank Dahr Jamail
for coming to Bowdoin and speaking

15

example of activism
done to influence the public opinion

by Torin Peterson
Contributor

2005

11,

that guy?

I

am pissed

<

November

16

11,
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The Weekly Calendar
November 11-17
Poetry Slam

Friday

Saturday

slam champions, social

Common Hour
Attend

a

and

Smith Auditorium,
7 p.m.

Jazz student ensembles.

Room, Gibson

The Woodsman

Film:

performance by the Chamber

Tillotson

Poets from around the community,

Bowdoin students

Sills Hall,

will

activists, and
compete in a

slam competition for a $ 100

Jack

Hall,

prize.

Magees Pub, Smith Union,
9:30 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

V

Geographic Information Systems

\

Diana Stuart Sinton, GIS director for the
National Institute for Technology and Liberal
Education, will speak about computer mapping

and GIS in a college environment.
Daggett Lounge, Thome Hall, 12-1:30 p.m.
Film:

"N

The Woodsman

After spending 12 years in prison for sexually

abusing young

and works
working in
a lumberyard and begins a loving romance with
l woman he meets named Vickie.
Walter

girls,

hard to rebuild his

life.

He

Smith Auditorium,

r
The

is

released

gets a job

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

Film Festival
Maine Telemark Film

third annual

will feature the finalists of the

Festival

National Amateur

Mike

-

p.m

Art Opening

A kickoff show for
by Honora

Dunham

the

new Art Union, hosted

students' works including oil paintings,
life-like

drawings.

Fishbowl Gallery, Visual Arts Center,
9-1 1p.m.

st

-

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

Sunday

^

Mountaineer Lecture
Music
Classical m^w,,,^^!™*!**
vhwwiw
Arlene-BIuja dUspeaj^about ner
(
adventures as a mouTulmTclftnber: Stiet4E:Jrne Bowdoin Chorus and Orchestra
will perform Bach's Cantata No. 140:
is best known for leading the first allWachet Auf! and Beethoven's
woman ascent of Annapurna 1, one of
iv

'07, will display a variety of

colorblock prints, and large-scale

The Bowdoin Orient

T-r-r

newest production, "PW05."

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center, 7

Ardolino,

A view of the sunset over Walker Art Museum.

—

Telemark Film Contest and Powderwhore's

the world's most dangerous mountains.

Schwartz Outdoor Leadership
Center, 2 p.m.

j

Monday
Educating
Professor

Qing, women's rights

activist, gives a

First Symphony.
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,
3-5 p.m.

Tuesday

Women in Rural China

Wu

-

speech entitled,

"Right to Education and Education

Artist Lecture
Sarah Slavick, oil painter, presents a
slide show of her recent work.
Room 223, Searles Science Building,
4:30 p.m.

For Social Change."

Room 20,

Drackenmiller Hall,
7 p.m.

Outing Club Talk
Dave Andersen tells about his
escape from a Siberian prison camp
in a talk called "The Long Walk."
Schwartz Outdoor Leadersl
Center, 7-8 p.m.

Wednesday
/-

Studio 305 Class Projects
Khalil Sharif '06 reads

"We

the Blues," a descriptive

Got
work

about self-expression and grief
across two generations of
narrators' lives.

Wish Theater, Memorial
Drew

An

aerial

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

view of the Eastern River near Merrymeeting Bay.

7-8

p.m

Thursday

All

Hall,

Studio 305 Class Projects
Emily Glinick '06 translates and
directs the play "The Day of the
Song" by Giuseppe Emiliani, which
covers grief, stress, hate, love,
tragedy, and death.

Room 16, Dnickenmiller HaD, 7p.m.

—
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to Virginia to play
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Student

Holiday dinner draws thanks

question

in NCAA final four
TCNJ only

by Burgess LePage
Staff Writer
The Bowdoin

I

Field

Hockey Team

did not take any chances this week-

i

The College of
(TCNJ) and Springfield

TCNJ

desper-

even the score but

in

Bowdoin secured the

victo-

end, shutting out

ry with eight minutes remaining

when Burgess LePage

ing a deflected ball from McNamara,

NCAA Semifinals.

drove the ball into goal to make the

(he only undefeated Dili collegiate
field

hockey team

will

challenge

in the country,

Messiah

today in the team's

College

first

NCAA

Concern about

of debate in academia, has reemerged on campus in recent weeks.
The issue was raised most recently by Bowdoin Student Government
topic

final score 2-0.

In a separate fourth-round playoff

match,

NESCAC

challenged

rival

(BSG)

Middlebury

The Polar Bears started the fourthNCAA game strong, scoring

round

off a team effort from senior Christi

NCAA

son and advanced to

third-

ultimately failed.

round play against Bowdoin with a
2-1 vicory after two rounds of sudden-death overtime and a round of
Springfield
Although
goalie
Emma Kaplan made a phenomenal

intellectual

29 saves against Middlebury

versity."

stick within the first ten minutes

of

play.

* The Bears attempted

Saturday's game, the Polar Bears

managed to put the ball past her five
times. The Bears played a seamless
game on Sunday with great one-on-

to

put

past

shots

Knstina Beyel.
effort kept the

TCNJ

A stalwart

Lions

failed

goalie

Please see

HOCKEY, page

freedom and

diversity

According
its

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

values

are

to advocates

of the

bill,

passage would affirm that faculty

will not "be hired or fired or denied

promotion or tenure on the basis of

Both Thome and Moulton erupted in thankful applause for the
Dining Service last night as part of an organized standing ovation.

defensive

at bay, allowing

bill

indispensable to the American uni-

in

to increase

number of penalty comers, but

An academic

stated that "academic

penalty strokes.

their early lead in the first half with a

rights,

of rights passed by the student government of Bates College last year

McNamara 's

found

ball

of

President Alex Linhart '06, which

Gannon and first year Lindsay
McNamara. Gannon's perfectlycrossed

bill

spearheaded by College Republicans

Springfield ended Middlebury 's sea-

Semifinal appearance.

in conjunction with the pro-

posal of an academic

College.

Springfield

political bias in the

classroom, which has long been a

'07, collect-

College to secure a spot in the

The Polar Bears,

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

penalty-corner

three

failed

chances.

New

Jersey

diversity

four shots on goal.

In the second half,
ately tried to

t

political

his or her religious beliefs," nor shall

13
Please see BIAS, page 2

<*/•

NBC to feature-Marine's story
Bowdoin Magazine

cuts

own

national

they

Cornell

du Howe, Schuberth

profiles

amid controversy

Houx

about

read

him

in

recently

Houx
opponent Dan

pulled a piece on Cornell du
his

political

Schuberth '06 amid controversy.

A crew from NBC's flagship news

Millions of Americans will learn

about Alex Cornell du

won't

—though

Bowdoin Magazine, which
and

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

soon

television

'06 on

broadcast, "Nightly

News with Brian

Williams,"

be

will

on

Monday and Tuesday

campus

to report

on

the

political

New

upcoming

deployment to Iraq in the U.S.
Marine Corps, Cornell du Houx said.
Cornell du Houx, who is director
of development for the College
Democrats of America, said the
NBC crew will "follow [him]
around" and will likely join him in a
government class and at the gym.
When contacted by the Orient, a
"Nightly

rink awaits funds

activist's

News" desk

assistant

unable to provide additional

was

details.

However, Maine College Democrats
Co-President Frank Chi '08,

was

who

Sophomores arrested
on trespassing charge
by

Anne

When

Riley

ladder

For the

first

time since 1997, the

one-time Kappa Sig fraternity house
has seen

some

Murray

'08 broke into the

the early hours

empty

now known

Lancaster House, on

as

November 9

in

of the morning.

of the

escape pulled

Police

second-story

down

and a black bag
ladder.

action.

Louis-David Lord '08 and Jacob
College building,

Brunswick

the

Department arrived, they found the

Orient Staff

to the

at the

fire

ground

base of the

two male figures

Inside,

could be seen through a second story

window.
"Our officers set up a perimeter
around the building and brought in a
K-9 unit from the Sagadahoc

Commander

familiar with the situation, said

"[The break-in] was discovered

the crew will include contributing

by the Security officer on patrol,"

Richard Desjardins

correspondent Jonathan Alter. Alter

Director of Safety

and Security
Randy Nichols said.
"As with any situation where there's

pects were taken into custody with-

an apparent crime

with criminal trespassing, a misde-

is

also a senior editor and columnist

at

Newsweek magazine.
Producers

1

have

already

inter-

in

progress in a

building, our officer called the police.

Please see NBC, page 5

was

Sheriffs

Office,"

said.

"The

sus-

out incident."

The

suspects were both charged

It

Please see ARRESTS, page 2

die right thing to do," he said

Dudley Coe to open on weekends
by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

weekly hours.
"The weekend hours are meant

the regular

needs which are also not so urgent
to

provide focused acute care services
In response to concerns that students' medical needs are not being

met on
t

It
Bowdoin Orient

Dayton Hockey Arena will

cease to exist within the next three years.
Plans for a

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

been four years

the construction of a

that the

new hockey

arena

wait until fundraising can catch up to
the plans for die arena.

A

conceptual

design has been drawn for die new
but since

its

in the

site,

making, with

initially

consid-

ered for the job and two firms

ulti-

put development on hold

Health Services Dr. Jeff Benson said.

we mean

care for needs that cannot or should

trial

period

at

Center to deal with urgent medical

not wait until

services,

Monday morning,

but

needs.

Dudley Coe

will provide care for

some urgent medical

needs, such as

INSIDE

ear infection treatment or emergency

contraception.

or

wounds

still

A&E

However, students

with ailments such as broken bones
requiring stitches will

have to go to a hospital for treat-

Art Union opens
first

its

show of student

ment. Students with routine medical

needs such as blood

tests,

exams, and prescription
Please see RINK, page 4

College Physician and Director of

a

go as well as they have
this last month, we can hope for conbeginning
sometime within
struction
the 2006-2007 academic year," Vice

Bowdoin has

completion,

over the weekend,"

"By acute care

weekend hours for
Dudley Coe Health

mately selected for the job.
"If things

students

instituting limited

new hockey arena have

nine rink architects

two
firms selected last fall to collaborate on

The College has asked

the weekends, the College is

to

need to

physical

refills will

visit the health center

during

artwork in the V.A.C.

Page 9

that they should

be met

in the

emer-

gency room."

Weekend hours will begin on
November 20 and continue until
Spring Break every weekend while
classes are in session.

Please see

Dudley Coe

WEEKENDS, page 5

v
tL
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BSG surveys campus

on perceptions

of political bias in the classroom
BIAS, from page

are in the minority," said Professor of

I

Government and Legal Studies Paul

He

they "use their courses for the pur-

Franco.

pose of

number of conservative students on
campus has grown in recent years, "it
has become easier for them to

ideological, reli-

political,

gious or anti-religious indoctrination." Rather, faculty "should consid-

and make

er

aware of

their students

protection in the

am a disciple of Christ, and during
my several years as a Bowdoin stu-

on

the

which claims
be graded solely

of their

basis

"I

bill,

that "students will

dent, professors

reasoned

tempt towards

answers and appropriate knowledge

have expressed con-

my faith

in

God." The

professor and

on the

do think

or

cal

sometimes

A

BSG

voted

endorsing

of

the bill
16,

for conservative stu-

dents to speak up in

mem-

members

the minority.

the bill did not apply

specifically

and

„
Professor

reli-

,

and

BSG

"In traditional

unavailable for

changing

the

College would

comment

a pretty cool house, with

"It's

plenty of motion sensors, but breaking inside
trouble

wasn't worth

it

we

"I think

bias at

classroom

pres-

along to obtain freedom from dis-

Bowdoin. "Liberal bias

vatives

is

in die

an accusation of conser-

who want more

conservative

K-9

why

Lancaster

House

been used

to train

Even with measures being taken
by the College, some students said
they have still felt discriminated

of view or other points of
view," Levine added. "But sometimes, you tell students their points of
view are nonsense."

units

"I've

points

had teachers who have had

Assistant

of

Professor

Government

political biases that they refuse to

Michael Franz noted, "I take

even entertain ideas which disagree

responsibility not to take

with their own," Ferd Convery '06

consistently

"I've been marked

said.

papers because

my

I

down on

ished for expressing your views."

BSG
demic

When

of rights.

of

in

an aca-

asked,

"Do you

my

way

he/she teaches the class?" 459 stu-

ideological

dents said 'Yes,' while 190 said 'No.'

my

Linhart commented on the results.
"One hundred students is one hundred too many. Even people who

.my professors continually

don't feel discriminated against feel

set in

within weeks,

I

fortable

expressing

opinions.

.

no longer

felt

com-

derided the institutions and values
held sacred, actively compelling
to let
"I

my

voice

do think

it

me

sometimes

because they

it

should be addressed."

difficult

up

feel that they

arrests, some
summonses issued to
Bowdoin students this
year. We've had some

criminal

many

it

with plenty of

pretty cool house,

worth

we

all the trouble

on
do

College property to

it

—troubling

wasn't

ence
that

got ourselves into."

BSG member Kendall Brown

'06

-

been taken into custody by the
Brunswick Police Department.

training,"

according to Desjardins.

then

against,

we need

take

to

action," she said.

-The Committee of Academic

Lyons

survey on bias in the classroom

'06.

-BSG

President

DeRay

Mckesson has been having weekly
phone conferences with other
NESCAC student government

week (see story, page 1).
-There will no longer be shuttle
services offered on Sundays. There
will be shuttles to Old Port and
extended trips to Freeport on
last

•The IHC

is

revamping the

College House interview process.
The group interview will weigh
more in the new system.

trial

begin tomorrow from

-BSG

weekend hours

am to

1

p.m.

continued to debate a

new

structure

1 1

and potential constitu-

»

•

9

9

•

•

going to be

trouble," he said.

a success

warmer

rela-

between students on campus,

tions

Bowdoin Student Government (BSG)
name tags to every student

distributed

on campus yesterday Students were
encouraged to wear the tags and greet
fellow students by fust name.
Event
organizer
BSG Vice
President for Student Affairs Carolyn

Chu

'07 said she thought the day

was

"I was really excited to see a lot of
name tags," she said.
The day culminated in an evening

gathering in the union with music,
Sharon Benjamin for The Bowdoin Orient

Dance

Dance

and

pizza,

»

Events in the

game.

Chu

recounted

how a

—
—made everyone

professor

in the spirit

Day

order to get to

know

"That's what

tional reform.

of Name Tag

know

getting the

is all

spent

tags got to the students.

BSG
t

•

•

did a great job

name tags out to everyone.

Representative

She said

tags.

Catrina

I

didn't,"

advertised, he did

time the
to

was not a problem

this

BSG made

is

own name tag if they did not get

was not

usually check their mail

first tiling in

he said.
While he acknowledged room for
improvement, BSG President Deray

the morning,"

one.
"I think

it

went well considering

it

was the first time," she said.
The original plan to also supply
faculty and staff with name tags never

^

materialized.

—^——

• •

were distributed

"They were distributed die same
that they were to be worn which
a problem because people don't

day

make

•

tags

the student mailboxes

many

•

name

it was well
comment that the

that

ideal.

available

since

^w"
•

BSG

opportunities for students to
their

Not everything about the event
went according to plan.
Chu acknowledged that printing
malfunctions resulted in about 50

Alex Paul '06 told the Orient he
thought the day was positive overall.

said Cartagena.

many

hours making sure that the printed

event

tag her-

the

name

Most people got them, but

name

who wore their name tags yesterday.

While he noted

"I think that

Vice President for Facilities

BSG members

students

self.

them.

Name Tag Day

praised

despite not receiving a

in

William Donahoe '08 said he and
other

'07

Cartagena

in the class sit

about," said Chu.

BSG

Union rewarded

sociology

next to someone they did not

people not receiving

*^

^^

there's

and

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

name

Saturday instead.
-Dudley Coe

leaden.

that close together

you add alcohol,

BSG declares 'Name Tag Day

free

Affairs released the results of the

taken

a

group of people living

people wearing

"If one person feels discriminated

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

-Attendance: 25/26. Absent: Ted

events,

don't like to

"When you have
Louis-David Lord '08

Revolution, a virtual reality dance

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

we

see," Desjardins said.

does "use

buildings

significant events, like

driving under the influ-

past.

Brunswick
Police
Department does not
employ a K-9 unit at this
time, but

a

motion sensors, but breaking inside

a success.

agreed.

fall silent."
is

for conservative students to speak
in class

I

the

in

"It's

had
K-9

In an effort to foster

believe that

a professor's political, religious, or

views," one student said. "However,

man...!

students have

their politi-

or sexual beliefs.

sexual leanings influences the

arrived as a college fresh-

was

had

that they felt they

setting because

cal, religious,

students shared their nega-

experiences and endorsed the

I

98 said

been discriminated against

of the Maine
summer, several

In testimony in front

bill

my

as

one side

In an unscientific self-selecting sur-

Legislature this past

"When

it

"We've had some

time this

first

Bowdoin

year that

.you should not be pun-

vey of 649 Bowdoin students taken by

thing happen to them."

academic

Studies

numerous
had the same

students in that class

tive

.

Legal

refused to give in to

teacher's agenda, and

Bowdoin

.

and

This was not the

part,"

Desjardins could not

to take

against.

and were discovered by Security Officer David DeSchuiteneer at 3t30 a.m.

confirm whether or not

ideas in the classroom," he said.

such an agenda because of their

Lord and Murray entered Lancaster House, located on Harpswell Road,

they took 12 seconds

Lord added.
"The dog was the scariest
Murray agreed.

points of view, whether they are your

"You encourage students

Mike Ardonlino, The Bowdoin Orient

site for the

which probably

dogs,

unit

he said

crimination on our political views,"

the

pretty ironic that the

it's

to find us,"

explains

all

got ourselves into."

Levine takes a difference stance on

continue to forge

stupid

and illegal, yet our only intentions
were to check out the house and take
pictures," Lord said.

members

administration

The
was

fine.

office

fashion, the

bowed

to

a $1,000

Attorney's

house serves as a training

to pass as certain

we must

facility or

District

much of a certain point of view."
Thomas Brackett Reed Professor
of History and Political Science Dan

of the Academic Affairs Committee

sures...

county

.

faculty.

ion.

is

which

District Court, at

"What we did was indeed

on campus, noting,
"They are all pretty

Linhart expressed a different opin-

bill failed

viewbelieves

help to ease the
tr>
,r.
of Government
...
political bias he sees

students

for

failed

it

courses offered at

gious protection in

place

saying

that

Lord and Murray's arraignment

scheduled for December 20 at the

and asked to issue a plea.
misdemeanor
Sentences
for
crimes can be up to one year in a

"incorporating

me

Paul Franco

the time of arrest.

time they will be formally charged

Linhart

which

already has similar
political

interviews

student

points."

"

the

to

College,

This charge was

inside.

determined based on
with the suspects.

a course

at

opposing

feel that they are in

that

felt

ics,

at

Many

vote.

the

did actual

to the building in trying to

way

find a

appeared

it

who

to be he, not Lord,

damage

West Bath

Bowdoin
Marxian econom-

in

class because they

bers abstaining from

a

floor.

third

criticized

he took

rights 3-

with three

who threw

Bible to the

difficult

beliefs."

against

men-

tioned another proit is

fessor

religious

also

pects were noticeably intoxicated at

bal attack by one

they

not

"I

Murray was

offense.

charge of criminal mischief was

According to Desjardins, the sus-

of the subjects and

basis of their politi-

meaner

charged with criminal mischief. The

student then referenced a hostile ver-

disciplines
study,

1

issued to Murray since

In other testimony, a student said,

Students would also be granted

ARRESTS, from page

however, that as the

said,

express their views in class."

other viewpoints."

Students arrested by Brunswick Police for entering
Lancaster House; court date set for December

Mckesson

'07 remained upbeat about

the day.

"Name Tag Day

•wr^^

is life,"

he

^^^^^^^^

said.

—
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Students find their Hunger banquet raises funds,
evenings conflicted awareness for global problem
rehearsals per term since the class

Evening

and

movie

lectures,

team

screenings,

taken for

chorus rehearsals overlap

drop

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

musical activities after find-

their

ing out that they have other conflicts.

"By

by

mid-semester,

These evening

Evening conflicts are becoming

Bowdoin com-

prevalent in the

munity

—so

prevalent that College offi-

may

say the conflicts

cials

conflicts

be

met

that

same time

at the

had

"I

interfer-

late practice

conflicting responsibilities such as class

tice,

rehearsals

and sports

to the lecture."

Women's

Varsity

Coach Stefanie Pemper

Basketball

expressed distress regarding the busy

practices.

understand that out

"It is difficult to

of 400 plus students per

lec-

had had early prac-

would have gone

I

Bowdoin

review sessions, movie screenings, and

with musical

I

and a psych

decided to go squash prac-

ture, but

tice," she said. "If I

conflicting

as her squash

practice.

ing with education. Administrators are

are

have also

Bowdoin. Alex

Franceschi '09 had a psychology talk

seeking solutions to the problem of

tests

end up with ten

I

or fewer students," he said.

affected athletics at

more

is

credit.

Morneau agreed that students tend to

practices,

schedule that Bowdoin athletes keep.

only a

class,

"Athletes, like other students, will

handful are able to pursue their passion

sometimes choose to miss something

because of the enormity of evening

academic, whether

Director of the

conflicts,"

Concert Band John Morneau

extracurricular or because they don't

said.

think they need to go," she said "They

"We are as a society and as a college
community leading much more sched-

Dean of Student

uled lives,"

"With

Craig Bradley

said.

tionary time

available

these conflicts arise

more

experi-

until

last

decided that passing

I

was more important than

art history

nights
less,

I

die... a

child dies every three sec-

sion about the option of keeping one

fessor John White started snapping

night free from classes and academic

his fingers as

commitments, much

Hour

is

like

unscheduled for

all

Common
students

he spoke, "One, two,

three."

White was the keynote speaker

on

and

have only

of the students

lectures.

some-

half,

who

things out to see

Pemper proposes
afternoon that

to

an

said.

to

members of the

she

at

is

member

Justice

Amanda Escobar

'07 said.

"The

To emphasize

make

to

are for the middle class, and the table

walking on

for not

by.

"Imagine a brother,

This

take federal funds that currently

Orient Staff

budget that

may

significantly cut col-

lege students' financial aid packages.

Despite House Democrats' opposition

go

was

who

for the rich."

is

cuts.

though

it

first part

program, simulations and
run as a sim-

itself is

Some

Act

all

he

these things put a strain on the feds,"
said. "It leaves

The

bill,

Once White

of the

statistics

still

2006, must

pass through the Senate to

become

in Iraq, the budget deficit,

Joyce said

Hurricane Katrina, Bush's tax
breaks... It leaves

no room

for extra

money toward

higher education.

"

Student Aid Stephen Joyce, the

proposed cuts would affect col-

Stephen Joyce

leges in four ways.
First,

Pell

the surplus

If the

maximum

Pell Grant could

be increased by $260 to $43 10.
"This would go a long way to making sure students could
debts," Joyce said
scenario.

other

pay off

their

of the r ein vestment

Maine

with

rates

cult for students to repay

debt

a program
tells

we

get from

you what kind of

how the room should
Sarah Close '06 said.

some good
new budget The
may come out of
Stafford Loan limits for first and second
However, Joyce said

that

the

be obese. In

population would die of obesity," he

set up,"

Hundreds of identical banquets are
the instructions provided

by Oxfam

While

year's

this

members of Global

turnout

Justice

was

past the

were

sat-

isfied with the event as a whole.
"It's

said.

'The 400

year students
to

may increase from $2,625

$3,500 for

first

years and $3,500 to

billionaires in the

a really busy time of year, so

hard to get a big crowd to these
kinds of things," Kate Loomis '06
it's

Despite the modest turnout those

who

attended seemed convinced of

"We

it

of the banquet and

dealt with.

the population, probably including

of us

all

in this

room, consumes 60

percent of the earth's resources and

of 40 percent of

Loomis

responsibility."

"Stop the Raid on Student AkL"

White has spoken twice at
Bowdoin in the past and was a
Bowdoin professor from 2002-2003.

activist

Sara

anyone

is

going to speak up

has to be the students,"

she said. "Pay attention to the news.

something about proposed

cuts in student aid, write or call your
state representatives/

In his address,

ately

said.

"It's

our

White also shared a personal
experience of fasting for 22 days and

"Hunger

hurts,"

know what

don't

body weight.
he

its

said. "I

like to

still

be hun-

gry like the people on the

floor

Many

students were

White spoke passion-

moved by

White's words.
"I think

about the subject of world

I

agree with our speak-

this being the biggest
moral crises," Mike Taylor '07 said.
er... about

Junior Sonia
"I think

you need

Alam

he was

concurred.

really motivating,

to present these statistics,"

she said.

hunger.
First

its

waste."

here."

are in a unique position of

with a campaign slogan of

aid

world

have more wealth than the bottom 50

are responsible

privilege,"

If you see

fact,

percent of the world. Six percent of

International.

the issues

this, it

one quarter of the

food to serve,

raised awareness of the cuts,

issue," Schlotterbeck said that students

about

action.

be

Collins and Ofympia Snowe.

need to defend aid themselves.
"If

established the impor-

spoke about taking

is]

the importance

Student

a

"If we were to take all the food
produced and split it equally
between everyone, everyone would

"[This

Maine's U.S. Senators Susan

Calling the cuts a "really important

colleges.

The budget could also raise interest
on lenders, making it more diffi-

money were

reinvested back into the Pell Grant pro-

gram, the

College

on the budget

from the

Grant program to other sectors of

the government.

that the

communicated

Director of Student Aid Schlotterbeck '08 commented

Congress is considering

moving

for extra

higher educa-

He also noted that students have

law.

According to Director of

twice

exploding

tance of addressing world hunger, he

losing a third of his

has

Hiroshima

off

that attended the banquet.

tion.''

"The war
which would take

no room

money toward

of the spending-cuts bill
by a vote

effect in fiscal year

budget deficit

Hurricane Katrina, Bush's tax breaks

the resolution passed

of217-215.

said.

need for

to produce a

in Iraq, the

hit

took

were presented to the 30 students

slightly smaller than in the

"The war

is

made sense,
Bowdoin and

would hurt

off and

a

as if

that

he said.

silently,"

Throughout the

that distrib-

attended sat at tables

were combined

that's

week,

Joyce said that a number of factors

to

—

bomb

the

John White

$4,500 for second year students, he

called Fair Share,

Now

another, and another.

*

Colby College Professor of Sociology goes

group

colleges in the South and Southwest,

move,

sis-

going

imagine a mil-

Northeast colleges and shift them to

where the U.S. student population

a

friend,

now imagine

The banquet

growing. Joyce acknowledged that the

a father,

forever.

a

imagine another, and

the

is

held throughout the year, following

At about 1:30 am. this morning, the
U.S. House of Representatives passed a

effort

behind the numbers.

lion,

ulation of global inequalities.

also

the actual impact of

the students see the people

billion

students

The proposed budget would

almost

lem of world hunger

utes food worldwide.

said.

the

this issue is

world hunger, White made an

greatest moral crisis in the world right now.

passes Higher Education

by Adam Kommel

—

ter,

Oxfam, an organization

from 4

the

more obscene, more perverse than

a set-up of world situa-

Global

tions,"

"Thank you

like

why

the Holocaust," he said.

"This

Oxfam... it

House

and

rice

world stood by

away

hunger banquet raised money for
need of

7 p.m. A block of time where there
be academic conflicts. Williams
this,"

ate

"Everyone wondered

Global Justice. The

can't

College did

and

floor

horrors

historical

Holocaust.

addressed the prob-

dent-run

solely dedicated to

'extracurricular time block'

on the

beans.

organized by the stu-

to have time in the

"I think we're in desperate

coincided with rehearsal time," Curry

also noted that

is

majority of the students, however,
sat

other

The

lemonade.

Now

internationally,

at

extracurricular activities.

drop chorus because French movies

chorus are only permitted to miss two

what we're looking

and what various options might be."

partici-

"[Many] people ended up having

and

Chair

to think

Recording

problem,"

the

and

Oxfam

annual

Professor of Music Jim McCalla said.

sort

have only just begun

Committee

treat-

meal of chicken, vegeta-

pasta;

floor represents the poor, the chairs

"We are still at the stage of trying to sort

some

"We
about

to a full

onds." Colby College sociology pro-

There has been preliminary discus-

or

we have

pate in the ensemble," he said.

She

specific solutions," Bradley

said.

mandatory review

sessions, film screenings,

times

"Nine hundred people will go to
bed hungry... 40 to 60 million will

have yet

Associate

involves a conflict of

Some

We

Hunger Banquet in
Daggett Lounge on
Tuesday night. The
which
banquet,

Morneau pointed to many conflicts
away from band rehearsals.

ed

bles,

the

"Every rehearsal meeting

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

learned about world hunger issues over a meal.

with soft tablecloths and were

by Chris Marotta

just

Fridays. Nothing, however, has yet to

that take

tests,

this.

is

be determined.

missing rehearsal.

another with

Recording

the

Orient Staff

beginning to address

on

Tuesday night's

Oxfam Hunger Banquet drew 30 students who

among Bowdoin

and

"The Recording Committee
to focus

the

Drew

conflicts are starting

discussed

Committee.

ning on going to chorus instead of

minute when

be

frequently."

conflicts.

study session,

to

administrators

"I had an art history session for my
midterm at the same time as my chorus rehearsal," she said. "I was plan-

the

$42,000 a year to make those

These evening

Affairs

less discre-

to

decisions."

collectively,

Bowdoin College Chorus, has
enced such evening

pay up

member of the

Aislinn Curry '09, a

because of an

it's

Bowdoin

White recognized the

stu-

After the speech, White told the

how hunger can

dents willing to take the time out of

Orient

day to attend the banquet.
"Thank you for not walking on by.
This is the greatest moral crisis in

the United States.

their

world right now."
White compared world hunger

"We need

—

fare

we

the

to

it's

to

be stopped in

re-establish

wel-

—

1980

been slashed

until

largely eliminated hunger... we

stopped caring," he

said.
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Hockey arena will be located near Farley Field House to create a sense of athletic "unity"

RINK, from page

and operation," Meiklejohn

1

President

Planning

and

Advancement

Scott

for

Institutional

said.

said,

TICKETS AT THE

still

functional, but

of time before the

The budget for this endeavor is $ 1
The money comes from gifts
donated by alumni, graduated hockey
players, parents, and organizations.

Meiklejohn.

will bring

million.

One of the firms, Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill (SOM), is one that
has worked with Bowdoin in the past.
The second firm chosen by the college is Bear Mountain Design. The
architect, Harold Mayhew, has constructed a number of rinks in the past.
"Mayhew is strong on refrigeration

m

SOM

an understanding of the overall campus."

"and

Meiklejohn

The Bowdoin Orient

''We have seen a lot of activity
after

a number of slow months."

Meiklejohn

numbers

said.

There are no exact

yet, but there is

movement

in a positive direction.

At

the

moment, Dayton Arena

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

is

down,

break

it is

much

for

ing

scarce," he said.

is

at the

to

Dayton

be fixed. There

room

The

begins to

according

"There are problems
site that can't

only a matter

facility

isn't

expansion, and park-

when

There

is

which

will allow

Building the arena next to the field

as well as other groups greater access

house will create a sense of

to the ice.

since

athletic

all

facilities

the

during

unity,

will be

same general area.
more parking at the site

located in the

Also, there

is

In addition to

draws a large number of people
eager to see the hockey teams in

the

action.

options

CMC CENTER BOX OFFICE, CALL 207-775-3331

next

three

years,

Dayton Arena will no longer exist.
The space that Dayton now fills will

the concert hall in the Curtis Pool

facilities will

for

the

site,

varsity teams

be used for additional parking in the
short term.

lems presented by the current arena,

new

Within

at the

bom

the

is at

rink's current location.

campus

more space

remedying the prob-

of construction than there

latter is a difficulty

the winter season

new

The new location of die arena will
be near the Farley Field House.

provide more

students on

campus.

Once

the construction of

complete, parking will be

building

is

in higher

demand, and the Dayton site

might

alleviate this

problem.

OR GO ONLINE TO WWW.UVEATTHESTATLCOM

iiaiaiaiaiaiaigiaiaraEia
BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!

BUFFALO WINGS

SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

$4.50
MOZZARELLA STICKS

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

$4.75
CHICKEN FINGERS

729-0085

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95

"
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Local residents continue to audit
College courses in various subjects
through the Office of Student Records,

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff
With

registration for next semester's

courses underway, Brunswick resi-

aware of are those through

is

electronic services." Therefore,

actual

tunity to audit courses at the College.

courses at the college.

Every semester, a small number of

Bowdoin

courses. According to the Office

of

Student Records, mere are 39 people

No dis-

auditing courses this semester.

local

residents,

members

students,

or faculty

auditing the courses.

estimated

among

these

39

approximately

auditing

"1

an

upward trend

or even more, then

that

auditors may participate in
Bowdoin College neither

them

script

credit nor maintains a tran-

of their course

intimacy that there

permit auditors, they also have the

participation.

among

residents auditing classes are retirees

a personal education and

policy

tors

m

but

Director of Institutional Research and Registrar

Bowdoin College's

policy of allow-

ing local residents to audit courses

fee.

If the auditor

is

a friend of Bowdoin

not a

College, the fee

is

reduced to $30, and

Dean of Student Affairs Craig

together

all

and for Bates, Colby,

for

and students,

USM,

and high

school students.

directly

is

fessor.

taken,

and asking permission to audit
of auditing up to the pro-

Because

policy has been in place

time.

do not know when

I

bet it's been going

contacting the professor

the course, thus leaving conditions and
restrictions

Bradley.

all that

the practice

this is

not conducted

left

I

is

to the discretion of the professors

and no

open

slots in the courses are left

specifically for auditors,

it

does

not generally "create a class size

^

8

<r

local

come

to

serve as an incentive for recent retirees
to settle in

Brunswick.

and for them

classes are retirees

it's

a

personal education and they get to take

Some

interesting courses.

take language classes

The College

if

people can

they're travel-

often an incentive

is

gaps

in
I

our education. These

should have taken

Medium

to

create

a positive

ZL.^

bUtMMMft

P

expand health center hours

V.—..— —-,— "*""*

name a

initially
site,

appeared
but were

du Houx '06

"It

no longer a good
"It

Vice President for Communications

phone

interview

late

in

and was

said,

idea.

wasn't in the interest of the

College to give more attention to

what had deteriorated

a

Thursday

into

an acrimo-

Hood

nious relationship,"

made by

said, not-

ing that additional coverage

the editor," not any administration

is

not in

the students' interests.

As

officials.

was

suggested a ^cind of head-to-

head debate," Bennie

from the magazine before the maga-

and Public Affairs Scott Hood said

to

one-against-the-other."

and pulled

the site

antibiotics,

few," she said.

told that the

is

for the television coverage, this

not the

first

time that Bowdoin has

f

NBC in recent years.

h

College

said.

broadcast, conducted

Republicans

Dan

National
Schuberth '06 ques-

tioned Cornell

du Houx's "logic and

apologized in a

first

letter to

the

At press

learned yesterday that

the Office of

Public Affairs

Communications and

was

set to publish long-

time, the old version

of

could

still

numerous

inter-

views with James Miller when he was

the publication with the interviews

Bowdoin's dean of admissions. Last

be found and downloaded

year,

a crew from

MTV

visited the

via Bowdoin's search engine. In that

College to interview students about

version, an editor's note mentions

sexual habits.

that Cornell

The Orient
JW"

and

contraception,

no guarantee

trial is

Katie Couric, host of the 'Today"

standing by his comments, Schuberth

'

access to rape counseling, emergency

this

far."

been featured on

motivation" for serving. After

For

whose health needs are
immediate and pressing, and to
insure that students have immediate

students

the

to the

weekend, and no one has gotten

BWA Co-

'06 said.

tainly afford to provide services to

trial

Over

Day

"In this light, the College can cer-

many groups attempted

"President Mills

Orient

«... ...

start.

a mechanical bull,"

Chair Heather

magazine was pulling it. He did not
anybody to do anything," he

\

$Jeach

Fee Committee) recently

tell

Secretary

PWlTu

break

(Student

In comments widely reprinted in
Maine media and Internet blogs,

later

Hmmr'*——m

an excellent

years,

evening, "It was a decision

said.

Cornell du Houx's
deployment has not always been cast

60 Urge

is

few

to bring

period as a success for

zine went to print.

in a positive light.

Large

trial

some

News of

$Ceach

Activities

Women's Association
Co-Chair Alison Driver '08

removed from

ways

SAFC

than what the

a speaker, or than what ResLife spent

viewed Cornell du Houx three times
by telephone, and he has received
preparation as well.

until spring

only cost $2,000, overwhelmingly

gave the College Republicans to bring

The interviews

I

"I've
been
in
touch
with
Bowdoin's communications office to

/

L

when

now

how

to

on the magazine's web

3 or More Medium \
l-Topping Pizzas
\

"Operating week-

Nightly News' to interview Cornell

NBC, frontpage

Special

ing budget.

end hours from

most needed by students over

"Although the

'NBC

BWA Co-Chair

many groups on campus. "The

to

Dudley Coe's operat-

said.

sees the

period

extended

the

for

determine

(BWA)

past

$200 per
Funding

at

Alison Driver '08 hours will come from

Bowdoin

auditing

hours will be

meet those needs," Benson

weekends and

Dostoevsky or Tolstoy with Professor

message," Cornell du Houx

5

ices are

Driver

of the

cost

weekend.

less

is

during the

minimal

will

Ray

here."

new

excellent start

be

to understand as clearly

best to

discuss

n»t*

students

"Our goal

the

take the courses with-

is

how
come

as possible what type and scale of serv-

Brunswick because of the education-

was

an

health

to be most prevalent,
and
which
needs
Dudley Coe cannot address.

opportunity that the college provides

the second course

period

The

on the weekends, when
health concerns seem

in

it is

The

staff will

many

al

The Freemans are

trial

compiling data on

and Carol Freeman, Brunswick

Miller and

"The

it

emergency contra-

weekend,"

trial

basis to gauge student

center

keeping

to find other

to help students access important

health services like

said.

response.

good for community relations,"

"It's

Cote said "Most residents auditing

in the

/ 1-Tbpping Pizza

work

will

added.

I

College

BWA

end hours on a

Bowdoin's policy of allowing
residents to audit courses has

are courses

Bowdoin

to justify

ception

"It's great to

Brunswick

weekends

Dudley
Coe is
implementing week-

they have audited at the College.

St.,

reveals that students

trial

won't use the health center enough on

Benson

out the pressure of tests and papers,"
Bill Freeman '56 said. "We're filling

208 Maine

"If the

"We're hoping these will work for

dining halls offer

have permanent weekend

a rational plan to assess the

services," she said.

ways

he continued,

the coursework.

for them.

J

p.m. on

is

those auditing language courses tend to

Bowdoin auditors, are two
such people who were drawn to retiring

;

1

weekend brunch,"

In his experience,

do

will

it

do

Bill

BRUNSWICK/
P*
T
TOPSHAM
" 729-5561

a.m. to

open,

I

residents and

Call Us!

1 1

Saturdays and Sundays.

because they're similar to the hours the

*

mm

/

The Bowdoin Orient

p.m. until Spring Break.

need and demand for weekend

true

be open from

will

language

however,

to retire here."

*

we

hours,

fer that they participate in discussions."

ing.

1

Fulton,

1

1

the

on for ages," he said

Because the auditing process

that

WEEKENDS, from page

students and will be easy to remember,

is

according to

of
Miller

t

i^

a.m. to

partici-

Ray

* PfP
J*,*?
don insist that they

participate

11

pre-

have been here for ten years, and

"I
this

new development,

of community auditors began, though

The more common approach
however,

I

classes,

which they must pay a $50

faculty, staff,

Drew

The health center will be open weekends

prefer if people

"I

'said,

Christine Cote f° f

such as e-reserves and library databas-

Bowdoin

do not

Department

pate,

services,

waived

courses are

their

Russian Chair

wish to have access

are

in

present but

"

they get to take interesting courses.

need to go through the

fees

many

them. While

students observe that audiit's

Office of Student Records

es, for

is."

Just as professors themselves are

ing to audit courses only

electronic

that

given the option of whether or not to

such mat people wish-

if they

could see

I do not feel
one person takes away from any

are

regarding course auditing

to

I

becoming a problem, but

option of encouraging or

and for them

Bowdoin's

does not

four or five

discouraging participation

"Most

auditors,

25

with

Having that

in the class

start letting

in the number of
Brunswick residents auditing through

Though

it.

the class feel any larger. If the

school were to

electronic services.

courses,

inter-

in a class

more than one auditor in

make

corroborates

of courses.

have never been

one extra person

is

'08

does not seem to

fere with the intimacy

that

local residents.

is

students

According to Associate Registrar

grants

Director of Institutional Research
and Registrar Christine

Cote

number of

Joanne Levesque, however, there

made, however, between

tinction is

Brandon Mazer
that the policy

impossible to accurately gauge the

dents will continue to have the oppor-

local residents opt to audit

is

it

Dudley Coe Health Center will be
open during weekend brunch hours

problem," said Bradley.

according to Cote, "The only ones the
college

2005

18,

du Houx learned of his

Cornell du

deployment shortly before the magazine's press time.

Mix Roy

ducted the interviews with the two

said he's not nec-

about the upcoming

television interviews, but said, "It's
'

"beneficial because

planned interviews with Cornell du

students before Schuberth 's remarks

fact that the

Houx and Schuberth in the fall issue
of Bowdoin Magazine, but decided to

emerged.

the

Magazine Editor Alison Benme

Houx

essarily excited

'07 con-

it

highlights the

College Democrats and

Democratic Party support the

troops."

College's alumni and parent publica-

photo of the two students standing

Cornell du Houx will leave for his
deployment less than two weeks

tion reaches over 24,000 people.

back to back, "really

from today

pull

them

at

the last minute.

The

said the piece,

which contains a
set

them up

—on December

1.

features
November

18,
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Emily Gabranski

by Emily Gabranski
Contributor

shops, which read "See you at

refreshments from 6 a.m. to 9

Early Bird!" in reference to the
annual celebration of

reductions on merchandise,

town's

As temperatures drop and the
hours wane,
many
towns in Maine close

a.m.

In

addition

universal

to

many

winter's arrival.

stores give additional discounts

The Early Bird Sale and
Pajama Party serve as an unoffi-

to shoppers

coastal

their doors.

cial kickoff

Cheerful signs left on their
darkened doors read, "See you in

in Boothbay Harbor. Each year,
the
on the Saturday before
Thursday of Thanksgiving, the
shops of this summertime hot
spot offer sales and special

daylight

May!"
In contrast are the signs in the

windows of Boothbay Harbor

Di\

Jeff:

of the holiday season

Exhibited art

forms range from kiln-fired glass
to

woodblock

prints to watercol-

or paintings.

People might also choose to
Boothbay Harbor for a night
of dining and theater.
During the fall and winter, dining choices are available at more
than IS restaurants and include
Thai cuisine, seafood, fine dining, and pub food.
visit

For those less interested in
shopping in pajamas, the area
boasts an array of activities both

indoors and outside.

More than 20
galleries are

who

Friend

wearing pajamas and

sleepwear.

visitors to enjoy.

art studios

and

open year-round for

for

The Bowdoin

The Opera House

Orient

Boothbay

at

Harbor plans events throughout
the year, including the 2005
Holiday Festival of Trees in
December, and The Overboard
Players' presentation of The
Audition on November 26 and
27.

Weather
permitting,
the
Boothbay Region Land Trust
offers spectacular walking and
trails with beautiful views
of the ocean and forest wildlife.

hiking

Visitors of the area can enjoy

cuts needs help

1,300 acres of preserved land in
various settings, but

all

equal in

their beauty.

AsIc Dr. Jeff

jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Dear

A friend of mine

Dr. Jeff:

She says she

cuts her arms.

Alternatives ("Self-Abuse Finally

www.selfinjury.com

Gardens also provide a unique

includes a good deal of informa-

experience of Maine flora in a

tion about various aspects of self-

controlled setting. The organiza-

on themselves to bring relief from
some kind of inner distress.

Many self-injurers come from
broken homes, from alcoholic
homes, or from families where
parents were emotionally absent.
One half to two, thirds of self-

used as a way to

injurers also struggle with disor-

audio, and video resources.

dered eating.

Martinson's "Secret Shame (Self-

Nearly 90 percent are survivors
of sexual or physical abuse.
Your friend, P.E.B. , needs help

web

among

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

Jeff

s

not

suicidal or anything, but she can 7
stop doing it. I'm getting a little
freaked out by it. -P.E.B

the

are

most common).

Self-injurers are not trying to
kill

themselves. They inflict harm

Physical pain
try

escape emotional

to

Many

is

pain.

self-injurers report a great

sense of calm and relief after
hurting themselves.
Self-injurers tend to be perfec-

Dear

Your

P.E.B.:

about your friend
able.

She

is

feelings, unable to express their

struggling

emotions verbally, and can at
times feel overwhelmed by dis-

with some inner

turmoil

and

like for themselves or their
ies.

They may

one

as a

way

needs help.
Cutting

is

unable to handle intense,

tionists,

understand-

clearly

is

concern

bod-

turn to self-injury

to relieve intense anger,

the

more

common

forms

express their emotions and pain,

intentional

to try to gain a sense

of control of

themselves and their

lives, or to

of

of

self-injury.

is

It

sadness,

estimated that

over one percent of the population

self-injurers,

are

primarily

The Coastal Maine Botanical

to feel real, to feel alive.

scratches"

("cat

injuries

or emotional pain,

punish themselves.
Experts point out

that

to

self-

for a

number of reasons. She must

be struggling, with her

own

very

Ends")

at

including

injury,

and

options

treatment

referrals,

books,

Deb

Injury Information and Support)"
site

(www.palace.net/~llama/

self-injury)

is

equally comprehen-

more personal. Colleen
Thompson's "Mirror, Mirror"
sive and

web

tion offers classes and lectures

throughout the year.

Because of the unpredictability
of the weather during the late fall
and winter, Boothbay Harbor's
chamber of commerce works
hard

to attract visitors to

that

is

traditionally a

an area

"summer"

town.

(www.mirror-

Following the Early Bird Sale,

explores

the annual Christmas tree light-

various aspects of eating disor-

occurs
on
ceremony
November 26.
The annual Harbor Lights
occurs on December 3, featuring

significant issues and pain and
would benefit from professional
help and support. Suggest to her
that the two of, you make an
appointment at the Counseling
Center or talk to someone at the
Health Center or Res Life, if
those options seem less threatening. Tell her how concerned you
are, how much you care about her
pain, how you want to help her

injury.

get help.

the self-injurer

site

mirror.org/selfinj.htm)

including

ders,

relationships

between eating disorders and

self-

Acts of self-injury often bring
out uncomfortable and negative
feelings

in

others,

especially

and care-givers. It is
sometimes hard to remember that
friends

is

only trying to

ing

Christmas celebraclimax of which is the

traditional
tions, the

less traditional

tional

and

—but

still

beautiful

inspira-

— lighted

boat parade.

Townspeople

testify

that

adolescents and young-adults, and

injurers

struggle with

Although your friend's cutting

cope with her or his own pain and

reflection of Christmas lights

predominantly young women. The
true prevalence of this behavior is

low self-esteem and feelings of

does not represent a desire to take
her own life, it can nonetheless be

inner turmoil, not to hurt or frus-

the ocean

likely higher, though.

Many who
try to

keep

injure

themselves

secret, because they

it

ashamed or guilty about their
They try to hide scars
with clothing, and if discovered,
make up explanations for the
feel

behavior.

•

•

•

;

•

•

-w^^**f

commonly

invalidation.

They may have been taught
from an early age that their ideas
about things were wrong or bad.
They may have been left feeling
numb, unreal, so dead inside that
seeing their own blood when they
cut themselves is their only way

very dangerous.

A cut

can go too

deep, or involve an unseen artery,

tendon, or nerve.

An

wound can become

infected.

untended

There are a large number of
helpful web sites to consult about
self-injury.

Among them,

S.A.F.E.

trate others.

What

the self-injurer

needs most from us all, is care
and support and help finding help.
You're on the right track, P.E.B.

Be

well!

Jeff Benson,

M.D.

Dudley Coe Health Center

is

the

on

the most beautiful

part of the holiday season.

As with

the Lighted Boat
waning* daylight only
serves to enhance the atmosphere
in Boothbay Harbor, encouraging
activity and enjoyment of the
beautiful late fall season in
Down East Maine.

Parade,

The Bowdoin Orient
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Promoting brands by distributing samples/
brochures & demonstrating products to customers
Part-time, weekends, & typically 4-6 hours

"T?

Apply on-line: www.eventsandpromotions.com

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-lu or Take-owl
[•riiftCfU
Conootfd TraMways
2S.

Is

OOhhl

youc osansctton to Boston's

2006 CS7SA WHJ,

MOT

run 11/26720061

Garten

1-800-639-3317
^www.cot>ooiutiiBwiy<«coffii

Reslauranl

n^v

visa&mc

14 Maine Street. Brunswick, Maine • 207-725-9706

W««J-«JjT*3«

At QtttaaJpiac IMvtfsity School of Law,you11 And everything you

iu*<1 to

succeed

Outstanding faculty

Irom a challenging yet auyfHHU ieaoaieink ^

who will become intellectual colleagues. From Ihrc-chcnt clinks to real-world
rwrinaliini Phto annual merit scholarships ranging from Sj,ooo to

roll

• Six concentrations

tuition.

For more in/bcrasoon, visit Jsttpc/ihwmilnnijiinr will or call 1-800-46 »- 1944

•
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.to run a

to find

marathon

a

man

murdered

in 3 hours
starting

I

up.

was

really intense.

I

had

My

high school,

and warmed

line

17,

—

was

It

just

super-exhilarating that you're

huge crowd about

do

to

you

day to run.

the

weather

with him for four or five miles

and we just talked and then

I

Running

marathon,

the

it's

keep turning over

certain

a

to

in this

way

in

which you don't exactly know
it, but you

how they're doing
know if you stop
going

you

to

do

it

they're

not

anymore. So you

point where

you

ever, basically.

place,

You run 26 miles and then you
and your legs just shut
down on you.
Then you have to walk three
and a
stop

tried to sit

I

Afterwards,

down

the

but

back

final
('

running anymore.
It's kind of like mind-body

cal philosophy

der what your time

was worst paper

of cruising along in your own
mind but your body is just. ..just

just

At about 23 miles
I

down and

I

lactic acid in

the

hit

I

my body

felt

slow

pace.

Mostly though you
want to run as
fast as you can to that
finish line and get the

and you're telling
legs to go faster but they don't
respond to your mind's requests.
You're just kind of cruising
along and you know you just
have to finish and your legs just
faster

I

wow,

move
when you

kept expecting him to

I

or something because

see people that are asleep, they'll

When

move.

least

they're

at

dead, they're obviously not

it

I've

anyone

that

ing at

mov-

all.

His eyes were open and he was
Just kinda' blankly
staring backwards.
His family was

You've just got to put
your mind to it. If you're

The guy was very

you can totally do it if
of interest to you.
Truthfully though, running the
marathon, it's not that big of a

obviously dead

my

blocks to get to

go meet

there.

effort,

half

to

like,

politi-

can run the marathon.

After the marathon,

had

is,

was

and

ever written.

The thing

I

willing to put in the time and

hurts after 26 miles.

go
your

to

was on

17.

with.

my

it

It

was

definitely

over

pain

Because

muscles.

night.

is.

started to feel the

You know, you want

just sitting in an

guy's dead.

to the hotel, ate

dinner with my parents
and wrote a paper that

disassociation: you're just kind

"wall."

—and

a glass wall

with
head back. There was a
bloody spot on his forehead: he
had a hole in his head.
It was the only homicide in my
town in ten years and I didn't
really know what to think. My
mind was just blank at the time
I

went

I

You see all the
people. You see the
finish line. You won-

going.

my

to the ground.

you pick up your

stretch

down

quads were so tight I couldn't
actually bend over to sit down.
So I just stood there for a while
and then gradually eased myself

finish.

Coming

almost a surreal feeling. You get
don't actually feel like you're

was

it

man was

his

just have to keep running until

off.

—

an office building,
see through the

office chair leaning back,

—

myself no running buddy. At
one point though, I met this guy
from Iowa and just started chatting with him. We were going at
about the same pace so I stuck

in

could

glass

did the whole marathon by

took

was

It

was perfect,
about 77 degrees. It was a great
I

a scene.

it's

this pretty incredible event.

The

was

I

rode for

I

township's
my
ambulance squad. One day, we
got a call from the dispatcher:
"unconscious male, bleeding
from the face." We get there and
there are cop cars everyway and

this super-excited

Seeing all those
people around you the line for
the bathroom was like SO deep
feeling.

part of this

and

of

year

junior

took a bus to the actual

parents but the place where you

the place

can meet people is three and a
half blocks from the finish line.
You know, the way they have set
it up, it is the very cruelest thing

people.

where you can meet
the longest three and

It's

a half blocks ever.

I

I

scene,

cops

deal.

the

didn't

struggled to

-Oliver Cunningham

walk those blocks.

When

and since it
was a crime

it's

got to the meeting

'08

as

told to Joshua Miller.

to be eaten by a grouper fish (almost)
touch

anything.

They didn't want us

You

know, I've never
had any close calls
with technical stuff,
with scientific stuff.
I've never had any problems running low on air. I've witnessed
stuff like that, where they have
been problems with people in
the water with me, but I've
never been a victim of those
kinds of problems myself.
I've been in the water
when some guy ran out
of air. It wasn't a big
deal though because
the

pocket.

You

just

you don't even

jump

in water,

kick, because

it's

I

was 14 years old and

like a conveyor belt, you just go
along with the current. When

just

you're finished, the leader takes

coral and stuff like that.

out the float, inflates

it,

and

it

shoots up to the surface. The boat

—

little

I

was

someone \m. banging
a carabineer against
their taftk^Alkl

I

looked up and the
guy, the

was
I

looked

in

me

and

front of

let in par-

them and

stuff

So

this

grouper was like five

and

it

was feeding and

my

head was right there. I
grabbed onto a rock, steadied
I could feel him trymy head in.
mean, he^oonldn't have
lowed me, or fit my whole head
in his mouth, Vat it would have
been awful. ,?* %
It would' have been awful to
have a 120-pound grouper stuck

myself, but
ing to suck
I

to

my

away

fingerprints

to

or

add
take

potential evidence so they

didn't even let us touch the guy.

like that.

feet long

potential

was

nervous at the
to handle
it is to just laugh it off. I mean,
that's sick, but EMTs have a dark
humor.
We just started making jokes
about other stuff. It looked a little bit unprofessional for about
two seconds because the family
was there. The guy's dead and
we're making jokes.
I

time

I

really

—and the best way

started see

more

stuff like

as the years went on, and
you really just got to laugh it ofl\?

head.

this

That was: pretty scary.

leader,

pointing

dead ahead.

-Michael Glantz '08 as told
Joshua Miller.

to

-Akira Shishido
Joshua Miller.

'08 as told to

about two inch-

scuba diving
a

drift dive. It's called a drift

dive

come around

to

where the marker

and picks you up.

is

leads the dive, brings a big

times because of the current. If

their

something's in your way, you

You have

The way

float

in

to

es
from my
face was a 120pound grouper camouflaged into
the coral.

because there's a strong current.
it works is one person,

who

orange inflatable

So

asite fish to clean

the

/hen ybv*te* diving

that's

during

in

—

ever happened to

was

creatures

people around me because I was
looking at the coral.
Suddenly. 1 heard the loud
tappThg which is
what people do they want
L
fo get yopr attention

—

me

was

not really paying attention to

diving instructor

things

I

learning to look for small

things

gave him his spare
hose you always
have two hoses on
them at all times.
One of the scariest

through their body and

could be in trouble.

be aware

at

all

you've ever seen a grouper
open their mouths really wide and suck all the water
If

feed, they

Have you ever done something extraordinary or unusual7 Or has something amazing
7
or bizzaire happend to you.

Can you

talk

about

it

with a

modicum

Your experience could be on the next "How it Feels..."

of eloquence.7

page.

orient@bowdoin.edu
Courtesy of]

PGimtz

—

November

The Bowdoin Orient
y

Sharif

06

brings blues to

Wish Theater

2005

18,

9

perform

Pizzarelli to

tribute to jazz icons
who

Professor James McCalla,

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

is

currently teaching a course on the
history of jazz, suggested Pizzarelli

John

performing in a

Pizzarelli,

at

7:30 p.m.,

no small

is

"We make

Bowdoin

ising

him a

McCalla heard

"fell appreciative audi-

Small. "This

the

to

"Every

'09,

Jack Clancy '97, and Bernardo

American

Beatles and James Taylor his own, as

well as that of Frank Sinatra and

by

sung

by the

era,

George Gershwin. His

and

of Johnny

likes

from

Ella

classics, interpreting

Art Ut^ii unites
c
.__ v:?L_
by Frances
Ki

of elaborately decorated
Students andJaeulty

may

recall s6e-

the bodies.

[,5^aTr6und"rne

O'Connor's

jut the

fall,

in

casual clothing, but with the addition

Staff Writer

patches of

more ephemeral than

On

brightly

colored

and

uniquely styled paintings grab attention,

and Klimt 's small wood paintings

New England foliage. Lately, steps and

and

clusters

from Coles Tower to
Moulton Union sport coats of sidewalk
chalk, jumping out from the brick and
cement around them. Popping up

dapple the wall with

overnight and disappearing with the

made of paper clips, cardboard, and
clay. He describes his artwork as

color even

structures,

the

,

rain, the quilted colorings are

rary installments
projects the

and

just

tempo-

one of the

new campus Art Union has

At

Beam

tiny,

shapely pillows

Klimt used the

classroom to show an original

in

of tiny, endearing characters

an

interest

and a Nintendo

of toys,

the original Nintendo in that

when seniors Carl Klimt
and Kerry O'Connor and junior
Honora Dunham noticed what Klimt

pixilated forms

calls

"a severe lack of

art

ments.

colours,

aesthetic; specifically

in store for the year.

This year,

mayha

.being

Expectations of the opening were

was Art Union's
and no ope knew what

nonexistent because
first

to

big project

expect

A

cheese, wine,

table fell

of bread,

fruit,

and beer was provided as

I

love the

and simplified move-

From this aesthetic I then create

a world with seemingly recognizable

of

chalk and covered the bricks in front of

VAC

with color throughout the

"We were

really

one would see
tial in this
is

their

homage

many of

to

the musicians

listeners.

and songwriters he has met during

began playing the guitar
at the age of six, following in the
footsteps of his father, guitar legend

the course of his career.

Bucky

will

It

will

be on

sale in the lobby tonight.

Performing alongside Pizzarelli

Young John began

Pizzarelli.

of 20

be Tony Monte on piano, Martin

on bass, and Tony Tedesco
on the drums.
Pizzarelli

and soon struck out on his own.

Mock 'n

rollers

Bowie

Bowdoin

hoping that every-

by

own idea of poten-

to

Dan

bring

Allen and the Film Society then

Hackett

approached the Student Activities

Orient Staff

Fee Committee (SAFC), requesting

Nobody knows Bowie

to say that we're hoping to create

like

David

dreams and imaginations of what other

Brighten, widely considered the

people would

world's best

like to create

campus. All there needs to be

is

on

this

a sense

that

Klimt, O'Connor and

atrical glory at

Dunham began inviting people to join,
looking for individuals who could help

the

fit

superstar.

relevance of this [event] to their

mission and required reps from the
film society to explain

a free

Red Cross,

show

to

in line

is

this

was

felt

so strongly about the event that

they were willing to refrain from
requesting funds for the remainder

bene-

of the

starting at 8:00

"What Krystle has done

how

with their charter."

Brazzi said that the Film Society

p.m. in the David Saul Smith Union.

them "harness the student ambition

run the event. According

"had concerns as to the

except for Krystle

two months raising $10,000 dollars
to bring Brighten to campus.
Tonight students can live the David
Bowie experience in all of its the-

Mark Wethli about an Art

to

SAFC

the

has spent the past

is,

who

Allen '08,

$10,000

to student chair Joseph Brazzi '06,

impersonator of the

rock-and-roll

eclectic

Nobody,

of ambition."

presence

around campus" to reinvent

the

opening," said Klimt "That

speaking to drawing and painting

charter,

March 2005, Pizzarelli released
album Knowing You, which pays

In

their

two-hour event

add some color themselves. After
Professor

sold out,

is

very happy to see," said

it

well as numerous boxes of sidewalk

the

am

I

McCalla.

an orig-

in

to play with his father at the age

around the campus," they decided to

Club

which

generation of

identifiable but then strangely are not."

chalk. Attendees took fell advantage

detail.

the opening,

short film

"based

of

objects that allude to

skulls topping

opposite side,

the

spectrum. The concert

Pizzarelli

of colored outlines of casual poses

*

i

them

new

availability to a

,

Bing

among

and increasing

fashion

inal

flair.

"His music appeals to a broad

originally

Fitzgerald,

allure stems

combination of classic ele-

this

ments and creative

others. Pizzarelli has revived these

Guzman '08.

has made the music of the

in his repertoire

Crosby, and Sarah Vaughn,

Casey Latter

The musi-

innovative improvisation.

ing interpreter of the great

and Henry Mancini, and

Wyne '08,

for himself

ballads that infused old styles with

Mercer, Cole Porter, Irving Berlin,

accompanied by musicians Jamil

name

cian

are written

Wish Theater on Wednesday night. He was

a

as a lead-

hearken back to an earlier

in

made

mark

songbook. The songs

poems

try to bring in a

by singing classics and late-night

for the

ing music as a jazz singer/guitarist,

Khalil Sharif '06 performed blues songs and original

we

jazz singer/guitarist."
Pizzarelli

Pizzarelli has left his

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

fall

on a

and took steps

Bowdoin.

to

been a long time since we had a

"It's

25 years performing and record-

last

can,"

major jazz performer," said McCalla.

a performance that he

is

him

to bring

can just enjoy."

Having traveled the world

Pizzarelli

satellite radio station

Music
Department's concert, budget and
equipment manager Delmar Small.
"The setting is informal," said
according

when we

said Small.

Bowdoin by prom-

lured Pizzarelli to

ence,"

an effort to coordinate

concerts and courses

fish in the

sea of great jazz musicians.

Bowdoin Music Department.

to the

quartet at Kresge Auditorium tonight

that

year.

The

"an event of

been on campus

really

SAFC

recognized

this nature

has not

memory

in recent

Director of

and could potentially engage the

Bowdoin

Student Activities Allen Delong,

The Art Union just recently became
although members chalked
weeks before fending was approved

who worked

campus community," Brazzi said.
To gauge student interest, the

Now that the club has college fending,

raised in such a short time,

art

quite amazing,"

at

official,

it

can carry out more and more of the

forces for Art Union's

show, which features mixing

for a diverse exhibit

Dunham's

life-size

occupy one side of the

i

i

i

and film

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

of recent work

figures currently
gallery:

a

series

fan since seeing the film
5,

Kerry O'Conner

first exhibit,

'06,

featuring the

and Honora Durham

work

'07

of Karl Klimt '06,

opened

-t-i.

last Friday.

fend-

—$5,000— from other sources on
who

sin-

gle-handily organized the event,

was

distraught

Allen's passion

"I think

by
I

said. Allen,

the news.

cried for hours," Allen

admitted. "I put a lot into
hard.

It's

not that

I

it

and

it's

wasn't happy

with what they gave me, because
they gave

be so

far

me

a

lot. It's

just hard to

from your goal," Allen

said.

benefit concert. Allen approached

Nonetheless, Allen spent the fol-

Bowdoin Film Society, of which
is a member, who agreed to

lowing month petitioning clubs,

the

The Art Union's

asked the Film Society to
half of the requested

campus, Brazzi

Bowie has hardened in
recent years, she said. With an
extensive knowledge of Bowie's
catalogue and a couple of live
shows under her belt, Allen aspired
to bring Brighten to Bowdoin for a

was one such event
Dunham, Klimt and O'Connor

paintings, drawings, textiles,

ing

real-

for all things

V.A.C.

artistic

it's

remarkable feat," Delong

Labyrinth at age

shows. Last week's opening in the

first

raise

A Bpwie

money can be

used to pay for Art Union sponsored art

joined

SAFC

think about

"When you
how much money she

said.

students' heads. Besides funding the

purchase of supplies,

with Krystle Allen

throughout the process.

ly quite a

ideas that are constantly popping into

said

she

Please see

sponsor the event.

lilt

:
I

II

I

i
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A guide to standing

Murrows's courage brought to

out for good reasons

bong

ever,

ready for the show and

actually shooting

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist
"This weapon of television could

be useful," once said the

Edward

real

R. Murrow, broadcast journalist for

CBS

during

"Stonewall

McCarthy

the

era.

who knew

Jackson,

spoken

Half contemplative and half executive, Straitharn 's

quence from the nightly

smoker.

report.

Not only does Murrow serve as

all

muckraker

In

who

fact reasonable,

are, in

live

broadcasting begins,

Murrow

smoke

trickle

structs the

crusade

dramatic

tide of the film

and a televised rebuttal to
one of Murrow's shows.
With a headlong dive into
an almost documentary

Joseph McCarthy and the

such a sword

Scare,

drawn, along with a

Red

daringly

is

amount of

fair

political blood. Elegantly shot

under

of a black and white
and anchored by a pure-to-

Indeed, perhaps the greatest indict-

words.

ment of McCarthy here

Clooney's

directorial

debut rings true as both a capsule of

room

time as well as ethics, chronicling

rette

potential for fomenting change.

Good Night, and Good Luck's
mary

asset

is

pri-

strong sense of

its

Taking

structure.

orbital

Staff Writer

definitely dressed

in

dark this

the

Sometimes

you

give

points for creativity, because hey, at
least that

person tried something

place

dif-

you can't deny that
quad could double as a holding
ground for Ralph Lauren factory

the

line

between creative and,

is

girls

a fine

well, just

who

to pull

have

television studio, the hustle

them

tle

boots. Let us

being.

Brunswick, Maine. Gauchos

soundmen swing booms, and

—

wide-leg calf-length pants that

tight,

are invading the

most

campus

—

are not the

flattering fashion statement. Just

assume

that they're not

Speaking of which,

wear

to

those

made

going

if you're

tight pants, V.P.L. alert.

For

those of you unfamiliar with fashion

First, the coat:

good choice regardIt's

nice to have a big coat for the winter,

but not one that could

fit

three people

There are blankets for

inside.

find the perfect

sleeves

fall

fit,

make sure

that.

To

that the

about an inch over your

them!

comfortable, but the bottom line

is,

to

be the

fat

the

to

guy

gym, make the

sacrifice.

in the

little

boy

some

and tangas. One note

shorts,

about the thong: instead of the mirror
test,

do the bend test Displaying your

thong to the person

sitting

behind

you? Not hot

doesn't apply to shirts in the winter.

creeps above your belly button, cuts
into your armpits, and bears more

campus these days concerns footwear,
namely crocs. These are blatantly
shower shoes. How else can you
explain them? Now, if these shoes

cleavage than a plumber's crack. Not

were void of holes, there might be

You know a

only

is

shirt is too small

the shirt too tight,

one of those

sports

claims. There

ing your

grade.

"As

was

false

it

usually

"cutesy"

a reason for retir-

if!" shirt

"Mrs.

it

when

after sixth

Federline?"

Please,

you're not fooling anyone. Granted,

some

rationale

snow,

etc.

tion? After

behind

their use. .rain,

Are the holes
all,

they're

aesthetics

—

for ventila-

rubber shoes aren't the

most breathable footwear.
certain:

.

One thing is

not constructed for

yikes!

No

matter

you're probably not trying to con-

"super comfortable" they

vince people that you're Britney, but

them

no excuse for its purNot "Team Aniston/Jolie" or
Queen" either. Not
Drama
"Juicy
even if you were on a 2:30 a.m.,
there's really

in

are,"

We know
Bowdoin

is

not

every

day

there's nothing

wrong with being

comfortable and having your
style.

A

cross between a

But make use of die

own

full length

mirror and light bulb in your

room

we're not advocating narcissism, but

added consideration can do

billowy skirt and yoga pants? That's

a

one of those trends made for

wonders for

tall,

at

a fashion show, and

We're probably going to offend a
lot of people with this one, but gauon.

and other dissenters across the country

need to

is

not wit-

cling to false modesty.

during

his

rebuttal,

insists
that he
and
Murrow, as individuals and media
caricatures, are of no real consequence within the broader scheme of

the struggles they represent.
Night,

Good

and Good Luck and Murrow

himself reply that indeed, strong perkeystones of a

are the

sonalities

healthy and constructive media, and

way.

light the

little

style.

Who would have

by Carter

that those that dare rush the shores

scrutiny are those that,

when

of

the

sound bottoms out and the cameras
pan, hold our breath and our hearts.

Space Oddity a
Bowie

tribute to

BOWIE, from page 9

for a

brewing company?

concept driving

Belfast Bay Lobster Ale
($7.99 for a six-pack at Uncle Tom's)

This Maine classic

American red

ale

is

the first

have reviewed so

I

far this year. Presenting itself

Maine

cliche

catchy,

Lobster Ale looks as though
bottled right

on

with a

label,
it

this

were

the lobster boat with

a tasteful blend of the industry's

—very

smooth one
and a

and

reds

of the

bottle

little

brilliant red

hue

It

I

is

Dead
by the

scheme, articulated

style color

swirling letters and tie-dyed appear-

ance of

background. Even if you

its

up

don't end

liking this beer, at least

you can casually display die empty
bottle around your room so

head
that

I

have tried

When

was a

way

bit thin,

Rolling

much

Rock has a
but doesn't
taste

could see this being a

terness in die Lobster Ale,

buds.

perhaps the residual aggression

apres ski companion, perhaps

sea creatures during the production

of the brew. After finishing the
I

beer,

realized that although this ale

was

wonderfully crafted, red ales are not

my

cup of

bodied

tea.

They

in taste as the

aren't as full-

dark lagers.

My

Scores: Taste: 2.8, PartyabUity: 1.8,
Benefit/Cast: 2.3.

I

months when spring skiing

abundance

die spring).

(e.g.

imagine are

.

;

Sunday

lager's,
that I

worm

which

is

I

trying; their labels

more awesome than

this

the primary reason

am interested in trying them. My
Taste:

3.7, PartyabUity:

Benefit/Cost: 3.6.
.

is in

River has a few other beers that

are even

Scores:

contributed

Still

left

Allen was short of her goal,

with no

money

to

promote the

ness to scrape together the remaining funds, and has since distributed

advertising packets to publicize

"It will

be tantamount to seeing

ing, "Not the Bowie today but the
Bowie of 1972, '74, '86." Fans will
be treated to these three distinct

it

overwhelm you or your

in the

SAFC

the remaining $5,000.

my lips and continued down
my throat noticed the taste of

definitive taste

terrific

dent interest the

the real Bowie," Allen said, clarify-

die

left-

here to fund events stu-

dents want to see." Affirmed by stu-

passed

—

sensed a small bite of bit-

is

to

happen. The

tonight's show.

tot than others

weeks past

I

many of die

who want

it

have mote of a golden, honeylike

like a dry,

SAFC

make

event. Allen traveled to local busi-

in

ale.

ing to pay to

you look like you are
somewhat cool. The color of
this brew is much the same as
other lagers, though it seems to
that

die lager

over from de-clawing so

this tell us?" Brazzi

see this event happen and are will-

ale but with-

out the aftertaste
pale

"What does

asks. "It tells us there's a substantial

contingent of people

by die body of this
had a texture akin to

of a golden

that

a

lager.

Probably the most attractive thing

made me put on sunglasses when the glass was
held up to light Upon first
taste, I was instantly surbeer.

to indulge in

export-style

the Jefferson Airplane/Grateful

almost

prised

me

student government for funding.
She procured money from the
Mellon Fund, every class government Ladd, Quinby, and Macmillan
houses, and the A-board.

about this beer, besides the name,

The pour was a

whites.

thought that a ski

Maine would have its own
It is an interesting

resort in

Thomas
Columnist

leave

the shower, locker room, or

blacked-out, online shopping spree.

Come

how

the privacy of your dorm.

chase.

chos?

viction, offers just the spark that they

six-pack at Uncle Tom's)

characteristic

Another "not hot" trend around

is

dripping with combustible con-

personali-

organizations, social houses, and

Everyone has her own preference

more, but that

less

ality,

television person-

classics: ski

if

regarding the alternatives, but

Sometimes

yet

their time,

in

Murrow's solemn

Sunday River Lager ($8.25

you're going to wear tight pants, even

options to try are thongs, seamless

wants

of justice

state

doubt their capability to do so.

lager beats lobster ale

who walk

when

coat

him

McCarthy

inclined to question the

Not enough can be said about

Maine

behind you. Bikini-style panties are

wind from

be comfortably snug, not baggy, but
also not suffocatingly small. No one

hearing

Repeatedly

men who are

its

implications.

political

nessing his hysterical tirades, but

dled somewhere off screen, perhaps

Straitharn 's disciplined portrayal of
Murrow. Playing the reporter as both
a soft-spoken intellectual and an out-

how-

above

within the minds of these simple

split reels, all

time. For all their preparation,

If

nipping your skin. Also,

but-

being kin-

fire is

and see that there

wrist so as to prevent the

toned over a sweater the coat should

screening

consistently filled with ciga-

techies

for a precious 30-minute spot of air-

—use

please consider the people

to start.

play hot potato with

Cringe. Mirrors are great tools

ing style (corduroy, shearling-lined,

pic-

hard to decide where

It's

around,

scuttle

fitting that the

It is

is

smoke, since a

that holds the purity of

jargon, that's "visible parity lines."

leather detail), but not cut or size.

tured here?

Assistants

and coworkers, who, like the
sit silently, hanging on

for you.

you do a three-quarter turn
is a pronounced line
between butt and thigh (we're not
talking about one resulting from buns
of steel), then for dignity's sake,

The student

plain bad fashion.

and bus-

of the production crew recalls the
single mindedness of a cellular

bring you back to earth. We're in

ferent. After all,

exports. Regardless, there

York City

know-how
off with pumps or high

Have you ever walked past a fellow student, and thought, "She/he
morning?"

New

lanky

the fashion

pay
one

ties

almost entirely within a darkened

by Vanessa Kitchen and
Monica Ruzicka

the film's lack of his-

for a gloriously contained story,

friends

its

an unfortunate way.

by

torical context. Yet it's a price to

voice to his politically conscious

every one of Murrow's courageous

the infancy of broadcast media and

in

style, it's certainly possible to feel a

bit left out

audience,

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

an example of standing out

tests

giving a

is

the confines

Straitharn,

is

As Murrow

citizens.

the waters with increasingly pointed

jabs at McCarthy, he

palette

the-bone performance from David

This

everyday

investigatory hearings

his

with

equal part gravitas and gravity.

exploitation of fear during the

expert

footage of McCarthy during

Senator

against

makes

Clooney

use of the actual archival

Good Night, and Good
Clooney's

and

nostrils,

he's a bull at the gates.

investigator, Straitharn single-handedly con-

George

the

lets

-

ken intellectual and an outspoken political

dramatization of Murrow's

knows

what marvelously brave journalism
awaits them. When the countdown to

mem-

and concerns of his team

Playing [Edward Murrow] as both a soft-spo-

survival."

deeply

he also becomes a channel for the,

through his

scabbard during a battle for

Luck,

When he sits quietly,

inhaling to help contemplate his

rusting in the

is

it

at least

is

a consistent

nightly piece, the audience

bers,

that

Murrow

—and

the core of a network solar system,

'When war

trouble with television

con-

of the film

man, Edward Murrow, who seems
last drop of elo-

throw away the scabbard.'

is

single-handedly

with equal part gravitas and gravity.

comes, you must draw the sword and

The

investigator,

political

Straitharn

structs the dramatic tide

placed in the capable hands of one

fears

reported to have said,

is

bom to wring every

something about the use of weapons,
is

the cameras

rou > a " the hard work

to

start

are entirely dif-

it

When

ferent creatures.

life

4.

Bowie personas, Allen said, adding,
"Bowie lived and became these personas, to the point where he could

not separate himself from them."

The mock-rocker David Brighten
"is die closest living thing in

resem-

blance to Bowie," Allen stated. "If
you're familiar with Bowie, you'll

be fooled.

If you're

not

it's

like

you're seeing him."
Kariyushi Rao '07 will open with

a set of acoustic Bowie covers.
reception with the

artist will

A

be held

at Ladd house following the show.
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for seventh straight season
Bear strong.

injuries, kept the Polar

by Chris Bucci

He and White tied for the second most

Staff Writer

interceptions this season with three.

The

team finished

football

to riches season with a loss to

home. The Bears got on the board
with a field goal early in the
ter,

first

second in the league with 87

The

fell

83,

enth with 74.

with

1 1

He tied the school record

receptions for 123 yards.

Despite the

plenty to be proud
foties

the

of.

team

Bowdoin 's 6-2
with

third

for

in the air, as

back

(7-1).

their best season

is

It

The Bears won more games
season than in the

last six

this

combined.

Individual accomplishments

were

found on both sides of the ball as severPolar Bears had career years that will

likely garner

All-Conference accolades.

Lamont White

'08 led the league in

pass breakups with
vision

and athleticism

12.

His field

will

make him

a lockdown defender for years to

come. Hard
.>;..•

•<-.--

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

i

Quarterback Ricky Leclerc '06 throws to wide receiver Nick Tomaino '08 during Saturday's game against Colby.

Mens XC takes fifth Women's
by Scot McFarlane
Staff Writer

Connecticut College in the

final mile,"

Slovenski said

Abrams and 49th place
The Bowdoin Men's Cross Country

Team took advantage of the perfect fall
weather to capture

teams

at the

fifth

place out of 43

NCAA Division III Cross

Nate Krah

'08, fell in the

when a

race

Bowdoin's top

Kezer predicts even more success

The women's

of a chance at national
meet
Bowdoin runners had stand-

time All-American in the mile race,

was poised

out performances.

Owen McKenna

self,

but

fell

hours than

only spot away from an individual bid

fall,"

lowed McKenna
place. 'It

was a

Lonsdale '08

to finish

terrific

lineup to have Tyler and
well.

for

fol-

17th

First

Slovenski said "There

between

training

miscalculated.

so

aggres-

his potential to

become

an integral runner for seasons to come.
"Archie Abrams had a great race. He
helped our team pass both

MIT

and

up

and going over the edge.

Owen race

year Archie Abrams took 41st

showing

eighth place

College,

risks with his training,

They both ran smart and

be able

aren't going to

to

that

teams

pass on us.

[juniors] Dylan Brix, Mike
Vitousek, Dave Donahue, and John
Regan coming back, I think they can

With

be

better than

we were this year."

The offense wasn't without

its stars

this year either.

Jeff Nolin '06

had a dominant year

proving to be one of the best wideouts
in the league.

He

led the league in

receiving touchdowns with six, and

led the league in forced fumbles with
four.

His

Please see FOOTBALL, page 12

solid play, despite shoulder

cross country finishes

is

a fine

to the

edge

We took some

and

I

think

we

He was training at an
all summer and
was probably a little too
much He gave it everything he had"

Division

but

it

Last weekend's race capped off a
successful season for the team

demonstrated

ued success

its

and

potential for contin-

NESCAC rival Connecticut
the New England

in
III

Championships.

Running an additional kilometer,
Polar Bears capped off an

the

impressive season with

many

per-

sonal bests in Saturday's unseason-

ably

warm

race

in

Springfield,

Massachusetts.

"The atmosphere

All-American level
fall,

cross country team

season with a ninth

its

place finish, just four points behind

victim to over-training.

boost for our

sive races," Coach Peter Slovenski said

place,

line

concluded

to head to Nationals him-

"Nobody on our team trained more
Andrew this summer and

ran very well with a 16th place finish,

at Nationals. Tyler

"Lamont

for the Bears in the future.

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

five finish

level competition in Saturday's

'07

league in the top 19 in

shows how important
Murphy was to the team.

them. The two recovered to secure

places short

Several

coaches feared throwing

Being the only defensive

ninth at N.E. Championships

runner tripped in front of

Captain Andrew Combs '06, a three-

fell

John Regan '07

pass
action

finisher,

middle of

two

Country Regionals. The team

hitting

league.

first
little

and Brendan are so good

since 1970.

al

in the

the

he saw

sev-

most

tackles

Middlebury behind Trinity (8-0) and

Colby

his way,

to his side.

the Bears have

loss,

thrown

was

the

the

in

After intercepting

tackles.

fourth with

'07

Murphy was one of
respected corners

28-3.

bright spot for the Polar Bears

was junior wideout Doug Johnson's
performance.

was

and Brendan Murphy

quar-

proved to be too much for the Bears to
handle as they

'07

Dave Donahue

game

first

but the Colby running

Co-captain Shaun Kezer '06 was

rags

its

Colby at

at practice in the

week leading up to this race was great.
It felt as though everyone was preparing to give everything they had

on

Saturday for the good of the team,"
said junior co-captain Jamie Knight

Kristen Brownell '07 led Bowdoin's

in the future.

rush to finish, taking 43rd place overall in 23:17. Courtney Eustace '08

followed for 56th place in 23:39,
personal
best.
Laura
Onderko'08 captured 63rd place for

another

Polar Bears. First year Courtney

Courtesy of Mike Lonsdale

Alex Knapp '07 has played an integral role in the team's success

this year.

Martin, normally Bowdoin's top runner,

bravely ran through her bronchi-

Knight, running sixth for Bowdoin,

two

Courtesy of Mike Lonsdale

women

truly

is.

ran their best
ill-

played a crucial role in Bowdoin's

ness and pain without a single com-

success at the meet. Knight secured

plaint.

Bowdoin's one point victory over

amaze me, and

Smith by passing the team's

have another season
these women," Knight

the

a pivotal position on team. "Alex
the

team a big

lift

this sea-

son She started out running in the numjust short of qualifying for nationals.

the

and others pushed through

Knapp

Knapp gave

fell

Some of
races,

Bowdoin top

into

team

ment to how strong this team

five with a 75th place finish in 23:56.

This season has catapulted

cross country

November

championships," Coach Slovenski said

to take 64th place, only

Knapp rounded out

The men's

runner in the October and

sec-

onds behind Onderko. Junior Alex

tis

ber eight position, but she developed
into

a very competitive number five

place runner for

Amy Ahearn

1 1

sixth-

1th.

'08 finished 127th for

the Polar Bears with a time of 25:01.
"I think this

weekend was a

testa-

My teammates never cease to
I

feel so

lucky to

to run

with

said.

With only one runner graduating,
the

women's country

cross

team can

look forward to even more success.

November

12
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Squash

Profile:

Players

Julie Veilleux

from

over

all

Maine

compete at Bowdoins

Lubin Squash Center

the

Bates men's and women's squash

respective brackets for Nick

teams played as well, which gave
the Polar Bears an early taste of

'06,

"We

we have

Coach

Fortson praised the
men's team, pointing out
that "the men's team has done a
great job of preparing for the season over the fall; they're in much
better shape than they have been

a healthy, light-

hearted rivalry with them, and we'll

beyond, age 19 to over 65, gathered
for the United States Squash
Racquet Association tournament.

expectations for the season. The

formal match play.

of our excellent start."

am

all

to

Tufts

and

said Susie Martin '07 after playing

Connecticut College for the

first

year Jackie Deysher in a semi-

we have

so

many

players on the team and the

the

talent level is clearly higher than

has been for a few years, but it is
young talent, so we need to come
together to understand what is

which, according to head coach

Fortson.

more

"The fundamental element," said
Fortson, "is that

the

tournament,

the

initely

and competitive season with

new

Fortson, now attracts 80 to
00 players per year.
Almost every member of the
team participated in this year's

needed for quick improvement."

event, playing, refereeing matches,

seen so far

Thomas

Fortson

1

it

optimistic about the

is

team's potential, pointing out that
"the level of focus and desire we've
is

what we want."

On

Football

for third in

the men's side, highlights of

U MO,

herself as a player at

basketball coach Julie Veilleux will look to

by Nick Day
Contributor

make

new assistant women's

records

from the

FOOTBALL, from page

11

was third in the league

touchdowns

Bowdoin Women's
Team has added another

the

much

20 more than

weapon

1,

fun."

Veilleux credits the athletic pro-

to its arsenal: Julie Veilleux.

Bowdoin and head coach
Pemper for the team's

But instead of a reliable outside shot

gram

or a presence in the paint, Veilleux 's

Stefanie

contribution will be from the side-

past achievements, both on

lines as

at

Maine native, Veilleux, comes
to Bowdoin basketball after a successful high school and college

strive to

career. Selected three times for the

"It's

Maine

All-State Basketball

Team

in

high school, Veilleux went on to the
University of Maine, where she
tered

all

Upon

let-

four years and averaged 7.6

points per

game

and off

graduating with a degree

in

1994, Veilleux was

in receiving yards with 91 per

He

er.

longest pass of the year

there are four players that are not

11th in the league with

said.

remarkable the balance
think that's a

I

on the athletic program
and also the tremendous work Steph
has done with the players."
reflection

Although Bowdoin
powerhouse, both

a perennial

is

in the

NESCAC

NESCAC
among

team to challenge themselves with
a good match. For the men's side,
it's the nature
of back-to-back
matches
cult.

season

single

passing

Bowdoin with 1,596

record

Leclerc led the league in passing

continue playing basketball.
"Until this summer,

wasn't sure

I

was going to do," she said.
"But then head coach [Stefanie]
Pemper contacted me in early July,
and told me there was a job opening
here as assistant coach. I jumped at
the chance, because coaching seemed
like the best of both worlds. I would

tions in perspective.

"The most important thing

I

basketball team can do

day as

it

comes," she

is

to take

said. "If

focused during every practice and

game,

that's

ference

what

down

will

make

The team's season begins tomorrow
State University tournament.

from

to directing

the sideline.

"So

far,

things are going really

——
;

-

- «**

gonna be a

blast."

Jeff

still has shifty running back
Smith '08 and wideout Johnson.

The

x-factor will

day of the off-season.
is

offense

Duffy
"I

not write about your

When

game

(5, he's

*

involved by emailing

orient@bowdoin.edu

fill,"

human).

asked about his career

"It's

said, "I've

at

had a

I've had great receivers to throw to

my whole career.

I

see

them every-

in practice, but these guys

made

plays

still

couldn't believe

I

Drew

But the day after the

last

game is, of

Junior Dave

Donahue

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

returns a kickoff in Saturday's 28-3 Ion to Colby.

A look back: Football's 6-2 season

favorite sports team?

Get

Tom

big shoes to

have some

Duffy said "But I'm a pretty big guy."

every Sunday."

Why

be quarterback

*07.

yards in a season (1,596), and inter-

day

Interested in sports!?

very

first

look at next year's team

promising.

Bowdoin
He has the most passing
game (64), completions
in a game (32), yards in a game (395),

ceptions in a

to

>

NESCAC

written all over the

Bowdoin, Leclerc

...J.

we

record books.

great time battling with these guys.

fortunate

think

Leclerc ends his career with his

the season," Veilleux said.

feel

I

1,400 yards.

name

be here
coaching, and I'm psyched about
"I

so

attempts in a

7:30 p.m. at the Eastern Connecticut

at

while working with people."

from being on the court

the dif-

the stretch."

get to stay involved with basketball

Veilleux successfully transitioned

this

each

we stay

fit,

this test."

at

more than his closest competitor.
Leclerc was the only quarterback in
the league to throw for more than

what

are very

yards, beating

with 199.5 yards per game, over 25

III,

we

can pass

Chris Good's 1,45 1 from 1992.

Veilleux

of Division

things diffi-

The man throwing them the ball
was Ricky Leclerc '06 who set the

past successes and future expecta-

in all

make

when we play Conn. College
while they will be rested, but we
have been doing excellent work

have three receivers

to

realizes the importance of keeping

and

that will

We will have just come off the

court

the league's top IS.

undecided on whether to teach or to

education in

will be an

It

44

was 15th with 42 yards per game.
Bowdoin was the only team in the

truly

yet.

fellow wideout Scott Brisson '06

improve, but they're also

they achieve and

it's

The second
was caught

receiving yards per game. Johnson

focused on academics," she

side

of

also caught the longest pass

the year of 72 yards.

by

game,

second place receiv-

the

game and

"Here, the girls love the

in her senior season.

with seven. Nolin also lead the league

who was

the court.

an assistant coach.

A

in

women's

than usual because

The Bears have the solid
core on defense coming back with
White, Murphy, Vitousek, Brix,
Regan, Welch, and Donahue. The

course, the

A

Official practices with the squad,

After a very successful 2004-2005

season,

ties

have been
exciting for Veilleux. "Coaching
doesn't feel like a job to me. It's too

well. I'm learning a lot," she said.

which began November

Basketball

sideline.

the

opportunity for everyone on the

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

name for

After making a

"On

difficult

on the squad

and

or helping Fortson run the tourna-

face

matches of the season.

"These are matches that will deftest both
teams," said

round over the weekend.
The women look forward to an

exciting

Harvard to

official

final

tournament," he said.

started

women's squash teams head down

appear so

the addition of strong first-year talent

1980s,

This weekend, the men's and

excited for our season

mostly nooners, but when Dan
Hammond was coach, he made the
teams play and it became the kids'

He added that Eddie Reid,
Bowdoin Squash coach in

one danger that we want to avoid
is becoming complacent because

strong and are learning quickly,"

first

was

"Originally [the tournament]

other years and that raises our

in

The tournament also provided an
opportunity for members of the
women's team to see each other in

because our rookies

and "nooner" (adult who plays at
the Lubin courts during the day
when the teams are not using
them), gave a short history of the
Maine Open.

Niki Clement

'06 said.

"I

John Moncure, assistant coach

Adams

entire

be facing off with them a few times
this season," captain

in their

Zach Linhart '07, Ray Carta
and Robert Lynn '09.

'08,

love seeing the Bates girls

because

The men's and women's squash
teams warmed up for their intercollegiate seasons in the Maine Open
at Bowdoin 's Lubin Squash Center.
Players from around the state and

weekend included wins

ment. Most of the players on the

this year's competition.

by Sarah Podmaniczky
Contributor
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FIELD

Swimmers

dive into season

paid

off.

The

results

were especially

encouraging to coach Brad Burnham.

The Bowdoin Swimming and
Diving Team kicked off the season
with an unofficial relay meet against

Colby and Bates at Colby College
on Saturday.
The exhibition meet gave new and
experienced swimmers an opportunity to get in the racing spirit without

the pressure of an official meet.

"The

CBB relay meet is one of my

favorite meets

freshmen the team cheer, and
sure attached, a
the

it

is

of fun with no presgood way to get into

meet season," senior co-captain

Michelle Filteau said.

Many swimmers had

strong races,

Undefeated
FIELD HOCKEY, from page

I

Burnham

race,"

Sa

11/12

v.

W

The College of New
(NCAA Second

of

all

over the

passing combinations, and composed
elimination skills

on

offense.

Bears set the tone of the
a goal from

Abby

The Polar

game early with

LePage off a pass from

Daley.

senior

Bowdoin increased its early

lead with a goal from

McNamara

off a

pass from LePage. Five minutes into the

second

half,

Taryn King

Player of the Year, gave

goal lead

Sophomore

'07,

NESCAC

Bowdoin a three
Hillary

ranks, greatly

The

in particular, will reap

the benefits of a larger roster, gaining
five

new swimmers and

two

to graduation.

"On

losing only

Saturday, the men's team

field

2-0

Sa

11/12

Hoffman

out the year.

We

a 5-0 third-round NCAA victory,

Springfield

W

(NCAA

5-0

SCHEDULE
F 11/18

.

National

Champ-

1:00

p.m.

SCHEDULE
F

and Ursinus

Bowdoin and Messiah
matched on paper, with the

are evenly

Polar Bears

boasting an 18-0 record and
place ranking in the latest

The Falcons

a

fourth-

NFHCA Poll

Washington & Lee)

Sa

W

School

match

A link to a live broadcast of the
will

Athletics

11/19

be available on the Bowdoin

web site.

v.

PF PA

L

276 36

Trinity

8

Colby

7

1

BOWDOIN

6

2

131

Williams

6

2

215 153

Amherst

5

3

201

said.

206 114
124

MENS

ICE

F 11/18
Sa 11/19

at
at

S

153 141

SCHEDULE

2

6

116 224

F 11/18
Sa 11/19

Tufts

2

6

109 153

Hamilton

1

7

96 295

8

94 259

W.

ICE

v.Amherst
v. Conn. College

7:00

p.m.

3:00

p.m.

WOMEN'S SQUASH
SCHEDULE
Sa 11/19

v.

Tufts (at Harvard

11:30 a.m.

Round Robin)

L

Colby

& DIVING

MENS SQUASH
SCHEDULE
Sa 11/18

Babson and MIT

1:00

p.m.

SWIMMING & DIVING

v.

Tufts (at Harvard

-Compiled by Adam Kommel.
& Lee, Bowdoin

Sources: Washington

Sa

Babson and MIT

1:00

11:30 a.m.

Round Robin)

Athletics,

v.

p.m.

HOCKEY

SCHEDULE
11/19

p.m.

28-3

SCHEDULE
v.

UMass-Boston
Babson

WOMEN'S

3

Sa 11/19

7:00

4:00

HOCKEY

98

Middlebury

MENS SWIMMING

p.m.

SCHEDULE

Bates

v.

7:30

Stats

I'm really looking forward to the rest

Wesleyan

Endicott (at E.

Conn. Tourney)

NESCAC

11/5

p.m.

SCHEDULE

Final Standings

Sa

5:30

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL

are ranked just one place

ahead of Bowdoin with a 19-2 season
record

Babson (at
Babson Tourney)

v.

at

SCOREBOARD

and 2000.

11/18

and Messiah plays winner of

avenging prior postseason losses to
Springfield in 1999

of 41

MENS BASKETBALL

Round)

Salisbury

9th

N.E. Dills
(at Springfield)

11:00 a.m.

ionship (Winner of Bowdoin

are feeling confi-

The official season opens this
weekend with a home meet against
Babson and MIT.

43

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Sa 11/12

v Messiah (at
Washington & Lee)

(NCAA Second
Sa 11/19

The team this year feels comnew: more focused, more
competitive, and more connected

of the season," he

of

SCOREBOARD

pletely

Coach Burnham shares Burleigh's
enthusiasm and positive outlook.
"The seniors are phenomenal leaders.

v.

5th

N.E. Dills

Regional Final)

dent.

hockey in final four

added two more goals to the Bowdoin

controlled

field,

its

large group

increasing the team's depth.

men's team,

tally for

one defense

years to

first

and it finally seems like
we are amassing momentum, and
hopefully that will carry on through-

Su 11/13

13

(at Springfield)

Round)

eral years,

with each other and our coach."

said.

The team welcomes a

of the year because

the upperclassmen get to teach the

really just a lot

"1 was so happy with and proud
of the way the team swam on
Saturday. So much of what we
worked on last season carried into
this first meet, and that makes me
very happy as a coach. I was particularly proud of the way the team
approached the meet; we wanted to
be there and people wanted to

showed that they are ready
to take on greater challenges," cocaptain Roger Burleigh '06 said.
"Our team has been growing in both
numbers and talent over the past sevespecially

2005

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

HOCKEY

Jersey

proving that their hard training had

by Katie Yankura
Contributor

18,

p.m.

NESCAC.

November

14

18,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

Bowdoin Orient

Voters should

Established 1871

that

sense.

nor calm. Poeting's varied perform-

.

go to polls

Health problems don't go well-informed
away on the weekends
am
To the Editors:
As a Maine
Bowdoin parent, I

We

applaud the College's decision to create a

trial

of extended

hours at the Dudley Coe Health Center to include the week-

From November 20

ends.

until

Spring Break, the Health

make

p.m. Afterward, the College will

1

With confusing insurance

We hope
who use

little

talent

a decision regarding whether

and the problems

does not always have the answer.

weight will be placed on the mere number of students

when determining whether or not to keep the Health
Center open for parts of the weekend. The prospect that these extended hours could help a student in a profound way is very real. Whether
it's treating an infection that is far more severe than a student anticithe hours

way

of just $200 a weekend

emergency contraception,
then

it

is

worth

extended hours

for these

it.

it

—just a drop

in the

bucket for a school that charges $41,660 for a single student's tuition

and

fees

—we wonder how

the College could choose not to keep these

This issue

ed

this

us

it

a matter of setting priorities. Controversy has surround-

is

debate about Health Center hours for decades at Bowdoin, but to

seems

Having at

rather simple.

least

a few hours open everyday will

benefit the student body.

Access

to healthcare

remains a challenge for tens of millions of

Americans today. While most of these Americans are not at Bowdoin, the
still be welcomed. Come the
period in March,

trial

decision and extend

its

managing

the

demonstrating

group,

Poeting

forms (and are the two terms really

ballot issues entirely.

available.

One wonders

The editorial board consists of the

USM, and UMaine.
constitute a large

While

I

Phone: (207) 725-3300

orient@lxiwdoin.edu

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

were made to get out the
would expect more intelligent, complete voting practices
from college students. If claiming
to be a Maine resident while at
Bowdoin, please take the time to

entrepreneurial

vote

6200 College

Station,

ME 04011-8462

BOBBY GuERETTE, Managing

S.

Dan

Joshua Miller

Assistant

all

the

your respective home

issues

states. It's

in

an

haphazard

voting

is

indeed one's right, please rememelection results long after
left

with

live

many of

Brunswick!

Elaine Baker Duffus
Parent '07

Gray, Maine

Nat

Miller

Letters
letters

to the

editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

editors reserve the

publication.
right to edit letters for length. Longer
submissions may be arranged. Submit

email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via the Orient's web site.

Hen

all

the skilled and cre-

working-age people

ative

we can

munity

Maine's business com-

clearly

recognizes

audience

challenged"
biases

toward

slam poetry.
Yes, the form
is it

is different,

so different that

it

how

but

should chal-

lenge preconceptions of quality?

own

Perhaps Germeyan's

precon-

ceptions of slam poetry should be

reexamined, as the form often does
not "resemble the style of rap."

While Germeyan's positive focus
on Poeting was well-intentioned,
has missed the

point.

Sincerely,

this.

Chamber of Commerce
Dana Connors puts it
well: "If we keep the antidiscrimilaw
nation
on the books, we will

"the

that

quality literature

be

own

this poet believes she

attract.

Joy Lee '07

Maine

president

The

calendar

say to the world that Maine is a
welcoming state where talent and
hard work are valued above all else

page

and everyone gets a fair shot."
Last week, Maine voters agreed.

appreciated
To

Assistant Professor Joon-Suk

Lee

much

the Editors:

am

I

is

my

writing to express

Professor David Vail

appreciation for the back calendar

Department of Economics

page, which often goes unnoticed

voters' support for

mistake.

..

invaluable contribution

its

every student's social planning.

Without the bulletin in the most

misses point
of Poeting
To the

Alex Linhart
"Maine is making a

'06 asserts that,

regulation depresses eco-

nomic growth, and

we

to

The Orient

rights.

In a puzzling quote,

that's not

what

Slam showed

Poetry

expect that maximizing eco-

that

once

again, the Orient has failed to under-

Germeyan

is

a

would not
have attended the art show hosted
by Honora Dunham '07. The gathchance

significant

I

ering turned out to be the most

meaningful and, more importantly,

Editors:

Chelsea Germeyan's article last
week on the Poeting-sponsored

stand Poeting.

want."

Hands Off Liberty

Photo

educational part of

know

speak for

I

my

week.

many when

I

I

say

thank you to the Orient for making
this possible.

writes that

Sincerely,

"attendees should be forewarned

Columnist

Cati Mitchell

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

Subscriptions
Domestic subscription rates are $47

and $28

for a semester.

East war is needed to protect Israel
and preserve a holy Pax Americana.
Senior policymakers also hold a
blind faith in the idea, embraced first

Alix

Roy

'07

FDR

ism and to insure its oil supply. This
approach wasn't suddenly formed in
response to September 1 1 or United
Nations grappling with Saddam
,

who

Saddam's socialist Ba'ath Party to
power in the 1960s, and it continues
with its friendliness and, eventual
alliance

with Hussein during the

and adopted by every

1980s, something current Secretary

of Defense Donald Rumsfeld helped

force

is

an effective tool for securing

foreign sources of petroleum.

The Bush administration's raison
d'etre is war in the Middle East in
order to protect America from terror-

Iraq war

administration since, that military

by

by Evan McLaren

Calendar Editor

for a full year

a comparatively poor state

is

with America's oldest population,

we need

revealed her

Bush should rethink

Frances Milliken

Chris Marotta

intolerance.

is

certainly

will

the

recent weekly calendar, there

read

Copy Editors

Miranda Yaver

welcoming—

for

Editors:

with interest Chris
Marotta's piece on student reactions to last week's Maine referen-

Editor
Adam Kommel

Theresa Weaver

Opinion Editor

known

Maine
so

rejection will

Mike Ardolino

News Staff
Emma Powers

laws and cultures are
places

In fact,

ber that Mainers will

you have

are attracted to

of

regarding what

women

and they vote with their feet against

important choice.

Assistant Sports

Beth Kowitt

Steve Kolowich

The gassing of the
Kurds occurred during this alliance
(although even this occurrence has

orchestrate.

war were not
mythical weapons of mass destruc-

been called into question for lack of

tion or a burning need to rescue the

evidence).

The

Iraqi

true motives for

people from a dictator. But

The New York
Times as well as viewers of the
nightly action news usually know litsince readers of

It

also

was during

this

period that the United States and

Saddam
make chemical

other Western nations sold
the

capacity

to

weapons. This was an interesting

or nothing about the neo-conser-

decision considering that the sanc-

are currently in control have long

vative manifesto or the history of

held plans for regime changes in

U.S. involvement in Iraq and the

call

several countries, and for years they

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates and

have been attacking the moral, constitutional, and legal arguments for

Middle East, President George W.
Bush and his media shills had an

imposed on Iraq from 1990 to
2003 resulted in the death of 500,000
children under the age of five,

Contact the Orient

for

more informa-

tion.

Advertising
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or
a production schedule.
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Sports Editor
Anna Karass

rial,

state.

to

Drew Fulton

Manager

David

A & E Editor

letters via

this

men

gay

a

both

Editor-in-Chief

Photo Editor

Hackett

Business

Kohn,

Editor

Assistant Editor

Riley

The

in

continue

responsibly on

We

The Orient welcomes

the issues in order to

dum, affirming

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

Mary Helen

all

respectfully

Otherwise,

We

Brunswick,

EVAN

and
and
places where

that highly educated, talented,

gay

Editor-in-Chief

growth.

There's also abundant evidence

vote,

I

Germeyan's warning
preconceptions

despite

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

JAMES D. BAUMBERGER,

will, if anything, increase

as

's

Fax: (207) 725-3975

Features Editor

votes.

nomic growth. Banning discrimination that has no economic rationale

that

welcomes

mutually exclusive?).

discrimination that reduces eco-

ic

that noble

help economy

http://orient.bowdoin.edu

Anne

That could

number of

am encouraged

It

most capable workers
is this type of econom-

efforts

To the

News Editor

Colby,

Question Ts

Bowdoin Orient
editors- in-chief and

The Bowdoin Orient

is

a similar sce-

Bates,

hire the

Sincerely,

editor.

The Bowdoin Orient

if

at

1

we hope the College will make the right

hours to the weekends permanently.-

The editorial represents the majority view of The
editorial board.

pieces,

Question

on

Sincerely,

idea of increased access to healthcare should

end of the

from their labor pool and

While

hours permanent.

Weekend

during Parents

I Need Is One Mic night
month showcased poets who are
capable of both soft and dynamic

who

research
if

With a cost

sexual

issues")

and the All

while disregarding the rest of the

simply to cast an

nario occurred
that they

—
preference — exclude

ultimately lose out to employers

going to

are unsure about the seriousness of a cer-

helps one student in a life-altering

last

and

likely apprehensive about

pated, or creating additional access to

can include gender, race, religion,

vote

Students should not have to risk waiting

WebMD.com

tain health problem.

number
of
out-of-state
Bowdoin students were coerced

tial

8,

an emergency room unless they have a major health problem

know needs urgent attention.
until Monday morning if they

ances (sans "controversial social

November

policies, unfamiliar faces,

of transportation, many students are

do not contest that many pieces
are energetic and dynamic, but challenge Germeyan's assertion that the
poems of the slam are neither soft
I

Employers who reject job applion the basis of factors irrelevant to their performance
which

into last-minute trips to the polls

or not the hours should become permanent.

original

works."

cants

disappointed

emotional

1 1

dynamic

competitive,

to learn that apparently a substan-

a.m.

Center will be open for students on Saturdays and Sundays from
to

and

resident

what awaits them are not soft,
calm pieces, but rather energetic,

nomic growth was on few voters'
minds when they decided how to
vote on Question 1 And describing
a law broadening gay people's civil
rights as "regulation" seems to miss
the essential point. Leaving that
aside, the voters' rejection of
Question 1 makes good economic

Hussein. The neo-conservatives

less

aggressive

foreign

policy.

According to the long-published
neo-cons. Middle

writings of the

tle

tions

according to

UNICEF estimates.

For

Bush

easy time selling the distorted case

a period during 2001,

for invading Iraq.

administration even prevented infant

The real story begins with our
bring
helping
to
government

Please see

the

McLAREN, page 15
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Good

war

Citizens should question the

imperialism, not national defense.

vaccines and medical equipment

spending by about 30 percent, creat-

"three car bombs, please." After

from being sent to

ed the largest civilian bureaucracy

nobody needs

Since 2000, Bush has increased

Hussein clearly was a terrible dicbut (echoing Phil Donahue's

tator,

remarks on "The O'Reilly Factor")

,

erected since World

he was our dictator. Iraq also was the

private citizens.

most

in the

country in the Middle

liberal

East and

it

the warfare state could not be less

town Baghdad. None of the 19

Iraq

of September

1 1

were from

and unlike Pakistan or

was not

in possession

Israel,

of nuclear

weapons. Yet as a result of U.S.

us that "breaking up

And

Washington

shown no

as

a

whole

has

who
how

past,

policymakers on

both sides of the

aisle will continue

in

the

hard to do."

has

has been dumped, you

involved,

You no

longer have someone to

quote poetry to in your

administration officials are contem-

and your extra long twin bed

None of this

plating invading Syria and redraft-

empty.

surprising in light of history since

ing Pentagon policy to include the

eyes,

by

tile
is

a

to the United States.

the United States overthrew the only

democratically

—elected

Middle

to call for

possibility that

may

use nuclear weapons

1953.

while, are not doing

When

much

comes to Iraq and terrorAmerican people often

tion them.

intentions

have been able to excuse their
expansion of an already vast military, which is properly understood
as the largest single government

the growth of centralized power on

it

bureaucracy.

Even excluding much

spy spending,

funding exceeds

its

the military budgets of the next 27

Money

lects

who

all fronts.

this

tyranny of good

we need

vigorous

is

are willing to challenge

as a
is

force.

Furthermore, this military

occupies over 120 countries and

is

clearly designed for interventionist

such a thing

likely unavoidable, there are,

my e-

which

I

keep every single

reminder of

used

why

,ib

him or her about

tell

{

d°

$uch

[$

fl

then

tion

it

down

the

tear

running

ASAP.

us to simply shake

tells

smack

down

it

have

her

heart

unbroken.

in fact,

which you, as the
end of the rela-

cheek of a small yellow-faced person

Clarkson can't even cross the street

dumper, can

does not do justice to weeks, or

after a

tionship with the respect your time

months, or years of emotional bag-

how you deal with

people brave enough to speak out

together has warranted.

and defy the moral

scorn

involves shooting other
order in the

knows

Katherine Whitley '08

the

ways

is

name of

men

in

treat the

wrong.

the fact remains

make you

that relationships should

old brother says. Certain emotions

better person, both during and after

modes of communication

cannot be adequately expressed in

the

do the deed. Emails

are impersonal

by a

neon

ing that you benefited from knowing

selection of sixteen

ulated
faces.

of the "reply" button. That
"drunken email" I mentioned two
weeks ago can slide very quickly
from funny albeit embarrassing to sad

deserve a face-to- face, heart-to-heart,

Relationships of

honest-to-goodness

all

fact.

learn from

one another. Indeed, candor bordering on brutal truth can be good for a

conversation;

something that can't be achieved
through the incoming

relationship, or if nothing else,

IM chime.

for a busy

day

Jerry's in the

'08

"My Y-chromosome.'

Theo

Salter '07

"Chicken pesto

pizza."

Sean Murphy '09

fingers

and Collin

Alex Cornell du

Houx '06

'My S.M.A.W. rocket

Shelley Barron '09 and
Aliya Sabharwal '09

"Each other."

Bennett Haynes '08
"Great surfing in
Maine."

Crosby Cook '09

"Freshmen

launcher."

**

d^»*

•

-

make

at the health center.

thankful for this Thanksgiving

Mike Aikins

a

kinds

writing and certainly cannot be artic-

too

far

You should

one
another, and in an ideal world, each of
you should walk away with the feel-

susceptible to a late night un-sober

click

a cause one

it,

gage, no matter what your 12-year-

and cowardly, and they are

to

bad break-up. Regardless of

For instance, avoid reverting to

C-store."

York's fingers."

Kelly

peace into something more than
We need

What are you

'My

Toni

off.

Braxton, on the other hand, begs to

the

TUDENT SPEAK

"Ben &.

ques-

with the Carpenters, Mariah Carey

mouse, step

the keyboard, and

in

for

While nobody seems to disagree

would be to just send him a Dear John
IM with a sad face attached, smack

A

at

Coe

both you and the roommate

yourself chatting online with your

yourself.

an

schedule

Dudley

how easy

if

appointment

_

significant other, thinking

And

apologize sincerely,

for

away from

why one

you do catch an
STD from his or
her
roommate,

break-up.

The same goes
AIM. If you find

off,

or both of you are

thing dS a "good"

L

you

Sometimes a

unhappy.

^

^"

and/or

yourself. Put

it.

break-up can be thwarted by just talk-

^.

times terrible side

and

never for matters of
heart

significant other did pissed

ing about

£r

y

classes to disgruntied professors,

If there arc

explain them. If something your

er,

(far

email should be

made-up

excuses for missed

the

from your roommate."

for

solely

relaying

it

have gonorrhea and

personal reasons you can't be togeth-

serves as a

It

caught

"1

and open conversation.

in

idiotic

have ever received or

I

frequently) sent.

now," or

I

per-

simply "stupid,"

labeled

me,"

just not ready for a relationship

right

Though you might think you're letting him or her down easy, both of
you will be better served by an honest

the kiss of

is

it's

"I'm

willing to develop their love for

blind faith in the Left.

to

weapons of mass
destruction and a huge military

is

terri-

"good" break-up. While the pain

most

Alex Cornell du Houx '06 have in
store for those who wonder why
perform
should
blindly
one
"national service," even when it

used instead to

is

sometimes

ble side effects, there

We need citizens who are

should belong to a productive, pri-

economy

that you're sleeping

Yet, despite their

electronic

build and maintain

now

there every single night.

intel-

Orient, President Barry Mills, and

vate

his smile, or her

really miss getting a

stops shining, the birds stop

that

countries combined.

feels

and you begin to realize
how small a Chamberlain double
actually

To combat

profile,

chirping,

to ques-

know only what the government
tells them. As a result, our leaders

ism, the

The sun

in pre-

Democrats, mean-

Eastern government in Iran back in

You miss

and you

AIM

piece of him or her on a regular basis.

United States

the

emptive

strikes.

level.

he or she can hold on

I

mail

more

more intervention and
more spending. At the moment,

Iraq eventually will be

writing,

sonally have an entire folder in

email

fundamentalist

incursion,

in

death for a healthy break-up.

The end

always a tragedy on some

is

that

cliches, such as "It's not you,

mean.

I

this

conversation as well.

Avoid using the standard break up

and look back on whenever he or

she feels so inclined,

know just

true those lyrics can be.

Islamic government predictably hos-

controlled

ever

dumped,
with someone

of a relationship, regardless of the
length or intensity of emotion

continued expansion of power.

its

something

told

or been

or has been friends

interest in rethinking its

mistaken foreign policy approach or

is

who

anyone

for

dumped someone,

undermine our peace and prosperity.

As

know what
To have something

to

The Carpenters have always

were designed to

effective if they

could buy a drink or a gun in down-

Iraq,

all this

regimes

tolerated Christians. Daily

freedom in Iraq was such that one

hijackers

He has done

face-to-face

all,

Sunday morning

a

ings," if you

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

name of peace and freedom.

His programs and his expansion of

There are some guidelines for

you can say

albeit vicious faster than

reminder of his sexual "shortcom-

to violate the

was hated by neighboring
fundamentalist

Islamic

because

Riley

War II, and used

power

federal police

Romancing with

Constitution and invade the lives of

15

break-ups are possible
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The Weekly Calendar
November 18-December
Friday, Nov.

18

Saturday, Nov. 19

Brown Bag Seminar

Film: Wal-Mart:

Professor Per Berglund from the University of

New Hampshire
Strings,"

presents

which covers

of

"The Landscape of
about the ground

The High Cost

Coastal Studies Center Open House
Bowdoin faculty, students, and staff will
be present to talk about the

and the work they

Low Prices

Smith Auditorium,
7 p.m.

details

1

Sills Hall,

lab's features

are doing there.

Coastal Studies Center, Orr

s Island,

2-4 p.m.

state of string theory.

Room 313,

Searles Science Building,
12:30-1:30 p.m.

)

Jazz Concert
John Pizzarelli, singer and guitarist known for
his interpretations of timeless American tunes,
performs classic standards and late-night ballads

Sunday, Nov.

20

Sunday Mass

Bowdoin Chapel,

4:30 p.m.

Instrumental Performance
Students in the Bowdoin College

Concert Band will give a performance.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 3 p.m.

with his quartet.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
7:30 p.m.
Film: Wal-Mart:
of

Studio 305 Class Projects
Gardiner Holland '06 directs a presentation of "The Hunters,'
a novel about the role of the inner struggle between instinct

The High Cost

and

Low Prices

rationality in the search for a murderer.

Wish Theater, Memorial Hall, 7 p.m.

In this documentary, producer, director and
activist

Robert Greenwald alleges that Wal-Mart
uses unfair practices.

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

J

Monday, Nov. 21
Buddhist Lecture
Traktung Rinpoche, an eccentric Buddhist
teacher, gives a speech entitled, "Yogis Who
Kill." Rinpoche is now believed by many
Tibetans to be the reincartation of nomad-yogi
Do Khyentse, who lived so immorally that people

t

of his time thought he would never reincarnate.
,

Beam Classroom, VisaaH Arts Center,

7:30 p.m..

Agronomist Discussion
View

a screening of the film The Agronomist,

which outlines the
history, followed

last

15 years of Haitian

Mike

Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

A view of Cook's Lobster House on Bailey Island.

by a discussion with cultural

J. Dominique.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
7-9:30 p.m.

journalist Jan

Tuesday, Nov.

29

Wednesday, Nov. 30

Poetry Reading
Poet and Iraq war veteran Brian

Turner presents a reading of

Tuesday, Nov.

22

book of

Stahl Lecture

Molly Swetnam Burland, Ph.D.,

poetry, "Here, Bullet." This

research associate in the classics

department, gives a lecture entitled,

compilation of poetry provides
a first-person

Last Day of Classes
Before Thanksgiving Break

a

his

account of the war

in Iraq.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

"Exotic Egypt:

The

Invention of the

Foreign in Augustan Rome."

Beam Classroom, Msual Arts Center,
7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Asian-American Discussion

A panel of five Asian-American

Monday, Nov. 28
Alfred E. Golz Memorial Lecture
Lizabeth Cohen, professor of history at Harvard,!
gives a lecture entitled, "A Marketplace of Goods

and

Ideas: Boston's Faneuil Hall from

the 18th to the 21st Century."

Room 315, Searles Science Building,
7-9

—

pjn.

Thursday, Dec. 1

Bowdoin students

will

hold a

discussion panel. Topics covered will

December Dance

include Asian-American political

Faculty and students from the

representation, images in a post-9/11

Department of Theater and Dance
guide a variety of dances including
samba, step dancing, and hip hopinfluenced jazz dance.
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,
8 p.m.

environment, issues of dual-identity,

and

social class differences within the

Asian-American community.
Daggett Lounge, Thome Hall,
7:30 p.m.

—
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Bridging alcohol

Student performers swing into the season

divide a challenge
Res

BSG, and

Life,

Space join

BSG

Safe

'07

forces to confront

student polarization

in

Orient Staff

ly there has

been rising concern on
alcohol has divided

that

Bowdoin's

the

social

discussion

will

that

between

division

level

and develop concrete

solutions to bridge the alleged gap.

The Bowdoin Orient

in

then a candidate for the U.S. Senate.

new vice Chairman of die

Maine Republican Party, making
him the youngest vice chairman of a

with

As

Bowdoin's

19

on the heals of controversy
his criticism of U.S.
Marine and Bowdoin student Alex
Cornell du Houx '06, said that he

dents are trying different methods to

involving

deal with the junk emails that clog

1r

D

of two sophisticated

D

percent of that per year for service

Maine

and support, students are

also plans to influence the state's

chairman ends in December 2006.

ing numerous

am excited to be able to stay in
Maine, even though so many of my

day.

by supporting

businesses and efforts to lower taxes.
issue to

me

has always been creating a business

"I

to stay

Schuberth

die

same option,"

"I

help elect Republican candidates
until

my

term has ended.

I

certainly

my
my party for many more

looking forward to serving

country and

ation creates

Please see

an oppressive business

SCHUBERTH, page 2

receiv-

D

spam emails every

a

Chief

a.

o
n

And,

problem
Davis

according

Please see

ALCOHOL, page 2

all

spam

1

i

i

i

t

«

r

1
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a
a
a

a
a
a
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Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

a never-ending issue,"

is

said.

"We

have two spam

fil-

Students find their email boxes

filled

with junk mail sent to

class lists.

messages on a daily

ters that filter

basis, but

to

I
f

a
a
Q
a
a

not going away.

is

spam

is

just getting worse,

the lists that professors use to send

out emails to their classes.

not better."

According to Davis and Senior
Administrator of IT

taxed state in America, and this tax-

still

Information Officer Mitch Davis, the

"Spam

plan on working every day to

filters that

!i

Schuberth said.

am

said.

currently the most over-

do not have

peers

climate in Maine that will allow

here and raise families after they fin-

term as vice

|
|

1

with the Republican Party and in
politics after his

I

1

-

Despite die purchase

their inboxes.

a
a

is

by the

will participate

fights

the ongoing battle with spam, stu-

a

"Maine

largely influenced

is

Information

Technology Department (IT)

cost

ish college,"

agree that the social scene at

Bowdoin

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

around $5,000 to purchase and 20

more of our young people

body

or no alcohol involved.

little

Many

can't stop

plans to continue his involvement

'The most important

sports

Affairs,

Howell House, the health
the counseling center, and the

the discussion.

be
responsible for fundraising and
mobilization efforts. He says that he

.

In die position, Schuberth will

situation

month.

pre-con-

while others imagine a social scene

center,

November

Schuberth, elected on

Daniel Schuberth '06 has been

economic

last

this

school,

by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

state chapter in the nation.

students,

•<«<- *+

,_,

elected the

To many

Dean of Student

in

when he served as an intern
New Jersey for Doug Forrester,

cussion held in Sills Hall

Residential Life, the Office of the

larger student

Schuberth named vice
chairman of state GOP

Social

a

you have a
pre-conceived notion of what having
fun at college is like," Carrie Roble
'08 said during the Safe Space disinto college,

ceived notion includes lots of drinking,

teams,

Student performers show off a semester worth of work at the I)eoember I)ance peiixrnance. See rdati^ story, page 8.

group on cam-

as

BSG

from

Representatives

Fulton,

"Alcohol

"Coming

a

rift

pus, recently sponsored a discussion

Lubricant."

sponsor

alleged

the

ual assault awareness

Early next semester, Bowdoin

drinkers and non-drinkers on the

Drew

about

between students. Safe Space, a sex-

Student Government (BSG) will
explore

he said

not the only campus group

is

worried

called

social scene.

it,"

an interview with the Orient.

BSG
think that college and

alcohol go hand in hand, but recent-

campus

issue.

don't do something about

by Mary Helen Miller

Some may

DeRay Mckesson

President

concerned by the

is

"The division between drinkers
and non-drinkers is growing, and it
will be unmanageable soon if we

Randy Pel let ier,
spam involves

the major issue with

dents receiving

spam

addressed to these

lists,

Most

stu-

get emails

This problem
Pelletier,

cessible

is

preventable, says

by making the lists inacto
anyone without a

not to their

Please see SPAM, page 2

personal accounts.

climate that encourages businesses
to leave

Maine

in search

of better

options," he said.

Schuberth has been involved in
the Republican Party since

CorneE du Houx leaves Bowdoin

high

Emma

by

"My job is 035

Powers

U.S.

leaves

He will

h

"It

Devons

for the next

for Iraq service

high standards developed by Alex."

Although Edward
the

English

Little Professor

Language

and

Literature William Watterson did not

know him

personally and n ever

taught him, at a reception honoring

he

could be"

ring

Houx on Monday night,
Roman war
from World War II to take with

him

to Iraq.

Cornell du

watterson gave him a

Houx does

know where be

will

be in

not yet

Iraq.

Houx

will return to Solon, Maine, to spend

Christmas with his family.

He

will

then spend two months in California

Twenty-Nine Palms and Camp
Following his training

Pendleton.

in

will

California, Cornell

du

spend seven months on

the ground in Iraq.

There, he will

and machinery.

work with weapons

he

said.

Radwan '08 will replace
Houx as co-president of
Bowdoin College Democrats.

Oliver

INSIDE

Cornell du
die

T will miss his friendship and the
leadership example he has always

Radwan

provided for the Dems,"
said.

"With him leaving, I'm stepping
into

some big

shoes, but

we

will

do

our best to keep everything up to die

In

his

last

Cornell du

days

Houx

Sports
Field hockey finishes
historic season at Final

Four in Virginia

Page

11

at

Bowdoin,

reflected

caring and supportive

on the

community he

i* leaving behind.

'^*Bowdoin College
place and

I'll

is

Bowdoin the most," he

"When

a wonderful

miss the people

at

said.

he's gone he will stay in

Please see

That's the number one question,"

After training, Cornell du

Houx

for

or the

Mfeek

Cornell du

"I

at Fort

20 days.

session

be leaving

most.

noted, which

will be training

at

be

of

Iraq at the

beginning of

upcoming
combat"

I'll

explosives," he said.

Marine! Alex Cornel! du

Massachusetts,

Assault, so

shooting rockefr and dealing with

Orient Staff

Houx '06
Monday to

1

MARINE, page 2

December

2,
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College seeks to bridge divisions between drinkers
and non-drinkers through campus-wide discussions

U.S. Marine Cornell du Houx
'06 says his farewell to Bowdoin

ALCOHOL, from page

PaceUi '98,

J

who was a

a subcommittee to examine

when

student

Bowdoin, now

social scene. According to

of the

works very closely with

and helps them plan events. While she

committee, there are various ideas in

them asking us for beer money,"
Nick Dunn '09 said during the Safe
Space discussion.
In an interview with the Orient,

recognizes the substantial role mat

the

who lives

chem-free housing, said that she

social life at

many

alcohol plays in

events, she believes

it

in the

or focus groups to give Residential

[the division alcohol ere-

dents' experiences. Possible program

in the social houses than

do think

was

it

Life a better understanding of stu-

them, even if

"It

an

is

Speaker of Maine State House John Richardson (D-Brunswick)
and Bree Dallinga '06 wished U.S. Marine Cornell du Houx '06 a
safe return

home

at his farewell

MARINE, from page

party in Smith

Union on Monday.

Bowdoin community of

1

overseas, a link to which

touch with Bowdoin. We're

all

hop-

Radwan said.
Cornell du Houx will be keeping

an

blog

online

inform

to

the

is

NBC

News" at
December

drink,*'

she

will

who

upperclassmen

live

how

can't really

to drink.

Republic, thinks that the prob-

Alex White *08 lem

'08, the presi-

President of Ladd

between

ates

drinkers] is a problem, but

there
said, "It is die cru-

of those upperclass-

men who live in the house to recognize
that

not

all

same

expectations are the

and not everyone wants to drink

"

Director of Residential Life

I

don't think

SPAM, from page

spam

1

filtering

good

want

but this year

year,

last

it's

"College houses do a lot of different

a big deal."

she

These

include

events

chem-free

various

tend to be

activities that

of

their

by spam to take matters
own hands. "If you go into
MyMail setting, there's an option
turn on spam filtering," Pelletier

into their

Other students said

the

to leave these lists

open to

between four and ten spam emails

to

each day.

said.

account. However,

Pelletier,

emailers outside the

Bowdoin

tem and do not request

sys-

that they receive

Bowdoin 's IT department has

this protec-

already taken numerous steps to mit-

tion.

"That creates a spam folder,
and anything mat gets tagged by our
firewalls gets

dumped

"Those [spammers] with deep pockets go out

same products we have and with

the

their lists," Pelletier said.

reverse engineering find

"Given the appropriate
amount of foresight, the
instructor of the class
could

tell

person

me

When
take

list

it,"

the

why

spam

professors don't

of this

option,

responded that professors

"have more important things to do."

When questioned about the

option

of closing class email lists to outside
Associate Professor of
traffic,
Environmental
and
Chemistry
Studies

Dhami Vasudevan

she was not aware of

it.

also said that if she had
it,

said that

and

known about

do so next semeslists, and
ter. Associate Professor of Film
Studies Tricia Welsch responded
similarly, saying that she was also
plans to

unaware of the option.
Students offered a range of opinions about the performance of the

firewalls that are updated daily

filter all

inbound mail," Davis

said. These firewalls block upward
of 30,000 emails a day, and tag an

10,000 to 15,000 emails

additional

listing.

These tagged

go to the

user's inbox,

with a "bulk"
emails

but

still

are

prominently

labeled

as

"bulk."

Vasudevan

she would have closed her class

However, according to
the

more

have ways

sophisticated
to get

Pelletier,

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

Chin

'07,

23/26.

Abrams

"It's

Sophia

Seifert '09.

Colby Student Government
compare and discuss.

"It's an ongoing battle, and it gets
worse month by month because
spammers devise new techniques as
needed. It's a very dynamic group of
folks out there, very smart," he said.

with North Korea.

•The Student Affairs Committee
will be sponsoring

a study break in

Thome on December

13.

dents to the Bowdoin-Colby hock-

22-1 to rent a bus to transport stu-

ey

game on December 9.

people who want to see

Residential Life has recently formed

activity instead

"We drank as part of going out and

Several other

ing differences, page

more involved

Bowdoin

students

in state level organi-

of

5.

GOP position
college level

will serve a six-month

College
Maine
Radwan '08 will

co-vice president and Anya
Trundy '06 has been elected to a sixmonth term as vice president Frank

as

Chi '07

will serve a one-year term as

director of communications, Miranda

Democrats. Oliver

Yaver '09

serve a one-year term as co-presi-

as director of programs,

dent

of

die

Maine

College

Democrats with Bree Dallinga

CORRECTIONS
•Due to an editing

error,

'06,

—
die

November 18 story ''Sophomores
arrested on trespassing charge" said
Kappa Sig had not been used since
1997 while in fact

it

housed students

Senate.

now moves

to hie U.S.

In addition, the headline

will serve a one-year term

Thomson
term as

and David

'08 will serve a one-year

treasurer.

incorrectly

implied the vote dealt

with a reauthorization of the Higher

Act The web

Education
the story

version of

was changed to correct these

errors.

•"NBC

May 2000.

•The report ''House Passes Higher
Education Act" incorrectly stated
that the bill

term as

Brandon Mazer '08

has been elected to a one-year term

found themselves

have recently

part of drinking,"

See related story on cultural drink-

co-president.
years to come," he said.

is

she said.

who

1

of an element of a

different activity.

Bowdoin Democrats dominate

as

said

caused because

to feature Marine's story"

incorrectly

named Frank Chi

presi-

dent of the Maine College Democrats

when be

is really

co-president of the

Bowdoin College Democrats.

Campus Security report: 11/14 to 11/26
Monday, November 14:
•A student reported bis

House was
bicycle

get around the firewall entirely."

in the U.S. talks

an

Schuberth appointed to state

through

said.

missing bicycle in the bicycle rack

•Christopher Hill '74 will be
to

we

missing from the porch of Quinby

•$425 was allotted by a vote of

coming

^^

and with reverse engineering find a
way around it" he said. "The emails
that are short and curt are stealth and

to

campus next Wednesday

,

not going to be a problem

fire-

meet with students and speak
about bis role as Chief Negotiator

•BSG Officer Team met with the

^

sti±

ow

Czech Republic. She

here, going out

improvement

"It is up to the

members

Charles Stern '09

in the

students often view drinking itself as

a change to help [plan events]," she said

zations as well, as recently elected

was

were

spammers

around these

to

Absent:

to

non-

Bowdoin

constantly evolving," Pelletier

it's

"Those with deep pockets go out
and buy the same products we have

'08, Allison

for

the social scene at

room

the inter-

then there

can solve with a panacea, because

walls.

^Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report
•Attendance:

used

actually see them."

House.

•A
at

Jacqueline

I

Senior Administrator of IT Apple mail program,
which I've trained to
filter out the junk email, so I don't
the problem. "We've purchased

igate

advantage

Pelletier

use the

webmail on

Randy Pelletier

for that."

asked

"When

junk email clogging

my list, and I could

open the

to

a way around it"

to let this

[outside

view their Bowdoin

email.

net,

Bowdoin email system]
email

using other programs
to

and buy

lot

and

drinkers

drinkers, she also thinks there is

students

have said they started

or don't care or

aren't willing to go out
on a limb and prevent
spam from emailing to

houses already do a

accommodate

SCHUBERTH, from page

in mere."

Many

"Most people don't

know

students

non-drinkers are

that this segregation is

small size.

social

but, she said that "it wasn't

Anderson believes drinkers and
more segregated in
Bowdoin than they

kinds of events."

frustrated

falling apart," Ian Haight '08 said.

profes-

according to

folders

encouraged

Pelletier

many

Bowdoin email
sors

system. "It used to be

—some who drank and some

who didn't,

ft,"

easily overlooked because

Kim

encourages

spam

students to take action by creating

our

friends

said.

mal-intent behind

is

Although PaceUi believes mat the

filters ,

way

views alcohol. While

went out with a group of

non-

and

drinkers

vide the social scene that students

expect

However, White

a result of the

is

culture

House

in high school, Anderson often

houses have a duty to pro-

that social

affected

Kat Anderson '08, who
grew up in die Czech

n

same and not everyone wants

alcohol has

them.

dent of Ladd House, thinks

3.

IT purchases two new spam

create a tapestry to express

in the house to

said.

Alex White

up

setting

alcohol and having students

recognize thai not all expectations are the

people don't go

cial responsibility

Houx's interview
air on "Nightly
6:30 p.m. on Saturday,
du

Cornell

with

it

the crucial responsibility of those

because they choose not to

available

from Radwan.

ing he'll take care of himself over
there,"

work

his

if

is

to.

unintentional

exclusion, and

be helped

"It

at

many non-

drinkers choose not

include

ideas

tables with statistics about

are exclusive because every-

one can attend events

issue.

Ideas include conducting a survey

of a focus

Greek houses they replaced
"I

the sub-

works about ways Residential Life

could address the

house

social

is less

member of

Harrison '06, a

houses

social

does not think social houses -

The Bowdoin Orient

RA Tucker

presence of alcohol.

in

Ardolino,

role

"One of the first interactions we
had with our Quinby buddies was

Rachel Dicker '09, a student

Mike

its

regarding alcohol's presence in the

was a prominent part

the Greek system

Moul ton Union.
•Security responded to an alco-

hol policy violation in the parking
lot

Saturday,

•The

student reported finding his

of Brunswick Apartments.

activated

by smoke from

fire

House was

November

19:

alarm at MacMillan
by smoke from

activated

burnt popcorn.

Suaday, November 19:
•Security assisted an intoxicated
student on Maine Avenue.
•A security officer encountered an

Tuesday, November 15:

underage student in possession of

•A compact disc case containing
CDs was found at Moulton

alcohol

several

Union and turned

•A

in to Security.

student reported her bicycle

missing from Burnett House.

Wednesday, November 16:
•A student residing on School
Street reported a suspicious person

outside

tile

building.

Thursday, November 17:
•The

fire

alarm at Farley Field

•A report was made of disorderly
by a student visiting
MacMillan House.

conduct

burnt popcorn.

on South Campus Drive.
•A Bowdoin megaphone was

reported missing from a display case

•A student reported

backing into

a signpost with a college van at die
Burnett House parking lot

Tuesday, November 22:

•A

student reported his bicycle

missing from the parking

lot

at

Brunswick Apartments.
Friday,

•An

November

25:

unregistered event

was

dis-

persed at Chamberlain Hall.

Saturday, November 24:

Gym.
•A fire alarm caused by a malfunctioning heat detector was reported at

•A security officer apprehended
an intoxicated Brunswick resident

Chamberlain

Coffin

in Morrell

Hall.

Monday, November 21:
•A missing bicycle was located
near Maine Hall and returned to the
owner.

operating a vehicle recklessly in the
Street
parking
lot.
Brunswick Police made die arrest

—Campled by Bowdom
ofSafety aid Security.

Departntrt
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Former Iraq

war

2005

2,

BSG

debates changes
experience with powerful poetry to young constitution
soldier shares

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

BSG

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

DeRay Mckesson

President

'07 believes that by clarifying the
constitution and refining roles, the

Brunswick residents, faculty, and
students alike filled the Main Lounge
of Moulton Union to hear Iraq war
veteran and poet Brian Turner read
from his recent collection, Here,

As

Bullet.

voice

The Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) is in the throes of a lengthy
process to revamp

room, the audience

Most looked

on

want us

"I

to perfect this,"

he

said.

Before the present constitution

stu-

was

The current constitution is in its
fourth year. Thus far, there have

to the

well.

put into place four years ago,

BSG
the

was made up of three bodies—
SAFC, a Student Congress, and

podium, but others looked down as
Turner read about his experiences as

been five attempts made to make

two have

The system was "very discon-

an infantry team

been passed, according to Vice
President of BSG Affairs Dustin
Brooks '08.

nected," said Brooks, and the cur-

changes to

leader.

who earned

Turner,

a master's of

fine arts degree from the University
of Oregon before going abroad for a

time army upon his return.

He was
in Bosnia from 1999 to
2000 before serving in Iraq for a
year in 2003. During his time in
Iraq, Turner filled his few spare
moments jotting down notes and
deployed

Because of

his prior experiences

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

of the

same questions arose

at

shoot

is

not Turner's

first

sible to the person at the

come from

stop.

I

that isn't a lack

sophistication,

of intellect and

just a different

it's

is

also the founder

of "From the Fishouse," an online
audio archive of emerging poets,
through which he become connected with Turner.

Once Turner took
audience went

there

He began

the

for

the conflict.

Throughout the reading, Turner
very modest and quietly

was

unaware of the impact of his words.
After reading a few poems, he said,
"Allow me to indulge you with a
few more."

When
he said,
fall

urged to read more poems,

want for people to

"I don't

sleep."

a working-class

—
a welder, and
mother,
working bara
tender—Turner says he
not used
family

his father,
.

his

is

book was
November, it has

to the spotlight. Since the

released in early

received the 2005 Beatrice

is named.
His poems told

an

about

stories

army

cook

the

ing

America

for

war medic's

tar.

gui-

us— they

women and men with
babies,

ences

with crushes.

I

think you probably

would be able

to

night

emphasize with that."

the

contalked about waiting to

is]

so

much we can

the

like

women and men

—they

us

are

with babies, with

crushes," he said. "I think

you prob-

ably would be able to emphasize

with that."

He also spoke about how he came
to see the insurgents while

deployed

"There are so many different reawhy each person picks up a

sons

he

said.

Turner told

how an

the

thinking
replied,

word

for

"With

that,

pressured to write as quickly

as possible."

biggest points of debate. Several

BSG

members of

feel that social

body.

Of the

26 members,

of the

student body.
Affairs

diers.com, an organization that pro-

ferent

vides books

fighting

according to Brooks. Under the

how he

current document, the role of the

to

soldiers

talked about

used the service himself while he

was

and how much of a
made. Turner finished

fighting,

difference

it

by saying, "you might just
ence somebody."

influ-

Although this may be the case,
has been slow. Four
weeks ago, BSG Affairs presented
the full body with its ideas for a
new structure, which sparked a
progress

month-long debate with very

looking to "flush out what difresponsibilities

president has very

are,"

BSG

decided

Affairs
to take a

this

new approach,

holding a discussion on the four

main issues
sentation,

— committees,

leadership,

repre-

and elec-

tions.

BSG

Affairs will take the ideas

presented at the meeting and form
a

new document, which should be
within

the

few

next

weeks.

any constitutional
amendment to be made, it must be
approved by the BSG by a fourIn order for

fifths vote.

few outlined

The positions of

responsibilities.

little

progress.

presented

BSG

The committee on
is

He

change," Brooks said.

come

six

from social houses, which make up
a relatively small proportion

"an amalgama-

is

Tuesday

houses are one of the

Social

At the end of the reading, Turner

It

must then be passed by two-

thirds of the student body.

An amendment

and the VPs are also
unclear, according to members of

to

BSG

next semester.

should be ready
be voted on by the beginning of

the treasurer

Bowdoin Briefs
News From Beneath The
Hannaford donates $100,000
to

fund new concert

a

'rhetoric'

It

"I believe that pre-emptive action

we should use overit's not a strategy we

not a strategy

seas,

and

that

should use at
world,

it's

all.

not

As a

how

—

to lead

I

don't

it

also shared the

going to
"I

extend

to

Bowdoin received a $100,000
from the
Hannaford

grant

fought despite his personal feelings.

"The war

Pines

affects everyone like a

rock in the pond," Turner said.

reportedly pleased

the construction of a
hall that is

new

recital

expected to be fin-

ished in the spring of 2007.

The 290-seat

return to her teaching position.

Kusfck '05
Katrina

to aid

Hurricane

FEMA

reffief with

Only one and a half weeks
beginning a job teaching
herself displaced

by the

in

NH man

with tresspassing

history at

Bowdoin charged

after

New

Orleans, Ashley Kusick 'OS found

recital hall will

Herald, Kusick has yet to decide

whether or not she will ultimately

this support.

effects

of

with stalking at other schools
According to Channel 3

News of

Burlington, Vermont, Scott Nitchie

New

be used for small and mid-sized

Hurricane Katrina, according to

musical performances. Included

the Portsmouth Herald.

Her neigh-

new charges after having repeatedly

in the facility will be a rehearsal
room, nine practice rooms, a
lobby and box office, performers' dressing rooms and restrooms, a green room, rake auditorium seating, and a stage that

borhood flooded, her car ruined,
and the school at which she was
teaching closed, she now works

been caught trespassing on college

accommodate many types of

musical performances.

with

the

Federal

Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA)
order to aid those
tic

who

in

of Concord,

campuses

New

in

Maine, Vermont, and

Hampshire. Bowdoin was one

was charged with
young girls in July and
through a bathroom
window. While the stalking charges
Nitchie, 25,

are in dras-

stalking four
for peeping

hurricane.

Hampshire, faces

such college.

circumstances as a result of the

In addition to serving as a

Through FEMA, Kusick looks

venue for Bowdoin performanc-

through the applications of people

meanors, the

who,

sidered a violation.

es,

the

recital

hall

will

also

accommodate various musical

have been displaced and helps to determine the
like herself,

which they are eligible.
as quoted by the

performances which are open to
the public, serving the midcoast
and southern Maine communi-

aid for

ties.

November, and still some people
have no place to live."
Kusick, who graduated in May,
entered the Teach for America program and was assigned to teach in

The College hopes

that

in

implementing these projects, it
work toward strengthening

will

performing arts programs and
music involvement among the
its

Kusick,

Portsmouth Herald, said,

New

student body.

The

Hannaford

After a

Charitable

Foundation has been consistently
supportive of local

Maine com-

"It's

mid-

Orleans.

Iraq.

mulled over prison time," he
However, Turner did go, and

is

Charitable Foundation to aid in

leader in the

was a good decision." He
mixed feeling he felt
when first notified that he was
think

munities and

hall

don't

I

Turner then proceeded to give his
opinion about the war as a whole.

said.

in Iraq.

rifle,"

in

sounds loaded."

is

Iraqi people are very brave.

After

war.

moment, Turner

know about

learn," said Turner about the cul-

They're just

is

gency plan.

requested donations to booksforsol-

will

ture.

"The

about the current

Washington about

Iraqi culture.

"[There

felt

rhetoric

a tower gazing over the desert,

and

free

questions

was how he

be taken home while mortar shells
exploded around him, writing high
in

was not

first

Turner was asked

Brian Turner

experi-

He

to

of politics. One of

tained in the collection.

really
it is

While the reading was focused
more on the emotions and environment of Iraq, the

Turner

not

hear

said.

shared some of his

personal

felt

actually be there,"

are

In between his

readings,

really

know how

expressed through
a

was

Charles Stern '09

suicide

of a deployed soldier, and the long-

Turner only replied

I

stu-

—you

you never

very brave. They're

by a roadside

bomb,

was

if

do his or
no contin-

is

widely agreed upon that
something to some degree needs to
"It

about the war, but

with

startling green eyes

killed

Iraqi people, are

just like

it

structure,

fails to

rent constitution

tion of those three groups."

Hawley

many

Despite his modesty,

"It

lection

VP who

a

the officer team, E-9.

dents were affected by the reading.

cool

"The

col-

is

houses are overrepresented on the

New York

Award, and has become a
Times editor's choice.

if

midst of

death constantly in the background,

overseas.

poem

which the

town resident asked Turner
difficult to reflect in the

reading with "Here,
Bullet," the

During a question and answer
session following the reading, one

smaller sum.

the podium, the

silent.

and how many are

to kill one,

Coming from

Matt O'Donnell, the associate
editor of Bowdoin' Magazine, introduced Brian Turner before the read-

O'Donnell

at

$500

approach to sophistication."

ing.

$80 a day to
American soldiers and

will be paid

content aiming to miss for the

working-class fami-

a.

—

ly

bus

with the vice presidents.

Under the current
her job well, there

Iraqi

"a natural motive for me."

However, he said that
his style of writing changed in Iraq.
"A lot of the embellishment, a lot
of the musicality that I had put into
books before had been intentionally
checked [in this book]," he said.
"I wanted it to be open and acces-

—

bility lies

Many

Q&A following his reading later that night in Main Lounge.

the

writing in the middle of battle was,

Here, Bullet

least

The main issue with accounta-

Prior to reading, Turner met students and answered questions over

writing poetry, Turner said that

publication.

At

a lack of accountability
and unfair representation.

present

Drew

dinner at MacMillan House.

thoughts.

it.

Brooks noted that the original
document was "poorly written."
His committee sees two major
problems with the constitution at

year in Korea, enlisted in the peace-

,•:

is

improving the structure of the
dent government body itself.

Turner's soft but piercing

filled the

sat transfixed.

BSG's present focus

tution.

system could work very

current

entire consti-

its

summer-long training

program in Texas, she began teaching in mid-August.
According to the Portsmouth

are

considered

class

latter

A

misde-

offense

is

con-

According to the Channel 3
report, Nitchie has also been
charged with trespassing on the
grounds of a middle school in
September, and in August, was
accused of knocking on a dorm
room door at Bowdoin College and
asking the student for aloe vera to
treat

a sunburn.

He

has also been

charged with violating his bail
conditions

and

missing

an

arraignment for an earlier prowling charge, the report said.

—Compiled by Miranda

Yaver.

—
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Photograph courtesy of the Office of U.S. Senator Olympia

senator and often seeks consensusbased approaches to policymaking.
Snowe serves as chairwoman of the

Conversations with

Maine's

Political

Committee

Senate

Leaders

Business, and

is

a

Small

on

member of

the

This week

of

)

spoke with U.S.

I

Senator Olympia
variety

pertaining

series

J.

Snowe about

a

topics

of Bowdoin

lives

994,

the

Augusta, Snowe was

elected

second

woman
Senator

late

Margaret Chase Smith. Snowe

previ-

of Judge Alito, obviously we're
exploring his record,

America from

end affect college students 'lives
and higher education? Are there
any issues up for grabs that you
think would be particularly salient

what

The following includes excerpts
of the interview.

House of

Evan

S.

Kohn:

Senator,

my first

Representatives for 16 years.

question has to do with discrimina-

At the age of 3 1 Snowe was first
elected to Congress in 1978 as the

tion

on the basis of sexual orienta-

tion.

Issues of discrimination in the

,

—

woman and
Greek-American woman

youngest Republican
the

first

ever elected to Congress. She
the

first

woman

to serve in
islature

in

American

both houses of a

is

also

history

state leg-

and both houses of Congress.

won more federal elections in Maine man any other person
since World War II
Snowe

has

Now

Maine's

senior

senator,

have been discussed on camlot recently. You supported an
amendment in 1996 that was ultimately defeated, which would have

with college students?

SOJS: That's a good question.
It's hard to calculate... what you
would expect is for judges to be
open-minded, fair, predictable,
pragmatic and understanding of the

hiring on

the basis of sexual orientation.

you think

this

Do

type of legislation

should be brought up again on the

Senator Olympia

second term and will be up for reelection next November. She has
earned a reputation as a centrist

these

it

J.

Snowe:

certainly could. Obviously,

issues

have

uating [those parts] of his record.

ESK: Moving onto financial aid,
know you 've been a supporter of

first

year in the

as

Pell

member of

a

Grants program.

cessful

my

I

I

served

Budget

the

wasn't suc-

on the committee, so

I

took

initiative to the floor... Then

I

teamed up with the late Paul Simon,
the senator from Illinois
an outstanding individual and great advocate for higher education. He and I
collaborated on an amendment, and
actually were able to save more

—

money under

that

Pell Grants, having voted for an

the one that

initially offered... As

amendment in
was defeated,

I

I

amendment than

we were able to salvage

gram... that was a major turning

American... So those would be the

of Pell Grants awarded. There has

point because up to that point in

I'm

been concern that recent legislation

time, there

You can

might hurt the state offinancial aid.

could cut programs like student aid

What are your thoughts on

and once we were successful

for

the

and qualities

that

never predict with certainty

how

they might rule on a certain question.

What you do expect and hope
open and

for is that they provide
fair

consideration to every [side] of

I

think the chief jus-

tice is conservative,

same

is true

and

think the

not really the issue.

best

state... I

don't

issue

is

this legislation will

their

philosophy when

that is

I

for Judge Alito. But

how

The

they are going to apply
it

comes

to

late

but

this? Is

there anything in particular

your agenda

in

on

regards to financial

SOJSf The wrong
students

the

a result

was a thought

that

ly wasn't attempted because

accomplishments

nificant

it

stu-

we

real-

of sigand

being able to restore die cuts that

aid?

would be

an issue.

been

addressed by the

know whether

Judiciary

Committee confirmation hearings.
So, good question, and I'll be eval-

my

United States Senate when

dent aid and the Pell Grant pro-

Obviously,

federal level?

Senate

and

in the

One of the first acts I undertook
when I was a freshman

[occurred]

senator during

October that
would have

made

looking for in a justice.

in

confirmation

tell,

more]

for higher education...

increased the total possible amount

are

attributes

banned discrimination

[we'll hear about this

still

and seeing

his questionnaire will

and expanding it. I obviously don't
need to tell you what the costs are

average

implications of decisions

real-life

that

state

Well,

is

the

pus a

currently finishing up her

Snowe

next question has to do

with the Supreme Court. In what

Roberts and possibly soon-to-be

ously represented Maine's second congressional district in the U.S.

ESK: My

those

protecting

for

Associate Justice Samuel Alito, in

ever to represent the state of Maine in
the Senate, after the

particular

the

Auburn and attended

parents emigrated from Sparta. She
former Maine
married to
is
Governor John R. McKernan Jr.

in

Snowe became

John

Committee. There were cuts in the

and

to the states to determine

in

ruling

University of Maine at Orono. Her

Mytilene, Greece, and her mother's

When
1

in

look for those qualities. In the case

my
left

ways might changes to the
with now Chief Justice

Born

court,

was

the Finance Committee.

father immigrated to

students.

I

Snowe

Grant program, but also enhancing

think this is best

possible. That

is

rights.

raised in

the

to

it

position, but

Committee on Intelligence,
the Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, and
Select

( Third iin a

tion, but

J.

on important issues. That's
what you really have to calibrate as
a senator and in the process of this
confirmation... it's possible to be
surprised by the rulings they make
or might render, as we've heard
about Justice Souter and Justice
Kennedy, for example. So you
never really know. What you do is

be introduced again on that ques-

direction

to cut financial aid to the

who depend upon it Since
when I went to the

days

of Maine, [I have]
understood its value. That is why I
will continue to champion not only
support of student aid and the Pell
University

had

occurred in the Budget
Committee. That was a transforma-

tional

moment

and for the

for higher education

Pell

Grant program, rec-

program should
remain untouchable because it is of

ognizing that

this

Please see

SNOWE, page

7

i"
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Drinking cultures distinctly Addressing
different in U.S.A., U.K.

2005

2,

flu fears

type must emerge (to which

AsJc Dr. Jeff

we have

immuThe new subtype must be capahumans and of caus-

not yet established protective
nity).

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Jeff

only strident and brassy American

by Kathryn Papanek
Contributor

accent in a sea of cultured British
voices that you realize you're in a

When

I

arrived for orientation in

my

London,

teachers told

me

that

British students are all crack heads.

Ecstasy, they informed me, could

be bought anywhere on campus for
the equivalent of 30 cents a pill

and

heroin sometimes for even less, but

about

forget

pizza

—

it

costs

foreign country.

Nevertheless, after a few more

weeks
become

do
apparent. Certainly a comparison between Bowdoin 's classbased method of teaching and
Oxford's more independent tutorial
certain

differences

few weeks in Britain that
you discover a subtle differences in
the way in which alcohol is
approached. Because the legal
after a

drinking age

many of the

tion,

now

Considering the numbers of birds

much more

get your flu shot any-

that

way!

so far infected very few people (only

casual about alcohol.

Although you

still

hear stories

about the freshman

.

deliv-

other

orienta-

—

who

As

Dr. Gerberding, the Director

got so drunk he cut his
head open on the cobble-

the

stones before classes had

bird flu

even begun,

possibility,"

general,

in

and drinking are
relaxed. Because

parties

more
alcohol

not a novelty,

is

of

Federal Centers for Disease

Control has recently said, pandemic

may

well be a "worrisome

with

but

1

new

a

00 cases or

hosts,

that

it

ple.

truly at our doorsteps.

Spread of the virus from one

occurred,
that

year in this country alone.

However,

after

than

less

Oxford,

I

a

spending

week

British friends might

put

it,

my

probably

draining

thing

how

realize

you're

trashed

Although

HSN1

Avian

ed some

outbreak in

claimed six

and biologic

student, as

ships

was 10 p.m. and he was
already on his third drink,
will no doubt be looked at

the surface at least,

Oxford is not too different from America. The
signs are in English, you can shop
at Gap and Borders, the students

system would be both informative
and educational. However, it would
be perhaps more interesting to discuss an aspect of studying abroad
that American students are some-

oddly and told to

on facebook.com, and everyone is keen to see the latest
episodes of "The OC"
and
"Desperate Housewives." In

times accused (unjustly of course)

culture

are all

fact,

it

it

—drinking.

seems so much like home that
sometimes it's only when you open

of focusing on unduly

your mouth and hear yourself as the

do American students. But

British students like to drink.
it's

So

only

"chill out."

many ways

In

seem an improve-

ment over the

five-shots-in-five-

minutes, competitive pre-gaming

of American

where the focus

drinking,

often on getting

is

the historic
relation-

and human

flu?

Probably

all influen-

za viruses originated in

Wild birds can
a

carry

safely

large

of the viruses
without
themselves

variety

becoming

ill.

Domesticated birds are
far

more

susceptible. In

as trashed as possible before head-

the case of highly path-

However, this
can mask a number

ogenic subtypes, mor-

ing to the event.
relaxed attitude

may

of problems. The British

drink

tality rates

can reach 90

100 percent within

to

when they do drink,
but they definitely drink more fre-

48 hours.

quently than Americans. Alcohol

influenza viruses large-

less intensely

everywhere

Monday

is

Oxford and with

at

night trips to the pub, to

of a pandem-

between avian

birds.

then, the chill

British parties

third step in the genesis

lives.

What are

anyone informing another
that

has not continued beyond

second person.

H5N1
Hong Kong

died. In 1997, a

students

did,

it

has

In other words, so far, that critical

influenza has infect-

another

don't count drinks and

I

each

it

100 people

"taking

the

lives

when

only very rarely, and

worldwide since 2003,
and about half of them

getting.

that's

—British

Vaccination remains the single

teachers were

piss."

On

you

that

at

realized that, as

my

you're

your fourth vodka tonic

ill

person to another has been reported

which claims over 36,000

notice

ill-

ular flu," this year's flu season is

best prevention against a disease

'

has jumped

has not spread efficiently

Oxford college
parties and it's only when

was so expensive.

it

almost exclusively from birds to peo-

"fancy dress" that are a

and

When

has remained so lethal

it

Transmission has thus far occurred

13

crazy

costumes

so).

states

instead on the

staple of

certain-

humans.

already reporting outbreaks of "reg-

by
the hour and living on
beans and rice because
black, taking pills,

is

for

has caused very serious

it

ness. In fact,

place where everyone
walked around dressed in

is

virus

have been involved, H5N1 has

the focus

pizza

and

in Asia,

spread to Europe,

of Oxford University as a

all

influenza virus

which has broken out

against the

they became legal adults. Brits are

left London with a
skewed impression

I

rather

The H5N1 avian

ly

ered.

Like

me

tect

spread easily

Dear L.E.: Probably
not but you should

easy access to booze long before

|

students at the

new subtype must
among people.

importantly, the

Dr. Jeff: If I get a flu
shot, will it also pro-

has

buying
it

laxly

is

students have had

ing serious illness. Third, and very

Dear

bird flu? -L.E.

enforced,

more than

40 dollars to get

18 and

is

many

ble of infecting

Surface proteins on

determine the virus's infectivity

ly

A

and virulence. Influenza

viruses

ic

has not occurred. Worldwide, con-

certed efforts are being

made

to pre-

"meet and greet" drink parties for
every club from the hockey team to
the Tolkien society, it can be

are

impossible to escape.

There are 16 known "H" subtypes

Disease Control pandemic flu

and nine known "N" subtypes.

pages (http://www.who.int/csr/dis-

In a place

where you can buy

wine from the college kitchens at
every meal including breakfast, one
has to wonder if this much access is
a good thing.

On

the other hand, the relaxed

makes

much

subtyped according to their

hemagglutinin

("H_")

and

neu-

raminidase ("N_") surface proteins.

All combinations have been found
in birds. Infections

with several sub-

vent

look

it

from ever occurring. Take a
at

www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic/).
closer to

mostly uncommonly and inefficient-

site

There are currently only three

dhhs/boh/pandemic

one looks askance at you if you
order orange juice without the

H3N2). Each fall, one or the other of
them causes outbreaks of "regular,"

vodka and with no drinking games
and no one counting your drinks,
it's much easier to stop your count

seasonal

their initial

at one. Overall, then, the British

more

way of drinking

causes, respectively, of the 1918-19

Influenza type B).

the 1957-58 "Asian

(human) influenza

easier for

forces students to

take control and

about their

own

make

drinking

decisions

—

in short,

which is what
university students are supposed to
be doing anyway.
It
can take an effort for
Americans used to elaborate preto act like adults,

gaming

rituals

with

illicitly

obtained alcohol to adjust to hearing an 18-year-old casually suggest

a

trip

it's

down

to die beer cellar, but

well worth the effort. The

British

way of

drinking

is

a great

deal of fun and definitely

And

beat of

"Spanish flu,"

the

and the 1968-69 "Hong Kong

The global death toll
in the 1918-19 pandemic is thought
to have reached 50 million people.
How and why do influenza pandemics occur? Influenza viruses
mutate frequently and sometimes
rapidly. If more than one subtype coinfects die same host, re-assortment
of genetic material can occur among
them. Re-assortment can create a
new "avian" virus, which has gained
the ability to spread easily and direct-

takeout pizza

This same process can also occur

actually only costs five pounds.

is

currently

flu

outbreak

in

humans and among humans.

In the
this.

meantime, L.E., consider

This year's flu vaccine pro-

tects against

H3N2 and H1N1

CDC,

less genetic material will be on
hand for rogue (avian) flu to join
up with and re-assort. We might be

doing our very small part to stop
the antigenic drift that would

to occur. First, a

new

influenza sub-

make

H5N1 more infectious
humans. We would certainly
also
be protecting ourselves
against a known and very-soon-tobe-present cause of considerable
morbidity and mortality.
We anticipate receiving our next
allotment of flu vaccine next week
a virus like
to

and holding a

flu shot clinic the fol-

three con-

must be met for a pandemic

(plus

Maybe the less
we all have, the

See you then!

tion.

According to the
ditions

info.

our annual prepared-

more gradually through adaptive

muta
Kathryn Papnek '06

studying abroad at University of
Oxford in Oxford, England.

flu

at Bowdoin, our Campus
Emergency Management Team will
focus on responding to a pandemic

htm). Here

though,

They were

flu" pandemics.

ly to
all,

speaking,

appearances were far

significant.

still

exciting.

Or

ness exercises in the spring.

flu.

Historically

flu,"

web

home, the Maine CDC web
(http://www.maine.gov/

known subtypes that spread widely
among humans (H1N1, H2N2, and

it

those with willpower to abstain.

Health

ease/avian influenza/en/ and http://

No

attitude

World

Organization and the Centers for

types do occur in humans, although

ly.

the

Jeff Benson,

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

r
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A
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cause for (false) alarm?

by Tanisha Love Ramirez
Contributor

care items have caused an alarm
to

go

off.

The

culprit:

hair

which can easily
overheat. This may occur while
someone is straightening her hair
or even afterwards, when the
straighteners,

alone,
the
This
semester
Department of Safety and Security
40
fire
alarms
responded to about

on campus. Five of these alarms
have been at Brunswick Apartments
and five at Chamberlain Hall.
So why are there so many fire
alarms going off if there aren't
any fires?
The alarms set up in each building on campus are highly sensitive. There are obvious triggers
such as candles, incense, smoking,
and, of course, people manually
pulling the alarm. However, many
other factors can trigger the alarm.
A majority of the alarms received
by the Communications Center on
campus have been set off by burnt
popcorn or other food in residences and campus buildings.
Five times this semester, hair-

straightener has been unplugged.

The smoke or steam created by
the overheating can set off a fire

alarm.
In one instance, hair spray

was

They both essentially work
same way, detecting smoke

tems.
the

and particulates that are not supposed to be in the air.
Three buildings on campus have
newer versions of alarms in place:
East Hall, West Hall, and Coles
Tower. Assistant Director of
Security Louann Dustin-Hunter
said that these dorms are equipped

a culprit. According to

with localized alarms. This means
that an alarm will not sound

Mark

throughout the entire building if
only one room or area is experi-

Manager of
Environmental Health and Safety
Fisher, aerosol sprays can

an alarm. The alarms
respond not only to smoke but

trigger

also to particulates.

So when

hair

spray or other aerosol products are

encing smoke or something out of
the ordinary. This has cut

down on

amount of evacuations

the

When

sprayed, they can activate the

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

that

residents have to go through.

There have been more than 40 false

fire

alarms on campus this semester.

a localized alarm is set

room

You

alarm.

off,

There are two alarm systems in
effect on campus, the Metasys

Communications Center. A security officer will respond to the
alarm and check it out. If by
chance another alarm in the same

while a

building or in a neighboring area

than getting yourself in trouble,

Olins said.

is set off as well, then the fire
department will be called, and the
full alarm will go off. These
alarm systems are much more
convenient than the older systems
because full buildings do not have

such behavior puts others in danger. Nichols noted, "If [students]

to have experienced

system and the Siebe system.
Every building on campus is
equipped with one of the two sys-

to

reported

is

it

to

the

be evacuated because of a
localized incident.

small,

New

buildings being built or renovated'

on campus

be equipped with
systems that have the localized
will

alarms.

So what do you do when a fire
alarm goes off? We've been learning how to react to fire alarms
since the

first

grade, so

Security's advice

common

some of

may seem

sense.

and orderly manner.
There have been instances in
which students have become complacent because some students
"assume that it is a false alarm,"
said Director of Safety and
Security
able,

it

Nichols.
Randy
may be understand-

since most of the alarms

have not been due to an actual
fire, one day your building may
really be on fire.
Additionally, you can be punished for not evacuating your
room when a fire alarm goes off.
When an alarm is reported to
Security, security officers go into
every room to make sure that
every student has evacuated the

start

think

to

And

'that's

some

non-

alarm is going off,
you can be cited. These citations

they're never triggered,

are reported to the Office of the

Stowe

Inn.

Dean of Student

if the

alarms there even work,"

fire

Other

Affairs.

choose to remain, somebody has
to go in to find them."
But it is hard not to become
complacent about the fire alarms.
When filing out of a building during a fire alarm, you can typically
hear students mumbling under
their breaths that if and when they
find out whose room has caused
the alarm, they will find them and

sense!'

It

in

like

at

makes you wonder

Bowdoin has been
fires recently.

places

The

fortunate not

any large
serious fire

last

ago in
Brunswick Apartments. A menorah was lit on the windowsill in
the E section of the Brunswick
Apartments. The menorah tipped
over onto a couch, and set the
entire apartment section on fire.
Luckily, there were no deaths or
occurred

years

ten

injuries.

This year, Brunswick Apartments

You can be punished

came close
fire when a

for not evacuating

hot toaster oven. Another student

to

experiencing another

student

left

a towel on a

experienced a small grease

like

The Department
of Safety and Security warns that
should you hear a fire alarm, you
should leave the vicinity in a calm

Although

building. If caught in your

your room

alarm goes

when a

fire

fire in

Smith House.

The holidays bring with them

off.

higher risks of fires and alarm
triggers. Fisher

and Nichols ask

make sure they pay. False alarms
become irritating, especially
when the alarms are so sensitive
as to pick up on hair spray. It is

that

almost

then

wreaths, the greenery must be

again, real fires aren't ever con-

treated with fire retardant materi-

venient.

inconvenient,

Daphney Olius

but
'06,

who

students

avoid using real

greenery such as trees or wreaths
for holiday decorations.

If stu-

dents insist on using real trees and

als.

experienced several false
alarms in her own residence halls
and those of her friends, said,
"You never know when a fire is
going to occur, so it is helpful.
But they're easily triggered, and
that's not good, because you'll be
in the middle of typing a paper, or
sleeping and then the alarm goes

If any lights are going to be
used it is recommended that they
be LED lights because they do not
generate heat and don't ever burn
out. Fisher and Nichols also ask

off.

rations,

has

"The
reason,

fire

alarms go off for no

when I'm

just

chillin'.

that students take the candles pro-

hibition seriously.

For further

fire safety tips that

focus especially on holiday decostudents can
go to
http://www.bowdoin.edu/security /safety/reference shtml
.
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Senator Olympia

Snowe pledges

J.

2,

2005

'champion push for student aid

to

Courtesy of the Office of U.S. Senator Olympia

Maine's senior senator, Olympia

J.

Snowe, meets with Samuel A. Alito

SNOWE, from page 4

House John Richardson said he
thought some land ought to be con-

such value

sidered for transfer to Bowdoin.

to...

students across this

It

income
many ways,

really does bridge the

gap in America in

because without the opportunity to
access higher education,
ple

would

be

America... I think

we

many

peo-

behind in
have an obli-

left

in

indicated that they don't need the

oration between the local, state, and

tax break. So, in that case

ongoing

should be.

It is

discussion,

as

it

a monumental trans-

is
preserved
and
embraced and enhanced. So, I am a
strong advocate and will continue
to be a voice of support for higher
education programs and to help
working families and low-income
families so they can have the
opportunity for economic independence and security.
My father was from Greece, and
for my family there was no way to
have access [to higher education].
He died when I was really young,
but the point was that they aspired

path will accomplish [the

to this country so

I

could

nity's] goals

pate the

the runways, and obviously

support

new

infrastructure

it

could

and new

New businesses will have
an incentive to locate there.
There is so much potential for a
redevelopment plan.... I know that
housing.

they've already had

many

offers

from different types of compalocal
redevelopment

many

[has

...there is a

contacts]

wide-ranging opportu-

nity that that facility affords. There

much

infrastructure.

many young

not only

I

land area, but

could

see

the

Defense Department continuing to
have a role... I could foresee [the

people to access the American

BNAS

dream.

terpiece for the Mid-coast region,

ESK:

I'd like to ask about the

Brunswick

Naval Air Station
its announced closa lot of talk

(BNAS). Since
ing,

there has been

about

different

redevelopment

plans. In a recent interview with the
Orient, Speaker

.«>>tt>

of the Maine State
hi

so important to

move

in a direction

naval air station to

education was to have access to
the difference for so

Redevelopment Authority is so central to this revitalization and to the
development of the property... It is

has exceptional attributes such as

is

make

Local

the

there will be multiple opportunities

could have benefited from a college
student aid.... It really does

possible.

it

think

I

that

authority

way we

antici-

to both

benefits

why

Topsham, and the Mid-coast region
[could be]. I think it will be a center of economic revitalization. It

seek opportunity and they recog-

only

what

make

federal [levels] to

That's

communities, both Brunswick and

nies ... the

opportunity.,. the

it

commu-

and what they

future

grams. They came to this country to
nized that education was key to that

becoming] a major cen-

site

without question.
time, but

it

It

may

will happen.

doubts about
extraordinary

that.

some
have no

take
I

really has

It

value... the

infra-

structure is all in top-notch condition.

—

planning and resources and collab-

decision by the community

will be important to determine

come

this has-

gouging

itself. I

will be a

it

that the goal [of access to higher

have the benefit of educational pro-

been

that this is a very significant

the air station

formation to the community, and

to

why

attempting to explain

something

gation at the federal level to ensure

education]

ESK: Well it will be interesting
how the process evolves.

Supreme Court, on November

n't

SOJS: Hopefully

know

for associate justice of the

SOJS: It will be. After you graduate, you can come back and
remember how it was. Hopefully,
you will see a major change. It
takes a considerable amount of

10 years?

and

nominee

to see

How do you envision

country.

Jr.,

So

there's

and prime

prime

real

estate

infrastructure.

--»«»»»

is

supported by the community

itself... In

to

the final analysis,

maximize

ESK: The

the

I

think

to repeal

get in the tax code, because they

to repeal

it...

They

[to
I

my

view,

that they

have

think that's

is

very unusual. In

iority [will] help

[this] is

highly question-

otal

able and suspect that

[it

has hap-

pened] during a very difficult time

role

stituents.

me

my sen-

to play a piv-

on behalf of my conWe need to develop a con-

sensus-based approach to

many of

Gulf region. What we saw was a
monumental [increase] in energy

this country. Unfortunately,

would

like

oil

company

their

made

it

recent

Do you
clear

why

how much energy

increases

will cost over the course of the win-

measures and standards

have

been devastating to
Maine families and to anyone who
lives in cold weather. So, I'm concerned about it. I've been leaving
no stone unturned along with other
members of the delegation...
hear

I'm running for reelection

the Senate], but not for governor.

the years that I've gotten in

generated. This

our nation's history from the

prices... so

[attempted]

I've

repeal

would be

it]

executives

edged

regrettable.

executives

The

themselves acknowl-

do not need

that they

and

I

this

thought well they
it

with the

prices this high...

any event, I'm very much conthis winter... we have
and I want a state
like Maine to have the ability to
purchase oil... We want to put more
In

cerned about

money

in the

regret that

we

hands of the

state.

I

haven't been able to

accomplish that at this point. I hope
by the end of this session, when we
return in December, that additional

money

initiatives

will

that

it's

been

a much more polarizing, partisan

environment
upbringing

which

I

is

in

Washington

reflected in the

approach the issues

United States Senate.
to

I

think

. . .

My

way

in

in the

we need

continue that consensus-based

approach.

ESK: Last question. There is a
Bowdoin-Colby hockey game coming up. Who might you be rooting
for?

SOJS: Oh my gosh

(laughter). Is

remain on the sidelines
for that one?
ESK: Fair enough. Thank you
it

okay

if

I

for taking the time to do an

inter-

view, Senator.

SOJS: I'm glad we

could, thank

you.

will be [in] the appropria-

tions bill.

ESK:

know you voted for an
amendment a few weeks ago that
would work to prevent price goug»^.^^

policy

the

to be prepared,

••>•

oil

to

repeal this tax break, [and to not

incentive,

I

ter).

amount of revenue

industry, but also in corporate

certainly don't need

-»>«»-

next

America's history because of the

own

Bowdoin has predicted it will need
to go $1 million over budget this
winter for energy costs. What do
you think the prospects are for
energy prices in Maine?
SOJS: That's one of my major
concerns. It remains to be unknown

[When]

Senate

the

where I could best
serve the people of Maine in my
role on the Finance Committee, and

record profits not only for their

energy prices have been so high?

they

you be running for

to

attempt to solve the problems of

record-breaking profits.

ter... by all

we ought

are registering

will

re-election

November? I 've heard rumors that
you might run for governor.
SOJS: No that's not true (laugh-

in

a Commerce
Committee hearing two weeks ago,

exactly

ESK: So

in the

one tax bene-

companies] currently

[oil

you push for this more?
SOJS: Yes, I am. We need to

[look more] at what happened.

devastation of the hurricanes in the

to discuss is energy. In

think the hearing

that

fit

Snowe

ing. Will

that's

I

was

tax bill

J.

office.

its fullest.

last issue I

about

do not accept.
Frankly, one step I did take

2005 in her Washington

benefits of the

you questioned big
executives

price

16,

/

Look for another Evan Kohn
interview with one of Maine's
political leaders in the near
future.

...>..
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Dancers step into winter show Crickets Restaurant

one

for the birds
Though

by Leslie Bridgers

I

know your

sophomore

who

boyfriend

you're a

situation:

lives off-campus.

He

small selection of wines, a decent

you to
the junior-senior ball, and you have
nothing to wear (read: you really
want to buy something new). There's
no time for boutiques in the Old
Port, and let's face it, the Maine Mall
spent the five bucks to take

c^

assortment of mid-range
beers,

sels

know why you

cuisine with chili nachos

quesadillas

ever

But where

(a decent herb-flavored

for Freeport's ver-

sirloin,

ed

you're almost to the highway, and

There art ordinary offerings of pasta

it

and chicken dishe*,ranging in price
from $9.95 to $18.9T^e*ijeroommate that would have rather gote to s
Chma Rose, Crickets comes through

Crickets. "Fresh local

is:

much

more." Couldn't

suggest you stop

I

Driving "into a parking

with an Oriental sesame chicken

in.

of

lot full

neither a tourist trap nor does

The

Haraseeket.

it

room

pete with the dining

interior

is

com-

at

the

more

reminiscent of a Mariott Inn restau-

with

rant,

energy level of die performers. She

December

expects that at tonight's performance,

)ance Concert last night, the perform-

die dancers will be able to learn from

as fused a diverse collection of dance

last night,

lumbers to create one cohesive show.

tor than ever."

The Bowdoin College Department of

Following

At

the premiere of the

rheater

and Dance presented the first
of the con-

three performances

if

«t—the

others will happen tonight
night at 8:00 p.m. in

md tomorrow

and the show should be "bet-

and solid-colored

After performing an
tation

stark con-

'06

and

Patterson '06 shared the

spotlight in their

own

creation

"A

of a hike, the stage transitioned

citation

of various types of

and

tudents

by

faculty,

Iraw influence from a
vide range of dance gen-

Romanian

including

es,

hip-hop,

lance,
lancing,

The

II dances... draw influence

from a

wide range of dance genres, including

Romanian dance,
and jazz-

hip-hop, step dancing,

show's

number,

Girl,

Patterson,

who

is

a

member of cam-

was performed by stu101/Culrural
Dance
"horeographies. The dancers, who

the
group
cappella
a
pus
Meddiebempsters, sang "Father
to
Michael
Figure" by George
accompany portions of the dance

tood in lines and held hands, kept their

with music.

bagpipe that traditionally

the

ccompanies

lents

it,

of

orsos virtually motionless, drawing
ttention to the

rhythm of their precise

oot-steps. Accordion, drum, and clar

^
net players

m

_

accompanied the dancers
stogeand provided the melody for

heir

Scf*omoreBeccaSe4doo,whopcr-

braedmXimpoi,"said that last night
vas term* time to rwfbm
- - :

A large part of the piece
and

was performed in silence,
Grunnah and Patterson used microphones on stage as props.
Dance
112/
of
Members
Introductory Repertory hiked and stud-

ied to the beat

dance

ma dance

''J IllltttJi

m the dance "Crunch,"

choreographed by Lecturer^in Dance

Performance Paul Sarvis and members
class. At the beginning of the

of the

last

riitirtlifH

---»»»»«

image

saw was
white

floating in die

White '07

night.

is

White was

impressed with die

particularly

ability for all the

come together as
a community for the December Dance
Concert. She said that before full-group
dancers in the show to

rehearsals

warm up

and shows,

all

the dancers

together and give each other

back rubs. She

felt

that the concert

was

a show, mrtjust a colkction of dis-

"(We] fed

like

one big dance com-

does not disappoint

Massachusetts

During

It

• •

it

is

half lager, half

•

'

m

1 1 1 T

T

T-LAJ

be thankful
gravy and
stumbled upon

lot to

I

eye-catching

this

title:

"Golden

American Pale Ale while
hunting for the evening

taste can

be char-

beverages.

I

by

reference

the mysterious

The

had a

free beer.

exudes a bright gold-

the

having

as

acterized

retailers)

my Thanksgiving vacation,

—endless

its

was

strong presence of a lager

Shackleton's

while exhibiting the subtle

voyage

flavorings

The

and thin texture of

—a sensory bonan-

*

attracted

to

incredible

to the Antarctic.

color

is

a

bit different

a pale ale

than most other pale ales

za akin to hearing Nirvana
play "Somewhere over the

have come across,
ing

Rainbow." What 1 liked most about
this beer is that it never overpowered

my

taste

buds,

allowing

for

an

unquenchable yet satisfying experience unlike many other high-end
I

initely

have sampled. This beer is defconsidered a sweet brew even

though die sweetness doesn't expose

pany," she said
-

1.9, Benefit/Cost: 3.8.

en color, offering insight into

beers

joint, individual performances.

•

pale.

Ale."

a member of
Dance 101 and Unity step team, and
performed in a number with each group

truly

tastes like

worth checking out

for a six-pack, available at select

for

the lights

dark.

last

Widely renowned as one of Cape
Cod's best brewing companies,

Ale, delivering a beer that

diem As

is

Scores: Taste: 4.0, PartyabUity:

I

dimmed, the

Alicia

My

Endurance Pale Ale—($8.99

select Massachusetts retailers)

Bay

all, I

Though
get loose.
Bay has other terrific beers,

with this American Blonde

several glowing,

A Boy, and Two Microphones."

The

stage.

All in

to

Golden Ale

Buzzard's

screens,

opening

Buzzard's

up, and walked upstage

the audience

step

Cimpoi," a Romanian dance named
ifter

of the

Please see CRICKETS, page 10

the

($7.99 for a six-pack, available at

die

come baked with a

lemon and tarragon seasoning, and
the haddock can be, baked and/or

looking

Thomas

sources.

on

and coleslaw. Sea

fries

scallops also

performers picked them

with

and jazz.

The

by Carter
Columnist
Buzzard's Bay Golden Ale—

set

with French

would recommend this to anyone who
is in the Massachusetts area and is

ML A

Later in die piece, several laptop com-

dominate the menu. All are available
crumbed, deep-fried, and served

itself until the aftertaste.

a classroom setting, complete with
and chairs. As performers flipped through books, a voiceover

front

dances, which

11

ales

several desks

recited formulas for the proper

shrimp, and haddock

Blonde
have more fun

artistic interpre-

puters were

vere choreographed

jeans

ran onto stage

stir

laWiWaaV

*

Scallops,

true:

and put on red backpacks, which were
donated by L.L Bean.

Hckard Theater.

The

who wore

shirts,

fry? ** **

and not-

Rumor is

to

structured

the

Romanian step-dance in
Grunnah
Jillian
trast,

Tauwan

number, the dancers,

i

Gogh sunflower paintings.

quite- Van

finally

confused decor of

a

lights, beer ads,

Christmas

audience increased the

with

a vegetable and choice of starch.

pick-up trucks with Maine plates,
you immediately see that Crickets is

Bowdoin and mat

duck, top

and the menu's over-promot-

flat-iron steak) are all served

Now you've passed through town,

vomiting,

real

fear,

The main menu has several choicfrom both land and sea. The meats

loyalties.

be bad, right? Well, if you're not
opposed to a wonderful night of

having a

—no

lobster to those as well.

to

sion of China Rose, but you've got

seafood and

concert at

Mexican
and cheese
you can add

restaurant's slogan refers to

es

there

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

cocktails,

While Daddy's credit card is out
of the wallet, you might as well let
him take you and the girls you
blocked with in Chamberlain (read:
your freshman hall-mates that you

You could opt

her Dance 112Antroductofy Repertory classmates in "Crunch," a
December Dance Concert last night in Pickard Theater.

and clams, shrimp

with what seems to be a state law,
chowdah. The "much more" of the

go?

Anna Troyansky performed with

bottled

of Geary's

seafood cakes, and, in accordance

liked) out to dinner.

piece they helped choreograph, at the

varieties

Freeport, of course.

don't even

Senior

and three

on tap for $3.95 a glass.
For appetizers, Crickets offers
everything seafood: steamed mus-

Your only reasonable option?

sucks.

no beds upstairs,

came slowly, they also came strong.
The restaurant's full bar features a

senior

a

with

girl

there are

you might feel the need to book a
room in town after a cocktail or two.
Though the Tanqueray and tonics

Staff Writer

iff

f 1 1 1

hMHHHBIMH

1

f » t •

r

lows.

When poured,

I

I

radiat-

more oranges than

yel-

also noticed that

this beer is cloudier than most, per-

haps in honor of the cloudy weather
the crew of the Endurance surely

had a moderately
of hops and was compli-

faced. This beer

strong taste

Please see BEER, page JO

•

*•-••
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legend, but Capote substantially richer
As

biographical offerings in Walk the

m

a
1

»

performances go,

far as stellar

•

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist

Line and Capote. Like two sides of

both movies deliver. In Walk the

the often risky and frequently rigid

Line, Joaquin Phoenix

biopic coin, both films tout a "blem-

Witherspoon are spot on as the

air look at their subject's
personalities and promise impres-

eventual romantic and musical duo

sive portrayals by first-rate actors.

Cutting

But where Walk

with their actual voices,

ishes and

and Reese

of Johnny Cash and June Carter.

Ray dazzled audiences

with a dexterous performance by

Jamie Foxx and a story bolstered by
the truly remarkable escapades of

Ray

pianist

And once

Charles.

again, just in time for this year's

holidays (and Oscar deadline), tales

of successful but troubled men
like,

so

are,

the Line keeps its

protagonist's blemishes

skin-deep

numbers
the two

the musical

all

cert scenes, maintaining

intensely

deserves equal if not greater praise

event.

chilling

with

is

It

and

lingering

its

tH>

a.
^B4

ft

W

M

'J9\

shine most vividly during the con-

and wields a heavy dosage of nostalgic sheen, Capote lets the shortcomings of its title character slowly
emerge through the lens of one
Capote,

lif

Ik

.

Last year,

U

I

dramatic interludes

that the

ticity

an authen^^k

-

*

never quite match.

^

^

^£

""^WW^ J

K

'-^j^B

'"•-'

of Truman

assimilation

his

for

^^^_

Hoffman

Seymour

Philip

*§*

in.

This season, another weathered

musician and a

brilliant but

self-

indulgent writer frame the current

coarse sincerity, which, between the

Capote, a novelist obsessed with a

two, surfaces as the most intriguing

case of small town murder and crim-

of a man.

portrait

would eventually

inal identity that

form the foundation for his journalopus, In Cold Blood.

istic

*

Hoffman's flourishes of

come

tual snide

of a

forlorn glare

making

his

intellec-

softened with the

^

social outsider,

*

^BV

portrayal a checker-

board of nuanced eccentricity and

As Capote
book and
of the alleged

shocking narcissism.

away over

toils

exploits
killer

)

courtesy

his

the trust

and subject of his

Capote

writing, the

and frustrated by

grisly,

ofwww.movieweb.com

Truman Capote and

small-town

murder that

his experience

inspired in Cold Blood.

It

it.

participation

active

this

is

the story of novelist

writing about the

audience becomes both sympathetic
to his malice

tells

that

is

makes Capote feel so real, and lack
of which that makes Walk the Line
seem so ster-

that

Line also feels the need to

lit-

pining for father's elusive approval.
matters not that Cash's actual

ventionally exhausting time frame

lowed the well-worn cinematic arch

of

Where Walk

course,

Cash's

life

was not withlow
out
its
and
points,

Capote

the Line keeps

and

skin-deep

its

protagonist's blemishes

this

its title

character slowly

Cash's struggle

www.movieweb.com

man

(he Line chronicles

Johnny Cash's musical career and

The wines
Greetings, dear readers, and a toast

my

to

wine column of the

final

that keep
where a

by Hillary Matlin
Columnist

his tumul-

June Carter.

bottle

of wine

The

is

not a

unsure you can always bring

some

tasty nibbles (sweet or savory)

which

semester.

would go with wine. The other

I would like to make a few notes
on giving wine as a gift as we

instance

enter the holiday season.
bottle

A

of wine makes a won-

something

for

a long time

that

wine

the very wealthy

afford something that

would

impress such a person. Again,

derful gift for several reasons.
It's

is

snob. You'll never be able to

I

can keep

suggest comestibles geared

months

if stored properly).

dent about what you want to

You can buy something

really

buy, we, here in Brunswick,

special for relatively

little

are in luck There are literally

money, as $20.00 gets you a

dozens of small wine shops

much

all

better bottle

.

of wine

than bouquet of flowers.

A

affordable wines within a half

hour's drive and at least

of wine can save the

bottle

day of a host

who

enough (or any)

didn't

buy

in walking distance

Malbec

of wine ensures

that

your

two

holi-

time to take advantage of the staffers'

knowledge. These ladies and gentle-

day gathering will have a (sometimes

men

necessary) social lubricant available.

out die perfect

There are only two instances

are delighted to help

friends,

gift for

or random acquaintance.

I

adored

(Approximately $20.00

at

in Portland)

it It

my tasters and

has a "warm, subtle"

vors with a moderately spicy finish.

We enjoyed our bottle with pizza, but
would be a wonderful meal pairing

with any rich meat dish or with
hors d'oeuvres.

ular (and cheaper)

Malbec was very

good, the reserva was "really special."

I

wholeheartedly agree and

urge anyone

who

likes reds to

Ste.

Michelle 2000

buy

Chateau
Semillon

(Priced to impress at

is

a traditional

wine of Washington; one of the
hottest wine regions in the States.'
tasters,

felt

although

we

did not

My

taste.

that the

tasters

wine tasted

-As Fast As w/ John

-Avenged Sevenfold w/

"like

Nolan &, Melvern

CKY & Eighteen Visions

blue spruce?" While they debated

Where: The

what kind of tree the wine tasted
like, I found it to be sweet and leafy
rather than woodsy. It is heavier

Where: The Space
Congress

St.,

Gallery,

539

Portland.

When: December 23

at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $12.00 at Bull Moose, or
at

Space Gallery the night of the

show.

*—TTW?-!flVn--?fW

Congress

Street, Portland.

When: January 31

at

7:30 p.m.

Tickets: $17.50. Available at the

Cumberland Country Civic Center

some land of Christmas

tree,

than other whites I've had, but this

does not make

it

unpleasant as with

would

box office, or by calling (207) 775-

some

3331.

enjoy this with shellfish, pasta or

whites.

noodle dishes.

lilllll T^T^PWI

UU.J.U11.J

AP: I ain't no hater or nothin', but
"He Can't Love You Like I Can, Trust
Me," by Jagged Edge.

I

is

the greatest living musi-

KP:KanyeWesL

no (expletive), won't be no

Jeezy;

"In

Hood," by Young

the

My

Alicia

Keyes

for three reasons:

(1) Sings tike Patti Labelle, (2) Plays

to be

What was

is fine

hood,

its

dung

another

to

be for the

hood.

"don't confuse

when

i

spit

me

with the

you can hear

lou

What was the best show you've ever
seen ave?

KP: Red Hot Chili

Peppers and Foo

to

my

move at the rucka..."

AP: "Oh, I think they like me."
What song pumps you up?
KP: Til Beat Yo Ass," by Crime
Mob.
AP: "Wc Ain't Scared," by Lil Flip.
What song brings you down?

KP: "God's Bathroom

Floor,"

by

Atmosphere.

Fighters.

AP: 50 cent, G-Umt and Fabolous.
If you wen Srtmw of a small
what would be your national

:

KP:

suckas, cuz

more 'ooooooo' than when skip

KP: Nevermind, by Nirvana
AP: J.E. Heartbreak, by Jagged

in

what wouldyou say?

the first album you ever

Edge.

definitely

a mic

ofscreamingfans,

my girt.

bought?

by

Hood,"

Fabolous.. It's one thing to be from tha

front of thousands

the Piano like Mozart, (3) She

KP

start

(expletive).

If you were onstage wait

cian?

enough

Don't

AP: Tor

byJay-Z.

AP:

$8.99 at Shaw's in Brunswick)

The Semillion

Antwan Phillips '06

and

What is the best song ever made?
KP: "Dead Presidents (extended),"

Who

this.

agree as to the

609

Kyle Petrie '06

warm

The woman who sold

me the bottle said that while the reg-

my

State Theater,

fit!

favorite picks for

had all year. In accord,

mostly

Taylor

Please see MOVIES, page 10

OE THE WEEK

DJi

This particular Semillion delighted

Upcoming Events...

the audience sees

implications for a son already

taste that blends rich dried fruit fla-

you pick

your parents,

its

to

makes Cash's trials, discoveries,
and even his music seem oddly
it

may be the best red wine I've

This

of cam-

pus. This is definitely the

libations for

the holiday party. Finally, bringing a
bottle

with very unique and

my two

The Clown

it

al

If you're not really confi-

demons of stardom,

the

film's allergy

Enrique Foster 2002 Reserva

toward wine.

(at least sever-

Along with the depictions of

WBOR 91.1

giving

Below are

a teetotaler. If you're

is

ambiguity serves counter-intuitively:

the childhood death of Cash's brother

the holiday season.

"giftee"

first is if

mean
The problem

The

pedic entry.

style.

and

your

gift.

a

legend

and ultimately shallow storytelling

narcotic dependency.

good

choice for a

his

>

descent into alcoholism and a

on

a

into an encyclo-

fame and the newfound

faciliUUagJhjB .inevitable

family,

Walk

tuous, often painful, relationship with country singer

is

into a char-

acter,

wound between Cash and

mortal

condense

to

;j •;

intensity" ef'tJfe-tour -ctrouit cut a

courtesy of

to

edly the nature of

the shortcomings of

lets

A

fact.

burst of

despair;

explain so point-

wields a heavy dosage of nostalgic sheen,

emerge through the lens of one intensely chilling event.

away ftom

drug

loss,

ish

Line, does not

shy

life fol-

abuse, and boy-

ile.

Of

It

eralize Cash's origins through a con-

"Damn," by Youngbloodz.

AP: "Dear Mama," by 2Pac.
Petrie and Phillips can be heard on
"Still Ttppbt', Final Crunkyear (Mo'
Than Music), " 9:30p.m. to 11:00p.m.

Sunday nights on

WBOR 91.1 FM
• • • •

—
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Capote and Cash headline
MOVIES, firm page 9

Crickets nothing

latest hiopics

desires through Hoffman's manner-

about

to chirp

isms, social conduct, and manipula-r*m*%-

NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK

the trademark black suit en route to

of the truth. While he quests to
complete the first "non-fiction

Folsom Prison

novel," the film points out that

insignificant

the

When

"triumphant"

Phoenix dons

Capote

embodiment of his polar
identity, becoming instead the very
denial of it, a mere visual cue for

aging nature. His acute sense of

CARAVAGGIO
IS A

OUT ON THE SOPRANOS.

proper filmic resolution.

By

movie's

"truth"

though

we know

Cash's cin-

what Walk the Line
the

man

er

than

Capote, on the other hand, smartly limits itself to a very short

and

potent portion of the writer's

life.

a

brilliance,

remarkable than Cash's

far
in

notion that the

an escape,

together Truman's deepest fears and

the

is

man who

club,

with some slightly disappointing

mashed

more

what

Walk the

potatoes,

opted to find out

I

seafood was

this

about.

all

After adding a serving of salt that

good for my
clam chowder

couldn't have been

man who uses vice as

blood pressure, the
wasn't bad.

far less intriguing than

cannot escape vice.

followed with a similarly heavy

I

and
i

sauteed lobster, lobster

lobster dinner... you get the

While my land-lubber companion
enjoyed a salty cheese-encrusted
onion soup and a decent duck dish

Both films tell stories of men,
but Capote submits and proves the

but by the viewer himself, piecing

lobster salad, lobster melt, lob-

ster

point.

forgets), is that

victory

roll,

feast,

was and is largCapote enraptures
because it allows Truman's malevolence to rival and even overtake his

filmmakers

travel,

him-

life.

The depths of Mr. Capote's psyche
are plumbed not hurriedly by the
of time

dishes. There's lobster stew, lobster

the

shields

presents

it

Line.

in spurts

work

What Capote remembers (and

we also feel like there was
to know in the first place.

much

his

in

The back of the menu lists a
Bubba Gump-style catalog of lobster

self.

ematic doppelganger. Unfortunately,
not

oblivious to his

inability to truly understand

end, we, the audience, do indeed
feel as

is

stuffed.

own dam-

concert, Cash's famous attire ceases
to be an

CRICKETS, from page 8

tion

Authentic Thai Cuisine

seafood

bland

Though

fettuccine.

the local shrimp, scallops,

and mussels were all succucouldn't help but wonder if it

lobster,
lent, I

Dine-In or Take-out

was only
yet

me

had

in relation to the flavorless

nauseating alfredo sauce that

still

fleeing to the

bathroom

at

the mention of dessert.

Crickets isn't the worst restaurant
in the world, but

yourself the gas

comcomparably

and

priced

parably
;

suggest you save

I

money and not 'both-

shouldn't be hard to find a

er. It

mediocre meal in Brunswick.

Oh, and just go ahead and re- wear
dress from last year's gala;
nobody remembers.
that

Endurance pahs
in comparison to

Buzzard's Bay ale
BEER, from page 8
merited well with a citrus splash

perhaps a tribute to the seamen's
efforts to fend- off

ing citrus

fruits.

standing pale ale
it

scurvy by devour-

To be

perfectly hon-

Endurance wasn't the most out-

est,

hard to

is

homage

have ever had. But

I

a beer that pays

resist

to arguably the

most

incredi-

ble survival story of all time. Is this

worth

six-pack

money?

the

Debatable. But I'm pretty sure if I
were ever stranded on an iceberg with
IS other guys, this would be the brew
I

would wish

My

for.

scores: Taste:

3.0, Partyability: 2.2 (at school), 4.0

(on

some

sort

of ship),

Benefit/Cost:

2.0.

Icehouse ($4.99
boys

tall

at

for a l2-pack of

Hannaford)

This macro lager is straight out of die

"You won't buy that" area of the refrigerator, right between Colt 45 and
Schafrer.

I

found, however, that this

beer was not nearly as bad as people

made

it

out to be.

The best description I
this brew is
knew

could give would be that

what beer

tasted like before they

how to make top shelf stuff like Sam
Adams or Geary's. Icehouse does have
a

bit

taste,

that

of a disagreeable metallic

after-

but what do you expect from beer

could be sold by die gallon at a

price lower than a bottle of Shipyard?

Another point to make
throws

down

is that

Icehouse

5.5 percent alcohol

which

volume

about

is

between regular beer and

come

Also, because these

a

ounce containers,

by

halfway

ice-style beer.

in

16-22-

12 -pack

will

undoubtedly take you to the (ice)house.
I

would recommend

one

who

this

beer for any-

wants to save some money,

and convince your

drink a

lot,

that all

bottom shelf beers are not

created equal

looking to

Or

friends
all

nostalgic students

remember the good old days

of high school

My Scores:

Taste: 1.2,

Partyability: 4.3, Benefit/Cost: 4.6.
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NCAA Dili Final Four

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer
This year's women's basketball

by Burgess LePage
Staff Writer

team has some very big shoes to

fill.

For the past five years, the team has

The Bowdoin
2-1

lost

in

Hockey Team

Field

finished at the top of the

NCAA

first-ever

its

and in the

last

NESCAC

four years the Polar

Semifinal appearance. Messiah College

Bears have advanced to the

ended Bowdoin's best season in
school history. The Polar Bears end

Elite Eight, finishing

True to the spirit of Final Four competition, the

two teams were evenly
with

first

through the

first

midway

goal

a

half off a give-and-go

last

Pouravelis,

Whitey, the team
face

latter hitting

Messiah's

offensive

first half,

numer-

goal with 29 minutes remaining,

much

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Margaret Gormley '06 collects the ball off a pass from Taryn King '07 to score

Bowdoin's lone goal against Messiah College at Washington

& Lee University.

The men's

team

basketball

improves to 5-1 with

a 6&65

The Polar Bears came within

winning streak and a 2-0 home

seven points of Babson's lead, but

record after defeating the University

their late rally

was not enough.

Senior Kyle Petrie recorded a

victory over Colby-Saucer

team-high 19 points, shooting 50 percent from the field and a perfect 100
percent from the free throw

by Mario N. Lopez
Contributor

line.

Junior forward Jac Arbour collected

Andrew Sargeantson
50 percent from the

'08 scored a career-high 19 points

Polar Bears improved to 5-1

defeat to get

last

night

the

Bowdoin forced more Presque

victory of the

its first

turnovers, 31, than allowed points,

Polar Bears earned third place at the

more with 21 points,
All-Tournament

The Polar Bears also blocked
seven shots and had 23 steals as a
team. Bowdoin also out-rebounded
the Owls 50-25.
Bowdoin faced a greater challenge

guard

against die University of Southern

the last

when

14 minutes of the game,

the Chargers staged a strong

comeback. Colby-Sawyer never
recovered from

fully

Bowdoin's early

point rack-up.

Babson handed Bowdoin
loss in the Polar Bears' first

the

season

at

its

only

game of

Invitational

the

Tournament on November

18.

Babson beat the Polar Bears 71Bowdoin's early 17-10

57, despite

lead

midway through

The Beavers

Invitational with a 78-58 victory in

the consolation game. Petrie led the

game.

The Polar Bears carried a comfortable lead for most of the game until

troops once

earning

Team

The

honors.

Shooting

Hippert contributed 19 points in the

Maine on Tuesday.
to

its

Petrie led the

second 19-point game of the season,
also adding six

assists.

Coming off the split on the road,
Bowdoin returned home to play die
University of New England on
November 22. The Polar Bears were
victorious in their home-opener, serv-

ing the Nor'easters their second loss of
the year.

Both teams played a

solid

Bowdoin entered the
room with just a one-point lead.
Coach Tim

first

locker

career

stats.

more rebounds

first

Huskies did find their

net from

and a half minutes left to play. A
Petrie money ball and a few final free
throws sealed Bowdoin's victory, and

in three baskets

the Polar Bears finished

The sophomore cashed

only watch their opponent continue

from deep early

by 12 with only

ten minutes

on the clock. With a few more
saw their biggest

lead of the game, with a score of 59-

m m.m -9-M

*m

and

six assists. Petrie

i

and he

second half and

finished with a team-high

19 points

added 13 points

and ten rebounds, while Bradley contributed ten points to die

Bowdoin pushed
I 1 1

m • • •

in die

I 1 1

76-58 win.

to a three-game

PV++++ III

of

University

the

New

England, cruising past them with a

ensuring them a place in the finals of
the tournament.

with

Endicott

18

points,

and Anelauskas

off with the host

again proved herself a formidable

of the tournament, the Eastern

addition to the offense, scoring 17

Connecticut Warriors, the next day,

points overall.

the championship

was close

title.

Bowdoin faced

the University of

The game
Please see

in the first half, but the

BASKETBALL, page 12

win

for fifth

way back

the

left

nated

95-49 win. Flaherty led the team

defeated

The Polar Bears then
managed a two-point lead with two

second period

baskets the Beavers

56th consecutive win in Morrell
Gymnasium. The Polar Bears domi-

though, eventually evening out the

beyond the arc

recover in the second half and could

home-

with their

score to 67.

Gilbride's fierce halffire

longest

6-for-

time speech set Hippert on

in the

its

9 shooting from the field.
Bowdoin never trailed in the contest and had a 57-47 lead with 12
minutes remaining in the game. The

came out scorching

trailed

The team upheld

court winning streak in the nation at

Junior John Goodridge

added a career-high 14 points on

a 1 1-24 halftime score.

Bowdoin

the Eastern

day, the Polar Bears

'07,

All-Tournament Honors.

to his

They would go on to add six more
points to the Bowdoin deficit to post
to

tournament.

Eileen Flaherty

his

guard Kevin Bradley added 15 of his

half, as

to put the ball in the hoop.

beginning

at the

Pouravelis,

and Julia Loonin, '07 also received

squad

win with

fourth consecutive

own and seven

stole the lead with less

The Polar Bears were unable

performance

30.

blowout victory, while junior point

the first half.

than five minutes remaining the half.

himself

be

to

Isle

season against Whittier College. The

Andrew Hippert

the last five seconds of the

—proving

scored 14, and Arbour ten.

with a 68-65 victory over Colbysecured the win with two free-throws in

Eastern Connecticut

'08 shot over

with eight rebounds, while Bradley

rebounds.

against

and contributed 16 points

championship game against

field to lead all

and snatching

1 1

game

first

players with 20 points. Jordan Fliegel

a double-double, scoring 15 points

Bowdoin bounced back from

scored nine

eight rebounds in

of Maine-Presque Isle on November
26. The Polar Bears demolished the
winless Owls by a score of 100-30.

The Bowdoin Men's Basketball
Team is off to a promising start The

Sawyer. Sophomore

Endicott,

preparing to

Men's basketball beats Colby-Sawyer
45.

team's

in the

snapping up a 72-39 victory and

for the Polar Bears.

Please see FIELD HOCKEY, page 13

the

'-09

made

home on November 22

Bowdoin faced

the second half strong, but a Messiah

Anelauskas

points and

75-29,

easily

ous Falcon attempts. Bowdoin started

proved too

is

rivals

The season began with
19-20.

efforts.

despite

NESCAC

Lauren

Tip-Off Tournament on November

on the
back

Bowdoin 's defense allowed only one
goal in the

its

and

in January.

Kate Leonard '07 and Gormley

pushing

2004.

years joining their ranks. Forward
Jill

Outstanding Player honors for her

Justine

the ball past the Messiah keeper.

diligently

NCAA
in

Polar Bears got fired up in the second and scored 46 points in the
final 20 minutes.
The Bears have some strong first

a strong addition. She received Most

of

Margaret Gormley, the

lived up to their reputations

11

week, seems
poised to carry on the torch. With
the experience and leadership of
senior co-captains Vanessa Russell,
as

between junior Taryn King and senior

defense,

2005

ketball team, ranked third in the

nation

matched. The Polar Bears got on the

board

second

But the 2005-2006 women's bas-

with a 18-1 record.

their season

2,

.

Women fall to USM

Field hockey finishes 18-1
after

1

.

on top by a

score of 80-71.

The Polar Bears depart Brunswick
to face the University of Maine
Maritime tomorrow afternoon and
will

then

visit

archrival

nil •••*•••«
luuluiilliii
•
p

1 1

m

i

Drew

Bates

College on Tuesday, December 6.

Sophomore Jordan

iffwrttw

Fliegel

moves

Fulton,

i
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past a defender in last night's game.
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Swimming teams overcome Squash

teams sweep

MIT

Babson, but lose to

while sophomore Carrie
Roble took first in the 50 freestyle
and 50 butterfly. First year rookie
freestyle,

Liz Dann dominated the breaststroke

bom the 50 and 100.
The men's team replicated the
women's results with a 188-90 victory over Babson and a 183.5-104.5
loss to MIT.
First year Dave
Swanson solidified his position as a
top new sprinter by sweeping bom
events, winning

50 butterfly and 50

the

freestyle

events and taking second place in the

50 breaststroke. The team also
its added depth with a
first place finish in the 200 freestyle
relay and second and third place finishes in the 400 medley relay. The
winning 200 relay included Swanson
and seniors Carter Thomas, Roger
Burleigh, and Jason Lewis.
The Polar Bears, who started offical practices November 1, were at a
slight disadvantage, as both MIT and
Babson have been training since
demonstrated

Drew

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

early October.

Coach Brad Burnham believes

70, but lost narrowly to

Going

The men's and women's swimming teams commenced their official season with a meet against
Babson and MIT on Sunday,
December 19.
The women drowned Babson 213-

MIT

52- 1 39.

1

200

into the final event, the

freestyle relay, the Bears

were just

MIT

Engineers,

one point behind the

but a disappointing second-place fin-

gave

ish

MIT

the victory.

The team had strong

individual

Megan McLean swept

races. Junior

100 butterfly and

both the

100

defeated Tufts

Both the men's and women's
squash teams improved to 2-0 after

Emma Powers

and

University

Tufts

defeating

last weekend at
The women breezed by

Harvard.

nine matches against Tufts and five

Alexandra Franceschi.

been

for about eight weeks,

and

at

it

of intense matchplay, the

won

matches to three, and

working

team members (two to the field hockey team, two to semesters abroad,

standing in so

many

he said.

areas,''

improved teams, but we need to keep

their

Although die loss of five strong

our season but the team was out-

in

and one

women,

it

play in

Adams
The

to step

Commentary

home

a .236 average with only eight
runs and 58 runs batted in

fish

might

this

only be the start

right-

handed pitchers Josh Beckett and
Guillermo Mota, and third baseman
Florida Marlins.

In return, the Marlins received

two

Bruce Saltzman

prospect Lastings Milledge, as well

.280,

25 home

runs,

and 95 runs batted

over (he previous five years,

last

year

could easily have just been a glitch in

an otherwise prosperous

two
two

ERA

of 2.67 over

starter

and

closer.

that

Although

he faltered during his one and a half
seasons with the Marlins, there

is

hope

relinquishing contracts to

Boston bullpen and strengthen one of

and an additional
unknowns, the Red Sox

who

the

that

he can find a niche

in the

2005 Red Sox weaknesses.

This

move may

women's team

in the winter,

we

Men

which helped us a

lot."

Globe, his agent, Scott Boras, has

women

William

and

Mount

Smith,

Stanford,

Holyoke

at

Wesleyan.

Hockey

starts strong

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

have reportedly offered a deal closer

$30

to three years,

Boras find a team willing to

tract,

the

shell out

enormous con-

the cash for such an

Red Sox would be missing a

bitter at die

top of their order and a

capable glove in center

field.

Torii

fielder

Hunter, a three-time Gold Glove win-

on

senior

Adam Dann

led the scoring

Bowdoin.

effort for

The following day against Nichols
College, McConnell and Dann gave
the Polar Bears two goals each. John
Landry '06 and Steven Thompson '08
added a goal apiece to Bowdoin 's 6-2
victory. George Papachristopoulos
'06 tended Bowdoin 's goal.

Should

million.

Men's Hockey
The men's hockey team, ranked
11th in the latest Dili U.S. Hockey
Poll, will face Skidmore on Friday.
The team boasts a 3-1 record with
wins over UMass-Boston, Salve

Regina, Nichols College, and a loss

Women's Hockey
The Bowdoin Women's Hockey
will look to rebound from

Babson College.

Boston Red Sox over the next few

league stage.

weeks. With baseball's winter meet-

Boston could try to work out a deal.
The Twins have coveted Red Sox
third baseman Kevin Youkilis, and

Bowdoin delivered a crushing 7-0
defeat to UMass-Boston with goals

Team

with a seemingly

from seven different players.

College in

a

The next day, Babson surprised
Bowdoin with a come-from-behind
5-3 victory. Sophomores Duncan

Pittsburgh

this

the

Smith and Sebastien Belanger, as

on the board until the

Cy Young

candidate at the

ings in Dallas starting

possible

is

December 5, it
team will

the

that

accompanied by

such a ripe age,

the tutelage

of sage

ace Cut Schilling and the knowledge>able Jason Varitek as his catcher, the

young

pitcher

starting pitchers.

is

primed

for great

likely

fielder

ing

is

coming off of an unpro-

Women s

of

fielder

Manny Ramirez and

BASKETBALL from page

will

meet-

at die

left

the sign-

free agents, including center

Johnny Damon.

The most
York Mets.

basketball

Red Sox

be discussed

including die trading of

ings,

Ramirez

appears to be the

New

team

York's

GM

New

Omar

were evenly matched, each with 3-0

II

nation,

ranked fourth

in the

on Tuesday night The Polar

Bean have beat

USM in every face

off since 1999, but this game proved
to be an exception. The two teams

^TTrt?rrnwrTrT^^t

ii

i

Loonin,

Flaherty,

Husky onslaught
i

their roster significantly

the next

few weeks, especially

over

at die

winter meetings

Red Sox

just a matter

Nation,

it is

now

of waiting to see what

In the

well as junior
for

game of

first

the season,

Tim McVaugh,

Sunday's 2-1 loss to Manhattanville

effort in the last

ii

i

iii

i

ii

i

ii

^r

its

off a three
in die last

of

USM

effort,

four-point lead to nine

pointer and some layups
few minutes of die game

for a 64-55 victory.

"We

are

still

1

I

I

hopeful and there

I

II

I

M

1

I

1

I

is

USM

is

a team

game

that has

great chemistry, while

Gillis

are

ior

Cat MacEachern stopped 25
The team is ranked seventh in

Dm pott.

team,"

begin in January."

still

The women's

Russel said, adding,

travel

"Everyone is cnerg iwd about the
and realizes the potential we

HMH H
I

I 1

I

I I

II II

I I 1 1 I

II

USM

have to do great things this year.
We'll be ready when NESCACs

tape.

trying to figure out our roles within

the

gave

shots.

die latest national

developed

we

12 minutes

classmate Katie Forney. In goal, sen-

of the Colby-Bowdoin Face-Off
Greg McConnell and

plenty to learn from our

couple of minutes.
stretched

solid

Bowdoin its only goal off a pass from

season, crushing Salve Regina 9-0 as

Classic. Junior

many

last

Meghan

Junior

Bowdoin.

part

at

weekend. Although

of play.

The Polar Bears rebounded a week
home game of die

the holidays.

of games

pair

Polar Bears had

attempts on goal, the team did not get

scored

later in their first

other presents die team reels in for

In a test burst

and Marisa

Berne '08 added double-digits to
the scoreboard for Bowdoin, but
could not save the team from a

uiiiii iiiiii

die

improve

to

looks to rebound after first loss of season to in-state rival

records going into the game.
,

infinite number of
Red Sox could make to

There are an

moves

For.

likely suitor for

at this point

Lowell

pitching rotation

within the next few days. Matters of

most

at

full

Boston could stand to lose one of their

great importance to the

And

the trading block,

announce a new General Manager

and an impressive 3.46 earned run
average.

at

face

will

Middlebury, Wellesley,

been looking for a seven-year deal

With Twins center

only be the begin-

age of 25, shelving the World Series
MVP in 2003. In 103 major league
starts, he has posted a 41-34 record

and

The

will split up.

head to a tournament

Yale and the

"We went in mere with a pos-

itive attitude,

will,

themselves regularly on the major
Beckett has showed himself to be a

f».| » *-a

catalyst lead-

weekend, the men

This

all

be a force to be reckoned with."
Captain Niki Clement '06 agreed,

saying,

Red Sox

season goes on."

at

fresh-

ner, reportedly

perennial

p*m

the

they'll just get better as the

ning of influential changes for die

gain three players

have proven

Damon,

worth about $84 million. The Red Sox

until

an absolutely monumental

relative

fielder Cliff Floyd.

and

"When we're

Bowdoin

at

"They showed a

'06.

of potential for die upcoming sea-

son,

will

left

2004, Mota was dominant.

2002

is

solid prospects

as a major league player, possibly

market. According to the Boston

By

This

outfield

During his career with the L.A.
Dodgers as a set-up man for the
lights-out closer Eric Gagne from

between

.

acquire

to

tal-

start

off man, has recently hit the free agent

career.

Anibal Sanchez, along with die

trade.

look

lot

with die events of the day.

said.

years on the men's team

freshmen," said Captain

the

for

the

of people pulled through

Nick

'06 said.
first

"This weekend was a good

up for the team.

clutch times, especially the

With an average of

third base.

ities at

Ramirez and right-handed pitcher

Jesus Delgado and Harvey Garcia.

to

back

span, he provided the perfect link

lesser-

according

trade,

would

Sporting an

league right-handers

"A lot

in reference to the

it,"

Ramirez

men," she

coveted prospects, shortstop Hanley

known minor

going for

Newsday. The Red Sox reportedly

in

On November 25, the Sox officially
announced the acquisition of

Mike Lowell from the

season,

satisfaction

manage to snag a Gold
Glove award for his defensive capabilbut he did

The Red Sox landed some big
over Thanksgiving, and

last

saying, "I'm

be successful

to

ent in the weekend's matches.

Molly Dorkey '06 expressed her

Minaya was quoted as

we want

demonstrated their considerable

gave

some matches and forced

new players

if

against our top rivals," Captain

hamstring injury) was

to a

future.

pleased with our per-

formance overall against two much

Connecticut match 9-0.

always tough to swim them so early

year

with their victories, their

"We were

men beat an

unexpectedly strong Tufts team six

is

it

my

with
first

Although the men were equally

minds are on die

Sox revived by key acquisitions
by Joel Samen
Contributor

fellow

said

of their matches). After three hours

into the season; they have

me

helped

rails

nerves,"

Margaret Fuller '06 the chance to

Sports

my

on

both opponents, winning eight of the

nerve-racking for the

ductive year offensively, having posted

'09 said

"Just hitting out and concentrating

Connecticut College

satisfied

was very pleased with the way
things went against Babson and
MIT. We are less than three weeks

their

was really nervous, but once I
got on court, the butterflies went
away a little and I bad a good time,"
"I

players, Connecticut forfeited three

future success.

weekend.

matches.

first

of six to Connecticut (due to a lack of

"I

last

The new players enjoyed

by Sarah Podmaniczky
Contributor

the

its

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

and Connecticut College

team's performance bodes well for

Senior Michelle Filteau works on her breaststroke during practice.

by Katie Yankura
Staff Writer

Drew

The squash teams

basketball

Rochester

to

team

will

Polytechnic

Saturday and Stolen

Institute this

Island this Sunday.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Athlete Profile:
Niki Clement

NESCAC

W

School

W

L

L

4

Colby

3

Tufts

.___

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Overall

Middlebury

3
2

BOWDOIN

4

1

BOWDOIN

SCOREBOARD

3

1

Trinity

4

1

Sa 11/19

v.

Sa 11/19

v.

Bates

2

2

Conn. Collage

3

1

2

2

Tufts

3

1

Trinity

2

2

Bates

3

2

.2

2

Colby

2

2

1

3

Wesleyan

Su 11/20

Conn. Tourney)
at Eastern Conn,

Sa
Su
Th

(at

Conn Tourney)

UNE
at USM

75-29
72-39

RPI

5:00 p.m

at

12/4

at Staten Island

12/8

v.

2:00 p.m
7:00 p.m

Colby-Sawyer

HOCKEY

ICE

Colby

2

5

2

4

2

3

1

Williams

2

3

2

Amherst

1

3

1

1

Hamilton

1

1
1

3

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

3

Wesleyan

2

Conn.

1

Coach Tomas Fortson
"She

first

at

stepped onto the

Bowdoin

four years

across in

"Whether it's a tight match
is always competitive,
her hardest, and runs down

Clement has impressed playand spectators alike with her

Clement, whose father played

in

work
ethic and dedication to Bowdoin
squash is a result of her commitment
Clement believes

12/3

v.

Castleton State

4:00

p.m.

the envi-

Although her high school did not
have a team, she worked on her
game by taking lessons and attend-

ronment for a great team. We play
for each other," Clement said.

knew she wanted

to continue play-

only looked at schools that had

squash teams," she

twice a day.
beautiful,

said.

was

initially

anxious

about playing one as a freshman,

I

didn't

too much thought once die season

started.

I

just played

my game and didn't

worry about that stuff," she said

place.

in

Three years and three successful
later, Clement remains on

seasons

top of the ladder, with more honors

excited about

is

seniors

and gained

We've got a

lot

SCOREBOARD
Sa 11/19

v.

Sa 11/19

v.

SCHEDULE
Sa

Tufts (at Harvard

Round Robin)

12/3

at

Maine Maritime

Tu 12/6

at

Bates

4:00
7:00

p.m.
p.m.

W

L

(at

W
W

6-3
9-0

SCHEDULE

HOCKEY

ICE

F

NESCAC

Conn. College
Harvard RR)

12/9

5-Mans

TBA

(at Yale)

Overall

W

T

L

T

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

Middlebury

2

4

BOWDOIN

2

2

1

1
1

SCOREBOARD
Sa 11/19
Sa 11/19

Babson
MIT

W

188-90

L

183.5-104.5

Williams

1

1

2

1

Trinity

2

1

3

1

1

Colby

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

Sa 12/3

v.

Tufts

12:00

p.m.

•2

2

2

2

W

v

Bates

6:00

p.m.

Hamilton

2

1

3

Wesleyan

4

Amherst

F
Sa
Su

11/19
11/27

12/7

W.

SWIMMING & DIVING

SCOREBOARD

W
w

4-2
6-2

L

2-1

SCHEDULE

-

v.

SCHEDULE

4

v.Amherst
v. Conn. College
v. Manhattan ville

11/18

v.

Pittsburgh
at Pittsburgh
at

2:00

p.m.

2:00

p.m.

Sa 11/19
Sa 11/19

v.
v.

W

Babson
MIT

213-70
152-139

L

SCHEDULE
Sa 12/3

v.

W

v.Bates

12/7

Tufts

12:00

p.m.

6:00

p.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC.

NCAA semis

"Having our season end

11

NCAA
For sophomore Hillary Hoffman
the loss

was

difficult to accept.

"We knew that we could have won

their worst
best,

choke

I

don't think any-

field thinking

it

was

game ever. We didn't play

but

either,"

The team's

we

didn't completely

Hoffman said

initial

disappointment was

tempered by its remarkable achievements.

semifinals

wasn't

what we had planned on,"

in

the

initially

said sopho-

more Meaghan Maguire, "but once I
had really sat down and looked back
upon our season, there was nothing I
could be disappointed with. We had so

much

success because

we

love play-

ing with each other and above

all,

we

other and that says so

much

about the

and

Leonard

dynamic of our team."
King,

Gormley,

received All-American honors this

week from

the

National

Field

Hockey Coaches Association. King
and Leonard were named FirstTeam All- Americans and Gormley
Second-Team All- American.

support each other through everything.

We

wanted

we wanted

to

win just because

to keep playing with each

-Drew Fulton contributed

to this

report from Lexington, Virginia.

done

and a

lot of depth," she said.
With the addition of two

field

added advantage of depth.

The team kicked off the season with
decisive

wins

over

Tufts

and

Connecticut College, both 8-1 victories.

Clement

is

not sure

how squash

but knows that she will will definitely continue to play in

success

on

Clement has also been a

tremendous leader for younger players.

an awesome captain," first
year Alex Franceschi said. "She
works really hard which motivates

^^z

USM
Colby-Sawyer

of talent

will shape her plans after graduation,

is

the rest of the

at
v.

12/1

six first years.

year's team has

far, this

really well.

name, including

"Niki

,

MENS SQUASH

this

MVP for three years.
the court,

at

Wesleyan RR)

team, which graduated no

two-time Ail-American honors and

own

p.m.

:30 a.m.

a

from abroad, the team will have the

Athlete Award at the end of the year.

In addition to her

games

p.m.

8:30 a.m.
11

was awe-

It

and was honored with

the Outstanding First- Year Female

to her

Mt. Holyoke

7:00

practiced twice

were together

stel-

years older than her, she posted a

and awards

Stanford

v.

4:00

said.

Clement

"So

We

hockey players, who finished their
season, and two juniors returning

Despite playing opponents three

lar 16-4 record

v.

am

10:00

unity.

We

warm

year's

I

Wesleyan

"Last year, the squash team traveled to Mexico.

some," she

it

Middlebury
William Smith

v.

to the last year's

dence of the team's

Clement made an immediate impact
on Bowdoin squash in her first year,
"Although

8-1

winter break training trip as evi-

playing one on the ladder.

give

8-1

a day and got to go to the beach

ing at the collegiate level.
"I

U. Maine-PI

v.

Th

Field hockey loses in

our

we have

cessful is because

her senior

11/26

Tu 11/29

Sa 12/3
Su12/4

Sa

reasons the team has been so suc-

By

6-2

p.m.

young age and began competing

her age division and

9-0

7:00

tournaments "sometime during

the seventh grade."

in

W
W

SWdmore

one came off the

ing weekly clinics.

5-3

v.

the final game, but

ranked junior

L

her

that

"I think

Clement looks

7-0

12/2

team chemistry affects
everything in squash. One of the

year in high school, she was the top

Colby)

W

F

for just personal recognition.

at a

(at

FIELD HOCKEY, from page

to "playing for the team" rather than

squash in college, learned the game

Sa

W 76-58
W 100-30
W 80-71
W 68-65

UNE

v.

five years here,"

said.

every ball."

Nichols

W
W

have

or not, Niki
tries

exceptional skill and poise.

my

I

he

ago, Captain Niki Clement '06 has

years,

agrees.

hardest worker

come

been a force to be reckoned with.
Holding down the No. 1 spot all four
ers

for four years.

by Nick Day

Since she

v.

11/19

.

SCHEDULE

Staff Writer

squash courts

11/27

at

The Bowdoin Orient

on the squash team

is the

11/26

UMass-Boston
at Babson
v. Salve Regina

11/18

78-58

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD
F
Sa
Sa
Su

Tu 11/22

Conn. College
1

4

2

Coll.

Su 12/4
Su 1 2/4

v.

v.

(all

W

Whlttier (at

School

Middlebury

Tufts

v.

T

L

Trinity

BOWDOIN

11/19

L 71-57

Overall

W

T

L

Sa

WOMEN'S

NESCAC

W

School

atBabson(at
Babson Tourney)

(at

Babson Tourney)
95-49
64-55

L

12/3

11/18

Conn. College
Harvard RR)

SCHEDULE
Sa 12/3
Sa 12/3
Sa 12/3

F

Tufts (at Harvard

Round Robin)

SCOREBOARD

W
W
m

Endicott (at E.

v.

MENS

spot

WOMEN'S SQUASH

Conn. College

v.

2-1

(NCAA Semifinals)

Amherst

Sa 11/19

L

v.Messiah (at
Washington & Lee)

1

SCHEDULE

1

F 11/18

L

1

E.

No.

5

S

Tu 11/22
Tu 11/29

Niki Clement

W

L

Williams

4

SCOREBOARD

'06 has held the

HOCKEY

MkkJIebury

Wesleyan

Fulton,

W

School

13

Overall

Williams

Amherst

Drew

FIELD

NESCAC

2005

2,

team to work hard."
^^^*p*^**r^*

and around a

"large city in the east with a relatively big squash population."

Clement does not

how much/ she
noting, "But
to miss

hesitate to say

will miss

most of

all,

Bowdoin,
I'm going

Bowdoin squash and putting

on mat jersey."

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Junior Burgess LePage fights a Messiah defender for the ball in an NCAA semifinal match at Washington
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Bowdoin Orient

has been

Party politics

Established 1871

hinders local

A worthy pursuit
we

pose

governments
To the Editors:
The Town/City Manager form of

propose that the College work to integrate a

new

We

pro-

Today,
field of study—journalism—into
this field

of study

to

its

curriculum.

improve students'

ability to

understand and interpret the world around them.
rest

of their lives,

and

ety, science,

news

of politics,

soci-

be shaped by newspaper pages and

many of these

broadcasts. Yet so

on a

lives

that students

earlier this

year even showed

who study journalism have a higher appreciation for

and knowledge of civil

Some

A major study by the John

daily basis.

and James L. Knight Foundation

may

gasp

at the

mere suggestion of a

journalism curriculum at Bowdoin. But they shouldn't

—

disciplinary approach to the study of journalism

—would

one

professional

Bowdoin's

be

completely

tradition.

liberal arts

A

An

rather

inter-

man a
with

consistent

journalism program at

after the Africana studies

which consists mostly of courses cross-listed

in

Maine, but

small, not only in

and

large

The

form

precise

that

in other

took in

it

Two essential elements, among othwere

ers,

that

more

to a

it

was intended

government, and

couraged

of

to lead

professionally run local
specifically dis-

it

political partisanship in all

ramifications in the process,

its

including the selection of candidates,

a program would do anything but pro-

mem,

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin
Orients editorial hoard. The editorial board consists of the edi-

in the discussion

now,

political parties

most

for the

ly,

and decision making
and up until

my memory,

active

have successful-

part, refrained

form

and organized patrician activity
of local government This

For some time now, conservative
criticizing

universities for their alleged

bias.

According to

this argu-

made recently on

very campus, most professors are

Brunswick,

ME 0401 1-8462

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community.

and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

News Editor
Anne

KOHN,

Daniel

Features Editor

J.

Business

unworthy of response. But

BethKowitt

Editor

Nat

Letters

The Orient welcomes
editor.

letters to

the

Letters should not exceed

200

words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
publication.

The

editors reserve the

right to edit tetters for length.

Longer

submissions may be arranged. Submit
tetters via email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via the Orient's web site.

Hen

Subscriptions
Domestic subscription rates are $47

ana $28

Contact the Orient for more informa-

•

tion.

the opinions expressed in the Orient

do not

—have been making a

more

sophisticated

call

and

a production schedule.

dif-

found

I

when

fair-minded

perfectly

it

to turn in grades.

on the

Bowdoin conserva-

institution,

ought to

try

dragging themselves

As the conserThomas Sowell once

their bootstraps.

vative academic

wrote, "victimhood

something to

is

escape, not something to exploit"

Taylor Washburn '04

New York, New York

at the sokdiscxaan

its

editors.

academia
comfort and

tiling

The same

goes for words like "conserva-

causes over which their flags wave.

academic

members of
on a wide range of

differences divide

How

issues.

can party

no

servative" offer

affiliation

better

compass.

would determine where

professors belonged

potential

on such a scale?

Obviously, for an institution such as

sumed

of knowl-

ways disciplines

it

—

that

are organized
distribution

society. In light

seems rather bad grace, once

the argument

is

made from

the other

has

no credibility as an academic claim,

for in seeking to

measure
faculties

political bias
it

uses yard-

sticks tint are completely indefensible.

Trying to

of the

map

the political proclivities

professoriate through categories

is like

of an

is this:

endeavors

imperatives.

They

student

of

political history

of political

allegiance is to

very

the

concerns

—

for

methodological balance, field coverage, disciplinary

innovation,

student

needs, and other lands of diversity—
that safeguard the process

from turning
Healthy aca-

into a political football.

demic communities do not need ideological

scorecards.

Only those con-

cerned with policing ideology, like
states

totalitarian

McCarthyite

or

members with a long

ulty

own

separating their

from ate material they

of fac-

history

political

The

teach.

of

views
"lib-

argument degrades our

bias"

sion

—from

one wherein we coach

young minds toward independent yet
rigorous thought to one wherein we
indoctrinate impressionable youth pre-

sumed

to be incapable of thinking for

themselves.

It is

a cynical projection of

the Far Right's desire for ideological
influence onto perhaps the
free

last

place

and independent inquiry are

If I'm wrong,

We

show me. Show

There

is

something deeply anti-dem-

ocratic in this

new push

for ideological

control over the academy.

and viewpoints.

It

A liberal arts

does not guarantee

that anyone's views will

lenged.

dynamic and contingent ones.

enquiry

The
is

should, after

be

left

unchal-

essence

of academic

contentious,

messy debate.

all,

the

welcome

campus and in our curricu-

tics"

on

lum.

We badly need to be shaken out of

our

this

inertia, to

be reconnected with

the

broader issues confronting higher education and our society in general.

So make
demic

the case.

credibility.

But do

it

with aca-

Without resorting to

the empty talking points of professional pundits,

without invoking hypocriti-

cal rhetoric
tion,

>

of conservative victimiza-

without relying on the flawed

methodologies of campus partisans.
Conservatives

America, endorse them.

are not historically static categories, but
Parties

the faculty

insults the professional integrity

a serious debate on the place of "poli-

reduce hiring decisions to

range of disciplines, methodologies,

you, Republican and Democrat

among

ance" liberal faculty with conservative

education exposes students to a wide

tell

for liberal bias

campus.

hedge
can

society.

Ultimately, the conservative argu-

ment

preserved.

trying to perform brain surgery with
clippers.

We

comfort and

understanding of the scholarly mis-

abuse of the very sort wel-

disregard

among campus

comfort

to

that

our discourse only

comed by the conservative plan to "bal-

truth.

The

in

undermine democratic

precisely to minimize the potential for

To

simply

complacency

where

political

an invasion of some

must remind ourselves

are well-orchestrated affairs designed

tests

It

political

life

imagined personal right

eral

hiring decisions are aca-

peting intellectual

mere

a political rather

of rights" miss

has

It

possible to consider

the challenges inherent in thoughtful

or pre-

complex processes fraught with com-

ones.

is

bill

become ever more

profes-

point that champions

demic rather than

claims of scholarly

is that it

curriculum

would be the

political leanings

The key

objectivism and the virtues of universal

argument is not that it makes a case

its

height of intellectual irresponsibility.

"academic

that are inherently political

serve

a public forum

live in

speak past one another.

that

Deep

we

balkanized into vying ideological sects

and "liberal." The historical
founders of these principles would roll
over in their graves to see the modern

tive"

department

and universi-

enamored with cheaply purchased

ly

eyes, even if we don't see it

merely from the other side of the bench.
that colleges

But our culture has become increasing-

time; they are changing before our very

argument for several decades now,

As any

of the Orient or

form of the same

or liberal versus conservative"

ADVEBTBD4G
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

necessarily reflea 6}e iiexvs

and

post-rrwderrusts, post-structuralists,
post-colonialists

such as 'Democrat versus Republican"

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates
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for a semester.

change over

for

to predicate

than an intellectual argument

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

for a full year

four

Whatever our

Sincerely,

on a breakdown of

problem

Calendar Editor

Chris Marotta

fine.

Instead of blaming their problems

Maybe this is why I find it amusing
Bowdoin conservatives spend so

sors' registered parry affiliatknw

that "liberal" professors don't like.

Cati Mitchell

Miranda Yaver
Miller

my

Bowdoin and somehow man-

came time

that

decisions

tive

Frances Milliken

Theresa Weaver

Opinion Editor

them

they had a point

Bowdoin

it

No, the problem with the conserva-

Adam Kommel
Copy Editors

News Staff
Emma Powers

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

on.

notwithstanding,

excess

Rhetorical

so

will

side, to retreat into

Assistant Sports

Steve Kolowich

Mary Helen

Photo

Editor

Editor-at-Large

and

slights,

After all the "post-" intellectuals—

of this,

Mike Ardotino

A&E Editor

emphasize

Who
the faculty dis-

of power in an unequal

Drew Fulton
Assistant

a disern-

minority.

have ramifications for the

Photo Editor

Hackett

Manager
Ng

imagine conspiracies, to over-

ers, to

not do to dismiss the argument entirely.

ploy,

the very

David

Joshua Miller

die dangers

vague categories of "liberal" and "con-

on campus

ties institutionalize structures

Editor-in-Chief

Editor

Assistant Editor

Riley

They catalogued

plaint"

to

rail

com-

as a litmus test for hiring? The equally

edge

BOBBY GuERETTE, Managing

was common

it

against America's "culture of

and renders con-

They argue
S.

Not long ago,

hear conservative intellectuals

liberal professors, it is claimed, stifles

Editorially independ-

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

EVAN

political dis-

ferences during the semester,

Editors:

the political parties

dain this argument as a mere partisan

Station

Fax:(207)725-3975

Editor-in-Chief

years at

by their Democratic
Party affiliations. The preponderance of

Some members of

6200 College

Phone: (207) 725-3300

JAMES D. Bal/MBERGER,

To the

and what they stand

by Patrick Rael
Faculty Contributor

powered

its

had plenty of

1

aged to do just

Political control hurts

intellectual curiosity

editor.

The Bowdoin Orient

is

But

up by

servative students

ent of the College and

mush.
agreements with professors in

political bias

on

light

substance and heavy on neo-Marxist

tives

liberal, as indicated

The Bowdoin Orient

Conservatives
gripe about

associated with thinking like a victim:

this

(207) 725-3053

departments that appear to be

a tendency to blame misfortune on oth-

process. In

And

arts curriculum.'

liberal

yes, there are a couple (easily avoided)

the selection of

ment, which has been

mote the common good.

Phone

Bowdoin would benefit from
number of professors

Yes,

administrative leadership, and finally

We

Bus.

da, and numerous students in that class
had the same thing happen to them."

to be.

each case varied from town to town.

liberal

orient@bowdoin.edu

I

my teacher's agen-

refused to give in to

ditional

Government over

scores of communities,

American

httpvVorientbowdoin.edu

marked down on papers because

Brunswick, Maine

the Department of

these skills can be so powerful and can be such a force for change.

managing

ought

Convery '06 complained, "I've been

increasing the

commentators have been

tors-in-chief and the

we

Herd

11/18/05),

(conservative or liberal) teaching a tra-

and English. A few existing Bowdoin courswould already fit into such a program, but these offerings
should be expanded to establish a more complete curriculum.
The purpose of a journalism program would not be to train professional journalists. Rather, it would teach students how to
understand and interact with the immediate history of their world;

how such

As a consequence, we

federal levels.

are not as well governed as

diversity"

political

program,

es

see

already at the state and

faculty. In

a recent Orient ("Students question

departments such

as history, sociology,

fail to

much of that

see all too

of the

timization at the hands

Richard A. Morrell 'SO

at the level

Bowdoin could be modeled

we

ductive government;

much time griping about their own vic-

Sincerely,

the election of

rights.

liberal arts purists

Brunswick,

believe, in

I

Bureau of Municipal Research within

states as well.

for entertain-

the quality reporting necessary to understand their

world and their
S.

15

Orren Hormel of Bowdoin and the

sources currently neglect

media owners opting

ment and sensation over context and importance. Students who
think about journalism in an academic manner will be better able

demand

government, developed by Professor

so,

and I would hope that we would not
be moving away from that original
premise; to do so would lead to less
collegiality and less effective and pro-

60 years ago, has been adopted by

students' impressions

history will

to serve today's citizens, with

to

2005

2,

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

For the

December

who irresponsibly attack

owe this
community more more

the faculty for political bias

academic

—

>

than the canned, made-for-TV argu-

ment we've

seen.

In other words, think.

should be the only thing
ters at

That

after all,

that really

mat-

a place tike Bowdoin

Patrick Rael is an associate pro- >
fessor of history at Bowdoin.
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The Weekly Calendar
December 2-8
Saturday

Friday
Lunch Break Concert
Music students perform on violin,
piano, harp, and flute.
nilotsan Room, Gibson Hall
12-1:30 p.m.

Film: The French Connection
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall,
7 p.m.

Junior-Senior Ball

The

junior-senior ball

is

an exciting

formal occasion open to upperclassmen

and

December Dance

$5 at the
Smith Union info desk.

their guests. Tickets are

door or

at the

Thome Dining Hall, 9 p.m.-12:45

Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,
8 p.m.

sum.

Common Hour
Katha Pollit, a columnist at The Nation and the
author of two collections of columns and essays
about pop culture and politics, gives a talk
"Feminism: Top Ten Reasons Why It
Won't Go Away."
Kresge Auditorium/ Visual Arts Center,
12:30-1:30 p.m.

entitled,

v

December Dance
Students from the Department of Theater and

Dance perform a variety of dances including
samba, step dancing, and hip-hop-influenced
jazz

dance.

Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,

8 p.m.

Film The French Connection
An urban police drama set in the Vietman War
years examines the tough-cop mentality. Two

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

A gull skims over the sand at Pine Point Beach in Scarborough.

cops uncover an international heroin-smuggling
deal and must track the suspects, but once
discovered, the suspects begin to

Smith Auditorium,

hunt down the

Sills

cops.

Hall, 7 p.m.

,

*r
:

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

Law Student Information

Session

Peter Landis, an attorney

from

Portland specializing in international
/

Instrumental Performance

law, will

The Chamber Choir performs music
of the Spanish Renaissance
including works by Victoria, Morales,!
Flecha, and Encina, as well as

American folk music.
Bowdoin Chapel, 3-4 p.m.

be on campus to provide

information and answer questions.

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,
3:30-4:30 p.m.

x

J,

J

Foreign Relations with East Asia
(

Assistant U. S. Secretary of State

Christopher R. Hill 74, chief
negotiator at the North Korean

Monday

nuclear talks, will give a lecture
i

entitled, "U. S. Policy

f

Toward the

Museum of Art Shop Holiday Sale

Asia Pacific Region."

Ornaments and jewelry from Eastern
European countries are available

Daggett Lounge, Thorne Hall,
7-9 p.m.

for purchase.

Banister Hall,

Bowdoin Chapel,

10a.m.-2p.m.

Thursday
Tuesday

Buddhist Meditation
Khen Rinpoche, a high-ranked lama

Methods of Relaxation
Kris ten

Lombard,

directly

a certified healing

touch practitioner, clears myths
about meditation by telling what
meditation really is, how it is

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

A deer stares across the meadow at the Coastal Studies Center.

will

j

Patience in Everyday Life." Following

the

and how to use it every day.
Kresge Auditorium, "Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.

>

talk,

he

will lead a

30-minute

meditation session.

effective,

Drew

under the Dalai Lama,

give a speech entitled, "Cultivating

Lancaster Lounge/ Moulton Union,
(

J
I

7:30 p.m.

« »

The

Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin

Maine

College, Brunswick,
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Students go on

a

in the
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United States

sculpture Spree

pay matches
Colby, Bates

Student assaulted
again at School St.

Orient Staff

Over a month

Bowdoin 's top administrators earn

of his 10 School

private colleges, according to public

documents obtained by

the

benefit

plans.

$298,602 in

school-leased property

sum of

This

com-

total presidential

Cippel

ment

Bates and Colby Colleges.

According

of Higher

Chronicle

College

total

the

Bowdoin

Elaine

Hansen received $297,603

in

Adams

Colby College President Bro

arts col-

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

received the 48th-highest pay.

and 2 show included student pieces constructed with

Last night's Sculpture

1

Spiee candy, sawdust,

plastic knives, cigarette butts,

by

will

The housing crunch

ber of factors. Although the College
this year's

imbalance

of students on campus between die
fall

and

many juniors curwho requested doubles

spring,

rently abroad

construction
strain this

housing choices on return.

Classes have gotten progressively

The Office of Student Records
predicts that twelve more students
will live on campus in the spring
semester than do so. currently.

larger,

to

Institutional

been larger

Director

of

Research and Registrar

Cote, imbalances have
in the past, but this year,

upperclassman housing requests.

and in past years, more and
upperclassmen have been

more

electing to live

on campus, accord-

ing to Cote.

many

students.

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

Forty-one more students went

abroad

this fall

according

A

Dudley Coe is
keep up with
the growing needs of the student
body in its current location.
With more Bowdoin students on
1920s

finding

to

than will this spring,

of

Off-

Hall.

The

Director

Campus Study Stephen

HOUSING page 2

medications than ever

prescription

according

College

to

Physician and Director of Health
Services Jeff Benson, and the health

center

and

diagnosing

increasingly

Benson
Please see

facility,

difficult to

it

is

more

treating

serious conditions,

pleading for a renovated

—one

college health center

that

is,

at

Waterville police go undercover
to curb Co by underage drinking
by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

Following what he sees as an

plain clothes and

unmarked vehicles,

public safety,"

Deputy Police

Chief Joseph Massey said
that his

this

week

department would begin to

him with

send undercover police officers to

— you, Tide

him to stumble and
backwards down the stairway.

fall

who

dis-

Cippel then called 911,

Brunswick

Security,

least,

little

incident.

Because he did not see the intrud-

on Wednesday, Cippel was unable
confirm whether it was the same
man who had confronted him last
month. Director of Security Randy

er
to

a

handicap accessible.

Please see ASSAULT, page 3

facility

bles as his or her office. This limits

anticipated location for the
is

According

has been

Police

and

officers

health center

to flee.

there

Jewett Hall,

each staff

member

to seeing

patient at a time, even

one

when waiting

which is adjacent to Thome Hall
and currently houses an electronic
music lab and several administra-

for test results.

tive offices.

menting limited weekend hours
starting November 20 that are

'The problem with Dudley Coe is
and architecturally,

that structurally
it's

a very difficult building to reno-

Benson said.
According to Benson, a new
facility would not necessarily mean
more staffing, but rather, more efficient patient flow. At most medical
facilities, each physician has multiple examination rooms in addition
to a separate office in which test
results are given. In Dudley Coe,
however, each practicing staff
member's examination room douvate,"

The

health

has

seen

scheduled to continue until Spring

Break every weekend while classes
are in session, costing Dudley Coe a
of $2,000. Dudley Coe saw

total

twelve students the

first

weekend

and eleven the second, and 90 percent of the visits were "entirely
appropriate" and should not have

waited until Monday, according to

Benson.
"People have real medical needs
Please see

swim

Polar Bears

center

increased patient flow since imple-

HEALTH, page 4

past Bates

said.

said that while

Brunswick

uncover operations

in

to regulate drinking at

momtor alcohol consumption by Colby

the past, they

students both on-campus and

school year.

"We have an obligation to provide

"Those are
ly

INSIDE

very

him

Desjardins of

have engaged

no plans to launch
undercover operations at Bowdoin.

off.

the bottle of Tide

laundry detergent on the side of the
face, causing

the Brunswick Police Department

but Brunswick authorities say there
are currently

Massey

Commander Rick

increase in excessive and underage

drinking, Waterville

Waterville police will soon be

scoping out Colby student parties in

the door shut.

heard a voice say "F

new

inaeasepatkr^f\(Aueffidervcj

before,

campus housing can not accommodate so

struck

and

to

The

health center looks to

The

and unusable.

year is also due to changes

in

Christine

attempted to

knife

progress in the investigation of that

.the

student pvestipaon use

added East and West Halls this year,
Hyde and Appleton are still under

for die spring will not get their top

According

As

rises,

for the spring

semester can be attributed to a num-

Orient Staff

He

be scarce Dudley Coe seeks renovated

abroad return

Adam Kommel

Because of

incident brandished a

"assaulted,"

someone was holding

Department

Please see SALARIES, page 4

basement

in the

of 10 School Street on November 3
of this year. The assailant in that

demanded money before Cippel

Security.

patched

and popcorn kernak.

Cippel was also the victim of an
attempted robbery

was

causing

lege presidents nationwide, Mills

as juniors

the base-

contacted by the Orient,

incident.

dropping off laun-

man." The intruder then released the
door, which hit Cippel in the head,

of the base com-

Housing

When

Cippel declined to comment on the

open the door, which opens in
toward the stairway, and found that

He

received $296,725.

In a comparison

pensation of private liberal

he

pull

compensation during the same

period.

the

according to the report compiled by

Education,

President

since

was coming up

stairs after

when

dry

from

data

to

fer a bruised right thigh in the fall.

in the

beginning of November.

pensation mirrors that of nearby

Tuttle

Joshua Cippel '08 was accost-

the third report of trespassing on the

$42,752 in contributions to employ-

Bates

to the apartment building. Cippel did

not receive medical care, but did suf-

same location. This latest incident,
which occurred at about 9:00 p.m., is

$255,850 in compensation in the
2003-2004 fiscal year, along with

dispatched College security officers

and

Street residence

ed again Wednesday night

President Barry Mills received

to the

Assistant Director

of Security Mike Brown picked up
the report on a police frequency and

fended off the assailant with a Tide
bottle,

Orient.

ee

he was con-

after

Bowdoin

scene.

fronted at knifepoint in the basement

pay on par with Maine's other top
tax

Brunswick Rescue ambulance

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

by Bobby Guerette

officers

Bowdoin

have not done so

in

this

tactics that occasional-

we have used, but we haven't used

diem

recently,"

he told the Orient.
.

Desjardins did acknowledge that

Features

In an Orient interview,

Senator Susan Collins
talks

about financial aid

-.-.

such operations could be possible in

:

'

"* .-V.-,

'

the future if a problem arose.

"We're not there yet," he

Drew

said.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

A Morning Sentinel article about the
plan for undercover operations at

Roger Burleigh

Colby was posted Tuesday on the

won

Page 5

'06,

who

W-

COLBY, page 3

undefeated in the 100-yard butterfly,

the 200-vard freestyle, lOOyard breaststoke, and 100-yard-

butterfly against Bates

Please see

is

on Wednesday. See

related story, page 12.

—
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Juniors studying abroad find spring housing scarce as
HOUSING from page 1

According to Cote, 17 students will

of four housing choices

prioritization

Off-Campus Study Office, be said,
tries to get more students to go abroad

additional students will

by Saturday at noon.
The most popular

this

ing to Res Life Operations Manager

in the fall to offset the winter depar-

reasons, she said.

be graduating

of "December completers," who

ture

December. Eleven

this

be on leave
spring for medical and personal

Lisa RendalL

Residential Life emailed the almost

was

more
away

the

was

choice

rooms in
dorms

first-year

each

(one

Coleman, East, and
Moore). The third

said.

most

part

50

student selected a

stranger in Brunswick apartments,

Chamberlain dou-

Chamberlain doubles are notorious

"This scenario of tight housing for

ble as his or her

first

for being uncomfortably small, and

the spring semester hasn't been a

Stowe Inn

secret,

Life

so far away from campus," she

to

go

abroad

in

the

Res

165

fall,

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

..

124 students will

g^ j un iorg

this

returning from abroad will find themselves living in "crash

chose a first-year

spring. Last year,

125 students went abroad in the

fall,

while 131 students went abroad in the
spring

'07,

studying in Beijing,

m first-year dorms next semester due to shortages in housing.

f^^ng"

Xu

Jennifer

back on

After a nearly three-month absence

ter,

in

though he

revise the first-year

did not want to

with a

live

Brunswick Apartments as his

book programming

and selection process. According to
English David Collings, the process will

popular online search engine

the

that the next three

incom-

each incoming

first-

Chief Information Officer Mitch

pates in dialogue with other first-year

ed for them by the College, and

Davis said that a mistake
prevented the

site

to the database in

ion. After

through

at

Google

from being added
a timely fash-

spending months working
channels

typical

the

Google, he said
highly-placed

was

it

connections

-

at

ultimately
that

According
Volent and

Davis,

Vice

Investments

Paula

to

for

Web

Producer David

both contacted people they

Israel

knew at Google to ask for help.
Bowdoin requested that its listings
be removed from Google in August
after

an ethnically insensitive remark

about Maine's French community

was found posted on an alumni section of the site. While Bowdoin deleted the comment, it was still searchable in Google's database until the

College requested

At the

it

be

de-listed.

faculty meeting

—only

afternoon

Bowdoin's

listings

partici-

members

staff

Although the group received positive
feedback about the program,

its

deci-

was influenced by

a consensus that

by

that event dissi-

"the energy created

pated shortly thereafter, since the col-

on Monday

hours

before

reappeared

Professor of Chemistry Rick Broene

grams related

event without a context," Collings said

The decision

to

unite

the classes

common theme will provide a

around a

lasting context for discussion, Collings

engage students

said, as well as

in

planned around the chosen theme.

would

like to

"We

extend the energy over

much more of

the year

and make the

book influence well beyond

first-year

having trouble accessing his informasite.

In response. President Barry Mills

Collings said that the theme of
poverty

was chosen

in part to corre-

spond with a series of

related events,

programs and opportunities

for action

scheduled by the College to raise

He

awareness.

kNOw

cited

Poverty

and also highlighted

was working actively
the problem both by using con-

3-9,

taught this spring

Dom

and Susan
Poverty,"

by Nancy Jennings
entitled "Examining

and a cluster of poverty-relat-

said the College

ed courses organized

to fix

Fitzgerald

nections and offering Google money.

in

the

by John
Department of
in part

initiating

expand understanding about

community has made in Maine and at

Ladd House to be heated

As

part

of a College-wide

alternative fuels,

First-year books to be
selected based on theme
Committee
announced

on
its

oil,

no system modifications,
routine maintenance, and at

requires

$2.28 a gallon,

is

competitive in

Arthur Dunlop retires from

Teaching
decision to

heated with

B20

Ladd House

Dunlop will

home

their

December

retire to his

in

wife Joan and
this

30.

Randy Nichols

"We're going to miss Arthur.
respected

highly

is

Arthur

Richmond, Maine,

Director of Security
said,

here

Bowdoin community as a

in

of his

fife to

will

be

blend of petroleum dicscl and biodiesel

Sustainable

it

knowing

the available spaces as stu-

dents take unplanned leaves."

Although many more

students
than the

fall

spring this school year, Hall said that

is

currently study-

Res Life mis-

the

Off-Campus Study Office

"We

said.

"My roommate, Walker Ellis
school a

at

week

['07],

earlier,

Bowdoin

more popular

Hall attributed the large number of
students going abroad in the

year to several factors.

we would be all set in getting a
Brunswick Apartment, so we weren't

that the office

we

should

had a

He

fall this

admitted

part in influenc-

ing such decisions.

However, he added,

"We

will very

said
have been," Chadwick
M
t its :rf. ,rt, ion [in
,
According to Director of Res Life

the semester

of your choice.'

Kim

might say mat

if we get

.

.

•

go

rarely say to a student, 'you. can't
,

':

Pacelli,

"about a half-dozen"

Brunswick apartments are available
for the spring.
.that

he

students,"

and Res Life seemed to reassure him

too concerned. Turns out

still

think that the spring semester

will continue to be the

housing assignments were secure.

had been up

will

housing

is

She noted, though,
not assured for jun-

tion."

We

a late applica-

tw *nwtc

Hall also noted, "Students like to

away when

go

their friends are going."

Pacel li recognized that the ongoing

iors.

don't guarantee housing for

construction played a part in the hous-

juniors and seniors," Pacelli said.

ing crunch and will continue to do so.

"That being

said, I

am

committed

to

who are

in the spring."

Pacelli said that students

who

did

not choose doubles had better luck.

"In the case of quads,

we had just

enough spaces to place students with
their group of friends and didn't need
the specific guidance

and advice from

"We were short one
and have been working with the

group of affected students

to identify a

space for them."
Pacelli also refuted that
alerted

students about the

,

Res Life

houspg

Coleman and Moore Halls will be renfall, with Winthrop and
Maine Halls scheduled for the follow-

ovated next

ing spring.
Pacelli said that she anticipates that

housing will be

hopes that

tight next year,

this spring's crisis will

and
not

be repeated.

"Next year we'll be looking to
improve communication with the
Class of 2008 so that

we

can have

more notice as students' plans change
and have a more accurate picture of
the space that is available in the spring

semester," she said.

"likable," "the sort to

take the time to speak to everyone,"

Dunlop accrued a reputation

for his

overall "concern for the safety

of all.

Arthur keeps his nose to the grindhas an incredible work

stone.

He

ethic,"

Nichols said

Dunlop 's retirement comes
of transition

period

at

a

Campus

for

which recendy hired two

Security,

new

officers,

Steven Campbell and

Cary Craig, both currently undergoing
the

field-training

program. Nichols

will

and commented

one more

that Security

have a few new faces on board by
time

students

return

in

late

January.

A retirement and farewell party for
Donlop

is

scheduled for December

2 1 , from 4-6 pjTL in the
at

Main Lounge

Moulton Union and

is

friends, family, co-workers,

bers of the

for

hold out on

until as late in

permits us the greatest flexibility in

choice for

triple

open to

and mem-

Bowdoin community.

oil.

an email to Ladd residents, Keisha

Payson, coordinator

who

also felt that

them," she said.

Bowdoin College."

work with" and

Italy,

He

diligent,

"We

we can because

the fall semester as

led students into thinking that their

the

dedicated worker. He's given 36 years

effort to

biofuel this winter, a

derived from vegetable
In

Bowdoin,

officer, at

making assignments

fall.

coming back

After 36 years of service as a security

inquiring about their assignments for

encourage students to go abroad in the

providing housing for juniors

Security after 36 years

and we've been talking with
all semester as they've been

students

assignments," he said.

"We

price with regular heating oil.

the

with green fuel this winter

encourage the use of cleaner burning

the College.

The

"much

is

cleaner" burning than No. 2 fuel

officer,

the valuable contributions the French

recently

United States. The fuel

said the department will hire

Economics.

Mills announced that next semes-

Bowdoin would be

energy

Described by Nichols as "fun to

Week, April

ter

a renewable

is

Pacelli

had they notified students of the housing crunch prior to 48 hours before

that

source grown and refined in the

orientation."

an interdisciplinary seminar to be

efforts to

BioHeat

cam-

pus discussions or events similarly

from Google, his colleagues were

on Bowdoin's web

decreases our

According to the Independence

no further events or proto the reading. It was an

said that due to Bowdoin's absence

tion

it

dependence on foreign oil."

less

about that book.

sion

domestic resources

made from

is

it

lege organized

brought about the progress.

President

and

faculty,

students,

and since

diesel

Fuel website (www.biofuel.com),

common theme of 'poverty."

Traditionally,

year reads a book, assigned and provid-

caxnpus email Tuesday morning.

emissions compared to petroleum

Kim

late.

chose to go abroad in the

wouldn't have been a problem

Chadwick,

Bowdoin, said that the fuel "has lower

read books surrounding

all

all-

an

in

first

main gripe was the lack of

er their revised options.

ing in

Pines

Committee Chair and Professor of

ing classes

Google

triple

time Res Life gave students to consid-

be revised so

return to

a converted

choice. His

from Google's database, Bowdoin 's

site's

listed

tion than positive preference.
'I

crunch

the spring," she said

Matthew Chadwick '07 will also be
dorm next semes-

living in a first-year

dorm more out of process of elimina-

Friday,

web site is now accessible through the
Information Technology announced

she

December 2 and told
them to email Res Life back with their
on

News From Beneath The
site

it is

said.

thrilled,"

two-dozen students requesting doubles

Bowdoin Briefs
Bowdoin web

I'm too

said

"It

Google after three months

inconvenient since

is

"I can't say

Tuesday afternoon.

that

go abroad

on

assignments

abroad, and Hall

estimates

Source:

announced housing

are

students

1i

choice.

spring, Hall said.

back

2005

2004

stu-

choose

the

2003-

2002

2001

2000

1999

usually

more

This

popular

option

sched-

schools'
ules,

•

2

was ving in
a one room double
in Stowe Inn. No

because of foreign

dents

70

I
a

in

than the spring,"

in

Seniors
80

to

he

But,

90

one of three

live in

fall

Housing

JUNIORS

living as a triple in

available

IS

[students]
in

Demand for On-campus

100

lar

was aiming

"I

on<ampus housing nse

for

In Upperclass

choice, accord-

second most popu-

semester.

to have about

Growth

a Brunswick Apartment double. The

graduate after the
fall

demands

—Compiled

by

Dan

Hackett

and James D. Baumberger.

Concord TraMways hi your connection to Boston's South Station and
Logan Airport Last day of aarvtoa to and from Bowdoin la Tuaaday,
December 20, 2006. Service resumes Friday, January 20, 2006, except
schedule #73A WILL NOT run. Call or visit our

1-800-639-3317
-tlwww.concordtrailway».coin
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NBC BSG votes

Student Marine's story told on
by Nat Herz
Oribnt Staff

spondent Jonathan Alter, focused on

we

Cornell du Horn's military service and

doing his duty as be sees

deployment

As

Marine Alex Cornell

U.S.

Houx

'06 heads to Iraq, he

distinction

with

plucked out of college to do
said.

fea-

Maine

his duty

Sunday night alongside

political point

of view."

topics such

Saddam Hussein's trial in Iraq.

to

deter-

despite his

you haven't heard very often on a

activities on the Bowdoin campus and his involvement with the

Marines.

remarks of Daniel Schuberth

examine

the

Not included, however, was any

refer-

ence to the controversy surrounding the

chairman

vice

of

'06,

the

Republican Party and national secretary

made," he said
Cornell
the

war

a former co-president

in Iraq, is

of the Bowdoin College Democrats and
also the development director for the

is

College Democrats of America.

The

profile, reported

analysis

of the

Bowdoin

corre-

"Our view was

that the story

was that

COLBY, from page

last if they

in favor

made

that

which he sub-

for

He

said that

'we

Drudge Report, a popular news web
site.

The Associated Press also picked

up the

Colby spokesperson
Stephen Collins acknowledged that
there has been considerable media

men you're going to need to talk to Dan,

all

because he apologized."

not present 21

not speak during debates. If he wishes

said if you're going to

I

power to
any way,

"I don't have the

form,"

to

do

in

tell

do

it,

NBC

shape, or

"Whenever a news crew comes to this
campus,

I try

to

make

it

a good experi-

on Tuesday night
The two major issues, as presented

ent

by

BSG Affairs

controversy.

story.

some were blowing

said

the

of proportion.

Leadership Council

Colby's

newspaper

student

—

that

ing rights

tions,

Wednesday in April was passed For the
Class of 2007, this amendment will

mind"

for

return to exact revenge

a criminal to

on a victim who

had thwarted a crime.

problem

at

Colby was

increasing.

of alcohol consumption stay

level

fairly consistent

from year

to year,"

said.

He

Colby was

also denied that
effort to

be more harsh on

"There

is

certainly not an orches-

There may have

citations in recent years,

he said "I've never heard of a robber

coming back

to

seek revenge."

Responding Bowdoin Security

offi-

David DeSchuiteneer, who was the
first on the scene, said mat be believed
that an attack fueled by revenge would
cer

man

have been more malicious

simply

holding a door closed.
"It

trying to

side of the apartments

is

be a

an individual
prankster," he

lights out-

in order to

increase lighting around the house.

new one reinforced with steel,
and installed new deadbolt locks on
bom the front and the basement doors.
with a

On

according to Nichols

early to speculate

on

it

the details

is

too

of the

crime or the motivations and identity of

follow

The only

thing
is

that

certain,

is

mat "we're dealing with

who

is

a

him down the
this

stairs.

incident, Nichols

latest

increase patrols

or twice."

Brunswick

significant threat to the

community, not just Bowdoin students.

Whether
either

this

way

when we

was or was not a

it's

prank,

a crime of assault, and

catch this individual he will

be prosecuted"

The two

police Friday to gather
tion about the case
that

more

informa-

and discuss

might be taken

further

to

make

the School Street apartments safer for
students.

When asked whether be had considered recommending that the College
discontinue

its

of the School

lease

Street apartments, Nichols said that

incidents involving Cippel

it is

"premature at this point to make any

have not been the only recent reports of

sort

suspicious persons at School Street

that "there are issues with the area that

apartments.

On November

16,

a female

resident told security that a "scruffy-

looking"

man wearing

a raincoat was

peering through her bedroom window,

which

is

located in the back

of

the

house, near the door to the basement

The

resident alleged that the

man

then

attempted to enter the house through the
front door,

which was locked before

disappearing into the night Responding
officers

found nothing upon

arrival.

of recommendation," but did say

we have some concerns with"
"Some

students have expressed con-

cern with some of the people

who

fre-

quent the area," he said

As

for

elections,

should take precautions

when walking

outside alone.
"Statistically, there is

lessening of risk

a significant

when two or more

stu-

dents are walking together," be said.

"The best

protection

is

it

one of cooper-

Improvement

social

enforcement

agency

activities involving

Bowdoin

students

was

Representatives

members
would
social

Desjardins agreed that his depart-

ment works well with Bowdoin.
"We don't work in a vacuum," he
said "Our philosophy has been and
continue to be that the best

will

answer

is [to]

work with

all parties

involved"

He attributed his department's success in part to a

good

relationship

with the student body.

Committee,

tabled with the failure of the

informed I'm glad that's the way
happens down here," Nichols said

BSG

Amendment Many
that

felt

call for

into

who journeyed

this decision

was made.

this

amendment

ovenepresentation of the

houses within

two

in favor,

and two against This

abstaining,

sec-

a lengthy process, which

tion detailed

could present proposals in front of

BSG

houses to nominate representa-

without keeping us fully apprised and
it

abroad before

has yet to be used in which students

House

Amendment which would have allowed
tives to the Student Affairs

any law
engaged in
if

movement that takes

removal with a vote of 22

BSG

Social

take effect in the 2006-2007 school

A section of the constitution entitled

the current constitution, the

votes within

first

second

the

to

"Student Matters" was approved for

house system represents seven

The
is

elec-

all

amendment

for this

would not be happy

BSG

An amendment that would have
removed the Academic Affairs
Committee and placed the duties of the

Three amendments were passed
unanimously.

One amendment clarified

nte role of die president while another
clarified the roles

The

of the vice presidents.

amendment

final

Funding Amendment

the Clubs

laid

and

out the roles

of the Student Organization Oversight
Committee and the Student Activities
Funding Committee
Before any changes are

BSG

made

to the

committees on the vice president of

constitution,

was voted down, with
only four members in favor, two
abstaining, and 18 opposed As a result

form of the constitution and on a
reform of quorums and vote numbers,

Amendment

members in favor. The amendments
must then be presented to die student
body for a vote.

academic

affairs

the Officer Restructuring

which would have renamed the vice
president of academic affairs as the

must vote on a

clari-

fied

both of which must be passed with 21

Campus Security Report: 11/28 to 12/5
Monday, November 28:
•A fire alarm at Winthrop
was
ond

•There was an alcohol policy vioHall

•A student reported a red "old
from the

cruiser" bicycle missing

floor shower.

•A missing construction sign was
recovered from a room in Coles

bicycle rack outside Coles Tower.

Tower.

Moulton Union Dining was treated
and released by Brunswick Rescue.
•A student who injured her hand

Tuesday, November 29:

•A student who fainted

at

a

Mid-Coast Hospital

for evalua-

tion.

•A student reported that three
unknown people threw rocks through
a window at Winthrop Hall, then fled

•A fire alarm at Winthrop Hall
was activated. False alarm.
•A student reported that her digital
camera was missing from Moulton

reported on the third floor of Maine

Union.

Hall.

south onto the Quad.

•An alcohol policy

receiving a cut to the head at

•A student was transported

to

Parkview Hospital with an injured
foot

•A fire alarm at Chamberlain Hall
was activated when a heat sensor
malfunctioned.

man

in

the parking

lot

at

Chamberlain Hall.

•A male student was transported
after falling

to

and

Quinby

to enter her

them.

ble theft from a vending

awareness."

*m*

at

was transported

fire

alarm

at

to

Brunswick

Apartments was activated by

stu-

dents broiling a steak.
student

reported a bicycle

missing from Maine Hall.

Monday, December 5:
•A female student reported
theft

the

of her jacket from Thome Hall

while she was attending the Junioritem

is

described as a black puffy

REI brand down jacket.
•A staff member fell and injured
herself while crossing Hyde Park
near the polar bear statue. She was
transported to Parkview Hospital,

•An
that

an

male student was trying

intoxicated

staff

fainted

treated and released.

Sunday, December 4:
•A female student reported

•A

who

Senior Ball on Saturday night. The

•A female student reported a suspicious

from Sargent Gymnasium. The balls
are Wilson brand and some have
"Residential Life" stamped on

~^i

was

House.

reported nine basketballs missing

door

a

•A

Parkview Hospital

December 2:

in

student

•A

violation

detector in the third floor hallway.

A Residential Life staff member

•A

Parkview Hospital.

Saturday, December 3:

Wednesday, November 30:
•A fire alarm at Winthrop Hall
was activated by a smoke detector in
a second floor hallway. There was
no fire.
•An intrusion alarm at Banister
Hall was inadvertently activated by
a staff member.
Thursday, December 1:
•A fire alarm at Ladd House was
activated by a malfunctioning smoke

•

Coles Tower.

Ladd

House.

Druckenmiller lab was transported
to

lation at a registered event at

activated by steam from a sec-

Friday,

now, Nichols said students

coordinating

Under

moved

from voting, and two

ation and mutual respect," he said "I

work with police to
on School Street, but

ed effect.. .mere may be some nights
where we can only get down there once

measures

first

with his office.

first tried to

Nichols will meet with Brunswick

an obviously troubled person

campus without

said he plans to

the perpetrator.

Nichols said

social

him when he entered
it was uncertain

admitted that "patrols will have a limitStill,

voted against it

die basement, so

whether the intruder had

eight abstained

not conduct undercover activity on

Wednesday, Cippel had locked

the door behind

members voted

officers.

Bowdoin Director of Safety and
Randy Nichols told the
Orient that Brunswick police would

also replaced the basement door

After

seems mat mis

who was

of several burned-out

house representatives with

Security

"Our relationship

trated crackdown.

repair

the potential pres-

ence of undercover

students.

its

They

"The whole incident is very strange,"

year

year. This is a

regarding Cippel, Security oversaw the

the criminal

that

account the students

In response to the first incident

"highly unusual in

also voted down.

with the exception of die

House Council (IHC). The IHC chairman would retain his seat. Fifteen

Student attacked at School Street
apartment for second time this fall
is

sentatives.

was

An amendment

six social

was bothered by

A propos-

and
body voted against decreasing the number of social house reprerepresent the social houses

two representatives elected by the Inter-

but not this semester," Collins said

it

was voted down.

seeking support for die idea of an

independent moderator without speak-

declined to say whether the college

Collins disputed that the drinking

as moder-

amendment

proposal, which

23 votes in favor, which created a counclasses, the

campus and that Colby
would be cooperative. He

arrested 'for alcohol violations

Nichols said that

Amendment with

down

allowed for the officer team to rotate as

al

security

been more

ASSAULT, from page 3

the

step

operations on

approximately 60 Colby students
have either been issued a summons or

mis

he must

ator for the debate. This

was tabled and a new

elsewhere.

making an

The Colby Echo-

told

debates, with the stipulation that he

to speak,

moderators,

passed

within their rights to conduct such

of
on-campus enforcement by

Collins noted that the police were

The Moderators Amendment nominated the treasurer as the moderator for

the college, forcing students to drink

"We're not going to go overboard"

Massey

BSG

in off-campus arrests is the result

he

he said

press

Committee, were rep-

role clarification.

stricter

"All of the evidence shows that the

Responding to the media coverage,
issue out

speculated that an' increase

and

resentation

Although

Epstein said he wasn't aware of the

votes are necessary.

Twenty-five representatives were pres-

Hood said

ence for them"

abstained

ment to be passed

The BSG Representatives
Amendment would have replaced the

interest in the story.

Massey

He

so choose, received 20 votes

and one against four members

In order for a constitutional amendin BSQ 21 of die 26
members must vote in favor of the
amendment Even if 26 members are

may mention that and I don't think that's

Colby drinking draws national

year.

1

BSG

within

were voted down. The Speaking Rights

be reformed

Schuberth

sequently apologized

if they

comment

is this

cil to

Police involvement in

attempted to

that

amendments Tuesday. Two-thirds of all

Hood said.

Scott

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) passed six new constitutional

amendments before the constitution may

story

the story wasn't," Vice

President for Communications and Public
Affairs for

by veteran

what the

situation

was and what

own

their

Two amendments

set rules for die debates

voting students must vote to approve the

asked them specifically

News what

'They recognized through

BSG vice president was tabled

he

that

were

"I

sideshow, which

the College Republican National

Committee.

du Houx, a vocal opponent of

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

role

going to be talking about a complete

Maine

of

he

had a

Amendment which stated that the president may speak first on any issue while
the sponsor of the proposal may speak

the story.'

and honoring

that

the College

Hood responded

omission.

who is

kenness, his sense of duty to his country,

commitment

if

parts of constitution

he

that,"

had discussed the issue with the produc-

Dan

Weekend Edition Senior
Broadcast Producer Bob Epstein said.
"It was an interesting profile to do, to
and outspo-

asked

of being

er of the report.

Houx's

national basis,"

that

in the

There was footage both of Cornell du

good story. It was a take on how

people are viewing service to their coun-

his political beliefs

When

Alter introduced the report as "the
story of one Marine in

do

try that

country, and he's sort

the

involvement Aher is also a columnist for

Newsweek magazine.

mined

"It's a

his political

to represent

the

shown on NBC's "Nightly News,"

aired

as

The

television network.

in contrast

amend

to

going and

is
it

Du

ofhis story being documented

on a major
ture,

now has

who

have a student

2005

9,

room at Coles Tower.
member reported a possimachine

at

ill

staff

member was

trans-

ported to Parkview Hospital for an

examination.

—Compiled

by the Bowdoin

Department ofSafety and Security.

"
December

2005

9,
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Executive compensation at Bowdoin similar
to that of peer liberal arts institutions
SALARIES, from page
Compensation data

1

Bowdoin's

for

Thomas

Brackett

History

and

and $29,807

Levine

College's non-profit filing documents.

Bowdoin's longest-serving professor,

As

a

make

by

tion

it

sophomores

nity to "re-orient" themselves to

year and sophomore students

by attending a series of
workshops on study skills, time
management, health and wellness,
and student involvement in the
campus community.

sign up, "should be a

available for inspec-

The most

recent

page

7).

affairs sets faculty

compensation, and

uses a combination

of factors

"There

fiscal

related story,

Longley said the dean of academic

mine pay.

to deter-

some discretion on the part

is

of the dean," she

includes only retirement contributions

243 other Bowdoin staffers earned over

and deferred compensation

$50,000.

in

cal-

its
It

not include health insurance costs.
its

Trustees serve without compensa-

does

The

tion,

seconding to the documents.

Federal

employees 403(b)

regulations

also

require

deferred retirement plans for employ-

Bowdoin to provide the IRS with information on its highest-paid independent

ees of educational institutions.

contractors.

retirement plans, which are taxed-

-$458,729

pay

for

West

Halls.

Career Prospects,

the base compensation

a temporary

for other top admin-

Inc.,

istrators.

employment

of private

liberal arts

After the presi-

college presidents nation-

Bowdoin's
highest-paid

next

wide, Mills received the

was

administrator

Volent

$37,998 in retirement plan

and

tion

The base pay

contributions.

represents

a $50,000 raise from the previous year.
a phone interview, Volent said that

In

skilled investment

demand, and

managers are

in

salaries at colleges reflect

new

not

for

mately $43,000 increase over the previyear.

Carol O'Brien Associates, a devel-

opment

planning

received

firm,

$153,722 for services provided for the

"Schools are trying to get good

she

capital

colleges

Volent,

to

private sector as investment portfolios

sophisticated She noted
comes from the endowment and not the College's operating
budget

that her salary

Senior Vice President for Planning

and Administration William Torrey

$187390

and $116,168

in

is

and

compensation and $27,561

employee

Also included

in

base

it's

in contribu-

to be able to take

Benson

hard

really

Dean of Academic Affairs
Craig McEwen, who received compen-

A new
the

of $175,000 and $33,670 in benand then-Dean of Admissions Jim

would

who received $145,000 in com-

an opportunity

on sophomores who tend

Assistant

"Time
Unmanageable
People," "Staying Safe at Bowdoin
College," and many others.
This

is

Success,"

to

the

for

time that such a

first

program has taken place at
Bowdoin. According to Assistant

Dean

Student

of

staff.

According to Pacelli, the
planning committee was
formed largely out of the

to

second

Wellness
Health
and
Committee, which included

n

Dean

Tim

Affairs

start

and

of Student Affairs

on

the

spring

who have

the

of

Office

the

Residential Life.

semester,"

Foster said.

including those

In addition to

from

people

Office of Student Affairs

group
either directly participated [in Reto
be
O] or appointed others
"People

noon until 5 p.m., followed by a
program evaluation.
themes
include
Workshop
"Managing Your Reading Load,"
"Opportunities for Engagement in
the Local Community Through

of administra-

coaches, students, and

other

class.

from

place

and

the planning committee are

many

in

the

involved," Pacelli said.

taken the initiative them-

In order to determine the pro-

up for Re-O, the
committee has also

gram's area of focus, first-year and
sophomore students were surveyed

selves to sign

planning

from
academic advisors, coaches, deans,
Baldwin
Learning
and
Teaching Center, and others.
solicited student nominations

about workshop ideas.

the

will be discussion-based about the

"Many

important topics covered

during Orientation are not immedi-

and only become so
an 'awakening' of sorts,"

ately relevant

after

While some of the workshops

Bowdoin experience and social
scene, others will be more topical
and individualized. The Baldwin
Center will also conduct a session

on study

Re-O

Foster said.

"This program will allow partic-

"The idea itself comes from
Carnegie Mellon and a similar program I developed there 15 years

to the start of the

ago.

he

While this has never been implemented at Bowdoin before, accord-

In addition, "the program offers
an opportunity to focus on sophomores who tend to feel relatively

Foster,

ipants to develop

new skills prior
new semester,"

skills.
is

intended to be a small

event, serving as a trial with the

option of expansion in the future.
"I think

we need

to see

how

it

goes, what people find helpful and

said.

not helpful. We'll be doing some
evaluation and seeing where

we

PaceHi said.

•are next year,"

50 from each of the two
dents from each class

arrival at

years ago.

October.

awareness of the

the meeting

range of

full

ill-

nesses and diseases that undergradu-

Bowdoin

face that are diagat the

Dean of Student

health cen-

Affairs Craig

Bradley said.

"A new

health center facility

is

a

Bowdoin

to

see whether students entering col-

than those

in

He
stu-

who were on

including birth

(not

upon

control)

classes.

number of

then compared the

a

Board of Trustees meeting

with the Trustees was to broaden

Brown

to

which he pulled every eighth chart
of first years and seniors until he had

health center facility at the most

Benson proposed the idea of
recent

ter,"

to relocate to increase patient flow efficiency

more medications

Of

who

entered college three

50 students used in the
informal study, there were eight
members of the Class of 2006 on
the

two or more prescription medications on arrival compared to 13 current first years, four members of the
Class of 2006 on psych medications
on arrival compared to six current
first years, and ten members of the
Class of 2006 on "significant medications" on arrival compared to 12

University's top admission's position,

well-understood need in terms of

current

currently

campus planning," Bradley said.
At his presentation before the
trustees, Benson shared the results of

dents today are entering college on

and a nationwide search

One

offers

program will

lege today are on

nosed and treated

moved

also provide

therapy.

ates at

underway

On

Foster,

faculty,

campus community.

sections of the

and get a jump

faculty,

Tim

various cross-

are variety

include workshops sched-

uled to take

prescriptions
facility

efits,

pensation and $32,174 in benefits.

is,

with

opportunity to offer physical

sation

Miller has since

argue

to

"The importance of

documents are

"No

said.

$2,000."

benefit plans.

in the

data for

Miller,

and

made up of students,

an informal study he conducted, in

J

matter what the financial situation

new

Longley earned $175,000

good

feels

it

care of them,"

due to the inclusion of some

deferred compensation.

tions to

is

staff representing

Tim Foster

Health center seeks
HEALTH, from page

base compensation

in additional benefits.

According to Longley, die higher benevalue

staff

House.

ing to Director of Residential Life

campaign.

become more

fits

committee, chaired by

to

and

said.

According

increasingly have to compete with the

earned

who

Cram Alumni

the

at

Management

The College's legal counsel, Vcrrill
Dana LLP of Portland, received

ous

ty

Service," "Eating and Exercising

$278,105. That represents an approxi-

high

that market.

returns,"

&

skills

year after being the featured

Your Way

that

Bowdoin.

received $225,000 in base compensa-

new

first-

feel relatively neglected in their

Longley said

is

learn

in,

130

good way

strategies, connect with students,

to focus

received $323,709.

48thhigjhest pay.

-

focus

first

tors,

or

based in Brunswick,

employment firms

Vice President for

.

firm

the use of temporary

Investments Paula
Volent

the

design of East and

When compared with

compensation.

of

Architect, Inc.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, received

Board of Trustees
determines Mills's

Re-O, open to the

"The program

"Re-O," will
take place January 21 and
beginning
with
22,
a
keynote address by Will
Smith '00, dinner in Daggett
Lounge, and a social activiference,

Sunday's

Kyu Sung Woo

Senior Vice President for Finance and

Administration Katy Longley said the

have the opportu-

will

life

"Students have expressed enthu-

This Re-Orientation con-

In addition to these top employees,

of the benefits value.

college

said.

Finance Nigel Bearman, Bowdoin

dent,

siasm for this idea," he said.
The Re-O conference planning

demic year (see

year beginning

Mills sets the

said.

like that later on," she said.

and plans to retire at the end of this aca-

the public.

College offers

of the new
years and

first

the

1,

culation

start

Bowdoin

the

2003 and ending June 30, 2004.
According to Vice President of

form covers the
July

semester,

being the featured class," Foster

"Students liked orientation and
wished they could do something

organization,

Revenue Service (IRS) each

year and

Before the

is

neglected in their second year after

this.

Form 990 with

non-profit
file

in benefits.

"We've talked about

Pacelli,

doing stuff like

Levine earned $132,598 in compensa-

highest-paid employees are listed in die

Internal

Kim

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

Dan

Science

Political

tion

College must

Re-orientation planned for January

Reed Professor of

for

is

a successor.

professor also

made

the list

first

years.

Benson says

more

this

shows

that stu-

prescriptions than they

were

three years ago.

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report
by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff
•Attendance:

25/26.

Absent:

Affairs has drafted a
bill

•Facilities and Security have cre-

an effort
improve safety when walking
in

to
in

•BSG

cookie decorating
break sponsored

study

new academic

which

will

be

the

family prescriptions, according to

be

and a

by the

abstaining.

•Of 12 proposed constitutional
amend ents discussed, 11 were voted

m

on (see

related story,

page

3).

Offices double as examination

rooms

at the health center currently.

Relocation to a newer building could allow for a

more

practical use of space.

Benson. Members of the Dudley Coe
staff agreed that the

improvement
of the workout facilities on campus, with 23 members in favor and

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

scribed between freshman and senior

year are prescribed through the
health center, rather than through

next semester.

voted to support a resolu-

suggestive,"

medications pre-

most commonly

prescribed medication at the health

tion concerning the

1

at dinner

BSG

it's

said.

Many of

center

is

"For

birth control,

all

of

last

by

far.

These prescriptions are free of

cerns were also treated at the health

charge to students and not included

center last year as well, including

in counts of written

chrome active Hepatitis B, Crohn's
disease, Type 1 Diabetes, and malig-

said.

prescriptions.

school year and

After birth control, the most fre-

semester so far, we've dispensed
from our formulary 3,288 packs of

quently prescribed medications are

OCP's (oral contraceptive pills), 972

depressants, acne medications, asth-

Nuvarings (vaginal contraceptive
rings), and 672 packs of Plan B

ma

this

the dark.
13, there will

of rights

reviewed by

ated a pilot program together. They
will distribute white reflective snap

•On December

Benson

if it's statistically

but

significant,

Committee on Student Affairs.
•The Committee on Academic

Elizabeth Gillespie '09.

bands to students

"I'm not sure

(emergency contraception),'' Benson

chronic prescriptions, such as antimedications, and acid-suppres-

sants, in that order.

A number

of serious health con-

nant tumors.
"I

wanted to focus the
to support

enthusiasm

—to show

things

trustees'

certain

that college health

centers aren't just for runny noses

and sore

Benson

throats,"
I

.

said.

'
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with

Senator
Evan Kohn spoke
with Maine's junior
senator this week
about homeland
security, the future
of energy in America,

and

financial aid,

war

the

in Iraq.
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Photograph courtesy of the Office of U.S. Senator Susan Collins
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Maine's

Political

headers
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Fourth

Welcome

in a series

J

Maine's

and

Chairman of the Homeland Security
and Government Affairs Committee,
and also serves on the Armed
Services
Committee and the
Committee on Aging. Collins is
proud of the fact that she has been

One

buying

present for every roll call vote since

trucks with

her

to the

first

day

in the Senate.

of the

with

Evan Kohn:
response

Baldacci,

Otympia Snowe,

tins

and

week

had die

statements in the

I

Susan Collins.
Collins, a Caribou,

Maine

native,

by a family that ran a fifthlumber business. She
attended St. Lawrence University in
Canton, New York, and went on to
raised

generation

spend several years working for

for-

mer Senator William S. Cohen and
former Maine Governor John R.
McKeman.
Collins became the founding
executive director of the Center for

Husson College
Bangor, Maine in 1994. She won

Family Business
in

9/11

to

at

New

doesn't have good,

it

accountability measures

money

that the

is

ensure

to

New

The

Homeland Security fundI

believe
[bill] is

strict

that

listed

that the 9/1

me

1

accountability

was

[in recognition]

I've

done

tion

of some of

Republican Party.

oversee... There's

tions

the

in

la that is in the current

i

that

think that

recommendathat

I

that the

Security [funding] formu-

>Vit'iUIrftfi/f fit

law

oil

doesn't recognize that both rural and

use.

We

and

would have a

it

should also pursue more

and

development

urban states have vulnerabilities.

research

And

alternative energy sources that are

goals.

country up to a certain level of pre-

is

Second, the current law does not
allocate

it

would not bring

A

paredness.

funds sufficiently based

state clearly

upon

the entire

We

not fossil fuel-based.

work

coastal state, a border

to increase energy efficiency

of appliances. There are a

has vulnerabilities that a

into

should

made

lot

of

an assessment of risks,
threats, and vulnerabilities. But in
doing that, you have to be careful

larger, interior

not to equate large populations

that

we have to remember that terror-

immediately to help lower-income

ists

could

So

have.

I

savings that could be

urban state might not

think

we need

a more

in that

area as well.

But we also need

sophisticated formula... Finally on

to take action

to almost double the funding for

area

now

amount of

barrels a day,

very significant impact on energy

it

some of the short-term work being

no doubt

Homeland

do not

go because

the preparedness of our nation as a

to ensure the implementatheir

to

light trucks. If we
we would reduce the
we use by a million

was

I

of the work that

Collins, Maine's junior senator,

\W%\\ tttt^'il'iW*!!

I

I

House-approved

way

SUVs and

for

report [on

among people

first

senators.

the

that

the right

efficiency standards

increase fuel

took that step,

spent to meet national preparedness

is

automatically with risks, threats, or

We know that two
of the hijackers began their journey
of death and destruction from
Portland, Maine. We know that the
vulnerabilities.

flawed,

whole,

we

that's

what we pro-

based on the Secretary of

Homeland

Security's assessment of

and vulnerabilities.

in

more

rural

low-income heating assistance pro-

Bowdoin has

grams. That would make a tremen-

taken a number of steps to encourage and establish more sustainable
and efficient uses of energy on cam-

dous difference to people living in

pus. What are your long-term plans

our tax code that very large

oil

for energy in America?
Senator Susan Collins:

gas companies enjoy.

a

all,

It

I'd like to ask one

deal with high energy

done

The legislation that Joe
Lieberman and I have written
would double the amount of funds

risks, threats,

and schools

to

prices this

posed.

that are

[such as] our food supply,

malls,

Evan Kohn:

have to have sophisticat-

ed formula, and

attack so-called soft

still

targets

areas in order to spread terror.

. .

rural

Commissioners

they thanked in Congress.

is

spoke with Senator Snowe about

Senator Susan Collins:

Monday]

9/11

law

communities
throughout
America. So, if we want to increase

Maine?

its final

support of 71

Joe

have drafted would

legislation

Lieberman and

the

that the current

support the approach that

I

we've worked out in the Senate,
which passed the Senate with the

Jersey,

garbage

air-conditioned

with

agree

I

flawed.

question about energy. Last week I

have these funds allocated to different places based on risk? How are

very proud that in

So,

Commission

being wisely spent.

We've seen examples of wasteful
spending in Newark,

away] from our dangerous dependence on Middle East oil. In order to
do that, we need to take a number of
steps. For example, we need to

achieve preparedness directives.

strict

hijackers trained and organized in

Homeland Security Committee, do
you think it should be a priority to

these funds affecting

so that the nation as a whole can

reasons.

families and seniors who are living
on limited income with the high
cost of home heating oil. Along
with Senator Snowe and a coalition
of senators on both sides of the
aisle, I have been working and
offering amendments in the Senate

Responder grants need to be allocated based on risk? As Chair of the

by Senator Cohen in 1996 after
winning the nomination of the

half-way through her second

York Times

and on "Meet the Press " saying that
Homeland Security funds and First

election to the Senate seat vacated

is

what is your
Commission

Chairman Thomas Kean and Vice
Chairman Lee Hamilton's recent

opportunity to chat with Senator

was

Senator,

Senator

Speaker of the Maine State House
Richardson,

many

measures to ensure that money

political

ing with Governor

John

is

put in place

interview.

leaders. After speak-

John

flawed for

is

it

ing.

The following includes excerpts

fourth in a series of

conversations

term in the Senate and serves as the

I

think

winter.

we

they're earning record profits

there

is

try,

L

tl> J «

«.

Il

l

lllll

i

.

should [move ourselves

J 1 1

and
time

when

baseline of funding for every state
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In

of

First

energy independence for our coun-

we

increase by eliminating subsidies in

should set a goal of

would also ensure a meaningful

and

need. I'm proposing to pay for that

i
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Senator Susan Collins discusses homeland security war in Iraq with the Orient
,

COLLINS, from page 5
providing these very large corporations with tax breaks,

enjoy

now

to the tune of billions of

Grants... student loans,

forms of federal assistance. The
Senate version was included as part

progress in Iraq... Some of

of a budget bill

the Iraqi army. So,

[it]

is

I

that recently passed.

much of an
I would
have been the Senate's
leading supporter of Pell Grants
did not include as

It

increase in Pell Grants as

think you're

like to see.

I

seeing even tougher questions and
more aggressive oversight.
Evan Kohn: Briefly, what are
your thoughts on the Higher

College prior to being elected to the

Education Reauthorization Act?

Senate, and

Senator Susan Collins:

I

my

throughout
Senate].

have

nine years [in the

worked

I

I

saw

at

Husson

first-hand [the

impacts] of Pell Grants and [other

long been a very strong supporter of
higher education and the govern-

has

and other

war began. ..Many of us

are concerned about the lack of

due to a slow start, some of it is due
to an ill-fated decision to disband

a
question about the Iraq war. The
war has been felt at BowJoin; many
speakers have come to campus and
one student Marine just recently left
for Iraq service. What is the mood
on the Armed Services Committee in
regards to the Iraq war?
Senator Susan Collins: The
I'd like to ask

Armed Services Committee

ment's contributions through Pell

ings as well as classified briefings
since the

which they

dollars.

Evan Kohn:

been holding periodic public hear-

financial assistance].

students,

For so many

truly spells the differ-

it

ence between being able to attend
college and not being able to attend

t

college.

work

So, I'm going to continue to

fW*HT*

#L?b.fy

for further increases in Pell Grant

awards.

I

do think

that there are a

of important provisions in the
Higher Education Act. The Senate
lot

version does not include what

known

way

also, proposals ranging

would have been very detrimental
for colleges in Maine. So, I'm

decide what kind of industry, gov-

a golf course and resort to an edu-

we were able to stop
which would have been

a bad one.

Evan Kohn:

ON

SAL

E

NOW

from having

cation entity.

So

they wanted to attract to the site of

local people.

My job

former Loring Air Force Base, so

providing federal support for the

ernment, and business entities that

should the people in the Mid-Coast

that's really

[redevelopment]... it

my

is

sibility to try to

BNAS

funding to bring the plan to

region?

think

Senator Susan Collins: That is
up to the people of the MidCoast region. Just as the people in

refinery

know Monday night is Bowdoin

should be.

It is

process for the area.

proposed

all sorts

an enormous
People have

of ideas ranging

from a commercial airport
I

though

I

from the
think there

of opposition

Night at

to,

I

heard, a proposal for an oil
local

people,

would be a

to that as well.

lot

And

respon-

help them to secure

region decide what the future of

In regards to the

up to

to assist in

is

Brunswick Naval Air Station
(BNAS), what specific type of redevelopment do you think would best
serve the people of the Mid-Coast

really

Did you

in support.

northern Maine got together to

schools in a

that change,

It/^',-

signs legislation into law as Senator

Susan Collins and others watch

that

to

pleased that

'0

W. Bush

President George

which would have changed the formula for [granting] student loan

money

Courtesy of the Office of U.S. Senator Susan Collins

t

is

as a Fair Share proposal,

reality.

Evan Kohn: Finally, with so
many unknowns about Supreme
Court candidates and their judicial
toward important

philosophies
issues,

how should dialogues about

Supreme Court appointments on
college campuses be framed?
Senator Susan Collins: I think
the debate in our country and on
college campuses on the Supreme
Court, on Iraq, on energy policy, on

X

a host of issues, is a very healthy

Cold Stone Creamery?

one.

Come into Cold Stone show your student ID card,

My

office provides internships in

my

[district]

and you get

one

ice

cream

free

with the purchase of another ice cream.

like to see college students

I

getting

more involved

in the issues.

offices and

in

my

Washington office, and we've had
students from Bowdoin participate
in those

and

internships,

think

I

they're wonderful opportunities.

So, [whether you debate the]

philosophy of Samuel
what our policy should be
think it is great and con-

judicial
Alito, or
in Iraq,

I

tributes to the dialogue in this country.

Evan Kohn: Are you planning
run for re-election again

in

to

2008?

Senator Susan Collins: That's
ways off, and I haven't made

quite a

a decision. I've very

my .time

much enjoyed

in the Senate,

I've contributed a

lot.

and

I

think

I've certainly

noticed that as I've gained seniority... I'm

more

able to accomplish

my

for

state

and

my

much

country

with each passing year. But right

now, I'm just concentrating on my
chairmanship of the Homeland
Security Committee, my service on
the

Armed

Services and the Aging

Committee... and I haven't really
been thinking about my future

Now Auditioning for night-time
Flexible

positions

Hours

plans.

Evan Kohn: And who might
you be rooting for in this weekBowdoin-Colby hockey
end's
games?
Senator Susan Collins: As with
Senator Snowe,

Tuition

Reimbursement

$100 sign-on bonus

well and

I

wish both teams

I

won't take a

Evan Kohn:

Well,

your time. Senator.
Senator Susan

side.

thank you for

Collins:

Thank

you, Evan.

Person at Cold Stone Creamery
10 Gurnet Rd., Brunswick, ME 04011 (Cooks Corner)

Apply

m
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Look for another Evan Kohn
interview with
political
future.

one of Maine's
the near

leaders in
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Condoms are good fit

Professor Daniel Levine to retire

42 years

after

to the

f

Professor Profile

Bowdoin College

at

Bowdoin community continue

well beyond his hopes of instilling

J

skepticism in his students.

by Ben Freedman
Contributor

As a young

professor, Levine

single-handedly

was

responsible

for

introducing African- American histo-

As a young boy growing up
Greenwich

Village,

New

York,

knew

at the

age of

Daniel Levine

wanted

eight that he

he has

years

later,

hood

aspiration.

Levine,

1972,

Now

to teach.

fulfilled his child-

who was granted tenure in
currently

is

longest-

the

member of

tenured

in

the

faculty.

Levine has been at Bowdoin since
the 1963-64 academic year

when he

an assistant professor of

started as

of $8,500. For
31 years, he has been the

history with a salary

the last

Thomas Bracket Reed
history

and

professor of

political science.

Though as a child, Levine wasn't
sure where he wanted to teach, over
the years, he came to form his
employment criteria.
"When I was in graduate school I
said, only partly in jest, 'When I go
to a job I would like skiing in the
summer, and

winter, sailing in the

the

New York Times on the same day

it's

published.'"

Bowdoin has

certainly provided

is

was no

Fulbright

Scholarship

years earlier.

Fulbright

nearly

20

He was granted his

first

Senior

Lectureship

in

Given the options of Austria,
Vietnam, and Denmark, Levine
chose to teach in Scandinavia.

Ever since his year

at

in

leges."

a guest professor

his motivation for creating this area

of

was a result of the civil rights
movement leader Stokely Carmichael.
"Stokely Carmichael said in some

the University

remains fluent in Danish.

While Levine has very much

study

come down

to

Mississippi and teach us to vote.

We

'Don't

interview,

know how to vote. Talk at Berkeley.
The white students at Berkeley,
where the problem is.' That's
what he said. So I said, Oh, the white
that's

Bowdoin.

students at Berkeley, at

And I began

to

participate

movement.
competent at? I was
teaching history. So I

in the historic

"What was
competent

enjoyed his time in Brunswick, he
is ready for the next step in his life

and academic career

I

at

would begin teaching

history."

as active participa-

tion in the civil rights

movement

often cause cervical

Benson, M.D.

Jeff

cancer, but because

Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

almost

—retirement.

Dear

Dr.

I keep hearing

Jeff:

Do

con-

HPV or not?

doms protect against
—L.J.

cancer.

protect

Cancer of

Human

nearly 16,000

L.J.:

Papilloma Virus (HPV). This has
been demonstrated in a number of

According

studies.

Disease

for

studies have

to the Centers

laboratory

Control,

shown

HPV

that

can-

He
all

This protection

anticipates continued use of

the

Maine coast has

With more

and preventable

treatable

nearly always curable

has a long pre-clinical

phase, which permits early detection.
In fact, regular screening

only protect the skin that they cover

very effectively pick up early, pre-

against infection. Studies of the pro-

cancerous changes, and treatment at

Additionally, Levine has played

many years and is
more and more and more
and effort and emotional

of condoms against

tective efficacy

HPV,

like all "real-life" studies

women newly

cancer have never had a Pap smear,

and another ten percent have not had
one in the previous five years.

College has undoubtedly benefited

that

The young boy from Greenwich
Village who wanted to grow up to be a

not

teacher has not disappointed himself.

or

cam-

Bowdoin

curative.

is

half of

prevention, often and unavoidably

and will benefit from his presence.

an end, his contribu-

pus for years to come.

More than

diagnosed with invasive cervical

These

methodological

have

allowed

not

may

Cervical cancer

researchers to con-

Levine's professional career
to

these early stages

of

sexually transmitted infection (STI)

University Press in 2000.

elude

HPV

is b;y

but

far the

that this protection
is

most prevalent STI.

is

reviewed

estimated that 75

piled

active people Contract

a

better

do not cover, have

rim 7

report,

career,

made some con-

HPV at

Levine has sincerely wanted his stu-

elude that condoms

another.

dents to understand history.

cannot, in fact, be

Throughout his teaching

desperately want students to

"1

know
on
to

lower

of HPV-associated diseases

AND

cervical cancer (for the

that abstinence is the only

http://www.cdc.gov/std/HPV/2004H

it

doesn't help you

—but you know

the present.

want

history

And I want

that

because of the relationship between

stu-

young adults has

facing

mean

become

want people to
be skeptical about sources and about
I

untold tens of millions

HPV" —even

if

HPV

though more than 99

percent of people

I'm the

as "the deadly

virus never die

who

from

contract the

most prevalent
STI. The numbers involved are

To put skepticism into a formal acasetting,

Levine once taught a

staggering.

truly

It

against the spread of HIV, an STI that

claimed

has

American

almost

lives

Condoms

the world.

effective protection against chlamydia,

an STI which infects over three

is

estimated

year.

And,

finally,

reasonably

condoms

effective

that

people contract

standpoint,

another, and that at any given point

discourage condom use.

75 percent of sexually active
HPV at one time or

in time,

different,

From a public

pregnancies.

20 million Americans have

HPV

also offer

protection

(about 85 percent) against unwanted

American History." Not a typical history course, this one had students do

Each reading had a

to kill

more around

also offer very

course entitled "Interpretations of

multiple readings about each time

500,000

over the past 20

and which threatens

million people in this country each

it.

HPV is by far the

authority."

that con-

offer very effective protection

think tank the Heritage Foundation,

And

while Levine wants to teach

These same studies show

doms

years,

like to refer to

see

site.)

of "Virginity or
Death," as Katha Pollit put it at last
week's Common Hour. Similarly,
commentators at the conservative
one

authority... don't accept authority."

skepticism, he adds that students

really

com-

please

report,

PV%20Report.pdf at the CDC's web

HPV and cervical cancer, the choice

studying and

should "question, except

"proven"

HPV, and

protection against

to develop a skepti-

cism in the students.

period.

associ-

plete

absorbing material, but questioning.

demic

is

with

rates

for Levine,

also

condoms

HPV. The "Abstinence Only" cam-

learning history does not only

I

of

that regular use

ated

said to protect against the spread of

dents to begin doing that."

U

2004

paigners, in particular, have argued

the future,

know

CDC in

conclude

I'm teach-

the future

Yet,

one time or

by the

January,

You don't know history to

learn about the stuff that

ing about.

the

com-

and

Health

to

genital

by

National Institute of

percent of sexually

from

of

con-

to

doms! The studies
It

areas they literally

good now, much
than they were when I came."

"STD,"

most impor-

Back

The numbers involved

the

HPV

is

medical neglect.

are truly staggering.

condoms can-

spread of

it

tantly a disease

absolute.

prevent

indeed be an

HPV-related

definitively

students are very

a complimentary tone, he adds, "The

Pap smears

to offer.

pass more frequently.

As

most

the

one of

is

free time in retirement,

Levine expects to join his son at
his house on Sugarloaf and use his
ski

not absolute,

is

however. Condoms, of course, can

These shortcomings, and the fact

Poverty and Society: The Growth of
the American Welfare State in

cited

It

lead to cervical cancer.

continuing his research.

tions will continue to affect this

been very pleased with Bowdoin." In

are also

numbers

surgically.

teaching one course per year and

His most recent book is a biography of civil rights leader Bayard
Rustin,
published
by RutgeTs

books,

HPV

the

is

comes close

Levine's

than

er

the cervix

abroad.

of

They

several orders of a magnitude small-

cancers. Microinvasive carcinoma of

sometimes

infection that can

investment in playing."

Another

of course, very

significant numbers.

HPV

numerous works based on race and
welfare in the United States and

isfactory place to teach too... I've

annually. These are,

condoms. Condoms protect against
cervical HPV infection, the type of

Bowdoin's prox-

It's

causes some 5,000 deaths in the U.S.

returning as an adjunct professor,

include significant methodological

a very sat-

in

and

year,

above. Cancer of the cervix

shortcomings

it's

cervix occurs

the

women each

not pass through latex barriers like

problems.

very supportive... so,

women

Condoms do

Dear

"putting

a very benign employ-

perfectly

even the great majority of
with high-risk HPV on their

clear:

against the spread of the

the cello for

aside,

be

can

To be

traced back to them.

cervices will never develop cervical

time

amenities

cervical

all

cancers

At the end of this academic year,
Levine will be officially retired.
However, he looks forward to

teaching black history."

wanted

Levine

somehow

and lecturer at
of Copenhagen, and

because

they always or even

conflicting information:

Denmark,

Levine has developed strong ties
with the nation. He has returned as

not

risk"

1969.

Bowdoin, and there was no such history as Negro history in most colLevine distinctly remembers that

Dr. Jeff

has developed into a professional

a very good place to work.

er,'

Prior to his action, "there

such thing as Negro history

and they are "high

Ask

by Rutgers University Press in
1988, had its roots planed during a

lished

area of interest. Levine has written

Levine readily acknowledges that

"Bowdoin

History") to the course catalog.

International Comparison, also pub-

institution.

imity to Sugarloaf has helped.

Geographical

"Negro

HPV prevention

for

state,

with what he wanted in an
also admits that

named

(originally

What began

Levine, researcher of the welfare

He

ry

2005

9.

it

is

health

simply criminal to

Total abstinence does presumably

infections that can be

offer nearly 100 percent protection

unique historical view. Levine want-

transmitted to others. Every year,

against STIs and unplanned pregnan-

students to decipher, each

view, "find out

over 5.5 million people become
infected. Very fortunately, howev-

vincing case,

er,

ed

his

why do

they

genital

who makes a conwho doesn't, [and]

make

of HPV
infections are overcome by our
immune systems and resolve them-

the kind of case

they do."

Countless graduates have certainly

felt

effects.

One

Levine's

cies.

now a
Law School

Four of the over 30 sexually
though,

taking Interpretations of
American History, he has never

cause

which can lead
Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

ular,

for

some people,

cervical

cellular

changes

to cancer. In partic-

cancer

is

virtually

Professor

Bowdoin.

Dan Levine pioneered the African-American studies program at

He plans to retire from fulkime teaching at the end this year.

HPV Type
called

16 or Type 18. These are

"the high risk" sub-types,

For

not,

and those

individuals need useful,

scientific

information to

it

is

make

their

own

best

choices.

they

need condoms! And we have plenty
to

hand out

at the

Health Center

and plenty of appointments

for

tests, too.

Be

well!

always associated with untreated

read anything without the skepti-

absti-

the best choice.

however,

If that choice is safer sex,

transmissible strains of the virus,

since

And

nence remains
others,

tions.

has told Levine that

cism he learned in that course.
Levine's academic contributions

majority

without further complica-

selves

teaching

alum,

University of Chicago
professor,

great

the

Jeff Benson,

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

Pap

—

December

8
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Art students to exhibit
fruits of their labor

concert begets conga line

their

Staff Writer

work

to the

The

big

windows

glass

Hawthorne-Longfellow
afford passers-by a

in

Library

view of the

traffic

the library has channeled during die
last

weeks

few

Students,

who

Although

tography and printmaking pieces.

Following the show and sale on
campus at the VAC, this semester's
Advanced Studies in Visual' Art class
will hold an opening beginning at

6:00 p.m. in a gallery space in Fort

hunched in their chairs and
glued to computer screens, generate a
quiet tension as they busy themselves
and

papers.

their studios don't

have the

final

projects

Andross.
"Students have worked for weeks

big picture windows to give the cam-

to
art

at their progress

throughout die semester, students of

end from spaces all across campus for
a show of their final work.
Starting on Thursday night with the
students

of Architectural
I and II on dis-

broke out during the World Music Ensemble and Chamber Choir concert

left)

last

in the conga

their recent

work," said

department technician Courtney

Brecht

is

The recent work of 350 art students
a diversity of paintings, ink draw-

ings, charcoal, printmaking, film,

and

sculpture pieces.

The work

that will

be unveiled at

amazing visual experiences.

tinue with a tidal installation at the

Adams

end of the

Hall, the

the receptions

Center.

Friday at 4:00 p.m., the printmaking

Coastal

and photography classes will not only
have work hung in the Visual Arts

Environmental

Center (VAC) but will be selling

Landscape,

and photos in the VAC "fishbowl" from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

the Orr island coast, "a la

prints

Sunday.

showcase

semester art show promises some
truly

line that

at Fort

on Friday will remain
on view through the end of the semester, and die weekend's art events con-

Design and Sculpture
play in

President Barry Mills (center) joined Professor Jean Yarbrough (second from

down

Andross [by building walls and
repainting it] into an amazing gallery

die art department gather this week-

Courtesy of Beau Buhner

transform a space

to

pus a sidelong glance

work by

Wanderers down

break.

tables,

with

upstairs.

basement will find more pho-

crouched over

before

are

show

ing and painting classes will

by Frances Killea

Studies

Investigations
is

30S:

Studies
the

in

adding a

Maine

of itself to
Christo and

bit

Jean Claude," says Brecht

"Go check it out,"

Simultaneously, this semester's draw-

she added

Christmas fashions Thai Paradise an ethnic elysium
from head to mistletoe
by

Leslie Bridgers
Staff Writer

my two friend and I were
Tuesday night patrons of the

Though
by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen

wrap

Contributors

Is

silver,

Although

jeans.

calls for

a more

on the perfect pair of
most important,

fit is

almost as familiar a jingle as "ho ho ho"

color certainly plays a role in the over-

when

all look.

the season

quently

of giving, and subseparty

holiday

invitations,

knitted sweaters your

Those

arrives.

grandmother

you

gives

every

may keep you warm, but
nubby yam and applique snowmen will
Christmas

do nothing to highlight your best attribAlthough different occasions

utes.

for different attire,

it's

safe to say that

Kringle-themed apparel
strictly

Here

call

should be

a few

may

alternatives that

fect

match for a dressy denim look

is

a

flowing top. Starting with an empire
waist, the

flowing

torso,

cut

is

loosely shapes the

fabric

flattering

down

to the hips. This

on everyone, and elimi-

Although

sequins

may vary,

erally the same:

the

end

gen-

result is

attention-grabbing

glam. If you go heavy with the sequins,

go

light

with accessories.

A sleek

hoop

earring won't compete with the rest of

your

look.

a sequined

A word of advice: if you don
top,

go

for a less ornate skirt

(and vice versa). You'll look more polished and less Las Vegas.

Dresses

come in all shapes and

this winter, so

go

that best flatters

body

type.

The

sizes

for the color and style

your complexion and

full skirt is in,

so don't

be afraid to wear a dress that's strapless
fitted at the top and poufs out at the
bottom This style is great for all body
and

types. Halters are also fashionable
flattering,

—

.

to die speaker

allowed us to comment

effect that

freely

on our

played

I

favorite

food.
it

Thai

safe,

starter,

choosing

chicken coconut soup. Though

had

this in

my

Tom Kha Kai,
I

a

have

nearly every Thai restau-

the leg with pants, so a better option

with your denim might be the classic

my

An outfit is never complete without a
great pair

of shoes. Peep-toe shoes are a

work

for spring

too. Peep-toes tend to visually shorten

pointy-toe shoe.

Opt

rant that

confident in saying dial this

ing die buffet table.

for a shiny

pump

best,

sensitive taste buds.

The spring

rolls

were a well-done

or a leather boot with a knee-length

version of the classic Asian appetizer.

of fash-

The vegetables and noodles wrapped

skirt

and you'll be

ion.

Speaking of height,

a

Tom

shame
flat,

at the height

if your

man

is

and you're a Katie, there's no
in

and

wearing
you'll

flats.

Go

for a ballet

be dressed to impress

without towering over your date.

For the guys out there
spice

up

some

tips for

calls for

who want to
we have

there holiday attire,

you as

well. If the event

a shirt and tie,

there are

ways to

modernize the ageless trend Striped
ties

are appropriate for almost any

occasion For a subdued look, err on die
side of neutral shirts.

and

as well as cap sleeve and

muzak Our proximity

I have been to, I feel fairly
was the
and certainly the best in
Brunswick (though the dining services do have a very nice version). The
mushrooms were delicious, the broth
was creamy and flavorful, and the
kick of spice was perfectly suited to

nates the need to "suck in" after attack-

orously retro, they'll

number and configuration of

seemingly

optimal position to enjoy die ethnic

pain, but also provided a muffling

winter's per-

must-have right now. Not only glam-

dress, top, skirt, or purse.

the

restaurant, giving us die

quickly turned that enjoyment into

girls, this

The holiday season is the one time of
the year when sequins are the hottest
fashion staple. The trend works great as
the

waitress assured us that this

Dark denim makes a bold and

Lucidly for the

help sass up your holiday wardrobe.

a

on Pleasant Street, our
was not
She proceeded to sit us in
very back corner of die empty

restaurant

classy statement for nighttime affairs.

reserved for family functions.

are

the only

die norm.

your occasion

If

relaxed look, slip

going to wear?"

I

black cocktail

maroon, or cream.

fun and festivity he just around die corner.

"What am

little

you, go for a copper, gold,

isn't

The end of the semester is imminent;

*

The

dresses.

dress is a timeless staple, but if black

Please see FASHION, page 9

in rice

paper and served with sweet

and sour sauce were crispy and, in
the spectrum of fried foods, tight and
relatively grease-free. The steamed
dumplings, another favorite, were
not quite as typical.

wraps were huge,

The
flat,

soft,

Thai Paradise offers
rice served with

and house

While appetizer offerings were
including

tasteful

Fulton, the

Bowdoin Orient

tastier meals.

tofu,

The drunken chicken, a Thai

chewy

and loaded

with chives.

extensive,

Drew
decor and

fried

tofu,

chicken satay, and a few more soups,
the main menu was almost overwhelming in size. There are entire
selections of dinner sized salads,
Thai curry dishes, several styles of

duck and seafood, noodles or

fried

any meat or

of

specialties.

Listed as a salad, die

Yum Woon

was

better

pepper. This

indicated as spicy in the

sensitive palette apprehensive to try

with a wedge of

lettuce.

Mixed

in

with the noodles were shrimp, chicken, onions,
is

staple

chicken, green beans,

One of my
companions ordered the mediumspiced version, which he found
sinus-tickling, making me and my

Sen was mostly a noodle dish, served

dish

stir-fried

peppers, and basil leaves,

and

menu, and even
was pretty hot

chili

in its

than I've had before.

most mild form
Please see THAI, page 9

s
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Squid documents domestic struggle

and

Smitty's

guage with which he acts out are the

little

(and

larly,

Senior Ball

brother, Frank, simi-

rather

upon the

reflects

grotesquely)

by Carter

of his "pre-

Thomas

traits

All of this takes place right

Referred to by native Irishmen as

awful." Not surprisingly,

miming

under the nose of his mother, whose

obnoxious excuse
(the film

provides

nature

adulterous

wisely unclear

is

the

for her negligence
4»s

to

whether her affairs were the cause of
troubles

marital

or

in

fact

their

Laura Linney brings a cryptic inde-

pendence to Joan, her broad eyelids as
uncertain as the shingles of a widow's

mansion,

Berkman struggle to deal with
Noah Baumbach's The Squid and the Whale.

divorce in

Her

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist
a staircase in
York's American
History, a

have

face off in a

New

frame of plaster

it

a

after

that,

stability

few

fuel to Bernard's jeal-

woman whose

and adaptability hang a notch

above those of her ex-husband's.

hard o discern

becomes

add

ousy, while hinting at a

While both adults spin

different

the difference between the' creatures'

stories

deep-sea death lock and an embrace.

thing is certain: each excels at narcis-

Museum of Natural

still

realized

moments,

sperm whale and giant squid

his

Had he been able to look, he may

suitor.

coach and fresh success as a

novelist

eyes.

new

flick-

relationship with the children's

tennis

he always covered

his mother,

mourning yet

silently

ering at the prospect of a

their parents'

Primarily garnering Walt's sympa-

thy and awe, Jeff Daniels

of the divorce's

clumsy

sistic,

one

origins,

parenting.

It

is

riveting as

Baumbach's remarkable achievement,

Bernard Berkman, the confident but

however, that through such bleakness

A

is

appendages and children' book hues.

incompetent

image

of character, Walt's parents seem just

A beguiling

of aging schlubbery, Bernard can't

as lost as their children, rounded out

diorama,

by way of both

majesty and monstrosity, the display is

resist

father.

spitting

eyeing the attractive minors he

by a

quiet despair that

most

Noah

for

There

Baumbach's new and semi-

ft
in,'

is

a humble timelessness

^

r

,

,

nesses another of nature's

to this

frankness and fully realized
urgency, Baumbach's incar-

,

own

and Bernard

sand His

life

Is

now

a

suddenly two

clans speaking in violent tongues.

make sense only when

sides.

Baumbach

Presented by

as a soil

impressionable Ahab, Walt navigates

choppy waters of

the

his parental

leviathans with younger brother Frank
in tow.

—not

once

do they sunk of taxidermy,

battlefield, his family

one takes

feel lived in

and weathered

For protagonist Walt, the announcement of his patent's separation is a line

to

exude a

We cringe and laugh as, amidst

the brownstone corridors

of a 1986

teaches in a dreary high school writing
class, his

wild beard hanging like the

curdled run-off from a festering

liter-

the unfortunate side effect of many a
self-reflective

work. There

is

a hum-

ble timelessness to mis film, one that

sleep around rather than go steady

with his girlfriend;

we

tear

up when

Walt actually follows his advice.
In a key scene, Walt passes off Pink

care-

of middle-aged
fright-

by
mother. He is, at that very moment, his
appropriate that, as Walt
father's son, but the event marks him
explains to a rent-a-shrink early on in
as less of an aspiring rabble-rouser
the film, he was never able to look
than a tragic marionette. Walt's behavdirectly at the squid and the whale
ior is painful in its helplessness; the
exhibit as a child Albeit comforted by " * desperate plagiarism and spiteful Ian-

Thai Paradise a garden of g&od eatin
All in

over-ridden,

at- all

enhanced by the chili-based sauce.
For my main course, I stuck with
another of

my

favorite

Pad Se-Eaw. The

Thai dishes,

large rice noodles

stir-fried

with egg, carrots, and broc-

coli in a

dark soy sauce, was typical

of what I've had which was fine for
me. The portion was so big that even
I,

voted "Biggest Appetite" by

high school classmates, took

doggie bag.

Of

course,

I

home

of

track a six pack

but

highly

1

all,

you can't go wrong with

Thai Paradise. So, while you're

feel-

this stuff

recommend

trying to

so, especially if you like

Partyability:

7 (I hear people love

3.

Taste: 4.0

pub crawls on

this stuff at

of the pond)

side

the other

Benefit/Cost: 3.2.

($7.49 for a six-pack, available

Hannaford)
beer

This

awesome.

is

brew

Surprisingly, this

classified

is

as an extra special/strong bitter
beer,

though

I

any of

failed to taste

suggest.

The most
is

the

label

failed

to

confronts the detriments of rehearsing
his father's
Little

(caramel

The color of this
beer is a deep amber that could easily be misjudged for a brown if one

lovelorn rigor mortis.

by little, he pulls back the veil on

didn't look closely or

—

ing

I

would
step

Gritty

any

it

some wrapping

sort

of

the packag-

really

to

like

name

or eggnog sampler, just to

Baumbach

few suggestions. This beer would

lends no viability to the

between

his

be a

terrific

mingling

we

at the

a

boring holiday par-

will all be

going to

year.

reasonably-priced" Brunswick gem;

to look.

about

It

ly

that,

could be die

first

step

Drink up,
that

fun

seniors

we
I

are

are doing next
say,

stuff

and think

highly

possible.

"My good

"not only

is

an insult to

Want

to get

your voice out there? Able to
form coherent sentences?

sir,"

began,

I

a bold faced lie, it is
the Sam Adams Brewing
that

Company. Unfortunately

for you, I

write a beer review every

whereby

taste

I

week

and evaluate dozens

of beers, none of which have ever

beg you

I

and hope the

beer Gods have mercy on your soul."

This was compounded by a

brilliant

flank

made by Mr. Spar Patton '06

who

said,

"Dude, this
applesauce that was left
for five days

tastes like
in the

sun

and then run through a
went down, Spar

juicer." After this

and

gave each other high

I

fives,

remarked upon how awesome we
are, and left the black hole of alcomisfortune that was

holic

Thome

Dining Hall.

Holiday fashions
FASHION, from page 8
If you

want to go bold,

try

an unusu-

color combination. Pastels paired

al

later.

My

it's

great to be edgy, but

you

to stop short of ridiculous. If you

want

skip the

tie,

you have more freedom

Go

experiment with the shirt

French collar

shirt or

to

for a

a nice v-neck

Scores: Taste: 4.7 Partyability: 2.0

sweater minus the collared shirt The

(college party) 4.0 (yuppie cocktail

look

swallow him up.

party) Benefit/Cost: 3.9

is

streamlined and classic, without

looking overdone.

The same
Interested in art?

best to respond with

escaping an

sail,

Authentic Thai Cuisine

light- versus-dark

denim

keep

that in

rule applies for guys, so

mind when choosing a pair.
Another option

Ditw-ln or Tak*-otd

day or night is a
The chino pant has

for

great pair of slacks.

which lends

a cleaner

a

a

it

overall appearance. Front pleating

flat

front

not only outdated,

off later that night.
I

digest this statement,

however familiar, will sure-

toward raising die
abyss

we

story about what

persuaded take his hands from his face

how

and utmost courtesy while
inflicting the most embarrassment

remember,

going to have to make up some

be

to

thinking

who

son, especially

two old

may

moment

is

better

took a

I

with a dark color works nicely. Just

frozen in time, a fitting backdrop for

the very least Walt

than what you are used to."

this sea-

ties

plaster creatures, lodged in

Sam

it's

good beer, probably

really

beverage to enjoy while

parents. Instead, Walt's future hangs

At

because

is

see

up next year with
paper, candy canes,

a mother he barely gave a chance.
closure of either a possible reconcilia-

Now,

bad
Adams, which
it's

to retract that statement

sweetness

in

only reason you think

tasted as foul as this one.

loads of different spices, a

include

only had one

incredible

of flavors Gritty manages to
pack into each gulp a definite malt

Christmas cheer

I

continued.

I

obviously agitated, he barked, "The

the multi-

plicity

base,

was

full

Gritty McDuff's Christmas

Ale
at

a favor and take the time to enjoy this

watch out for the temptation of

do

Guinness or

My Scores:

battle.

Uncle Tom's staring you in the face
from next door as you leave.

down,

beer in general.

ing the pressure of finals, do yourself

just

sip,"

a bit difficult to

is

it

blind.

my

finished

recent inauguration in the

of his

More and more, Walt

tion or a final stalemate

hands on.

—

its

United States,

we

It

ize that, but this beer is

awful and

Because of

Irish population.

gave

"No,

said,

time to up the ante. "I real-

associated

with die hair of much of the

offers a stinging but necessary

perspective.

however I even
which wasn't
and perhaps even

don't give refills."

commonly

oring

He

a puzzled look and

col-

were colorUnfortunately, this beer

relationship with a girlfriend

have anoth-

and

traditional red ales

bitter aftertaste.

own

It's

I

beer? Mine seems to

quickly

maybe?), with a very, very subtle,

evaporation of their parents' mythic

said polite-

I

than

smooth

love.

flavor

held up to

is

where

is

interesting.

"but could

ly,

er

selfishness that permeates parent-

out his father's cru-

got

things

hood
As Walt carries

or redemption, a blossoming

This

situated.

"Excuse me,"

ening yet insightful inevitability of the

the night

harshly insulting his

at

much darker

purgatory,

Baumbach reveals a

"Ahh.

Budweiser

gone awry,"
said a voice in the back of my head.
I then shuffled to the side of the bar
where the very bartender who had
given me my beverage was
. . .

me

the glass

the light,

when Bernard

lessness to a realm

faint chirp in

exclaimed.

back

indeed

when

thing about this beer

and Bernard from hypocrisy and

course 'of

have gone bad."

would

entourages his son to

"Budweiser!" a

ates.

the

a

the powerful bitterness

lifting

it

though a

color,

is

began an

I

first

shade of red can be seen

their

By

impotent harpoons, crippled by the

well,

brown

solid

My

a few of my fellow drinking associ-

poured,

assumes

Smithwick's

thought. "This

I

was to find out what kind of
was supposed to be by asking

action

beer

and immediately

"Wow,"

investigation.

toward

When

spectrum.

Joan

real-life giants.

guilt

its

step forward again

took a sip of the

I

semi-cold beer
cringed.

the lager end of the beer

own

sade, clawing at any semblance of

it

flavor,
as
though
traditional
Guinness took two steps forward,
two steps back, and then one

dren caught in the folklore of

Floyd's "Hey You* as his own creation

handled

creamy with a malt-heavy

texture as

transcends the familiar theme of chil-

at the school talent show, punctuating

it I

would describe the

I

He seems
hood only through masculine vagaries

Brooklyn, the brothers deal with the

delighted in

introduced to the United States on St.
Day by the Guinness
Brewing Company. It is indeed an
incredible find one of the smoothest
beers I have come across in my beer

and an implied intellectual superiority,
all of which enchants Walt, much to
the dismay of the audience. We cringe

capable of father-

ary career.

new war at home, pawns armed with

THAI, from page 8

Red Ale was

this Irish

Patrick's

believable habitation. Joan

real-life giants.

ous rivalries: divorce.

They seem

simply

nations

,

folklore of their

most ferocious yet mysteri-

beggar.
a searing

transcencj5 the familiar

theme of children caught up in the

whichjftadci^cent boyawjt-

in the

sympathy's

competent

Composed with

autobiographical film, The
Squid and The Whale,

drawn

is

'

a well-employed allegorical
centerpiece

"Smidick's,"

drinking tenure.

byproduct).

Brothers Frank and Walt

am not sure what was in that keg,
it is bard for me to believe it was
After shelling out my hard

beer.

earned money,

self silly while

ofwww.movieweb.com

($8.29 for a six-pack)

This beer was recommended by
Bowdoin alum Dave Barker '76 who
knows a good beer when he sees one.

the

household liquor and drinking him-

courtesy

I

but

Smtthwick 's

Dining Hall)

various sexu-

somehow accessing

debauchery,

al acts.

Thome

family home,

the original

Frank shows a tendency toward

($2.75 for a beer,

available in the shady back corner of

Columnist

ferred" parent Clinging to his moth-

er and

Gritty'

Mystery Brew at the Junior

sole property of his oblivious father.

Walt's

9*

2005

9,

ral

recommend enjoying one

it

to

creates

is

an unnatu-

shape with an overabundance of

these inevitably exquisite meals with

material at the hips and a tapered leg.

own light, crisp
may not have die

Pair nice trousers with a brown or black

a Singha, Thailand's

Though

beer.

it

highest "partyability,"

one

I

it

is definitely

suggest mat Carter get his

Then you were bom
Don't forsake

for this!

destiny. Write for

skolowic@bowdoin.edu

A&E.

Restaurant

n^v

visa &

mc

14 Maine Street. Brunswick. Maine • 207-7254) 708

loafer,

and you're

all

geous sequined lady

set to

to

ask a gor-

accompany you

to the next cocktail party.

.

—

December

10

9,

1
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^Women's

basketball slams Colby-Sawyer
After charging past Colby-

Last weekend, rebounding from
a crushing loss to the University of

Sawyer, the Polar Bears

Southern Maine, the Polar Bears

will look to preserve their

picked up two victories on the
road.

three-game winning streak
against Colby this Saturday.

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

On

Saturday,

Bowdoin defeated

RPI 71-61. The Eagles recovered
from a 22-point deficit early in the

come

second half to

Hoops
drops to

Bobcats
by Mario N. Lopez
Contributor

within ten

points of Bowdoin.

Five Polar Bears posted double

The Bowdoin Women's Basketball
Team overwhelmed Colby-Sawyer in
last night's home game for their 57th
win

straight

The

in Morrell

fourth-ranked

defeated

improve

Gymnasium.

Chargers

the

Bears

Polar

87-57

to

was high energy,"

it

assistant

said.

."We had a balanced attack

coach Julie Veilleux
first half.

We

took

and put the second

They did

We

a great job.

we were

point lead at the half with

first

year

W- hockey
Staff Writer

The Bowdoin Women's Hockey

Team

slipped to 2-3 after twin losses

to second-ranked

Plattsburgh

last

On
down

Saturday the Polar Bears were
3-1

in

Bowdoin 's
year

goal scored by

its

level

of play

first

its

lead

a goal

each, but were unable to overcome

Pittsburgh's

four

Senior

goals.

MacEachem

Catherine

stopped 33

The Polar Bears
to

lost their

Sunday. After a scoreless

second

2-1

Plattsburgh

od, Forney gave

at

4 p.m. Colby

on

first peri-

Bowdoin

the lead

at

We're able

Within

coaches and the

girls

Tanguay

ning goal.

should be a great game."

said.

its

"This

Meghean
weekend

deficit

ued

We

only increased. Bates contin-

the charge

22 points

break.

ices

its

lead

They held

under 30 points

the Polar Bears to

in the half, posting

a

things,"

Please see

said.

and increased

just minutes before the

BASKETBALL, page

11

competition

of
The defense

line.

all

who recorded

shutout of the

this four

season.

currently

is

game
its

the

span, the team

opponents by a

overall record to 5-1-0.

Bowdoin's only

loss

came

at the

hands of Babson, which snuck up

from behind to

they have cho-

sen to bring in," junior

Plattsburgh scored the game-win-

The stingy Bobcats would not let up
on the defensive end and Bowdoin's

remarkable 26-4 margin, improving

skill, which is rare in
women's hockey. Most teams only

of our

period,

third

has outscored

of equal

ute to the recruiting ability

little

guard Antwan Phillips^w.

apart," said

team's winning streak to four games.

depth of

to roll four lines

Within three minutes, Plattsburgh
countered to tie the game. Two min-

good team.

we
fall

Bowdoin's second win of the
weekend, a 6-2 victory over
Castleton on Saturday, increased the

3-1 overall.

"We have an extreme
talent.

the

the game,

started to

the conference.

in the

is trib-

final

his

The Polar
home on

play two to three lines. This

the

Bowdoin's back

weekend

is 1-1

really

all

Polar Bears.

left

momentum and

a testament to the outstanding play

Plattsburgh began train-

ing well before Bowdoin.

Saturday

we do

the court throughout

game haunted the

"As soon as Kyle

to

year.

need to come out strong and make
sure

season,

was

Papachristopoulos

Bears will face Colby

look to continue their three-

on

ited action

the

lost

tally.

This Saturday, the Polar Bears

Mules last
"They are a

the

5-0

a

victory,

only allowed nine shots on goal,

are great

15 minutes into the second period.

into

first

second-highest rated goalkeeper in

—and

Bowdoin

in

picked up two fouls after only four

poll.

thrashing of Skidmore on Friday,

whom

NESC AC/EC AC and

shots for Bowdoin.

-utes

NCAA Dili

es in stride, since Manhattanville

before

Bowdoin, posting 16 points

points to the

has been plagued by

early

minutes of play in the game. His lim-

Loonin, Flaherty, and Anelauskas
carried

who

trouble

foul

two convincing
moving them up to 11th in
in the most recent

Papachristopoulos '06,

Sophomores Caroline Currie and

easily

half,

Petrie '06,

nation

of which were saved by George

- Katie Coyne gave Bowdoin

face-off

wins,
the

in and contribute immediately and
have been very successful," junior

they lost to the

second

the

Berne

of skill as well as personalities."
The team is taking the recent loss-

goal.

in

game-high

additions to the team both in terms

by another

high

defeating Staten Island 85-42.

the

Bowdoin

period, but not before Plattsburgh

increased

The Polar Bears

taking any chances, despite beating

Bowdoin's

"They

half.

Also posting double digits were
senior Lauren Withey, junior Julia
Loonin, and sophomore Marisa
Berne. Junior guard Loonin had a

strong team.

Gillis said.

Both

a 6-2 record.

to the season with

depth and talent to the already

Meghan

the

12 boards.

in the sec-

Walsh.

Scooter

stepped up

ond

the first period, with

first

first

game winning streak in an away
game against Colby. The team is not

7 points for the Bears.

competition.

now hold

The Bowdoin Men's Hockey
Team continued its impressive start

the strong leadership

"[They] have been asked to step

weekend.

squads

by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

of
senior co-captains Becca Selden
and Kelsey Wilcox, the team has
gained seven new players, adding

Under

points in the

increased their lead to a 45-point

Men's hockey

loses

twice to Plattsburgh
by Vanessa Kitchen

into

early

will

1

this

Polar Bear offense. Co-captain Kyle

1 1

few minutes of play. Capitalizing on

Anelauskas leading the charge
first half. Anelauskas finished the game with ten points and
in

NESCAC

past Tuesday night in Lewiston in a
non-official

the

Jill

an end, suffering a

The two teams met

rival Bates.

each for the Bears. Berne added 12
a 20-

to

devastating 88-62 loss to

doubled Staten Island's score going

Island, scoring

their

new

games come

six consecutive

momentum, Bowdoin

Polar Bears played hard, chasing
every stray ball and going for

The Polar Bears boasted

game.

1

win streak of

their

Bowdoin got out to a rough start,
trailing by 15 points early in the first
half. The stifling Bobcat defense and
rowdy crowd seemed to rattle the

every rebound.

shooting well."

17 points for the Bears in last night's

Pouravelis and Berne contributed

The next day the Polar Bears

had great defense and

Loonin '07 posted a game-high

12

Justine

blazed past the College of Staten

string in.

Julia

Senior

apiece.

and ten points, respectively.

to 6-1 for the season.

the starters out

The Bowdoin Orient

half and a final tally of 19 points.

Flaherty and Anelauskas added

points

Despite holding a double-digit

especially in the

Fulton,

three trifectas in the

lead for almost the entire game, the

"I thought

Drew

Bowdoin with
first

i

The men's basketball team saw

Loonin led the scoring for

digits.

.

steal a victory

away

from the Polar Bears on November

9.

1

Drew
Please see

HOCKEY, page

11

George Papachristopoulos '06 guards goal

last

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Friday against Skidmore.

The Bowdoin Orient
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Women's squash

MEN

BASKETBALL

S

W

School

goes 5-0 at Wesleyan
by Sarah Podmaniczky
Contributor

Middlebury opponent, recovering
from a 1-2 score in die first three

games by taking the last two games,
9-5 and 9-2.
The weekend's highlight was captain Niki Clement's '06 match
against Guatemalan national champion Pamela Anckerman, a member of
the Mount Holyoke team.
Although Anckerman won 3-1,
bom players demonstrated skill and
poise on the court, drawing many

The Bowdoin Women's Squash

Team improved to a record of 7-0
this weekend in a tournament at
Wellesley College. The team
five

won all

of its matches.

On

Saturday,

Polar

the

Bears

defeated Middlebury and Wesleyan,

both 9-0, and beat William Smith six

matches to

Sunday morn-

three. Early

ing they faced Stanford, emerging victorious with

spectators including parents, coach-

a score of 8-1. The team

and players from many of the

es,

weekend with another
win against Mount Holyoke.

teams, at

tournament.

finished off the

other

8-1

Anckerman took a close first game
10-9, but Clement rallied for a 9-7
win in the second. Anckerman took
the final two games 9-2 and 10-8.
"You have to remember that you

William Smith, currently ranked

women's

15th for

collegiate teams,

St. Lawrence earli(Bowdoin is ranked

upset 12th ranked
er this season

The Polar Bears' success
Lawrence was the most
important of the weekend since it

the

13th).

are just playing 'a player' and to

against St.

leave their

improve

will

their

own

this

weekend.

First

Gillespie pulled out a 3-2

a challenge to the team as the

year Biz

tried to

free time,

two games of the match, losing
and fourth, but skillfully

on

taking the fifth
"I

was

game

match," she said.

and

"My

as

I

did, but I

managed

I

had established
It

was

Fellow

won

was a long and fir-

in the first

setting the pace

think the team truly earned the

Alex

McQueeney
'09

Franceschi

and a half was

two

of our

'09 said.

agreed,

but

it

really

reveals which parts of your

game

difficult,

need improvement."

The women have

points that mattered in the end."

also

it

this

weekend

off,

year Kate Gormley

while the men's team will be traveling

a close match against her

to Yale for S-Mans, an open tournament

first

W

School

Tufts

3

5

8

2

Middlebury

5

1

BOWDOIN

6

2

Williams

4

1

Trinity

6

2

BOWDOM

3

1

Williams

6

2

Bates

2

2~

5

Conn. College

2

Tufts

5

2

Wesleyan

5

4

Colby

3

4

W

Maine Maritime

Sa12/3

at

Tu 12/6

at Bates

65-55
88-62

L

SCHEDULE
Sa 12/10

Conn. College

at Colby

7:00

p.m.

Sa
Su
Th

at

12/4

at Staten Island

12/8

v.

School

W

Colby

4
4
3

BOWDOIN

3

W

L

6
1
1

4

2

5

1

3

1

5

2

2

2

2

3

Amherst

1

2

3

2

Wesleyan

1

3

2

4

1

3

CoH.

v.

Castleton State

w

W
w
w
w
w

Holyoke

(all

1

3

games

9-0

6-3
9-0
8-1
8-1

at

MENS SWIMMING

71-81

SCOREBOARD

85-42
87-57

Sa

12/3

v.

W

12/7

v.Bates

at

& DIVING
L

Tufts

166-104
150-70

W

SCHEDULE
Colby

5:00

P.M.

Bowdoin Open

F 12/9-11

8:00 a.m.

HOCKEY

ICE

ECAC/NESCAC

W.

Overall

W

Middlebury

4

6

BOWDOM

2

2

3

1

3

2

1

SCHEDULE

1

3

1

1

F 12/9-11

WHUams

3

Trinity

2

W

T

L

T

L

1

SCOREBOARD

7:00
4:00

Colby

L

Sa 12/3

v.

W

v.Bates

12/7

Tufts

171-125

W

158-81

Bowdoin Open

8:00 a.m.

(exhibition)

Colby

1

1

3

1

Amherst

2

4

2

4

Conn. College

1

3

2

3

Hamilton

1

3

2

4

Wesleyan

1

5

1

5

Sa
Su

12/3

at

12/4

at

Sa 12/10

at Colby

SWIMMING & DIVING

School

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK
1

SCHEDULE
at Southern

Maine

1:00

p.m.

1

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

L
L

4-3

Colby

4:00

p.m.

2-1

6-2

v.

SCHEDULE
Sa 12/10

Southern Maine

at

1:00

p.m.

p.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC.

p.m.

Hockey wins Basketball
twice, will

offense in last week-

games came from captain
'06, who contributed
in each

game. These four

made him

scorer in the

NESCAC

division and

and make ourselves better for the

win over

came

Maritime on Saturday, December

still

Bowdoin

lost

shot opportunities as the Bobcats

I

like

is that

own destiny,"

defeating

the

half was tightly played
first

by

period of

double-digit

The score would
even out once more in the second

Junior point

half at 52 apiece with nine minutes

four Polar Bears in

led

Petrie netted

to

play at an even 27.

among the play-

we

Thompson

will gradually

12,

'08. "I

gymnasium was

the free-throw

this

week-

Colby currently leads

the

NESCAC

sophomore center

"The fans have a

lot

of fun

definitely

energy so hopefully

have a good fan base

Greg McCormell

at

at these

it

was unbeliev-

me ugly.

I

advantage with

a tough

gym

Bowdoin 's

forward Tim Lane.

"We played poorly as a team

first

was more

dis-

I

we

said Hippert. "I can't believe

individual play,"
I let

Zak Ray drop 24 points on me, I'm
so

much

on.

the clock. Petrie hit a free-throw that

that

extended the lead to

after, Petrie

dropped

five.

ball

Shortly

own mon-

in his

eyball and secured the victory for the

Hippert was relentless from threepoint

range,

"I felt pretty

hitting

five

good coming

of

six

into the

game and

I

he

hope to continue shooting

said. "I

shot the ball real well,"

like this throughout the

remainder of

the season."

team's performance.

my

was brought down

to a single point with only 3:17

and

Hippert also commented on the

and foremost, but

min-

less than eight

lead

attempts and scoring a total 21 points.

to play in,

things just didn't go our way," said
first-year

free-

a four point

utes remaining.

the

on the Bowdoin team.

"It's

Bowdoin

to give

Polar Bears.

it."

Loud chants and cheers from

frenzied audience definitely took a

appointed in

will

from

"They were so

were calling

feed off

both games,"

'07.

airball

the contest.

Junior forwards Jac Arbour and

was followed by a Hippert long

so nervous,

girls

just couldn't take

with a 7-0 overall record.

games and we

was

loud and

its

end with two games against Colby,
one at home and one on the road.

intense.

line.

able," said Fliegel.

toll

to continue

left in

points and grabbed

Jordan Fliegel shot an

improve

reach our goal of playing in

winning streak throughout

said

1 1

in ten.

the

"I

far this sea-

NESCAC finals."

their

IS.

Sargeantson missed two easy lay ups

mat they could be playing better.

we

logging

guard Kevin Bradley scored

in the first half and

said.

Bowdoin hopes

—*][

first

both teams, ending the

Sophomore Andrew Hippert

•The energy that Bates fans brought

about this team

control our

a general consensus

the

1

The

ly,

feel that

AT UMTS

win,

Mariners 65-53.

throw and a three-pointer, respective-

until

7»M

road

3.

their

John Goodridge contributed a

son," said Steven

For

Maine-

dropped

"I don't think our play has reflect-

60 Large

third

out-rebounded the Polar Bears by a
46-31 margin.

the University of

The Polar Bears picked up

forward Andrew Sargeantson '08

ed our real potential so

Urge

on the glass.
a number of second

suffered

ten boards for a double-double, and

ers

\

out with a better offensive dis-

play, they

Dann credits his teammates with this

Even with all this early success there

\

of the sea-

loss

after their sixth straight

any team within the conference, but

is

Maite

Bowdoin 's second
son came

43 more points in their cruise control
victory. Even though the Polar Bears

Bears legitimate contenders against

he

SCeach

next one."

at intermission.

points,

"What

More Medium \
Hopping Fizzes x%

just have to forget

week honors.
The presence of a player of
Dann's caliber makes the Polar

we seem to

3 or

we

like these

Bates returned to the court to score

year's success.

;!

Bates

falls to

BASKETBALL, from page 10

the highest goal

merited player of the

•

Mt.

Wesleyan RR)

SCHEDULE

goals

»•*«••_ ...1

v.

2

SCOREBOARD
5-0

SCHEDULE

two goals

Medium

Stanford

2

Sa 12/10

W

SWdmore

Much of the

/

Wesleyan

v.

1

Adam Dann

9

William Smith

v.

2

1

4

2

v.

v.

Middlebury

v.

1

5

4

Tufts

F 12/9
Sa 12/10

v.

2

SCHEDULE

T

7

Hamilton

F 12/2
Sa 12/3

Sa12/3
Sa 12/3
Sa12/3
Su12/4
Su12/4

(exhibition)

Trinity

Com.

2

Overall

T

L

Colby-Sawyer

WOMEN'S

ECAC/NESCAC

Middlebury

TBA

Yale)

WOMEN'S SQUASH

W
W
W

RPI

12/3

Sa 12/10

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Williams

(at

SCOREBOARD

2

Trinity

5-Mans

12/9

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD

end's

8?

L

Bates

HOCKEY, from page 10

$

W

F

Amherst

face Colby

/*g»

SCHEDULE

4

45-27 score

1-Tbpping Pizza

L

MEN'S SQUASH

Overall

Colby

11

"Playing five matches within a day

to

regain the control over the court that

games.

I

L

SCOREBOARD

wins," Maddie

opponent wanted the win just as

much

court.

ing weekend, everyone played well

9-6.

definitely feeling the heat

in the Stanford

while remaining focused

"Even though

the third

women

squeeze classwork into their

W

L

7

before the end of the semester, posed

win over

NESCAC

Ov#reiH

Middlebury

The long tournament, immediately

her Stanford opponent, winning the
first

history at the

door," said Clement.

ranking.

Several Polar Bears had exciting

matches

name and

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

NESCAC

2005

9,

better than him.

Games

Petrie

finished with

eight rebounds,

and

14

five

points,
assists.

Fliegel contributed nine points and
six boards to the victory.

are back in action
at

pia

Write about your favorite sports team.

Email orient@bowdoin.edu

The men

tomorrow evening

Colby.

,
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Swimming and
by Katie Yankura
Staff Writer

diving teams dominate Bates

terfly race so far this sea-

yard

fly.

victory over the

The

won

the 100-

Bobcats puts the men's

First

year Ian

team

son, easily

at 2-2 for the season,

Tufts on Saturday, the men's and

Wandner and junior
Mike Sighinolfi fol-

women's swimming and diving

lowed Burleigh taking

ment over its 0-8 record
The
from last year.

teams crushed Bates

second and third places,

women

After

disappointing

losses

to

what was

in

expected to be a close meet.

Bobcats with a

final score

while the men, avenging

narrow

the

of 1 58-8 1
last

year's

more than doubled

loss,

Bates's score with a

1

50-70 victory.

swim

team

the

Bates

fired

is

we

as

meet. "It will take a good effort from

end the

first

100-yard

breast-

half of the season

yard

the

in

si

«

i

100-yard

and Rachlin

freestyle,

&&
m

medley,

individual

Lewis

jBSmL^m*

-•Via

'

•

'

+-'

The
relay

men's 200-yard medley
team of sophomore Ben

Bittl

4

'a*

r
>
•"

T-

first

•v

mates, ceding

in

all

one of the remaining

but

swimming

An

events.

additional

eight second-place finishes served
to increase the Polar Bears' already

trio

onds

of

sophomore Jim

first

year

Dave

Bittl

showcased the

team's sprinting talent, claiming the
three

places

in

the

50-yard

place to

^mm**

.03 sec-

Senior co-captain Roger Burleigh,
has not been defeated

in

a but-

<
m

.

_
Drew

Fulton,

^

The Bowdoin Orient

team quickly

Senior Katie Eshelman swims in the 200-yard breastroke in Saturday's meet against Tufts.
first indi-

vidual meet of the season, the

the

1

Megan McLean took
200-yard

"Winning

Bates

,000-

respectively.

and

in the

their final first

100-yard butterfly.

first

Carrie

Roble and Kerry Brodziak added

to

stellar

the

one and

three-meter diving

events and qualifying to compete in
the final

NCAA Division

III

diving

competition held in March.

Burnham commended his team on

50-yard and 100-yard breaststroke,

and the 100-yard individual medley,

performance, capturing both

its

performance.

thought the Bates meet would

"I

be a great
ter.

Senior Victoria Tudor also gave a

100-yard

Sophomores

Senior Erin Turban

gave the Polar Bears

er first in the 500-yard freestyle.

freestyles.

sentiments.

both

the

meets yes-

girls

awesome. Especially since

-

J2.

Horstkotte's victory in her

in

in the

said.

terday against Bates was

rebounded, with Jessica

Junior

he

Turban echoed Thomas'

.

team-

200-yard med-

ley relay, the

becoming a force

boys and

the scoreboard with victories in the

freestyle.

who

in the

is

be reckoned with

•
.

After suffering a nar-

Swanson, senior Carter Thomas, and

top

first

I

becoming

is

NESCAC,"

*

•

yard freestyle. Horstkotte took anoth-

substantial lead.

'The

male

their

row defeat of just
first

to

Bates in only two events.

five-second victory over the rest of
capture

team

at,J^^H

place in

days prior.

it

painfully obvious that this

JB

*

'

Lewis started the men's team off
on a positive note swimming to a

to

•

The women kept pace
with

[Bates], especial-

coming off a meet

four

think

Hm

^i
T

*f

the 200-yard freestyle relay.

Carter Thomas, and senior Jason

The men went on

H

•

\

*t_

t

wrapped up the

meet with a

Rachlin, junior Nate Hyde, senior

the field.

ly after

Lewis, Thomas, Swanson,

and

was impressed with
up the team was

fired

swim

just

*

......

in

how
to

1

jMT"

.?

the 100-yard backstroke.

with a couple of wins and some more

PPB^^

r-flM

I ,.T
^^

*4 j£*fc

•

best times."

I

outlook for the

of the season.

"I

'*&

1

.*

the

and

enthusiasm

team's
positive
rest

_

are also at 2-2.

Thomas expressed

stroke.

1000-yard freestyle, Josh
Kimball '09 in the 100-

matched," he commented before the
all to

and

up to
evenly

are

the 200-yard freestyle

Other victories came
from Sighinolfi in the

pared for a tough challenge.

know

in

captured victories

pre-

Coach Burnham had been
"I

also

i

Burleigh

respectively.

The women's team toppled

already a major improve-

way

to finish the

They have been a big

semes-

of

rival

ours over the last few years, so

was very exciting

to

it

We swam faster
we would, consider-:
ing we just swam such a tough meet
against Tufts, and we are in the
I

thought

most demanding part of the semester,"

he

traditionally

a big rival

was

really

of ours,

exciting

it

to

have such a strong meet
against them.

It

was an

way

to

end the

excellent

semester, and

am

I

really looking

forward to our next set of meets
and training over January break,"
she said.

The teams

watch our team

rise to the occasion.

than

has

been

will

spend the month

of January training
at

the La

Loma

San Luis, Mexico
second half of

at

Bowdoin and

Training Center in
to prepare for the

their season,

which

begins with a meet against Wesleyan

on January 28.

said.

BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

certificates

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 " PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95

*0

Wcp£l

maj^Breat
holioaipaiftss!
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BSG reform

Missed chances for
Bowdoin
BSG

Some were

week.

this

can better represent the

it

for passing an

of the entire student body.

interests

amendment

that will ensure that all elec-

campus

on voting

to focus

putting pieces of

for student

government as a whole, rather than

together at different times of the year. Fall elections force

it

the Editors:

Regarding Mr. Patrick Rael's

on political control hurting academia last week I would like to make a
,

point about his claim.

When

al bias

among

BSG

vice presidents decided the outcome, and reached a conclu-

sion with which this page strongly disagreed.

An

independent, politically

body would have done a far better job. In order to prevent
wrangles, such a body should be created as soon as possible.
impartial

is

future

not being used in the
stu-

dent body in addition to

BSG

passage in order to achieve complete approval,

such a high barrier should exist that could empower just a

BSG

handful of students with the ability to block essential

These reforms would create a

far

reform.

is

his-

I

The conservative push for an academic bill of rights is merely a precautionary measure that should be

taken by the school to ensure that
conservatives will not be discrimi-

nated

against

have

they

if

recent

incident

not

of religious fundamen-

ic criticisms

From

tals.

we

this event, shouldn't

is

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

its

Editorially independ-

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

diverse discussion

Editor-in-CHie/

EVAN

BOBBY ^JrefiKETTE, Managing

——
2

News Editor
Anne

Dan

A &E Editor

Opinion Editor
Mary Helen

Miller

publication.

The

Photo

Assistant Sports

BethKowitt

We

disappointed

are

Frances Milliken

Miranda Yaver

Cati Mitchell

-

the

that

week

KASA,

ago,

ANOKHA

ASA,

and

organized a discussion

We requested that the

Orient attend and cover the event

take action.

the Editors:

am

writing in response to Taylor
letter last

assert the voices

it

supporting the proposed
record,

I

am

To

writing

response

in

last

to

want

We,

as conserva-

What we have

insertion

of a

liberal political

is

the

agenda

of professors and the

in the hiring

AA

ing and diversifying

many

prin-

he was never

alike; while

is

ity.
I

take

no

issue with

Bowdoin.

My

of the

through a biased lens

A

message from a student

salient

was regarding the near invisibility of AAs in any racial discourse
on campus and the woefully lacking
panelist

mainstream media

AA

affecting
ironic is
tors

of issues

attention

communities.

How

then that the section edi-

it

of the Orient, the largest news

because
er

not
it

cover our event

did not have a guest speak-

and was opinion-oriented? These

are unsatisfactory excuses by the sec-

is:

ence

and any professor who assesses work

to

Its first

does.

administrator.

decided

of rights.

political affiliation

was never identified by the Orient,
and we all know what assuming

of us. The event held in Daggett
Lounge was filled with students, two
Bowdoin professors, and a Bowdoin

field those professors.

bill

the

voice

from his professors, not every student encounters the same magnanim-

Bowdoin community,

urge Professor Rael to read the

my

I

legislation.

penalized for differing ideologically

source to the

I

the

for

a grow-

creation of academic departments to

academic

member of

not a

College Republicans, nor did

presence on

nicity. Additionally, there is

week's

to take political control

out of the classroom.

in

For the

Mr. Washburn should also remem-

such as the "Model Minority" and

the Editors:

am

bill.

ber that not every Bowdoin experi-

campus, and prominent stereotypes

do not want

me

with the "campus conservatives"

to

first

a discussion concerning race and eth-

Conservatives

week.

Mr. Washburn lumps

First,

of AA students into

was Bowdoin's

because

tion editors

who

in the past three

point

is

solely that

it

the job

is

faculty to instruct, not to indoctrinate,

is

doing the

College and everyone involved a disservice.

Saying "Pull yourself up by

the bootstraps"

is

as

silly,

it

does

nothing to solve the issue at hand, one

which goes beyond

politics;

an

if

anti-gay professor failed a gay stu-

dent for writing a

homosexual

stellar

love story, the campus would be up

Why

arms, and rightfully so.

is

in

one

permissible and the other heresy?

Bias will never be eradicated, as

we're human, but every

be made to reduce

its

effort

should

effects in the

classroom.

promoted and granted tenure on the

years have chosen not to cover a sin-

Sincerely,

competence and appro-

gle student-organized event, includ-

Ferd Convery '06

Investing in the
Speaking Truth

to

Power

by Ben Kreider
Columnist

Subscriptions

I

agree with wholeheartedly,

but the question remains:

Advertising
Email ohencKls@bowdoin.edu or

what

ally practice
institution?

tion.

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates
a production schedule.

I

we

could

Do we actu-

preach as an

cite

numerous

areas in which we do not, but for now,
call

and

I

will focus

tices.

on our investment pracput, far more needs to

Simply

be done to determine

that the over

$500 million in Bowdoin's endowment is invested in a socially respon-

of o^ editcn. The editon

its

its

institution

editors.

money

sible, ethical

manner.

such

as

invest solely to

is

company we
ensuring that

who man-

their

work

shrouded in secrecy, meaning that

is
it

is virtually impossible for the College

to determine at

any given time

which companies
invested. This lack

the

money

of transparency

in

that

need to be

not about splitting

invest in;

we

stay

it

is

about

away from

the

worst of the bunch, the companies

commit acts so egregious that
virtually no one would support them
Right now, Bowdoin is not
that

addressing these issues
tory manner.

A

in

a satisfac-

colleague of mine

is

from the Class of 2005 (who asked to

is

remain unnamed) and

As a

supposedly pro-

gressive institution,

we need to exam-

troublesome.

is

hairs over the action of every single

much

for large institutions such

Most of

few of the questions
addressed. This

placed in the

return. Currently,

hands of Wall Street firms

age

as colleges.

Bowdoin constantly likes to talk
about the ''Common Good." That is a
concept

Domestic subscription rates are $47
for a full year and $28 for a semester.
Contact the Orient for more informa-

i*ew of tk Orient or

educational

maximizft

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

the

Common Good

Unlike a corporation, a non-profit,

of our endowment

Calendar Editor

Chris Marotta

TVmawialajruomedhflemBlhepiofwt^
leienen^ri^ to edttii materia
the opinions expressed mine Ohent do not neoaaariij wflta

I

decided not to cover an

Bowdoin should not

Longer

rial,

To

Washburn's

the Editors:

we

Editor

Theresa Weaver

editors reserve the

categorization

issues, events

Jeffrey Jeng '09

Adam Kommel
Copy Editors

News Staff
Emma Powers

submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via the Orient's web rite.

right to edit letters for length.

used unfair

AA

ignores

Sincerely,

"All faculty shall be hired, fired,

Editor

Ng

Editor-at-Large

Letters
The Orient welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

The Orient

Drew Fulton
Assistant

Manager

Hen

Washburn

larger contexts.

Mike Ardolino

Nat

'06

Photo Editor

Steve Kolowich

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

May

Brian

and wait for troubles to

basis of their

David

Sincerely,

Furthermore,

We

'06

Sugumaran

stereotypes
that
affect
(AA)
Bowdoin students on campus and in

Editor-in-Chief

Editor

Hackett

Business

Joshua Miller

Kohn,

niiTr«i

Assistant Editor

Riley

Features Editor

S.

Keerthi

very same situation won't plague

sit

'*

Orie Shin '08

support

shouldn't

'OS

Thuong Lam '07

panel on the topic of Asian-American

ciple

JAMES D. BaUMBERGER,

Sincerely,

Mike Chan

take measures in making sure that

seen over the past 30 years

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community.
ent of the College and

carefully consider our events.

Frank Chi '07

no trouble with the exclusion of ethnic minorities or women from academia in the last century.

invisible.

of the Orient would more

rial staff

Paul Jung '06

who saw

and

in the future, the edito-

fac-

different than those

over a

are,

can't help but

feel ignored, silenced,

exists

problem

we

period of years,

Members of the

important and historic event Over a

tives,

ME 04011-8462

Fa* (207) 725-3975

The Bowdoin Orient

no

are

when none

stu-

that a

don't

our events to be covered by

We hope that,

Orient

things backward.

Brunswick,

insert

University of Kansas, a professor

Orient. Professor Rael, however, has

6200 College Station

(207) 725-3053

who deny

ulty

all

We

on campus.

issues

expect

100

the "Forever Foreigner" affect

The Bowdoin Orient
Phone

dents too many.

the

at

view of The Bowdoin Orient's editorial

Phone: (207) 725-3300

from the academy and not

cancelled a course due to unacadem-

Professor Rael's article in

Bus.

attempts to remove poli-

bill

AA

the Orient, but

just as Professor Rael wishes.

To

a

In

I

orient@bowdoin.edu

political or reli-

their political beliefs. This is

already.

board The editorial board consists ofthe editors-in-chiefand the managing editor.

http//orient-bcwdoin.edu

ing those with guest speakers, that

has aimed to increase awareness of

demean

to

more democratic body.

editorial represents the majority

of their

in the field

Almost 100 students out of 650
said they had felt discriminated
against in the classroom based on

that the faculty

meant

political bias
The

The

don't believe that

the faculty.

occur before

BSG process.

why

do agree

I

top-notch,

our highly-respected institution?

its

—

see

is

the complaints are

this

despite

was set in the way of BSG reform just
a few years ago when it was decided that amendments would need 21 votes in
order to pass the body, regardless of whether the 26 members are in full attendance which is rare. While amendments require a two thirds vote by the stufail to

While

ing.

here

Sadly, an excessively large obstacle

we

faculty

the

and has a long

tory of being impartial in their grad-

simply eliminate regular students' opportunity to present

a step backward from any efforts to increasingly include the

dent body in the

of faculty

integrity

BSG was disappointing,

Lastly, the vote to

proposals before the

past This

can-

says that

the faculty insults the

carefully chosen

the elections

DeRay Mckesson's

debacle emerged early this semester regarding junior

He

the "conservative argument for liber-

members" because

disagreements about constitutional interpretations.

arti-

cle

running

didacy, the

13

No faculty shall be hired,

because of his or her

it,

professional

tle

. .

denied promotion or tenure

fired or

tics

To

BSG to start rather late every year—and now they will be able to bit the ground
The body missed an outstanding opportunity for reform, however, in failing
to gain enough support for an amendment that would reduce the amount of
social house representation on BSG from seven members to two. Since it is
simply unrealistic to expect that social houses actually represent all of their
non-resident affiliates, we see no reason why they should have so many representatives. Some social house representatives are voted in merely by members
living in the houses, and not by all of the house affiliates. Since the houses play
a central role in the campus's social life scene, they do deserve a voice on BSG,
but certainly not more than a quarter of it like they do now. Even die president
of the Inter-House Council voted in favor of the amendment.
Another crucial reform BSG must make is to create a separate body of students to interpret die BSG constitution. This body would be independent and
politically impartial in regards to BSG work, and would be called upon to set-

expertise.

insult faculty

rightly passed, but overall

tions are held in the spring, other than first-year elections. This will allow for

knowledge

priate

gious beliefs."

missed several opportunities to create meaningful and effective

We commend BSG
the

Complaints
not meant to

Student Government (BSG) voted on a number of constitu-

amendments

reforms so that

2005

9,

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

tional

December

I

met with

President Mills several times about

ine the vast implications such a large

issue last semester, and Sam
Minot '08 and I have met with him on

amount of capital can have.
Are we investing in companies that
pollute the environment? Are we sup-

more occasions this semester.
Through these discussions and some
of my own research, I have reached

this

several

porting corporations that use sweat-

shop or child labor? These are only a

Please see

KREIDER, page 14

—
^^™

^^

December

14

Invest College
KREIDER, from page 13

no coherent policy of ensuring

that

investments are socially responsi-

its

Bowdoin

winks

largely

money morally
help those in need.

the conclusion that the College has

ble.

The Bowdoin Orient

2005

9,

at

money

give

money

that their

good. Right now, there

lous companies. There

knowing

accountability or transparency.

was a commitBowdoin devoted to investing

an ethically responsible manner.

in

was created due

to an

It

apartheid

divestment campaign led by Africans

Randy Stakeman.
Bowdoin did

Studies Professor

many

Like

colleges,

ultimately divest from

ments

all

used for

will be

you do not know

why

what manner
I have

in

already asking

me

money.

to give

others

have talked

I

my con-

to share

Investing

responsibly

socially

could actually give non-givers an

South Africa. Unfortunately, the
committee was disbanded for reasons

incentive to give. Right now, a fairly

have not been able to determine.
Creating such a- committee again

large percentage

any money
glance

would be one way to ensure accountability. Another would be to invest

site

through

Responsible

with conservative (or libertarian)

views would do well to heed
Professor Rael and Mr. Washburn
and rededicate themselves to
studying and thinking thinking
about the problems individuals in
society face and about how best to
approach them in the context of a

Alumni

that

many

As

quick

web

Relations

classes are giv-

Alumni Fund

ing to the

A

to the College.

at the

shows

Bowdoin

of alumni do not give

low per-

at

a

education.

consistently

libertarian

roots of Western civilization,

I

can

responsible investing as well. For
instance,

Bowdoin could give con-

tributors

an opportunity to give

xnoney to support scholarships

low-income

or

students

for

similar

socially progressive programs.

other words, the

In

money would

not

go straight into the endowment,
would go to a particular program

it

to

Bowdoin addressed

giving.
call

I

on President

to look into

re-establishing a committee

on

responsibility. Furthermore,

I

them
cuss

dis-

to the Big Easy
my

could find, not closing

eyes for a

half hoping that seeing

all

and change would make it
okay that I watched the whole tiling
unfold on CNN, that I wasn't there,

There

whom

is

a writer in

respect a

I

lot.

New

Orleans

Chris Rose

is

a

columnist for the Times-Picayune,

and he has what has always been a
pretty sweet job:

didn't hurt like

I

went home nervous as

He writes about New

New

The
was a

my

of

city

city did.

and

stark contrasts

normal in

entirely

one neighborhood and entirely gone
in another. Parts of New Orleans are

way

end

they were before Katrina, if

from the

in April to the first

May. I'm happy

who

those

have liked
I

spirit

week-

weekend

in

to explain tins to

New

would

be back

will

remains.

It's

in the

of shacks and mansions
are a

alike.

There

bunch of Bowdoin students for
this Christmas is gonna be a

it

seems,

er

who can still put it all togeth-

and remind us where we're from.
Chris has written a

lot since the

many New
Orleanian college students with many
Facebook quotes as a means of
storm and has provided

explaining what they're feeling, but

one stands

out.

One of the many

things about living in

was

the

New

nice

Orleans

moment when you told some-

one you're from

New

—

Orleans

the

was fun, happy, excited. Now
awkward, sad, pitiful. Chris

reaction
it's

explained
real

this better,

but his conclusion works:

it's

It

tell

I

I

my
I

the

what

went home

for a lot

A

I

alike that

city isn't

first

New

it

get from deans

remind

me

that

for Thanksgiving, for

time since the storm, looking
of things. Closure. Normalcy.

fried

shrimp

po-boy

from

went back looking for
every brush with Katrina's havoc that
Domilise's.

I

Going home was not what I thought
it would be. I didn't feel
better after seeing the devastation, and
I

my

don't feel closure. During

home,

felt

it

in their

own

ideological outlook. This

not

a

about his

in particular, will help the histori-

ways

radical

is

Professor

idea.

Levine, for example, admitted as
in the last lecture of my
freshman year course "United
States Since 1945." He talked

much

in

own

views, suggested

which

his politics

might

an identify the basic thrust of

inform his study of history and

human

vice versa, and discussed

history in order to decide

ideas, events, and
and
which ones ought to be deempha-

means

which people,

for protecting the scholarly mis-

institutions require discussion

sion from ideological wrangling.

A historian who

sized.

believes in

labor theory of value

the

—the

idea that only physical labor con-

—

one

conservative,

liberal,

libertarian

erate,

refining his

mod-

— interested

own

in

historical inter-

pretations.

would view businessmen as
and socially

likely

a

good

His ideas were useful for any-

non-productive

Material cannot be taught with-

out

what is derisively termed
and we should not be

meaning

to

human

particular

simple

By the same
much more than

faculty.

token, there is

desire

influence at

for

work

ideological

in the conserva-

from one of you who has spent one

rule to democratic republicanism

Revolution and ended with the

been anti-democratic, but conservatives cannot be condemned simply for wishing to see ideas in

Treaty of Versailles would depend

academia change.

of a

lot different

Christmas,

a disaster area,

in

it

was

y'all.

events.

that

began

with

French

the

who

Give to those

you think

it

should

time

way

feel the

it

until

changes. The

little

you

way

notice

the first

question in any reunion conversation

"How's school?," but instead,
y'all do?" The way Fat

isn't,

"How'd

am.

Harry's has last call at 1:30

everyohe

in their

so

is

Humvee.

Things

have changed

Orleans, to be sure. But

proposed

BSG

The

reform would have

in

that,

surely given our replies already,

want to ask you to step
back with me and really think:
What do you want this December?

but today

I

I

started

when two

about this

thinking

catalogues arrived in

were a

steep but figuring

mom

by now, most of

us have heard those sweet seasonal
words riging from the lips of our
families and friends: "So what do
for
want
you
Christmas/Hanukkah/Kwanzaa/Sol
stice/Decemberween?" We have

New

am comfort-

imagine

knowing those

need

truly

my

little

prices

my

could probably pick up the

tab—it's
Once

Christmas, after
I

all!

finished picking through

the clothes catalogue,

I

started

leafing through the charity's catalogue. I could not put it down. By

the end of the catalogue,

I

was

lit-

was totally
was at the
Cafe" at a very busy hour. Even
more embarrassing, however, was
that I had even thought to want that
erally weeping. This

embarrassing because

skirt

and blouse

I

I

had so deeply

coveted only IS minutes before.

I

But have we applied similar scrutiny to the other places we shop?
I went
home and did some
research on Anthropologic It turns
out

it

is

a subdivision of Urban
whose CEO openly

Outfitters,

admits

He
it

to

using sweatshop labor.

claims to have no shame about

because every other retailer does

too. He's right.

The Freeport shop-

ping directory might as well be the
U.N.'s

human

rights violations

list.

Gap, Abercrombie, Polo, J. Crew,
Anne Klein, and Reebok, among
others,

have unresolved sweatshop

disputes outstanding today.

What does this mean for you and
me? It means that our shirts,

had never considered

the cosmopolitan

has been for over 300 years (the

Anthropologic and the other was

documentary Wal-Mart: The High
Cost of Low Price, which investi-

sweaters,

support.

Anthropologic was the far more

gates Wal-Mart's less than stellar

essential slavery.

record on worker's rights both here
and abroad. Many of us, myself
included, have gone so far as to
refuse to shop at Wal-Mart entirely.

wearing someone else's utter mis-

ed by everything

first

I

I

admiringly,

Smith Union box. One was from
the boho-chic clothing powerhouse

New Orleans
it

by Charlotte Carnevale
Contributor

so odd to be with friends

and family, and have
the

city

was.

wrapped up

that often are

of interpreting information without applying his
understanding of complex human
phenomena, often aided by theoretical tools imported from other
natural and social sciences.
Theories of political economy,
critical task

neat

resist

impossible for

approach history without theories of human behavior

or had hoped

outside and talk to the military police

hate the emotions behind

every kind gesture

and friends

with no house underneath it

lot

it still is

to

on a

me

kills

them I'm from

bus, or the intact

okay,

every time someone says, "I'm sorry"
after

Orleans.

river barge sitting

sitting peacefully

gone by the 2:00 am.
citywide curfew. The way you walk

and since he's a

columnist and I'm not,

had never seen a

I

grouping,

anyone

that ideolo-

than the last But

be home, nonetheless. Merry

roof of a house

warned against.
But even granting
gies are messy and

tive "liberal bias" argument.

home

on top of a school

president.

historian cannot perform the

per brain surgery Professor Rael

For example, how one
regards the shift from monarchical

whom

great to

Orleanians,

why he became

A

understanding

relevant to

are likely so super-

aware of ideological disagreements among themselves that they
would resist my "left-liberal" categorization. My claim might
sound to them like the hedge clip-

Bowdoin

holiday

New

the historian's job to decide

It is

Bowdoin

at

alarmed to discover bias among

Lakefront areas pales in comparison

Orleans. His job has sucked

some will be
some will

ized labor by this historian would
emphasize that idea.
Theory is also used to give

lights

to being there. Prior to Thanksgiving,

New

irrelevant,

between the two extremes.

account of the history of organ-

Christmas

trailers sitting in front

emotion, the experience that

for the past several months, but he has

be

will

a

to

hung

FEMA

hell

in

conspiracy against

tion is tricky; left-liberal faculty

coats a lot of the houses in the low

spots. It's in die

across

whereas the media coverage of die
devastation in the Ninth Ward and

been one of the few

history means, not because they

"bias,"

movie guy, or the Living section guy;
he's die guy who gets to put it all
together and talk about the feeling, the
living

depend on the lessons we
draw from history. Left-liberals
dominate the social sciences
because individually they have
arrived at similar views of what
chiefly

destructive class of people, and an

in the

only in function and not in

is

Likewise, our political views

muck that

It's

Orleans. He's not the food guy, or the

spirit,

event for humankind.

conservatives. But even this asser-

tributes to the value of a

Orleans."

know New Orleans

Mississippi River.
still

last

sadly exclaim, "I
to visit

because the

experienced

I

Jazz Fest will run

I

hell.

Orleans

inconsistencies;

the

eager for substantive

Rael has invited serious discus-

this issue.

this hurt

that

still

and students can maintain opposite viewpoints while benefiting
from their insight.
I'm delighted that Professor

next

week and a

by Will Hales
Columnist

sors are

call for

this issue at the

on

in striving

ideas and intelligent discussion,

how there can be more accounta-

bility

I

up

faith lies

ethical

meeting in February and

to bring

trustee

Going home
You Got Conserved

admin-

Mills, the

and the Trustees

istration,

My

ideas.

republicanism as a positive

cratic

account of something that hap-

facts

non-profits. Perhaps

Romanovs, and Hohenzollerns,
while someone convinced of the
relative demerits of monarchy
would regard the arrival of demo-

pened, some pieces of information

a historian might not find these

Bowdoin. But there are no shortto changing attitudes and

cuts

convincing others to reassess their

to chari-

Habsburgs,

of the

defeat

the

belong

toward knowledge and
independent thought. In spite of
political differences, most profes-

that

struc-

historian

particular events. In building an

dent government referendum, but

and various

ties

is

many people

more comfortable giving

are

if

to socially

is

their concerns,

elsewhere. For instance,

There are other routes

of history

they would feel more comfortable

they can get better bang for their buck

afraid of?

the real business

judging the relative importance of
various facts for understanding

not in the stu-

variety of studies on these which

Bowdoin

necessary, but

is

which facts to emphasize and
which ones to minimize or discard
altogether. For example, George
W. Bush may have brushed his
teeth and eaten a bagel on the
morning of November 2, 2004, but

show

is

Fact-gathering

fall in

the

see the ground for conservative

do not differ
from those of

not a simple

crucially important, and

interested in

complaints about liberal bias at

all,

is

of fact-gathering or
ever-increasing
amassing
an
amount of historical information.

student deeply

for this, but part of the reason

that their returns

For history

suspicious of the Left, and as a

centages. There are various reasons

Socially

normal funds. So what

L

exercise

Investment (SRI) funds. There are a

significantly, if at

,.

cipline.

faculty. Students

—

cerns.

invest-

from the classroom.
is
an impossible task,

This

especially in Professor Rael's dis-

among Bowdoin

not even graduated, and the College
is

of the

discussion on political diversity

your money will be invested?

Other seniors, recent alumni, and

two hermetically

sealed spheres and that in order to

politics

the best treatments to date

two

A

with a suspicious view of democratic republicanism might mourn

implicit in this

teach correctly one must banish

Columnist

the

tures of government.

Last week's Orient contained

when

give

tied to the apartheid regime of

I

by Evan McLaren

on one's views of

often has been
tion belong to

to the

is no way of
The College has a

this.

noble purpose, but

In the 1970s, there
tee at

I'll

begin by challenging a claim that
debate: that ideology and instruc-

When alumni

College, they should be confident

they are not investing in unscrupu-

no

sion of politics and academics.

Hands Off Liberty

efforts.

because they are reputable people,
is virtually

Bias unavoidable in academia

also possible

It is

mat money could go to local community
organizations
and
to
Bowdoin's own community service

its

investment advisers and assumes that

^~

truly

changed.

cosmopolitan city in the

United States by
citizens

that hasn't

is still

still

many

revel

in

years),

I'm comforted

Mardi Gras parades

its

the rich and

sometimes eccentric culture
tory provides.

and

will roll,

that his-

that the

and

that

from a religious charity
exciting publication
I

greedily devoured

of

I

the two, so

its

search of pretty clothing.

an $88

skirt-

pages in
I

circled

and a $58 blouse

By now we

all

its

true cost.

know about

the

and shoes were probably

made by a woman or
It

child in

means we are

ery daily.

Please see

CARNEVALE, page 15

The Bowdoin Orient

December

Escaping the 'morning

Consider the origin of purchases
CARNEVALE, from page 14

no to consumeristic excess where it
harms others.
"But what am I going to get people for their respective December
holidays?" I'm glad you asked.

"But Charlotte, the CEO of
Urban Outfitters really is right.
Everybody uses sweatshop labor!
So what can we do?"
You've got a point there.
Solving the sweatshop problem
would ultimately require the

You
I

did

too,

my

weep

friends, will

when you

how

learn

a

Romancing with

undermining of many deep-rooted
values of our consumeristic culture. But we can still make the

is

it

Riley

middle, and

first,

as class year

is

stretch

a typo because there

down

to let

he was actually

if

in the 90s).

So you've got a name, but how do
you get out without disturbing this

to

With a

live this

bom

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

astonish-

is

no way are your friends going

you

like

name, as well

last

and date of birth (which

you're hoping

do real good for
the price of an Anthropologic
ingly easy

and a yawn, your

Sleeping Less-of-a-Beauty-Than-She-

You

Was-Last-Night?

your arm

do

sweater.

eyes

have since done some research
and have learned that $88 can send

out from underneath your pillow to

your best to pass out on the outside of

check the time, and you are momen-

the bed

the

a child in an impoverished country

tarily

Simply put your money
where your mouth is.
Radical though it may sound, a
dollar spent at any of these stores

to school for a year, can help clear

moans and rolls over. Suddenly, mem-

sible

land mines, and can even multiply

ories start flooding back

your

until

decision

not

perpetuate

to

I

injustice.

itself to

over $640 of food aid

(worldvision.org).

a vote for slav-

is

This year give

vote for slavery).

good

of

rule

those

thumb: just take a

moment

to

who

to

truly

who

truly don't.

you are supporting. Even better, just evaluate
what you really need. I'm not saying, "Don't buy anything ever
again." All I'm asking is, do you
need another pair of shearling boots this Christmas? Do you
need those awesome Pumas or yet
another
pair
of embroidered
really

me

Join

Christmas in doing

this

a simple exercise: See something

you think you can't

live without,

then ask yourself, "Is

another

person's

it

worth

dignity?"

It

sounds completely ridiculous, but
sharply and achingly true. If

leaders

ani-

poor famiaround the

to

world

(heifer.org).

can give back to
impoverished
communities Our

Bowdoin

are the budding

of tomorrow, we

certainly

ought to have the moral fiber to say

flutter

last

Jaeger bomb.

name? These

What
are

all

is

and foremost, you need

this

good

questions that I'm going to help

truly

you

to get

gone, gather as <nany of your

is

belongings as possible. Time
if you can't find

essence, so
top, or

your pants seem

to

of the

is

your tank

have gone

for nothing.

If

a

have no soul and decide to leave

make sure you
You simply can-

is now winking up
you from your chest hair, your
roommate calls and really needs to
talk. The excuses are limitless, and let
me just say that if you go to Bowdoin
and can't come up with a somewhat
viable reason why you two can't split
a Belgian waffle, I hear Colby is cur-

at

rently accepting applications.
If you happen have been drunk
enough to suggest heading back to
your place last night, and Little Miss

l've-Met-My-Soul-Mate
up on your hints

isn't

picking

that you're presently

thinking less about walking

down

the

impaling yourself on

aisle than

trnt

corner of your desk, I've always had

very good luck pretending

mate

is

outside and really

locked out.

she's

Simply

my

room-

mad

that

your

tell

socially inept bedfellow that you're

going

to the

bathroom, and then find

before she returns, just

someone out

grab your underwear.

ple angry knocks on the door in about

in the hall to give

a cou-

not send her an email respectfully

five

requesting that she drop your favorite

then watch as his pants fly on and his

pair of

man

briefs in the

campus mail

minutes. Wait for the knocks,

eyes well up with apologies faster

we

when she has
Listerine

you do decide to say goodbye,
announce upon her return that you
have a lot of work to get started on.
Doesn't matter what time of day it is;
work will forever be an acceptable

picture contest."

excuse for just about anything here

of Brunswick Apartments, an aban-

fairly priced.

Picture Trick. Tell mis stranger that

Bowdoin.

American
and our

your friends are currently having an

mom is expecta flock of

geese in her honor this holiday season, consider buying fair-trade.

A

to a wealth of gift options that are

USA

own Bowdoin Bookstore

are

. .

ugly ID picture contest, and you want
to see

how he

measures up. Then

sit

back and watch with glee as Johnny

start.

So get out there and buy the.
the gift of compassion, solidarity, defiance, and
truly perfect gift

Once

after/

the face glitter that

somebody
a high five and a "see you in
Economics 101 .you" will most likely make for an uncomfortable
Tuesday morning. Instead of alienating someone you're
not even
Facebook friends with, use the ID

more than

great places to

impos-

she goes to the bathroom.

15

a name. While not absolutely crucial
to your escape plan, giving

don't.

very

What do you do?

are your pants?

need

humanely made and
Worldofgood.com,
Apparel, and Unicef

a night.

is

you

First

little

it

it

Where

your

call

ahead

even when you're sober, wait

walk of shame

answer.

If you think

when you two

if planning that far

missing, well... they don't call

truly

ing a

into

Or,

kept you from fully sleeping off that

poor.

in

"pillow"

next to you, whose drunken snoring

This year, give to those
it

when your

If at all possible,

she

person's

who
honor of those who

pull

hangover-addled brain: the keg stands
and black-out punch, the sketchy
dance room in the Crack House basement... and now this stranger lying

It

blind consumerism keeps

open.

startled

the

simple Google search will lead you

khakis?

at

meat-giving
lies

nies

we

and

mals

need

in honor of those

think

about the compa-

it is

egg,

milk,

ery (please, don't

A

can provide

It

2005

9,

—

freedom.

No-Name jumps out of bed,

grabs his

ID and proudly shows you just how
adorable he was as a sophomore in
high school. You are now armed with

bum

subjected herself to the

If

But she wants to take you
need

at

And just

won

ID

the

so we're clear, there's no

location than your bed.

that's sweet,

to

but you

to get ready for church, or

the bike

The basement

morning

really sucks, but

and you're

room in Chamberlain can pro-

vide privacy,
possibility

Sunday!
easy,

the way,

need for names or fake roommates if
you simply choose a more temporary

you have to get dressed for class. Yes,
you have a class at 9 a.m. on a
It

"By

doned conference room in Moulton, or

brunch? Well
really

than you can say,

took a vote. You totally

for nothing.

if

not comfort, and no

whatsoever of an awkward

after.

And don't worry if your

boyfriend happens to walk in on you.

him you were doing some

it's

super

Just

totally getting

an A.

research for one of Kidder Smith's

Or perhaps while

she

is

washing off

tell

classes. -He'll totally

understand

TUBENT- SPEAK

How will you

Ted Lyons

'06

r

"Going extreme."

deal with the stress of exams??

Nadee Siriwardana

"Quad dance

'09

parties."

Jannelle Richardson '06

Clara Cantor '08

"Burn that midnight

"Sculpture parties."

oil.

I

'.

Mir

Danjaffe'07
"I

play with pellet guns

in the sporting section

of Wal-Mart."
"^^^^"

Kelly Frey '06

Carl Klimt '06

Nick Day '09

'Streaking through the

'Dance with John

"Frolicking."

library."

Bisbee."

'16
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Discount Days
The Democratic Socialists encourage you. to support local businesses by shopping downtown
instead of at Walmart and Cook's Corner. Show
your Bowdoi n ID %t participating stores for
5-15% off your purchase.
Downtown Brunswick, December 9-11.

7

Huis Clos
Students in the French Theatre Production
class present a one-act play

by Jean-Paul Sartre

that addresses the significance of

consequences and

hell.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
j

2:30

\

and

7:30 p.m.

Art Show

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

\

I

Drawings and paintings by Bowdoin art students
will be on display. A collection of photo prints
will

M

be available for purchase.
Visual Arts Center,
4-6 p.m.

Saturday

K»esge Auditorium,

When

Film:

Film: I V Huckabees
Albert Markovski sees the same stranger

three times in one day, he
that this coincidence

the big questions of

may
life.

becomes convinced

He

hires

an eccentric
on the

man, and they challenge Albert to question
existence

Smith Auditorium,

itself.

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

I

Sunday

r

V Huckabees

Smith Auditorium,
7 p.m.

lead to the answer to

pair of existential detectives to spy

I

A wreath decorates the side of Smith Union.

Christmas Festival
Bowdoin Chamber Choir

Watercolor Exhibit
Rose Marie Mayer, a
coppersmith, and

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

Sills Hall,

present

painter,

florist,

N
will

a

A Festival of N[ine Lessons and

Carols," a service of Biblical readings,

presents a

carols, motets,

and Christmas hymns.

Bowdoin Chapel,

collection of her watercolor paintings.

6:30 p.m.

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,

9 am.-5 p.m.

/Investigations in Maine Landscape
A pictorial analysis of the Coastal
Studies Center will be on display.
Research will be shown through
photographs, drawings, collages,

Monday

and graphs.

charts,

Dogs Head Cove, Bowdoin Coastal

A Capella Concert

Studies Center, 7ajn.-10pjn.

Each of Bowdoin's a capella groups will
perform in an end-of-semester concert
Bowdoin Chapel, 7:30-10 p.m.

Tuesday

Pastopia Extravaganza
English 016 students present their

Ancient Art Exhibit

written works of pastoral and Utopia.

A display of Maine's premier

Nixon Lounge, H-L Library, 7 p.m.

-collection of anceint Mediterranean

from Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece,
Rome, and Cyprus.
Miscellaneous Room, Hubbard Hall,
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
art

A

The Improvabilities
comedy troupe presents improvised

skits and games.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 8 p.m.

,
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Fun With Food
Take a break froni studying and
decorate cookies!

Thome Dining Hall 5-730 pan.

Wednesday
Communion
Students, faculty, and staff are

an Episcopal communion
service led by Edie and Gil Birney.

Thursday

invited to

South Private Dining Room,
Moulton Union, 12-1 pjn.

A chubby squirrel huddles beneath a tree

•/

Good Luck With Finals,
and Happy Holidays!
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Soul to Seoul: Meddies get in tune with Korea

13

Bowdoin junior
dies while abroad
In an all-campus email sent
Thursday evening, President Barry

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

King was "a very well-

Mills said

A

Bowdoin student died of
unknown causes while studying in

known and

announced
Thursday. Taryn King '07 was study-

While

the

College

abroad

through

Ireland,

ing

in

Butler

a

King mentioned

mate before bed

that

imately

at

emergency

way

hockey players

approx-

assistance.

call

King had been

Abroad program since early January.
King grew up in Georgetown,
Massachusetts. She was the oldest of

the cause of death. Additional details

five children.

official,

Bowdoin

accepts visiting

Gulf Coast
by

Anne

projects
Riley

by calling

she

time since Hurricane Katrina,

was shocked

city still in

to see parts

of her

complete devastation.

me

telling

from before, but

Orleans over winter break for the
first

around where the levees broke.
that

I

was

much improved
was hard to

that

believe," she said.

the
first

own eyes over break for,

time since Katrina

first

home

floor of Jones's

hit.

The

in

New

Orleans had been flooded to the

ceil-

"Houses were toppled over in the
street, and there were roofs with

ing in the weeks following the hurri-

There

Please see KATRINA, page 2

nothing under them at

all.

on July

dean of academ-

1,

replacing Craig

McEwen, who has held
for the past

campus a number of
times this spring to work with
McEwen before taking up the deanship.

members
Bowdoin community who get

Students are not the only

of the

together for a beer on the weekends.

Every

Friday

afternoon,

faculty

for

faculty

members

an

draw on my expePenn as I come to
in

an interview

"Although the two places are
have
I

very different institutions,
learned

much

"In many ways, coming to
Bowdoin is coming back to my

Judd

at

at Rice.

According to Judd, Bowdoin's
was an important factor in

reputation

Courtesy of Candace

at Penn about sup-

undergraduate

research,

was also impressed by
a short visit to Bowdoin, when she
met a handful of Bowdoin faculty
and students. Judd said she was

felt the

opportunities for interaction

Assistant Professor of Psychology

thinks that one of the

Bowdoin is
come with its small

advantages that

The

Please see FACULTY, page 5

Features

Learn
land

how

it

feels to

face-first

on

diving board

Page8

a

University,

Please see

In a partnership with a local interis

came

out of

a desire to provide wireless access
for

Bowdoin

Bowdoin. Adding
these

idea for the pilot

students

on Jury

1.

at

California
the

that is con-

internet access.

Orient Staff

net service provider, the College

INSIDE

Bowdoin

affairs

University-Fresno,

State

technology, a. new type of wireless

by Nat Herz

Carlo

begin as

of Pennsylvania, she also served
Princeton

"[Mills] has an irrepressible enerfor

will

Prior to working at the University

Brunswick to go wireless in

the

best things about

dean of academic

Barry Mills.

tagious," she said.

Judd

Cristle Collins

impressed by President

especially

gy and love

was discontinued and until
many faculty members

di

her decision to seek a position at the

necting with alumni, about recruit-

last semester,

a small college,"

referring to her under-

said,

learning environments, about con-

tradition

music

College. She

with the Orient.

porting

in

King's College, University

at

of London.

held a happy hour at a local bar, this

outlet

to socialize.

theory

graduate career

at

second master's

to earn a

degree and her doctorate

does not have faculty clubs or dining
halls. Although long ago the College

Sam Putnam

initiative to create

went on

of music since 1993.
"I will certainly

Rice

at

where she studied the

about a variety of teaching and

have refreshments and

took the

music performance

She also earned a master's
degree in musicology at Rice. She

oboe.

about issues facing the liberal .arts,

colleges,

with one another were insufficient.

Last semester, in response to faculty requests, President Barry Mills

in

University,

Bowdoin

many

Unlike

members are invited to gather in the
Shannon Room of Hubbard Hall to
socialize.

Bowdoin

degree

undergrad roots

Bowdoin," Judd said

College creates outlet
for faculty camaraderie

to

of academic affairs

from the University of Pennsylvania,
where she has served as a professor

riences

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

the position

seven years. Judd will be

Judd will be coming

Judd

Cristle

Judd earned her undergraduate

visiting the

Senior Harry Jones also saw the
city with his

faculty as

ic affairs

life

week's Orient.

forth," she said.

Judd will join the

Bowdoin

A

ing and supporting faculty, and so

by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff
Cristle Collins

service.

retrospective of King's

will appear in next

Security.

is in

at planning a memorial

the process

deans are available to provide sup-

Bowdoin names

of debris everywhere and

looking at the city

'09
Landrum
hometown of New

Sarah

returned to her

piles

no signs of cleaning- up or rebuilding," Landrum said of the areas
"People kept

Orient Staff

When

were

Bradley said that the College

available.

port at any time

professor, aids students in

an emergency room

Bradley said that counselors and

ntW dean

participating in the

doctor was unable to initially identify

were not

Students work to aid
devastated Gulf Coast

history."

Butler University Institute for Study

Bradley said that according to the

Courtesy of Jeffrey Friedlander

Bowdoin

lacrosse team.

for

She died on

to the hospital.

program

The Meddiebempsters, one of Bowdoin's all-male a cappella groups, toured in Seoul, South Korea, over winter break. Above, the Meddies bow after performing at the Buddhist Seoknam Monestary. See story, page 9.

in

She was also a member of the

a.m. local time Thursday

1 1

and asked a roommate to
the

Team. In his statement, Mills called
King "one of the most talented field

she was feeling

She reportedly woke up

ill.

for

record-setting

a room-

to

her role on the
Bowdoin Field Hockey

Association

Affairs Craig

Bradley said that a Butler official told
that

educa-

in

November, she received First-

Team All-American honors from the
National Field Hockey Coaches

University of Ireland in Galway.

Dean of Student

Bowdoin, King majored

at

psychology and minored

tion. In

University program at the National

him

member

greatly admired

of our community."

and faculty

Andross, according

is

Davis

even

4

pilot
five or six

not going to

ally not

JUDD, page

more of

kill us. It's

that big

actu-

of a project,"

said.

According to John Keimel, a netat Bowdoin, mesh

work engineer

planning an extensive wireless net-

working

work that will provide access to both
students and town residents throughout the Brunswick downtown area,
Fort Andross, -and even parts of
Topsham. The network is a pilot

to Chief Information Officer Mitch

technology "uses multiple access

Davis.

points to create redundant links,"

"For me, it was functionality.
Students working at Fort Andross

resulting

should have the same level of con-

nas that can focus very precisely,

project scheduled to last six months.

nection mat they have here, and if

With a local company, Great
Works Internet (GWI), providing the

could provide that

Bowdoin's network will transmit a
signal from Coles Tower to Fort

bandwidth, the College will only

need to coordinate the construction
of the network, which will use mesh

at Fort

I

I

would," Davis

Andross

said.
"It

but

grew

it's

ering

resilient

into

something bigger,

in

a

more

stable

and

network Using small anten-

that will then

toward the downtown

be directed

area.

Another

actually fairly small consid-

we have 195

[access points] at

Please see W1FI, page 5
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break in Long Beach, Mississippi,

up

setting

computer

a

lab in a tem-

cane, and his parents returned after

porary school with

the storm to find their refrigerator

that

moved, their grand piano flipped
and a boat, Mercedes, and
couch in their backyard.
Living in the Upper 9th Ward,
Jones saw neighbors rebuilding their
lives in New Orleans in ways that

with newer systems. Although as

over,

affluent

less

simply can

families

Bowdoin had

many

12 computers

recently replaced

40 surplus computers were
available for the school, the number
had to be reduced on account of
as

transportation.

Logan's contact
his

at the

school was

second cousin Louie Lohan, a

not.

Catholic priest

who saw

"[The Upper 9th and Lower 9th]
were both hit just as hard, but people who live in the Lower 9th have
no chance of rebuilding while people who live in my neighborhood

and

school completely

coming back.

are

not

It's

like

affiliated

his parish

destroyed in the storm surge that

followed Katrina. According to
Logan, his cousin's parish quickly

purchased one of the only local

was

buildings that

salvageable,

still

Hurricane Katrina didn't happen for

a local hockey rink, and spent the

them, but their lives are moving on,"

next 19 days preparing

he said.

school and a place of worship.

"It

was disconcerting because you

know

wasn't like that for every-

it

one," Jones said.

According

the

Red Cross

are still present, providing meals
and supplies to workers in a few
locations around the city. However,
feels

significantly

more

can be done to get the Gulf
Coast back on its feet.
still

"It

seems

it

to act as a

Sophomores Lindsay Urquhart,
Becca Lewis, and Abhijeet Jha,
three "technically-proficient" stu-

Landrum,

to

National Guard and the

Landrum

that [the

has been forgotten

need

lately,

for relief]

and being

dents according to Logan, drove the

computers down

to Mississippi in a

12-passenger van and set up the
in St. Thomas School.
"It was very evident in their warm
welcome that they were very appreciative of Bowdoin 's efforts and

computer lab

Courtesy of Mary Kate Wheeler

During her two week stay in New Orleans, student volunteer Mary Kate Wheeler '07 saw areas of the

help," Jha said.

"We

According to Logan,

delivered our computers and

helped Ann, [the

Thomas com-

St.

School, while in

its

Thomas

St.

previous loca-

had bought 27 new computers

tion,

for tenure this year at Dillard, both

and student housing and

faculty

time for the school to

er lab only months before the storm

received a number of computer

a permanent job at Francis Marion

donations from surrounding areas.
However, many of the computers
were obsolete, used incompatible

this

the beach before the hurricane," Jha

operating systems, or were pass-

Abuse, and Trauma and

continued.

word-protected.

be done," she
*

Although the Bowdoin communi-

and responded en
masse during the "Twelve Days of
ty pulled together

Attention," part of the

Community
(CSRC)

Service Resource Center's

organized response to the disaster,
the

long-term devastation in the

Gulf Coast region is quickly slipping from the minds of many students who have begun to think of
Katrina as a thing of the past.
"Maybe people have grown tired
of talking about it or just don't realize how bad the situation still
many areas," Landrum said.

is in

up
Mississippi computer lab
IT students

The constant cry

set

for help

from

the

lab, just in

tears almost welling

showed

Murphy, who will only be

Bowdoin

this spring

in

Carolina,

teaching two classes

Since

Murphy

response to the hurricane interest-

Orleans over spring break to contin-

a lab set up]," he

ing.

ue to help the city she saw so devas-

like

It

was

it

said.

walking into a war zone," he

"I haven't

Refugee professor calls New
Orleans a "dead city"

said.

Before the computers were trans-

Bowdoin

ported,

24 hours
addition

In

to

contributing

Murphy

sorships

faculty

to

of which

one

"I

dis-

went

haven

t

had many

symptoms, but

I

mares with flooding, and
hours

to

Macy, IT is currently negotiating with

six years,

Microsoft to get donations of XP and

New Orleans when the hurricane hit.
Murphy left New Orleans 24 hours

bureaucracy in

before the storm arrived and drove

ployment.

CSRC,

spent the

Logan and the
last week of winter

Office for the computers.

in

destroying

Mam

/ P«>don't have access to

pie

,

all

of his

as a visit-

food

or safe

electricity>

New Orleans made it
for

file

unem-

of the Community
Service Resource Center Susie Dorn
Director

has
the

"Bowdoin has taken care of me,"

my

area.

me

teach

The psychology

been unbelievably gen-

erous."

According to Murphy, Bowdoin

plans

to

future

facilitate

responses from Bowdoin students in

Gulf Coast

area.

According to Dorn, the campus
already raised $5,191 during the 12

Days of Attention

to be sent to the

Red Cross

Relief Fund, as well as

collected

24 boxes of clothing

through

the

African-American

students are very intelligent and

Society to help with relief efforts.

items he threw into a bag before

welcoming, though different than

Plans for the upcoming months

those he

city.

over

years

the

Murphy

are

said.

"Stuff

I've collected over the years

—noth-

ing that's valuable but things that

were personal

to me."
whole life

my

my
my job, my friends, my stuI miss my 'students —just

had

"I

house,

there:

"It's

my

daily routine.

It's all

behind.

—an

taught

include an Alternative Spring Break

Habitat

for the spring semester in a tempo-

rary location in the Hilton Riverside

New Orleans. According

to

Murphy, who would have been up

Humanity

trip

to

schools before with very underpriv-

dents and staff to the Gulf Coast

ileged students,"

Murphy

"The hardest part is
want to go home, and
home," he said.

over senior week.

said.

that
I

I

"From

just

can't

go

9/11 and then the tsunami

we have

learned that there is a need
for having plans in place for coordinating responses to such disasters,"

Bowdoin hopefuls look ahead

Dorn

said.

—and
—to

"People want

Mary Kate Wheeler

Dillard University has reopened

for

Mississippi and a labor trip for stu-

I've

gone," he

said.

Hotel in

left

a different population

population.

at

elite

—

dents

Bowdom IT department

,

belongings, save for a few basic

destroyed,"

a Mfcahasppi school with unused computers from the

_

ing professor, especially because the

nearly impossible to

faculty has

"All of my papers and things I've

in

him a job

classes in

his family lives.

roof,

,

shelter," she added.

for the offering

before continuing up to Boston

collected

up a computer lab

,

and workers
wear respirators and

is toxic,

to

Protective suits

"

had just bought a house

evacuating the

Courtesy of Barry Logan

_

.

he said. "They're letting

the

areas

Vtsiting Professor of Psychology

His one-story house flooded to

hqaihart '06 Joined two other students in setting

.

homes and

and working conditions are
terrible. The mold in many

24

I left

days waiting for the water to recede

where

I

on

"Residents are starting to

Ronald Murphy
__,

Memphis, where he spent four

to

ifwlMy

are

not

clean them out, but living

have

funding from Associate Professor of

Barry

to see refrigerators

return to their

even see flooding."

early. I didn't

cally-black Dillard University for

inexpensive

post traumatic

have had two night-

Mississippi," he said. According to

very

It's

top of cars," she said.

upgrades once the systems were in

Windows 2000, Microsoft

homes

the

top of houses, or houses on

ing to get donations or other help from

provide

uncommon

taller

throughout the 9th

destroyed beyond repair.

Bowdoin

grateful to

is

all

many of

Ward, and

said. "I didn't

Gulf Coast, the
College also opened a
number of visiting profes-

areas affected by Katrina,

version of

"There are piles of garbage
than houses

I left

the

in

placed from colleges in

could

he

early,"

tated just this month.

have had two

even see flooding."

$30,000 to three historically-black

CDs," Macy said.
"A good deal of time was spent try-

Microsoft. With the properly-licensed

I

New

to return to

colleges and universities

IT and the Library to

in

Wheeler plans

had many post traumat-

symptoms, but

ic

nightmares with flooding, and

Information

Technology (IT) installed and
licensed them for Windows 2000,
according to IT Director of
Computing and Research Tad
Macy.
"This took many phone calls to
Microsoft followed by a good deal

side.

Biology

has not forgotten their

their nation

helpful without the expertise [to get

surrounding areas has begun to sub-

contact

Stress.

specializes in stud-

ies

and some supplementary

Orleans and

residents feel as if they

everything was devastated.

but

of help,

lot

Three students, with the help of a

New

"Many

were repeatedly betrayed by the
government, and they see the presence of volunteers as a sign that

Use and

For miles and miles along the beach,

"They'd received a

Visiting
Professor
of
Psychology
Ronald
Murphy.
Murphy, who had been
on the faculty of histori-

about the crisis in

Florence,

semester: Substance

teers

South

University
is

of volunand the work they are doing,"
Wheeler said.
gratitude for the presence

at

before starting

suffering," she said.

the

everything lay in rubbles.

find the old

individuals since the national buzz

school

the

didn't turn out to be all that

beach:

unheard, as

evident in the contin-

her eyes,

Katrina,

such a huge need for

is

show a humble and profound

of post-traumatic stress syndrome, he has found his own

scrounging

is

in

"The next day we drove along

Gulf Coast has not gone completely
ued response by a few Bowdoin

up

us pictures of the beautiful

church and the school they had on

After

hit.

"There
dents

start the next day. While working on
computers during the day, Ann, with

to

is still

in ruins.

volunteers right now, and the resi-

work

there

still

hotel.

puter teacher], set up a computer

to furnish a state-of-the-art comput-

city

involved in Katrina relief efforts.

classroom space are located in the

down there over Christmas break
made me realize how much more
said.

]

Gulf Coast

individuals feel call of duty in

later,

1

'07,

who

spent two weeks over winter break
serving

1

,500 meals a day as a vol-

unteer in a
called
the

New

Orleans kitchen

Made With Love

Cafe, urges

Bowdoin community

to remain

feel

compelled

Bowdoin

is

however, our response
it is

is

in

many ways

act.

an academic
is

Because

institution,

strongest if

connected to learning. Service

a catalyst for wanting to

more," she

said.

know

—
•

•

«.

I

•

•.
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Bowdoin

a top Fulbright producer

Emma Powers

by

lines

With five of 16 applicants awarded
Fellowships

the Biochemistry Department David

American Students," according to the
Institute of International Education.

and

interact with coastal inhabi-

Page has been working as part of the

tants as well as local climatologists,"

committee

he

Fellowship Program.

said.

Fulbright applicant

year,

last

Bowdoin has been named a 'Top
Producer of Fulbright Awards for

is

document these shore-

tographically

Orient Staff

Fulbright

January 27, 2006

mary or secondary school
"I

to gain experience teaching

foreign languages, as
tually

engage

Bowdoin

intend to even-

United

the

"I

am

have been identifying

hoping to get a grant to help

"We are now trying to

number on

the highest

is

the

adding to

members of Bowdoin admissions, as

encourages fellowship candidates to

well as heads of other departments

These candidates will meet with

focus on the process and less on the

that the Office

end

with.

result

"With our emphasis on 'you learn a

about Korean lan-

from the process,'

we make

sure

Shields said.

Anne

guage, culture, and geography and gain

Shields said. Four seniors have also

some teaching skills and a more explic-

"Everyone gets a chance to be heard

Fellowships and Scholarships

been nominated for the Watson fellow-

it

Bowdoin Fellowships
Committee and

Chair of the

They all get a hearing," she said
really want students to learn

skills.

Vice

and

students to apply for a fellowship, even

dates are being kept

ing to a wider range of countries,

if their future

a stronger student

secret for their

including Germany, Korea, Taiwan,

'06 has been

nomWatson fellowship. The

inated for the

Watson fellowship

gram funded by

a one-year pro-

is

the U.S.

ent study abroad.

fellowship,

the

travel

to

to

"These countries have

mon

"We work
The

cants.

very closely with appli-

attention they get

and staff makes

this

little

in

com-

from

fac-

a really

encouraging opportunity," she added.

The marked

increase in the

number

of fellowship applicants may be
uted to the efforts of the

and Greenland.

about learning

It's

to present yourself through a

The
out

if

they passed the

and

Fellowships

attrib-

Bowdoin

Scholarships

be made

initial

Watson applicants

will

will

Professor of Chemistry and Chair of

pho-

his

admissions started
said.

for this is apparently so

Professor of Chemistry Rick Broene,

member of

first

to

years and sopho-

series

"quite well."

The search committee has been

and he did not get the

using Isaacson Miller, a search firm

fellowships.
dates,"

We

Welsch

are

missing candi-

his application,

job,

said.

"We're trying to improve the

intel-

big,"

it

would make

job hunting.

his situation diffi-

cult.

of the community but we're

dream

that they are

For

finalists will

be confined to a few

group conversations,

she said.

of the

this reason, the visits

all

organized by

based

in

Boston, as a resource to find

some of the candidates.
The search committee
position

new semester

academic-oriented

admissions, and then

December,

and

contacts

possible

find

committee

the

program has a lot of
Nate Tavel '08 said.

better

to size

and focus better

me

though

my

is

that the

in

at the

one of the

it

the

list.

would bring

welcome

beginning of the year,

first

the president

class.

items addressed by

was prospect of a new

dean of admissions.

Perhaps what will prove most useful
to

that

Mills's convocation

In

speech

few good tips, like
up reading assignments

"I did get a

down

committee decided

on the candidates
to campus.

"I think the

potential,"

(Re-O) program.

by attending
from working

own

its

Isaacson Miller's to
candidates.

In Portland, the

pro-

grams.

how

self-

for in a

new dean of

interview and narrow

of workshops as part of

January 21 and 22, the

of

list

was looking

it

brought eight people to Portland to

Bowdoin's inaugural Re-Orientation

On

created a

and a

description

characteristics

sonal well-being, those messages

campus two days

selected students "re-oriented" them-

the search committee,

were embedded even within the more
serious,

Twenty-five

Associate

mid-September.

in

In

early this semester to participate in a

new dean of

the

they

used both

mores returned

mater,

alrna

Brown University.
The search for

his situation difficult

believes the search has been going

Re-Orientation prepares attendees for
by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

in

If a candidate's college discovered

also helping people really

I

to return to

know

to apply.

'Traveling by sea kayak,

August

left

candidates are working at will not

lectual life

said.

-

themselves as viable applicants for the

is to

involvement in faculty urging students

wanning," Friedmann

would make

it

Bowdoin," Meiklejohn

The reason

of
Jim

Miller

"Our [committee's] larger scale goal
make more of our students see

March.

Committee, as well as to the increased

to global

at

in

own

get the

a

threatened by factors

all

people

know

former

that the colleges that the respective

associated with a rise in sea level due

but are

by

hear back

The
Dean

of being seen

risk

not

The

affairs supervises.

Admissions

candidates

stage in

the

that

dean of academic

outside of any

may

as late as June.

until

a candi-

and he did not

sake.

come

said.

was
number of

the large

programs

date's college discov-

job,

"All

Fulbright applicants will find

more

for this

ing to the Office of

being

is

of the candi-

tities

lot

The reason

ered his application,

Meiklejohn, the iden-

process," she said.

February, but final decisions

said.

the

Netherlands, Bangladesh, the Pacific
Islands,

process to plan their futures," Welsch

ulty

awarded

If

Friedmann hopes

how

"We find that whether or not die student wins, they are able to use the

government

do an independ-

that allows students to

somewhat

still

"unfocused."

Spain, France, Brazil, and Slovakia

Drew Friedmann

plans are

It's

were

academic

Meiklejohn

faculty,"

Scott

cants, students are interested in travel-

think through a proposal.

affairs

visits for

dean [candidates] were a

open for

kept quiet. If

Institutional

Advancement

not about winning, but about becoming

Scholarships

"The campus

the President,

President for Planning

Professor of Film Tricia Welsch urges

number of appli-

ing an increase in the

and

candidates

visiting.

The dean of admissions search

to

when

dean of academic

for the

was

however,

strategy,

noticeably absent

meet the

"We
how to

Shields noted that in addition to see-

with only

openness, accord-

most students and
faculty on campus
will never

According

and gets feedback on their interviewing

understanding of English," he said.

ship.

of Admissions deals
However,

candidates.

Welsch agreed.

headed by

Mills,

officials.

This

of can-

didates will be brought onto campus.

lot

to learn

list

them

every candidate gets interviewed,"

hope

new dean of

a

for

Bowdoin

identify

Shields,

to

said.

"I

The search

admissions has just stepped up.

Soon a narrowed down

school students in South Korea," Popp

Career Planning Center and Director of

President Barry

admissions staff and other important

members

potential fellow-

earlier, also

search committee

the

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

said.

before senior year," she said.

teach conversational English to high

lowships.

records we've got," Director of the

the

Page

the recent strength of the program.

According

said.

abroad.

seniors have applied for Fulbright fel-

"This

Troyansky

Jonah Popp '06 also hopes to teach

in graduate study, or

teach abroad. This year, 21

I

teach French in

States,"

effort,"

Shields noted that faculty

ship candidates

hope

The Fulbright Fellowship Program

research,

France

in

next year.

funded by the U.S. government and

allows graduating seniors to conduct

Anna Troyansky

'06 would like to teach English in a pri-

strengthen

to

a team

"It's really

Quiet search goes on
for admissions dean

"This time of transition in the

program

leadership of our admissions office

eyes to the amazing

selves to college life

opened

sessions on

resources available at the Baldwin

does not indicate nor will

had either never heard
of or never thought to use for

a change in admissions policy for

issues

through writer's block to learning

new

study strategies to discussing

and sophomore years are
great years to reassess where you are
and where you're going," Dean for
Academic Affairs Craig McEwen
said in his opening of the Sage
"First

at

He

Re-O.

encouraged students

to

also

"push each

other to think seriously and deeply."

"This

a crucial time for you," he

is

said.

Though many of Sunday's workshops were of a more serious
Management,"
nature "Time
"Managing Your Reading Load," and

—

—Re-O

Mills also said

were taught how to betmanage their time to allow for
more balanced, healthy lives.
In a workshop entitled "Whole
Body Strategies for Overcoming
Writer's Block," led by mentors from
the Writing Project, anxiety was

"We

participants

Miranda Yaver, The Bowdoin Orient

ReO ready to learn skills to prepare them for the spring.

Students arrived at

of personal and academic success.

At

nine

the conclusion of each work-

complete evaluations, in which they

more opportunities

rated the effectiveness of each work-

workshops," he

shop and provided suggestions for

Thursday, the

for

workshop addi-

"My worry

for kids at

short-circuits
at

doing

versus doing

enjoy. Listen slightly less

and

'Do this,

more to the voice
'Goddamn it, I'm

listen

within saying,

While

some workshops
aimed

at

learning styles best suit them, but
also

how

to adapt their study habits

to learn better

and more within

their

comfort zones.
In

of sparser turnout than

spite

—
—

of participants

expected

the

was 120

students were able to take

limit

advantage of small-group settings

excited about this.'"

explicitly

learned not only which

students

were

improving per-

in

which to ask questions of faculty and
staff and

engage

in dialogue

on

issues

of the highest
talents,

across America and the

tive

I

and

saw were extremely
it

appears that those

posi-

who

participant

to trying the

David Scott

time, organize
stress,"

"My
that

I

my

to

manage my

work, and relieve

he said
largest disappointment

committee

is

not anxious

announce a date or deadline.
According

to

Meiklejohn, "We'll

a decision

we've found the

when we're

sure

right person."

necting students to people they don't

want," he said

with the tools and

means with which

to

make

know seems

me

when Bowdoin will actually
new dean of admissions take

to

see the

office, the

pro-

again.

ful.

provided

Re-O

"Continuing to focus on academic

'08 said he found the seminar help-

"It

committee

As

programs are going very

success, personal success, and con-

attended really benefited."

Program

both [the admissions and academic

we

we would do differwho also

was "not

about a big change of direction

affairs]

stated that he believes the

gram

point, saying that the search

well"

mittee met to discuss "what

committed

Meiklejohn reiterated the same

"I

engage in

is

to the voices outside saying,
this,'

to

learned and what

In the

students

with a myriad of

all

Re-O planning com-

ently," according to Foster,

ity.

from

said.

future changes or

uations

do

said.

program

the

days to provide

tions.

Learning Preference Assessment,"

what you

full

breaking

strategies

Peter Coviello told students in the

it

two

introduced as a hindrance to being

body, according to Foster, "The eval-

is

to

see

to

like

extended

workshop "Increasing Study

what you're good

workshops," Scott

would

shop, participants were asked to

able to write well, and students

learned

Bowdoin

world," he said.

through writer's block, such as free-

incredibly accomplished

satisfied the

have been remarkably suc-

quality,

ter

Efficiency and Effectiveness through

Bowdoin—
people—

how

admissions depart-

ment.

academic success.
Associate Professor of English

advice panel,

its

cessful in recent years in bringing to

writing or engaging in physical activ-

their

with

shop led by Senior Associate Dean of
Student Affairs Tim Foster, in which

Though only reaching a small
fraction of the Bowdoin student

on

is

pating in a time-management work-

Study

dents' personal well-being as well as

result in

it

this college," Mills said.

College

Students had the option of partici-

focused on stu-

"Non-Traditional
Strategies"

I

myself," he said.

alcohol issues on campus.

Advice Panel

Center that

to be

what students

"Also, I'm guessing that as the

program becomes a Bowdoin
tion, the interest in

was

could attend only three out of

program

grows

orient.bowdoin.edu

tradi-

terms of faculty,

student, and staff planning

orient.bowdoin.edu

orient.bowdoin.edu

of the

significantly,"

orient.bowdoin.edu

Foster said.
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Bowdoin pledges

The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin Briefs

to cut

carbon emissions by 2010

RecycleMania to storm
campus starting this month

,

The College has signed on for the
Carbon
Challenge,

News From Beneath The

Pines

RecycleMania, a 10-week long

Governor's

nationwide recycling competition,

Maine's voluntary program dedicat-

converting from No. 6 fuel oil to a

ed to cutting carbon emissions by

cleaner-burning low-sulfur fuel

2010, according to the Office of

reducing the campus building heating

Communications.

11

a hybrid

Bowdoin has set a target of

percent reduction of carbon

emissions.

Of the

1 1

percent, half

is

The

indirect

emissions reduction

have included committing

initiatives

the purchase of energy-efficient

to

flat-screen

campus gas- or fuel-burning

installing energy-saving devices

on all

vending machines; upgrading

light-

sions,

appli-

and half from indirect emissuch as electricity procure-

ment from out of state.

"By

volunteering

Governor's

Carbon

for

the

mental stewards, and carrying on

Common

Good," said Katy

Longley, the senior vice president
for finance

monitors;

and administration and

treasurer at the College.

While Bowdoin

Among the College's direct emis-

to

in

in

several polar bears have

long-term

increases, the College falls in the

mid-

amount of recyclables per campus
occupant. Bowdoin will be competing with over 85 colleges and uni-

according to an article in

Street Journal.

who has wondered
warming and reduced sea

"For anyone

how

global

—they

simple

black

to hunting only

found. Bates College declined to par-

say within the next century they could

ticipate in die study.

become

Bowdoin increases black
enrollment 250 percent
Bowdoin
arts

list

of

liberal

years composing 1.6 per-

years, according to a report

first

The Journal of Blacks

in Higher

The

findings

show

die College has

seen a 250 percent increase in black

on

extinct if die ice shelf contin-

bears attempt to

as the northern ice melts

pearing

drown,
Apparently not only Bowdoin's

more

ice,

swim amid

disap-

are likely to tire and

According to die

experts

article,

Polar Bears are trying to keep their

consider the reports worrying, as

heads above water at the

some have long warned a rapid melt-

start

of die

semester.

The

latest

ing could endanger the polar bears

documented evidence of

Tamity SfenCare
ME

www.brunswickfamilyskincare.com

all

Environmental Protection Agency.

services with

Bowdoin

I.D.

and a recycle bin decorating contest

For more

information,

contact

Katherineatkcreswel@bowdoin.edu.

J

"At
King's

Exeter,

this stage,

it

would be prema-

ture (and probably foolhardy) for

me

to talk about specific plans for

my

campus and

faculty

and

know

the

students, to

begin to understand the issues, and

rience as a music professor will be

to discover those special things that

very helpful in adjusting to her

new

are unique to Bowdoin's culture,"

Judd

"Moving from

the professorial

ranks to administration will certainly

mean

Customized Facial A Surface Peels

related to recycling

shoot-out competition

that her extensive expe-

skills,

Manual Mlcrodermabraslon
Aromatherapy Oil Wrap A Massage
Hot Stone Back Foot A Leg Treatment
Make-Up A Waxing

on campus

during die competition, including a

next six months to get to

adjusting the balance in

professional life

Acne Clearing Treatment

There will be a number of activities

1

position.

OFF

weekly to

United Kingdom, and the University

•

Xi

result

deanship. I'm fortunate to have the

Judd said

w omen of all ages who simply want to look better or improve their overall sense of well-being!

15

-

College, University of London in the

725-1233
men and

amounts collected and report the
the RecycleMania committee at the

of academic affairs plans spring
to work with current dean

of Melbourne in Australia.

For

all

campus
of

University

and measure

recyclables and

Compiled by Beth Kowitt.

JUDD, from page

6 Cumberland Street
Brunswick,

campus

pounds per person

and other animals.

visits to

Sustainable

organics. Volunteers will total the

recycling

scientists say.

of

die college facilities

will collect

regular

some scientists

ice,

New dean

(Brunswtc^

crew

ues to melt, the article said. If polar

Polar bears are drowning

colleges in long-term gains of

black
in

leads the

first

Members

die," Richard Steiner,

cent of its first-year class, die Journal

eight

its

versities.

a marine-biology professor at the
University of Alaska, told the Journal.
Because polar bears have adapted

projects.

with

to collect the largest

is

Bowdoin and

answer

ice will affect polar bears, the
is

last in the list

arctic,

of

liberal arts colleges

8.

long distances in the melting ice shelf

The Wall

according to the report.

Colby College ranks

through April
competition

range of year-on-year increases with a

of 3.7 percent of black students
from 2004 making up die first-year

Bowdoin January 29
The purpose of the

will be held at

indicates

drowned off
swimming

the coast of Alaska after

of the

rise

class,

warming by scientists

global

were

2005.

far out-ranks other

colleges

arts

28

and incorporating geothermal
heating systems into construction

Education.

sions reduction initiatives has been

eight black students

compared

ing;

the College's principle of working
for the

computer

Challenge,

Bowdoin is stepping up to show our
commitment to being good environ-

when

liberal

car.

from direct emissions, such as onances,

1994,

enrolled, as

standard four degrees; and purchasing

Using 2002 emissions data as a
baseline,

oil;

enrollment in the first-year class since

but

my

and learning new

think that

I

my

life

as a

said.

Judd is excited to be moving to
Maine with her family, including her
husband and three daughters
Katie, 16; Hannah, 11; and Sarah,
nine. Judd's husband, Robert Judd,

music professor has prepared me for
many of those challenges in interest-

director

ing ways," Judd said.

Musicological Society.

For now, Judd does not have any
specific plans

for her position as

dean of academic

She said
lish

is

a musicologist and the executive

of

"As a native Texan,

affairs.

that she will try to estab-

a relationship with students and

me

a

and, well,

Bowdoin.

my future," Judd said.

Study Abroad in Sweden

I

confess the

and my
computer desktop has Philly and
Brunswick weather side by side,
weather worries

making any plans for
what she would like to accomplish at
faculty before

American

the

Judd admitted some apprehension
of the infamous Maine weather.

I

little,

can see a love of snow

in

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-In or Take-out

DO

YOUR

Restaurant
1

n^v

visa &

.

BEST SUMMER JOB EVER!
kenAAont
kenvvood

THING

Join our

team! Permter brother/sister

camp Loaded

at therfoothllb of

theBertaMr«MounlaimlnKant,CT. World class facilities
to NYC,

4 hours

team sports,

Looking to study abroad

in

mc

4 Maine Street Brunswick, Maine • 207 725-9 708

English?

Don't follow the crowd to England or Australia. Study abroad in

to Boston.

200 acre

facility

located

Individual sports, outdoor adventures, extreme sports,

performing and visual arts pro-ams. Looking for staff who have a love
for working

wrm chicken and

enjoy being a part of a team. Jobs available

inctuoe specialty counselors, general counselors, once/secretarial

camp store staff and other administiattve staff positions.
Erne! toms3tanc8nip.com or Phone Tom Troche at 305-673-3310.
staff,

English with

The Swedish Program

at Stockholm University!

Browse our wcusne at wwwjtonmonuterrwooQ jcom ana
out our appacatton.

iiifo-swedishprograin.org

.swedishprogram.or

2 hours

Includes waterfront activities,

m

We wW be on your campus Feb 15th

but fed free to contact us before

we visit

\

The Bowdoin Orient

Maine

Street to

WIFI, from page

go wireless with Great Works Internet donation

1

we

Watson said "So

from Bowdoin's

crane

will

We'd

more people

see

crossing the bridge from
signal

McLellan building on Union

January 27, 2006

town

our

The College appears

what might have been the one hurdle

access points branching out from those

the project

two locations.

which
from both Brunswick

officials

is

we

munity,"

of

Economic

Development

Mathew

Although
to

important

"We

who

economic

for

sons or other couldn't afford our service"

thought

it

was going

it

turned out that
is

that

it

so tar ahead

like

economic and

'89,

Maine Steven Ward said

was only to include Fort Andross and the

Bowdoin Mill

in

According to

being

is

it

service

offer

Topsham.

broadband

"Maine

a wireless connectivity"

Broadband

has

a

the

in

it

Quad

felt

oth-

a laptop

my room

I'd

or

never take

is if

way

it

to

tighter

way

would help

they had something small
I

The only

this,"

she added.

obstacle remaining for

which Bowdoin will be
setting up, is approval from the Town
Council. According to Keimel, Davis

come up

and Kittredge are awaiting an
tion

know

know

Affairs for J-Board adjudication.

The

$600, die

were

incidents

three

December 7
Express store

theft

got

I

them about

problem.

it

in

Sam Putnam
Assistant Professor of Psychology

and

it's

embar-

many of [them] that I don't

even know."
Rick Thompson agreed

that

is diffi-

it

members .to get to know

people outside of their departments, but

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

theft

consuming too much

of a student backpack

containing a laptop computer valued

arrest

•Security identified a Brunswick

man

damage

the students.

Thome Dining

trespassing

transported to

to

on

trespass warnings

At McMaster-Carr,
team

all

and removed from

we

parking

a wooden door handle

lot at

commit-

do not have the

stress

at

Hall.

Brunswick Apartments

wHI offer you a wealth of opportunity.

In our

to start the

weekend.

Facilities are looking into

25/26.

before the next semester begins.

Charlie

cameras and keypads to the

-Security will be adding extra
'06,

'08,

floor

ic bill

of 16

academic

bill

-The Committee on Academic
Affairs

official vote

on

the

and the Committee on

academ-

of rights was tabled by a vote

and

in favor, eight against,

one abstaining. The issue

rights.

first

of Coles Tower.

-An

of

proposed

having

posted online

Absent:

'06.

Dallinga

lists

will

be

discussed with a dean before a vote
will take place.

Bowdoin

all

staff person

reported her

lot on
The vehicle was
Newport City, VT on

29.

•A pair of snowboarding boots
was stolen from an unlocked vehicle at Pine Street Apartments, Lot

C. Witnesses reported three male
juveniles fleeing the area.

—Compiled

by

the

Bowdoin

Department of Safety and Security.

management development career

path, you

will

aspects of our unique business, from catalog development and market research to finance, software development, and
Successful candidates will take on positions of increasing responsibility uncommon for recent college

product distribution.
graduates.

Our people have backgrounds and
topic from jib crane obstruction,
latest opera,

and baseball

Interests as varied as the products

warehouse

playoffs.

layout,

and developments

in

we

Conversations around here vary

sell.

in

the nanotech sector to post-modern aesthetics, the

This variety of people, ideas, and passions enriches our workplace and enlivens our

thinking.

basis.

We

have an open, collegia! environment where ideas are evaluated on their merit, not the tide or tenure of the person
suggested them. Here, your good ideas will thrive, even from day one.

who

We don't have reserved parking apneas. We have very few private offices,

your success

campus

and everyone

is

on a first-name

of your major, do you want to continue learning In a vibrant setting? Are you Intrigued to learn how
In college can lead to an exerting next step In distributing industrial supplies? Submit your resume today for a

l-Topping Pizza

3 or More Medium \

$Ceach

Opportunities exist at each of our locations:

GA

CA
HJ

wwwiingiHstef iconi /careers
th

Thursday, February 16
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iefJ
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%
X

%

JL
OH

9

I

l-Topping Pizzas

Interview.

Atlanta,

V

of

preparing lecture notes, and are ready

January 10.

observed acting suspiciously in the

bance while visiting a student

him from

recovered in

investigating vandalism

at

causing a distur-

warning was issued pro-

hibiting

December

Brunswick Apartments were issued

men

fulfill,

vehicle stolen from Farley

The damage
occurred on or about December 18.
•Two Brunswick men were

•Three local

of vandalizing

trespass

•A

residence

ments to

property.

after

alcohol.

a

at

is

members

reported to Brunswick Police and a

Harpswell Street
•Security

suspected

books at H-L Library. The man was

of an intoxicated male student

December 9, and the theft of an Apple
I-pod from a student at Stowe Hall on
December IS. The laptop and the Ipod were recovered and returned to

Because the gatherings take place on
are less likely to have family

the meeting to speak out against

the

•Brunswick Police reported the

$2,000 from Smith Union on

at

was

formal setting and socialize at the end

of the week.

course book

Gascoigne
and Miranda Yaver '09 attended

ings.

student

for

come

to

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

Mike Lobiondo

and were issued trespass warn-

•A male

wonderful

faculty

Fridays afternoons, faculty

detail" before

•A pellet rifle and a stolen construction sign were recovered from a dorm
room at Coles Tower.
•A student and his girlfriend were
found inside 30 College St. after it was

Parkview Hospital for treatment

ers are a

together in a less

don't

cult for faculty

to

the

opportunity

all

-Attendance:

more

proceeding with the project.

really important to the eco-

closed for winter break.

the

containing

said.

According

Friday get-togeth-

for five years,

rassing how

Nancy

Jennings

Jennings,

very well," Putnam said. "I've

invita-

college property.

of a Bowdoin

money bag

I

very well."

size

these amazing col-

been here

Affirmative Action

Officer

ing colleagues that

don't

and resources.
"I've

amaz-

of

Bowdoin's

and

Associate

from the council "to speak. with

Campus Security Report: Winter Break
campus thefts
and identified a Bowdoin student as
being responsible. The matters were
turned over to the Dean of Student

with colleagues," Associate

socialize

Dean

Ticotsky '07, Clark

•The Bowdoin Office of Safety and

great to have an opportunity to

"It's

are

advantage

-Bree

Security solved three

one another.

"I've got all these

take

to

know

help facilitate faculty getting to

unreal

Associate Professor of Psychology

PDA they could take with diem.

spending to do

into place."

real

people

thinks that the weekly event will

want to know how much money they're

of

of GWI Fletcher

now to put this
is

a

like

with a template for towns that don't have

kind of a community connectivi-

ty as well as

CEO

State

I

on

lent

leagues that

^

the project,

"We're hoping

Kittredge,

the

at

people

of a

customer base" and therefore

Advocate for die

use

but

"I think the only

advocate for "no disruption of competi-

two towns. Though originally the project
Brunswick downtown,

loss

internet for

downtown with me," she said

major wireless providers

do not welcome die

potential

she envi-

that

that

it

..,

erwise

the library or

but not to be

tion," Public

"It's

to

'09, "It

Leah Ricci '07

,

their business.

sioned the plan as a bridge between the

expanded to

T

Verizon Wireless, Cingular, or

Sprint

community development director for the
town of Topsham, said

would hurt

condoned,

he said

Suzanne Watson

it

"It is understandable,

terms of technology, and they were

interested,"

„

be

to

a difficult process, but

wasn't because Bowdoin
in

According

any*"*"

Fletcher Kittredge

___ ,_

CEO of Great Works ,Internet

We

was

get-togethers

be able to be anywhere

to

Putnam, the potential for a

faculty

providing an excel-

and use the

make our downtown
more redundant in terms of
access.

difficult, for

know

He

community among

had

students

feelings about the

Maresa Nielson

rea-

migHt be able

to

internet

though

to get to

ized, but that these

would be really convenient

that

possible,

members

Bowdoin net-

Bowdoin
mixed
project.

have been looking

ways

students will have

work

to the eco-

nomic development of any community. There
are all sorts of people

be open

internet access will

Bowdoin

only

all,

Eddy said
at

it is

he

to

really

is

said

size,

weigh the costs," he said

for die pilot In Philadelphia, internet

"Broadband

Brunswick

terms of

[in

Friday gatherings provide a

the

that

At a college Bowdoin's

faculty

access to the

bom

can give to

I

great chance "for faculty to mingle."
size.

outside of their departments. According

of technology

our businesses and com-

Director

might lose something

FACULTY, from page

individual customers paying for internet

service providers such as Verizon tried to

that

afford

to broad-

connectivity], but the benefits far out-

defeat a similar plan because of worries

"an impor-

had access

would help Maine as a whole.

by cooperating with GWI,

about die project Wireless
tant piece

We

for

it

donating the wireless service

and Topsham spoke enthusiastically
is

service. If they

band

have avoided

to

then be distributed using five additional

Town

nomic reasons or other couldn't

stu-

dents doing that"

Street,

behind Hannaford. These signals will

Faculty meet colleagues at informal
gatherings on Fridays after classes

There are all sorts of people who for eco-

to town.

more Bowdoin

love to see

nomic development of any community.

Mourton Union 1"
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Visit to Denny's in Portland at 3 a.m. offers the unusual
by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff

drunk friend began

Swaying

forth.

where gravity would take

point

There are times
at

in life

—

know

a place and

in

at that

way—that

so

you

moment.

Denny's restaurant was not one of
those places. Portland, Maine, at 3:00 a.m.

much a

last

November was

early-morning
safe Freepoft

trip to

L.L.

and two

girls

had intended

I

make an

to

Bean

in quiet,

We had a change of heart so

we kept driving down

was

As we walked
filled restaurant

Denny's was the only

am, we drove there.
in,

a sign in the

And

wait

Twenty minutes elapsed before
brought to a
eventful

table. Luckily,

half-

we did
we were

20 minutes.

by

—joked

standard

—

any

incredibly

each other in

with

Spanish over endless cups of coffee. They

Dr.

when our

daughter, her mother,
It

was

—

of

caricature

in

sit

we

from

herself, direct

central

salt-and-pepper hair, she shoveled a Paul

Bunyon-sized

sure

minutes.

into

of eggs over easy

platter

her mouth with the accuracy of Shaq

at the free

throw

sister

to

what was going

on.

The

waiter apolo-

gized to us for her behavior and took our
orders.
ly

The crazed mother grumbled

but then quieted down.

however.

It

loud-

was too

little

commotion

the

as she

was

particles

from her

of fried egg

table to the

door

that

would have made Hansel and Gretel
proud The pseudo-cops put her in a taxi.
"Denny's has a police force?' someone
asked.

to talk about

person at another table responded.

Given

in the restaurant

the

wide variety of people

in

the table or on the floor, but most landed in

although the specter of frying egg white

the restaurant and the early hour, the

really bother us, but their constant laughter

her lap and on her shirt She was wearing

was

sense of camaraderie that had developed

no

a grey sweater that snowed the errant

Every few minutes

been waiting in

specks of fried yolk with particular clarity.

my

soundly

Denny's was truly bizarre. The young
man who had almost been pummeled by

Although she could have been 40 or 50,

asleep. And there wasn't a soul in the park-

the mustachioed Spanish-speaker asked

ing lot

us where

be joking about us

Spanish

in

It

in our direction really pissed off a guy,

behind

line

who had

"What

mean

us.

the [hell]

stopped.

and one

Suddenly

their

sat

who seemed to

waiter

on us and bring us

pity

had mi

pity at

all;

I

Our food arrived just as the cops pulled
up

It

was not her age nor her eat-

management but

rather her loud

Except
cers,

table.

to quiet

time

Im going to ask

down. You are disturbing the

He

stood next to her

it

in

we were from and we

everyone went back to

offi-

directly to

our

food which

their

was tasty if a little harsh on the stomach.
this

point the daughter, suddenly

drawn out of her
unseen, burst into

wasn't Four gun-toting

by

silence

tears.

the

egg-woman by a Denny's employee,

all

four of them cleared their throats and

forces

After a moment

her aunt comforted her and she calmed

down.

We paid the bill As we were leaving,
the daughter ran outside with her

After being pointed in the direction of

con-

versed for a few moments. Eventually

At

employees of some security compa-

ny,

other customers."

in the restau-

someone from

walked in the door and

proclamations about the inferior quality of

you

peak-

lights

another table said

the eggs.

said, "this is the last

up

of everyone

ing the attentiun

"Portland's Finest,"

time,

"M'am," a male Denny's employee

earlier in his

and red

outside, their blue

rant for various reasons.

finally take

to a table actually

He was

she smiled, which

same

the

rant

down.

suspect he had used

compassion sometime

his

that

ing habits that seemed to worry the restau-

Everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

The

of words

got up to check on

I

inebriated friend

brought the wrinkles into exceptionally
stark relief

a moment of

man

older.

soundly vaguely obscene and threatening

cup down and stood up menacingly.

the

criss-

some

at

put his cof-

"Don't," one of his compatriots said

contemplation

Wrinkles

crossed her face. After yelling out
incornprehensible string

men, mustachioed wearing
t-shirt,

much

she looked

I

laughter

They exchanged quick glances
of the

black jeans and a blue
fee

your problem?

is

damn furmy?" he

so

what's

mentioned a few times.

certainly

er's unfinished plate

moth-

of eggs. As we

pulled out of the parking

lot,

she was still

standing there. Just her and the unfinished platter of eggs.

glared at her.

it

r

the nerve bundle and causing a

Dr. Jeff

escorted out

trail

"Learn something new everyday,",

My friends and 1 had
all

silent

fell

unintentionally dibbling a

made the call.
with

with us,

"Not again!" she moaned The restaurant

late,

A Denny's waitress had already

come

lady."

"That's obvi-

retorted.

continued to eat their meals as if oblivious

19%: below 50

line in

Seme of her food came to rest on

percent

end of the

the

I,

added Her daughter and

ous," she
in

Reeking of booze with unkempt

casting.

"Said the eggs were

grunk stunk," she

family

and her aunt

mother had been flown

if the

"You're gonna' have to

table waiting for her response.

next to a

You may have herpes and not know

Jeff:

Ask

at the

didn't

to

objective

only seemed to take notice of us

he chose to seat us

destructively dysfunctional

been seated The coffee drinkers appeared

softly but powerfully. After

men

Of all the empty tables in the restau-

rant,

on the red eye from Hollywood; she was a

make

to

shift.

wasn't

promised him

I

was okay every few

everything

It

decided to

would come out and check

they were an

At the booth nearest to where we were
standing, a group of four

muscular

He

outside.

demanded.

informed us to "Please

wait to be seated"

."
.

friend off the ground and

the car and sleep.

to the consensus that hot food

in order. Since

place open at 2:40

my

older than 17,

Interstate 295.

On the outskirts of the city of Portland
we came

fa.

When I got back inside we had still not

—two

Four of my friends

—and

to

as a quick sit-down.

tall

helped

I

not one of those times.

guys

man. He's going

friend,

walked him

one Sunday morning

one

of the large men spoke: 'Take care of your

have come to exactly where you are meant

be

over,

when you arrive
some inexplica-

ble yet unimpeachable

to

back and

to teeter

precipitously close to a

-

recurrent outbreak.

Recurrent outbreaks are usual-

Benson, M.D.

Jeff

cally occur four to five times per

infect

I

1 "'

are frequently trig-

gered by other illnesses, poor
diet, or emotional or physical

*- -t-';.---^

•

f

'.~"v^Sr3c

VV*H? *"*'

less severe,

you with

ly

even
if
never had
any sores?
L.H.

It

—

_*

«G'
•

-*•

v.

and usually eventual-

•

cease altogether.

that

've

J

v?

r

Over time, recurrent outbreaks become less frequent and
stress.

herpes,

they

They

year.

Dear Dr. JeffCan you have genital herpes and not
know it? Can a person

milder and briefer, and typi-

ly

Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

has become clear, however,
most cases of genital herpes

do not present with

i

v.-

~

"classic"

signs and symptoms. In fact, up

Dear L.H.: .Unfortunately, the
answer is yes to both of those
questions.

There are two strains of herpes
virus, type
and type 2. Type 1
causes nearly all oral herpes
1

infections

("fever blisters"

or

to 60 percent of infections are
not recognized by patients nor
diagnosed by clinicians, because
they do not cause the typical
sores. An additional 20 percent
of infections cause no symptoms

i-

*•

¥

.

Wb
.

whatsoever.

tions (through oral sex). Type 2
causes about 60 percent of genital herpes infections, and a very

small number of oral infections.

trate,

About 80 percent of the popusome time, oral
herpes. The prevalence of genital
lation has had, at

herpes has increased significantly over the last 25 years, with
more than 20 percent of adoles-

•

1*S^>^Z**F-

?^\..
.

.

Transmission of herpes occurs
most readily from skin-to-skin
contact with an actively, brokenout site. Most skin on our bodies
is too thick for the virus to pene-

"cold sores"), and probably 40
percent of genital herpes infec-

but mucosal surfaces (oral

*

.

"

*

iJl

"Safer sex practices remain the key to decreasing herpes transmission. ..using condoms, dental
dams, or female condoms significantly lowers the risk of viral transmission."

and genital) are quite susceptiis very
fragile, and does not live long on
inanimate surfaces. So herpes
cannot be transmitted by contact

ble. Fortunately, the virus

with a

toilet

seat,

bathtub,

or

is more
between outasymptomatic
carrier. Blood tests can be done
to measure antibodies to both

active lesions. Diagnosis

genital

problematic

similarly not definitive.

in

breaks, or in an

types,

but

they

are

not

cents and adults in this country

towel.

viral

estimated to be infected. Among
college students, the prevalence

Herpes virus is shed in huge
numbers during outbreaks. It can
also be shed in between outbreaks, when there are no signs
or symptoms. This asymptomatic

always accurate. Interpretation
of test results can be difficult,

is

be even higher.
thought
The "classic" signs of an

tial

to

ini-

genital herpes infection are

grouped

blisters or sores in the

genital area.

The sores usually

itch or burn or hurt,

and are often

accompanied by flu-like aches
and pains and a low-grade fever.
After the initial infection, the
herpes virus lies dormant in
nerve bundles at the base of the
spine. The virus periodically
reactivates, traveling

back down

*

shedding is thought to occur only
few days per year. But because
most people naturally tend to
avoid sex when they have active
sores, most transmission of hera

—

—

over 70 percent is
thought to occur in the absence
of warning signs or symptoms.
Herpes is diagnosed most reliably by culturing the virus from
pes

in fact

because, as noted earlier, neither
HSV-1 nor HSV-2 is anatomical-

are

decreases, if not largely prevents,

asymptomatic viral shedding.
All of this means that safer sex

diagnosed with genital herpes
find it emotionally and psycho-

decreasing herpes transmission.

some time 80 percent of

results

the

practices

and anxi-

problems, with the very importhat

it

increases

the risk of sexually acquiring and

HIV

using condoms, dental
dams, or female condoms significantly lowers the risk of viral
transmission.

Of

vaccine for herpes. There are three

risks.

medications that will help speed

those risks

antibody

While positive HSV-2
titers indicate that it is

likely that the individual has

had

to

breaks,

for most, this distress

80 percent
of the population can be expected to have antibodies to HSV-1,

infection.

key

pes rarely leads to other health

transmitting

whether or not HSV-1 is also the
cause of an additional genital

the

ety fade with time. Genital her-

Fortunately,

the population has had oral herpes, for instance, then

remain

Avoiding intimate contact when
sores are present, is an obvious
place to start. In between out-

logically distressing.

tant exception

ly restricted.
If at

herpes,

Many people who have been

There

is

at

present no cure or

and recur-

Be

rent outbreaks. All three can also

safe!

healing in both

initial

be taken daily and long term, to
prevent recurrences. It is very
daily medication
likely
that

course, no safer sex prac-

tices can eliminate all infectious

But being informed about
is

a critical first step.

well, be thoughtful,

Jeff Benson,

and be

M.D.

Dudley Coe Health Center
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Bowdoin
Bowdoin Graduates
Susan Jacobson

Today,
received

a diploma
and a lollipop. The
diploma was the first
of its kind and the lollipop was
payment for a bet lost by her
father.

When

she was five Sue told

become used
coeducation

at his

alma mater

though."

Although Sue

the

is

first

woman

undergraduate degree
recipient, she joins a long list
of distinguished female honorary degree recipients and
graduate degree holders.

Bowdoin College, "I'm going
to go to Bowdoin." He told

but

Dean Greason has nothing
praise for Bowdoin's

first

regularly enrolled coed.

male school. Nevertheless,
Sue bet her father a lollipop
that she would one day go to

"She did splendidly in her
first year in the Exchange,"
he said, "and we were
pleased to welcome her back

his college.

for an additional semester."

She
Deering

Her three semesters in residence at Bowdoin were a
prime factor in her being
allowed to graduate,

graduated
from
High School in
Portland, Me., and set off to
Connecticut College
During her sophomore
year
she
learned
the
of

in

34

newly established
Twelve
College
Exchange
Program

able this
a

avail-

she returned for

semester

a

full

Ago

"The College

is

especially pleased that

room was

fall,

third

Exchange,

effect,

year before female
graduates
were
expected.

Years

and applied as an exchange
student to Bowdoin. She was
accepted and spent a year
studying at her father's alma
mater. Since

in

anticipating

Sue will be the first," Dean
Greason said. "She has set
high standards which we hope
our later coeds will be able to
match."

As

member of

a

the first

the

group

her

Sue has many
thoughts about those first
few
months
and
the

return to Connecticut to grad-

uate in June.

girls

of*

to

attend

Bowdoin,

now

Then, on a fateful Friday in
September,
Bowdoin's
Governing Boards voted to

Bowdoin women will be
joining Bowdoin men. "Last

make

year,"

the

176-year-old col-

The
Sue

lege coeducational.

Monday

lowing
was in

Greason,

Jr.,

LeRoy
Dean

of the College, asking to be allowed

fol-

^
.*.

Sunday."
conversations with
at
Connecticut

n't in his office

After

she said,

couldn't

find

men
way to

"the

their

struggle

fromn
Bowdoin. She would
have gone to him earlier, she
said, "but Dean Greason was-

officials

that

i

,

graduate

to

prospects for the future

over to our
house a few blocks
from the campus.
v.
June 4th,
But
we
could
1971 edition of
always walk way
The Bowdoin^over to the Senior
Orient f
\
I
1

the office of

Professor A.

f
Center!
This year, liv-

ing

next to

right

the

campus, we have more visitors and even get serenaded
in the middle of the night."
"Bowdoin men have gone
out of their way to be nice,"

College and Bowdoin, Dean

she added, "but Bowdoin

Greason informed Sue that
she would be the first woman
to be awarded an undergradu-

traditionally nice."

Bowdoin

The
cation

initiation

may

is

of full coedu-

attending her father's college
but also a regularly enrolled
student there, Sue said "Being

all-male college.

its

founding

since

in 1794.

Still somewhat stunned by
the fact that she was not only

first

doesn't

ence,

I

make any

differ-

just love the place."

Being

first

does make a

dif-

ference to her mother, though.

Mrs. Jacobson has tried talking about "my daughter at
Bowdoin" and has been met
with disbelief. In desperation
she has designated Sue

son

at

"my

Bowdoin."

Her father, Dr. Pay son B.
Jacobson of Portland, "just
laughs," Sue said. "He's

know how

They don't
and

to treat girls

often put them on a different
plane."

"College years should be
maturing years," she noted,
"but you have to mature in
many ways." Coeducation
will be helpful, she added,
because "in the cruel world
outside, there are girls."

Sue,

Courtesy of the George

J.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections and Archives,

Bowdoin College Library

A 1971 cartoon of the first woman to receive an undergraduate degree from Bowdoin,

cause a few prob-

lems for some Bowdoin men,
Sue thinks. "Some of the men
here have been brought up
through all-male boarding
schools and have been continuing the tradition through an

ate degree at

Woman Student

the idea of

to

her father, a 1940 graduate of

her "There's a slight problem." Bowdoin was an all-

Its First

Qfft&Bt.

who

is

an

English

major, hopes to go on to study

Library Science.

One

Oufuou
krmrt

afternoon can help keep

a kid

away from drugs.

or.ger *o actually catch somc-thin?

#'

Women make
up 53.9%

of the

of

2009

and 52%

of the

Class

Class of 2005.

.,"-.:

h

:•

mentor,

a

•<•

,i"teer
offer.

Source: Office of Institutional

Research

helpyourcommunity.org

877-KIDS-3
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8

be

...to

soldier
in Israel

d.

and one

in Jerusalem, Israel,

Ilive

my

week before

17th birthday

where

for "receiving and sorting base"

everyone

I

BAKUM—an acronym

went to the

assigned to their units in

is

was

the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). I

was originally
assigned to be in a combat unit, but
they found but that I had some kind of
of lucky because

sort

I

eyesight issue so they
course.

me

let

pick a

chose an intelligence course.

I

commonth

Basic training for non-combat
bat soldiers like myself took one

and

was

it

most basic

really the

joke training for

all

training

grow

...to

up

you'd be playing with marbles

kid,

outside and building things

very productive and then the siren
would go off and you'd run for the
basement and hang out there. It gets
to the point where it just becomes

in a

of regular

part

war zone

down
the

that

calm day. Everyone would go

was a beautiSunday, you know, 85

outside to chill out.
day, a

ful

It

degrees and not a cloud in the sky.

was

six years old.

It

on

land

basic

—
—had a small patch of
especially

little

patch of land where she had strawberries growing.

She and

walked]

I

into the shed to get a shovel for

me

was

it

|

still

shake everything.

My
shed

dad pulled

—

this

because

it

and took

me

out of the

small shed was dangerous

could have collapsed

me

About SO
was a mortar shell
mud. Everyone had

to the street.

where

happening more than

it

—

I

lived

but that [one time]

was blown apart and
had the walls left.

—the

loud

ly that

the other half
It

in the mud. So
was really unbelievable. I
there were six or seven shells

day got stuck
It

within 300 feet of each other and

they

all

got stuck in the

mud and did-

n't explode. Artillery shells
little

have a

detonator which gets crushed on

impact

—but

if there's

not enough

impact, they don't explode.

meant the armies were
taking a break. People wanted to get
outside. You know, it's not fun being
all

it

locked up inside. The

real-

most

shell that destroyed

they are always really

shells,

—

but then

I

walked outside and

was nothing left of house. [. .]
American aid packages were terrific. They would have cocoa and
they would have powdered milk.
They were small packets though so
there was a whole
system of trade that
went on. I couldn't deal
with trading mine away though;
both were so good. Those aid packages, they were quite nice. [...]

We

.

air [raid]

signals went off all the time and we
had to go down into the basement.
The siren was a
i

slum

In Israel

this...

daycare center because

only place

it

with what was

let

with like learning

Hosbina

—the

slum.

was

us play

ammo

have fun in

it

Joshua

Cengic

I

guy and

it's

Miller.

this

to

lot

of very interesting

slummy

this

bar

game

they play where people

I

remember which.

don't

I

time

first

I

who

It's

just

are sitting

what they do

for

my

friends and I know to
hell out of
We're trying to get out and
these people are fighting when,
of a sudden, I turn around and

was

and the coach promised he would

me a call

when

is

at the

end of it

—which

they call something out and

you when

come

to

And

as told to

this

guy standing there

with this giant chain-like a big
pipe chain.

He

brings the chain

down on me and I pass out.
wake up at my friend's house
like, "how the [heck] did 1
I

and I'm

The guy had

get here?"

hit

me

so

hard across the chest that he had,

knocked me out. On my
had the indents of each

able to hear

because there were

it

all

swimmers and everyone was

nervous.

I

just got very

When you jump

off the

without any injuries, except for

one

who

got

They were
friend:

punched
like:

in the face.

"look

at

my

he's got a bike chain in

I

wanted

really terrible happened.

my

head on the board,

have

smacking

my

landing on

was

I

may

consciousness

lost

to

nothing

smacked

you realize
more than you hear on the

[...]

Most people go on

with their service but

usually

out of the army.

myself.

trainers there

and

I still

thought

it

was

me

these questions to see whether

I

like "What school
do you go to?" and "What's your
name?" and I'm sitting there dunking,

good time." I then
they were trying

my

all.

—Elizabeth Hedrick 08 as told

to

Joshua

Bowdoin

want to say trapped

of—I

—but

I

don't

couldn't get

away because of tile army. I wanted to
do something different but I also wanted

to start studying.

whether people actually want

to

to serve,

very mixed. There are

it's

who

people

I

and

go

really think about

even

that's not
it

to

in.

I had had a choice, I
would have gone in. A lot

of people don't
one does

want

really

but

1

8

it

in the sense every-

is

a very young age.

Eighteen to 2 1 are supposedly die best
years of your

and here you are

life

spending time in

which

—

isn't

care for you.

this

organization,

mean, they don't

I

I

really

mean, coming here

to

Bowdoin was

sort

try club. I get

served meals, they take

of like,

it's

a coun-

today than the next day. People here

at

either

to

sort

to see

had a mild one or none

I

Coming

was

I

my housing, and if I have any
I call someone up or send
them an email and they're here, if not

is

whether I had a concussion. As it turns
out,

told

figured

"God, why don't they just ask

coach these stupid questions. This
really not a

where

Personally, if

back in the water, but

I

of a way of getting away from

sort

don't think

swim out of the pool by
[...] You know, they had the

didn't

I

my trip. I came here a month after I got

possibly

head on the board and

my

trips,

people that coming here to college was

between

able to

of the slum.
—J. Patrick Brown '08 as told
Joshua Miller.

to

it Part
all this

least in certain things,

news.

As

now because

funny

It's

out that

ticular part

because you get to see

that there is

Israel

him" and they let us through.
We drove by Hoshina everyday,
I never went back to that par-

but

At

was

think-

had a concussion

friends got outta' there

I'm not denying

It's true,

is

information mat most people don't see.

wards to some degree, but I was

all

my

snobs.

of it

board, you're supposed to lean back-

chest,

All

also

Thailand or India after they're done

kind of funny. They were asking

link in the chain.

was

backpacking trips, to South America or

basically,
I

it

you know, they say

I

inches. That didn't happen.

there's

really enjoyed.

I

specific but

that, uh,

people in the intelligence service are

out of a

tuck and just open straight up. But

all

to

which

I

do

analy-

that tells

all

So

immediately get the

something

didn't

I

more

did

I

was kind of nervous that I wouldn't be

ing instead of being safe,

fun.

It

had ever done the

cheering for them so

is

last

three-meter board during a competi-

these

of each other.

meet

year against either Bates or Colby,

stand on two sides of a line and

around. This

was very

It

backflip in a

then run at each other and beat the

people our age

—

Jerusalem.

in

sis-based work,

was doing a

tion

this

in [to the

about intelligence

anything technical;

give

side b!" It's

of
in,

did for security reasons, but

I

was based

sitting

a,

went

friends

much

can't say

I

work

around, drinking and talking to

little

my

—

the
at

sort

that
unit wants you
means intelligence or if you have
some kind of physical problem like
asthma

these

names while I was there.
Anyway, one time we were

he got

was

I

some other

was down with the people there.
They would look at me funny

got called a

to take

in case

IDF]. Essentially if you're a guy, you

show he

though because, there I was, this
big fat white guy in Hoshina.I

him

of ways

lot

though. All

[important]

He had

cool."

hand gestures he used

a

have to go to a combat unit unless

be

around.

'09

largest

You could

anti-

you could get some speed on that
thing, you really could. On the antiaircraft gun, it was just spin and go.

—Goran

brother,

because he

in

about me. Most people go

like that

make it a very good dive which means
you come straight up and straight
down missing the board by a few

and were just waiting

ual controls to spin

go

hoping they would discover something

there.

These were functional

guns that didn't have any

hauled off to wherever.

know

because

a foxhole or playing on an anti-aircraft gun.

aircraft

world's

stung. In

I

shit out

to

responsibility for

right in front of our
had a friend there who
knew a bunch of people and would
be like: "Look how cool I am. I
know this place and I know that
place and you don't have to worry
about this place being the slums
It

school.

which means "side

toys that you play

how

My

exceptions.

for example, didn't

has a life-threatening bee-sting allergy

Sometimes, after school, my
friends and I^vould go to this
place in Rib de Janeiro called

the

left. [...]

new

about

1

our

A day in the life of a kid in Bosnia
all

women join the military

military for three years, except for the

lived in Brazil for six years.

in

town where there were
The soldiers would

in

[all

two years and] men join the

for at least

fight

was

always got to play with guns.

There were soldiers housed

was

months.

few who get

each other and it got pretty late.
All of sudden, one of the guys
screams out "lado a, lado b!"

climb up into them and use the man-

[...]

On the radio, when they predicted
a calm day

wasn't

house wasn't much louder than

their

pick weapons apart and

think

don't

I

was our

neighbor's house. Half of the house

just

sleeping quarters.

ironic.

Nine

In fact, right

feet below, there

just watered their land so the mortars

KO'dina

was

then

I

and the army didn't want
didn't

it

specifically in danger.

just stuck in the

that

off,

there

impact,
will

went

remember

loud

|

the

the siren

out of 10 times, nothing happened.

J

do something with when I heard
these terrible noises, you know, a,
very high whistle pitch.
With a
mortar shell, you hear it hit the
ground and you feel it hit the
ground. Even if you're really
away from
to

do

...to

to is a lot less intense

an intelligence course for two

in

basement and have coffee.

always mean that [the area you were
in]

get

...to

went

I

of

who

The

than the real basic training.

a while.

there and bring small tables to

When

once

a hillside right outside of

My grandmother had this

town.

I

was 1992.

Bosnia, everyone

In

grandmothers

after

life

People would just leave their stuff

announced on the radio
it was supposed to be a

They

and being

sort

the people

weren't going to be fighters.

care of

problems

always care about you and how you're
doing; in the army,

not at

all like

'07 as told to

Joshua

it

is

that

Miller.

—Zvi Shapiro

Miller.
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Meddies take Korean holiday

duo

Jazz

2006

27,

perform
standards

j

Monk

to

Summer

International

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Staff Writer

in

Jazz

As

is

the case with most musical

pairings, the

Howard

duo of Gary Winner and
happened by

Johnson

many

Winner and Johnson, who

will be

performing their jazz concert
Kresge on Saturday

at

at a restaurant in

New

at

3:00 p.m., met

York

City.

When Johnson overheard a conversabetween Wittner and another

musician

he

a separate table,

at

For Wittner and Johnson, this
innocent conversation between the

accomplished

guitarist

tuba soloist led
session,

then on to two critically

New

around

and the
one of the real

England

Midwest. "Howard

is

veterans on the jazz scene," Wittner
said. "I learn

something every time

play with him, so

it's

been

I

terrific

musically for me."

Now, Wittner and Johnson bring
Courtesy of Jeffrey Friedlander

The Meddies performed on
evision audience

and a

live

the Seoul

lusic

audieno

brand of jazz

to

in front of a national

Eun Mi

tel-

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

(center) also performed.

"

are

for quiet,

how

amces
jgho die local
Chung's uncle was also able to

popi«oos were nbt
variety!

score

them

group of Buddhist monks? They are

Boys,

who happened

used to singing in cafes and restaurants,

how

but

about one of the

swankiest night clubs in Seoul, South

Korea? They are no strangers to sharing the stage with other talented
singers,

how

buf

about a famed

Korean diva? They are familiar with
playing alumni functions, but

about die

how

ever convocation of

first

Bowdoin Korean alumni?
Suffice

to say, the Meddies' two-

it

week journey

to South

winter break set

Korea over

some new highs

for

the 69-year-old a capella group.

Using funds

that they

had raised by

singing paid gigs in addition to a gen-

erous

contribution

from Bowdoin

Student Government (BSG),

1 1

group's 13 members, two of
call

and even sub-

Among

their hosts dur-

was a Bowdoin alumnus

and former mayor of Seoul Cho Soon

and the parents of current
Meddies Josh Chung '06 and YongSoo Chung '09 (no relation).
'60,

"We

singing at an

have already heard

bits

-

Josh Chung's uncle, a producer at

still

summoned

church]," said Chung,. "'The Life

and

interact

Song,' 'Living on a Prayer'

."

spiritual

moments of the trip occurred not at the
church but at the Buddhist Seoknam
in the Southeastern part

of

what began as a

simple tour of the monastery, the

monastery for
"It

into the

head

into the

tea.

was one of

experiences of

the most intense

my

more Will Hales.

life,"

"It

was

said sophojust us,

sit-

ting in a semicircle around this table as

monk of the monastery

the great

pre-

pared tea for us."
After
offering

some debate over whether
to sing would be appropriate,

the group performed several songs for

some of

the

studio audience

on
that

live

monks who were not
They

members of the group described as the
Korean equivalent to the British
Broadcast Company's (BBC) Top of
the Pops" or die former

Broadcast

American

Company (ABC) show

"American Bandstand." This allowed

Meddies to rub elbows with
Korean music royalty, as eminent
singer Lee Eun Mi and rising pop
the

Before

the

Meddies

monastery, the head

left

the

monk gave them

each $10 in the ancient tradition of the

Chinese

mony

New

that

Year in a solemn cere-

many of

sang

the

the pipes to sing for

with patients in the

chil-

moved

Meddies were often able to earn

Chung's

Board

of

father,

"They didn't recognize
music, but they always knew

Directors

at

Yonsei

University Medical Center in Seoul,

students have respect for the
to

have fun,

it's

almost always a positive experience."

Much of Winner's

music, in addi-

original

compositions,

tion

his

to

focuses on jazz great Thelonious

Monk. Winner discovered Monk

as a

student

of veterinary medicine

Cornell,

when

a jazz fan in the

Monk

played a

at

dorm

album. For Wittner,

him immediately,

the music spoke to

a rarity for

Monk

are unique

and usually an acquired

since his rhythms

taste.

"My

theory

is

in

we

in

all

and

have rhythms

that's

why

Monk's

that

rhythms were already

my body,

as

our bodies,

they spoke to

me

so

strongly," Wittner said. "His rhythms

opened up the doorway
that

were already

Wittner

left

to

rhythms

there."

Cornell and began

Monk at the Berklee

studying

of Music

in

School

Boston, graduating in

and completing a thesis of
Monk's compositions in 1986.
1981

to

Monk,

die

New

was a major part of
York music scene in the
as he

who

1960s and met Monk, John Coltrane,
and Cannonball Adderly. He has also

worked with an impressive and

In addition to Winner's role as an

list of musicians, including
Davis,
Dizzy Gillespie,
Marvin Gaye, Frank Zappa, John
Lennon, and Paul Simon.
Who knows, those who attend the
concert on Saturday afternoon may
fmd their own rhythms to open door-

com-

hear the people

to
It

really brings

adjunct faculty

member

at

it

Bowdoin,

his teaching experience also extends

University

the

to

human

continued,

Johnson has his own connections

"We

of

Maine

in

Augusta, where he received the
University's Distinguished

of

in 1996,

the

Scholar

and he was also part

original

faculty

at

the

eclectic

Miles

ways.

Faculty to play Mozart

all

the

by Frances Killea

'Fly

Me

Staff Writer

Moon,'" said Kevin Wilcox '06.
"They would sometimes respond to
other familiar melodies."

"A lot of it had to do with the energy we put out," said Bernardo
Guzman '08.
Hales added, "They also liked
watching people
the

same

who were all wearing

thing."

Though

the two-week odyssey

was

unlike anything these Meddiebempsters

have done before, they agreed

that the

overarching theme of the

was

same

as

trip

the

anything the group does

"At the end, what it comes down
we're a group of guys who

performing well for people," said
Patterson '06. "It's not about

where we
er,

This time 250 years ago, a fami-

are,

it's

about being togeth-

and performing the best we can,

wherever

we

are."

Mary Hunter

will play

the violin. Particularly exciting

iting

is

musician from Bates), Delmar

Naydene Bowder, Joyce

Salzburg grew larger by one
and the music community
by one genius. Baptized
Chrysostomus
Johannes
Wolfgangus Theophilus Mozart,
composer we know as
the
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart grows a

the concert

year older on the January 27th.

minor,"

ly in

Small,

son,

Moulton, Robert K. Greenlee, and

grew

Shirley

In his honor,

Bowdoin plans on

throwing a party, concert-style.
Members of the Music Department
have organized a "Faculty Mozart
Birthday Concert" to celebrate the

together.

ents, while

the fact that James Parakilas (a vis-

to the

Tauwan

a member of the

"When

Wittner

repertoire.

enjoy singing together, and enjoy
that

exchange."

in concert.

musicians have

groupies," Small said.

—you're

thing and having a successful

free

food and drinks by regaling employees
and patrons with songs from their

trip.

be spending

a local

"commu-

fun

it's

home."

Award

of the performances were

to is that

will not

perform

room,

staged. In bars and restaurants, the

members

money," said Josh Chung.

own

their

munity likes

agreed was the emotional peak of the

"We

to hear Wittner

are teaching.

that

As

like to feature faculty, since the

on die schedule, the Meddies

all

concert,

from Raymond, Small knew that

were shot

ogy wing, an experience
some members to tears.

Not

Delmar

found Wittner though

jazz contacts in the area.

and they worried

dren's section of the hospital's cardiol-

. .

But perhaps the most

the applied

department's

'Typically, local

that they

their voices

still

even received a request for an encore.

of a

Although

after this exercise,

the

and pieces of

is

guitar.

much of the community would want

each song approximately 40 times.

gigs

reflecting privately at the time.

"Music Wave," a popular program

The group estimated

lyrics

the country. During

to the

voice somewhere around

in the

Monastery

way down

about losing them permanently with

in Seoul.

South Korean television network,
front

my

Small,

that the college

the 10th floor," Hales admitted.

sang songs where the

Seoul Broadcasting System (SBS), a

arranged for the Meddies to perform in

and sang songs [on each end of

"I left

music professor for

in the

giving something and getting some-

budget, and equipment manager, said
19th

floor] all the

matched [those of hymns sung

monk, who then invited them

hospitals, restaurants,
stations.

Onnuri Church

when

at the University's

singing at the

floor,

(CGN ), an international Christian television network,

started

each

on "'Music

whom

spent 14 days performing in churches,

"We

fourth floor," said Josh Chung.

be in town.

Meddies by chance ran

other side of die globe, where they

ing this time

to

performance

Their

Wave" was not the group's only television appearance. They also performed
on the Christian Global Network

of die

South Korea home, traveled to the

way

tickets to the Backstreet

to per-

Severance Hospital.

lin}i

about a

attentive audiences, but

Meddiebempsters

invited the

form for patients

reyenii

The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
accustomed to performing

also guests on the

may

wandering around Gibson Hall
Winner's jazz, as he

¥M*vyNJ«

about

is

nicating with people. With the right

person

Bowdoin. Many

music students and other students

Wave" program

700- Korean diva Lee

ly

their

For him, teaching

and renowned

to a recording

first

acclaimed jazz albums and tours

,'.

Europe to non-music majors at
Bowdoin, and said that it all comes
to what people are there for.

music and are willing

joined in the discussion.

.'tfrV

years

teaching, from virtuoso prodigies in

down

chance.

tion

Academy

Krakow, Poland. Wittner has met a

variety of students in his

of the landmark artist.
Beginning at 4:00 p.m., the
Chapel will come alive with various pieces for keyboard, voice, and
violin. Timothy Johnson, Christina
Astrachan,
Scarpelli,
Bonnie
Vineet
Shende
and Anthony
Antolini showcase their vocal talbirth

Mathews

will

play on a

Mozart-era piano on loan from

Rod

Regier of Freeport.

Some of

the pieces featured in

are

"Pria

"Fantasia in
di

Partir"

C

from

Idomeneo, and "Padre, Germani,
Addio," also from Idomeneo. In
addition to these works

by Mozart,
Shende and Greenlee will perform
a piece called "Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart (to his father)," written by
Dominick Argento.
Mozart lived only 35 years but
left music and inspiration that has
lasted 250 and counting. This influence is precisely what Bowdoin
aims to celebrate in its concert in
the chapel. Admission is free.
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'Brokeback Mountain' climbs Web keeps shoppers
warm in winter weather
to the summit of '05 films
by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen
Columnists

B.,

Secret,

etc.)

Crew, Victoria's
have websites that

J.

closely reflect items sold in their

by Mike
Nugent
Columnist

It's

a blizzard outside, the wind

howling, and your car

snow somewhere
ing

Finally, a best picture frontrunner

deserving of the

that's actually fully

(Arden

title.

In this year of highly politicized cin-

is

buried in

is

You're back at school and

lot.

As long as you know your
you can't go wrong.

stores.
size,

Another reliable option are

in the Farley park-

like Bloomingdales,

sites

Nordstrom, and

looking to branch out from the

other nationwide department stores.

sweats and slippers you've been

When

lounging around in

sizing

break, but

all

purchasing, pay attention to

—

and return policies

online

ema, from "Good Night and Good

unpacking your bags, you discover

shopping

Luck"

Most

descriptions

human drama

you have nothing to wear to class, let
alone wear on Saturday night. It's
time to do some shopping, but the

for the

road conditions aren't exactly con-

not universal so

ducive to a quick jaunt to Portland or

each website's specific chart.

"Munich,"

to

Mountain" one-ups
that breaks

down

"Brokeback

of these

all

delivering a powerful,

barriers

films,

depiction of homosexuals in cinema.

would be no small

It

Boston

feat for this film to

such a message, but that

what

is

exactly

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

happening.

is

'Brokeback Mountain' challenges the

Often, gays in film are depicted

within a narrow range of situations,

AIDS

dying from

either as

how

The genius of "Brokeback"

is

the relationship between Funis

Mar (Heath

del

Ledger) and Jack

Twist (Jake Gyllenhaal)
like a heterosexual

issue

developed

is

relationship:

the

not homosexuality, but the

is

who,

struggles of a couple

some

for

gender

not the end result but

is

merely a stop along the narrative road.
This film goes beyond just being
revelatory however,

and reaches a

of sociological and

political truth, alle-

showing

gorical ly

the effects

of a

level

soci-

ety that constrains people from acting

to

be enraptured. Rodrigo

ways they see
of

Nothing,

ing the sea of online shops can be

ing but properly illuminating the mate-

has ever

rial.

this

Ang Lee

Director

The

film

tells

England

Victorian

ranch

1963

hands

of

the

in

&

"Sense

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" as

He

current day rural America.

he

is in

is

a superlative director, showcasing

his range, talent

who

understand

to

socially

certainly not

first

sweeping over her

Then

it,

the

great narra-

leaps can be effortlessly

made

of the narrative and nothing

more. Lee's achievements throughout
certainly merit the

the

original

him

his penis,

to see a

punished

And so they both marry, but still long
for each other,

weekends and

making do with long

succinct postcards, their

desire lurking just beneath the surface.

Along the way

the viewer has

short

by Annie

story

Proulx. Although fully fleshed out

never

feels

it

"Brokeback" to hold together. In
the year of Gyllenhaal, with three
lead performances in major pictures, this is a career peak thus far.
His performance is infused with
such charm and stoic longing, one

It

of

their

much

discussion

relationship,

is left

can see

how

The most
seems

to

come

exceeding

of

"Brokeback

Ice or a strong

summer

lager.

first characteristic that struck

the smell

Thomas

ly

—

opened

The

me was

a strong whiff of a fresh-

bottle

reminded

me of

juvenile addiction to Jolly Ranchers

Sam Adams Cherry Wheat
—($7.49 at Warming's)
Over the past five weeks,

once had, an

evil, yet

is

a culmina-

actors, directors,

at

so than a blueberry or

I

an orange or banana. That
flavored

pangs of regret.

types of stores sell fairly expensive

same

budget.

strict

on a

The

site

www.grechen-

scloset.com/masterlist.htm has a fab-

of links to

ulously comprehensive

list

designer boutiques,

'mall'

shops

shirt

If

you

want the

still

or pair of pants tomorrow,

morph

you'll be less likely to

into

an

online addict running your bank

account dry.

Also,

never,

online shop after a night out

made

probably already

never

—you

a fool of

(Coach, Anthropologic, Cole Haan,

yourself earlier in the night, there's

Gap,

no need

vintage, jewelry, shoes,

etc.)

handbags, beauty products,

tation

and

gifts,

is,

My

satisfy specific tastes.

to shell out cash to continue

the trend.

Many of

us

Sure, the hunt

but sooner or later

you'll need to return to that banal art

history reading or tedious economics

problem

set.

However, procrastina-

tion is productive if the

end

result is

expansion of your gorgeous

the

wardrobe. So before the work sets

now
art

is

in,

the perfect time to refine the

of online shopping.

England breweries

the taste
first

I

so eagerly pined

The
came

for.

against the beer

strike

from the smell
it

suit.

for the perfect outfit or the best deal
is exhilarating,

campus longing for our "go
to" fashion haven. Thanks to the
ever growing online consumer market,
many clothing companies

—

I

could instantly

tell

was one of those beers that is trying to do too much with the

if

Q

scores:

accurate represen-

of the clothes.

return to

orange or banana

beer.

more

check

It's no secret that Brunswick,
Maine has a limited selection of
shops, and even Portland may not

New

no reference to cherries,
cherry trees, or George Washington.
If you enjoy fruity beers this is worth
cranberry ale, but less so than

crafted fruit candy. This beer also has

the

coat with

made

one-stop shopping! However, these,

clothing, so steer clear if you're

methods follow

Oscars.

they

avoid

to

try

items on a model from six different

expectations.

a

wonderfully-

overwhelming so

together just right, far

for him.

of movie-going

one's

more

Online shopping can be particular-

impulsive purchases that can result in

out Revolve Clothing's site to view

of the best of

trying,

here.

angles for a

fell

"Brokeback Mountain"
tion

belts, jewelry,

it

Our best word of advice? Sleep on

one when everything

Ennis
special
is

Jack with deserved success

unsaid.

sweetness to rival a mild Smirnoff

by Carter

—auc-

and beauty products. Not bad for

indie clothing designers. Also,

coming together and delivering their
best work. Let's all hope that on
March 5 things go well for Ennis and

subtext

Glamorous U.S.A

from overseas are usually

As we embark upon a new semester, the same old procrastination

Sweet and Sour beers from
Columnist

of

keeps the

because here so

No

story

the

for

screenwriters, and technicians all

film focused on the images as well as

much

vital

is

overdone or reaching for

additional plot elements.

the

Twist

experiences

screenplay, a masterful adapta-

face.

Jake Gyllenhaal's idealistic Jack

honor of an Oscar

for best director.

boy when

his father took

one can

kiss,

almost see the wave of realization

upholds the sparse dialogue from

"one of those."

Ennis's desires with such subtlety that

observing her as a third party to Jack

and Ennis's embrace and

film to ground the

tion,

for being

real life

20 minutes of the

Ennis remembers a time as a young

man dragged by

and

like her screen

viewer in Jack and

The

in the

it.

effec-

uses the

and understand the nature of

In a flashback,

acceptable.

Steer clear of anything sketchy or not

made

tion items

ly

tively,

over the next two decades, thus being

is

over 25

sells

Make sure what you're buying
coming new with tags, and check

nies.
is

out the pictures and seller ratings.

such as shoes, bags,

and

subtly,

extremely

parts

them

www.-shopbop.com

site

other

compa-

individuals, not established

fake and not worth the high shipping

able to focus solely on the important

for

web

boutiques are very useful. The

come from

chases generally

costs to get

ings for each other. There is^no frame

what they want

Much

are a few rules to follow as the pur-

LaRoK, and Rachel Pally, to name a
few. They also carry other essentials

lows them during the following 20

that

Michelle Williams's superb per-

formance as Alma, Ennis's wife.

is

browsing eBay and

buyers beware. There

clothing of Catherine Malandrino,

years, as they struggle with their feel-

these emotions, only the knowledge

in

is

—

sites

When

sites,

and Theory, as well as the eclectic

intimacy, the desire.

of reference

Another of the film's achievements

hard to know where to

It's

best bargains and which
have the best selection not to
mention size, fit, and accurate color
choice from a virtual dressing room.
For high-end fashion, the online
find the

mind

often than not, an open

Williams' underplays her discovery of

tive

fol-

a struggle, his stoicism perfectly

is

pitched for his character.

daunting.

auction

what you want or need, but more

ly

essential.

nothing from "Dawson's Creek" ever

Ang Lee

on

then

to have

For Ennis, every word

actor.

are great options for those with

expensive tastes, but a less forgiving

displayed the talent she possesses.

"Brokeback",

In

*•••

work

an

eBay

budget. At times you can find exact-

ever being showy.

summer, and

It

shown Mr. Ledger

kind of range and depth of emo-

purchasing

for

such as www.bluefly.com or

and humanity without

Brokeback Mountain together one
love.

deserved.

fully

is

opportunity

Sites

designers such as Sevens, Citizens,

Ennis's relationship

fall in

New

Online shopping can also provide

husband,

in

Wyoming

one for the ages, and the

is

tion as

and medieval China of

Heath Ledger
Rating:

two

Jack,

truly is a marvel,

showing himself as capable
Sensibility"

Stars: Jake Gyllenhal,

the story of Ennis

and

—

Brando

he

Director:

closed-

mindedness.

dorm

your

There are thou-

save a small part in Monster's Ball,

These are the dangers

in

score also subtly underplays the action

praise for

ance

Brokeback Mountain

fit.

Heath Ledger. His perform-

in bed.

pursuit:

can be done

of

privacy

—even

sands

York Times 's comparison with Marlon

Santaolalla's

behind the

that butt to leave

best possible impression!

the

It

occurring on screen, never scene steal-

cinematography stunningly

Prieto's

We

designer apparel at bargain prices.

time-consuming

room

American West. Gustavo

is

sure to check

check, the internet lends itself to a

Mountain" can be complete without

evokes the peace and epic scope of the

However, sizing

make

more

online shopping.

in love.

fall

here! After

is

of sites out there from
Neiman Marcus to Target, you can
find anything you desire on the
World Wide Web. However, navigat-

in their private life

in

who

online

the customary email and Facebook

the

by which

reason, are unable to be together. Here,
their

two male sheepherders

in

or acting

out horribly stereotyped behavioral
cliches.

telling of

its

romance/drama genre

classic

fear,

now have a link to
of how to match your

size to a brand.

want

up the malls.

to hit

Never

reach a mainstream audience with

not a foolproof process.

is

stores

seemed as though the people down

at

Shipyard thought they could do J.L.
justice with just a

dashes of spice.

few ill-conceived

How

wrong they

were. The one part of this beer that

I

flavoring, inevitably creating

did enjoy, however,

was

a cornucopia of

Mr. Chamberlain

given a presti-

taste that is

anything but synergistic.

I

is

gious looking profile and

the label.

is

colored

a relatively light orange color, but

Taste: 4.1 (I like sweeter beer)

moved on and poured the beer

attempted to do extensive research

lacks any of the strong red hues

Label: 2.3 Benefit/Cost: 3.4

into a tall pilsner glass,

happy

though the label mysteriously came

for this semester's column, sampling

would have expected. I would classify this beer as one to be saved for
dessert or apres ski, unless of course

to see that the beer

was a

from

Pale

—a

terrific

back of the label

you

Hannaford)

I

dozens of beers and vainly trying to
re

mem ber

what they

tasted like the

night before. Unfortunately, most of
these beers

were

falsely classified as

"Natural," "Best," or "Ice," leaving

my

palate feeling as awful as

headaches. Luckily,
to

Sam Adams's

I

my

was turned on
fruity

Wheat, an ale that packs

in

I

dislike fruity beers all together

Shipyard Chamberlain

Ale—($12.99

and suddenly realize you should have
this brew in the first place.

tried

More

and thus

avoided

importantly, the label

dull, another

Cherry

traditional

enough

Sam

is

rather

weak emulation of the

Sam Adams bottle that has

wearing a ridiculous looking

sampler

Shipyard

So

far, this is

named
I

for the

the first beer

after a

I

proud

of

have

Bowdoin alum,

this

amber

color

his

as

days of battle. Also, on the
is

a

little

synopsis of

first

the legend's endeavors, although his

was

Bowdoin

interestingly
I

ale.

similar to the blind

so casually placed on the

in the first place. Instead,

it

has

were unmenwas rather disap-

exploits

tioned. Overall,

I

pointed in this beer but
ful that

am still hope-

Shipyard will begin produc-

BlueBany

make

an unusually bland body with hints

institution.

of flavoring that really didn't mix

Mills Ale.

well with the base of the beer.

Label: 4.0 Benefit/Cast: 2.2

Unfortunately, Josh failed to deliver

reds,

The

judgment

brew

browns and deep

soft

sip revealed a taste that

look for any pale

expected a mind-blowing

drinking experience that would

me

clear,

at

in

It

ing the eagerly anticipated

My

scores:

Taste:

1.7
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'What To Do When
You Are Dead' survives
concept album pitfalls
as structured as that of

by Lauren Napier

"Tommy,"

Contributor

The Who's

of the rock-opera

the birth

concept album. So listeners

Many people greet a concept album
with either a grunt of disgust or a sigh

of

Some bands can

relief.

pull

off,

it

but most of the time concept albums

The

idea

brilliant

one

are destined for failure.

concept album

is

a

of a

—

all

songs are connected and comprise a
unified narrative

—

in

comparison to

more mainstream organizational
method of albums with no thematic
the

wish to involve

want

a Set concept within the

the concept and "moral"

phones.

tar-driven

"Dream

to

enthusiasm.

Make

Believe,"

did not receive with

The band was

regarded as a stereotypical emo-rock
group, donning too-tight pants and

wailing

away maudlin songs on

their

who

allows the music to invade their head-

Dead." This album follows

listeners

open-

ended and the album grants a more

many

The album has

much

storyline.

is left

personal experience to everyone

points

which

just

Granted, death plays a large part but

Armor for Sleep has successfully,
with some debate, released a concept
album, "What To Do When You Are
release,

and

wholly disappointed. There's also not

consistency.

their first

who don't

their brains

to rock out to the tunes won't be

beyond

story-telling

that

strong

of its concept and

abilities.

Armor

for

emo-punk and eye-open-

ponder-worthy

ing,

lyrics

in

Consider the following

past.

from their

first

the
line

album's opening

"Dream to make Believe": "I
wake up and think dreams are real /

track,

I

sleep so

I

don't

have

to feel." Sleep

guitars.

can be a form of escape but within

"What To Do When You Are Dead"
reveals Armor For Sleep as the independent thinking band that it is. Each

this

song can be enjoyed individually, but

ered.

the story

album

comes together when

is listened to

the

from beginning to

end The lyrics tell the story of a character who dies and experiences the
afterlife but later

comes back

to die

land of the living as a ghost-like
apparition.

The concepts are not

song sleep

is

Armor For Sleep has
as a

ing

band

to

style that

defined itself

can add some-

What should you do to

thing positive and unique to the scene.

The band has

rejected the

of broken

that reeks

emo-pop

stop a friend from driving drunk?

Whatever you have
Friends don't

hearts, slit wrists,

to.

let friends drive

drunk.

and jealousy-haunted individuals, and
er devoid

what

ested They have

narrative isn't nearly

lis-

watch in the 2006, wield-

a musical

have a relevant focus on death and

The album's

many

teners have not previously consid-

embraced something

beyond.

interchangeable

with death, a notion that

deeply emotional or philosophical, but

lies

Ben Detwiler hoped to make the world a better place.
That hope died when he was killed by a drunk driver.

Sleep has provided delightfully gui-

in

which a

listen-

of teen angst would be
fulfilled their

inter-

neces-

sary requirement of artistic growth and

©
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BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza,
appetizers, salads,

subs,

and more!
SPECIAL: Free 2-liter

soda with purchase

VOTEDjBESiTiP.IZ'Z'A IN

THEI

by

mmke«rvey
cJJmerA

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

of large pizza
EXPIRES FEBRUARY 5.

fl|V»

729-OO85
85 Pleasant St.

•

Brunswick

•

'12

>

•
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Basketball dominates Colby Community mourns
passing of Phil Soule
by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

After

home wins

against Ithaca,

by Nick Day

University of MaineFarmington, and Emmanuel, the

Staff Writer

Husson,

coached both offensive linemen and
the defensive line during his tenure.

suffered

The Bowdoin community learned

a surprising loss to Bates College

of the passing of Phil Soule, a well-

Throughout his career, Soule also
served as the head coach for the
wrestling, baseball, and squash

on January 13

known presence

teams, and was assistant lacrosse

women's basketball team

first official

in the

Polar Bears'

NESCAC match-up of

the season.

"We had

the

athletic

coach.

statement issued by President Barry

bad scoring percentexplained
co-captain

age,"

in

department, over winter break in a

a

Vanessa Russell

"We

'06.

Soule, after an exceptional athlet-

usually

ic

career in high school and at the

beat Bates and could have beat

University of Maine, joined the

them that night, but we weren't
making shots. The other team was
really on top of their game, and
they were capitalizing on their free

Bowdoin coaching

staff in

1967 as

an offensive line coach.

He

Soule will be remembered for his
devotion to Bowdoin sports, his

Mills.

served

admirably

football

the

for

39

years,

Maine outdoors, and the
wisdom and advice he bestowed
love of the

upon countless players, students
and coaches who were fortunate
enough to work with him.

team
and

Please see

COACH, page

14

throw opportunities."
to

The Polar Bears only managed
make about 40 percent of their

floor shots

and

three-pointers.

1

Mens basketball team

2 percent of their

The game ended

with a low score of 56-5

1

in favor

begins

of the Bobcats.

The women went on

to

beat

NESCAC play

Tufts the following afternoon with

an

impressive

Tufts

is

a

score

NESCAC

the victory

of 73-56.

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

contender, so

was especially impor-

ished with 10 points.

The men's

tant for the Bears. Eileen Flaherty

scored a team-high 24 points
and the team's scoring percentage
'07.

shot back up to the usual

50 perDrcw

Please see

BASKETBALL, page 13

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Senior standout Justine Pouravelis takes a shot during practice this week.

Men's hockey team

ties

two games

by Eren Munir

Greg McConnell '07 scored off a

sweet. 'To sweep Colby

Staff Writer

rebound to secure Bowdoin's 7-6

but to do

victory over the Mules, which
capped off the team's two-game
sweep over the Mules.
For McConnell scoring the game-

of all

The men's hockey team surprised
in an epic comeback in the
Polar Bears' last home game of 2005.

With just three minutes remaining,

winning goal

Colby

at

home was

ice

hockey teem scrimmages during a

practice.

was

During the game against Colby,

basketball team cap-

scored

Andrew

tured five victories over break.

Petrie

The team defeated University of
Maine- Farmington 84-71, Plymouth
State 74-68, Tufts 84-70, Husson 8074, and Colby 62-47. They lost to St.
Anselm 97-71 and Bates 57-54.
The Polar Bears gained the victory
over Husson during overtime. Kyle

Sargeantson '08 scored 15 points,

Petrie '06 scored

16 points,

and Hippert scored 10 points.

Bowdoin's victory against Colby

moved the team up
NESCAC).
The Polar Bears
at

to

11-5 (2-1

will face

Amherst

7:00 p.m. tonight at Amherst and

25 points, five of

Trinity

which he scored during overtime.

Trinity.

on Saturday

at

3:00 p.m. at

great,

way we did it, in front
of our home fans made it a speit

the

of us," he said.
These two victories lifted the

cial night for all

especially

Please see

Drew

The men's

Sophomore Andrew Hippert scored
15 points and Kevin Bradley '07 fin-

The team played

eight

Fulton,

HOCKEY, page 13

The Bowdoin Orient

games over winter break.

Drew

Fulton,

Senior Nick Ordway works on his form during practice

The Bowdoin Orient

on Wednesday.
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WOMEN'S

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Squash
defeats

Colby
by Sarah Podmaniczky
Contributor

School

NESCAC
W L T

W

T

L

15

Middlebury

11

Amherst

7

3

Colby

7

4

WNNams

6

3

BOWDOIN

10

5

11

5

2

7

6

2

10

4

1

teams practiced twice a day to
improve their fitness and skills.
During the January break, both
teams fell to Williams (9-0 for the
men and 7-2 for the women), and
had mixed results with Amherst.
The women defeated Amherst 7-2
while the

men

L

School

W

15

2

Wesleyan

4

Middlebury

9

1

BOWDOIN

7

2

9

5

Trinity

3

13

3

Williams

Colby

6

3

9

4

Williams

3

1

15

4

Bates

2

WNNams

5

3

1

6

7

Amherst

~2

~t

14

2

7

9

1

1

L

Overall

W

L

12

4

3

1

12

6

3

1

16

3

BOWDOIN

2

1

7

8

2

Hamilton

4

6

BOWDOIN

2

1

11

5

Amherst

2

1

13

2

7

7

1

Trinity

3

6

6

7

1

Tufts

2

2

12

4

Middlebury

2

2

12

4

5

1

8

6

2

Conn. College 3

6

5

8

2

Middlebury

1

3

12

6

Trinity

1

2

6

9

Trinity

4

5

1

7

7

1.

Amherst

3

8

6

9

Conn. College

1

3

11

7

Tufts

1

3

7

9

Wesleyan

2

6

2

3

9

2

Wesleyan

2

8

2

12

Colby

3

6

10

Colby

3

6

10

1

2

13

1

Wesleyan

4

6

10

Conn. College

4

9

1

F

SCOREBOARD
Sa 12/10

W
W
w
w

at Colby

12/9

W

12/28

F

Colby
Fitchburg State

at

Salem State
St. Anselm
New England

1/6

u.

Sa1/7

v.

F

at Williams

1/13

Sa1/14
F 1/20
Sa1/21

Col.

v.

Tufts

v.

Conn. College

3-2

7-6
4-2
7-5

L

5-3

L

5-4

w

at Middlebury

1

5-2

•L

9-1

T
T

2-2
2-2

Tu1/3
F 1/6
Sa1/7
F 1/13
Sa1/14
Tu 1/17

F

F

1/27

at

Southern Maine

7:00 p.m.

Sa

1/28

at

Salem State

3:00

Colby

w

3-2

v.

U-W

w

1-0

Steven's Pt.

at Middlebury
at Williams
v. Trinity

Hamilton
at Southern Maine
at Conn. College

v.

1/20

Sa1/21

Amherst

at

L
L

4-2

W
W
w
w
w

7-2
5-0
11-1

5-3

U

v.

Plymouth State
Bates

v.

Tufts

v.

1/16

at

v.Colby

Williams

7:00

p.m.

v.

Middlebury
St. Olaf

3:00

p.m.

7:00

p.m.

F
Sa

W

WOMEN

at

1/28

at Trinity

2/1

v.

S INDOOR

TRACK

I

Sa 1/14

1st

Brandeis

of 2

v.

of

8

Sa

v.

2nd

atBrandeis

1/21

8

of

Invitational

Invitational

SCHEDULE
Sa1/28

SCHEDULE

v. Tufts,

12:30

Springfield,

p.m.

Sa

1/28

v.

MIT

Colby,

74-68
57-54
84-70
80-74

62-47

Sa 12/10

at

F

12/30

v.

Sa
Th
Sa

12/31

v.

Husson

1/5

v.

U Maine-Farmington

1/7

v.

Emmanuel

1/13

at Bates

1/14

at Tufts

1/21

v.

F

Sa
Sa

Colby
Ithaca

L

w

w

Colby

Thomas

College

7:00

p.m.

3:00

p.m.

7:00

p.m.

F 1/27
Sa 1/28
Tu 1/31

86-40
67-36
85-44
74-53
56-51
73-56
72-40

v.

Amherst

7:00 p.m.

v.

Trinity

2:00 p.m.

v.

Bates

7:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S SQUASH

v.

1st

84-71

SCOREBOARD

F

at Brandeis

97-71

MEN'S SQUASH
Sa1/7

Sa1/21

75-73

L

SCOREBOARD

W

of 4

1st

11

73-51

SCHEDULE
Amherst

1/27

Maine

Brandeis,

L

W
W
L
W

W
W

Husson

Colby. Southern

v.

Anselm

Maine- Farmington

SCHEDULE

v.

1/28

v.

at St.
v.

Sa1/21

SCOREBOARD

-

M

5-1

1/27

Tu 1/31

12/10 at Colby

w
w
w
w
w

p.m.

MENS INDOOR TRACK
Sa1/14

Sa

Tu1/3
sai/7
Su1/8
F 1/13
Sa1/14

4-3

6

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD

SCHEDULE
F
Sa

SCHEDULE

v.

12:30 p.m.

Tufts, Springfield.

Colby,

MIT

1/11

1/20

Sa1/21
Sa1/21
Sa1/21
Su1/22

W

1/25

L
L

Williams

Amherst
Navy (Yale RR)

«

Denison (Yale RR)
Hobart (Yale RR)
Hamilton (Yale RR)

F

& M (Yale RR)

v.Colby

9-0

Sa1/7

v.

Williams

6-3

W

v.

Amherst

6-3

w
w

6-3
9-0

w
L
N

8-1

6-3
7-2

Sa1/28

v.

W

L

v.Colby

1/25

9-0

W

RR)
Penn (Yale RR)
Trinity (Yale RR)
Hamilton (Yale RR)
F & M (Yale RR)
Cornell (Yale

6-3

L
L
L

6-3

6-3
9-0

W
W
w

8-1

6-3
7-2

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC.

1/11

F 1/20
Sa1/21
Sa1/21
Sa1/21
Su1/22

Brown

3:30 p.m.

Sa1/28

v.

Brown

3:30

p.m.

lost 6-3.

Williams was the
the

4

NESCAC

W

1

the men's record to 7-3 and the

women's to 11-4.
Over winter break, the two

Bates

L

5

v.

The Colby matches improved

W

4

v.

a decisive win over

15

School

5

Sa 12/10

who had

T

L

Overall

5

Tu 12/27

'07,

NESCAC

6

squash teams enjoyed 7-2 victories

Colby's top player.

W

T

L

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Overall

Hamilton

over Colby on Wednesday night,

of their seasons.
Notable performances came
from Kate Gormley '09, who
recovered from a first game loss to
win her match three games to one,
and from co-captain Matt Dresner

HOCKEY

Tufts

Conn.CoM.

continuing a successful second half

W

School

SCOREBOARD
Both the men's and women's

ICE

NESCAC

Overall

13

first

match of

season for returning juniors

Dodie Press and Lydia Pillsbury,
who studied in Rome and England,
respectively, this

Men's hockey has

This past weekend the teams
traveled to the Yale

Round Robin,

one of the biggest squash tournaments of the year, in which each
team played five matches over the

start to the
HOCKEY,

frontpage 12

,

In a grueling match on Friday

men

team

defeated the

Navy

outlasting their oppo-

6-3,

nents in

many

new
lots to

four-and five-game

team's

went into the winter

spirits,

momentum and
Salem

confidence into the

State Holiday Classic,

won

where

er

down

tive

over

from

Fitchburg State and host Salem State.

with

The match was characterized by
long rallies in which both players

With these two

crown with

victories

Bowdoin

victories,

captured the second-longest winning

retrieved

streak (eight games) in Division

shots,

hockey.

normally irretrievable
and by the high emotions of

Hamilton, 6-3,
tively.

men's team
and
9-0, and 8-1 respecthe

Denison,

On

Hobart,

Sunday, the Bears suf-

a

the

new year on

less successful note, suffering loss-

Anselm, New England
College, and Middlebury. Despite
these losses, the Polar Bears have
es to

NESCAC.

Bowdoin

is

after losing senior captain

to

an injury in the

weekend's

last

home games
and

Tufts

against

ties

St.

Despite his injury and the team's

Dann remained

have battled some adversity

few weeks and as a

last

still

early in the season, the

that they are

"We

in the last

result die

growing and maturing," he

opti-

team

USM

The team will face
Salem State on the road.

is

said.

and

The Bowdoin throwers

and second-place fin5000 meters. With two

first

ishes in the

laps to go, the pair looked destined

men

New

led the vic-

torious effort, sweeping the top three
positions in both the weight throw

for defeat at the

USM

foe.

hands of their swift

However, as the

bell rang

Krah and Lonsdale
proved that the race was never in
doubt, running past their opponent at
for the last lap,

a blistering pace. Krah crossed the
finish line first with a time

of 15:26;

Lonsdale followed a second

later.

More

heroics were going on further

and the shot put. Senior captain
Patrick Lyons notched two fust place
efforts, followed closely by team-

back

in the race. Junior Eric Sofen,

mates Alex Linhart '06 and Luke

personal best of 15:49.

Fairbanks '09 in the weight as well
as Jared Prichard '06
in the shot.

Basketball rebounds after

dramatic

is

of pretty faces and are fully deserving of their place as one of the

winning in 4:20.

The dynamic duo of Nathan Krah
mesmerized the cheering crowd with their
'08 and Tyler Lonsdale '08

at

indeed not just a bunch

Marshall, 6-3.

On

and Fairbanks

plagued by nagging
rest

of the

The men look

the track,

Owen McKenna

running a

to continue their

success this Saturday against MIT,
Tufts, Springfield,

'07

injuries, left the

field in his dust,

and Colby

at the

Farley Field House.

losing narrowly to Bates
Cummings

BASKETBALL, from page 12

'07

three

hit

three-

pointers.

cent

Co-captain

range.

Justine

none-the-less.

Pouravelis '06, another key player,

The women's match against
Franklin and Marshall on Sunday
produced another 8-1 win for the

finished the

Polar Bears.

Puerto Rico for their annual winter

The teams look forward to several more home matches this week,
including one against Brown
tomorrow, Bates on Wednesday at
6 p.m., St. Lawrence on Friday at
7:30 p.m., and Dartmouth on

break

February

chalked up 18 points and Katie

4.

it

demonstrated to eight-team field

fered a tough loss to Franklin and

For the women, the weekend
began with a difficult 6-3 loss \o
Cornell, despite wins from Press,
and Captain Niki
Pillsbury,
Clement '06. On Saturday morning
the women faced Penn and Yale,
losing 9-0 and 8-1. Although the
losses were a disappointment, they
enjoyed the opportunity to hit with
some of the nation's best players

Saturday

Brandeis University. Though

England's perennial track powers.

Connecticut College.

recent results,

ly

-The Bowdoin Men's Track and
Field Team emerged victorious at
Reggie
Poyau Memorial
the
Invitational

a play-

mistic about the team's prospects.

Bowdoin opened

the crowd.

III

in the

Williams game. Bowdoin came away

the attention of all the spectators.

second consecu-

their

teams

Adam Dann

Chris MetcalPs match, which drew

Saturday,

of, especially their 5-

Unfortunately,

the Bears

On

be proud

fiercest

break flying high. The team took this

matches. Most notable was senior

defeated

rivals

dished up an attack in the mile, easi-

by Steven Bartus
Contributor

year

2 victory over Williams, one of the

course of three days.
night, the

Track topples

chilly

fall.

game with

and nine rebounds.
The Bears took

Division

of

II

their skills to

matching

trip,

16 points

up

with

contender University

Rico-Bayamon.

Puerto

Bowdoin handily defeated
Division
Pouravelis

II

university

and

Flaherty

the

74-66.

both

Upon

returning to

Brunswick,

the Bears defeated Colby, improv-

home-court winning
streak to 62. The Polar Bears dominated the Mules, leading by 25
ing

their

points at the half. First year

Jill

Anelauskas scored 16 points, reinforcing her position as one of the
team's top newcomers.

Bowdoin, ranked eighth
latest

Division

will face

III

NESCAC

and Trinity

at

home

in the

national poll,
rivals
this

Amherst

weekend.

Write about your favorite sports team.

Email orient@bowdoin.edu

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Sophomore

Eric Lee, a sprinter, trains for the

upcoming home meet.
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Women's

hockey slowed Women's track and field
by rash of recent injuries finds success over break
by Anna Messerly
Staff Writer

ice

hard to stay positive even

when

the

odds are against us."
Recently, the team received even

The trip wasn't just for recreation.
"The cabin trip gave us a chance to

away from

get

the rink but

still

get a

The Bowdoin Women's Ice
Hockey Team opened the season

more bad news, losing starting goaltender, senior Cat MacEachern, to

with high hopes. For the fust time

hip surgery as result of a nagging

sleds full

injury.

of a workout."

"Losing Cat as a mentor, friend,
and teammate has been particularly
hard on everyone and the goalie situ-

said,

"We saw what we could accom-

plish

together in an environment

where

we

recent history, the roster

With 22

was

in

tilled.

up from 17 rostered

skaters,

players the previous season, the team

seemed poised for success.
However, by mid-season, the numbers had dropped to less than three
lines, and the squad was down to one
goalie.

"Three players are out for the

rest

of the season, a couple are dealing
with chronic injuries, and one

is

recovering from a knee injury," soph-

omore Caroline Currie

Junior forward Katie Forney said,
"Having a full roster allows practices
to run at the highest tempo." In

said "Every player has

sentiment,

saying,

Mercer replaced MacEachern and
has recorded an undefeated record
against conference rivals

Amherst

to step

"We work

year Scooter Walsh

first

recalled. "Because, trust

me, pulling
of jugs of water is one hell

Senior captain Rebecca Selden

weren't

all

comfortable.

It

was an incredible feeling to get to the
top of the mountain and share that

moment with my team."
Since fust semester ended, the
Bears have boasted an impressive 6-

and Connecticut College.
The squad returned to campus at
the end of December to prepare for

2 record, losing only

games and build team unity
before the beginning of classes. The

Over the break, the squad combined for 42 goals scored by 13 dif-

team ventured to a BOC cabin for
hiking and snowshoeing.

Connecticut College, and Amherst,

_

"Winter break was the perfect

roster, she

had

game up to the next level."
Sophomore Katie Coyne echoed

their

this

said.

eight

said.

response to the shrinking

Mercer

ation," first year Emileigh

workout,"

opportunity to get to

know

the

team

a different light," Mercer said.

in

"We
ice,

not only built our team

on

the

to

top-ranked

Middlebury and Williams.

ferent

in addition

USM.

Middlebury,

Point,

This weekend,

on Williams and

take

girls

Trinity,

UW-Stevens

to

Hamilton, and
the

beating

players,

the

only

NESCAC

teams the squad has yet to defeat.

but off the ice as well."

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
First year Kelsey

Borner practices her form for the shot put event.

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

the team's success with a fust in the

season training, the women's indoor

600m. Captain Gina Campelia '07
teamed up with Pilon to dominate the
400m, taking second and fust,

track team tested

respectively.

Returning two weeks early for pre-

its

progress with

two meets against Brandeis. The
Bears defeated the Judges in
first

meet of the season 115

only to

187

fall

later

home meet of the

sea-

women

strength

by capturing multiple

place

titles

with

demonstrated their

many

fust-

personal bests

were good enough

to qualify for

post-season meets. Senior co-captain

The women's

ice

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

hockey team scrimmages during practice, despite losing a few key players to injury.

Emily Hackert, junior Louise Duffus,
and first year Alison Pilon were

Bowdoin 's

highest scorers of the

meet, each taking

two

first in

Pilon also contributed to the

Bowdoin pays

Souk

respects to Phil

events.

4x200m

about his players, and. looked out

SSm

The throwers,

Caputi recalled that Soule used to

"Why

when you

can shoot a Canadian goose?"

and

the

Soule 's inspirational sayings like

him,"

privilege of working with Soule,

"You've got to have the blood drip-

played the invaluable role of being

ly.

ping from your heart!"

my coach,

life."

results with

when

turing

Bowdoin, and everything about
Maine," remembers Head Football
Coach Dave Caput "He was a
i

great man, and he will be missed

tremendously."

Bowdoin

who had

athletes,

and no-

recalled his selflessness

nonsense approach on and off the
gridiron.

Mike

Stratton

a defensive

'06,

lineman, worked with Soule for
four years of his

Bowdoin

all

career.

"Coach Soule brought out the
He was always willwork with players one-onone. He would take us aside and
patiently teach us the right way to

Shaun

Though Mills never played

for

hurdles,

and the

a

physical

education
fitness

gym

he guaranteed

would have an 18-inch
*
neck by graduation.
Off the athletic fields, Soule
lived with equal passion. With
Maine as his backyard, Soule hunted, fished, dug for clams, and set
lobster traps. Soule was also a
national champion canoe racer and

do
doing

things

the

right

way,"

Stratton recalled.

Stratton also remembered Soule 's
concern for those he worked with.

"Coach Soule cared a great

deal

class,

Mills that he

ultra

marathon runner.

first

and Jessie DePalo

and second, respective-

the long jump. In the pole vault

Becca Perry '07 took first. The triple
increased Bowdoin's lead with
a first-place finish from Molly

jump

Seward '09.
A week later in the two teams' second meeting, Brandeis took Bowdoin
down a notch. Brandeis won the meet
187-147. The women's highest scoring event

was

the Sk with Brownell

by Duffus, dommaking the shot

first

and second

most points for Bowdoin again with
first places in the shot put and weight
throw.

Emily Sheffield '06 captured

one more

first

for

Bowdoin

in the

highest scoring events for the Bears.

800m. Bowdoin's relays contributed

opportunity to go hunting with

In the shot put, Duffus threw

to

Soule

enough for first, and first year Kelsey
Borner took second. First years
Chelsea Jackson and Shameica Binns

last fall.

"Phil
I

the

was an

extraordinary person

am honored to have known
Hammond said. "Phil has

Even

both in sport and in
his

in

60s, a time

rounds of golf or games of gin

as

was mandatory for Bowdoin
students). The first day Soule met
class

Mills in

believed in

Zach Hammond '07 got

Soule

teacher (when a physical

Ted

inated their events,

put and the weight throw two of the

many men

best in people.

He always

a turkey

Soule on a sports team, he did have

ing to

things.

eat

'08 took
ly, in

fin-

also found success in the

and Knight taking

joke,

Linebacker

Ruth

dash and the 200m.

place finishes. Duffus posted the

both the

Kezer '06
remarked, "With him, it was fun.
He was an old-school coach, and he
used to get everyone on the team
fired up, even on practice days."
Kezer particularly remembered

everything about

The Bears

SSm

team's second place finish. Hackert

for our wellbeing," he said.

"He embraced

senior

sprints,

ishes in the

won

long jump.

COACH, from page 12

the

In

Jacobson took two second-place

field tests. Pilon

to 147.

son, the

that

their

to 36,

them one week

to

In their first

Drew

Sokolow '09 continued

tances Jess

resign themselves to

rummy, Soule remained active.
loved
working out,"
"Phil
remembers Defensive Coordinator
Tom Radulski, who worked with

far

finished third and fourth, respective-

The weight throw saw
first

similar

Duffus once again capand Borner second

The 3k was

also a high-scoring

Kristen Brownell taking

First

first.

Annie Monjar and Elissa
Gervais and Jamie Knight '07 were

close behind.

Brownell pulled a

Phil for six years.

"Everyday

in the

tough double, also running the mile,

gym around noon

time, Phil

would

pulling off a second-place finish.

come
lift

in

and run on the treadmill or

Soule

is

survived by his wife

his four children,

Mo,

and 10 grandchil-

Over 600 people gathered at
St. Charles Borromeo Church in
Brunswick on January 19 to comdren.

Laura Onderko '08 took

with a

first

place

from the Distance Medley
Relay team of Gervais, Campelia,
Courtney Eustace '08, and Onderko.
The 4x800m team of Onderko,
Ahearn, Schickner, and Sokolow
captured another

4x400m

relay

first.

The

final

of Chase, Sheffield,

Campelia, and Pilon took second.

Bowdoin
Tufts,
at

will play host to

and Springfield

this

MIT,

Saturday

noon.

CORRECTION
In the

December 9 issue of the
Mario N. Lopez mis-

Orient, writer

first

Bowdoin 's success continued

weights."

total

finish

event for the Bears with junior
years

Bowdoin's

in

quoted men's basketball player

Amy

Jordan Fliegel. The printed remarks

Ahearn '08 beat her Brandeis comSenior Emily

were a misrepresentation of what

Sheffield sprinted to a first-place fin-

regrets the error.

the other mid-distance events.

petitor to the finish.

ish in the

1000m. In the shorter

dis-

Fliegel

actually said

The Orient

mmm

mai

mm
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Bowdoin Orient Republicans impose
Established 1871

by Frank Chi
Contributor

Conducting academic

We

affairs

congratulate Gristle Collins Judd on her appointment as our next

dean of academic

affairs.

When she begins at Bowdoin

in July, she

will inherit one of the best academic programs in the country, but

few years, Republicans

In the past

have given conservatism a new
paint-job by providing archaic,
backward policies with a modern
Social

twist.

Darwinism

now

is

"trickle-down economics" and cre-

ideology

country into thinking that they're

courses are liberal in nature because

not good Christians because they

they questioned previously unchal-

doubt the world was created in

lenged ideas in the academic and

seven days. They've scared a coun-

social arena.

of Christians into thinking that

try

there's a

war on Christmas, and now

they're scaring a majority of those
in

academia into thinking

that they

Those who make claims of a
al bias in

Rather, they seek to return academia

when

suddenly need to think twice about

to a time

what they

ments did not exist on campus. Their

these "fringe" ele-

her job will not be an easy one. There will be several different constituencies

ationism

among other things, will necessitate that
she make tough choices about Bowdoin 's academic priorities. Certain concerns by students about the academic program stand out, and we hope the fol-

pattern

Jews, African-Americans and les-

true intentions

comes a new theory of "academic

bian feminists have ransacked the

women's

freedom." Proponents of the "aca-

canons of academic ethics by indoc-

Reagan's lessons on

lowing issues will be high on Judd's agenda.

demic

First, ask any Bowdoin student what his primary academic complaint is
and his answer will likely be bis inability to get into the classes that he wants.
Bowdoin values letting students design their own academic course load, but

lament the discrimination against

that is

conservatives in college classrooms.

try's leadership

too often students are unable to take the classes they decide are best for them.

African-American

to please,

and budget

constraints,

are worse than others in this regard. Government, the

Some departments

department with the most majors on campus, for instance,

is

notorious for

how quickly its classes fill up, while many classes in some other departments
are half empty after enrollment. A new challenge will be shifting the course
offerings to better fit the new distribution requirements passed by the faculalmost nothing

ty;

more

is

irritating

than not being able to get into introduc-

tory classes needed to fulfill the College's requirements.

Judd must also make faculty diversity one of her top

priorities.

instance, as the Orient reported last semester, of Bowdoin's over

members, only three are black.

When compared

For

150 faculty

in this regard to other elite

Bowdoin

is at

the bottom. Having a diverse faculty

is

only important academically;

it is

necessary as Bowdoin continues

effort

liberal arts colleges,

to diversify

An

student body.

its

commitment

active

its

not

to recruiting qualified

minority faculty would result in a great service to the Bowdoin community.

On

another note, keeping gifted faculty at Bowdoin

commitment

is vital

Bowdoin's

intellectual growth.

ah opportunity for

to students to provide

to

For a student, the loss of a talented faculty member with whom he has developed a working relationship can be both frustrating and discouraging.
Most important, quality teaching must be maintained as the cornerstone of
a Bowdoin education. The dean of academic affairs must ensure that learning in the classroom is both rigorous and engaging. Efforts to work with fac-

In

They

is

light

bill

now
of

this

recent

of rights" frequently

criticize

women's

"intelligent design."

studies

by claiming

say. Supposedly, liberal

students with

liberalism

obviously taking the coun-

In all honesty,

Many

who

we

kid-

and

ding?

Republicans seek to dismantle are

of the programs that

liberal in nature

a result, right-wing activists

result

of those

because they are the

who broke

the grip

of

to

in

remain

how

God's

the

law of the land.
while

versities to consider political ideol-

the minds of countless

ogy when hiring professors. The
Republican "academic bill of
rights" has been rewritten and

previously discriminated against

programs would not

ignored over and over again here at

Eurocentric courses such as African-

to achieve their goals,

Bowdoin, but

American and Hispanic

are conveniently willing to

efforts are

beginning

again this semester, championed by
the leaders of the

Bowdoin College

Republicans.

Americans

by

an aged oppression, these academic

the product of those

awaken America
racial

inequality.

exist.

Non-

studies are

who

toiled to

to the realities

Women's

of

studies

Nationally, Republicans have per-

are a legacy to pioneers such as

this method of scaring
Americans with issues that offer no
threat. They've scared a scientific

Gloria Steinem and Betty Friedan

fected

who

dared to walk beyond the rigid

expectations

of

women.

These

apparent

It's

that

Republican Party disputes

all

they wouldn't
selves.

upon

mind some

for them-

While minorities seek

Republicans seek
vative agenda.

It

it

We

it

for their conser-

seems as

their "pull yourself

if in order

Republicans

abandon
up by your own

bootstraps" principles just so they

can force their ideology onto others.

Academic freedom? Sounds
academic McCarthyism

the

to

Bowdoin

outstanding academic potential.

its

What was

Bowdoin College Democrats.

the highlight of

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient's editorial board. The editorial board is comprised of James D. Baumberger, Drew
Fulton,

Bobby

Guerette,

Evan
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Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.
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"I

saw

Koch

my best

Joanna Sese '08

'09

friend's

butt cheeks covered in
ma.yonnaise."

'I

was kissed by a

like

me.

'07 is co-president

Frank Chi

encourage Judd to keep an open dialogue with the student body about

continue to climb closer to

based

inherent injustice.

legitimate,

dents.

these and other issues, and are confident her leadership will help

the

forms

of affirmative action whatsoever,

TUBENT SPEAK

on their teaching skills should be continued and emphasized, perhaps
most importantly with tenured faculty, who occasionally succumb to the
comfort of job security and fail to make that extra effort to connect with stuulty

And

children."

were not for our country's struggle
schools of thought that unshackled

to
all

African-American studies? Who
would ever dare speak of such blasphemy? Segregation would still be

begun a nationwide effort to curtail
what they see as "bias" in the classroom by coercing colleges and uni-

and new

Gay and

"How

would be

conservatism during the 1960s. If

for civil rights, feminism,

gaze

to

the closet so you can

masquerading as non-partisans have

it

that

it

became "Nancy

adoringly at one's husband."

stay

are

would see

studies

lesbian studies

by storm.

that

they promote a liberal bias.

As

trinating

departments such as

studies

liber-

academia do not seek an

equal footing for rigorous discourse.

pirate."

of

.

+
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The Weekly Calendar
January 27 -February 2
Friday
Common Hour
Aviva

Briefel, assistant professor

give a lecture entitled,

of English, will

"What Some Ghosts

Don't Know: The Horror Film and
about

how

its

Secrets,"

horror movies can help us to become

more critical readers of literary works.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
12:30 p.m.

Mozart Birthday Concert
Several

Bowdoin

College faculty

faculty

member

members and one Bates
will

perform in a concert

to celebrate the 250th anniversary of Mozart's

birthday.

Nine of Mozart's works

will

be

performed, as well as one piece by Dominick
Argento.

Bowdoin Chapel, 4 p.m.
Art Show
The Brunswick-Trinidad Sister City Association
and Bowdoin and Bates colleges are displaying
the artwork of Trinidad-based Elio Vilva,
researches

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

An

icicle

adorns a tree across from the Walker Art Museum.

who

Monday

Saturday

and paints African themes. This

reception will kick off the exhibit.

Jazz Concert

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,
4-7 p.m.

Noontime Pilates

f

Gary Wittner and tuba player
Howard Johnson will play jazz standards
by Thelonius Monk and their own
Guitarist

>

Sign up in the main athletic department
office to participate in a pilate class led

by Kelly

McCann

Sewall.

original jazz compositions.

J

12-1 p.m.
Center, 3 p.m.

Tuesday

Sunday

/^

Bowdoin Chapel,

^

Activities Fair

Student organizations

Sunday Mass

will

answer

questions and offer a place to sign up

4:30

for activities.

Morrell Lounge Moulton Union,

Art Exhibit
"This Extraordinary Paradise: Living in

Northwest Greenland" is focused on
in Greenland.

life

Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum,
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Wednesday
Faculty Seminar Talk

Thursday
Community Lecture Series
June A. Vail, professor of dance,
presents "Dancing With Bowdoin.
35 Years."
1230-1:30 p.m.

Sara Dickey, professor of anthropology

and

sociology, presents

"The

Potential

A collection on exhibit of ancient art

Indian Film Star Two Decades After
His Death."

from Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia,
Greece, Rome and Cyprus.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
12-1 p jn.

Susan Dwight Bliss Room,
Hubbard Hall, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Communion

Poetry Reading

Students, faculty, and staff are

Russian poet Ilya Kaminsky gives a
public reading of his poetry.
Kaminsky is also a co-founder of

invited to

an Episcopal communion
and Gil Birney.

service led by Edie
Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

A snowman sits in front of a house on Maple Street in Brunswick.

»

Ars Antiqua

Nurturer: Political Meanings of an

South Private Dining Room,
Moulton Union, 12-1 p.m.

Poets for Peace.

MacMillan House,

7:30

i

p.m

>-

|

—

mm

mm

mm
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Bowdoin community mourns

Gal way's

of

University

of

Administrator in the Office
will

head

to

Lowell, Massachusetts, today and

Saturday

mourn

to

the

loss

of

who

Bowdoin

junior Taryn King,

died

last

Thursday while studying

away

for the semester in Ireland.

Administrative
Miller, about

Debbie

Secretary

90 people

will be using

the bus services provided, while others will drive

themselves to the

visit-

ing hours and funeral.

King,

who grew up

21,

Georgetown,

been

had

Drew Fulton,The Bowdoin

King

celebrates with a

College this

falL

teammate

after

winning the

Orient

NESCACs against WUhane

According to her coach, King was the "ultimate team player."

attending

a

and

Butler

Galway

Dean of

ill

at

A

"A

big attraction for coming to

Bowdoin for professors

is

the excel-

shocks

Despite

Google,

missing

the

of return

rate

the

boat

Mills.

King's

After

accommodations
Kavanagh said.

at

of

about

student
11

A member

management went

to the

a.m.,

of the

apartment

to call for an ambuwhich arrived about 10 minKing died later that day at

and decided
lance,

300 students met for an
impromptu gathering last Thursday

said over

evening

at the

Chapel.

"There was a sense that

Bradley. "It wasn't a memorial service,

but a chance for people to get

"In

an environment that

is

"It

was a wonderful, spontaneous

so

Please see

this

year.

oil

and gas as well as

"We

bonds here,

we

Korea and India, Bowdoin had no ven-

experts in their fields," Volent said.

money

has

made significant gains since its ini-

the big picture,

tial

public offering in 2004.

ties are like,

Hall a chance to

The

proposal,

drafted

by

new intermedi-

school for children in grades

ate

three through five, close

two of the

four current elementary schools

including Longfellow Elementary,

which

A

lot

of professors are con-

cerned that this current proposal will

Brunswick's superintendent James

Ashe, would create a

fessors.

behind Howard

sacrifice
that's

educational quality and

residents are

unhappy

system.

for

Morrison, an at-large

member of the

certain aspects

Bob

said

Brunswick school board. "Such

grade.

Professor

of

of the proposal, and

certain

tion

as,

schools have the children

who might be

in the special educa-

program

and

don't

others

because of building issues that don't

said that changes to the school sys-

tem could impact

an average investment
of 9.3 percent for the 2005 fisAccording to Vice President

cal year.

ating for kindergarten through sec-

Associate

Please see

the College.

Officers

SCHOOLS, page 2

in late January,

reported
return

that there are

Government and Asian Studies
Henry Laurence is concerned with

The survey, issued

inequities in the elementary school

"Some people feel
some
inequities,"

ond

by the National
of College
and

Business

University

about what they perceive to be

leave the other two oper-

sits directly

—and

Hall

Association

in

Google, which

Volent attributed the College's

growth

fund managers to invest with.

Investments

Bowdoin 's

rate

Please see

rejected in vote

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff
After several months of debate,

the

called

"Declarative Statement Endorsing

Paula

Volent,

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

Volent was pleased by Bowdoin 's

The

performance.

"For our peer group

we

did

exceedingly well," she said.

explained

Volent

that

Bowdoin

Department

the violation.

gun and a stolen construction
sign from the room of a Coles Tower

natural

emerging markets, and
powerhouse Google were the

conjunction

They

resources,

resident over Winter Break.

internet

discovered the pellet gun, which

of collegiate

three primary drivers

of

because of their political, religious,

posed by Alex Linhart '06.
Although the larger bill failed in

of 649 Bowdoin students

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) narrowly passed, 12-10, a

BSG

resolution proposing the creation

important to create an outlet for stu-

of an Academic Bias Incident
Group, which would respond to
of academic bias on

dents

allegations

campus.

have felt discriminated against in an academic setting
said that they

with only Linhart's vote in

many members

who

felt

it

was

believe they have been

is

banned under the College's firearms
and the sign, which was

uted by

campus, during a sweep of all dorm

rooms

that

were supposed to be
reported

Office

of
all

doors and windows are secure, candles are

extinguished, and safety

hazards are neutralized.

Bowdoin Safety and
Randy Nichols estimated
between 30 and 40

Director of
Security

that officers spent

vacant during the break.
Security

the

the

policy

breach to the Office of the Dean of

AfAm dinner warms

Please see SECURITY, page 2

the body

and

soul

"I

distrib-

BSG

am

incredibly happy that

have voted to endorse the

we

[state-

ment]," Linhart said. "Finally students

who

feel

mat they have been

discriminated against have a mech-

anism that they can turn to to seek"
students

on

with

each break to make sure that

self-selecting survey

unscientific,

room.

Bowdoin

stolen from a construction site

Security conducts these sweeps in

Residential Life at the beginning of

or sexual beliefs, according to an

discriminated against in the class-

Ninety-eight

Student Affairs. Dean Craig Bradley
would not comment on the name of
the student who was implicated in

Safety and Security confiscated a
pellet

Principles
of Academic
Freedom," was originally a section
of the Academic Bill of Rights pro-

the

favor,

INVESTMENT, page 2

of return was 13.6

endorses formation of new
Academic Bias Incident Group
Academic BiU of Rights

inef-

where Bowdoin can come

Security confiscates
contraband over break

percent.

BSG

statement,

ficiencies

on what the opportuni-

and where are there

to success in picking talented

policy,

The

are

(NACUBO).

bad news for Bowdoin."

Ashe's proposal comes at a time

when some

survey

year's

ture capital

who

"My job is to do tons of research on

746 schools

Howard

in is

run by external managers

exceeded the average return of the

dents of

invest in managers.

Everything that Bowdoin invests

Laurence

that participated in this

par

emerging markets such as South

an option for a

sleep in on school days.

KING page 2

don't invest in stocks and

school system would give the resi-

of Bowdoin pro-

need-

together and reflect"

ganize the Brunswick elementary

lot

we

ed to get people together," said

Kavanagh said

While she said the College had good

year far

last

friends,

were informed of her death, Bradley

management

the

to

Bowdoin 's endowment

said. "Private school is not

closest

had been taking care of her, grew
concerned and reported King's status

lence of the elementary schools,"

contentious proposal to reor-

Bradley.

said

us,"

Bradley said he would be driving to

including those studying abroad,

endowment performance

on
on

way

in this

who

January 26. Her roommates,

exposure to

by Nat Here
Orient Staff

Kavanagh, King

to

about 9 a.m. local time on

someone taken from us

Endowment growth above
by James Baumberger
Orient Staff

have

to

today's funeral with President Barry

According

University College Hospital Galway,

to

about

communi-

die,

infection."

University of Ireland in

according

much

and so

vital,

have someone

to

ty,

just

utes later.

since January 3, died of a "sudden

vibrant,

growth, relationships, and

Deputy President
Michael Kavanagh said one doctor
described it as "an overwhelming

University program at the National

illness,"

Plan would close two
schools near campus

Massachusetts,

in

the

and

Registrar

took

According to Athletic Department

14

of King '07

loss

Student Affairs Craig Bradley. The

by Beth Kowitt
Orient Staff
Bus loads of students

2006

3,

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

relief."

The proposed group would be

INSIDE

created by the college administra-

and be chaired by the dean of
academic affairs. It would be made
up of at least two students.
At press time, it was unclear
whether the administration would
tion

Features

See

how Watson Fitness

Center measures up to the
other gyms of NESCAC

support the proposal.

Vice President of

BSG

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Affairs

Page 4

The African-American Society sponsored a soul food dinner Thursday night.
Please see

BSG page 3

February

College says

3,

2006

The Bowdoin Orient

has no plans to acquire

it

Student death devastates Bowdoin community

Longfellow Elementary property in future

KING from page

SCHOOLS from page

"A lot of that research that keeps get-

outpouring of students needing to

of it tends more to

express their immediate sadness,

1

But she always had heart and

alone.

she never gave up."
1

ting alluded to, a lot

allow those kids to be housed there just

be around high school

because of space," be

mentary schools, because elementary

some

also said

said.

Morrison

residents felt that stu-

school

18 to 20 kids in a room

is still

dents of similar socioeconomic status

with a teacher," Ashe

might be clustered

that in larger

in certain schools.

The new school would hold approxby the year 2010,
alleviate some of the prob-

facility is

rate

lems with Brunswick's current system.

said.

Ashe added

elementary schools such

as the one that

imately 622 students

and would

settings than ele-

being proposed, the

is

usually organized into sepa-

wings to create a more intimate

feel.

Another question raised was whether

Students enrolled in special education

programs would be equally distributed

the

throughout the three schools; each

acquiring the Longfellow Elementary

school would have space

School property, located behind Thome

education,

and

art,

parking

for physical

and music programs;

would

facilities

were vacated.
that the

While Ashe said

that his proposal

is

some of the con-

make a

decision and

com-

this

and

we have no plans

Galway campus, which had a
mass for King on Sunday attended by

er,

demic work.

was

here

of school

sizes suggests that students

perform better

will

schools of less than
this

does not

elementary

in

500 students. While

mean that

the

new

school

could not be successful, the proposal

does appear to be moving in the wrong
direction in terms

When

of size, Dorn

said.

asked about issues of

Ashe defended

size,

ties

came on the market because they're

We

not on the market

believe very

community needs

no

very

to be close to her.

you can

surprise

the

impression she

left

Record, the school system's final deci-

as well as field hockey. "She just

touched so

Hockey Coach

Field

many people on

She was

pus.

unaware of routine

security searches over winter break
SECURITY, from page
seconds

in

1

each room.

this

larger than

life.

camHer

Even though King, a three-year

place for searches that requires that
security officers acquire special, doc-

that a notice

Lakin '07 did not

of Residential Life before searching

[entered

my

a student residence.

me," he

said.

am

few searches per

know

said he

knew

how

about the security sweeps, but only

by word of mouth.
"I remember hiding [liquor] handles under someone's bed freshman

ty,"

Director of Residential Life

Kim

Pacelli said.

"One of

things

the

was her humility
life,

ally,"

always

both athletically and person-

teammate

Gannon '06

Christi

accolades

"Personal

said.

I

in every aspect of

really

weren't what she was about. She

Mike Terry

Junior

teammates described her as incredi-

her

that they

room], so that bothers

use the authori-

very careful with
I

their

recall

had been issued.

"I actually didn't

umented permission from the Office

colleagues and

would shy away from all of the
praise that people would give her."
'Taryn was an outgoing girl, who
was also humble. She had a perfect
mix of those two attributes, something you don't find very often in a
person," said Burgess LePage '07,

"The only time something would
if it were in plain
view and is a clear violation of

year," he said.

dents are sufficiently notified about

one of King's teammates and closest

College policy," Nichols said.

the routine security entries.

friends.

According to Nichols, the pellet
gun and construction signs fell into

dents adequately about the routine

that category.

building maintenance

However, Pacelli believes

be seized would be

Appendix A. 1 1
handbook stipulates
room,

suite,

sions on

the

student

that "a resident's

will not

be searched

authorities unless there

is

sufficient reason to believe that a res-

ident

is

using his/her assigned space

for purposes

tion

which may be

of Federal, State or

in viola-

do believe

"I

"In fact,

we added this

information

past year because

it

hadn't been

we were

included in past years and
trying to get the

word out

to stu-

Nichols said that aside from con-

Without a signed document from

struction

smoothly.

gun and conthe sweep went

student in order to search a residence.
this

year

sign,

the need to convey to

felt

lowing the guidelines," he

said.

said.

her."

you can

known

Putnam, who worked
on a term paper with
last semester on

feel

as if you've always

certain

that

said,

"who you always wanted

to

share a hug with."

"She had such a spark. She just
had such a presence and a way of

Young said.
"Everything about her was vibrant."
energizing the room,"

This energy transferred over to the
lacrosse field

where King was

also a

standout athlete.

"She had so much energy and
vibrancy. She could laugh through

her tears and

make

the best out of

returning

anything," teammate Taylor White

to the United States along with at

'07 said. "She had an uncanny abili-

France, for the semester,

least six other

Bowdoin

is

students

who

According to Pearson, King's

and humility were

"just part

skill

of die par-

of King's teammates admired

"She never got

I

was a

senior and older then her, but

said.

all,

up her pieces, make sense

and move on."

King had decided

to take the sea-

son off to study away.

I

Abby

"She could have been

outstanding on her skill and hustle

said

was

that she

"She was concerned about writing
a good paper for herself and getting
the most out of it rather than what

was going

good grade,"
was

to get her a

who

also noted he

interviewed by The Boston Globe for

an

article

on King expected

to

go to

print today or Saturday.

In response to the loss, the Class of

2007 has compiled a memory book
give to the King family, and
is thinking of
establishing some kind of memorial
out by the field hockey field that
would be dedicated in the fall.
Bradley also said a memorial service on campus at a time that works
for the King family would be
Bradley said the class

arranged.

Taryn have really been leaning on
each other and spending a significant

amount of our
said Donoghue.

lacrosse

teammate Kate Donoghue

'Taryn

felt

bad and sorry that she

free time together,"

Pearson said the

field

hockey team

has been having dinner together,
sharing stories, and attending team-

mates' matches and games to show
support.

"She had a tireless, determined
and motivated approach coupled
with true commitment to her teammates," Pearson said. "However,
what really set her apart is that considering all the awards, records, and
*
achievements she was without doubt
the most humble and modest player
I have coached. I am honored and
will

be forever grateful for the

opportunity to

"Like anything, deciding to go

'07.

King never seemed

trying to be anything but herself.

know and coach

Taryn King."

abroad was a tough decision," said

frustrated with you.

She was always encouraging.

ty to pick

of it

are abroad to attend the funeral.

that

"Those of us who were close to

knew

has been studying in Grenoble,

Daley '06

idea

feeling regarding aggression,

her."

"She was someone you always
wanted to be proud of you," Gormley

she wouldn't be the best at." LePage,

cel." All

new

in

it

to

'Taryn has that kind of energy,"

who

willing to try things that she

looked up to her," teammate

"Students did a great job of fol-

from the

"She was confident but also

her as a role model and leader.

dents," she said.

fiscating the pellet

ty needs verbal permission

Visiting hours for

King

be

will

held today from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m.

O' Donne 11 Funeral

the

Home

at

in

team

Lowell, Massachusetts. The funeral

for a season, but

knew that traveling to
was where her heart desired to

Mass will be held Saturday at 10 a.m.

Ireland

at

had

decided to leave the lacrosse

be during her junior spring semester."

Immaculate

the

Conception

Church, also in Lowell.

when

security requested to search a stu-

room based on

notify stu-

and security

to the break housing information this

the Office of Residential Life, securi-

Such was the case

we

ods," Pacelli said.

local law, or

of College regulations."

dent's

that

that stu-

checks that occur during break peri-

or apartment or posses-

campus

by college

in

I've introduced Taryn to peo-

ple and

LePage said. "You see her, even from
afar, and have the unexplainable urge
to want to be close to her. She has a
smile that reminds you of home, no
matter where home may be. After
talking to her for only a few minutes

ty personnel

into discussion but

also to take

said Putnam,

first year.

"There have been multiple times

her "huge, absolutely crucial role,"

admired and respected about Taryn

"I authorize very

was a

since she

secure buildings."

Tommy

my

embodied a teammate."
King left a strong impression on
her teammates with her conduct off
the field as well, as exemplified by
the return over the weekend of alumni players, who had played with King

were meeting," Hillary Hoffman '08

would be entering
rooms over the break.

year and

She

American honors from the National
Field Hockey Coaches Association
this season for what Pearson called

cers are explicitly instructed not to
for contraband

characteristics.

Management and Security Staff may
enter student rooms over break to

bly humble.

dorm rooms

known

people what a special person they

Despite this notification, a number

items. There is specific protocol in

jump

a few minutes

First-Team All-

received

starter,

of students were unaware that securi-

search

have more of her

when

er."

offi-

Nichols stressed that security

immediately willing to

may

the

was just contagious.
She was just the ultimate team play-

students

sjnile that

said

sports could alter one's

Nicky Pearson, who worked closely
with King for five seasons in lacrosse

Head

class,"

in

of the psychology major and education minor. "She was

communi ty
said

about Taryn was

Putnam

Bowdoin

the

most
that she

Burgess LePage '07 King

positive outlook

Some

as if you've always

feel

do the right thing with their school system and that's it," he said.
According to the Brunswick Times

made for up

She has a

After talking to her for only

be.

"She just had the whole package,"

sion on the plan will not be

the unexplainable urge to

that

me

directions."

considering

on

and have

reminds you of home, no matter where home

to

strongly that the

to a year.

his proposal.

is

afar,

want

three

and

thing

had no fear

from

even though she was
only

have been very well-

interested if these proper-

see her, even

"What

Vice President for

wouldn't be appropriate to say

we'd be

"Taryn has that kind of energy. You

Kavanagh
was

students,"

This

"It

"The

remarkable was that

well-liked."

that

noted a similar drive in her aca-

impressed

weeks, she seems to

said.

to

Sam Putnam, King's academic advis-

also one of our

Development Officer William Torrey

According to Assistant Professor and

Assistant Professor of Psychology

were glad you had and wanted

who is fly-

Taryn

"I feel like

known

Charles Dorn, most research in the area

ple projects.

younger than myself."

funeral.

Planning and Administration and Chief

Chair of the Department of Education

President DeRay McKesson '07,
who had worked with King on multi-

ing to Boston today to attend the

ever, none," Senior

might create new ones.

up to Taryn, more than I have anyone
else, and certainly more than anyone

enthusiasm to

Sophomore Val Young said,
'Taryn was the kind of teammate you

hundreds, said Kavanagh,

cerns that Brunswick parents had raised

it

command

herself," she said. "I always looked

the

with the current school system, others
feel that

ability to

having to do anything other than be

was a very emotion-

whatso-

[to acquire the property] at all,

"Taryn had the

the respect of her teammates without

service."

King's sudden death also shook

said.

"The College believes

munity needs to work through

improved.

intended to alleviate

moving

ally

Beraie

Services

Hershberger. "It

College would be interested in

Hall, if it

be

expressed similar sentiments.

shock, and grief," said Director of

Counseling

King carried her spark beyond athwhere she applied the same
all aspects of her life.
"She had this fire and spunk, and
you knew it was genuine, which is
the most important thing," said
Bowdoin
Government
Student
letics,

'06

Teammate Margaret Gormley

suspicion that

Market value of College's endowment was $578 million at

the,

end of the

fiscal year

the student might be keeping stolen

items there. The student consented,

and

officers

1

Residential

in

Operations

Life

Manager Lisa Rendall attached a
bousing information notice to an
email addressed to

all

Bowdoin

stu-

dents just before the end of classes,

informing students of Residential
Life's operations schedule and procedures for the vacation period. The

mentions

that

"Facilities

$11.8 million in

returns,

gifts,

and

deductions to support the College's

found a stolen laptop

computer.

notice

INVESTMENT, from page
I'll

try to find the smartest

that really

know what

that are aligned

managers

they are doing,

with our incentives,"

The

College's

endowment per

number

The market value of Bowdoin's
endowment at the conclusion of the fiscal year, ending June 30, was $578 mil-

$290,000 average

of the endowment's three-year average

approximate

value be put towards educational spend-

13 peer col-

The total value of the endowment has

year.

This $64 million, or 12.4 percent,

since

investment

it

totaled

$223 million

The endowment

ing each year.

The

rule is designed to

provide relatively consistent revenue to

leges, Volent said.

in the last

senior

associate

at

die

was
Yale

Bowdoin.

$346,024. This

more than doubled

a

Investments Office before coming to

at

up from $514 million the previous

from

business administration from Yale,

Bowdoin's endowment

spending rule requires mat five percent

the

bested

lion,

resulted

ing 22.5 percent of the College's $96

received her master's in

stu-

among

dent ended the year

she said.

increase

Volent

million budget

budget

who

million to educational spending, provid-

decade

in 1995.

contributed $21.4

Harvard's

endowment remained the
more than $25 billion

largest totaling

Other Maine schools

fell

short

of

Colby

the budget in spite of yearly market fluc-

Bowdoin's investment

tuations.

College boasted an endowment of $424

Yale University led with a 22.3 percent rate of return on

its

endowment

assets.

million, while Bates College

year

at

$208

=

ended the

rafflion.
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Students see textbook prices
the inflation rate

rise at twice
Professors lend their personal

possible

To Endorse the Creation of

be for the BSG Affairs
Committee to develop a model with
the dean of academic affairs office
that is effective and not inflamma-

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

members

BSG

of

of a new semester, and

the start

of books, and write a check

to

the

Bowdoin Bookstore.

is

Drew Fulton,Thc Bowdoin

of

been

A number of students opted not to buy their courses' textbooks this spring.
Lucky

20

students in Visiting Instructor

of Government Gerald DiGiusto's

rising at twice the rate

inflation for the past

years and

International Organizations class

have to buy any course materials

ing to refrain from buying

semester because

not always voluntary

"My

credit account

die

all

books

either.

bad a limit

all

this

of the readings are

[have risen prices]," he added.

According to Tucker, the bookstore

Thomas

Baumgarte

editions

One
have

to

is

Joseph Brazzi '06

Molly Dorkey '06

not clearly and concisely stated,"

Dustin Brooks '08

Elizabeth Gillespie '09

she added.

Allison Chin '07

Ben LeHay 08

BSG

writes

On this sys-

tem, students can download the course
readings at their

own computer, and the

library takes care

of copyright

However, some professors

still

costs.

require

that a plurality

of viewpoints are

Freedom

faculty help,

60

faculty help,

percent of the

beginning of

last

were

books.

used

national average

is

at

the

semester

The

below 25

were used books. The

However,

despite

is

25

below

is

percent."

students

still

feel the burden.

to reniamanoirymous knows

_

.

^

10 students in his chemistry

_ -

these professors

Professor of Social

is

and do not intend

for

a number of

said.

"I'm not

going to spend that on one book."

Mani '06

Nate Tavel '08

her answer

is

simple: "I understand there are always
students that have fewer resources.

I

believe everyone should have the books.

Bell also said that she wasn't alone in

few other mem-

Despite

discouragement that

the

Incident Group.

Ray

•Attendance: 25/26. Absent:

Carta '08.

•Clark Gascoigne '08 attended the

meeting to show his continued

Academic

"Like college bookstores everywhere, the Textbook Annex has seen an
increase in the

amount of money

publishers are charging us

for

that

new

books," Tucker said

"Frequent

new

"We are

striving to help.

ing to find

ways

Bill

of

then the bookstore must obtain copyright

and shipping costs, development of new

permission themselves and pay any appli-

technologies such as

cable royalties and fees," he said

and

web

CD-ROMS, and

access cards

the bundling of

week

failed,

16

and one abstaining.

•A

Statement

Declarative

of
Endorsing
the
Principles
Academic Freedom, which would
endorse the creation of an Academic

Rights.

Bias Incident Group, was passed

$3,200 for the Winter Carnival to

with 12

take place February 17-18.

two abstaining (see story, page 1).
•$300 was designated unanimously in support of a Bowdoin

•A vote

to endorse the

of Rights

failed,

Academic

with one

mem-

opposed, and

Leadership Development program.

•A

abstaining.

•A proposal was made to endorse
the creation of an Academic Bias

in favor, 10

rule

clarifying

speaking

order during debate passed with a

vote of 21-1.

constantly try-

to save students

Bowdoin remembers

'Benji'

said.

manager and operator of Benji's Bar

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

at

January 24, Bowdoin friend

House in Brunswick.
"He was a great man and anyone
who ever met him loved him and

not have to rely on buying them at the

Edmund Benjamin died at the age of 86

enjoyed him," said his niece Lynn

annex.

while at Laurel Point Health and

Stevenson

Rehabilitation Center in Fort Pierce.

"He was valued at the museum. He
was known for singing and used to sing
at the Stowe House after he came here

"We're working with the textbook

annex

to get the required course materi-

als listed online for the start

editions, rising fuel

motion made to

with seven votes in favor,
against,

opposition to die

A

some are feeling, the Textbook Annex is

books ahead of each semester so they do

that a

'07

Chu

Emily Goodridge '08

table the bill until next

ber in favor, 19 opposed, and four

and rising prices.

member wishes to use an

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

Bill

As to why she does this,

'06

Sophia Seifert '09

'08

Mike McClellan

my classes first semester. I
didn't even open half of them. Now I'm
cutting back on my production."
all

chance to shop around for lower-priced

'If a faculty

institution."

This student feh especially cheated by

books for

Tucker and the Bowdoin bookstore

article that is not in the library's collection,

of an

pillars

the textbook industry, noting, "I bought

is

extra," Bell said

have also been aware of the dramatic

ing them in the printed course packet"

one of the

concerned

have a few

Books Manager Michael
a course packet reading is

of includ-

Edwards '09

about the cost of books for the course,

years said that if anyone

that I

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) is also looking to give students a

the e-reserve system instead

Shrinidi

William Donahoe '08

•BSG unanimously approved

to.

$130," he

"It costs

have routinely

"I

^ addftkjo to ^^^

have not bought books

Sociology do the same for their classes.

encourage faculty members to use

'09

LoBwndo

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

the

According to Course Materials and

already exists in die library's collection,

Sam Dinning

own

many

money," Tucker

available as an electronic article that

Ted Lyons '06

60 percent of the

books on our shelves

bers of the faculty in the Department of

Tucker, "If

express one's

Michael

Eric Davis '07

'With

buy

General

to

Mindy Chiam '06

One of

mis method, and

bookstore.

to

Academic

packets of articles that students must
at the

statement,

be essential

it

students.

Sciences Susan Bell.

when possible," she said
many 'professors

the

in

"We... believe

—they give them

who

resource that

if its

Abstain:

,

started to utilize is the library's e-

Catrina Cartagena '07

'08

Carolyn

Course Materials and General Books Manager

go with less expensive

reserve system for articles.

we

here at Bowdoin

Abrams

'06

Brown

Kendall

For:
Jacqueline

purpose

Against:

(12-10-2)

Alex Linhart '06

One first year who wished

Briefel said

"I [also] try to

'09

an Academic Bias Incident Group

of bias

national average

of English

sive," Assistant Professor

Andrew Edwards

To Endorse the Creation of

ing the availability of used books to the

especially if they're expen-

Avtva

ways

increased availability,

library,

Elizabeth Gillespie '09

step in terms of addressing the increas-

Michael Tucker

the

'08

'07

Chu

Kriaten Gunther '09

"I usually put all the books
at

Carolyn

Andrew

the weight off stu-

on reserve

Abrams

Allison Chin '07

Molly Dorkey '06

mental to our learning environment

percent," Tucker said

some of

William Donahoe

tion, recrimination, or other types

last semester

to take

detri-

pus.

response to die prices, have

been actively trying

can

exposed, and welcomed, on cam-

books on our shelves at the beginning of

in

Jacqueline

'08

views without fear of discrimina-

said,

teachers,

title

years and has been working on

prices."

Many

Abstain:

'09

lower prices. The method used most fre-

to their students themselves.

With

"I'm shocked at some of the

Eric Davis '07

Sam Dinning

has observed the sharply rising costs for

Associate

Physics

Mike McCllelan 08

quently by the bookstore has been rais-

on e-reserve.

ing costs of textbooks

I

buy all my books," Sharif said
Professor of
"
and Astronomy

couldn't

'06

Some professors have taken the next

available

for all their courses.

Refraining from getting
is

the mate-

all

textbooks with supplemental materials

do not

almost 60 percent of students are choos-

rials

Orient

National

Association of College Stores, textbook
prices have

Mani

Shrinidi

Nate Tavel '08

while

it,

Brown

'Oti

'06

Melinda (hism '06

for reporting

be inherently dangerous and

was treated to a bill
die

LoBwndo

should be protected; however, cre-

only taking three classes.
to

Ted Lyons '06

Dustin Brooks '08

and avenues

ating a group with such a

counter to purchase materials for die

According

Joseph Brazzi '06

Sophia Seifert '09

of Academic Affairs
Mani '06 said.
"Academic freedom of students

increasingly become a problem for
many Bowdoin students.
As Khalil Sharif '06 stepped up to the

spring semester, he

Michael

Shrinidi

that's

been appearing on the check has

of $520. He

Ben LcHay '08

Afmlast:

Catrina Cartagena '07

President

However, the dollar amount

Kristen Gunther '09

Alex Linhart '06

Kendall

"The creation of such a group
skirts around the issue of academic
freedom
at
Bowdoin,"
Vice

wait in long lines, shuffle through stacks

Emily Goodridge '08

For:

safeguards against academic bias

statement was too vague.

time for students to file into Moore Hall,

(1-19-4)

endorsed the statement. Some
argued that the College already has

others felt that the wording of the
It's

an Academic Btull of Rights

test

will

all

academic freedom

1

Dustin Brooks '08 noted, "The

Not

when

looks to ensure

frontpage

tory."

copies, request older

editions

BSG
BSG

2006

3,

semester,"

BSG

Class of 2007
'This

is

of die next

Representative for the

Catrina Cartagena said

something both

BSG and the

annex are very excited about," she

said.

On

the Stowe

—he
—and

Benjamin was not a Maine native

was bom in Grenada, West Indies
yet he spent

many of his last years here,

working as a security

from Granada," she

said.

Services will be held

officer in the

Bowdoin College Museum of Art until
he retired in 1999. He was also the

at

1 1

am.

on February 4

Byrd, Young, and

at the

Port St Lucie Funeral

Prill

Home.

Campus Security Report: 1/23 to 2/1
Monday, January 23:
•A lost wallet belonging to a student was turned in to Security. The
student was notified.
•Seven basketballs were reported
stolen
in

from a locked storage cabinet

Sargent

believed

to

Gym. The
have

balls

been

are

taken

between Friday, January 20 and

Monday, January 23. The cabinet
lock had been pried. The basketballs
had "Property of IM" written on

for alcohol violations at Jack

Magee's

Pub, Smith Union.
Friday, January 27:

Thursday, January 26:
policy violation involving several

room

at

House

a power outage

for

caused by a blown transformer.
Participants

track

and spectators of a

meet being held there were temsmoke was

porarily evacuated after

reported

when a ventilation unit over-

alarm

at

Brunswick

Saturday, January 28:

•Bowdoin

authorities

and

Brunswick Fire responded to Farley

middle-aged

and hair

bicycle

spray.

Sunday, January 29:
•A student who grew ill due

to

an

over-consumption of alcohol was

tions.

to

the

hospital

by

man

—near

the

the

Brunswick Rescue.

•A student with flu-like symptoms
was transported to the hospital by
Brunswick Rescue.

small,

at

Brunswick

that her vehicle

marker.

•A

fire

building

alarm

was

at

the admissions

jacket.

smoke

on the

activated by

light

blue Northface

The owner's name
collar.

is

down
written

1:

•In separate incidents,

two

stu-

dents with medical problems were

Monday, January 30:
•A female student reported that her
jacket was stolen from a restroom at
Ladd House on Friday evening,
January 27. The item is an extra

student

an

dumpster behind

MacMillan House.
Tuesday, February

transported

•A

—wearing

orange hooded jacket and riding a

Brunswick Rescue.

from Baxter House.
fire

•Students reported a suspicious

electric motor.

.transported

had been written on with a permanent

•A

from an overheated

•A fire alarm at Chamberlain Hall
was activated by a hot curling iron

heated as a result of power fluctua-

Apartments reported

from burnt food.

•Security responded to an alcohol

Field

•A student reported her silver
Samsung Verizon cell phone missing

Apartments was activated by smoke

them.

students in a second floor

Moore Hall.
•Two students who broke a window trying to gain access to The
Bowdoin Orient were identified.
•Two underage students were cited

A

to

hospital

Brunswick Apartments

by
resi-

dent identified the operator of a

green pickup truck belonging to a

Brunswick resident seen rummaging through dumpsters.

—Compiled

by

the

Bowdoin

Department of Safety and Security.

'
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Waiting to workout:
is

a varsi-

who

player

lacrosse

ty

is

required by her team to work out
six days a week. The lacrosse
workouts involve both cardiovascular exercise and strength training.

impossible some
to get through an entire

"It is literally

days

workout because the weight
room is filled to capacity or there
an

hour-long wait for the
Keating said. "It's
really
difficult
to
complete
what's expected of us given the
is

treadmills,"

"

•

£53

fitness facilities at

Bowdoin

our dis-

at

posal."

Orient Staff
Bridget Keating '08

we have

facilities that

by Joshua Miller

^mI

Keating believes this puts her
disadvantage at the start of
"We're expected to

at a

the season.

be in the gym for a good chunk
of time but the set up here makes
it really challenging to be fully
prepared for our seasons especially in the winter months when
running outside isn't always an

—

option," she said.

Keating's frustrations are not

There appears

unusual.

be

to

widespread dissatisfaction among

Bowdoin's

with the
College's fitness facilities and a
general understanding that the
cardiovascular
strength
and
equipment here is not sufficient
for the population it serves.
"Last semester I tried to avoid
working out after 4 p.m. because
that's when people would get out
of class and that was the rush,"
students

Hoffman

said Hillary

who

'08,

works

Mertii

*VZ ^

1

:.

.

,'Mjra^u:i

)

fr*5^M

•

?*'"
11

at the sign-in desk at
Watson. "Now it seems that the
period when the gym is crowded
is getting bigger and bigger. I get
out of class at 2:30 now and I try
and come work out but I'm not
just
seems like
able to
it
[Watson] is getting more and
more crowded for more hours of

Drew

—

the day."

The long waits for machines
more than just students.
"I'm a runner," Dean of

Students work out at Watson Fitness Center in the Smith Union. Watson
feet. Only two schools in the NESCAC have smaller main fitness centers.
There are only
Bowdoin.
"I

affect

Drew

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Residential
said, "but

The waiting list for machines
Watson

in

Kim

Life

Pacelli

because I can't guarantee that I'm going to get on a
ties here

Fitness Center.

more

treadmill."

fitness

six treadmills at

Field House and a few pieces of
cardio equipment along the side
of indoor track mostly used by

apparatus,

athletes.

site,

Watson "contains a com-

Pacelli

facilities,"

step

treadmills,

fitness facility at the

machines, fitness bikes, rowing
machines, cross trainers, and

Sydney J. Watson
Fitness Center in Smith Union.
According to Bowdoin's web

Nordic track exercisers."
There is also a secondary
weight room upstairs at Farley

The main
College

is

the

Examining mononucleosis concerns
Ask

Dr. Jeff

ed by age five, and another 25 percent by the end of high school. About
12 percent of susceptible college-age

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

Jeff

Dear

Dr. Jeff: I just

men and women

got over a

mild case of mono, but
haven t been cleared to

play
Dear

every year.

working our way through the

third

"epidemic" wave of the school year.

mono

For most students,

lasts

two

to

weeks, causing a badly sore

swollen

painfully

throat,

lymph nodes

("glands"),

Some

fatigue.

fever,

and

get off easier, with a

some

get hit harder with a debilitating illness

can drag on for months.

Mono

is

virus family.

which

line

well as

B

EBV

of white blood

B
B

Viral
cell

DNA

DNA,

is

and spleen.
Early childhood infection with
is

in the

common

There

for a year or

no

is

be

to

your

cure

more

after

not usually

Sometimes

treated.

much

EBV.

for

mono does

Fortunately,

need

causes so

(pretty

much

usually results in a barely noticeable
"cold." In the United States, about

30

percent of children have been infect-

swelling of your liver and

necessary.

is

is

be

sit-ups or, for that matter, consti-

pation.

Very fortunately, swelling of your
liver

and spleen resolves almost uni-

be confirmed by a physical exam or

100 percent

by an ultrasound, if necessary.
So, M.P, please try to be patient!
You don't want to set yourself up for
a prolonged recurrence of your illness, and you certainly don't want to

When your spleen swells,

of the time.

down below the protection
of your ribs. And although spleenic
it

extends

rupture

is

a relatively rare complica-

mono (maybe one
fatal.

for avoiding
that

in

500

can be catastrophic and

it

sometimes

Hence

the rationale

any contact

.activities

might put you and your spleen

at

take any chances
spleen.

on rupturing your

Four weeks may seem

very long time, but

it's

like a

the least

you

owe yourself.
Be well!

Most

supportive:

is

the

very same

behind avoiding any

rationale

activities or sit-

Jeff Benson,

liver

Dudley Coe Health Center

Back

to

First,

your

of

weeks

those fluids,

offi-

dedication of the fitness cen-

ter

took place in September of

"At the time," McCabe said,
was the best we could do and
seemed to fill the need for a
I

just think that the stuis

so much
now that

more

fitness conscious

a lot

more people are using

do

it

is

travel

around

to

other

schools and see what kinds of

We tell

an Orient survey of
Small
England

Indeed,

New

other

not to partici-

College

Athletic

(NESCAC)

after diagnosis.

schools

Bowdoin's main

this policy.

smaller than
at

rival

page

to get well as quick-

you need to rest, drink
and give your body the

ly as possible,

Watson 10 years ago." The
cial

"We know there is a need,"
McCabe added. "All you have to

and delay your recovery.
and

According to Thomas McCabe,
head coach of men's lacrosse, the
answer is "no."
"All you have to do," McCabe
said in a telephone interview
with Orient, "is go in the fitness
center and look around at 4:00 in
the afternoon. You'll see 45 or so
people in there trying to get
something done. Watson's not
adequate for everybody."
And McCabe would know. Not
only is he the head coach of the
men's lacrosse team, but he also
"chaired the committee that built

than did 10 years ago."

and

exercise will likely prolong

illness

get well,

or other-

(varsity

wise)?

things they have available."

mono

There are two reasons for

To

athletes

are

it

pate in any athletics, especially contact
sports, for four

and the more than 1,600 students
who go here, a majority of whom

dent body, everybody,

so alcohol and

your question, M.P.

students with

faculty and staff of the College

while.

it

must be avoided.

all

Bowdoin

at

"it

Tylenol and Accutane)

(e.g.

facilities

unreasonable? Are the College's
fitness facilities adequate for the

1996.

M.D.

often,

rest

Are student concerns about the
fitness

increased risk for trauma and rupture.

This

medications which can affect your

the

developing world), and

spleen.

painful swelling of

tonsils that a brief course

treatment

and

cells carry the

infection to other organs in your body,

EBV

and persisting

the infection has apparently resolved.

liver,

especially your liver

norm

longed, with viral

ning during the incubation period

mation of your

cell).

incorporated into

and

versally within four weeks. This can

cases),

shedding begin-

infects the cells
throat, as

if

communicability can be quite pro-

Mono causes inflam-

lymphocytes (one type

these transformed

is

plenty of fluids.

your nose and

cell

the "kissing dis-

herpes

member of the

liver

physical exam, they are nonethe-

tion of

steroids

caused by Epstein Barr

Virus (EBV), a

as

—whether those

spleen are not clinically discernible
by.

about 30 to 45 days, and the period of

cervical

milder and shorter course, and

that

occurs

The incubation period

ease").

among

college students, and we're currently

three

mono

(hence

a very

is

illness

your

less present essentially

EBV

of

Transmission

M.P.: Infectious

common

Second, virtually all cases of mono
involve

even

come down with mono

uations that tend to increase intra-

abdominal pressure

them develop full-blown mono. That
means that nearly one in 40 college

through contact with infected saliva

mononucleosis

needs to fight off the infec-

Ultrasound studies have shown that

How

hockey.

it

year with EBV, and about half of

students will

—M.P.

come?

are infected each

support
tion.

The Bowdoin Orient

about 4,500 square

Cybex machines,
an extensive array of free weight
plete circuit of

need

definitely

added.

don't use the facili-

I

we

think

Fulton,

is

Mononucleosis

why

it is

known

is

transmitted through infected saliva— this

as the "kissing disease."

5).

all

but

institutions

And

Conference
found that

fitness center is

two of those
(see chart,

of the two

NESCAC

is

Please see FITNESS, page 5

The Bowdoin Orient
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than Hamilton's current facility,"

schools that have smaller fitness
centers than Watson, Connecticut

College and Hamilton, both have
finalized plans for

new workout

facilities.

According to Fran Shields,
Connecticut College's athletic
director and physical education
chair, "The small size of our fitness center is something we're
working on. We know it's a serious problem. We have a 7,500
square
foot
fitness
center
approved in our strategic plan
it's on the docket." Shields added
that "it's worth noting that we
have no football team, no baseball team, and no wrestling
team."

of athletics, did not
immediately return calls from the

next

Orient.

be open to students starting
fall, according to Hamilton
College
Information
Sports
Director Jim Taylor.
Bowdoin currently has no official plans for expanding the
Watson Fitness Center or building a new cardio or weight room.

baseball

team,

a

football

but

no

as well.

"Frankly, I'm embarrassed to

my

tour groups past the

who wished

widespread dissatisfacthe College's

fitness facilities.

of

Capital

to Director

Don

Projects

Borkowski "the capital campaign
going to be kicked off this
fall has got a line in it for

coming

of

Athletics

Ward was away from
campus and not available for
comment. Lynn Ruddy, associate
Jeffery H.

NESCAC Main

light

of the

clear,"

tour

is

not a high-

and that

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

is

DeRay Mckesson,
head tour guide for

said

assistant

The long

wait for cardiovascular machines...

training.
"It's certainly

not the biggest

on the tour," added
Mckesson, who is also the presiBowdoin
dent,
of
Student
Government.
"I wouldn't say we look at
selling point

the fitness center."

Director

fit-

remain unnamed
to protect his or her job. "There
are so many fabulous things
about Bowdoin. Watson Fitness
Center is not one of them."
to

Indeed, "Watson

However, according

The

Hamilton College's new athletcomplex, which will include a
fitness center "that will be bigger

Besides frustrating the fitness

of students, some see
Watson as presenting problems
from an admissions perspective
goals

ness center," said one tour guide

There appears to be

wrestling team.

ic

director

take

that's

Bowdoin has both
and

will

tion... with

Fitness Center Sizes

Watson

individual

makes no such claims and does

resource," Senior Associate Dean

not include the square footage of

an

as

Logan

of Admissions

Powell

the fitness center online.

said, "but rather as a part of the

broader

Amherst

8000

Wesleyan

)0

6000

Trinity

talked about it either here in the
admissions office or on a tour
we would talk about it in the

of Bowdoin's athletic facilities,
including its rock climbing wall.
According to Powell, the lack of

larger context of all of the athlet-

a description or picture is

and opportunities.
wouldn't mention Watson
without also mentioning Morrcll
Gym, Sargent Gym, Farley
Fieldhouse, the pool, and the
Lubin Family Squash Center."
Indeed, the only mention of
Watson on the Bowdoin Athletic
web site is a photo and caption

the result of space limitations.

talk

—

facilities

Given
for a

)

ics

Williams

Bates

(Bowdoin)

4500

\

3000

Hamilton

Sources:

Conn. Col.
•
1

athletic

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

officials,

college

Area

in

Square Feet

web

Other

facilities.

NESCAC

schools

display

facilities

more prominently.

their

fitness

new

fitness center

this

unlikely that

fall,

new

is

it

slated

seems

fitness facili-

ties will be built any time soon.
For now, students and faculty
and staff seem destined to be

—

—

left

waiting for a treadmill.

"I just think that for a school

aware of promoting fitand having an

that is so

ness,

active

exercise,

student body,"

Colby's web site, for example,
proudly trumpets its "5,300square foot fitness center brim-

shame that
accommodate

ming with

promotes."

state-of-the-art exer-

mostly

the fact that fundraising

begin

to

within a virtual tour of the athlet-

1

Colby

College

the

prospectus includes only one
mention of Watson in a list of all

When we

ic

Middlebury

addition,

In

of athletics.
about it if we

context

We

Tufts

2006

prompt questions of adequacy

Fitness facilities
FITNESS, from page 4

3,

Keating,

the lacrosse player, said, "it's a

machines and weights"; and
Amherst's web site insists that

Bowdoin

can't

the lifestyle that

cise

two-story,

its

Share your opinions with the

Bowdoin community.

air-conditioned,

Write a

8,000-square foot fitness center

widely regarded as the best
such athletic facility in the
NESCAC." Bowdoin's web site

letter to

the editor.

"is
sites

orientopiniori@boudoin.edu

Dinner with Friends

Study Abroad in Sweden

The Association of Bowdoin Friends
mal group of area residents

is

an

infor-

interested in supporting

the programs of the College.

In an attempt to foster

more

interaction

and encour-

age friendships between students and the greater

Bowdoin Community, the Association of Bowdoin

OWN
THING

Friends

continuing to

offer dinner invita-

tions to small groups of students.
To

"Dinner with Friends," email
diank4@msn.com with your name,
telephone number, and the best time to reach you by
phone. Please include the names of the friend or
participate in

Dian K.

Petty at

two you would
to

Looking to study abroad in English?

is

lil^e

to bring along,

mention any dietary

and don't

forget

restrictions.

A dinner host will call you to set up a time and date
that

is

mutually agreeable.

Don't follow the crowd to England or Australia. Study abroad in
English with

The Swedish Program

at Stockholm University!

Don't graduate from Bowdoin without
having met at least one maine family!!!

infofswedishprogram.org

(315)

737-0123

www.swedishprogram.org

it

February

3,
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Ladysmith to bring
harmony to campus

pub

Indefinite Article tutors students in

special niche.

by Kelsey Abbruzzese

X

contacted

Staff Writer

\

Even Bates

limit sales to

students could get a chance."

than Paul Simon's discovery and the

about the group's popularity.

"Graceland ." Though these songs and
these connections are

music

-

**

listeners

recognize members of

have a rare chance

Isacke 's fellow co-chair, Sandip Patel

"A pretty wide

*"

Ik

•'«*-

•

W'

lis*'

#•_*

MS

/^.H^HMtir

,jH^HHIIIH

really sure

Toby Crawford

when

I

first

'07, co-chair

heard

of the

Board (CAB) and

Activities

co-chair of the committee

Ladysmith

last year.

some

point,

made

Ladysmith Black

that

booked

'I've always loved

the connection that

Mambazo accompa-

Bowdoin

Mambazo 's road to
when a CAB

started last year,

committee co-chair recognized the
group as one her father had played when

Mike Ardolino. The Bowdoin Orient

she was a child, and she immediately

your mother cry" and "music for people

who

product as "music to make your

performed

like four-square,"

began to look into bringing the group

dance and

sister

this

on

appearance

when

Paul

Simon

intro-

South African group to die

world Joseph Shabalala,

the founder

and musical leader of die group, consistently

makes references

Simon

to

group's songs as a friend and

who

helped the group

in the

someone

become known

worldwide.
Since the group burst out of South
Africa,

won

Mambazo

Ladysmith Black

Grammy

a

for

1987 album,

its

to

many

other popular

Recently.

artists.

they performed "Homeless" with Sarah

McLachlan on "The Tonight Show
With Jay Leno," and released "Long
Walk to Freedom" at the end of January.
This album includes such guest artists as

campus. Committee co-chair Curtis

night at Jack McGee's.

last

is

of the hype comes from

"Shaka Zula," and has performed with

Ladysmith Black

its

Much

at

nied him."

Hip-hop group Indefinite Article, which advertises

they haven't beard of die group,

about"

duced

Paul Simon's Gracefctad album and,

Bfer-

if

they want to see what die hype

Ladysmith's

Campus

^

Even

"Graceland,"

said

of people are

who like a cappella or gospel music.

and stage presence

p. m.

variety

excited about the show, especially peo-

ple

witness their

about Ladysmith Black Mambazo,"

**~

'*•

i''

,~ijjk('.'fr

to

agreed with Isacke 's statement

'07,

during a sold-out concert at Pickard on

"I'm not

\V

community

students and the Brunswick

Friday at 7

V

how many casual

Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Bowdoin

depth, musicality,

S

and

They are more than the voices chanting in "Diamonds on the Soles of Her
Shoes" or "Homeless." They are more
backing vocals on his masterpiece,

Jf

students have

we had to
community members so

me fix* tickets,

Isacke '07 said,

"They seem

to have a

Please see

LADYSMITH, page 8

A Freudian analysis of cinema

Tips for a romantic

Valen-wines Day
by Gabe
a

by Hillary Matltn

Columnist

Ah

month of the
Superbowl, Olympics, Groundhog
February,

more

sensitive palate.

fact,

food would spoil the "mellow"

of this red. You don't get an
immediate taste reaction "it's hard-

taste

ly there";

Month and

third

.

.

what's that

Bitter,
spirit

one?

Rah (shakes

Right, Valentine's Day.

pseudo-pom-pom

last

apathetically).

moi? Au contraire, in the
of Hallmark I'm reviewing

three wines for the grape-hearted,

days

1 1

early.

Renwood
($11.99
This

Viognier

2003

the

and

any

before" says

my roommate the

champion

of

drinkers.

gal

white

thus:

the "dreaded V-

day" you're alone in your
room, cursing the couple
banging the boards next
door, I've the ideal solution:

some loud

classical

music and the half-bottle
size of this cool semi-

"a perfectly

sparkling white.

The

flavor

is

gives an added dimension

delicate,
is

not

dry and the fizzy quality

to the flavor (clean, crisp

from Steven Spielberg to Allen

sheets,

slid their

our

own

it

last year's

Guided by
coital

comedian and featured

Woody, here

is

a compilation

and the love-

scenes that defined them.

"Sex without love
rience, but as

that

Woody went

two of last year's

intriguing yet loveless pictures.

In "Jarhead," 2005's unheralded
film, director

angst of Gulf

Sam Mendes
War Marines

and green). The bottle
gant, and

froth

feel like

in the film, intending to

up and bring some strawberries and
marscapone to complete the day.

best part about this

little

X Winery "Syrahtica" 2003
SYRAH ($14.99 at Provisions)

miracle

—$8.49.

If

your

taste is

more black bra

and panties than pink baby doll, this
is your wine. Beyond the incredibly
sexy bottle

(hint, invert for secret

sexiness), the
tic.

The

wine inside

flavor ia definitely

is

fantas-

aimed

at

its

to college, but an

the wine for you. If you're a

itself is ele-

an empty expe-

" Not just proof-positive

insight that describes

most

is

of sexual

Among the films of 2005, "The 40 Year Old Virgin"
most

war

David Cronenberg

town man with a

with both. In a film that didn't need to

up a more
in

"A

secret past After

Tom

(Viggo Mortensen) and bis wife

With die

their quarrel

ferocity of the

—unrivaled by any film
—the audience winces every

love

last

at

groan from

bom

the actors and the

floorboards. Sensing the dangers

of the

Cronenberg reportedly requested stunt

If you're

with her neighbor. As the platoon

itself

shrinks in disgust and anger, the scene

bruising, coyly hypnotic,

favorite platonic friend.
part of a

bubbling

group of dedicated

Valentines-ers,

You

anti-

you can also buy

becomes an obituary

for

any hope of

post-war return to normalcy.

full-sized bottles for slightly less

their

than double the price of the half-

Alienated from love back home,

bottle.

soldiers

can do abroad

is

all

the

replace the

comedy

situation

he had concocted, even

pads for bis lead players. Like the scene
both "History" and "Jarhead" are

and hard to

of

own

realm of just

between the

his

original

sex-crazed

virginal cold feet

imagined by an old toy

collection he can't bear to
its

is

the

most fun you can have

bal-

script pro-

remove from

packaging), the sincere

abstinence of Carell's

Andy

Stitzer is

the sanest and sweetest mindset of ail

When Andy

finally gets to

whip out

"mint-condition" Million Dollar

we

are treated to a glorious

his

Man,

goof of a

musical number—a satisfying climax to
one of 2005 's most likeable movies.

The

unfortunate honor of earning

accidental laughter goes to Spielberg's

otherwise sobering "Munich."

love.

"Sex

into the

carnal "expertise"

(figuratively

staircase.

can get one for you and one for your

the price

pel this

plain swell. Turns out that

allegedly dark origins,

devolves into a raw tussle on a wooden

"The Deer Hunter," the men
stumble across footage of one soldier's
wife furiously consummating an affair

is

anced Steve Carell and a fine

peers and his

year

favorite

be anything more than crude, a

Edie (Maria Bello) face-off over his

with the

watch the troop

stirs

brew of sex and guns

History of Violence," about a small-

laces the

At one point

frustration

^

"woman" with the "rifle."

Stall

was probably the

explicitly sex-themed.

insidious

empty experiences go,

one ofthe best.

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

all its

most pro-

the ruminations of

'OS's standout films

director

of

cameras between the

making sex a character

botanical garden picnic -er, pack this

anyone drinking it will
a Cary Grant bachelor. The

tasteful,

In the notable films of 2005, direc-

Black Sheep)

come

between the

line

meal

for sex in cin-

to on-screen love,

the tasteless, and the downright tasty.

lific star.

executed waltz." If you don't

spring-like notes, this

a fine

comes

own, anointing

appreciate

fine,

there's

it

($8.49 for the half-bottle at

If

wine

The same goes

ema; when

the San

this year.

"Sometimes you joke about

routine.

the dishes, sometimes you take the

himself

Mary, the fantastic

it

my

up

tors

who recommended it to me

describes

it,

Principessa Perlante 2002

had

ever

I've

for

Woody

having dinner, "

is like

seriously "

Francisco Chronicle awarded this

"very different than

it,

white

word

win-

to take

"Sex

Alien once observed in a famous stand

wine a gold medal

white has a decidedly floral
taste to

tasters'

This

lingerie.

fruit tastes sur-

you don't want

my

and

spices

subtle

face. This California syrah is a

ner; if

wine equivalent

of lacey bridal

the

even more delicate

at Provisions)
is

but upon the second and

sips,

Kornbluh
Columnist

doesn't

need

Day, Presidents Day, Black History
.

It

to breathe or a snack date. In

film about the

As a

frightening but irre-

without laughing."

The "40-Year-old Virgin" has fun

Please see

MOVIES, page 7
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The Oscar nomination goes

BEST SUMMER JOB EVER!

to,,.

kenMont
KENWOOD
Join our team! Permter brother/sister

by Mike

to NYC,

and

can't quit Jake

for working with children

In this year of critically acclaimed

nations,

staff,

Tuesday,

this

Email

sent a strong message of support for

Ang

"Brokeback Mountain,"

Lee's

camp store staff and other administrative staff positions.

tom@kencamp.com

out our application.

received the most nomi-

It

and enjoy being a part of a team. Jobs available

or Phone

Tom Troche at 305-673-3310

Browse our website at www.kenmontkenwood.com and

two cowboys repressing

film about
their love.

2 hours

Include specialty counselors, general counselors, office/secretarial

Oscar nomi-

which came out

located

sports, individual sports, outdoor adventures, extreme sports,

performing and visual arts programs. Looking for staff who have a love

Heath.

politicized cinema, the

at the foothills of

facilities

4 hours to Boston. 200 acre facility includes waterfront activities,

team
The Oscars just

camp loaded

the Berkshire Mountains in Kent, CT. World dass

Nugent
Columnist

2006

3,

fill

We will be on your campus Feb 15th

but feel free to contact us before

we visit.

nations of the field with eight, a point

of note

since

as,

1980, the film

receiving the most nominations

Beginning Monday, February

won

get feedback

the Oscar for best picture all but four
times.

at

Among

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

supporting actor (Jake Gylleahall),

supporting

(Michelle

actress

Williams), director

(Ang

Lee), adapt-

Among

WRITING

the films nominated for Best Picture are "Crash" (above),

"Brokeback Mountain," "Good Night, and Good Luck," and "Capote."

Expect

to

it

come home with at

least three statues, if not

Also

in the lineup for best picture

"Good

is

Good Luck,"

Night, and

Clooney's

McCarthy-era

about

film

politics

with six noms,

Paul Haggis's contemporary ensemble piece

on racism, "Crash," with

Bennett

six,

Miller's

"Capote," with
Spielberg's

biopic,

and "Munich,"

five,

night

is

since 1982 that the

same

the

whether George Clooney will

first

time

five films

up for best picture and director.
"Munich" was widely considered
be the frontrunner before the Oscar

has three nominations to his name,

("Good Night, and Good

for direction

Luck"), original screenplay ("Good

Good

Night, and

Golden Globes.

Its

and performances.
"March of the Penguins"

Luck"), and sup-

achieve success.

pete primarily with Paul Giamatti for

SAG

But Giamatti's

egregious snub for "Sideways"

may

favorite

way

Other

last

odds in his favor;

tip the

makeup Oscars

are the

here

include

For

"Paradise

Palestine's

critical

or precursor support.

the category in a tiny but powerful

And the inclusion of "Munich" likely cost

fifth slot in

"Walk the Line" a position

role in

In

in

"Walk the Line"
amount of pre-Oscar sup-

supporting

actress,

Rachel

"The Constant Gardener"

Weisz

had a

considered the one to beat after her

it

fair

most notably at the Globes where

swept

all

the musical/comedy cate-

However,

gories including picture.
that film did pick

for

its

up nominations here

leading stars, Joaquin Phoenix

and Reese Witherspoon.

Reese

is

widely considered a lock

for the best actress

Globe and
an

SAG

is

wins for her role as

activist fighting against

companies

pharma-

Her

Adams's nomination here

Felicity

Huffman playing a

trans-

is

for

in

a small

sexual in "TransAmercia," consid-

independent film w.

ered to be the only real challenge for

of the most deserving nominations of

Ms. Witherspoon's
"Mrs.
Dench
in

the year.

victory,

Judi

The

It is

certainly one

other nominees

are

and "King Kong"

of political
seems appropriate that

In a year of film full

content,

it

Jon Stewart will host the Oscars.

The "Daily Show" host may be
especially well suited to the material,

but regardless, this year's Oscars

are characterized by a

little less

of

McDormand in "North Country."

This year, Oscar finally embraced

Unfortunately, there are always

one reason: Philip

Seymour Hoffman

in

"Capote."

some deserving performances and
contributions which are left out by the
Academy, and this year is no differ-

Among

This longtime character actor and

ent

perennial near-miss for nominations

year are Maria Bello and Viggo

those so dishonored this

in the supporting category finally

Mortcnson for acting and David

found the role of a lifetime as writer

Cronenberg for directing

Truman Capote. He won

of Violence," Joan Allen in "The
Upside of Anger," and Jeff Daniels

SAG

and a majority of

him

prizes; expect

March

the Globe,

to

critics'

be up on stage

for

"The Squid and

the

"A

History

Whale."

It's

a

makes

homosexuality in film for the

first

coupled with recent

This,

time.

trends of increased racial diversity

of nominees and acceptance of

less

respected genres like fantasy, points
to the possibility

we might

be see-

ing barely perceptible, but real and
positive changes in the

Then

again,

Academy.

"Rambo IV"

is

sched-

uled for release next year, so
things

may never

some

change.

l-Topping Pizza

5.

There to give him a run for the

money are Ledger, Phoenix, Terrance
Howard in "Hustle & Flow," and
David Strathaim for "Good Night,
and Good Luck," all of whom gave
excellent performances. Howard was

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Difie-ln or Take-owl

playing a

pimp longing

One of die

Restaurant

n^v

visa a mc

,

big questions of Oscar

Medium

8-

Large

%
%

SCeach

5

i

Ptu« Tji

$-? each

14 Maine Street Brunswick. Maine

•

207 725-6708

\

Mvstu

%
I

MUST

out into the music business, he mir-

star this year.

/

$

^^

to break

rored his true arrival as a Hollywood

/$6 S

3 or More Medium \
i-Topping Pizzas
\

Go Large For

one of the happy surprises of nominations morning. In a non-Oscar bait
role,

you

all

&

for best actor for

if

technical categories.

the Oscars such a cultural event.

not a frontrunner

sessions

the year, including

the typical superficiality that

is

a draft longer than 7 pages, please

up for two consecutive

—

Harper Lee in "Capote," and Frances

Prejudice," and Charlize Theron

sign

—

Presents," Keira Knightly in "Pride

"North Country."

Bring the written assignment with you,

two films
above $50 million "Crash" and
"Brokeback" and only barely over

Catherine Keener as famous novelist

Reese's costar

•

busters, but there are only

Henderson

in

To work on

of the lowest box office numbers in
years. Not only are there no block-

another one of the feel-

ignored her performance asasmall-

town pregnant chatterbox

Pnnl out your draft before your conference

•

have received one.

received nominations, but only in the

ics

•

lence.

the Worlds,"

Amy

"Junebug"

include

in

arguably lead actress performances.

good stories of the nominees. Most crit-

category

gangs

advantage as winners here often have

win as June

Williams, but

musician. Other nominees for the
actress

and

it at that The top box office films of
"The Chronicles
of Namia," "Star Wars 3," "War of

in Africa.

likeliest challenger is

.

(Drop-ins welcome, as time permits!)

out for the win,

Weisz's larger role gives her the

ceutical

Carter Cash, wife of the famous

best

it

to the Writing Project

This year's Oscar films have some

the best picture race.

port,

of race

go

Now," about

another example of political preva-

"A History of Violence."
in

film,

suicide bombers, and South Africa's

depiction

who won the

for a conference,

website: http: / /academic. bowdoin.edu/writing project

language

foreign

"Tsotsi" will duke

1980s

To sign up

animated film oscar.

and William Hurt, an Oscar
in the

Gromit"
and

critical prizes

should have no trouble earning the

predestined frontrunner will receive

favorite

&

Likewise, "Wallace
earned numerous

Gyllenhaal, Matt Dillon for "Crash,"

pre-ordained spot regardless of

In the Center for Learning and Teaching
102 Kanbar Hall

only "Bowling for Columbine."

Academy's

to atone for past errors.

nominees

after

domestic documentary ever, behind

Clooney won the Globe, and

the win.

category

film

8:30-11:00 p.m.

NEW*** Thursdays 2:45-5:00

widely

is

6:00-11:00 p.m.

Monday-Wednesday

earning the second highest gross for a

Clooney will com-

In supporting,

Sundays

of the nominated

films

inclusion here stands as proof that the

its

certainly

if not greater consider-

many

ation than

expected to waddle to victory in the

year

guilds and the

people

these

all

deserve equal,

documentary

may

gories he

to

from the

merit;

'artistic

supporting actor or screenplay cate-

Giamatti the

tered precursor support

good reminder that the Academy does
not have the final say on

porting actor ("Syriana"). In either

are

race began, but only received scat-

now

never previously nominated, he

allegory on vengeance

also with five. This

is

go home with an award. Although

more.

PT^QJf5CT

WORKSHOPS

ed screenplay, cinematography, and

George

any phase of the writing process.

the film's other nomina-

tions are best actor (Heath Ledger),

score.

6,

on writing from any course

I

to*** fata.

MM *-*•»•
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"

I
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Fulton focuses on Everglades Guiness spin-off
preferable to Gritty's
McDuff's

Gritty

ALE—($7.49
at

by Carter

Scottish

for a six-pack, available

Hannaford)
This Scottish Ale

Thomas

Gritty's sea-

is

sonal draft for the winter months,

CotUMNlST

crafted in the hopes of outstripping

Harp Lager—($8.49

for a six-

pack, available at Hannaford)

The Guinness Brewing Company
has created quite a beverage with this

imported

combining pub-style

lager,

When

beer with subtle sophistication.

ensconced

is

in the heart

fla-

of the beer,

some unexpected

results

—

was

the beer

much lighter than I thought it would be
and radiated a yellowish hue when held
to the light

is

among the

are often mi«k»«<ting

which opens Saturday in the VAC.

—a

graphing the landscape and wildlife on

a daily

basis.

I

chose to focus on the

Everglades for a number of reasons.

Senior Portraits

C

a

this semester,

iors will present art exhibitions signi-

fying the culmination of their

artistic

careers at Bowdoin. The Orient s Steve

Kolowich sat down with Orient Photo

Drew

Editor

phy

whose photogra-

Fulton,

"Everglades Imagery:

project,

Intimate Detail of a Vast Landscape,
will

be on view

through

Visual Arts

the

in

(VAC) from February 4

Center

15.

Steve Kolowich: Describe your
senior art project.

What inspired

how did you execute it?
Drew Fulton: During
2005,

1

it,

and

the spring of

took a leave of absence from

Bowdoin and

lived

the

in

Florida

Everglades for six months photoit

show
off gospel sound
Ladysmith

to

LADYSMITH, from page 6

Second,

it

is

my home

in

a landscape that

of the

is

per-

viewer

examine something

to closely

a bird

like

in flight that otherwise is

ceived sameness of the prairies, yet the

hard to study.

subtle details fascinate me. Finally, the

my

When

photographs

want

I

of national

the viewer to walk

interest

a flower, or a landscape.

birds, insects, or animals.

sented themselves and found that by

standing of the Everglades

placing myself in certain places,

rooted to

for

take

taste

achievable

through

other

media?

a

fair

my

one of

is

combining a powerful pres-

favorites,

plicity seen in the faded

yellow back-

drop. Moreover, the back of the bottle
relays a

message

to the drinker

encour-

ing

my stay there. My

had dur-

fascination with

comes from the subtle
changes in a landscape where a change
the Everglades

in elevation

of

just three inches

result in a forest

than a sawgrass

community

prairie.

details

life

my

whether

aging one to enjoy the beer in conjunc-

The most obvious quality of
brew was the aftertaste, packing a
bitter bite that reminded me of
Geary's Winter Ale or a weak IPA.
Finally, the label is worth mentioning.
the

Backed by a

Dead

scores: Taste: 4.0

Label: 4.7 Benefit/Cost ratio:

1.5

(expensive)

stands with a keg on his shoulder and

a pint glass in die other. He

defi-

is

due

likely

to

sup-

I

pose a few more pulls off the keg
turn that frown upside down.

would

This beer

unique and worth a try. If

is

you enjoy

recommend Geary's

it I

Winter Ale or Lemon-Lime Gatorade.

My

scores:

2.9 Label: 3.6

Taste:

Best sexual themes of '05 films exposed
MOVIES, from page 6

oddest of odd-couples with nary an on-

addiction to revenge,

never

sistible

My

under-

more

firmly

decides, against better judgment to

experience with these
I

hope

walk away with a
of what makes up

man when

startling

it's

Spielberg

add

sex to the mix. What's meant to be a
heartfelt finale

becomes a

how

sweaty lesson in

bafflingly

to nearly ruin a

film, as Speilberg inter-cuts flashbacks

from the

tragic kidnapping

of the 1972

screen kiss to

show

impracticality

of the romance, viewers

can't

shown up

of cigarettes. Kudos to

called for a pair

Jackson for bringing the relationship to

of real

the edge

love;

on Saturday with a reception from 6

must-see, but for a picture already just a

the 1933 classic,

few ounces from heavy-handed,

Wray's

p.m. to 8p.m. in the VAC.

amount of dancing

that

it's

a daring move

pays proper tribute to the audacity

a deleted scene from

original (in

Kong investigates Fay

dress, then sniffs his finger).

was the

poorly realized scene tips the film's

Whether

scale toward schlock.

sive fixation with big slimy things or

"Sex between a

and they wear vibrant costumes."

this

femme and fur,

the outcome would have most likely

of the

Israeli

to interrupt this

three-hour date between

Olympic team with shots of Eric
Bana making love to his wife. It's still a

Intimate

for it Despite the

be blamed for thinking that had the

military not

Detail of a Vast Landscape " will open

Imagery:

most

wearing a kilt

is

Benefit/Cost ratio: 2.5

plants,

the Everglades.

"Everglades

and gray color

light blue

scheme, an overly sized Scotsman

nitely not smiling,

enormous

of the landscape, and

it

Light.

the fact that he

it's

is

tasted as though

it

rather

These minor

differences contribute to an

of

can

tast-

drinking melted butter,

ble. If there

My

would be a

tell it

My first gulp revealed a

tion with

as an idea of the experiences

should be prepared for a visual spectacle
also. There's

label

enjoy

ence from the lettering and elegant sim-

Europe '72 tour.

better understanding

aren't

The

sip.

letting the lager

recordings from the Grateful

that viewers will

list.

every

I

also

were a regular muffin instead
of the non-fat variety you
might compare to Coors

An aftertaste
I

could

I

rather

If

my palate as

—

like

ever so

and diversity of the Everglades as well
I

presence

the rock and roll of

almost non-existent

The pour

of butter and
hops, something I was not
expecting. I don't mean it was

while listening to one of the timeless

SK. What are you hoping people will

people with a

more so than other winter ales

strong taste

of the complexity

appreciation of the subject.

of flavors).
was not blown away
The brew itself was a
profile

I

tried in the past.

ing it

away from viewing your project?
DF: I hope that my show provides

graph the opportunities that pre-

opportunities

a

want

is

is

usually

very pungent beer before

good times as much as possiwas ever a motto to live by,
this is it. All in all, I would say mis is a
great beer to enjoy with good people

diversity

create

is

it

I

away with a new

SK: What were your goals for your
project? Did you meet those goals?
Did they change during the process?
DF: I arrived in the Everglades
with the goal of photographing
everything and anything I could. I
had a list of species and topics I
knew I had to document but quickly
found that following a list didn't
always work. Most days I would be
set up to photograph at a location
welt before sunrise and be ready for
anything, whether it was a spectacular sunrise, a blooming orchid, or a
flock of birds. I began to photo-

I

one of

to tell the

it

story of the subject whether

SK: Why did you choose the medium you did? What aspects of your
artistic medium do you enjoy that

artists

at

bird,

my

said that "people

look

and have become a conservation issue

myself that often corresponded with

Ladysmith 's impressive guest

I

Everglades have a complex history

Mahal, and Natalie Merchant

and awards, as Isacke

is

simply fade from

I

McLachlan, Melissa Etheridge, Taj

The Bowdoin community should
a show as remarkable as

Budweiser

beer, this is the jazz.

could

expect

more and

Every image represents a

I

revealed an earthy smelling malt

but Harp

from the hops.

capture a single instant they allow the

era.

16 sen-

less.

)

was smooth and an

slight bitterness

moment in time that I witnessed and
was able to capture. Since photographs

they are near

often overlooked because

Throughout

nothing

that

have spent time there

First,

)

series

A photograph captures what is

in front of die lens, nothing

have

malty presence

over the years mostly without a cam-

Orlando and
First in

DF:

this one.

at ion,

me everything it had in the

gave

attributes

dark amber color with ample carbon-

lager. First sips

opening pull

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

by

(taste,

Though golden tones
it looked more like

a pale ale than a

my room

year. This ale

combining many

find so appealing with Gritty's line of

were evident

Drew Fulton's photography

121 pieces featured in senior

of the different

Unfortunately,

like other

done in

mean

interesting one,

beers

vor

project, "Everglades Imagery! Intimate Detail of a Vast Landscape,"

I

an

and full-bodied smell much

not just the spices. The pour provided

This photograph of a Purple Gallinule

test

every week,

opened, Harp slowly releases a dark

high end beers, a true sign that the

Courtesy of Drew Fulton

Geary's and Shipyard in the annual
winter taste

man and a woman

just

it

good old

film's already exces-

sanity that held the ape's

told us not to underestimate

can be absolutely wonderful—provided

affection

the sound system that they want," said

you get between the right man and the
right woman.
What if, however, such intimacy takes

Jackson gets an honorable mention for

"They

Junior Assitant Researcher in Biology

Braulio Peguero,

time

and

who

energy

much of his

put

into

this

place between a

show,

ape? Or even,

"because they want every audience

member to have

the

same

woman and

say,

a young

library bookshelf? You

acoustic feel-

ter in

tng.

to

at least raising

pedestrian

our eyebrows to the pos-

of a romp

sibility

cuddling,

in the jungle.

a 30-foot

Save for a few notable omissions,

boy and a

those were the big sex scenes of 2005.

can witness the

lat-

"The Squid and the Whale," a torture

Allen's

most

own "Match Point" boasted the

attractive on-screen couple in

rack of nostalgia about two brothers

Jonathan Rhys-Meyers and Scarlett

the

enduring the wrath of their parents'

Johansson, but ultimately

sound come Friday night

divorce.

Though students may not recognize
name at first, they will recognize the

'There tends
for people

to

Even

H&L

who listen to them. Most stu-

living abroad," Peguero continued. "But

sonally recall

when you tell people who

quirks that

they are, they

comfort,

Shabalala,

These are
roots

his

myriad
it

was.

The Squid and the Whale" gets

sum of

its

thing

come Oscar

orgiastic collection.

not

«n feet about

The

No

between generations and the cringe-wor-

marked the cinema

is

another piece featured in

thy union between boy and furniture.

mate-pic,

pri-

the

doubt

salute the joyful

reflecting:

beloved

"King Kong" provided

Finally, for this season's

Fulton's senior honors exhibition.

was

handful of movies that proved worthy

Mambazo's

This photo of a Salt Marsh Morning Glory

year 2005

going steady with one

would

"Under African Sides":
of rhythm, and the

its

in this rather

great picture, but about enjoying the

one-night stands.

Courtesy of Drew Fulton

parts.

time, making

inclusion unnecessary

aptly envisioung the seesaw confluence

song about founder

felt like less

stylish

"Brokeback Mountain" seems a sure

the recipe for anemaUc saxenty just right

the roots

of rhythm

relate to the

childhood what

than the

this particular line to

describe Ladysmith Black
in

and

made

per-

is to

Mining a reservoir ofboth humor and dis-

to find out

more."

music

at

yourself, to witness young Frank act

out love and hate for his parents

dents are exposed by their parents or by

Simon wrote

you've never thought

about romancing the reference section

be a generation gap

start getting excited and want

if

that

once

"Sex between two people

a beautiful thing. Between five,
tastic."

Woody

polygamy

last year,

is

its fan-

o

\
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Women's basketball
slams Bates at home

Polar Bears

The basketball team
tured

cap-

65th consecutive

its

home-court victory against

Bates on Tuesday

game. At the half, Bowdoin held a
narrow 39-34 lead, but the second
half saw strong Bowdoin offensive

and defensive assaults. Learning
from the last matchup with Bates,
the Bears didn't waste

many

free-

throw opportunities, making 23 out
of 27.

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

In addition to Flaherty's double

Berne and

digits,

Avenging a prior

loss to Bates,

blocks and five steals for the night.

The 76-59

victory

New England Division

record for consecutive

home

vic-

Junior Eileen Flaherty, leading
the Bears in points, set a couple

records of her

Flaherty

own

Bowdoin

is

to

latest

national poll.

The Bears

face Trinity

and Hamilton

Slow

to

First year Jill

game.

warm up

the high point

point shot

capturing the

basketball

Noucas

Also contributing to the Bear's

was sophomore Marisa Berne,

in the first half,

was an

from

exciting three-

first

year Maria

as the buzzer sounded for

the half.

The Bears returned

warmed

who opened Bowdoin

weekend.

this

in Saturday's

1,000

Bowdoin women's

effort

Middlebury on Saturday. Later in the week, the Polar Bears went on to defeat St

ranked ninth in the

Earlier in the week, the Bears top-

game.

history.

11-2.

Pouravelis

Anelauskas led the Polar Bears scor-

the

eighth-place spot for points scored

Olaf

Justine

pled Trinity 85-51.

in the

surpassed

career-point mark,

in

senior

posted 13 points, as well as three

ing, banking a career-high 25 points

tories.

The women's hockey team lost 9-1

Jill

while

III

The Bowdoin Orient

year

team's 65th consecutive home-court

broke the the

Ardolino,

first

tallied IS points apiece,

the Bowdoin Women's Basketball
Team defeated the Bobcats for the

on Tuesday.

Mike

Anelauskas

to the court

up, increasing the lead to a

game-high 41 points, with lay-ups
left

and

right. In addition, a

strong

scoring with

two three-pointers early

in

the

Please see

BASKETBALL, page 10

Track takes second Skiing carved by competition
by Laura Onderko

led the

The Bowdoin Women's Track Team
did not

let

a two-hour delay -caused by

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

on Saturday.
Once again junior Louise Duffus

points

Staff Writer

women

in point totals, win-

After a long autumn of dry-land

ning both throwing events and setting
a

new school

record with a personal

and

training

preparation,

an electrical fire in Farley Field House,

best in the weight throw. Her throw of

Bowdoin Nordic

slow them down The Bears took second out of the five-team field, losing to
Tufts, the meet winner, by only 3.5

54'2" also qualified her provisionally

pated in

son
Please see TRACK, page 12

at

its first

Ski

Team

the

partici-

two races of the sea-

Sugarloaf and Lake Placid. At

Sugarloaf over Winter Break, Leah
Ricci '07 placed 14th in a classical

and Forrest Horton '08 was

sprint

29th in the 20k

weekend

skate. Last

Lake Placid, Jeremy Huckins also
had a strong race in the 10k classical

at

event, finishing 48th, in the top half

of the field.
"We're no better or worse than

I

thought we'd be," said Head. Coach

Marty

Hall.

"Due

number of

to a

defections and injuries, we're look-

ing at a young and inexperienced

team. I'm looking to Leah Ricci and
Forrest Horton to bear the burden,

carrying the team

when

it

comes

to

front-line results."

Nordic skiing, Bowdoin 's only
Divison

I

sport, features racers skiing

both up and down

mat vary

bills,

in distance

with events

and

in tech-

nique. Each week, skiers race

two

times against the same schools and
competitors at different venues. This
year,

Bowdoin 's

skiers will

compete

in races as long as 20k, or 13 miles,

and as short as one kilometer, or
about 3000 feet
"We're building," said Hall. "I felt
-that

we had

last year,

left the

because

have Eddie [Hunter
Drew
First year

Kate Kroschell took eighth place in the

Fulton,

building process

we were
'08],

going to

John [Hall
Courtesy of Nick Crawford

The Bowdoin Orient

triple jump

on Saturday.

Please see

SKIING page

11

First year

Maresa Neilson overtakes a Middlebury

skiier at

Lake Placid.

+
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—
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Justine Pouravelis courts Men's

women bailers

success for

tr^ck finishes

Since

arriving

Contributor

Bowdoin,

at

Pouravelis has garnered more recog-

NESCAC

nition, earning

These outstanding
tell

statistics

Men's Track Team

make

don't

many of

the entire story as

qualities that

the

Pouravelis such

an asset to the team aren't found in
stats

or record books.

said

second

is

is

"Justine has the quality to lighten

but also isn't afraid of getting

down

practices,"

In addition to opti-

known

for her

"remind us of her Greek her-

on a daily

itage

extend

interests

"She has a much
broader perspective on athletics that
court.

allows her to prioritize her

friends, religion,

life

so

—
academics—before

many

that she puts

family,

things

The Polar Bears

didn't let their

third-place ranking in national polls

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin

Orient

at the

beginning of the season affect

their playing.

"We

Anna Messerly

players

Staff Writer

captain

Winning

good thing and win-

a

is

home

ning at
fr° nt

ATHLETE

even bet-

is

But

rival

in

°f fr" en d s an d

family
ter.

I

have ever had the pleasure

to play with or against," fellow

little

can

winning 65

Lauren Withey '06

tri-

said.

ions and press attention hasn't

A

Maine

four-year

of the

the Polar Bears

home game

in nearly

rebounds, averaging 7.7 a game; and
blocks, with 30 so far this season. In
addition, Pouravelis holds records in

game, season and

home-court

career, as well as highest career field

record

outstanding

which is
ball team

why
is

the

is

not

women's

easy,

basket-

so lucky to have senior

tri-captain Justine Pouravelis

among

ranks.

its

"She

is

one of the most gifted

Division

II

so far this sea-

Pouravelis began her career on

shows

Patrick's

all

in the

Prichard carried the high-jumping

meet recommenced with a

torch for his injured teammate junior

the time.

And

I

think

McKenna was
meters to go

way we play," she said.

away

In his
petition,

first year of collegiate comsophomore David Wagoner-

Edwards

led the pole vaulters with a

rious throughout the

With

NESCAC,

to

personal best of 4:16.64.

potential for seasons-to-come.

The Polar Bears

fared well in the

and mid-distance
Sophomores Steven Bartus
and Eric Lee both ran strong in the
600 meters, finishing third and
fourth, respectively. Lee managed to
distance

events.

behind

seconds

four

just

Bartus in the

first

600-meter race of

the season. In the

800 meter,

McCormick led
through the midway mark,

first

the field
finishing

with a personal best of 2:00.59.

Sophomores Tim Katlic and Ken
Akiha reaped the

upon

results

of their ded-

running personal

training,

improved

mark

his previous best

in the

both good for

fifth place.

The men, slowed by injuries,
showed poise and promise by finishing third out of six teams. They
scored 98 points to meet-winner
MIT's 198. The Polar Bears trounced
Colby's last-place finish of 20 points.
The Polar Bears eagerly await their
opportunity to take back the Mai

M orrell Trophy, named after Malcom
Bowdoin athnamesake of
the Maine State

Morrell, the long time

and

director

letic

Gym,

Morrell

Meet

this

at

weekend

at the University

Super Bowl

lacks antics
"This

Something

missing from

is

year's Super Bowl. There is

cus of words from Terrell

Freddy Mitchell.

Tom

Sports
Commentary

no

life

Media day

cir-

the dream right

to do," said Bettis

Owens and

the record

Bruschi

are

not solemnly

opposition,

home game.

hole-punching workhorse, accumulating

only 368 yards with nine

touchdowns.

On

the

Seattle's

other side of the ball,

Shaun Alexander

is

coming

own

for a

NFL

the

current

The

The Bowdoin Orient

60 minutes."

off one of the greatest seasons ever

team's accomplishments. This

game

is

just not

Bettis,
is

13-

rumored to be con-

dominant tank of a back

going out in fairy-tale style

topic has been broached

running back. Alexander,

MVP, broke

Priest

Holmes' record for rushing touchdowns in a season with 28 scores

and ran

for a career- best of 1,880

team to the

yards, while carrying his
franchise's first

Super Bowl in just

his sixth year.

Alexander's

current

contract

expires after the season, and after the

Pittsburgh's

played in his hometown, Detroit.

The Polar Bears will look to
increase their home-game winning

my career,

This season, Bettis has often been

with this year's championship being

the latest national poll.

it's

used in short first-down territory as a

respect for the

Steelers, the

home-game victoBowdoin edged up to sixth in

. .

while publicly disregarding their

may be

for consecutive

now.

Brady, Bill

son. After spending 10 years with the

featured the Polar Bears.

in

Bowl

Sunday. "I'm living

last

Belichick,
Tedy
and

overstating

year veteran,

player at a

something that I've wait-

this

templating retirement after this sea-

Fulton,

is

my whole

ed

Staff Writer

Jerome

Cummings pushes past an Amherst

Senior captain Patrick Lyons showed
good form with a shot put distance of
47' 3", and a weight throw of 47' 11",

of Southern Maine.

teams' star running backs.

The women's outstanding record
hasn't gone unnoticed. The Polar
Bears winning streak earned them
the attention of The Boston Globe.
The January 27 issue of the Globe

Junior Katie

his

1000 meter by three seconds, while

few years.
There are several emerging story
lines going into Sunday's Super
Bowl XL. Two of the most intriguing plots are concerning the two

She was named NESCAC
Week and received the
Maine Women's Basketball Coaches
Association Rookie of the Week.

streak tonight against Wesleyan at 7

personal best of 11," giving athletes

and spectators of glimpse of

have come to expect after the past

Trinity.

—

noto-

is

going to be the spectacle that fans

Player of the

p.m.

just

surge past his two competitors with a

finish

fin-

400

time around, the

from the basket.
Anelauskas picked up weekly
honors for her performance against

Drew

Ban Robinson with a sixth-place
ish.

McKenna unleashed his

ferocious kick, for which he

their

ries,

M IT run-

dueling two

it

BASKETBALL, from page 9

Along with breaking

Owen

bang. Within minutes junior

Basketball breaks N. England Dill record
defensive effort, kept Trinity

third, respectively

In the field events, senior Jared

in Detroit during the Super

a state championship in 2002.

St.

400 meters sophomores

for the Bears.

by Joel Samen

but laugh

at

meet

the

until

to the rest of the team.

Portland, where she led the team to

playing

makes him a

Brendan Egan and Lament White
took second and

,

Rico-Bayaman team.

Grammar School, before going on to
Catherine McAuley High School in

playgrounds of Old Orchard

Beach,

heat of the hurdles

University of Puerto

"Our team dynamic is wonderful,
and we have so many offensive and
defensive weapons. We fight a lot
and spend too much time together,

the

trial

receiving permission to re-

enter, the

Pouravelis gives plenty of credit

goal percentage.

However, maintaining such an

Upon

heat

bests in their races. Katlic

averaging 2.2 per game;

most blocks

NCAA basketball

resumed.

In fact, the team has won all of its
games but two. The squad fell to the
University of Southern Maine and
lost to Bates in the two teams' first
matchup. Not included in the Bears'
16-2 record is a win over the

Pouravelis leads the squad in field

in a

unseasonal

Field, basking in the

icated

five years, giving

them the longest
winning streak in

of Ryan

son.

home games

personal best of 8.02 set during the

tition. In the

harmoniously shared the synthetic

won

10

opponent, winning

cooler heads prevailed and the teams

a

is

steals,

fact,

been

who have

MIT

top contender in post-season compe-

team.

native, Pouravelis,

veteran

Evidently, ignoring outside opin-

the

urges amidst the freshly fallen snow,

year Jay

outside opinions," Pouravelis said.

that hard for the Bears,

fear."

goal percentage, with .575 percent;

In

we usually try

our team, and not on

"She has a great sense of the game,
body awareness, and arms that

The Bowdoin Women's Basketball
Team knows all about winning
streaks.

to focus within

opponents

great

consecutive games at home.

haven't lost a

often start the season rated

highly in the polls, so

In

with a time of 8.08 seconds. Adu's

appeared that the ath-

it

might give way to competitive

other

athletics."

Justine Pouravelis '06 has played an integral role in the basketball team's success.

'Although
letes

ners in the mile race.

basis."

Pouravelis's

investigat-

ed the claims.

turf

humor and, according to Withey, she

beyond the

Adu

hurdles, junior Joe

his talented

any situation with her optimism

likes to

opponents with a flaming burst

of speed.
charged hard at the finish to out-pace

team.

is

Engineers for 14 laps before burning
their

Brunswick Fire Department

lead such a successful

mism, Pouravelis

tagged

forcing athletes and spectators alike to

Pouravelis 's ability to strike a bal-

games and

of smoke
House delayed
two hours,

reports

Farley Field

duo

evacuate the field house, while the

having fun makes her an ideal can-

Russell said.

Unfortunately

Saturday's meet for over

The super sophobehind two

the previous meet.

more

good shape.

Vanessa

ance between working hard and

to business in

in

form

Tufts, Springfield

find themselves to be

Akiha shaved 30 seconds off his best
5k time.
The 3k did not disappoint either,
as sophomores Nathan Krah and
Tyler Lonsdale, finished first and
second, repeating their heroics from

consistent

tri-captain

Russell, adding, "She

to

and a good teammate."

didate to

and Gordon and

Bowdoin

the

tested their

MIT,

against Colby,

inside

"Her competitiveness
none,"

The members of

Defensive

Player of the Year honors twice.

meet

third of six at
by Patrick Pierce

by

—

""^^^™

many

incredible

offensive

posted

year he

a

this

mammoth

is

statistics

due

he

to receive

contract during the off-

season.

Two
year's

great teams collide in this

championship,

with

Matt

Hasselbeck and Ben Roethlisberger

commanding

their

teams expertly,

but the focus on Sunday will be on

times during the buildup to the

die ground, with the

Showdown

young

MVP

it

has

leading his team's offense and the

emerged as one of the feel-good

sto-

veteran trying to

ries

in

Motown, but

of the season.

55!

win one

at

before riding into the sunset

home

The Bowdoin Orient
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MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Sargeantson makes

game

for Bears

by Nick Day
Staff Writer

regular-season

games

remaining,

which include bouts against conference foes Wesleyan, Connecticut

A stellar performance from sopho-

College, Middlebury, and perennial

more Andrew Sargeantson ensured
Bowdoin \s 92-75 victory over

powerhouse Williams.

Thomas College on Wednesday

the remainder of the season.

The Polar Bears snapped a
two-game losing skid to improve to
night.

12-7.

shot 80 per-

W

L

L

School

W
12

i

W

1

16

t

1

12

2

Bates

6

19

2

Trinity

5

15

3

Amherst

WWams

4

1

17

2

Williams

8

3

Amherst

4

1

16

4

Hamilton

8

5

4

BOWDOIN

6

5

7

6

BOWDOIN

4

2

Tufts

2

3

12

7

Colby

Middlebury

1

4

12

7

Tufts

Conn. College

1

5

11

9

Trinity

13

Wesleyan

12

Conn.

Colby

15

6

5

6

2

"The

School

W

2

Middlebury

11

5

1

BOWDOIN

8

standings are
to

is

games

still

wide open, so our

win as many conference

as possible and to be playing

our best basketball of the year by the

points and grabbed

13

end of the season," he

both career highs
sophomore.

for

F

1/27

at Trinity

W

v

2/1

Thomas

6

2

Williams

6

T

7

1

Colby

6

5

5

7

8

3

7

2

6

4

6

3

7

8

Conn College 3

7

1

5

9

3

2

6

3

3

11

Wesleyan

8

2

14

1

1

11

1

2

15

Coll.

SCOREBOARD

F

2/3

v.

Amherst

7:00

p.m.

Sa

2/4

v.

Hamilton

5:00

p.m.

3:00 p.m.

said.

[WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

the

NESCAC

Commenting on Sargeantson 's record, Head Coach Tim
Gilbride
said,
"Andrew
played a very good game at
both ends of the court."

Aided by a strong first-half
effort
from junior John

L

Salem State

Conn. College

4-1

w

4-2

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING
Sa

1/28

v. Trinity (at

1/28

Wesleyan)
at Wesleyan

School

W

L

W

L

Bates

5

1

14

7

SCHEDULE

Wesleyan

5

1

14

5

Sa

BOWDOIN

4

1

16

2

Williams

4

1

17

3
10

Sa

2/4

1/27

v Williams

Sa

1/28

v.

Middlebury

Tu

1/31

v.

St.

W
L
W

Oaf

Sa 2/4
Su2/5
I

I W.

at Hamilton

Sa

1/28

v.

L

185-92

Sa

1/28

Wesleyan)
at Wesleyan

Trinity (at

p.m.

Sa

2/4

at

Colby

12:00

3

2

8

2

3

13

6

held a comfortable 54-40 lead

Tufts

2

4

8

10

Springfield, Colby,

Springfield, Colby,

11

MIT

MIT

7

1 1

points, hitting three three-

Trinity

1

4

6

12

SCHEDULE

6

7

13

Sa

pointers in a

row

Conn. College

to close out

the half.

Sa

1/28

2nd

Tufts,

v.

of

5

SCHEDULE

Maine State
Meet (USM)

2/4

of 5

6:00

at

p.m.

F

600

Maine State
Meet (Bates)

2/3

at

p.m.

SCOREBOARD

Sargeantson

four con-

hit

secutive shots to open the second half, prompting Bowdoin
to go 'on a tear, pushing the

lead to 23

F
Sa

1/27

v.

Amherst

1/28

v.

Trinity

W
W

Tu

1/31

v.

Bates

¥» 76-59

80-60

F

2/3

v.

Wesleyan

7:00 p.m.

Sa

2/4

v.

Conn. College

3:00 p.m.

to just seven points with nine

Compiled by Adam Kommel.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC.

minutes of play remaining.

-

But Bowdoin closed out the

MENS SQUASH

WOMEN'S SQUASH

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD

85-51

SCHEDULE

Thomas

points.

answered, narrowing the gap

game

3rd

Tufts,

v.

p.m.

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD

4

146-144

198-100

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK

Middlebury

1

L

W

SCHEDULE
12:00

Amherst

Colby

p.m.

SCOREBOARD

Goodridge, the Polar Bears
the half. Goodridge scored

p.m.

SWIMMING & DIVING

158-134

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK

at

9-1

4:00
2:00

at Trinity

W

Colby

at

Sa1/28

4-2

11-2

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

SCOREBOARD

Overall

•

2

2

1

Southern Maine

at

9

5

5

Tnnity

at

2/4

10

Hamilton

Amherst

at

Sa

8

8

1

8

1/28

7:30 p.m.

6

7

1/27

Wesleyan

8

9

8

Sa

at

•

11

F

2/3

1

t

80-65
92-75

F

T

6

11

7

L 86-72

SCHEDULE

3

9

L

W

College

L

17

11

F

Amherst

at

Sa 1/28

Overall

W

T

L

10

SCOREBOARD

[NESCAC]

conference

HOCKEY

ICE

T

L

11

NESCAC

Overall

T

L

Middlebury

Wesleyan

cent from the floor, notched 27

rebounds,

W

School

WOMEN'S

NESCAC

Overall

Gilbride remains optimistic about

goal

who

Sargeantson,

NESCAC

2006

3,

Sa

1/28

v.

Brown

W

2/1

v.

Bates

L
L

8-1

SCHEDULE
F
Sa

v.

2/4

v.

W

7:30
2:30

St.

6:00
6:00

at

2/8

1/28

v.

Brown

2/1

v.

Bates

L
L

8-1

7:30
2:30
6:00

p.m.

8-1

SCHEDULE

Lawrence
Dartmouth
Bates
at Colby

2/3

Tu 2/7

Sa

W
p.m.

F

2/3

v. St.

p.m.

Sa

2/4

v.

p.m.

Tu 2/7

p.m.

W

Lawrence
Dartmouth
Bates
at Colby

at

2/8

p.m.
p.m.

6:00 pm.

going on a

effectively,

12-4 run in the final six minutes to guarantee the victory.

Squash swept by Brown and Bates

Seargeantson was not the

only Polar Bear to reach double digits.

Co-captain Kyle

Petrie grabbed
11 rebounds,

tributed

1 1

20 points and

The women's team echoes

by Sarah Podmaniczky
Staff Writer

Goodridge con-

omores Andrew Hippert and
Jordan Fliegel each had 10

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Sophomore Andrew Sargeantson

Thomas.

a career-high 27 points against

five

tallied

The men's and women's squash

Swimming

splits

Roble racing. In the diving competi-

Tudor swept both the one-meter

tion,

Bowdoin Swimming and
to intercolle-

and three-meter events.
solid victo-

with Trinity and

ry over Trinity 158-134, but lost to

break train-

Wesleyan 185-92. Senior captains

ing trip to Mexico. Both the men's

Roger Burleigh and Carter Thomas

giate competition

Wesleyan

after a winter

and women's team took second,
defeating

Trinity,

but

losing

to

led the

team with notable individual

performances.

captured

Burleigh

women were

men

while

5-4,

defeated 8-1. This

the

first

of up

to four

when playing

especially

Lydia Pillsbury '07 described the

a mere

match as "two strong and deep teams

nity to learn

battling each other."

to discover

first try,

initial

loss as

hoping to improve with each

Emma Powers pointed out

First year

match was a great

"This
encounter,

showed us

it

capable of winning,

if

we

that

we

first

are

won

eight

of the

women's matches,

"the

game

that although Bates

nine

tion for next time."

First

year

Beck commented,

Elliot

terfinals.

exciting

Hunter decided not

Ricci led at one point,

Bears with outstanding individual

rival.

to ski, while an injury forced Hall off

she was overtaken in

Looking forward to the upcoming
Coach Brad Burnham said,
"The Colby meet is usually our most

the course.

competitive dual meet of the year

downhill area, resulting in a tough

looks to be no different.

uphill course that took under three

Chapman,

in

her

first

from a semester in
Chile, wasted no time reestablishing
her position. She captured first in
three individual events. Chapman's

just returned

victories in the 200-yard freestyle,

die

100-yard backstroke, and the

made her a top
Bears. McLean con-

100-yard freestyle
scorer for the
tributed to

Bowdoin's points in the

freestyle events, with

second place

200 and 100-yard free.
Bowdoin also had a first-place finish
finishes in the

in

the

200-freestyle

Chapman, McLean,

relay

senior

with

Aubrey

and

this

up the strongest
lineup possible and it will come

Both teams

down

to

will put

performance in the pool.

matter the outcome

I

am

SKIING from page 9

eliminated in the

No

sure our

but

round,

fly.

meet,

'08, Forrest,

and Huck [Huckins],

that.

We're in a rebuilding

At Sugarloaf,

warm weather

rain

and

precipitated the relo-

cation of the Nordic sprint to the

minutes to complete.

Both Ricci and Krysia Crabtree '09
skied fast

enough

in the preliminary

had to

plex because of a lack

of snow,

with

both

sprint to qualify for the final heats, in

races looping around a

which four skiers

Huckins, and Horton

preliminaries, finishing eight places

again
races.

this

they will attempt to overturn their rivals.

settle for 14th.

away from

their

Colby

Colby on

At Lake Placid last
weekend, the Nordic
events were held at the
Olympic jumping com-

multiple times. Ricci,

at

to

the last 100 meters and

two-kilometer course

meet of the season
weekend.

and Dartmouth on

travel

which

simultaneously

Both teams are 3-4 going into

Polar Bears face St Lawrence

an

After
race,

Huckins also had a strong race in the

final

The

tonight at 6:30 p.m.

first

with the top two finishers advancing.

every point they

it."

nothing to lose.

Ricci

time doing

fight for

opponents and

advanced to the quar-

can get and they will have a great

teams will

their

well they played with

Nordic skiing slow at Lake Placid

process again."

results.

from

how

Tuesday and Bates on Wednesday, when

four really strong guys right there.

NESCAC meet of the season, having

viewed the experience as an opportu-

the future.

"We'll be working on mental prepara-

None of

and

men

players

Saturday afternoon here in Brunswick.

against Colby, the Bear's closest

Chapman

the

The two teams

as well as senior

Katie

1-8,

lost

the possibility of opposite outcomes in

diver Victoria Tudor, led the Polar

Juniors

win our

scores were tight," which demonstrates

The swimming and diving teams
return to competition this weekend
for the last regular meet of the season

Megan McLean,

takes to

'06.

third place finish in the 100-yard

to a

it

can control

Polar Bears lost to Wesleyan by a

Thomas swam

lost this

teams, and although both

women

against Bates for both teams,- and the

players view the

we

On Saturday, the teams faced strong
Brown
and

mere two

while

friendly

rival Bates.

both the 100-and 200-yard butterfly
events,

have what

next one."

Wesleyan in Saturday's meet.
Dominating Trinity 198-100, the
points, 146-144.

we

that

individual mathes, the

and although

match against Bates, the team showed

week on their home courts."
The teams do not lack enthusiasm,

our nerves," said Bryant Rich

The men's team had a

we can

their

hearts out, not for themselves, but for

continue to improve and beat them next

close

face-off.

and sophomore Carrie

Sharman,

by Katie Yankura
Staff Writer

catching up to them. Hopefully,

"Everyone on the team played

the team,

Wednesday night Despite many

match marks

The

a

teams suffered tough losses to Bates on

the

Diving Teams returned

is

perennially strong team, but we're

points.

The Polar Bears have

these

hopes. Dodie Press '07 said, "Bates

points, while soph-

start

qualifying for the final

In die final heats, Crabtree

had strong
Nick Crawford
all

'09 and Lana Mathis

heats after a timing mix-up.

was

'08 also skied well.

Courtesy of Nick Crawford

Leah Ricci '07 placed 55th in the women's 5k classic.

1

.Mil.

1

'

'

February

12

3,
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rivals this
The men's hockey team

to play

victory over

with

Salem State

put Salem State

Seniors

much

faired

the next night's

tory.

by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

game,

away

with a 4-2 vic-

Adam Dann

and Jon

their shoulders, leaving their

mark

on every single goal.

very disappointing 4-1

loss to the

Their outstanding performances,

combined with an impressive performance from goalkeeper George

Maine

Bates in
Seaward

for nationals.

Bowdoin's top finisher in the high
jump, clearing 5 '1.75" for second

for another set

fourth place finishes.

Senior Emily Sheffield captured

Bowdoin 's other
1000

place, winning

first

meters

place.

Teammate

1000 meters the Bears' highest

the

second place

finish in 7.77. In the

made

took fourth.

ing the

USM

shots, only

goalkeeper with 37

one of

the shots

would

ultimately translate onto the score-

face

The

against

USM

we just

game was

frustrating

couldn't score," jun-

Greg McConnell said.
The Bear's frustration intensified
as the game progressed without any
goals. The offensive's difficulties
ior

eventually caused a defensive collapse with

team giving up three

in the final period.

The back-

breaker came on a shorthanded goal

with 12 minutes remaining

in

the

600 meters another strong

the

tal-

1:41.45 and 1:42.35, respectively.
Sokolow added points to Bear's tally
for the event with a fifth-place finish.

may

very

Amy Ahearn

important games of the season.

past competition in the

nity for us to gain

some

lost

ground

in the league," Dann explained.
"Two wins would bump us into third

place, setting ourselves

chance to get

home

up

for the

ice for the first

round of the playoffs:"

Today

will

'08 cleared

and Becca Perry '07

Martin '09 placed fourth.

The Bears
the

state

against

will attempt to capture

championship

Colby and

USM

in

a meet

tonight at

Bates.

with

'08 sprinting

800 meters

for

fourth with a personal best of 2:2 1 .97.

Sophomore Courtney Eustace overcame fierce competition to take third
place in the mile in 5:18.86.

Alison Pilon '09 captured third in
the

400 meters. Kristen Brownell '07

followed

have been 55 days
since the entire Polar Bear Nation
was on campus to watch the hockey
team. Undoubtedly, Dayton Arena
will be rocking this weekend.
it

for third

Chen

The other mid-distance events
total

a great opportu-

4x400-meter relay composed of

brought more points to Bowdoin's

well end up being the two most

is

Bears took another second place in

event for Bowdoin, with Chase and
Tempest taking second and third in

Amherst,

NESCAC, and

Hamilton, ranked fourth,

"This weekend

"The

goals

games

ranked second in the

board.

in that

two of the NESCAC's most

ented teams this weekend.

the

and Seaward took second. The Polar
the

55-meter dash, sprinting to a

9M"

team some

in

relay, the

The distance medley relay of Eustace,
Sheffield, Ahearn, and Courtney

in the

Lynne Tempest, and Jess Sokolow

the

DePalo '08

fifth.

4x200-meter

team of Sokolow, Campelia, Barber,

Barber took seventh and eighth in the

made

ensured the very result the team so

as the Bears prepare to

relays. In the

200 meters. Jacobson also competed

Schickner's fifth-place finish,

Bears quickly recoverd from the

The victory gives

was

Meet

finished strong

Hackert, Pilon, Campelia, and Chase.

pole vault Alyssa

momentum

Bowdoin

omore Laura Onderko's second-place
finish
and first year Lindsey

scoring event. First years Ali Chase,

desperately needed.

and

Seniors Ruth Jacobson and Kari

'06 (22 saves),

away game the next day.
The game against USM could
easily be summed up in one word:
frustrating. The team did everything
in its power to secure a victory, but
still came up short. Despite pepper-

third

combined with soph-

Sheffield's win,

Papachristopoulos

defeating Salem State in an

of

Prifogle

Jessie

cleared 4'7.75" for

3:01.17.

in

University of Southern Maine. The

loss,

State

TRACK, from page 9

the

USM,

track to face Colfry,

better in

as the squad

Landry essentially put the team on

The Bowdoin Men's Hockey
Team opened last weekend with a

Women s

weekend and
game.

The team

momentum

——

The Bowdoin Orient

Men's hockey
gathers

^^

—

I

suit,

taking third place in the

3000 meters with a personal best of
10:50.36. Juniors Gina Campelia and
Jamie Knight pulled

fifth

place finishes in the
respectively. In the

.

and sixth

400 meters,

55-meter hurdles,

Erin Prifogle '07 and senior Emily

Write about your favorite sports team.

Hackert

took

second

and

third,

respectively. Hackert captured anoth-

er third in the long jump, while Molly

Email orient@bou>doin.edu

Seaward '09 took fourth. In the triple
first year Alex Keeney joined

jump,

Drew

Sophomore Jessie DePalo took

fifth place in the

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

high jump on Saturday.
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Bowdoin Orient

Support from

Establish*! 1871

words

describing

patron's

female

a

appearance and eating

habits were particularly discour-

community

Remembering
Bowdoin

has lost

lost friends

many of
but as

difficult to talk about,

much

remembrance,

grieving, prayer, and

it

is

as

it is

a time for

It is

especially too short because

and

students, staff,

it

we come

to

can offer so much.

retired faculty that

exemplified the College's offer to live

life in

we have

lost

the pursuit of

"generous enthusiasms." Taryn King, Katie Scott, Phil
Soule

—

all

were passionate about the things they loved and

showed their passion through their final days. On the field,
on the dance floor, and on the sidelines, they chose to
excel. By all accounts, not only were they good at what
they did, but more importantly, they were good to the peomight seem strange

to say that

we

will affect the lives

we have

lost,

incredible support

its

few weeks.

last

In particular,

I

would

Barry

like to

thank

Athletic

Mills,

Director Jeff Ward, the

many Bowdoin

me

love were a tremendous help to

and the Soule family.

He

Bowdoin.

is

truly loved

lucky?

this

do what

love

I

I

The Bowdoin Orient
Phone: (207) 725-3300

orient@bowdotn.edu

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

his time at

what he

did.

"Who

get paid to

I

do

When

sadness overwhelms me,

my Bowdoin

Thank you

family, and

I

I

from Mr. Miller's
is condescending and could offend the Mainers

vation, but not

whose

is

ME 0401 1-8462
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To the Editors:
I was disappointed by Joshua

many

the opinions expressed in the Orient

To the

ples.

1

of his

all

four years

never imagined that

make All-ECAC,

I

in

would

characteriza-

Miller cheapens the

positive

Bowdoin

effects

especially after

I

in

throw during

my

very first meet. As many people
have mentioned, as gruff as hi;-

seemed from time

exterior

to time,

he was truly a patient and caring

man.
I wish

his

wife and family the

As tough as it can be when you
someone, smile as you remember that he lived life to its fullest.

best.

lose

Sincerely,

Chris Lacke '88

Eileen Schneider '04

New

Brooklyn,

York

Pitman,

to

To the Editors:
Once again I find myself forced
comment on the mischaracteri-

New Jersey

To the Editors:
I would like to comment on

zation s and lies propagated by the

of Republicans

Bowdoin Democrats.
Last week Frank Chi somehow
equated support of the Academic

"Republicans impose ideology."

of Rights with a desire to
segregation to America.

Bill

First

forced

lumping every conser-

writing that conservatives

academia want women's stud"Nancy Reagan's

in

how

to gaze adoringly

husband" and gay and

"how

you can

Mr.

Chi

By

aims

writing this,
to

scare

the

into believ-

God

The process of evolution is
in the Book of Genesis, and
"seven days" do not correspond

is the same as criticism of
movements that created these
departments. Think there are

world.

depicted

problems with Africana Studies?
Then, by Chi's logic, you also
have a problem with Civil Rights.
Hence, you must favor segrega-

to

Sound reasonable?

Frank continues with a distorof the Academic Bill of
it

the

humans' conception of a day. In

addition,

most Republicans do not

believe in segregation or discrimination nor that a

call for the hiring

of more Republican professors?
No. There is no desire for any

rooms does not

my

gion class

affirmative

Republicans. Affirmative

ideology

about instead of lambasting conservatives based on
his own biases, the op-ed would

only qualification for employment. Frank's statements are

on merit,

false.

Democrats,

be more credible. I'm quite sure

the
College
Continuously
Democrats have warped the
Academic Bill of Rights into saying things that it does not. I have
asked Chi to hold a public debate
on this issue to expose the truth.

action

that

is

Republicans campaigning

guarantee that their ideas won't

be ridiculed and misconstrued
like how Mr. Chi has in his article.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Jeng '09

action

who
the

think
talent

America without
states

He

for

action

program disseminated by

a

lack

denied

he will

merit

that

my

certain
to

make

lib-

groups
it

The

help.

in
bill

should be the

request.

He knows

lose.

is

exist.
first

I

class-

in

took a

reli-

year in which

Jesus and the Gospels were mocked

bunch of chauvinists looking for inequality. Sounds like
another case of McCarthyism to
me.
Surely, if he spent some time
understanding what conservative

is

role

Next, Chi assumes that discrimination of conservatives

ing that Republicans on campus

erals

woman's only

to serve her husband.

tion

Rights. Does

Christians (or

all

could create such a complex

Studies

the

tion!

not

my study of science has reinmy faith in God, because only

fact,

By

all,

and religion are incompatible. In

Apparently criticism of Women's,
Gay and Lesbian, or Africana

vative into.

of

in Frank Chi's op-ed,

Republicans) believe that science

return

that he is

the

hypocrisy and the mischaracterization

shares the fundamentalist views

call

tieus a/ the editors.

track.

stand that not every Republican

and

le/lect the

my

support during

Sincerely,

Editors:

The emotional accusation of
Republicans by Mr. Chi in
"Republicans impose ideology"
last week was an irresponsible

Advertising
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

do not necessarily

I'm also grateful for

said.

Responses to 'Republicans impose ideology by Chi '07

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates

The material contained herein is the property of the BoudomOriem and appean at the sole discretion
of the editors. The editors reserve the right to edit all material Other than m regards to the abme edito-

publishing

munity.

Denny's Restaurant. The 173

Academic Bill of Rights
on campus are only looking for a

a production schedule.

more

students have on the Maine com-

for an

information.

Mr.

self,

are a

Assistant Sports

it

tions of strangers to benefit him-

in descriptions

Bowdoin population

Mike Ardolino

Powers

By

one-dimensional

tact

remain God's children" is not
only blatantly wrong but also

Theresa Weaver

find

mentors, or teachers of local
children, or through other volun-

Miller should

all

Photo

memories of the "Boiled Owl" stories (the Bowdoin/Bates football
game) live on. I'm convinced that
Lawrence Taylor met him and based
his famous "let's go out there like a
pack of crazed dogs" speech on
something that Coach might have

the 35-pound-weight

to stay in the closet so

Editor

gone,

is

almost took off an official's head

irresponsible.

Assistant

most

fact,

Deering

he

Bowdoin students

at one's

Drew Fulton

his

descriptive ability suggests that

that

at

residents by serving as coaches,

Editor

Photo Editor

self-

Maine

showcase

went to high

valuable to interact with Maine

lesbian studies to turn into

News Editor

Mr. Miller's

to

High in Portland.
While I am sad

football,

field,
I

Maureen 'Mo' Soule
Wife of Philip Soule

lessons on

Editor-in-Chief

that

interested exploitation of

that

fact

school with his children

Sincerely,

ies to turn into

James D. Baumberger,

worry

I

able to

Chi doesn't seem to under-

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

state he so enjoys describ-

ing.

bors for a laugh. In

all.

portrayal of conservative princi-

6200 College Station
Brunswick,

obser-

Blues

Dave reference for
knew him
I

through track and

and the

come from

can

residents

it!"

725-3975

Fax: (207)

The Bowdoin Orient

rial,

Humor

get up every day to

—and

at the hospital."

April 15, 2005).

pieces. His tone

In fact, his favorite saying was,

else

foreign accents sal-

at

a

(that's

&

vage a day spent

Miller's recent essay about a trip

http-y/orientbowdoin.edu

Man

Soule

Bowdoin student body and alumni.
Your presence, shared memories,
cards and flowers, and outpouring of

affect-

The editorial represents the majority view of The
Bowdoin Orients editorial board. The editorial board is
comprised ofJames D. Baumberger, Drew Fulton, Bobby
Guerette, Evan S. Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.

Parkview Hospital ("Parkview

I

Brothers/Sam

to

editor.

at

To the Editors:
As with many in the Bowdoin
community, it is with pride and a
smile that remember Phil Soule. In
the mid-'80s he was known as the

the current students).

we can hope that we

us.

2004), and nurses' hairstyles

19,

affectionately

Medical: Bad hairdos and poor

am comforted.

of others as much as our friends

at

attempts

Coach was so proud of

is

remembered

coaches and their families, and the

—

brating the lives of those

ed

for

during these

can take lessons

away from death. But as we grieve and reflect, we may
learn to make sure that we lose ourselves in enthusiasms.
We must do what we love and not do things just for the
sake of doing them since we do not know what will come
tomorrow. And perhaps we will learn to hug each other just
a little bit harder, a little more often.
So many of us will cry, many of us will provide comfort
to others, and many of us will do both. Together, in cele-

—

thank the Bowdoin

a clerk's nail pol-

Towing
Sanford's
("Rescuing your missing car
from Sanford's Towing isn't as
easy as it should be," Novejnber
ish

like to

remember

ple around them.
It

would

President

tragedy strikes so close to home,

such topics as

the Editors:

community

a time for reflec-

the realization that life can be far too short.

The

To

Phil Soule

Mr. Miller's previous contributions to the Orient have explored

,

and can be

to deal with

is difficult

aging.

is

appreciated

in recent

friends

its

I

months. Death

When

13

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The

tion.

2006

3,

and the professor called

me

"anti-

Semitic" during class solely for
believing in the Gospels.
class crying multiple times

I

the

left

and have

avoided taking humanities courses
ever since.
Finally, while

I

believe that pro-

fessors should be hired solely based
I

for

do not understand why

who

support affirmative

every other

minority

group, would not support hiring

more Republican

professors. Since

the goal of affirmative action

is

to

increase the numbers of minority

groups on campus, by that logic
not fair that

all

it

is

minority groups get

assistance but Republicans.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Alexander Linhart '06

Kristen Brownell '07

n

February

14

2006

3,

Nation

on

is

track

of duty, but I am supremely proud of the sacrifices that have
liberated over SO million people in
both Iraq and Afghanistan. I
recently read an op-ed by Joel
Stein in the Los Angeles Times, in
which he led with, "I don't support

You Got Conserved

by Will Hales
Columnist

Hamas

rails

plishments during the previous

have
become
increasingly
aware,
despite partisan spin, of what has
gone right, of what has improved
in our country and
I

how

tens of thousands of

Kurds killed in Iraq under Saddam
Hussein do not constitute genocide.

There are

1

,

war

Democrats

If the

want

the Bush adminis-

has

tration

on

suc "

,

,

,

^j^

t0

rienced jurists in

platform

Sam

the Republican Party

come u p

and

action

a

do

better.

from

liberal groups, with specific regard

on abortion;

positions

their

however, fears that these justices

spontaneously

will

course

reverse

the

of women's rights

are

ridiculous.

Both have made clear
hearings
confirmation

in their

their

respect for precedent, and reluc-

tance

bench."

from the
could be

"legislate

to

Besides,

it

worse. Tuesday night,

we could

have seen Harriet Miers in black
sitting next to David Souter.

word

their

If

young men and women who

leanings

isn't

some, maybe Alito's

its

recruiting goals for the past

seven months

We

up.

secure
their
own
country.
Elections have been held and
democracies have been established

and Afghanistan. The
most important statistic, and that
which activists haven't often mentioned, is that troop numbers in
Iraq have been reduced by 20 percent in the past two months.
in both Iraq

Coalition forces will leave Iraq,

enough for

faithfully

decision

funding cuts won't stop the war,

evening, he

they'll only prevent our soldiers

joined the liberal bloc of the court

from having access to the equipment they need and we already
have equipment shortages.
The common thread between the
the
economy, and
judiciary,
American military action abroad is
that the Democrats are not fighting

On Wednesday

is.

first

of

in approving a last-minute stay

execution for Michael Taylor, a
convicted murderer in Missouri.

Another indication that things
are heading in the right direction

the state of our economy.

would love

is

The Left

to convince the nation

their battles in a

way

are in the midst of a recession so

the Democrats' to lose,

I don't know, a
Democratic
president
and
Congress can stem the damage.
The fact remains,
however, that the

For nearly a decade,
Democratic National Committee
hasn't had a platform; their platN,_
form has been that

United States
in

a

economy has
tently

is

recession;

not
the

consis-

grown, though

The most

change

I

have.

positive

ruining the country.

beyond

see,

and

the economy,

few

^u

that which

and

years,

est rates reflect that

growth.

That

our

receives the

do
it

we do

turns out

that they're not (at

is

least

not

extent

some would

most

Go
me,

biased coverage.

to

the

Jack Straw said Britain would not

don't know. Unilateral withdrawal

deal with people

who practice terHamas does. Even

from the territories— free of any

rorism,

negotiation with the Palestinians-

cares about Israel has this tan-

even

dream, where an Israeli
leader and a great Palestinian
peacemaker spend weeks together,
getting to know each other and
negotiating a peace. The dream
reaches its pinnacle when the two
of them have a joint ceremony,
Israeli and Palestinian flags intertwined, and declare a Palestinian
state, economic cooperation, and,

in

the

sive.

The most positive change see,
beyond the Supreme Court and the
economy, is also that which
receives the most biased coverage.
American foreign policy for the
past three years has been derided
as imperialistic bullying couched
1

and corruption, destined to
fail in a pool of blood spilt by
innocent American soldiers.
mourn the loss of every
I
American service person killed in

long

at

a time

last,

when

parents

positive. For

the

brightest

of Tuesday
night were the calls
bipartisanship
both
for
by
President Bush and Democratic
Virginia Governor

Tim Kaine. The

want

the

with a platform and

make

the

Republican Party do better. If the
Democrats come up with a platform and a few good leaders, the
Republicans
I

may

be

in trouble, but

can guarantee that the country

will

be better

off.

Union

tinue funding a

ment,

to even con-

Hamas run govern-

alone negotiating with

let

it.

All this, however, assumes that

Of

Israel or Europe's decision.

it is

course,

Hamas, which. is

is not.

it

by the European Union as well as
Israel and the United States, will
never

deeply respectful of each other.
Yasir Arafat put that

support

when he

dream on

rejected

right

Alas,

the

The disappointment

feel

now

I

dream dying.
It is

almost certain that the nego-

now dead. For
and Europe agree

Israel

about Israel's situation.

Of course,

r

j

n0W

i

of

an armed

is

it

of the

destruction

He

calling
state

terrorist

the

for

of

Israel."

did not have to say that the

same applied

if

Hamas

ran the

was more than
The Europeans,

administration and

of

just "part

who

it."

time have been con-

until this

ay

m

&-

same
sworn

is

fears

It

Palestinian territories in anarchy.

It

wants someone the world can hold
terrorism,

Qaddafi

The

now

true

is

Hamas.

who

Eventually, people

care about

can forgive it for the bombthough that will take time.
we can forgive it for
calling us "Jewish pigs," "babyeaters," or worse. What we can
Israel

viable Palestinian state.

for

for

Israel lose

idealism.

for

Hamas

source, noted that "Israeli

Moammar

them

making
its

to annihilate Israel's.

as

Libya.

in

is

wants someone

it

I

ji
the dlSd P'

to build

responsible

and for

a "war," but she

give

So the dream is dead. The New
York Times, a doubtlessly sympa-

And

Liberation Organization for killing

.

had no negotiating partner [in the
Palestinians.] That always seemed
a debatable point, until now." Yet
Israel still desperately wants a

organization

she could forgive the Palestinian

could never for-

hard-liners have claimed that they

with a Palestinian administration if

sworn to their destruction.
Golda Meir, former Israeli Prime
Minister, used to talk about how

i'.j,

Ehud

part

door without getting caught up
with a Palestinian government that
had just been corrupt and is now

pointment of a dream

fact

while Israelis

thetic

it

next

state

lS

Olmert was clear, saying, "The
state of Israel will not negotiate

acting Israeli Prime Minister

are thinking

to achieve their

aim of a Palestinian

The disappointment
feel

get past

to

sworn

are

now

way

the only

being an enemy in

exist,

central

that,

is

I

gaining a lot of traction in

is

Israel. Israelis

civilians

impos-

is

a Palestinian state,

tiated settlement is

once,

to

sibie

the disappointment of a

is

So what comes next?

down
people who

it

the

option.

sit

they think have no

life

Camp David.
And now Hamas has pulled

plug.

with

Ehud

Barak's offer at

who

will

provide jobs for Palestinians in the

ings,

Eventually,

never forgive in Hamas, though,

is

rude obliteration of what
some might call naivete, but I prefer to call hope that we can do
their

things better than they had ever
been done before. Hamas, the ter-

cum

organization

rorist

political

done with an. election
what it could never do with bus
bombs. It has murdered Israel's

party, has

dream.
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Long-distance can be a stretch
talk,

Romancing with

Riley

much

—back

time to go back to school

veritable cornu-

amount of trial and

When

one

in a place

is

its

such as

host of engaging

and even more engaging

people partaking in said events, there
are temptations.

much
your

your high school sweetheart or you

met heron your abroad program,
last loss

year,

I

goodbye
at the

is

that

personally witnessed a plethora

newly

purchased

entryways to their dorms with

overheard so

many

"I

it

I

miss you too,

made me want

to

grab the phone and break off their rela-

in

a while,

I

And

then, every

to

be people

the pub, there are

who

once

in

One,

thing

I

is it

bound
The

still

go home alone

catch your eye.

worth ruining every-

to,

low" when

who can actuJon

tells

her

and two, honestly, what are

the

Lil'

I'm kidding about die second part

Of course,
avoid

even

all that

if

you can manage

lanyard-wearing,

fiops-in-December-donning,
year-seminar-attending
there

is

flip-

first-

temptation,

always die loneliness, both

emotional and, perhaps more importantly, physical.

When

your boyfriend

graduates, or your girlfriend from

"You

abroad heads back to Connecticut,

me
WHAT?"

WHO? And

cheated on

with

caught

While of course

I

want anybody's heart bro-

at the

Interestingly, although these

more

difficult

time than

ing

Bowdoin

outlast those
it's

date at

after

it's

like to catch frostbite

being forced to walk

home

in die

dead of winter from a far-flung

off-

campus house, Bowdoin couples who
are forced to separate seem better at
being able to

With

make

distance work.

all that said,

Bowdoin seems

empty, and those lazy Sundays spent

to be a place where long distance love
comes to die. Whether it's a Bowdoin

"The

couple, high school sweethearts, or a

your bed suddenly feels tragically
eating cupcakes and going to see

proverbial arctic, and

roommates with incessant baby

with

that real

love can only be real once both parties

know what

know, companionship. Perhaps

have been spent annoying someone

formed

the ability to

Bowdoin, or simply

European romance

else's

others

seems

relate to die struggles associated

we can

romantic Fall Break, which would

it

who formed while attend-

memory. You long for bom meir companionship and their... umm... you

that

many

in long distance relationships,
that couples

Chronicles of Namia" are just a distant

true that

newly

alone individuals theoretically have a

many of these high

it's

end of die

night

school relationships didn't even get to

ken,

easier

innocently and

being seemingly single but unable to

Sort of.

to

flirt

elsewhere. Whether

chances you'll get caught?

much

it's

to create, that single-but-taken persona

allows you to

have with Suzie High School to

ally "get

simply abroad together, or went to
high school together,

that

question you must ask yourself is twofold:

own in a place where everybody
knows you as one-half of a couple can
If you two were

be extremely difficult

girl

secretly rejoiced in hear-

ing a particularly malevolent,

didn't really

on the stage at

cell

to their ears.

guy

your education group to mat hot

Bowdoin

"sweatseedos," leaning against the

phones firmly attached

that cute

go home with someone

never easy.

beginning of the school

of tragic-looking freshmen, bundled in
their

From

2003, die harsh reality of being on

your

tribulation.

social events

Whether he's

one occurring

have been a tradition for years, when

roommate who "accidentally"
at the end of
While winter in Maine
can be a difficult time in any Bowdoin
to leave

the

those lazy Sundays

your bed hasn't been empty since

last semester.

can be that

When

attractive people

though not without a good

horrible

it

is

when one person graduates from

we boast here at Bowdoin, some actu-

peed on your desk chair

significant other behind.

by the minute.

Bowdoin.

Bowdoin, with

student's year,

better

particularly painful long dis-

compared with the
copia of single and

through the middle of April and your

worse when you have

and

One

tance relationship

temperatures

below-freezing

to

better

Though many long distance relationships seem to lose appeal when

ally last,
It's

Thanksgiving so

less the

often discussed.

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

tionship myself.

Democrats

the European

Then the two leadand the people they repgo their separate ways,
tougher for the experience and

to see trie's" that

the

Solana of the European
Union echoed the sentiment, saying it would be "very difficult" for
Javier

resent

Democratic party needs to have

If

as

off for

foreign minister

British

ers leave,

grieve for them.

more effective and more positive
figureheads than Cindy Sheehan

Republicans to fight a cleaner
match, then they need to come up

a long

still

considered a terrorist organization

baby's" and "but when are you coming

and Joe Biden.

be

can nurture their kids, rather than

Back

spot

most of our
wake of high energy prices and the
most destructive natural disaster in
American history, is truly impres-

in lies

What
when

it.

position of picking the "least bad"

in

Hamas."

argue)?

economy can grow
beyond those of
rivals,

the Republicans are

Supreme Court

the

and they

are

hate

that miserable

way

is

to

been
the

modestly, for the last

steadily rising inter-

elections have

presidential

now

Israel

For you see, just about everyone

that helps the

American people. The past two

who

patrolling a people

This appears

who

—

that President Bush's economic
policy is backward, and that we

massive that only,

power

to

is

January 25 just disappointed me.

Reenlistments are

have trained over 220,000
and policemen to

soldiers

Iraqi

rise

Israel

is.

of losing

sick

Israel's right to exist.

The

but we must let those fighting the
war determine the strategy; a premature withdrawal would result in
needless American deaths, and

to

uphold the law regardless of political

pull

United
States Army has
met or exceeded

leanings

fire

to

is

immediately,
even as promising
signs keep appearing.

have
repeatedly come under

into

out

and make

Roberts.

Their conservative

to

turning

is

match, then they need

Court bench two
and expeAlito

who

Vietnam
and that the only
proper course of

brilliant

John

anti-

another

a cleaner

,

Supreme

the

the Republicans

to fight

placed

cessfully

activists

argue that this war

In the past year,

as close to a

is

final cure for terrorism as there

government and negotiation "must
foreswear violence and recognize

to argue

troops

accom-

his

which

territories,

Hamas 's sudden

next. However, this year

outline

now

Israel,

I'm not even angry. Anger came
and went a long time ago. No,

year, as well as his goals for the

of the Union address

to

of

critical

The German foreign minis-

agree.

Finally,

talizing

State

an annual opportunity for the

sistently

ter said that those taking part in

fight,
and comments,
"sometimes you get lucky and get
to
fight
ethnic
genocide in
Kosovo, but other times it's
Vietnam." I would like Mr. Stein

The

.

He

our troops." That's cute.

has killed the dream

by Neal Urwitz
Contributor

against the causes for which our

is

—

The Bowdoin Orient

the line

president

—
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'

why

that girl getting

low

is

this is

looking

all

that

has gone awry,

take solace in the fact that

there are plenty

of Polar Bears

love Lil' Jon just as

in the

many of diem
much as I do.
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T

—
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Beware the web of indictment
has been reported that employers

It

These Revelations Will

Not Be

have begun using personal informa-

Facebook.com and
MySpace.com to do background
research on job applicants. Among
many other things, this means that
tion

Televised

sites

your

by Steve

You: So

.

Orient Staff

say

Do

your parents keep scrapbooks

job interview

first

probably go like

will

Kolowich

like

this:

guess what I'm trying

I

company

think that this

is I

after college

for me, and

great

fit

of old photographs? Mine do. I'm not

sess

the

talking about the scrapbooks filled

ethic

and professionalism

with photos of

and

days,

were

nude adventures

I've seen

ing

me

But in
lege

as... Oh,

culture

know. .bead curtains used
.

are guaranteed

to be,

Webshots.com
These

Forget tagged photos, every-

Facebook

profile

is

fair

of you sitting naked in

will

would your PR. team
spin your former membership to the
group 'Tuesday Booze Hounds" or "I
Am a Homosexual Robot Who Loves
You" (both real groups)? What hap-

sweet yet uncomfortable love to the

bear

polar

Smith

outside

statue

to

women's

And it's not just your future bosses
who have access to this oft-damning
information. Your current bosses

logue apparently

be asking where

no one seems to
misnomer of a

is

this

originated and

When

who

behind

is

understand

students

it.

the

right-wing source of the Academic
believe they will

I

now

a

was

Ahmad

Foothill College student

al-Qloushi. Mr. al-Qloushi

claimed that he failed the final

exam

on

written

his poorly

at

SAF web

site,

,

,

clear

question.

While the student
asked
to

,

.

that

ls

was

answer how the

students are discrimi

if

dis-

is

it

that al-Qloushi ignored the profes-

M™ truth
,

on Mr.

available

essay,

Horowitz's

sor's

~™
i **

•

U.S. Constitution

•

nated aZainst

™?

can

excluded certain

groups

g to other professors,
j
j n
j
deans and President

time

•

right-

far

pro-American.

for being too

one takes a look

If

the

Bowdoin

it

at

the

was

writ-

Mr.

ten,

>

al-

Qloushi went on
is one the
Mills for recourse.
main sources proto write the U.S.
moting the Academic Bill of
Constitution was the most progressive document of its time and
Rights. The leftist -sounding nature
avoided the exclusion issue. Now
of the Academic Bill of Rights
Horowitz's
the student and Mr. Horowitz concomes from Mr.
winger,

background.

Marxist

Horowitz's goal

academic

—

tics

gotten lost in this dia-

former Marxist and

as the "world wide

discriminated against for his poli-

What has

David Horowitz, a

to subsequent techno-

ple of a conservative student being

and

Vinton Cerf and Bob Kahn

we now know

the

destroy

Africana

crimination issues.

globe within seconds!

How

game.

bleary-eyed picture of you making

wish

Republicans

studies.

that

the

over,

is

in Maine can preclude an employment opportunity halfway across the

pot out of a potato?

a

find

The Cold War

logical advances, a photograph taken

kiddie pool smoking

a

who

insinuating

Republicans took back Congress, and

then:

aid

image search for "college campus +
decor"

your vomit reflex

lack of self-possession

suggests a

web." Thanks

runs a seemingly innocent Google

architectural

and your

tate U.S. foreign relations

developed a handy communications

exclusive

function of making sure anyone

"perpetual belligerence" will devas-

scientists

Snapfish.com.

or

that,

tion while the College

their opinion

thing on your

sites like

sites serve the nearly

your penchant for

if elected,

Republicans are crying discrimina-

dence. But things have changed since

know

Are these photographs

web

are

to critics that contend

without a shred of incriminating evi-

office.

we could ever want to.

Take, for example,

you respond

there are plenty)

I

about our undergraduate experience
than

Rights between both sides. College

ever plan on running for public

who

Democrats

marked down for political content
which is a completely fair notion.
However, Mr. Horowitz and his
colleagues are masters of manipulation. Mr. Horowitz's prime exam-

debate about the Academic Bill of

why

God

campus

current

the

in

Facebook.com group
Because He Is
Perpetually Belligerent and Booted
All Over the Coleman Rug." How do

College
Republicans
suddenly have changed

show myself out.

of you (and

we

missing

called "I Hate Joe

see

I'll

implies that students shouldn't be

creation of a

help any

sitting

a kiddie pool smoking pot

good deal

feel that there is a

of Rights,

in

remember more

to

Matthews: You also inspired the

This

political or religious beliefs."
I

.

Bill

Are

But embarrassing job interviews

don't

I

that.

champion of his frat house, and
maybe your mom and her friends
streaked across the quad pickled on
wine coolers every Thursday night

photographs of you

You:

day and age where dig-

have learned

I

has

bill

are only the beginning.

cameras are as prevalent in col-

matured and

edge of the subjects and disciplines
they study, not on the basis of their

by David Duhalde
Contributor

feel

perspective

15

could be abused

Bill

that

unbecoming to a national figurehead?
Schmoe: (fakes seizure).
So maybe your dad was the chug

these

no

five.

this

Goldman-Sachs:

of

naked

of mine on one hand, caus-

my

though

as

inability to control

out of a potato?

could count the ones

to suspect that there are

more than
ital

I

that this job

(slides digital prints across desk)

pre-graduation college pictures of

your parents?

pos-

I

type of responsible work

President

in

Have you ever seen

in college.

a

will require.

first steps, first birth-

first

I'm talking about when they

public;

feel like

I

is

Schmoe: Well no, Chris, and
was a long time ago. Since then I

2006

3,

Mr.

not to promote

is

diversity, but instead to

tinue to spread the

politics, not

Mr.

lie that

down

Qloushi was marked

al-

for his

poor scholarship. The %
of Rights would

also

put professors in fear of alienating

Academic

have Facebook accounts. So, yeah,

right-wing students. His Students

allow students like Mr. al-Qloushi

College

the

administrators

Bill

to avoid doing assignments proper-

named sophomore Joe Schmoe goes

you probably ought to take down
those pics of you pissing on the side
of Barry Mills's house. You should

Academic Freedom (SAF), and
Middle East studies oriented

dars of adorable group photos, but for

Campus Watch (CW), do

not hide

crimination.

every shot of you and your friends

on "Hardball with Chris Matthews,"

also delete that post on your wall that

their

dogmati-

embracing and beaming with the

fresh off his

The end of fourth point of the
Academic Bill of Rights reads:

maries?

how we
And
you may as well

cally

glowing optimism of youth, mere are

Union. Sure, you can use these

sites

albums and make calen-

to compile

you retching and grimacing with the dizzy remorse of having
just drunk something on a dare.
Now, if the only consequence of
1

7 shots of

creatively

hypothetical,

sweep of

the state pri-

Matthews: Tonight, we're talking

while you're

Schmoe.
Schmoe: Thanks for having me,

withdraw from the group

Matthews: Mr. Schmoe,

it,

Bowdoin College you were a member

I

leave

you with

With

the Information

"Elitist

the peak of its decadence,

Do you

feel as

photo of your

not be cause for immediate concern.

though elitism

gets

much

something to be

is

reaching
not the

it's

nude adventure

openly

anti-leftist,

The

agenda.

pro-Israel

Academic

of Rights merely
opens the door for abuse by the
Bill

For Bowdoin students to under-

worry about;

to

it is

important to look at the Academic

of Rights and

how

previously abused.

of the Academic

Bill

states:

it's

solely

ly

and then complain about

own

free to pursue their

findings

in presenting their

views, they should consider and

make

their students

aware of other

viewpoints. Academic

disciplines

has been

should welcome a diversity of

The

third point

Bill

of Rights

approaches to unsettled questions."
This part has even greater chance

it

"Students will be graded

on

dis-

"While teachers are and should be
and perspectives

Right.

in

the basis of their reasoned

answers and appropriate knowl-

the photo of your most recent one.

encouraged?

worse.

you have

public

sense, too.

Age

of the Facebook.com group
Northern Liberals."

first

for

stand the potential for abuse,

then this webshot pandemic would

it

all

have

this advice:

common

fun, but have

across your college photo database,

But

on

"I Pissed

Barry Mills's House." These are

have

I

records here that during your time at

when he stumbles

at

merely suggestions.

Chris.

an awkward interaction with your

—remember

"Dude

reads

pissed on Barry Mills's house?"

to presidential hopeful Joe

your friends' itchy trigger fingers was
nine-year-old

when

pens

of being manipulated by students
with agendas on either side. This
puts teachers,

who have

spent years

researching their subjects, at the

under

Liberal profs

Bowdoin community on the basis of
So I'll state the ques-

by Theo Salter
Contributor

their beliefs.

I'm the secretary of Ladd, and

intrinsic

Sunday our representative to
Bowdoin Student Government told
us that the Academic Bill of Rights
was being considered. I was surprised and intrigued on two levels:

writing?

first, I

wasn't aware

I

At
ing

even had aca-

and obvious rights into
three students (incom-

have

we

first years,

about

six

cal views

be summed up by

*\.

will

"professors
not

be

hired

or

EL?"? Z
gious

beliefs,"

never

no

sued the col-

less)

were forced

At

1

But

professors claimed

the country there are cases of con-

to

servative students complaining that

eral;

they are being "indoctrinated" with

percent claimed to

I've

liberal

politics

the

classroom.

who

work

say

being

done
showed

be

in

I

t

while only six

is

business.

vative students are

the

their

few conservative
professors

because

that we need
and teachwhat they want,

no question

political discrimination since

mundane

to

me, as I'm sure

it

going to judge members of the

the subject they love.

these accusations

to protest the

war

the classroom,

my

of

laws in the

challenged to think about liberal

nation that affects us

dogma"
Not to men-

in

a nation-wide attack on

sor of a subject like

is

who, since I have been at Bowdoin,
have opposed Affirmative Action
and anti-homophobic laws, to suddenly be concerned with discrimi-

tion the fact that if you're a profes-

classes.

it

important to address discrimination
question the College Republicans,

"indoctrinated with liberal

any of

do agree

I

think

in Iraq outside

we have

UNC

I

law suit,
although its unlikely. Being challenged to question your faith is part
of being a Christian, just as being

I

by conservative

liberals."
is

mid-

publicly. Students, however, should

possible because of the "agendas of

There

a

felt

and Republicans. So

As

for the

hope

tive. If

does to you. Basically, we're not

I

dle school from both Democrats

of moderate political views, and
I've never felt as if I were being

pretty

I

socialist,

As

have

(sorry about this

you can analyze the facts and come
up with your own conclusions. Now
not

nothing wrong with

of reduced income in exchange
for being able to teach and study

students are ludicrous, especially at

is

is

discrimination in academia.

life

top tier schools. If professors want

there are accusations that this

There

tackling the problem of political

stereotype) aren't interested in a

issues

seemed

Maoist

ultra-right critiques

of China's one-child policy. This
will be done to show the class my
material, to make them "aware of
other viewpoints" no matter how
discredited they maybe. Professor
Guo's academic judgment based off
of years of research and study are
pushed aside so I can promote my
own agenda, whatever it be.

know

servatives

Constitution that protect them. I'm

It

my

the class either

propaganda or

ers' right to believe

important aspect of education

or anti-reli-

show

democratic

get all sides of a given issue so that

religious

can complain to the
can then be forced to

most of the con-

and "faculty will not use their
courses for the purpose of political,
ideological,

either being

get paid a lot, and

their religious or political beliefs,"

gious indoctrination."

is

to protect our students'

agenda."
is to

is

profes-

sors don't tend to

was moderate).

professors'

humble opinion, the most

to

think

at top tier schools.

their personal beliefs. But,

it

to

I

main reason
you see so

ludicrous, especially

against because

doesn't adhere

the

into

of education

opposed

accusations by conser

be conservative (the

There

go

field

that

politically lib-

other 30 percent

want multiple

views to be present on
campuses, perhaps they should
encourage their sons and daughters

political

math or

sci-

they

is

lose

years,

part of being a conserva-

anything,

that they are

I

who

eral students

ulous

first

the

think

it's

the lib-

should be upset

being deprived of fab-

conservative

minds

who

could give them insight to other

viewpoints

in

academia.

i

Asian Studies

Guo

I

deans.

as

of the students. For
feel

He

enough,

to

I

too pro-China or not anti-China

algebra or organic chemistry.
If conservatives

if

Professor Lance

very difficult to infuse

it's

whim

example,

your views on abortion into linear

think these

discriminated

is

ence,

in

and moreover, they should not feel
discriminated against because of

"liberal

my

in

Even more shocking are claims by
their

*>

faculty

an

students

were

classes.

more

attended

politi-

"students will be
In

that

is

and as much as 30: 1
of

protest than students did. All over

College

being 'indoctrinated

graded on their work and not for

a

fields

A Gallup Poll

anti-war

«<* «*™i **»«'
any of my

a ratio of 7:

2002
that 64 percent of Ivy League

.r ?
if I

is

our small college. The

number conservative professors by

study.

members

as

felt

at

sad truth of the matter

some

and

,

don't believe this

I

huge issue

to

I'm of moderate

clauses which can

although

read something that conflicted with

interest other than

that

underway,

professors

liberal

nation-wide, liberal professors out-

UNC,

Amherst

rights,

fact

putting

their "basic Christian values."

relevant,

the

we

are

lege because they

and second, and more
was why BSG was spending its valuable time amending it.
I got a copy of the Academic Bill
of Rights, browsed it, and didn't
find anything of ground-breaking

demic

Why

tion again:

academic

the nation

fire across

all.

The hard

truth is that if students are discrim-

inated against they can

professors,

go

deans, and

Mills for recourse.

of the Academic

The

to other

President

true agenda
'

Bill

of Rights

is

to

allow the far right monitoring control

over

liberal professors.
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Friday
Beyond Bowdoin Lunch
DeWitt John, environmental

Series

studies professor,

discusses China's role in the global

economy and

environment.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
12:30 p.m.
Ladysmith Black Mambazo

Come

see a live performance of Ladysmith Black

Mambazo,

a

Grammy

award-winning a capella

group from South Africa. The group's style
combines traditional South African music with
Christian gospel.

Memorial

Hall, Pickard Theater,

7:30 p.m.

Ebony Ball
Month

Celebrate Black History

at a semi-formal

dance open to the entire school.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

Mike

Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

A snow formation melts on the Quad.

9 p.m.-l a.m.

Sunday
Saturday
Photography Exhibit
Drew Fulton '06 will exhibit
collection of his

Tuesday

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel,

welcome

4:30 p.m.

a

photographs of the Everglades.
Gallery, Visual Arts Center, 6-8 p.m.

speaker

Art Session
Bring your

own

open

supplies

life

\

staff are

to a breakfast featuring

Mark Swann

'84, executive

director of Preble Street,

to a free

Funeral for Taryn King 07
Immaculate Conception Church,

and

All students, faculty,

f

most stunning

Lowell, Massachussetts, 10

Bowdoin Breakfast

/

an agency

that aids low-income residents in

and snacks

Portland.

Thome Dining Hall, 7:15-9 a Jn.

drawing session.

Room 303, Visual
Arts Center, 2-5 p.m.

South Studio

Communion

"Cooley High,"

a film

\

\
a

an Episcopal communion
and Gil Birney.

service led by Edie

Mitchell South Dining

see

following the last high school days of

Students, faculty, and staff are
invited to

\

Black Film Festival

Come

am.

group of close friends living in the
projects of downtown Chicago.
Morrell Lounge Mouljon Union,
6-8 pjn.

Room,

Thome Hall, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday

Monday

Faculty Seminar Talk

Anne Henshaw,

ogy and sociology, presents "Learning

Utah: America's Redrock Wilderness,"

and Toponymy amongst Coastal

depicting scenes from Southern Utah.

Sikusilarmiut of Southwest Baffin

This show

will

Landscapes: Notions of Place,

be presented by Mainers

Island,

Utah Wilderness Alliance.
Miscellaneous Room, Adams
Hall 7-9 p.m.

12-1 p.m.

entrepreneur, and lecturer, will give a

speech entitled, "Betrayal: Sold out by
the Civil Rights Movement."

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
the side of a birch tree behind Stowe Hall.

Canada."

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

A Look at Civil Rights

Snow drips down

Time

For Utah Wilderness and the Southern

Thursday

\

Reginald Jones, a longtime entertainer,

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

professor of anthropol-

Multimedia Presentation
View a multimedia slide show, "Wild

7:30 p.m.

Noontime Pilates
Sign

up

in the

main

athletic

department

office to participate in a pilate class led

by Kelly

McCann

Sewall.

Colbath Room, Morrell
12-1 p.m.

Gym,

I

———— —————
The

Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin

College, Brunswick,

February

Maine

The Oldest Continuously-Published College Weekly

Concealed

Bears leap into

in the

NESCAC playoffs

investments

Dean McEwen

says

do 'enormous harm

Administration expresses
confidence in ethics of

BSG

endowment investments

an adaptation of the
clarifies recent call

an Academic

to create

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

Bias Incident

BSG overwhelmingly rejected

debate,

independence of faculty and students

and to protect the principle of intellec-

After passing a resolution that

—

bill

intended "to secure the intellectual

a 1-19-4 vote.

tual diversity" in

of its budget annually
small number of students have been

ABOR.

Last week, after four months of
a proposal to endorse the ABOR, a

Group

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

As Bowdoin boasts high returns
on its half-billion-dollar endowment which provides nearly a

—

14

BSG proposal would

worry some

quarter

2006

10,

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

ABOR, BSG

After rejecting the

passed a different resolution, the

concerns over whether the College's

some took to be an endorsement of
the Academic Bill of Rights
(ABOR),
Bowdoin
Student
Government (BSG) worked quickly
on Wednesday to distance itself

money is

from

chaired by

meeting informally with President
Barry Mills over the past year about
invested in socially respon-

companies.

sible

Among

students' concerns

the

—

and genocide

The

conflict in

Incident

Sudan has led

sev-

bers of

up the

issue of

is

militia

lution had

Justine Pburavelis '06 helped the Bears maintain the nation's longest

em

court winning streak at their

that

and the U.S.
Congress have termed genocide.
(See related story, page 3).

expressed disappoint-

Conn.

game

home-

College. See story, page 9.

in the

way

the reso-

week's meeting to

"That group would do enormous

harm

to the

freedom of expression

been construed, the body

"It

In April of last year, the governing

would have precisely the oppoone might intend by

site effect that

creating essentially a

clarified that its endorse-

group

ment of the ABIG was not intended

made

for

its

partnership

that are

and

that is going

demic freedom and was

in

no way

Please see

BSG page 3

avoiding investment in companies

he believes are not "socially

that

Board

responsible.'!

"If the college

about the

talk

is

always going to

common

good, then

it

now there

is

to vote

on tenure

with the names of nine faculty

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

who

were up for tenure. One candidate's
tenure recommendation is still "in

and may or may not be

candidates
process

so thorough up until

is

Dartmouth College,
University,
and most
Amherst College have also
addressed the issue of Sudanese

no way of knowing whether we're

Stanford

not funding companies that do any

recommendations for tenure and to

number of horrible

that's

review the preliminary budget, upon

think really needs to

be addressed," Kreider

which board members will vote in
May. The College's newly revised
intellectual property policy and the

before the trustees are rarely denied

investment.

reach the board, they have been

appear streamlined,

naming of one of the new first-year
dorms are not on the agenda, according to Secretary of the College

approved

Mersereau.

production.

should practice

something

Ben Kreider 'OS, one of the students who met with Mills, said the

Bowdoin

that

Please see

it.

I

Right

things,

and

said.
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rated a top

Peace Corps producer
by

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

Peru, Romania, Samoa, Thailand

and Togo, and are engaging

The growing participation of gradBowdoin seniors in the Peace
25

for small schools generating the

Peace
is

Corps

volunteers.

ranked 20th.

Currently, there are 17

Bowdoin

men and

working in Bolivia,
Guinea, Guyana, Kyrgyz Republic,
Mali, Mongolia, Nicaragua, Panama,
are

Arts

1

PL—
»^ -I
^

every

other

including the trustees'

stage,

Academic

he

celebration

Tenure vote

of

it's

of the names,"

said.

this

The

not the only element

is

weekend's meeting

full

that will

according to

board received a copy of

the preliminary budget over a

ago so

that if

week

any board member

for tenure votes at trustees meetings
is

relatively

concise because the

Please see

TRUSTEES, page 2

WBOR show

& Entertainment

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

Litis

said

Bowdoin 's movement up

the

that

the job

It is

list is

of the Department of

not a surprise since the College has

Safety and Security to keep the

always graduated highly qualified

Bowdoin community safe. This year,
Security has also made it its job to
keep the Bowdoin community enter-

candidates.

"Bowdoin

—

20

it's

is

usually in the top

always been right up there,"

Lins said.

He

tained.

On

also noted that if the

their

WBOR

91.1

FM

show

"Listen!" which airs from 3 p.m. to S

Please see

PEACE, page 3

Features

I

at

time they

Affairs Committee.

Security radios in

Peace Corps Regional Recruiter
Christopher

INSIDE
20

tenure because by the

come

in a vari-

ects.

alumni serving overseas as Peace

Corps volunteers. These

faculty that

lot

to the votes,

but by the time the board votes,

more of a

The names of

"Usually the amount of time taken

Mersereau said the Executive
Committee voted to move forward

of discussion leading up

business, and urban-planning proj-

Corps has not gone unnoticed. This
year, the College entered the top

ing.

considered at this weekend's meet-

Richard Mersereau.

ety of environmental, educational,

uating

progress,"

not been a

"It's not that there's

recently

oil

this

point," Mersereau said.

The Board of Trustees will meet
this weekend in order to consider

with the Sudanese government in

28

surveillance

any comments

for

in classroom,

as an assault on professors' aca-

College needs to be more active in

from PetroChina, a Chinese

company known

women

in

McEwen said.

classrooms on campus,"

administration

body of Harvard University decided

most

and

ABIG

intended to clarify

its intent.

state that

after consulting with the faculty

passed two subsequent resolutions

BSG

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

the deaths of thousands in the west-

Sudanese region of Darfur

BSG

ment and anger

widely considered responsible for

Bowdoin

himself

not to create the

government-supported

list

BSG

Group (ABIG), and a discussion in which many of the mem-

A

to divest

be

to

if created.

addressed

particularly in

investment in companies that deal

Bush

was

President Barry Mills, he decided

with the Sudanese government

the

It

at this

colleges and universities in

recent years to take

ABIG

McEwen,

McEwen

from

supported the cre-

that

not create a proposed Academic Bias

the Darfur region of Sudan.

eral

BSG

Academic

of

Principles

Freedom,"

ation of the

Dean of Academic Affairs Craig
McEwen, who said the College will

human rights

tion, child labor,

visit to

the

viola-

have been environmental degradations,

it.

Following a

"Declarative Statement Endorsing

Try your hand
Orient's very

at the

own

crossword puzzle

3

Page 4

on Thursdays, Director of
Safety and Security Randy Nichols
and Assistant Director of Safety and
Security Mike Brown try to do both.
Their show combines music, guest
interviews, and discussion linked by
a common theme of educating listenp.m.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Nichols and

Brown mix music and

interviews with safety education.

ers about issues relating to their safety

and well-being.
"Every

do... there's a
it,"

single

show

people about safety, because that's a

laughs,

major turn-off."

students

"We mix up

major safety theme to

Nichols said. "But

bludgeon people with
I

we

I

I

!

it

we

don't

or lecture

show
a

lot

the content of the

"We play
we have some

we have
come

a lot of guests

in...

we

try to

in,

have a

local flavor to it."

quite a bit," he said.

of music,

Please see

WBOR, page 8
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10,

2006

The Bowdoin Orient

Trustees meet for weekend-long meeting

I

Vice President of Investments

of Bowdoin 's invest-

in the ethics

ments.
can't even think about one

"I

investment that I'd worry about in
terms of social issues," she said.

that existed there until die early

ment"

The ad hoc committee recommended Bowdoin divest from com-

Mills said he

of

thoughts

was receptive
the

to the

students,

expressed concern about the

yet
diffi-

culty of defining the term "socially

responsible."

"What is socially responsible
some is not socially responsible
Mills

others,"
Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

Members

of the board of trustees met with Young Alumni Leadership
Prorgam students on Thursday night for an informal discussion.

simple but

"It's

1

Mersereau

said.

endowment

talk,

fit

into

informed early enough and well
that if people have a prob-

one's going to be reporting back to

lem, they have a chance to raise

it

meetings, things will find their

In addition to the discussions of

way onto future agendas," he said.
The trustees will meet again on
campus in May, but their fall

the

trustees

upcoming

also

will

approve

one's taking notes and no

anyone. Often as a result of those

2006 meeting

Boston

will be in

in

projects,

coordination with the College's
public announcement of the capi-

which is currently
Building,
undergoing a major renovation.
Also included in the agenda is a
vote to approve the acquisition of
66 Harpswell Road.
"There is an ongoing list of
properties that we do not aggressively pursue, but these are properties that, if they

able,

we'd look

became

avail-

buying them
Mersereau said.
is on this

into

at the right price,"

The Harpswell property
list.

The

trustees'

schedule

also

campaign. The College hopes
to have $125 million in hand or in
pledges by November, in an effort
to reach its overall goal of $250
tal

million.

Although the College wants

to

give trustees the opportunity to be
present at the public launching of

no substicampus and

the campaign, "there's
tute

for

the

many

to as

approve honorary degree recipients, and tour the Walker Art

capital

coming

to

having the opportunity to meet
with
faculty
and students,"

Academic

President Barry Mills, a tradition that

Judd will be present

Mills instituted upon his appointment

end's events in order to start meet-

in order to facilitate free discussion

ing the trustees, according to

among board members.

of Student Affairs Craig Bradley.

week-

Dean

•Department

of

Safety

and

Security staff met with a student

group for a general discussion on
campus safety. The meeting was
organized by the Bowdoin Student
Government.
Thursday, February 2
•A student was cited for an alcohol

policy

violation

at

Jack

Magee's Pub.
Friday, February 3
•There was a verbal and physical

in the

common area playing a drink-

SAFE

Ride van was damaged when the driver backed into a
tree at the Red Brick House on
•The

Sunday, February 5
•A staff member reported damage
die front door of 30 College Street
•A student who dislocated her
at

Coleman Hall was

transported to Parkview Hospital by

between two students at
Jack Magee's Pub, resulting in a
disorderly conduct report being
filed with the Office of the Dean of

responsible for vandalism to a door

Student Affairs.

at the

•A blue light emergency phone
was activated at Smith House.

Hall that occurred in December.

altercation

Brunswick Rescue.
Monday, February 6
•Security

entrance to

Office

an unregistered event

Affairs.

student

Thome Dining

at

to bar direct
19 companies it

the Farley Field

House track. The person was
on site by staff.

treated

by the Bowdoin

Department of Safety and Security

in

investments

its

She also said

part

in

that releasing

hut

some

think there

I

The advisory committee also

ommended

too

is

South African students.

step,"

ed

in

Law

and significant stufaculty
and

tions,

dent

the
in

its

"We want

its

Professor of Religion and Asian

be sure that our

to

this important issue

own

said

strategies,"

however, that

Lowenstein

ment

Rights Project

used

list

Calls for action

position

clear to

investment managers understand

our stance on

invest-

Amherst

quoted by the
note,

Studies John C. Holt served on the
subcommittee during the 19941995 academic year, the committee's last year of existence.
Holt remembered that the subcommittee was not very active at
that time since the

issue

time to reinvent this

Stakeman agreed, citing a need
more discussion on the issue of

for

considered rarely and only in the

investment in Sudan.

or potentially doing business in

face of human atrocities that are
wholly inconsistent with the moral

information.

in

the

make

their

listed

funds that

and

of Amherst

values

ethical

College," read the board's resolution.

In

response

the

to

Amherst

holdings available to the College,

action, Mills expressed skepticism

none were invested in companies
on the list.
However, the College is not able
to access the specific holdings of
some of its funds. For these funds,

about

Bowdoin

on the Lowenstein list.
She said that since some of the
Lowenstein companies are listed on

popular indices such as the

500 and the

many

MSCI EAFE

S&P

index,

investors likely have expoto

the

companies through

Volent questioned the logic of

assuming

all

companies

that

do

business in Sudan are worth divest-

it

is

he would support a sim-

Bowdoin, Mill
it would only

at

responded, "I think

be worth

it

if

it

had a material

on the companies involved."
Mills warned that putting restrictions on investments might make
Bowdoin a less attractive investor
effect

to fund managers.

He

like retirement funds.

did not however, rule out

may be benefiSudanese people and
the exit of some companies

may make

the situation worse.

Both Mills and Volent said that
their perspectives, the key to
investing responsibly was choosing
ethical fund managers with whom
from

to invest.

"Our job

is

selecting reputable,

through

it

of
to

will bring about the

Stakeman said.
Currently, the mandate of the
Board of Trustees' Investment
Committee, as defined by the
right decision,"

board's by-laws, does not specifi-

sider issues

committee to conof social responsibili-

ty.

When

asked

if

he saw a need for

"There
low, there

encouraged

dialogue but
stopped short of endorsing such a
move.
"I'm not a great one for committees," he said. "I'm one for discusMills

sion."

Volent urged students to seriously study issues

of corporate gover-

nance and investing.
"I mink its always good to have a
dialogue and to realize the implica-

action relating to Sudan.

may be more news to folmay be not," he said.

tions of the investment or the company that you are supporting,"

Volent said.

ing from, noting that the presence

of some companies

sort

Having a committee

a committee on ethical investing,
if

action

ilar

"Whether

any respect remains to

effective in

Asked

"I think there is a big lack

cally call for the

statement," he said.

be seen."

nies

a real

wonderfully symbolic

a

"It's

unable to

is

make

impact.

whether they contain compa-

Volent said,

potential to

its

South African

to be resolved.

it's

committee," Holt said.

extreme cases.

divestment action should be

seemed

"Maybe

believed divest-

it

remedy should only be

as a
in

"A

South Africa.

in

fund managers.

Amherst's Office of Public Affairs.

December

mately did divest from certain
funds that had holdings in compa-

on Sudanese investment

K.

companies

a

Social

nies with substantial involvement

as they consider their

School identified a

Of the

trustees

1981

which
reported to the board's Committee
College
ultion Investments. The

of companies that were definitely

the

advi-

sory committee's sugges-

much."

some of

Human

Allard

the

Yale

said.

had holdings that included
the banned companies. In

it

The board's resolution did

at

the first

it's

Stakeman

invest-

say that some of the funds

trustee Bill Ford, as

holdings

International

rec-

Bowdoin give
money to support

that

scholarship

sort of

While Amherst did not currently
have any money directly invested
in these companies to divest it did

ment

report released in

that

the last of these issues."

Responsibility,

Bowdoin's endowment

by

prescient

"What our committee learned
was that divestment isn't

for

endowment's growth.

A

was

Ben Kreider '05 Subcommittee on

such information could decrease

that

•Security responded to a report of

an injured person

of
unanimously
Trustees

board resolved to make

in

the

think that the

certainly

activism,

cial for the

Wednesday, February 8

—Compiled

was looking

I

was just
Stakeman

it

[South Africa] wasn't going to be

The Board of
Amherst College
voted last month

secrecy,

index fund holdings of investments
a

"I

said.

South

started out looking at

committee

maintains industry-standard secre-

sure

The matter will be referred to the
of the Dean of Student

Officers responded and dispersed

•A staff member discovered
damage to a Bowdoin escort van.
Saturday, February 4
•A fire alarm was activated at
Moulton Union, apparently caused
by balloons at the Ebony Ball.
•There was an alcohol policy
violation at Helmreich House

identified

"We

the tip of the iceberg,"

Recent action by
Amherst College

ness that there has to he

because of confidentiality agreements with some of its fund man-

state

shoulder

Africa and realized that

response to these holdings,' the

Pleasant Street.

to

advisory committee.

in terms of any sort of specifics on
where our money actually goes. I
understand for reasons of competitiveness that there has to be some
sort of secrecy, but I think there is
too much," he said.
According to Volent the College

in

ing game.

Associate Professor of History
Randy
and Africana
Studies
Stakeman served on the initial

As a result of the

The Orient asked Volent whether
any of Bowdoin's funds held equity

involving a small group of students

ing.

doesn't

"Mills never really gave

report.
1

look into matters of ethical invest-

created

me what

agers.

also suggested the

on the Board of Trustees to

mittee

public.

cy

It

formation of a permanent subcom-

understand for reasons of competitive-

Sudan.

Campus Security Report:
2/1 to 2/8

South Africa.

the last step,

"I

Kreider called on the
administration to make its
endowment holdings more

Affairs Gristle Collins
at this

panies substantially involved in

we

students as

can," Mills said.

Mersereau said.
The newly selected candidate
for the position of Dean for

includes a private breakfast with

Wednesday, February

come up to the investment
committee as a recommendation
we don't want the risk."

1990s.

because

with the government of Sudan.

committee?"

the budget and the vote for tenure,

just

determined to have involvement

weekwith no

ent," Mersereau said. "You want a
process where the trustees are

along the way."

ques-

it

most important programs funded by the endowment.
ble to provide financial aid

enough

are any ethical questions,

pointed to financial aid as one of

across lines and don't

"No

we ask

tions concerned with ethics. If there

genius,"

any

transpar-

social responsibility,

as

far

not give the

"It is socially responsi-

is

multiple

"As

investment

agenda, about those issues that cut

"Good governance

people

fund

the

for

in support-

prior to the meeting.

down and

of the

all

in

times," Volent said.

like

Mills underscored the impor-

trustees an opportunity this
to sit

for

less."

had a serious question about the
document, it could be resolved

end

and

office,

ing the mission of the College and

it's

"Why

The due diligence process will be meeting with
a manager, their team, their back

Darfur where people would differ

tance of the

TRUSTEES, /mm page

a very, very rigorous due

diligence process.

"Although

said.

some examples

are

there

said Mills.

"We do

involved

an interview with the Orient,

In

choices

honest and trustworthy folks to
preserve and maintain our endow-

Paula Volent expressed confidence

Mike

on investment

Students, faculty urge dialogue
INVESTMENT, from page

Bowdoin's 1980s divestment
from South Africa

Sophomore Sam Minot, who also
met with Mills, noted the importance of student involvement.

In

1978,

President

William

Enteman recommended the

cre-

"Unless there was a
est

lot of interfrom the student body, there

committee to look into Bowdoin's investments in South Africa in light of
apartheid, the system of govern-

was not much action we could

ment-sponsored racial segregation

investment issues.

ation of a special advisory

take," he said.

Minot said

his next goal

try to raise student

was

to

awareness about

_

____

,

I

"

1

'

The Bowdoin Orient

McEwen
BSQ from page

February

The Magic City Morning
tressed

to

have a chilling effect on students
"Classrooms are places in which

honor the opportunity to make
faculty

we

critical

have the

mandate to make students uncomfort-

by

raising questions

about fundamental values. That's part of

what a

education

liberal

make

don't

about If we

is

students uncomfortable

McEwen said

we're not doing our job,"

BSG

Vice President for

has received," said
for the Class

student government

modeled the pro-

posed Academic Bias Incident Group

faculty and

am

I

BSG

Representative

of 2006 Kendall Brown,

BSG power that the

administration will take

McEwen 's comments,

Following

confirmed

of rights and

its

of the ABOR's

mously, and clarification of the

issue] to

have

misstated in

it

as an affront to this

I

these

all

really take this

body

Alex Linhart

and chairman of the

Bowdoin College Republicans,

offered

he

felt

70,000 deaths

work together

because

ABIG

"This

was

it

enraging,"

LeHay,

provide

to

tunity to

another venue for the

of conof academic

discussion

cerns

freedom. This

is

make

to

faculty

"There was no
follow-up that

this

wasn't

feel

students uncomfortable

and

preconceptions, by

like

fundamental

values.

Brooks

I

was very

it

members spoke of
need to more

Dean

of

McEwen

Academic

a

Affairs

Following die pas-

*

** 6

to

carefull y

their actions.

"We were

sage of the resolution,

Maine College Republicans pub-

"Besides the tide,

was

fine. I

tide

because

College

Student

Government Endorses Academic

Bill

of Rights." The release was reprinted

on the Northern Maine news web

I

thought the article

was disappointed with the
I think it's putting more

lished a press release with die headline

"Bowdoin

controversy into a subject that's already
sufficiently controversial," Linhart

"I'm happy mat die

site,

said

BSG passed die

to put a vote to die

quick

ABIG and I think a

of it came out of our frustration,"
Brown said "We should vote very carelot

We

fully.

need to remember

that our

votes not only represent ourselves but
trie

ernment what

May.

way

"This taught people on student gov-

Lins links

Bowdoin

Helminiak
engage
"I'm

to their experi-

"Most Bowdoin Peace Corps applicants studied abroad. This got them
interested in studying

more overseas,"

gram.

Individual reasons for joining the

a generational component to

student interest.

"Many applicants know someone
who has done it before. We're at that
second generation where so many
went

applicants have parents that
overseas," he said.
is

exempli-

by Ryan Helminiak '06 who

is

considering joining the Peace Corps.
started thinking

first

ered

about

it

my mom said she had consid-

because

when

it

Helminiak

As a

she was

younger,"

at

with

AIDS

Peace Corps experience would

way

to get

my

foot in the

door."
stu-

for

the

are

certainly

right

demands of the Peace Corps. Lins
claims that the Maine environment has
a

lot

to

Bowdoin

Bowdoin and

is

now residing

in

Williamsport, Pennsylvania, for the

he

We

endorsed

The words

my favorite,
at

ly thought they

"Mainers tend to do better overseas.
They have a great sense of community. They're more creative," he said
Lins also acknowledged that most
Bowdoin alumni do well abroad

Lobiondo

"There's definitely an adventure
spirit here.

You have

work overseas," he

to

have that to

Mani

endorsement of the Academic Bias
Incident Group.

•The

BSG

has released a
for the

Facilities

new

Committee

shuttle schedule

weekends.

•BSG and

the

Colby Student

Government are looking to plan a
Bowdoin-Colby field day.

'06,

panel

discussion

were

Assistant

Professor of History David

Gordon

and Visiting Assistance Professor of

Government Shelley Deane.
Gordon opened the discussion by
providing historical background for
the Darfur conflict, explaining, "The
first cause of conflict is environmental,

the intensity of conflict increased

with draught and famine. Conflict

became war,

war encour-

[and] the
to stage

a wider rebel-

peace

necessary

is

begin

to

to

address the problems, but the struc-

problems make peace very

dif-

BSG

has

who

Whose
Anyway?" Outlining the

"The issue
Mckesson said.

human

rights abuses of

Deane

well,'

said

Deane

the

sions,

fact

troop

and
connection
Sudanese military

between

Last to speak, White used Harvard

movement

University's activist

to

Darfur conflict as an

the

battle

example of both student involvement in human rights movements
and divestment in organizations
invested in companies fueling the
genocide that

taking place.

is

White also addressed
fact that

the unusual

while the United States had

labeled the Darfur conflict genocide,
the international

community has

Usually, he said, the reverse

not.

is true.

"It has elements of genocide,
which means we have a responsibil-

take action, particularly as a

superpower

world," White

the

in

Sophomore Kate Chin
opened her eyes

teach-in

said

the

num-

to a

ber of opportunities to get involved.
"I learned a lot

about the student

campus and
said.

Liza Cohen '08 agreed.

to discuss the cost

"It

statis-

out of the Darfur population

the

com-

intelligence

mander and Al Qaeda.

around the world," Chine

of six million, 2.5 million are affect-

the

is

producer,

oil

organizations both on

tics that

exten-

Sudan

that

world's third largest

food scarcity, and ethnic and cultur-

Deane went on

chal-

that

included the astronomical

al conflict.

of the Darfur conflict, citing

and

alive

is

in Darfur,

Nations

United

has a responsibility

it

region,

lenges

ity to

they were victims of discrimi-

nation in the classroom.

it.

the

prevent the

said.

it

that

in the conflict to

Deane took the stage as the second panelist, utilizing a PowerPoint
is

out

become involved

to

ficult."

War

conflict in

Sudan, Darfur was

in

excluded from

presentation entitled "Darfur:

for."

continue to

to

agreement

cost of intervention,

Classroom.

the

White

to

despite the establishment of a peace

the

Beam

from the
pointed

also

While

cited the lack of natural resources,

Shrinidi

was

inspiring to hear what stu-

dents at other colleges have done,"

she said.

Bowdoin Briefs
News From Beneath The
introduces iPod audio tour
The

Perry-MacMillan

plug into to hear both commentary
the

exhibits and the natural

•A confirmation of the
Bill

by
Bonanomi

written

Emma

Pines

the

second annual "Longfellow Days," to
be held from February

The celebration

1 1

will

to

March

lectures,

concerts,

to

family

activities and house tours. The
theme is Longfellow's famed
poem, "Evangeline," and the celebra-

event's

tions will have an

Young

include a

range of events, from poetry readings,

and Women in Sports
Day intended to inspire locals

Girls

4.

Acadian cultural

female

Bath, Freeport,

Harpswell,

and Falmouth will join

Bowdoin women

celebrate the

to

College's annual Girls and

Sports

Day

from

athletes

Topsham,

Brunswick,

next

be held on February

Bowdoin

Women

week The

in

event, to

18, is organized

theme.

by

Bowdoin students and community
members will work together during

rugby, and volleyball teams and will

Museum

Director Susan Kaplan and Curator

the three-week celebration to collect

and a

Genevieve LeMoine and supple-

oral histories

ments the museum's newest exhib-

the rich French-heritage

and
Holland
'OS

This

it,

narrated
'06,

by Gardiner

features

borrow

from local citizens from

of Acadia.

During the week of February

Extraordinary Paradise:

Living in Northwest Greenland"
Visitors to the exhibit can

13,

the

hockey, soccer,

rotating sports clinic led

by

members of die women's teams.
"The day is meant to celebrate

women

Longfellow Days will sponsor poets

sports

each of Brunswick's elementary

young

in

field

include breakfast with a guest speaker

being able to participate

and

to

have the

in

local aspiring

athletes interact with college

1).

rejection

of Rights

•A resolution to clarify the
Academic Bias Incident Group
proposal passed 18-1, with two
members abstaining.
•A motion to repeal the Academic
Bias Incident Group proposal
failed with nine votes in favor,

and one abstention.

iPods from the
charge.

museum

The audio

utes long and

passed unanimously.

against,

tour,

Curatorial Intern

Academic Bias Incident Group

of the Academic

arctic north.

audio

Wadsworth Longfellow during

Arctic

recently introduced an

audio iPod tour, which visitors can

The

and administration response to the

museum

Perry-MacMillan

on

said.

proposal. (See story, page

•Bree Dallinga '06 and Clark
Gascoigne '08 attended the meeting
to voice their disapproval of the

a

Vice President of Academic Affairs

Museum

doors.

answered questions about faculty

'06.

in spir-

address die concerns of students

and there

•Dean for Academic Affairs
McEwen spoke and

Ray
Mike

ABIG

were voting

Bowdoin," Lins

Craig

•Attendance: 23/26. Absent:

this

Deane

Society, Students for Peace, Hillel,

alongside

due

the region.

and Americans for an Informed
Democracy, was held in a filled-tocapacity

inaccurate

is

said.

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

Carta '08, Molly Dorkey '06,

make

sources of conflict

sounds of the

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

can't

created a working group, headed by

do with the success of
abroad

of Mainers

you

Darfur

in

directly resulting

declared that

tural

are not what people real-

students

"Mainers are

not under-

said.

passed something that was

felt that

According to Lins, Bowdoin
dents

for us to act in a

According to Mckesson,
the

in

medical field in the future, and notes
that the

it.

means

it

some of them had

fully,"

"We
vague.

extension pro-

like to help

that

stood

because of their keen sense of the out-

said.

biology and history double

major, Helminiak has finished his degree

work

would

I

are a lot

This generational effect

"I

medical assistance.

in the health

Helminiak hopes to work

Peace Corps vary, and Lins notes that

fied

in

be "a good

Lins said.

is

contemplating travel-

prevention," he said.

ences abroad.

there

is

ing to a part of Southern Africa to

in the country.

Peace Corps

to join the

the top

students' desire

of die schools

five of all

m

right to say that

figure of

that the

reflects only deaths

it

The Darfur Teach-in, sponsored
by Global Justice, Democratic

"The region needs peacekeepers,
U.N.
perhaps
peacekeepers,"
Gordon continued. "A period of

serve as a lesson for the group.

fall

to

'07 said that this experience should

semester. Helminiak will graduate in

Bowdoin would

way

movement. You have

lion against Sudan's central regime."

Peace Corps sends 17 alums abroad
rankings were done on a per capita

taking place,"

is

student action from

DeRay Mckesson

President

PEACE, from page

1

is

difference," he said.

aged groups

student body."

BSG

basis,

no

Leading

BSG

Other

Craig

said.

die

true.

massive university

a

that

said. "It

the divestment

deliberate."

raising questions about

it

an opposing

strikes

balance,"

said

referring

erage.

comments and where

critical

by challenging assumptions

no

many ways

in

make

have the mandate

"There's

in

disease and malnutrition, not deaths

rights abuses in Sudan.

movement
White

end conflict and

the United States that led the
it's

media cov-

to the

ABOR

form of the
and

were

not only embarrassing,

is

human

repeal of

resolution, saying

the other resolutions

not strong enough in their language.

a contrasting view.

Chad.
She clarified

Thursday evening and urged them to
to

200,000 refugees

conflict, including

members

two

with

BSG Representative for the Gass of

that

of

Professor

dents to action at the Darfur Teach-in

18-1,

the original

College

Sociology Jonathan White called stu-

ABIG

"Classrooms are places in which we honor the oppor-

behind

intent

Colby

rejection passed unani-

2008 Ben LeHay proposed a
'06, representative-at-

BSG

Deane, another 1.65 million people
have been displaced as a result of

its

abstaining.

that this hap-

pened," she said.

large to the

passed

ed by the conflict. According to

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

bill

of

incident group proposal. Confirmation
last

[the

Bias Incident Group.

"The

of the

rejection

clarified the intent

completely undermines die

different press releases.

Students called to action
at Darfur panel discussion

he said

seriously,"

BSG

an asser-

that this is

months we've been discussing

"It

four

hope

I

of student and

College's

the

after

body,

who voted against both resolutions.

Affairs

Dustin Brooks '08 explained that the

this

resolution.

tion

embarrassed with the media attention this

by challenging assumptions and

preconceptions,

felt

had been misconstrued.

"As a member of

comments and where

This dis-

Star.

some members of BSQ who

that their intent

and faculty."

able

Academic Bias Incident Group

will not create

I

2006

10,

is

tour

is

free

of

35 min-

also available at the

schools.

athletes,"

Other events, sponsored by the
Brunswick Downtown Association

Moore

and Bowdoin College, include a

iTunes Music Store online.

screening

Longfellow to be honored
at

community

celebration

will celebrate the life of 1825
1

Bowdoin

graduate

Henry

the

silent

film

invited to attend a

Bowdoin women's

hockey game against Elmira.

Women

"Evangeline," a Cajun and Acadian

interested in helping to lead the event

dance concert, personal silhouette

should

portraitures,

The community of Brunswick

of

event co-organizer Grace

'08 said.

After the clinic, participants will be

rides

and horse and buggy

on the Brunswick Mall.

information,
For more
www.brunswickdowntown.com.

contact

Moore

Grace

(gmoore@bowdoin.edu)

or

Kate

Chin (cchin@bowdoin.edu).
visit

-Compiled by Anne Riley

J
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A Day in Maine: visiting Portland Head Light
by Emily Gabranski
Contributor

Waves crash

against the

•

brown

rocky coast sending white spray
straight up to the gray sky.
Visibility on the

ocean

is

low as

the sah-watcr-taffy-green sea

is

barely distinguishable in pelting

and overwhelming fog.
The only recognizable stimuli

rain

^^^K

r

i

are a horn blasting across the sea

every 30 seconds and a blinding
light that rotates 80 feet up in the
air.
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Both of these warnings are
from Portland Head Light,
*.«.;*/

the oldest functioning lighthouse

Maine.
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One of Maine's most photographed structures,

Portland
Head was built in 1791 by the

Massachusetts

Legislature

in

order to protect sailors entering

Portland near Cape Elizabeth.
The white light tower was joined
by the distinctive red-roofed
keeper's quarters in 1816.

The lighthouse stands on
large,

land

a

undeveloped portion of
that was used as Cape

Elizabeth's

first

*

military fortifi-

cation called Fort Williams. The
fort was purchased by the town
of Cape Elizabeth in 1964 and
has since become a park that is
open daily to visitors. The park
is home to Fort Williams in addition to Portland Head Light and
the small museum there.
Despite the driving rain and
whipping wind, Fort Williams
Park is not entirely deserted. In
a parking lot that will be packed
with the first signs of summer,

two cars

with their engines
running and front windshields
facing the ocean.
One woman sits gazing at the
wind-tossed lobster buoys while
slowly eating her lunch in
peace. More curious, the other
driver ventures out of the
warmth of his SUV to scan the

come

to the park seeking the cool
breeze off the ocean to combat

the oppressive heat.

wind

It

has been guiding ships to safety since 1791 in rain or shine; regardless of the weather, Portland's

that

you do not want

Head Light

is

for

a

The Bowdoin Orient

Maine

attraction

to miss.

sit

beach for treasures washed up
by the crashing surf.
This is not the weather of a
sunny day in July when visitors

the

^fcV«Atf$2i
Emily Gabranski

is

On

this

day

cold and taxing, but

it

is still

easy to imagine the possi-

In addition to the typical facets

warm,

of a park, Fort Williams is an
interesting historic site because
of the remaining structures open
for public exploration. Two aged
lookout points created in the
1800s provide access to sweeping views of the water as well as
offering a panoramic view of
Fort Williams Park. Located
nearby the batteries is Goddard
Mansion, whose stone walls still
stand erect on a hill. Although
tourists are banned from entering
the hollow structure, it continues

bilities

available

on

a

clear day.

The shoreline around
house

is

the light-

inaccessible and rocky,

but easily enjoyed from adjacent
fields that

90-acre

expand throughout the
These mowed

park.

plains are perfect for relaxing in
the sun, flying a kite, or playing

and pavilions
are readily available throughout
the park for visitors wishing to
spend the day at Portland Head
catch. Picnic tables

Light.

Weekly Crossword No.

to

The variety of organized

memorialize Cape Elizabeth's

past.

ities

Sightseers also have access to
the

Museum

at

Portland Head

Light between Memorial

Day and

Labor Day. This award-winning

museum

features displays about

of the lighthouse and,
more generally, lighthouses in
the history

Maine. Since the museum is in
the former light keeper's quarters,

it

also allows the public to

understand the

who took

of the people

life

care of the lighthouse

in the early twentieth century.

available during the

at Portland

Head Light

activ-

summer

is

greater

these during the winter
months; however, this should not
discourage the creative visitor.
The chilly Maine weather transforms Fort Williams into a place
entirely different from that in the
summer. In order to truly appreciate
the
beauty
of Cape

than

Elizabeth's shoreline,
sary to

visit

shine, in both

it is

neces-

both rain and
balmy and wintry

in

weather.

1

ACROSS
1

in the late nineties

5 Replaces a striker

1

9 What children make
Flavor of sherbet

14 Latin "Earth"
15

Dog

food brand

1

Pocket rockets

1

Head growth

18 Bludgeon
1

First-years

may

mis-

take this house for the

21

1

3

Miserable
Stray

Chances of winning
(2 words)
Only social house

Make happy

allowed to use

its

balcony

8

Hound dog

9 Named
Donald
11

12 Cry

39 To betray (slang)
abbr.

case
cartel

66 Guitar playing
method
67 Green Gables dweller
68 Net
69 Web page
70 Prego's competition

after explorer

10 French "her"

62 Hello, but also goodbye
64 Decorative needle

38 Tinted
41

7 Tapestry

61 Hawaiian island

40 Time

mar-

4 Blood or history
5 Dead or Red
6 Urban residence

Big cat

65 Energy

35 Maine's parent house

36 2:1, for example

New York stock
ket

nature

48
49
50
52
54
57

33 Water retention

Excess flesh

2 Costa

admissions building

wide luau

Orient

42 Duke of
43 Rhythm keeper
45 Female spirit of

Infielders

23 Thin
25 Half
26 Inclined
29 Amorphous
3 1 Sheer net fabric
34 Pod (2 words)
37 Hosted a campus-

Adam Kommel, The Bowdoin

DOWN

41 Shrewd

Last seen on campus

Owned

apartment

44 Hillary
Clinton
46 "Raven" author
47 Annoy
5

1

Many

prefix

53 Use bad language

54

Cod and of Good
Hope

55 Plural of 63-down

56 Opp. of starboard

Reeled

58 Sicilian volcano

14 Excite

59 Breather

20 Arm's knee
22 Flightless bird
24 Slow way to connect

60 In
61

of

Your creator

63 Singular of 55-down

to the internet

26
27
28
30

Church
Nut

part

Linger

Pepper plant

32 Nigerian capital

For a new puzzle and
answers

to this puzzle,

see next week's Orient.
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A student asks: "how much exercise
mechanical support for bone
motion. Most importantly for
women, however, is a critical
balance between exercise, nutrition, and hormonal function.

drate-adequate meals every day.

Ask

Dr. Jeff

If they're not adequately replen-

ished, you'll just hit that "wall"

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

Jeff

even

faster!

You'll also need those carbs to
fuel

repair and

tissue

build up muscle mass.

Dear Dr. Jeff: Can you
much exercise? E.D.

get too

—

Dear E.D.: The
National Institutes

Health,
of
the
Surgeon General
and the American
College of Sports
Medicine, among
many others, have long advocated regular, moderate-intensity

These

exercise.

able

guideline

is

six

to

A

Adequate estrogen levels are
crucial for building calcium into

help

reason-

to

seven

Over-exercising quickly

bones.

grams of carbohydrate per kilogram of body weight per day, if
you're exercising at moderate
intensity for an hour daily. You'll
also need to eat enough protein,
of course: about one gram per
kilogram per day
to maintain musand Like eating
cle
mass,
more to build it

leads to decreased estrogen pro-

duction and loss of bone density.
If you're

not on birth control

estrogen loss will be sig-

pills,

first by amenorrhea, or loss
of your periods. In this setting,

naled

disorders,

some exercising

And

then there's

under-eating,

no small part driven
by our cultural preoc-

series

your
skeleton.
Regular weight-

that

bearing exercise

cupations with

of epidemiologic studies
have shown that moderate

exercise

is

against

protective

heart disease, high blood pres-

diabetes,

sure,

osteoporosis,

colon cancer, anxiety and depres-

and pre-senile dementia, to
name only the most obvious few!
Thirty minutes or so per day,
most days of the week, is what
sion,

we

need.

all

Now,

30 minutes per day is
60 minutes better? Or 90
minutes? Or more? Well, it
depends on a number of factors,
but probably most importantly on
your diet.
/
Muscles preferably burn cargood,

if

is

bohydrates for

fuel,

primarily in

the form of glycogen,

which

is

stored in liver and muscle cells.

Glycogen stores are used up,
however, after 90 minutes or so
of moderate-intensity exercise
if no additional carbohydrates
are taken in before or during the
workout. When glycogen stores
run low, muscles start burning
protein for energy (mainly by

needed

is

to

bone
Overstrength.
exercising, how-

A

dis-

.

still

images and

lifestyle

struggle

eating

called
been
has
"Anorexia Athletica." It cries out

exercise
for the

also

compulsive exercising. It becomes a way to burn
calories, to "gain permission" to

multi-disciplinary,

eating disorders.

So, E.D.: try to eat a rounded,
diet, and Happy
(Moderate) Exercising!

well-balanced

Be well!
M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

Jeff Benson,

of havExercise

eat, to "relieve the guilt"

ing eaten or binged.

same

long-term treatments required by

or

won't
early

bone
number of

sign),

have an
warning
you might

need medical and nutritional
assessment to determine your

other fac-

restriction,

you'll

get your "pill

periods" (and thus

expectations

risk for osteoporosis.

We

or

exercise for a variety of

reasons.

Most

are health-promot-

inadequate caloric intake for
exercise needs, is particularly
harmful to bones. Additionally,
here in Maine, where winter daylight hours are short, you might
need some extra Vitamin D.
Poor nutrition has direct metabolic effects on bone growth and
repair. Low body weight itself

ing,

also prevents

cise

by

bone strengthening
providing
adequate

good health or

not

disordered

purge,

Quite appropriately, this kind of

all

struggle with

to

to try to take control

And

estrogen.

because

torted idealized body

can as well, including excessive intake of salt, caffeine, soft
drinks, alcohol, Vitamin A and
Caloric

Many people who
with

way

and hide from emotional pain.

replace this lost

tors

protein.

relationships.

another

trol pills will not

ever, can actually

density.

damaged

becomes another way

Birth con-

both.

build-up

decrease

limits of what is safe.
For them, exercise is no longer
fun or satisfying, no longer even
a free choice. It becomes something necessary and essential, an
obligation to meet, in spite of
injuries, too much time taken
away from other activities, and

possibly

much?

too

beyond the

2006

over-exercising,

in

is

up.

recommenda-

tions are based on a very long

amenorrhea is a
clear
warning
sign that you are

is

10,

but unfortunately, not

all.

Like eating disorders, some exercising

is in

no small part driven

by our cultural preoccupations
with distorted, idealized body
images and lifestyle expectations.

This

is

"obligatory"
exercisers,"

particularly true for

or

who

"compulsive

repeatedly exer-

beyond the requirements of
training,

often

cannibalizing themselves). The
result is fatigue, "bonking," or

"hitting the wall/'

How much exercise

much you can do
expand your glycogen stores
beyond this 90-minute capacity.
You can carbo-load before a
strenuous workout. You'll need
to replenish your stores with carThere's not

is

too much?

It

depends on on a number of variables.

to

BUSINESS WORLD

bohydrate-rich snacks after exer-

And

cising.

you'll need to main-

tain those stores with carbohy-

YOU NEED TO STAND OUT.

Have you experienced something
utterly unique, unusual, or unforget-

table? Tell the Orient

"How

S»EN» TM8K

it
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orient@bowdoin. edu
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Experiences
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litems.
Needles
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Troupe shows off improv

abilities

Fashions to fit your
professional future
by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen
Columnists

Look for

ivory shirt that

pub, but they are inappropriate if

make the
time a when

necessary to

attire is

those "Ms.

all

may seem

is

Manners"

for

tips

It

you're trying to be taken seriously

Whatever the weather, wear

makes a dif-

run

the

you have what

takes to join

it

starters,

keep your

outfit basic.

put on

its

second show of the year on Saturday
(center).

Orient Staff

men

Single

who

Bowdoin College

at

dreading

are

a

dateless

Day: Improvabilities has a

Valentine's
solution.

Bond

Julia

All that's

show up

'09.

no idea of whether or not you're going
to have a good idea, or be remotely
funny, or look like an idiot. You gain a
type of confidence that you can't gain
by doing many other activities."
The group also benefits from the
return of co-director Anthony DiNicola

who

'07,

these boys to

left is for

to the Improvabilities

show

spent

"Every semester
improv, and
feel

date, at least they

great sketch

Bond

can see a night of

comedy. To explain how
be

will

Saturday night, co-director

"On

'08 said,

own

off on

auctioned

Dan Brady

Saturday we'll play our

version of 'The Dating

Game'

in

with

he

gies,"

new

"There are some great

said.

first-years here this year that

have been working with

and

I

am

audience will

earring per ear). Less is more, ladies.

falls at

because

there

on

members

hard with the oth-

date with our very

own

the stage with no idea

Bond.

Julia

The two previous
times

played this game,
out

turned

whether or not you

to

it

improv has a surprising amount of

Julia

Bond

Brady.

it's

"March of

lions

critic

girl.

like that."
its

The necessary

improv

sacrifice in

fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants style.

Oscars.

[lmitiating a British accent]

I

seldom

my

pants."

Then again, Improvabilities may
on embarrassing moments like

thrive

Bond

these.

"You cant

really

have an ego

improv, because the scene

didn't reveal

anything

important than

who

instinctive to try

and

thought of it

ple have brilliant ideas,
sitting

"Improv
to

is

that not

many

something that forces

way

other activities do,"" she

said.

'You're up there on the stage with

and sometimes

back and taking the lead

is

the

for

great

the

conversation flags and

probably won't be offended
gives her date a laugh.

if

she

he put

all

He

1.

When
won
for

some

not the goal.

nists; in feet that's

goal

to get statements

is

people and to consider

from a

from

The

different

human

nature

realistic perspective rather

than

through the eyes of a main character.

There

is

a

thrill in

real situations

seeing real people,

and real opinions depict-

it

is

a place where filmmakers

can present more controversial messages and without fear of censorship.

Documentaries, more than other

use

levels,

This

is

not to say that the goal of a doc-

umentary
da.

is to further

The filmmaker

a political agen-

collects the infor-

mation and viewpoints of others and

documentaries are similar

to

it

into

what he

a

coherent

presentation

of the

per-

son, event, or issue that

the film's subject

up

It is

to the audience to

determine

understanding of

to drive the viewr*s

it

its

own

opin-

ion of the material dis-

what

is

depicted on the screen.

cussed Michael Moore,
for example,

and

never again would

it

be able

the rising cache of documentary films

offer to viewers that differs

ed; forget "based

umentaries are

On some

from

fea-

are they worth any-

all

on a true

story," doc-

levels,

his opinion

more

may make

explicit than other

documentarians, but then, without his

true stories.

documentaries are
reporting or

similar to investigative

own voice he has little to show to viewers.

sociological research because the film-

In "Grizzly Man," the best docu-

makers collect inforrnationand use it to

mentary of 2005, director Werner
Herzog tells the life story of Timothy

drive the viewer's understanding of

what

today.

But what exactly do documentaries

Why

the stance and

angle die director takes on the material.

because the filmmakers collect information and

among the lower technical cateIn fact, many credit Moore with

American film

by

genres, live and die

is

documentary feature catego-

ture films?

no

investigative reporting or sociological research

ry was permanently brought into the

in

fiction films, there is

molds

On

infamously scolded the president on

limelight,

tions,

Unlike most

considers

2002

Columbine"
stage, the

one's time?

made

"Bowling

gories.

everyone's out of brilliant ideas, she

list,

the best year for docu-

Michael Moore

Bond may
"Dating Game" prize.

make a
And if

was

the

at

to hide

instincts,

it

aware of documen-

best way to perform a scene," said Bond.

With these

put yourself out there in a

It's

you think of on the spot, but other peo-

Saturday night, but did offer some
insight into her new foray into improv

you

in

more

create a scene that

about her plans for the dating game on

comedy.

is

10

More mainstream
moviegoers became
taries

leave practice without having peed

his top

—

than stand-up comedy, in addition to the

I

when film

mentaries in die history of the genre

get to spend a couple of hours

week

is starting to

In 2003,

documentaries as his number

wrote that

with ridiculously funny people, and

Goodridge continued, "Twice

process

better.

statement that

I

'The most

being a

inferior

Kenneth Turan of the Los Angeles

comedy makes it an entirely different
and almost more difficult performance

a

this

Times made

such as "Bowling for Columbine" and "Fahrenheit 9/11" (above)

taries

by the wayside due

of dollars.

However,

people take note.

a challenge and

is

ofwww.movieweb.com

Michael Moore has acquired fame for making controversial documen-

prerequisite to siding with the protago-

in a different direction."

is

Courtesy

the

may be

mainstream movies earn tens of mil-

scene partner wants the scene to go

me

like

an excellent docu-

fallen

a lack of support, while

easy to get overwhelmed,

'08, said,

But, at least that challenge has
benefits.

Many

interested.

change for the

of

FASHION, page 8

Penguins," get wide distribution, and

dominated by

Emily Goodridge

Improv, in general,

rule

Please see

docs,

'Tahrenheit 9/11" or

improv is agreement.
Sometimes you have good ideas that
you think will be funny, but you
have to abandon them because your

females,

that office job.

both standing up and sitting down.

suffers

of films

said

said that the only real

As one of her fellow

difficult thing for

it's

"It's

Displaying a

tattoos.

one of

is

Few

with the exception

been

structure,"

Improvabilities

all

in die

it still

from a lack of exposure.

mentary has

embarrassing conse-

but

the oldest genres of film,

to

to

Guys

thus never reach audiences that

be,

to

and cover

probably because they're docu-

appears

none of these

guys and

to

what you'd be doing in
Gauge the length and

Lastly, take out those other piercings

tongue ring probably won't land you

and

"MurderbalL"

Although the documentary

"Considering
how whimsical it

questions will have

quences.

the audience

skirt,

Never heard of these movies? Well,

idea."

Bond, then, hoping
that

onstage

make

that's

the interview.

on a

trying

are best (one

silver, studs

mentaries.

going to have a good

be

luck

ers

enjoy the show.

hilarious."

Good

re

group

the

work

•

when

skirt

down in

or below the knee. Sit

gold or

in

Room"

is all

group

the

fun,

up

"You're

show

—go for simple earrings

flashy jewelry

"Darwin's

included

"Enron: The Smartest

that's

seem

it

tee-

most pro-

way to enter the room. Avoid

Academy Award nomi-

Last week's
nations

Nightmare,"

having a great time working

While the laughs make
like the

end up winning a

I

in rehearsal,

with them."

which a member of
the

different with

is

below two and a half inches;

fessional

by Mike
Nugent
Columnist

Institute.

it's all about getting a new
new members and new ener-

Saturday night at 8 p.m. in Kresge

Auditorium. If they lose out on the

heels

Sick of blockbusters? See a doc

semester at the

last

O'Neill National Theater

that just

Skirts are actually preferred

fit

by Kelsey Abbruzzese

—

Stick with c losed-toe shoes with the

go for a two-piece suit in dark
black, brown, pinstripes, or

a chair
will

your stockings

in

Do

gray.

over pants, but make sure the

group are seen here posing with President Barry Mills

in case they run.

an interview with a visible

blue,

Girls,

of the

into

tering in stilettos is not the

company.

For

your purse

go

screams, "Not put together!"

an hour to decide whether he or she
thinks

sheer,

skin-colored hose, and bring an extra
pair in

not

ference if your interviewer only has

by

a potential employer.

old-fashioned, but picking

the right color pantyhose

Members

with a white or

again, conservative!

coming up and interviews looming
for jobs and summer internships,

dressing are actually applicable.

night in Kresge Auditorium.

is

suit

Low-necked tops may be great for the

right impression. This

Bowdoin's improvisational comedy troupe Improvabilities

your

With Eastern College Career Day

proper

Courtesy of Daniel Brady '08

and conservative

tailored

pieces. Pair

is

depicted on screen. That's the
is

an

in light

of

beauty of the documentary:
information source.

And

recent strengthening

of

FCA

it

regula-

Treadwell through die subject's
footage.

The

film

is

own

about die 13 sum-

Piease see MOVIES, page 8
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Authentic Thai Cuisine

Stone Coast Knuckles under
the pour

was complete, much

the

way

a stubborn cola never seems to
fizz down after an aggressive pour
on the rocks. Luckily, this was beer
and actually tastes good.

by Carter

Thomas
Columnist

The

KNUCKLEBALL—($8.29

for

a

six-pack at Uncle Tom's)

This

my

caught

Classified

beer

from the
bock beer,
brewed in

start.

attention

as a

Knuckleball

is

—

ed

bitter

Portland by the Stone Coast

"KB"

thick. This implied a heavier-

seems

saw

was

right.

that the Knuckleball

shade of amber, though

feeling.

Its

over a baseball,

label

Interestingly,

is

it

was a deep

It

that

main-

head was rather

frothy and stayed intact long after

with

rotational baseball recognition.

New

tapped

Garten
Restaurant

to

had heard so much about.
my best intentions to be

I

BEST SUMMER JOB EVER!

Despite

open-minded when evaluating beer,
I must admit that the green bottles

kenMont
SNyVOOD

are not usually indicative of the best

brews (Beck's and Heineken do not
top my list of favorites).
Nonetheless,

and chilled
it

it

I

grabbed a six-pack

my

in

refrigerator

to NYC,

achieved proper tempera-

my

nasal pas-

a true shade of gold, and

mers

like a slick

Its
it

Kent

CT.

camp loaded at the foothills of

World class

4 hours to Boston. 200 acre facility

team sports,

for

facilities located

color

2 hours

Includes waterfront activities,

individual sports, outdoor adventures,

extreme sports,

who have a

love

working with children and enjoy being a part of a team. Jobs available
include specialty counselors, general counselors, office/secretarial
staff,

shim-

Canadian hockey

rink and pours as smoothly as

in

performing and visual arts programs. Looking for staff

—

ful-smelling lagers

is

Join our team! Permier brother/sister

the Berkshire Mountains

Moosehead's aroma is unusuone of the most power-

ally strong

VISA&MC

Brunswick lager

sages had ever processed.

all, this beer was stronger
I was used to and thus did not
win me over. I would recommend it

All in

than

I

Canadian beer, so I decided

indulge in the

ture.

in tune

—($7.99

has been a while since

into a

until

more

Lager

for a six-pack at Hannaford)

on the

fusion with those

scores: Taste: 2.9

Moosehead

taking shape of a

that the ball

curveball, causing great con-

tained the transparency of a lager or

a ginger ale.

fer-

My

black lager.

order to create a more festive

I

it still

was

mixing greens and reds in

r=^p

When poured,

could

mented longer than most others and
possibly given a pep talk before the
final stage of brewing. The
label,
which
originally
attracted me, displays a massive

than-average beer.

I

Dinr-ln or Take -oul

who enjoy a lighter stout or

Label: 3.7 Benefit/Cost: 2.6.

as expect-

just

but commanding.

Brewing Company and delivers a powerful punch as most
bock beers do. The smell of
this dark brew is malty and

I

was

definitely tell that this beer

looking

interesting

taste

to those

2006

10,

camp store staff and other administrative staff positions.

Email torn@kencamp.com or Phone Tom Troche at

Nova

305*733310.

Browse our website at www.kenmontkenwood.com and

Scotia maple syrup.

out our application.

Please see BEER, page 8

We will

fill

be on your campus Feb 15th

but feel free to contact us before

we

visit.

(Brunswick Ramify SfynCare
6 Cumberland Street
Brunswick,

ME

www.brunswickfamilysktncare.com

725-1233
For

men and women of all

ages

who

simply warn to look better or improve their overall sense of well-being!

15% OFF

all

services with

Bowdoin

I J).

Acne Clearing Treatment
Customized Facial A Surface Peek

Manual Mkrodermabrasion
Aromatherapy Oil Wrap A Massage

Hot Stone Back Foot A Leg Treatment

Make-VpAWaxmg

-^

-

'V

uaiaiaiaigiaigiaiaiaaa
BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF PIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
Closed for vocation
Feb. 12-16.

LARGE 16" PIZZA

IdP^REA
BY

MAMS.URVEY

ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

oJfaA

Reopens

Friday, Feb.

1

7.

PllVtf

729-0085
85 Pleasant

St. •

Brunswick

Open

Daily

at 11 a.m.

ugiaiaigigigigituaiaigigi

^mm^mt

8
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Nichohy Brown use radio show to supplement security

impress interviewers

WBOR, from page

1

FASHION, from page 6
Nichols and

Brown

play a wide

Make

assortment of music, ranging from

Frank Sinatra and Ella Fitzgerald

The

diversity of selection

sure your nails are mani-

cured and free of polish, or are at

to

contemporary rock.

classic jazz to

least fairly neutral looking.

Waving

where a genre, band,

around your long, bright red acrylic
tips will be distracting to your
interviewer. Plus, you know what

album, and track are chosen "at

they say about girls with long, fake

random."

nails!

is

due

in

part to a feature the hosts call "lis-

ten roulette,"

Keep your makeup minimal and

They have also played songs
campus groups Young
Explosive Soldiers (YES) and the
Day Jobs, as well as the Bowdoin

your hair clean and simply-styled.

from

who

Meddiebempsters,
concert on the

face so

get nervous

to their
ers, the

who

theme of educating listenhosts frequently welcome

College and local authorities

why

she

is

its

For guys, similar guidelines apply.

good

You'll need a

safety

white dress

lace-up dress shoes.

in specific aspects of
and wellness. For example,
Fire Prevention Week,
Nichols and Brown invited Deputy
Chief of Fire Prevention Jeff
Emerson
of
the
Brunswick
Department of Fire and Rescue into

go for a

shirt,

quality suit

a

tie

and

and a
and

belt,

You could

also

one

light blue dress shirt or

with faint

stripes.

Avoid flashy

ties

with "out there" patterns like cartoon
characters or martini

the studio to talk about issues relat-

bow

of

steer clear

ties

and

glasses,

and the prep

school look of a tweed jacket or pink

ing to avoiding inadvertent blazes.

another occasion, they had

dress

shirt.

Shave your face and keep

the hair gel to a

Sexual Assault Support Services of

(SASSMM)

to

clients.

specialize

Midcoast Maine

constantly

a great candi-

company

date to represent a

who

during

On

is

tossing or twirling her hair as she tries
to explain

musicians. Staying faithful

all

—

tracting than a girl

air.

But the guests on "Listen!" are
not

style it away from your
you don't play with it if you
nothing is more dis-

However,

gave a live

minimum

—no look-

ing like a used-car salesman here!

direc-

Make

sure your shoes are polished

Sue Dreher give on-air advice to
students on how to avoid becoming
victims
of
sexual
assault.

and

Thursday's show featured Dr. Jeff

crossing your legs in the interview, so

tor

who

Benson,

need

know about

to

their health

certainly

mismatched -gym socks under a nice
suit.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

a safety message not just in

the sense of 'hey, lock your doors,

your iPod lying
around,'" said Brown. "It's more
things that are relevant to the campus community."
The DJs recently attempted to
engage the audience and stimulate
awareness by having an on-air
highway safety contest moderated
by Maine State Highway Trooper
Tim Marks, who tested the knowledge of student participants and the

Assistant Director of Safety and Security

leave

don't

and

don't want your interview to see your

and

safety."
"It's

loafers,

You may be nervously

wear dark dress socks. You

offered students his

10 things college students

"top

of tassels,

steer clear

slip-ons.

up with

before teaming

his boa$ earlier this year for their

the

when

February 2 show,

Special Assistant to the President

of

Brown

and
of social

Nichols

joined

Partridge

for a discussion

issues with

Roy

Affairs

Multicultural

regard to racism in

honor of the advent of Black
History Month. They also aired
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s

Nichols in a heated competition

1963 "I Have a Dream" speech in

that

its entirety.

high point of the year for "Listen!"

hosts are "very close" to

Moosehead
leaves

According to Nichols, the co-

making

"Listen!" available

on Podcast,

new

advance.

who

Nichols,

possesses a deep,

no stranger to the
at an
Augusta radio station through high
school and college before being
rich voice,

radio

is

much

The

you stuffed

BEER, from page 7

place.

was one of

FM stations.

that

Nichols plays to a

smaller audience, but

W*

Your

suit*

profession to help

first

at his current one.

"This

me," he

ia

a fine transition for

said. "We're

always brain-

storming ideas within the depart-

DJ when he

ment
out."

to

get the safety message

oP

should be dry-

^

make use of
a

eSctra dollars to get

Sjgending the

well-made tailored

suit

can make

all

you will find that
handy for all sorts of
occasions after Bowdoin, especially
if it is a traditional cut that won't go
it

from his

it

ami loosy^

brush, ^pre-ilfflview! <*

lint

the difference, and

him excel

a few

looks out

cleaned and pressed, and

able to use the skills he learned

Tired of blockbusters? Documentaries provide

lager

it

doesn't mind. With "Listen!" he is

station broadcast to

hired full-time as a

first

WBOR,

At

He worked

studio.

graduated.

several counties, and

Maine's

outfit

pgs

Thursday afternoon radio program, "UfteftUp* :&J& '$

which would allow listeners to
download shows on to their computers and mp3 players. Thursday's
show was recorded in anticipation
of this

Try on your whole

days before the interview and check

in broadcast enter tainment

f
was

program's co-hosts. Brown lost to

Brown claimed was rigged.
The co-hosts professed that the

Mike Brown did not have any experience

will

come

out of style.
view, your

in

Whether it's an interday on the job, or a
you always want a

first

networking event,

look that will compliment rather than

compete with your personal ity.

an

alternative to cinematic surreality

MOVIES, from page 6
mers Treadwell spent

living

in

the

Alaskan wilderness with Grizzly bears

pungent yet manageable; just what I would expect from
a lager brewed north of the border,
all the while being crisp enough to

The

taste is

enjoy over the course of an evening.
Visually, the bottle

the eye,

pleasing to

is

combining green, gold, and

red colorings in a carefully crafted
crest-like

label,

punctuated by a

massive moose head placed directly
in the

middle of the

illustration.

not overwhelming, yet

it

It is

does con-

vey some presence.

would

I

this

beer to friends and colleagues,

Stanley

when
Cup or a

pond hockey.

his eventual death

watching
family

My scores:

the

game of

man who

Seeing the story of a

bears,

it

beliefs

would be easy

lived

demean

But rather than

place.

that

to

the

and choices mat led a person to

Herzog

Treadwell,

criticize

on

focused

Treadwell's humanity and refrained

from commentary on the outdoorsman's

He allowed

choices.

life

who knew
insight into

those

Treadwell best to offer

who

the

our

to

Treadwell's roots.

man

was, adding

understanding

By

of

end of the

the

even

film the viewer understands,

—a man

empathizes with the naturalist
just as

mixed up as

the rest of us.

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

There are countless other worm-

Taste: 4.0

3.9.

Label: 4.0 Benefit/Cost:

by mauling.

with and was eventually killed by

layers

recommend

definitely

especially

and

while documentaries worth seeing. The

1994 film "Hoop Dreams"

is

you want your favorite
brew reviewed by the
Orient's

own

beer
?

connoiseun

lives

of two inner city high school bas-

ketball players trying to

NBA.
of

the '90s

topics,

to the

email orient@bowdoin.edu

This

is

make

it

to the

my favorite documentary

because

it

covers multiple

from race and class

in

"Grizzly

Man" won

the Oscar for best documentary film in 2005.

a four-

and-a-half year journey through the

Do

Werner Herzog's

America

American Dream with grace and

two unmissable

the

classic

docs:

"Gates of Heaven," a film about a pet

cemetery and

its

pet owners

mat Roger

The
grown

list

"Bom

films of all time; and "The Thin Blue

revitalization

Line," a documentary examining a

all

into

"The Fog

enjoyment. To paraphrase an old adage,

contributing to the

of die

documentary

genre.

Texas and speculating

Supporting documentaries, as well

that the courts erred in their decision to

as the mostly independent theaters such

in

the

Brothels" and

in recent years, with

of War,"

mem,

more audiences can see documentary
filmmakers making great films for our

of commendable films has

"Spellbound"

Ebert called one of

as die Eveningstar that play

convict die defendant

the five greatest

murder case

humanism.
Likewise, Errol Morris, one

greatest documentary filmmakers ever,

has

"If

you see

it,

they will come."

So

make the trip to Ban & Greg's and rent
a documentary
prised at

you

see.

—

you just may be

how much

you'll like

sur-

what

February

The Bowdoin Orient

Women's basketball Track

2006

crown

by Patrick Pierce

win

captures

takes back state

10,

in

Contributor
It

was hard

to tell that the Polar

Bears were seeded as 20-point under-

Maine State Meet held at
the University of Southern Maine.
Bowdoin dominated the field in all
disciplines and left the Costello
Sports Complex Saturday night as
dogs

at the

State Champions.

Senior co-captain Pat Lyons, com-

menting on the team's upset win,
said, "It

was one of the most

meets

have ever been apart

I

will be something

of when
at

I

I

will

look back on

exciting
of. It

always think

my four years

Bowdoin."

The Polar Bears knew that they
would need dozens of step-up performances in order to win, and many
athletes delivered, especially in the

Lyons and
Luke Fairbanks delivered

field events. In the throws,
first-year

under pressure, throwing personal
bests in both the shot put and the
weight throw. The Bowdoin throwers
outscored traditional throwing pow-

erhouse Bates for the

first

time since

1976.

Coach Slovenski pulled out

all

the

stops for the jumps, recruiting several

runners and throwers. His gamble

Drew
Please see

TRACK, page

11

First-year

Tony Thrower works on

his

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

throwing form during practice.

Men's hockey glides past rivals
by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

finest goalies in the

ting

down

both

NESCAC,

shut-

Amherst

and

Hamilton as Bowdoin cruised to sucPapachristopoulos just rolls off the

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin
Julia

Loonin

'07 takes a shot in Saturday's

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer
With

home-game

record

their

victory streak on the line,

it

looked

as if the Polar Bears might have met
their

match

last Friday.

However,

Bowdoin Women's Basketball
Team pulled out a win in overtime

the

against

beating

Wesleyan,

the

Cardinals 75-63.
*

The game

The Cardinals

fired

some

first few minutes
of play, and the Polar Bears had
trouble catching up to their early

quick shots in the

By intermission, Bowdoin was
down 34-26, a rare occurrence
lead.

when

this

Orient

against Connecticut College.

team has the home court

it?

Well,

it

you've been following

should

if

NESCAC

ranked conference opponents. In

ly

die

two

hockey mis season. Senior George

Papachristopoulos

of 57

games

Papachristopoulos, the starting goal-

total

keeper for the the Bowdoin Men's Ice

four goals, giving

Wesleyan fought back with anothwhich Bowdoin answered
with two more free throws and a

Hockey Team, has been making a
name for himself. This weekend he

cent save rate.

solidified his reputation as

one of the

combined,
to stop a

shots, while only allowing

Berne '08 closed the lead to three
points as the clock kept ticking.

er basket,

managed

him about a 94 pet-

Dann, Sebastian Belanger

'08,

and Jon Landry

'06.

Matt Collins

'09,

The next day Bowdoin handily
5-2.
Hamilton
Mike
defeated
Westerman '08 responded to an early
Hamilton goal to post Bowdoin \s first
point of the game less than two minutes into the second period. Mike
Chute '06, Belanger, and senior Matt

Friday night against Amherst, the

Bears picked up a 4-2 victory with

Please see

HOCKEY, page

11

With less than a minute left in
the game and a three-point Cardinal
lead, Berne took advantage of a
layup.

Wesleyan turnover. Berne snagged
the ball, raced out to the top of the

and launched a perfectly formed
feet from the basket that
swooshed through the net to tie the

shot 21

game.

The Cardinals tried to use the last
few seconds to go for a long shot. A
foul by Justine Pouravelis '06 on
Wesleyan's Ali Fourney gave the
Cardinals the opportunity to win the
victory.

Fourney missed

throws, forcing the

all three free

game

into over-

time.

Fired up by this second chance for

advantage.

Wesleyan kept up a steady and
aggressive level of play throughout
the second half,

coming off the

half-

victory,

the Bears returned to the

court determined not to miss an
opportunity,

making eight out of 10

throws to outscore Wesleyan.

By

time break re-energized and increas-

free

by 18 points within 10
minutes. However, the Bears quickly
regained their focus and began to

the sound of the buzzer, the Polar

ing their lead

fight back.

tongue, doesn't

two high-

coming from senior captain

Adam

key,

out slowly;

started

Wesleyan players were late arriving
and once the match was in play,
Bowdoin did not seem prepared to
play.

game

cessive victories against the

goals'

The defense stepped up

and the Polar Bears scored on
eight

free-throw

Eileen

Flaherty

'07

all

Bears led the Cardinals 73-65. Berne
finished with four three-pointers for

20 points

overall,

the game's top

scorer. Pouravelis rivaled her with 15

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

opportunities.

and Marisa

Please see

BASKETBALL, page 12

Senior

Ged Wieschhoff

attempts to steer the puck away from a Hamilton player in Saturday's game.

1

February

10

2006

10,
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Women's hockey dominates
by Anna MeMcrly
Staff Writer

period saw a clear turnaround with
five

Bowdoin

Meaghan

Forney had a strong performance,

The Bowdoin Women's Ice Hockey
Team proved its strength over the
weekend, improving

on a road

record to 13-6

its

which brought the

trip,

Bears to Massachusetts, Connecticut,

New York.

and

The trip began on a somber note as
team departed at 7 a.m. on

capping off a hat

Bantams.

new

strong

in

Amidon

contest.

to see

from the loss of their young and

Mercer, the

was

starting goaltender,

The team was back on
game, headed

the road

vibrant teammate, friend, and role

after

to

play

Hamilton College on Sunday

after-

lost

a great friend and

our goodbyes before

playing in the games

this

weekend,"

am proud

junior Katie Forney said. "I

of the

way

this

team has taken

to ensure

noon,
the

Bowdoin 's 8-4

ly

the team

later,

had to step onto the

against

ice

the

when

the bus broke

down on

New York border.

The squad

finally

Clinton,

New

a.m. and

was on

not slow the

down:

it

has been

in

York, at around 3:30
the ice less than 12

women's hockey team

all

weekend."

which the Bowdoin squad won 1 1The Oles' two goals came near the
end of the third period, when most of
the Bowdoin skaters were not play-

or both.

assist,

Additionally, Forney's

the Bears netted eight goals.

by Nick Day

five points at the half, but the

Staff Writer

took control of the

test,

game

Camels

after a 15-0

assists in the St.

in

decisions against conference rivals

weekend, defeating Wesleyan

in

a thriller, then falling to Connecticut

College on Saturday.

and

"We had

Gilbride

game

heroics were not to be,
its

lead

for a comfortable 76-58 victory.
Petrie led

Bowdoin with 17

game. Hippert added

Despite the loss,

is still

goals

against

home
squad

welcomes

at

Williams

Gilbride could not be

"We

host

plays

Middlebury tonight

points

12.

Bowdoin

two

the postseason hunt. Playoff seed-

The

and Conn. College held on to

in the

Tom

coach

Late

two goals
Olaf con-

Red Sox will
by Joel Samen
Staff Writer

at

home

again in front of our great fans
and the Polar Bear Nation," he said:

The Super Bowl

is in

means

mirror, which

the rearview

that pitchers

and

bitten

slowly against Wesleyan, shooting

26 percent from

will

and

the field

The Cardinals, on

field

comes

the

behind the three-point
a

line,

of treys

torrent

utes.

The Cardinals

20 min-

led by 17 at half-

of 43-26.

time, with a score

for

greatness.

possible in the season

words of Alexander

Pope, "Hope springs eternal in the
human breast" The failures and triumphs of last season are forgotten
once the pitchers hit the mounds in
warm weather.

Jimmy
down

Shepherd. Shepherd knocked
six three-pointers in the first

is

In the

ahead.

including

from

potential

the

Anything

and 67 percent from

It is

In the second half, the Polar Bears

with the bliss of forgetting the

Red Sox

postseason that

last

chipped away at the lead. Jordan
Fliegel '08 and co-captain Kyle

return to their rebuilt team,

Petrie '06

embarrassed

the

combined for 30 points in
half, and Bowdoin manthe

take

to

lead

playoffs

the

round of

Following a
be operating

reborn in a different vein.

us, hitting a three-pointer with about

in

first

without direction, the team has been

The game seemed destined for
came up big.
"Kyle Petrie made a big shot for
left

the

October.

front office appeared to

overtime, until Petrie

seconds

in

was

tumultuous offseason, in which the

before

Wesleyan knotted the game at 67
with less than a minute to play.

five

in

fans

one that

hardly resembles the squad that

second

aged

game,"

Gilbride said.

and poor

injuries

The revamped and reloaded Sox
and pitching as pricoming into the seaNewcomers Alex Gonzalez,

feature defense

mary

strengths

son.

Mike Lowell, and J.T Snow are

summer sport.

With the approach of a new season

other hand, shot almost 70 percent

from the

soon be brightened by the rays of the

great

one-for-eight from behind the arc in
the first half.

winter

flaws

not reach

due to

seasons.

mere

have gotten two wins."

season.

last

many

their pitching staff did

potential

to spring trainin

Friday, the Polar Bears started

and
its

The frost-

are qualities

Defensively the Sox had

catchers report

ing

could close

that

Those

Red Sox lacked

that the

days.

just

and bullpens

larly,

out ball games.

excited.

good

a pretty

feature

pitching and defense

tomorrow.

look forward to playing

The Bowdoin Orient

to

7 p.m. and

more

Fulton,

Emileigh Mercer '09 tends goal for the Polar Bears against Middlebury.

weekend, but we would have liked to

On

to excel

ly

like-

terms of fielding,

in

although their production offensively

may come

in

below

that

of

their

predecessors.

Jack McKeon, who managed
on the 2003 World
Champion team, sang the shortstop's

Gonzalez

praises after his signing with Boston.

"He's one of the best in the busi-

The guy's a vacuum

ness.

cleaner.

He's a magician.... I've had a
great shortstops play for

me

lot

of

but this

guy was right up there with the best,"

McKeon

said.

Lowell won. a Gold Glove

last sea-

son for his play at third base and

Snow won

consecutive Gold

six

Glove awards for his outstanding
defense at first base between 1995

The departures of Johnny Damon,
BiH Mueller, and Kevin Millar have
certainly changed die face of the
team. After leading Major League

and 2000.

Baseball in runs scored for the past

Riske, and

two seasons with the lead-off adeptness of Damon, the consistent pro-

Keith

The team's pitching

staff has also

been improved considerably with die
importation of Josh Beckett,

Rudy

Dan

Seanez. If closer

duction of Mueller, and occasional

and starters Curt
Schilling and Matt Clement can
rebound from poor seasons, Red Sox

bouts of strength from Millar, the

pitching could be considered

scorers with

team's production most likely will

the league's best

19 points on 64 percent shooting

take a dip. However, their replace-

Petrie 's

jumper from

the top

of the

key sealed the victory at 70-67, and
gave the Bears a crucial NESCAC
win.
Fliegel led

from the

field,

Bowdoin

Kevin

Bradley

rebounds.

and

notching

14

should

Junior

team

sophomore

Andrew Hippert posted double
its,

and

ments

while Petrie added 17

points and nine

and

dig-

other

new

significantly

in

additions

improve the

two other categories: defense

teams that have

won

the last four

The Polar Bears were unable to
find their rhythm against the Camels

World Series. They have all had
defensive strength and well-built

on Saturday.

pitching staffs.

"We

runs,

couldn't quite get our edge

against Conn. College, although

we

Mike Ardolino. The Bowdoin Orient

battled hard," Gilbride said.

The Polar Bears

trailed

by only

Antu-.m

Phillips *06 rakes a shot at practice.

The

Bears play Middlebury tonight.

the

Foulke

During

their

title

White Sox, Red Sox,
all had defen-

among

that was considmany onlookers to be erratic,

For an offseason
ered by
the

Red Sox

front office

has put

game plan and a
The team seems to

together a coherent
roster to

pitching.

A common thread runs through the

and 10 points,

respectively.

'

Drew

as well as her five points against

ing has not been decided.

run in the second half.

Head

the

year and our ener-

2.

Bball to play two at

remarked,

movement was

College of Minnesota on January 3

Trinity

a pair of

the conference.

in

arrived

and scored three goals and con-

split

the

These two big wins followed a
St. Olaf

period deadlocked at 2-2, the second

last

all

gy level was high

and two

Men's basketball

It is

weekend as

this

Bears look to secure a high seed in

non-conference win over

Following in Forney's tracks,
Lydia Hawkins '07 had a hat trick

Although the Bears

start,

leading us.

face off against

will

Wesleyan twice

Senior co-captain Kelsey Wilcox
added, "Our puck
best

finishing the first

Trinity College.

noted,

stepped up and played for one

ing their normal positions. Thirteen

hours

Amidon

no one player is
a true team effort.

are so deep,

another."

of the IS skaters recorded a goal, an

five

Bowdoin

While Forney has no doubt been a
force for the Bears,

"We

games

offense in our last three

has been unstoppable."

victory.

Continentals. Illness and fatigue did

in

Our

the

memory of Taryn King."

and play

it

NESCAC

saves

hours later against the Hamilton

and used

had a slow

for

made 25

to motivate us

situation

Less than

this

Battin also posted points
Bears. In goal, Mercer

goal with 10 saves in the

The Bears lost starting goalie
Cat MacEachern '06 to hip surgery.

model."

"Many of us
we had to say

assist, in

Jayme Woogerd
Cameron, Forney, Coyne, and

'07,

her

took every obstacle in stride and real-

First-year Emileigh

Bears'

was so hard

an

Gillis got

"This weekend was especially

the

in

'The service was beautiful and
touching," head coach Michelle
said. "It

and

tough," stated Mercer. "But the team

Saturday to attend Taryn King's '07

athletes in such pain and despair

assists

addition to her goal.

10-3 win over the

points

funeral in Lowell, Massachusetts.

two

Tanguay '07 clinched

Beth Battin '09 also had a multiple

the

my

trick before the

game was halfway over and adding
two assists in the third period.
Kristen Cameron '08 and Katie
Coyne '08 both logged five goals in
the game. Meghan Gillis '07 and

earned

Hamilton,

Player of die Week.

game.

into the

goals.

the weekend

ice over

tributed an assist leas than halfway

match

it.

be moving away from

its

driven style, replacing

with a

egy

that

it

offensestrat-

will prevent other teams

from scoring. With the new season
approaching, the outlook looks
bright

and

filled

with promise. This

Marlins, and Angels

new style of Red Sox baseball will be

sively solid teams, pitching rotations

a change for loyal fans, but

that

could deliver solid outings regu-

still

be fun to watch.

it

should

The Bowdoin Orient
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Squash falls to Bates
in second matchup
by Sarah Pbdmaniczky
Staff Writer

round of matchplay.

The second win for the Bowdoin
men came soon after Lynn's victory,

The Bowdoin Men's and Women's
Squash Teams fell a second time to
rival Bates on Tuesday night, with 72 defeats for both the men and
women.
The two wins marie a small
improvement on the women's side,
as the

women won

only one match

against the No. 10 ranked Bates
in last

week's

The

first-year

Sean Wilkinson.
Saltzman came on strong

in the

two games, winning 9-2 and 10-

first

8, but Wilkinson was quick to answer
with two wins, 9-2 and 9-1. While

the players dove for seemingly irre-

making points

trievable shots,

like

last for

with the

eternity,

win came from

majority of both teams watching,

who defeat-

excited and nervous. Finally, after

Kate Gormley,

Bates player, Charlotte

Gerrish.

on court with Bates No.2

battled

what seem

face-off.

additional

ed No. 3

team

as senior co-captain Bruce Saltzman

several

rallies

8-6

at

clinched the match, claiming die last

won a

Although Bates was the principle

first game 9-5, and carried
momentum into the second, win-

game

9-6 and the match 3-2.

lengthy

opponent for the Polar Bears

her

week, they also faced a strong
Dartmouth team on Saturday. Both

ning 9-0

by capitalizing on her strong
a short
game, which she

cross-courts. After

the third

she pulled out the fourth

Although

was not

it

men and women

W

L

School

W

L

W

L

1

20

2

BOWDOIN

6

1

18

2

WMIiams

6

1

19

3

6

1

19

3

Trinity

6

1

16

4

Bates

6

1

18

7

SCOREBOARD

5

2

18

4

Wesleyan

6

2

15

6

Sa2/4

5

2

17

5

Amherst

4

3

9

12

WMiams

BOWDOIN

4

8

8

Middlebury

5

14

2

5

8

13

Tufts

2

8

9

11

Conn. College

2

6

12

10

Trinity

2

5

7

13

Middlebury

1

6

12

10

Colby

1

6

8

13

8

6

15

Conn. College

1

7

8

14

Wesleyan
Conn. College

W
W

76-41

Wesleyan

13

SCOREBOARD
F

2/3

W

70-67

L

76-58

at Conn. College

SCHEDULE

F 2/3
Sa 2/4

v.
v.

F

2/10

v.

Middlebury

2/11

v.

Williams

v. St.

WOMEN'S

7:00 p.m.

Joseph's

ICE

F

2/10

at

Middlebury

3:00 p.m.

Sa2/11

at Williams

Th 2/16

at

MENS

HOCKEY

School

NESCAC
W L T

W

L

Middlebury

11

18

2

BOWDOIN

13

6

9

9

10

3

Williams

7

4

Colby

7

6

10

7

6

8

9

11

1

T

1

.

Maine Maritime

7:30

p.m.

3:00

p.m.

7:30

p.m.

NESCAC
School

W

L

T

W

L

T

Middlebury

13

1

1

17

1

2

WWams

10

3

2

11

6

2

Amherst

9

5

1

12

7

1

BOWDOIN

8

5

2

13

5

2

Colby

9

6

13

7

9

11

Hamilton

8

7

10

9

1

7

2

6

9

4

Tufts

6

8

1

9

9

2

Conn. College 3

9

2

6

10

2

Trinity

5

7

3

8

9

3

Wesleyan

9

1

2

15

2

Wesleyan

4

8

3

5

11

3

Conn. Col.

1

13

1

2

17

1

women

Wednesday

First-year Robert

No.9

spot

games, during the second

on
the men and

Against
night,

Colby

2

The season
for

ing.

is drawing to a close
teams,
with
only
and nationals remainThey will head to Trinity this

the

weekend

NESCAC

the

for

first-ever

squash tournament.

Sa2/4
Su2/5

W
W

at Trinity

Hamilton

at

10-3

84

F

USM
TRACK, from page 9

Presti,

who had

year

first

at

performances on the oval. The Polar

jump by

not jumped since his

Bowdoin, won the high

clearing six feet.

Senior

became the first man
of the Maine State
score in both the high jump

Jared Prichard
in the

Meet

to

history

and the shot
high

put, claiming fourth in

jump.

the high jump.

He

fifth

Bears dominated the 55-meter hur-

placed second in his

first

collegiate

Damon Hall-Jones ran personal

Sa

their

teammates

in the

Bowdoin runners

came through with

several clutch

L

Colby

at

165-134

SCOREBOARD
Maine State Meet

2nd

of 4

Bates

at

SCHEDULE
F

2/10

valentine's

Sa

2/11

v.

Classic at

Day

5:00

p.m.

BU

Coast Guard,

11:00 a.n

Middlebury

WOMEN'S SQUASH
SCOREBOARD

F

2/3

v.Amherst

Sa

2/4

v.

4-2
5-2

Hamilton

F

2/10

v.

SCHEDULE

v.

Wesleyan
Wesleyan

7:00 p.m.

2/11

3:00 p.m.

F

2/10

at Trinity

at

Colby

7:00 p.m.

Sa

2/11

at

7:45
3:00

Wesleyan

2/3

v. St.

Sa

2/4

v.

at Bates

W

at

2/8

W

Lawrence
Dartmouth

F

Tu 2/7

9-0

L
L

9-0

7-2

W

Colby

7-2

p.m.
p.m.

SCHEDULE
Sa

2/11

NESCACs

TBA

(at

Trinity)

NESCAC

Men s

hockey to face
rivals Trinity and

Wesleyan

Sophomore

Lee also had a

Eric

stand-out performance. Getting off to

a

fast start in the

1:24.

by

events, the

2/4

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK

200-meter dash.

600-meter race, Lee

seized the lead and never looked

Inspired

SWIMMING & DIVING

bests

back, winning with a personal best

field

TBA

(at

Mike
Krohn placed fourth with a season
of 8.39 seconds. First-year

came through

fifth place.

NESCACs

best

again with a 20-foot leap, good for

long jump, while Presti

8-1

onds to capture second and third

and to capture fourth place in the

Adu

7-2

place, respectively. First-year

to finish third in the 55-meter dash

then went on to

6-3
9-0

L

first-year Ike Irby ran

Jay

second place. Junior Joe

L

W

personal bests of 7.89 and 8.29 sec-

run a season best in the 800 meters
for

Adu and

dles.

place in

First-year

McCormick captured

at

surprises

at state meet

paid off for the Bears. Senior Joel

2/10

W

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC.

Men's track

W

Lawrence

Dartmouth
Bates
Colby

v

at

Trinity)

SCOREBOARD

Sa

Tu 2/14

2/8

F2/3

8

9-0.

W

v. St.

SCOREBOARD

S

women

F 2/3
Sa2/4
Tu2/7

Overall

4

reflected in

MEN'S SQUASH

73-65

Trinity

6-3 and the

1

11:00 a.m.

SCOREBOARD

HOCKEY

ICE

Overall

1

Coast Guard,

v.

SCHEDULE

7:00 p.m.

Coll.

of 4

Middlebury

SCHEDULE

Sa

Tu 2/14

Sa2/11

SCOREBOARD

Wesleyan

at

Sa 2/4

2

let

Maine State
Meet (USM)

at

SCHEDULE

Colby

3

L 160-120

Colby

at

Bates

Amherst

men

Lawrence, die

St.

lost 9-0.

2/4

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK

Tufts

Friday night they soundly defeated

9-6.

NESCACs

in four

L

6

lost 9-4,

game

at the

W

Hamilton

in the two teams' last matchup just a
week ago.
The men slipped in this most

match

Sa

School
Amherst

On

women won 7-2.

his

SCOREBOARD

the

gave Bates more of a challenge than

Lynn won

this

Overall

falter in

the final score, almost all the

recent meeting.

NESCAC

Overall

Saltzman

Gormley defeated Gerrish
of every game drawn

3-1, each point

out and competitive. Gormley

NESCAC

11

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

2006

10,

Senior

Combs surged

co-captain

Andrew

in the last lap

of the

800-meter run to snatch the win.

Minutes

after placing third

mile, junior
'

in the

Owen McKenna

clinched second place in 1000
meters.
First-year Archie Abrams
overcame a hip-flexor strain
for a third-place finish in the
race.

Sophomore Nathan Krah

distanced

all

competitors in the

5000-meter run, making his

New

England Dill Champion-

ship qualifying time

of 15:22

look easy.

to

The men put it all together
win in dramatic fashion in

front

of an

electrified

crowd.

According to Lyons, "we
wanted it more than Bates, and
that is why we won."
They outperformed their

Steve Bartus '08 trains in practice this week.

HOCKEY, from page 9

USM's

The

fourth frame

and downs

against Hamilton.

earli-

face

will

home. The Bears will face
Middlebury and the Coast
Guard Academy at home this

only Polar Bear to post impressive

Saturday.

for the Bears.

stats.

In the

Adam Dann

match

up, senior captain

notched his 100th point

weekend. These two games

Dayton

momentum

on

the

Papachristopoulos

article

road.

said,

"We
may

quotations attributed to them were
fabricated.

The reporter, contributor

will

gathered

ready for anything that

Mario Lopez,

is

the accuracy

of the quotations. In

unable to guarantee

try
at

As

accordance with Orient policy, the
editors will

no longer permit Lopez

are
to contribute to this newspaper.
lie

Orient apologizes to

ahead."

"Hoops

off against

be a struggle for the Bears as they
to take the

December 9

drops to Bobcats" have charged that

NESCAC rivals Trinity and Wesleyan
this

5-2.

Multiple students interviewed for
the

tion for tournament play.

Bowdoin

The Bears won

EDITORS NOTE

few more wins

could put the Bears in a strong posi-

a three-goal victory.

Papachnstopoulos was not the

trophy

tips

game

saw a goal from Hamilton, which was
answered by Landry to give the Bears

back

Morrell

some

night's

er in the season, a

into the third period.

184.5

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

puck in Saturday
Despite

passed depth, scoring

Mai

The Bowdoin Orient

skates toward the

Roy posted a goal apiece to give
Bowdoin a three-point lead going

48.
and
130
Colby's
Bowdoin's victory brought the

Fulton,

Andy Nelson

stunned opponents with unsur-

points to Bate's 159.5,

Drew

~
Senior

its

readers.

The

>

February

12

10,

2006
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Women field

second place Swimming teams
lose to rival Mules
Perry '07, and Erin Taylor '09 posted

third, fifth, and
Molly Seaward

season bests taking
ninth, respectively.

'09 added a fifth-place finish in the

jump to the team tally, while
Alex Keeney '09 posted an eighth-

triple

place finish.

The 400 meters was another strong
women, who claimed

event for the

three of the top six places. Alison

Pilon '09 finished second, Gina
Campelia '07 took fourth, and Lynne
Tempest '09 posted a sixth-place finish.

-

With only a short break after
400 meters, Tempest was back on

the
the

track for the 1000 meters. Pulling a

tough double she placed seventh.
Joining her in the 1000 meters were

sophomores Laura Onderko and
Courtney Eustace,

who

took fourth

and

sixth, respectively. Eustace and
Onderko teamed up again in the mile,
taking fifth and seventh. Brownell

ran the hardest double of the night,

competing

in the

3k

after her victory

in the 5k, for a sixth-place finish, just

behind teammate, Elissa Gervais

'09.

Gervais ran a personal best for

fifth

place, despite
training

due to

two weeks of crossinjury.

600 meters, the Bears faced
fierce competition from Bates and
Colby runners, but showed they were
up to the challenge. First-year Ali
In the

Drew

Chase, though not feeling in top

by Katie Yankura

form, sprinted to a third-place finish,

Staff Writer

by fellow first-years
Jess Sokolow and Lindsey Schickner
in fifth and seventh, respectively.

and

Mevorach '09, Elizabeth
Onderko '08, and Betsey Griffin '09
Drew

Sophomore runner Courtney Eustace

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Bowdoin 's relays began and ended

a sixth-place finish in the 55-meter

close, the

Meet, finishing with 147 points to

NESCAC

15' 11. 75".

Erin

personal best of

Prifogle

'07

also

In the

first

track event

of the evening,

Sokolow, Seaward, and Campelia
third.

Bringing the meet to a

4x400-meter and 4x800-

meter teams, battled to the end with a
close finish.

The 4x400-meter

composed

of

Campelia,

relay,

Pilon,

rivals,

tested herself in multiple events, tak-

Hackert, and Sheffield took second

and Colby finished close
behind in third and fourth respectively with 130 and 122 points.
Bowdoin had two first-place performances in the 800 meters and 5k.
Senior Emily Sheffield led the 800
meters from the start with Amy
Ahearn '08 close behind in second,
making the event the highest scoring
of the meet for the Bears. Junior

ing fourth in the 55-meter hurdles

place, as Bates

USM's

172 points.

Bates

m

and

and leading the Bears

in the

high

jump with a third place finish. The
women's pole vault added more
points to Bowdoin *s score as all three
women, Alyssa Chen '08, Becca

nudged out Bowdoin
by .19 seconds for first The 4x 800meter team of Mevorach, Schickner,
Sokolow, and Ahearn came from
behind to win the final event of the
night for Bowdoin.

'

Kristen Brownell, seeded

first in the

Hoops ranked

race

Jamie Knight '07 took fourth

Junior Louise Dufhis once again
led the

team in points, dominating

the throwing

*

places

in

events with

second

both the shot put and

for fifth

from Chelsea Jackson

first-

'09,

and a seventh-place finish by
Shemeica Binns '09. Borner also
took fourth

in

'

in

against

scoring 21
First-year

100-yard backstroke.

Bowdoin swept

Bowdoin

will

voiced the positive attitude of the

.

into

the

championships.

"We've had such a great season
upcoming champi-

thus far and this

onship meet promises to be nothing
less than absolutely amazing.

We're

first

and sophomore Liz Hedrick

tak-

ing second, in both the one-meter

and so should the Bowdoin
It would be great to

it

community.

have some fans

in the stands cheer-

ing us on next week," she said.

The women,

finishing the regular

and three-meter events. Despite a

season with a respectable 3-4 record,
will look to

team of Roble, Chapman,
McLean, and Kerry Brodziak '08
finished the meet strong with a vic-

place finish at

first

relay

the

tory in the 400- freestyle relay.

will

face

loss in stride.

which

we would

good

games

the Polar Bears

swam

eighth in the 55 meters.

court advantage.

of their home

know

that they

had

well but they

it

to

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Senior Ashleigh Watson goes for a basket
in Saturday's

game

against

Conn. College.

I

is

be

"We

swam very

for this point in the season.

dlebury

away, depriving

to

like to

really fast to beat us," he said.

key

competitors Mid-

meters, respectively. DePalo took

win

"Of course
our meets against Colby but

III,

and Williams this
upcoming weekend. Both

the

fast

was

so proud of the way our team handled the meet this weekend. Colby
is

a tough plate to

we pulled

swim

fast

and

off several lifetime bests

improve upon

Thomas, a

their 10th

NESCACs last year.
captain, spoke with

similar enthusiasm.
"I

Coach Brad Burnham took

round of

playoffs,

DePalo '08 also competed in the
sprints with Barber taking seventh
and ninth in the 55 meters and 200

are

to a

8 at Greason

women's team heading

for

the diving events

with senior Victoria Tudor taking

Currently ranked sixth in

NESCAC

1

point deficit, the 400-yard freestyle

begin Saturday, February 18.

Jessie

to

Anelauskas

the nation for Division

meters, Jacobson finished in 28.17

Chapman

7

Pool. Senior captain Michelle Filteau

first-

up

1

home pool, we're getting psyched up

sonal bests, running a 7.67 in the 55-

for fifth. Kari Barber '06

The women look forward
pool advantage. The meet

loss.

be held February

sec-

NESCAC

the

season,

Championships, despite the recent

so excited to be competing in our

meter dash to qualify
where she placed fourth.

and

The Polar Bears remain confident

200-yard individual medley and the

home-court advantage for the

NESCAC

200

50-yard free.

home

by claiming

took

contributed two second places in the

tally.

Senior Ruth Jacobson ran two per-

finals,

Sprinter

in the 100-yard free.

Jessica Horstkotte also posted

who

medley events.
Dave Swanson '09 won the

individual

points overall.
Jill

Bears in the

In the

yard

less

contributed 17 points to the

Bears'

Other victories came

Goldstein '07,

the 200-yard breaststroke and 200-

intermis-

was

Bears were up

sion, the Polar

Max

from

second place

backstroke. Junior Katie

By

second, and third place,

first,

respectively.

ry in both the 200-yard freestyle and

game

the sprints and mid-distance events.

for

in

the 100-yard butterfly, as well as a

for the Polar Bears

The victory clinched

the weight throw.

The Bear's success continued

the

ond-place finish in the 200-yard

Camels 76-41. Julia Loonin
'07 was the game's MVP,
making five free throws and

year Kelsey Borner, a personal best

going into their final competition of

First-year Kathryn Engel stepped

Saturday's

butterfly,

Junior Megan McLean led the
Bowdoin women, capturing a victo-

numerous
and rebounds.

Connecticut College

100-yard

the

Bowdoin captured the first three
Thomas '06, Ben
Rachlin '08, and Wandner finished

everything in the pool."

blocks, steals,

47-18 to easily defeat the

with a third place throw from

In

behind to

.13 seconds.

places as Carter

points, as well as

seat-clenching.

the 200-yard

meet with
several individual victories and
strong swims. Commenting on the
enthusiasm of her teammates, senior
Audrey Sharman said, "The energy
on the pool deck was amazing. It
was clear that both teams were looking for fast swims and good races
and that, at the end of the meet, we
all left feeling as though we had left
started the

500-yard freestyles, respectively.

BASKETBALL, from page 9

met success, making the shot

put the second-highest scoring event

a 165-134 defeat for the

place finishes in the 50-yard and

weight throw. Duffus's fellow throwers also

men and

women.
The Bears

Sophomores Carrie Roble and

sixth in poll

Sk, ran true to form, winning the

for the Bears in the race.

captain

first in

Wandner,

women's track team was
not able to overcome the University
of Southern Maine at the Maine State

jump with a

who came from

Senior

by just

placed

long

followed by first-year Ian

Burleigh took

touch out his competitor from Colby

the 4x200-meter team of Barber,

hurdles,

butterfly,

Saturday's meet, the last meet of the

fourth-place finish in the 200 meters,

another sixth place in

events.

appointing losses to Colby College.

regular season for the Polar Bears,

Despite posting numerous personthe

Roger

The men's and women's swimming and diving teams suffered dis-

resulted in a 160-120 loss for the

the meet with strong performances.

al bests,

bests."

for the Bears.

House.

practices at Farley Field

of season

lots

In the men's races, the Polar Bears

placed in ninth, 10th, and 12th places

Emily Hackert '06 proved her versatility on the track placing in three
individual events. Hackert had a

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

The Bowdoin Orient

dominated Colby in the butterfly

closely followed

Katie

Fulton,

Senior Aubrey Sharman perfects her backstroke technique in practice.

am

really

proud of the guys'

composure in a
meet like this. Colby had some great
swimmers and we met diem head on,
setting the stage for what will be the
best championship meet Bowdoin
ability to

keep

their

has ever had," he said

The Bowdoin men's final record
of 3-4 demonstrates significant
improvement from last year's 0-8
record. The men's NESCAC meet
will be held on February 24-26 at
Williams College.
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BSG

Established 1871

A

s die

Board of Trustees meets this weekend, the genocide continues in Darfur.

/\

The

trustees

may

believe that there

JLgenocide. Yet there

is

nothing they can do to help stop this

on

—

they can use the force of the

something they can do

is

endowment to send the message that Bowdoin will dis-

College's nearly $600-miUion

courage investments in companies that cooperate with governments that support
genocide.

Of paramount importance in the discussion on socially responsible investing is the
rinding of an appropriate balance.

endowment, and
do

We must seek to maximize growth of the College's

we must appreciate that it is the financial backbone that allows this
that

all

it

does.

The endowment helps keep tuition down and provides

opportunities for low-income students through generous financial aid grants.

At the same time, we must exhibit a conscious awareness of the
ic

potential

rights issues
To

student,

ideas

is

and others

—and

College's ability to

grow

of overzealous divestment hampering

—makes

endowment

it

difficult to institute

a

the

and

realistic

coherent divestment policy relating to issues like environmental protection and labor

However,

it

should not constrain our response to one crucial issue: geno-

cide.

who

in the Darfur region

of Sudan. The

sponsored by the Sudanese government

militia

responsible for atrocities that the United States has classified as genocide.

my

cant effort has been
others have tailed,

made by the world's leaders to stop the massive loss of life. Where
Bowdoin should do whatever it can however small on a global

—

—

to resolve the

scale

crisis.

apartheid South Africa,

Bowdoin must

on campus about Darfur and
this discussion

first

take steps to

initiate

As

socially responsible investing.

it

a forum for dialogue
did

faculty,

two decades

forum should be permanent, so that the next time an issue

like

and

In the midst

embarrass-

overwhelmingly

Academic

Bill

existent Affirmative action

lost "faith" in the

ly-motivated issue and as a result
became a stage for a public relations
stunt by endorsing the creation of an
Academic Bias Incident Group. This
proposal does not adequately remedy
the situation and was rightly ignored
by the administration. BSG failed to
work with the administration on
achieving what is best for Bowdoin

groups.

to

its

opposition to investment in companies that deal with the

—

—

it

managed by outside investors it should make its opposition toy
Sudanese investment known to its fund managers, as Amherst has.
An action by Bowdoin 's board alone probably would not hurt the bottom line of
any of the companies that do business with the Sudanese government Action would
invests in funds

likely

only be symbolic. But symbolism

is

important

And

if

enough

institutions like

Bowdoin make a stand, perhaps these companies will listen.
Bowdoin 's administrators maintain that the College only invests with reputable
fund managers, and we are inclined to believe them. The administration also says that
indicating our opposition to certain investments might make fund managers less willing to work with Bowdoin to invest its endowment But if Bowdoin 's vocal opposition to genocide
that realty the

would make a fund manager

less likely to

kind of "reputable" person with whom

BSG

failed

work with our college,

action

it is

It

to

my

is

—especially

when

of academic

bias in the classroom

Student Government (BSG).

is

ly partisan

document The

text

was

written

and

is

is

agenda-influenced

The disadvantaged need

to catch

up

to those

who have

benefited from their efforts. Because

one person does not see through the

dealing

does not mean

lens

of

that

you should follow

historical fact

tend as though

Sincerely,

either a sign

Catrina Cartagena

ignorance.

BSG Representative
of 2007

it

the

trend.

does not occur

is

of self denial, or absolute

Phone

is

6200

(207) 725-3053

Brunswick,

bill

proves

its

why BSG would vote in favor of endorsing the creation of
when measures are already in place for students to

dean would be more conducive to addressing
of having the

Just as troubling, if not

san bickering.

The

result

more
of

was

Bobby Guerette, Managing

Anne

Kohn,

S.

it

was in

fact rejected

by a

of a

seems meeting pri-

Features Editor
Joshua Miller

significant issue into parti-

reflected earlier this

1 - 1 9-4

Ng

Editor

the 10

week when

vote. This parallels the trend

members of BSG who had

Maine

the

of Republican

News
Nat

A & E Editor
Steve Kolowich

the insight last

Staff

Editor

Hen

Emma
.

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

Powers

Theresa Weaver

Editor

Miranda Yaver

Adam Kommel
Assistant

week

to vote

—

Kelsey Abbruzzese

Frances Milliken

Opinion Editor
Mary Helen

Cati Mitchell

Miller

Letters
The Orient welcomes

Calendar Editor
Ceren Chelsea Germeyan
Subscriptions

strong

editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00

p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

information.

BSG

to

which

it

move away from

its

on issues beyond Bowdoin The drawn-out process

national politics

illustrates this

fact

It is

sur-

time for

and move toward addressing issues

in

can have a more constructive influence.

The editorials represent the majority view of"The Bowdoin Orient's editorial board
editorial board is comprised of James D. Baumberger, Drew Fulton, Bobby

The

Guerette,

Evan S. Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.

results.

amongst

themselves

would be

another.

BUBS was

a valuable

resource for
its

at

many

students over

long history.
I hope some ambitious students
Bowdoin realize this and bring

back

worthwhile service.

this

Woodbury

'01

writers

to

staff

and columnists who

commitment

to the Orient

during the
fall

semester.

Staff Writers:

publication.

The

letters

to the

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length. Longer
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A September 30 editorial on this page argued against BSG stretching
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mixed
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some of this. Some students turn
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Photo

cern about academic bias. Their ability to recognize the publicity-driven and

and taking

expensive

send out new editions like
The
they're going out of style.
that

Nick Day

Chris Marotta

Jesse

a bureaucratic hurdle that would
against an endorsement of creating such a group
only hinder the ultimate purpose of facilitating the process for students to voice con-

cally motivated force behind the bill attests to the

about providing

it is

options to the

textbooks published by companies

Frances Killea

Drew Fulton
Assistant

groups across the nation pushing for the implementation of similar policy.
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In the end,

other
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Manager

David
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thank the following
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Business

Riley

discomfort than the

It

this

College Republicans put out an inaccurate and misleading press release saying
"Bowdoin College Student Government Endorses the Academic Bill of Rights" even

though

if

Chris Bucci
Evan

EditorArvChief

issues discussed in a full committee.

so, is the dissolution

this

could rise again however

It

Clara Cantor

voice concerns about political discrimination in the classroom.

intimidating prospect

agement.

displayed a significant

an academic bias incident group

vately with a

ness to close due to lack of man-

From the Editors
The Orient would like
College Station

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

James D. Baumberger,

of

graduated in 2001, forcing

Davis, California

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and report'
ing. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

News Editor
is

staff

the student-founded and run busi-

William K. Gilchrist '06

an inherent-

on the bill.

Equally as puzzling

BUBS

idea?

BUBS?

Sincerely,

unproductive nature, and because of this we question why so much valuable time was
spent

Sound like a great
Wondering where to find
Unfortunately, most of the

Erik

Phone: (207) 725-3300*
Bus.

end of

for their

semester returns.

Sincerely,

The Bowdoin Orient
http://orient.btJwdoin.edu

bursed students the highest amount

of money possible

fact and to pre-

It is

the dia-

start,

te

David Horowitz. The ultimate vote of 1-19 against the

vative activist

a

Fax:(207)725-3975

The matter could have been discussed and
is

not

is

not outside the scope of Bowdoin

addressed in a productive and timely manner. Instead, from the

reality.

ways

proposed

we want to invest?

logue took place in the context of the Academic Bill of Rights, which

bene-

be a Republican or

to

freedom of intellectual thought.

for the Class

a choice,

is

It

Oppression exists.

orient@bowdoin.edu

BSG actions disappoint
issue

to

pro-

ever truly interested in pursuing

who have

Americans, do not shield your eyes

that

We

vided students with the lowest
priced books on campus and reim-

from the turmoil of the disadvan-

with something as fundamental as

The Bowdoin Orient

The

all

not help-

hypocrisy.

reactionary,

any and

dedicated employees.

dedicated group of students were

enforce this bill

imperative to take a

a

are not in

is

Democrat. The Republican attempt to

of those

hope

many of you who
have no idea who I am, I used to
run BUBS, the Bowdoin Used
Book Store, along with a crew of

about restoring balance, a bal-

birthright,

past actions and

its

not

proactive,

approach

is

vantaged."

take proper action

to

learns from

who

taged. Republicans are not the "disad-

such a group. This sadly proves that

realizes that

Sudanese government. Since Bowdoin does not directly invest in companies

fited

the Editors:

succeed. Affirmative

the talent" to

voted to endorse the creation of

BSG

does not realize that

succeed than those

action

alternative

For the very

ing certain groups because they "lack

of the Academic

lining the original intentions

who are

power have more opportunity

power. Affirmative action

Wednesday's meeting out-

Darfur or South Africa

comes up, a mechanism for discussion will already be in place.
Secondly, Bowdoin 's trustees should follow the lead of Amherst College and make
a public statement about

at

a tool to aid those

bigotry. Linhart

those in

Bias Incident Group Resolution was

passed

It is

of certain

ability

ance broken by those

Clarification

non-

not a

disadvantaged in this country due to

In attempt to correct actions taken,
the

is

is

program created by those who have

of Rights,

continued to drive a political-

offered

Our goal was two-fold:

want to pretend that oppression

BSG

ago,

Such a

trustees.

tal-

America without

BSG

prior to voting.

should consist of students, administrators,

in

it

ment with recent decisions made by

must express

I

who

In the spirit of the trustee subcommittee formed in 1981 to discuss divestment from

make

of all the jargon thrown
together in the op-ed, Linhart seems to

that

is

No signifi-

think certain groups lack the

help."

with these feelings

is

students.

For several years, the world community has allowed a horrific conflict to continue

a program disseminated by liberals

is

ent to

It

rejected the

as unacceptable?

specter

the
its

though freedom of

of the utmost importance on

Although

The problem of defining what exactly "socially responsible" means is perhaps most
When no one can agree on what makes an investment bad, how is
Bowdoin to draw the line? While many might be in favor of limiting investment in
companies that are poor environmental stewards, how does an institution label some
This ambiguity

feel as

To

Linhart '06 wrote, "Affirmative action

Bowdoin.

it still

conditions.

13

to high prices

the Editors:

a college campus, especially one like

or actual impacts of such investment decisions.

actions as acceptable

I

an

In last week's opinion section, Alex

Bowdoin
Student
Government (BSG) member and as a
a

symbol-

challenging.

To

the Editors:

As

BUBS

Affirmative
action has a
place in U.S.

acted

incorrectly

Discuss Darfur divestment

institution to
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Cartoons represent animosity 'Academic Freedom'
is the wrong term
explains "to overcome evil with

by Shelley Barron
Contributor

good

Earlier this week, I was offended
and surprised by insulting depic-

Muhammad in
European newspapers, and I am sure

tions of the Prophet

many of you were

that

as well.

I

supported the Muslim community's
right to protest these images, but the

good; to

is

resist evil

I

am

deeply concerned by the

surge of both passive Holocaust

with evil

mockery

evil."

is

web

The

of

site

Arab

the

European League published one of
these cartoons on February 2: in

in this country

and the

riolic, institutional attacks

by James Harris
Contributor

newspaper.

this Iranian

Many of

it is

vit-

made by

comments made by

the

a depiction of a childish, Anne Frank

Iran's President

in bed with Adolf Hitler, after the
two have just had sex. Hitler is
relaxed with his arms spread across

past

Ahmadinejad

months have troubled me, both

as a Jewish person and as

member

Human community;

of the global

would imagine most, if not
dents would agree with me.

Recently, there has been a debate

in the

over "academic freedom"

Bowdoin community.

all, stu-

why

If this is true, then

we

are

the

faced with such an intense debate?

Unfortunately,

Proponents of what has become

in

a misuse of the phrase "academic

known

violence that has erupted as a result

the bed, saying, "Write this

included in those comments are

freedom" sparked

actually arguing for political freedom

of these cartoons

progressively

your diary, Anne!" The expression

ones of Holocaust denial.

thus, there is

of hand, with senseless
One Iranian newsparticular has gone too far

on Frank's face is one of horror.
Another such image, entitled "The
Robbery," shows a fat, malicious,
militant Jewish man robbing an
anthropomorphic globe at gun point;

is

getting out

deaths ensuing.

paper

in

respond to the images

in its desire to

published in the Danish JyllandsPosten newspaper.

one

in

gun reads "The Holocaust."
These sorts of images are only a few

Muhammad.

according to

freedom
is this

did this abhor-

BBC: "Does

of

rent desensitization to

the West's

expression

and where was

extend

goes on.

when

I

online.

The

publishing images such as those

fiting

most

published in the Danish newspaper,

the issue of academic discrimination. It would be

illicit

and

disgusting

is

deplorable. Exploiting the genocide

of

million people (Jewish,

1 1

Roma,

Homosexual, Communist, and many
others with them) in order to get
revenge against the Danish newspaper lacks a great deal of rationale
and human compassion. It is an

are

accessible

easily

one desires to test the limits
of free speech and press. One of my
hopes is that people everywhere in

last.

is it

refusal

that swastikas are appear-

images of the Holocaust are used as
jokes, mockery, and tools of hate.

sor to grant permis-

study. In

my

community, I hope we
denounce the response of the
Hamshahri newspaper the same
way we should denounce the depiccommissioned
by
the
tiops

camps and ghettos

Jyllands-Posten, and fight insensi-

puses across this country?

cam-

myself,

is it

hatred?

I

As

ask

I

ignorance or legitimate

my

could share

with

you:

family's

Germany

Nazi

slaughtered four generations of
kin in the death

one of Muhammad's great teachings

stories

you have heard

many

am

I

sure

ignorance, and hatred here at

tivity,

Bowdoin and

or similar

this story

a

our lives beyond

in

that

lifted.

5~"

.

f

i

are

very

about

what

they expect in students' work.

up

then

r
Dill of

draw on

to

Professors

usually

clear

is

It

those

to

professors to decide

how

well a student

meets those stan-

rhetoric

you think
you met the standards. If

from both meanings.

dards but received a

lower grade
independent

you expected,

than

talk to the professor.

She will most

be more than

likely

why you

willing to explain

meet the standards.

If

did not

you develop

a

extend beyond the

hatred for a professor because you

Bowdoin.

can't tolerate her political beliefs and

With a department

full

at

of professors,

almost guaranteed to find one

is

work.

Rights have been able

scope of courses offered

it

quality and not
on who submits the

~

~~\

%

experience, professors

that

agree that professors

I

on

~

have always seemed excited and
encouraging when a student shows
interests

glamorous mask has

its

should evaluate work based purely

•

that will support

whatever academic

endeavor you choose

the campus.

times before.

now

ponents of the
j
n-n
A

sion to undertake an

my

confu-

address the real argument,

been

Academic

by the
of a profes-

affected

it

is irre-

much

political freedom, pro-

many

ease with which the language and

when

I

ing in high schools and college

story

shocking that

of this phrase

freedom" in place of

people have been

pus to Tehran, will reexamine the

and where was

Why

Bowdoin cam-

me

Let

clear that

i.

Whatever the

not.

sponsible and has led to

#y using academic

look into

to

know

I

that values

~^~

some-

do

occurred?

Holocaust happen,

to the

tization

if

the world, from the

did this abhorrent desensi-

of Eastern Europe. But

I

even

doubt, unfortunately, that they

When

am sure the Prophet
Muhammad would have lamented:

action

all

the result of intellectual

o'r

sion.

highly.

a

this,

actions of the Hamshahri are

be the

to

Despite

should

I

attempting

academic freedom very

of

to people's sense

case, the usage

independent studies on an endless

number of topics, it is
Bowdoin is an institution

political free-

an attempt to bolster support

in

laziness,

standard,

this

chosen to represent

fairness

an exemplar of academic

sensitive to one's audience before

will

is

is

may

freedom. With honors projects and

the world, not just in Iran, and they

and

newspaper

By

interference."

Bowdoin

it

undue or unreasonable

lead, without

shouldn't ignore

it

institutions to

pursue knowledge wherever

over

among many now rampant

Jyllands-Posten).

this

by appealing

many students felt
Bowdoin student
Government (BSG)

While I empathize with the anger
of the Iranian people and Muslims
over the world, the response

And

dom

survey found that

certainly not the first of their kind,

all

we

those

ly

freedom as "the freedom of teachers,

academic

Whether the phrase

"academic freedom" was purposeful-

ments. Wikipedia defines academic

and pain of genocide.
Words and images carry great
weight, and one should always be

of the sanctities
of divine religions?" The Hamshahri
is offering gold rewards to the best
12 artists (to match the number of
cartoons commissioned by the

which

impregnating

as "academic freedom" are

in the classroom.

students, and

these outright attacks on the validity

occurred?

it

freedom of expression only

for the desecration

Muhammad caricatures raises unease in my mind.
When we say "never again" to

—

the Holocaust happen,

statement,

this

event such as the Holocaust

to... an

or

When

Iranian

best-selling

newspaper offered

vagueness surrounding the argu-

should start

of

confusion and

Ahmadinejad 's comments to be
reflective of Iranians as a whole, but
the response of many Iranian news-

words with some semblance of
meaning. The International community shouldn't turn its back on
Darfur the way Rwanda was
ignored, Bosnia, Armenia
the list

In justification of the

the

contest,

images

the

to

debate and

this

much

take

genocide and to the Holocaust,

cartoons depicting the Holocaust in

response

don't

papers to the

the

The Hamshahri newspaper has
announced a contest it is holding for

I

to

pursue.

refuse to see her,

it

is

your

own

polit-

not hers, that should be

bias,

ical

reevaluated.

However,

I

possible that profes-

is

it

sors grade on criterion other than

They could have any

quality of work.

College diet includes healthy dose of irony
"Bollocks!" the

These Revelations Will

man

exclaimed.

Now, going through

Not Be Televised

ble

and resume

I

BBC's news
man who
home. The

read a story on

web

in his

man was bored, and instead of ridding himself of the mouse by
drowning it or returning it to the
wilds of British suburbia, he (probably) thought to himself "Oi,
wouldn't
ers if

I

it

be a kick

torched the

As

whence

When

it,

the

came... and burned

it

at last the

its

founda-

climbed to the
peak of the halfcollapsed
chim-

down

looked

man may

or

not have said,

illusion

of great

But then something wonderful
happened. Reacting to a survival
instinct

that

its

executioner had

failed to account for in his careful-

ly calculated

mouse-elimination

strategy, the mouse tried to escape
the fire. It bolted out of the infer-

no, scampered across the lawn, and

sought sanctuary, quite naturally,
in

the man's house.

a figurative stone

The thing

like

that

is

afflict

herpes,

it

is

conta-

horribly

is

And

symptoms.
like

anecdote knows that

your paper

herpes,

a person

without an exhibition of explicit

this

gious.

Entertain,

not going

example, the

to get finished in time,

lowing

for
fol-

scenario:

yet your character

You

remains convinced that

phy essay for the
two weeks allotted
by your professor,
assuming
that

put off writ-

ing your philoso-

it

will

daily

viewings of VHl's "Best

Week Ever"
Kant's

will offer insight into

discussion

at least

I

have time to

another four or five

especially

common

for example.
set

specific

political prejudice before

b (1): incongruity between a
drama and
accompanying words or actions
that is understood by the audience
but not by the characters in the
n. 3

of

the

Categorical Imperative.

—also

called dramatic irony,

most troubling

Perhaps

Would

be appropriate for an anar-

it

a

in

an American govern-

class because

beliefs?

it

her

violates

How

an

about

Evangelical Christian refusing to take
test

on evolution

Biology because she

in

Introductory

feels

she

is

being

in the epic tragi-

indoctrinated by atheists? These class-

educa-

es could not be offered for fear of

most also study it.
example fails to strike

offending someone. Political beliefs

from time to time

that is their college

tion. Ironically,
if that

in

chist to refuse to discuss the function

character remains convinced that

But

the

rights

political

this role

is

classroom.

the

political

ment

Most students play

passes

potential for misuse of a student's

Everyone reading this anecdote
knows that your paper is not going
to get finished in time, yet your

comedy

it

doms.

tragic irony.

it

needs to

examples of blatant

proposals protecting political free-

of Congress

will.

BSG

very slim.

is

a sort of irony
to collegians:

the

to

students are evaluated on, say, hair

show

iro»ny (I-r&-nE also I(-A)r-nE).

play

would be absurd

It

up committees for each of these

standards because the chance that

color

episodes."

Here we observe

standards: political ideol-

ogy, style of dress or even hair color,

situation developed in a

real-

ly talk like that.

mouse

the

am

irony can often

Everyone reading

tion at the man's
ashen face, and
gave him the finger.
Okay, I made that very last part
up. But the rest of the story is true,
which brings me to my word of the

reveling in the

I

I'm just kidding. You don't

•

smoldering

lay

a serious, self-pos-

wall to the winds of irony!"

to

pleasure cast the hapless rodent

power.

education.

rodent

with great satisfac-

property!" the

am

of awareness and a partial college

hurried outside and with sadistic

me
may

"I

for noth-

ney,

into the flames. "That'll teach 'im

reply.

you might

not,"

sessed person with an acute sense

backyard at the time. Giddy, he

to dally about

watch

you?

of his

little

about normative ethics practically

fever... do

structure's remains

atop

brush in his

it

not just a

British craze, everyone's got the

the ground.

tion,

would have

fortune

man was burning

work

Yes, that heroic

bugger

little

defy death

it is

write themselves.

"Of course

returned to the man's house from

in the knick-

alive?"

it

infestation

a lot of

trou-

defenseless

ing, so one can understand the
man's frustration. But there was an
even more urgent concern: the
mouse was still on fire.

about a

site recently

caught a mouse

home was

its

all that

a

incinerate

to

creature only to have

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff

Yes, irony lives! But

very likely

number of

a familiar chord, try this one on for
size:

You're at a campus-wide party at
one of the social houses, shaking
what God gave you in an attempt to
convey some semblance of sex
appeal. After a few drinks, your
inhibitions slip away and you feel
increasingly convinced that you

should not interfere with the academic

pursuit of the truth.

Only then can

we have true academic freedom.
By using "academic freedom"

in

place of political freedom, proponents

of the Academic

Bill

of Rights have

been able to draw on rhetoric from
both meanings. They have misled the

Bowdoin community by embellishing
their

arguments against

political dis-

gyrating to the beat of the music

tual

of a sequence of

"Dude, it's three in the morning,
and your paper's due in five and a
half hours," says your roommate,
who knows for a fact that you

with enthusiasm those around you

bility. I

events and the normal or expected

haven't even purchased the book.

will later describe as "terrifying."

over "academic freedom" for what

"Don't you think you should

At some point, .you begin "dancing" in close enough proximity to a

they are.

day: irony.
iro*ny (I-r&-nE also I(-A)r-nE).
n.

3 a (1): incongruity between the

actual

result

result

(source:

Merriam-

Webster's).
I

mean,

—

talk

about

serious

irony you could practically build
a religion on that kind of a parable.

start

working on it?"
"Nah," you say, selecting the
"play all" option on your "Family

Guy" DVD's menu

screen. "Papers

are channeling Usher.

You begin

Please see IRONY, page 15

crimination with an appeal to intellec-

freedom and academic responsiurge people to see arguments

I

also

hope

that

proponents

of "academic freedom" recognize
their

mistake and stop their irresponsi-

ble

behavior

of misleading

Bowdoin community.

the

——___

™ ^^^^
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Fortune rules with a
IRONY, from page 14

Thome's Appel loved

of irony

fist

everyone

of

feelings

you

opposite sex to lead

you are dancing

to believe that

"with" her.

by Joanne Adams
Guest Contributor

candor tends to get the axe,
and our third definition of irony
these,

After a

when

while,

little

the

pairing off or passing out,

(I-r&nE

iro»ny

you spy

also I(-&)r-nE).

something other than and especial-

of the

ly the opposite

sons that are offered at the college
for the children of faculty and

always thought Mr. Appel 's

I

disinterested parties will tactfully

with you had not been

cloak their real responses in ironic

believed him.

ciation

the coats. Acting

on the

merely incidental, you put on your

"game

make

your

to readers:

never

and

face"

approach (note

make your "game

language. This

Her: Uh-oh. You're hitting on

me.

What's

In the effort to be
polite,

Her: Nothing.

• Nice,

You:
nice... So

you up

not

disinter-

over

an

language.

at

soon.

It's

You: (maintaining "game face")
so early, though! You should
a
few
have
stick
around,
drinks. ..I've got the whole first
911"
on DVD...
season of "Reno

stick

It's

Her:

don't know,

I

up early and

some

get

I

it's

have to get

I

probably best that

But hey,

shut-eye.

thanks for the dance!

You: Okay, well, don't be a

Her:

Perfectly diplomatic, wasn't it?

.

And

if

it

weren't for irony, you

might actually be convinced that
you had this exact conversation.
But you'd be wrong.

You

Bowdoin

see, the

student

—everyone

sensitive

is

the

to

know what

Technically,

first

that

tling,

is.

Academic

Bill

first

a.m.

7

until

shift

money for his family.
He was always the

Rights

of

his girls to

one to

days that were offered to Bowdoin
employees. One year, he ended up

same

ing his regular

had to go

to the bosses

special dispensation for

lessons.

He came

classes that

I

We

did.

a discipli-

through, he

came out

again, had a

little

and cherished by those

and, once

trinket for each

He

his daughters.

He loved

unclear whether

it's

was

explained to

us what he had bought and why.

i

was just being

or not he

of

Bowdoin.

the kids at

He was always

ironic.

interested in their

count on seeing him at all the
Bowdoin football games. Even

because "he knows he will
lose." This was in violation of
the Orient's policy that disal-

after he

lows personal attacks in letand it should not have
been published. The Orient

and

started to walk

had

forth to work,

early

ters,

enough

back

he would come

to take in the

game

give you the

and could always
stats of any Bowdoin team. He

regrets the error.

Don't just sit there: ask her out
people on

Day

Valentine's
corner, and

around the

is

who
the

you

men

more

on campus

actually want to partake in
Hallmark holiday. "Why?"
ask. Because some of the
at

—

Bowdoin are cluewhen it comes

^

less, at least

to

showing a

like

her

girl that

they

think

she's

or

this

time of year, when, in spite of the
fact that you swear Valentine's

couldn't feel

I

pity for the singletons

—especially around

adorable.*

Day isn't
know it is.
innocent

you

for

on your radar, you
Pining away for that

little

crush just to notice

once and maybe

strike

up

a conversation isn't going to cut
it.

get y Qur

a Crush can

^^ a
.

if

for the love of

car^ or

signals to

send so you're screwing it all up,
here's a word of advice: Ask her
out already!

And

him.

He

preferably take

Now,

appreciated the fact that

understand that the standard dinner and movie can seem a
little daunting for a lot of people.
So, get your crush a card, or send
a Crush can if you have to, but for

do dinner tonight? How's 6:15

I

AIM

vague. For guys and

at

way

too

girls,

it's

is

generally frowned upon to lead
'

M

^•^^^mm

computer to the
schoolwork.

it

into

my

loaded everything

van and Dan Williams,
Brewer and I

went to Mr. Appel's house. He
could not believe we had done all
of this for them. He cried openly
as he thanked us. I had never

made such

to start

someone's

a huge difference in
life

before and

awe

Bowdoin was 15 miles from home
and too far for him to walk in his
condition. He finally gave in and

such a huge difference

very end.

I

Jim did not

or on work until the

used to see him some-

times at 8:30 p.m. in Woolwich

a long and dark three miles for

man with
many a cold
a

cancer, but he did

that

friend's life.
I was in touch with him quite a
lot over the next few months,
making sure he got his benefits,
and that the furnace and car
repairs actually came through. We

Russian and continued to go to

Bowdoin

was freezing cold and dark
there and he
a great dad.

A

quality possessed

by

few

a

great
ter

truly

men no mat-

the

of

color

—

about

it

is

when

hope

that,

ever road he

is

walk-

ing today, the sun

we

always

him

I

down
walking
Arrowsic road in

on what-

the dark of night
in

is

such a hurry to

home. I hope
on whatever
road he is walking
get

warm on
road

is

his hack, the

easy on his

that,

So

feet,

and he has good

shoes for a change.

warm on
the road

men and

women out there, if you
feel that you actually want
go on a date with someone this
and I'm not
Valentine's Day
talking about lifetime commitment here, just one stupid
date let the person know you
want to see her. And just so you

It's

absurd that

do something!

at the

lunch table

have to listen to my friend swear
up and down that chivalry is dead.
And heaven forbid I try and disagree with her, because then

to

easy on
and he

has good shoes for

feet,

it

Around Christmas time in 2004,
became apparent that he would

be unable to continue working. It
was an awful time of year to be out
of work for a man with a family.
To make matters worse, it was

will always

He was 54 and

to

friend.

I

left

two teen

daughters this past week.

Appel died February 4. He was
employed at the College for four
years. Joanne Adams is the head
baker at Thome Hall.

cartoons for the
Orient!

Send submissions

my

remember the unique
made you Mr. Apple.

—

form. That's just sketchy.

is

his

thought he would

—

know, "seeing" a person for 35
seconds as he scurries across the
Quad to class does not constitute
a relationship in any shape or

is

his back,

talked, he always

Draw
for both the

the sun

today,

the

money! On those
rides

I

will

remember

events.

inside. His family

was
was

in

never gave up and never gave up
living. He continued to take

it

He was always
home to that house

night.

anxious to get

was

heard of the multiple surgeries
and treatments that he had.
Nothing seemed to work. Jim

heading down Arrowsic Road and
I would give him a ride. That road

was

that this small thing

isn't nor-

mal!

I

had made
in our

finding rides to and from work.

things that

them named. This

right before

Patty Silevinac, Jim

a change. Goodbye,

1
.

for their

girls

One day

we

Christmas,

him. His eyesight was very

life

The

on their time and fix the furnace.
Information Technology donated a

affected by his health issues, so he

He had

family."

$2,000 college-wide. The auto
shop agreed to fix his car. The
heating shop agreed to go down

At the end of his time with us at
Bowdoin, things really went badly

could barely drive.

"Bowdoin

someday return to his job at
Bowdoin but I knew he never

sem{

I

the love of God,

via

to get

was important enough to Bowdoin
to allow him to do this. You never
did anything for him without get-

for

and

mem-

would.

the Union
"some fool
go when [she]
was about to step through it and
didn't bother to check if someone
else was coming." If that isn't
scary enough, some of my other
friends have decided they're
—
going to grow old with 15
cats. And they already have

God, do something

her to an off-campus location,
because the whole, "You wanna

Thome?"

and get a

him

col-

money

services for this

—

really do, but

you
you don't know what

Center and told her
about our friend's situation.
She went to

the other day because,

got

but

For those of you out there
pretending that you don't
like the girl but

she almost

,

to,

Community Resource

his

just let the door

-

you have

how
knocked down in

she'll just recount

Dorn

Bowdoin

the

Dining Service always sponsors a
family at Christmas each year. I
asked that the family we sponsor
be Mr. Appel 's. We raised over

have that one hour off mid-afternoon to pick up his girls for swim
lessons. Family was important to

started to ask for rides.

the tour

by those who don't

-called Susie

at

ber of our

dur-

work one hour

give up on

is

were

early every day so that he could

not

Contributor

to

Museum of Art. When

Seren

know how

hours, so he

out for that hour to be there at the

their collar

by Nicole Alvarez

work

journey was the Bowdoin College

Kierkegaard

once observed, "Irony

early every

ting a thank you.
first

participate in die staff education

in the

He wanted

Nineteenth century Danish

philosopher

asked for help. Instead, he walked
to chemo, and either walked or

lecting

but the prevalence of irony in
life is by no means lamen-

CORRECTION
"Responses to 'Republicans
Impose Ideology' by Chi '07,"
Alex Linhart '06 wrote that
Frank Chi '07 declined to
the
about
him
debate

work one hour

to swim. These lessons
I

music and clubs. He was a big fan
of Bowdoin's sports teams. He
loved all sports, and you could

In last week's set of letters

to

went to the artic museum here on
campus, and before he left he
bought a little trinket for each of
his daughters. The next leg of our

college
table.

did.

—but Mr. Appel

work immediately

Sometimes at Bowdoin I would
walk by the pot sink, and he would
be asleep standing up with his
hands in the water. I would poke
him to wake him up so the bosses
would not see him. He was making

am.

I

enroll

because the lessons

are not cheap

was

important to him.

had a
support, and worked two

graveyard

Goodbye!
These accounts may seem unset-

know it,
who do."
Of course,

extraordinarily

few

a

It

met Mr. Appel at
Bowdoin he was working two
jobs. He worked at Bowdoin from
noon to 8 p.m. washing pots. From
here he went to Denny's at Cooks
Corner and washed dishes on the

stranger!

haps the most friendly, courteous,
and conscientious 18 to 22-yearolds in the country

have

go before
It's probably
this becomes protracted and awkward. But hey, thanks for sweating
on me!
You: Okay, well, don't be a

narian feared

is

upperclass-

best that I

a conglomeration of per-

body

with

got the whole

don't

I

Her:
won't. Goodbye!

I

off-campus
my
with
and flirt

season of "Reno 911" on DVD...

stranger!

Her:

friends

around,

drinks... I've

do not

their children

hour off mid-afternoon to pick up
girls for swim lessons. Family was

.

When

men.
You: (maintaining "game face")
so early, though! You should

I'm pretI'll probably go to bed

friends).

family to
jobs.

party

staffers

from room
car

er at the dining hall,

(averts eyes, looks

responses in ironic

farmhouse, moving them
to room as needed. His
sitting at a garage to be
fixed so he could get back and
forth to the cancer center for treatments. He never complained or

entire

les-

day so that he could have that one

was a monumental task for
a man who was a dishwash-

over at friends).
I'll probably go to

fully cloack their real

sure (averts eyes,

ty tired.

now?

to

Her: I'm leaving

ested parties will tact

now?

I'm

looks

what are

you up

what are

to

Her:

many

nice... So

swimming

I

fascinated

hard language to learn.

Nice,

You:

Many

staff.

He came

by
Russian lore, history, and
culture. He wanted to go
there someday. Russian is a

was

girls to take

ed his

cabbed home.

took Russian classes,

and

you actually had:
You: What's goin' on?

this:

You:
goin' on?

He

conversation

is the

interaction

goes tike

many

In the effort to be polite,

face" in front of

a mirror or any reflective surface).

Your

ing.

kerosene space heaters to heat his

was not working. He was using

important part of a child's life.
year he decided that he want-

to the end.

supposition that her physical asso-

by

gering

lin-

were an

athletics

Dining Service for many years.
was courageous, kind, and loving

name was pronounced as it is
spelled. He corrected me and told
me he was "Mr. Apple." I never

your involuntary dance partner

freezing cold out and his furnace

One

mean-

literal

the

He

2 a: the use of words to express

n.

kids, life

loved to take his girls to the hockey and basketball games.

He thought

Jim Appel was a member of

inevitably takes root:

music dies down and members of
the coed congregation begin either

15

else.

Consequently, in scenarios such as

member of the

2006

10,

orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.

February

16

10,

The Bowdoin Orient
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The Weekly Calendar
February 10-February 16
Armed and Sexified
The comedy troupe Improvabilities

Saturday

Friday

presents improvised skits and games with

Common Hour
Come

\

Book Award-winner Charles
Johnson weave history, philosophy, and creativity
hear. National

together to explain

how

Love Me If You Dare
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall,

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts

7 p.m.

Center, 8-9 p.m.

Film:

a Valentine's

Day theme.

the power of the past can

shape the present. Johnson

is

also a literary critic,

and novelist.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
12:30-1:30 p.m.
cartoonist,

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 5 p.m.

Sophie,

Me If )6u Dare

Love

Film:

A French

comedy about two

who

and
game of constantly

adults, Julien

play the childish

one another. But is it really a
way to hide a growing love?
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, 7 p.m.

trying to outdo

\

The Spoken World
Marc Barmuthi Joseph, slam poet and
choreographer, will give a performance. Joseph
also trained in

many

styles

African, modern,

Memorial

is

of dance, including

jazz, tap,

and

ballet.

Hall, Pickard Theater, 8-10 p.m.

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

A golden-crowned kinglet perches on a branch in Reid State Park.
Sun/fay Mass
«
Bowdoin GhapeJ^4:30 p.m.

Sunday
RAD
Rape Aggression Defense,
for

women,

security today
will learn

how

will

a self-defense class

be offered by Bowdoin

and next Sunday. Participants

techniques for defensive assault and

make smart decisions about resistance.
Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,
12-5 p.m.
to

Jez Lowe and The
Jez Lowe, a musician-ana songwriter from
northeast ErtgTa'nd, will perform songs in
1

the English folk style with his band,

in

is

sDay...

Don't Forget to Buy Flowers
Your Sweetheart!

for

4-6 p.m.

Tuesday
Aid

The

Bad Pennies.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,

Tomorrow
Valentine

Wednesday

Afghanistan

Sarah Chayes, Afghan-aid worker and
former National Public Radio reporter,

Sargent

Blood Drive
Gym, Smith Union,
3-10 p.m.

will give a lecture entitled, "Pursuit

of Vanquished Foes: Patterns of
in the History of

War

Afghanistan

and Central Asia."

Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center,
7:30 p.m.

V

Fake!
Clifton Olds, the Edith Cleaves

Barry Professor of the History and
Criticism of Art Emeritus, will give a
talk entided, "Fake!

The Art of

Forging Art."

Thursday

Beam Classroom,

Black Film Festival

The

Chakra

film "Introducing Dorothy Dandridge"

follows the endeavors of Dandridge, a

young actress who was all Americans
could hope for—except she was black.
Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center,
8-10:30 p.m.

talented

Visual Arts

Center, 4-6 pjn.

Mona

Paschke

will

begin a seven-week

Chakra Meditation class. A new
Chakra style will be taught each week.
Peucinian Room, Sills Hall,
5:30-6:45 p.m.

Drew
Swirls of ice decorate the

Fulton,

ground on the Quad.

The Bowdoin Orient

The

Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin

College, Brunswick,

Maine

.

The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

in the

Senior countdown: only one hundred days to spare

Professors

review new
IP policy
Dean

for

2006

17,

16

Tenure
decisions
finalized

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

McEwen

February

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

Academic Affairs Craig

presented a draft form of

Bowdoin's new

week. According to McEwen, the

The Board of Trustees voted last
weekend to grant tenure to nine professors recommended by the admin-

new

largely an attempt to

istration.

codify the College's current prac-

hold the

intellectual property

policy to the College's faculty last

policy

is

replacing an old policy adopt-

tices,

The

ed in the 1970s.

The new policy comes
faculty

member

One
still

ques-

the time.

However,
in the

McEwen

year,

new

maintained that the

the

to the

The primary purpose of the

McEwen,

Mike Ardo lino. The Bowdoin Orient

current practice of the College in

terms of intellectual property

of their

own

the products

doesn't change current prac-

rights

it

tice,"

McEwen

said. "It talks

may be some

about

where there

the exceptional cases

joint ownership with

the College or sole ownership,

most importantly,

it

cited three specific "dis-

tinguishing elements" that would

render the

work of a
The

the College.

faculty

draft

member

owned by
of the policy

the College has

states

intellectual property if

to

interest

in

by

a project has

and

As

now have a new

excuse

this

time

AIM

and Yahoo, bow-

MSN

dref@hotmail.com for

282630119

senger,

for

ICQ)

mes-

to their

lists.

Greenlee anticipates that the type

Librarian

Greenlee,
online

inquiries

will be

Media

Carmen

answering the

along

with

library

services

problems, difficulties in understanding terminology, and research-relat-

ed

inquiries.
"I

wOn't be surprised

if it

becomes

away

popular with students studying

Science Librarian Sue O'Dell.

and for students who are physically
away from Bowdoin," she said.

chat,"

Ross said of the newly piloted

common

include atmos-

and climate

change.

known on campus

Bowdoin. The center would not be a

College," she said.

expert on horror films

Common Good,

an expanded

-Aviva

from

Briefel

the

Department of English. Briefel
for

is

being an

—along with

—and was

on campus, but

According to Dean of Student

rather a continued pledge to service

Affairs Craig Bradley, the goal of the

ed by the Class of 2006 to give

Bowdoin community to
unify academics and community

center

community service
and academics. The center will pro-

semester's Karofsky Faculty Encore

service.

vide the funding necessary to join

physical building

made by

the

Director

of

Community

is to

fuse

Community Service

Victorian literature

selectthis

Lecture.

the

Service Resource Center Susan

Common Good

in

an interview

the student-led

-Jorunn

Buckley

from

Department of Religion. She
historian of religions

the

web

is

an

and uses a

site.

with the Orient

"We

will

see students coming

Please see SERVICE, page 4

Please see

TENURE, page 2

come

to view
art exhibit, college life

Local students

Cuban
by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

such as technical

Reference Librarian Carr Ross and

"We have a of mix services
phone, walk-in, email, and now

the

vision for the future of service at

is logged on through
homepage or by adding

of questions students may ask will
parallel those which arise in other

who

weave

to

composition

pheric

said.

good into the very fabric of this institution, which means connecting it to
program of the
the academic

process of developing the Center for

ence librarian

buddy

Services

Dorn

"We want

comparative perspective, according

without stepping into

to get help," said Instructional

tions,"

from the Department

interests

to her

can get an immediate response to

for students

in the

Battle

research

faculty research.

"Live Research Help"

way

part of the capital campaign,

-Mark

of Physics and Astronomy. Battle's

the

(bowdref for

another

on

defined her vision for the Center for

Students can check if the refer-

With the library's new instant
messaging service through AIM,
MSN, and ICQ, as well as a

"It's just

partners

types of questions.'*

the reference librarians' screenname

the library.

are:

ing courses and community-based

the library's

link, students

work with community

to McEwen, the nine
who were granted tenure

According
professors

Resource Center with service learn-

chatting with a librarian.

Yahoo,

sions."

Dorn

working on a
But

he said. "These are confidential deci-

"Each one will appeal to a
different segment of the user population and each is suitable for different

they're not procrastinating—they're

their questions

night.

together with faculty and staff to

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

College administrators are

Please see POLICY, page 2

service.

by Beth Kowitt
Orient Staff

set.

on Thursday

projects that have real-life implica-

involves an identity

the College,

Librarians sign on
to answer queries

paper or a problem

a team

"These are personnel decisions,"

the

Students

as

Campaign goal merges
service and academics

do with the basic functioning of

creates proce-

to chat online while

and Sarah Riley bowl

administration did not recom-

the situation.

McEwen

or student to be partially

work.

intellectual

"In terms of intellectual property

he could not pro-

has also learned that

mend to trustees another candidate
who was up for tenure. McEwen said
he could not confirm or comment on

dures for resolving uncertain cases."

rights.

In general, the policy states that stu-

dents and faculty

Seniors Elizabeth Groggitis, Becky Sargent, Ellen Grenley,

draft,

to state the

is

is

Dean
Craig

Affairs

said

The Orient

incident.

according to

Academic

vide any additional details.

Orient earlier this

was unrelated

proposal

who

professor's tenure candidacy

McEwen. He

an article

in

up the

"in process," according to

for

tions about the College's policy at

published

trustees did not take

were originally under consideration.

had improperly used material from
proposal, raising

now

will

"associate professor

title

tenure bids for two professors

after a

expressed concern

that a senior administration official

his grant

These professors

with tenure."

"They drive by campus every day
on the way to school, but have no
idea what it is," said Rachel Rapp
'08,

referring to students at local

who have spent little
no time on the college campus
that sits at the center of their commiddle schools
or

munity.

Please see LIBRARY, page 4

Rapp

is

a

student

in

Latin

American Cultures, a class taught
every spring by Associate Professor
of Romance Languages and Program

INSIDE

Director of Latin

Features

Student entrepreneurs
reel in

customers

with clothing company

American Studies

Enrique Yepes. This Friday, Rapp

and her class will welcome 88
Brunswick Junior High School students to Bowdoin.
This event is part of the
Resource
Service
Community

Mike

Work by Cuban

Page 5
Please see ASPIRATIONS, page 2

High School

artist Elio

students'

VUvaTrujillo

campus

is

Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

one stop on die Brunswick Junior

tour, part of die Aspirations in

Maine program.

—

—

February

Nine

1

2006

17,

The Bowdoin Orient

members granted tenure

faculty

Intellectual property policy clarified after last years confusion
POUCY, firm page

This

I.

policy has all this stuff for

but then

faculty,

says intellectual

it

Associate Professor of Sociology
and Anthropology Scott MacEachern

interest of the College such as the
name, logo, or reputation of the
College, or makes substantial use of

property created by non-faculty col-

College. That's a pretty absolute state-

[non-faculty

college resources.

ment," Kaplan sad "Curators writing

College] are doing traditional scholar-

up research or

work when doing archaeological
work that in some way all die papers
would belong to the College," he said.

According to the

using "sub-

draft,

resources" means that

stantial college

used

student or faculty has
"resources to a degree or the

owned by

is

work, the College

field

has total rights to the work of those
individuals and

think that that

I

agreed with Kaplan.

"The

the

is

draft as

"My

concern

we

that

is

—

of labs, equipment, or funds,

quite often because of their expertise,

a

as

that

Bowdoin

general

rule,

will not attempt to

assert

ownership of

"tradi-

tional

scholarly

work."

According to the

interest,

and

work

pedagogical,

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Landscape painter Jim Mullen from the Department of Visual Arts was
one of the nine professors granted tenure last weekend by the Trustees.

"

a

TENURE, from page

A
Cueto-Asin

-Elena

from

the

Department of Romance Languages.

Cueto-Asin

teaches

and

Spanish

researches contemporary Spanish theater

and

professor

typically a candi-

is

date for tenure during his or her sixth

a

is

of lifetime
According to the

near guarantee

employment.

Tenure

College's by-laws,

film.

-Songren Cui from the Department

of Asian Studies. Cui teaches Chinese

and recently published a textbook on

The rank

year of service at Bowdoin.

shall

exist as a safeguard of academic

free-

dom

and may be terminated only for
reasons of gross neglect of duty, seri-

using the Chinese language in busi-

ous misconduct, or physical or men-

ness.

tal

-Katherine

incapacity

After

Director of die Peary-MacMillan Arctic

is that

when

scholarly

McEwen presented the draft in
of the

several questions about details

Associate

and

Sociology

application of the policy

scholarly

and

when applied to

work done by employees of

the college

Dauge-Roth teaches French and was
selected in 2005 as the recipient of the

Sydney B. Karofsky Prize for Junior
Faculty. That award is given by the
dean of academic affairs and is based
on student evaluations.
the
Mullen
from
-James

who were non-professors.

ASPIRATIONS, from page

The

I

saints

Center's

(CSRC)

Aspirations

Maine program, a plan

that is

in
still

actual artwork focuses

of

Catholicism, but only used

tice

own

gious practices.

The

Department of Romance Languages.

Director
of the
to
Community Service Resource Center
Susan Dom.
Aspirations in Maine is Bowdoin 's

She teaches

unique program meant to tackle the

through the Brunswick-Trinidad

problem of low college attendance

ter

New York.
from

Saiber

-Arielle

a

is

represented by the

is

Sherry French Gallery in

the

Italian literature.

Van

Department

from

Vleet

the

and

Sociology

of

Van Vleet teaches

Anthropology.

anthropology and researches kinship

among Andeans
according to her web site.

gender

While the Board of Trustees

body
ulty

is

in

and administrators undertake a

yearlong process in private before

recommendations

The

board.

Committee

the

Appointments,

Promotion,

Tenure, the dean for academic

on
and

affairs,

and the president examine the candidacies and

"In

all

tion,"

make recommendations.

cases, the president's recom-

mendation

is

the final

McEwen

"If there

is

rates in

recommenda-

According

by two

move

trustee

about half of those

"The program

Board

full

final vote.

who

how the draft policy,

if finalized,

could potentially have an effect on

who

die College hires.

"My

we

policy.

of
I

on the faculty floor on

the details of die proposed

We're working on

those.

There

weren't fundamental questions raised

about the policy

itself,

so

took that as

I

good news," he said. Referring to the
issue of the appropriation of scholarly

hire our

work done by non-faculty employees,

because of their
and because of die breadth

he said "that's not the intent of the pol-

concern

is

that

staff quite often

expertise,

and

their experience

would worry

that

interest,

we

and
be

will not

able to attract or retain those talented

people with a policy like

this,"

she

but

icy,

it

would appear to be

ing of the draft.

the

word-

one of the issues

It's

we're working on."

Once
will

revised, the proposed policy

be submitted to the trustees for

approval.

heard about the artwork

first

city

sis-

Brunswick

is

part

of a

sister city

pro-

gram with Trinidad, Cuba. Through
correspondence, the Brunswick sister
city

association started promoting

Vilva-Trujillo 's artwork.

of Community
said.

displayed in

Lancaster Lounge as part of their morn-

of the college campus.

Rapp

coming to
aim to view

While
campus with the initial
the Cuban art exhibit, most of

this

life,"

Student

Megan MacLennan

co-coordinator
'07

has been

organizing the program over the past

does not usually waver from the previous recommendations and

well as other points of interest on

The Bowdoin College Martin Luther
King Jr. Day of Service." The MLK
Day of Service, sponsored by the
CSRC and Upward Bound, invited 65

campus before eating lunch with their

ninth graders from seven surrounding

student tour guides at Thorne.

high schools to Bowdoin earlier this

seeing a first-year

students will

be

dorm room, a

classroom in Massachusetts Hall, as

"I think

it's

a really neat opportuni-

month

encourage high school

to

MacLennan said. "They get to
form a relationship with- a real
Bowdoin student an example of
what to aspire to."
In addition to showing them the
campus, Yepes' students will be

dents to seek higher education.

incorporating Spanish into the tour.

Bowdoin

"They

learn about the University

ty,"

—

will

be conversing

throughout the day, [but]

in

Spanish

it's

going to

stu-

"They came for the day to learn
about college and experience college
first

hand," Mountcastle said.

During
students

their visit, the

were

high school

paired

up

with

students and got a chance to

of Maine

system and local community colleges.

students of Yepes' class are

'The students who attended were

very excited about showing the kids

who may or
may not attend college. Many will be

The

around campus.

"We're not only going

to look at

dorms, but the cultural aspect [of

Bowdoin]," said Rapp.

"It's

cool to

be a part of that."

Other programs contained under

few weeks.

identified as students

generation college students,"

first

Mountcastle said.

form we sent out,

"On the permission
but two said they

all

thought financial reasons might hold

Campus Security Report: 2/9 to 2/13
Thursday, February 9

is

•Three students were cited for
alcohol policy violations in

consid-

were

Hall

cited for alcohol policy viola-

tions after Security

responded to a

report of a loud gathering.

•A student reported a dark colored
American Eagle brand pea coat stolen
from Jack Magee's Pub on February 2.
Saturday, February 11
•A false fire alarm on the north end
of the second floor of Maine Hall was
caused by a person activating a pull
station.

•A staff member reported damage to

Friday, February 10

excellence in the areas of

teaching and scholarship.

•Four bales of hay were set on
the

in

Quad

Apartments.

"People need to have achieved in
McEwen said. He noted that a

both,"

candidate could not demonstrate only
an excellent teaching record or only

an an excellent research record.
According to the faculty handbook,
to

Moore

•Several students in

Candidates for tenure are expected

the College

community are subservient

Coleman

Hall.

celebratory.

made

mentoring pro-

student-run

eight

grams, and "Aspirations in Maine:

she said.

The middle school

be spend out and around

campus.

Maine

include America Reads and Counts,

the students are

then-

the umbrella of Aspirations in

the Youth and Education Conference,

it

be more of a 'Spanglish' mix."

said.

time will

we

would be a great idea to use
to give them a glimpse of college

though

association," Yepes said.

intend to

The middle school students coming
to campus tomorrow are scheduled to
view the work of Cuban artist Elio

ing- long tour

paintings are of
of whom has his

give the kids a feel for that,"

currently

to

color and meaning.

"I

"[Artwork was] the reason why

consider college

thought of doing the event, then [we]

reli-

point out the meanings of color, to

Service Programs Sarah Seames

Vilva-Trujillo

it

and only

trying to address

that gap," Coordinator

report-

last week's Orient, that final vote

contributions

is

Santeria saints, each

own

indigenous

"We're going to talk about some of
the culture behind the paintings, and

enroll actually do.

The

committees

As

show

86 percent ^of Mainers

intend to enroll in college,

to the trustees.

before being referred to the

to

of the new

them back from

college."

Today's event also hopes to spark

of Trustees for a

somewhat

rates.

Sarah Mountcastle 'OS,

to

graduate high school, 69 percent

Positive recommendations are con-

ered

Kaplan went on to express concern
about

said.

decision will not

ed in

state's out-

an AmeriCorps volunteer in service

a negative decision, that

stops at the president," he said.

sidered

Maine, despite the

standing high school graduation

the

academic

professor's

department,

to

according

to America,

the

that officially grants tenure, fac-

making

some of
policy.

on the

Santeria, a religion created

cover up their

Bolivia,

problems with the basics

tions raised

ing.

said.

when African slaves were brought to
Cuba. The slaves were forced to prac-

formulated within the next month,

and

not really what the

is

College should be doing and claim-

Maine program encourages Mainers* to

Aspirations in

only a vision but will be officially

He

Department of Visual Arts.

-Krista

Museum

Dauge-Roth from the

Department of Romance Languages.

painter and

extreme and

of

Professor

Anthropology

of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum and Arctic Studies Center
Susan Kaplan was skeptical about the
Director

."

any

"There were good ques-

the faculty meeting, the faculty raised

proposal.

die

at

Susan Kaplan meeting presented

work that you basically own the product of that work," McEwen said

two requirements.

1

nobody

said that

literary, artistic,

basic assumption

acknowl-

edged these concerns, but

faculty and/or students."

"The

archaeology

in

McEwen

policy like this.

is

you're doing traditional

would

that the College

reports."

talented people with

and creative works created

by

ership

will not be able to attract or retain those

defined broadly to include

Drew

that those

members

would want because the
College has no interest, as
far as I know, in the own-

would worry that we

I

draft, "tra-

scholarly

ditional

and

because of the breadth of their experience

and

the

would not be the

it

outcome

However, the policy states

of

want, and that's not the

com-

puters or libraries.

when

is that

of outcome

staff

available," including die use

but not resources like

"So,
sort

our staff

hire

reads

it

employees

—

ly

-

made

nature not routinely

employees

lege

to these

area

fir*

extin-

•A

student at

Moore

dorm window.
•A staff member reported damage
to windows in a storage shed at
Brunswiclc Apartments.

she backed into

•A female student at Coleman Hall,
who became unresponsive after consuming hard alcohol, was transported
to

Parkview Hospital by Brunswick

Rescue.

seriously

ill

Tower

after

con-

suming hard alcohol was transported
Parkview Hospital by Brunswick

campus, makes
together here,"

Anne

it

easy to put this

Dom said.

Riley contributed to this

report.

to

Rescue.

Monday, February 13
•A gym bag was reported stolen
from Sargent Gym. The bag is

CORRECTION
The February 9

story "Students

called to action at Darfur panel dis-

described as black with a white
numeral "2" on die side.

cussion" inadvertently misquoted

•Security responded to a false

Government Shelley Deane. In her

•A Maine Hall
breathing problems
to

student

was

with

transported

Parkview Hospital by Brunswick

Assistanct

third-largest oil

article.

Department of Safety and Security

of

producer in Africa,

not in the world as indicated

It

by the Bowdoin

Professor

Deane called Sudan the

by

the

Also, one of the event's spon-

soring organizations

Rescue.

—Compiled

Visiting

presentation,

intrusion alarm at Banister Hall.

Smith Union loading dock.

Sunday, February 12

Hall reported

an orange was thrown through a

when

"Bowdoin, being a very accessible

student at Coles

who became

•A staff member reported damaging
a College van
the

guished the blaze.

that

a sheet rock wall inside Smith Union.

of Brunswick

Brunswick Fire

•A male

local students' interest in college.

was misnamed.
"Bowdoin

should have read,

Students for Democratic Socialism."

The

Orient regrets the errors.

-— ———
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The Bowdoin Orient

suggestion box Board names honorary

BSG

Online

more emails from other schools asking us how we do stuff."

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

Since the implementation of the

Bowdoin
Student Government (BSG) to put
sheep out on the Quad to graze. This
Students

urging

are

more
appears on

proposal, along with several

serious

suggestions,

BSG's new online suggestion box.
On Monday, BSG added a feature
to its

web

site that

enables students

to post suggestions,

anonymously

if

suggestion box earlier this week, students have added several suggestions to the

web

When

Donahoe reviews

William Donahoe '08

in charge

is

of

BSG

with

members of

concerns, he said that

BSG

at the

that encour-

ages students to contact

"don't get a lot [of sugges-

tions]." In fact,

he added,

"We

meeting.

Harvard graduate Roger Angell

makes me ask questions

meetings

BSG considers more

advertising.

"The suggestions can have a really
Donahoe said. For

in

to proceed.

fast turn-around,"

he said

instance,

that a student sug-

His career then evolved to writing
about baseball, becoming senior

The

editor at

American

posal.

Pennsylvania in 2005.

up immediately.

votes that a sugges-

presenting a petition

"It

nice

is

Donahoe

idea.

Donahoe

important

is

it

to

have the input,"

many

"because so

said,

the start of the semester,

ESOL

Coordinator Lisa Flanagan encour-

aged faculty

to

recommend

students

Medical

Harvard

Speakers of Other

to the English for

a third or fourth language for

them. Other students

high schools.

words at

is

Flanagan

have a mix of international and
It goes from big

"I

domestic students.

picture

to help with the

Nour serves as a physiat Brigham and

"Some of

the

program,

which

falls in the

Office

of the Dean for

these stu-

Often, students

job

is

[to

ESOL

a huge problem.

once they arrive

need as much help

guage

isn't

"I also help

ESOL Coordinator

first lan-

Bowdoin expects from

what

these

American

gone
high

but

their

students have
to

schools didn't prepare them that
That's

well.

culture.

provide] writing

to understand

In 2003,

Nour was awarded

the

and international

laws

recipient

Donald M. Zuckert '56 began

his

involvement with Bowdoin College
as a student, and

moved on

to lead-

ership roles ranging from overseer
in 1987 to chair of the
Board of Trustees from 2002 to
2005 and finally to trustee emeritus

of the College

in

2005.
In 1986, Zuckert also established

Mac-Arthur Foundation Fellowship
for her national

about

Conversations

Other

Race" (1997).
Doctorate of

the

Donald M. Zuckert Visiting
aimed

efforts to educate patients, families,

Professorship,

and fellow doctors on the health and

individuals from government or the

policy consequences of female cir-

arts to

cumcision.

public lectures and performances.

renowned
graphic artist and sculptor. Her critically acclaimed work has been disKiki Smith

played

Museum
York

such

in

of

a

is

places

Modem

New

Art in

Solomon

the

City,

the

as

R.

attracting

at

Bowdoin and provide

Following Bowdoin tradition, the

Recipient of a doctorate in fine
arts,

teach at

College's

201st

Commencement

Exercises, slated to be held on

May

27, 2006, will include events with
the

honorary degree recipients as

well a keynote address by an hon-

orary degree recipient.

Bowdoin Briefs

Flanagan

a

huge

problem,"

1988,

agrees

with

Flanagan's assessment of the impor-

students."

this week on the Quad
members of the Bowdoin
community baffled as to how it got
there. While some wrote it off as die
work of student pranksters, others

and

left

suggested that extraterrestrial forces

might be involved.

The large design consisted of three

whose family
left Port-au-Prince, Haiti and came to
Sylla '08,

in

Pines

cam amuse alarmed alums
A mysterious design in the snow

said.

Dudney

Boston

News From Beneath The
Quad circles seen on web

appeared early

"Some of

schools,

English," Flanagan said.

them

at

Bowdoin.
Lisa Flanagan

support for students whose

Women's

and

good

programs in

high school do not

new

said.

who

them that well That's

English idioms, in addition to help-

"My

had

have

schools didn't prepare

employ

ing them adjust to a

I

White Community" (1987) and
All the Black Kids

works.

Flanagan

grammar,
to

Creole, but

Please see ESOL, page 4

whom

students with

schools, but their

improve

to

ing,

Boston, in

in

African

its

are

High school expe-

American high

refine their writ-

and

language

first

have no problems now," Sylla

can be key for the*

with students to

their

since the

was Haitian

riences with English

dents have gone to

Affairs.

works

It

smaller

to

OB-GYN

Hospital

books

her

said.

Project

ESOL

I

first,

learned

problems," Flanagan

arrived in October

Flanagan

was hard pro-

nouncing or understanding certain

whose

Academic

high school was really good

preparing people.

at

not English.

and

"My

ditionally immigrant neighborhoods

and students with

Writing

in elementary school.

sive English training In their local

vides aid for international students

Lisa

programs, beginning

and have not been exposed to exten-

Bowdoin careers as possible.
The Bowdoin ESOL program pro-

native language

tra-

ESOL

citing a

in their

parents

come from

schools'

to get help as early

Languages (ESOL) program,
need for students

school, he received help from his

international students, English

School

Nawal Nour has

Assistant Professor

African health practice.

got to

Among

"Assimilation Blues: Black Families

Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?'

Health Center, the nation's only

some

when he

white communities.

"'Why Are

director of

school. His parents primarily speak

rooms, and African-American families' experiences in predominantly

in a

of

University

the

at

in the

ment, the impact of race in class-

Fellow

addition to being the founder and

tance of English training in high

may be

recipient

a nationally

is

recognized expert on race relations.

serving as a Kelly Writers House

Women's

According to Flanagan, there are a
wide range of students who receive
help from the ESOL program. For

Haitian Creole, so

and most recently

Letters,

cian and

students
as they perfect writing in English

College president and

for Distinguished Service to

been selected to receive a doctorate

ideas are better from the outside."

ESOL program supports
At

Yorker, receiving

such honors as the Authors Guild

in science.

by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

New

Award

believes

for Sculpture.
letters

She has conducted research

Air Forces.

by allowing students to add comments to posted suggestions. BSG
immediately began work on the pro-

is like

of

area of teen racial identity develop-

this,

graduation

gested enhancing the suggestion box

an

Doctorate

Beverly Tatum serves as Spelman

Army

too,

start-

said he thinks,

tion has

Skowhegan Medal

will receive a doctorate of letters at

in the Pacific with the United States

how

Donahoe

number of

for

not possi-

already exists. In cases such as

BSG

istration to follow

get

into, or, in

Bowdoin

and the

Museum of Art.

2000, Smith was awarded the

proposition to create something that

the

into

According to Donahoe, presenting
the

is

In

perfect!" and emails the admin-

suggestions,

"Oh

he has always included a note

just

it

Los Angeles,
College

on the web

Other times, upon reading certain

sending out emails to the student

body on behalf of BSG, and although
bottom of each email

at

why

weekend's tri-annual

for anything
it

Sometimes, suggestions will

order to decide

be looked

if it will

cases,

last

at

the

Museum of Art, the
Museum of Contemporary Art in
Metropolitan

the College's honorary degree recipients

Museum,

Guggenheim

selected

in May. His career
ed as a managing editor for a weekly magazine while he was stationed

and begins looking

issue.

Facilities

some

already in the

ble.
"It

submitted,

is

it

inappropriate, posts
site,

be discussed

of

works,

is

The Board of Trustees

which is important," Donahoe said.
Sometimes, a student will make a

a suggestion

each others' ideas.
President

communicate with concerned students, so he usually responds to students right away to let them know if

pus to buying textbooks.

they wish, and vote for or against

Vice

which concern
life on cam-

site,

everything from social

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

to

their suggestion

May

degree recipients for

student dialogue

initiates

2006

17,

multi-colored concentric circles.

The Orient received an email from
members of the classes of

several

2001 and 2002, requesting an investigation into die mysterious designs

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report
•BSG unanimously

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

passed a pro-

they termed "crop circles." The alumni

were able

cam on Bowdoin's web site.
The email showed evidence

posal to hold an event for voters to

the circles

meet all candidates

sometime

for elected office.

to monitor die situation

were drawn
late

•The BSG Facilities Committee is
hoping to create a Bowdoin iTunes

made up of

yielded few answers.

cers

store.

the event the

•The

25/26.

Absent:

BSG Affairs Committee gave

and the

the non-candidate offi-

Board chair. In
Commission numbers

to less than three, senior

BSG mem-

a media update on die Academic
of Rights issue, featuring articles from

bers will also be included.

the Magic City Morning

officers

Bill

Star,

die

BSG

Committee

proposal that would ban

from making positive or neg-

on

•A

amendment

winch provides guidelines
dents

Hubbard 208.

in

constitutional

who

investigation

for stu-

wish to propose ideas to

BSG was passed unanimously.

circles,

pictured above from the webcam feed,
this week. They have since melted.

&

Orient he

was unsure how

got there.

He said they appeared to be

made of food
were the

of "some people just

related to the

Government's

might

Bowdoin Student
Winter
(BSG)

Carnival planned for dns weekend
led the Orient to ask

*__^_

said he did

cializes in the sociology

The circles faded and disappeared as
weather became progressively
warmer over the course of the week.

Dean McEwen
to sociology

to return

When

BSG

President

Craig

McEwen

steps

batical before teaching again.

end of June, he

down

will not be

as

the

Daniel

FayerweatheT professor of

B.

political

economy

and sociology. In an inter-

view

week,

this

away from

said

the class-

said he needs to use the time

to get courses ready.
it

will

be reading and

McEwen's
demic

successor in die aca-

affairs office will

Collins Judd,

who

is

be

Cristle

currently

an

associate professor of music at die

Bowdoin

McEwen will return to the sociology
department

He

he will spend some time writing, but
after eight years

preparing courses," he said.

from his position as dean of academic
affairs at die

will take a one-year sab-

"Much of

department

of law, crim-

inology, and conflict resolution.

McEwen

leaving

having fun."

be

knew of the ori-

not

the circles

dye, and guessed they

result

if he

Mckesson

gin of die circles.

room he

Director of Facilities Operations

Speculation that the circles

on Wednesday, February

Quad

DeRay Mckesson
that

snow

Maintenance Ted Stam told the

failed to pass, 8-13-1.

Academic Affairs will sponsor a
forum on the issue of academic bias
22,

BSG

ative statements about candidates

Portland Phoenix, and the Orient

•The

•A

puzzling

appeared in the snow earlier

the

A subsequent Orient

Judicial

in the

Monday night or early

•The creation of an Elections
Commission passed 22-1. It will be

Tuesday morning.

Elizabeth Gillepsie '09.

•Attendance:

The

remotely by accessing the Quad web-

McEwen

said he spe-

University

of Pennsylvania.

begins work on July

She

1.

—Compiled by Bobby

Guerette

and James D. Baumberger.

February

Common Good aims

Center for the
SERVICE, from page

these three parts," Bradley said.

Associate Professor of Sociology

Anthropology

to unify academics
The process involves

Bandy

Joe

what you have, looking around and
studying what is missing and getting a lot of input from a lot of people on campus, in the field of public
service and in the community,"

es to the curriculum as well as allow

Dora

engage

more research

stressed the importance of provid-

faculty to

ing opportunities to join academics

projects affecting the community.

and

"Service

service.

"The center

will

acknowledge the

mutually supportive relationship
between intellectual development
and an engagement in public life,"

Bandy

said. "It also is a reflection

of the desire of many at Bowdoin to
engage more actively in public

and community

improvements to outside
communities," he said.
With this emphasis on academics
in combination with community
service, administrators are hoping
to add more service learning coursissues and

1

"The goal of the center is to
encompass and weave together

and

The Bowdoin Orient

Z006

17,

direct

be

in

learning courses and

community

service shouldn't

in competition,"

believe this thing

is

Bradley said. "I
one whole oper-

The

ideas and goals behind the

Center for the
just

said.

Administrators anticipate that the
center will continue to

now

Common Good

starting to develop.

are

grow and

"You

start

with

this,

and

it

serving the college

learning

move

communi-

and service

opportunities,

Bowdoin

Librarians turn

into

of before," Bradley said.
"Serving the common good

is

—

created

thinks that

and our mission academicoming

who have

—one

so

much going

thing that

administrators expect to see indi-

tant is to recognize

viduals continue to serve the greater

to share."

is

for

who

'06,

program with O'Dell,
it is

also a useful tool for

rooms
do not

students working in their
a question they

feel merits a trip to a library.

so impor-

what you have

1

Katina Podmaniczky
tested the

cally," he said. "Students

them

LIBRARY, from page

it's

have

answer

to

reference questions

a core aspect of our

historically

here

AIM

to

students' pressing

work,"

non-profit

Bradley said. "This center will
expose [students] to a set of opportunities they may not have thought

identity

evolves," Bradley said.

By

service

community in the long-run.
"We've seen a lot of people from
Bowdoin use their experiences and

why Bowdoin was

flourish.

ty through education

ation."

taking

"If they

off an

IM

know

that they

can zap

with any kind of research

or reference question and get a

quick response,

think they'll be

I

use

to

likely

"Common

she

it,"

questions that

said.

I

might

how

ask could be about citations or

to use a certain database service,

for example."

Ross

stressed

a

that

should not think he or she

student
is

luck if a reference librarian

incoming

out of
not

is

signed on.
"It's

not like

it's

a dead-end

when we're

offline," he said.
"We're not discouraging people
from coming into the library.
Depending on the question, we
might ask them to come in and
meet with us or give them a call.
This just complements our other

can be free

services."

Greenlee and Ross said that they
are not worried about losing out on

benefits of face-to-face time

the

with students, which they believe

is

unique to Bowdoin.

"There are a

lot

ways we reach

out to students and faculty and this

one more," said Ross. "This is
something we've had in the back of
our minds and we wanted to put it
is

into service."

Since the program has just begun,
the librarians are looking for feed-

1

—

back, but Podmaniczky believes the

program will be worthwhile.
"I think there is a need for this
service in the sense that any way

(Even the 5 calls

from your

girlfriend

In the last

20 minutes,)-

make

the library can
librarians

available

reference

to

students

should be looked into and utilized,"
she said.

Ross said

that the service,

has been launched

at

which

other schools,

has been successful in some cases

and not elsewhere.
"People are reacting well to

it

here, but we'll have to see," he said.

ESOL offers students
extra English support
ESOL, from page

Free CALL ME" Minutes
(in

£QQ95
JpOvPlus,
•

is

your local calling area)
•

1

'09

language is Mandarin, and she
works with the ESOL program here.
According to Qu, she has found the

1000 Anytime Minutes

FREE Incoming Text Messages
• FREE Incoming Picture Messages

Bowdoin support

*

services

very

helpful.
"I got alot

of help from professors

and especially the Learning Center. I
had a writing partner, a mentor, and
an English as a Second Language

ask about

Unlimited Nights

Qu

came from China and
an international student. Her first
Fei

& Weekends starting at 7 pan.

Advisor

last semester,"

Qu said.

According to Qu, the toughest part
of adjusting to

Motorola V710

W

C»mf» Ph6

life at

Bowdoin

as

opposed to higher education in China
has not been the language barrier but
the cultural differences.

Qu's overall experience with

the

language has been positive.

can study what I like and I
have tremendous opportunities,"
"I

GETIISC.COM

1-88S-BUY-USCC

T&U&Olfiulai:
We connect with jjKMT.
^wi« SrjTiwfiB*5ptt

Qu

said. "It helps

me

to think dif-

ferently."

ORIENT.BOWDOIN.EDU
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Students' startaip clothing business catches
by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

ask,

incentive for young entrepreneurs in die

guys? Where can

state to stay in

If you're looking to shell out

cash for a

tle

new polo

a

shirt,

"A

lit-

you

lot [of

New

or

Bowdoin: Since 2005, a little red
lobster has begun to replace the traditional Polo horse and Lacoste alli-

the grant

gator

logos

over Maine and

all

average businessmen, but
Scott Caras '08, Ted
Justin

spring

last

Upton

'07,

people

who grow up

in

York," Upton said But, with

money

men could

in their pockets,. the

out of

risk, right

also

their products

sell

Ann

at

a

Veronica, which Caras described
as "a high-end, crafty boutique in

South Portland."

Elizabeth.

summer wound down, Caras,

Upton, and Unger had to face die
inevitable

split.

Garas returned to

and

men added the
Cap" and "Book & Boat

This winter, the
"Classic

Tote" to the Cape Catch product

and they have plans to contin-

line,

Unger, of Babson College,

started a

get a cap?'"

I

Although the company began by
making most sales through word
of mouth and their web site
(www.capecatch.com), they now

Cape

really get things rolling at

low

relatively

But, as

They may be younger than the

Maine.

Maine] find they need to go to Boston

don't have to look any farther than

beyond.

'Are you the Cape Catch

between 18 and 25 years old as an

ue expanding.
into this, I didn't know
how much of a learning experience

"Going

company and developed a

of products that are uniquely
Maine oriented.
Before they even decided what
product they would sell, the young
line

would be," Upton

this

One
men

said.

thing, in particular, that the

have learned about

is taxes.

They
week

entrepreneurs chose their logo, a red

said that they spent about a

and name, Cape
Catch. They knew that it would be

over winter break filing taxes for

Maine

lobster,

make

hard to

also

wanted

name and

to

They

Bowdoin, Unger returned to Babson,

choose something as

and Upton headed halfway around die

logo.

homage to Maine and particularly,
the Maine coast. So, they settled on
Cape Catch, partially in reference to
their hometown, Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, arid the Maine fishing industry.

"It is

Upton

not just some random name,"

said. "It incorporates a lot

of

things about our company."

After the establishment of the

name and logo and a couple weeks
of brainstorming, the
that they

should

They chose
recognized

this
its

men

sell

the

semester

in

same
same time," Upton

"We're not always
place

at

the

in the

said. Last semester, the

co-owners

way to learn about our business."
As for their personal future
Upton aspires

plans,

to

go

law

to

school, but he believes that there
is

a

of overlap between busi-

lot

On

had to figure out how to run the
company from three different
work into dif-

ness and law.

places, dividing up

the business world, and thinks that

ferent categories that they could

going into business

each manage.

sibility in his future.

When Upton

returned

from

Caras said that he

So

far,

the other hand,
is

business

fascinated by

may
is

be a pos-

going swim-

mingly for Cape Catch, and the
owners have plans to run it for as

Australia for the spring semester,

can be

he said he noticed "a sincere interest in [the] company."
Upton and Caras agreed that

at casual or

people seem to really enjoy their

some people not

product, and that they see people

pany seriously because of their
age, but he added, "Because we

—

it

Shortly after starting the company,

men running Cape Catch received a

grant from Libra Foundations Future
is

spend

to

Australia.

shirts.

versatility

Fund. The grant

world

"Not a lot of small business
owners file their own taxes,"
Caras said, "But, it was a great

decided

polo

item because they

worn by men or women
more formal events.
die

Cape Catch.

a popular product with-

out a catchy

given to Mainers

almost every day

now

sporting a

Cape Catch product.

we

don't even

Upton said

know and

Courtesy of Cape Catch

that

young,

are' so

Caras added, "People come up to
us that

long as they can.

it

LLC

he had expected

to take their

is

com-

a pretty fasci-

nating story that we've been so
successful."

Andrew

models a Cape Catch men's polo shirt
www.CapeCatch.com. Two of the three entrepreneurs who
Ted Upton '07, are
Bowdoin students. Cape Catch has used other students at the
College to model for their lobster-emblazoned products.
Sinnenberg '08

for

started the company, Scott Caras '08 and

The Orient profiles head Librarian Sherrie Bergman
College,

After growing up in Manhattan,

Sherrie
Librarian
Bowdoin
Bergman thought she would never
leave

New

She managed

to stay in the city

for undergraduate studies, graduate

work, and her

work

first

library jobs, but

took her to

finally

members about

faculty

new

and

services

many

the

electronic

reputation for outstanding collec-

tunities she has to

tions that are great resources for

dents, and currently is co-advisor

She

also

came

here

Bergman

the

to

offering."

is

appreciates the oppor-

work with

Bowdoin

stu-

with

Hillel

because of the College's reputation

Professor of Economics

for excellence in liberal arts educa-

Connelly.

tion.

"Bergman has been endlessly
supportive of everything we [at

In addition to the school's excellent

Bergman was

collections,

Hillel] tried to

do

this

Rachel

year as an

Bowdoin's technolo-

organization," Shelley Barron '09

Bergman received her master's

and she came here at a time
when technology was transforming

about our activities and our ideas

degree

library services.

and gives us

After obtaining a degree in soci-

Brooklyn

from

ology

library

in

College,

science

at

Columbia University before getting
her first job at the Queens Borough
Public Library. Next, she moved on
to the New School for Social
Research

in

Manhattan.

New

was drawn out of
York City when she was

offered a job running the library at
the Providence

campus of Roger

Williams College. Leaving New
York for the first time was a hard
adjustment, but

she has

come

Bergman says

to love

New

that

England

and now it is her home.
Bergman's love of books drove
her to enter library science and she
still loves to read and do research.

She believes
her

in

edge.

attracted

gy

that the library puts

touch with universal knowl-

to

—

said.

"She's

enthusiastic

really

the

all

freedom we

tech-

need as a group. She's always really warm and kind and understand-

nology has changed library serv-

ing and optimistic in our personal

As Bergman

"I'm

explained,

really excited about the

way

ice" and that she enjoys the

way

"a dazzling universe

brings

Finally, she

Librarian of the College Sherrie Bergman.

joined

resources the library

New

England.

Wheaton

Bowdoin's staff in 1992 because of
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library's

research.

York.

at

Bergman

working

After

by Joy Geertz
Contributor

it

of

information to everyone's desk-

exchanges.
sor,"

also enjoys

how

Bowdoin

serious

don't think Hillel

Barron added.

Bergman

top."

Her favorite part about her job is
working with the "wonderful and
highly skilled library staff." She

I

could have asked for a better advi-

is

also well-respected

by her co-workers. Jaime Jones, the
evening circulation assistant
library, explained, "I think

great person and

I

students are about their academic

the opportunity to

work and the way
many demands on

her."

that they

faculty,

who

ous scholars

One

who

appreciate the

by the

challenge
is

She

Bowdoin

she describes as seri-

services offered

work

make

the library.

also enjoys working with

she

addition

to

is

a

I had
work more with

her

campus,

work on
Sherrie

is

active in several organizations that

deal with care of the elderly.

of

library.

enjoys

In

Bowdoin's

at the

she

wish that

these

is

the

Maine

One
State

at

"informing students and

Please see BERGMAN page 5
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Toads cannot give you warts, but taking
shower barefoot, on the other hand--*
Ask

of skin, and
thus different parts of the body.
for different types

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

Jeff

Common,

elevated warts typically

Dear Dr. Jeff: Are warts contagious?

appear on the hands and are
caused by eight different subtypes. Other HPV subtypes cause
flat warts (usually appearing on

-TJ>.

the face and legs), genital warts

Dear

Warts arc caused by

T.P.:

(on the soles of our feet).
Humans are the only

papillomavirus
They
common,

(HPV).

tape.

ond

only to acne
among dermatologi-

to-person transmission of non-geni-

problems and affect at least
three out of four of us at some
point in our lives. There are more
than 70 subtypes of HPV, and all

Transmission of HPV occurs primarily through direct contact with

warts

tal

cal

of them incorporate

Flat

"Wear those

flip-flops

HPV is
with
unknown, but is probably no less
than several months. The latency
period for genital warts may be
long.

inoculation

from

of
one

appear.

contracted most often in this way,

part of the

body

another

can

around swimming pools and

com-

in

after

inoculation

HPV
to

a variety of "ablative" and

Most non-genital warts disappear on their own without treatment (up to 80 percent within two

ments include surgical excision,
destruction by electrodessication, laser or liquid nitrogen, and
Topical
"peeling."
chemical

Warts can be bothersome, though, and two

years can

Auto

come

medical treatments include daily
applications of cytotoxic, antivi-

long

They

time!

can

feel

to

a

like

bleed

bumped,

if

ral,

and

the

Alzheimer's Association. She

start-

ed the first Bowdoin team for the
Alzheimer's Association Memory
Walk, which is a national fundraising effort. She is also on the board
of directors for Midcoast Senior

which

Center,

Health

is

Vladimir Nabokov.
As far as her work at Bowdoin
goes, Bergman is most proud of

individual study, compact shelving,

first came to Bowdoin, the basement was so dark and dingy that

also

as the dun-

students referred to

delivered to elderly citizens."

stacked high and blocked win-

She

is

geon.

were

is

busy

her

with

other

When

timers,

it

library's lights

books

were

Hawthorne-

of

was

Longfellow

a 24-year-old grad-

uate of Smith College.

on

one-fourth

currently a senior at Dartmouth.

Her daughter

Many of the

dows on the main floor, and there
was less study space. In addition,

married and has a son and
Her son is 22 and is

a daughter.

assigned

as

Since then, renovation efforts

interests,

have resulted

Bergman enjoys jogging with her

many changes

in

in

Weekly Crossword: Leaders and Leadership
across
Detective

1

USA
ERA and

5

1

2

15

RBI,

3

16 Civil rights organi-

Bowdoin 's seventh

i.e.

5

'

6

7"

'

'

10

ii

12

13

In regards to the changes

1

,

17 Meaning of New

England's

"wicked"

26

27

32

31

m

Part

of a

segment
22 Bowdoin 's

24

30

Mm

33

35

-"

SO

57

60

63

61

*

*1

47

^^H
54

55

96

1

Ad m

K.i

[
I

imme The Bow do in
I.

46

41 Oceans

56
58

unit

13 Bridge

propeller

58 Three

25 Big jump

59 Dance party
60 Soup server
61 Olive and baby
62 Small ground

26 Bowdoin's

British slang for

small boys
Orient

Land

wear

zine

44
64

55 Ellipse

12

Bride's head-

38 Rest
39* Domestic friends

Pristine

Lithuania,

alt.

third

president during
Pierce,

Hawthorne, and

64 Spouse

Longfellow's

65 Snaky

educations

27 Shares island

DOWN

with Dominican

Republic

Bustle

28 Fourth president,
Leonard:

ance
3 Academic whiz
4 Noble gas
5 Places of wor-

F

-

this puzzle,

see next week's
Orient.

R A
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B A X T E RjlB A S E M E n|
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|S L
l

i

m e|[t

e r r
1

1

THB L OBiTU L L El
IL ADD
L D E R|
SCR EWjlE T Allc A G E Y
EAR Ll IM ETRONOME

A P
P E A H

In

C

War

29 Bowdoin's

ship

6 Knotting

Jerry's co-star

SOLUTION TO LAST
WEEK'S PUZZLE

presided during
Civil

New Jersey team

'

William: was

fish

in

For a new puzzle
and answers to

music
45 Lion groups
47 Zero

president,

63 Braid

1

42 Guess
43 Greek muse of

49 Flowed over
50 Handle

spelling

plot

2 Kitchen appli-

woman

space

53 Opera solo

1

24 Capital of

name

First

him
30 Old bread

54 Fable

22 Allot

Gor
Muhammad

Winged

52

40, Coils

21 Canoe

first-year

51

33 Rose pricker

down

dorm
named after him
57 Work by Homer

43 Women's maga-

L

1

53 Bowdoin's sec-

after

35 Stared

petitor

Jesse: has a

41 Baking and club

h
-

alumnus

president

named

Dress decoration

10 Takes

ond president,

in north-

M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

ing

(abbr.)

fifth

in

academic build-

7 Advertisement

president,

Samuel: was

And wear your flipshowers and locker-

well!

Jeff Benson,

library

services.

37 Lover's nick-

r

Bowdoin

in

commitment to
"common good"

34 Location

46

change

50 Bowdoin's

first

28 See firsthand
31 Ardor

36

tive

9 Bayer's com-

32 Robbed

42

40

39

rooms!

students can expect continued posi-

8 Golfer's peg

first

eastern Pakistan

38

37

36

library and services in the library,

Joseph: initiated

25 City
29

that

known as Persia
49 Card game

line

23 Astronaut drink

26

to

it is

Bergman's

48 Nation formerly

19 Capital of Ghana

,.

-"

^23

Be
flops

enjoyable for her to see alumni
respond to the changes. She says

21

20

25

1

18

enthusiastic

approach to the improvement of the

that

have been made since she came

,.

15

17

extend into several

is

With

president,
14

with an

library spaces.

20

zation

president, William:

py creams.

skills

organizations to which she belongs.

emphasis on ability to evaluate
sources. She also pointed out the
need to expand music and art

18 Tear

College"

14 Finished

in Librarianship in 1997.

Bergman's library leadership and

She was elected a delegate-at-large
on the Users Council of the Online
Computer Library Center. She is
also a member of the American
Library Association, of which she

information literacy

the

a past president of the New
England Chapter, and served on the
Committee on the Status of Women

spent planning the renovations.

dows were previously blocked. She
feels this has made the library both
more useful and more inviting.
One of Bergman's primary goals
skills into the curriculum,

to

"alternative"
Innumerable
remedies for warts have been
tried over the ages, with varying
degrees of success. With the
important exception of anogenital warts (which can be mutagenic), there may not be a compelling reason to rush in for
"high tech" medical treatment.
As always, though, all of us at
the health center are happy to see
you and discuss any questions or
concerns you might have. We
have a thermos tank filled with
liquid nitrogen, and we're also
happy to prescribe immunothera-

the student response has also been
very gratifying, as many years were

planning

is to integrate

or

allergic

reaction

infected cells.

new carpet and furnishings, and the
clearing of spaces where the win-

wrote "Offer of the

9 Book of maps

show on

improved technology,
lighting,
more spaces for both group and

Bowdoin, Bergman admits

administrative space.

not

these are better

the library.

renovations of the library.
According to Bergman, when she

state

Among

husband and reading. In addition,
she does yoga and meditation. Her
favorite book is "Ada," by

committee that is a "quality review committee that examines
issues related to the quality of care

on a

localized

immunologic

the

oversees

operations of the center. She

or immunotherapy agents, in
hope of inducing a con-

trolled,

they can also

Sherrie Bergman, librarian of the College, loves her job
BERGMAN, from page 6

"med-

Ablative treat-

therapies.

ical"

years).'

also occur.

munal showers.

warts, facial warts, and
and oral warts are usually

treated in a medical office, using

particularly

to location. Different viral sub-

genital

in showers and locker-rooms!'

The incubation period

ed skin cells that are sloughed off
and lay about on the floor. Plantar
warts, for instance, are thought to be

Warts are classified according

ago
England Journal of

Medicine!

can survive for considerable periods
of time on fomites (inanimate
objects such as towels), or in infect-

clearly demonstrated in

New

in the

infected cells, possibly
remaining in our bodies for life.
During times of physical or emotional stress, when our immune
systems are weakened, viral proliferation can start up and warts
into

some com-

a study published a few years

virus pre-

sumably enters through small breaks
in the skin. HPV is quite hardy and

DNA

their

The

infected skin cells.

was

tape

inefficient.

relatively

is

turns out that

It

ponent of duct tape adhesive is
viricidal. The efficacy of duct

including toads, are

or transmit the virus. Direct person-

remedies.

Perhaps the most effective therazpy involves covering warts with
tiny bandages made from duct

HPV. No other animals,
known to carry

reservoir of

are

and plantar warts are
treated with

effectively

over-the-counter

known

sec-

very

Common
often

(found in the anogenital areas),
and callus-covered plantar warts

human

by

other people.

r

an infection of skin
cells

seem embarrassing. Treatment of
the
decreases
likely
warts
chances. that they'll spread to
other areas of your body or to

types have marked predilections

Dr. Jeff

a

y

m

p

h||l

i

o Nils a d

r o amUod d si
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eighth president,
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A capella groups to

MJ's soars above competition

spread holiday love
who

Longfellows, Miscellania

up

pair

a belated

for

Valentine

"I thought Valentine's Day was
on Saturday," he said.
Keirnan Willett '07 had a more

concert

s

musical theory.

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

"Singing

a powerful aphro-

is

"We

disiac," he said.

sexile everyone on a Tuesday."

Jam" tonight

concert

the

7:30 p.m.

at

What matters
comes

the

in

es

—why celebrate Valentine's Day

after the fact?

Rumor has it that member
Dennis Burke '09 was unable to
Tuesday night's

find a date for

fes-

so the rest of the group

tivities,

Day

Valentine's

decided to help a
fellow

move

The group

hopes

that

move

(

have a

love'

theme

by

his

Leslie Bridgers

experience with the feline as

food,

Staff Writer

I

our songs,

chances,

me and

told

Magic

are not the only reasons to be excited

met

about coming back to Bowdoin this

only agree.

we

said good-

bye to the widely ill-regarded
MacMillan & Co. restaurant and its
basement

where a

bar, Xplorers,

col-

lar-popping Polar Bear would feel

I

Still,

his pet several times,

I

The

could

tried

to

anti-climactic, the overall experience

main

of MJ's was positive. The semi-chic

courses were ami-

atmosphere somewhat smacks of

Though

the

some thoughtful redecorat94 Maine Street has become
to MJ's Grille and Tavern, tak-

After
ing,

home

same

ing the

and giving

The

effort,

climicatic, the overall

Pinestock.

and

experience of MJ's

was

positive.

an attitude makeover.

restaurant

is

dimly

lit

and domi-

but the wait staff

attentive.

is

It

is

ordered

demi-glaze.

is

February 14

to demonstrate our musicality in

traditional

of Ben

&

Jerry's.

Sam Chapple-Sokol
"Just think of

it

'07

said,

as being 361 days

early."

maybe

Or,

modem

touch.

This attempt at class continues

MJ's

Location: 94 Maine

Rating:

Staff Writer

Bowdoin
Socialists.

I

started our

din-

meals with

Both the Caesar and spinach
were full of flavor and gen-

In the play, Karl

one hour

to clarify

Marx has

the

contemporary

world.

watering for our main courses.

rate control,

in

my

mind, the "roasted

my

a great way

Marx

for people get

a

as a person, as well as the

much more than

and

Samuel Minot '08

Bowdoin College Democratic

"A

People's

departments,

its

cat-like flavor. Suspicious

of

to an historical figure

whose humanity
life's

work.

is

often lost in his

The Democratic

Bowdoin.

A.

Socialists, in col-

Sociology and

Myrick

are

Freeman

Professor of Social Sciences Susan

Age

When
occurred

now

asked what changes had
in the

that

jumped

States.

playing "The
is

first-years

have

to

&

the piano

Way

It

and began

Is"

Range

by Bruce

played Robert

Hornsby

whose

not familiar with the underrated

involvement

past

with

Iron

Age

Theatre's "Of Mice
and Men" and 'Terra
Nova" earned him a

He

has also

positive

on

the

Theatre website, www.iron-

Bowdoin

students will
their

opinions by showing up

Kresge Auditorium

Longfellows group

these

musical fashion. He immediately

have the opportunity to form

own

Klemmer, Tommy Wilcox, Burke,
and Chase Cicchetti. Benard said
that Miscellania plans on debuting
two songs, which feature all three
of Miscellania's first years in the

and the Southern United

agetheatre.org.

Arden

McGregor,

Lynzie

joined, Wilcox responded in true

reviews, which are available
Iron

first-

years that includes Caroline Bader,

Midwest,

the

The play has received

responsible for bringing Zinn 's play to

on

to start

Valentine's tradition with,

New York, New

England,

Barrymore nomination.

Anthropology

his

has

appeared in films and on television.

him in a textbook; you
him up on stage as a living

human touch

Upon

my date remarked

Socialists

which

get to see

the

of breast,

new

group.

reading about

laboration with

bite

toured in

class divi-

for authoring

Soho,"

Weick,

figure."

first

so

as a living figure.

History of the United States," Zinn

potatoes and asparagus.

people to come,

Both groups are excited

Age

Philadelphia's Iron

Marx

takes on the role of playwright with
"Marx In Soho." He portrays Karl
Marx as brilliant yet fallible, giving a

and sporks,

is

reading about him in a

date

trays

ed with peaches* and onions and
served with garlic whipped mashed

mod-

textbook-fyou get to see him up on stage

sions.

Famous

Socialists, her

Theatre produces "Marx
in

opted for the poultry dish, pan roast-

of folding

feel for

21st-century

to

issues like education, corpo-

chicken" conjured up images

Democratic

efforts paid off.

"It's

theories about business and
politics

erously dressed, leaving our mouths

Though,

Bradley and sponsorship from the

This involves applying his

varieties

airline

Democratic

much more than

is

class,

bring the

and justi-

fy his philosophy in terms of

of Social

so

"This

Theory

'08 of the

ern relevance of his thoughts. This

resurrects both.

ner date and
salads.

(VAC) at 4:30
Howard Zinn

in her Classics

College

Sam Minot

Kresgc

at

p.m. today,

My

In

work

made the initial effort to
show to campus. With the
help of Dean of Student Affairs Craig

thoughts," said

as

"Marx

with your

as sushi and chicken satay.

is

man who

In his play,

it.

Auditorium in the Visual

The choice of appetizers includes
the typical Maine seafood selections,
as well as some ethnic options, such

we just want

see their friends perform, and real-

"true love

who is currently teaching Marx's

Soho," which will be per-

formed

knife.

early

invented

Arts Center

guilty destroying

Marx as a person, as well
modern relevance of his

dead a concept as the

with the kind of swirl mould that you
feel

Bell,

it's

get a feel for

claim that Marxism

St.

*** (of 4)

think

also boast a crop of talented

a great way for people to

"I feel

by Frances Killea

Many

Pricing: Moderate/Expensive

of our concerts, as do the
Longfellows. Mostly, though, I

words of Tommy Long '06,
and pyrotechnics."
Miscellania and the Longfellows

Zinn play brings Marx to theater
the

& Tavern

try

in the

and a side of butter

Grille

"We really

all

the

baguette served standing in a

spiral contraption

Benard continued,

there are other people

which begins with a

into the meal,

warm

performance.

ly enjoy themselves."

accented by hanging

blue lights that add a

every

While Burke may com-

groups maintain a high level of

date with a significant other or a

hats), will follow suit.

Miscellania both bring to

Longfellow members
mind additional benefits
come with holding the concert

nated by black and white. The minimalist motif

dif-

most
important at the Val Jam, something that the Longfellows and
is

plain about the lack of cheese, both

pint

which

and from

res

always, musicality

concert.

after the

has implemented a dress code (no

I

cooked medium, which

it

alert the sin-

As

Domino's.

will be interesting

to see if the bar downstairs,

tomato-spinach

dinner.

Other

in cuisine

voices and

music across genferent eras."

Day

from MacMillan's, both
It

Benard '06

on campus that he enjoys long
walks on the beach, good conversation, and cheesy bread from

that

friendly

tried

cheesy stuff
and showcase dif-

Miscellania

let-

we

away from

really

comes

that

our

to

songs, but

cheesy

'love'

a

theme

ferent

called to

undeniable that

"Musically,

we
away

stay

Ell ie

MJ's has taken a giant leap forward
and atmosphere.

restaurant/late bar idea

it

main courses were

the

Miscellania

said,

we have

but

really

gles

shaker's worth of salt.

Though

from

pressure

possible

down

of

to stay

with a Valentine's
Burke also wants to

of Israeli couscous, howev-

side

the

falling

and

at least

animal of origin.

its

couldn't even be saved by half a

er,

chose die beef tournedos with a

about as comfortable as a professor
at

was good and

the flavor

stayed true to

on a
and

relieving
inevitable

charred outside and pink middle.

smells," he

offered a bite. Having

weekend

cert

food.

fare.

turned out to be the average of a

asked him to explain.

"It tastes like

Longer days and returning juniors

spring. Last semester

on the

relatively simple, allowing patrons to concentrate

is

moderate/expensive prices are mostly consistent with the quality of the

to

this

thanks to the con-

MJ's Grille and Tavern's decoration scheme

Bowdoin.
Benard '06

Ellie

we

"Musically,

will increase

Burke's

Valentine's

concert tradition

at

the concert to

Friday.

not that this

is

after

and

out

to

Day; what matters is the quality of
cappella
music
that
a
the
Longfellows and Miscellania will
bring to the Chapel tonight,
aphrodisiac or no. Also, it marks
start
the
of
a
brand-new

Chapel, the obvious question aris-

Its

want

didn't

Longfellows and
Miscellania performing the "Val

With

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Yusah '08 and

are like Willi

ignored the Tuesday holiday altogether:

this afternoon.

at

the

(for readers

'80s and '90s pianist, this song

the

song

sampled

in

is

Tupac's

"Changes").
Wilcox's reaction underlines the

main theme of this concert: when it
comes down to it, this performance
is

about beginning a great a cap-

by some
and having fun
it.
And, of course,
finding Burke a date 361 days

pella tradition performed

of Bowdoin's
while doing
early.

best,

^™

February

8

17,
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Mueller '06 captures Answers are blowin in the wine
Irish culture

on canvas

much higher than

by Hillary Matlin
Columnist

usual and there

drop

a significant

was

in precipitation as

The wine emits a very strong
scent of spiced red fruits; however, the
well.

With the weather being so screwy
had a difficult time limit-

The

made

blizzard definitely

my collection,

on

heels

its

made me

think of

greenness

fresh

that

wine

mix

roommate's

Unfortunately, this

not available locally,

is

that suits the current

climate:

Rebecca 2003
SpAtburgunder Rotwein
probably

one of the most expansive
wines I've ever had the pleaswhat I imagine a
well-aged burgundy would taste like
should I ever gather enough money
together to acquire one. The year 2003
ure of drinking.

It's

was a highly uncharacteristic one for
the south German area from which this
wine comes, as temperatures were

not be for everyone, but

Sake

Fu-Ki

sake

been

never

to

As many of you know
is

already,

a wine with a base of rice

comes from
Japan. Like wine, sake comes in
dozens of varieties and at varying
levels of purity about which I know

put

very

it

little.

too good not to share.

clean kick.

ings, but it's

flavor of this wine

is

everything

about spring: the crisp breezes,

the green grass, the

muddy pathways

of the commons. Obviously, the wine

picked this particular

I

sake because
the bottle.

disappoint.

like

at

instead of grapes and

not to review wines I've tried at tast-

I

($11.99

bottle

of white has definitely
on the must-go list. I
must admit that by reviewing
this wine I'm breaking a rule of mine

The

think

Sheep.

Arigolas Costamolina
Vermentino di
2004
Sardegna
have

I

a winner. $13.98 at the Black

it's

Provisions)

Sardinia, bat this particular
is

may

good

I

SpAtlese
This red wine

sweet;

Rotwein should be almost as

if

we're lucky. Below, an eclectic

it

to

but any other Spatburgunder

will

appear sometime in April,

my

for

birthday.

spring and wines that echo the

all

at

and the other expressed a preference
for this. The uniqueness of the taste

made

that followed

sunny weather

was not

preferred another white at the tasting

The wine needs

complemented

fectly

it

per-

with a decidedly spicy

flavor.

breathe for at least half an hour,

but the mild

chardonnay and

the pork roast

wooded

in

It

and sweet potato-carrot puree I

taste is richer

ing myself to one season's type of

me break out the heavier, darker wine

has a

it

freshness I've never seen matched.

wasn't tangy in the mouth like a
it's a very subtle tasting wine
on the whole and very pleasing at
that. Of my two companions, one

lately, I've

wine.

mud, but

doesn't taste like

I

liked the shape of

The sake
I

itself did

not

was sweet with

It

a

drank the sake slightly

chilled, but the label suggests that
it

can also be served

it

warm making
of the

regardless

option

an

weather.

1

'George curiously uninspired
Courtesy of Hallie Mueller '06

honors exhibition

Hallie Mueller's

will

by Gabe
Kornbluh
COLUMNIST

open on Saturday in the VAC.

very important that the paintings are all

Second in a

series

of a

part

Senior Portraits

The most

series.

may not be better than the
j

few

recent
tost

several

of Curious George

that

stirs

peach- fuzzed pattol the soju\

tiny,

we

thought had been safely

but each new' undertaking pushes a

that

new

put to bed: the inner child. "Hark!"

direction (scale, depth, color,

My most recent painting (Ian

overlap).

Kyle '06 getting dressed) combines the

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

Watching the motion picture adaptation

detailed context that characterizes the

and

first,

tightest painting in the series,

all

cries the

hidden thumb-sucker, back

days of parental tuck-ins and
sweeping picture books. Kids could

to the

make magic with a

single purple

16 sen-

with the complex movements and

crayon back then, and eggs were best

iors will present art exhibitions signify-

brush strokes that distinguish the one

served green and on top of a goat.

ing the culmination

of Kelly

Throughout

this semester,

their artistic

of

careers at Bowdoin. The Orient's Steve

Kolowich
Mueller

sat

down

whose honors

'06,

Hallie

with

exhibition

be on view in the Visual Arts

will

(VAC) from February 17
March 6.
Steve Kolowich: Describe your
senior art project. What inspired it,
and how did you execute it?

Or on

a swing (the blue and

Nights were usually spent curled up

a

under a swirl of Vicks VapoRub with

green painting). Because this

each painting has

series,

importance.

easy to become too

It's

precious about paintings-especially

—

number of

Center

large ones

through

they are expensive to

My

Hallie Mueller:

senior project

took root in Ireland where
painting
locals.

I i

resize

While

I

portraits

was

there,

I

began

I

of

Irish

also taught

environmental education to a class of
5th graders.

My first attempts at paint-

—

energy,

they do.

So

I

that

interviewed sever-

I

them

difficult

like

ques-

alikes turns a

gasbord into a

aren't achievable through other media?

HM:
and

I

I

paint because

I

love to paint

have always painted. Painting on

extent, less about the subit

reflects the

context of a conversation and the relationship between me and my subject,
and more about painting motion (and
there's not really a universal-

way

to

do

that

—

no such thing as realism

suppose

could have chosen video alone to con-

my most recent paintings that
how

working out

like,

vey

of gesture and

there's
in that

sense).

SK: What were your goals for your
Did you meet those goals?
Did they change during the process ?

project?

HM: This is an ongoing process and

the prototypical father. Unfortunately.

importantly, as an animated
the
(mostly) hand-drawn
George stands at the threshold of a
major power shift in the realm of studio animation, with computer generated films ascending the thrown and

that

position

This early content has carried

consensus seems to be that the
demise of hand-drawn pics, along

affair,

medium do you enjoy

artistic

of

really

On screen, the little

was

More

SK: Why did you choose the medium you did? What aspects of your

is

is

I

as cute as ever, his world

animated fare banished
this

George
moves past

In the middle

stories

of

messiah potential. While

its

the

movie

Director: Jun Falkenstein

Rating:

Much

made

recently of

animation's

inevitable

may
when

its

has been

Disney

have penned

Drew

(of 4)
of Will

Ferrell in

since the satirical

retreat.

closed their hand-drawn department

Man

and shacked up with the computer

bumbling Ted,

this

want people to get a sense of
intense dialogue that's going on

between me, a paintbrush, some video
footage, and my favorite music. I hope
people

see, if

nothing else, that

1

love

to paint.

Mueller's honors exhibition open

with

a

reception

on Saturdayfrom 7 to

9 p.m. in the VAC.

obituary

official

whizzes
ics

and

at Pixar,

critical

the

studio

giving cynical

crit-

cynics alike free reign

to make sure we all remember the
good old days of Walt Faced with

endless batches of

CGI

goop,

many

point to this years Oscar-nominated
toons, all three of

which

are animat-

the

in the

banana

it

is

a

of

pattern

the storytelling, not the format.

can

over animation's

fret

direction,

but

I

suspect that

that those films so ably

embodied.

It

recent family films,

should not be forgotten that Pixar 's

enlisting the voice

huge success

a transparent appeal
that's

spirit

been hip

who no

by

in

Ferrell 's

longer wears

name of paternal
duped

into

rests in its devotion to

great family lore

first, its

technical

prowess second, making the merge
with Disney a good sign for the

of "Shrek."

buy-

the suspect sales

new Khaki."

It

movie has no time

for
its

in

new

the kind of old-fashioned narrative

is instead

that the

if,

is in

Critics

continues the insidi-

simple relationship fable of

seems

helpfully proves, like the

cartoon methods than they are for

pitch, '"fellow. It's the

roots;

it

they are pining less for traditional

Yellow Hat

ing the threads

ages,

all

of films

line

be merely adequate for

That's

suit in the

heroism but

the

new CG

tough to recognize the original

It's

As

than just induce bouts of colic.

because "George"

mature audiences

to

HM:

I

many of its recent brethren, feels juvenile when it should feel youthful.
Yet Curious George does more

films of the past decade, that quality

ous

SK: What do you want people to
away from viewing your project?

take

the prototypical doofus,

masterful computer-animated Pixar

ignation.

kids in us fast

traditional

carries

and

regime than

movies

I'm

is

ink,

ance to the

Stars: Will Ferrell,

sation with the video footage while

it

passive letter of res-

Barrymore, David Cross

my music with my headphones on.

less a

is

Curious George

*

transi-

for a kiddie picture that like

document of resist-

the comforting pathos of paper

hand-drawn
the

messy

making

that aspire to

on to a time
when Disney and
held

this

Ted

one of many in a long

yore,

sipping wine and singing out loud to

of

a longing for the

bedtime

smor-

food drive-thru

Yellow Hat was certainly

in the

Ferrell s

diversion that's hopelessly unaware of

Curious
rouses

veritable

fast

the prototypical infant then the

Man

tion prances Curious George, a colorful

goes on while

having a long midnight conver-

like

of

great divide, the nostalgic hunger that

once

CG look-

for the imagination.

from data to paint

my ideas, but there's a huge degree
interpretation that

translating the video
It's

I

Jun

to cap-

ture the youthful magic of the classic children's book.

with the demand for shiny,

of their body

ly preferred

visual translation.

fails

ed with clay or by hand, as the last
great breaths from a dying genre. The

perspiring in sharp primary colors.

My paintings

of course

thanks only to a lush and faithful

Falkenstein's big screen adaptation of "Curious George"

monkey

you?"

best or least about

true to die cartoon's original visual asthetics,

ration-and not a set of separate and

best

language in response to these ques-

some

it's

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

While remaining

complete objects.

are visual representations

over into

does manage

to tap the toddler vein,

to the gallows. In the context

like,

are, to

up those childhood pangs, it can't
hope to quell them. When the movie
tles

traditionally

"What do you
about yourself? What do people

tlety

it's

of "George" rus-

a large scale allows the process to take

video footage.

tions.

on confident habits.
a project—an explo-

Pooh

varieties.

If the film version

on a more physical dynamic. I literally
have to stand on chairs to reach certain
parts, or stand 20 feet across the room
to get a sense of how the overall com-

students asking

tions

why

That's

this project doesn't

to rely

and Berenstain

in everything that

with video footage and painting from

al

me

allow

reasons;

make and time

friendly bear pals of both the

started experimenting

comes across

that

and excitement

for a

consuming. But

ing their portraits proved to be missing

something

is

own

its

the picture books, George

return of the

sweeping animated

epic.

At a time when too many
are busy pandering to too
the

new

features

many people,

Disney/Pixar team

is

one

for real nostalgia; like a zookeeper
his animals, like a
bear, it's

a pairing

boy and

his

fit

and

Pooh

that the eternal age-

group of the inner child would love to
see weather a very blustery day.
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Basketball rebounds with three victories

leaves for

The men's

season with three

nationals

improve

by Sarah Podmaniczky
Staff Writer

team

basketball

out the regular

closes

victories to

to 16-8

by Nick Day
Staff Writer

The men's and women's squash
teams expected to be playing
third

round

The men's

in their

ished the regular season on a high

Sunday. Instead,

note, winning the final three regu-

they found themselves snowed in at
their

Cromwell, Connecticut,

lar

hotel,

season games and grabbing the

seed

fifth

NESCAC

wondering when they would be able
to

basketball team fin-

ofNESCAC tournaments

at Trinity this past

upcoming

the

in

tournament. The Polar

NESCAC

come home.

Bears, 16-8 (5-4 against

The first-ever N ESC AC squash tour-

opponents), will travel to Bates on

nament got off to a good start on Friday

Saturday

and Saturday, tunning on schedule with

Bobcats.

and wrestle with

the

few problems. The Bowdoin women

Head coach Tom Gilbride

began their weekend at 8 a.m. Saturday

delighted with his team's perform-

morning, soundly defeating Colby 8-1,

ance.

marking

win

their third-consecutive

against the

"I

Mules this season

The Bowdoin

took

ntetf

to. the

match

to rival Bates 5-4.

In the afternoon, the

very pleased with the play

of our team

this regular

thrilled that

we were

season and

able to finish

the season by playing

courts later that morning, losing a
tight

am

is

some of our

best basketball," he said.

women

Last weekend, the squad edged

out on the court again, facing Trinity,

conference foes Middlebury, 58-56,

the host and expected winner of the

and

Bowdoin

tournament. Although

matches went

0, several

to five

and the Bears surprised

78-71.

Williams,

Against

lost 9-

Middlebury, senior Kyle Petrie led

games,

the Bears in scoring, contributing

16 points, nine rebounds, and five

Trinity with

and determination.
Lydia Pillsbury '07 won the sec-

their skill

assists to the Bears' close victory.

ond and third games of her match.
"The fact that I could shake off my

the court for

nerves and actually give

my

girl

Although Bowdoin controlled
most of the game, the
Panthers closed the gap in the second half, coming within two points
of Bowdoin's tally with one minute

a

was competing on a whole new level and it was
by far my best match," she said.
match was

incredible. I

getting the opportunity to play at

more advanced

level.

Hippert sealed the victory for the
Bears, grabbing a rebound off a

Middlebury shot
of the game.

a

always a

"It's

great experience to play a

team

The next

like

in the last

seconds

day, against Middlebury,

the Bears prevented a second-half

Trinity," she said.

The men faced Hamilton
p.m.

Andrew

Sophomore

remaining.

Alex Franceschi '09 also enjoyed

at

6:30

Saturday night, as the

first

.

Panther recovery with Petrie once
again getting the

game high

for

They scored a decisive 9-0 victory,

Bowdoin. Hippert contributed 20
points for the Bears. Junior Kevin

which included several close matches.

Bradley scored 15 points for the

snowflakes began to

'

fall

on Hartford.

Saturday's matches improved the

Bears.

On

teams' season records to 14-9 for the

women and

10-8 for the men.

over
win
Hamilton, the Bowdoin men were
scheduled to play Tufts on Sunday

Following

on Saturday night
the

snow

five

their

morning, but Tufts decided

Tuesday, the team handily

defeated

Drew

Sophomore Andrew Sargeantson goes

for a basket in Tuesday's

home game

Fulton,

Joseph's, 82-74, with

St.

Bowdoin

players

reaching

The Bowdoin Orient

against St. Joseph's College.

BASKETBALL, page 12

Please see

to leave

in anticipation

of

storm, ending the men's

competition for the weekend.

Women's hoops

to challenge Tufts

The women were scheduled to play
Bates on Sunday morning, but by

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

about 10 a.m., driving conditions had
deteriorated,
to

making

snow

The

to cancel the match.

continued

through

Sunday evening, delaying the two
teams'

return

By

Monday.

campus until
time the Bowdoin

to

the

vans reached Brunswick, the players

were only too happy to be home.
The squash teams will finish up
their season with individual and team
nationals.

The men

left

for

team

nationals at Princeton Thursday.

women

The

will head to Harvard next

weekend

for their

team

nationals.

the season

is

soaring through

on a 10-game winning

streak. Last night the

Bears over-

Jill

Polar Bears

game-high
Justine

Anelauskas led the

in

19

scoring

with a

points.

Senior

Pouravelis

contributed

30 out of 33 from the

competitive but rewarding contest.

racy. Flaherty led the

points scored overall,

Marisa Berne and Pouravelis gave
the Bears

12 points apiece. Berne

Middlebury and Williams

First-year

hit

free-throw line for 90.9 percent accu-'

Although the Bears started out slow-

Sophomore

racked up two three-pointers in the

College.

The Bears

com-

the Bears with 13 points.

came a second-half deficit to defeat
Maine Maritime Academy 57-47 in
a non-conference contest. Over the
weekend, Bowdoin swept NESCAC
rivals

the Bears challenged

Williams, in what proved to be a

fortable lead. Eileen Flaherty '07 led

the Polar Bears maintained a

Women's

Bowdoin

The

Basketball team

The next day

tally.

Last Friday against Middlebury,

too dangerous

it

even travel from the hotel to Trinity.

The teams agreed

eight points to the Bears'

ly,

they quickly found their rythm.

The Bears

hit their stride

when Berne

Berne with

11.

pack with 20
followed by

First-year Alexis

Kaubris contributed 10 points overall.

Bowdoin, seeded second

nailed a fantastic three-pointer.

Pouravelis followed with two two

NESCAC,

minute of the half,
making a quick layup and giving

Tufts College in the

NESCAC

Tournament play

Julia Loonin '07 the chance to rack

Saturday

2 p.m. in Morrell

picked up their game, scoring 27

up a

Tickets for this

points to Bowdoin's 23. However,

-of- 12 free

Middlebury 's comeback could not

with perfect accuracy, Bowdoin led

overcome Bowdoin's strong
half. The Polar Bears made 58

Williams 35-28 by intermission.

first half,

contributing to Bowdoin's

half-time lead of 36-21.
In the second half, the Panthers

cent of their free throws.

first

per-

steals in the last

In

three-pointer. Hitting all 12-out

the

throws in the

second

half,

first

half

Bowdoin

scored 35 points to Williams' 32.

on

at

sale in

be sold

at

starting

1

in the

will face seventh-seeded
first

round of
this

Gym.
weekend's game are

Smith Union and will also
the door of Morrell Gynf

at

1

p.m.

on Saturday.

Tickets are free to students with a

Bowdoin

ID.

^^w

mm

'
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Women's hockey sweeps Wesleyan
by

Tanguay and juniors Katie Forney
and Meghan Gillis each added two

Anna Messerly
Staff Writer

assists.

The Bowdoin Women's Ice
Hockey Team continued its hot
streak last

weekend, winning a dou-

bleheader

against

struggling

the

Wesleyan squad. Three days later, die
Bears rallied from a two-goal deficit
to tie Colby 2-2.
The Bears improved their record

Mercer

First-year goalie Emileigh

started in goal for the Bears, while

die Cardinals faced

ing

difficulties.

some

goaltend-

Wesleyan goalie

Rachel Stemerman,

who

took the

brunt of the Bears' shots,

game midway through the
od with an injured knee.

"We

to 15-6-1

the

left

third peri-

did an excellent job coming

and are ranked fifth in the
most recent Division III East Region

out

attacking their strength, which

Friday night, in their

first

game of

against Wesleyan,

the season

against

their goalie,"

Mercer

Wesleyan and
is

a near

in

Bears outshot the Cardinals 54-5 and

repeat of the previous game, the

scored six goals, while allowing only

Bowdoin squad outshout Wesleyan

Sophomore Katie Coyne

one.

led the

51-7, shutting out the squad 6-0.

a backup

siege with three goals. Beth Battin

Forced

'09 scored twice. Senior

Wesleyan allowed two goals

Meaghan

to

use

while

Kelsey

co-captain

senior

Wilcox notched two points, including the first goal of the game. Again,

Tanguay had two assists, while
Coyne, Forney, and Kate Leonard
'07 each added a goal and an assist

While these two games may seem
it gave

good practice.
"Because we had early leads, we
were able to practice and execute
the Bears

some

said.

The next afternoon,

the

12 minutes of the game.

Kristen
Sophomore
defense
Cameron skated off with two goals,

unimportant in the long run,

poll.

hard

first

goalie,
in the

we do

additional systems that

not usually play," Mercer said.

On Tuesday night,

the Bears faced

off against Colby for the second time
this

season.

In

the

matchup

in

December, the Bears pulled off a
tight 3-2 win: In this

second contest,

despite outshoot-

ing the Mules 54-

26,

two

the

squads skated to

a 2-2

tie.

The Mules came
out strong in the
first

two periods,

scoring three min-

utes into the

first

period and only 30

clinched the second seed in the

the Bears outshot the

NESCAC tournament.

of

an

their

characteristic
determination,
Fulton,

has two regular-season contests remaining before starting championship play,

Though
Mules 4-0 in

co-captain Becca Selden '06.

in

the Bears scored

The hockey team

The Bowdoin Orient

second period.

exhibition

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

seconds into die

However,

Drew

Drew

Junior Jayme Woogerd attempts to move the puck past a Wesleyan skater.

twice with goals

from

Gillis

and

overtime, neither team scored.

The Colby game marked the thirdwhich the
contest
in
straight
women's squad managed to fire more
than 50 shots on opposing goaltenders. It was also the last conference game of the season. The Bears

This weekend, the fifth-ranked

Bowdoin Women's Ice Hockey
Team will skate in the last two regular-season
against

contests

of the year

fourth-ranked Elmira on

Saturday and sixth-ranked Utica on
Sunday.

Roger Burleigh sinks competition in the pool
by Emily Baird
Contributor
Maine water
senior

certainly agrees with

Roger
The Colorado native has had

swimmer and

co-captain

Burleigh.

Athlete

an incredible career

Profile

and

L

poised

is

mark

leave a

to

in the

Polar Bear record books.

During Burleigh's

first

Bowdoin, he overcame a

year at

of

deficit

half a pool length to clinch the 400-

yard freestyle relay against archrival

Colby

in the last

His comeback

meet of the season.

won Bowdoin

not

only the race, but the entire meet.

As

a sophomore, he captured the

NESCAC

in the

title

200-yard

fly,

and he also qualified for Nationals as
the second seed. It was more than
just a victory; his time of 1:51 broke

NESCAC

Bowdoin and

booth the
record.

Years

before

Burleigh began his

these

swim

laurels,

training

the other side of the Atlantic.

on

As

a

youngster living abroad with his
family in Egypt, he began his career

under the tutelage of a former
Egyptian National Champion. He
early success to the

his

attributes

'"phenomenal coaching" he received
while overseas.

Once

at

Bowdoin, Burleigh con-

tinued his success under the direction
t

of head coach Brad Bumham,
describes as "amazBurleigh also has a lot of

^vhom Burleigh
ing."

Drew
Senior Roger Burleigh has

responsibility

beyond

his workouts based

describes Burleigh as

and input in choosing
on how his body
feels. He devotes most of his training to concentrating on the basics of

—

his strokes
*'that

fine-tuning his skills so

his technique

has an artistic

Bumham

"One of the
best ever a swimmer, who has
totally responsibility. He knows how

—

do

get the

himself."

most out of

his time

Out of the water, he

and

"is a

leader by example, by his voice,

quality.

Burleigh's

the record books.

left his

impact

has

gone

he knows what

it.

takes to be a

mark on

the record books.

He captured

Burleigh has shared his passion for
others.

He

has

coached a summer swim league and
helps organize Bowdoin 's Iron Bear
Triathlon.

Burleigh
athlete.

is

the ideal Dili student-

According to

Bumham, "He

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

NESCAC title in the 20Oyard butterfly during his sophomore season.

has his priorities right

team member."

swimming with

the

how

He knows

to balance his studies with his

is

a double major in biol-

and environmental
Although Burleigh has not

ogy

his post-graduation plans,
that

he

ming.

will continue to

studies.
finalized

he knows
swim and

ties to

He has

for die next

athletics."

Burleigh

maintain his

Bowdoin swim-

not ruled out training

Olympic

Trials in

two

years.

For now, Burleigh
the

is

focused on

upcoming NESCAC meet, which
be held at Williams College on

will

February 24.

+i
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MEN

MENS BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

S ICE

NESCAC
W L T

W

L

T

School

W

L

W

MkMlebury

14

2

1

18

2

2

Amherst

8

1

22

Wifltams

12

3

2

13

6

2

Trinity

7

2

Colby

10

7

14

8

Tufts

6

19

5

Williams

7

2

20

4

16

8

Amherst

4

5

10

14

Trinity

8

8

1

10 10

2

Wiiams

5

4

17

7

Trinity

3

6

8

14

Hamilton

7

7

3

10

9

3

Colby

4

S

11

13

Tufts

3

6

10

12

Tufts

6

10

1

9

11

2

Conn. College

3

6

13

10

Colby

2

7

.10

14

1

8

12

12

Middlebury

2

7

14

10

9

6

17

Conn

1

8

9

15

Wesleyan

4

9

4

5

12

4

MkMlebury

Conn. Cod.

2

14

1

3

18

1

Wesleyan

SCOREBOARD

F

2/10

at Trinity

Sa

2/11

at

Wesleyan

2/17

v.

L

4-2.

T

1-1

Michael's

Middlebury

13

1

BOWDOIN

12

3

1

Williams

SCHEDULE

p.m.

Sa 2/18

W

L

20

2

15

6

1

T

Sa2/11

1

11

10

1

SCHEDULE

1

12

7

1

F

10

11

1

Amherst

5

10

9

13

6

11

3

9

2

7

10

2

11

1

2

17

2

W

women proved

With several

faster

times,

the

that they are ready to

head into the championship season.
Sheffield's success in the 4x 400-

meter

relay

carried

Saturday's meet

over

as she set a

W

6-0
2-2

Bowdoin's

the 600 meters the Bears' high-

first

years helped

v.

Tufts

(NESCAC

2:00

p.m.

2nd

of

3

Sa2/11

Coast Guard,
Middlebury

v.

1st

of 3

11:00 a.m.

Sa2/18

at

New England

11:00 a.m.

Dills

MEN'S SQUASH
SCOREBOARD
F

Sa

2/11

vs. Colby (at

w

9-0

NESCACs)

L

9-0

Sa

2/11

vs. Trinity (at

L

7-2

NESCAC)

W

vs. Bates (at

2/10

NESCACs)
Sa2/11

vs. Hamilton (at

L

5-4

W

9-0

NESCAC)

7-2

SCHEDULE

W

SWIMMING & DIVING

F

Team

2/17

10:30 a.m.

Nationals

(at Princeton)

1:00 p.m.

F

2/17-

NESCAC

1:00 p.m.

Su

2/19

Championship

-

8:00 a.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommel.

Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,

NESCAC.
*

open 400 meters

61 .90

in

seconds.

Senior Ruth Jacobson's

more points
two sec-

for the Bears with

meter dash and the 200-

made

meter dash, running personal
bests for the second

ing event for Bowdoin. Duffus threw

end in a row.

a personal best for

first,

as Duffus took another

Bomer

week-

Alyssa Chen '08 made her

took

and

making
meet for

first,

her the leading scorer of the

Bomer and Jackson took

200 meters,

The women's high jump saw similar action as the

'07 led the

Polar Bears swept

women with

a

sixth in the

200

meters and cleared 9'7" for
fourth in the pole vault. In

55-meter hurdles, the

the

performances, taking

of

first

place.

place,

clear-

third,

high

jump.

400 meters again, and taking

full

won

tfc/ee

places.

fifth.

Hackert

continued

her

busy day with a second place
in

Pilon also had the chance to run

advantage of the opportunity,

five

Hackert captured
and Alex Keeney '09

placed

her second meet of the
in the

top

the

Prifogle finished for second

DePalo '08 took second,

ing her highest height this season.
in

the

in

Bears posted more strong

sixth, respectively.

the top three finishes. Erin Prifogle

the

59-48
70-60
57-47

First-Round)

SCOREBOARD

Utica

the shot put the second-highest scor-

weekend, placed third

first.

Sa 2/18

(MIT)

Elmira

Kelsey Bonier, Chelsea

first-years

Jackson, and Shemeica Binns,

Pilon,

make

Maine Maritime

at

SCHEDULE
New England

Dills

v.

by

into

ning a personal best of 1:37.83 for

at

v.

ond-place finishes in the 55-

new

school record in the 600 meters, run-

at Williams

SCHEDULE

efforts pulled in

Junior Louise Duffus once again

Jessie

2/17-

Sa 2/18

6-1

„ T

dominated the throws. Duffus, joined

third

84.5.

p.m.

WOMEN'S SQUASH

2

place, respectively.

the Bears.

Middlebury 's 100.5 and the Coast

4:00

4

Wesleyan

the

ishing the regular season with a win.

Guard Academy's
first places and

Coast Guard,
Middlebury

8

Trinity

W
W
W

Middlebury

at

SCHEDULE
(NESCAC

v.

6

Sa2/18
Su2/19

2/10

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK

4

at Colby

F

Sa2/I1
Th 2/16

82-74

SCOREBOARD

7

v.

58-56
78-71

MENS INDOOR TRACK

6

Wesleyan
Wesleyan

W
W
W

SCOREBOARD

9

v.

Coll.

First-Round)

Hamilton

2

Josephs

at Bates

Colby

9

Middlebury

v. St.

Collec e

SCOREBOARD

v.Williams

p.m.

Overall

T

L

v.

7:00

HOCKEY

ICE

W

F 2/10
Sa2/11
Tu 2/14

4:00

Norwich

v. St.

meet with Ali
Chase and Lynne Tempest running
personal bests for second and third

Bowdoin scored

to

6

3

She took

points

17

4

as a runner and pole vaulter.

season, fin-

2

5

personal best and fifth-place finish,

162

7

6

throw, Binns's efforts resulted in a

home meet of the

Wesleyan

BOWDOIN

demonstrating her diversity

the last

5

Bates

debut

in

19

1

second, and Jackson captured third

the entire team faced

2

3

L

3

with a personal best. In the weight

The next day

21

6

its

Middlebury and the Coast Guard

1

9

running a 4i02.76 for 19th

place.

8

track hurtles over competition

est-scoring event of the

team shaved eight seconds off
time,

BOWDOIN

13

SCHEDULE

-

5

12

F 2/10
Sa2/1l
Tu2/14

**

7

17

1

SCOREBOARD

-

17

3

Conn. College 4

s

1

7

NESCAC

The women's track team had a full
weekend of competition. Last Friday,
the 4x400-meter team of Alison
Pilon '09, Gina Campelia '07, Emily
Hackert '06, and Emily Sheffield
'06, traveled
down to Boston
University to represent Bowdoin in
the Valentine's Day Classic. The

W

8

6

School

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

L

Bates

8

WOMEN'S

Women's

1

W

2

9

Sa 2/18

The Bowdoin Orient

Overall

L

SdwM^

BOWDOIN

F

Fulton,

NESCAC

Overall

Amherst

SCHEDULE

Drew

NESCAC

Overall

SCOREBOARD

Louise Duffus '07 captured first in both the shot put and the weigh t throw.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

School

the long jump.

competed

also

qualifying

Keeney

in the

jumps,

the

New

for

England Dili Championships
next weekend and earning

second place. Molly Seaward
'09 posted strong perform-

ances in

bom

bing fourth

and

jumps, grab-

in the

long

jump

third in the triple jump.

The mid-distance runners
added more personal bests
and brought

in points for the

Sophomore

Bears.

Amy

Ahearn broke 2:20 in the

Drew

800 meters for a personal best
that earned her

while

fellow

second place,

sophomores

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Sophomores Laura Onderko and Courtney Eustace claimed the top two
one-mile run in Saturday's meet against Middlebury and die Coast

finishes in the*

Guard Academy.

Laura Onderko and Courtney
Eustace claimed the top two finishes

In the 1000 meters, the Polar Bears

took

second,

Onderko

and

third. Caitlin

Mevorach

'09 fin-

ished fourth. Jamie Knight '07 took a

in the mile.

third,

and

fourth.

and Lindsey Schickner '09

both ran personal bests for second

break from the 5k to run the 3k, contributing another fourth-place finish.

The relay teams gave the Bears a
finish. In the 4x400-meter

strong

relay, the

Bears took

first-

and sec-

ond-place finishes.

The championship season
begin this Saturday

New

England

Championships.

at

will

Tufts with the

Division

Hi'

February

12

17,

The Bowdoin Orient
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Hockey

Mens

loses to

faces Bates Saturday

Trinity

BASKETBALL, from page 9

home

this

(including an abysmal 32.7 percent
against Amherst).

double

Men's hockey

basketball

to play at

weekend

Much

digits.

season can be attributed to the cap-

twice this season. Although both

tains' exceptional leadership and a

contests have ended in defeat for

team-oriented

the Polar Bears, the last

by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

game was

Although

close.

"We

lost

in a thriller

has reduced the ice rink

Quad

muddy

a

to

Bowdoin Men's
remains hard

at

on the

puddle,

the

Hockey Team

Ice

work

inside

Dayton

by three

This weekend marked a low point

men's hockey season, which

has been marked by ups and downs.

The team dropped out of
Division

top IS for the

III

first

the

time

The Bears

weekend

started the

The Polar Bears have won

with a 4-2 loss to Trinity. Captain
Adam Dann '06 and Sebastien

their

games, continuing to out-

play and out hustle opposing teams.
Bates, on the other hand, has

been on a three-game skid. The
Bobcats have lost one-sided games
to NESCAC opponents Tufts,
teats,

the

Trinity. In those

they have

captains. Their guidance and no-

lead Bowdoin to four consecutive
playoff appearances and 55 wins.
Petrie also tied the school record
for

ing in their favor.

Amherst, and

this season.

to

nonsense approach to the game has

have

will

cope with hostile, rambunctious
fans, they have momentum work-

to

last three

Arena.
in the

Though the Polar Bears

week's mild weath-

this

approach

game.
Gilbride sings the praises of the

points," Gilbride recalls.

c .er

of Bowdoin's success this

Men's basketball has faced Bates

managed

con-

to shoot a

mediocre 42 percent from the

floor

game

appearances, playing in

his 98th contest on Tuesday.

"Nick Ordway '06, Kyle Petrie,
and Antwan Phillips '06 have been
outstanding leaders and have been
essential to the success of our
team.**

Ordway, Petrie, and Phillips
were honored in a ceremony before
the St. Joseph's game, the last

home game

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin
Junior Kevin Bradley dribbles past a Middlebury defender

for the seniors.

Orient

last Friday.

Belanger '07 scored Bowdoin's two
goals.

day, against Wesleyan,

The next

the Bears earned a 1-1 draw. Senior

Jon Landry posted the lone goal for
the Bears. In overtime, neither team

managed to score.
The Polar Bears remain

optimistic

*and proud of their play. According to

Beginning Monday, February 6,
get feedback on writing from any course
at any phase of the writing process.

Belanger, a forward, "At this stage of
the season

we

are all very excited to

start the playoffs.

eight

will

We

spent the last

training to be ready for

moment and

this

we

months

I

believe, as a team,

VVT^I T!

respond to the challenge."

Before the team can begin thinking about

NESCAC

playoffs, the

Bears must face two extremely diffiteams from the ECAC East this

VTLD) BCT
•

-

i

WO R.K-S HOPS

cult

weekend.

N C\

Bowdoin plays highly

respected Norwich, currently ranked

second in a Division III poll, tonight.
The next day, the Bears will return to
the ice to face St. Michaels.

"We

still

son games

have two big regular seathis

playoffs so hopefully

good crowd

that we canwe go into the
we will have a

weekend

not look past before

Monday-Wednesday 8:30-11:00 p.m.

^ seniors final
McConnell explained.
The hockey team will attempt to
use this weekend's games as a launch
pad

6:00-11:00 p.m.

Sundays

what could be our
two games," junior Greg
for

JVBfP*** Thursdays 2:45-5:00

to prepare for the playoffs.

the Center for Learning and Teaching
102 Kanbar Hall

go to the Writing Project
website: http: / / academic.bowd oin.edu/writing project.
(Drop-ins welcome, as time permits!)

To

sign

up

for a conference,

•

Print out your draft before your conference.

•

To work on
sign

•

it

draft longer than

up for two consecutive

7 pages, please

sessions.

Bring the written assignment with you,

if

you

have received one.
mrmmmm

'

..;":-

..

'
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Authentic Thai Cuisine

Coast Guard

Dine

In or Take-owl

by Patrick Pierce
Contributor
The Bowdoin Men's Track Team
faced

Middlebury and the Coast

Guard

Academy

home

at

on

Restaurant 'J^v

Saturday, using the competition as

preparation for the

upcoming cham-

pionship season.

The meet served
for the

athletes

visa &

14 Maine Street. Brunswick. Maine

•

mc

207-725-9708

as a last chance

to post

qualifying

marks for next weekend's Division

New

III

England

Track

BUSINESS WORLD

Championship, as well as an opportunity for those
fied to

who had

compete

Bowdoin and
Academy traded

already quali-

in different events.

the

Guard

Coast

YOU NEED TO STAND OUT.

the lead throughout

the meet, but the Coast

Guard fought

SPfl» THtff WKKS THIS SWMMIR
AT THI MATIOIi'S TOP tANIEO SMAU.

hard and captured a well-deserved

win

at the

end of the day.

PRIVATE lUSINf 33 COllEOi.

There were many notable performances throughout the meet. Senior cap-

Lyons won both the shot
and the weight throw, while senior

tain Patrick

put

teammate Alex Linhart claimed second
place in the weight throw.

David

Sophomore

Wagoner-Edwards

clinched

by clearing 12 inches in the
pole vault, improving upon his previous personal best by a foot.
The Polars Bears once again
dominated the SS-meter hurdles.
third place

Adu won

Senior Joe
First-years

and

Irby,

the

event.

Mike Krohn and Ike
sophomore
Ben

Coquillette captured second, third

and

week

and second

in the

200-meter dash.

5000 meters, had

Polar Bears will.be traveling to

Boston today,

The Bowdoin men saved
for last. In the final event

the

4x400

relay

their best

of the day,

team showed

in the
at

New

to compete Saturday
England Championship

MIT.

post-

squad had another

season potential by running a blazing

Sophomore Owen McKenna

3:26.89, besting an earlier seed time

distance

strong day.

The Bowdoin Orient

regular-season meet.

the one mile earlier in

runner in the

won

Fulton,

last

by nearly two seconds.
The men's track team fought
mightily, but came up short against
the Coast Guard Academy, which
posted 159 points to Bowdoin 's
141 and Middlebury's 56. The

Jay

the 1000 meters. Krah, a standout

already

last

the 55-meter hurtles in the

and second

the day.

with victories in the SS-meter dash

The

first-year

first

Hall-Jones built upon his

breakout performances

Adu won

McCormick captured
in the 800 meters,
while sophomores Tim Katlic and
Nate Krah claimed the top spots in

and

First-year

respectively.

fifth,

Damon

Drew
Junior Joe

Write about your
favorite sports team.

Email orient®
bowdoin.edu

TOUR GUIDE
APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
The Admissions

Office

is

currently accepting applications

Tour Guides. Pick up an application at the Smith Union
Info Desk or at the Reception Desk in the Admissions Office.
for

tmm. igtmgmmmt -

Completed applications are due on Friday, February 24 th
at 5PM in the Admissions Office.

j
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Trustees worry

Established 1871

about tone of

General Electric aptly summarized, "Green is Green." What's
more, as issues such as climate
change and access to affordable
medicines in emerging markets hit

There have been implications that
BSG members have not been fully
professional in the use of their
time or the consideration of their
votes.

1,666 students, 6 treadmills
Bowdoin
notch."

web

admissions

's

We have a

describes

site

state-of-the-art

squash

multiple gymnasiums,

and crew equipment, and a competition swimming pool,
to name a few. So, why is it that Bowdoin 's most basic athletic facility
the
Watson Fitness Center in Smith Union is, as a vast majority of students would
first-rate sailing

—

—

put

it,

As

so sub-par?
highlighted in the recent article "Waiting to workout: fitness facilities at

Bowdoin," many

by

athletes are unable to complete workouts required

coaches because of frustrating

traffic at

the fitness center. All but

their

N ESC AC

two

schools have Jarger fitness centers on campus, and those two have finalized plans

One

to renovate.

tour guide even told the Orient that he

his groups past the fitness center

when walking through

embarrassed to take

is

the union.

and all

and alumni who use the facilities. This is clearly evidenced by
lists of students on dry-erase boards who are waiting to use machines at the fitness center. Outdoor exercise is not always an
option during the rugged Maine winters, and one would hope that the $41,660
comprehensive fee would offer a student the opportunity to get quick access to
staff,

observing the ail-too- frequent

a mere treadmill in between government class and lunch.
Fitness

is

a central component

College

lifestyle.

Physician and Director of Health Services Doctor Jeff Benson said in an article
last

week, "Thirty minutes or so per day, a few days a week,

is

what we

all

need."

So many students use exercise as a fuel for getting through long days of classes,
homework, and meetings. But if a student only has 30 minutes of free time during the day, what

is

the sense in simply using

it

to wait for a fitness

machine

—

honestly call "top-notch."
Until then, there needs to be a temporary solution.

mills to the old squash area of the

gym. Also, the

fitness center

during off-hours instead of interrupting free time students

am

when

ical

debate on the Bowdoin campus.

The most

should be cleaned

may have between

the center closes for daily cleaning.

Something so important

to student

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient's editorial
board. The editorial board is comprised ofJames D. Baumberger, Drew Fulton,
Bobby Guerette, Evan S. Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.

with racists

equating Republicans
inaccurate and inap-

is

No

propriate.

one

advocates

or

expects that the College should exercise control over free speech

on cam-

we

that stu-

pus, though

might hope

of shouting

fire in

a crowded theater.

debate

is

good

A

healthy

comdebate serves no

for the College

munity; a hysterical
one, nor does

common

serve the

it

good.

However,

gauging when the

in

political debate has transcended the

level

we
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in

of reasonableness and

civility,

My

should have a wide tolerance.

That also was a time

State.

when

the political debate took

as

tone,

protesters called
I

when

on an

anti-war

American

soldiers

imagine that then, as

mem-

now, there were more reasoned

level.
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Assistant
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professionally

acted

consistently
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Students need
to have a say
in investments

and responsibly.
Sincerely,

Dustin Brooks '08

Vice President for Student

Government

Affairs

Bowdoin Student Government

To the Editors:
was heartened
I

Responsible
investments
can pay off
To
I

by
campus

how we invest Bowdoin 's
endowment.
million
$500
However, I believe that we can do
more than pick fund managers who
nature of

on

appear to be

recent

the

intrigued

debate

As

regarding

ethical.

students, the actions

upon

lege reflect

investing"

"socially responsible

in

ages discussion about the ethical

the Editors:

am

hear

to

"Concealed investments worry
some" that President Mills encour-

all

of our col-

of us, and

we

and divestment from all companies
involved in Sudan. For those
focused on the "moral high

need to have a way of overseeing the
endowment that helps pay for our
education, and to which we will soon

ground" of the debate, the "finanhigh ground" may be far more

be contributing. While

compelling

in

persuading the nec-

is

have no impact on the

Indicators of social responsibili-

situation,

how

would

it

companies

strategically deal with issues that

call for the

Chevy Chase, Maryland

appear to be of relevance to the
student body, such as activity in

ethical nature

firm's

us a

management

lot

quality

I

like

add

to

of the

moot point.

my

voice to

Professors Stakeman and Holt and

and

preemptively

realities

will remain a

value and return. In essence,

tell

true that

not socially responsible for oth-

ers," as long as students' opinions

essary decision makers.

Darfur, can

it's

"what's socially responsible for some

cial

formation of a special

advisory committee to look into the

of Bowdoin 's investwe have a body

about a

ments. Only once

—a key

representing the students

that

has

productive,
responsible

determinant of financial out-per-

access to investment information will

formance.

this issue

To the Editors:
Over the past few months, BSG
has spent a significant amount of

environmental and social standards

the

to their operations, in other words,

responsibility

companies

investments have on the world.

time on the debate surrounding
the Academic Bill of Rights.

achieve superior financial perform-

Innovest research shows that
that apply rigorous

.

ance.

As

that act "responsibly,"

Jeff Immelt,

CEO

become

relevant to the stu-

dent population.

commitment to
good by taking

Let's prove our

companies

is

common

the

for

effects

our

Sincerely,

Sam Minot

of

Our

culture emphasizes the

This year's Black History
is

Month

anchored by the death of Coretta

Scott King, whose presence was
bedrock to a bygone era when racism

no longer became fate, but was determined by those whose audacity
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beyond our borders.
But equality by law should not be the
set precedent

last step,

but the

no more

—a path

ebrate this

that so

many of us cel-

time each year.
the

white

and colored

drinking fountains have gone, the
protests have calmed,

and the

fists

have lowered. But herein lays the
quandary of our generation. We do
not bear witness to the enforced
racism of years past Instead,

we

are

first step.

Today,

justified acts

of

—

creating broken black

families with children

and there now remains a broken bond
between those who suffer racism and
those who assume its extinction.
Indeed, we have made great
strides, strides that uproot history and

there are

chose

image of

strong'

communities

to

it

when we

must ask ourselves whether our generation has derailed from the path she

Today,

Advertising
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when

Mrs. King's passing comes at a time
scrutiny, a time

still

lacks in substance,
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presentation of our work,

a college-wide student strike after
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nection are readily available.

we

actions, but

Editor
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Sports Editor
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Editor

David
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Evan
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BSG's
have worked to fix
represented

Luckily, the tools and research
needed in order to make this con-

time or

its

,

dents (and others) would refrain from

The Bowdoin Orient
http//orient.bowdoin.edu

pelling than the ethical reasoning.

has not wasted

months. Outside elements have mis-

were aghast at our behavior. But we
matured and, for the most part, moderated our speech to a more tolerant

plan.

points in the face of public

BSG

voted irresponsibly over the past

has expired. Students should not have to wait years for the College to hit the
as physical fitness cannot afford to be put on hold.

find the financial incentive of
responsible investing more com-

members of the
Bowdoin community have adopted;

tone which certain

Fund managers of the Bowdoin
endowment are far more likely to

We

expressed concern about the strident

bers of the

life

*"

people at the meeting

larger.

clarifying

our earlier decisions,
confusion.

Some

out-performance gap to grow even

and confirmed

carefully evaluated

some

debate.

I

well considered, and respectful.

ent editorial voices, aspects of this

have

drawing boards and fashion up a new

would point to the
BSG meeting on Wednesday,
February 8, as one example of our
positive activity. Debate was lively,

the Orient described, albeit in differ-

"baby-killers."

Whatever the change, it needs to come now. The Watson Fitness Center might
fulfilled the needs of students 1 years ago when it was created, but its time

,

Hype and

recent issues of

corporate bottom lines with everincreasing impact, we expect this

are

believe these assertions

I

wrong, and

than halcyon sixties and culminated

Bowdoin Student Government has worked to expand gym hours, but signifinumber of workout machines is a matter the
College must address. It could perhaps add more elliptical machines and tread-

1 1

discus-

undergraduate days were in the less

cantly increasing access and the

9:30 and

was considerable

sion about the tenor and tone of polit-

at

Watson?
With Bowdoin 's growing endowment, we expect that a plan is in the works to
a center that the College could
create a brand new fitness center in a few years

1

the trustees meeting last week-

the political equivalent

keeping a healthy

in

debate

the Editors:

end, there

in particular,

Surely, six treadmills cannot sustain the fitness needs of 1,666 students

the faculty,

To
At

"top-

facilities as

its athletic

facility,

political

hollowed

streets

who were bom

of neglect, pover-

and misunderstanding. Tragically,
America chose to forget them.
Instead,

those anxious to declare

racism conquered, condemned the
victims of neglect for sloth and

incompetence. Rather than acknowl-

edging inequalities, they were derided as "welfare queens." Rather than

upholding a continued promise,

we

as racism changes.

demanded status quo. In America
since the King years, those trapped in
the intertwining of race and poverty

turns to neglect,

retreated to die ghettos

racism to suffice our conscience of
its

we must change
As racial hostility
we must recognize

existence. Thus,

that racism

elusive

ways

who wish
still

permeates our culture in

to

to those

Yet,

we

that are blind to those

be Minded, but

who cannot

stifling

escape it

remain today troubled in
Two decades

of America.

There, they internalized the racism
too real for themselves but in an

America too eager

to

forget

its

power.

Last

September,

when

levees

accepting silent racism.

ago, crack-cocaine ravaged urban

Please see

RACISM, page 15

February
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own

Communication
These Revelations

Not Be

WiU

Beacon replaced

recess-time preoccupation, and

mary

the straggling two-finger typists

Televised

Jeezy45677:

virtual flag-

was, and as

what

my

major

to respond be cut

I tried

me

"Doesn't matter," he said, "as long

off.

as you learn how to COMMUNICATE."
At first I was annoyed, because when

he asked about
ly

my major he had clear-

planned to interrupt me. But he was

employed, and ostensibly wiser

older,

than I (and balding, which

I

also implies wisdom), so

didn't disre-

I

understand

gard his insight right away.

more I

reflected

cation skills

And

the

on my own communi-

My

Information Age, a revolutionary era in

human communications.

It

began with

of the World Wide Web, a
domain that allowed program-

lan-

guage (with emoticons):

concerned about our

I

That

quality to the backseat.

AOL

Consider

it

Instant

who don't have

syllabic abbreviations).

communities, there

America.

has

it

by

time for polyhas

made

friends, fami-

made such com-

started

of superfluous con-

rules.

by way of

laud this linguistic

evolution of technology. But believe

or not, there are

people and

still

mem

frenetic spelling. Finally,

be expressed by

variations

on

owned computers were

NASA, and

tary,

the U.S. mili-

Steve Jobs. These

Company

days, the Nielsen

estimates

people have

that a half billion

entirely.

track a conversation

phrasing to

can catch the difference

home

Stage

its

original

See

each

at

will

if you

create

Mike:

Are you going

became "e-business"; "geeks" became
"rich people." Everyone and everything

want to

was hooked up, and those who resisted
the movement were dragged to die

John:

don't think so.

I

get to the

game on time, so I'll

probably go straight from

Mike:

town square and beaten with mother-

hate that

I

Stage

definitely

I

it

Me too. I'll talk to you later.
2: adaptation into AIM lan-

hold Kids

who grew up

in die '90s

were forced to adapt to these new medi-

ums of communication

or die. Mavis

home

after skool?

EggMcMike: dont dunk so def
wanna get 2 the game on time so ill
i

i

pressure on companies to reduce costs.
It is fair

to say that the general knee-

on campus toward out-

jerk reaction

read the article in

I

of The

last

Bowdoin

week's issue

Orient

titled,

"Concealed investments worry some."

As

President Mills encouraged us to

do,

I

decided to contribute to the dia-

do not underin Sudan and

logue on this subject.

I

stand the situations

South Africa enough to comment
about investments in those countries
as discussed in die

article.

However, Associate Professor
Randy Stakeman's comments, "We
started out looking at

realized that

it

was

South Africa and

just the tip

of the

iceberg," and, "that divestment isn't

the last step,
tially

it's

scare me.

the
It's

first

step," poten-

unclear from the

what kind of situations
Professor Skakemen's comments were

article exactly

referring to outside

apartheid If they

sourcing and sweatshops

in

is

is

lose their jobs
it is

those
ficult

very nega-

understandable, as people

our country do suffer

and

when

they

because of outsourcing,

hard not to sympathize with

who must endure

incredibly dif-

working conditions found in

some foreign factories.
What is deeply troubling is that our
response as a community might be to
ban or divest from stocks based on
whether or not a company is "socially
responsible."
tices

And

although the prac-

of outsourcing and sweatshops

down upon on this campus,
wrong way to alleviate die pain

guess even

commu-

English teachers have trouble
nicating certain thoughts.

"Maybe
make language a comsaid to Calvin,

impediment to understanding

plete

."

"Someday" is probably a ways off, but
that is no excuse for complacency. It
seems naive to think

on our

that the simple

atively

and convey complex

ban investment

who

in certain

outsource or use

and (delicious)

What we don't often hear about outis their

may wind up

just

wiser,

a

little

and perhaps a

a

richer,

little

it.

divesting
were

without their jobs in Michael

left

Moore's

However, the

was

that

"Roger

film

of die

reality

Me."

and

situation

GM was already a very weak

company. In
tion that

fact,

GM's

a fair assump-

failure to cut

on

costs earlier

it is

led

it

more

to die brink of

GM

posi-

I

I

am

in every single picture

And

post of myself.

ture to guess that

I

I

am

not the only

I

longer hours at lower
vail in

wages than

outsourcing and "sweatshops" are
ly

pre-

developed countries, then both

common

fair-

responses to competitive

has also allowed

many

previously

impoverished communities worldwide
to

grow economically. I don't question
by the people who

the hardships faced

had a conversation longer

—or

look.

He gave me

the

we both hung

our heads, embarrassed by the fact

we had just discussed
down menu on a web site

with a

seriousness that only the most seri-

ous things

in life warrant,

such as

me
the

made

then

messages, due to the fact that

Mikey Math Partner

to

ly.

on

was implemented based

"socially responsible" investing in

would

inflow of money.

lose a stable

Equally, the devel-

oped world loses an

efficient

means

to

serious

economic consequences. And,

specifically

to

the

Bowdoin

I

yet, during times

of heart-

relationship

that

I

was

status

a failure in love.

instead opted for the immediate

switch to "no response." That way,
I

ripped the proverbial Band-Aid

off quickly, with minimal pain on

my

comour money, which is

also impair our ability to

is

today.

There are ways

to ease the suffering

that outsourcing and sweatshops cause.

we divest from companies
who outsource or use sweatshops, we
only hurt the same people we are trying
to help, and we also shoot ourselves in
However,

if

the foot while doing so.

—^m^*^^^m

if

isn't quite as

obsessed with the Facebook as you
are, it could be agonizing days or

world know

cott strategy

new

the

what settings it is appropriate
wear a Class of '06 t-shirt.
in

especially

nies that use those tactics. If this boy-

are

future professional aspirations, or

of my last relationship, I agonized
over when to change my status
from "In a Relationship" to... to
what? It's Complicated? Single?
No, I couldn't bear to let the whole

compa-

friend-

earlier.

there

methods of communication that
Facebook provides us. I, for one,
am not a huge fan of Facebook

it's

cations to not investing in the

out with the night

ed about eight hours

And

room-

"adorable" squash

who I of course just

response.

shops in mind, there are serious impli-

sheer

log on so she can

player she
before,

my

at least until

show me

a pull-

that

The

person.

that

friend

embarrassment that racks my mind
come Sunday morning is enough to
make me swear off Facebook for-

thing"

weeks before you get a

even

As

for the "poke,"

been done. Yes,

when

it's

you

think

I

funny,

use

the

how many
Bowdoin students have "poked

"Pulse" feature to see

each

other"

hours—the joke

in

the

writes

last

24

itself, real-

But beyond that, all you can do
is poke back, and then the joke is
pretty much dead in the water.
I say, save your poking for more
appropriate, bed-spread covered

end, without informing the

environments, and focus your ener-

of the Bowdoin communicome second semester, I

wall posts. Flirt shamelessly, abuse

entirety

ty that

my

movie quotes, make fun of some-

the singles scene

one's picture, but for the love of

course, there are also those

God, avoid posting anything that
resembles a naked lady made out
of "8" and "@" symbols. Please.

grind-fest that

is

here on campus.

Of

on the wonderful world of

gies

place in the giant

would take

break-up process. Sure, the

It

I

immediately run home and

Biggie Smalls himself. At the end

this

Bowdoin

in business.

time

than 10 minutes at a party and did

not

question holds more weight than

more reasonable perspective on outsourcing and sweatKeeping

Similarly, outsourcing can protect jobs

allows compa-

keeps us awake at night.
if, like me, you're prone to
Saturday night friending
sprees? I cannot remember the last

mate has

appreciate the sympa-

a

single.

pull-down

that

ever

I

"Edit

that

show HIM

late

tilted-head "oh,

thy" shrug, and then

on

two about who's

Facebook-official."

"thanks,

the strength you can

click

not just pesky

America

market outside of the sweatshop job?

it

thing or

made it
him the

I gave
you poor

all

Profile" button and

And

other job that worker could get in that

and stay

just

takes

it

muster to

break,

Outsourcing and sweatshops are

nies to cut costs

and

goes under,

two hot-topic issues here on campus.
If the term "sweatshop" means a for-

here in America, as

I

would ven-

Your world

"Single."

stops turning, your heart pounds,

there will be even fewer jobs here in

bankruptcy today. If

to

Bobby has updated his
The picture is the same, his
movie is still Glitter, but

tionably

menu
What

as

couples

on people. Does the sweatits employees when the
wage of a sweatshop worker is on

tive effect

good Orange County quote

actively trying to look unattractive,

what

responded, "Yeah. Actually,

balder for

so crucial to maintaining the institution

work

not

fountain.

It's

petitively invest

eign factory where laborers

we need

remind ourselves anymore when
seated on a bus or drinking at a

look like when I'm not

average three times as high as any

fair light.

racial

cannot afford to

his relationship status is unques-

of companies that need to be examined

more

we

racism simply because

profile.

Alright, fine. I'll admit it.
Facebook defines my life. It tells
me who I'm friends with, what my
friends think about me, who I'm
dating and who I have a crush on,
what I like and dislike, and even

would

in a

ful

environment,

favorite

Community, we would suffer from the
slowed worldwide economy. We

thing, but there are other

the bas-

government. In today's

see that

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

real

one

become

racial injustice to

tard children of a reluctant, neglect-

post on your roommate's wall, you

shop victimize

toward genocide and apartheid,

still

the

a

seemingly morally ambiguous actions

ically
that's

problems

the

linger, and we cannot allow
once celebrated remedies for

that

And then, one dark,
stormy day, as you waste yet
another 45 minutes coming up with

little

instant

oatmeal, exercise patience in cultivat-

produce goods, and ultimately suffers

sweatshops

sourcing or sweatshops

betray

to

Program.

Riley

You

ideas.

So, in this age of instant messaging,

terms of sweatshops and outsourcing,

to

tolerance

Defined by Facebook

one who feels this way, especially
when it comes to relationships.
For instance, just the other night
I asked a friend of mine if he and
his girlfriend were still broken up.
He gravely nodded his head and

ability to write cre-

the third world

companies

to celebrate

in

had simply

the

would be

in a lone op-ed.

that

are looked

of South Africa's

were directed specif-

This

tive.

I

ing your communication talents.

Think twice before
by Nate Chaffetz
Contributor

in red pen.

instant access,

Jeezy45677: hey mike u goin

Thusry, a sort of "e-Darwinism" took

diem

circled

ative affect

late.

guage:

boards.

convey

to

But as we take February

can

homogeneity of e-language has no neg-

class.

we get out so

complex

had a friend who got

I

someday we'll

home after school?

"mail" became "email"; "business"

dynamic are too

racial

some embarrassingly bad habits.

In high school,

Hobbes once

stage.

original phrasing:

1:

John: Hey, Mike.

internet access.

Soon, everything went electronic:

from

modem form.

its

cannot allow the

media's desire for the impression of

stay comatose to the silent curses of
course, the total shortcomings

a day online

six hours

may do wonders for your WPM,

several places. His teacher

To

Of

of today's

Like, for example, your professors.

While spending

he had written "u" instead of "you"

first,

of

black.

Romancing with

communication

we

face

tragically

still

the smi-

con," words were eliminated from e-

illustrate this regress,

be

ley face.

ble to everyone else with a computer
at

is

that

intan-

it

institu-

tions out there that expect folks to

an English paper back and noticed

who

today's

reality:

American poverty

—

relevant, silent but

We

strong.

still

must recognize

still

case of us adapting our language to the

with die clever invention of the "emoti-

wasn't a big deal

familiar

We

alive but elusive

is

able to communicate thoughts that can't

Then AIM users
taking huge chunks out of

grammar

some might

Still,

streamlining as efficient—a simple

neglectful racism that,

silent,

regardless of intention, delivered a

Any

back of the head

firm object or appendage will suffice.

junctions and an occasional disregard
for

people can be disciplined with a corrective cuff to the

began harmlessly enough with the

It

actually saying "T-T-Y-L." These

Messenger,

munication less coherent than ever.

routine omission

of a

AIM

modes. Occasionally, frequent

users will end a face-to-face interaction

members, and colleagues easier than

ever. Inversely,

misplaced priorities—consequences

abbreviations into their regular speech

to say,
fre-

of

of unequal

opportunities and

limited

schools,

spirit

lies a forgotten

An America

people's tendency to assimilate popular

"e-irony."

AIM

communication between

:'-[

EggMcMike: ;-P
Even more disturbing has been some

so

known as "A-I-M' (or "aim"

otherwise

ly

is

causing our communication

is

skills to deteriorate. I call

to those

forcing

we communicate

the feet that

quently

ability to

is

words, sometimes abbreviating

It

gible but

racism

not ready, behind the walls

Jeezy45677: :-X

to design interactive sites accessi-

because the only people

economics.

of neglect that smothered the

Generation"E-" repmost communicationsavvy edition of mankind. So why

invention

and a telephone.

behind.

left

EggMcMike:

ruthless "e-bullies."

in theory,

public

mers

what was

at

Behind the walls we've constructed
to will ourselves beyond race when

ware by

and those of my fellow col-

more worried I became.
generation has grown up in the

legians, the

comfort, America suddenly

gasped

AIM

adaptation into

3:

we were

am

me

broke and flood waters invaded our

Jeezy45677: :-D?

communicate?
Here's why: Quantity

education and professional

asked

get out so

ttyl.

poles, designed with animation soft-

someone about my aspirations vis-a-vis

He

we

racial

Stage

my college
future.

that

school-wide emails portraying their

So

was chatting with

I

h8

1

we must acknowledge that the challenges ahead
remain the most difficult. We must
confront our complacency in an era
no longer segregated by law, but by

past struggles,

class.

EggMcMike: me 2.

15

Racism has dwindled but not died
RACISM, from page 14

18.

fell

resents the

A few weeks ago,

from

strS

victim to derisive name-calling and

underwear being run up

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff

prob go

kickball as the pri-

2006

17,

who draw

out the whole
rela-

It's

not cool or creative or funny or

tionship

interesting. It's just deeply sadden-

yes, you've

ing that

was over a month ago, and
hooked up with your
computer science partner. But you
just can't bring yourself to own up
to the fact that as far as Facebook
is

concerned, you're

Relationship" with

still

"In a

Bobby Abroad

somebody took

the time to

put such a thing together; however,

do find it mildly relieving that
is someone out there who is
even more obsessed with Facebook

I

there

than

1

am.

^^^

1
February

16

17,

The Bowdoin Orient
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The Weekly Calendar
February 17-February 23
Friday
Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 5:30 p.m.

\

"MarxinSoho"
Actor Robert Weick, from the

Ice

Age

Marx in a drama about
what Marx would say about the current

Theater, plays Karl

state

of the world.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
6-8 pjn.

f

N

Film: "Unforgiven"
In a small town where everyone

is

just

trying to live normal, quiet lives,

everything
a pair

Two

is

suddenly disrupted

of cowboys violently

gang up to claim

retired sharpshooters

on the cowboys.
7:30 p.m.

the $1,000 bounty placed

Smith Auditorium,

when

a prostitute.

kill

Sills Hall,

Drew

]

A chickadee,

Come

to

Valentine's Jam
an a capella concert featuring

Sunday Mass
4:30 p.m.

p jn.

7:30

Iraqi Perspectives
Independent journalist Brian Conley
present "In Their
Perspectives

Saturday

Own Words:

>
will

IBM Information

Iraqi

IBM

on the Occupation,"

and Women

Young female

athletes

in Sports

Day

towns are invited to participate in a

clinic

by female Bowdoin athletes, kicking off
with a group breakfast and ending with a
variety of Bowdoin sporting events to watch.

Session

*;

Bowdoin

interested in hiring 10

before signing up for interviews.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

Morrell Meeting Room, Curtis Memorial
library, Brunswick, 1-3 p.m.
/

from surrounding

is

students. Attend this information session

which includes video interviews with Iraqis
them a voice in the conflict.

in order to give

Girls

The Bowdoin Orient

Sunday

Miscellania and the Longfellows.

Bowdoin Chapel,

Fulton,

Maine's state bird, perches on a branch on a bank of the Androscoggin River.

7-9 p.m.

J

led

Monday

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
9:30 a.m.-l p.m.

Wednesday

McCarthyism Goes to College

Film: "Unforgiven"
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, 7:30 p.m.

magazine "The Nation,"

will give a talk

|

\
Join an interactive program led by sex
educators Marshall Miller and Dorian Solot,

who will

"McCarthyism Goes to College:
Exposing the Republican 'Academic Bill

entitled,

about

explore the most

sex, reveal little

Daggett Lounge, Thome Hall,
8 p.m.

common

known

give tips that will lead to

of Rights.'"

\

Sex Ed Program

z"'

Professor Russell Jacoby, from political

truths,

more

lies

and

healthy,

fun relationships.

Room 151, deaveland Hall, 7:30 pjil
Black Film Festival
View the

film "Crooklyn" for a look at

how

saw Brooklyn during his
childhood. The storyline is told from the
perspective of a young girl who has to be
strong and smart to survive many changes.
Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center,

director Spike Lee

Tuesday
Faculty Seminar Series
Shuqin Cui, professor of Asian studies,
will give a lecture entitled, "Caught
Between the Local and the Global:
Anxiety and Uncertainty in Jia Zhangke's

y..

&-930p.m.

\

Films."

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

12-1

pjn.

Thursday

;

"Check-Off"

Ameriprise Information Session
Sign up on

i

The moon

illuminates crew

Fulton,

on the Quad.

eBEAR

to attend a talk by

Jonathan Constant that will cover jobs
and summer internships for seniors.
Morrell Lounge Moulton Union,
6:30-6 p-m.

The Bowdoin Orient
i

Attend a performance of collaborative
interpretations of several short works by

)

:

:

:

!

Anton Chekhov.
Hall, Pickard Theater,
7-9 p.m.

Memorial

#
i

1

The

Bowdoin Orient
February 24, 2006

Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine
The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

9

V-Day cause

Ensler s 'Monologues brings

in the

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

College admits new
dean of admissions

Bowdoin

to

17

"My

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

wife and

William M. Shain's application to

and

new dean of admissions

the

financial aid has

admissions

week.

"1 don't
that

Wednesday

He will begin July 1.
come in with an agenda

phone interview from
Tennessee when asked

changes

significant

and

an email to

in

campus
students

admis-

four decades."

of Princeton

graduate

a

Shain,

plans any

Bowdoin's

all

faculty, noting that "Bill's

sions career spans

his office in
if he

in

staff.

the selection of Shain to the

will impose," Shain said in a

1

is

to

President Barry Mills announced

been placed in

the "yes" pile, the College announced
this

are very pleased,"

said he

forward

looking

become

I

"very much
coming to
Bowdoin" and working with the

He

said Shain.

University and Columbia Law, has
director

served as a regional

in

Princeton's admissions office, as dean

admissions philosophy.

Shain said his "commitment to

of admissions

at

Macalaster College

:

diversity

members from the College community.

cial aid,

the dean of undergraduate

sions at

and as dean at Vanderbilt

In the email, Mills said, "[Shain]

committed to

is

liberal arts education, to

providing opportunity through finan-

and has a proven

track record

of building and sustaining regional,

and other

socioeconomic,

racial,

dean of admis-

will replace the current

~

%

T7T-

now

admissions at Vanderbilt University,

Sophia Seifert '09 and the cast of" The Vagina Monologues" work to raise awareness about sexual violence against women worldwide at Bowdoin's annual production of Eva-£osler's play. See article, page 7.

for 17 years,

since 1998.

Shain,

-

profound" and that he

is

would not come to a college that did
not share that commitment.
The decision comes after a long
search process by a committee of

Bowdoin, Dick

Please see SHAIN, page 2

Steele.

11
Bush budget proposal Salman Rushdie to speak today
would cut student aid
1

1

the Department of Security has also

College heightens security

taken

»*

v»t?J*'

President George
et

Search,

OfcfefclrSTAi*

•

> «

Upward Bound and

nate

Adam Kommel

W Bush's budg-

request for the 2007 fiscal year

includes a plan to eliminate the

Loan Program.
The Perkins Loan Program pro-

Perkins

vides needy students with loans at a

two

components of

central

Bowdoin

Upward Bound

to

low-'

attract

income students from 18 Maine high
schools.

"Under the

plan, over 450,000

low-income and

first

generation high

school students across the country

fixed interest rate of S percent that

will lose critical support for college.

only takes effect after the student

Without Upward Bound and Talent

graduates. Without the loans, stu-

dents would likely turn to

more

expensive Stafford Loans, credit
cards,

and banks.

Bush made a

similar attempt last

year, but Congress rejected

"If Perkins

budget,

it

was saved

ft.

in the last

will be jteyed again,"

Ruhollah Khomeini, then leader of

TRIO programs,
mis economy where a

"Dismantling
particularly in

post-secondary education

would

keep the maximum
$4,050, even though ate program's
budget has a current surplus of $273

Grant at

million.

"He's eliminating a subsidized
is very useful, especially for Bowdoin students," Joyce

loan source that

is

so

moving out of poverty,

good news

have enjoyed bipartisan support in
Congress. I'm hopeful that Congress
will once again respond to the calls

from

their

many

understand

constituents

who
of

importance

the

Students

Perkins

who

are currently using

would not be required to pay

their loans faster than normal,

but would not be able to take out any
future loans.

Bush's budget would also elimi-

federal

begins October

fiscal

year

so a budget must

1,

be approved before then. If not, a
temporary budget would be extrapolated from the 2006 budget until a
settlement is reached.

its

contents,

death.

I

call

to execute

they find

on

all

mem

mem, so

at the

The team looks

to

dominate Wesleyan

at

diet

semi-finals.

Page9

Nichols. Despite these extra security

frustration at their inability to find

concerns, both

Bowdoin

un-uniformed presence," he said.
Many students have expressed

Security

Please see

and the events department have been

no one

RUSHDIE, page 2

will

Drew Fuhon, The Bowdoin Orient

will-

Smith Union on February 10 for a ticket to Salman
Rushdie's Common Hour lecture. Tickets were gone within two hours.
Hopefuls wait in

With a fatwa on Rushdie's head,

line at

spring

Abroad apps sway toward
its

question* so we're looking for stu-

dents

with 50 more students requesting per-

away

ing spring than in the

who

don't seem to have a

by the Class of 2008 's

study abroad plans.

switch to the

fall

for volunteers [to

semester], but

we've

"As

the application process is just

wrapping up for study away,

me

upcom-

only received one student," Hall said.

soon

fall,

the Off-

This trend toward more students
wanting to study away in the spring

impact residential

Office

is

common

rinn die

fiul

change then minds and even out the

Bowdoin

for years

numbers.

Class of 2007 did the College send
more students away in the fall than

m the application

to study in the spring

has been

dents wrat abroad

Study Stephen Hall said "The stu-

sizeable

addressed mat

ff^T^

housing

w

for

to

tell

yet

how

life for

it's

this

too

wi 1

next year,"

Director of Residential Life Kimberfy

Paceuisaid
"It actually

imposes qurte a

strain

on

the College to have a disproportionate

number of

students

on campus

in the

stu-

spring and fall" Hall said in a previous

m tr« fall, creating

interview with the Orient in September.

more

strains

Department of Residential

•

at

and only with the

the spring. This year, 41

or the fall" Director of Off-Campus

all

be

affected

will

"We've asked

know

next year's housing situation

fafl."

scrambling to persuade applicants to

dents have nearly

how

in the

Campus Study (OCS)

"We
why they want

Residential Life does not yet

strong need for the spring over the

study abroad applications, and

ask students

tomorrow's

have

will

some uniformed presence and some

ing."

mission to study

5M1

We

Salmon Rushdie's staff."
Rushdie will also "have some
accompaniment here," according to

dare insult the Islamic sanctities.
Whoever is killed on mis path will

ted

round of NESCACs.

"Security will not be evident to

zealous Muslims

The Class of 2008 has just submit-

first

the casual attendee.

quickly, wherever

Orient Staff

defeated Tufts

Nichols said.

and Security Randy Nichols said.
"We've been in touch with

have been sentenced to

by Anne Riley

Women's basketball

unusual happens," Director of Safety

a normal

as possible,"

who were aware of

those publishers

INSIDE
Sports

Hour event

has been compiled, printed, and pub-

be regarded as a martyr, God

The 2007

much

will be as

Common

reads, "I

Prophet, and the Qur'an, as well as

TRIO programs

is that

surrounding the event.
"It

if something

intrepid

all

lished in opposition to Islam, the

The

trying to keep a normal environment

would like to
Muslims in the
world that the author of the book
entitled 'The Satanic Verses,' which

The fatwa

inform

sim-

is

ply short-sighted," she said

this

Iran.

criti-

TRIO."

said.

back

cal to

renowned and controversial author
of "Midnight's Children" and "The
Satanic Verses," Salman Rushdie,
has had a death threat out on him
since February 14, 1989. The threat

go on and earn

Bowdoin's director of Upward
Bound "With TRIO, they're four
times more likely to attain a bachelor's degree by age 25."

Joyce predicted.
Pell

speaker,

noted Bridget Mullen,

Search, 91 percent of those students

Director of Student Aid Stephen
In addition, Bush's budget

Common Hour

Today's

was renewed on its anniversary in
2005. The fatwa, or sentence of
death, was issued by Ayatollah

are hot likely to

degrees,"

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

utilizes

on

focus

"We will be prepared

Talent

the TRIO program.

unique

Common Hour.

for the event

by

a

on

Life.

the

Please see ABROAD, page 3

•

*

«

«

>*•
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Dean

1

couldn't be

more pleased with

appointment to

Shain

bis

this vital position at

Bowdoin."

fied,

a

"During his tenure, Vanderbilt

became increasingly more

selec-

percent of

admitting 35

tive,

when former dean Jim Miller
left to work for his alma mater,
Brown University, last August

its

"extremely well quali-

is

known

well

nationally,

and has

reputation," said Steele.

terrific

was that Sham "would
some real innovations in

Steele said,

bring

terms of the use of technology to

Shain will likely come to campus

humor," and outstanding ability to
remember students he had admitted

briefly this spring to witness the

Bowdoin admissions process

had

"This time of transition in the leadership of our
admissions office does not indicate nor will

it

I

in admissions policy for this college."

the

ple" at Bowdoin,

leadership of our admissions office

does not indicate nor will

Mills said

the

in

he

and Shain were once com-

Steele

petitors, in fact.

admissions

was

at

dean

I

admissions

of

at

Macalaster," Steele said. Both col-

speech.

"drawn

to stu-

dents with interesting minds," and

he looks forward

Asked

directions Shain might take as head

time doing different things.

who

Shain will replace Steele,

was asked to step in from retirement
to Bowdoin as dean of
admissions and financial aid by
and return

kept secret so the colleges that the

candidates were working at would

were job hunting. Thus, only members of the
search committee, members of the
admissions staff, and other important officials were included in the
process. Shain, for example, had an
interview with the committee by

not

know of any

specifics

yet

to

"He doesn't

write about facts. He's

"When

a fiction writer," Khoja said.

the attention surrounding the event, -

some have questioned why a
gym,

is

larger

not being

"Athletics has the priority to die

is

meeting

ideals

child being

said.

pendence.

not an option"

"It is

Students,

who

could only pick up

ticket at a time with a

Bowdoin

ID, lined up tor tickets on February 10

when they were

first

made available.

would run
quickly" said Shahid Khoja

"I didn't think the tickets

out that

who

'06,

planning to attend the

is

Common Hour.
There was a huge
ran out in like

line,

and

two hours," he

tickets

said. All

die tickets that have been returned will

be redistributed

starting at

11

a.m.

before the lecture.

working to

has been

accommodate those

students unable to

get tickets. In addition to holding the

bom on

one of my

novel,

him

and opens with a
the eve of inde-

favorite novels. I've

in a couple

of classes. He's

on a fictional country strongThe book

However, Rushdie's fame, and

come

fatwa, did not

his

until his fourth

book, "The Satanic Verses," was pub-

"The Satanic Verses"

deals

with the ideas of good versus

versus reality.

evil,

.

"We tend to associate him with

"I just

'The

"I'm hoping people will ask him

to about

India,

grew up
in the

at

a time of rapid

subcontinent In June of

Pakistan separated from

On August

India

IS,

1947, India

late

what happened

to

him

Hensley shares die campus's
pation of Rushdie's

"We're honored

upcoming
to

shies

away from convention when

retelling his country's

past

me most

me

have

work

in

body

admis-

current student, this

as a very important asset

in a

dean of admissions,"

new

some

century."

Mills noted the 5,400 applica-

2010

received for the Class of

—

a

last

seven percent increase
year's record number of

"Bowdoin continues

to

attract

from across America and

around the world, allowing us to
a first-year class of high-

build

achieving young

who

men and women

will be society's future lead-

ers," said Mills.

parties

He

admissions

for the

will also teach

shops this July
school students

at

two work-

Yale for high

who do not have the

opportunity to receive significant
college counseling.

applications.

interest

staff.

As

for the

transition

process

ahead, Steele has few concerns.
"I will share as

with him so

it

much

will

as

I

can

be a nice,

smooth handoff," said Steele. "But,
I don't need to advise [Shain]. He's
a real pro."

Martial arts workshop: a sensei-tional success

antici-

lecture.

she said. Since his writing

is

taught in

Asian studies, religion, history, and

themes. Rushdie, however,

to

into this

have him here,"

English at the College, Rushdie has

political

go to concerts and athletic events on
campus, and perhaps throwing

as a great

in the

a time of turmoil, hope,
and violence began. Because of this,
many of Rushdie's books focus on

its

admissions

80s and early 90s," she said.

independence from Great

gained

Britain and

but looks forward to having time to

success throughout the 1990s and

be focused on contro-

questions about his writing, in addition

change

struck
to

a

going to be

Briefel also expressed concern that

the lecture will

asked students to limit themselves to

that year,

As

isn't

it

Steele said he has loved his work,

versy.

bringing one book per person to be

Bombay,

pretty."

are just focusing on that one contro-

signed.
in

In his email to campus, Mills
thanked Miller and Steele for their

about something blasphemous. People

versy and not looking at the rest of his

1947

turned

surrounding

work," he said

in

sions.

and said "when she gets

down

cant interests to fatuity strengths."

successes building "a program that

relationship with the student
in relation to his

said the novel involves a

has seen remarkable and sustained

"It

thrilled to

"What stood out

He

mafia member's daughter applying
to college,

read in the news that he wrote

To combat this, Hensley said, He'll
mingle for 20 to 30 minutes before sitting down Our goal is to have him

bom

He seems

twist."

Common Hour is fueled

controversy

die

stuck [signing books]," she said.

Rushdie,

loves

have as

has

new

after that," Briefel said.

Rushdie.

campus." Hensley

Bill

to

He

written two chapters of a

"detective novel with an admissions

Coach
was

Basketball
Women's
Pemper said,

Stefanie

apparent

of the people

would hope

students and match appli-

week

just pub-

lished his first spy novel.

now

A

to step in

Khoja says be thinks much of the

book signing.

interact with the

the applicant pool.

to a

him

summer, Steele had

versus fanaticism, and illusion

faith

keep the reception

to get

stand out from

he placed on maintaining a strong

to

him

made Shain

shame.

Hensley hopes

don't want

Bowdoin

tics that

would lead him

better understanding

the faculty

the search commit-

over

by

I

versations that

Boston, to assist in the process.

about Mr. Shain was the importance

planning to attend.

depends on the speaker's

Rick Broene said he liked Shain's
desire "to engage the faculty in con-

Members of

tee highlighted several characteris-

ly resembling Pakistan.

is

it

to returning to retirement.

last

1.

looking forward

is

before Mills asked

Associate Professor of Chemistry

community."

focusing

p.m. that Rushdie

of

used

deals with the concept of honor versus

interest in the

lot

other

also

Steele said he

tee.

tions

His third novel, "Shame," deals
with the same issues and time period,

pened

personality, but

many

will replace

Shain will begin July

Steele.

only current student on the commit-

be back on
a small liberal arts campus and
eager to be an active member of our

Union

"A

in

fit.

be projected live in Wish Theatre. Also,
there will be a reception in Moulton

into a

committee

said Leslie Wittenbraker '06, the

English Aviva Briefel said.

Satanic Verses,' because of what hap-

from devolving

The

dean of admissions,

Bowdoin Dean of Admissions Dick

work and sees Bowdoin

talk in Pickard, Rushdie's lecture will

directly after the event until 3

videoconference, and

Courtesy of VanderbUt University

Bill Shain, currently Vanderbilt's

a great writer," Associate Professor of

lished

According to Hensley, the events

department

taught

reality

that they

interviews were held in Portland.

"Midnight's Children," deals with

Brenna Hensley

one

second

Rushdie's

know

Isaacson Miller, a search firm based

written in history."

gym," Assistant Director of Events
"It's just

not

you're reading facts, you just get what

post-independence India's dreams and

used.

Institutional
and
Advancement Scott Meiklejohn, the
identities of the candidates were

he did

I

all

According to Vice President for

sure Shain will bring in a lot of

is

fresh ideas to the operation,

attend reception after his lecture
With

ments.

of admissions, Steele said that while
he

Common Hour speaker plans
tickets to Rushdie's lecture.

Mills,

Planning

new

he knows of any

if

very welcome."

from across campus, including professors, a student a coach, and
other officials from various depart-

leges are competitive liberal arts

schools in Minnesota.

spending

to

said. "I felt

The committee, headed by

consisted of a group of individuals

was dean of
Carleton when Bill

"At one point,

result in

it

a change in admissions policy for

venue, such as the

and

"

years before.

RUSHDIE, from page

intelligence,

warmth of peo-

"This time of transition in the

that

with

President Barry Mills in his 2005 convocation speech sensitivity,

admissions this year.

is

was

impressed

of the
academic year was
the potential of having a new dean of

Shain said he

com-

mittee.

a change

in

beginning

college,"

"lovely

a

the search

speech at the

this

in

experience" with

result

by

Mills in his convocation

we need it"

help efficiency. . .and

He also noted Shain 's "nice sense of

Shain said he

first

items addressed

'profound*

is

action.

arrived," said Mills.

the

2006

overall, but still extremely useful,"

applicants last year,

compared with 61
percent when he

One of

to diversity

FEBRUARY 24,

"Though not most important

Mills

forms of diversity in a student body.
I

commitment

of admissions appointee Shain says his

SHAIN, from page

FRIDAY,

Mike Aidolino, The Bowdoin

been "somebody the College has
wanted

to bring for quite

Hensley

some

Orient

time,"

said.

"We've been pursuing him heavily

Workshop participants look on as eight-degree blackbelt Kenpo Jujitsu demonstrates martial arts. The workshop, held
performance by the Maine Thunder Spirits youth group.
last Saturday, also included a Japanese drumming (Taiko)

for the past year," she said.
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Posse retreat confronts class issues at
by Mary Helen Miller
and Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

and

terms with which students chose to

themselves at a

identity

sponsored

retreat

by

Posse

the

Foundation.

The

with

retreat schedule, "filled

structured

which took place

The most popular study abroad

and unstructured conversaother things, to engage

community members

destinations for the Class of 2008 are

not very different from

the chosen

in

Marriott Hotel in Portland last week-

end, required students to push them-

of

their comfort* zones for

last year.

Hall

said, with the top choice continuing

This year's

at the

1

activities,

among

tion

Spring semester
popular for study
abroad applicants
ABROAD, from page

two day

the Boston Posse staff plans a

topic."

retreat,

selves out

Posse mentors."

Jones said that after the Posse
Scholars on campus decide on a topic,

Below die poverty line. Upper class.
Lower class. These are among the
publicly

me

3
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students are planning to study next

students

Posse scholars and any other students

who wanted

to attend

—and

members, began

Kingdom, where 43

to be the United

—both

by about 60

attended

which was

retreat,

two

including

year,

Ireland. Spain

several

and

Northern

in

Italy also

continue

to be popular locations, with 34 and

the sake of generating personal, in-

faculty

depth discussions about socioeconom-

evening with a discussion centered on

27 students planning

the issue of global socioeconomic sta-

next year, respectively. Australia and

Bowdoin.

ic class at

The Posse Foundation, based

New York,

selects students

from

in

New

tus.

to

Friday

last

village," or a micro-

York, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles,

cosm of the world which would

and Washington D.C. to form multi-

tically represent its current population.

The staffs then read statements. A
number of people stood up to give a

are given training and scholarships for

visual representation

college.

of the world to

teams

Since

apply to a college

that

program was

Posse

the

brought to Bowdoin six years ago,

Bowdoin 's

Posse

have

scholars

planned annual weekend
discuss a topic that

retreats to

largely responsible for

On

global level to a

for the class

my

things outside

of 2008

when selecting the scholars,
Bowdoin decided to discontinue its
account

chapter of the program. Instead, the
Scholars,

who

are selected for leadership and financial

need, will be increased from eight

the

exercise because

it

do assume

kind of showed mat people

a lot by a person's social status."

of

"I felt kind

some of
was a good

hurt, but
It

exercise," she said.

one-on-one discussions guided by
questions in a booklet.

"What

The questions

are the advantages

"upper class,"
class."

stereotypes they held of that group.

Although die main purpose of the
retreat

was

were asked to stand by the

to share experiences about

socioeconomic
ar said that

everybody was also there

on Saturday

Posse scholars hosted the

"No Talent, Talent Show."
Acts

a

included

"Paddy-cake,"

and write down what

recitation,

was really like
some cases,

one Posse schol-

"to have a good time." So,

class label that they did identify with
it

class,

German

a

and a

silly

of

poetry

but fervent

and
Multicultural Student Programs and
Posse Mentor Stacey Jones said,

die stereotypes were a close match to

which spurred audience

"Planning the Posse Plus Retreat

cases, there

of

First

Year

is

a full effort from Posse staff in

Boston, Posse scholars on campus,

the descriptions that actual

of the group provided, but
"I felt a

little

in other

said.

"I

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report
.

be taken in the event

that

a student

experiences academic bias.

.Orient Staff
•Attendance:

23/26.

Brown

Kendall

Mike

administration to create a pilot profor a one-card system that

be

used

in

downtown

BSG

that allows BSG to hire an independent secretary to keep the
minutes at meetings was passed

22-0-2.

Brunswick.

•The

the

was passed unanimously.
•A consitutional amendment

BSG

could

no member of
Elections Commission may

Committee on
working with the

•The

gram

to the election

endorse any candidate in any form

'06,

is

'06,

Committee

on

Student Affairs will be having a
faculty and staff appreciation day
on April 21.
•A forum on academic freedom
hosted by the academic affairs
committee was held on Wednesday
night. One student and an Orient

reporter attended.

•BSG will be providing information on its web site about steps to

•BSG
tional

down

turned

amendment

a constitu-

that called for a

hired independent moderator to
facilitate

BSG

meetings, with a

vote of 8-14-1.

•Two amendments
rules for abstentions

clarifying

were passed

unanimously.

•An amendment on social house
was tabled, to be

representation

voted upon

later.

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-In or Take-out

Restaurant

to

throw

their

n^m

v«* a mc

14 Maine Street Brunswick. Maine

•

and

ence

the

at

to the

mid-

retreat

to

his

South Africa.

in

at

life

"After the

we were

CCB

program ended,

worried about losing inter-

he

est in that area,"

said.

Hall estimates that the Class of

Bowdoin.
enjoyed

really

"I

in

for India, six for Sri

Hall was excited to see a growing
number of students applying to study

group

told the

apply his experi-

my

experiencing

2008

see

will

235 students study

comfort zone,"

abroad next year, a slightly smaller

"In the safe space created by the

number than the 250 who studied
away during the course of this year.

said.

we were able to

facilitators,

experience these things

in

a complete-

and unbiased environment"

ly safe

Dudney

was

agreed. "I felt the retreat

because

it

great

got people to talk about an

issue that is hidden

and rarely openly

comments and

a very rough projection

who

Applicants for the
fied

tend to drop

fall

will

by Spring Break as

their plans for study

be

noti-

to whether

away have been

OCS

approved by the

Committee.

be notified so soon.

"We've got a lot of scrambling
to do between the semesters,

viewpoints. This

program does an excellent job of creating an atmosphere

is

out," he said.

Applicants for the spring might not

"Everyone was respectful of each
other's

'This

based on those

Sylla '08, a Posse scholar,

where people can be

honest and feel safe doing so," he said.

around

and
ity,"

that's

going to be our

first prior-

Hall said.

Campus Security Report: 2/17 to 2/20
Friday, February 17

Brunswick Apartments parking

•A

student complaining of chest

Security identified a student respon-

was

sible for the

transported to Parkview

207-725-9708

damage and a

with the dean of student

•An

lot.

was inadverHubbard Hall.

intrusion alarm

tently activated at

was

•There was a report of a possible

affairs.

burglary at the Bethel Point boat

report

Hospital for observation.

filed

dislocated her

•A female Colby swimmer who
thumb was transported from Farley Field House to

Apartments reported being assaulted

that the building

by an ex-boyfriend. The offending
student was identified and a report
was filed with the dean of student

cured by a staff member.

Parkview Hospital.

affairs.

oven.

•Damage was reported

to a stor-

age building at the Elm Street

stu-

rules that states that

Sophia Seifert '09.

LoBiondo
Facilities

•An amendment
Absent:

circle

abroad

study

for

surprised [by die activ-

pains

by Cati Mitchell

Office also received 15

members

were major discrepancies.

Rachael Fleming '09

ity],"

of the

how he or she would

discussed at Bowdoin."

rendition

impromptu speech by Stacey Jones,

Director

and each individual walked

Posse Plus

class?"

night, the

After this brainstorming exercise,

OCS

The

Denmark, seven

Lanka, and four for South Africa.

The retreat ended on Sunday mornwhen participants sat in a circle,

ing

Fleming

such as ''middle

and shout "Amen!"

in the air

things outside

to be part of that group. In

to IS for the class of 2010.

day of

last

and "Hallelujah!"

dle

Saturday afternoon, participants had

included,

hands

conomic class?" and "What do you

had to
choose a description with which they
did not identify, and write down the

participants

the

certain

certain times," Hall said.

applications
really liked

and disadvantages about your socioe-

da^"

on

—

countries that tend to be in vogue at

Huynh and Scott were two of about 60 students at the event

wish more people knew about your

that

Participants

does not take financial need into

and

the Posse retreat

of socioeconomic

and "immigrant

the Posse Foundation

Ann Huynh

David Scott '08 enjoy lunch together

described different lev-

class,

Rachael Fleming '09

Bowdoin. Because

number of Chamberlain

Signs were hung

around the room

els

represent the last ones

com-

munity and personal
level.

"There are certain trends
Theresa Weaver, The Bowdoin Orient
'07

them were kind of true.
the

Saturday,

focus shifted from a

comfort zone."

scholars

at

enjoyed

experiencing

dents and faculty to

The Posse

village

education.

"I really

other stu-

attend the retreat

of the

members would be undernourished,
one would have AIDS, 35 would be
illiterate, and one would have a college

,^..

community mat year.
The scholars are also

ing in interest for a few years.

the statement

applied. For instance, 17

concerns the campus

recruiting

of die percentage

whom

Zealand are becoming more

popular again this year, after declin-

statis-

as a group. These teams, or "posses,"

cultural

New

The Posse staff selected 50 people

form a "global

to study there

Brunswick
Police
•The
Department issued a summons to a

woman

for violating a

law

enforcement harassment order

after

she contacted a

Bowdoin

Brunswick

staff mem-

cited at a registered event at

house.

alarm was activated at

treatment at Parkview Hospital.

Sunday, February 19

•A Maine Hall
vehicle
at

the

on

ice

left

Monday, February 20
•A local woman who was

unse-

injured

a fall while ice skating at Dayton
Arena was transported to Mid-

Coast Hospital.

•A

injury at a marshal arts class received

window.

•A student reported her
window smashed out

fire

Dayton Arena.

•A student who received a head

•Heavy winds caused a tree
branch to fall on a student's vehicle
at the Boody Street lot, breaking the

determined

had been

in

Saturday, February 18

•A false

Investigation

•A fire alarm at East Hall was set
off by a student using a microwave

Quinby

House.

ber in violation of the order.

rear

at

•Alcohol policy violations were

dent apartment building.

local

•A female student

student

student

who

ed a Bowdoin van
ileges for

•A

one

unsafely operatlost

driving priv-

year.

female

student

reported

receiving an annoying telephone

who slipped

and received a head injury was

transported to Parkview Hospital.

call

from an unidentified person.

—Compiled

by the Bowdoin

Department ofSafety and Security.
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Nancy Riley s research explores Postcard from
myths of gender in China Hamburg, Germany
Orient: So how many times have
you been to China over the course
ofyour life?
Riley: I have no idea.

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

(

Professor Profile

)

quickly and easily became

by Ted Reinert '05
Alumnus Contributor

home. Hamburg

Orient: Ballpark figure?

Hello, Bowdoin:

abandons

Today

crisscrossed

went back to high

I

my new

a beautiful

is

town

very green (until the sun

that is

November) and

in

it

by canals and bridges.

has an elegant downtown, museums, one of the fanciest shopping

of Sociology and
Anthropology Nancy Riley has
been to China so many times, she

I don't know, a lot.
Taiwan for a year in the
1970s when I was in college and I

school. Granted, I've been teach-

I

English teaching assistant at a

streets in the world, colorful "alter-

has

lived in Beijing for a year in the

"gymnasium" (high school)

native" districts, and one of the

Professor

lost count. Nonetheless, within

Riley: Forty?

many months,

the next six months, she will have

mid-80s and

under her
belt^-two weeks with Bowdoin faculty over Spring Break, five weeks

sometimes three months at a time,
in China for the next few years
when I was in my job in Hawaii. I

with students at the beginning of
the summer, and a research trip to

also lived in the Northeast for a

another

three

trips

of China before

the Northeast

of the next academic

start

the

year.

The Orient sat down with Riley to
find dut more about her upcoming
adventures, her research on gender
and family, and her personal take

on China Rose.

spent

and not

But

there.

I

times I've been there

Orient: So,

why

China?
Professor Nancy Riley: I was at
home choosing courses before
beginning at the University of
Pennsylvania. It was boring at

home

in the summer, so I was lookthrough the catalogue and
I can take Chinese.

thought, 'Oh,

That would be cool.' So I signed up
for Chinese, having no idea what I
was getting myself into (laughs)
and it was really hard, but it was so

much fun. And that was how
became a Chinese Studies major
it was from boredom (laughs).

I

yellow novel in

tall

my

hands, and

clubs here, and on Saturday nights
it is

flush with revelers ages IS to

60,

many of whom

Ted?"

a.m. for a freshly-caught breakfast.

I

and

Sociology

of

Professor

Anthropology Nancy Riley

is

head-

China with Bowdoin

much

there

was

—and

dents this summer.

sides

Fulbright grants this

Four of us are Bowdoin grads.
Thanks to our wonderful professors,

work with gen-

and things like
on both
China and U.S.
to know whether the

people

—both
sides —want
status

I

women

der and
that,

Orient: Americans seem to
hold a lot of stereotypes about
the Chinese. What assumptions
do you often hear and which, if

one of roughly 120 just-out-

year.

Riley: Because

most of it using survey
analysis and then most recently,
I've been working on a project on
women and migrants from the rural
areas who work in factories and
I'm looking at how that work has
changed the power in their families.

am

Germany on

any, are true?

in

research,

I

of-college Americans teaching in
stu-

started

always,

the

of women

is

higher there or

German majors have

our school's

been particularly adept
three

every

Hamburg

year.

has

Bowdoin connections
one of five grads

assume that women's status in
China is lower than that of
American women and people in
China think the status of American

be sent here

women

Hamburg

lower

is

I

than

find

of

that

a riot that

it

the

city

of

strong

—I'm

as well

I

the fifth grade)

where

Sharing Adderall with friends
can endanger their health

I

Europe's

some

There's actually

takeoff.
I

am

obligated to help with only
12 classes a week,

12.

minutes

A

each, so

prior to that,

I

walked

in a Cologne hostel to
Dan Coogan 'OS and Kevin
Erspamer '05 passed out from jet
lag on the lobby couch. This led to
two nights of schnitzel and Kolsch
consumption
(the
latter
is

Dear T.F.: Actually.

. .

sons

not

load.

My

for

a
'

from les :
sons that I plan and teach myself to
ones I mostly watch, being called

on to answer hard grammar questions or to read passages in

my

which we were locked away

capacity as a native speaker.

My

after

for several

days in a medieval

with

all

the

other

except for the part

about being in a medieval cloister.and the fact that at the

end we

were spread to east, west, Bavaria,
and small islands in the Baltic,
instead of living together in close
quarters for the next four years.

There are some

The city on the Elbe (Dresden
and Prague are further upstream,

and legal rea-

but I'm talking about Hamburg)

pretty compelling medical

work

work
class session will vary,

Cologne's unique signature beer),

orientation,

Dear Dr. Jeff: Is there anything
wrong with occasionally sharing a
friends Adderall?— T.F.

it's

a pretty light

downstairs

Americans to be trained for the
was sort of like a college

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

and classes
45

are only

yr

year. This

Jeff

lovely trails

around the airport and a hill from
which you can watch the planes

on

September

teach. This

nestled

live

largest

--,

cloister

Dr. Jeff

I

between
cemetery and
Hamburg's airport, which I can
walk to in about IS minutes.

means

in

arrived in

at S

I have chosen to live within easy
walking distance of the gymnasium
(like high school, but starting with

twoj

last

market

to the fish

years.

week
Please see RILEY, page 6

The

particularly

here. People in the United States

Chinese women.

at receiving

these grants, to the tune of about

go

find

Ask

stay out all

the teacher said, "Ein Kausalsatz

did a lot of demographic

I

at the four inch-

me about

marriage decisions in Beijing

then

down

stared

lot.

—how

parental influence

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

I

tell

ing to

women

effort to

Hamburg

Pauli and the

St.

—a

by
marriage decisions by

at

young

Drew

China on family

in

new

student in a

features

also

night and

Orient: Can you

your research
and gender?

German

Reeperbahn, a red-light district
second only to Amsterdam's. The
Beatles cut their teeth playing

ture.

know how many

don't

world's busiest harbors.

12th grader, going to class

improve my language skills and
knowledge of 19th century litera-

traveled

just

in

It

Hamburg, that's my job. But now I
had put my feet in the shoes of a
as a

year and a half or so, so I've lived
there too

looking

ing

I

Riley: Originally,

The Bowdoin

ing in one for nearly six months

lived in

lesson topics have

ranged from

vocabulary building exercises for
the

younger students about ani-

mals, vegetables, and Halloween,
to lectures for the older students
illegal

War,
the

on

immigration, the Mexican
19th-century Indian policy,

civil

rights

movement, and

alternative energy.

I

taught every-

one "'Twas the Night
Christmas" in December.
If you're ever thinking

Please see

Before

about

vis-

HAMBURG, page

5

share

to

Adderall.
Let's

the

first

Adderall

get right to

bottom

legal
is

federal

law,

is

by

Mike Ardolmo, The Bowdoin Orient

II

Substance,

and by
it

line.

a Schedule

Controlled

and

Sharing or selling your Adderall

state

only available

also illegal

supervised treatment of specified
ical conditions.

Adderall

Taking someone

Giving someone

illegal.

is

medelse's

some of your own Adderall is illegal.
Selling a friend some of your Adderall is
illegal.

ing,

under

state

and federal

is

not only dangerous,

it is

statutes.

special, restricted prescription for

may

appetite

not be particularly benignside effects include loss

and weight

of

loss, inability to fall

ADHD

develop psychotic symptoms,

soon as the

fortunately reversible as

medications are withdrawn.
Stimulants cannot be taken safely if

or stay asleep, abnormal heartbeats,

you have an underlying

deal-

abdominal pain, and abnormal muscle

der, cardiac condition,

constitutes

an unambiguous

movements and twitching. Possible side

nancy, or narrowing of your esophagus,

of state and

federal drug traf-

In fact, selling Adderall

and

violation

Regular doses of stimulant medications

Common

is

ficking laws as well as College policy.

That being said,
nationwide,

on college campuses

««"»"«

medications like

Adderall and Ritalin are frequently trad-

At

effects include elevated

chest pain, shortness
ness,

blood pressure,

of

breath, dizzi-

skin rashes, anxiety, psychosis,

and manic and schizophrenic breaks.

While

all

of these side

effects are likely

and reversible

after stop-

stomach or

intestines.

seizure disor-

glaucoma, preg-

They can have

very dangerous interactions with other
drugs.

The

cardiac risks of stimulants, in

particular,

press.

have recently gotten a

The

Food

and

lot

of

Drug

ed among friends as "study aids."
Bowdoin, nearly one in 5 students sur-

dose-related,

ping the medicanon, they are not always

Administration recently imposed

new

veyed has reported doing so during the

And fine possible
nde effects are not uncommon A recent

Itek

and

related rnedkatkms, specifying that they

previous ye*.

More

informal surveys

suggest even higher rates of sharing,
this safe?

-

b

or universally so.

box warnings" for

Ritalin

study found that nearly one in 10 chil-

dran placed on stimulant drugs for

Please see ADDERALL, page 5

Courtesy of Ted Reinert

Reinert in

Germany

Hamburg posing with

teaching

on a Fulbright

a warthog statue.

grant.

He

is

in
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A

postcard from an

in

Hamburg, Deutschland

Next week

When

alum

comes

it

sharing

Adderall,
not really caring

is

ADDERALL, from page 4

to

One

final

work

lead to increased risk of sudden

cardiac death. Adderall and Adderall

it

How it feels...

point T.F. If you are strug-

gling to keep

may

up with your academic

you'd be well advised to talk

load,

over with your advisor and/or dean.

XR have carried this exact same warn-

Staying up late on Adderall to study or

ing since 2004.

to write a paper

I

am

from Adderall or other

stimulants. I'm

workload.

And

real risks to taking these medications,

that these risks

not the answer. There

are

just trying to point out that there are very

and

is

many other ways to better and more
safely manage your time and your

away

not trying to "scare" you

need to be thought-

if

you

are having trouble con-

remember

centrating,

that

the likely

of your

causes are inadequate sleep, diet or

medical history and an understanding of

exercise, recreational drug or alcohol

your physical and mental

use, stress, depression, or anxiety.

fully considered in the context

status

and

needs. Treatment with Adderall, like

may want to come

treatment with any prescription medica-

or the counseling center

tion, involves

more than just prescribing

or dispensing.

It

You

into the health center
to look into

Have you experienced something

those possibilities.

Be well!

also includes monitor-

utterly unique, unusual, or unforget-

table? Tell the Orient

ing for side effects, and continually

Ted Reinert for the Bowdoin Orient

"In the nearby city of Lubeck, birthplace of

which

of the world's best marzipan,

Jeff Benson,

Dudley Coe Health Center

mom of a delightful, energetic

astonishing scope."

on* regular weekrught and occasional

weekend half-day or erening.
lovely practically-in-Switzerland uniIn-town Brunswick. I blocks from

While

Germans

the

known

December.

in

left

PImm
tU ssssll:

most

whom

to

know are pretty nice once
know them. In the holiday

and

is

warmth overflows. Christmas

markets consisting of stands selling

above

wine

on a

—hot

Gluhwein

all,

—

are erected

roll,

one of my favorite parts of living

city,

about

here

is
is

at the bars

is

die best in the

world (Germany also has the best bread

and sausages).

match.

includes

ly

Mann and home of the

months

more

Brits

my

visited four times already, the winter

more to look forward to in die next five

also featured an international ice sculp-

months, including a conference in

ture exhibition

Here

I

of astonishing scope.

polar bears can be

do have an

I

free time here,

weekend

Fulbrighters and the

found beyond

the sun

Dayton Arena.

gotten to

next

Berlin

discovered that hockey-playing

Daffodil Days

five

German. There's only

is

for

all

Your gift of $20

astonishing
I

the

World Cup. Also,

Order Today?

coming back which is always

1.800. ACS. 2345

have

Ted Reinert held positions as
and entertainment editor

know the downtown area very

by strolling it incessantly between
stops in museums, bookshops, and coffee shops. explore new places as funds

arts

well

and managing editor

one

at

the

Orient before his graduation last

I

allow, but apart from

year.

visit to the

ACROSS

Weekly Crossword?
They Walked These Halls
12

3

MS

4

6

|10

6

11

12

1

50 Discovery

Channel

Belch

13

Bangladesh

51 Yell

10 Tuft of hair

53 Past

14 64-down

54 Culmination of

15 Desert pond

16 Leer at

l"

20

-

M22

21

17

"

lie

-

Honk

18 Kind of fabric

26

~~W

no

2t

91

32

33

94

36

99

3*
mn

42

46

m*»

47

90

46

90

ma

B2

20 Snake
22 Gifted
24 Speed
26 Ocean
27 Dined
30 Plunder
32 Bowdoin's most
influential alum
(1824)

37 Physique

66

66

m*s

«4

96

38 Enter

63

61

64

66

66

(alt

Wright

76

K
"
Adam Kommel, The Bowdoin Orient

ing pitcher

Shawn

according to

House

(1877)

67 Lottery game
68 Sharpen a razor

58 Chairs

(1825)

8 Slays

59 Penny
60 Upon
61 Chicken house

9 Dozing

62 Journey

7 70-across

10 Attic

70 7-down

13 Beer container

71 Towards

21 Edict

72 Swelling
73 Poker give-away
74 A spinning toy

23 Toe or

(2 wds.)

75 Bumpkin

76 Discount

Ali in "Arabian

Nights"

2 Secondhand
3 Bowdoin ahim

finger

E L

Author Poe

A

who founded

L

Limber

A
L

P E

N

in nature

47-down's three

i

1

1

1

1

1

H A

Rule

1

1

1

33 Santa's helper
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Bike

A
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N
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V E R Y
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35
36
39
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Orient.

MO N K

Male children
Gulf
Food chopper

31 Morning bread

DOWN
1

this puzzle,

see next week's

SOLUTION TO LAST
WEEK'S PUZZLE

Shrek

12 Glob

25
27
28
29

For a new puzzle
and answers to

(1916)

Scarlet Letter"

11

69 Buddy

52 Bowdoin alum,

56 Beat

63 Bowdoin alum,

North Pole

brand

legend

49 Breaking sound

who wrote The

fruits

66 Bulldogs' school
67 Korean Car

sex researcher

5 Period

6 Bowdoin alum,

59 Tropical tree

43 Escargot

46 Permanent mark
48 San Diego start-

ry Speaker of

Thomas (1860)
4 Book material

64 14-across
65 Small brook

violin as

his city burned,

57 Epochs

who was first
man to reach the

44 Stare
47 Played

or of 19th centu-

the

games

41 BearorBcrra

45 Central points

Hastings (1983);

55 River (Spanish)

spelling)

40 Frank

I"
72

tennis

19 Tadpole's big
brother

24

Netflix,

sister

network

5 Capital of

15

27

enable cancer

daffodil bouquets

AufWiedersehen!

amount of

relish. I

will

patients in the community to receive

a cause for celebration.

which

Weeks of Spring!

First

and fellow

in this country certainly has

improved

have

Give the Gift ofHope for the

My social circle current-

Americans than Germans, but

In the nearby city of Lubeck, birth-

I

directors,

always fun as well. The atmosphere
good, and the beer

can never

world's best marzipan, which

my great-

new movie.

Meeting friends

hand There's a

cheer to the holiday here mat America's

place of Thomas

SPEMD TNtff WEEKS THIS SUMMER
AT TNt HATIOHS TOP SANKEO SMAU.
PRIYATE BUSINESS COUEOE

a

whom I wrote my honors project, at the
premiere of his

ing outside in their parkas and scarves,

lavishly decorated malls

is

in

Hamburg is damn near perOne of the highlights of my year

was meeting one of the

and,

spiced red

on the town squares

in

and since German film

fect

for a full month. People gather, stand-

Gluhwein mugs

YOU NEED TO STAND OUT.

est interest,

arts

crafts, sweaters, candies, wursts,

potato pancakes, herring

cities

many unique neighborhoods.
As a cinephile, the selection of films

season, against the darkness and the
cold, the

tJnssnlilrtOsrtl.oom

Bremen and Lubeck to Hamburg's

like

I've gotten to

you get

—

here to see, from nearby smaller

aren't particularly

for their warmth,

BUSINESS WORLD

Mum Street.

md note and resume

town of Freiburg, I have not yet
northern Germany there is plenty

versity

Hamburg, come

it

turtiiiU wufffB
Single

4 year-old boy seeking a babysitter for

iting

"How

feels..."

orient@bowdoin. edu

Thomas Mann and home

the winter also featured an international ice sculpture exhibition of

HAMBURG from page

M.D.

evaluating the risk-benefit ratio of treat-

ment

have visited four times already,

I
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Professor Riley's research explores the myths of gender in China, U.S.
RILEY, from page 4

vague, shadowy

tions—to the food
people arc always assuming this on either

always trying to figure out how

side I'm

answer the question because

to

how you

depends

much

look

it

it—China has

at

there.

I

different

love the food
I

could eat

Chinese food 365 days a year.
rougher,

I

think, than foe

also fresher.

it's

enforcement of support for

better

there.

love Chinese food

I

food hem, but

great (laughs).

It's

Orient: You've mentioned in
that you've eaten both scorpion

States (the United States has very

Anything else we should add to the

on

support), but

have missing

the other hand,

—

very

we don't

girls in this country,

difficult

no way

there's

so

it's

to meas-

Riley:

Yea,

I've

are

and dog.

some of the

worst things I've ever eaten.

from China Why didyou decide to adopt

a Chinese daughter?
Riley: Once we decided

the

was where, and

question

and

China

living in

1

was working

that point

at

A

visiting in

me, 'Oh,

said to

Riley:

have
to adopt, the

Chinese friend of mine was

Hawaii and she

adopted

is

I'll

help

with

real trouble

is that

one of

China are sea
cucumbers, although sea slugs would
be a better word for them (laughs).
delicacies

in

I

Orient: Have you taken faculty

reaQy do think that there are connec-

people interpret or think about Asian-

ways that may

neas and Chinese-ness in the United

members very well

in the

of people from

variety

how

departments. Every time

tots

and are able to do
because

I'm hoping

it

of people who are

Orient:

commu-

I

a

think

tot

What are some of your

my

I'm

it

difficult I did

it

because

I felt

and I've

press,

meaning

it

foreigners to

at that time, so the year

adopted Maggie, 1990, there

in the

whole country. Now,

it

office arid asked

them

tor their signature.

go through eight

different

was

just arbi-

Chinese agencies, and
whether they said

it

Riley: Well, one

all

the reasons that

doing

Do you like it?

tunity for
feel

me to

very

strongly

it

has connec-

about

—China's a great

it

—not

I

just

place, but also,

know very much about
always interested in

was a great opportunity

""
for

that

might reach

Orient One

just studying

last

their

own culture.

question—how did

I

Asians in the U.S. Part

named

of

^ving

me to introduce China to students in a

and

^^

comes
a

daughter and

I

haven't gotten tenure yet but they
a building after me' (laughs).

Matilda Riley founded the sociology

Chinese

department at Bowdoin. She died a cou-

some of

ple of years ago at a very old age, and she

comes from

the

was

active

really

all

of the way

—she watched over

part

Middle East

foreign to
I

me

can connect

am more

Maine, they

and

I

doing

all

have Chinese restaurants

us.

So I'm

how to spell

my name (laughs).

want to know what people are

when

they eat Chinese food

—do

they think there's a connection to China?

And

of the world, they know

how

Riley

is

currently

teaching

"Introduction to Social Research "

"Contemporary Chinese Society" at

don't expect the faculty

about the meaning of that restaurant and

Bowdoin. She looks forward to her

who go to teach necessarily about China,

how it represents something to people as

return to China in two weeks.

with something

with in China.

I

I

familiar

if so,

is

that? I

BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza,
appetizers, salads,

subs,

and more!
SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

VOTED BEST RIKA

IN

COASfl
THE^ffoAST^REA

by

16" PIZZA

ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

markemvey

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95

.of/ImerkJaV

Ml

ft

and

want to know

that

W^
^1 W% "! W^ P^ P"1 P1F1
ajajajDjajajajajajajaja

URGE

was

part of the new process

example, if you go to small towns in

seem so

cultures

**

it's

me if

didn't

thinking about

veiling in the

of

'Yeah,

I

—

was brand new

not related to her, although at least in this

makes me think about the way

are parts

like,

I

through

because

it

time,

related to Matilda Riley
tenure,

say about China. I'm interested, for

women's

that practices that

was

way that people talk to me and what they

For example, one of the things
is

I

that I

indirectly.

have found very useful

same

with your office in Riley

Riley: People always used to ask

have

the

the
dif-

Americans mink about

that

Chinese people within

I'm also interested in

that

the fact that people in the United States

So

mean,

students

t

Great WaJJ hefon spending the remainder
time living with peasants in rural areas,

teach about something

finding out

in China. I

o^Ae^ iUmm„ r^ md Bowdoin

make a gtop at

And so this is an oppor-

Chinese

food

to

f their

sure to Asia, but also might not ever get

exposure to Asia.

don't necessarily

all like

^
^
p^

ts{p to

hadn't had expo-

aren't

generally not at

that

duce Asia to people

who

China and

is

At

the

is

Freedman Grant

Riley: Chinese food in foe United
States

ways

the

speak to some of

further.

I'm

we get Trie purpose of
that money is to mtro-

China

'yes' or 'no.'

Orient: Tell me about Chinese/bod in

this

of

it

Chinese people in China, but studying

a way

just did

—

America

—not

same thing

the

is

and/acuity.
1

is in

fers in a population like Hawaii Part of it

House, with the last name Riley?

We didn't go through an agency I just
did
on my own I went to each little

trary

will

of that space and bow

you end up

They did not allow

to

have

I'll

a broader audience and

me

it

know what

to

these misconceptions

there are 3,000 or 4,000 or something.

had

in

not the same as

want

about women and gen-

were 12 children adopted from China by

I

women

is

is
I

der arid stuff like that in

adopt children

Americans

of course, but
the uniqueness

China with students

Rfley: (laughs) No,

we

not white

is

—so

they're not white

Andyou didn ) go through an

American agency?

that

Tell

I

and 80 percent of the

population in Hawaii

now

want to write

I

China, where

them.

like

Orient:

in

Honolulu and Chinatown in Boston.

more about your
upcoming trips, to

it

make sense.

myself!

decided

really

I

Chinatown

project that looks at

seemed to

connection to China and so

Orient:

do not

a strong

and

Chinatowns and what Chinatown

in

means. I'm working on developing a

the special-ness, the Asian-ness, of

wined-and-

me

that

manner tnJMi'ninH

«" « aimflar

Chinatown

audience on

for

I'm SjSJ

Boston Again,

a book for a popular

my life. One of the best things I've ever
done in my life, but still, was the most

restaurants in

husband says

have to eat the food (laughs).

to a

dined there, people

every done in

I

that

it

order sea cucumbers

—

means

and

just finished a

most

difficult thing I've

my

Maine, although

book

I

have submitted

you adopt it's so easy!" Well, she was
wrong it was not so easy. It was the

being

and so I'm planning on doing

States

some work on Chinese

research in the Northeast and

interested in doing.

about

projects that

ways

interested in the

they're not all Chinese,

ROey: I've got two

someway, even if it's

am really

I

lived in Honolulu,

upcoming projects?

interested in

when I'm

so

we get together
we all love it

makes our brains work difler-

They're a real delicacy,

this,

different

of that will go on.

China, and that would really translate
into the classroom

it

wouldn't normally ask, and

will create a

stronger community, a bigger

and

endy and it forces us to ask questions we

and try-

this information

and what they'll see can be brought into
their courses

for faculty to

is

ple in different disciplines

eager too, they're so

really

Bowdoin

have the time and the space to talk to peo-

of different disciplines.
They're

in

even us. One of the things that's

very hard at

the faculty

Maine.

aaoas disciplines

surprise

No (laughs). I don't know aD of

Rtey:

nity,

they are eating Chinese food in rural

tions

ing to figure out

Mush. They are really
awful. Actually, one of the things I

Your daughter

Orient:

teach differently

when they get back

I'm also taking a group of fac-

this year,

may

but I foink they

way. And

excited. They're reading things

Orient: What do they taste like?

ure it

this

ulty.

group—it's a

list?

silkworm

eaten

Awful They

cocoons.

it

before?

me past

working mothers than does the United
little

It's

way—^nd there is no better way

than to be there and to do

729-0085
85 Pleasant St.

•

Brunswick

Open

Dail

at 11

a.m

i
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ARTS & glpdtAINMENT
pop
Smith

'Monologues' inspires discussion Kelley to bring

sound

to

Looking ahead

will

Union's Morrell

A

is

way

Much of

porated, citing a nearby gospel choir

as an influence as well as musicians

such as Stevie Wonder,

He became

spe-

Otis Redding, and Jeff Buckley.

pro-

The Campus Activities Board
(CAB) chose Kelley because it was
looking to bring to Bowdoin a variety
of musicians that would appeal to the

known for his
Dave Matthews

well

of using

The

attractive build

women who

Ward

'08 (right) were

as part of the College's

Kelley represented the kind of

among

the

Bowdoin

full

You"

who

lence.
v

"The

year's

this

Vagina

we ask people to stand up
know someone affected by

if

they

sexual

Monologues," 40 of Bowdoin 's own
women will bring humorous, trau-

violence, all

matic, and silenced sexual experi-

part

ences into the open.

through the safe and positive environment.

V-Day movement,"

said Alex

"It's

one of

'07,

this year's direc-

280

comfortable," she said. "You find

through 25 at 7 p.m., providing a

something

safe and thoughtful environment to
talk about sexual violence.

—Lamb, Gwenn

Hollingworth '06, Whitney Hogan
'07,
Skinner
and
Emily
'08
that
emphasized
"Monologues" provides a positive
venue for women to hear and speak
about sexual issues that face

—

especially at a small college

Bowdoin.

There

are

members of our comreal survivors

sexual violence, which

we're focusing on

is

of

something

this year," said

speak up, even

if

is

"It's

how fundamentally

about

good or bad sexual experiences

all the

that her

bringing

women together.

"I feel like I'm a part

of some-

an organization
community when we're

thing, supporting

the local

a bubble most of the time," she

in
in

said.

When the directors asked the
women in "Monologues" to sum
up how they felt about the show
and
used phrases
their

performances, they

all

"empowered,"
"a part of something," "power"inspired."
Hogan also
ful," and
emphasized universality behind
"Monologues."
"These could be any of our stories," she

said

like

Lamb

included

how

every member of the Bowdoin com-

this is a

I feel I was meant to write.
Almost as long as I have loved
film, Meryl Streep has been my

dame of

cinema, not to mention arguably

Her

the best actress of all-time.

consistency time and again, not to

versatility

on screen

find

still

From humble beginnings
student at Vassar with

son as a whole," Hollingworth said.
The directors also discussed V-

tions

Day's Global Spotlight for this year,

to

ways

me.

to surprise

affect not only the body, but the per-

no

as

a

which focuses on the "Comfort

Women," women

a legend, she

forced to be sex

slaves for Japanese soldiers during

World War

who

are

II.

Most of these women
by

alive are outraged

still

current Japanese government's

positions regarding this part of the

Hannah Harwood

'08,

one of the

performers of the Comfort

Women

that she didn't see

women as "angry or bitter, but I
women as strong and stand-

up for something in their lives."
Because there were so many

ing

women

involved in this tragedy,

Harwood said it was difficult to
make all the voices cohesive, but the
power of their stories came through.
"There are a

form
want

lot

of voices, but uni-

solidarity," she said.
is

Named

Streep earned an Oscar nomination for her role in the 2004 film

"Adaptation," in which she plays a successful but lonely writer

to read a

falls

character's sorrow,

Desire" as a freshman in

her introductory drama class in
1967.

Upon doing

"AH

someone

to hear

they

just say

Lamb summed up

the different

book she

And that

is

that

is

who

writing.

every one of her characters on

is

screen.

its

me

core, and

nating from her on screen. All her

her goal.

a novice film actress, Streep

had the kind of initial run from
1977 to 1979 that most actors
would mark as the pinnacle of their
careers, and for her it was only the

about Streep's

She embodies this idea to
I always feel joy ema-

acting.

as

As

what has always been

so incredible for

and

drama as her major and acting

now

transcendently cinematic.

so the professor

instantly recognized her talent,

beginning. In this early period, her
best performances speak so fully of
it was on to graduate
performance alongside Dustin
the human experience, flawed
where, even among
Hoffman in "Kramer vs. Kramer,"
humans who are beautiful because
and highly talented
as parents fighting
peers, she was regarded
a custody battle
something
rare.
as
As a novice film actress, Streep had the kind
over their only
graduation,
After
most
that
to
1979
son, won both of
of initial run from 1977
Streep moved to New

From

work
her

there

at Yale,

select

York City, and pursued
theater with

much

earning

cess,

a

ac t orJ

WO uld mark

sue-

Tony

-

,

careers,

and

them

as the pinnacle of their

,

for her

1

i

was only

it

1

•

after only

was on

work. Clearly her star

the rise, and

it

Streep

part

deep,

two years of pro-

was only a

woman aware of

of their imperfections.

These qualities carry
personal

life

as well.

into

Of

her

course,

deserved

Oscars. In a small

•

the beginning.

nomination and an Obie

award

fessional

sorry."

in love with the subject of a

"A Streetcar

four years later she graduated with

country's history.

these

was asked

dramatic passage from

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

aspira-

of acting, Streep quickly shot
stardom in a mere decade. In a
story that has become something of

see these

is

For a very long time
tribute

mention awe inspiring range and

about sex.

monologue, said

of the show

contributed to

by Mike

favorite actor, the grand

and open

also about being positive

humor. Hollingworth, who has participated in the show every year she

Bowdoin, said

just is to say

not just about

traumatic sexual experiences, but

against women, there are also elements of hope, inspiration, and

at

it

love sex.'"

like, 'I

The program

me

favorite part

this report.

Columnist

and become more

this

people are more willing to

that

Hogan. "The show is real and hopeful and speaks the truth about things
that are rarely spoken about."
'
Though much of the show deals
with the heavy issues of violence

has been

Kelley

the opportunity to hear and speak

more about

like

free to students.

Streep paved with acting gold

women

"Forty women's voices being
is a really moving thing."
voices
fill
Kresge
Those
Auditorium again February 23

munity who are

is

Drummond

Jesse

Nugent

so important to give

heard

women,

The concert

You."

comes

tors.

All four directors

differ-

can," said Carolyn

are standing."

"Monologues"

of

show and

Lamb

site,

we

For Skinner, the most important

"There's a power in the
the

Hricko

can be heard

"Only

and

and cover as many

'08.

munity

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Oreint Staff

At

CAB was looking for.

try

ent genres as

force in songs such as "Everyone

Wants

According to his web
is affected by sexual vio"At the end of the show, when

"We

ath-

the sensitivity of mis

lete disguises

annual observance of V-Day.

of an

Sam Cooke,

campus.
variety the

tall,

25-year-old singer

Elaine Kilabuk '08 (middle), and Nina

the

playing the acoustic guitar at parties.

Records.

(left),

is

There, Kelley began singing and

While at UMiss, Kelley posted
some demos online, which led to his

performed in "The Vagina Monologues"

Kelley's appeal

Mississippi on a golf scholarship.

eventual signing with Hollywood

Jamie Quinn '06

soon

it

emotionally express

himself.

gressions as backup for his rendition

The Bowdoin Orient

though

girls,

to

gospel-like qualities that he has incor-

cialty

Fulton,

to 30.

Kelley went to the University of

of Snoop Dogg rhymes.

Drew

meet

to

became a way

of Augusta, Georgia,

native

Weekend, April 28

Ivies

claims to have begun singing as a

known for
his top 10 hit, "Amazing." He last
toured with Dave Matthews and the
Goo Goo Dolls.
p.m. Kelley

at 8

OK Go

will headline the musical lineup tor

be playing

from the South,
tonight in Smith

CAB

to spring, the

has confirmed that the band

Josh Kelley, a young musician

Lounge

WEEKEND

IVIES

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

cuts

showing a

her needs but

unsure of how to balance them with
her responsibilities as a parent.
Also, in "The

Deer Hunter,"

as a

voices of "Monologues" by saying,

matter of time.

being a Hollywood star tends to be

"The show

A.O. Scott of the New York
Times once said that the best kind
of movie is one that takes situations of character displeasure and
which turns them into audience

a very public affair in America, and

Pennsylvania small-town wife dur-

has managed to keep

ing the Vietnam War, her luminous

is

about loving each

other and loving yourself."

V-Day

will

be showing the orgapub and talk-

nization's video in the

ing

more about

Monday

night.

campus to take
sion.

It

the

group on
whole

invites the

part in the discus-

pleasure.

To make the audience

feel

the discomfort of a character

is

pedestrian, but to feel joy through a

yet, Streep

her private life as
vate.

Married

it

to

should be: prisculptor

Don

presence

since the late 1970s, her

But

family

never tabloid fodder. She

Streep's

is

is in full

major film

Gummer

it

force in her

first

role.

was

in

star truly

the

1980s that

took

off.

Her

always conducts herself with the
self-respect

and dignity evident

in

Please see STREEP. page 8

8
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Chekhov show checks

FRIDAY,

STREEP, from page 7

enced a resurgence over the last
few years, appearing in "The
Hours," as well as "Adaptation"

where she plays the author of a
book Nicolas Cage is attempting
role she
to adapt. With this

was a juicy, well-written role for
women, she got it, almost without
question. There was also the small
matter of her name becoming synonymous with the words "world's

The film that
that

Choice." Already a popular actress,

Emmy.

Meryl became fluent in Polish, and
revealed the depths of a person tortured by the Holocaust and its legacy. To me, this is one of the best
acting performances in history. She

Over the next few years she has
as

by A.O.

faced with describing

wife of the Attorney General dur-

of the

When

role, but instead

words fail me
and adjectives seem too trite. No
understanding of Streep 's brilmis. performance,

seeing this performance.

her work,

Throughout the rest of the
decade Streep continued to turn out

one day

is

presented by the Department

of Theater and Dance, will run again tonight and Saturday night in Memorial Hall,

Depression

^actrfes

^Tcom«

have decided

to skip

part about this store

the

your two classes

and take an adventure.

You

are in the

25 minutes of scenic
highway to Portland. A city of sophis-

car, driving the

and elegance, Portland

tication

shoppers,

fine

is

the

of high-class

upscale destination

dining experts,

two

salesgirls did not offer to help

even when it was obvious that we
were going to buy something. Go
with an independent spirit and don't

and

rely

on

the help of the girl at the

Next we went

boutique. Betsy's has

JAX. For a

that

Freeport, a trip to Portland

is

begins to look a great deal more

we

Recently,

"important

did a

ered that some of

shops

nose up

at.

With

a

Club

to

extremely fashion-for-

and

gloves,

jewelry at the

turn

if

or

easy to

want along the

counter

first stop,

of

array

clothing

—probably

the places that
is slightly

is fairly limited,

located next to

servative side, but

jewelry

and

discounted

by Gold Hawk

Across the

new

30

the best

at Spoil

on
it

the

more con-

carries fashion-

street

from Betsy's
opened

matronly side, don't be discouraged.

There are

lots

of cute and

well-fitted,

bright-colored ski sweaters and
variety as

you

The best thing about
They have

back in the

to fine

this store is the jewelry.

fit

for

Club

more

get to the racks farther

Nicole Miller.

not be able to find a top

a

this year,

able brands like Michael Stars, Three

From Juicy sweat suits
cashmere pullovers, you may

is

store.

It

so

also carries

cities,

the underwear selection
in Portland

The
is

funky, and fairly

inexpensive.

Overall, Portland's

New

York
it's

or

by the cash register (impulse
buy much?). If you're looking for a
gift for a friend, a girlfriend, or yourself, head straight to the counter of

that are not too pricey.

Don't miss the sale rack—there are
of clothes and cute shoes on sale
worth taking a look at The only bad

more on

the expensive side. For

there are plenty of Gala dresses

be found, sassy jewelry, and going-

out jeans, as well as clothes

to

right

Spoil

Me Rotten.

Our last stop was Bliss, a few stores

Erika Smith '09

worth

you could

What

is

created?

the best

Furnaces, but

next special occasion, whether

it

is

an

anniversary, holiday, or birthday present,

or just a "Sorry

I

yourself at the top of her

list

(or at

out of the doghouse) with a gift
from Portland than one from the
depths of die Bargain Basement in
least

Brunswick. Happy shopping, everyone!

other song that has

unhappy mem-

it.

If you were dictator of a small
country, what would be your
national anthem?

ES:

"Strongest

Man

in

the

World," by Menomena, to be
played to

me

every morning by

my adoring citizens.

to no selection for men, but
you will find this guide comes
in handy to find your girl a gift for the
little

guys,

ES:

and Sarah Broge '09
ories attached to

-

live?

have

album ever

ES: Neutral Milk HoteJ.> "In
the Aeroplane Over the Sea."
SB: "Yankee Hotel Foxtrot,"
by Wilco or maybe "Aha Shake
Heartbreak," by Kings of Leon.
What's the best band to see

wear when meeting your boyfriend's
first time. These stores

parents for the

have far better chances of putting

jewelry counter has everything from
expensive pearls to trendy long bead-

tin

to

WEEK

Velvet, and Michael

you have a craving to bum a hole in
your pocket. None of these stores are
particularly cheap, and some of them
are

DJs OF THE

t-

mention a whole

—not

M«

WB0R91.1FM

and

of Hanky Pankys to choose from

cute watches and pretty earrings and

necklaces

roles, Streep experi-

this

made out with
that girl in front of you when I was
gift You'll
mad"
don't
be
drunk,

you will certainly be able to
put together a nice outfit or two. The
but

of film

Dry Goods boasting

we've seen

it's

girls,

Me Rotten. While the clothing
Me Rotten is more on the

Spoil

we

The

for

brands.

store that just

the best selection
visited.

name

Write foT AA^f

your Spring

Boston, but

but again,

Dots, Lacoste, Juicy Couture, and

ed necklaces

—

is

you have a crav

don't miss the sale rack-there are

tity

read about

thein

Email orient^boi

our

or

sites,

the half-hour drive if
is

Make

After a slight downturn in quan-

racks and racks of lingerie and

accessories

no

it

ajSyte&J^oF

name a few. Toward the coun-

ing to burn a hole in your pocket.

a store specializing in Lily Pulitzer
(we skipped that one). Helene has a

lots

by BCBG,

of

variety

great

needs.

Jake's

all

funny sayings about major

York or Boston, but

worth the half-hour drive

your

you need

New

Portland's no

silky camisoles

AX,

attire

by

fun,

percent off, as well as other similarly

J

shirts

ters are

Its

M. was our

clothing

Break

stores

shopping

perfect for

is

jeans. Betsy's has a great selection of

cobblestone of the Old Port Helene

of

favorite online

place

Stars, to

scarves,

,

for

spring line that has not hit

department

major

tops

leather belts,

fiMnreur opinions on music?

close~to equafinf Ijitf ruff

a large selection of Susana.

Monaco

You can find go-to brands like
Seven and Citizens of Humanity, as

cashmere sweaters.

Are your friends sick of hear-

No

non-stop cinematic dominance.

proves to be worth checking out. Bliss

well as lesser-known and trendier

ward.

pat-

before or

However, if you take die time to
go through the clothes, the place

the

places to choose from,
find what

sells

Maine, the denim

store in

is

it

love you.

tern.

mixture of jewelry

Portland are

in

no particular organizational

ing in

newspaper

research" and discov-

nothing to

little

clothing

—which you can wear

jeans

selection

OK, so maybe not. Not even close.
But ifs all we've got, and once you
go through the two-mile outlet mall

more

to choose from, and better yet,

souls in need of elegant pampering
five-star service.

to Betsy's, a similar

Betsy's. Bliss is weirdly laid

out with the racks stuffed with cloth-

carries

counter.

and

enticing.

up from

the service

is

us,

and you

the middle of the day,

It's

Awards

Choice

favorite actress demonstrate.

s

by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen
Columnists

she does like no one else. Meryl,

Nicholson in "Ironweed."
Her fame was not limited to critical success either, as her six

Wish Theater.

People's

Portland

her up on the big screen doing what

Jack

alongside

love

certainly a

it is

finally

row, overjoyed at being able to see

who became a media scapegoat in
"A Cry in the Dark," and as a
homeless woman during the

the performers in "Check-Off," a series of short

I

dream to
meet Meryl Streep
in person; I cannot tell you how
overjoyed I would be. But regardless of whether that happens,
whenever a new film of hers opens,
this film lover will be in the front

living is (where in Africa?) in love
with Robert Redford in "Out of
Africa," an unemotional mother

among

how much

Considering

"Silkwood," a (plantation owner?)

Patterson were

a long-

awaited third Oscar.

amazing, critically acclaimed performances: as a factory worker
fearing chemical contamination in

Grunnah and Tauwan

administration,

which could bring her

.

Jill

Nixon

the

ing

liance will be complete without

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

as seven films in produc-

most notably "A Prairie
Home Companion," a film by
Robert Altman about the most
famous American radio show ever,
as well as "Dirty Tricks," where
she plays Martha Mitchell, the

fulfilled the idea presented

Scott.

many

tion,

so easily could have given into the
histrionics

ever,

male or female.
Her four roles in the TV miniseries "Angels in America" won her
her fifth Golden Globe and second

"Sophie's

is

supporting

most nominated actor

the

and which will always

title,

13th

Actress nomination, making her

contributed most to

define her career;

her

received

greatest living actress."

performances based on the works of Anton Chekhov. "Check-Off," which

2006

Stxeep has walked long road to success

off opening night

dominance during this period was
so complete that whenever there

Seniors

FEBRUARY 24,

I

really
I

like

the Fiery

always like the
I might be

Fiery Furnaces, so
biased.

SB: Wilco.
What song pumps you up?
ES: Anything by Annie.
Norwegian pop is fun.
SB: "You Only Live Once,"
by The Strokes.
What song brings you down?
ES: I don't know...emo?
Bright Eyes?
SB: "She Paints Me Blue," by
Something Corporate, or any

SB: "Redemption Song," by

Bob Marley, or I'd make up my
x
own song.
// you were onstage with a
mic in front of thousands of
screaming fans, what would
you say?
ES: "Get

me

out of here." That

doesn't sound like a situation I'd

have entered into willingly.

SB: "I love you too."
Smith and Broge can be heard
on "Roomie Rock, " 10:00 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. Tuesday mornings on

WBOR

91.1

FM.

I
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SPORTS
Men's basketball

Basketball tops Tufts

drops in quarters
by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

Bowdoin. In addiBowdoin's defense kept the

the first half for
tion,

Bobcats' lead scorer, junior

The second-half charge from Bates

NESCAC quarterfi-

in last Saturday's

nals ended the men's basketball team's

winning

three-game

streak

and

knocked the Polar Bears out of
NESCAC tournament play. The

Rob

away from the hoop.
Sophomore Andrew Sargeantson
started Bowdoin off with a basket in
the
second half, which Bates
answered with a series of free
throws. The Bobcats went on to
Stockwell,

fourth-seeded Bobcats recovered from

shave Bowdoin's lead to just four

a 34-24

points with

deficit at the half to squarely

Bowdoin 67-51

defeat fifth-seeded

in

IS minutes remaining.

Bates run on the basket forced the
a timeout to regroup.

Saturday's game.

Bears to

The Bears took the early lead off a
three-point shot from sophomore
Andrew Hippert. Hippert combined
with senior Kyle Petrie and junior

The timeout was

Kevin Bradley to post 31 points

in

brief

call

to

no

avail, as the

moment of respite only reenerwho took their

gized the Bobcats,

Please see

BASKETBALL page
,

13

Track places seventh
by Pat Pierce

46' 10" in the shot put for eighth

Contributor

place.

Lyons passed on the torch to
Luke Fairbanks, who fin-

first-year

The Bowdoin Men's Track Team
Cambridge on Friday to
in the New England championships held at MIT. The Polar
traveled to

compete

ished right behind Lyons, for ninth
place.

Junior

Owen McKenna

executed

his strategy well in the mile race to

Bears displayed strength, speed, and
stamina in the penultimate meet of

Please see

TRACK page
,

13

the season, finishing

ninth out of 25 teams.

Junior Joe
the

Adu

led

for

the

charge

on Saturday,

sprinters

capturing
in the

place

fifth

55-meter hur-

demonstrating

dles,

his explosive power,

shattering

the

final

hurdle with his lead
leg. In the

400-meter

sophomore
Brendan Egan gave
Bears another

run,

the

Drew

Sophomore Marisa Berne

dribbles past a Tufts defender in last Saturday's game.

Fulton,

The Bears

The Bowdoin Orient

defeated Tufts 5241.

strong finish,

seventh

taking

place

in

51.53 seconds. First-

by Vanessa Kitchen
Sta#p Writer

semifinals this weekend.
Saturday's
fouls called

The
Basketball

Bowdoin
Women's
Team overcame a chal-

game began with two
on Marisa Berne '08,

confining her to the bench for the
period and leaving the Polar Bears

lenging competitor, winning a tight

an

game

Tufts's strong

against Tufts University to

ensure a spot

in

the

NESCAC

offensive

disadvantage.

at

With

At halftime, the Jumbos
one point, 25-24.
Refocusing

led

by

just

Jones

at the halftime break,

Bowdoin team returned re-energized. Bowdoin defense held Tufts to
just 16 points in die second half. The
the

defense, the Bears

were not able to get off many

shots.

Damon

year

capped

BASKETBALL, page 12

Swimmers make a splash at

off

Bowdoin's success
the

sprints,

tenth

place

in

taking
in

the

200-meter dash.
Senior

Please see

Hall

Patrick

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin

Lyons

threw

David Wagoner-Edwards '08

last

weekend's

Is

a rookie pole vaulter.

NESCAC championship

Drew
Senior Erin Turban finished 16th in the 100-yard butterfly at

Orient

co-captain

NESCAC swimming and

>

*

•

•

ill.

diving championships held at Greason Pool.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

The women took

seventh place.

^
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Women's hockey loses
by

Anna

at

FRIDAY,

home to Elmira,

FEBRUARY 24,

2006

Utica

But a Utica goal

Messerly

Staff Writer

before

just

the

buzzer forced the

The Bowdoin Women's Hockey

Team

goal into overtime,

regular season

with Utica scoring

with a pair of tough losses to two vis-

the game-winning

finished off

New

iting

its

York colleges. The team

now has an overall

15-8-1 record, but

12-3-1 in the

is still

Saturday,

NESCAC.

into

sudden death

overtime.

squad faced

the

goal two minutes

off

Despite

the

the Bears

against Elmira in a non-conference

losses,

game.

remain positive.

The

first

period saw the most

"We were

dis-

five goals

appointed with the

scored in the 20-minute span. The

outcome of this
weekend's games

of

action, with a flurry

Elmira Soaring Eagles scored the

we
we were

two of the contest, followed
quickly by an unassisted goal by

because

Bowdoin first-year Scooter Walsh.
Kristen Cameron '08 tied the score at
two apiece before Elmira popped one

nitely the stronger

first

that

felt

defi-

both
team
in
games," co-cap-

In the second period, Walsh scored

Kelsey Wilcox '06 said. "But

her second goal of the

game and

they also gave us a

of the season. Later

in the peri-

in at the

sixth

od,

Sam

end of the period.

tain

Stewart '09 scored her

fifth

lot

that

of confidence
we can com-

goal of the season. However, the

pete with the best

Bears were unable to recover from

teams

the Elmira goals in the second period

going into play-

and early

offs."

game

in the

ending the

third,

NESCAC

The

5-4 in Elmira 's favor.

On Sunday

in the nation

afternoon, the Bears

playoffs start this

played the Utica Pioneers, once again
skating a tough game. Down 2-0

weekend with a
against
match

going into the third period, the squad

came back to lead 3-2, thanks to
goals by Meghan Gillis '07, Katie
Coyne '08, and Katie Forney '07.

Drew
First-year Scooter

Walsh guides the puck toward the goal
The team knows what

afternoon.

Connecticut College on Saturday
The Bears have posted 6-2

this

and 5-3 victories over the Camels

playoff game.

"We

this season.

it

weekend, and how to win

is after
its first

by Nick Day

and

game

against Elmira College.

the intensity

we

played with

weekend

our

home

into

this

ice advan-

tage this Saturday against Connect-

are looking forward to taking

Trackster Emily Sheffield brings
versatility

in Saturday's

team

talent to

icut College,"

Coyne

said.

"They

Fulton,

The

The Bowdoin Orient

Polar Bears lost 54.

have a very good goalie, so we are
focusing on perfecting our shots mis

week and

striving for the

back of die

net'*.

Write about your favorite spring sport.

Email orient@bowdoin.edu.
»

one another.

Staff Writer

"I love the girls

on

the team," she said.

Emily Sheffield '06

is

one of the

top middle-distance runners in

New

This indoor track

been

has

season

I

most suc-

England, but you

Sheffield's

would never guess
that from talking

cessful. Despite train-

to her.

off-season, she credits

I

"She's got a tersense of perspective and humili-

rific

She's an old school athlete,"

ty.

Bowdoin

cross country and track

However, the senior's humility off
the track dwarfs her success

on

it.

Sheffield has dominated opponents

season long, running and winning

everything from the 400 through

1000 meters. Her

skill

ha

achievement to a

more

relaxed, focused

approach to competing.

1 just
much

coach Peter Slovenski.

all

ing tirelessly during the

don't put as

myself as
There

on

pressure

is

I

used

no point

to.

in get-

ting anxious or nervous.
I just

go out

there

and

run," she said

across a broad

Sheffield

has run

spectrum of events has added
tremendous depth and strength to

many impressive races

Bowdoin

weeks ago, Sheffield
sped to an amazing

track.

"Emily makes us a

better

team

this

Two

season.

with her range as a runner. She has

1:37.83 finish in the

All-New England

600 meters, breaking

the speed to be an

runner at everything [she runs],"

die school record

At

Slovenski added.
Sheffield began running

was

when she

in eighth grade. Sheffield also

played field hockey and basketball in
high school, but she decided to focus
solely

on running when she arrived at

Bowdoin.
In her

year,

trails

Sheffield ran

two seasons of

Although Sheffield
after her first

left

the

year of cross

country, she continues to compete in

both indoor and outdoor track.

Maine

the

Meet,

won

Courtesy of Jessie DePalo

Shef-

800
meters, running an
field

the

Emily Sheffield '06 has been a strong presence on the

team

for four years,

competing in a variety of events.

impressive 2:20.37.
Just last
III

first

cross country and
track.

State

weekend

at the Division

New Englands, she shaved more

than four seconds off her already

work and

Slovenski recognizes her mental

"Emily never gets

important

way

off.

to

do well

rattled,

and

moves during

Sheffield,

an anthropology major,

how running will shape her

isn't sure

she said.

and has a great finishing kick," he

plans after graduation.

work
ethic and dedication to Bowdoin
of
notion
the
track stems more from
"running for the team" than com-

added.

wasn't a long distance runner,"

Sheffield believes that her

"I'd like to eventually run a mara-

Sheffield has also been

model

to stay

said.

her races. She's fearless and daring,

"I

is

relaxed and confident," Schickner

strategy.

she makes intelligent

She is proof that
She gives me
and says that the most

talent

dedication pays

race strategies

impressive time.

composure and

"I really admire her for her hard

for the team's

a

strong role

younger runners.

First-year Lindsey Schickner,

who

also

thon, or tram for a triathlon," she said.

Nonetheless Sheffield

is

looking for-

ward to a chance to catch her breath.

peting for personal success, a feeling she attributes to the close bonds

advice she has received from her friend

"After the spring season, I'm
going to be ready to take a break,"

her teammates have formed with

and teammate.

she said

runs middle distance,

is

grateful for the
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MENS

Track takes third
by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

Team exceeded

expectations, plac-

ing fourth out of 22 teams at the

MEN'S

NESCAC

WOMEN'S

HOCKEY

ICE

NESCAC

Overall

HOCKEY

ICE

NESCAC

Overall

School

W

L

W

L

School

W

L

T

W

L

T

School

W

L

Amherst

8

1

23

2

Middtobury

16

2

1

20

2

2

MkJdtebury

15

1

Overall

W

L

22

2
8

T

T

taking 11th in the 400 meters.
Keeney and Seaward competed in
the triple jump, taking 15th and

Trinfty

7

2

18

5

UUUIiAHMI
WrUiarns

13

3

3

14

6

3

BOWDOIN

12

3

1

15

Tutts

6

3

20

5

BOWDOIN

10

6

3

15

6

3

Williams

11

4

1

13 10

Bates

6

3

20

S

Colby

11

7

1

15

8

1

Colby

9

6

1

14

20th, respectively.

BOWDOIN

5

4

16

9

Trinity

9

7

3

12

9

3

1 1

IHnii
Hamilton

6

10

10 13

Wrihams

5

4

17

8

Amherst

9

9

1

12

11

1

Amherst

6

10

10 14

Colby

11

tally,

The Bowdoin Women's Track

BASKETBALL
Final

11

SPORTS

Adding

to the Bears' strong indi-

vidual performances were Bowdoin's

1
1

7

1
1

4

5

14

Hamilton

8

9

2

10

11

3

Conn. College 4

10

2

6

12

4

Conn. College

3

6

13

11

Wesleyan

6

9

4

7

12

4

Trinity

3

11

2

7

12

2

Bears finished just behind track

secured Bowdoin's position in the

Middlebury

1

8

12

12

Tufts

6

11

2

9

12

3

Wesleyan

2

13

1

2

19

2

powerhouses Williams, Tufts, and
Amherst.

top four.

Wesleyan

9

6

17

Conn. CoNega 3

15

1

4

19

1

Division

New

III

Eng lands

The

Junior Louise Duffus posted the

most points

for the team,

taking

spectacular relay

which

finishes,

The 4x200m team of
DePalo

Sokolow, Seaward, and

'08,

Kari Barber '06, ran their fastest

SCOREBOARD
Sa 2/18

at

SCOREBOARD
(NESCAC

Bates

L 67-51

First-Round)

second in the weight throw and

fifth

"Louise has been our high scorer
all

head

season,"

coach

Peter

Slovenski said. "She does her best

and she led us

in the biggest meets,
to a great

onship

team

champi-

effort in the

Kelsey Borner and

First-years

Chelsea Jackson joined Duffus

in

the throwing events, gaining valu-

able competing experience.

On

the

Ali

first-years

track,

Chase, Lynne Tempest, and Jess

Sokolow made the 600 meters the
highest-scoring event for the Bears.

Chase captured

second

place,

breaking the 600-meter school record
posted by teammate Emily Sheffield

week

'06 just a

DMR

teams

4x800-meter,

Tempest

earlier.

pulled in an eighth-place finish.

The

DMR

Onderko

competitive field with the

finish.

meet with a
The 4x400m

team pulled

in another fourth place
with Hackert, Gina Campelia '07,

and Pilon running for

Sheffield,

Bowdoin. Eustace came back to run
in her second relay of the meet,
teaming up with Sokolow, Ahearn,
and Chase, to capture second place,
edging Amherst out by 0.02 seconds.

The women
Boston

will travel

University

down

today

School

W

W

L

8

1

18

7

BOWDOIN

8

1

22

2

Open New England

Michael's

v.

Sa 2/18
Su 2/19

2-0
7-0

L

Sa2/18

New

at

6
4

SCHEDULE

Amherst

4

5

10

15

F

2/24-

Open New

Trinity

3

6

8

15

Sa

2/25

England's (BU)

Tufts

3

6

10

13

Colby

2

7

10

15

Mkkilebury

2

7

14

10

25

F

Team

15

F

2/24-

Sa 2/25

p.m.

at

New

9th

England

of 25

Dills (MIT)

Open New

5:00

p.m.

England's (BU)

WOMEN'S SQUASH
6th

Nationals

SCHEDULE

of 8

F

(at Princeton)

(Hoehn
52-41

1:00

SCHEDULE
5:00 p.m.

MEN'S SQUASH

2/17

2/17-

Sa 2/18

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD

W

of

5-4

4-3

College (NESCAC
First-Round)

Dills

F

(NESCAC

4th

England

18
21

Tufts

V.Connecticut

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK

2

v.

L
L

SCOREBOARD

2

9

Utica

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK

7

8

Elmira

v.

SCOREBOARD

7

1

2/25

4:00 p.m.

CAC Quarterfinals)

Wesleyan

Conn. College

v.

SCHEDULE
F

Amherst (NES-

WUama

Sa 2/18

facing strong competi-

Saturday,

v. St.

Overall

Bates

to

and

W
W

v.Norwich

Sa 2/25

NESCAC

Final

team of Courtney

started off the

F 2/17
Sa 2/18

SCHEDULE

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

finished in the top

Eustace '08, Hackert, Tempest, and

tion in the

The 800 meters boasted a very

all

and

four.

fourth place

Saturday."

last

time of the season. In addition, the

4x400-meter,

in the shot put.

SCOREBOARD

Jessie

2/24

Team

TBA

Nationals (at

Harvard)

Division)

WOMEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

First-Round)

Sa2/25

v.

Wesleyan

(NESCAC
finals, at

Championships.

SCOREBOARD

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE
4:00

F
p.m.

Semi-

2/24-

Su 2/26

NESCACs

Sa 2/17

8:00 A.M.

NESCACs

7th

of 11

Bowdoin)

(at

(at Williams)

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Sources: Bowdoin

Bates)

NESCAC.

Athletics,

first five

finishers all qualifying for nationals.

Sheffield captured fifth place,

Teammate

finishing 2:16.61.

Amy

Hockey

ices St.

Michael's and

Norwich

Ahearn '08 broke 2:20 for the sec-

ond meet

in a row, taking seventh

Men's hockey

place. In the 1,000 meters Laura

Onderko

third in the

'08 took ninth place.

in

NESCAC

sophomore Alyssa

In jumping,

Chen pulled

finishes

more

by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

points for the

Bears, clearing 10' 1" in pole vault,

a new personal best, for sixth place
overall. Erin Prifogle '07 tied her

personal best in the high jump, giv-

Bring on the Boston University
Terriers.

Contact the Boston Bruins if

"We got a boost in the hurdles when

more suitable match
Bowdoin Men's Hockey
Team's weekend sweep, the Bears
seem ready for anything. The Polar

Erin Prifogle cut 0.20 seconds off her

Bears secured a 13th-place ranking

ing the Bears another sixth place.
Prifogle continued her success in the

55-meter hurdles, placing eighth.

personal best. That

was one of

that

seems

like a

up. After

the

in Division

most outstanding performances of the

place in the

day

Bowdoin," Solvenski

for

and snatched third

III

NESCAC.

Spectators

said.

ty evident in last

week's games,"

sophomore Greg McConnell said of
his team's weekend performance.
The weekend's most impressive
match was against Norwich, one of
the best teams in the country.
Bowdoin saved its best playing of the
year for its most challenging

best

offense

was

pret-

his

The

minder

the St. Michael's game, outplaying

talented net

opponents from the very

NESCAC Player of the Week honors.

first

face

constantly peppered

Michael's in the net in the

St.

first peri-

the team's most indispensable asset

going into this weekend's playoff

showdown

came alive, scoring twice

in

a

76 second span. The winning goal

came from Captain Adam Dann

'06

into points until the

middle frame.

Once Bowdoin opened

its

the team quickly put the

game away,

ultimately

account,

destroying

St.

The Polar Bears got
two goals from their on-tire Dann, as
Michael's, 7-0.

well as goals from

Jon
Westerman
'07,

Landry
'08,

Tim McVaugh
'06,
Mike

Ged Wieschhoff '06,

against rival Amherst.

the

women. Fellow

have only witnessed him in goal for

Bowdoin

the last 137:48 minutes of

That

is

137:48

hard to

it

more than two hours

and IS minutes or just under seven periods without

letting

a shot go by. Despite

his accomplishments, Papachristopoulos remains modest.

"The record was
great but a lot of the

all

senior Ruth

Jacobson had two personal bests,
finishing 14th in the 200 meters and

credit

goes to the

guys

playing

in

front me. Breaking

10th in the SS-meter dash.

First-years Alison Pilon,

who

Especially because spectators,

the 4x400-meter relay, senior Emily

Hackert had the busiest day of

received

also

Papachristopoulos will surely be

off.

hockey, they will find

not until the final period that the

think that

tallying

believe that he cannot stop everything.

"All the guys are starting to hit
I

shutouts,

fourth and fifth of the season.

and

was

defeating St. Michael's and Norwich.

and

of

scoring four goals in four minutes

it

hockey of the season with the Bears

their stride

in control

Although senior goalkeeper George
shined throughout the game,

in four events for the

Distance Medley Relay (DMR), and

Bowdoin was quickly

and

od, but could not convert any shots

SS-meter hurdles, the

Competing

for record

play.

The team
skillful

long jump, the 400 meters in the

Bears, the

Bowdoin.

power

overwhelm Norwich, a
team that had previously beaten
Middlebury, the same Middlebury
that thrashed Bowdoin 9-1.
skating to

Papachristopoulos and his defense

saw Bowdoin's

on-one goal to put the game away for

a

Nelson followed with a dazzling one-

matchup.

The team used quick and

Fellow senior Andy

finally James Gadon '07.
Once again, Papachristopoulos shined,
securing a place in the record books

on

record

the

this

weekend was even

Alex

my

Keeney, and Molly Seaward gained

better because

experience and demonstrated their

mother was able to

future potential at the meet. Pilon

make both games

Bowdoin 's

and she hasn't been

added a personal best

to

make many

able to

over the years," he

BbaRends
season

said.

The
end

169

MEN'S BASKETBALL, from page

successful

to the regular

ensured

season

home game
first

9

a

in the

round of the

playoffs. Hopefully

lead of the

first

point

game with a one-

the

Dayton Arena

advantage. Within minutes,
a 44-37 lead. In a

deficit, taking

ditch attempt to

slow

it

last-

fell

the team

second

It

Dann

quarterfinal

first

appearance in two years.

The Bears

Bates will
this

last

"I think

in the semifinals.

his

on

we have

an advantage over

Amherst

season's 13-12 finish.

Drew

face top-seeded Amherst

weekend

likes

round

Saturday.

close out their season

with a 16-9 overall record an improve-

ment over

unde-

team's chances in the

was Bowdoin's

NESCAC

last six-

is

feated.

to Bates for the second

time this season.

has the

game span where

the Bobcats,

Bowdoin players called a second
The
timeout, but it was too late.
Bears

of
will

prove significant as

Bowdoin's

deepened

had

Bates

influence

Senior forward Matt

Roy

tries to

goes for the puck in

last

Saturday's

game

against St. Michael's.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

The Polar Bears won

7-0.

different

he

said.

for

many

reasons,"

->!
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Women s

Squash

hoops

Polar Bears' offense kept up with the

Jumbos, tying the score

man

the Bears kicked things

putting

them securely

give up that

With

less

in the

wasnt ready to
easily. The two teams

year

lenging

game, Berne landed a

three-

lenge," she said

The men finished

B

teams in the

Cup division)

las

weekend,

Amherst and Bates
fully pulling

against the

sixth

team.

them and play our game."

The win

The

off another 5-4 win

Orient

NESCAC
the

Bates,

was

victory for

semifinals will be

top

Gymnasium.
will

seed,

face

made her presence

lowed by the Bowdoin-Wesleyan
match at 4 p.m. More tickets may be
released to Bowdoin's athletic

'06

with seven points, nine rebounds,

Wesleyan in an away game at Bates

The Bowdoin

home

scorer with 14 points, and Justine

seeded Bears will face third-seeded

Fulton,

against Tufts

Williams at 2 p.m. Saturday, fol-

Hoehn
Drew

home

held in Bates's Alumni

was the top

of eight

Junior Katie Cummings dribbles past a Tufts defender in Saturday's game.

at

the 68th consecutive

NESCAC semifinals.

This coming Saturday, the second-

falling to

We

gym

in Puerto

is

UConn women's New England record

felt

7-2, but success-

to the chal-

105-degree

a really talented
can only hope to contain

Rico. Wesleyan

four steals, and four assists.

division (the

The

remind us of our days

Polar Bears finished off Tufts 52-41,

Pouravelis

The Bowdoin Men's Squash Team

round This

several free-throw opportunities, the

Junior Eileen Flaherty

ing nationals at Princeton.

in the first

going to be very big for us,

Bowdoin, putting the Bears just one
victory away from matching the

Bears to the

solidified its 14th-place ranking dur-

is

and we are looking forward

a victory that qualified the Polar

by Sarah Podmaniczky
Staff Writer

game

weekend

than one minute remaining

pointer to turn things around. After

moving up
last

lead

in the

in

'They were strong and balanced, but
some ways it is good to have a chal-

will

traded baskets as the clock dwindled.

concludes the season with
record,

a

Tufts, however,

The men's squash team

one spot from

up

notch, scoring eight consecutive points,

nationals
a 10-9

at 31 with less

IS minutes remaining in the game.

From there,

'07 said.

Cummings

BASKETBALL, firm page 9

14th at

2006

play Wesleyan

set to

finishes

FEBRUARY 24,

'Tufts played a great

game and

really took us to the wire," Katie

department today. Bates will be
ing

tickets

Gymnasium

today

sell-

Alumni

at

in Lewiston, Maine.

Tickets are $3 for adults and $2 for
children.

squad, a close com-

Navy

petitor.

"Our first match against Amherst
on Friday morning was tough," capBruce Salt/man '06 said. "There
were a lot of hard-fought matches,
but we could not seem to pull it
tain

together."

The Polar Bears did manage to
it together for their second

pull

Beginning Monday, February 6,
get feedback on writing from any course
at Any phase of the writing process.

match on Saturday. The Bears narrowly defeated Navy avenging last

team at nationals
and ensuring an improvement in the
year's loss to the

VVRJTI N^ PT^O) f5CT

team's end-of-season ranking.

Although Sunday offered the
Bowdoin men another chance to
defeat rival Bates, the Polar Bears

were unable

Bobcats

to beat the

for

WO "R.KS HOPS

the fifth time this season.
"It definitely

either

could have gone

way," Saltzman said. "Each

game of every match was very
and extremely
intense. Literally two or three
way could have
points our
changed the entire outcome of the
long, hard-fought,

match."
Despite this loss, the
isfied
"I

men

Sundays

are sat-

with their season.
believe that we accomplished

6:00-11:00 p.m.

Monday-Wednesday 8:30-11:00 p.m.

most of our goals," senior Bryant
Rich said. "Our freshmen came along
well as players and as team mem-

NEW*** Thursdays 2:45-5:00

bers."

The men ended their season 10-9,
moving up one spot in the national
rankings since

last year.

"I'm really proud of how our team

competed

this

less at practice

sophomore

year,"

Jacob Sack added.

"We were

relent-

and really fought

for

each other during matches."

Much of the leadership on the
team came from its four seniors,
Chris Metcalf, Rich, and co-captains

In the Center for Learning and Teaching
102 Kanbar Hall

Saltzman and Nick Adams.

"Our senior class will be greatly
They are top notch guys who
brought leadership, fun, and a ton of
missed.

squash ability to our team," Sack

To

sign

up

for a conference,

go

to the Writing Project

said.

Women's squash

»

will

nationals tournament this

play

its

weekend at

Harvard.

Although the season is over for
most of the men, its top few players
will

(Drop-ins welcome, as time permits!)

play in the individual nationals

Amherst from March 3

at

vebsite: hrtp: / /acad emir.bowdoin.edu/writing project

to 5.

orient, bowdoin. edu
orient, bowdoin. edu
orient, bowdoin. edu
orient, bowdoin. edu

•

Print out your draft before

your conference.

• To work on a draft longer than 7 pages,
sign up for two consecutive sessions.
• Bring the written assignment with you,

please

if

you

have received one.

orient, bowdoin. edu

^

T

r
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Swimming and diving finish seventh in NESCAC
over their

lOth-place

swam

at

tributing a second place in the 200-

races. Horskotte

put them well

yard freestyle, a seventh in the 200-

place finish in the 400-yard indi-

field in the three-meter competition

yard individual medley, and eighth-

vidual medley, placed 11th in the

Sunday, earning Bowdoin's only

The women's swimming and diving team completed its season this

ahead of close competitors Wesleyan and Bates, who finished ninth
and 10th, respectively.

1000-yard freestyle, and 13th in the

place finish of the meet with a final

past weekend, finishing seventh at

Head coach Brad Burnham was

freestyle,

eighth in the 200-yard

place

pleased with his team's performance.

freestyle,

and fourth place

breaking

by Katie Yankura
Staff Writer

the

NESCACs

NESCAC

ionships

Conference Champheld
at
Bowdoin's

Greason pool. Williams College
captured the

NESCAC

sixth year in a row.

title

for the

Middlebury

claimed second place, followed by
Amherst in third place.
The Polar Bear's seventh-place
finish,

a significant improvement

"The
son

last year,

perfect end to the best sea-

we have had

time.

finish

place finish in the 100-yard free.

McLean took

third in the 50-yard

in the

100-yard free.

500-yard

free.

in

the
the

Chapman and McLean, joined by
Aubrey Sharman '06, and Jessica

26.78 seconds.

we

Horskotte '08, led Bowdoin to a

the diving

fifth-place finish in the 800 free
Horskotte and fellow sophomore Carrie Roble also had key

just

here in a long

earned," he said.

Sophomores Katie Chapman and
Megan McLean were Bowdoin's
high scorers with Chapman con-

relay.

performances

Roble claimed fifth
50-yard butterfly,
previous

school

record, set in 1991, with a time

Everyone was so positive and

fought for every place and point

to a fourth-

in

the

individual

of

finishing

on

first-

score of 445.15. Tudor 's score broke

record of 423.9

points. In addition,

Tudor was recog-

nized as Best Senior Diver and Diver

Division

compete

will

in the

National Competition in

III

Minnesota next month.

the one-meter diving competition

two points behind the winner
from Middlebury. Tudor recovered
from the loss and came back even

of the

the school's 2001

of the Meet and

Senior Victoria Tudor excelled in
competition,

stronger, dominating the rest

Tudor took the meet in stride.
"I went into the three-meter competition hoping to have fun.

I hadperformed as well as I had
hoped on one-meter on Friday, so I

n't

was

compete and

just looking to

smile for Saturday and Sunday
events.

was

I

win

to

thrilled

As

and honored

the Senior Diver

for Nationals,

I

Award and

at

NESCACs.

am

looking to

Meet

the Diver of the

have a good time. More than anyit will be an experience and
an honor to compete with the top
thing,

Division

divers."

III

Diving coach Harvey Wheeler

was pleased with Tudor 's performance and has high expectations for
the Nationals.

"My

greatest joy was to see Tori
She has worked very hard this

shine.

season.

have never coached a more

I

deserving winner," he

said.

"My goal

is to do all I can to
keep Tori relaxed and focused on her
skills. If she is able to keep that smile

[for Nationals]

come home as

glowing, she could

a

team All- American."
Wheeler also earned recognition
as the Diving Coach of the Meet.
The men will look to improve
first

upon

last season's lOth-place fin-

NESCACs

ish at their

end

at

strong

this

week-

Williams. After such
for

finish

Burnham

the

a

women,

optimistic about the

is

men's prospects.
think

"I

men] are

[the

ready to swim

fast after

really

watching

women swim

so fast," he said.

Track

fields

the

best finish in

three years
TRACK, from page 9
capture fourth place in 4:17.68 min-

Sophomore Nate Krah ran the

utes.

5000-meter race in 15:21 minutes for
sixth place. Fellow

sophomore Tyler

Lonsdale was close behind, taking

Sophomore Eric Lee

10th place.

demonstrated his maturity as a distance runner, finishing eighth in the

600-meter run

The

in

:24.59 minutes.

1

were once again the

relays

strongest events for the Polar Bears.

4x400 team put together
to capture

In the

fifth

The

four solid legs

place in 3:38.56 minutes.

4x800

relay, the

men

ran a

blazing 8:01.3 for third place, lap-

ping the competition

in their heat

and

catching the timers off guard. Relay

anchor

McKenna

crossed the finish

line before timing officials could rum
on the automatic timing system, forcing the officials to rely on Ken Akiha
'08, who was timing his teammates

with a stopwatch.

The Polar Bears are completing
most successful track season

their

in three years with a strong plac-

ing

at

the

Dili

New England

Championship. They will compete
in their final meet today and
Saturday against athletes of all
divisions

in

the

Open

New

England championship held
Boston University.

.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

Bowdoin Orient

Divestment
could open a
'Pandora s box

Biablished 1871

Annoyed with

O

this page?

"The Orient

committed to
serving as an open forum for thoughtful and diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community." In keeping with the spirit of this mission, the editors
decide to exercise little control over the content of the opinion
pages. As an open forum, our goal is to encourage dialogue and the
ur mission statement asserts,

special interest groups.

ficing

'08

Chaffetz

no ques-

is

egregious violations of

free expression of ideas.

human

We believe that strong newspapers help to create strong communities. We do our best to provide in-depth, balanced reports that

Sudan and apartheid

rights such as genocide in
in

endowment

to the ubiq-

holding our

uitous "socially responsible" stan-

patently offensive,

we do

munity about those ideas

Over

decisions for the College

com-

worthy of discussion and those

that are

run the most well-written and coherent submisreceive. In the rare event that we choose not to run a

we

submission, the decision
tors.

that is

We

that are not.

sions that

make

not

and language

is

dard leaves a certain Pandora's box

open

to

moods and

the criticism

Nate Chaffetz's op/ed

"Think

twice

exemplified

But when members of the Bowdoin community criticize the
Orient opinion pages, they must recognize that it is not the publication they should criticize but rather the tone of campus discus-

that arises

Readers must understand that the voices that are published
on campus. Unfortunately, when
the loudest voices dominate debate, other important perspectives
sion.

are lost.

and op-eds do not
express sentiments that they identify with, then we ask them to put
forth their own ideas to help expand the spectrum of campus viewpoints. Our response to those who find the tenor of debate on camIf readers believe that the Orient's letters

pus and
is

in these

pages less than satisfactory

only as good as you make

simple: this section

is

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin

Drew

divestment,

responsible investing.

Bobby

Fulton,

Guerette,

Evan

Kohn, and

S.

not

is

about

it

not

and the organizations V-Day supWe ask you to support V-Day,

ports.

politics

To the Editors:
V-Day is a global movement

support victims of sexual violence,

and break the

that

Gwenn Hollingworth
Alex Lamb '07

women and young girls, not a

against

lence does not follow party

The

lines.

'06

Emily Skinner '08

Sexual vio-

organization.

political

silence.

Sincerely,

Whitney Hogan '07

helps raise awareness about violence

of die Vagina Monologues

Directors

at

is

not a

through shareholder resolutions. That

means we have a say in how a business is run and can make our voice

make

tions in foreign factories, to

sure that the companies

we buy from

Bowdoin Bookstore meet cerhuman rights standards.

for the

money

toward factories

ing

it

ing

wage and

out of these

we

countries' economies,

work longer

lower wages than prevail in

are tunnel-

pay a

that

liv-

is

a place where workers are

forced to

work long hours and

are

first

larger impact

wage. Working conditions are dan-

impact on the

gerous and frequently cause injury

half-billion dollars that

and death, and attempts to speak out'

negligible.

rest

use

or not, the

it

money has an

paid less than that country's living

invest our

how we

in

is

the endowment. Like

way we

or organize are met with intimidation

step in the

right direction.

much

it

about

misconception

would "impair our

petitively invest our

me,

is

ability to

that

com-

money." Believe

understand and wholeheartedly

I

of die endowment, and we need not
put that at risk in any way. As Debbie

However, Bowdoin does -not spend
the bulk of its money buying hoodies
and flip-flops. Where we have a

shop

Another

socially responsible investing

a good

rights.

is

heard.

support the growth and profitability

pay their workers what it costs to live
in the United States, and surely that

This

call for

respect their workers'

developed countries." We do not
expect factory owners in Vietnam to

is not what Chaffetz meant A sweat-

reform within a company

working condi-

tion that monitors

Instead of taking

minor point, a sweatshop

we

to invest in, but as stockholders

Consortium, a non-profit organiza-

To

with a

currently

can

tain basic

start

is

working with the Worker Rights

and socially-

place where "laborers

hours

week

last

divesting,"

it.

Orient 's editorial board. The editorial board is comprised ofJames

D. Baumberger,

shops,

before

much of the confusion
when we talk about sweat-

right.

reflect the voices that are heard

—

V-Day

effort to politicize

only clouds the goals of this organi-

and violence. Bowdoin

by Sam Minot
Contributor

never based on the ideology of the edi-

by conservatives and liberals alike. In our view, when
comes from both sides, we must be doing something

sexual

Take action on investments

the past several years, the Orient has been accused of

political bias

motivations of

is this

zation, but victimizes the individuals

require swift action, the very idea of

ties. However, the opinion pages are the one place where responsibility for content lies with the campus and academic communities.

to run personal attacks

The

V-Day

South Africa

provide news and context for the campus and academic communi-

While we refuse

in this

Steven E. Bartus '08

it

how

surrounding issues

its

members of society be
community or worldwide.

affect all

made by

regarding

divestment. While there
that

violence and

Sincerely,

strongly consider the points

tion

thought to be taboo. But
bluntness that exposes

deliberate and through examination.

urge the Bowdoin community to

I

is far

Vagina Monologues may be blunt
about issues that are normally

too detrimental to be done without

the Editors:

Nathan

gain. However, sacrigrowth for the subjective

above financial

notion of social responsibility

is

To

correct to

It is

common good

place our belief in the

of society, and

at

Wissel '03 pointed out in her

week, there

last

is

letter

actually a financial

incentive for responsible investing,

since a high level of social responsi-

generally indicates a higher

bility

quality of management. In fact, in

Most

100

Innovest's

200S,

not

Sustainable

Companies

outper-

Not only can we make a
change by choosing what companies

formed the

MSCI World

Index by

impact

is

Beth Kowitt.

7.

We don't have to be any

percent.

1 1

competitive

less

be

to

socially

responsible.

The Bowdoin Orient
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issue has pointed out that what's eth-

some

ical for
all.

isn't

Some say we

always ethical for

should not invest in

companies involved in Darfur, others
say that such action would only fur-

and exac-

ther impoverish the region

Most would

to

The past year has seen the mainstream media of the United States

everyone will have a different answer

accident.

Every pundit and comedian
country has
been taking shots

in

Indeed,

Cheney (kinda

that

sink to a

new

low, in terms of the

an

at

and

lines
tary.

Indeed,

much of

propensity

have made clear
Today, there

issues;

instead

commen-

on news.

One of the most

for

my disgust for

is little

debate of

rather, party leaders

and

Should

we

stop

now

that

we

find

significant

issues

we

everyone

else. The media's role in the everyday world is no longer objective

when the news
and

becomes the
Cheney accident,

service

in the

see exactly that.

Please see

MEDIA, page 15

say no.

should have the debate as a

on the world.

We

should be

secure in the knowledge that our
scholarships were not paid for
exploitation or brutality.

know

if

We

by

should

our investments support the

genocide in Darfur.
that

outlets;

I

school and take responsibility for our
effect

in the

their broadsides at, well,

we

We

good

foul every time Fox

story,

hurting anyone's feelings?

proud

of
Democrats cry
News is mentioned, while Republicans level
major news

disagreement? Should

is

to arise in the past

candidates alike stick with their
platforms, content to merely blast

good, but

as to what that means.

year has been the
impartiality

Bush

the state of party politics in this
era.

of the

but instead

sowing lies. The coverage of this
accident, however, speaks to a
problem greater than the vice presI

the content

on U.S. news netnot
are
works
news at all, but

commentary on news.

arguing that this
the

all,

common

leave well enough alone, and not risk

between news and commen-

networks are not news

intentional

deception,

should invest in order

people and the increasingly blurred

tary

week,

we

further the

mere

content on U.S. news

one) for

entire

agree that

content offered to the American

much

ident's aim.

Advertising
Email 0rientad9@bowdoin.edu or
(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates
a production schedule.

inclined to believe

has spoken on this

media.

1)

administration's

Domestic subscription rates are $47
for a full year and $28 for a semester. Contact the Orient for more

editors reserve the

am

who

Kevin Federline's new
single, "Popozao," and 2) mainstream media have successfully
spent an entire week covering Vice
President Dick Cheney's hunting

There are two new reasons that
hand

proves

right to edit letters for length. Longer
submissions, may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion®bowdoin.edu) or via the Orients web site.

scientists, I

not easy to define. Almost

is

the world is going to Hell in a

up,

Calendar Editor

lis-

say-

responsible

socially

that

is

everyone

erbate the situation.

alleging a cover-

Kelsey Abbruzzese

is

the most important issue

far,

one contributing factor to
American political inanity is the

like that

Editor

Copy Editors
Drummond

Frances Mi Hike n

without

ical parties is best left to political

by Will Hales
Columnist

at

E

libel,

While the study of the increasing polarization of American polit-

the

Chris Marotta
Emma Powers

Letters
The Orient welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
publication.

than slander and

more

little

ing.
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Manager
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Kohn, EditmAnChief

Beth Kowttt, Managing
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tening to what the other side
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diverse discussion and debate 6n issues of interest to the College community.

News Editor

their

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

James D. Baumberger,

here
action

ME 04011-8462

Fa* (207) 725-3975

The Bowdoin Orient

By

way. The

Bowdoin

We
is

should be

a force for

world in every possible

first

step toward this goal

would be tine recreation of an advisory committee made up of students,
faculty,

and

staff to investigate the

ethical nature of our investments. We
need a public forum where we can
debate and discuss these topics, and

that

body needs the authority to make

suggestions to ttw administration and
the

Board of

Trustees.

At Bowdoin

we talk a lot about the common good,
and it's time we took action.

.
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wish Allow gay couples to adopt

this if you

by Theo Salter
Contributor

to survive the invasion

can break down the reasons why

personally

conservatives are bringing

Christ's political thoughts are the

it

to

the legislative table.

have

These Revelations Will

Not Be

access

to

may

ever the brothers Linhart contributed

rently around 520,000

ing to impose fundamentalist morals on

available for adoption.

a nation

remember going

Another

seine.

to sleep."

recall that not too

I

awoke on

House

the floor of Crack

Orient? If you are, then you probably

old beer and saliva (and

We've got aliens.
Exhibit A: Item one of die February
1 7 installment of the Orient news section's "Bowdoin Briefs" reads, and I

what

"A

he got

he an

there. Is

in

a pool of

God knows

remembering how

else) without

alien,

or did he

much? Assuming that a
Bowdoin student would
have more sense than to drink more

just drink too

responsible

mysterious design in the

snow appeared early this week on the
Quad and left members of the
Bowdoin community baffled as to
how it got there. While some wrote it
off as the work of student pranksters,

than he could handle,

am

I

rela-

odd

3)

you must not become

'feeling' that

others suggested that extraterrestrial

involved in a relationship because

forces might be involved."

would

Need any more evidence?

Didn't

I

you take

will ask that

I

can now confirm that

What

In light of this disquieting developcertain

toward the

ing this column:

aliens

at all times. I think I

it

someone do

it"

saw

a movie once, and

in

it

I

it

kept the aliens from reading die guy's

we

thoughts. Although

can't be sure

same aliens,

that these are the

be an unnecessary and

same

that

guys.

Second,

want you to (inconspicu-

...

roundings for alien spies. Look for
"humans" with loose skin, especially
around the face and neck. According

1997 film

to the

"Men

and viscera without damaging his

epi-

the loose skin...

and I'm not kidding about

"You have awoken with soreness

5)

which can not be

in your genitals

to
.

As you can

see, this leaves

us with

we

lack in

very few

allies.

ble as that person without any sugges-

numbers,

we shall make up

beyond loose skin

I'm pretty sure "Men

—and

Black" was a

in

documentary.
Also, if you see a "person" that you
think

returned to

I

my

for in cun-

foil-encased

notified

and

to the press

was

the

of our information. There is little
in the news media today that can
be absorbed without first considering the network on which it is aired
or the newspaper in which it is

newspaper was the

week following
strongly believe that

opinion should be

focused

to those

White

the

House

cover-up
and stonewalling
of the media than
on the accident
or

sion

is

human

sacrifice. If

ethics cloud

our

we

interstellar

counter-aggression policies, the aliens

.ButThere's no time for squabbling;
is

not our friend.

You must pay

close attention:

Realizing that most of

my

strate-

for fending off extraterrestrial

came from vague

invaders

tions of cinema,

"how

I

recollec-

ran a Google search

to avoid alien abduction"

(don't worry;

I

in tinfoil, too).

covered
It

led

my computer

me to a web

log,

InChelsea.com, where alien expert

Melinda Leslie has

listed

ways

to

tell

whether a person has been abducted.

Here are few symptoms

that I

found

"You have a cosmic awareness,

interest in ecology, environment,

vegetarianism, or are very socially

it

just

me, or does

this describe

roughly nine out of every 10 Bowdoin
students? This
thought.

assume

At

is

much worse

this point, I

that the majority

mates are

aliens.

am

than

I

forced to

of my

class-

That means they

the

with

delivery

of

feel free to deliver

Harry Whittington.

Cable Network, just as the College
Republicans can deliver offensive

stumbled

By no means

far

nor

example of

communications cryp-

During the coverage of
Hurricane Katrina, major networks

For over a decade, Canada

discovered that so-called "emo-

interplanetary
tologist.

is this, the first,

significant,

has conducted chemical and cryptological analyses

of crop

circles

and

tional journalism"
ratings. I'll

boosted their

me

human

pushing an Air Force pararescue-

With regards

interaction.

to

deciphering meaning from the patterns, his

work has

yielded.

guess that leaves interpreting the

Bowdoin phenomenon up to me. The
sign on the Quad comprises three concentric circles, each bearing a differ-

ent color.

some

It

sort

seems obvious

that this is

of practice-target for an

apocalyptic death ray that die aliens
will eventually

should notify

—

ately

in the

aim at major cities.
the-

We

Pentagon immedi-

meantime,

I

man

out of the

way

so that the

world could watch a correspondent

.

Absolutely nothing. Thanks, Steve

I

informed like Geraldo Rivera

advise you

help an old lady into a helicopter,

and Nancy Grace calling persons
accused of a crime guilty are not

—they

news

unless you want to be zapped into

Journalists

are

great television.

should no longer be

There's a great deal

any person within

to

can

tell

you for now. We
low

and await

fur-

in your tinfoil fortresses

Write a

don't

media saturates our existence
(Alec Baldwin has a blog, in
which he calls Cheney a terrorist),
are owed the luxury of having a
mainstream media that

sets

the

standard for journalistic integrity

and

objectivity.

That would be a

step in the right direction.

letter to

the Editors!

jurisdic-

understand that "marriage"

I

primarily a religious

is

institution,

contradict

ly

Anyway,
the 2004

Constitution.

was

settled

election so let's get

to the topic

The

the

that fight

with

back

there

of adoption.

truth of the matter is that

is

—
—against raising

their

own

With the exception of
Florida, gay singles can already
adopt children all over the United
States, so what exactly is the
argument that one responsible
parent is worse than two? Already
in America there are over 250,000
children being raised by gay couoffspring.

ples, with five percent, or 12,500

being classified as adopted.

There are better ways the government could and should be
spending its time and energy:
finding faster ways to rebuild the
city and society of New Orleans,
finding a peaceful solution to Iran

and

kill

we commence bombing
thousands more innocent

civilians, or perhaps take another

real stab at health care?

"The more we

allow religious

groups to petition for social laws,

ther instructions.

for those aliens

more we step away from the
dream of our forefathers
for a country in which
American citizens can pursue

who might be

the

I am actualam using the

initial

reading, rest assured that
ly an alien myself,

its

tion the equal protection of the

before
all I

aliens will strike next, so just lay

and

news media

I

who hoped

to help flush out

their

subversive humans.
(I

I

about journalism and poliWhile we're on the subject
of stuff I don't know, I don't
claim to understand K-Fed's
emergence onto the world music

oblivion.

print

out due process of law; nor deny

sons

lets.

scene, or Britney Spears' toler-

Orleans

nor
any person

or property, with-

tics.

media blitzes for guest speakers
under the guise of constructive
campus discussion. I don't like it,
but they don't have the same journalistic obligations as news out-

ance of K-Fed, or, for that matter,
her decision to marry him and
mother his child. However, I do
know that we, in an era in which

not to venture into the inner rings

That's

Bowdoin

ded journalists grabbing rifles
from soldiers in Iraq.
No, objectivity went out the
window when the giants of media
began to see their ratings as perpetual elections cycles. Anderson
Cooper crying about the lack of a

New

state deprive

know

drivel

but one doesn't often see embed-

federal response in

any

life, liberty,

no evidence that gay and
lesbian couples raise children any
worse than heterosexual couples.
While some Christian groups
deny this, I would like to point
out that out of the 120,000 children up for adoption this year I
doubt most were born to homosexual couples, and the majority
were born to heterosexuals who
then decided for whatever rea-

admit that nothing gets

has authored 28 books on aliens-

on

of the United States;

shall

of

but to deny couples the same tax

slanderous

I

zens

erosexual couples seems to direct-

The College
Democrats
can

fact.

shall abridge the

privileges or immunities of citi-

breaks and benefits enjoyed by het-

fact.

more

—the

not

is

concerned

not concerned

with the delivery of

opinion

Amendment which reads:
make or enforce

whose

importantly, on the condition of

And

conscious."

those

profession

itself,

have no way of knowing when die

particularly alarming:

left

profes-

my humble

in

state shall

left

ion should be

laptop to research the next step: deci-

Canada.

win!

believe that opin-

to

whose

—

any law which

strongly

I

/

seemed
as
though more news

ing

laws."

printed.

the accident itself,

coverage

regularly help

the responsibility

of the property owner were cast
aside in favor of the shock and awe
that the local

who

us to better interrogate the sources

media's virtual surrender of

a necessary

couples the right to marry, violat-

announcement

that the

objectivity.

is

America has already denied gay

no longer

pure and for the benefit of the

phering the crop circles.
In pursuit of this goal,

am

ing clergy, lawyers, and physi-

14th

the

In this post-2/17

not media's job

"No

worker to take
more important job as an

fool!

is

masses.

liter-

on a

people

Is

ning!

But what

I

gion.

perturbed that they were not

quit his job as a social

doppelganger.

first

held aloft in the rare air surround-

most

alien

considering the

to get into the

cians; their motives are

the

an

I'm not going

The correspondents of the White
House press corps were supremely

some published interviews

You naive

1)

MEDIA, from page 14

man named Steve Canada, who

world, violating the rights of innocent

an

Voicing opinions

with a

"What if I just happened to see
them in two different places by coincidence?" you might ask. "I don't
want to 'destroy' my friend!"

for

where we

across

is

Destroy him by any means necessary.

gies

— issues

almost

certainly

time

opinion absolute-

you may have seen somewhere

else recendy, that "person"

let

my

ludicrous

ly

on

alien.

wrong,

freedom of speech, belief and reliThe argument that gay and
lesbian actions are sinful and thus
leading our nation away from God
sounds like a sentiment that might
have been around during the
Spanish Inquisition.

in

it

So anyone who has ever written in
die "Ask Dr. Jeff' column is an

me

nation built on a foundation of

—and

and prac-

recipient of the press release. In

dermis, and then effectively dissem-

tive evidence

guess

explained."

in Black,"

can extract a person's skeleton

aliens

all

I

this:

scan your immediate sur-

ously!)

would explain

Lastly,
I

This means

don't get

amendment's
separation of church and state, I

rare

is

ties professors,

class.

Now

not preaching against Christianity,

debate about whether Christ was a

rarely simple

family of the victim had not been

they've infiltrated the faculty.

to adopt children.

political philosopher or not, but

is

think this

I

dent. Valid justifications that the

missed me from the

foolish risk at

become extremely brazen
in raising their concerns
about abortion, gay marriage, and
now the right of gays and lesbians

one of those

but

idea of alien involvement in current or
affairs, my professor
my comment and dis-

—especially fun— have

tically never has a single angle,

Chalk up another reason we
should be grateful for our humani-

world

vatives

damentalists

but,

ally the first to hear about the acci-

has disregarded

hunch these are the

Plus, I have a

know about anyone else, but

don't

the

more than ever, it seems conservative Americans are trying to
impose fundamentalist morals on a

heart."

every time I've tried to propose the

historical

would

it

not to wear foil helmets.

this point

I've

are aliens.

—

fashion a helmet out of tinfoil

and wear

all girls

Bowdoin

"You have an extreme aversion
subject of UFOs or
you don't want to talk about

4)

my

a relief!

precautions before you continue read-

First,

it

the

politics,

with 'something.'"

ever hit on at

think so.

ment,

interfere

American

In

under

that

is

tration, Christian conser-

on a foundation of free-

—
—

our cur-

umbrella of his adminis-

dom

answer

"You have had sexual or

tionship problems, such as an

built

only
about
50,000 of these chilof speech, belief and religion.
dren are taken into
homes each year. So
why, one might ask, are 16 sepathinker do you most identify with
rate states discussing
or in some
and why?" The response is somecases already drafting bills that
what infamous but I'll do everywould ban gay and lesbian couone the courtesy of reprinting it
ples from adopting?
here, "Christ, because he changed
Sadly,

forced to

conclude the former.

line

is

The bottom

President.

try

those, over 120,000 are

long ago, a friend of mine

quote:

seems conservative Americans are

It

that

God-fearing

rent

the

in

believe

the Christian Right as

United States, and of

"You have awoken

don't

die

children

foster

or

that there are cur-

in another

Orient Staff
Are you a regular reader of

pills.

know

not

don't

ones the leader of the "free
world" should be taking most to
heart. I don't think even Carter or
Reagan were as appreciated by

place than where you went to sleep, or

2)

already know:

You may

freaking crazy

copy of the Orient after reading whatweek.

The first reason can be summed
up by the response of President
George W. Bush to the question
of, "What political philosopher or

news and

tioned attributes probably junked their

this

by Steve
Kolowich

There are times when I read the
feel like I'm taking

newspaper!

this

Lucidly, bearers of the aforemen-

Televised

15
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think that bought us

Vive la resistance!)

some

time.

Send submissions to orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.

own

lives

without Nundue

interference by government under
religious pretenses.

i

+
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February 24-March 2
Friday
Common Hour
Attend a speech by Salman Rushdie, author
of theTfentroversial "The Satanic Verses," the

book that caused an uproar among Muslims
due to its allegedly disrespectful depiction of
the prophet Muhammad.
Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater,

12:30-1:30 p.m.

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 5:30 p.m.
.

Come
raise

to

y*>

!*

Vagina Monologues
this play performed by women

to

awareness for violence against women.

Cocktail party in Daggett Lounge, Thorne
Hall, following performance.

Auditorium

;e

Drew

Center, 7 p.m.

"Check-off"

Saturday

Attend a performance of collaborative
interpretations of several short works by

"What

s

Do With
Celebrate Black History
this film

about

how

"Let's

Love Got To

Look at

Longfellow's 'Evangeline"'

features performances

by actor Donald

Lipfert;

Elizabeth Drucker, director of The Ballet School;

"Check-Off"

Bowdoin music students, directed by Delmar
and a cappella group The Longfellows.
Layne Longfellow plays host.
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,

Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater, 7-9 p.m.

5 p.m.

Small;

/

It"

Month and watch

singer Tina

Turner

stardom in spite of her abusive
husband Ike Turner and gained the

rose to

courage to break

Smith Auditorium,

The Bowdoin Orient

Longfellow Days

z

Vagina Monologues
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
7 p.m.

Anton Chekhov.
Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater,
7-9 p.m.
Film:

Fulton,

A wren perches on a branch along the banks of the Androscoggin River.

Sills

Sunday

Monday

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

Black Culture in Maine
Maureen Elgersman Lee, associate professor of

free.

Hall 7:30 p.m.

history at the University of Southern Maine,

a lecture tided, "Zooming

will give

In: Different

Cultures in Maine," about the

Tuesday

history of blacks throughout the state.

Faculty Seminar Series
Randy Stakeman, professor of history and

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 5 p.m.

Airicana studies, will give a lecture titled,
The Making of the Video."

"Heritage Day:
{

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

12-1

Wednesday

pm

The Lobster Coast

Paddling Film

The Spring Paddling Film Series features
films made by Maine paddlers and
outdoor

recreationalists.

Beebe Room, Schwartz Outdoor
Leadership Center, 7-9 p.m.

Writer Colin Woodard will give a talk titled,
a
The Cultural History of Coastal Maine,"

about

how Maine's history influences the

state's culture

and landscape

today.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.

\

Thursday
life

and

love after college,

written and directed by seniors Davin Michaels,

Michael Lobiondo, and James Nylund.
Memorial Hall Pickard Theater,
jr

A bird of

FW

—

'

"""

a

speech tided, "Beauty, Luxury,

Home

A musical about

<&*

Robert Lehman Lecture
Walker as he gives

Listen to Daniel

8-10 p.m.

Currency:

and

The Role of Islamic Carpets

Textiles in Eastern

and Western

Cultures."

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7-9 p.m.

The

Bowdoin Orient
March

Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine
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NESCAC

Bears claim sixth consecutive
by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

captured

Sunday's

in a row, the

Basketball

NESCAC

the

Team

crown.

over Bates

thrilling victory

gave the Bears an automatic bid to

NCAA

the

Division

regional

III

Berne

they could not overtake the

12

scored

points,

while

if a

weekend.

this

NESCAC

play-

celebrates

home

rebounds

in

10

the 68-58

outstanding

their

up

its

sive effort, the Bears

overpowered

in the semifinal match.

Wesleyan

The next day, the Bears were back
on the court, challenging Bates on

home turf. Once again
warm up, Bowdoin allowed

the Bobcats'

win.

and forcing Bowdoin to step
of play. After three min-

level

utes, the Polar

Bears

hit their stride

slow

to

the Bobcats to take a 10-0 lead early

Missed opportunities
on the free-throw line and from the
in the first half.

field

preserved the Bobcats' lead.

free-throw opportunities, sinking 21

focused.

performances

shots, while Wesleyan was

and took the

lead,

maintain for the rest of the

of 31

will

against Wesleyan in the semifinals

only successful in four of 17.

round.

on Saturday and against Bates on

The Cardinals managed

Bowdoin

NCAA first

tonight in the

1 1

free-

throw by Beme, and a solid defen-

honors for

Week

Co-Player of the

challenge Colby-Sawyer at

points and

half, but

Bowdoin

With two layups, a

players.

Bates held a 26-19 lead

Senior Justine Pouravelis and sopho-

The team

Berne posted a game-high 18

points with Pouravelis netting

of the second

at the start

which they would
game.
The Bowdoin squad capitalized on

honors.

more Marisa Berne were awarded

a post-game huddle.

title,

the lead

championship

NESCAC

received

ers

win with

61-46

Wesleyan started off Saturday's

As

its

in the

win. Playing against Bates for the

semifinal match with a bang, taking

was not enough, two Bowdoin

Beth Kowitt, The Bowdoin Orient

and had 12 rebounds

and second rounds of the

tournament

crown

up

tournament. The Bears will play host
to the first

18

Sunday. In the Wesleyan match,
Pouravelis contributed eight points

For the sixth year

Bowdoin Women's

2006

3,

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

in the

to catch

at

the half.

With a surge of energy, Bowdoin
returned

second half

the

in

Julie

Loonin

fully

who

'07,

scored 17 points in the second half,

BASKETBALL, page 17

Please see

Emails can send wrong message Mills creates advisory
With
committee on Darfur
manners
demands or

unfair

faculty surprised by

expert advises respect
by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

Professor of the

Little

final

examination two years ago:

"Hey professor,

want to slow down before they click
'•&

the "send" button.

me

is

tion

so

I

to Portland

Please call
est

final

me

at

home

at

convenience so that

this

examina-

English 210 tomorrow.

for

your

earli-

we can

common com-

Perhaps the most
plaint

among faculty are emails from
who apologize for missing

students

and then

class

ask,

"Did

mes-

Professor of Government Paul

make

Franco once received an email from

I

miss any-

thing?"

Professor of

Visiting Assistant

Environmental Studies

to

members point

"different but similar positions."

by Beth Kowitt
Orient Staff

"I think it's

eralize

enness and debauchery," Franco

clear

matter up."

sages they have received that

Faculty

immediately sought

said.

the airport limo

won't be taking the

mem-

I

described in detail a night of drunk-

here to take

faculty

was not intended for

out the offending message, which

informal emails in their inboxes

—some

that

"Of course,

English Language and Literature

and even the occasional inappropribers are wondering if students might

message

William Watterson received this
message from a student on the eve of
a

After regularly receiving overly

a student apologizing for sending a

Franco's eyes.

Edward

message

stu-

dents.

student mail,

ate

turn out to be

downright embarrassing for

Pearlman

Jill

With the formation of an advisory
committee on Darfur by President

become

the

small

of colleges and universities

list

latest

addition to the

much more

Orient Staff

As

a

committee pre-

selection

pares to consider a record 213 candidates for residency in

Bowdoin 's

six college houses, interviews

leaders

College

of the

with

tem should be.
of
Director
According
to
Residential Life Kimberly Pacelli,
is

sions public after Spring Break.

Amid

positive about the hous-

nerves that the college house appli-

said.

cation process causes, questions

There
ship

are 150 spots for

to

the

member-

college

Residential Life will

make

loom about the houses and

ties

of what

that

means have^to be

Amherst,

Stanford,

and,

most

Brown and Yale have

all

recently,

taken some
their

to concerns related to genocide

human

and

rights violations in Darfur.

Mills said the steps taken by these

and not so subtly

primary responsibility

financial

that the

that

these

He

to consider

recommendations.

nine-member committee made
up of faculty, staff, students, and
trustees and headed by Gerald
'87.'

is

"I think that if the people

schools will likely be reviewed by

Chertavian

sub-

investment policy and make a recommendation to the trustees in time
for their campus meetings in May, he
noted there may be room for non-

committee have views

the

it is

different."

While Mills said the committee's

on the

as to actions

College ought to take that

are educational, things that

we can
we

do to show our support, certainly

noted, however,

institutions

have taken

Please see

DARFUR, page

Stone cold: seventy winters without a shiver

houses.
its

Please see

deci-

HOUSE, page 6

Attorney general: Help
stop local teen drinking
by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

num-

some modest ups and downs," she
the first year

we've ever broken 200 applicants
that I can recall."

As

Maine

Attorney

General

members of
the Topsham area community to stop
underage drinking, he also called on
Steven

Rowe

enlisted

unusual

an

—

group

join

to

his

Bowdoin students.
"The students at Bowdoin could

fight

ber of applicants at about 175, with

is

their

of these schools have

elected to divest, but the technicali-

significantly

"I've consistently seen the

"but this

and

es this year than in past years," she

larger than normal.

said,

the annual excitement

all

gen-

House

System show that thete is not a consensus on what the goals of the sys-

the applicant pool

on the whole, are

"Students,

terms

said. "In

Sudan.

investments in the region in response

by Steve Kolowich

eral

make," Mills

read very carefully because

form of action concerning

College House System subject
of campus enthusiasm, debate

that they

tly

Harvard,

to

read quite carefully the statements

taking a stand on investment in

Dartmouth,
Please see EMAIL, page 2

may

Barry Mills this week, Bowdoin

important not to gen-

what any school has done,

serve as mentors for kids in middle

school and high school,"

Rowe

said

an interview with the Orient. He

in

noted that adolescent boys especially

need college- age

men

to

be role

models.

i
•

The interview followed the first of
23 summits focused on underage
drinking in Maine. The summit took

.

News

OneCard changes

will ease

student transactions

Page 3

place at Mt. Ararat High School in

Topsham on Tuesday

A&E
Student-composed musical
1
'Home moves into Wish

the event's keynote speak-

the attendees were mostly par-

er,

V \\i9e^H

evening.

In addition to the attorney general,

who was
ents,

a handful of high school

and a few police
"We may not have a

dents,

but

we

have a

lot

stu-

officers.
lot

of polish,

of passion," Rowe

said in his speech in reference to the

Page 11
Please see

DRINKING page 5

Mike Ardolino and Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Dedicated by the Class of 1912 in June 1937, the polar bear outside Smith Union has survived nearly 70 years of Maine winters.

4
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EMAIL, pom page

sends equally brief replies to that quesi

you

Or

did," she writes.

occasionally, "I like to think so."

Pearlman and others also referred

"Hey"

to messages that begin with a

followed by the profes-

salutation,

name.

sor's first

when

is

a

me by

met emails

my first name," Pearlman said, though
some

she also noted that

students can

be "incredibly gracious."
The phenomenon of questionable
email interactions has achieved national attention.

A front-page article in The

Next York Times reported on the issue
last week, and some faculty members
at

Bowdoin have been

discussing the

comment
and

library,

Watterson

communicating

said.

messages

take time to answer.

still

mink we

writing and responding to non-essential

messages," Watterson

had told

me

irritating

mole

hill."

questions,

most of them from students

who

had not read the course syllabus or

had been asleep during class, but these
were few and far between," he said.
"Most of what I received were good
questions or suggestions

made

courte-

of Education Chuck
Dom is a scholar of

made

Sarah

of History

Professor

Associate

McMahon often encourages stu-

dents to send email

when they are con-

I

like

about email

is it

gives

me the ability to know that students are
having

difficulty,"

at night in

a panic.

Little

it

students

is

arid universities

approaching colleges

would call her

Now they can email

to professors

could be

seen as analogous to demands

to

also said

generalize" the

"easy to over-

it is

more extreme cases of

email use.

on education

as positive.

He said the negative aspect emerges
when users say something "we would
never dream of saying face-to-face to

tional tool" that allows her to receive

someone."

to ask in person or to help students

develop their thesis statements.
Watterson said that email "has
advantages as well as

"We

have

to

he

all

watch out for

this

is

rapid

A survey conducted by

your Bowdoin educatiop

has taken you as far as it can go in
the job search, self-hypnosis and
meditation might just be the key to
overcoming nerves and succeed-

the Office of

is

very informal to me," Ian

When

member

a faculty

when

or

He

his education.

After he found out that email has
at

some

said he has been a

colleges,
little

centage to the interview performance as they weigh candidates

each other. While each
organization approaches this differently, I would say on average it

against

accounts for around 30 to 40 per-

Cummings

said.

the session

workshop next week

reduce interviewee anxiety.

a

that

will

counsel students both in tradition-

and mind-body tech-

niques to improve interview per-

Hershberger said the main goal of

was

ways

to explore

to

"This workshop will include
pragmatic ideas for doing one's best

become

Underwood

more careful.

an email.

in

the result of a

collaboration between Director of

Counseling Service Bernie
Hershberger and Leslie Cummings

the

tions,

and visualizations," he

possi-

The organizers

are also planning

good and bad

Monday

at

will

7

message?

As

frame for waiting for a reply.

led fewer students to

the employer's decision.

"Many companies

assign a per-

them

see

Pines

in

less."

traffic there is,

"how
how busy the

room

are and if

we

the best

way we

can," she said.

According to Pardue, the students
counting were "all very surprised at

how many

people

come

While

Pardue

had

in here."

could not access the necessary
lists because they

ers

course email

were not enrolled in the courses.
However, IT quickly rectified the
problem, giving such students spe-

movement.

permission to use these mail-

cial

all

of the pool tables upstairs were
being used at once, one of the tables

ing

was removed.

they took care of

"There are a

lot

upstairs

studying

more people
now,"

lists.

"It

was

a brief frustration, but
it

Senior IT Administrator Randy

said

Pelletier believes that

Pardue.

While

this is the first

time that

the people count has been conducted, it may take place again in the
in

which case

the counts

likely be taken at different

make

times of day in order to

a

filters, it

will

challenging

become

ways through

and around unsolicited email prevention mechanisms," he said.

According

Bowdoin is not alone
more extreme measures

Information Technology (IT) undertook a lockdown of course email

the flood of spam.

The lockdown

limits access to

crushing

last

toward making the

the

i

in

leather.

The change, which was effected
Wednesday after a fact-finding

and impact-analysis mission, caught
some staff off guard. For Director of
Quantitative

Skills

Program

Linda Kirstein, the change posed a
challenge to her tutors and study
group leaders, who require access to

in taking
to reduce

"Other universities are doing
anything possible without com-

Desk, "11 to one came in through
Sargent Gym," she said.
Pardue and others hope to put

being re-upholstered

Pelletier,

to

of spam flowing into Bowdoin
of
Department
the
inboxes,

lists.

the

"[Spam] has become a constantmoving target and evolves quite

rapidly, in finding

tions," Pelletier said.

Much

increasingly

balance

to

College's communication needs
and keep junk mail out of inboxes.

ly

locked

as spam-

mers find new ways to avoid
detection and get around existing

comparison.

lists

quickly,"

Kirstein said.

pletely

of the furniture is

the lock-

and study group lead-

class.

student use.

mm

tutors

guessed that the majority of students enter by the Information

this information

Sales

* < *

facilitate

down,

after

class email lists to students in the

originally

communi-

to

lists

Initially

Additionally, after seeing that not

volume

Activities

.

many stuwhen they

needed in

union better and more efficient for

Ticket

the furniture

In attempt to reduce the

on the

..

I

is

need more staff."
"We're trying to serve people in

suiting students' needs.

and

move

study in the lounge and upstairs,
many of the chairs have been put on

spam

ument how the building is used and
how to make it more effective in

Information

easier to clean. Also, in

to minimize flow of

Student use of Smith Union is
being monitored in an effort to doc-

Student

is

Class email

site.

of

information as

to his

cate with students in their study

much

Moulton

sign up for the workshop

dents

come

"The diminishment of face-toface encounters seems at odds with
the whole idea of a residential community," Watterson said. "I communicate with students more but

other places in the union,

Union. Students are encouraged to

Office

may have more

whether furniture

same

office hours.

for

concluding an email conversation,
Senning noted that a brief thank-you

would

to

"Email

doesn't usually allow for the

Senning estimates that "a couple
of days" is probably the proper time

proposed, "everyone thought it was
a good idea," said Pardue, so that
they

the feedback they

of

will receive," Briefel said.

a

should a

or she does not receive a reply to the

future,

take place on

p.m.

was

the project

care and mail

The event

College looks to improve
union by monitoring use

She said that the interview usumakes np about one-third of

the caft. At any

at

only helpful

my own time constraints, but also

occur during individual meetings."
Watterson noted that email use has

originally

views.

CPC web

ally

When

inter-

"There were many times I sat
across from a person that I knew
really wanted the position, and

and desire," she told the Orient.

having coffee

demonstration will provide exam-

ble pitfalls.

they had the qualifications we
were looking for, but they weren't
able to communicate their skills

ber of people studying in Morrell
Lounge, collecting their mail, or

said.

ples of both

its

people entering the building at various entrances, as well as the num-

to

kinds of dynamic interactions that

wheels to

Each student was given a counter
with which to track the number of

the building.

suing her master's degree in counseling, worked in human resources

the interview, as well as

project entitled

this

in

People Count.

come

to

someone when he

student re-write to

response to findings that

ation, self-hypnosis, brief medita-

an interview role-play featuring
Randy Nichols and Mike Brown of
The
department.
security
the

Bean for 16 years.
Her experience interviewing job
seekers at L.L. Bean has made her
well aware of the importance of

them

"I find that this is not

for

for the quality

When

student to Senning:

ed members from the Bowdoin
track team and approximately 20
other students for temporary paid
positions

a

comments.

son."

which

with interviews, as well as some
mind-body strategies such as relax-

of the CPC. Cummings, who is
serving as a CPC intern while pur-

at L.L.

that she will take

hours for more substantial

office

you would show when

Coordinator Bonnie Pardue recruit-

given time, up to six students were
taking counts of people throughout

.

is

Professor of English

Assistant

Aviva Briefel said

you're addressing a professor in per-

original

'07 said email has

Nate Underwood

name

The Orient put a question from

due.

it is

first

respect that

first

where a professor has changed an
assignment or added to an assignment
the night before

the

email, but asks

few instances

also pointed to a

an

is

next best thing," Olds said.

by a

Senning said that, ease of use is no
excuse for not showing "the same

you?"

to call

that

proper salutation.

name, Yaffe said he is often not sure
what cue to take and wonders, "What

do you want me

down

sit

no doubt

exchange

intelligent e-mail

is appropriate to

it

a teacher and student

together, but there's

Otherwise, she advises the use of a

signs an

initials

in class,

are important.

conversation that can occur

look at a thesis statement or introduction when a student sends a draft by

use the

Yaffe '09 said.

email with his or her

name

still

"There's no substitution for the
live

groups.

unique partnership, the
Career Planning Center (CPC) and
Service will hold a
Counseling
the

mm

son conversations

the course email

cent of your 'score,'"

The workshop

"Email

first

News From Beneath The

ing in the critical job interview.

formance.

not always easy to get email etiquette

it

said:

it

ever the tone of the message, in-per-

Bowdoin Briefs

com-

mind-body techniques

al strategies

is

an issue

said.

Students will learn to
'pass' job interviews with

In

widespread, some students say that

been very beneficial to

false boldness,"

If a student calls a professor

Senning

line,

look respectable."
Faculty members noted that what-

on eti-

liabilities."

One such advantage

When

is

fan" of email and sees the technology's
overall effect

three times a week.

two or

correct.

store.

email communication has proliferated
simply because it is convenient and

He

"Make

mes-

instant

transfer over to email.

The bottom

if you're handwriting a note," she
said in an interview with the Orient.

Although electronic communication

also possible that

is

it

made

her late at night, and she responds in the
morning. She said she considers the
technology "a really valuable educaquestions that students might be afraid

least

may

sages

institute's

of
rule
"The
William Watterson thumb for emails is
shouldn't
that you
Professor of the English Language and Literature
be sending them

as consumers," he said, noting that

an issue for

they are young, habits

formed while writing

Post's

quette for children

a month. Ten percent said they do so at

when

habits

Post

the

is

topic.

that this is

noted that since individuals establish
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and

Post

said that the

people in workplaces," she said She

any differently than

Franco described himself as a "big

she said.

Before email, students

Edward

much of it is email,
and how much of

free.

fused or need assistance.

"What

of

how

Dom said that

would

common

We know

and in education.

higher education.

demands made

I

wouldn't have believed you."

I

by

wonder

years ago that

issue is a
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commodification
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me 10
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current expert
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you had
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runs seminars around the

country, and Senning
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Senning
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higher education.
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"If

Senning
Institute

Institute encour-
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a salesperson at a clothing

ously and intelligently."

just an issue for college students,

institute in

a larger trend of the

did receive a few annoying

semester when you have a professor with

quette advice books and established the

once

at least

said.

Email etiquette problems are not

Assistant Professor

Emeritus Clif Olds remarked that the
article made a "petulant mountain out

I

phone

Senning

obvious early on in the

ages students to use respect Emily
Post was a best-selling author of eti

said they contact faculty via email,
instant message, or

appreciative for the time they took,"

find.

from the Emily Post
percent

53.2

respondents,

the

Underwood said.

you."

email might be part of

"Yes,

Of

fessor took the time to research or

consider a question in an email.
"That way you're showing you're

whom you can joke around," she said.
When that line is blurry, an expert

these tasks.

would

I

spend multiple hours per day doing
email, frankly I wouldn't have believed

Professor of the History of Art

of an occasionally

"If you

said.

10 years ago that

hard to

'It's flurry

hours a week. Thirteen percent said
they spend at least 11 hours a week on

spend too much time

all

ally is not

22 percent estimated their hourly email
and instant messaging time at six to 10

the other hand, less important

line is,"

might be In order when a pro-

einail

Alaina Thomas '09 said the line usu-
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while

electronically,
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said
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have a thoughtful
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how I word my own emails,*' he said.
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College mulls keycard changes
by Joshua Miller

textbooks and other school supplies at

Orient Staff

snacks

Soon you

will

the system,

out.

vide

you have

left?

Want to get into your dorm? Soon
you may have to swipe as
opposed to wave your ID
card to enter. Want to buy

IDs

dents on board plans will be able to

how many meals they have left
week and how many Polar

check

for the

will continue to pro-

these
functions.
And,
Bowdoin Student Government has

if
its

students will be able log-on to review

their

remaining balance as well as

—

their account

in

the semester, students on

board plans will be able
meals they have

left

how many

check

to

In the future, parents

be accepted as payment.

many

in the

Polar Points remain in their account

and students will be
able to add funds to

midst of planning various

OneCard

changes to the information technology

IDs for laundry,

their

copying, and vending.

week and how

in the

systems that give

way, students will be able to use IDs

make purchases

"We're

looking

to

Brunswick
although that functionality is a few
years away, according to OneCard

avenues for adding

approved academic and residential

Coordinator Catherine Knowles.

money

buildings, to eat meals at the dining

pub and

the

at

to use

cafe,

establishments

By

in

end of

the

select retail

at

this semester, the

new web

College will launch a

site

a cost of $1 .25 per load) and photocopy

where members of the Bowdoin
community with OneCards can

machines

check the balances of

school-provided washers and dryers (at

(at

a cost of $0. 10 per page),

to take out library books, to purchase

accounts

online with a credit card.

Bowdoin identification cards, known as OneCards.
A student's Bowdoin ID currently
allows him or her to gain access to
functionality to

halls,

that

money loaded on

the

is,

years, a

is

"miscella-

neous" money remains

Brunswick?

The College

and

their purchases at the bookstore

in

In a few
Bowdoin ID may

Rushdie advocates
freedom of speech

Points remain in their accounts. All

how much

By the end of

a snack at a store

buy drinks and

to

vending machines.

at

Regardless of future changes to

Polar

be able to go online and find

Points

and

die bookstore,

know how many

Don't

web

to the

said.

The

and parents to add

ID cards

something

site is

that functionality

Knowles

site,"

ability for students

"to

different

at

via a secure

would

I

web

really like

add. That would, however, be

to

something happening for next year,"

Knowles added.

their various

Drew
Please see

accounts. According to Knowles, stu-

Common Hour
when

of free speech, even

'Monologues' incites dialogue
about violence against women
by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

helped people to better"

"It also

understand the V-Day movement, and

week continued

this

the discussion of issues of violence

to understand that

formance

it is

of

not only a per-

Vagina

'The

"As much as we'd like to dunk that
we've made moral progress, it's not
clear that

we have. Things like that are

happening today," Laurence

still

week-

Monologues,' but a continued effort to

women now

end's performance of "The Vagina

keep dialogue about sexual violence

decade.

Monologues." The organizers of
"Monologues" sponsored screenings

flowing," she said.

individual

On Tuesday, Associate Professor of
Government and Asian Studies Henry

ments doing things

women

against

of two
to

raised

by

last

different films as a follow-up

the

play,

while

College

the

"The Vagina Monologues," written

women

who were

from Asian countries

forced into sexual slavery

was

film

tribunal,

end violence against

held in Tokyo, which indicted the

women. Along with the two films,
"The Vagina Monologues" is part of
the V-Day movement, "a global
movement to stop violence against
women and girls," according to the V-

Japanese military and government,

Day web

site.

"The work mat V-Day does continues throughout the year," said

Gwenn

Hollingworth '06, a co-director of the
play.

"On Monday, we showed

documentary
Stops',

ple

'Until

the

Violence

which would allow those peo-

who had been

show

the

by the
work we do

interested

to learn about the

at

lecture

know a

"I

lot

of

the

up

in a society in

which multiple

guages were spoken as

Emperor

including

Hirohito,

for

crimes against humanity.

women were

Monique

Stuart,

Institute. Stuart

officer for

Luce

Boothe

Claire

the

program

Policy

gave a lecture called

"P-Day vs. V-Day: Using Absurdity to
Expose the Absurd," that criticized
"The Vagina Monologues" as profane,
pornographic*, and ineffective at conveying its message of combating violence against women.

women

V-Day's

"Go

"Global Spotlight" for the year, and a

great,"

monologue depicting the treatment of
these women was featured in the play.
According to die V-Day website, the

many ways to help and do things, and

Comfort

organization's goal
these

women and

official

to "support

is

their fight for

apology and compensation

from die Japanese government"
Laurence tied die film's message

more

an

Stuart

play

this
it's

tell

be

to

sluts, that's

"There are so

said.

not it Part of die reason

is

so appealing

there are better

is the

ways

many

There are so

cause.

I

think

to go about it

better

ways than

Hensley

venue.

that stood in line

late

"For those

said.

without a ticket the over flow

was

turned away."

Rushdie's lecture, which focused

on

"This gives you the ability to be

the appropriate verb

you use

that one,

ate adverb

is

in the tradition

his writing

based

of oral narrative, drew

constant laughter from the

full theater

and merited a standing ovation

at

critics

ask

cal nature

question

first

is,

polyphonic culture

influenced his works, and

his

influences

ly

thought processes," he said.

right before Pakistan separated

all

India,

who was

acknowledged

location

"I

Students to spend break in Americas, Asia

was bom

eight

of a

and

Trips planned to

NYC, New

Guatemala, and Thailand
by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

students will see their spring breaks

them

Mississippi,

New
New York

Mexico,

to

Peru,

of die country I've never been before,"

City,

more

traditional spring break vaca-

tions,"

said

Coordinator

of

Community Service Programs Sarah
Seames.

who
In

is

New

American com-

munity to build an adobe seating

area,

In Guatemala, students will be help-

living at die

"It's definitely

student run, student

driven," said Seames. Since

"I

Bowdoin. This

out

number

a sign of die success of

it's

Seames
The trips

service in

year, there are

the largest

far.

dunk

ed,"

cre-

program has continued to

ation, die
at

its

many

interest-

are centered

on doing

new communities and learn-

ing through service to others.
"It's

Guatemala City garbage

dump.

a great way to get others

were certain hurdles," said

Michelle Chan '06,
Thailand

trip

who

is

leading the

with Jae Lee '06.

In Thailand, students will

four organizations.

The

helps

my

parents used to

controversy

fourth novel,

surrounding

issued on Rushdie's head by Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini, then-leader of
Iran.

"What happened to "The Satanic
many ways, ludi-

Verses' was, in

"(People
'this

who come
amount

offer the

crous," he

said.

for your daughter,

would you

kill

in]

"The question of

people because you

—

Humanity in Mississippi.
In New York City, the focus will
be on after-school programs in

can make more money then she ever

relatively easy question to

Harlem.

the sex trade,"

In Peru, students will experience
rural poverty

first

hand by helping

On die ASB trip to Thailand, participants will

be working with organiza-

tions focused

on

will here as a waitress.'

become

is

But they don't

Chan

think that's a

When

answer

asked by Roberts during the

question and answer portion of the

said.
trip will

I

mosdy, 'No.'"

waitresses; they get sold into

Another group the
with

his

"The Satanic Verses,"

to a fatwa, or death threat

don't like their novel

for

weeks

eight

ran away."

and we'll take her to Bangkok, and she

trip will

said.

Rushdie next addressed the contin-

ued

ing diem about the risks of the sex
trade.

family

joke

was bom, and

which led

work with

first

I

he

was bom out

be joining Habitat

Another

with building projects in shanty towns.

said.

"Because of our subject matter,
there

minorities living in rural areas, educat-

according to Kennedy.

ing at an education center for children

the program to have so

an alternative to

'06,
trip.

places the responsibility

still

of trips so

trips] offer

wing.

Mexico

for die trips largely on students' shoul-

Bowdoin 's

"[The

its

leading the

ders.

activism,

six trips going

five years at the College.

New

closely with a Native

grow

that has existed for

Meaghan Kennedy

the trips under

before the

dents will be traveling as part of
Alternative Spring Break

said

Mexico, students will be working

own

Guatemala, and Thailand. These stu-

(ASB), a program

on

Community
Service Resource Center (CSRC) took

their

The CSRC, wanting to continue this
same tradition of student-powered

Spring Break is coming, and while
some students are looking forward to
two weeks of rest and relaxation, 66

take

ice and learning, started out with stu-

dents organizing and running trips

Mexico, Mississippi, Peru,

terrible

—

from

weeks to the day
and partition of

Pakistan,"

later, the British

said.

1947

in

work

"'Midnight's Children'

tell

person going on," Seames

born

that the political

of his childhood undoubtedly

influenced bis

to

India

involved and also do service in a part

one's

and his

ideas,

to the independence

The ASB trips, which focus on serv-

how

native languages influence necessari-

its

about the autobiographi-

is

fascinating to

really

how a

by

of an author's book, and the

answer to give, so as not

correct

that

Rushdie,

Rushdie

make a

to

on language as

"His thoughts

conclusion.

opened his lecture

way

single language feel

esting.

me,

of

find a

languages," he said.

mimesis were

real ism

a sense of having a

amorphous."

uses the thought processes of

it

importance of free speech, and the

magical

if the appropri-

Zach Roberts '08 found this element of his speech particularly inter-

requirement in fiction writing, the

ple dying in wars, and you people

Please see V-DAY, page 5

like

many

a Hindi one,

is

and

an English one, you use

is

"You have to
book within a

of autobiography as a

the fallacy

explaining that die

to

Wish pro-

vided a good alternative so no one

chanting the c-word. There are peo-

current events.

that arrived

seating with projection in

lan-

lan-

first

guages.

playful with language," he said. "If

of people were wor-

ried about the size

said.

Rushdie also spoke about growing

live,

though not necessarily in person.

However, everyone

tims," he said.

hours after

Pickard Theater last Friday were

able to see Rushdie's

way," he

after

who showed

all

you

language that

of the taped proceedings of a

effort to

up

come by

out only two

selling

becoming, available,

govern-

own vic-

difficult to

lecture

that one. It creates

by the Japanese military. The

of an

would be

Salman

author

Common Hour

for the extra ticket distribution on the

The comfort women

a play mat was per-

is

for their

is

"You draw from what happens to
in your life, in a more interesting

Despite concerns that tickets for

Rushdie's

day of the event received a ticket"
Assistant Director of Events Brenna

II.

formed by 40 Bowdoin women as part

Ensler,

kind of hope

com-

when

is,

that is not exactly the case.

Also on Monday, the Bowdoin

were

by Eve

real

[non-Japanese]

'It's

pletely autobiographical,' even

College Republicans played host to

of World War

Orient

upholding

his

disappoint the critics,

women"

about the Japanese "comfort

tive.

than there's been in a

The only

The Bowdoin

on

Laurence led a discussion of a film

Republicans brought a speaker to

campus

to offer a contrary perspec-

said.

"There's less support for comfort

lecture focused

the free speech was slanderous to himself.

by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

controversial

throughout the year."

Fulton,

KEYCARD, page 4
Salman Rushdie's

Three events

3

NEWS

work

a shelter for escapees from die

lecture
life,

how

the fatwa has affected his

Rushdie commented that

it

has

sex trade, and a third provides a sup-

been seven years since the death

port group for sex workers.

threat really impacted his

Finally, the students will help

an

it

life,

absolutely affected the

but that

way he

the sex trade.

"That's the only

trip

we have a staff

Please see ASB, page 6

Please see

RUSHDIE, page 4
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Students find Rushdie lecture 'fascinating

Renovated

RUSHDIE, from page 3

KEYCARD, from page 3

Despite her concern that Rushdie

would have
viewed the world and wrote.

was 41

"I

writing

then,

I'm 58

now

would have changed a

ways, but

made me

it

clarify

—my

ture

how

and bringing them

in.

for.

Roberts agreed that the lecture was a
success.
"I think a lot

of the controversy did

by

strongly he supported

virtue

fame—clearly

he's a

big name, and the fact that there's a

the absolute freedom of speech

House. .the software has a pretty big
.

presence on the campus already.
controls your

metal keys, the College currently

Points,

uses three separate systems to pro-

and your bookstore account."

While no

vide access to buildings and rooms:

CS

Illco,

made,

The

Gold, and Millenium.

their cards for entry.

This will necessitate swiping a card

Gold

The Millenium system, an older
system

has limited support,

that

"The goal

Wilson said "If

the right to freedom of speech long

lecture

was issued The

his inspirational

last

the

an opening of the universe a

called tor

"I

Common Hour lecture.
be so affirming
still

stands for

Kong

later, it

must

DARFUR, from page
should talk about

have the

and he was

"At Michigan,

at

—

CS

"CS Gold

there

no point was he on
was more interac-

currently controls access

its

"transparency

is

want

implications and that

very important"
it

take

might not have," he

on meaning that
said. "I think it's

very important for this committee to do

a very careful analysis of

Bowdoin should

more comfortable as a

how and

nation,

dorm may be

replaced.

Mills said the committee

was

campus,

ment

mat

to

discourse

by Cati Mitchell

Orient Staff
•Attendance:

22/26. Absent:

'08,
Ben
Goodridge
Mike Lobiondo '06,

'08,

Mani

'06.

BSG

Committee

working with IT

on
to

create a "restaurant portal" for

students on the

Bowdoin web

which would provide the
hours and menus of local restausite,

rants.

Appreciation

•Faculty/Staff

Day has been changed

to April

from 2 to 4 p.m.
•A constitutional amendment
that changed the representation
of college houses within the
BSG was unanimously approved
14,

movement

to

the

body.

student

.

•An amendment and clarification was proposed that stated
that a quorum of BSG would be
a majority of its body of members, and all measures would be
passed by a majority vote of the
quorum, with the exception of
the removal of members, which
would require a two-thirds vote
from the full membership of
BSG, and constitutional amendments, which would require a
four-fifths vote of the full membership of BSG A motion to

move
body

the propsal to the student
failed with a vote

•BSG unanimously
that the

of 19-3.

authorized

referendum on proposed

constitutional

amendments

think

"I

Darfur

it's

do

how

does

and

in

if

if

Bowdoin

ry board has the potential

"

rendous"

institutions to dis-

cuss the issue, echoed Mills's concern.

unusual and serious. Usually

we won't let politics influence our portfolio theory," she said, "but ethics is

one

seriously consider."

I

Volent said she spent last week going

complicated

not

meeting with peer

is

in the

—

financial
priate for

the

the complexity

I

could have met with some
the investment

of die

[to

having the com-

have

plicated," he said "This

of

their

where

she pointed to

issue, noting that

change

committee

and come up with a policy and have die
college adopt it, but I think there is a

that

portfolio positions

we

was a

is
is

very coma situation

better under-

seems people here

it

are not especially well-informed.

If

people become aware of
a definite

that's

benefit."

Student committee member Emma
Cooper-Mullin '07 also said she is
uncertain as to what the final result
will be.
"I don't

into

have a strong view going

I'm very open-minded

it.

at this

can educate the members of

point," she said. "I'm curious to see

be valu-

the research the committee does and

community and

the

standing, because

a committee.

and

mittee] because this issue

activities in Darfur. Yet,

frankly that there

what's going on, then

College does not have any exposure at
attracted attention because

on," he said. "I wish

this helps

very strong benefit

major companies

cern about what's going

world make the issue appro-

"Clearly
trustees

—"what's

Sudan is obviously horcomplexities of today's

through the portfolio and found the

Bowdoin 's

have an impact on

to

"Clearly there's con-

President Barry Mills

going on

to the

too

He noted that the adviso-

way

"

issue

all

is

several fronts.

Vice

of the things

it

recommendations.

ble

that people understand."

President for Investments Paula Volent,

is

that

said

has yet to meet,

should take action,

it

take action in a meaningful

a way

that will

them At die same time we can
come with a legitimate position that is
able for

how

to see

the tone of debate on

campus changes."

will

Campus Security Report: 2/24 to 3/1
Friday, February 24

•Two

students

became

seriously

consuming hard alcohol

at

ill

an

Moore Hall. One
was transported to

unregistered event in

of

the

students

Hospital

Parkview
of the

incident

al students for

The

treatment.

for

Security has completed

and has

its

investigation

identified sever-

alcohol policy violations.

matter has been turned over to die

Office of die

Dean for Student Affairs.

•Daniel Perry of Hampstead,

New

House lot
Monday, February 27

at

two iPods were stolen, and a

iPod player, and three beer taps

Sunday night or

early

Monday

to steal furniture

A security 'offi-

from Helmreich House.

at

Harpswell

by smoke

Maine

•A

toward campus.

of Coles Tower

the front door to Whittier Field

House

No property was miss-

to investigate a noise

complaint.

An

dispersed

and three

unregistered event

students

was
were

charged with alcohol and drug violations.

ing.

•A

Street

•Security responded to the 14th floor

Brunswick resident reported that

had been pried

am.

as he was dragging a couch across

from a cigarette.
Saturday, February 25

fire

alarm

activated by

www.concofdtra ilways.com

>•>->»

at

7

Boody

St.

was

smoke from burnt food

the Farley Field

Two

10 p.m.

Dodge

•A student reported that her
was struck and damaged by

vehicle

another

House parking

removed from two college
left

a siphon hose
tank.

No

lot at

males fled in a dark

Gas caps had been

car.

The suspects

•A student attempted

cer apprehended the student at 2:40

activated

Ladd

•A staff member thwarted a gasoline

Union, and refused to cooperate with

alarm

at

a silver and blue

TUesday, February 28

security officers.
fire

is

theft in progress near the tin building at

morning.

late

from a storage room

House. The bike

reported theft and vandal-

tered event,
stereo,

student reported his bicycle

stolen

Baxter House. Following a regis-

•A student
ism

•A

it

Schwinn Solution 21 mountain bike.

norm on Park Row.
Sunday, February 26

seen running

and issued a trespass warning for all college property after he arrived on cam-

Apartments was

Concord Tralrways is your connection to Boston's South Station and
Logan Airport Last day of service to and from Bowdoin is Saturday,
March 11, 2006. Service resumes Friday, March 24, 2006, except
schedule #73A WILL NOT run. Call or visit our website today

vehicle while

•A student reported that a window
was smashed on die south side of
Hawthorne and Longfellow Library. The
incident occurred at 11 :15 p.m. The male
suspect, wearing a white t-shirt, was last

were damaged The incident occurred

•A

was parked in the Ladd

in the kitchen.

Hampshire was removed from campus

pus, entered Hatch Library and Smith

MM

it

who has been researching the issue and

after

sa

Laurence

early to consider possi-

should take action, and

about

and

"This

campus

and Associate Professor of Government

very important for this committee to

Committee mem-

pending technological ability
(see article, page 5).

1-800-639-3317

Mills said that though the underlying

appropriate."

ber

if it

commitment on

ously die views of the broader

completely

is

we'd be doing mis

community," said committee member

she said

do a very careful analysis of how and

entirely

discourse

is

like

behalf of the administration to take seri-

believe that having a

be held Wednesday, March 8,
from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.,

I

"I don't think

didn't reflect genuine

that

I

place

because the committee

political

is

a

at

Bowdoin."
to directly

hypocritical because

we don't directly invest anyway, so that
wouldn't be an action we would take,"

am

"I

would be

invest

important

very

Laurence.

world, and frankly on

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

full

and Asian Studies Henry

it

strictly

make

Sudan

in

genuinely supported. The process

the

in

inappropriate.

-f)

Bowdoin Orient

their card in front of a sensor to gain

political discourse in

exposing our endow-

audience," she said

limited rjartnerships and

its

"To say we're not going

that

very concerned that given the level of

the

way that people understand."

he said

ferent social agendas,"

in a

for

Ardolino, The

system in which students wave

entry to their

private equity investments

would expose our investments to the
political arena and to people with dif-

action in a

where be couldn't see the

Facilities is

Catherine

S.

disclosure impractical.

way

concept in a

if

take action, and if

how does it
meaningful way and

this

and

dairy

1 think we should be very wary of
expanding

Here, he was put in the position more as

•The

and Administration
Longley said.

"so clearly and uni-

is

this

Shrinidi

Mike

The

make recommendations about investment

take

LeHay

they have a product

if

works, we'll stay with" CCS Gold,

Senior Vice President for Finance

two new
dorms, East Hall and West Hall,
Cram Alumni House, Kanbar, and

should take action,

Emily

lot in

Board, the makers of

formly viewed as genocide."

that," Mills said.

said he wants people

to understand

it

Kong said.

orator,

Gold, so

that

to only five buildings: the

conversationalist than as a lecturer.

an

requires a card

designed for dealing with the issue of

I

Whatever action the committee rec-

ommends, Mills

"I don't

"I think he's

to

back

will step

"We've already invested a

swipe.

Sudan, which

the audience.

tion,"

The CS Gold system

we

work,"

not the right

it's

and take another look."

PIN code.

proximity reader or enter a

College creates committee to

saw Rushdie two years
ago at his American debut in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. According to
Kong, Rushdie seemed to feel much
more comfortable speaking in
Michigan, where he was provided
more opportunities to interact with
also

stage alone

product though,

her card in front of the

his or

in

for

said.

Kong

was lucky enough

thoroughly inspiring," Roberts said

him to see that he
the same principles,"

wave

According to Knowles, although

lecture in the reception,

"A quarter of a century

and

religion,

modem city," he said

chance to talk with him briefly after the

more, a theme reiterated in his

little

and engaging thoughts

about the nature of culture,

CS Gold

investment

to

make our

to try to

is

used for exterior access on most
buildings and requires a card-holder

of Rushdie's signature essay writ-

on their exterior doors.

installed

for entry.

is

Of course, what was amazing about his

line

CS

vated first-year bricks will have

bounty on his head is pretty fascinating.

ten in 1982, 'Imaginary Homelands,"

has been

final decision

appears likely that the reno-

it

Ulco locks are used on most interior
doors and require students to swipe

According to Assistant Professor of

before the fatwa

It

meal plans and [Polar]
laundry, copying, vending

Administration Del Wilson, besides

English Belinda Kong, Rushdie upheld

was not merely his presence, but

Russwurm African-American

the

According to Director of Facilities

of people went simply

of his

to enter

a card swipe

first-year bricks will require

a

was very rewarding.

specific audience

me," he joked, and then explained

be realize

in

felt that the lec-

—

What I was against was people trying to
that only because

Kong

very funny, he

know what

you're against than what you're

loll

more comfortable

"He knew his audience he was
was engaging," she said.
"He was conscious of speaking to a

any-

lot

my think-

ing," he said "If you're a writer of satirical fiction, it's clearer to

felt

different setting,

MARCH 3, 2006

FRIDAY,

gasoline

either vehicle.

vehicles.

a plastic gas can with

still

inserted in a gas

was missing from

/

Wednesday March 1
•A fire alarm at Chamberlain
was activated by burnt popcorn

Hall
in

a

microwave.

•A student with a medical problem
was transferred from Dudley Coe
Health Center to Mid Coast Hospital
by Brunswick Rescue.
Compiled by

—

the

Bowdoin

Department ofSafety and Security.

FRIDAY,

MARCH 3, 2006

mm

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Students, speaker question value

of 'Monologues,

f

VDay movement

on BSG
amendments Wednesday

Campus
by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

to vote
who

president,

Bowdoin
(BSG) will

Government

Student

the

present the student body

BSG constitution Wednesday

passed by a vote of at
the

full

BSG

body.

all

committees; and

been

least four fifths

of

In her lecture "P-Day

The Bowdoin

Fulton,

Orient

V-Day: Using Absurdity to Expose the Absurd,"
Monique Stuart called "The Vagina Monologues" profane and pornographic
vs.

affairs,
affairs,

Wednesday

The ways she went about

attitude.

counteracting
are worried about

what your vagina

'The

Monologues' were very immature,"

would wear?" Stuart asked.
Alex Krippner '06 said that she
wished more people had attended

former

Stuart's lecture to encourage discus-

the effectiveness

sion.

veying

"I dislike the fact that

she said.

Madeline Sullivan

more peo-

a per-

questioned

of the play

at

con-

how
ally

those are the voices that we mostly
hear on campus. I wish it were more
of a dialogue," she said.
Krippner said that while she dis-

women]," she said. "Maybe it does
in some ways because it starts you
thinking about it and really bringing
the women's perspective up front
and being more open and up front

Stuart argued

some

effective

it

stopping

is

I

lecture* itself is

think that

on cam-

just

a

lot

women,

Monologues'

that's for

is

sometimes quesit is

to

women?"
"But

I

than

it

"It's

that

is

against

it

does

clubs

on campus and

the

new

to represent the

resent chem-free interests,

ed by the Executive Board of the

fact that the

every

BSG

upon by

BSG

year.

-The

urges

staff,

amendments

In order for the

to

go

must pass with two-

into effect, they

of die vote

thirds

and one commu-

Voting will

in favor.

take place online from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30

Outside

Bowdoin

1

meeting was the

first in

the

series.

Involvement

p.m. Wednesday.

Rowe

would

introduced a

that

Later, there

MSAD75,

community

community's prob-

effort to reduce

women,
for

brings

featuring

Bath

I

a

feel like,

men," Sullivan

show
more

said.

women

level that otherwise

Girls don't usually

together

on a

wouldn't occur.

sit

around on
first

Room
Coast

Emergency

Chief,

Medical Director of Mid
Hospital, and Sagadahoc

County

Each
had a unique

Attorney.

District

the panel

perspective on underage drinking.

"The hardest thing
tell

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?

pil-

for

me to do

is

a parent that [her] child has just

died from an alcohol related inci-

Room

Emergency

dent,"

Medical

Director Dr. Steven Fisher said.

member Susan

Panel

Hall Dreher

added, "[Underage drinking]
multi-faceted

issue

that

is

a

needs a

multi-layered response."

time they

got their periods," she said.

a panel discussion

Superintendent of

Police

for-

between
it
and

It's

was

the

Executive Director of
Sexual Assault Support Services,

mer First Lady of Maine Mary
Herman spoke about parenting.

Following Rowe's address,

—

underage drinking

"Underage drinking is not a
young person's problem," Rowe
lem."

be repeated
throughout the evening a collaborative

to help fight

underage drinking.

said. "It is the

In his speech,

theme

GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL

BUSINESS WORLD

A

short question-and-comment

period followed the panel discussion to

their

wrap up

IS

the

program.

A few

the audience shared

concerns and expressed their

commitments to overcoming the
problem at hand. One woman
community has

pointed out that the

LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND

STANO OUT.

SPf HO TMtff Wf f IB THIS SHMNf R
*r tnc
-mnieo smau.

mwn w

FtlfATE IUSINESS

one elected by the

Activities Board,

SOOC and

will create rules for these

to rep-

one appoint-

Residential Life

the

house sys-

IHC

tem, one appointed by the

members of

»

two appointed

representatives:

by the IHC

nity service representative.

will provide funding for club-

SAFC

all

meetings.

(SAFC)

processes, to be voted

of the

BSG

Student Activities Funding Committee

lengthy section of the constitution tided

clarifies the duties

and

will charter

sponsored events. Both the

-The President's Role Amendment,

the

that

Oversight

is

a very personal kind of play

lows talking about the
didn't like her combative

states

Organization

all

BSG to hire an independ-

which allows

six

"Student Matters."

which

of

Funding

and

just talking about

having a good time.

tionable," Krippner said. "If

Amendment, which removes a

their class repre-

ent secretary to keep the minutes at

member of

of what
of bonding

pus, the purpose of 'The Vagina

combat violence against women,
why does it seem to focus on female
anatomy, and how does that specifically
combat violence against

oversee

at

in terms of actu-

[violence

"I think a lot

"The idea of a

meet

endorsed by

it

sentatives.

College Houses and replaces them with

Clubs

about sexuality."

validity.

valid because

Section

Community

don't

of each viewpoint too

way

will

-The Removal of Student Matters

DRINKINQ frvm page

I

quickly dismiss the other side, and

her point, the argument had

The council

know

the conversation, but

agreed with the

chair.

or have

beginning

may propose

BSG committee

and the vice president of

Committee (SOOC)

once a month.

BSG offi-

affairs.

-The

and the Inter-House Council

at the

the appropriate

-The Representation Realignment

Student

good way
publicize the message and start

"I think it's definitely a
to

the extremes

academic

all class presi-

comment time

bill to

Amendment, which removes the six
BSG members representing each of the

lege house presidents,

least

a

BSG

Amendment, which

dents,

public

of each meeting. Students

of student

the vice president
the vice president

organizations,

Council

may

during a

message.

ous viewpoints.

think that often,

'09,

in the play, also

its

ple aren't willing to examine variI

Vagina

in April.

Leadership

BSG

of student

the vice president

Amendment, which creates a council
made up of the BSG president, all col-

(IHC)
V-DAY, from page 3

facilities,

class elections, with

-The

of all

the roles

including the vice president of

the exception of first-year elections, to

replaces "Student

Matters" and states that students

-The Hired Secretary Amendment,

which defines

-The Spring Elections Amendment,

the second

BSG
BSG

by

weekly

set the

-The Officer Role Amendment,

The amendments

cers

all

and the

Amendment, which

express an opinion to

agenda.

are as follows:

which moves

Trustees,

Board selection process; coor-

dinate the activities proposed

be given a chance to vote on these

amendments, which have

liai-

committees,

Board of Trustees, the Executive

Judicial

Students

BSG

all

Committee of the

with nine proposed amendments to the

will

BSG

will serve as

son to the administration and students;

be a member of

Drew

5

coma.

"a

resource

Bowdoin

at

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) President DeRay McKesson,

who

attended

the

meeting,

also

Bowdoin could play a role
community effort. McKesson
that the meeting was well-

believes
in this

MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!

here

College."

thinks

intended but that the underage students themselves need to take a big-

ger part in resolving the problem.

"This

their issue,"

is

McKessson

said.

According

to

McKesson,

BSG

has plans to contact high schools in
the

area and have conversations

with their student governments.
believes

that

Bowdoin

He

students

could be "really instrumental" in
tackling the issue.
In addition to diminishing under-

age drinking
ty,

Rowe

ing on

in the larger

communi-

said that underage drink-

college campuses should

also cause concern.

He

thinks

it is

important for college students to

remember

that their brains are

still

developing until about age 20.

"Damage
alcohol

To find out more and

to apply

or text the word

go to www.redbullu.com

UM

N«tk

Amu he

Al

n^n racm4

held on March 16 at
Hospital.

i^H hI^HH
•o.

to the brain caused

by

a problem even for col-

A follow-up meeting to begin
forming concrete solutions will be

SBM to 72855
O W*

is

lege students," he said.

Mid Coast

i^^^

mm
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HOUSE, firm page

_

.

-

1

com-

relationship with the College

munity.

other than to "create a positive and wel-

College House System Constitution or

coming environment with respect to the

on

tation

of the incoming

first-year class."

Regardless, the five house presidents

Nine years

System was

after the College

House

instituted in 1997, there is

considerable debate concerning what
role college houses should serve in the

campus community.
"The biggest problem

Dan

reali-

Helmreich House President

Yingst '07. "I don't feel that the

college house needs to be

some

Office of Residential Life]

way

site.

Head Tour Guide
DeRay McKesson '07

House

trans-

reference to the college houses,

Last year, Sparks and 23 of his

tour guides are encouraged to "talk

friends requested special permission to

about die social houses

for

comment

all

have outnumbered other

Parties

that, in

about

how we

build

"I

think

should be

it

importance of the intellectu-

.is

to provide

a fun and safe place for people, mostly
first years, to hang out, party, whatev-

is

better served

is

diverse. It

al,"

said White,

who

dynamic

the social

branching out.

n

cited a

poetry reading and swing

The preamble

to the College

House

System Constitution quotes the 1997
Commission on Residential Life
Interim Report, which states that the
College House System "was conceptualized as 'promoting] the intellectual

and personal growth of individuals and
encouragfing] mutual understanding
and respect in the context of diversity.'"

Beyond this passage, the constitution

year.

commonly

the function that

is

most

associated with the college

mind when he heard

Mellon Foundation, a fund

the college houses play."

Spring

trips to locations in three continents
from

section," said

After a year of planning and with
the trips fast approaching, Seames has

to local students.

After the trips return, there will be a

and

better every year,

presentation held in Smith Union titled

ter

"Perspectives," which will feature stu-

every reason to believe they will con-

dents' reflections after

coming home

tinue to

do

House

who acknowledged

should be "at

least

more could be done,"

a

lot

Bettigole said.

cious as

a balancing

of a college house

is

one of the

active role

Yingst, the Helmreich

that motivated her to apply to live in

dent, believes that

MacMillan House next year.
"I feel like die house and the com-

ambitious in

munity

served

is better

when

diverse," she

itself in circles

die social
said.

"It

more like branching out"
To Miller, the president of Quinby

years

first

meet new people, a

sentiment that Miller echoed
"Parties serve

an

of the year

especially at the beginning
for students

meeting each

said. "I think that they

other," Miller

serve an essential

function for sophomores to continue
friendships,

meet the

make new

[first

friendships,

years]

and

ways they

in

wouldn't otherwise [have been able
to]."

"A party can really be
whole

social fabric

a boon to the

of the school," he

said.

who acknowledged

Roberts,

underage drinking often occurs

that

at col-

less like settling

down and

House, the success of a college house
contingent not
diversity

upon

that

social affinity or

l-Topping Pizza

$£99 $g99

*!,'!>

Large

a.
x
More Medium \

3 or
l-Topping Pizzas

Miller suggested that

die people, and

College House System are

created from the bottom

and you

Miller said "and with

people with leadership

need people

who

skills,

aren't going to

be

at

%

$Ceach

5

«U4 U«

$7 each

Go Large For /*»»»

first

"It demystifies

underage drinking to

the point that people are
ble. If

creates

drinking

a

less

is

more responsi-

criminalized then

safe atmosphere," he

it

said,

predicting that if the College took a

harder line against underage beer con-

sumption,
alcohol

among

it

would

more hard

result in

abuse and binge drinking

first

"The most successful house dynamics aren't necessarily driven by the
composition of blocks," she said "but
rather the eagerness and willingness of

community dynamic

quesare not the only source of debate;
tions concerning intra-house

.

.

dynamics

.

>

the

Inter-Fraternity

the

Council, which they changed into the

College House

System is as streamlined as it could be,"
Miller

added

To varying

degrees, house

indicated that re-evaluation

members

and reform

house wants to accomplish," she said

purpose

not defined in

House

College

the

is

Constitution, the Inter-House

(IHC)

is

an

official

responsibilities include

entity

System
CouncU
whose

and "making sure

that all the

Megan MacLennan

to

IHC

'07.

'07,

and

Each week,

one hour, during

which time the house

is

body

only as successful as the student

in aggregate

is

engaged

in

it,"

she

said

CORRECTION
The February 24

story

"Bush

budget proposal would cut student

IHC meets with the presidents and the
program chairs of each college house
for approximately

tem

students own a stake
and in my mind the sys-

Bowdoin

houses

in the

houses are

same page," according
President Mike LoBiondo '06.
the

Lamb

not be on the

"making sure

that the houses are running efficiently"

on

may

Office of Residential Life.

"All
its

is

necessary, though none .offered a spe-

burden of reform

The Inter-House Council

Secretary Alex

houses' role in the

came

cific strategy. Pacelli suggested that the

Treasurer

Questions concerning the college

it

within the College House System

Vice President

House dynamics

—

came

it

any configuration of house residents to
commit themselves to the tasks the

The Council comprises LoBiondo,
Tommy T-ong '06,

years.

of

dinosaur

"I don't think that the

agreed

Though

years.

up

Inter-House Council."

who can follow."

Pacelli

over

out of the fraternity system,"

right

other people's throats for leadership
skills,

left

from the College's Greek days.
"The College House System wasn't

nurtures a responsible approach to alco-

among

IHC and other

whether they're actually committed to
the house system," he said. "You need

events create a safe environment that

hol use

around a high-minded

unfortunately, unobtain-

he said in reference to the notion
college houses should aim to be a

arguably ineffectual elements of the

lege house parties, remarked that such

Special

is,

of talks

sort

"transformative social force."

is

among house residents, but on

more about

goal that

be too

tries to

IHC

able,"

character dynamics.
"It's

essential function,

is

IHC

its role.

"Oftentimes, the

munity.

to provide

on campus because we have
do that," he said
House presi-

the houses to

factors

house parties benefit the campus com-

is

does not need to be as

IHC has done its job in this respect."
"The IHC does not need to play an

the

should be

the opportunity to

IHC

involved" he said via email. "I believe

and

act,

as the houses are doing

these things and working together as a

system, the
it's

as effica-

is

needs to be.

it

"As long

were decided

student panels, not Residential Life

dynamic

House System

Medium

said.

quick to point out the ways that college

the primary function of the College

being

is

he

First-year Sara Griffin said that the

available,

money

as long as

that,

spent appropriately and houses are

idea of a social mixture within residents

Sophomore Michael Glantz, a
Quinby House resident, believes mat

6

out

die [College

we're always open to discussion about
what size would be just right," she said

house leaders and residents are

Still,

this,

communicating, the council

"Obviously

about equal."

"With the resources

flaws, and that's an under-

its

LoBiondo defended IHC, pointing

staff.

ratio of parties to other types of events

has

'It

House] system wouldn't be anywhere,"

by

have

that parties

and more helpful

statement," be said

die next

it

Pacelli pointed out that Residential

Miller said that, in his opinion, the

hwU-

talking about

effective

to the houses."

have everyone on

friends, then

could be an organization

IHC

more

that is

something with

at

Life's blocking policies

also an Orient section editor.

/

that die

and work hard

"Had we not done

far this year. Miller is

House events so

Bowdoin

Miller said that "there are a lot of ways

campus be

comprised the majority of Quinby

so," she said.

will

tic

of opportunity for

lot

communica-

facilitate

between the Office of Residential
Life and the college house heads,

day."

"There's a

and we have

responses after returning."

participants will give English lessons

are

some sense"

will

your

President Joshua Miller '08,

children from the slums. There, trip

some

it

IHC does

Though he allowed that

limit on block applications.
'The community of the house
how successful the house

Macmillan House's 'Take a Professor

high hopes. "They've been getting bet-

organization that focuses on protecting

are journals,

to

fail

tion

dictate

other house

often

meetings, and the sec-

concludes, according to Miller.

"in

be," he said. "It's great to get enthusias-

among many

IHC

to

Sparks disagrees with the eight-per-

have financed Baxter House's monthly
"Loose Leaves" poetry readings, and

community service, but nobody does
it," said Alex Bettigole '08, a resident
of Quinby House.
"I would like to see a stronger focus
on non-party events," said Quinby

Seames. "Some

representatives

the minutes of each meeting after

three,

son

that pro-

Mellon grants

events.

their service trips.

"Each trip will have a

House

retary frequentiy neglects to circulate

acceptance.

money for houses to put on intel-

to Dinner,"

cussion

including Sparks, were sent letters of

Andrew W.

and unfocused.

often tedious

is

show up

considered as

individual candidacy,

tion for

meets so often,

that

house representatives indicated that dis-

the third

block were told that they

member be

similar file to serve as an his-

documentation of the year. Both

For a committee

to Sparks, the

members of

Though none requested considera-

cy.

College houses are encouraged to
apply for grants from the

lectually oriented events.

ASB, from page 3

"college

"Drinking. Parties."

vides

Break

Sparks.

resolutions will take effect next year.

torical

individual candidates for house residen-

When asked the first word that came
house," first-year Elliot Beck said,

Sixty-six students join Alternative

book or

that

to his

adjusted

compile a scrap-

House but rejected the
included
which
third,

aspects."

House President Zach Roberts '08.
"The mere fact that the term 'social
house' has become the preferred term is
demonstrative of the perceived role that

IHC

resolution,

that they

an to require

could email Residential Life requesting

houses are parties," said MacMillan

meetings.

the role of each house's elected histori-

accepted

munity in the social and programming

each

IHC

two of the blocks to Baxter

According

-

same

In the

at

include

to

president

vice

mandatory attendance

separate blocks.

passed a reso-

expanded the role of each

lution that

house's

eight

Ladd House has held mis
"I feel like

They were

were encouraged to apply

Sara Griffin '09

dancing lessons as examples

IHC

Earlier this year,

stu-

denied their request, but

in three

less like settling

of non-party events that

er."

to eight

Residential Life

like

respects," said Roberts, the

some

president of MacMillan House.

should be

down and more

"[IHC meetings] tend to be poindess

despite Residential Life's policy to limit

house and the community

when

System.

and define com-

'08.

weighted on the social end,

Some

feel that IHC does not serve
an effectual role in die College House

however,

in

dents per block

"I feel like the

college house representatives,

apply to Baxter House as a single block,

ratio

White

entertain-

for house events.

ment

talk

when we

applications

of events by a four to
at Ladd House,
according to President Alex
one

but that doesn't exclude the

.

a

Brandon

President

and

to finance decorations

that they

Sparks '08.

said

money from IHC's budget

also request

your friends," said

to live with

Baxter

for

Assistant

Training

is

are not selling the social houses as

Web

a large part of their houses' identity.

The role of

life.

the college house for me.

Life's

-

-

with [the

frustration

indicated that hosting parties comprises

mat could be reached

formative social force working to right
the inequities of college

"My main

types
the lack of

is

connection between 'vision' and
ty," said

of Residential

the Office

*
_____•_-*_
TUotr /Ml
coordinate programming. They can

•_•

•

also reveal differences in opinion.

houses" anywhere in die

to as "social

M mr

•

•

.*

obligation the college houses have

house," and "to participate in the orien-

An unclear role

-

college houses are not referred

The

the efficiency of the Inter-House Council

and

College house presidents debate blocking, alternatives to parties,
does not mention any specific social
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representatives

in

aid"

should

have

said

that

"Bowdoin runs an Upward Bound
program to help prepare lowincome students

for post-second-

ary education," not that

program
dents.

to attract

it

uses the

low-income

The Orient regrets

stu-

the error.
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BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

VOTEIT

BgjjpZA

IN

THE^Bjra^REA
by markemvey

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL
" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

*

& 20

729-0085
85 Pleasant

oz.

soda

$5.95

WfDE'

.of/amermV

Ml

Fries

10

St. •

Brunswick

'
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was back

Itand

in February,

1981,

had been a trooper on the
road for about two years. It was
a Saturday night. The conditions
were dry. I was on patrol on Route

302

I

Windham

in the

area which

is

over by Sebago Lake. This twotone blue Chevy El Camino

—

remember

exactly

what

this vehi-

cle looks like to this day

—with a

drunk driver at the wheel had
swerved or something so I spun

How to
Ask

Dr. Jeff

Jeff: Is

Dr.

took an instant, he was already
almost out of sight. He had turned

and his

of me, and

you go into
you have to brake
down the critical speed of that
curve. If the critical speed of that

down Route 115. He had seen me
and had stepped on it. At that time

ner

curve

of the night the traffic was light,
and he had stepped it up to close to
100 [miles per hour] so I did the
same. He turned right on the
Falmouth Road, which is just a
two-lane country road no paved

and the

—

down

flying

the

taillights

So we're

Falmouth Road
are way up ahead

I knew there was a corup ahead. I was going, oh, 90-

plus [mph] to try to overtake him,

was a

first

corner comes up.

and

left-hand corner,

I

It

braked

accordingly and accelerated out of
the

apex of the curve.

When you go

into those curves at high speed

you know we're well-trained

at

high speed driving
the corner and

is,

say,

50 miles an hour, and

you go into it at 51, there's nothing
you can do. You're going to go out
of control. The critical speed is it.
It's really

the

maximum

velocity at

can take the curve. So

which you
you break down to the critical
speed of the curve and then you

accelerate out of

it.

So

right in the

center of the curve, you're tromp-

ing right back down on the gas,
which is what I did. And I came out
of that curve just blazing, just
accelerating. But I forgot about the
next curve. Irskipped my mind. I

had taken the left curve and then
the road went down a ways and
took a right, and I was still accelerPlease see

DEATH, page 10

do

is to

make

sure

first

thing to

that

your friends don't have any

to drink. Sit them down in a
quiet place, and try to assess their

more

Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Dear

shoulders or anything.

care for your (very) intoxicated friends

Benson, M.D.

Jeff

—

around and went after him. By the
time I spun around, which only

true that

it

condition.

Your

friends' reflexes

are

dination

and coor-

probably

quite

alcohol reduces the effectiveness

impaired, so walking around

may

of birth control pills? —A. P.

not be a great idea.

Make

sure

kept warm. High blood
alcohol levels can actually lower

they're

Dear A.R: Nope. Alcohol does
not reduce the contraceptive effecof birth

tiveness

(other than possibly
ier

control

making

pills
it

—

increase

was helping a
somebody the
other night so they wouldn fall
into the toilet, and I was thinking
Dr. Jeff: I

certain very drunk

't

people should really be better
informed about how to care for
their inebriated friends, room-

irritate

ach.

but

themselves.

—WD.
Dear W.D.:
about

I

think you're right

Friends who've had too much to
drink need to be cared for. The

kind of care depends on
they've had to drink,

you

all

it

an already irritated stom-

won't sober them up either,
may keep them from sleep-

Eating's

probably not a great

idea, at least in

any quantity.

It

how much
how much

and what else
have been doing

to drink,

may

besides drinking (using other substances, for instance, or taking

over-the-counter or prescription
medications.)

The obvious and most important

noble) thing to do

and

food while drinking, on the other
hand, might have been part of a

back.

healthier drinking strategy, insofar
it might have slowed down the

absorption of alcohol.

Here's a tricky part.
friends start to feel sick

If your
and need

bathroom, the safe (and
noble) thing to do is to go with
them. Their balance and coordination will be off, and they might
to get to a

slip

and

fall.

They'll need steady-

ing in the bathroom, they may
need help cleaning up, and they'll
definitely

need help getting safely

bathroom, the safe (and
If your friends start to feel sick and need to get to a
and they might slip
to go with them. Their balance and coordination will be off,
need steadying in the bathroom, they may need help cleaning up..."

"Here's a tricky part.

could make your friends feel sicker and more likely to vomit. Eating

as

that.

you've had

It

ing later on.

that

and

their

heavy drinking causes dehydration. Re-hydration won't make
your friends sober up any faster,
but it may help them feel better the
next day. Avoid coffee. It's a
diuretic as well, and may further

the effects of alcohol.

mates, partners,

thirsty, will-

and able to drink a little water
own, that's probably fine.
Alcohol's a diuretic after all, and

other hand, probably

Dear

your friends are

ing,

if

somewhat

If

on

you get
from keeping
sick,
Birth
down).
them
control pills, on the
or,

if

they feel warm.

eas-

forget to take

to

them

body temperature, even

their

fall.

They'll

is

back can lead to choking.
Vomiting while lying flat on your
stomach can be very dangerous
as

well,

be

Remember: no one has ever
been kicked out of Bowdoin for

-If they're breathing less than

just being intoxicated. Don't ever

12 times a minute (less than once
every 5 seconds) or if their breathing stops for longer than 10 sec-

be afraid to get help. If you are in
doubt about someone's condition,
always err on the side of caution
and get your friends the help they

-If they're asleep, but can't

your friends need to lie
down, get them onto their side,
and get some pillows wedged
behind their back and front to
prevent them from rolling over.
Vomiting while lying flat on your
If

if

you're so weak or

drunk that you can't lift your
face out oT the way.
How can you tell if your friends
are alcohol poisoned?

woken

up.

onds.
-If their skin is cold, pale

clammy, or

their

lips

and

bluish in

color.

All of these are signs of acute
alcohol poisoning, and anyone in
this condition needs to be evaluat-

ed and treated in a hospital emergency room urgently.

may need

before

it's

too

late.

Call

Security, a proctor or R.A., or an

ambulance.

Be

well!

And look

after

other!

Jeff Benson,

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

each
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Compiled by Thomas Rodrigues
Contributor
Brush the dust off the cover,
and open an old issue of the
Orient. The fragile pages transport you back through the
decades. Fraternities re-emerge,

women disappear from

the class-

rooms. Rather than protest wars,
students join Officers' Training

Which brings us

Corps.

to 1917.

That spring, social activities
revolved around fraternity smok-

games, and track
and fencing
clubs were active. In Brunswick,
arguments were presented "for
ings, football

meets. The shooting

and against women

's

suffrage.

"

But the big issue that spring
was unquestionably the war in
Europe. The United States did
not declare war on Germany
until early April, but the start

of

the semester already

found the

student body excited.

Many

stu-

was a question
United States would

dents believed

it

doing to help
Carlton M.
very
course of the

NEW DORMITORY IS

her.

Pike '17 who also
ably during the
evening, left with
Sewall to join the Ambulance
Corps last February. Mr. Pike

had a remarkably fine collection
of slides taken in France, which
were shown in connection with
the lecture. The slides were particularly good, considering the
great difficulty of taking pictures
almost "anywhere in France."
Sewall spoke very feelingly on
different phases of the war. The
Allies, he thought, would ultimately triumph, although the
Germans were still obsessed
with the mania of ruling the

^

world.
Pike,

length

.

speaking last, dwelt at
on the
'American

Ambulance

Filed

Service.'

He

told of the beginning of the
work, of the wealthy Americans
who placed their cars at the service of the Allies for the transit of
wounded men, of the coming of

various college men to act as
chauffeurs and lastly of the present day service, by which the

share their experiences with the

wounded men

Ambulance Corps at the end of
January. One month later, there
was aetive talk of Bowdoin hosting an Officers Training Corps.
Many activities on campus
'

were

cancelled at this time,
including sporting events, but
social activities did continue,
even as students were leaving
Bowdoin to enlist. The school
was growing, too. Hyde Dorm
was in the final planning stages,
and the Dudley Cpe Infirmary
was nearly completed.

NAME FOR

PRESIDENT'S

ONLY ONE HUNDRED

NEW DORMITORY

ASSURED

Orient Editorial

spoke

enter the war, not if Former students came back to campus to

of when the

are taken directly

to Paris.

Dean

who

Sills,

introduced

the speakers, commented upon
the fact that Bowdoin College
and the town of Brunswick were
both represented in the world of
caring for the injured men, and
also expressed his pleasure at
this.
He included an appeal to
the people of Brunswick for
more aid in the activities of the
American Ambulance Field
Service which both lecturers
strongly seconded.
As a result of the talk, the agitation was started to provide for
a Bowdoin ambulance at the

mitory when

have [a] new dorthe College opens in

the fall...The

new

Bowdoin

A

the alumni and
friends of the College, signed by
Dean Sills, president of the
General Alumni Association, and
by the president and advisory
committee
of
the
Alumni
Council, has recently been sent
out, asking for contributions to
fund
the
of
approximately
$80,000 needed for the new dor-

will

hall will resem-

ble the three historic dormitories

from the exterior except that there
will be two doorways facing the
campus. The rooms will be more
conveniently arranged than in
Winthrop, Maine, and Appleton,
for it is planned that the corner
rooms will have two bedrooms,
while the inside rooms will have
running hot and cold water....

The

building, although

mitory to house sixty-two

Failure to grasp

paratively small registration in the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

Bowdoin has been signally fortunate to secure an army officer at

scant appreciation of the opportu-

stu-

ber of professors, the number of
students, and the funds of the
College have all more than dou-

down

The Hubbard Library
the
Walker
Art
Building, the Searles Science
Building, the new gymnasium, the

spring but the Plattsburg record of
those trained under Captain

more than

given us.
colleges

thirty years.

Under his
num-

naval

General

Memorial
Field and

Thomas

W.

PROPOSED

Hyde

make

Whittier
all the chapter houses
have been built, and the whole
tone of the College has been dis-

military

many

6 Ship's

sail holders

2

3

4

IS Sound of a sneeze

concert, with 65-

16 Short for 43-down

across

'

7

6

12

e

19 Type of fish

20

!
26

13

»

'

1

1
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1

"

a

j
»

p

14

S3

*
p

S4
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"

1

"

r

67

as

n
n

H
66

66

r

i

t
r

13

Day

18 Tides

42 Bowdoin allmale group

70 Wet
71

72 Nudge
73 Halfway
between south
and southeast on
a compass
(abbr.)

33 Greek island

36 San

44

component

8 T A
S H R

8 Beach
9 County subdivi-

55 Black-eyed

tennis

games

_

Lure

of ~

flower

57 Stacks

sion

11

Name

call

61 Resound

63 Powder
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L
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K
1
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L
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1
1

1

c
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1

S

1

p

P
L
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L
N
Ej S T E
E K
T H E
O
E R
R
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s T R O Pu
E D E M A
v O K E L

1

L

1

E
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E

Y D

L

C

IF

1

1

1c

S

T W
P
L L
F R O G
T A L E N T E D
E R
R U S H
S E A

D

Verses

54

(prefix)

10 Distress

O

B

Y O G

7 Rights group

P

A

A T E

53 Bowdoin 's

6 Bad

gum

to

ratchet

52 Ceiling supports

49 Clairvoyance

58 Cumulation of

B U R
A S E
B E E
A D D

Little bit

48 Grow older

56 Tree

SOLUTION TO LAST
WEEK'S PUZZLE

Property

50 Companion

3 Lodge
4 Chicken product

Bulgaria

Ranch hand

31.

48 Dined

5 Capital of

published on March

39 Connection
40 Groom's partner

across

Every

the Orient, to be

_(CA city)

38 Collect

43 Long for 16-

graph

51

this puzzle,

see the next issue of

41

2 River (Spanish)

For a new puzzle
and answers to

particle

69 Wonder

74 Noble gas

1

46 1979 Tim Rice/
Andrew Lloyd
Webber musical
47 Vertical of a

68 Charged

29 Soapy
31 Crimson

75 Setting

DOWN

and north-northeast on a compass (abbr.)

leader

State

opportunity.

between north

Chew

24 Wooden pole

dirt

Gem

further

66 Longtime
67 Halfway

22 Like 32-across

27 Jewish religious

who tries

it

65 Blend

Type of wood

17 -across

52 Shirt fasteners

J

12 Elicit

Day of the wk.
Humor
Deaf s lang.

23

military training to give

consideration before finally refusing to take advantage of the

second floor."

25 Coarse

45 Sheet

L"

Great Lake

a

concert, with

founded in 1937

•

•

I

41

up towards

65 Co-host of

26 Abridged

44

i

1

40

59
60
62
64

risen

Hyde Hall is
month ago,

Valentine's

league
38

cities,

keep athletics running here, but
the keeping of men from military
that the college may score another
touchdown seems out of keeping
with the spirit of the country... It
will be well for the two hundred
men who have decided against

scarcely a

singing group

37 Weave
39 Basketball

"

The construction began

Modem records

30 Frost or aging
32 Like22-down
34 Embrace
35 Held the deed

\
a P

38

43

12

old-

est co-ed

28 One

\

*•

1

sis.

(abridged)

if

17

Bro. or

22 Bowdoin 's

r
14

students next year, William DeWitt

and already the brick walls have

23
1

many

21 Vase

Day

Valentine's

men

things, the existence of

and the well-laid
They have prevented many colleges from having
athletics at all. It is well that we

represented.

17 Co-hosts of

interfere

will

plans of millions.

that we, as a peaceful nation, are

(prefix)

been raised that the

activities

They will, to some
They have interfered with

and of

progressing rapidly.

Ten

men

commis-

start

athletics.

extent.

"In spite of the war excitement at Bowdoin, and the probable

14 Slang

draft armies, there

and those who

criticism has

with

absence of

11

new

with a
knowledge of the rudiments of
military science will have a great
advantage from the outset. The

and there is a strong possibility that Bowdoin will also be

ACROSS

cases as

be ample opportunity for

sions

colleges have ambulances' at the

Between Pisces
and Taurus

many

the ranks to obtain

in

Wednesday evening, he emphasized the enormous sacrifices
France is making in the present
war and the comparatively little

1

In the

es.

will

the matter a vital one.

Weekly Crossword: Harmonizing Together

has

The

Russia or if Germany can weather
another winter, we may all have an
opportunity to serve in the trench-

tinctly raised."

Dean Sills was appointed the
head of the committee in charge
of the campaign. Several other
front,

April

work.

White shows that the course was
highly practical. The war is by no
means over yet. If Kerensky is not
able to retain his control upon

Dudley Coe

Infirmary,

attempted, the fact that both
alumni and undergraduates are
so actively engaged at the front
will

last

are ready to settle

to

a safety valve for restlessness last

While it would be one of
the most heroic undertakings
which the College has yet

"France has one man out of
every six in the war" said Loyall
F. Sewall ex- 17, and throughout
a very pertinent and graphic lecture, delivered in the Union last

we

earnest
R.O.T.C. served in

Building,

Athletic Building, the

training

passed and

bled.

between South Appleton
and the Zeta Psi house.

has

efficient administration the

proposes

especially

recognition of President Hyde's
able and faithful service through

tory,

War Department

the

There are many larger
which have been unable
to secure an army officer or the
equipment which we have.
The first flush of war enthusiasm which drove every student
into some form of military or

letter

new dormitory be named
"William DeWitt Hyde Hall," in

crowded

trained soldiers

demand and the enrolment of only a third of the student body in the corps seems
are so in

that the

conditions and it will not be necessary for students to room off the
campus next year. The room rents
in the new hall will be somewhat
higher than those in the other
three, but the difference will not
be great enough to make the new
hall a "Gold Coast." The name of
the new building has not yet been
determined. It will be located in
the position which has always
been picked for the fourth dormi-

when

time

this

nity

The

not be fire proof, will be "slow
burning." The roof will be covered
with copper.
The erection of the new hall
will alleviate the present

an opportunity
seems to be the cause of the com-

to

dents.

will

it

letter

front.
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a high-speed pursuit

.

of a drunk driver
DEATH, from page 8

because

And
on that short straightaway
before mat next curve and I went
into the curve, I went into the apex
of that curve at 90, which is imposating

embrace an

go polar

...to

every so often.

Starting in Crete, I went by ferry
up

to Athens,

and across the bottom part of
Europe to meet a friend in Madrid. I

dezvous

got there after four or five days on

Again,

was

point,

that point is put the brake all the

that's

beaches

me

finally decided to stay at the third dr

Popham

meet him and another mutual

went to. It seemed to
look reasonable, and I could afford it.
I gave them my passport,
and I went upstairs and hung

etiquette

down

friend

him, but a couple days

telling

five days hence.

OK, a

"Well

lobby

fourth one that

in a city called Seville.

were to meet

said,

I

more

little

down,

travel

He

have

in

Later,

de

and

went downgo out and

passport

back, and the

guy handed

make

me

dry sack sherry, and

wanted

meet up

to

with a person a

A couple

of days later, I
Madrid and went down

meet

my

friend.

posed meet him

town

around a certain time on a certain

was

because

heard

I

all

another person. But

go

I

this

if

passport, because

pocketed

in the

help

looked

me

for,

the

it

of people packed

And he

me. So,

it

we

I

Small

Point

Popham.

or
The.

of polar bearing
try to

all

go

in

is,

the

water at the same time. We all
strip down and then it's sort of a
"one, two, three" and then we all
run in. We wait until everyone is
in and then everyone dunks their
head under the water at the same
time and everyone gets all-theway wet. After that, we run our
asses back to the car. Usually
your hair is frozen and your feet
go numb. At Popham Beach it's
like a quarter-mile back to the
car; at other beaches, you can
park closer to the water, but
car as

warm
of

you get back

quickly as possible to

up.

One

last year,

the

to the

water

trip, in

we

December

ran out into
except along the
all

water's edge there was about six
inches of ice. Half of us slipped
and fell in which was rather
unpleasant. But

we were

the

in

water which was our whole goal
to begin with, I suppose.
Polar bearing is a cool thing
to do. It's fun

and refreshing,

bizarre as that seems.

good way

And

as

it's

Bowdoin
knows-when mindset.

I

—Brendan "Mort " Mortimer
Miller.
told to Joshua
Mortimer is the "co-dictator for
"
life
of the Bowdoin Polar Bear
Club (PBC) with Ian Kyle.
as

fun, inadvertent coinciis

that

ahead off the

hit

my mourn so

ing on to the
wheel at the

nine-o'clock

Kolster

as

told

—

ment
tree

—coming

right at

me

is

about three feet across.

It

up and

felt

teeth were there. First thing

race was just around the city. They
would go through these different loops and
come back

tographer and an assistant professor of visual arts.

I

had a mouth

was a

the windshield shattered,

because

I

up, not slowing

down a

bit,

going

mouth

of safety

full

glass.

jammed

All the doors were

had

get out

to

my

so

I

window,

side

that

which was smashed out. I realized
that I had a back injury, which actually plagued me for years until I had

going to

back surgery.

exclaimation point.

from across the street had come to
see what had happened. When he
saw me, he ran back and called res-

something

85 or 90 miles an

like

I then found what the word is
you say when you know you're
die. It's not "oh shit," but
it's "no." I went "noooo!"—just
"n" with a bunch of "ohs" and an

hour.

was staring me
Death
the
Brake
the

right in

face.

all

I

No

airbags.

I

feet

was driving a 1980

—which

of the tree

is

—

last

nothing at that speed

at the

I had the presence of mind
up off the break which allowed

shock and the next thing I
like there were 100

in

it

seemed

people there: rescue, police,

point

is

really

I

the stretcher being trans-

I could be. I was smiling.
was joking with the ambulance
I was just so glad to be

as happy as
I

attendants.

let

alive.

I

should have been dead!

—

guy went who got away
another day for that. I was
thrilled to

The

turn that

you

all

I

could not have cared less where the

off the brake or

you can
wheel

at that

ported to the hospital in Portland just

instance,

to get a little bit of steering back.
At mat point it was a panic brake
I needed to slow down. But
before you can turn you have got to

remember

being in the ambulance, lying

down on

to let

me

fire,

everyone you can imagine.

What

Saint Regis. Probably about

20

within

was

knew,

screaming "nooooo!"

Dodge

A man with a flashlight

cue.

way

down. Hand on the wheel.
Tree coming right at me that I'm
going to hit dead on. And I'm

be

there's

just so

alive.

accident

destroyed

totally

my cruiser,

gave

want, but you're

me

injuries that I lived with

going to go

for

many

Up off the

turn

levels,

me

So

I

ambulance
happy.

a few feet from the ground.

sideswiped the trunk,

my

but

I

because I'm

instead

head on, I sideswiped it on the
right side of my
cruiser. There was a low-hanging
branch, a big, thick, low-hanging
branch, coming right out from the
tree only

years at various
I

was

just

thrilled. I had a ball in the
ambulance because it was
just the most beautiful

just

—just to turn

hit the

low

windshield, peeled part of the

my blue light
my cruiser. I'm

I

had ever seen
alive,

and I'm

[...]

remember

that

when

they went back to the scene

of the accident to
gate, they

found

my

glasses

investi-

and

my

woods 60 feet in front of
the vehicle. They had just flown right
out through the windshield that was
hat in die

not there.

[...]

This experience had a

lot to

do

with the real commitment that

I

roof back, obliterated

developed over the year for safety

bar on the top of

and the safety

ducking, of course, going

in,

hanging

Now, I'm going through the woods
still going about 80 miles an hour
chopping trees down as I go further

into die

field in general

woods.

All the while, I'm going "noooo!"

—

alco-

hol and drug safety, but highway
safety especially.

on.

MM

got a

I

i

inches.

mmm

of safety glass

full

a pine

branch and the branch came through

11

I

the hard stuff—pieces of safety glass.

the wheel a couple

Kanton Moran, The Bowdoin Orient

did,

I

my mouth and picked out

reached in

about

to

was

of blood. I reached
my mouth and all my

lots

was hollering "noooo!"
with my mouth wide open so when

very old, stately pine tree and I'm
headed right for it, breaks locked

straight.

a pho-

there

for

I didn't have my seatand I'm going straight
because my wheel is locked up and
once your wheels are locked up,
you can't turn. Everything is
straight. The woods are coming up
and, wouldn't you know it, right
dead center on my hood orna-

to

Miller. Kolster is

and

some reason,

belt on,

brake, allowed

Joshua

my mouth

posi-

mind you because,

seatbelt

thing, the less likely

— Mike

town,

stuff,

I'm not wearing a

tion.

times, the harder

with bikes cruising through. The

was chomp-

three-o'clcok

still

some-

I

down on hard

loose hard stuff in

of taking the tree

lots

hard.

ing

because

at the hotel

share the same

guess the idea

a

of the whole
studying-until-God-

to get out

you look for someyou are to find
it
it. And when you stop looking,
appears. That's one tale that I rememthink
about.
ber and sort of

turns out,

in the small

that

was a

it

dence.

same time there was a bike
race going on in town, which was
were

like

passport and looked at

at the

fact

So

I

the

pretty interesting. There

without looking.

nationality.

but they could-

because as

the

couldn't figure out why, except for

the office didn't exist.

At

at

could've just

me and screwed it up. It wasn't that.

understood minimally

what I was asking

to find him,

wouldn't be that the guy

"iDonde
del turismo?" Nobody

town could help me. Though,

think they

it

I

doesnt look anything

just kept saying

esta la officio

day trying

to

HI go down there,

I

I

opened

sudden there he was, right
me. It was odd that I looked

Without too

And

Spanish.

I

it,

of a
next door

meet him, that's great."
so I went down and spent the
day in the small town called Jerez,
wandering the streets and trying to
figure out where the officio del turismo, with no knowledge at all of
and

the

at

like a needle in a haystack. All

through

thought, "Well

to another place.

much expectation,

most of

hearsay, though,

all

no reason

and it was my
it
friend's passport. The weird part
about it was that he was staying in
the room next to me. And there I had
been wandering around the town for

in the officio del tur-

ismo, the tourist office, in this

day. This

could understand,

I

up and looked

was sup

I

was

walking out the
door, and for

we

well,

feels like.

or Fort

regardless,

I

little

with this guy in Jerez.

left

a pass-

port.

could meet up

I

eat,

asked for

I

my

Frontera,

where they

earlier,

little

wander-

a bite to

stay

called Jerez
la

I

stairs to

ing in a small

town

for a

after

ing the town for awhile.

we
com

mon was

I

finally getting

little rest

this friend

that

room

of time,

bit

that

later

I

out in the

also

said

n't

like

cold,

stay. I

We

I'll

it

would
went

of his apartment building

to

damn

feels

Itwhat

I

in the

to see

straight

to a

ing from the engine. I thought that I
had broken all my teeth because I had

curve. I'm hold'

around looking for a place to

me

a note for

left

up every-

to the floor, locked

came

then everything

It

1

kind of gave up.

I

would've been nice

it

my

was dark and there was a hissing
sound coming from the steam escap-

And

road at the center of that

be meeting with more people.

and he wasn't

traveling

train

He

I

Maine
We, the
Polar Bearing Club, go out
once or twice a month to various

the

if

to

my

no wind-

stop.

Andretti

do it It's just impossible.
So I'm into the center of the curve
90 miles an hour and I realize
that I blew it. The only thing I do at

and I'm going

of fun

lots

So, after searching for the ren-

there.

to

It

was

it

the tree,

there's

under, injured

left, I slid

shield

hit that,

I

I hit

body went forward,

at

that turn.

thing and the tires are screeching,

watch.

to Yugoslavia,

and when

too big to break.

couldn't

way

odd coincidence

don't want to die

I

then a bigger tree started to

up,

knee pretty badly, and my head went
forward on impact and I hit my
mouth on the steering column.

sible. You cannot make
Nobody could. Mario

...to

come

And I always wore

my seatbelt after that
—Randy Nichols as told to Joshua Miller
Nichols

is

the director of the

Bowdoin

Department of Safety and Security.
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Students bring campus 'Home' College to welcome
Shepard, 'Laramie'
looking for cosponsors,

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

come

her to

A

college

Matthew

student,

Shepard, was beaten and

raise the

to die

left

Laramie, Wyoming,

Women's Resource

October of

Tuesday,

mother Judy

his

As part of her son's
Shepard

justice,

travels nationwide

and advocate for gay
finance

rights.

The

the

Matthew

charitable

Shepard Foundation.

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

opened last night in Pickard Theater and starred, among others, Jesse Ferguson '06 and Luke Wilson

hatred of a few can ruin the lives of

many," said Robinson.

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

The

three seniors

ty in the settings

"Home,"

the musical

mat began

New

during a drive from

Jersey to

York and

Nylund

to

come with graduat-

ing. It also focuses

home

make a

is after

on a couple who

choice about where

graduation; one lives in

New York and the other in New Jersey.
"We wrote it before graduation
because

it's

lege, but

it's

what

we

life after

imagine

it

"It's

They even

absurd place to

over Winter Break.

and

types

dramatizing

extreme." Michaels,

on, also

added

who

applicable

realistic,

the

to

is

based

that the post-college

become more

now that the three are sen-

iors.

That immediacy, however, does
not

mean

that they pretend to

know

what they are talking about.

"We

haven't been in these shoes

and we're not trying
thing,"

Nylund

said,

to teach any"It's just

our

Art Union
by Jesse
Orient Staff

may

still

of

absurdity

In addition to Shende, the creators

of "Home" also said that bringing the

that

LoBiondo

be the middle of a

winter, but a group of stu-

how

been possible

"At

or the cast.

element of the musical, which

have been

New

pits the

Jersey Italians against

New York's Upper East Siders.

without

"It's a satire

minds of the creators

first

thought of the idea

three semesters taking composition

classes

and doing independent stud-

ies in order to

compose

the music

all

lyrics for "Home."
two have very different
Nylund said that
he and LoBiondo "took themes from
each other to make it mesh better."
"The hardest part was learning
how to write music and having to
actually write it at the same time,"
LoBiondo said
Thanks to help from Assistant

and write the

Though

the

composing

styles,

gallery

like after graduation,

"It is die first time in life finding

where on the map," Nylund

New

it's

Michaels

"We

we

said,

still

New
that

write about

what

LoBiondo added,

"Just

who want

to

different forms

of art.

TV

like Art

Union

campus, had a show

in the Visual

who wants

Arts Center (VAC), and put food-

gallery

Searles,

Please see

LARAMIE, page 13

aft with

focuses on movement,

mark-making, color,

Third in a

series

my own

y

I

16 sen-

nifying the culmination

es.

of their artis-

careers at Bowdoin. This week,

the Orient corresponded with sen-

Shapell

and

Drew

art

form with

approach

basically, a

Anna

printmaking

I

project

am the opposite

of Anna in style
else.

I

particu-

enjoy the precision that

sible

is,

bunch of etch-a-sketch-

and most everything
larly

my more

to activities.

Drew Friedmann: My

iors will present art exhibitions sig-

iors

by

inspired

like fusing a traditionally proce-

dure-based
frenetic

this semester,

lifestyle;

is

processes require a lot of energy, and

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff
Throughout

energy of
shape, and

line,

is

pos-

with etchings-even though

I

Friedmann, whose honors exhibi-

don't really like doing etchings.

on view in the Visual
Arts Center (VAC) from March 4

BO: What were your goals for
your project? Did you meet those

tions will be

through March 30.

your

senior

inspired

it,

goals? Did they change during the

Orient: Describe

art

project.

What

and how did you execute

process?

AS
show

Anna
purely

Shapell:

My

project

non-representational.

& DF: Both of us had a pretty

clear idea of

what we wanted our

to look like at the beginning of

is
It

Please see

PORTRAITS, page 13

opens in Smith
most notable change was the opening of their very own gallery in
Smith Union in the room near the
pool tables, where the big-screen

coloring

following

home."

meetings in Moulton Union. The

many

the year

call these

appropriate

student

Sparked by a class with Professor
of Art Mark Wethli, the three students started Art Union, a group

York and

students can appreciate art for art's

participate in

started

it?

an open forum where

is

in

know."

chalked various sidewalks around

color to a very gray state."

a

any-

said.

especially easy to laugh in the

Jersey. Since the three

areas home,

sto-

of over 60 residents of Laramie,

ries

Wyoming,

dimension. The project

The Bowdoin

a little more colorful.
At the beginning of last semester,
Carl Klimt '06, Kerry O'Connor
'06, and Honora Dunham '07 decided to start a new- art group at
Bowdoin' that, according to Klimt,
would be "a simple way to bring
life

to

gives an avenue to laugh at

new home, and you can choose
It is

I

Senior Portraits

what's to come.

Over the past semester, they have

to

month

work on it," he said.
Even if it isn't a realistic view of

crazy worlds of

by

prints, etdva-sketches

tic

"Everyone's just dropped what

make

dents have figured out

work

the hard

that the cast put into the project

what life will be

draws from the

eight actors but

make

Seniors

inspired to write a musical after see-

ing "Into the Woods."

"Home"

once

when they were

Michaels cited

play, written

was discouraged by

fee, but

Some of the cast members

they're doing for the last

While Michaels wrote the book,
LoBiondo and Nylund spent the last

Daniel Robinson

Associate

in the

since they

freshman year,

ences between

first I

of her

Professor of Theater Davis Robinson

types also add to the major satirical

typical

orchestrate a 10-person pit

it

New Jersey and the stereo-

(BQSA)

The

Tectonic Theater Project, uses only

skill.

yourself

lot

response to Matthew Shepard's

Moises Kaufman and members of the

musical to the stage would not have

sake and join others
It

at

on stage."

Art Union

Drummond

Maine

"and a

other theater conventions," Michaels

wrote the

"Home"

in the musical has

life

said,

will

thinking about stereo-

80-page book mat

LoBiondo

said

not intended to be

we were

musical styles and composing

New York.

being able to poke fun

The

the seniors were able to develop their

from

col-

be," Michaels said

but

"crucial" in creating die musical,

on making the differNew York and New
Jersey seem like night and day, and
it also makes fun of musicals and

not supposed to be post-

graduates reflecting on

was

is «ui

attaches to

has to

New

is

cal about four friends struggling with

the challenges that

both LoBiondo and Nylund said

of the musical:

"The Laramie Project" was written
in

Vineet Shende,

who

Jersey

and Michaels

is

Musk

this

with the per-

brutal murder.

'07.

find familiari-

LoBiondo and
both from New Jersey,

Bowdoin almost three years ago, finally comes to Pickard Theater March 2
to 4 at 8 p.m. Davin Michaels '06,
Michael LoBiondo '06, and James
Nylund '06 spent a major part of their
time at Bowdoin producing this musi-

live,"

do

New Jersey.

are

"New

Professor of

in conjunction

was extremely pleased with
how easy it actually was to get her to
come to campus," said Co-President
of the Bowdoin Queer-Straight

the size

jokes and guesses."

Shepard will be on campus

week

bringing Shepard here to speak.

Alliance

'06 (above).

others.

am hoping that the audience that
have an idea of how an intense

will

the

"I

Drew

the

Gay

formance of "The Laramie Project."

Numerous organizations on
Bowdoin campus contributed

Mike LoBiando, Davin Michaels, and James Nylund,

Center, the

leaves Judy Shepard's presentation

funds that she raises are used to

seniors

being

is

BQSA,

the

Mellon Fund, among

the

"I

fight for social

to spread awareness of hate crimes

and composed by

by

and Lesbian Studies Department, and

On

Shepard will speak on campus.

written

money."

Shepard 's appearance
sponsored

in

realized

I

people wanted

wouldn't be hard to

it

because of his sexual orientation in
1998.

"Home," a musical

many

because so

that

on snowballs outside
which was "a colorful bit

used to be. The

is

much

gallery,

itself, is

open

to

a show.

any

The

currently housing a dis-

play of student

art.

In addition to providing a place

Art Union

of jubilance" according to Klimt.

to share ideas about

They

also helps students see their ideas

drew a giant target, more
well-known as notorious multi-colored crop circles, on the quad.
also

This semester has brought

many

come

to

fruition.

art,

The process

is

simple but effective, where any student

who

is

serious and enthusiastic

changes to Art Union. What began

can propose and carry out an

dedicated to making art more preva-

as three students with a handful of

Students suggest projects to the

lent on campus. Without a political
message or statement of any kind,

with 65 members

sidewalk chalk has become a group

who have weekly

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

idea.

Please see UNION, page 13

Shapell's exhibition,

along with

which comprises prints such

Drew Friedmann's

_

__-

as these, will

etch-a-sketch exhibition

•

open

on Saturday.

•"*-•
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Cheap

ArKlthe Oscar
goes to,..

films

Top 10 and Oscar

thanks to Jessica

Kornbluh
Columnist

from

predictions

Awards

Mountain

Wong

Should've Been Nominated

Nugent
Columnist

Kar-Wai, 2046

BEST ACTRESS:

Top 10 or 2005:

petitors will

1 .)

this legally

year,

tells

unsure of

who

how

are

m

Should Win: Reese Witherspoon,

"Walk the Line."
Should've Been Nominated. Joan
Allen, The Upside of Anger."

A Hvroxy or Violence
Working in a leas respected genre,
David Crauenberg crafts bis best film
yet, a masterfiil thriller that examines
2.)

of violence and

the true nature

BEST ACTOR:

and die Academy's fondness for

its

bionics should garner success for his

impact on not only the people direct-

WUl

at large.
3.)

who

Win:

Grizzly

Man

Should

Heath

Win:

Ledger,

Brokeback Mountain
Should've Been Nominated. Viggo

of Timothy Treadwell, a man

chose to live with Grizzly bears

humans, presents die con-

"A History of Violence."
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:

and man vs.
nature of the protagonist and director,

At first it looked like a wide open race
with no clear frontrunner. But then

Werner Herzog.

Rachel Weisz

rather than
flicting

views on

Mortenson,

life

4.) Match Point
Woody Allen stuns in this romantic
thriller

SAQ

piece from

and its

impact on die present

sion of our college tuition For this

This category

is

comes down

to

up in the air, but
George Clooney,

who won the Globe, Paul
who won the SAG and

applicability to current-day politics

the dark

Jake

winner
But Clooney's weight

Gyllenhall.

commanding performance.
7.) The Beat That My Hbart

Giamatti,

BAFTA

horse,

as well as through David Strathaun's

gain and bona fide movie star status

him

giye

Skipped
This French remake of "Fingers"

History of Violence."

the dichotomy of the restless protago-

u^ artistk and vio-

Nominated:

Been

Should've

That's because, as any ordinary Joe

are concerned, once

two-faced industry. If you've ever

never go back.

10 clams for a Duece

down

Bigalow sequel

we're

(it's alright,

If the

So

out with die

it

of the Golden Raspberries. The yin
and yang of the movie biz can't be
tart

harsh, they're

a spray

itself,

friends here), or found yourself dis-

painted citrus fruit with an estimated

immortalized any better than

by the number of films with the

value of $4.95, recalls that puckered up

annual

tressed

word "Vs."

in their tide,

you may not

face that only a truly terrible

even recognize the smug air of integrity
that this

ly costly night at the

Sunday's ceremony will likely

up.

exude. Where's the money-grubbing,

we

all

and love? Where's the industry

money talks,

that, for

weeper

wonderful

every

we

that I don't

in

Hollywood

is

have die moral courage to
Such an honest

refuse the money."

and movie

admission deserves an honest reward,
and, low and behold, for the rambunc-

that gives

pieces, after

darker side (and provide the dash of

"The only reason I'm

unpre-

opuses of awfulness along die lines
say, "Cheaper by the Dozen 2"?

To remind everyone of Hollywood's

be an emblem of

artists struggle,

A

of "On die Waterfronf' and gauze-inthe-mouth Godfather fame once said,

insult,

tough industry where

pulse of

notoriously

are

dictable.

of,

to

its

The Hollywood that banks on
terrible remakes is the same Hollywood

audiences

like

"Brokeback Mountain," burns us with

revenge that

seems

solidarity in a

wim

of the worst of
certain American actor

expose

Hollywood.

and usual-

movies can conjure

But besides serving as a tacky

die Razzie

know

an

two

sugar of the Oscars seems a

if the

tad too sweet, balance

The award

be.

statuette in

appropriate fusion of Tinseltown's
halves.

you go bad, you

Raspberries seem

meant to

all

triumph between her Golden

Raspberry and Academy

die Worst Actor of die

named

knows from experience, Hollywood is a
plunked

thunderous applause, she posed in double-fisted

Century, proof that as far as die Razzies

us our
all,

bom

Academy

and with

tious

fingers

remake of "The Island of Dr.
even the incomparable

Moreau,"

master-

i

Marlon Brando earned himself his very

on the

own, bona-fide Razzie.

industry machinery and

people thrive on),

little

Annual Golden Raspberry Awards
will do just fine. In their 25th year of
the

preempting the Oscars with a

mock cermake it

will again

worst

their business to "dis-honor" the

American cinema has

which seems

be

'to

to offer,

consistently

in

output of

its

quality pictures.

In

Hollywood's penchant for

fact,

celluloid baloney is so reliable that this

reviewer hasn't even seen a single
inee for the

yet can

2005 worst

make lousy cat litter,

let

nom-

picture Razzie,

assert that they

still

would

all

alone entertain-

ing movies. If a choice must be made,

from the deep
Hollywood rendering

sequel

unnecessary

recesses of the
plant,

looked downright stinky, and

hear

featured a digitized dancing baby.

it

Past

it

gets

I

my vote.

mission statement of vilifica-

its

web

site

smiley face screams,

WGA award, mis

"Cremating cinematic crap for 25

is

the likeliest place

up an

Oscar.

Night, and

same way as the Academy Awards.

Noms

for the worst picture category

tend to sweep the whole show,

making

out like the laurel-studded "Ben

Should've Bern Nominated:

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

much

years!"), the Razzies operate in

the

Should Wim "Good
Good Luck."

Stood."

being

a bit lopsided.

tion (their

WW Wbr. "Crash."

compaction for humans, and the
demands of art as he writes "fa Cold

feel

To

her Oscar win the previous year).

times. His action star

earned him the illustrious honor of

fihngoer, the ceremony's creed of self-

PLAY: Wim six nominations and the
for "Crash" to pick

to delve into the conflict between

audience than Ms. Berry spilled during

deserved perks, but for die ordinary

SCREEN-

ORIGINAL

BEST

Capote
Hoffman's per. Philip Seymour
formance goes beyond mere mimicry
8.)

who over the course

decade was nominated a

single

grimace and trademark lack of skill

may

of accepting her worst actress award for

"Catwoman" in person (I assure you, far
more tears were shed by that film's

whopping seven

Needless to say,

Mickey Rourke, "Sin City."

lent.

of a

of said Razzie unity when

poor

voters, take a look at

Sylvester Stallone-,

and film-

Last year's ceremony provided the

Halle Berry took the unprecedented step

over

stranglehold

Johnny Knoxville and Sean William Scott have been nominated for
seven Golden Raspberry awards, including one for worst film.

Hur"

40 Year Old Vfcgin."

est comedy

avoids

ADAPTED SCREEN-

BEST

FLAY: -fcotobacr has
catenary all

Wines

by Hillary Matlin
take

rancid."

Columnist

home flu* award as wett

was, in

WJHfe
Spring break

NomMed.

Should've Been

Beat that

My Heart Slrjpped."

BEST FOREIGN FILM: A
able in the

Oscar Predictions:
BEST PICTURE: After

mb*m*

Should've Bern Nt

has

Dragon;" expect

Hidden

that streak to defini-

end on Sunday night
WUl Wkr. Ang Lee, •Brokeback

tively

Now" from
won

Palestine.

the Globe, hot the

in the fall,
this

After

down
Gromir had

animation studio burned

one

all

"Wallace

sewn

&

ftBEST DOCUMENTARY FILM:
jftps past
i

summer, those lovable pen-

waddled away wim the second;

gross for a doc ever; "March
will

do die

informing her that

fact, fine,

like the taste

she replied

"I

it

don't

of alcohol. I just drink it"

my

Before
tion

I

sign off,

an accessory
Normally,

well with Reese's peanut butter

this

cups but does go well with

bottle

wait In order to

I am attempting
my quotidian wines so

have lots of room for the goodies I'm
planning on purchasing while on vacaI

tion.

and

Below are

three that I've finished

Saint-Hilaire

2002

Blancs Brut ($13.99
admit,

I

it

to

Blanc de

at Provisions)

drank most of

breakfast in mimosas.

found

be

it

grapey

My tasters and

1

quite good, since the

of the juice.

without juice,

taste

we

When

I

noticed a

amid the toasted.

Altos De La Hoya 2004

Monastrell ($10.99 at Provisions)
This one received mixed reviews

from

my

tasters.

liked

it,

One

said,

"fruity

I

and

my

this

wine

I

will

Garnacha

ferent

is

decidedly thinner and

lighter.

came

I

I try

across while

to finish off a

of opening; however,

not always possible.

is

A

may

of red or white wine

if

you place the cork

way

and leave

it

in

it

in the fridge.

(a.k.a.

the

The

drinking.

"Sparklers"

sparkling wines) present

problem of attempting

keep the wine fizzy

flavor is reminiscent of cherries,

ing.

I

to

temperature

appropriate

before

It is

it

was

Reds should be brought back
the

rather dif-

from the Monasatrell.

bottle at the time

pulled)

another Spanish

red wine. This wine

in

I did want to men-

(reversed from the

Black Sheep)
is

tasting.

age)

most

again.

Las Rocas 2003 Garnacha
at

found

be kept for three days (on aver-

other taster

however, and

buy

($14.99

this for

dryness and the toasted flavor balance

drank

Cheez-its.

likely

rather enjoyed.

I

fridge.

to clean out all

for one, cannot

out the sweetness

up.

tantalizingly close,

Upon

bacon and mushroom risotto

keep myself occupied,

I,

I

either way.

BEST ANIMATED FILM:

.

BEST DIRECTOR: Aug Lee

go

their

"A

been snubbed before, most notably
Tiger,

from South Africa and

truly

WUl Win: "Brokeback Mountain."

Xroucbing

films: "Tsotsi"

buzz on "Tsotsi" grew as the nomination period closed. This one could

Should Wkr. "Biokebsck Mountain."

for

ultra-political, violent

"Paradise"

the Globe, Directors Guild, Producers
Guild, and the top critic prizes,
brokeback" has this one aU sewn up

History of Vtoknce."

race

between two
"Paradise

winning

"The

is

may be

The flavor is complex, very dry and
somewhat bark-esque. It does not go

and

Break

for a classy Spring
overtones, terrible aftertaste,

after

recently bought a

to

open-

cham-

black plums aqd black pepper.
The Garnacha is tannic, but not as

pagne stopper ($6

mouth-puckering as other Gamachas
I've drank. It would pair well with

and Cheese) which was actually very
successful in keeping in the fizz, and

cheeses served with quince paste.
also

went very well wim the

i

about the width of a

however, "Son of the Mask," a most

the edge.

WUl Win: George Clooney, Syriana
Should Win: William Hurt, "A

improves on the original as it explores

a

had

makers, the glitz and glory are well-

greater abundance than

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:

Good Night, and Good Luck

nist torn between

Academy

that

"A History of Violence."

Belkx,

take
on
Clooney's
George
McCarthyism finds true resonance in
its

midriff will be draped in a designer ver-

emony, the Razzies

Should've Been Nominated Maria

mood

explores nostalgia for

6.)

that

Should Win: Michelle Williams,

2046

This hypnotic

best example

is

.

brokeback Mountain."

Wong Kar-Wai
lost love

and she should complete
with the Oscar here.

Constant Gardener."

current-day London.
5.)

Globe and the

mil mn: Rachel Weisz, "The

deadly impacts in

potentially

the

trifecta

with his long-awaited return to

form, which explores class issues and
their

won

and the Razzies counter that the same
goes for an exquisitely bad one.

Streep

country's finest performers

fame and infamy
swizzle stick

and on the red carpet, Charlize Theron's

'

and

populace in which the line between

make a good movie,

crocodile-tears for the golden trophy,

celebrities will spout

soul-snatching Tinseltown

Hoffman, "Capote."

This documentary on die fascinatlife

Truman Capote.
Seymour
Philip

role as writer

ly inworvedbot also American society

ing

Hoffinan's accent

our place.

in

cate-

Target),

also affirm the notions of a business

Simpon and her Daisy

The Golden Raspberry is also no
stranger to legacy. If you thought Meryl

congratulation

"Walk the Line."

together.

us plain folk

At the podium,

mil Win: Reese Witherspoon,

emo-

tions in a society that will not allow

them to be

vocals, finally gets her

heir.

love but

to act out their

left

chance to shine as Julia Roberts's

the story of two cowboys

1960s

in the

own

did her

but also a landmark film sociological-

Reese's comon the sidelines as
talented movie star, who

be

to put

new

Most Tiresome Tabloid

the Golden Raspberries disparage but

Dukes. As the Oscars usually contend, it
takes a village to

Should Wim Ang Lee, Brokeback

by Mike

gory:

up

for example, is

worst film and worst on-screen couple,

Another year, another Academy

it

fruit

public fickleness (this year's

for seven Razzies this year including

Mountain."

as

awarded cheap

Dukes of Hazzard,"

the Orient's resident film fanatic

ly,

MARCH 3, 2006

category of dunce filmmaking. 'The

by Gabe

Brokeback Mountain—
Not only the best film of the
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It

leftover

at

Freeport

Wine

on that up note, I wish you all a stressfree vacation.

^"
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Art Union

Honey Brown drowns

McDuff s

13

ARTS X ENTERTAINMENT

gallery replaces television in

Smith Union room

Black Fly
keg or mug, touting a massive smile

My

from antenna to antenna.

(all

Thomas

rating out of 5).

Gritty McDuff's Black Fly

Columnist

STOUT
J.W. Dundee's Original

Brown

($6.49

for

Honey

a six-pack

at

Hannaford)

endless racks of beer in Northeastern

Rock and

Rolling

an amber

what

ing
I

Pete's

of

ranks

Wicked Ale. As

Honey Brown emanates a

ale,

deep red when poured, showcas-

solid,

is

($7.69 for a six-pack at Uncle

Tom's)

Though
drinker,

This beer is one of the standards in the

supermarkets, joining the

one of the best looking beers

have enjoyed

in hours.

It

taste

powerful

is

reminds

me

held to a

opaque,

to

me

curious as to

affect

many

how

other beers

does

ful

grilled had-

however, that these

tastes

would not complement themselves

way

the

J.W. Dundee's technique magical-

ly has.

The

label is rather boring as

it

It

makes

consider

by

name,

to

it

takes a

a swarm of

illustrating

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

tunneling through a beauti-

flies

insects,

expect-

Not only

terrific.

is

stay true to the

am

I

Art Union, located in Smith Union, provides student

sure cute ani-

of

UNION, from page

Wow, quite the stateThough I
I would

beer.

not crazy about this brew,

recommend
stouts or

it

to all those

who

have an unhealthy

enjoy

for the

ual enthusiasm

driven by individand ambition," said

to the

Klimt, and "is

all

members of the group are interestUnion can secure the funds

spontaneous visual

it

and space needed.

many

O'Connor

stated that Art

A

3.2 Label: 4.9 Benefit/Cost: 2.9. (all

"cultivate

ratings out

where people

would be to include a
massive brown bee, possibly holding a

Taste:

of5).

enough

if

ed, Art

interest in

My scons:

"Art Union

Union has many plans
coming months. In addition
Art

swarming

parasites.

with an open space to display their work.

audience for what they do."

group via email, and,

to be a great choice for mid-priced beer.

suggestion

U

ready to strike like an unstop-

be making for a

artists

some point

at

the massive cloud

pable rebel force.

am

I

it

I

counterparts. Luckily,

its

Overhead looms

ment

and brown color scheme.

so

only packing a bit more

mals were frolicking

through the name Dundee and a yellow,

unexcited to drink what

am

ed,

meadow where

attempts to give an old west feel

me

I

pretty

step further

Guinness Stout or honey

much what

was
punch than

black

I fear,

be? A stout with a

it

used to? Unfortunately, Gritty's

and consumables such as a oney
dock.

a vir-

my curiosity to a new

Could

this beer's label

This makes

When
nearly

is,

of the thin coffee flavor

Q

smoothness of each tender

honey would

was

coffee

truly full-bodied flavor instead

sip.

red,

drove

high.

complex sugars of the honey

to stretch die

way

smells nuttier than other stouts

that

as a full, yet sweet lager, utilizing
the

the

and packs a hint of chocolate
c

a bee keepers'

visit

down

pours to a thick,

the glass

light,

much

It

of a treasured sixth

The taste can be conveyed

us

let

I

for its

tual curtain to the viewer's eyes.

that

abode.

It

top of the charcoal-colored brew.

an undercurrent of

grade

and does not

taste

when

been known

dark liquid, buoying a massive head on

smells

sweetness

honey-like

not an avid stout

with this black beer.

with robust hops and malt tones,

though there

am

I

recognize a good one

I

Gritty's has

it.

a regular American lager

like

scores:

Taste: 4.0 Label: 2.3 Benefit/Cost: 4.4

by Carter

is

Union

striving to use these resources to

some kind of community
feel like there is

an

tinues to support,

art that

con-

and the work of

new

about collabora-

and cooperation."

When

spring finally arrives, this

be

enthusiasm and ambition will be

gallery, Art

evident not only in the faces of the

different students that will

exhibited in the

tion

is

Union hopes to bring a two-piece
band from Baltimore to play at
Bowdoin.

students sitting

on

the quad,

but

also in the colorful drawings sur-

rounding them.
Feel qualified to write about

Senior printmakers Shapell
PORTRAITS, from page

II

and Friedmann

printmaking.
aspects of

I

it,

technical

the

like

and find that

the

it is

the semester. Over-ambition tends to

medium through which

get the better of you at the outset of

express

a project, and most things end up

making

being scaled back. But, the goals

have simply not done

have remained the same, and we're

though taking those classes here cer-

pleased with the outcome.

tainly informed

BO: Why
medium you
your

artistic

did you choose the
did? What aspects of
medium do you enjoy

my goals.
like

I

can best

Other forms of art

what

I

do

me,

in the print

DF:

Printmakers tend to have a

compared

to

that aren't achievable through other

other

media?

kind of individual to labor for 2

AS: Printmaking was
introduction to

art. I

mine

just

first

find that most

people are drawn to one
another,

my

medium

happened

to

views the project -will find a personal

ect?

other than stairs

AS:

I

want

my installation, my 36

individual prints, to be seen as one
large image.

when

But

incidental

flow of a certain

studio.

different personality
artists.

It

takes an interesting

weeks over one copper plate that
may never reach the same clarity as

or

a 15 minute sketch.

be

enjoy the process and

You have
I

do

—

to

perhaps

shows in Visual Arts Center

Anna and I agree for once.
BO: What do you want people to
take away from viewing your proj-

painting and drawing
this for

will debut

I

especially enjoy

moments,
line,

like the

will remember
was to draw anything
on an Etch-a-Sketch.
Shapell and Friedmann s exhibitions open on Saturday, March 4
with a reception from 7 p.m. to 9

favorite

how

image and

hard

it

VAC Fishbowl.

p.m. in the

to

WB0R91.1FM

DF: Some of my

plates are inside

jokes with other printers, some are

Paul

Comaskey and Peter Coviello

nostalgic, while others are tributes to

more famous

artists like

What

Warhol and

Mondrian. Hopefully, everyone

who

is

album ever

the best

What song brings you down?

Paul: "The Rise and Fall of
Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders
from Mars."
Pete: "Astral Weeks" and "In

Paul: Anything by LimpBizkit.

Welch's dizzying and beautiful
"My Morphine"; the whole of

Aeroplane Over the Sea";

"Amplified Heart," by Everything

and
"London
Calling"
"Highway 61." Each is a belated
version of the other. You would-

If you were dictator of a small
country, what would be your

want

with

I

Minnesota,

to leave out

"Purple

Rain"

Replacements' "Let

It

and the
Be," both

live?

Paul: Nick Cave and the Bad
Seeds.

Pete:

The Pogues,

Joe Strummer,

is

fronted

by

the best live

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Contestants are eligible to win $200 or more.

is

But the

In

a

good way, Gillian

Girl. In a

bad way: "emo."

national anthem?

Paul: "The Lunatics Have
Taken Over the Asylum" (Fun
3).

Pete: "Jackson" by Johnny
Cash and June Carter; we could be
a nation of infidels.

Ifyou were onstage with a mic
of thousands of scream-

in front

ing fans, what would you say?
Paul: "Ladies and Gentlemen

band I've ever seen. Recently,
I'd say the New Pornographers

Welcome

put on as bruising and fine a

gotten city of Rock."

show as you could wish for.
What song pumps you up?
Paul: "There She Goes My

water

Beautiful World."

Drew

Pete:

Boy

believe from 1984.

What's the best band to see

corporation of the former Bowdoin chapter of the Delta Sigma/Delta Epsilon fraternity

Mouth."

created?

n't

artists.

WEEK

DJs OF THE

someone.

the

sponsoring a competition for Bowdoin student

it!

of the piece stand out

Former fraternity sponsors art contest

The alumni

Prove

Write for A&E.
Email orient@bowdoin.edu

or the play of

one color against another, make particular sections

music or literature?

Pete:

Right now, "Morbid

Craving" by the Mendoza Line,
though it's awful hard to argue
with

Superchunk's

"On

the

to

Birmingham, the

for-

Pete: "Wendy," I'd say, "Is the

warm enough?"
Comaskey and Coviello can be
"
heard on "The Post-Punk Show,
5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays
on WBOR 91.1 FM. Coviello is an
associate professor of English at

Bowdoin.

.
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Women's hockey advances
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to semifinals
by Tom Lakin
Contributor
The Bowdoin Women's
Hockey Team edged out

Ice

the

Connecticut College Camels 2-1 in

w

lp:

*

''-

'm

^

^

nament

J||

\

'

third-seeded Williams on Saturday at

9

next season.

*

4

The Polar Bears were led by junJayme Woogerd, who had both

Bowdoin

??

goals

Bowdoin

•

*--,
*

_

•

•

contest,

the

struggled for

much of

the contest against the spectacular

-'

t

in

including the dagger with eight minutes remaining in the third period.

*

".

-'

6-13-4

the

ior

"J
.

while

Camels head home and look toward

J

k

tour-

this past Saturday.

The Polar Bears (16-8-1) will continue on to the semifinals against
Middlebury,

P

NESCAC

the first round of the

WWWW^>

1

V.
U

•

9
^

'

-

<

a*
(

„*!

*

goalie play of Connecticut College
senior

V^

,

opening period.
*

>-4

.

**
•

In**

•

Gabby Petrill, who stopped a
Bowdoin assault in the

21 -shot

Mr

r

Senior Captain Kelsey Wilcox
called

,

'

"an

Petrill

unbelievable

goalie."

Bowdoin coach Michele Amidon
•• jr'iitt"-

—

•

?

.

-

-

.

echoed Wilcox.

^

*
,

"Gabby

Drew
Firstryear

Emileigh Mercer only allowed one goal in

Swimming

last

Saturday's quarterfinal match against Connecticut College.

by Katie Yankura
Staff Writer

said. "It is

know

such an amazing feeling to

that

am

I

NESCAC

in

history,

and

that

I

have

The men's swimming and diving
team finished its season at the
NESCAC championship meet at
Williams College.

incredible coaches,

The Bowdoin men placed eighth
weekend's meet, improving

in last

upon

their lOth-place finish

from

tion,

Williams

won

for throwing

was

me

water

in the

when

him

in

March, where he hopes to swim

many

at Division III Nationals

butterfly, taking first place,

own NESCAC

smashing

record,

in

set

Burleigh considered his record-

swim a comeback from

breaking
difficult

season

last year,

a

as well as

an opportunity to reclaim his former

200-yard butterfly

won

the

200

year and put a

myself

goalie George Papachrist-

game out of Amherst's

tories against Colby.

hope to end

reach. Landry's goal contributed to
his impressive season statistics

and

The Polar Bears

this streak

and avenge

their loss earlier this season.

"I

was

actually hoping

play Trinity.

we would

They beat us

three

the

record for consecutive shut-out min-

coordination on the ice with every

utes from the 1983-1984 season.

player working in perfect concert,

it

I

for

know I can go
Several other

faster at nationals."

Bowdoin swimmers

also excelled individually.

Carter

Bowdoin dominated from

the ini-

in

Many

NESCAC.

Bowdoin showed

off

its

team

allowing the Bears to play some

NESCAC
a

Bowdoin

like

some

fans

and

watchers are anticipating

showdown between powerhouse
Please see M.

HOCKEY, page
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Senior

Thomas followed Burleigh
in the 50-

yard butterfly and an 11th place in
the

100-yard

fly.

First-year

Swanson took 10th place

Dave

in the 50-

yard breaststroke, seventh in the 50-

and 16th

Bowdoin showed

its

in the 100-

depth

breaststroke events. Nate

in the

Hyde

'07

took 14th place in the 50-yard breaststroke and

13th in the 200-yard

breaststroke.

Max

Goldstein '07 fin-

ished 14th in the 200-yard breas-

2004.

"I

Bowdoin

period put the

games was enough to break the
Bowdoin Men's Hockey Team's

freestyle,

his

snuck the puck by senior

period.

is

freestyle.

fly.

finally

first

of three goals from Jon

Landry '06, Mike Chute '06, and
Mike Westerman '08 in the final

Bowdoin's game today against
comes exactly three weeks
Bantams defeated Bowdoin
4-2. The game commenced an
impressive five-game winning streak
for Trinity, including two solid vicafter the

improvement and

room

yard

day of the meet,

goal

first

Trinity

perfect race," he said of his winning

Saturday, he improved to capture a

last

total

of 80 shots on goal, Amherst

string

Polar

retribution," Papachristopoulos said.

yard

Sunday, the

A

Adam

most dynamic defensive players

quite honest,

end off with an eighth-place finish in
the 50-yard butterfly on Friday. On
third-place finish in the 100-yard

opening period with the

four minutes of the

After 180 minutes and 58 seconds,

A

led' by senior capDann, confirmed the

Bear powerplay,
tain

Bears' seamless playing.

fired off 18 shots in the

Sebastien Belanger '08 in the last

by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

Amherst

extremely effective hockey.

hours of scoreless play over several

faster.

with a lOth-place finish

Burleigh dominated the 200-yard

match against

15

was not a

even

heads off."
Senior captain Roger Burleigh had

Saturday's

HOCKEY, page

weeks ago and we would

"The men's meet was
women's," head coach Brad
said. "We had a few disappointing swims, but for the most part
the guys stepped up and swam their

one of the best performances of the
weekend. Burleigh started the week-

last

5-1.

Jeff's

at

she

cements his position as one of the

definitely

Burnham

in

quarterfinal

The Bears

Please see W:

defeats

rival Amherst, beating the six-seed-

ed Lord

We knew

opoulos. Papacristopoulos's three

200-yard butterfly race. "There

to the

NESCAC

amazing career

Connecticut College.

Williams on Saturday.

faceoff

tial

an

The Bowdoin Orient

coming off a one-on-one from

16 failed power plays, and a grand

strong individual performances.

On

I

the competi-

very similar

bury, finals on Saturday

could not

I

compete

boasted

Trinity tonight at Middle-

my team, my
and my parents,

three."

"To be

men

grasp.

to

finishing ahead of Tufts and

semifinal match against

without

Burleigh's time also qualified

last

Amherst.
In addition, the

my

it

to play

It's

and

year, beating close rivals Bates
Trinity.

beyond

still

have done

Men's hockey

the fastest 200-flyer

set the bar for future swimmers.

face

Men's hockey

finishes

NESCAC

eighth in

The Bears

Fulton,

a very talented goalie

is

who had
^tr

'

title in

fly

lot

2004.

my sophomore
of pressure on

to defend the title the next

year. Unfortunately,

I

was

set back

most of the year with sickness. This
was determined to stay
I
healthy, train hard, get rest, and thus
year

perform to the best of my

ability,"

he

troke.

Swanson, joined

by

Thomas,

Jason Lewis '06, and Ben Rachlin
'08, finished sixth place in the 200-

yard freestyle relay and the 200-yard
medley relay. Bowdoin's 400-yard
freestyle relay,

swum by Swanson,

Burleigh, Thomas, and Josh Kimball
'09, took fifth place.

Rachlin also took sixth

in the

50-

yard backstroke.

Please see

SWIMMING page

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
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Sophomore Tun McVaugh jostles an Amherst

player for the

puck in Saturday's semifinal game. The Bears won

5-1.
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Squash takes third Mens swimming posts

strong races

place in division
by Sarah Podmaniczky
Staff Writer

Ritchey Award,

Betty

the

MVP

described as the

often

award. In

addition, she recorded her 77th vic-

Despite putting up

time to Bates
nationals.

B

toughest

its

of the season, the Bowdoin

fight

Women's Squash Team

a third

fell

the team squash

at

The Bears took third

Division at

last

record of 74 wins, set by

Dana

Betts

'01. Clement finishes her college career

at 77-14.

in the

weekend's tourna-

breaking Bowdoin's previous

tory,

was nice to end Niki's career
Bowdoin team with a win

"It

on

the

against Colby," Martin said.

ment.

Although the Polar Bears had
to eclipse Bates by the end of

hoped

The Polar Bears' performance
over the weekend earned them an

the season, the players enjoyed the

llth-place finish overall and a third-

close matches and friendly rivalry.

place spot in the

was tough

"It

losing to Bates,

because they were a team for which

we had

been training

really

to beat,"

B Division, or Kurtz

Cup, marking a two-place improve-

ment over last year's finish.
The players enjoyed the atmos-

junior Dodie Press said. "Every year

phere of the tournament, which

a victory over them gets a bit closer,

tually every college

and

think that

I

we

can definitely

from our experiences."

learn

Despite losing 8-1 to Bates, the

women

played very well and were

vir-

squash team

in

the country attends.

"The weekend was a lot of fun for
me," Press said. "It's always a treat

some of

to see

the best collegiate

individual

squash players and watch some great

Four of the eight lost
went to four games
(Bowdoin won a game in each). In

proud time to be wearing black and

addition, Susie Martin '07, playing

white

competitive

their

in

matches.

matches

at

.

number

four, nearly

won

her five-

game match. Bowdoin came

closer

than ever to beating Bates with long
rallies

and close games

B

won

the

the

next

scores. Bates

Division (the Kurtz Cup)
day,

soundly defeating

squash."

Drew

Clement agreed, saying,

all

weekend. You

"It is a

feel

a sense

Earlier in the

weekend, the Bears

St. Lawrence 9-0, and followed the win with a 7-2 victory

among

all

are

here playing the

all

these players because you

same

sport

with the same motivations to per-

form well."
She added, "Oftentimes squash
not

many people

are familiar with,

a place where you

defeated

but nationals

over Colby, marking

and your sport are in the majority."
Overall, the women were happy

win over

fourth

Bowdoin 's

Mules

the

for the

"[Emilie]

McKenna

'08 had a

great

match against her usual oppo-

nent,

Emily Slack from Colby, and

they both fought very hard until the
end," Jackie Deysher '09 said of her

teammate. "Despite the

loss,

it

was'

fun to watch."
After

is

with their performance during the
tournament.

season.

"Everyone put
ance

this

some teams

14

in

a solid perform-

where he dropped

fly,

The

attitude

five seconds.

and focus was great to

swimming to some
impressive finishes, many Bowdoin
swimmers also posted personal bests.
"Some of the most inspirational
swims came from the guys, who
work the hardest but don't always get
the attention," Burnham said. "The
swim of the meet was posted by Rob

be around."

Rezvani '08

national competition, as well as to

In addition to

in the

100-yard butter-

Women s

With
Tudor

the

Division

exception of Victoria

who

III

Chapman

and

'07,

compete

will

in

nationals in March, this

weekend marked

the end of a suc-

Bowdoin swim

cessful season for the

Burnham looks forward

teams.

last year's

to the

ranking.

next year.
"I

am

confident nationals will cap

a wonderful season.

'06, Katie

Burleigh,

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

NESCAC, moving up two spots from

was strong

in the

The enthusiasm

beginning of the

year and never waned," he said.

"We

had more best times than ever
before the training trip was a great*

—

time and very productive for the season.

wish we could

I

start the

next

season tomorrow because the future

of this team

is

great."

hockey wins quarterfinals

weekend,'" Martin said.

This weekend, Clement and a few

Bowdoin squash players will
travel to Amherst for individual

HOCKEY, from page 14

W.

Mercer's eight saves to

34

other

nationals,

where they

will battle the

best players in the nation.

challenging

SWIMMING from page

diving team finished eighth in the

of unity within your team, but also

can seem an obscure sport or one that

Cornell.

The men's swimming and

The women look

to next year with

would be our biggest hurdle this past
weekend," she said.
The Bears' scoring drought was
broken 18 seconds into the second

at the

power

Petrill 's

end of the game proved the

and

skill

of

Bowdoin's

mixed record with the Ephs and are
no chances. Although

taking

Bowdoin beat Williams 4-2
this

team dominated
Connecticut College in terms of

loss to

potent

"I think that our

earlier

month, the Bears suffered a 4-3

offense.

Williams back

"We know

that

in

January.

Williams

a

is

team, so this week we're

easy to

bittersweet feelings, as they lose a

period

two-year captain in Clement and a

when Woogerd ripped a beauThe

offensive opportunities and control-

Deysher
believed that "the team competed
well this weekend even though we
played our fellow Maine schools

ty over the shoulder of Petrill.

ling

said.

practicing specific things that should

Molly

Camels responded with a lucky goal

"Gabby is a skilled goalie, but we
worked hard and were able to sneak

help us beat their style of play,"

excit-

again."

ing to think about next year, but

which bounced off Connecticut's
Suzie Connor into the Bowdoin net.
The third period opened just like

more than
lose

three times,

enthusiasm,

it

is

but

'06 gar-

Captain Niki Clement

competitor

valuable

Dorkey

in

*06.

later in the period off

"With such a young team

it's

it's

bard to say goodbye to two amazing

have given so much to the

nered multiple honors during the

seniors that

tournament. She was nominated for

team," Lydia Pillsbury '07 said.

the

first

a loose puck,

two, with Bowdoin unsuc-

faces

Trinity in semifinals
HOCKEY, frontpage 14

one game
in

this

year's final.

know

that the

team must

fully

this level

for her second goal of the afternoon.

Woogerd and sophomore Caroline

A

Bowdoin penalty with 2:39

remaining gave the Camels a
but

Bowdoin

little

goalie first-year

Player of the

Week

hon-

The win gave Bowdoin a

semifi-

nal bid for the fifth-straight season.

After the game,

Amidon

praised

"In the semifinals

"They really stepped up and led
team to a 2-1 victory," she said
The Polar Bears now look toward

the

saves prevented them from gaming

Saturday's semifinal

momentum.

Williams College. The Bears have a

game

against

we

need to

will

play diligently in front of Mercer,

while playing unbelievably aggres-

Amidon

said.

of

their net minder,"

"This weekend,

we

need to score more than two
goals on 36 shots."

will

Amidon
the team,

Currie's efforts.

strength-

ening her team's offensive force.

sive in front

ors.

league can beat you on any
given night," Greg McConnell '07

plays

also has

some advice

"The team
simple hockey

saying,

smart,

for
that

on

Saturday will win."

Bowdoin

NESCAC
won

never

has

semifinal

lost

a

game and has

the championship twice.

you have

to take

The Bears

will face the

it

Bantams

today at 7:00 p.m. at Middlebury.

advance to the

the

final

match

will

on Saturday.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
Sebastien

play earned Woogerd

Emileigh Mercer's several diving

The winner of

concentrate on the task at hand.

"At

relentless"

Woogerd said.
Amidon is focusing on

said.

For now, however, the Polars
Bears

Those two goals coupled with
what Amidon called "tenacious and

a time. Every team in

at

this

Middlebury and Bowdoin

a couple by her."

NESCAC

life,

M.

Woogerd

hammering away at Petrill
and the Camel net. However, with
on the clock, Katie
Forney '07 slid a pass in front of the
net for Woogerd, who nudged it in

cessfully

just 8:09 left

Men's hockey

puck,"

the

Bdanger '08 tries to maneuver the puck past an Amherst defender.

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Meghan Gillis '07 goes for the goal in Saturday's game against Connecticut College. The Bears play Williams this weekend.
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Papachristopoulos guards Polar Bears' record
"He wanted

by Nick Day

In just three years, Papachrist-

Senior George Papachristopou-

Bears

this

season as the

start-

Athlete

men's

NESCAC. He

hockey

ice

1

wins during the reg-

5

ular season and a crucial win over

^NESCAC

Amherst

at

in

presence between the pipes for the

two and a half years and conand garner
awards. This season, he has smashed
most
including
records,
several
minutes
shut-out
consecutive
tinues to break records

native has guided his team to an

impressive

a

has been a constant

past

team. The Quebec

conference-foe

into

strong player at the top of the

ing goalie for the

Profile

blossomed

has

opoulos

los has played brilliantly for the

Polar

be everything.

to

defenseman, coach,
zamboni driver," Meagher said.

Goaltender,

Staff Writer

the

quarterfinal on Saturday

Dayton Arena.
At first glance, Papachristopoulos,
stands at a sturdy 6'4" and 225

180:58

—during

February.
for

He

a

hot

in

in a single sea-

Bowdoin

son, leading

stretch

also holds the record

most shutouts

to five shut-

who

out victories.

pounds, looks as though he might be

"The previous record [157:21] for
most shut-out minutes was posted
during my first year as coach here

better suited to the football field as a

lineman. But like

many of his

fellow

Canadians, he picked up hockey

at

an

early age, and out of sheer love for

the game, has continued to compete

and succeed

when I was

or four," he said. "But

when I was

ing hockey

three

started play-

I

six or seven."

After attending local schools in

Canada and playing on the town
team his school did not have a
team Papachristopoulos went to

—
—

Academy

Brewster

Hampshire

two

for

New

in

where he

years,

excelled in hockey and also lettered

came

Bowdoin

to

for "a

good

combination of hockey and academics." Although Papachristopoulos

saw

tistic is

a remarkable feat by

streak

was

time on the ice as a

little

first

head coach Terry Meagher
remembers his confidence on the ice.
year,

sta-

itself,

I

of Papachristopoulos 's

the timing

significant for the Bears.

"We were

going through sort of a

slump in January," Papachristopoulos remembered. "But because of
good leadership, we were able to pull
out of it in February and have been

on a

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Senior George Papachristopoulos, a Quebec native, has delivered

They
games

are clicking.

with Trinity delivering Bowdoin's
only defeat in Feburary. The Bears
the Bantams 4-2 in Hartford.
The Polar Bears will look to

fell to

avenge
tonight

their earlier loss to Trinity

a

in

NESCAC

semifinal

matchup

at

Middlebury. Papachrist-

opoulos

is

confident the outcome

will

be

The

take 20th at N.E.

shutouts for the Polar Bears this season.

"The crowd will be people who
want to see some good hockey,"

different.

on a very small rink,
and the one up at Middlebury is
the dynamic of
So
Olympic-sized.
'Trinity plays

the

game

be a

will

lot different,"

Men

of the crowd will
Bowdoin's benefit

neutrality

also be to

the trilingual chemistry major

the goalie noted.

industry.

Whatever his decision,

rink, Papachristopoulos is

Papachristopoulos will certainly

mem-

have left his mark on the Bowdoin
campus.

ber of the community. While he

is

I

Bowdoin
Grad Fair

New

brave tough competition at

England Open

Ring Sale

by Gina Campelia
Contributor

The Bowdoin Women's Track
Team came out strong for one of the
last

meets of the season, finishing

20th

"^

NCAA

the

at

Open New

England Championships.
'06
Last Friday, Emily Sheffield
fought hard in the 800-meter trials
for second place in her heat, ensuring

*

her place in the

finals.

Louise Duffus

'07 took fourth place in the weight
throw with a distance of 52* 1".
Friday's last event for the Bears

women's distance medley
composed of Courtney Eustace
'08, Emily Hackert '06, Lynne
Tempest '09, and Laura Onderko
'08. The women finished 11th, shav-

was

the

relay,

A Jostens

Representative

ing seconds off their time.

On
»'•

Saturday, Duffus took 14th

the shot put, throwing 40'. Sheffield,

record, placed fourth
finals with a time

to run the

Alison

with

Campelia

_

took

'07,

4x400-meter relay
'09,

Pilon

10th place, breaking another

school record in 4:00.69.
In Bowdoin's final event of the

meet, the 4x800-meter relay, run by
Eustace, Jess

Sokolow

'09,

'08, the

Onderko

women

fin-

ished 15th.

Although this meet marked the
end of die season for most of
Bowdoin's women's indoor track
athletes, Hackert and Alyssa Chen
'08 will be competing at Eastern
College Athletic Conference meet
this weekend And in less than two
weeks, Sheffield and Duffus will

compete

at nationals.

Be On Campus:

19th-place finish. In the mile, junior

by Pat Pierce
Staff Writer

of 2:13.27. Her

Gina
and Hackert. The team

and Amy Ahearn

Will

A few track athletes will compete at the ECACs this weekend at Ursinus.

in the race's

performance also earned her a spot at
nationals later this month. Sheffield

went on

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

800-meter

Bowdoin's

breaking

Drew

in

Owen McKenna

ran a season-best

4:16.52 to capture 12th place out of 27

The Bowdoin Men's Track Team
ventured to Boston University's
world-class track facility to compete
against teams of

all

divisions in the

Open New England Championship. Saturday's meet was only for
champions, who had met stingent
qualifying requirements. The men held

NCAA

their

own

against fierce competition

and boasted some impressive performJunior Joseph

Adu added to his reg-

ular-season success, running the pre-

liminary heat of the 55-meter hurdles

Adu

The most impressive race of die day
was the 4x400-meter relay, run by Adu
and sophomores Brendan Egan, Eric
Lee, and Lamont White. Capitalizing
their regular season potential, these

Bowdoin

speedsters averaged under

50.5 seconds for each leg, to finish
14th with a scorching time of 3:21.93.

The Polar Bears

delivered

great performances in the final

ances.

in a

competitors.

on

quick 7.94 seconds, qualifying
for

the

semifinals,

where he

placed 16th.

Sophomore Nate Krah capped a
breakout season by running the 5000meter run in 15:22, earning him a

their season.

some

meet of

hope to build upon

They

their very successful indoor season in

outdoor

track.

According to Krah, die

upcoming outdoor

track season "is

especially important to us because
will

may

pursue a job in the pharmaceutical

Off the

said.

considering playing hockey at a
professional level after graduation,

just

a strong student and an active

he

wraps
Women

five

roll since."

The Polar Bears

are unbeaten in their last four

in soccer.

&* He

I

Although the shut-out minutes

the sport.

fn

"I started skating

!

remember thinking,
'Wow that's gonna be a tough one to
beat,'" Meagher noted.
[23 years ago].

be hosting the

we

NESCAC champi-

onships."

The
be held

NESCAC
at

championships will

home on April 29.

Mar 29 -Weds
Time: 3 PM to 7 PM
Date:

(

Place: Morrell

Smith Union

Lounge

7
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AL East features
three powerhouses

MENS

Blue Jays can
in the

and

Sox, Yankees,

AL

all

contend

2006

East in

by Joel Samcn
Staff Writer

With the

first

pitches thrown last

Thursday, baseball's exhibition

Sports
Commentary

The Red Sox

punch that they have had in the past
few seasons, with Johnny Damon
headed to the Yankees, Kevin Millar
to the Orioles, and Bill Mueller signing with the Dodgers. But the additions of Coco Crisp, Mike Lowell,
and Alex Gonzalez could prove to be
Crisp's offensive production could

now underway without

approach Damon's, as his past pro-

few years of each player's careers.
Lowell is coming off from a poor
offensive season, but batted .293

Marlins.
fines of
to each

F

3/3

Sa

3/4

v.

Trinity

(NESCAC

7:00

p.m.

7:00

p.m.

Semifinals, at MkJd.)

Open New

2/24-

Sa 2/25

20th

of 32

England's (BU)

SCHEDULE
F

(at

6:00

Ursinus)

p.m.

Team

3rd

Nationals

of

8

F 3/3

a

feature

laden with future Hall of

can-

poor season, missing the better part

Damon's high on-base percentage of

of three months and earning only IS
saves with a 5.91 ERA, as compared

of scoring opportunities for a team

ERA in 2004.

that held a .276 batting average, sec-

camp

this

.366

ond

Alex

last

Hideki

Rodriguez,

Gary

and

Sheffield.

season should set up plenty

only

in the league

Sox. With

Damon

to the

Red

setting the plate

than

Calling
the

of rebuilding an offense.
tions Lyle Overbay,

New

addi-

Troy Glaus, and

Randy Johnson, Kevin Brown, and

Bengie Molina should provide a pop

Mike Mussina are 42, 40, and 37,
respectively. Each player has spent
time on the disabled list in the last
two seasons, so the possibility of

to the

future injuries is a definite source of

respective teams last season, round-

concern for a team sporting a hefty

trippers that

Carl Pavano, one of the
young and impressive pitchers on the
disabled list last season, posting a 46 record with a 4.77 ERA in his

Blue Jays reach the plateau of offen-

payroll.

abbreviated

Blue Jays

hitting that has

missing since Carlos Delgado

been

left in

2004. Those three players' combined
to

home runs with

61

hit

sive

would

production

stacked

their

certainly help the

created

by the

Red Sox and Yankees

line-

1

timeout,

a

The

also-rans,

the Orioles and

the

game with

a shot

by

Loon in

The clock wound down

lead to capture the

Team

NESCAC

NESCAC

the tournament
since

its

games

12

last

season

with

the

Florida Marlins, but secured a 3.44

ERA. The infusion of new blood

into

their pitching staff could spark a brilliant

new
is

team, aligned with the team's
offensive additions. However,

uncertain

will

how

the

perform with their

new
new

it

mammoth

players.

fall into
it

However, they are not yet on

division race. Toronto

may have

once again joined the ranks of the

Red Sox and Yankees

as a power-

house team.
Nonetheless,

it

remains unknown

whether everything will pan out for
Recoveries

teams.

these

improvement

and

disappointing

after

seasons will determine the winner of
the division.

Tampa Bay

offensive changes, adding

Jays,

place for these three teams,

pitchers

or subtracting players to alter the

Red Sox, Blue

should be an amazing three-way

team.

Each of these teams has also made

And

will

Baltimore and

once again be wait-

ing on the sidelines, biding their time
until

their

impressive

prospects

mature.

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-In or Take-out

Restaurant

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Source: Bowdoin Athletics

n^v

sixth

NESCAC

visa &

mc

14 Maine Street, BojnswfcK, Maine » 2Q7-725-97Q8

Brandeis-Salem State matchup
earlier in the evening at S p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults and can
be purchased from the athletic
department office. Admission is

free with
ticket

is

a

Bowdoin

required

for

ID,

but a

entry.

On

Saturday, the second-round contest will

5

begin in Morrell

Gym

at

p.m.

...

VV

For seniors Pouravelis, Lauren

Vanessa

Withey,

Ashleigh Watson,

Russell,

and

who have played

on the championship-winning team
it

sweet to finish

was

especially

Bowdoin

their

being a senior

won

8:00 a.m.

(at

every year

title

respective teams. If all of the pieces

Baltimore

NCAAs

establishment.

season, adding A.J. Burnett to a rota-

the

Minneapolis)

title.

we have experienced
we won it at Bates gym,
and we usually struggle there. It
was my last championship and

the team's closer. Burnett only

at

3/11

one of only three
teams to have captured

and Yankees, who each have spent
an absurd amount of money on their

Orioles to replace Miguel Batista as

3/9-

F

is

the level of the

came over from

W

The Bowdoin Women's Basketball

The Blue Jays significantly augmented their payroll during the off-

who

TBA

Amherst)

with Bowdoin holding on to the

Atlanta Braves.

Ryan,

Individual Nationals

first-year

Devil Rays, are certainly capable

B J.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING
SCHEDULE

Kaubris and two free
throws by Flaherty, sandwiched
between two three-pointers from

teams, each touting solid young

by workhorse Roy

8:00 a.m.

(at

Polar

an impressive season
coming out of the bullpen for the

Halladay, as well as

Minneapolis)

3/18-

Bears strategized and returned to

Yankees

tion anchored

at

Sa

Junior

lead.

team. Kyle Farnsworth also joins the
after

NCAAs

Th 3/16-

play,

in

left

in the

for four years,

ups.

season with the

first

p.m.

three-pointers.

Alexis

age.

6:00

and added a
Berne followed
up with an outstanding triad of

The Blue Jays may have had the
most influential offseason in terms

staff,

(at Ursinus)

three-point shot.

runs.

is

of 10

the free-throw line

mound

With the Yankees' pitching

8th

(at Williams)

Eileen Flaherty was successful at

thing out there" after a 22 -pitch

one of the looming questions

minutes

IS

Bowdoin

sky's the limit in terms of scoring

ing to the Boston Globe.

atNESCACs

F 2/24Su 2/26

Pouravelis slammed in a layup that

put

before this strong hitting team, the

Monday, accord-

5:00 p.m.

SCHEDULE

ECACs

-

BASKETBALL, from page

and report-

session last

N/A

England's (BU)

(at

Hoops wins

ing that he "was pleased with every-

substantially lost weight

3/3

Amherst)

lineup

Fame

Matsui,

Schilling has arrived at

3/3-

TBA

Individual Nationals
(at

didates.

Jeter,

spring in impeccable shape, having

Open New

MEN'S SQUASH
F

SCHEDULE

7.00 p.m.

of these players.

age (ERA). Keith Foulke also had a

and a 2.17

2/17-

Sa 2/18

SCHEDULE

Division)

Colby-Sawyer

NCAA Second
Round

Sa3/4

Harvard, Kurtz

Cup

v.

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

F

2/24

3/3

Sa3/4

)

runs for the

an astonishing 5.69 earned run aver-

to 32 saves

Midd

SCOREBOARD

SCHEDULE

before all-star hitters like Derek

list,

F
1:00 p.m.

Final

(at

ft 68-58
final)

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK

WOMEN'S SQUASH
SCOREBOARD
F

Bates

SCHEDULE

SCOREBOARD
F

ECACs

3/3-

at

p.m.

Semifinals, at

NESCAC

Sa3/4

posting an 8-8 record with

abled

3:30

61-46

Semi-

Bates)

(NESCAC
Williams (NES-

CAC

Round,

and landed a three-pointer and a
layup. Berne sailed in with anoth-

much of the season on

Su 2/26

v.

W

Wesleyan

v.

(NESCAC

SCOREBOARD
F

Sa 2/25

finals, at

Mkjdlebury)

er three-point shot, and with less

For the Red Sox, Curt Schilling
spent

3/4

Su3/5

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK

be the catalyst running the base paths

as their bullpens.

2-1

SCHEDULE
Sa

NESCAC Finals (at

the dis-

of their rotation, as well

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
SCOREBOARD

W

Quarterfinals)

The most recent acquisition
to top off the modern "Murderer's
Row" is Damon, who is destined to

ers at the top

HOCKEY

Connecticut
College (NESCAC

v.

2004.

jn

The friendly hitting conFenway should be favorable

The Yankees

three teams atop the Eastern

Division have issues with the pitch-

runs

home

son, hitting 23

questions remaining for each team as
off.

2/25

Gonzalez also had a strong 2004 sea-

pionship run. But there are several

games take

home

27

with

F

CAC Quarterfinals)

in the first

leader.

clear

5-1

SCHEDULE

(at

Damon's

duction matches

New

The
York
Yankees, Boston Red Sox, and
Toronto Blue Jays have added components that could be key to a cham-

The

additions.

is

any

the spring training

run-scoring

sufficient

Amherst (NES-

Middlebury)

a bit of the

lost

ICE

SCOREBOARD
v.

faces of their lineups.

The Red

WOMEN'S

HOCKEY

ICE

Sa 2/25

17

SPORTS

careers with this fourth

title.

"This was the best championship

of the four
because

different

and

it

felt all

special.

I

the

more

couldn't be

happier for our team," Pouravelis
said.

The Polar Bears face ColbySawyer tonight in Morrell Gym at
7 p.m. Colby-Sawyer has won 17
games since Bowdoin defeated the
team earlier in the season.

Bowdoin

plays

host

to

the

Beth Kowitt, The Bowdoin Orient

Junior Julia Loonin posted 17 points for the Polar Bears against Bates.
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Bowdoin Orient Support

BSG

Established 1871

Kudos

for

communication

Bowdoin Student Government (BSG) has operated in stealth mode

—

on their behalf. Like any governing body, BSG cannot be effective unless it is account« Able to those it serves. And the only way for it to be accountable is to run it transparently with productive communication going both ways between BSG members and
students.

Thankfully, this year's student government has

"

is

made a turn around. Communication

now a priority, and as a result the student body has a much better idea of what BSG
up

to.

Most

noticeably, email

BSG

communication from

has greatly improved.

now come more frequently, are more relevant, and have a standardized format
know exactly from where the message is coming. In addition,
BSG web site is now regularly updated and allows visitors to access the minutes

Emails

that allows readers to

the

of each meeting and check

shuttle times.

More recently, BSG set up an excellent feature on its web site where students can
make suggestions to their representatives and have other students vote on those suggestions.

It

also held public forums to discuss

political bias in the classroom.

effort

and provided

This year's

improvement
than

its

students

campus

BSG

deserves praise for

gone a long way

that has

predecessor.

The

its

make

vastly

making

to

security

showed up, but

the opportunity for students to

the

and die debate over

at least

BSG made

the

and

student

We

life.

unproved communication

—an

body appreciably more effective
power to affect campus

encourage students to recognize die

BSG can have, and take advantage of the opportunities offered to them to com-

municate with

-A strong first step on Darfur
this

page called on the College's administration

on divestment from companies

for dialogue

that

to create a

referendum will be held to
approve amendments made to the

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) constitution. We write to
you today to ask for your support.
All of the changes that we have
made are part of an effort to make
us a more effective body in order

do business with Sudan.

announcement

reiterated that

Bowdoin

and

first step,

common

willing not only to talk about the

is

We commend Mills

pursuit

in its

for taking this

we expect that the Board of Trustees will consider die committee's rec-

ommendation in a manner that places ethics first
James D. Baumberger abstainedfrom voting on

conflict

of

interest.

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient's editorial board.
The editorial board is comprised of James D. Baumberger, Drew Fulton, Bobby

EvanS. Kohn. and Beth Kowitt.

Guerette,

are enthusiastic

amendments

These

Ofient0bcmdoin.edu

Phone

Bus.

Brunswick,

(207) 725-3053

Bobby Guerette, Managing

News Editor

ME 04011-8462

Anne

product of a year's study of how
we can better fulfill our mandate
of campus leadership. When we

came

Ng

our

new and

gain

will

highlighted

We

bility.

that are

up

for your

is

It

consideration on

sta-

with

we hope

Wednesday do

values

the

which we
committed

have placed

Joshua Miller

Emma

Drew

Steve Kolowich

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

peers.

campus community and

Mary

applaud the directors for
ful

not attend) disrespectful and dis-

(I did

speaker meant to undermine die

tasteful

should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
editor.

Letters

publication.

The

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length. Longer
submissions may be arranged. Submit
- letters via email (orientopinion^bow^* doin.edu) or via die Orient's web site.

a

stopping the

and refusing to allow sexual

girls

violence to be made into a political issue.

Boston, Massachussets

as

a

the

are

HYPE

did not

GOP racist

call

consideration

We are confident that all

documents

of

To the

As

of

editor

would
[a

Editors:

HYPE

like to challenge

Magazine,

I

Mr. Emerson

who wrote

trustee

the

letter

"Trustees worry about tone of political

HYPE

ed by the creation of the
Leadership Council. We ask you

have placed in us as a body.
Again, we ask you to join us in
changing the way we lead for the
better through carefully consider-

racists."

make BSG more

elections,

effec-

allowing us to start

working sooner and with a clearer idea of our responsibilities. We
urge you to vote in favor of the

the

and voting

ent

and insinuating that some

"racist"

pres-

members of

of

BSG

have

constitutional reform.

DeRay Mckesson

'07

is

the

BSG affairs.

certain political groups

Mr. Emerson

"racial bias." If

cannot

for

convoluted

the difference between calling a group

we

which

a

The term "racist" was never
Emerson should know

used, and Mr.

that

Student Involvement Amendment,
replaces

"equated Republicans with

in favor

amendments

ing the

are

that

president of BSG and Dustin
Brooks '08 is the vice president

find

where we

"equated

Republicans with racists," then
believe that an apology

we

is in order.

Sincerely,

William K. Gilchrist '06

Humor, with cleverness substitute
Not Be

depressing

(e.g.

all

vocational

clowns).

OK,

Televised

of the party, the comic
guy
you up if you sink too
or cut you down if you rise too

He's the

life

relief in

Assistant Sports

Orient Staff

the classroom, the

who'll pick
low,

high above other people for your

own

Everybody loves a clown.

A&E

Well, except for people

Editor

paralyzed by fear at the

Kelsey Abbruzzese

mere mention of clowns
(e.g. anyone who has seen
the movie "Poltergeist" or

Calendar Editor
Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

Wayne Gacy,
Or people who think

who

was

Jr.).

clowns are boring

(e.g.

good.

important matters such as self-flagellation

and the

history, the

of heretics.

to wit the

same way they

have related to any complex

masses have relat

scientif-

Most people

in

the

same way they

understand the basic rules

of physics, and can apply

to

any complex

scientific discipline.

fundamental knowledge of humor in certain
this

any-

classical conventions that

men.

Humor

other science,

is

a science. Like any
affects die

many, but

lated

Advertising
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

is

form at your birthday party). Or people who think clowns are stupid (e.g.
anyone who has ever borne witness
to the musical stylings and stage

True masters of wit such as Voltaire,

77iernfl«en^coruam«ihoeniH^piop^
Ojnarrtanmii^torte<aWdift>
of thee/boa. The iditon*xi*i*ifr*eibt*matenaL
the ueus o/Ae «atori
rid, the opinions exptaxd in (he Orient da not nmnwih

torture

Throughout history, the masses

understand the basic rules

Throughout

they actually hired a clown to percall

of humor that

and destroyed by
Christian Monks, who apparently
thought that a dissertation on humor
(and humility, humor's sidekick)
might distract devotees from serious,

ed to wit the same way they have related

information.

(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates and
a production schedule.

have written a

to

the nature

ic discipline.

one whose parents' were so manipu-

by

rumored

on

stolen

have related

He's also a relatively rare speci-

are

entist, is

treatise

a horrible example.

that's

Let's start over.

Subscriptions
Domestic subscription rates are $47
for a full year and $28 for a semester. Contact the Orient for more

«^

directors did

by remaining focused on
victimization of women

great service

debate" on February 17] to find where

by Steve

Miranda Yaver

to the

The

mission of V-Day.

heard of John
letters

I

thought-

up for

Mike Ardolino

Editor

Letters

The Orient welcomes

their

and mature response to a potential ly

do justice to the faith that you

Photo

Adam Kommel

Cari Mitchell

student

you can imagine. Accordingly,

your consideration on Wednesday

These Revelations Will

Editor

Theresa Weaver

Frances Milliken

Helen. Miller

money from

groups and speak on campus about any

to foster

Fulton

Assistant

Opinion Editor

willing to take

topic

a spirit of leadership demonstrat-

Kolowich

Copy Editors
Jesse Drummond

to other events

improve

The proamend-

and deliberation about what it
means to be empowered by our

cooperation
between different elements of the
ensure

Editor

Powers

provid-

no shortage of "experts"

is

Sincerely,

ful

ask you to support our

Chris Marotta

A & E Editor

it

EditonivChief

Assistant

News Staff
Nat Hen

There

at the pub.

attended,

ed a valuable alternative
on campus that evening.

the

"Until

Monday

For those of us who

our

Everybody loves a funnyman.

Features Editor

documentary,

Ensler's

'08,

Eve

result of our care-

our-

to

Hollingworth '06,

and Emily Skinner

Violence Stops,"

DanHaU'05

posed
ments

a body.

Gwenn
'07,

for organizing the showing of

you placed
faith in

ability to

in us as

Lamb

Whitney

Monologues,

BSG

group.

to

have

selves.

efforts

you

ourselves

you

Alex

'07,

elected this year's

your

justice

to the faith that

to

Hogan

thank the directors of

like to

Vagina

the

and

When

documents

these

can only

increase.

the

to

BSG

of

are confident that

of the documents

all

importance of our
transition

effectiveness

the

the

With

representation from these groups,

Editors:

would

I

the

invigorated

roles in student government.

into office,

Pact for Sound
Government and

Photo Editor

Manager

David

Riley

Kohn,

Beth Kowttt, Managing

Editor

Business

S.

the

by clarifying the roles of its
members and authorizing spring

The Bowdoin Orient is a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing
news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.
Evan

of

Station

Fnc (207) 725-3975

James D. Baumberger, Editm-inOuef

are

tive

6200 College

Phone:(207)725.3300

elements

College
House System, the
Community Service Council, the
Campus Activities Board, and
Residential Life staff members

to help us

The Bowdoin Orient
hrtp//orient.bcwdoin.edu

will provide a voice

critical

Bowdoin experience. With

passage of this amendment, the

We
avoid a

this editorial to

of the
Inter-House
Council and other campus leaders, we have crafted a new system
of
BSG membership. The
Representation
Realignment
support

like to take

we

formally capture

consider Bowdoin's investments and report back to the Board of Trustees in May. This

to

opportunity to present the

reasons that

On

good, but also willing to take action

the

for

that

Wednesday, President Barry Mills announced the creation of a committee to

new change

BSG. With the

structure of

Amendment

we would

ask you to join

us in an exciting

our peers. Over the

this

we

finally,

will receive official

tives, but

documentary
To the

And

weekend you

information about these initia-

to

is

Directors did
well to show

need.

to serve you,

The Sudanese government has supported genocide in the Darfur region of that
and universities are beginning to use their economic power
snow that this is not acceptable.

country, and U.S. colleges

to

campus-wide

a

way for us to do
know what you

ment; the best
our jobs

On Wednesday,

we endorsed

their elected representatives.

weeks ago,
Three
forum

student access to their govern-

about these reforms.

their voices heard.

student government has significant

administration, academics,

impact

Few

process with clearer channels for

by DeRay Mckesson
and Dustin Brooks
Contributors

years past

in

With the exception of a few scattered emails here and there, students were
largely left unaware of what their representatives were doing
or not doing

is

changes to
constitution

antics of the Insane Clown Posse). Or
anyone who thinks clowns are

it

truly understood

by the very few.

Richard Pryor, and Ricky Gervais are
nearly as rare as geniuses of other
sorts,

such

Einstein,

as

and

Mozart,

Harold

Albert

situations. People in this plane of
comic understanding include your
mom, your sixth grade math teacher,

and Jay Leno.
Traditionally,

it

has taken a more

refined sensibility to grasp
the

more

subtle aspects

and apply

of humor. In

Bloom.

Aristotle, the world's first great sci-

Please see

HUMOR, page

19
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something along the lines
burrito

mind

impeccably timed, and

patently original information output

nut nearly that

it's

complicated.
is

changing. In accordance

my.

let

to the fact that

many people

Though some might read this proof "humor lite" as a death
comic originality, this view

of

—a

prac-

preferred

form of

humor

my

for

was

funny once you

had seen

on

it

something other than your mind. The

two of you

cheap

is

make
humor any

valuable.

Just

Carlos

cooked comedy

is

heard that line 29 times in the

Herman Melville

said, "It is better to

This caused, a division between

who had seen the movie and
who hadn't. While this social

was relatively harmless,

it

does

exist.

"real

have

very important

about the Bowdoin Bubble:

When

really

It

Though perhaps not

against

life

now

in

dismay as your

goddess sloshes up against some-

body

else's toga,

are not

you

you

realize that

The Man.

This

is

one on

example of

If you

my

meet some-

Saturday night, and for

whatever reason don't manage

make another

fairly

unattractive

money can

love, 15 minutes

fame, and insight
yet chaotic

Kevin.
Flav

have learned

I

is

in to the

face-to-face

to

contact

crazy,

Flava

that

Nielsen

Brigitte

crazy, Janice Dickinson

is

"The Gauntlet" needs

to get a real

job.

Yes, the Bubble can be isolating.

But despite the lack of dating, the

One Week

Theory, and the fact that

within one week, your chances of

sometimes you have

which abnor-

to

share an

uncomfortable

moment with your Helmreich god-

sentences. No,

and either make out or throw each

speeds up in the Bubble. In the real

dess,

indoor

world, you can go a couple of days,

eat spiders that

pool for 10-straight weeks, while not

even a week, without seeing the

poisonous just because Joe Rogan

object of your affection, and that's

told

doesn't result in a relation-

me,

refuse to settle

even

if

home-

less reliable.

As

in originality than to succeed in

imitation."

can even be funnier.

reality

show

in

other's stuff in the

going

to

their

heated,

awesome jobs

but

We

here

instead hanging out in
in the

Bubble

live in

jail.)

a kind of dating

to just barely

okay.

It

ship's death.

just

It

zero.

Time

means you guys

it's still

you
I

to.

better than having to

may

Now,

have to go finish

PA." I've heard a

"Sex and the City," but not quite

off to South Africa for a photo shoot,

their soul

Colby,

or

maybe hop on a bus with

TO

four

or

may

if you'll

my

not be

excuse
applica-

tion for "Survivor 36: Intercourse,

have something else to do, such as jet

either.

bathroom

co-ed

purgatory: not quite the Utopia of

TUBENT

creat-

above

of people meet

lot

mates when they're starv-

ing for food.

Or

attention, whatever.

AK

Student A: (Points to friend's din-

Student B: Jerk Chicken.

It's

in the

What

article

of clothing would you

Student A: (Chuckles) Does the
Jerk Chicken have large talons?

(Confused) No... It's

Student B:

cooked. They take the talons

take off

off.

Haven't you

Student A:

seen

first

in strip poker?

"Napoleon Dynamite?"
Student B: No.

food

in

removes Student

B

Student A: Oh. (Picks
silence,

later

from Buddy

at

List.)

The release of "Anchorman: The
Legend of Ron Burgundy" precipitated a similar phenomenon. So did

My

"Old School."

cleverness-substi-

of choice was the relatively

tute

obscure

BBC

series

"The Office."
my room-

For about nine months,

mates and

would pathologically

I

insert "Office" references into ordi-

Sara Griffin '09

nary conversation, confusing and
frustrating friends, family

professors,

members,

"My

robe."

and would-be employers.

L.D. Lord '08

Katie Coyne '08
and Kat Popoff '08

"Cut the crap—take

Eventually, reciting actual quotes

"My

it

all off."

shorts, because I
have underarmor on all

day."

from the show became unneceswe would just say things in
British accents and then laugh like
sary

—

fools.

Why

do we resort to such sophoforms of quasi-humor?
Laziness is no doubt a part of it.
moric

Catch-phrase recitation

is

funny; but

more importantly, it's easy. Easy is
attractive even to the most patient
and assiduous

who have

souls.

I

have friends

the diligence to spend 12

hours on a physics problem set but
still

use the elevator to get to the sec-

ond

floor

of Mac House.

But camaraderie

is

another draw.

is like an inside joke
you can share with someone you

Movie-quoting
that

don't

know

very well. Let's say

you're eating dinner with a group of
strangers,
fortable.

Pei

Huang

'08

"My speedo."

Tom Rodrigues '06
"My

toe socks."

Ethan Oberwager

"My underwear

'09

like

Hansel does."

and everybody's uncom-

One

person need only say

on

met

ed some extremely awkward situa-

hot food line.

is

mean and

tions that looked like this:

ner plate) What's that?

of

magical

world of Britney and

crazy, and every .single person

the perfect

a

one

I've learned that

ever getting together seem to plum-

for the generic brand,

it

is

attention of

no

mally attractive people get blitzed

simply an expression of appre-

Sometimes,

MTV

week has

hit

world, not the

real

you watch

night, as

a

following Saturday

the

One Week Theory.

comes to living in the
world," Bowdoin has left us illit

actual

woman,

it,

to be

serv-

If imitation-based

who

the

a

in the

parents think.

prepared. (Obviously I'm referring to

not a diatribe

ing consecutive

fail

me something

way my

ciation for those

is

those vin-

Mc Dreamy,

Doctor

certainly

allowed

is

to realize
all

tage "Sex and the City" episodes, and

taught

do stand-up doesthink less of Jim

Mencia

you could answer anybody who
asked about your day's plans by rasping,
"Whatever
I
feel
like,
GOSH! "...and you were an instant
hit. It didn't matter if that person had
last

where there seems

passed, and though your sister

TV,

I've

finger.

on dates with

three other girls to quaint restaurants

that all that reality

seem

only exposed

is

on the

other patrons and compete for the

my

parents don't

or

feeling

Just because generic

while

made

And then you don't see her
And then you have to go

gered, just elusive.

humor were a crime, I would be

get a chuckle.

is

we will go

buy happiness,

movie-quoting.

this is

morning

the next

week.

learned that

guy.

about a year after the film's release,

is

missed

1

after a ring

weekend because your

to

make me

News

secret identity that

and

you

laugh,

know

Gaffigan.

This

promptly watch Headline

you

chat,

regardless of how the night ends,

having her bat mitzvah.

n't

cleft

blame

my eyes and then

for the

Remember when "Napoleon
Dynamite" came out? Remember
easier it was to be funny
once you had seen that movie? For

those

roll

Before you

extreme.

because

that movie?

how much

those

always

I

little sister is

less

—

still

gay, they

is

Bowdoin Bubble." And of

"the

that in the real

involve roses and perhaps a

will

home

unique

gen-

you would

Elton John

fact that

"That 70's Show" reruns. But what

doesn't

it

eration.

hour;

know, quail hunts, or the

I
was immersed in "Grey's
Anatomy," "The Gauntlet II," and

humor

to be

lished itself as the

world, relationships will be

broken on national television and

enough. I've learned

in

is

how much

easier

poses of this column, that's good

ment all over your nether-regions is
someone you'd like to give a piece of

realize that this

not endan-

bit

came out? Remember

has estab-

a piece of your mind,

goddess that has sloshed her refresh-

don't

1

all

a

a

watched

I've

current event, such as, oh

amazing.

humor

know

don't

I

about the real world from

plenty of reality TV, and for the pur-

turn around to give this sloppy

individual

wake up

Originality

original

their

though

see,
lot

when suddenly you

for

is

tice that

You
whole

feel a

You

the next 72 hours straight, trying to

"Napoleon Dynamite"

cold

you

Whenever my parents discover
that I haven't heard about some "big"

catch up on everything

of quoting

you can play the recorder will save
you from getting "Nexted."

personal experience.

knell for

popular movies out

other people and hope the fact that

is

drip-

is

brand new floral-print board shorts.

liferation

Remember when

widespread

beverage slide

to

Sand

sweat

down the back of your

ping... and suddenly,

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

course

I'm talking about

contexts

reading

didn't understand that

paragraph.

ket.

practice

TV

reality

you go

Party.

flying, bodies are hard,

humor has

user-friendly brand of
the

column

attention

Beach

the Helmreich

consumer mar-

and extremely

nized, prepackaged,

me draw

movie-quoting,

last

come to dominate

earlier point regarding

the social displacement caused by

this

Riley

be positively chum-

at the table will

not

is

Let's say, for instance,

Romancing with

Everybody will laugh again. This
go on for approximately 20 minutes, at the end of which everybody

homoge-

ketable product, a cheap,

e

will

with the inexorable fate of any mar-

the

fill-

ing!"

To prove an

a joke).

These days,

.Humor

so

have many leather-bound books."

extract certain

filter,

turn those elements into a carefully

(i.e.

it's

"How can I turn

joke"

elements, and then use his intellect to

arranged,

delicious, but

Everybody will laugh. Then
someone else will come in with "I

tion inputs through a
this into a

is

The

"This

of,

to process all informa-

order to be truly funny, a person must
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March 3-March 9

v

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 5 p.m.

Friday

i

Physics and Astronomy Lecture

1

Attend a lecture

titled,

"When

Vilrn:

Stars Attack! In

detective to spy

presented by Professor Brian Fields of
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
will focus

on the

effects

"Blood Simple

A Texas bar owner hires a private

Search of Near-Earth Supernova Explosions,"

on

Smith Auditorium,

He

his cheating wife.

7:30 p.m.

Sills Hall,

of a star that exploded

near Earth three million years ago.

PMsWithProfo

Room 313, Searles Science Building,

Seniors, join professors for an evening of

1230-1:30

pm

^

drinks and conversation.

Jack

Magees Pub, Smith Union, 6 p.m.

/

Home

A musical about

life and love after college,
and directed by seniors Davin Michaels,
Michael Lobiondo, and James Nylund.
Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater, 8-10 p.m.

written

\

Salsa Dancing

f

Come to a Salsa Dance sponsored by LASO. An
hour-long salsa lesson will kick off the evening.
v

Elks Lodge, 179 Maine

St.,

7-11 p.m.

;

Meditation in Motion

Saturday

Join this workshop led by yoga teacher Beandra
Davis to learn

The Grand Derangement
an internationally acclaimed
six-piece Acadian band from Nova Scotia
perform a variety of music combining jazz,
Listen to

funk, and Celtic rhythms.
Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
8 p.m.-12 a.m.

creativity,

The

how to deepen self-awareness, awaken

and use writing and yoga

Bam Yoga Studio, 31
Topsham,

in everyday

life.

Payne Road,

1-5 p.m.

,»
Film: "Blood Simple*
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Monday

Sunday

Learn

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

invited to an Episcopal

V

communion

will

democracy abroad and whether
interest to

by Edie and Gil Birney.

led

and Chris Preble of the Cato Institute
discuss the best ways for America to promote

Institute

Communion

Mitchell South Dining Room,
Thome Hall, 4:30 p.m.

ain Lounge,

it is

in

its

best

encourage democratic reform.

f

Moulton Union, 7 p.m.

Magical Realism
University of Virginia professor Gustavo

Pellon gives a lecture titled, "Why Are
Europeans and North Americans Obsessed

•Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
7:30-9 p.m.

With Magical Realism?"
Faculty

Room, Massachussets Hall,
7:30

,

and mind-body

interview anxiety.

Exporting Democracy
Josh Muravchik of the American Enterprise

Students, faculty, and staff are

ta'ctical strategies

techniques that will help you hone your interview skills and learn how to reduce

p.m.

-^,... ........

Tuesday
Gary Lawless, co-owner of the Gulf of
Maine Bookstore, will give a reading of

LASO.
little Dog Coffee Shop, 87 Maine St,

Cuban

poetry sponsored by

Brunswick, 4r6 p

m

Thursday

Wednesday

Cuban Poetry Reading

U.S.-Cuban Policy
Wayne Smith,

Listen to a lecture by

the

Mapping

Cuba Program, titled, "U.S. Policy Towards
Cuba: The Enduring Perfect Failure."

Room 315,

Dr.

director of

lecture titled,

Matthew Shepard,

the college student

in Laramie,

Wyoming,

in 1998.

»

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 8 p.m.

I'

*

mm

Vice Chairman of the

"Mapping the Global
Future."

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.

7 p.m.

who was murdered

the Global Future

'71,

National Intelligence Council, will deliver a

Searles Science Building,

w
Judy Shepard Lecture
Judy Shepard will give a speech about gay
awareness and the need for hate-crime legislation reform. She is the mother of

Gordon

The Laramie Project
an independent study directed by
Mike Wood '06, employs unconventional

This

play,

methods

to

tell

Film:

"Nada"

Beam Classroom,

Visual Arts Center,
7 p.m.

the story of gay college

student Matthew Shepard and features

Bowdoin students as performers.
Hall, Pickard Theater,
7-9 p.m.

The Laramie Project
Hall, Pickard Theater,
7-9 p.m.

Memorial

Memorial
V

.
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March 3-March 9
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Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 5 p.m.

Friday

i

Physics and Astronomy Lecture
Attend a

lecture titled,

"When

Film: "Blood Simple"

Stars Attack! In

A Texas bar owner hires

Search of Near-Earth Supernova Explosions,"

detective to spy

presented by Professor Brian Fields of
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
will focus

on the

effects

on

Smith Auditorium,

He

a private

his cheating wife.

Sills

Hall 7:30 p.m.

of a star that exploded

near Earth three million years ago.

Pints With Profs

Room 313, Searles Science Building,

Seniors, join professors for an evening of

12304:30

^

pm

drinks and conversation.

y

Jack

Home

A musical about

life

and

Magees Pub, Smith Union, 6 p.m.
Salsa Dancing

-' _"*-.*..-'''«

love after college,

written and directed by seniors Davin Michaels,

...........

i

...

......

..
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Come to a Salsa Dance sponsored by LASO. An

Michael Lobiondo, and James Nylund.
Hall, Hckard Theater, 8-10 p.m.

hour-long salsa lesson will kick off the evening.

Memorial

Elks Lodge, 179 Maine

St.,

7-11 p.m. )

Meditation in Motion

Saturday

Join this workshop led by yoga teacher Beandra

how to deepen self-awareness, awaken
and use writing and yoga in everyday life.

Davis to learn

The Grand Derangement
Listen to
six-piece

an

creativity,

internationally acclaimed

Bam Yoga Studio,

31 Payne Road,
Topsham, 1-5 p.m.

The

Acadian band from Nova Scotia

perform a variety of music combining jazz,
'

funk,

and

Celtic rhythms.

Film: "Blood Simple"

Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
8 p.m.-12 a.m.

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall, 7:30

p.m.

A view of 9*atDog from

Ace

Ike Interview
and mind-body
techniques that will help you hone your inter
view skills and learn how to reduce

Monday

Sunday
Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

Learn

Institute

Communion
invited to

an Episcopal communion
and Gil Birney.

and Chris Preble of the Cato

will discuss the best

v.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union, 7 p.m.J

Institute

Magical Realism

ways for America to promote

i

democracy abroad and whether
i

it is

in

its

best

i

interest to

led by Edie

tactical strategies

interview anxiety.

Exporting Democracy
Josh Muravchik of the American Enterprise

Students, faculty, and staff are

4«oss the

encourage democratic reform.

;

University of Virginia professor Gustavo

Pellon gives a lecture titled, "Why Are
Europeans and North Americans Obsessed

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,

With Magical Realism?"

7:30-9 p.m.

Thome Hall, 4:30 p.m.

7:30

p.m.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Cuban Poetry Reading
Gary Lawless, co-owner of the Gulf of
Maine Bookstore, will give a reading of

U.S.-Cuban Policy
Wayne Smith,

Listen to a lecture by

LASO.
Little Dog Coffee Shop, 87 Maine St,

Cuban

poetry sponsored by

Brunswick, 4-6

Cuba Program, tided, "U.S. Policy Towards
Cuba: The Enduring Perfect Failure."
Room 315, Searles Science Building,
7 p.m.

Judy Shepard Lecture
Judy Shepard will give a speech about gay
awareness and the need for hate-crime legislation reform. She is the mother of

This

was murdered

in Laramie,

Center, 8 p.m.
......

.......

»•.*.&•-.. ..w. .....»••.<

Wood

'06,
tell

the Global Future

'71,

lecture titled,

Vice Chairman of the

"Mapping the Global
Future."

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7 p.m.

Film:

Beam Classroom,

employs unconventional
the story of gay college

Gordon

National Intelligence Council, will deliver a

The Laramie Project
an independent study directed by

methods to

I

"Nada"
Visual Arts Center,

7 p.m.

\

student Matthew Shepard and features

Wyoming,

in 1998.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts

play,

Mike
:

who

Mapping
Dr.

director of

the

pm

Matthew Shepard, the college student

Thursday

r

Bowdoin students as performers.
Hall, Pickard Theater,
7-9 p.m.

Memorial

The Laramie Project
Hall, Pickard Theater,
7-9 p.m.

Memorial

J
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Bradley to step down,
take talents abroad

more students per room
Howard

house 'quints,

'

quads

Halls to

RAs

spaces in

living

a housing

the updated lottery informa-

Dean of Student

move

Affairs Craig

down

affairs at the

as

end of

Jen

Senior

Wilkinson

keeps. the door to the

always

room of her

Chamberlain quad shut because she
paranoid of having her

says she

his family selected the school that

"L hadn't been seeking to leave
Bowdoin," Bradley said. "I've had

were stolen from the building

his daughters will attend in the

overtures [to leave Bowdoin] over

night, her concerns

fall.

Bradley, his wife Elizabeth, and his
daughters,

moving
Bradley

Anna and Laura, will be
summer when
the
Aga Khan

few years, but
had any serious

the past
really

I've never
interest

is

things taken. But after four laptops

to

in

Please see

joins

BRADLEY, page 4

in

one

have turned out

be more rational than she thought.
"It's hard to have a good sense of

community when you have

to France this

to keep

your door closed," said Wilkinson,

lic

body

The Board of Trustees has agreed
on-campus student
body population of 1,700 by the
2008-2009 academic year, accordto hit a target

ing to Senior Vice President for

to 1,800 in

pub-

statements, including his inaugu-

ration

—though

speech

he

never

include

will

specifically called for a student

body

would not make
financial sense to expand the student
body to such a number given the size
it

to housing.

is

a big

It

also took the square

According

Please see

of

CRUNCH, page

6

computer crooks

dorm though

so

it's

actually in Chamberlain at the time.

Nichols said Security believes the

The dorm turned out to be a target
in the early hours of March 5,

fifth

is a former Bowdoin stuwould not give more detail

male

dent, but

two laptops from the fourth floor and
two from the third, each valued at
about $1,500, were stolen by what
Director of Safety and Security
Randy Nichols described as nonBowdoin students visiting from out

because the case

is still

undergoing

investigation.

Healey has interviewed approximately 20 students. The Brunswick
Police Department

Massachusetts

and also the

authorities

are

involved. Nichols said as of yet no

of state.

known to

"They were not
of
the

the vast

people

majority

in

to

Nichols

eyewitnesses have come forward,
but a videotape exists that

is

"useful

but not conclusive."

Chamberlain," Nichols said.

five

Director

to

when,

Wood,

input

footage of each living space into

additional residents, respectively.

it

Life took

Residential

from students and Bowdoin Student
Government (BSG) representatives
before deciding on specific changes

and

who

is

None of

the property has been

recovered, and Nichols and Healey

believe

it

has been taken out of state.

"Unfortunately the property

is

males are suspected of

being involved, four of

whom were

Please see CRIME, page 6

Students spend spring break serving strangers

and other resources would

services

not be stretched thin.

increase to 1,800. However, a study
later indicated that

Baxter

along with Patrol Supervisor Lester

1,700 should be the cap so student

to

fail

one and two

the primary investigator of the case

endowment and concluded that

of the

response to projections that the

present arrangements would

account.

House and

Helmreich

According

ing the student

and
will

be turned into doubles.

Security Officer Paul Healey,

College plans to reach target
student body cap of 1,700 by '08
by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

a third resident

probably a good target."

the academic year.

Spring Break in Paris; where he and

20 of the 55 two-

Stowe Inn and Smith House

"but

by Beth Kowitt
Orient Staff

to the College's resi-

accommodations were made

body.

Additionally,

Security seeks suspected

to

he step

that requires

dean of student

of the

all

?

fall.

The changes
dential
in

will

residences.

House
fall,

Assistants

meet the needs of next year's student

in

Development Network, a career

Bradley spent the second week of

lot-

along with

half of the single-occupancy rooms

promote
international education with the Aga Khan Development Network.
by Anne Riley
Orient Stafp

11,

accommodate

Beginning next

Bowdoin

day of the housing

Tuesday, April

have immediate implications for the
Residential Life plans to officially

the

filling

the "small houses" and chem-free

upcoming

make

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

the first

tery,

ning next

draw for

campus housing. These changes

tion available today.

Residential

be discontinued indefinitely begin-

A

person Brunswick Apartments will

will

of

bed to one of

shortage

lottery.

of not

tradition

"quints," adding a third

caused by increased demand for on-

housing

The
rooms

(RAs) to their capacity as a perk

on

to

will take

and become

these five-person spaces will occur

The Office of Residential Life has

campus

Howard Hall

in

house two beds each.

planned significant alterations for
response

Stowe Hall and three of the

extra occupant

the two bedrooms, which currently

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

certain

in

14 quads

on an

to

take on more roommates

of Student Affairs Craig Bradley will leave

19

Housing crunch prompts
Stowe,

Dean

2006

31,

Volume CXXXV, Number

United States

in the

Mills said growing the student
will allow for

more

body

students with differ-

Please see TARGET, page 6

Finance and Administration and
Treasurer Katy Longley at a faculty

meeting on March

7.

The

current

on-campus student body population
is 1,666, up from 1,635 in the fall of
2001 when President Barry Mills

was inaugurated.

Iraq war:

hesitant 3 years later

Mills said in an interview with the

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

Orient the targeted cap of 1,700 "has

been known for years." The cap,
however, has not been widely publi-

Bush's continued optimism.

also said that the student

body

will not exceed that approximate

so long as he

is

cap

president.

Mills expressed a desire in 2001
to explore the possibility of expand-

lines

of the Iraq war, three years

American troops
soil,

set foot

a lot of people just want it
go away," junior Katie Grimm
of America's involvement in
Iraq. "It's business as usual. Bush
messes up and people watch it on TV
"I think

Although nearly 6,000 miles sepaBowdoin College and the front-

rate

cized.

He

Community

on

after

Iraqi

many members of the Bowdoin

community are becoming increasingly wary of the war and President

to

said

for a

the

few minutes and switch back

to

OC."

For

David

Professor

of

Economics

Vail, this disconnect

between

U.S. operations in Iraq and the daily

INSIDE

lives
ical

senior

Jon Landry signed
by Portland Pirates

in

an

histor-

some way

war meant

sacrifice

or form as taxes went

up and services went down," Vail
said.

"Things are so quiet because there
isn't

Page 16

is

anomaly.

"Historically,

Sports

Bowdoin

of most Americans

Courtesy of Eli

Man land

a draft, so kids don't need to

worry. Although they are off the

Please see IRAQ, page 5

Alana Wooley '06 was a member of the ASB trip to Thailand, where her
group worked with families affected by the sex trade. (See story, page 8.)
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Classes, student projects
by Nat Herz
Orient Staff
With the

kNOw

of

start

Poverty

Week on Tuesday, the College will put
a spotlight on a theme that has been

growing

in

prominence over the

draw

tinue to

attention

aries,

and

tran-

academic bound-

traditional

a group of students and faculty

has been working on a variety of initia-

poverty crises

local, global

course that allowed professors to

allowed him to get credit for continu-

According to Professor and Chair

come

about their research

ing a project that he had already started

of Economics John Fitzgerald, the

and the methodology they use to look

in the previous semester with class-

faculty

at poverty."

mates Kane Kindick '09 and David

bring in speakers on domestic and

The course, which meets once a
week over dinner at MacMillan House,
has so far featured guest lectures by

Falkoffm

international poverty

kitchen to Bowdoin, and right

professors of

pretty

and

in

talk

economics, history,

art,

and environmental

sociology,

action.

some say has

In an effort that

scended

last

many hope will con-

year and one that

examine

studies.

Later in the semester, more professors

"We're working to bring a campus

to get

something started

weeks," Yaffe

are laid
in the

now
down

coming

start

members

cluster

is

Bringing

In discussions with students, fac-

A course

site.

common component

that

interested students find

and

ulty,

Thomas

from

food that Bowdoin otherwise would

and philosophy.

have thrown away unserved and get

Cornell said he hoped that the pro-

enriched and increased their under-

Hunger

posed center would help students

standing.

determine their responsibilities to

"It's been this interesting confluence of talking about poverty from

Professor of Studio Art

issue

Professor of Economics Ta Herrera on

include a course cluster to help stu-

environmental

ical in

our con-

also

aspects of pover-

cept

of

practical

kNOw

part of

Assistant Professor of History and

Klingle

Week

Matthew

Prevention Program. Dining Service

with

Assistant

going to

"In

a

environment to a
study of poverty

base

Mountcastle 'OS.

poverty

gets to a

in

thought

down

it

"The reason
was important was
and

to issues of allocation

access to resources and amenities.

As

such they provide an avenue in which
to

said

national,"

Community Service
Resource Center Susie Dom. "There's

Director of the

a growing interest and heightened
awareness on campus from
students,

Poverty

Tuesday with

kicks off on

opening of an exhib-

Alternative Spring Break trips.

It

will

continue for two more weeks and cul-

minate with a

New

by

Common Hour

lecture

York Times writer Jason

DeParle.

Each day will examine poverty from
a different perspective. For example,

Thursday will focus on poverty and

AIDS

local

by a

featuring presentations

health,

In addition to attending the weekly
students are also required to

class,

Week

photography taken on

featuring

it

the

mink about poverty in ways that go
beyond many of the discussions that
take place on this campus when we discuss social class and inequality."

faculty,

and alumni.

kNOw

prevention and treatment

own

develop their

service-learning

placement Bruce Courtney '06 has

die course

that

had encouraged them to

think about issues of poverty in a

new

more with

"I've been dealing
practical

and operations

part

the

of pover-

and not from an academic stand-

ty

stu-

on poverty

lives

expand

beyond what they have

access to right now," Courtney said.
Ian Yaffe '09 said that the class has

"This

is

a unique class because so

one

issue

from so many

dif-

ferent perspectives,"

Center for Povery Studies

Millennium Goals, led by two people

working on the project

in

New

York

City.

"My first goal is for everyone who is
on campus

know

to

Week

Poverty

Mountcastle

said.

that

kNOw

going

is

"My

the activity

on

The more
and the more

you
it's

learn about a subject

more you're passionWhen you go out into the

firsthand, the

ate about

it.

and do something about it, that's
when you can be a spokesperson for an
field

issue

and a voice

for change."

In the classroom and beyond
According to

Dom,

the idea for the

interdisciplinary course

the informal discussions held after

Hurricane Katrina, as part of the
gram. The discussions examined the
social

"We

really

wanted

to

do

this

course

that helped students think about

how

people from different disciplines look
at

issues

of poverty," said Nancy
of academic

Jennings, associate. dean
affairs

cation,

and

associate professor of edu-

who

March

Tuesday,

teaches the class with

Dom. "So we designed this half-credit

—what

more about
you could

else

experiences

similar

offer

to

around the same or different topics in
the future," she said.

Klingle

commended

also

College's approach

"Community service is fine, but all
when

too often, community service,

equality," he said.

commitment

common good and that the
way to navigate
be an

to

all

men's

Now

college.

Christian

it

not envisioned as a long-term

is

a short-term solution

is

or limited engagement to something
that is far

more complex," Klingle

said.

"Likewise, the classroom

is

way

a

for students to get exposed to those

that responsibility.

"Bowdoin used

the

what

one religion? It's not a
and I think
the notion of working towards eliminjustice
and working
inating
towards distributive justice is a
worthy means of establishing cultural and religious value," Cornell

issues, but the

way you can

those two perspectives

is

integrate

setting

up

replaces that

student-faculty interactions for out-

theocratic institution,

reach," he said.

College' was written in 1906.

Now,

we want

Yaffe agreed, saying, "Everyone in
class

this

genuinely concerned

is

with what we're studying."
helps to have

"It

some

classes

where you've got different backgrounds, but we all share something
in

common

we

in that

understand

to

try

really

this.

want

Any

to

class

freshly define the

ship to issues

what Bowdoin should be about,"

and environmental

members

are

a hundred years

later,

to

good in relationof global, distributive,
justice. These

Yaffe said.

Thome

Hall.

Items included a

paper punch, attendance clicker,
stapler,

and

•A Maine Hall student was
for

cited

an alcohol policy violation

at

Friday,

•A

staff

March 10
member turned
to

Wednesday, March 8
reported
student
a
•A
microwave stolen from a dorm
room on the fourth floor of Coles
Tower. The microwave was later
and
recovered
undamaged

March

swimming
Friday,

Hall and

was questioned and

to stay off Bowdoin property for

•A Safe Ride van was involved
minor collision with an ille-

one

•Security seized a paintball
after a report

was received

men were

parked

at

firing

it

gun

that three

at vehicles

Brunswick Apartments.
filed

with the Dean

of Student Affairs regarding a stuwho has compiled a lengthy

in a

dent

gally parked vehicle. There were

record of campus parking viola-

no injuries.
Thursday, March 9

tions.

•Security officers responded to

loud

a

party

complaint

at

•Jonathan

Hummel, 42, of

Brunswick was issued a criminal
trespass warning for all Bowdoin
property after he was questioned
for suspicious activity on campus.

•An

intoxicated

Moore Hall

stu-

in

in the

parked vehi-

reported $50

Greason Pool.
at

•A

Tuesday,

•A

Bowdoin property

all

Police.

March 28

student filed a report that his

Mongoose

silver

bicycle

from outside the
entrance to Smith Union.
stolen

Winthrop Hall was

The

issued a criminal trespass

warning for

was
main

a

•Students playing Frisbee on the

student extinguished a grease

Quad reported that they broke a
window in Adams Hall when a stu-

fire in the

dust generated by

kitchen at Johnson House.

Monday, March 20
•A staff member, who
Pub and

Grill,

at

Friday,

hand

was transported

to

mulating

lost

items accu-

Smith Union

Security's property room.

include

•A malfunctioning smoke

detector

pairs

alarm in Winthrop Hall.

back

electrical

of

list

at the

infor-

mation desk was turned over to

Most

are

items of clothing. Other items

March 24

set off a fire

dent missed a pass.

•A long
cut his

Jack Magee's

Parkview Hospital.

The

man was

by Brunswick

basement.

housekeeper cleaning the building.

shop installed a

new

two

of car keys, four

sets

of eyeglasses, and a camelgray

backpack.

Students

wishing to look through the items

may

detector.

contact Security at x33 14.

student called Security

Wednesday, March 29
•Brunswick Police
notified

that she

Security that mere has been a break

Sunday, March 26

•A female
visitor's illegally

was
by con-

Hall

wallet while he was

with a food chopper

year.

•A

Thome

March 17

activated by

11

at

member

missing from his

acting suspiciously in the vicinity of

•A report was

returned to the owner.

working

faculty

in a lost

•A male juvenile was observed

local

tractors

•A fire alarm

Saturday,

Adams

alarm

a Brunswick

issued a criminal trespass warning

scissors.

fire

activated by dust generated

•A

Jack Magee's Pub.

ing a staff member on campus.

Thursday, March 16

•A

violation.

resident.

7

•Office supplies were reported
stolen from the checker station at

Brunswick Apartments.

fessors from different disciplines.

do

Poverty Studies.

wallet belonging

and physical ramifications of the

hurricane and were moderated by pro-

how to adapt it

working to establish a Center for

poverty, several faculty

with a white case.

1

stemmed from

College's "12 Days/12 Months" pro-

committed group of people. I've
learned a lot from all of the people in
the room. It's been a great experi-

where you have a bunch of people
that are passionate about an area is

the theme of

dent was cited for an alcohol policy

is

to urge people into action.

really

responsibility is toward poverty,
toward an appropriate sense of

"President Hyde's 'Offer of the

As an outgrowth of
campus surrounding

Monday, March 6
•A student in West Hall reported
that an iPod was stolen from his
room on February 28 between
noon and 1 p.m. The thief gained
entry after the room door was left
propped open. The iPod is black

on,"

second goal

stu-

a

think,

I

Campus Safety and Security Report: 3/2 to 3/30

to help build a

and a seminar on the United Nation's

Bowdoin

faculty.

said.

Habitat for Humanity, which will be

to raise awareness about homelessness,

of many

center could be a

present

in the

with poverty in the future,

est

piece," said Jennings.

been,

mix of ideas and experiences.
They're an amazingly smart and

recognizes personal issues of inter-

to the

Courtney echoed Yaffe 's sentiments.

my project to be very satisfy-

in class focus

it

world context"

ing because while most of the projects

this deals

recog-

it

classroom work meaningful in a real

standing."

working with these

formal course of study, but

Cornell emphasized the idea that

recycling center.
"I find

not

nizes a moral responsibility and

work

it's

ence, and I'd like to think

said.

may

students have a moral responsibility

dents to create a mural at the local

stu-

dents with a creative outlet Currently,
is

at

said. "It's really great to

he said. "The
more you know the more you realize
how complicated the issue is, but you
come out with a more nuanced under-

Courtney

by

is

it

combine those two areas and make

point" Yaffe

few other courses offer the opportunity

house with the Bowdoin chapter of
followed by a "sleep-out" on the quad

potent

dents have to confront what their

light

to look at

their

Bowdoinham

we'll hopefully expand," he said.

Both Yaffe and Courtney said

Art Van, which provides middle and

ologist.

trip to

fall

worked with a Bath organization,

trying to give kids an outlet to

Other events include presentations

and a substantive
way of

"It

lower-income elementary school

organization and a physician-epidemi-

by students who have worked in the
Gulf Coast after Hurricane Katrina, a

"So

be in the end a

to power," Klingle said.

and aspects, but
from the academic piece and

different disciplines

good,

Cornell
Ian Yaffe *09

•

which

is,

the

looking

what

of

whether

or

get that

crit-

poverty,"

being interested in issues of poverty,
local

common

unequal access

is

boil

future.

shifted

away unserved and

be

to

doing

the theme of poverty and discussed

Bowdoin has

"We have to be willing

in the

Midcoast Hunger Prevention Program."

to the

why we

and hopes for the

and then

for the Tedford shelter,

society.

literal

because questions of the environment

"I think

is

propping a meal monthly

otherwise would have thrown

the current developments surrounding

their plans

start

sense,

bringing in the

in the

In interviews with faculty members,

Midcoast

"We're hoping to utilize some of the food that Bowdoin

hope of stimulating education, awareness,
and action, according to
AmeriCorps
VISTA
Sarah

several expressed their excitement with

the

to

that

Studies

lectured

ty.

and other presenta-

Poverty

a variety of perspectives

poverty and education, anthropology,

dents identify pertinent classes.

examine issues of poverty as

of

disciplinary approach to the issue

poverty, saying that approaching an

these courses.

a poverty studies center mat would

tions will

stressed the

action, and praised Bowdoin's inter-

Environmental

tures, discussions,

many

staff,

importance of both education and

on poverty, including an
interdisciplinary course, Examining
Poverty, and a push for the creation of
tives focusing

Also, over the next two weeks, lec-

home

It

issues and

a group of courses aligned

around a

to

education," he said.

hoping to

are

web

Bowdoin and

are foundational to

a "course cluster" either in the

catalogue or on a

would help

said.

"We're hoping to utilize some of the

between

will discuss the relationship

much all the cards
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from her vehicle to report

was being followed by a man in a
vehicle. The student was instructed

cle did significant damage to the
Coles Tower lawn. A local resident
was identified as the vehicle owner.
Sunday, March 12
•A fire alarm at Brunswick
Apartments was activated by smoke

ing lot a Rhodes Hall where she was
met by an officer. The suspect was
identified and Brunswick Police is

from burnt food.

investigating.

Monday, March 13
•A student with a general illness
was transported to Parkview Hospital.

Massachusetts

to drive directly to the Security park-

Monday, March 27

tigation is

harass-

still

underway and crim-

inal charges are

expected soon.

A

was recovered this
week. The owner of die laptop,
Dell laptop

now a

-

•Security officers apprehended a

man who was

in the investigation into the thefts

of four computers at Coles Tower
on August 29-30, 2004. The inves-

senior, has

been

—Compiled by

notified.

the

Bowdoin

Department ofSafety and Security.

;

1.

>
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Milk

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

no

says

"Bowdoin

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

The

with the Orient.

would be best

said Mills

Adolescent boys especially need
college-aged

men

to be role models,

Rowe at the Topsham meeting.
As for underage drinking on camwhen asked

if he

thinks fewer stu-

"We want

[who do not
let them

"

We

on February 28

who do

programs for students

at

School

not drink.

"

ous one," and

students

However,
nized

Mills
like

that,

recog-

many

at

is

important that

dents should drink on campus, Mills

schools, drinking can be a dominant

students get

more involved,

answered

in the affirmative.

pan of the

"My

role

"We need to do a better job of creating programs for students who do not

drink, they drink responsibly," Mills

entirely helpful

drink," he said, though he rejected the

said.

it

said Mills.

"Bowdoin provides strong

who would be

high school students] to talk to

about underage drinking," he said.

He

many

that

ry-

President Barry Mills

[for

said.

important

international

of drinking

issue

models

own

their

approach drinking different-

in high school is "a seri-

Bowdoin

create

understand

to

"

in

Topsham.

The

We want to

drink].

He said it is also

need to do a better job of creating

underage drinking in the

Ararat

to create an opportunity

[who do not drink] to meet

for students

others

communities," Mills

of 23 summits on

Mt.

do such programming
and said it is a

to

for non-alcohol events,

said

pus,

Government,

"college issue."

Maine attorney
came at the

state

whether

indicate

Student

general's call
first

not

did

Bowdoin

Residential Life, or the college houses

community when asked

in a recent interview

Mills

involved in working with young stu-

curbing underage drinking in

ential in

the Brunswick

students are certainly

Spiegelman to speak

dents," especially with sports teams,

President Barry Mills agreed with

Maine Attorney General Steven Rowe
that Bowdoin students could be influ-

also noted that this

idea that there

is

an alcohol divide on

campus.

already

is

social life at

hope

is

the

wrong word,"

Mills

According

Bowdoin.
students

if

Rowe, "Damage

to

by alcohol

still

developing

do

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

Survey measures student health

graphic

novels "Maus" and

II" tell a

profound story through

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

One hundred Bowdoin
were randomly selected

students

While many of the survey ques-

distributed for the second time since

tions

the formation of the College's Health

Foster hopes that the anonymity of

and Wellness Committee.

dents," said Senior Associate

Tim

number

(graphic novels) publications.

winner Art Spiegelman, will be per-

Wednesday

on

forming

night

at

In

was developed

to address

Bowdoin

a

stu-

of

on the subjects of sleep, diet
and exercise, alcohol and drugs, and

looking at

longitudinal data

it."

among

keep consistency

Gwennan Hollingworth

'06 worked

dormitories,

first-year

East and West Halls, were certified as

"green" at the silver level by

(Leadership

LEED
and

Energy

in

Environmental Design). Silver

the

is

third-highest ranking possible out

of

Coordinator

a

for

Sustainable

Bowdoin Keisha Payson explained
that the level ranking is based on a
"The new dorms received 36

members of the Bowdoin

cate-

resources, indoor environmental quality,

and

innovation

and

design

dorms

will

'We went with a white
we anticipate that the

For the sustainable

Bowdoin decided

sites category,

to create a place to

focuses for the coming year.

Among

the

commonly

topics

addressed are alcohol and drugs,

mately equal measure, embracing a

view

that "if you're

cessful at

going

to

be suc-

Bowdoin and beyond, one

of our responsibilities is to play a
you to lead a healthy

role in helping
life,"

Foster said.

be used for summer pro-

located in

With

by

the books

calling

graphic novels, but Spiegelman 's work
is

drawn

directly

from the

tradition

of

"[The medium] makes the

more

story

accessible," said first-year Jeana

Peullo. "People

who

The

of Spiegelman's

controversial nature

work has not diminished over time.
The Class of 2009 was given
''Maus" and "Maus

summer

as

read over the

II" to

The

first-year books.

its

way to do so."

illustrated characters

and "Maus

II" are

cats (Nazis).

The books

and

deal both with
II

experi-

staff during orientation.

First years

answered frequently,

"It's

awesome" in response to Spiegelman's
upcoming performance.

of "Maus"

mice (Jews), and

World War

the horrors of

discussion groups facilitated by faculty

are less likely to

read about this time in history are given

a different

Shadow of No
in 2004. The

Towers" was published

books were then used as the focus of

comic books."

Bom

Stockholm,

in

Sweden,

Spiegelman and his family immigrated
to the United States

students will be

"It's exciting that

able to engage in a discussion with the

author after having read his
the

work over

summer," Tucker Hermans '09

said.

not always possible for the

when he was a

that are

on Bowdoin's

sion

reflect

sunlight

pumped

into the toilets to pro-

mote water

make

buildings

LEED

East and West Halls

explained that rain water

is

pumped

promote water

She also indicated

and

effi-

that the

said.

certified

new

Payson

tion

for

the

renovation projects,

Bowdoin has devised
windows

list

LEED certificaits

own

check-

of building design standards,

based largely on Stanford University's

Spiegelman."

able

is

to

bring

in Judaic Studies

and Contemporary

Jewish

Rosalyne

homage

of

sound.

Because Spiegelman

acknowledged

that

is

was a new concept,
but now the industry is really on board
with trying to

make buildings

as envi-

ronmentally friendly as they can be."

Payson noted
received

that

that the

tified last

process of

certification the same
Bowdoin dorms were cer-

month.

LEED certification process.
"Anybody can say we have a
Payson said. "This
certification] shows that we
do have an environmentally-

'green' building,"

how

his

not only an

work

is

about the

to develop an under-

Holocaust through

and writing,"

art

said Assistant Professor of English

Aviva

Briefel.

The expectation

is

that

will speak about these

his

work

as well as

an

Spiegelman

two aspects of
artist's method

of creation.
"Mr. Spiegelman
author.

I

is

a renowned

expect his performance to be

compelling and for the tickets to go
quickly," said

Tananbaum.

Spiegelman will perform on April 5

[LEED

friendly building."

is

standing of an event like 9/1 1 or the

Colby College

LEED

as

author but an illustrator as well, his

"So much of

a trend in the industry,"

said. "It

is listed

performance will include projections.

certainly strong.

"It's really

Payson

Jewish

be in charge of the lighting and

will

Payson

to

lectureship in

created the

Spiegelman's appearance

Pool.

really

Rosalyne

Bernstein's

a performance, and a professional crew

Bowdoin Art Museum and

the Curtis

to

Spindel

Bernstein, in

1977.

that geother-

installed as part

Sumner

lifelong devotion

learning,

the renovation projects of both the

day

Affairs.

Bernstein and

She indicated the importance of the

Payson explained mat although the

amount of energy required

Other important environmentally

buildings,

than before."

College will not seek

friendly features include the

LEED certi-

be much more environmen-

tally friendly

dorms received points for using local
materials, which cut back on the
to trans-

build-

although they [the renovated buildings] will

She noted

ronment

renovated

for

said.

role.

"We're not seeking

fication

but tailor them for our climate needs,"

com-

ings,"

system,"

will use Stanford's standards,

"We've

for all

with an "innovative

collecting

"We

an important

LEED

category,

Bowdoin

father's

building principles.

Bowdoin's commitment to the envi-

efficiency in

to secure Mr.

Harry Spindel Memorial Lectureship

certified has taken

mitted to going

heat

waste

is

to

off of the

roof, absorbing less

ciency

Rain water

to

was able

drawing professionally at the age of 1 6,

mal heating will be

projects taking place

Susan

History

visit

Tananbaum.

Spiegelman to campus on behalf of the

Payson

campus, the deci-

Payson
The white roof
will
component

book to

"Fortunately the Spindel committee

child. Resisting his parents' desire that

of the rooms.

said.

"It is

he become a dentist, Spiegelman began

the recent construction

all

all

grams,"

port materials.

process.

selected key topics are discussed as

and the individual thermostats

In addition,

roof because

ciency.

and

met every year during exam
which

for a planning retreat, at

inating green house gases.

into the toilets to

materials

formation, the commit-

and importance of daylight in the new
dorms, the use of recycled materials,

which encourages the

tainable sites, water efficiency, energy

atmosphere,

tee has

its

use of alternative transportation, elim-

gories of certification, including sus-

and

needs and talk about things to do."

Reizbaum said. "The incompatibility is
often ignored

earn environmental certification

that the

all

come

Marilyn

English

Bowdoin," said Associate Professor of

built

points in

we

could

could identify the

of

Professor

recent years. "In the

lives.

dorms were

Bowdoin received

related. If we

together, then

about the Holocaust

author of the first-year

Payson said

said,

formed because

these things going on

related to student health

Spiegelman has continued his work
as a political graphic artist/writer in

"A comic book

subsequent effects of the war on their

allowing the

Payson

commit-

Me...I*mADog."

enced by Spiegelman 's father and the

dorms to be solidly placed into the silver level. Payson indicated that

points,"

Bowdoin

levels

Holocaust
caused an explosion of response,"

initially
all

comic book genre to new

with the publication of his stories of the

The committee has targeted issues
of both mind and body in approxi-

In the water effi-

point-value system.

ing the

Spiegelman

In 1997,

eating disorders, and sexual assault.

cause

four.

part

at the

Head

and well-being, but the things didn't

Since

for

New Yorker.

surveys," he added.

store bicycles,

Orient Staff

first

be looking

Pacelli,

Dan Davies, and

to Foster, the

According

seem very

has

and writer

a staff artist

obvious differences between the two

various

New dorms
The new

the retreat will

Kim

Randy Nichols.

week

mately four years ago, bringing

the data,

Emma Powers

well-

The committee, which is chaired
by Tim Foster, was formed as an
ad-hoc committee with a responsibility for the health and wellness of
the Bowdoin student body approxi-

every few years "so

While the bulk of the survey has
remained in its original form so as to

by

overall

esting to see whether there are any

According to Foster, the commit-

we can have some

of

the avant-

RAW. He

worked as

wrote a children's book called "Open

Director of Safety and Security

survey," Foster said. "It will be inter-

sexual health.

in

students'

"The major focus of the

Included in the survey are questions

it

results

being.

dents' well-being.

hopes to do

meeting, the

and the first-year survey on time
management, conducted earlier in the
year, on which to base assessments of

Christine

wide variety of issues affecting

tee

May

both the health and wellness survey

Foster.

Research

upcoming

its

Mouly founded

garde comics magazine

The

"there were

committee will have the

1980, Spiegelman and his wife

In

Francoise

book medium to create "Maus," elevat-

Services Jeff Benson, Director of

was

a

to

"comix"

underground

a grim subject matter and the comic

Athletic Trainer

at

of

Director of Health

tee

Dean of

Spiegelman successfully combined

at the

New York, as

contributing regularly

as

the committee's cunent

the past.

Cote, an online survey of 100 students

issues,

well

Co., teaching

in

an unexpected medium: comic books.

together.

are

response rate from students than in

After meeting with Director of
Institutional

sensitive

Among
members

the survey will encourage a higher

we realwe didn't have a way to take
temperature of Bowdoin stu-

"Three or four years ago
ized that

Student Affairs

with

deal

community

Residential Life

Transgender-Queer community.

a health and wellness online survey,

L

questions

and rework some of the language so
as to be more inclusive, particularly
toward
the
Lesbian-Gay-Bi-

complete

to

new

Gum

and aesthetics of comics

School for Visual Arts

Their creator, the 1992 Pulitzer Prize-

Bowdoin.
with Cote to add some

working as a creative consultant

Topps Bubble

for

history

The
"Maus

and survival
book selections.

this year's firstyear

later

a problem

is

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

II" tell the author's father's story of pain

during the Holocaust. The books were

to the

about age 20.

until

Drew

"Maus" and "Maus

even for college students" since brains
are

said.

that

is

brain caused

"'Divide'

happening to a degree.

the

3

on campus, 'Maus' graphic artist

alcohol 'divide'

AG on underage drinking

agrees with

1

NEWS

at

7:30

p.m

in

Pickard Theater.

A

reception will follow in Drake Lobby.

—
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Dean

Bradley will be remembered for 'honesty and integrity

BRADLEY, from page

1

doing

my home, pro-

ties,

but there aren't

ties that will

that since this is

fessionally

and personally

prepare [students] for

just giving people access to educa-

The trade-off
making a contribution

international schools

to

quality of education

this effort that is so compelling.

can

make a

and I'm drawn
he

that,"

I

contribution there

worked alongside

they look to create world-class

tion,

to

leaving

I

was one of three student representatives on the commission who
Pacelli

."

"That's the thing about a choice

think

That's

places like Bowdoin. In addition to

there are trade-offs.
is

my legacy," Bradley said.
Director of Residential Life Kim

many opportuni-

and the highest
you can get," he

said.

"Given the nature of the Aga Khan

Khan

"His legacy will be having built up an

where residential

tion

life is

Aga Khan,

dedicates

and

ful, intelligent, careful,

leader, the

spiritual

its

tened

institu-

rigorous, thought-

Bowdoin

the

a potential to serve

this is

common good

Bradley

in

a bigger way,"

"In terms of the J-Board, he over-

said.

saw

"Their faith calls them to serve the

leave, according to Assistant to the

Professor of English

poorest and most in need and their
tradition

build schools and

to

is

and places of

libraries

learning,"

President

The
chaired
by

Meiklejohn.

Scott

committee,

search

President Barry Mills, has already

Bradley said.

started reviewing applications.

Bradley consulted with the Aga
Khan Development Network for a
number of years before the opportunity to work full-time with the organization was presented to him in

arrived in the

January.

committee that eventually proposed

Come

Bradley will be work-

July,

Aga Khan Development
Network's new initiative to create King on the

Bradley leaves behind a multifaceted legacy at Bowdoin.

When

idea

of the

College

House

According to Bradley, when he

residential life is

ways

in

that really

3, Mills praised

dedication to building a

community during

diverse

sent

Bradley for

more
10

his

higher education.

The academies

will

sense of community at Bowdoin. In

Uganda where only

eight percent of

the population has electricity, accord-

fact,

only 29 percent of students indi-

cated satisfaction with

community

the College.

When

the

same question on sense

ing to Bradley. The organization has

of community was posed

already opened one such academy
Mombasa, Kenya
'Today, there are some opportuni-

dent body again

bers of

an

nighttime

to the stu-

The Bowdoin he

herd.

leaves

is

a very

last spring,

some 85

percent of students reported satisfaction.

DeRay

different

said.

sad to lose

it's

them."

-

and

Bradley

at.

his

family will keep their

home

the J-Board,

'07

Mckesson

"

one than the Bowdoin he arrived

Bradley

Brunswick.
His wife and daughters

Henry Laurence

in

plan to return to Maine

Associate Professor of

developed into

Government and Asian Studies

of

"An exceptional

partner to me, our

and our admissions

faculty,

and a

essential

succeed

worked together as a team for years.
"One aspect of his legacy is having
and

staff

someone who can
build a strong team, and which Craig
at the helm of that, I've really relied
on him," Kibbie said.
there. It's clear he's

more

staff in

diverse student

pluralistic college

members who have

really strong office

summers,

entire

while Bradley plans to

integrity very

Bradley also leaves behind an
office of staff

for

"

seriously," he said. "His handling

a

of

Bowdoin
Government

Student

new mem-

institution that takes

built

said. "It's part

—

agreed.
"It's

wonderful use of his

Laurence

who Craig is someone who wants
to make a positive difference."
"We find great people, and they get

body

community,

work of helping our students
and thrive here," Mills

visit for at least

a few weeks. During

the year, the family will look to rent

home

their

to visiting faculty or stu-

dents.

"I've always felt from die
I

came here

it

"While

wrote.

new

Faculty members have also commended Bradley for the receptiveness

ing the ties to this place."

with which he tackled even the most

declared that this

of problems brought before

difficult

chapter,

"He's been wonderfully responsive

I

don't feel

He concluded, "My
go

to

to college,

and

I

is

am

I

day

place

this is

increase

to

year old has

1 1

now

that she can't

Brunswick,

in

couldn't be prouder."

Australia,

News From Beneath The

fashion

visibility,

working on his project

"Of Emus and

titled,

Pines

Fairywrens:

Photographing Australia's Endemic
Slap bands

—which

remember as

dents

many

stu-

Mitchell '54 to lead

a childhood

fad in

fashion

bracelet

the

MLB

steroid use investigation

late

and early 1990s— will
comeback next week
Student
Bowdoin
Government (BSG) and the

George Mitchell '54 has been
selected to

of the bands

to

students.

about fashion and more about safe-

The

reflective

bands

designed to increase nighttime

project

laboration

is

Facilities

by Will Donahue '08.
The bands are typically worn on
the wrist, but could also be worn on
the ankle or upper arm. The springaction bands wrap around one's
wrist

when

slapped onto the arm.

"We wanted

to

have a safety

device available to students

they

they go out,"

According to Donahoe, the bands
have already been distributed to
members, security officers,

BSG

administrators,

Cayman

Sri

Lanka. She will study the

MLB

whether

including

it

Mitchell
The Bowdoin Orient

BSG

Vice President of Facilities
Will Donahoe '08 hopes the
snap bands are "cool enough"
for students to wear them out.

used

players

from

Supreme Court. He
1995, and later

the Senate in

left

led

years 2002-

peace

in

a statement.

Ireland. He is currently the chairman of the board of directors of the

lead," Selig said.

be

by

negotiations

in

Northern

Mitchell

Scholarship

J.

and

popu-

with particular attention to

turtles

and

communities

methods

the

used by conservation groups to
protect them.

The

self-stated mission

fellowship

is

to provide

its

of the
recipi-

firm he chairs,

Institute, which provides hundreds
of scholarships to Maine students

poseful exploration and travel out-

members of the law

DLA

York, and two

each year.

to

will

Piper of

New

assisted

other lawyers selected by Selig.

"Senator Mitchell is one of the
most respected public figures in the
nation," Selig said. "His career in
is

beyond reproach

Watson Fellows named, to
do research Down Under
Seniors

Drew Fulton and Rebecca
among the 50 students

impropriety in sports. In 2002, he

ating seniors grants for a year of

chaired a commission investigating

travel

the bidding process for the

2002

of the United States in order
enhance their capacity for

side

resourcefulness,

Smith Union on Tuesday
at the security

lations,

the attitudes of local

toward

turtle

ents with the opportunity for "pur-

unique program that provides gradu-

be available

Islands, Brazil,

impact of humans on

Research

the

be distributed

Impacting

Ecotourism:

Walt Disney Company, and founded
the Maine-based Senator George

previous experience investigating

will

between 3:30 and 5:00 p.m. They
Office.

offer

campus

The bands

along with a pamphlet on

will also

tion to the

down an

and his integrity and leadership
ability are beyond question."
The Bowdoin alumnus has had

President Barry Mills.

security in

1994, he turned

the

necessary, he has

is

may

public service

that

would be cool enough
would actually think to wear when
Donahoe said.
that

\and

the

investigation

Fulton,

Human

President Bill Clinton for a nomina-

wherever

Drew

Selden's project, "Sea Turtle

served as Senate majority leader. In

permission to "foUow the evidence

led

currently photo editor of the

is

Orient.

have the authority to investi-

Should Mitchell determine a wider

Committee,

Corps
degree at

Intelligence

bring her to Australia, as well as

2006, Selig said

between Director of

BSG

Army Counter

and Turtle Populations," will also

substances banned by the league's

the result of a col-

Bowdoin

in 1954, Mitchell served in the U.S.

and earned a law
Georgetown University. He became

contract during

Safety and Security Randy Nichols

and the

an investigation

a U.S. senator in 1980, and later

gate

are
visi-

bility for pedestrians.

The

unique to Australia as he can. Fulton

by Major
League Baseball (MLB) players,
MLB Commissioner Bud Selig
announced Thursday.
The former U.S. senator's firm
will

This time the slap bands are less

ty.

lead

into alleged steroid use

Department of Safety and Security
Bowdoin-branded
distributes
reflective versions

photograph as

Red Sox.
After graduating from

1980s

attempt a

when

He hopes to track down and
many of the 330 birds

Olympic Games. Mitchell is also on
the board of directors of the Boston

Birds."

Selden were

nationwide selected as recipients of

Thomas

and

J.

Watson Fellowship, a

study.

Fulton will spend his year in

imagination,

openness, and leadership and to
foster their

humane and

participation in the world

effective

commu-

nity."

The

fellowship,

first

offered in

1968, currently provides
ients

its

recip-

with a $25,000 stipend for

their year's travels.

—

a

sever-

where she's going

childhood

finish her

him.

first

was just the right

for us," Bradley said.

Bowdoin Briefs

bands

Slap

at

talents,"

"And

Craig and his staff have also done the

be need-blind, partially residential,
and wireless, even in countries like

a great opportunity.

is

of the College that Craig's realty had to shep-

Associate Professor

of Government and
Asian Studies Henry
Laurence, who works

been exemplary."

process suggesting an alarmingly low

Aga Khan Development

die

President

building a

for

work for
Network

great things,"

some of the really ugly Judicial Board
cases that became lawsuits has just

them

disappointed to see Bradley leave,

students and staff understand that to

"We've had a colossal change in the make-up

first

to prepare

is

then they go off and do

data from the recent re-accredidation

IB curriculum

good humor about the

incredibly

whole thing-"
Although the Bowdoin community

even greater while they are here, and

years at the College.

12 academies that will educate stu-

Bowdoin, there was

of that stuff in an incredibly

"I think it's a

campus-wide email

a

In

March

"He handles

has to deal with.

affairs

said.

dents using the international standard

arrived at

drug use, that the dean of student

all

Kibbie said.

academic standards of

System.

where

and strong,

ful,

from

cheating to violence to vandalism to

Associate

training the

on him-

all

Laurence agreed, mentioning

and

fair

alongside

he

summer of 1996, he
immediately began work on the
Commission on Residential Life, the
the

and

were

policies that

instituting

humane,"

Ann

institution

his

clear

Zanzibar.

of the

College.

The search for Bradley's replacement began within one week of the
announcement of his decision to

ago

"His legacy will be having built up

outshine other places I've been," he

of ttie J -Board to

—Craig takes them

responsible way, and he keeps an

said.

Associate Professor of English
Peter Coviello agreed.

Board
Peter Coviello Judicial
Board), Bradley has

in

years

Laurence

rigorous, thoughtful, intelligent, care-

institution

"All of these kinds of nasty prob-

lems

the vast spectrum of concerns,

an

a widely respected

problems," be said.

self,"

advisor to the

sition

academy,

cannot say

"I

which he approaches the everyday

"We've had a colossal change in
the make-up of the College that
Craig's really had to shepherd. The
Bowdoin he leaves is a very different
one than the Bowdoin he arrived at,"

As

also. overseen the tran-

Uganda,

of the

the successful transition

Bowdoin."

Associate Professor of English

where education was once non-exisThe first of these schools was
100

stu-

(J-

tent.

over

many

him," Coviello said.

to

enough about the thoughtfulness with

Laurence, Bradley

to

of problems I've brought

to all sorts

diverse institution.

the role of fraternities
at

Tanzania, and Tajikistan in areas

created

lis-

the

to

thought critically about

that really outshine other places I've been."

Kenya,

Bangladesh,

"He

said.

closely

different

ways

Pakistan,

India,

saw

dents were having and

strong, in

efforts to serve others

by providing education
on a global scale. The
network operates more
than 300 schools in

According

and

integrity,

said.

fra-

under the direction of
its

humanness," Laurence

and

experiences that

an organization that,

of honesty,

his values

ternity scene to an impressive

Development Network
is

he leaves in July

College from a typical university

Pacelli

Aga

when

"He's built a team of people with

by the Greek System at
Bowdoin.
"Craig was incredibly respectful of
Bowdoin's
history,"

said.

The

7

student affairs to solve the problems

posed

do

to

new dean of

the
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war continues

Iraq

IRAQ, from page

all sorts

of other issues

We

have focused on.

made

we might

that

could have

Social Security completely

We

bomb-

is

not only concerned about

coming

more

tangible financial costs of

said.

Vail

Hales

ing of a revered Shia religious site in

the

Samarra, politicians inside and out-

America's efforts of Operation

istration's

plan for Iraq, he believes

that there is

the United States

little

can do to influence the
"There
Iraq,"

situation.

no clear strategy for

is

Hales

said.

the question has

"And at this
much less

point,

do

to

side Iraq

to

do with

surrounding

stances

the circum-

current

the

operations undertaken by coalition

and

of Bowdoin

co-chair

Students

Sara

Peace,

for

the "Iraqis took a

that

However,

according

Visiting

Assistant

to

Professor

it

is that

done

know what

do

to

ever-changing situation. If

whatever

our group,

in

we do

in the best interest

should be

of the

Iraqi

people," she said.

much

of

Professor

Government

is

on the

will be very

damaged

if

we

\

measures

incorporate

"I don't

know how

are going to restore

such as conflict duration, battle death

bility in the

and the participation of govern-

Potholm

"The alleged

effects

American

be short and bloodless. But
classes

that

it

years," he said.

will last

I

tell

experience with democracy,

happening

enough

at

my

40 to 50

"In terms of Iraq's
it

is

warp speed, but not fast

for impatient

Americans."

College Republicans Chairman
Alex Linhart '06 is confident in
Bush's

ability.

in the last

two weeks

Iraqis

suggests we're engaged in

much

more than a semantic struggle."
The U.S. military's response
this ethnic divide is

for

co-president

who

of

the

Maine

believes that military poli-

cies in Iraq have only strengthened

ethnic identities.

"Whenever

U.S.

the U.S. leaves, the

landed on Iraqi soil

remain

sharply divided about

fall

Our

on the

reverse way.

We

line,

war

only as good as the peace that

fol-

is

lows

it

then the answer has to be 'not

especially.'"

For members of the Bowdoin
community who do have friends and
family in the Middle East, the war is
more than a two-minute clip on the
nightly news and a current event for
debate.

The war took on a different meanfor many members of the
Bowdoin Community following the
deployment of Alex Cornell du
ing

Houx

'06,

touched

U.S.

a

down

in Iraq

tive intern in the student aid office,

of Saddam

changed her outlook on the war

International

have not changed

for the bet-

of American

were not

Iraq

the

Middle

East.

"Once I learned my husband
would be going to the Middle East, I
gained a new perspective on the war
and its impact on our society. It

do not believe

remain long after the period of
deployment," she

"Even

Iraq

who needed

is

where they

Hussein was a bad guy,
to

war

an integral part of the

United States' larger war on

of the war need to

critics

realize that

said.

Nonetheless, Potholm believes the

"We have

to

mal group of area residents

are,"

necessary."

is

an

infor-

interested in supporting

the programs of the College.

In an attempt to foster

more

interaction

and encour-

age friendships between students and the greater

Bowdoin Community, the Association of Bowdoin
Friends

is

continuing to

offer dinner invita*

tions to small groups of students.

dinner with

To

"Dinner with Friends," email
diank4@msn.com with your name,
telephone number, and the best time to reach you by
phone. Please include the names of the friend or
participate in

Dian K. Petty

local

to

residents?

at

two you would

like to

bring along, and don't forget

mention any dietary

restrictions.

A dinner host will call you to set up a time and date
that

is

terror.

fight the terrorists

he

said.

"There

shouldn't be any question that

be taken down, and,

The Association of Bowdoin Friends

Want to have

report. Life

with the war and those changes

Dinner with Friends

Students:

news

war is
over. There were things that were
bad before and there are things that
are bad now," she said.

without Saddam.

Hande

no longer a

daily reality,

changes for those directly involved

it

Hales disagrees, believing that

student

a-

will get

1

both Iraq and the world are safer

toward the Iraq war and

fol-

lowing her husband's deployment to

dam-

Ozergin '08 has witnessed a change

who

Marine,

on March 23.

and the world are bet-

but in a

will be very

don't succeed," he said.

dicta-

torship, then no," she said. "If a

Johanna Stickney, an administra-

better for a long time after the

with moderate

he said.
depends on

whether or not Iraq

"The people of

if

all

"If the aim was to eliminate
Saddam Hussein, then full marks. If,
however, the aim was to build a solid

distant conflict or a

that

a
it

Deane.

becomes

credibility is

in attitude

after

soldiers

people

with the arrival

war, and

concerned

is

than

dictator,"

war, they certainly aren't during this

very

we

a

trial

measured, according to

is

it

more damaging than

regimes in the Middle East.

if

as

Success in Iraq

how

under a good government before the

credibility will

aged

to

troops.

the actual invasion.

"I'm

was with him

and withdrawal of

America doesn't succeed then our
to

a major concern

College Democrats, Bree Dallinga
'06,

ter

of the Iraq war on America's

the troops are

other
this

For Dallinga, the lives of most

credi-

worried about the

that failure in Iraq

Baghdad alone

did

Hussein's regime.

future leaders

world," he said.
is

some

ter off after the toppling

of U.S. credibility abroad.

position in the world, but believes

to

Government

is still in

forces," she said.

if

Three years

Christian Potholm
Professor of

"Technically speaking, civil war

ment

to

ask

their people," she said.

the

involvement of Shia death squads

The American public wants war

We

a very precarious situa-

definitions

attempt

usually

country

don't succeed."

backed by the government along
with a body count of 200 bodies in

"Americans can't stand any blood.

do'

complex

that

made.

People

credi-

but in a reverse way.

line }

Americans are too impatient to see
the progress that has been

with mod-

Our

East.

violence has not

tion.

an

than

doesn't

more like
war rather

it

ugly

'what would America

Shelley

more

fall

because while the cur-

toll,

Christian Potholm maintains

America

Middle

erate regimes in the
bility is

Government

a civil war, Iraq

one consensus

if

start-

bring Iraq democracy.

of

Iraqi people.

is

"I'm very concerned that

succeed then our credibility will

to civil war."

reached the threshold of

this

and people

protests

look and decided not to

go

rent

"It is difficult to

many more

price in terms

its

an

Schlotterbeck '08, any U.S. strategy

in

Freedom, but also

Ghraib, there were

ed seeing

should be based on the needs of the

there

on

him on

democracy from the ashes of a

Abu

despite Bush's assertion

Deane, the situation

Iraqi forces."

For the

that Iraq is

Ozergin

foreigners,"

to

"After

Iraqi

the verge of civil war,

with the political climate here, and

much more

have worried

was an

it

don't think Americans are as wel-

war."

civil

feel like

and other stuff. Before the war,
America was seen like a place you
would want to go, but now people

expect anything less than chaos and

sounds, the world

it

better place with

lar,

only the completely ignorant would

will suc-

Iraq confronts sectarian vio-

as cliche as

attack for oil, strengthening the dol-

lines,

expressed concern about the admin-

Will

"Many people

"When you

tenuous cultural and ethnic

in

her native Turkey.

police or military forces along

split

freedom of

ceed.-

As

growing anti-American sentiment

to train each side

is

for civil war," she said.

once again fighting

lence sparked by last month's

sophomore

While

hill,' is

peoples worldwide.

all

solvent for about half of the price of
the war," Vail said.

on a

'city

have served

will

"America, our

side," said Linhart.

to preserve the god-given

debate, frustration three years later

only purpose the American military

with the moral high ground on our

hook now, they will pay the price in
number of ways over time. There are

campus

to be source of

"We have entered into this conflict

1

5

NEWS

mutually agreeable.

Don't graduate from Bowdoin without
having met at least one maine family!!!

it

is

6

Propped doors create community entice criminals
,

CRIME, from page

College to halt student body growth at 1,700
TARGET, from page

"We've accumulated a

However, Nichols did say

now

come

was

comforted that

not

"Bowdoin

said in regards to whether students

said

cap

that the

"Given the
it

lap-

size

phy."

As

he

go beyond

how housing could be affect"What

housing crunch

want to

inaugural

an attempt

off-campus."

live

Asked why he thinks

address that expanding the student

Sophomore lien LeHay, whose
iBook was stolen, agreed.
"It does make me feel better that it's
not Bowdoin students, but it does make
you wary of strangers," he said.
However, Bowdoin students may
have made

us to be Bowdoin."

housing

Asked how the slight growth of the
student body might affect class sizes
or the dining halls, Mills said it would

regards to the first-year

phone

the hall

"The

night

who

people

Chamberlain were actually

Alex Krippncr

by stuColes

Doors

"We can have the
if we

"We

dents and were also

Tower," said Nichols.

in

let

to

people into buildings we're defeating

used to leave the door open

Duhalde and LeHay said they were
pleased by the response time of Security,

Security

"In

lock

many

"Sometimes

said that they

was wrong, but

"You can take

Nichols. "All

we

night

the

Nichols said there was

a good deal of

she

to close her

door when

she went to take a shower. She said
she

"There's not

much you can do besides

telling students to

"You can

be careful," she said

take extra precautions, but

you

"It's

at the

base of the
property,

is

Jeremy

resident

putting together a data-

serial

numbers of the stolen

which he said

use to

he'll

Huckins, whose iPod and
stolen

School

from his car

Street, said that

phone

cell
last

he and

year at

his

quad-

mates have been more careful about

sure

all

Mike

the Judicial

all

six

all

the

this

increase" in the theft

to

year the overall
steady or

few

of electronic equip-

ment
choose

school for that reason,

this

that this is a place where you can
leave your stuff out and no one will
it,"

LeHay

pointment, but

said. "It's

any

feel

ing weeks.

were not announced to the body, and

approve

April 14.

•BSG

Joe Brazzi '06, Dustin Brooks '08, Sam

Dinning

'09,

Smith Union

and Kristen Gunther *09

lar

tile

the

be

Department

distributed in

of

upcom-

$500

for

Faculty-Staff

among

which

a discussion on
will

next week's meeting-

be voted on

[dorm entrance]

outside,

Beckman said that he

housing squeeze Tor different reasons.

demand

for

the

expense of converting the property

into

a student residence.

seniors,

they will come.

it,

more housing

on campus,

offered

is

more people will want

in

to live

the

house

at

14

fra-

McKeen St.

could be approved for student

here"

Planning and Development,

Kim

is

that the

dialogue concerning the creation of

used as a student residence

new

living spaces for

dents.

So

Bowdoin

stu-

these discussions have

far,

not yielded any viable solutions.

Tower

to

"With our current property stock,

we can't convert any [College-owned]
new

housing," Director

student residences and expanded the

properties into

number of Brunswick Apartments to
lodge a growing number of on-campus

of

housing applicants. This semester,
Residential Life added beds to rooms

Wilson cited Brunswick zoning
laws as the primary impediment to

Brunswick Apartments, Cleaveland

converting local College-owned prop-

and School Street
order to accomodate

Street Apartments,

students returning from study abroad

programs.

themselves

in

the

found
student

lounges of first-year dorms. While
several of these students conceded that

not what they would consider an

ideal setup, they

were generally

satis-

"Living

who

in a first-year

dorm

really

bad," said Matt Chadwick
lives

with another junior in

the basement of Coleman Hall. "It was

unfortunate that
first

we

Facilities

Wilson

couldn't live in

choice.. .but the location of

Administration Delwin

The only

erties into student bousing.

two unused Bowdoin properties that
are zoned to house students are
Mustard House at 234 Maine St. and
the Donovan D. Lancaster House at 38
Mustard House
house faculty and

is

currently used to

staff.

The College

offers visiting faculty temporary resiin

Mustard House for up to
Wilson said

that this pro-

gram is instrumental in the recruitment
and retention of faculty and
According

staff.

to Pacelli, the

Mustard

from

it

tled its

it

Beta

Greek system

in 1997.

Wilson

also said that the former fraternity's

distance from

campus also figured into

the decision to stop housing students
there.

residence halls.

When

no
new on-campus

that the College has

current plans to build
-

of the

the renovation

year bricks

is

complete

first

2007,

in fall

Residential Life projects that

20

to

25

spaces will be available to non-first
years, should they

be needed

in the

event of a future housing squeeze.

students will be frustrated
the changes
ularly

in

some
by some of

Pacelli predicted that

to student housing, partic-

popular locations such as

Brunswick Apartments, Smith House,
and Stowe

Inn, she said that students

are generally positive about their liv-

ing

accommodations, which were

ranked 16th

among

all

U.S. colleges

year by the Princeton Review.

House residences are generally as
sought after among faculty and staff as

this

on-campus housing is among

of Bowdoin housing," she

students.

when

the

Corporation after the College disman-

Though

Harpswell St

dence

purchased

He added

said.

three years.

fied with their living situations.

Town of Brunswick

property would no longer be

College administrators in an ongoing

In recent years, the College has con-

living

zoning ordi-

to the

nance. However, according to

Wilson, the College agreed

big part of that]," Pacelli said.

juniors have even

according

with the

on

and keeping seniors on campus

in

Pacelli

Director of Residential Life

an effort
live

Brunswick Department of

the

popu-

verted guest suites in Coles

our

The former Beta-Sigma

The

ternity

"Campus feels more vibrant to me
when there are more people on cam-

'07,

what amounted to a rel-

did not justify

ing.

"If you build

such as

encourage seniors to

is

determined

It

of renovation

that die projected cost

on-campus

atively small increase in hous-

campus.

pus,

determine

to

whether extra space would be worth

accommodate the

strains to

analysis

financial

not frus-

is

recently conducted a

The College

who

Wirthrop

trated with Residential Life.
it

currently

inated as a potential ameliorant to the

not that

it's

lives in the student lounge in

As

is

unused by the College, has been elim-

bad," said junior Colin Beckman,

increasing

institu-

said.

Lancaster House, which

in

living

"Aside from the noise from the

Coles Tower and

in

isn't that

Affairs led

than

better

an issue of competing

demands," she

popular-

that is

Chamberlain Hall,

[a

"It's

tional

of space."

housing pending a review by

change housing

quads

to

we

good, and as a double

is

lot

"It's

offered

is

Residential Life elected not

it

election rules,
at

they will come,"

1996.

Some

Appreciation Day, which will occur oh

voted against accepting the candidates.

Alex Linhart

at the

a

•Twenty-four members voted to

of the propos'06 and Ted Lyons 06

al.

be

the road will

hard to maintain."

of Stowe Hall and Howard

Apartments
introduced

has

by

Security, will

discussion

down

Pine Street

housing, Residential Life has engaged

Pacelli said that

at

•Five hundred reflective wristbands,

provided

vote of 19-2, with four abstentions.

was no

it,

to live here."

a disap-

a safe place."

it's still

OneCard system

Four candidates were present and stood
tor introduction. The candidates' names

there

"If you build

on campus, the more people will want

time,"

slightly decreased, but in the last

new

Board by a

Street apart-

ments replaced in the near future,
Mills said, "I suspect Harpswell and

Chamberlain," he added.

Hall.

she said. "The more housing

information desk.

voted to approve

zoned for student

occupancy.

to

Facilities

•Attendance: 25/26. Absent

is

dormitories were opened in

now we have

closed

proper information.

LoBiondo'06.

to live on

lack of college-owned

property that

going to paint bricks and leave

them

abstained because they feh they lacked

Orient Staff

who want

campus and a

supports this theory. Those two

Duhalde said he does not

by Cati Mitchell

a result of several fac-

Hall since their construction

years there has been a "pretty significant

take

is

including an increasing percent-

when we

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report

•BSG

Coleman

kind of a contradiction between

beginning of the year

Nichols said that

shutting their door.

members of

J

Residential Life Kim Pacelli, the hous-

it's

Wilkinson said

"1

and Pine

)

have a

ity

all

leave

search for the computers on the internet

were

make

number of thefts has remained

Chamberlain

1).

In regards to the prospect of hav-

ing Harpswell

did not indicate in which departments

CRUNCH, from page

the

door propped

they

our doors open and

can't be looking over your shoulder all

of the time."
Huckias '06

with

shut"

were

computer.

now

the time and

now

considering buying a lock for her

is

in

like

created a friendlier

left their

floor, said

expected for next

}

age of students

dorms

large

environment

random people walking around

*

that in order to

the College is looking to hire 12 new
faculty members in die near future. He

<

community, especially

Rashni Grant *08 doors propped," Grant
_ said "I know people who

noticed

and

a significant

this,

is

ResLife faces housing shortage will turn some
quads into quints in Stowe, Howard Halls

ing shortage

"It

second

and made sure

we have to be

smarter."

tors,

traffic

on the

lives

prohibits

Chamberlain.

and out of

in

said. "It's that

establishing a sense of

the time."

the dorm. Rashni Grant

who

not that Bowdoin 's not safe,"

members of dorms from

shoulder all of

stolen,

closed

doors

looking over your

the

moving

However, students are

but you cant be

need-

alert us."

On

"It's

concerned that keeping

call to

computers were

maintain a 10:1 student/faculty ratio,

little bit

of

all

according to Residential Life

year,

of

stolen.

a

Halls.

housing crunch

easy access."

said

ed was a phone

when you prop a

door you're giving a thief

extra precautions,

campus."

and West

(see related story, page

also said, "Sixty-five percent

dorm renova-

in the crime.

perfectly safe to prop

"but

if

escorted [the suspects]
ufl

it's

your door," said Nichols,

some-

that

He

said in

year," Mills

this

and the newly-constructed East

tions

them everyday,"

eat at

I

dis-

"Bowdoin spent a ton of money on

Despite

classes are small,"

Duhalde

ft."

one person had acted
on it, we would have

'08,

we

Healey and Nichols cited propped
doors as a large factor

earlier.

this instance,

—

less attrac-

worry about

ing situations.

"The dining halls are not overcrowded

may be

it

rupting neighbors in off-campus hous-

Endowment allows

more uncomfortable on campus now
than he did before bis computer was

"Now we always

weren't there," he said

but Duhalde said he should have called

had sensed

all

the time and our friend would come in

and play Playstation even when

this."

thing

in Chamerlain Hall provided thieves easy access to rooms.

open

left

The Bowdoin Orient

for

also said

tive for students to

said Mills.

most elaborate security system, but
let

lights.

He

ty."

are not a tuition-

have no effect

entered

let in

on the

turn

was propped open with

that

four

"We

based school... Tuition allows us to

enter the building Duhalde said the door
to Chamberlain

College."

In bis recent interview with the
Orient, he said,

easier for the suspects to

it

Bowdoin

tuition into

to get

be said

that is,

"People love our residential communi-

more

body

"isn't

driving the

is

not the number of
number who do not

is

students, but the

Mills said in bis 2001

Bowdoin

for

ed, Mills said,

1,700]," said Mills.

who took his computer.

or

fall

"Bowdoin

has maintained a laissez-faire philoso-

is

Bowdoin can

[to

during the

spring of their junior year.

of the endowment,

makes no sense

away

should study

body grows

"act like a small school."

has

liber-

He

cap.

and

that cap,

most

the

students should study away," Mills

the student

if

among

is

of colleges in [detemiining] when

1,700 students

necessary to ensure that

S, said that

was

it

risk

beyond

this year," said Nichols.

top was stolen on March
is

al

at

and the property

David Duhaide '07, whose Dell

students

have an orchestra or a band, said Mills.

Bowdoin's. infrastructure could be put

who

or no effect on

little

students can or should study

abroad.

was an appropriate

located

been very good

50 or 60 students

increase by

August 2004 was

was recovered
"Our record of getting things back

when

makes sense," and a slightly larger
body could possibly allow Bowdoin to

three laptops stolen
in

increase will have

Bowdoin.

to

Mills agreed that

One of the two suspects

a senior.

in the case

on

that

recovered ami returned to a student,
is

"An

said.

of evidence,

lot

make any arrests"

from Coles Tower

body

Mills also said the student

probably long gone," Nichols

Wednesday one of

such hirings could take place.

1

l

eat interests to

but not enough to
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§HPUi)ivinf;
heavenly bro\
baked with love,
laughter & confectfloti

•»%*
Twenty varieties of gourmet brownies baked from scratch in Maine with love, laugh"
tcr, and the finest confections. Visit our Cafe in Mill Two of Fort Andross tor tea and a
brownie! We'll gladly pack our beautiful gift box full of scrumptious brownies for you
to take home or ship anywhere.
Visit us at 14

Maine Street in Brunswick

•

20772*101 11

•

wwwsimplydivinebrownies.a >m
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.

Now,

.
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k

your
incoming calls
can be free.

Free CALL
(in

ME

all

Minutes

your local calling area)

AAQ95
^Pu9
per month

•

1000 Anytime Minutes

•

FREE Incoming
free Incoming

.

•Unlimited Nights

Text

Messages
Messages

Picture

^Weekends starting at 7 p.m.

"how
Motorola V710

Camera Phone

6ETUSC.COM
1-888-BUY-USCC

m

^U&Cellular
We
connect with

yove.

feels"
orient@jbowdoin.edu
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by Eli Maitland
Contributor

During
instead

ward

10

in

skimpy

tops,

the midst of this teeming street

brothels,

of the bars and
clamoring for as many

condoms proved

Break,

condoms

as possible, as did hun-

attraction.

of spending time

often referred to as the sex capital

dreds of passersby. Meanwhile,

of the world.

people filled the already crowded

Spring

at

on

students

other

Spring Break and

red-light district of

out

civiously clad

tiny,

began

group members,

Patpong and
to pole

To some
seemed awk-

girls.
it

Graham

filtering out

streets,

weaving

their

way

in

and

scene though, the distribution of

"We found

to be a leading

out that everyone

needed them and didn't really care
who was handing them out," con-

'08,

out of open air shops and street

tinued

and awkbe handing

vendors. With music blaring from

jumped by one woman who must

ward for a foreigner to
out condoms and fliers."
This awkwardness passed within

the bars, and the

smell of food

have been

and sweating bodies pervad-

condoms."

ing the

air,

the

minutes, however, as the

evening

felt

oppressive.

mate

"thinking that

condoms

dancers and bar

my

"I felt unsure at first," said
trip

I

fanned out in Bangkok's notorious

handed

from a

moting safe sex on the opposite
side of the globe in the steamy city

on the beach or relaxing

home,

Alternative

for these students

frozen college in Maine to be pro-

it

was

Quill

silly

stalls

girls, las-

muggy

Quill.

"I

got

literally

desperate need of

in

tropical

Even

Please see

in

THAILAND, page 9

Studtnts on an Alternative Spring Break trip explored issues surrounding the sex trade and poverty in Thailand. Working with a Thai NGO, they handed out condoms and
information in the rod-light district of Bangkok, pictured above.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ELI MAITUND
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Getting enough sleep
Ask

at least

Dr. Jeff

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Dr. Jeff: I 've

it

most notably between 6:00 a.m.
1 1 :()0 a.m. the following morn-

cially large shifts in sleeping

ing.

waking hours, can contribute to

don't sleep

less

make

We're also more

clear

productive.

irritable,

more

emotional, at increased risk for

get

don't
sleep.

Most

recall

and

we

concentrate, less able to

judgements, and

daily activities. Adolescents, notoriously,

enough

Avoiding caffeine and other stimu-

sleep (the stage

Making up for lost sleep on
weekends can be a two-edged
sword. Studies have shown that

When

interferes with their

probably not getting enough sleep.

REM

decline in intellectual performance,

food, and water. If

air,

aspect of our lives will suffer.

that

dreaming occurs), couldn't

we're sleep deprived, we're

life,

well, or sleep enough, almost every

Americans are so sleepy during the

of the sleep cycle during which

deprived of

less alert, less attentive, less able to

very simply a basic
as fundamental to

our health and well-being as

daytime

bedtime. Vigorous exercise can

health and psychiatric

problems,

can't "adapt" to getting less sleep

between 8.5 and 9.25
hours of sleep night-

crashes each year are caused prima-

They claim over

biologically
need.
you
somewhat
can
Although you
improve your performance of specific tasks while sleep deprived, you

1,500 lives and cause over 70,000

ly,

rily

but are only getting about seven

Annual surveys here

show

at

Bowdoin

caused

fatigue.

Half of these
crashes

shown

to impair

fatigue-

involve

under the age of 25.
Sleep deprivation

half of students

reporting that they go to sleep after
and get up
1 .00 a.m. on weeknights

drivers

has

memory

been

formation
first-

year college students showed that

sleep

stama awake^in^la^sj
j

habits

than

accounted

for

the

lants for at least four hours before

at least

is

you get

insuffi-

two hours,

may

Alcohol
but

bedtime alcohol

irregular sleep schedules,

and espeand

fragmented, poor quality sleep.

is

also advisable.

help you get to sleep,

cient sleep, the sleepier you'll get

each day.

can fragment your sleep

it

cycles, leaving

you drowsy

in the

morning. For the same reasons,

may

memory formation

also impair

(not a

good

thing the night before an exam!).

A

few other tips. Maintain as
regular a bedtime and waking time
as you can. Spend time outdoors,
light. Develop
bedtime routines to cue your body

every day, out in the
into sleep.

Take a warm bath, or

some herbal

warm

After

Daytime naps certainly help.
all, more than half the world

milk, or listen to music or read.

won't be able to achieve optimal or

takes an afternoon siesta or xiu xi!

Find some stress-reducing activity

consistent performance levels.

Naps, though, need to be brief (no

that

more than one

you get

Some of

us need

more

sleep,

you wake up rested
and refreshed in the morning,
getting enough
probably
you're
sleep. If, on the other hand, you
routinely roll over to snatch a few
extra zzz's in the morning, or you

some

and judgement. One study of

by 8.00 a.m. Not surprisingly, these
same students indicate that they
have trouble

by

injuries.

hours.

consistently

Over 100,000 car

bikes or cars.

your internal body temperaand thereby delay sleep onset.

bedtime, and alcohol and nicotine

nights

changes in sleep phase (the tenden-

more dangerous

and, of course,

to feel

ture

cumulative,

Sleep deprivation

cy to fall asleep and stay asleep at a
given time of night). These changes
can in turn lead to insomnia and

while operating machinery like

seem

adolescents,

raise

and can't effectively be "made up."

be changed. You

can't

quality sleep, but not right before

The more

Sleep needs are genetically deter-

mined and

on
need

experts
that

average,

put right to sleep

what they had learned. Other studies have demonstrated a distinctive
and progressive impairment of
one's ability to think quickly and to
multi-task, as one is increasingly
sleep deprived. Even a single "allnighter" produces a measurable

is

necessity of

enough sleep. Do you think
that's a big problem at Bowdoin?
- A Concerned Parent
Dear C.R: Most of us don't get
enough sleep. Forty percent of

cise are both important for high

by long meetings,
boring lectures, overheated rooms
or "heavy" meals, then you are

sleep.

Sleep

been reading

need to catch up on your sleep on
weekends or holidays, or you're

who were

reports about adolescents not getting

largest amount of variance in GPA.
Another study showed that people
taught a skill and then

More than 80 percent of students at Bowdoin report
that they wish they could get more
tired to function.

Jeff

Dear

once or twice a week, and

nearly one-third of them feel too

your well-being

vital to

is

less.

If

hour), taken early in

the afternoon, and should be avoid-

ed altogether

if getting to

staying asleep at night

sleep or

is difficult.

What about those who have

drink

will

tea

or

help you relax
into

bed

—before

for that

Be

well!

Sleep well and sleep

enough!

trou-

ble falling asleep?

A balanced diet and regular exer-

good

night's sleep.

Jeff Benson,

M.D.

Dudley Coe Health Center
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Alternative Spring Break trip examines sex trade poverty in Thailand
y

THAILAND, from page 8

ects with them, to help

them with

Foundation, a non-governmental
organization

(NGO), we also hand-

various activities designed by the

"Our work with the organiza-

"It

resources

for

women

culminated in the capital city of

The

10 students

member who

and one

staff

traveled to Thailand

over Spring Break spent their time
exploring the sex trafficking indus-

causes and effects,

try, its

can be curbed, and

how

how

it

to provide

assistance to those already work-

ing

in

the

worked with

was highly rewarding," said
co-leader Michelle Chan '06.
made individuals re-examine
many of our ideas about poverty

trip

and sex trafficking."

"What we

industry.

Our group

three different

NGOs

and one government-run organization in order to discuss their proj-

learned and observed

while in Thailand supplemented

much of what we
ly at

learn academical-

Bowdoin," she

Upon

Bangkok.

nearly

huts,

30 hours of

we

traveling,

Lahoo

home of

underneath.

able to the trip's success, serving

tossing on mats until the village

and

began

dawn. Due

stirring at

to

to handle the livestock, including

we

promote

to

the

the

and education.

mangy dogs

that constantly

we

After five days in the north,

back to the capital of
Bangkok, and stayed five days in
the city, working with three other
flew

"The language and

we

sought

for the duration of our stay.

Mountcastle 'OS, an AmeriCorps
volunteer.
cultural bar-

faced with the kids forced

to

Chan and Lee attended
weekly leadership training classes,
and then held weekly group meetings over a two-month period once
the roster was set. They meticulously planned every detail of the trip's
itinerary, and worked closely with
Mountcastle, who works in the
Community Service Resource

our attention.

drawing with them," said Sarah

first

trip

trip leaders

the

We also avoided all
forms of meat, eating vegetarian

at how shy the
when we first started

was amazed

riers

or

village,

Spring Break

Asia. Throughout the school year

chickens that ran underfoot

throughout

facilitators.

This expedition was the
Alternative

flu,

exercised extreme caution not

simple values such as friendship

children were

in

as willing translators, tour guides,

con-

take photographs, as well as perskits

Bangkok. Both proved invalu-

around 3 a.m., the hundreds of
and roosters in the village raised a ruckus that had us all

pigs, dogs

cerns about the risk of avian

forming short

with two Thai students, Bier
Kraichak '08 and Prae Supcharoen
'06 who both attended high school

stilts

Everyday

young school children, helping
them draw and teaching them to

miles through the jungle to the
primitive village of Yafoo,

NGO

up on

order to maintain the family

in

works with various hill tribes
to educate them about the dangers
of trafficking. We worked with

"I

country and trekked several

huts were built

livestock

that

-

said.

arriving in Thailand after

flew to the far northern reaches of
the

in

Mirror Art Group, another

classes.

tions

slept

bamboo

ate with

and to teach English

ceptives,

the red-light district that provides

working in the sex industry. This
was one of the various activities in
a ten-day trip that began in the
northern jungles of Thailand, and

bamboo

native families and participated in

ed out pamphlets with information
about Empower, a group based in
various

we

in the village,

work, such as the aforementioned distribution of contratheir field

Working alongside Thai colleagues
from
the
Empower

During two days

Center.

They

also succeeded in securing

into

us to be creative in our approach to

organizations.

activities

a Freeman Grant, which added over

of
Laos and Myanmar, the village was
isolated and offered few physical
comforts, but the Lahoo tribe welcomed us and opened their homes.

get them to express themselves

brought us face to face with the

art," Mountcastle added.
Spending several days among
the Lahoo wrenched all of us out of
our privileged comfort zones. The

realities

$2,000 to defray the trip's expenses.
Other participants on the trip

the

hill tribe.

Tucked

the mountains near the borders

through

Daily

of poverty and the

traf-

included Kerry

ficking industry that often exploits

Wooley

it.

The group also turned

occasionally, finding time for
leisure activities like

the famous

some

The

shopping in

six

We

'08,

Alana

trip to

'06,

'06.

Thailand was one of

Community

by

Service

Resource Center, which oversees

massive collection of 8,000 shops
and vendors selling nearly every
product imaginable.

Twombly

Lindsey Buntman

service projects organized

Bowdoin 's

outdoor market, a

J.J.

'06,

and Kelly Orr

tourist

the

Spring

college's Alternative

Break program, and is run by Sarah
Seames, Bowdoin 's coordinator of

also visit-

ed Bangkok's Grand Palace of the
Emerald Buddha, a huge complex
of extravagantly decorated golden
temples and pagodas. The group
was lucky enough to be traveling

Community

Service
Programs.
Other Bowdoin students traveled to
Peru, Guatemala, New Mexico,
Mississippi, and New York City.

SChOOl'S ^bf^rA

forSUMMER*"
600 courses. 7,000 students. Unlimited

possibilities.

DISCOVERS
POWER OF SUMMER
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iu
Courtesy of Eli

Kerry Twombly '08 works with young Thai children on
northern mountains of Thailand.

art projects in

Yafoo Village, located in the

ACROSS
Fashionable

8

12

Movie
What you say
when you get
hurt

13 Fast
15

39 Soybean
40 Halfway

mo.

5 Winter

New York canal

16 Stag
17 Humiliate
18 Abstain from

feated

women's

team
23 Sully

German river
26 Bowdoin run1

29 Bowdoin runners, part

east

54

visited

2

37 Write one's
Puzzle by Adam

Kommel

name

9 Part of the eye

and spring
flower
10 Fibs
11

Arm joints

14

58 Final Four team

42
44
46
48

naval hero

26 State

64
65
66
67

27 Goaded
28 Ranges

30 Part of garlic

Made

lock open-

ers

32 Halfway betwen
southeast and

Musical conclusion

2 Shaded

south

34 Taxonomic category

award
56

"Asyou_"

Phone

60 Fisherman's

tool

Imagine
18-across plural

Knife

1

E S

N G
O N G
1

S

24 Paramour

31

53 Drags

55 Off-Broadway

SOLUTION TO LAST
ISSUE'S PUZZLE

63 Inches forward

Sly look

of

wood

57 Skylight

A R
L

Bruns. time

strip

wound

War of 1812
L

1

Coral, Lee

Allot

20 Secret language

DOWN

Cape

unit

metal or

41 Crust from a

22 Exotic

French party

visited

Northwest.

59 Mock
A wager (2 wds.)
62 Greek society
Turkish currency

team

County, and

Soft felt hat

13 2:1, for example

33 In style

35 Zodiac's lion

52 Narrow

gem

countries

Land

51

enter foreign

8

50 Polish, shine

39 This Bowdoin

7 Permissions to

Port Charlotte

32 Shopping expedition

6 Opaque

www.bu.edu/summer

38 Locate

5 Catch

over break

61

25 French and

ners, part

and

car topper

team

certain foods

19 Junkie
21 Bowdoin 's unde-

east

Cop

42 Want
43 Decree
45 Cold medicine
47 Smear
49 River sediment
50 This Bowdoin

I

36 Grain
first

time

between north41

617-353-5124

3 Type of tea
4 Use for the

38 Separate

Weekly Crossword: April Athletics
1

SUMMER TERM
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1
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Improvabilities bluff way through

Hold Steady

show

to keep

Smith crowd rocking
their

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

brand of traditional rock

band, and where the band

•^

WBOR's

For

concert

annual

best

fits

a bar where people are there

"at

for the

there as a

is

fixture."

)

The Hold Steady brings

tonight,

4

to

The show owes much

i
/4r

m

t

WBOR,

and also

McCree

'06,

to the

DJs

at

to loyal fans Jesse

Derek

and

Kraft '06,

Matt Murchison '07. The three have
been to several concerts and saw the

%

1

show

potential for a successful

V

Steady

The Hold

that

not a band that

is

is

comfort-

able in the comers while the barflies

Smith Union.

1

McCree agreed

its

rock

accessible

straight-ahead

at

but

them,

around

mill

embraces die fun

instead

a bar band

that

should bring.

"They have

come

the cliches that

with a bar band,

like pick slides before

the guitar solos, stops, and more, but for

Bowdoin. McCree and Kraft are both
DJs at the radio station, and

them

it

said

"It's

Murchison, in addition to being a

shout-out to Bruce Springsteen and the

WBOR

E-Street

DJ and

the

manager of Jack

Magee's Pub, booked the band
All three enthusiastically concurred

debut,

Steady's

not joke rock, but more a

Band and adding

hipster, religion,

with Rolling Stone and Spin, which

named The Hold

doesn't sound like a cliche," he

and drugs

Another aspect of

their

music

makes The Hold Steady unique
drawing

lyrics,

own

their

thing."

is

that
their

attention

the

of

"Almost Killed Me," as "the number

National Public Radio and leading to a

one album you haven't heard but
should," and the second album,
"Separation Sunday," as one of the top

web site where the station analyzed the
band's many references to other rock
songs, ban the band drank in, and

50 albums of 2005.

eves

***

"They'll be huge in about two

"When we

McCree said.
Ben Folds poster in the union
now and think, 'Wow, Ben Folds came

years,"

took

at that

—

same

here?' People will be saying the

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin

Orient

thing about

The Hold Steady

in a cou-

Improvabilities, Bowdoin's improvised

summer with

show

a

last

troupe, kicked off the final six-week sprint toward

comedy

The band

night in Kresge Auditorium.

Bible.

often described as a

is

Kraft emphasized Hie interesting
storytelling

it's

Are you ready to shed the layers
and lose the wool? Sure, it's not
quite that time yet, but soon
enough you'll be able to expose

more than

the

occasional collar

look, instead try piecing together

on the head with these
words from a post-Oscar editorial
in

hit the nail

monochromatic

by Gabe
Kornbluh
Columnist

slimming and heightening effect.
Every season has an accent
color, and this season teal and
'

among

ners for high style.

the front-run-

Whether

as an

Weekly
Magazine: "...American pop cul-

The Academy

is

a farce.
-

knew
some truth, but

people already

this to

Entertainment

ture

intent

is

movie

be a

does the American pop culture pass
what it cannot stand? Easy. It

like a

eye-catching dress or a simple cot-

statement of
this year's

Oscars walloped us with

laughs that

a one-two

punch

tem."

During the much anticipated

even trying. It takes an adventurous attitude to wear a bright color,
but keep in mind that developing
your personal sense of style

Fashion
tered

make

Week 2006,

the

pants (another staple), these colors

designers

lit-

runways with spring

trends in the world's fashion capi-

a

of New York, Paris, Milan, and
most recently, Los Angeles. The
styles covered all ends of the spec-

or small.

trum.

is

tals

bold statement without

some

requires taking

risks

—

large

after

of irrelevancy,

it

Not only

And

did the Hollywood voters deny

pened.

An

movie,

I

certainly bears repeating.

"Brokeback

Mountain"

its

art

and print to Sonia Rykiel's structure and simplicity, all the design-

With inevitable spring show-

ers

presented collections imbued

with diversified

style.

Although

haute couture does not often translate

well as "wearable" clothing,

inspires

the

directives

it

of more

commercial designers and gener-

ral.

ers,

a trench coat

as stylish paired with jeans as

does over a dress.
Working our way down,
hottest way to dress your toes

on

slip

expect to see styles that incorpoof just about every

to heels,

rate elements

trend

imaginable.

Yet,

as

with

every season, there are some
spring must-haves that can easily
update the items in your wardrobe.
White is the neutral of choice
this

season.

Its

versatility

and

and

Sleek

sophisticated, the trench looks just

of the season ahead.
With such diversity on the runway,
ates the trends

the perfect

is

option.

dry"

"stay

a

espadrilles.

A

the
is

of wedges

pair

it

rest

espadrilles,

much

like

the other

Why make more work

clean appearance can streamline

satile.

yourself?

viable options, white creates a nat-

set for the

from day

They

easily

for

transition

to evening, so invest in a

quality, classic pair

and you'll be
to come.

warm months

inviting silhou

urally polished and
take
ette. For a refreshing

on the

Please see

FASHION, page

U

its

desire

to bring a daring topicality to the

forefront

of

medium.

the

I

this country's

Amidst

a fra-

go
It

was dangerously out of touch with
all

mainstream values.
the political hoopla,

all

the nominations for mostly small,

feels

issue-driven pictures, and the pat

didn't stick

movie whose superiority as
and social document

art

self-congratulation (this year's cer-

emony
tage

seemed like foregone conclusions;
what feels worse is that the

featured a two minute

dedicated

to

the

mon-

Oscar's

Please see FARCE, page 12

'

Show me an Oscar-nominated
that has ever been more
openly ridiculed than "Brokeback
Mountain," and I'll show you Santa

Clause. In the three-month gesta-

between the nominee
and the award
birthing,
dreadful
show's
Brokeback send-ups became the
comical narcotics of choice for the
Whether an
media.
national

announcements

spring fashions, are incredibly ver-

any look with little effort.
Although other neutrals such as
black, brown, and tan are still

Here's why.

tion period

assured that

own

Academy played

controversy card more than

ever this year, puffing up

movie

or

your feet will appreciate the
change of pace. Boots have served
their purpose over the winter
months, but its time to show off
those manicured toes. Wedges and

its

its

now

"Don't
on me."

staple:

for a

both

Ironically, the

the

eral-minded Hollywood, one that

of

affectionate fan

wretched to know that

up

Academy, a body "dedicated" to
the merit and power of film, chose
not to stick up for it either.

shepherds.

to

fabulous alternative

you can

—

form undermined by

BAND, page 12

tives pitching fits at a so-called lib-

right out

still

'Brokeback'

numerous: solid color with contrast

to

for

look are

Please see

of the
chuckled heartily
buddy coined a once

that's

ternal

piping, traditional plaid, subtle flo-

creations

style/options

sii

unique for roclE*3&K

exactly what hap-

—

novel homophobic quip,

John

organic

free-flowing

Chloi's

band's

Nominations for discordant films
like "Munich" and the pointedly
anti-Bush "Syriana" had conserva-

a pivot of self-righteous posturing.

Galliano's edgy melange of texture

From

the,.

something that

sys-

s

when my

been singing the praises of
"Brokeback" and the criticisms
"Crash" for months now, but this
latest Oscar rant isn't about a mere
film-geek scorned it's about an

this

kidney stone.

deserved Best Picture award, they
snuck "Crash" in for the gold with
I've

Another spring style must-have
the trench coat. The color and

And how

Most

ton tee paired with white cropped

ber to style up.

on passing this pasand well-made

sionate, well-meant,

few weeks,
down, remem-

so while you strip

fe

loses control, crashes

bone. Spring fever will undoubtedly take hold in the next

*

Academy

white elements to achieve the same

turquoise are

of

quality

songs: "Storytelling

local favorite bar-band type, yet Kraft

A new fashion season
traditionally black

a Christian

loves Jesus," Murchison said.

continued this description by saying

by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen
Columnists

if it's

who loves alcohol or an alcoholic who

died with 70s

ple of years."

The

flic

"You can't ten

Internet parody or late-night zinger,
everyone had fun with that "gay

cowboy" movie; even Jon Stewart,
the new Oscar host, used a
Brokeback lampoon as the centerpiece of the ceremony's opening
monologue.
Say the jabs were all in jest; call

you

dare, but

them harmless
seems clear to me that they were
the cathartic howls of an openly
homophobic nation. Stephen King
if

it

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

'Crash,' the

ensemble drama that follows a number of tangentially

related storylines, upset 'Brokeback

Mountain' in the Best Picture

egory at this year's Academy Awards.

cat-

—
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Dogfish 60 Minute
has taste that lasts

not valuable

for vendetta,

11

I

fully support anyone's decision to

beer and give

try this

two thumbs

it

up, despite the obvious confusion the

by Carter

name conveys. My scores:

Thomas
Columnist

Label:

Taste: 4.

Dogfish Head 60 Minute IPA

The

me
many of whom

This beer was recommended to

by numerous sources,

touted bodies nearly as impressive as

of

that

Delaware-based IPA.

this

Though I do

not usually go for IPAs,

some
this

that

me

Head Brewery took

provides a head that stays intact

it

minutes after being poured.

know

I

Much

my

to

haven't

over and over.

when Evey

Nugent

is

accosted and

nearly raped until the

only as

Portman)

(Natalie

breaks curfew and

Columnist

V comes

man known

to her rescue.

His

The world is turned upside
down! A masked avenger wants to
make
things
right!
Natalie
Port man shaves her head!
"V for Vendetta," the new action

witty

film (hat opened last week,

fits

mously attempted on November

same mold as books

"1984"

like

the

and films like "Blade Runner" in
its futuristic take on the problems
of the current world. This film

sparks

intellectualism

Evey's interest, and she follows

him

at great risk to herself.

V's plot

clear:

is

Parliament, as

to

blow up

Guy Fawkes

infa5,

V FOR VENDETTA
OIIEUOI James McTeigue
STARS

a killing

—

MWth

is

have seized control across Europe.
The head chancellor of England
even parts his hair in the same
manner as Hitler. The roles of hero

He

that if history is forgotten,

reasons'
it

shall

earnest desire to

forgotten history completely.

and makes Evey believe that he
can improve life by causing death.
This theme is the film's greatest

The

intent

of his vendetta against the repressive government is clear enough,
although the Wachowski brothers'

view of how he ought
out

is

not.

to carry

it

Gandhi may have

appreciation

better place.

V

and classmates'?

Prove

it.

Write for A&E.
Email orient@bowdoin.edu

would have expected from an IPA, but
it retained enough of the copper tones
remind me of the bitterness that
IPAs are known for.
I was pleasantly surprised to find
the body full and rich, delivering a
subtle bite and a terrific finish. The
aftertaste was probably the most
enjoyable as

it

left

hints

of a dry

As with

Wachowski

all

the production elements
strong,

especially

it may become a bit of a letdown once you get used to the unique

though

flavorings that are true to

The

label

is

quite a statement,

painting die words "-Fat Angel" in

neon scribble font over an angel wearing a mischievous expression. Indeed
it

plete tasting profile.

we movie-watchers

The

label is rather subdued, blend-

warm

fonts in

order to give the beer a more organic
look. Interestingly, the fish that

dis-

is

played bears no sign of canine rela-

—

tion

in fact,

it

looks as though

many

fins

small smirk that suggests

it

have just eaten the "dogfish."

is

it

a powerful image to digest since

is

Perhaps

fat.

sume

too

this

angel decided to con-

many of its namesake's bev-

erages and did too

little

wing flapping

through the clouds.
Regardless, this beer is an interesting

and a

one

might

to think about

We may

are used to think-

ing of angels as being anything but

a

never know.

Magic Hat's

typical, sub-par brews.

that will give the taster

even

angels, clouds, or fat

Label:

3.6.

if

something

you don't

My scores:

like

Taste:

4.6. Benefit/Cost: 3.8.

WB0R91.1 FM

WEEK

DJ OF THE

films,

V's fight sequences and

the set of his underground

however, "V for
Vendetta" is full of big ideas that
are not fully thought through,

Brandy Maloney '06

lair.

In the end,

anger without a productive direc-

and a lot of faux intellectualism somehow appropriate for this
homage to the greatest Fawkes of

tion,

all.

What is the best album ever cre-

BM:

Jeez.

Couldn't really

you. Too many! But

I

tell

will say that

"Led Zeppelin ffl" never gets old It
ROCKS!!!! ooooh ooh oooh....and
Creedence Clearwater
'"Chronicle:

Revival

The 20 Greatest

hobo style is
the generous

hot,

still

size,

and given

it's

a great

Of course,

is

a perfect can-

Let spring

adds visual interest. But ultimately, lighter materials will avoid

typical fashion realm.

weighing down your look. The

that winter-wear with confidence.

fever carry

you away, and peel off

and everyone were to

from the north of Spain,

What song pumps you up?
"Juicebox" by the Strokes.
You know, I have two

can't

the spring season

an island and there are

sailors

me with braided chains made of

If you were onstage with a mic in
front ofthousands ofscreaming fans,
what would you say?

BM:

Definitely.

other really

random ones

that

have

really
style,

If it's

of

finest silver

goes, so try to step outside your

the ultimate

Whatever your personal

BM:

then

more of an edge,

is

nighttime accessory.

// you were dictator of a small
what would be your national
anthem?

What's the best band to see live?

vas to express yourself. Anything

and the clutch

Jeff

BM: Bob Dylan, et al. When he's
good mood

in a

Van
beats:
awesome
Morrison's "Domino" and Prince's
them
Doves
Cry."
Play
"When
loud, you'll know what I mean. You

the

Know"

country,

adorn

everyday carry-all.

tote is another favorable option,

to

—and

Buckley's version of "Hallelujah."

lots

Hits"!

mmmm mmm mmmm.
spring styles to bloom

"Somebody That I Used
back memories

brings

ated?

The perfect match for those
shoes is a woven handbag.
Leather is always a classic, but in
dark neutrals, it tends to be more
suited to the fall and winter seasons. If leather is your preference,
try a new bright color, and for
a braided strap

weighing too hard on your stomach,

ness that gives, the beer a very com-

ing earthy tones and

keep your head from dancing.

What song brings you down?

BM:

Any

Elliott

Smith

.

I

casual drink without

a

visual

effects in

End of winter causes

as

are all

the.

lence, but for V, violence is the

FASHION, from page 10

fruiti-

sumed

asset.

are superior to your

friends'

I

—

key. mi

lence, tinged with optimism.

than

really believes

preached the virtue of nonvio-

her fear by using extreme vio-

appropriate

could be con-

that this beer

methods do not obscure his
make the world a

be doomed to be repeated, and
most characters in "Vendetta" have
V, however, has not.

ending the indescribable

that only pale ales can.

Concerning

though, V's vio-

Surprisingly,
lent

way

to

He

either.

5th of November").

Through flashbacks we see
more of V's motivation for his

musk

of the authority.

1605 (whence originated famous

•*

preacher regurgitates the govern-

skills

V is

quote "Remember, remember, the

MTiKfi

V's plan, however, becomes
dependent on Evey. He realizes he
must teach her how to overcome

Feel your

efljj,

tually

social contexts for the Fat Angel,

tiger shark with too

day after November 5 when the
world needs to rebuild his path of
destruction. The filmmakers do
not seem to have any clear ideas

and villain are not murky here.
Propaganda is posted all over
the city, a closed circuit camera
network records the movements of
and a governmental
people,
ing party's ideological platitudes

audience's

the

smoother, sweeter body, even-

judge

gives no prudential- thought to the

brothers,

"Vendetta"
takes
place
in
England about a hundred years
from now, where the United States
is in the midst of civil war and
neo-conservative
governments

as

weeks initial mild bitterness
which then morphs into a

surprise,

bit less colorful

I

in

machine solely .set on the

destruction

Hugo Weaving,
Natalie Portman

other hatreds.

His personal stake in these ideas
clear throughout the film.

ing primarily

sonal vendetta, but rp the

of political activism for worthy
causes like combating racism and

rently undergoing a sex change.

not terribly well-developed, serv-

He may be culture4-jmtelligent,
and have good reas«S^ftj?«8 per-

primarily concerned with the lack

by the Wachowski
most commonly known
for directing "The Matrix" trilogy,
the topic of "Vendetta" no doubt
has a great deal of personal relevance, as Larry Wachowski is cur-

committed against him and his
friends, none of whom deserved
the cruelty wrought upon them.
Evey, too, is no stranger to
strife. Both of her parents were
political activists who were killed
by the government as it cracked
down on freedom of thought.
Portman 's character, however, is

eyes into the world of V.

is

Written

through violent subversion.

vendetta, including atrocious acts

"Vendetta" begins

Hammond

by Mike

is

experienced

drink smoother than your average

was a

A

a combi-

brew. The beer's lightly tinted amber
color

a battleground for corrupt governments, and the only way to effect change

me

nation of taste sensations that

60 Minute IPA.
The pour had relatively few
bubbles and left little head, a
telltale sign that the beer would

is

orange when

like

casual sip shows

product, for

fishy about the

Courtesy ofwww.movieweb.com

color of

magnificent, a deep gold

name of its

however, there was nothing

fraught by Civil War, Europe

is

almost looks

a rather bold approach in the

brew.

is

The

real personality.

beer

few people who enjoy the fresh
smell of haddock in a cold

'V For Vendetta' portrays a futuristic dystopia in which the United States

a real

held up to certain indoor lighting, and

toward a purchase.

think Dogfish

came up with

style with taste to create a beer with

I

I

finally

surprise in this pale ale, combining

decided that the hype was enough to

push

Vermont-based

Burlington,

brewery

for

Uncle Tom's Market)

a six-pack at

($7.99 for a six-pack at Warming's)

7,

3.7. Benefit/Cost: 4.0.

Magic Hat Fat Angel—($7.29

"Brandy" by The

Looking

Glass... duh.

BM: Shut the f— up and let me finish!

[dwindling screams followed by

eventual silence].

I

want a puppy.

Anyone got a puppy?
Maloney can be heard on "My
Pet Rock," 9:30 p.m. to 11:00
Tuesday nights on WBOR
p.m.
91.1

FM.

-
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'Bar-band* plans to issue steady stream of rock
BAND, from page 10

Murchison added

band

the

that

loves to play small venues, especially

members.
"They may have even recognized

to interact with audience

Also, the delivery of these lyrics
and the celebratory rock quality of the
music makes it accessible to the entire

audience, even those

who

Derek and Jesse from other shows," he
said.

haven't

Even though they play small ven-

heard the band before.
"[Craig Finn,] the lead singer,

presence on stage.

sing delivery,

if you

into

you with a speak
and then they just go

win

'Crash*

still

have

"recognition" of socially signifi-

fulfill

simply because

Academy seemed

cant films), the

an obligation of

use

its

awards

Even

featured gay

it

in Morrell

And when

themes disgust people before they even see it,

movies make a difference.
But it didn't have the guts for

a movie's

contention

real-life

its

Lounge, Smith Union

feet

at

10

p.m. tonight

for controversy
monu-

gerously abridged take on a

mental

issue.

most

In the

-

78th

telling

annual

moment of the

Oscar

ceremony,

"Crash" writer and director Paul

characters.

its

to help

mat minority, The Hold

for

Steady will be getting them on

do know that most of MiddleAmerica wouldn't even consider
viewing "Brokeback Mountain,"

Haggis had the gall to quote the

German

legendary

thespian, Bertolt

during

Brecht,

speech for Best Screenplay, saying

his

But

discomfort, as well as their own,

that everyone

one big glossy stamp of approval.
For a body of voters that seemed to

and a victim of racism, that everyone has the rind of a bigot and the
mushy center of a saint are to be

to

thought of as controversial, then so

guess

should any message gleaned from a

Eek. What a display of misguidself-flattery. With those words,
Haggis became the poster child for
an awards show that flirted with

rebellion,

as
exemplified by
Clooney's
acceptance

"Sesame

exclamation, "Proud to be out of

touch,"

By

Academy appeared

the

startlingly

in

in this

not

day

and age, any less of an issue than
homophobia. But in the film itself,

Perhaps more disheartening, the

racism

^Academy snubbed "Brokeback" with
a wink and a preservationist's parry.
to

is,

am

I

do when you lack the moxie
marvelous yet gay-themed

to hold a

is

"...art... is

which
his

but a

hammer with
toward

to shape it." Pointing

new

up

not a mirror to hold

society,

Oscar, he continued, "I

this is ours."

ed

Street" sing-along.

criticizing "Crash,"

saying that racism

touch with main-

stream fears and prejudices.

What

both a perpetrator

is

—

pride themselves on a streak of

George

"Crash's" themes

relevancy, but settled for narcissism.

Not only did the Academy make
wrong choices, it also illustrated

undeniably simplified

beyond recognition, neatly molded
into a dramatic obstacle of mere
happenstance. It's no wonder that

the

Academy chose it over
"Brokeback Mountain"; "Crash's"

a sad truth about

how we

like

our

movies: socially and morally stag-

the

nant. Contorting itself into all sorts of

hand the trophy to a movie that wish-es it were daring, one that speaks to

vision of universal empathy tran-

pompous victory
Academy cemented

the redemption of the well-to-do sub-

much

film on your shoulders, but

still

have

a reputation to protect? Why, you

urban hermits that

make up

scending

times

sits

"Brokeback's,"

of intoler-

ance is static, resolute even.
Funny, the heartbreak of the
impossible
love
story
firm's
extends to the real world, a world

majority of Academy voters: a little
movie called "Crash."
An ensemble drama that purports

modern race relations,
"Crash" is an overwrought and
overbearing take on ethnic unrest
to explore

fresh from a can of Campbell's
condensed soup. The movie is often
referred to as provocative and divisive, but only because some viewers loved it and others hated it. I'm
not sure if arguments over quality
can nab controversy credits, but I

tumultuous

easier than

one" in whicj\ the tragedy

the

up

that can't fess
fast

prejudice.

own

stead-

know no

better

to

I

its

MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!

acceptance

a-brewin'.

—roughly,

is

the gay movie, giving the nation's

if

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND

understatement

easy to jump in

the band."

MARCH 31, 2006

roll

Bowdoin campus, but also among fans
from Portland, Boston, and even
Bowdoin faculty members with
friends as far away as Chicago. With
support coming from all sides,
McCree 's prediction that "wallflowers
might be in the minority" may be an

Academy's weak stomach

exposes

FARCE, from page 10

own making:

It's

know

among

said.

poised to

don't

The show has created buzz not only
WBOR DJs and others on the

crazy guitar whirlwind,"

this

McCree

.

ues, Kraft claimed that "they

it's

like he's talking to

and

FRIDAY,

a

the

stances,
its

reputation as

faux-progressive body, dragging

American cinema down with
group
the

that wields a

name of

because

it's

it.

hammer

a

ft's

not

social change,

in

>

but

a swell prop for that

JcfinoVu^scjnd,^^

,

all-

important pose in front of the collective

Hollywood mirror.

proof of "Brokeback Mountain's"
pressing social significance than
-

ultimate rejection

public and the

Likewise,

by

the

its

American

Academy

voters.

Oscars'

blind

the

embrace of "Crash" can be considered the best evidence of

its

dan-

Study ^broad
AnucNTMA

TJMratfty, April

6

Meet IFSA-Butter

representative:

AUSTRALIA

CHLE
COSTARICA

MEXICO

NEW ZEALAND

Cwoty> Wilson

snnBssir^
university

profpraM

Fully staffed overseas offices,

NORTHERN IRELAND
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

on-site orientation, adventure trips,

guaranteed housing, and a U.S.
university transcript for

SCOTLAND

SPAM

easy

4 BR 2 bath older house In country
Shed Large Yard N/S
Short term ok. $300/month +

/$£99
699

Cal 761 -5580 LvMsg.

$QW
$Q'

immerse

Toursaif!

i

Medium

SCeach

Hate

credit transfer.

uruTTEiwurrxD
Single mom of a delightful, energetic

3 or More Medium \
l-Topping Pizzas
\

l-Topping Pizza

#

util

Large
Go Large For

4 year-old boy Making a babyaitter tor
one regular weeknight and occasional

weekend half-day or evening.
Main*
and resume
L*o«enUcl©aol.com

In -town Brunswick, 2 block* (torn

1
1
I

«JlaV*ri
Street.

Pleas* send note
via email

S«^

ae»ats>MM.IkeMI*Bi«aK

^•»w#e»,

^BJ

^T

X

\

$7eadi \

«wes»""»«s»"»""

—*

SIUI

Duties include but not Kmrtied to

g^nternfrarrousekeepmft clerical,

ect 3 miles from Bowdoin College

TWftfflW

,
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Europe and earn a prestigious
American MBA at the same time!
Put a Purdue MBA in Germany
on your itinerary.
Visit

Interaction and coursework with top faculty
from Krannert and

across the globe

Accelerated plans of study
allowing you to earn your
MBA in only 11 months

Through a unique partnership with GISMA
Business School in Hannover, Germany,
you'll receive

your degree in

less

than a year

Team-based learning with
an internationally diverse
student body representing

from Purdue's Krannert School of Management,

an AACSB-accredited school ranked No.

by The Wall Street Journal®* This
extraordinary,

and

1

more than 20 countries

affordable,

Hands-on project work in
major corporations such
as Siemens, Volkswagen,

once-in-a-lifetime

experience includes:

Continental, Bertelsmann,

and Sennheiser

EB Krannert
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Purdue
UNIVERSITY

Excellent placement rates
with top employers around
the world
The Wall Street Journal®
Dow Jones LP.

is

a trademark

of

•The Wail Street Journal,

An equal access/equal opportunity university

Sept. 21,

2005

Ready to make your travel plans?
Call

(877)

MBA-KRAN

or

www.krannert.purdue.edu/gisma today

visit

for

more information!
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SPORTS
Baseball cleans

up

at Port Charlotte
by Tom Lakin
Contributor
Spring Break was good to
Bowdoin Baseball Team. It spent

the
the

vacation in Port Charlotte, Florida,

focused on winning baseball games

—and

that is exactly

what the Polar

Bears did.

Bowdoin went 8-2 over the break,
making it one of the most successful
Florida trips in team history. The
team's play was characterized by
stellar offensive numbers and several strong pitching

•*W'

performances.

"The team played outstanding on
our trip," coach Mike Connolly said.
"Offensively, we had great at-bats
and because we got production one
through nine in our line up the
opposing pitchers had to work bard
for every out they got. The pitchers
were aggressive and controlled the

^^'

strike zone."

.

-

-

•

.

Bowdoin

•

started off

its

season a

;

i*V

rusty,

dropping a 9-4 decision

to Western

New England College on

March

The Bears reversed

little

.V*»'*R

13.

their

luck a day later as they bounced

back

in a big

way

with a strong 14-1

win over a highly-touted Suffolk
squad. The win, punctuated by a sixinning, one-run performance by
pitcher Pat Driscoll '08 and a four

Drew
Senior

Ben Yormak

takes a swing at a pitch in Wednesday's

Women's
Women's basketball
makes it to the fourth

Division

of

(USM)

the

to

fell

Maine

Southern

in the sectional final three
lost

an impressive 27-3

season with

Eight, the

the

Women's

Fulton,

The Bowdoin

Orient

The Bears crushed UMaine-Famington 140.

utive points, including a three point-

as they closed the

by junior Katie Cummings. Less

testing every shot

er

than 10 minutes into the

Polar Bears held a

first half,

the

commanding

But

USM,

by star-player

led

Ashley Marble, narrowed the gap. As

NESCAC Championship.

time ticked

two three pointopen the contest But the Polar

baskets.

ers to

36-33.

Tennis struggles

after

Spring Break

trip

by Nick Day

tiebreaker with Wheaton's

Staff Writer

team.

first

in the first half,

Bowdoin and Southern Maine
At the half Bowdoin

early lead, draining

Bears fired back, scoring 10 consec-

away

first,

fiercely con-

and each rebound.
The low-scoring affair was a tribute
the

to

valiant

defensive

effort

demonstrated by both squads. With

seven-point lead

record and their sixth-consecutive

Southern Maine jumped out to an

a magical run to

III Elite

Team

University

in a 56-53 hearfbreaker, finished the

by Nick Day
Staff Writer

against UMaine-Farmington.

Please see BASEBALL, page 15

basketball ends season in Elite Eight
Basketball

weeks ago. The Polar Bears, who

round of the NCAA
Dill tournament

Despite

home opener

traded
led

by

13 minutes

the second half

the

game was

Bowdoin did not go
ting

key baskets from

'07,

Justine

quietly, get-

Julia

Pouravelis

the

two

and

lead for the Polar Bears, 53-52.

But Marble continued

As time supped away,

Loonin

'06,

Eileen Flaherty '07 to reestablish the

knotted at 41.

to

dominate

in the paint, scoring a putback to give

teams continued to go back and

forth.

USM

But with

left in

minutes to go. After Bowdoin did not

less than five

minutes

game, Marble stepped
USM and hit two free throws
the

The teams opened

left to play,

Southern Maine the lead.

in

the lead with less than

two

for

to give

Please see

BASKETBALL, page 15

doubles

Up in the tiebreak, the duo lost in

heartbreaking fashion, 5-7.

Upon

from a

returning

Spring Break

trip to

and

tered

mixed

leisure, the

results.

Last Tuesday, the

men's squad dropped a close decision
to

Wheaton, 4-3, while, die

rolled

Despite the loss, the young team

10-day

Hawaii devoted to

Bowdoin Men
and Women's Tennis Teams encountennis

confident that

straight-set

wins

from Sam Bitetti '07, Alex White '09,
and Drew McDonald '07. Wheaton,
however, stormed back to take the
remaining singles matches

and

be

in

is

top form this

Sunday

On

Saturday afternoon

the Bears travel to Trinity

where

they will battle die Bantams.

Coach Jane Paterson
that die

At Wheaton, Bowdoin jumped out to

four,

will

confident

is

Bears will be ready for

this

weekend's matches.

team, 9-0.

a quick 3-0 lead with

home on

at

women

over an inexperienced Smith

it

weekend. The Polar Bears play Amherst

"All the matches we'll be playing

from here on out will be

knowing what

Weather conditions forced the dou-

similar,

so

to expect should allow

to 'bring

it'

to the next match,"

she said

On

at die one,

five positions.

of us

all

the

women's

side,

the Polar

Bears coasted to an easy victory at

Smith

last

weekend Bowdoin swept

bles play onto indoor courts. Although

the doubles matches. All singles match-

Wheaton won at third doubles, the second doubles tandem of White and tirst-

es

year Alex Caughron defeated their
opponents handily to even the doubles
at

one a piece.

For the deciding point, Bitetti and
sophomore Garrett Gates want to a

were decided

in straight sets,

for first-year Sara D'Elia at
singles. D'Elia,

who dropped

set,

came back

and

won the superbreaker,

die

first

to take the second, 6-1,

The women's squad
Trinity

except

number one

on die road

this

Mike Aidofcno, The Bowdoin Orient

10-6.

faces

MJT and

Women's

lacrosse will attempt to preserve

its

undefeated record in Saturday's

home opener against Amherst.

weekend

^MBH
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Baseball defeats UMaine-Farmington in
BASEBALL, from page 14

Centenary win was marked by an outstanding seven-inning, one-hit score-

for five, three-RBI

characteristic

week

at the plate

was more
of Bowdoin's two'07,

by Will Waldrop '06.
"The thing that impressed me the

less outing

home opener
than at the plate, where six
players

an incredi-

mates getting
at bats,"

is

enough

he

hits

have

I

my

was

and having great

said.

Bowdoin continued

success,

its

Tyler

tributed

'07

Turgeon

trip.

luh-

a sensational four-inning

scoreless performance,

which

ulti-

mately sealed the win for the Bears.

Bowdoin then ripped off
straight

victories,

9-2

winning
West field

to put the

out of reach.

A

game

USM
nearly

gave the the Bears

botched pass by the Polar Bears and
to be, a

little bit

we

more
begin

shot-clock violation

me

two key
ly put

free throws

game

by

on every

play,

We

need

whether

in the ninth inning

in practice or

of a 2-2 game."

last

allowing Southern Maine to

futile,

as a team to execute

a

USM sudden-

out of reach. Their

eke out a 56-53 victory.

of the game.

and

ditch effort for a three pointer proved

McCann echoed this feeling.
"Defensively, we struggled at
times," he said. "There are many
excuses we can put forth, but the fact
of the matter is we need to get better
work harder

ball

chance to regain the lead. However, a

said.

to

and going 12-4 over Mass-

score on the next possession,

had a chance

defensively.

in this aspect

three

against Nichols, 15-4 over
State,

to hit

our conference schedule," Connolly

McCann named the

"most gratifying" of the road

season 27-3

guys were seeing

we were able
McCann said.

consistent defensively as

—

Closer

the

Looking down the road toward the
remainder of the season, Connolly
cited the team's need to improve

"We need

showing a lot of heart in a gritty 3-2,
U -inning win over Fitchburg State
on March 15 a victory that junior
co-captain Chris

during

.400

BASKETBALL, from page 14

the ball hard,"

team-

hoops ends

Bucci '06, Pat

the ball well and

contagious.
to

over

"Offensively,

teammates.

"Getting hits
fortunate

'06, Chris

stretch.

.556 during the trip, deferred

credit to his

Bowdoin

—Koperniak, McCann, Jared

Lemieux

—batted
who batted

Women s

This was nowhere more apparent

Duchette '08, and Jon Rosenthal 06

stretch.

Koperniak,
ble

day

Koperniak

for Jon

most about the team over our break,"
senior co-captain Trevor Powers
said, "was how we maintained our
focus during each game."
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Despite the tough loss, the team

proud of what they accomplished

is

this

season.
"I don't think

the

loss

against

USM should prevent us from looking
at

how much we accomplished

season.

We

Loonin '07

this

had a great run," Julia
said.

ning streak came to an end. In a

Bowdoin had its first home game
UMaine-Farmington on
Wednesday. The Bears won the

"We won a lot of really close
games and we came together as a

lapse that could be attributed to

home opener

14-0 at Pickard Field.

team

Bowdoin dropped the morn-

The Bears

will face the perenni-

achusetts College of Liberal Arts.

But on March 20, the Bears win-

fatigue,

ing half of a doubleheader

1

8-5 to

Western Connecticut. Stung by
loss,

Bowdoin roared back

against

ally

this

in the

tough

Bantams

Trinity

in

First-year

this season," she said.

Although the team will lose four
seniors this year, those

forward to competing again.

staff,

but the

"Even though we haven't talked
next season, we've got a
on the team and some solid
freshman coming in next year,"

Bears look to counter strength with
strength and continue their offen-

much about

sive onslaught.

lot talent

first-year standout

tributed a towering

"This team has unlimited potential,"

run.

The

senior co-captain Rick Leclerc

"As long as we play like we
can we should be able to win a lot
of games."

Loonin

said.

said.

Drew

Joe Berte con-

home

will be

around for next season are looking

has a solid pitching

afternoon with a ruthless 34-5 drubloss.

who

Hartford over the weekend. Trinity

bing to avenge the morning's

Bowdoin finished its trip on
March 21 and 22 with 18-5 and 11-0
wins over Ramapo and Centenary,
respectively. In the Ramapo game,

Maria Noucas agreed.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin baseball boasts a 9-2 record going into this weekend's games at Trinity.

Need Extra Polar Points?
.

.

.

Call Dining Office at Ext. 3211/3181

Email: scole(q bondoin.edu or
Visit the Friendly Staff* at the

Office located in

Office Ilrs:

Dining

Thorne Hall 2nd

Fir.

8:30am -5:00pm Mon-Fri

-Vanessa Kitchen contributed to
this report.
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Jon Landry '06 hops on board with Portland
by Emily Baird

CONTRIBUTOK
Jon Landry has skated into a
league of his own. This senior hockey player

may

have retired as a Polar

Bear, but

he

is just

beginning his career.

staff in

amateur

try outs

played with the Pirates. The team

American Hockey League (AHL)

6-3.

He

team.

impressed the coaching

defeated both the Bridgeport

ranked

Sound

The Portland

Pirates

affiliate

in

first

AHL

the Atlantic

standings.

Tigers 5-2 and the Providence Bruins

minor league

Pirates

Mighty Ducks and are currently

and then

Just over a week ago, Landry
donned a Pirates' jersey and played in
two games as a member of Portland's

MARCH 31, 2006
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AHL

Before his

made

are the

of the Anaheim

his

debut, Landry

mark on Bowdoin hockey,

quickly establishing himself as one

of the team's

stars.

Even

as a defend-

he managed to net 16 goals and 22

er,

With 121 career
points, Landry is 16th on Bowdoin 's
all-time scoring list and was named
assists this season.

year not only as a First Team All-

this

NESCAC
First

selection,

but also as a

Team All-American.

For head coach Terry Meagher,

Landry

a great addition

is

to

any

team.

"[He

is]

for the sport

Landry

is

Drew

a gentleman with a passion
and a respect

for his team.

always upbeat, and sharing

—

game he is [an]
Meagher said
Teammate Duncan Smith

his joy for the

Portland Pirates after graduation.

"Playing for the Pirates in front of
'08

shared Meagher's sentiments and

is

'That someone from a Dili team

—one

played at the level

from the big league.
huge, but just goes to
is,"

he

first

It

away

step

is

not only

ence and one that

I

will never forget,

and victory over the Mules

in his

game for Pirates, Bowdoin hock-

ey remains very important to Landry.

of

With plans to play professionally

North

in

of playing

in front

Bowdoin home crowd was one of

the

a kind," he said.

show you how

said.

thrill

7,000 fans was an incredible experibut this year's sweep against Colby

excited for Landry.

Despite the

The Bowdoin Orient

ideal

student athlete,"

good he

Fulton,

Senior Jon Landry will be joining the

Landry

is

America

and

Europe,

looking forward to "to

traveling the

world, doing what

I

love."

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-In or Take-out

Welcome

Garten ^^^
Restaurant
14 Maine

Bowdoin
Students

*^V

Street, Brunswick,

v, sa

& mc

Maine • 207-725-9708

31313131313131
—
—J —J 3
SJ2J2J2JSJ—J sj 313131

—

BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/
LARGE 16" PIZZA

VOTED BKflRIZ'ZA

IN

THE^MjJgS^REA

SMALL 10

"

PIZZA

ONE TOPPING

ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

M'ARKETrSURVEY
KVtY
BY
il MAKKtlB

^OrjfiMER^

729-0085
85 Pleasant

St. •

Brunswick

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95
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'
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Vinatieri

MENS

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

no

is

F 3/3

v.

Sa3M

V.

loss to Patriots

F

Colby-Sawyer

Brandeis (Second
Round)
v. Mary Washington

3/10

USM,

(at

W
W 59-56
W 62-54

73-54

(NCAA First Round)

Sectional

seasons, hitting 8 1 .9 percent of his
field goals.

But

last year

Sa3/11

I

we

trust.

good

This has

been the mantra of the New
England Patriots through their
amazing run over
SPORTS
the past five years,
Bill Belichick

and three Super Bowls.
However, this offseason has been a
tumultuous one for the Patriots.
berths

the players lost through

free agency, three departures stand
out: the 12-year Patriot linebacker

McGinest to the Cleveland
Browns, wide receiver David
Givens to the Tennessee Titans, and

been most
England fans is

They could also sign a
from the college ranks
Stephen
through
the
draft.
Gostkowski
from
Memphis,
Jonathan Scifres from Southwest
Missouri State, and Josh Huston
from Ohio State are all solid kick-

The kicker

ers entering the draft, according to

Willie

Adam

kicker

Vinatieri

to

Vinatieri.

kicker

the

Indianapolis Colts.

The move
criticized by

that has

New

the loss of Vinatieri.

was a prominent

figure in

many

the Boston Globe.

games, most notably the
against the Oakland

classic

their

athletic kicker at

XXXVIII. Each of these games was
ended with a clutch kick from
Vinatieri.

deeds should never be
forgotten, and he will remain a legbis

legends like

end in Boston sports lore for years
to come, it must be remembered
that he is a kicker. Although full
of his new contract have not
been disclosed, he will earn a $3.5
million signing bonus and an averyears,

five

according

to

ESPN.com. That sort of contract is
enormous for a kicker, just the kind
of deal that would defy the
Patriots' philosophy that no one
player

is irreplaceable.

The hole

Vinatieri has left

roster is not as

would

argue.

on the

huge as many fans

He

did a great job as

a consistent kicker over the past six

,

Nomar

Garciaparra,

Ty

Law, and
Lawyer Milloy, sports do go on.
Heroes come and go, but the game
marches forward. Belichick and
Scott Pioli, the vice president of
player personnel, have created
magnificent teams over the past
five seasons. They have always put
Pedro

details

next

Patriots will

money, gaining a gifted and
a cheap rate.
Whatever the outcome, rest
assured that the Patriots will have a
kicker going into camps this summer. As Boston fans have seen with
the recent departures of other city

Bowl XXXVI, and Super Bowl

age salary of $2.5 million over the

The

be looking to get the most out of

Snow Bowl

Raiders in 2002 playoffs, Super

While

W

School
Middlebury

Martinez,

the organization in the best position
to

win with

versatile, smart,

and

athletic players

who can get the job

done. There

no doubt

is

that they

have a plan for how to handle the
loss of their kicker, along with their
off-season

other

subtractions.

Continue to trust in Belichick; he
has not

let

W'hnr arc von

us

down

yet.

cloin<>'

I

at

L

3-1

Overall

W

Overall

Middlebury

2

3

2

W

L

Tufts

1

5

1

4

1

BOWDOIN

6

1

6

1

4

2

3

1

Trinity

1

Colby

1

L

4

1
1

1

3

1

ConaCotage

1

1

2

3
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«

NESCAC EAST

3

2

1

—

1

5

1

Colby

2

2

3

Amherst

3

Amherst

3

1

3

Bates

1

4

1

2

3

2

Conn. College

2

2

4

Sa3/11
Th3/16

v.

Williams

v.

Nazareth

Sylvan

(at

William Smith (at

v.

West Palm Beach
F

W 16-10
W 16-7

at Williams

3/17

v.

Springfield (at Fl.)

Su3/19

v.

Buffalo Sate (at Fl.)

Tu 3/21

v.

Eastern Conn (at

at

Wheaton

Fl.)

W
W
W

Union

W

12-8

L

15-11

atEndtcott

.

Conn College

W

at Tufts

4/5

W

School

W

L

Middlebury

2

4

5

Bates

1

1

3

4

4

3/13

v.

W

v.

3/15

v.

Nichols

F

v.

WeetfleW

3/17

W
W

v.

3/29

v.

p.m.

Tu 4/4

v.

I

at Trinity

1

NESCAC EAST

8

Tufls

4

BOWDOIN

5

Colby

V

Amherst

5

2

2

2
2

Th 3/16

6

4

Conn. College

1

Hamilton

8

6

BOWDOIN

1

6

BOWDOIN

3

6

Colby

1

3

3

Trinity

3

6

Hamilton

1

1

6

F

4

4,

L

94)

7-0
5-2

Sa3/18
Sa3/18
Su3/19
Su3/19

BYU- L

6-0

L

8-1

Hawaii)

F 3/10
Sa 3/11

v.

3/15

v.

F 3/17

v.

3:00

p.m.

v.

MIT

10:00 a.m.

at Trinity

Brandeis

I

4:00

p.m.

at

BYU-Hawaii

at

Wheaton

ear?

\

MM u> IMfll my

Sa4/1
Su4/2
Tu4/4

144
12-3

(at

Plymouth

St

(at

Wifnli)

(at

v.

Th 3/23

v.

F 3/24
F 3/24

v.

3/22
3/22

So. Conn, (at

N.E.C. (at

1:00 p.m.
p.m.

women's
its

sixth

Wis.-Superior (at

Su4/2
Th 4/6

Plymouth St.
MaineFarmington (2)

v.

1:00 p.m.

(2)

3:30

v.

p.m.

»

Wheaton

since

the

team

deficit to eas-

defeat the Lyons 11-4. Christina

Donoghue

'07,

and Grace

'08 notched two goals apiece

Wheaton conOver Spring Break, Bowdoin

for the Bears in the
test.

blew

William

past

Springfield,

Buffalo

West Palm Beach,

Smith,

and
games at
The

State,

Eastern Connecticut in

Florida.

Bears boast a sixth-place ranking
the

first

this

in

Dili.

will look to preserve,

winning streak
its

for

national poll

latest

Bowdoin

its

Saturday in the

home game of

the season

against Amherst.

Men's Lacrosse

www.wsbe.unh.edu

After handily defeating Williams
12-8 in the
lacrosse

home

opener, the men's

team traveled

up,

15-11

to

first

the Bears'

luck improved with a close 8-7 vic-

lacrosse

'08,

warm

losing their

in the its first game
squad's return from
The undefeated Bears came

against

to

game
Later that week

The Bears' were slow

win of the season

•PtUXoption

367

(at

Fl.)

Wooster (at NW)
v.Union (at CC)

p.m.

Women's Lacrosse

•Multiple fields of study

unh.edu

Lawrence

7-1

W 1-0
L 2-0
W 6-5
4-1
L
W 8-0
W 13-12

SPORTS SHORTS

Moore

Spend it wisely.

CC)
CC)

v.
v.

Northwest,

2:00
4:00

Denitzio '09, Kate

!

L

CC) L

North Central

L

Brandeis

Bridget Keating

'i

6-1

7-1

College Tennis Online

ily

(603) 862-

L

LC)
LC)
LC)

v.

v.

v. St.

at Trinity

back from a two-goal

wsbe prad

Tu 3/21
Tu 3/21

Nazareth.

your time.

5-4

tt-0
5-2

Th 3/23

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

SmaN dasses

L

Fl.)

Keene St (at LC)
L
v.RPt(**CC)
L
L
v. Kalamazoo (at CC)
v. Frankln Pierce (at LC) L

Compiled by Adam Kommel. Sources: Bowdoin Athletics, NESCAC,

tractate
H SsWWSfW

Economics

10-1

Transylvania (at Lee

St. (at

v.

W
W

v.Amherst
v.

The

to

4-1

CC) L

v.

7-0

4-0
4-3

,

VI

Montdair

7-0

L
L

Cape

4

in
•

SCHEDULE

Florida.

•10-month program

(at

v.
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3/17

BYU-

3/20

L

Coral, Fl.)

Th 3/16
F 3/17

BYU- L

Hawaii Pacific

v.

Tu3/28

-
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Hawaii)

M

SCHEDULE
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Oklahoma
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4-1

Hawaii)
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W

L
L
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BYU-Hawaii)

Su 3/19
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w
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MIT
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v.
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W

Overall

2

Tufls

BYU-Hawaii)

W

L

3

at

p.m.

SOFTBALL

6

3

Sa 4/1
Su4/2

p.m.

10

5

at Smith

p.m.

Southern Maine

W

5

Sa 3/25

p.m.

3:00
3:30
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WIHiams
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3:00
12:00

3

Wesleyan

(at

11-0
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3

1

Hawaii Pacific

18-5
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4

Oklahoma

34-5

W
W
W

School

4

v.

18-5

1

wmiams

v.

12-4

L

L

Trinity

3/17

9-2

W

10

3

Su 3/19

3-2

15-4

W

5

F

9-4
14-1

W

)

at Trinity

Overall

L

Tufls

U. Hawaii-Hilo (at

(at Fl

Centenary (at Fl.)
Maine-Farmington

at Trinity

5

v.

(at Fl.)

HEMES (at Fl.)

v.

3/22

p.m.

Wesleyan

3/15

vMCLA(atFI)

SCHEDULE

1

W

Fl)

St. (at Fl.)

v.

3/20

L

W
W
W
W

St. (at Fl.)

(at

Western Conn,
v Western Conn

3/20

F 3/31
Sa 4/1
Sa 4/1

2

1

FNchburg

Th3/16

6-5

6

p

_

Fl.)

Suffolk (at Fl.)

L

4

Bates

WNEC (at Port

v.

Tu3/14

11-10

Conn. College

-TsufcftlW

to Florida to

play three games over spring break.

BEE

4

Colby

W

Amherst

racked up

—

Bates

p.m.

Overall

L

8-7

14-5

2:00
7:00

MEN'S TENNIS
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NESCAC

W

W

SCHEDULE
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S

Tu3/21

Springfield

Sa4/1

4

8

M
M
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2

8
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Fl.)

M

3/27

(at

L

9
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Fl.)
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(at
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Colby
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Sylvan Park,

v.

5:30

W

v.

Sa 3/25

1:00 p.m.

Tufls

School

3/22

17-2

W

v.Amherst
v.

v. St.

w
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SCHEDULE
Sa4/1
Tu 4/4

3/20

Fl.)

W

3/29

M

W
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M
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Overall

L

2
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your RnuuiMiK.

^

W
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4

Williams

Final

2

Williams

».*

8-2

Middlebury

BASEBALL

L

Tufls

1

2-1

Semifinals, at

Middlebury)
at

Round)

NESCAC

program in Economics is a great return

-b

Williams (NES-

v.

CAC

7

1

HOCKEY

(NESCAC

resurai on dudk poac^uw omeny,

WhittomoiT School

Sa3/4

Su3/5

Finals)

3

Wesleyan

and the
%Eww IBwEEVww
heaMi RIWWffM
industry.
VHIV
WS This
HIS

It's

L

Middtebury

W

BOWDOtN

OEVWipM Vat SUM

*

W

Semifinals, at Midd.)

(NESCAC

Bates

2

(or lack thereof) placed

has led the team to four playoff

Among

his produc-

and the importance
on the position of kicker on most teams, $2.5
million per season simply seems
too much to pay Vinatieri.
So how will the Patriots replace
him? They have several options for
cheap but efficient and capable
kickers. One option would be to
scout the European League, a pool
with talented kickers and also the
source from which the team signed

(NESCAC

v. Trinity

ICE

School

NESCAC

tion last season

COMMENTARY during which head
coach

NFL. Given

WOMEN'S
3-1

School

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

for a 17th-place tie for kick-

ers in the

3/3

Sa3/4

L 56-53

Sectional Final)

scored 80 percent of his field goals,
In Belichick

USM (NCAA

at

he only

F

HOCKEY

ICE

MEN'S LACROSSE

Semifinals)

by Joel Samen
Staff Writer
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SPORTS

tory

over

Lawrence.

St.

Senior

Connor Fitzgerald's second goal of
the game clinched the victory for
Bowdoin with less than three minutes remaining. The Bears finished
their Florida trip with a decisive 14-

S win over Union.

Upon

returning to

Bowdoin, the Bears eked out an

11-

10 victory over Springfield in the

team's second

home game of

the

The Bears drop to 4-2 after
Monday's loss to Endicott. Bowdoin
season.

will face Connecticut College this

weekend

in

an away game.
Softball

The softball team returned to
Bowdoin with a 5-11 record after
facing stiff competition in Florida.

The Bears closed out the trip with
losses to Union and WisconsinSuperior. Throughout the break, Ali

Jayme Woogerd '07,
'08, and senior
Megan Wyman led Bowdoin in hitting. The Bears will face Plymouth
State in a doubleheader Sunday at
home.

Coleman

'09,

Brittany

Ogden

.
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OPINION
Bowdoin Orient Have

understanding

faith in

Established 1671

by implying

Cramming not the solution
College

Theamong

is

These Revelations Will

Not Be

Televised

overcome a housing shortage for next year by,
planning to cram more students ink) certain existing rooms

currently trying to

other tilings,

designed to accommodate fewer people.

r

is

a residential college. While the College's top priority

demies, dormitory

life affects

nearly every aspect of a student's

aca-

is rightly

by Steve

classes.

—and,

if sleep

A student who

becomes an

is

issue,

unhappy with

make

his or her

dorm

life is

probably unhappy

at

Bowdoin.
There is an understanding that
classman

living.

There

first-year living is

an expectation

is

a

different experience than upper-

that as students mature, they will

have space

of their own. This won't be the case

for many rising sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
As the Orient reports today, some upperclass students will be placed three to a bedroom. Our mascot is the polar bear, not the sardine.

We sympathize with residential life officials who are trying to deal with the problem. However,
in the

we contend that the

must

issue

rise to

a priority for top administrators

—

coming weeks

especially as related to admissions policies and property

searches.

Each of the

entering classes has been larger than the previous, and the

last five

College plans to continue to grow even further until

it

reaches

1

We can-

,700 students.

wisdom of continuing enrollment growth when the College
on space that it must resort to squeezing students into rooms that were

not help but question the

so

is

tight

designed to hold fewer people.

It

diminishes the

of

Bowdoin

these properties are not ideal living spaces, they are preferable to the "sardine"

approach.

is true.

And

reply that junior and senior students are not guaranteed housing.

if the

on-campus housing

situation

is

bad enough, the market

and students will move off-campus. For whatever reason, however, on-

attractive option for most upperclass students and helps to make
Bowdoin experience special. Thus, administrators should do whatever possible to

help meet the needs of today's students.

The College must realize that next year's living situation will create a trying time
many students. Accordingly, staff should try to be as sensitive as possible to stu-

for

we

urge

become unhappy

resi-

dents' concerns about less-than-ideal living situations. In the meantime,

on-campus

administrators to find solutions before

residents

dents.

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient's editorial Ixxuxl.
The editorial board is comprised of James D. Baumberger, Drew Fulton, Bobby
Guervtte,

Evan S. Kohn, and Beth

Kowitt.

The Bowdoin Orient
httpvVorientbowdoin.edu

Phone: (207) 725-3300

orient@bowdoin .edu

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

is

news and information

and
ing.

Brunswick,

ME 04011-8462

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

relevant to the

ent of the College and

6200 College Station

725-3975

Fax: (207)

Orient

its

Bowdoin community.

The Orient

to serving as an

committed
and debate on

is

issues

open forum

and

report-

for thoughtful

and

of interest to the College community.

BOBBY GUERETTE, Managing

weather? Moonshine? Ted Turner?

the morning prayer. This caused a

secular humanist theories, most of

Those good ol' boys from Hazzard
County? Home? The inexplicably
popular Trace Adkins single "Honky
Tonk Badonkadonk?"
I'm willing to bet that for the
majority of Bowdoin students,
mention of the South evokes a
hodgepodge of interrelated ideas:

reaction roughly akin to Barbara's

Red

states, religious

ues"

yahoos, "val-

around

flatbeds with their

Editor

<

S.

Kohn,

Beth Kowrrr, Managing

Editor

Photo Editor

Manager

David

Ng

Drew

News
Nat

Staff

Photo

Hen

safe
United States

aliens currently in the

You Got Conserved

such for one reason:

are labeled as

Editor

Miranda Yaver

Adam Kommel

Assistant Sports

Assistant

These are the sorts of preconcepI packed along with my

Frances Milliken
Cati Mitchell

LETTERS

The

Orient welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

A &. E

overdue readings
a

had very

little

Advertising
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or

call

The material contained ham a trie pnperty aflhe BowkmOn^andappeaBatthcsaleanaeucn
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believe

The growing row over immigration

should have the opportunity to gain

reforms debated these past few weeks

citizenship to the United States if they

and media represents an
abundance of misunderstanding on

follow the rules in doing so.

writing this to harp on a Mexican

first-hand expe-

the part of most Americans about the

family that wishes to join relatives

prepared to

in the Senate

intent of the

changes being proposed.

I

am

not

earning an honest living in Texas.

I

am writing this because the

which so many undocumented work-

seem surprising given how expert I
presumed to be while criticizing
both during the 2004 election. The

they perceive

had spent as long as a
week in the South were visiting my
grandparents in Hilton Head, South
Carolina, and vacationing with my
family at Disney World. The former is a retirement community
with a ratio of approximately 1.7
golf courses per resident, and the
only times

streets in the past

their civil

The

1

a magical kingdom pur-

of

days to protest what
a gross breach of

on

will ease

and

critics

of

is

simply a cop-out to enforcing cur-

immigration

Senate

laws.

Republicans have rightfully opposed

view

the

that granting citizenship to

the eight to 11 million illegal aliens

currently in the United States

mouse. Needless to say, neither is
an accurate sample of Southern

prove easier than actually enforcing

mythos.

deporting those

The
trip,

destination of this spring's

was Pontotoc,
town character-

however,

Mississippi, a rural

ized by

sprawling flatlands and

its

We were to spend
our days building a house for
Habitat for Humanity (HFH) and
at By Faith Baptist
Members of By Faith and

would

the current law and arresting and

who enter the country

illegally.

While

the racial tensions of the

issues at

am

I

the

wishes

not particularly scared about

arrest

Qureshi,

week of Shahzad

last

the

chauffeur

Pakistani

scheduled to pick up Bill Clinton in
Newark, who was instead picked up
by police for skipping out on a residency-status hearing. Actually, the

timing of that one was pretty funny.

am

troubled

by the November

I

arrest

of an Iraqi national on the al-Qaeda
most wanted list, because this man
in west Texas after
crossing into the United States from

was captured
Mexico.

The

debate have taken the headlines of

most media outlets, there are

ample opportunity to

terrorist organization that

do the same.

to

citizenship for mil-

illegal aliens,

the bill have argued that the approach

rent

ticed provides

ease with

United States unno-

ers cross into the

any

rights.

in question

bill

restrictions

lions

is

and human

portedly ruled by a giant cartoon

intelligence

community seems

increasingly confident that al-Qaeda

hand that are a great deal more important than die question of guest-work-

gangs such as

er status and citizenship eligibility.

routes into the United States, and that

Since September

1 1,

main goal

the

reaching out to Latin American

is

when

MS- 13

to establish

a terrorist organization does get

of the Department of Homeland
Security has been to defend our bor-

destruction (and this will happen),

other local congregations were to

ders from those who

that

provide us with food and company.

country.

by air nor by

became

apparent

almost
dif-

would attack our
The most high profile of

these efforts have been in the nation's
airports

and seaports. Indeed,

by a Dubai firm
American ports.

failed bid

spoke extensively about God's role

several

guiding

her

Pontotoc County

work

HFH

as

The

the

coordinator.

last

month's largest news story was the

remarks, Barbara Carter, our host,

to operate

hands on a weapon of mass

its

weapon will

we face is the one that we cannot con-

We've done

make our borders more

we

must, at the very

we

is

now when

across the country. In the five years

understandable that

that

By

Faith formed as a result of a schism

since the September 11 attacks,

have functionally
to

secure,

over whether or not blacks should

part

A member

church

soft-

Gender and Women's

and mis

due

to the

share with

failure is in

in

Studies, ren-

dering her utterly nonplussed.

We

decided later that she probably
thought he was trying to be clever

no small

porous boundaries

that

modification to the law which
it

more

difficult to enter the

States is inherently racist

argue, however,
first

we

mat we

I

comes

to both immigrasecurity. It is

when

these

areas overlap the response from
will

be

great, as

we've seen

two

some

in

Los

Angeles and Dallas.
In the end, however,

is

wholly

we

use to

it

necessary for the system

any

admitting those

who

legally

because the laws are

would

need to focus

the threat

cannot

seek entrance

and returning those who don't,

makes
United

on gaining the ability to enforce
The millions of illegal

current laws.

it

law and national

control our borders to be effective in

Mexico and Canada.

Those protesting suggest

of our group told

Barbara that he was majoring

we

our efforts

make American borders more

within a different congregation
in

failed in

enforce the

running through our country right

by asking what
belonged to back home.

we
Wayne also mentioned

least,

a great deal of emotion

tion

dinner

in

from

already have.

There

front without automatically ruffling

make small

to

and

another terrorist attack on our land,

the feathers of civil rights activists

to

little

secure,

order to better protect ourselves

laws

greatest security vulnerability

enter our soil neither

sea.

talk

Carter, Barbara's husband,

be allowed to play
ball games. Yikes.
and

immensely.

Latino ethnicity, have taken to the

church
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Columnist

toothbrush, clothes, and various

embark on

of millions to enter

ity

tions that

in

Editor

Copy Editors
Drummond

they are breaking a law.

without documentation and clearance

ferent world. In her introductory

Jesse

rial,

bill

keep borders

will

hootenanny

immediately that we were in a

Mike Ardolino

Theresa Weaver

Miller
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Editor
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Mary Helen

our minds marinating in

process

to

and/or elect Bush.

church.
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attempt
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in

ubiquitous Baptist churches and
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Sports Editor
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Business

Riley

Joshua Miller

day, our hosts asked for a

bumpkins

country

voters,

carousing

our nights

Features Editor

America's upper right-hand cup-

in

•.V

Anne

didn't involve clinging to the edge

of an unfinished roof. Tucked away

progressive social attitudes and

auto body shops.

Evan

James D. Baumberger, EdtarinChUf

News Editor

accommodate

our hosts' custom (which to us was

board,

Editorially independ-

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing

diverse discussion

challenging aspect of the trip that

volunteer, from our group to lead

latter is

The Bowdoin

Adjusting to the religiosity of
our hosts was probably the most

these

The next

will

campus housing is an
the

followed

What sorts of things leap to mind
when you hear this term? Warm

I

likely correct

we

daily activities.

self-

either rusty or altogether foreign).

the heart of Dixie with 11 of

The College might

Amenable but

smell hounds, stopping periodicalto reconsider the size

list

and perhaps cap die class enrollment

experience when we squeeze upperclassman housing in order to accommodate a first* year class that our housing system cannot adequately handle.
It may also be worthy for the College to examine available rental properties, as it
did with the School Street and Elm Street properties in downtown Brunswick. While

This

We soon realized that prayer
preceded and/or followed most

-

We would urge the College to consider using the wait
the Class of 2010,

"Dixieland."

studies as a field of colle-

of the opposite sex.
Before we sat down for our first
meal, Barbara asked that we holdhands, bow our heads and join her

guidelines, trying to

Orient Staff

harder to be active and engaged in

it

women's

giate study.

conscious,

Kolowich

Bowdoin experience.

When multiple students are crammed into bedrooms, it can cause or exacerbate social
problems

lech-

erous habit of "studying" members

in a blessing.

Bowdoin

makes a

that he

there,

and so

is

The security of our nation
on laws that are ignored
is more convenient to be

rest

because

it

complacent than

—

it is

to enforce them.
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culture has replaced activism
approval.

by Frank Chi
Contributor

that

this

Though many may argue
is an enhancement of

democracy,

America (or whatever

and

it

denies the audacity

"Nexted" on MTV.
For most of us, problems can

is left of it), there is a silent bewilderment to our apathy. While a

As

generation before us traded their

cent majority's comfort, short-

trip to

and batons, our
through
Guess Jeans, iPods, popped collars, and colored wristbands. To so

innovation

and

far as

we're concerned, indi-

and expression require a
Urban Outfitters for a pair

viduality

office that inspires us to be con-

scious citizens rather than cold
consumers. In years past, Harry

racism
and
Americans are

ed and denied natural

incapable of acting, but one that

Truman desegregated the military
and was confronted with immense
public distaste. The Supreme
Court's landmark Brown decision
was decades beyond the racial

sees no interest or profit in doing

hostility

so.

Our previous

sighted, timid politics prosper

the drive for social change dies.

many

participates

in our generation, civil dis-

obedience

is

a historical reference

of Thoreau and
photographs of King and
Gandhi. Our assumption of its
retired to the prose

the

extinction indicates a culture not

In the 1960s, those

expression

congruent with an earlier
call

of that

era. Political

activism was a reaction to
expectations of conformity,

and

sway our generation

to

1960s did not pander to compla-

demanded direct parThey demanded of will-

cency; they

ing youths that their desire for

be

social change.

directed

toward

From mat change,

began

the nation

to antagonize the

Vietnam War, awaken to the cruelty of racism and bigotry, urge the
protection of endangered species,
heighten
and
socio-political
awareness.

both liberal and conservative,

no

longer ask us to confront the most

They now ask us what
we want. They no longer govern
dire causes.

by an imperative of progress, but
an

our national duty was to shop.

industrialize. Even President
Bush has called on us to end an

to

imperative

of

Next

public

kNOw

war mat most

how
to sway government, we now
debate how to sway our generation
to be bothered. Whereas those who
protested

Lyndon Johnson refused

be silenced,

we now

wait in our
poke fun at
George W. Bush. Whereas college
campuses were once known as
centers of activism, they now typify the deadbeat of apathy. Where
have all the activists gone? Best
seats for Jon Stewart to

bet:

They're

all either

shopping or

rooms

to

the

cam-

ing

is:

orated, feeling as though the world

absolutely

is

our academic ten-

buttress

to

makes
Our

with

belief

actually care? Is our

so indicative of the

consciousness

that

it

supported cancer research?
Paris

Hilton posed for

Diddy's "Vote or Die!" campaign
in

2004,

a

reporter

asked her

whether she was registered to
vote. She had no idea she had to,
and that she looked hot in one.
Well, I guess Bill Maher was

hot,

We

taken a

named
vow of

HFH

since before

are

the "Paris Hilton

While the

clung for dear

we

ment of doctrinal

of us

rest

roof truss-

life to the

hatred and fear.

—perhaps

all three.

who was

back building after having six cancerous tumors removed from his
bladder. Bill had about four
zingers in his repertoire, which he

less

"You

got a mind
an old steel

You could claim
it

in reason

Our

God.

is

what

modern

in

faith,

arguments
line

of reason

though
were by no

of

among

God and what mode

for

the possibility of

the cor-

is

these

howev-

pure

faith,

unadulterated by
political

and

agendas

cognitive

incapacities.

,

European monarchies and the Civil War in between
swings of his hammer. One day,
during a lunch break, I sat in on a
conversation between Brother Joe
stories about the

about U.S. foreign policy,

which they discussed current

attempts to nation-build and medi-

At lunch one day at a Methodist
church, we saw a woman nearly
break

down while speaking about

—

power of Jesus's love how it
was more powerful than genocide,
the

or any other earthly

terrorism,
evils.

This wasn't Jerry Falwell sound-

ate foreign conflicts in an histori-

ing off

cal context.

homosexual

on the virulent influence of
or

culture

Pat

intimidated by their

Robertson accusing the feminist

open

movement of being a front for
"witchcraft;" this was positively
moving stuff heartfelt, loving,

insightfulness that

I

my mouth

Anyone who

once.

didn't

will testify that this usu-

ally takes a

idiocy.

account

er,

as

it

None of

the faith-

rect one.

us with facts and

knows me

mere

what conception

of observance

means simple. Bill
was a history buff
who would regale

so

their

worldviews. You

analyses,

lives

simply,

was

revise

to

the truth resemble argu-

ments

I

scientif-

enlightenment

because
they
don't have the

could treat

ful over

in

unwilling-

ness to embrace

most consistent with

lived

Bill

it

time or patience

over

and Bill were both
pious men who

and

no

is

fervent or absolute

ic

ate a circular saw.

they

gag and several

liters

of tranquilizer.
I
had approached this cultural
immersion with a certain mental
of the rural South: pastoral, yes; charming, certainly; but
so too a bastion of ignorance. It

—

and pure.

Though she preached a worldview

that was, perhaps, a tad sim-

plistic to set

—

my

mind

—and maybe

portrait

yours

didn't take long for

of a rural Mississippi
town than they might in a bustling
Northern metropolis.

that

I

me

to realize

was the ignorant one.

Academia's ethereal castles provide a good tactical firing position

from

which

snipe

to

at

rural

Southern culture. It is easy to read
its simplicity as narrowness and its
piousness as ignorance. But this
sort

of scrutiny can be, to an

extent, hypocritical.

many of

As

cynical as

us presume to be about

doctrinal faith,

L=

You could write

failed

their

they just use'

that

to legitimize their conservative

social "values."

than a Baptist's

would

I

am

propagate

to

ness;

Our faith

day to keep us
on our toes.

he

I

certain insti-

off as stubborn-

the

"Rusted shut!"
Brothers
Joe

Send submissions to orientopihion@bowdoin.edu.

God

love of

throughout
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way

ideologues exploit peo-

issued in a steady

as

my

religious

But zealotry in academic liberalism can be just as insidious. It is
easy to react cynically toward the
religiosity of folks like Barbara,
Wayne, and Brothers Joe and Bill.

other mentor .was Bill, a

repeatedly to oper-

some

zealots wield their piety, and

disgusted by the

ple's

retired Air Force pilot,

For

religion.

often disappointed by

beams, a sort of courage born
either from experience, faith, or

generation."

Two paintings by Doran Rivera '08, on display in Lancaster Lounge.

am

I

irresponsibly

roof, casually nailing in perimeter

trap,"

the correct

an indictment of academic liberal-

tutional

jibe

is

Please do not misconstrue this as

he could be found dangling pre-

like

less fer-

one.

cipitously over the edge of the

cycle

no

ism, or for that matter, an endorse-

fearless.

Our

is

mode of observance

Brother Joe was a mild and

but she thought the shirt looked

right.

who had

lunacy

sense.

reason

God. Our arguments over
what line of reason is most consis- **
tent with the truth resemble arguments among the faithful over
what conception of God and what

were born.

es,

more

little

faith in

y ear- old Catholic brother
Joe,

a

faith in

vent or absolute than a Baptist's

poverty and had been building

requires every personal action to

When

religious

how

consumer

.

not

truths,

part,

Do we

we

a doctrine that

—

dency

focused man, but, most notably, he

generation

right,

5:7)

antithetical to

was

and

job

leave church/class each day invig-

learn about the poverty
that exists both afar

its

and not by sight" (2 Cor.

paign will ask us to

in
our midst, with
hopes of inspiring us to action. But
the real question we should be ask-

are our church halls. If the

clergy/faculty does

faith,

houses for

week,
Poverty

our ministers. Our class-

texts, are

We worked with several other
volunteers at the HFH site, all of
them at least three times our ages.
The man in charge was a 70-odd-

band before we actually knew

to protest a

By

at the

Monday

of us actually oppose. Whereas a

host church,

incompetently waged in Iraq

vene in Lancaster Lounge every

previous generation debated

The name of our

came from the New
Faith,
Testament axiom, "We walk by

superstitions.

Environmental ruin lurks in a
global theatre where overpopulated giants India and China have yet

professors,

stand and interpret these sacred

empirical

cost of lives and taxpayer dollars.

Our

scripture.

charged with helping us under-

being

produce a personal profit? How
many of us wore a yellow wrist-

Today, a few brave souls con-

to

Today's politicians and leaders,

by

change
that first and foremost expected us
to act. But during our rare stint at
unity in September of 2001,
President Bush informed us that
that required the will for

toward doctrinal

skeptical)

least

religion.

A war

to be bothered.

President

our

rights.

sway government, we now debate how

to

The moral imperatives of the

expression

casually derid-

"addiction to oil."

that required that generation

ticipation.

of public opinion in 1954.
leaders reached
beyond the confines of approval
and asked us to lead with a vision

Gay

poverty.
still

from any other church. Books of
literature, science, and theory are

us had grown condescending (or at

false pretenses is still

upon

Whereas a previous generation debated how

Kennedy's "asking" of our service
instilled a temporary obligation
act.

longer see boldness in

found a

for civil rights

of

protest-

War and marched

ed the Vietnam

method

who

We no

FAITH, from page 18

by turning up

Kelly Clarkson on our iPod Nano.

of $60 ripped jeans that make us
feel unique. But today, many
African
Americans are
still
entrapped in the intertwining of

silence for tear gas

generation

Understanding culture difference
important to understanding faith

getting

easily be tuned out

mandatory for
solving the myriad of problems we
still face. By idolizing a compla-

In activist

19

OPINION

we

too are devout

to a religious order: the

Academic Liberalism.
Ours is not all that

Church of

seemed

peace,

at

to

make

a

her

lot

concepts

more sense

in

the context

The Dalai Lama once said,
"Where ignorance is our master,
there is no possibility of real
peace."

Any system of

belief,

be

it

theistic or agnostic, is vulnerable to

sanctimony.
ty,

be

ern

it

Any

insularity.

When

vail, political

respect

communiMaine or north-

cultural

in southern

Mississippi,

is

is

vulnerable to

these toxins pre-

acrimony takes hold,

abandoned, and every-

one's minds become, as Bill said,
different

like old steel traps: rusted shut.
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The

Bowdoin Orient Have

understanding

faith in

Established 1871

Cramming not the solution

These Revelations Will

Not Be

Televised

by implying that he makes a lecherous habit of "studying" members
of the opposite sex.
Before

College

Theamong

other

overcome a housing shortage for next year by,
planning to cram more students into certain existing rooms

currently trying to

is

tilings,

a residential college. While the College's top priority

is

demies, dormitory

nearly every aspect of a student's

life affects

aca-

is rightly

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff

Bowdoin experience.

When multiple students are crammed into bedrooms, it can cause or exacerbate social

—and,

if sleep

A student who is

classes.

make it harder to be active and engaged in
unhappy with his or her dorm life is probably unhappy at

becomes an

issue,

Bowdoin.
There

an understanding

is

classman

living.

There

is

an expectation

of their own. This won't be the case

As

the Orient reports today,

room. Our mascot

is

some

for

be placed

have space

three to a bed-

the polar bear, not the sardine.
life officials

we contend that the

must

issue

—especially

coming weeks

in the

that as students mature, they will

many rising sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

upperclass students will

We sympathize with residential
lem. However,

a different experience than upper-

that first-year living is

searches.

Each of the

entering classes has been larger than the previous, and the

last five

not help but question the

so tight on space that

is

it

reaches

,700 students.

1

We can-

wisdom of continuing enrollment growth when the College
it

must

resort to squeezing students into

rooms

that

were

the Class of 2010, and perhaps cap the class enrollment

It

diminishes the

It

Bowdoin

system cannot adequately handle.

Elm

it

downtown Brunswick. While

Street properties in

these properties are not ideal living spaces, they are preferable to the "sardine"

approach.

The College might reply that junior and senior students are not guaranteed housing.
is true.

And

if the

on-campus housing

situation is

bad enough,

the market will

and students will move off-campus. For whatever reason, however, oncampus housing is an attractive option for most upperclass students and helps to make

likely correct

Bowdoin experience special Thus,

administrators should

do whatever possible

to

help meet the needs of today's students.

The College must
for

many

realize that next year's living situation will create a trying time

students. Accordingly, staff should try to

be as

sensitive as possible to stu-

we

urge

become unhappy

resi-

dents' concerns about less-than-kfeal living situations. In the meantime,

administrators to find solutions before on-campus residents
dents.
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boys from Hazzard
inexplicably

I'm willing to bet that for the

of Bowdoin students,
mention of the South evokes a
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Red

states, religious
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yahoos, "val-
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pickup

in
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safe
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by Will Hales
Columnist

and various
prepared to

The growing row over immigration

embark on a week-long sojourn to
the heart of Dixie with 11 of my

reforms debated these past few weeks

overdue readings as

I

in the Senate

not a xenophobe.

those from

should have

believe

I

countries

foreign

the opportunity to gain

citizenship to the United States if they

follow the rules in doing so.
writing this to harp on a

I

am

not

Mexican

abundance of misunderstanding on

Southern culture going into the
which, in retrospect, might

Millions of Americans, mostly of

am writing this because the ease with

Latino ethnicity, have taken to the

which so many undocumented workers cross into the United States unno-

trip,

seem surprising given how expert I
presumed to be while criticizing
both during the 2004 election. The
only times I had spent as long as a
week in the South were visiting my
grandparents in Hilton Head, South
Carolina, and vacationing with my
family at Disney World. The fora retirement community

is

Americans about the

of the changes being proposed.

intent

streets in the past

they perceive
their civil

The

of

days to protest what
a gross breach of

question will ease

on

citizenship for mil-

illegal aliens,

and

is

of

critics

view

that granting citizenship to

the eight to 11 million illegal aliens

would

portedly ruled by a giant cartoon

currently in the United States

mouse. Needless to say, neither is
an accurate sample of Southern

prove easier than actually enforcing

mythos.

deporting those

the current law and arresting and

who enter the country

most media outlets, there are issues at
hand that are a great deal more impor-

By

of the Department of Homeland

Faith Baptist
Faith and

of an Iraqi
most wanted list, because this man
was captured in west Texas after

illegally.

While the

racial

tensions of the

Mexico.

The

debate have taken the headlines of

tant

than the question of guest-work-

er stains

was pretty funny. I
November arrest
national on the al-Qaeda

troubled by the

and citizenship

Since September

1 1,

eligibility.

the main goal

Security has been to defend our bor-

who would attack our
The most high profile of

almost
in a dif-

remarks, Barbara Carter, our host,

spoke extensively about God's role

guiding

in

her

work

HFH

as

these efforts have been in the nation's
airports

and seaports. Indeed,

last

community seems

reaching out to Latin American

MS- 13

gangs such as

to establish

routes into the United States, and that

when a terrorist organization does get
its hands on a weapon of mass
destruction (and this will happen),

weapon will enter our soil neither
nor by sea. We've done little to
make our borders more secure, and in
that

we were

intelligence

increasingly confident that al-Qaeda
is

by

apparent

chauffeur

Pakistani

timing of mat one

am

country.

In her introductory

week of Shahzad

last

the

dency-status hearing. Actually, the

ders from those

became

not particularly scared about

arrest

provide us with food and company.
It

am

Qureshi,

other local congregations were to

immediately that

to

wishes

the same.

crossing into the United States from

The destination of this spring's
however, was Pontotoc,
town characterized by its sprawling flatlands and
ubiquitous Baptist churches and
auto body shops. We were to spend
our days building a house for
Habitat for Humanity (HFH) and

Members of By

I

the

ample opportunity

terrorist organization that

do

scheduled to pick up Bill Clinton in

the

church.

to

Newark, who was instead picked up
by police for skipping out on a resi-

laws.

Republicans have rightfully opposed

Mississippi, a rural

ticed provides

I

Senate

immigration

golf courses per resident, and the

trip,

earning an honest living in Texas.

simply a cop-out to enforcing cur-

rent

with a ratio of approximately 1.7

a magical kingdom pur-

family that wishes to join relatives

any

rights.

in

bill

restrictions

lions

is

and human

the bill have argued that the approach

air

order to better protect ourselves from

on our

month's largest news story was the

another terrorist attack

by a Dubai firm
several American ports.

we must, at the very least, enforce the
laws we already have.

failed bid

The

the

to operate

greatest security vulnerability

There

is

land,

a great deal of emotion

coordinator.

we face is die one that we cannot con-

running through our country right

Carter, Barbara's husband,

front without automatically ruffling

now when

attempted to make small talk
before dinner by asking what
church we belonged to back home.

the feathers of civil rights activists

tion

Pontotoc County

Wayne

also mentioned that

By

across the country. In the five years
since the September 11 attacks,

have functionally failed in our
to

information.

be allowed to play in church soft-
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of fa editor The editonKsenx the ri^wed\t
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rial, fa opinions expressed in the Orient

am

the part of most

part

production schedule.

I

had very little first-hand experience with Southern people and

Faith formed as a result of a schism

a

documentation and clearance

classmates.

within a different congregation
over whether or not blacks should
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and media represents an

abil-

this country

from customs worries me immensely.
that
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of millions to enter

ity

withofit

toothbrush, clothes,

And the

they are breaking a law.

hootenanny

and/or elect Bush.

Wayne
The Orient welcomes

attempt

faltering

with their shotguns and

flatbeds

ferent world.

Chris Marotta

Mary Helen

morning prayer. This caused a

bumpkins

country

voters,

carousing

day, our hosts asked for a

volunteer, from our group to lead

"Honky

majority

our nights at

News Editor

editor.

of an unfinished roof. Tucked away
in America's upper right-hand cupboard, our minds marinating in
progressive social attitudes and
secular humanist theories, most of

reaction roughly akin to Barbara's

ol'

Home? The

latter is

•

didn't involve clinging to the edge

guidelines, trying to

Those good

mer

The Bowdoin Orient

«

accommodate

our hosts' custom (which to us was

the

I

the

challenging aspect of the trip that

followed

tions that

be worthy for the College to examine available rental properties, as

did with the School Street and

This

Adjusting to the religiosity of

our hosts was probably the most

these

we

conscious,

either rusty or altogether foreign).

popular Trace Adkins single

daily activities.

her

The next

County?

We soon realized that prayer
preceded and/or followed most

self-

weather? Moonshine? Ted Turner?

when we squeeze upperclassman housing in order to accommodate a first-

that our housing

may also

hold-

smell hounds, stopping periodical-

Wc would urge the College to consider using the wait list to reconsider the size of
experience

we

studies as a field of colle-

giate study.

-

designed to hold fewer people.

% year class

for our first

What sorts of things leap to mind
when you hear this term? Warm

trying to deal with the prob-

a priority for top administrators

as related to admissions policies and property

College plans to continue to grow even further until

"Dixieland."

Tonk Badonkadonk?"

who are

rise to

down

Amenable but

in a blessing.

Bowdoin

problems

sat

bow our heads and join

hands,

designed to accommodate fewer people.

r

we

meal, Barbara asked that

women's

games. Yikes.
of our group told
Barbara that he was majoring in

make American borders more

and this failure is in no small
due to the porous boundaries we
share with Mexico and Canada.
secure,

Those protesting suggest mat any
makes

ball

A member

modification to the law winch
it

more

difficult to enter the

Gender and Women's Studies, ren-

States is inherently racist

dering her utterly nonplussed. We
decided later that she probably

argue, however, that

thought he was trying to be clever

we

efforts

I

United

would

we need to focus

on gaining the ability to enforce
current laws. The millions of illegal
first

it

comes

to

bom

law and national

understandable that

immigra-

security. It is

when

two
some
Los

these

areas overlap the response from
will be great, as

we've seen

in

Angeles and Dallas.
In the end, however,

it is

necessary for the system
control our borders to

admitting those

we

wholly
use to

be effective

who

in

seek entrance

and returning those who don't,
because the laws are there, and so is
legally

the threat

The

security

of our nation

cannot rest on laws that are ignored

because

it

is

more convenient

complacent than

it

is to

to be

enforce diem.
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culture has replaced activism
approval.

by Frank Chi
Contributor

that

this

Though many may argue

democracy,
In activist

America

(or whatever

of it), there is a silent bewilderment to our apathy. While a
is left

it

denies the audacity

mandatory for
solving the myriad of problems we

and

still

innovation

face.

By

idolizing a compla-

cent majority's comfort,

generation before us traded their
silence for tear gas

an enhancement of

is

and batons, our

short-

sighted, timid politics prosper

and

getting "Nexted"

on MTV.

FAITH, from page 18

Kelly Clarkson on our iPod Nano.

us had

we're concerned, indi-

far as

viduality and expression require a

from the New
Testament axiom, "We walk by
faith, and not by sight" (2 Cor.

the drive for social change dies.

office that inspires us to

feel unique. But today, many
Americans are
still
African
entrapped in the intertwining of

many

scious citizens rather than cold

racism

in our generation, civil dis-

no longer see boldness in
be con-

stand and

The name of our host church, By

and
poverty.
Gay
Americans are still casually derided and denied natural rights. A war
upon false pretenses is still being

5:7)

—

a doctrine that

clergy/faculty does

halls. If the

job right,

its

we

leave church/class each day invigorated, feeling as though the world

buttress

academic tenbelief with

makes a little more sense.
Our faith in reason is no

truths,

not

vent or absolute than a Baptist's

antithetical to our

dency

sacred

these

interpret

rooms are our church

absolutely

is

professors,

our ministers. Our class-

texts, are

came

Faith,

Our

scripture.

charged with helping us under-

religion.

Outfitters for a pair

Urban

our

(or at

toward doctrinal

skeptical)

least

from any other church. Books of
literature, science, and theory are

grown condescending

of $60 ripped jeans that make us

trip to

generation participates through
Guess Jeans, iPods, popped collars, and colored wristbands. To so

We

Understanding culture difference
important to understanding faith

For most of us, problems can
easily be tuned out by turning up

As

19

OPINION

a historical reference

consumers. In years past, Harry

of Thoreau and
the photographs of King and
Gandhi. Our assumption of its

Truman desegregated the military
and was confronted with immense
public distaste. The Supreme

extinction indicates a culture not

Court's landmark

decision

cost of lives and taxpayer dollars.

volunteers at the

of

tent with the truth resemble argu-

incapable of acting, but one that

was decades beyond the racial
hostility of public opinion in 19S4.
Our previous leaders reached

Environmental ruin lurks

global theatre where overpopulat-

them at least three times our ages.
The man in charge was a 70-odd-

ments among the faithful over
what conception of God and what

ed giants India and China have yet

year-old Catholic brother

obedience

is

retired to the prose

sees no interest or profit in doing
so.

Brown

incompetently waged in Iraq

a

beyond the confines of approval
to industrialize. Even President
In the 1960s, those who protestBush has called on us to end an
and asked us to lead with a vision
ed the Vietnam War and marched
"addiction to oil."
for civil rights found a
week,
Next
the
method of expression
Whereas a previous generation debated how kNOw Poverty camcongruent with an earlier
paign will ask us to
call of that era. Political
to sway government, we now debate how to
learn about the poverty
activism was a reaction to
sway our generation to be bothered.
that exists both afar and
expectations of conformiin
our midst, with
ty,
and
President
hopes of inspiring us to action. But
that required the will for change
Kennedy's "asking" of our service
the real question we should be askthat first and foremost expected us
instilled a temporary obligation
ing is: Do we actually care? Is our
to act. But during our rare stint at
that required that generation to
generation so indicative of the
unity in September of 2001,
act. The moral imperatives of the
consciousness
that
consumer
President Bush informed us that
1960s did not pander to complarequires every personal action to
our national duty was to shop.
cency; they demanded direct par.

ticipation.

They demanded of will-

ing youths that their desire for

expression

be

social change.

directed

toward

From mat change,

the nation began to antagonize the

Vietnam War, awaken to the cruelty of racism and bigotry, urge the
protection of endangered species,
heighten
socio-political
and
awareness.

Today's politicians and leaders,

both liberal and conservative, no
longer ask us to confront the most

They now ask us what
we want. They no longer govern
by an imperative of progress, but
by an imperative of public
dire causes.

Today, a few brave souls convene in Lancaster Lounge every
Monday to protest a war that most

produce a personal profit? How
many of us wore a yellow wrist-

of us actually oppose. Whereas a
previous generation debated how
to sway government, we now
debate how to sway our generation

supported cancer research?

band before we actually knew

When

Paris Hilton posed

it

for

Diddy's "Vote or Die!" campaign
in 2004, a reporter asked her

be bothered. Whereas those who
Lyndon Johnson refused

whether she was registered to
vote. She had no idea she had to,

to

be silenced, we now wait in our
Jon Stewart to poke fun at
George W. Bush. Whereas college

but she thought the shirt looked

seats for

hot,

campuses were once known as
centers of activism, they now typify the deadbeat of apathy. Where
have all the activists gone? Best

right.

to

protested

bet:

They're

all either

shopping or

and

Well,

that she looked hot in one.
I

We

guess Bill Maher was
are

the

"Paris

empirical

Hilton

generation."

with several other

who had

Joe,

HFH

site, all

what

named

HFH

Please do not misconstrue this as

we

since before

an indictment of academic

were born.

ment of doctrinal

focused man, but, most notably, he

While

fearless.

clung for dear

life to

part,

how

of us

the rest

the roof truss-

am

I

often disappointed by

way

disgusted by the

roof, casualty nailing in perimeter

ple's

beams, a sort of courage born
either from experience, faith, or
lunacy perhaps all three.
Our other mentor -was Bill, a

hatred and

Air Force pilot, who was
back building after having six cancerous tumors removed from his
Bill
had about four
bladder.
zingers in his repertoire, which he

religiosity of folks

God

love of

You could claim
it

to legitimize their conservative

You could

social "values."

in reason

no

is

they
because
don't have the

God. Our arguments

time or patience

over

what

line

of reason

men

who
lives

ments among the

mere

analyses,

ful over

what conception

of God and what mode

means simple. Bill
was a history buff
who would regale

of observance

the cor-

about the European monar-

War

in

I

between

break

sat in

on a

the

which they discussed current

This wasn't Jerry Falwell sound-

homosexual

Robertson accusing the feminist

open

movement of being

toral, yes;

I

gag and several

liters

this

cultural

charming, certainly; but

didn't take long for
I

was

me

It

to realize

the ignorant one.

Academia's ethereal castles proto

Southern culture.

snipe
It is

at

rural

easy to read

simplicity as narrowness

and

its

piousness as ignorance. But this
sort

of scrutiny can be, to an

extent, hypocritical.

many of

As

cynical as

us presume to be about

doctrinal faith,

we

was

front

this

moving

—heartfelt,

stuff

for

r

positively

"witchcraft;"

loving,

and pure.

too are devout

to a religious order: the

Academic Liberalism.
Ours is not all that

view

that was, perhaps, a tad sim-

plistic to set

yours

—

seemed

to

my mind—and maybe

peace,

at

make

her

concepts

a lot more sense in

the context of a rural Mississippi

town than they might

.

in a bustling

Northern metropolis.

vide a good tactical firing position

from which

a

Though she preached a world-

so too a bastion of ignorance.

its

Pat

their

didn't

that

immersion with a certain mental
of the rural South: pas-

that

or

culture

was so intimidated by

portrait

to orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.

evils.

ing off on the virulent influence of

ally takes a

Send submissions

—

was more powerful than genocide,
terrorism, or any other earthly

cal context.

of tranquilizer.
approached
I had

Write a Letter to the Editors!

Methodist

ate foreign conflicts in an histori-

my mouth once. Anyone who
knows me will testify that this usu-

display in Lancaster Lounge.

at a

we saw a woman nearly
down while speaking about
power of Jesus 's love how it

day,

attempts to nation-build and medi-

I

on

At lunch one day
church,

One

about U.S. foreign policy,

insightfulness

•

cognitive

incapacities.

conversation between Brother Joe

'08,

agendas

political

and

during a lunch break,

Doran Rivera

faith,

unadulterated by

rect one.

swings of his hammer.

paintings by

howev-

the possibility of

us with facts and

chies and the Civil

as

these

account for

er,

pure
is

it

idiocy.

None of

faith-

though
they were by no

in

their

could treat

the truth resemble argu-

Joe

were both

their

Bill

revise

to

worldviews. You

most consistent with

is

simply,

and

scientif-

enlightenment

ic

failed

lived

it

unwilling-

modern

than a Baptist's faith in

would

pious

stories

write

ness to embrace

"Rusted shut!"
Bill

Bill

that they just use

fervent or absolute

less

repeatedly to oper-

Brothers

Barbara,

like

Wayne, and Brothers Joe and

ness;

Our faith

an old steel

I

propagate

to

off as stubborn-

cycle throughout
the day to keep us
on our toes.
"You got a mind

he

am

fear.

issued in a steady

as

I

But zealotry in academic liberalism can be just as insidious. It is
easy to react cynically toward the

retired

trap,"

religious

and

certain insti-

ideologues exploit peo-

tutional

—

and

Two

some

irresponsibly

zealots wield their piety,

he could be found dangling precipitously over the edge of the

jibe

my

For

religion.

es,

like

liberal-

ism, or for that matter, an endorse-

Brother Joe was a mild and

was

the correct

is

one.

poverty and had been building

houses for

line

mode of observance

vow of

taken a

less fer-

God. Our arguments over
of reason is most consis- "»

faith in

We worked

ate a circular saw.

Frank Chi is the president of the
Bowdoin College Democrats.

religious

superstitions.

at the

in

to

Church of
different

The Dalai Lama once said,
"Where ignorance is our master,
there is no possibility of real w
peace."

Any system

of belief, be

it

theistic or agnostic, is vulnerable to

ty,

be

it

in

Any

communisouthern Maine or north-

sanctimony.

ern Mississippi,
insularity.

When

vail, political

cultural

is

vulnerable to

these toxins pre-

acrimony takes hold, g

is abandoned, and everyone's minds become, as Bill said,

respect

like old steel traps: rusted shut.

•
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March 31 -April 6
Friday
Common Hour
Dick Pound, one of the most influential

members of the International Olympic
Committee and named by "Time" magazine
as

one of the 100 most

influential people in

2005, presents "Recap

on

the Olympics.''

Center, 12:30-1:30 p.m.

Buddhism and the Western Mind
Evan Thompson, philosophy professor
at the University

of Toronto, will give a

"Buddha and the

lecture titled,

Investigating the

Mind

Brain:

in the 21st

Century," about what Western scientists

have learned about the effects of

meditation on the brain.

Asian Studies Conference Room,
38 'College St., 4 p.m.

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 6 p.m.

Courtesy of Whytnie Martin-Sackett

,

A desert landscape as seen by a student on an Alternative Spring Break trip in New Mexico.

Coffeehouse

Saturday

Sunday

Film: "The Seventh Seal"
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall,

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel, 4:30 p.m.

Come to a coffeehouse evening sponsored by
Safe Space, featuring student performances

including a capella group Ursus Verses.

Chase

Bam Chamber,

7:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

Communion

Film: "The Seventh Seal"

An

A Capella Concert

exhausted and disillusioned medieval

knight travels

home

after

When

the Crusades.

Death appears
knight challenges

many

in front of

him

years in

an apparition of
to a

in this powerful story that

The Meddiebempsters

will

Students, faculty, and staff are invited to

perform

an Episcopal communion led by Edie and

alongside the Ramifications, an a capella

Gil Birney.

group from Suffolk.
Bowdoin Chapel, 7-9 p.m.

Mitchell South Dining Room,
Thome Hall, 4:30 p.m.

him, the

game of chess
ponders the

meaning of life.
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, 7 p.m.

German Film

Jazz Guitar Recital
Eric Davich '06 will give a performance of
jazz guitar

will

music written

after 1960.

He

be joined by a small orchestra of
other students and faculty.

Monday

Room

101,

Gibson

View

how

the film "Between the Stars," about

issues of cultural identity, generation

conflicts, assimilation,

and

bias

impact

Turkish populations in Germany.

Hall, 7:30-9 p.m.

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

4 p.m.

Literature Reading

Gregory Smith

'75,

English professor at

read selections from his three

award-winning novels.

Ladd House,

4-5:30 p.m.

U.S.-North Korean Politics

Tuesday

Carleton College English professor, will

Christopher Hill

'74, Assistant

U.S. Secretary

of State and head of the U.S. delegation to

Safe Space Speak-Out
Survivors of sexual assault from
the surrounding
stories,

community

the six-party talks

Bowdoin and

will share their

poems, and experiences.

Ladd House,

on

the

North Korean

nuclear issue, will discuss U.S. relations with

North Korea.

Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center, 7 p.m.

7:15 p.m.

Wednesday
Spindel Lecture

Art Spiegelman will give a lecture aided
by visuals from his Pulitzer Prize-winning
Holocaust narratives "Maus" and "Maus II,"
the first-year

book

class

Memorial

selections for the

of 2009.

Hall, Pickard Theater,

7:30 p.m.

—m

Thursday
Swing Dancing
Join a free swing dancing lesson taught by
professional instructor Paul Krakauske.

open dancing session

Ladd House,

An

will follow the lesson.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading
Dungy will give a public reading
of her sonnet collection "What to Eat, What
to Drink, What to Leave for Poison." Her
poems grew out of builds upon stories her

Poet Camille

grandparents told of the struggles that blacks

endured before the

civil rights

movement.

Howell House, 7:30 p.m.

t
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A patchwork of support hangs

Plans for

in S. U.

Class of 2010 'best'
group Steele has seen

new fitness
center in
the works

class.

in

much

—

5,400

better

—just

"We were more

has

we

thrilled if

Steele said.

gym

athletic facilities

crunch, the acceptance rate of 22

of the wait

percent was

work.

Watson

shape in the next few

slightly

number

usual, though that

ble," said President Barry Mills in an

acceptance rate was 24.3 percent.

Steele said.

list,

"We purposely planned to come

interview with the Orient.

to wait list,"

list

will

let in

off

do spectacular

won't be diminishing the

my

expecta-

tion. It's the best quality I've

seen in

30 years of doing this," he said.
Twenty-nine foreign countries are

Last year's

ing

We

quality of the class in

will rise

as students are admitted off the wait-

"state-of-the-art" fitness center

we had

"Some of the people we

lower than

will be completed "as soon as possi-

could get to some of

these students

according

letters,

competitive than

ever before in history, and I'd be

over

the admissions office

mailed acceptance
to

years.

A

applicants

Dean of Admissions Dick Steele.
Due to the upcoming housing

larger than the current

no way

in

list

reduces the caliber of the incoming

After another year with a record

number of

fitness center significantly

could put campus

from the waiting

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

A new

2006

April 7,

The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

represented in the class.

in

Mills said he would like to see a

under our target because the housing

The widely publicized scoring

fitness center that could serve the

situation is going to be so tight in the

problems with the October SAT, in

fall," Steele said.

which the College Board miscalculat-

Brunswick community. He

entire

"We

hopes the College can raise enough
money "to get plans going" in the

of activity with
he said.

next year.

"Why do you

think I'm oat trying

Mike

.

money?" Mills *oked

to raise

interview,

Ardolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

new

said that building a

A

is

on

Affairs Craig Bradley, the estimated

cost of the

new

be approximately $5
Bradley,

would

fitness center

who

chaired a recent

"We have

building committee, said,

sions process, according to Steele.

carefully developed

thanks to Jim

reached, the trend of first-year class

reconsider

sizes

approximately 3,1 50 square feet of areas

growing each year since 2000
will continue. This May, the College

been affected by the problem.
However, the College was notified of

designated as multipurpose spaces.

will lose 441 students to graduation

three of the changes just four days

from the Class of 2006.
However, Steele said

before the letters were mailed.

display in

Smith Union. See

page

story,

Pierre

St.

in

the

—

that indicates

10,500 and 12,000 square

new

would

numbers

Those

an estimate

Athletic Department

3.

The current

include

fitness center has a

a

feet in

Although 19 applicants did have
revised scores arrived with enough

we'd be best served to build between

million.

ed the scores of 4,000 students, had a
minimal impact on Bowdoin 's admis-

revised scores sent to the College, the

Bowdoin com'

him.

According to Dean of Student

list, I

Steele said at the faculty meeting

quilt addressing the issue of sexual assault in the

muni ty and beyond

the wait

on April 3 that the target size for the
Class of 2010 is 480. If that target is

in the

fitness center is very important to

lot

think,"

don't want to go over by one

or two. We're going to be doing a

Please see

•

facility."

GYM, page 6

that

more

all

the students

who had

that the fact

may be

students

time for the admissions committee to

Please see APPLICANTS, page 2

admitted

Facebook helps students Chris Hill '74 shares insight on Asia

mourn the

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

of friends

loss

between

In

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

"I

guess

fact that

Following the deaths of Katie
Scott '06 and Taryn King '07 earlier
this

academic year, students found

ways to cope. Some attended College-sponsored vigils. Some

Some sought

the

counsel of college

staff,

family,

and

friends.

Some

posted on King and Scott's

Facebook "walls."
During its two years

Facebook, a social networking
site that

allows students to post per-

many

sonal profiles, has served
social functions, including

nication
itator,

web

a commu-

medium, a networking

facil-

a bulletin board, and a pro-

crastination tool.

But

really think about whether she

receive

would

the

Hill,

a

Bowdoin Class of

1974, found time to pay a visit to his

alma mater.

On Tuesday

or not."

night, Hill shared his

made on

experiences as head of the U.S. dele-

King's wall after she died suddenly

gation to the six-party talks aimed at

while studying abroad in Ireland in

disarming North Korea.

Similar

were

posts

King's profile has since

January.

been removed from Facebook.
When the staff of Facebook

removes
al

member has

died,

it

that person's basic person-

information,

contact informa-

Opening
to his
at

Hughes.

member's

Hill

proceeded to

that

an increasingly powerful

Asia poses for the United States.

"The century of Asia

is

upon

Hill reiterated the impor-

Soon

October.

—an

flood her Facebook wall

after-

—with personal

Hughes

said that

Facebook learns

about the death of members via
emails from family or friends of the

notes.

deceased.

were mostly simple and
succinct expressions of love and wellposts

wishing addressed directly to Scott.

say

Japan and

like

South Korea, he also emphasized the

we

don't."

However, according

issues around the globe, especially

to Assistant

Professor of Government and Asian

the six-party talks.

"Of course we need China," he
said. "I think

it

is

a

Please see HILL, page 2

cavalier to

little

gether.

online

ward, friends and classmates began to

allies

The Bowdoin. Orient

current developments in East Asia and efforts to disarm North Korea.
necessity of working with China on

While

Fulton,

Assistant U.S. Secretary of State for East Asian Affairs Chris Hill '74
chats with President Barry Mills and JiSoo Kim '06 after his lecture on

us,"

said.

traditional

New

Drew

dis-

cuss the challenges and opportuni-

he
the

his talk with references

days playing varsity lacrosse

Bowdoin,

ties

They preserve

also dis-

Asia.

and membership to groups
from her profile, according to
Facebook spokesperson Chris

tion,

He

cussed current developments in East

sonal information for one month
before removing the profile alto-

Scott died in a car crash in

Dudley Coe
by

Scott's profile remains, however,

Emma Powers

Please see

FACEBOOK, page 2

trial

period,

Dudley Coe Health Center has
decided to keep its new weekend

Bowdoin students

forge

connections with
local schools

Page8

When

the

trial

period

He acknowledged that the medical

back up

new

The clinic will be
open from noon to 2 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays.
year.

first

began,

the hours were from 11 a.m. to

hours.

Features

will start

again with the beginning of the

Orient Staff
After a two-month

weekend hours

to keep
weekend hours
academic

INSIDE

/

member of

has taken on a

it

different rote

message board

my message

Asian Affairs Christopher

tance of maintaining strong ties with

—a memorial.

The

for her," said

trips to Asia, Assistant

Secretary of State for East

U.S.

photographs, wall, and select per-

much

last

to

feeling and the

of

in the case

deceased students,

Hampshire

was

was praying

I

learns that a
in operation,

I

senior Margaret Fuller. "I didn't

different

attended funerals.

compelled

felt

I

express the loss

»

1

'

staff saw "tended
be more acute problems, problems
have waited." Among

problems that the
to

that could not

others, he listed ear infections, stom-

ach

flu,

bladder infections, orthope-

dic injuries, colds, and bronchitis as

College Physician and Director of

p.m., but according to Benson, the

the health issues that the clinic

Health Services Dr. Jeff Benson was

Health Center Student Advisory

during the weekend

pleased with the effectiveness of the

Group

weekend

hours'

trial

good

to

be

will continue to

be

it

feels

able to offer it"

Dudley Coe
open for the

rest

that

the original time

of the semester, and

trial

saw

period.

"Ninety-five percent of the time

it

dents.

was really appropriate that people
came in," Benson said He also noted

Benson indicated that on a typical
weekend day, the clinic saw a significant number of students.

Brittany Ogden '08 was one of
many who expressed her satisfaction

frame was too early for

period.

"Overall, if s very successful,"
Benson said. "It has felt like a need-

ed service, and

felt

many

stu-

that "students

were very grateful."

"The range was three or four, and up
to seven or eight per day,"

___

Benson said

Please see

HEALTH, page 3 +
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Class of 2010 shows trend of increasing female applicants
APPLICANTS, from page

four or five years have had a

I

more

lop-

in

sided situation."

"We went
looked at

the score changes

were

exception,

we

looked

"Most of

Stephen Joyce, two factors may result

with one

decreased yield, or number of accepted

at,

and

pretty small

pretty clear the decisions did not

it

was

have

First,

who enroll

at

in

a

Another issue

been causing

that has

incomes or demographics of the

incoming

entice lower-income students to enroll

by

he was making sure to

trunk college costs and debt burden

and the general national economy push

on

pretty hard

the

growing

Bowdoin
"J

and debt burden and

think college costs

numbers

the

According

Steele,

this

not a

for

the

College, but

of

percent

and

52

in the

same numbers that

the

to

to

they have in the past

all

"

In addition to eco-

Steele

factors,

Stephen Joyce

said that students appby-

609 more women

Di rector of Student Aid

ing to reconl numbers of

women.

mink mis

to be one

in the next

Also, increased merit scholarships are

males in high school, period. They aren't

persuading students to

coursework as women,

they have different rates of aspiration in

make their college

ic

where we don't provide merit

money, with the exception of the National
Merit Scholarship program, and we're

those things together,
potential

pretty fortunate," Steele

continued. 'There's

some evidence of

imbalance in the high school market, but
ooi't

trait's a huge problem

moment

not in a position to have enough financial
aid support to be as generous as

problem."

"We've been

position

for us at

Other colleges in the

last

to

be with loans

"So

it

will

at this point,"

what our yield

we'd

like

Joyce said

interesting year to see

be an

is like

and how students

Some

students applied to 20," Steele

(1985-2005)." The group has a discussion board where friends have

proven to be a helpful

quoted Bible passages, described

many

favorite memories involving April,
and announced updates on the trial
of her killer. There are 407 UA stu-

"It has

forum

for

"I think

where a

going

use their waiting

do

students

be a year

to

of colleges and univer-

lot

sities will

too, but

it

all,

will

list.

I

and the
work,"

he said.

ing processes and, for those people

don't want to look at

Kohn

S.

contributed to this

report.

"The [group] has also made

email to the Orient.

reflect

the social

commu-

"A song

nity that comprises

He was

web

not sur-

alize

the radio or

movie

use the

The
Lance Guo, many Chinese citdo not believe the United States

Studies
izens
truly

wants to work with China.

"A lot of people
the U.S.

It is

in

China think

people mink that

wrong, but a

that

important that people have

know

I

on to Facebook

to

gone,

I'll

its

said. "It is their

and they can't

isolation

its

and there-

nuclear programs," he

domestic violence."

one bargaining chip,

eat it so sooner or later

they will have to play it"

to

a talk

give

"Meditating Peace" to alumni. In 2003,

was

Hill

Gordon

Bowdoin to accept die
Hargraves '19 Preservation

at

S.

of Freedom Prize, one of Bowdoin 's
highest honors, for his

ences with the negotiations.

Balkans.

"Given

Hill focused the latter portion

die challenges

of

of his

the six-

icate
ry, I

"The six-party talks have been
and, believe me, I have the
prove it" he said.

cult,

diffi-

scars

that

he

at die epicenter

is

a serving diplomat

of one of the most del-

and important negations in
thought

it

he was," Laurence

said.

echoed

remember

to

"[It is]

in the

"[Hill]

somebody who both

is

President Mills and

I

keep in very close

He is very loyal to Bowdoin

touch with.

even though he has such an important

&

Institutional

Advancement

Scott

that to Katie."

Sara** 1-4

Little posted recently to tell Scott

one of the best lectures I have

Graduating with an A.B in eco-

summarized very

nomics, Hill went on to serve in the

Hill, in

their nuclear

exchange

for

program, the

map

Koreans a "road

rent isolationism,"

things, led to

out of their cur-

which,

among other

a horrific famine in 1997.

"If you rank order the top 1,000

great to

him and

talk to

him

Bowdoin

to

Poland, Ambassador to the Republic

of the

of Macedonia, and Special Envoy to

gone,

Kosovo.

have

After listening to Hill's

Guo

talk,

believes that he brings a lot of positive
qualities to the

"He

is

a very real asset in the six-

the positions

of everyone, while

not the

first

time

March 31

•A report was
the

that Hill

has

his

filed that

a stack of

bam

75 Federal

at

•The

fire

alarm

at

Dudley Coe

Health Center was activated by

•A

•Debate and voting on several
reforms for the election rules took

0».

Mate LoBiondo 06

be having a discussion
on their involvement with the
Judicial Board and the system for
approving new embers next week.

•BSG wifl

m

"I think there
ity

was an accountabil

issue," noted President

Mckeaeon

DeRay

'07.

mm^

^BffH

and, in spite

know

I

that she is

subconsciously think

remember

'I

to tell that to

dorm room at different times over

am," she

messages are getting through

is

was

guess in some

to

uncertain.

way

the internet

such a broad, seemingly limitless

ing a

it

almost feels like send-

message out

to Katie," Little

said.

"And,
where,

if she's

maybe

out there somereceive

she'll

it,"

she said.

Sunday, April 2
shutting

it

injured her

band by

Street resident reported a

a small child crossing Maine Street

on a bicycle near Howell House.
uninjured.

Saturday, April

•An

1

officer discovered that

two

the

at

baseball

field

behind Farley Field House.

Monday, April 3
•A theft of copper pipe occurred
Monday morning at die Hyde

feet of pipe in 10-foot lengths

from

was
The

taken

thieves gained entry

student

ters.

lution highlighted that "the current

Apartments building.

through a

filed

dow. Brunswick police and Bowdoin

situation

being

Residential Life

is

offered

by

acceptable only

as a temporary measure, to serve as

•A West

lock on the

the

site

basement.

by

cutting a

gate with bolt cut-

Entry into the building was
first-floor west-side

win-

Security are investigating.

Affairs.

Hall student filed a late

emergency to

Mid Coast Hospital for treatment
•An East Hall student reported die
theft

of

his bicycle

from die bike

A

heavy-duty bike lock was sawed.

appeared to have been vandalized.

found an intoxicated

•Brunswick Police transported a
student with a medical

Hall renovation project. Over 500

doors at Brunswick Apartments

on the roof of a Brunswick
A report was
with the Dean of Student

Boody

of School or

rack between East and West halls.

•A resolution that presented
BSG's stance on the housing
crunch was passed 23- 1 The reso-

•Officers

at the

streets.

early

place (see story, page 5).

.

was parked

Street lot or in die area

Howard

Tuesday, April 4

Parkview Hospital.

•A Grove

theft

die vehicle

a door was transported to

in

name Case Logic on it.
may have occurred while

case with the

The

few months.

the last

disturbance
staff member's vehicle struck

The child was

24/26. Absent: Jacq

fact that
I'll

to

•A student who

St.

dust from a nearby construction

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report
Oman Staff

trailer

stay-

ing firm on the U.S. position," she said.
It is

Friday,

firewood was stolen from behind

site.

he Cati Mitchell

movie

I

whether she believes that

to

Campus Safety and Security Report: 3/31 to 4/6

current negotiations

party talks because he can understand

and Asian Studies Henry Laurence has

As

as get his business card."

them," Hill

a similar outlook on North Korea's

this incli-

com-

that other people

said.

entity that

see a

weU

over North Korea's nuclear program.

said.

empathized with

"A song will come on the radio or

from

problems that North Korea has,
weapons aren't going to solve any of
Associate Professor of Government

know

Katie as frequently as

friend.

to hear

at

forting to

are all

it is

are thinking and dreaming about

"I

Little

we

geographically dispersed,

her friend, Little

in person, as

be a student

have such an opportunity

"Particularly because

mes-

nation.

of us," said

all

Little.

the

I'll

up

versation between

life

Republic of Korea, Ambassador to

According to

friends to not only 'speak' to her,

but to also carry on a kind of con-

lost

served as U.S. Ambassador to the

United States will give the North

able to stay alive,"

reminded her of her

ingly succint way," she said. "It felt

giving

is

"The Facebook allows Katie's

sages describing events in her

aspects of die Asia region in an amaz-

said.

also

graduated from the

spring, has periodically posted

Peace Corps in Cambodia.

He

Jen

Break.

Spring

who

University of California-Irvine last

ever had. Mr.

he

her

Horonjeff,

memory

her

Scott's

wall are different from those that
were posted in the immediate aftermath of her death. While last fall
the messages took the tone of
farewell, newer notes more closely

complicated economic and political

"The six-party talks are the best deal

tile

meaningful her friendship was, so
said Fuller.

The new messages on

about

a

her

conveys how

see

a peer has

loss," he said.

arrangement for North Koreans.

for everyone,"

~

after

died to express their grief at

current negotiations provide the best

Hill

Facebook

"Writing

"16

message that her
Middlebury Senior other friends can

it

students often
to

Fuller and Little
do not see the public accessibility of
the messages they
post on Scott's as a
deterrent.

Orient.

tile

that end,

that have

said.

to tell

an

resemble postcards to an old friend.

Meiklejohn

Laurence's sentiment

Nonetheless, Hill believes that die

work

job to do," Vice President for Planning

.

Kim

JiSoo

Senior

histo-

was amazing how open

entitled

7 have

personality,"

move

Weekend

dered

.

tion of their 'real-

'To

been murto
due

have

subcon-

sciously think

they are, but

in

Texarkana,

in

ed to April Love
and others who

is

instead, to build a

that

Laurence was particularly struck by

party talks.

to

up

that she

imitate or lie about

who

share his expertise with

Hill's willingness to discuss bis experi-

human relations," Guo said.
on

North Korea has a very powerful

of his busy schedule to
members of
the Bowdoin community. Hill was last
on campus in 2004 for Reunion

tary

Arkansas, dedicat-

loved

lost

taken time out

the desire to

it is

get along not just as strategy, but as

lecture

is

most

think that

I

of

lot

with the talks

line

incentive to end
fore give

trying to derail China's

is

development

that

bottom

and, in

spite of the fact that

does not surprise us
position in the negotiations.

a

see

I'll

trailer

to send

in April's

memorial group a
telling
message
them of a documen-

memori-

"People don't log

email to

HILL, from page 1

everyone

come on

will

however,

site to

was able

"I

accurately

it.

involving April," Klinger said in an

order to

in

files

it

easier for students to post activities

According to Hughes, Facebook
phases out deceased members' pro-

life'

aimed at disarming North Korea

dents in the group.

link," she said.

Hughes said

Hill '74 discusses six-party talks

they

it,

can simply avoid clicking on the

virtual representa-

Evan

Additionally, Joyce said that though

it's

hate the uncertainty of it

make their decisions by May 1"

of us in our griev-

ones.

said.

Facebook group
April Love

Memory of

Katie's," Little said in an email to

applied to large

young

year, created a

first

the Orient.

"Right now, we're in an interesting

less to

and

be any

called "In

that students

women. Add all
and you have a

her boyfriend in September 2005,

posts

her friend Hillary Klinger, then a

"I don't think there should

cure about getting in anywhere that they

numbers of colleges.

omore April Love was murdered by

reason to remove profiles such as

reasons.

men

than

places this year than in the

number of years. Students who

previous

(UA) soph-

University of Arkansas

since her friend's passing.

prised,

the data indicate that in general,
gravitate to universities

many more

students are applying to

made nine new

When

classmates.

deceased

of Scott and a senior at Middlebury

did not apply early decision were so inse-

decisions for financial as well as academ-

terms of going to college. Also, trends in

liberal ails colleges

"We know

offering no-loan financial aid packages.

decade," said Steele. "There are fewer

in

also

impact the yield

of the biggest issues

doing as well

would

colleges

going

is

to

a childhood friend

Little,

College, has

who

In

'1

I

socioeconomic back-

nomic

of

Sarah

of Facebook
honor the memories of their

utilized other features

as recently as April 3.

sure access is

grounds," he said

man men applied.

the

we'll be

don't,

make

preserved for students of

Bowdoin in

applicants

percent

admits are
all,

whether those families come

to see

Students at other schools have

they have

that

making some changes

This year, 56

future.

they

the middle-income family, so we're very interested

could

it

Bowdom

affect

general national economy push pretty hard on

to

was

problem

to

same

in the

in the past Certainly if

imbalance in applications.

come

those families

is

gender

Katie,'" she said.

I

some added

posts since her death,

middle-income family,

so we're very interested to see whether

some

for

FACEBOOK from page

and her wall has received 57 new

dle-class families.
"I

wealthier colleges, such as Perm,

class,

Facebook an outlet for students
mourning the death of friends

pay close attention to the burden on mid-

the College.

Harvard, and Princeton are trying to

admissions offices
the

students

to

be reversed."

difficulty

According to Director of Student Aid

evay case and

through

again," said Sleek.

it

were not any other serious changes

there

•A

student reported die theft over

CDs from

a bridge to a solution that will be

report that three iPods and an iPod

100

viable long-term."

docking device were stolen from

weekend. The

her vehicle over the

CDs were

in

a black

The bike is a green and black Gary
Fisher mountain bike with wide
tires.

Wednesday, April 5
•A student reported that her bicycle
was stolen from Stowe Inn. A heavyduty bike lock was cut The bike is a
blue 18-speed Mongoose with a black
seat and high-rise handles.

—Compiled by

the

Bowdoin

Department ofSafety and Security.
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Survivors speak out against assault
had come

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

to the stage

own

their

unnamed

and discussed

or their friends' experi-

For many of the attendees of Safe

Speakers told personal stories of

break the silence and to be afraid of

Space's recent Speak-Out, sexual

rape

how

assault,

you

—

and other forms of sexual
many of which occurred on
campus. While many others were

a per-

is

it

sonal experience with which they

continue to cope. Despite pouring

which forced event organizers

rain,

Speak-Out attendee Michael Wood

was shocked

"I

'06.

"It's

its

involved in the Safe

so

silence

its

Sexual Assault

efforts for

awful

and

to feel like

Space program at The
George
Washington
University and had

you can't break the

to be afraid of

will react to

Awareness Month. Safe
Space is a student organization that works to end

you

how

if you tell

there in that room,

other people

realized that

I

previously attended a

I

Colgate

approxi-

the

predominantly

With tissue boxes placed on the
armrests of couches forming a semi-

around a stage area, and prom-

of anonymity and a safe space to

ises

share thoughts and experiences, die

evening promised to be an emotional

and it delivered.
f» order of speakers wit created
and no barriers were set at to when,
s,

how

or for

long, people could speak.

After an introduction to die Speakfloor was

Out program, die

opened to

people to volunteer their

stories.

After a minute or two of silence, the

was

story of sexual assault

first

shared

By

,

.

.

knew well telling stories when before
I bad no idea about it. To see people
at Bowdoin doing that was really

hour-long Speak-Out, 25 attendees

more

the next step in
the level to

my

which

it

Driver '08, the importance of the

Speak-Out lay

is

the

way

it

offers

survivors a feeling of community.
"It's

an expression of community

and support, a community for people
vide

it,"

and for people to pro-

included

more

both

lobbies for sign split
the 'Bowdoin College, Exit 22'

asked about the reason for group's

higher educational institution

growing membership.

with a neighboring school, Bowdoin

this area,"

again bad a sign

more we can do

members

Safe Space

are trained

to remain

Please see

SPEAK-OUT, page 4

all to itself.

New Hampshire University

Southern

(SNHU) was

first installed

then

two

split into

SNHU, which

to

"My

back

music again."

into playing

CD

putting off for a long time.

plays

I've been
I'll

all

the engineering side of

the

"They're very

She said she placed a

first

work every night The way they go
about their

lives,

—

studying hard

I've

never seen more hardworking lads in

my

—Bowdoin College

life

lads,"

said "I feel like a proud parent
I

see them.

I

be

when

want to make sure

they're doing well."
In turn, the

Bowdoin community

will not forget him.

"Doug was one of die more personThome. Each time

able employees at

he swiped

my card at dinner he greet-

Interstate

by

95

MaineDOT

295.

Interstate

name

passes

that

to

also

to 28.

Longley placed the sign

split in the

signage to and around campus.

She said

that the College is

work-

call

to

accomplish

this goal.

Bowdoin has already begun placnew signs around the perimeter
of the campus. Once that project is
ing

complete, Longley said, the College
will begin

for a sign

and they're

Affairs Craig

to increase sig-

Longley also said Bowdoin is
working with the Town of Brunswick
to ease

Bowdoin

exits to the

sign.

working

nage within the campus.

Bradley was nostalgic about the old

navigation from highway

campus.

those two hours can really disrupt what-

I

of my evening that

much better," jun-

Thu-Nga Ho said "His contributions to Bowdoin have surely had a
positive effect on many Bowdoin students, and he will be missed"
ior

"We

have, really enjoyed having

noted

staff,"

be missed by

he said.

students

lads.

I'm

am

for the

weekend

"I

would love
to

email

[making weekend hours per-

an excellent

idea, since stu-

me

anytime

dougreil@mac.com," he

said.

at

Tell

me how you're doing, where your life
is

taking you."

According

from

every

staff.

to

hopes

days," D'Errico said

lem next year by

"It's nice to

know that if you are sick

the

to

go

ER for hours," she said.
many

successes, the

The

Benson, the College

to resolve the staff shortage prob-

dents do not only get sick on week-

hiring

The

plan right

now

do

it,"

We will have the

"We're going to

try to regulate

weekend schedule, and

said

members]

"h's

had

to ask people to

come

in

r*'"'"^,

staff

to continue

Benson said

finding the provider staff," Benson

two hours on Saturday or Sunday—

is

administrative and budget support to be
able to

biggest [challenge] has been

two new

members.
[the clinic] next year.

week-

end ctinic has faced some challenges.

to have students feel

works

Hospital,

on the Bowdoin

is

Despite

Reil did have one request

assistant and laboratory technician

"1 think

sit in

said.

explained that Sandra Lide, a medical

Saturday and Sunday to ease the strain

on the weekends, you don't have

Thome," he

paid on an hourly basis. Benson also

Midcoast

said.

going to miss die staff that I work with
at

three clinical

Tara D'Errico '08 agreed

going to miss seeing them nightly I'm

free

"Doug's friendly face and personal

and

he will be available for spe-

"I'm going to miss die

as a part of our team," said
Thorne Hall Unit Manager Mark

greetings will

in September,

cial events, like graduation, if needed

Doug

Dickey.

that

50

turns

I

Ogden

manent]

who

are

divide up the weekend schedule and are

ed me by my name, and made the

Red,

there

providers in the health center that

Bowdoin
Women's
Association
(BWA).
"It was so helpful to have the health

administered

survey

hours,"

start

Currently,

by the

a

Reil hopes that students will keep in touch with him even
though he will no longer be at Thorne to welcome diners by name.

Doug

smart

intelligent,

of the highway
Brunswick from

SNHU.

center open.

look forward to coming to

I

Courtesy of Mark Dickey

shift.

would be the

that die students

memory. In 2004,
a highway renum-

ever plans you had for the day," he said

College in September 2003, held the

lads.

in recent

bering project that changed the

separate signs

in

recording."

Of all things he will miss, Reil said

This has not been the only sign

change

ing with Jay Paulus of the Bath-

with the health center's weekend hours

at

road sign."

based Paulus Design Group, Inc. to

He added that Chris
Derbyshire, who runs Super Snack, is

who began work

own

ried that joint sign decreased visibili-

songs.

Reil,

saw

its

y

of the instruments

Sunday-Thursday dinner

have

told the Orient that the College wor-

HEALTH, from page

me

also glad that the

context of a larger effort to improve

in 2001.

on the recordings and writes his own

"teaching

am

institution to

Dudley Coe to remain open on weekends
permanantly schedule weekend staff

try to

and recorded," Reil

get that produced

He

The university
name from New

Comer.

Dean of Student

"I'm going to get

"I'm working on a

said.

near the Wal-Mart in

facility

"They asked

easy," Reil said of

it

his current plans.

I

authorities ultimately

each

numbering system which changed
the Brunswick exit number from 22

opened

recently

university

another

entitled to a sign," she said.

health has gone downhill, so

for

The

to the recording studio.

I'm going tp take

fit

switched to a mileage-based exit

Longley said that requesting
was no slight to

new free time to rest, he also wants

in

Maine

to encourage

Naval Air Station since the 1970s.

Cole to request the change.

syndrome made work very diffihim. Although Reil will use

go back

the Brunswick

at

MaineDOT Commissioner David

cult for

his

New

Manchester,

in

now

Bradley continued. "The

MaineDOT began

March.

this

has a main campus

Hampshire, has operated an adult

ty.

drome. Muscle atrophy resulting from
the

approxi-

mately one year ago. The signs were

that there is another

people to pursue higher education,

highway

and Administration Katy Longley

because of post-polio syn-

left

am pleased

the better.

no

28.

"I

Maine Department of Transportation
(MaineDOT), the joint sign with

Senior Vice President for Finance

longer be greeted by name by checker
Doug Reil. Reil's last day as a checker at Thome Dining Hall was Tuesday,

Reil

Thomson,

[now

28] sign," he said.

director of communication for the

changed its
Hampshire College

Orient Staff

March

Herb

According to

for Sexual Assault

Support Services of Mid-Coast
Maine (SASSMM), an organization
that has also trained some Safe Space
members to become peer educators.
Katnna Ringrose of SASSMM
helped organize Tuesday's event by
bringing together Brunswick community members and people from the

Adam Kommel
will

town from

returning to

have always enjoyed seeing

Students returning from Spring

Cooks

Thome

I

Break on 1-295 noticed that after
months of sharing a highway sign

Thome's beloved Doug checks out
Diners entering

away

much more aware of

education center

by

"When

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

located

wished

successfully

speakers.

she said.

A survivor who

Bowdoin

Space member Nicole Hart '06 when

by advocates

happens."

Women's
(BWA) Co-Chair Alison

Southern

in Brunswick.

Safe Space as a resource," said Safe

understanding of

Bowdoin

For
Association

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

for space with

own Speak-Out.

a growing Safe Space membership.

"People are

While Wood acknowledged that he
was aware of the existence of sexual
assault incidences on the Bowdoin
campus, "to hear the specifics was

no longer competes

1-295

she

This year's Speak -

attendees and

on

sign

New Hampshire University's continuingeducation campus

These numbers have coincided with

powerful," he said.

to seek support

end of the nearly ^hree

the

its

Out

dents were also present.

circle

sor

students,

school administrators and local resi-

When

came to Bowdoin, she
was surprised that
Bowdoin did not spon-

n

A student who wished to remain unnamed

mately 75 attendees were

the

Drew

The Bowdoin

University

campus.

had

assault.

Though

on

speak-out

them. Being

found the people who would support me.

silence surrounding sexual

Lindsay

Bowdoin, Buntman had already been

I

second-ever Speak-Out on

Tuesday as part of

support

Before transferring to

filled

Safe Space sponsored

who would

member

Space

Safe

Buntman

to hear people

if

had

I

The first Safe Space Speak-Out at
Bowdoin was organized last year by

'06 reflected on the event.

from the gazebo in
Brunswick to Ladd House, every seat
Speak-Out was
at the
supporters

realized that

I

found the people

lives.

sexual assault survivors and their

room,

me."

coping

you

them," she said. "Being there

expressed that they were

with these traumatic events in their

to cancel the opening procession of

other people will react to
tell

in that

sexually assaulted off-campus, they
still

the

so awful to feel like you can't

"It's

assault is not something they simply

read about in the news

commented on

also

event.

ences of sexual assault.

[the

tation that

new

the

staff

come in with the expecthey will need to work

will

weekend hours," he said

4
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Speak-Out introduces sexual assault
survivors to a community of support
who cannot

SPEAK-OUT, from page 3
an

Association,

survivors,

organization that works to help the

starts the

Sexual Assault Awareness
Month. Last Friday, Safe Space
sponsored a coffeehouse at Chase
Barn to raise sexual assault awareness. Also, on display in Smith
Union for the next two weeks is a
for

quilt for sexual assault awareness,

which many members of the
Bowdoin community contributed
to

squares.

put [the quilt] up. so that

Jackson Katz, co-

Prevention program,

speak

at

works

is

healing process for those
sexually assaulted.

of survivors,

founder of the Mentors in Violence

is that it

The Speak-Out is one of many
programs sponsored by Safe Space

"We

attend the Speak-Out

friends

On Monday,

To Buntman, the most important

who were

slated to

is

Bowdoin. Also in the
a Safe Space support

group for survivors and friends of
survivors, which is planned to start
this semester or early next semester. It will most likely to be led by
an advocate from SASSMM,
according to Hart.

"The support group

is

going to

be a huge addition to Safe Space

of survivors dealing with
it on an everyday basis," said Safe
Space member Emily Coffin '08.
"That allotted time to talk about
those issues will be tremendously
for a lot

members of the Bowdoin commu-

important," she said.

nity and visitors can understand

Buntman agreed that the campus
needs to continue its effort to raise
consciousness about the fact that

how

big of an issue sexual assault

on the Bowdoin campus and the
importance of support for survivors,"
Safe Space member
Nicole Willey '08 said. "It also
serves as an opportunity for those
is

ASB

assault
happens
at
Bowdoin.
"We won't allow people to deny

sexual

that

happens," she

it

Mike
Pulitzer-prize

winning

"Maus" and "Maus

illustrator

II," his chilling

is

a prop, but

its

want

to continue

"I definitely

being involved"

Student participants were given die

Unlike the vast majority of students

opportunity to

come

together and

trip

member's

ly.

bom

reflect

another place and time, she could be

helping underprivileged grade school-

for service at an exhibit in Smith

Union

me," wrote AmeriCorps VISTA Sarah

unique experiences, as

"I realized that if

New York City as

Mike Taylor

Alternate Spring Break

"I

can

tell

news,

who went on a

trip

was changed."

trip

her

Mike

Taylor '07

"It's

'07 to be interviewed live about the

"[The interviewer] asked us

full

trips

why we

weeks

Woodward said
after this year's six

returned home,

trip

bers are starting to think about
their

service

memways

in other communities

worldwide can be brought back to

Bowdoin.
Michelle
ers

of

featuring photographs

The

would want to go here instead of someThree

Chan

'06,

one of die lead-

the Thailand trip, said she

greatly affected

by

was

the conversations

women in the

from the

trips.

exhibit, entided "Perspectives,"

pictures
and reflections
mounted on the wall outside of
Lamarche Lounge, as well as an ongofeatures

ing slideshow with images from die six

ASB

destinations

Mississippi,
City, Peru,

At the

New

—Guatemala,

Mexico,

New

York

and Thailand
exhibit's

opening reception

so

tell

and beyond the United

States.

One group traveled to Mississippi to
build bouses for Habitat for Humanity.

"Looking back on what we'd done

we were able to
how much we'd accomplished,"
said trip member Tim Bourassa '08.
throughout the week,

on Tuesday, students who did not go on
die trips were given the opportunity to
view what had been a reality to many
of their classmates by seeing photo-

see

Another
Mississippi

the

Claudia Paz '08,

"gave us a
of Southern cul-

experience

said

greater appreciation

'personal beliefs about the sex trade, in

on the trips. The powerful words of one

ture."

the

from

volunteer
trip,

ing the people and places encountered

sex trade.

definitely challenged

than

ever before, to locations both within

graphs and reading statements describ-

"It

much more

writing a check," he said "I can

you with certainty that everyone who
went on a trip was changed."
This year, more trips went out than

my own

she had with

in

die past.

trip

experience.

ASB

was a much more

most service he had done

co-leader Jamie Knight

place like Cancun,"

an ASB

rewarding experience than

stu-

dents' initiative, invited

Woodward and

a stu-

'07,

that participating in

by

inspired

in

dent on die trip to Peru, said

you with certainty that everyone

(ASB) program. CBS
Bowdoin College

were

I

Mountcasde.

Bowdoin's

of

part

Bowdoin

to

a sex worker in Thailand demonstrated

well as consider future opportunities

ers in

home

how the trip has affected her personal-

'08 opted to spend her Spring Break

their

Some of the Southern

culture

.Courtesy of Whytnie Martin-Sackett

Laura Sartori '06 went on an ASB trip to a Native-American reservation
in New Mexico where the group worked to address public health issues.

they encountered, however, was not

seem happy, but

friendly.

come from

The members of the* Mississippi
ASB trip quickly became
acquainted, with

the

term

NIMBY—Not

My

Back

In

—a sentiment expressed

"It

isn't

the

background they

so happy."

makes you aware of how waste-

al

dance, and everyone started dancing,

It

was an amazing

by Southerners

who

support-

it

wasn't in their

own

neighborhood
"It just

shows how some

my perspective."

remember where

so hard to

they

come

him.

to live the

they

come from

isn't so

happy.

It

aware of how wasteful America

been able

"I haven't

makes you

same

To

address growing

is.

public health problems

Native-American

in

income

reservations,

housing,"

said

the

eled to

all

experiences he brings back to

nil

America

is,"

For Meaghan Kennedy

he added

significant is "a

Alicia Velez '08 had a similar experience in Guatemala. "Everything looks

is still

in

OK... then you see where they

America."

In Guatemala, students helped out at

Safe Passage, an education center for

live,"

Other students went to Peru to learn

the children that live at the Guatemala

about rural poverty in a developing
nation.

talked about die impact the children

made on him.
"It's

so hard to remember where

come from," Stevens

said.

"They

"[At the end of the

tality

the

Bowdoin

New

were met

students

with took her aback.

"They were

just so generous and

we were

we would be given a gift, a surprise
said. "A
few of the older women did a tradition-

who

is

determined to share her experiences
with others back at Bowdoin.

"We want
trip],

trav-

Mexico.

'06, the hospi-

welcoming," said Kennedy,

shesaid

City garbage dump. Jake Stevens '08

they

another

Jake Stevens '08 group of students

better understanding of the poverty that

Bowdoin, die most

life,"

he said

*

people are scared of low-

Bourassa said that of

"Perspectives" exhibit in Smith Union, which displays photo*
graphs from the iix ASB trip*, challenges students to bring ASB
is located outside of Lamarche Lounge.
lessons home. The exhibit

changed

experience

from. They seem happy, but the background

Bourassa.

Alex Krippner for The Bowdoin Orient

of cultures.

Taylor said that the

"It's

ed Habitat for Humanity, as
long as

collision

Tears were shed That really changed

Yard

The

presenta-

talk,

reaction to meeting

first

around the country, Aisha Woodward

on

The

Speigleman smoked cigarettes, joking, "The cigagood to spread the smell of death in a room where we'll be talking about death camps."

During the

said.

Chan

a good way," said

The Bowdoin Orient

graphic novels about his father's survival of the Holocaust.

tion was this year's Spindel Lectureship.
rette

Ardolino,

Art Spiegelman lectured Wednesday night about the process of designing

volunteers bring lessons

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

9

wanted a comic book that needed a bookmark

'I

and supporters."

mentally disabled.

element of the program

2006

7,

an idea of the feelings of

to get

Independence

FRIDAY, APRIL

to

increase awareness.

There are many medical,

told

educational

from the community," Taylor

Americans are facing and a

issues

social,

lot

of peo-

ple aren't aware of it," she said

=

and

Native

that

FRIDAY, APRIL
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Bowdoin Outing Club (BOC)

The Newest Members of J-Bcakdare*
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Election reforms planned

Officers for the

Sara Ahenkp

*0$

Katy Buckland
Seth Gabarro

2006-2007 Academic Year are:

BSG,

for

class elections

*08

McKay

CoPresident: Luke

'07

of and

Akira

CoPresident: Nicole Melas

'09

'07

Secretary: Rae Phelan '07

Shishido *08

treasurer:

Maxwell Victor *07

max tyler

'07

When

candidates

their

Bowdoin

for

Government (BSG)

Student

their petitions

"You

office file

set

The

gift?

of reformed

entitled

sanctions the Elections

Commission

through April 21.

could use, including a public warning,

about the election process and inform the

bers in favor

The next

sessions for potential candidates will be

Linhart Plan,"

held on Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday.

ate disqualification as the

meet the campaign-

Forums

for voters to

ers will

be held on April 17 and

BSG

sc*ip $d<J foot

w^s&ge

reform defined "campaign,"

Qfce the

gfft

of

ratoce $dJ reDewrf

$D<f rt 2

i foil hoar!

Qift

rules,

The

The

left

vague on pur-

we make
the more
appear," said Sam Dinning

stricter

loopholes

it,

of reforms dealt with

set

The

campaigning.

electronic

first

which prohibits candidates from

sending emails to any College group

debate.

Commission

appeals process.

The

first

of student

change placed

activities

on

the

Elections

Commission as a non-voting

member.

passed with a vote of 22-2.

It

A reform that made the vice chair of

Another

lists,

was passed with

little

Nineteen members voted

favor and

tie-

breaking vote on the commission in the
event of a

tie

BSG

from

passed despite opposition

President

DeRay Mckesson

"07.

our relationship with

"I don't think

in

two abstained.

Board (J-Board) the

the Judicial

the J-Board is strong enough,"

he

said.

Mckesson was not allowed to vote on

BSG

the election rules that prohibited candi-

the election rules, since the

dates from campaigning electronically to

dent can only vote on constitutional

know received more

presi-

amendments.

The reform passed, pending approval

While some members feh
dates should

posters

be allowed

to

that candi-

email

freely,

from the J-Board, with a vote of 15-7,
with one

without email," said Carolyn

Chu

abstaining.

know
'07.

bers

you have enough ways

reach out to people you don't

member

Campaigning, which will be moni-

by the Elections Commission,
begins a week from today. The commission is made up of the graduating mem-

and forums were a better option

"I think

to

tored

Alex Linhart '06 agreed.

729-06CT

which

reforms dealt with the

final

the director

pose.

others feh that using resources such as

IrraDSwlefc

to follow the

sanctions,

with the Elections

debate.

Sfcto

dumb
on

with violating election rules a hearing

on the candidate's behalf."

people they do not

Shnpfy

third reform

person campaigning as "any person tak-

A reform that removed a clause from

certificates *p*ikMe.

wholly inadequate," he

you should be disqualified."

which passed unanimously, defined a

aliases or

VKiy ^Trorcf^k price-just &5.00 fop

it's

"If you're too

said.

passed 22-2, allows candidates charged

reform,

tre*ti»«Dt

"The Tool Box."
"I think

'09.

Id aMitloD to $d ?ro#;ft)g skto

two

The definition,

"The

rektfDg

only possible

22 against

Linhart expressed strong opposition
to

running for class office

The definition was

t fecial rfvesys tochicte

would have had immedi-

votes in favor and

BSG positions.
first

"The

reform, referred to as

sanction. This reform failed with

18.

most recent meeting,

its

disqualifica-

and one against

voters about the candidates. Information

ing action

Sfcto,

and

election,

The reform passed with 22 mem-

tion.

previous election rubrics.

#t Jtopfy

of the

delay

events to both inform the candidates

The

md spirit!

who

option,

tion that is slated to take place April 19

a term which had not been denned in

service thst reneves the skiD

first

listed possible

and

hour

The

'The Tool Box,"

At

of 9 $9cbl-9 one

Dorkey

dealt with

possible sanctions for candidates

break election rules.

for candidates

gift

of reforms

are due Wednesday at 8 p.m. for the elec-

passed a number of election rule reforms

Qtoe the

can't rule Facebook,"

third set

election rules. Petitions for candidacy

Preparations are also underway for

Looking for the perfect

keep

difficult to

enforce.

said.

next week, they will begin

campaigns under a

on

candidates

Facebook would be too
track

Mark Newman

monitoring

that

felt

by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

'07

of the BSG Officer Team, including

Dorkey, Joe Brazza '06, and Shrinidi

good old-fashioned campaigning. That's what America was built

Mani

'06;

David

Ng

on," he said.

Activities Allen Delong.

"That's

Many members
difficult to

electronically''

"I think the
there, the

felt

it

wotrtd be too

define what "campaigning

would

more

harder

it is

Overall, the

of die J-Board,

and Director of Student

members of BSG feh the

reforms were a success.
"I think the election rules are really

entail.

rules

the chair
'06;

we

put out

to define right or

tightening things

up

in

a

way

that

need-

ed to be done," said Vice President of

wrong," said Molly Dorkey '06, a mem-

BSG

ber of the Elections Commission.

plugged the vagaries that had become

The reform passed with 16 members
in

Affairs Dustin Brooks '08.

"We

apparent in other elections."

"These are the best election rules

favor and seven against

A reform which would have added a
clause about campaigning via Facebook

was voted down unanimously. Members

school's

we've had," Mckesson

said.

James D. Bamberger contributed to
this report.

%W^tA
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College administrators conceptualize

a new

GYM, from page

for the capital campaign," he said.

Center, Director of Athletics Jeff

1

Asked

Ward's answer consisted of just one
total

of 4,560 square feet of space,

with 1,930 square feet for fitness

machines on the south side of the
building and 2,630 square feet for
free

weights on the north

according to Bradley.

was

It

side,

built in

1995.

NESCAC's
ness centers

top-three

main

fit-

—not including
—

size

in

multipurpose

spaces
belong to
Middlebury
College,
Amherst
College, and Wesleyan University,
with 9,200 square

feet,

tain prospective students or athletes

from coming to Bowdoin, Ward
said that would be very hard to
"People come to Bowdoin for the
community, not the facilities... The
reason a new fitness center would

aerobic equipment and free weights

be built

and a
and other

dent need, not for admissions reasons," he said.

activities, said

He

8,000 square

arts

Support

Ward.

also indicated that he

would

is

is

"There

"People

come

Bowdoin

to

community, not the
reason a

new

would be

of the west side of

vation

Gym,

Morrell

is

because of the high student

need, not for admissions reasons.

including

where the coaches' offices
and the old squash courts

would

"I

.

built

student

the

Mullin.

square feet, respectively.

conceptualize a reno-

definitely a con-

body that Bowdoin needs to
revamp and enlarge its gym,"
said junior Emma Cooper-

facilities.. .the

fitness center

is

among

sensus

for the

of

and
Connecticut College with
3,000 square feet and 2,900

"We

fitness center

dents.

third to last,

above
those
Hamilton
College

new

for a

indeed highest with current stu-

and 7,500 square feet,
respectively.
Bowdoin's
current center

because of the high stu-

is

for an entire team plus others,

room

martial

mills," said

the current challenge
Jeff

are," said Bradley.

more

like to see

and more treadMaria Noucas '09.
Cooper-Mullin added that

free weights

"

Ward

"the

is

general lack of space, and the

sharin g
Director of Athletics P roblem of

&m

the

"The ground floor of that
of the gym is 7,350
square feet, which would readily

like to see a

ellipticals. ..Also,

accommodate

a big

weight machines really need to be

the projected needs

cardio equipment

square feet

—and

4,000 square

—3,350

the free weights

Upstairs there

feet.

old squash courts].

We

propose to

new coachtwo new mul-

use 7,500 of this for the

and create

es' offices

tipurpose spaces of 1,575

the next step will be to

an

said

if

he

is

Ward,

who

new

"It is

fitness center]

has strong institutional support."

He noted

that support is

nothing

new.

Watson

Fitness

"A new

center was,

fitness

on one of

the earliest

I

lists

more

like to see

some

of

the

can't do a bicep curl

on one of them without it squeaking
like crazy," said Sara Afienko 'OK.

Bowdoin Student Government
Vice President of Facilities William
Donahoe

'08 said he "prioritized a

the February trustees

at

pressing facilities need for students.

"[The

trustees]

are well

aware

students can express their preferences.

As

for the recent surge in tread-

Ward

new one. They
money to start

most of that to a recent electrical
circuit problem that may have been

need

to find the

is

that

fitness center is built

to

trying

to

get

more

treadmills in the meantime," said

free

to the

weights have been
Farley Field

House

could happen to the space
Watson Fitness Center currently

occupies after a
structed

is

new

center

decisions... we
eral

problems, not the machines,
and that he is confident the problem
has been solved.

current fitness center

the Orient that

for a

new

in place

fitness center, there will

con-

"While we have not yet made any
have talked in gen-

new performance hall. He
90 percent of the recent problems have been because of the elec-

once conclusive plans are

is

yet to be determined.

said

Donahoe assured

Mills.

What
the

for the

trical

the current situation.
are

attributed

spurred on by nearby construction

hope, however,

new

some improvement may be made

added

equipment alone.

have received positive reviews,

very willing to get a

More

Orient

fitness center,

according to Ward.
mill break-downs,

"We

feet for cardio

new

be a focus group and "town hall" so

needed and are

just

ellipticals in the

year and

this

facility is

new

before a

\>S mm

more

which could boast 3,350 square
multipurpose room

There
t

to see

in

planning," he said.

*

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin

Some students hope

and
the Facilities
Properties Committee" when they
asked him what was the most
meeting

that a

believe,

You

replaced.

new gym

served on the building

clear [building a

pleased with the

current status of the

fit-

about people staring.

and design the

architect

spaces," Bradley said.

Asked

Ward

privacy.

committee with Bradley, said,

"Once we have some funds comselect

some

centers like the one at
Middlebury College are too wide
open and do not offer enough privacy for those who may be concerned
ness

square

feet each."

mitted,

new fitness center have
enough area so there are open

spaces, but enough visual barriers

sports teams."

would

"I

to offer
is

10,500 square feet of space [in the

many

with

side

for the

Watson

judge.

back." That would include enough

for

2006

fit-

ness center might discourage cer-

new fitness center
"would have to be many things to
many people... so students, staff,
and faculty can choose how and
when to work out in an environment
that encourages them to come
said a

feet,

only

if he thinks the current

word: "No."

Ward

center to replace

'state-of-the-art' fitness

7,

terms about the possibility of

moving

the bookstore to
is

where

the

and using

the vacated bookstore space for stu-

dent

organization

spaces,"

said

Bradley.

Anne

Riley contributed to

this

report.
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BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

VOTEtfjgffljilZ'ZA IN

TOAST
the^miJcoasIKrea
/

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 "PIZZA

$9.25

$5.55

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95

ONE TOPPING

by market^urvey

EllVtf

^o?/amerE\

729-0085 fir
85 Pleasant

St. •

Open

Daily

at 11 a.m.

Brunswick
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—1 —1
—1
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SUMMER STORAGE
Bowi

10
10%

in

o

Off

Off Storage Units

$35.00

Special

10%

Off Packing Supplies

Campus Pick-Up Service

725-6434
st

Cumberland

Self Storage

Andross 14 Maine St., Brunswick 0401
www.mainestorage.com • sales@mainestorage.com
Fort

•

2006. Not valid with any other offers or discounts; prepayment required.
'Applies to 6' x 10' units or smaller. Offer expires July 1
**Pick-Up service provides one a one-way trip between Bowdoin Campus & Fort Andross. Labor is not included
,
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by Cati Mitchell
Orient Staff

schools in Brunswick as part of com-

students spend an afternoon with

munity service programs and courses.

children

Although students volunteer

Though Longfellow

Portland, there

entitled "I hate die perpetual recess

school," waking

up
is

in the

Bowdoin

wee hours of the

and mental

in

school districts from Topsham to

School has

with
a
been
privileged
Facebook group in its honor

is

a particularly strong

element

of

Brunswick.

Many of these Bowdoin

participation

students participate in a variety of

afternoon

mentoring and tutoring programs run

of

out

not the school's only connection to

Community

the

One

Every semester, Bowdoin students
volunteer at Longfellow and other

Bowdoin students
them exactly as they would

children have, the
relate to

to younger siblings or children with-

in

out special needs."

Bear Buddies for two years.

"The program

Another popular mentoring pro-

gram

offers children the

is

Lunch Buddies. Organized

opportunity to participate in a wide

through Big Brothers Big Sisters of

might not oth-

Bath/Brunswick, Bowdoin students

range of activities that
erwise be open to

is

Regardless of the disabilities that the

The program

Meredith Segal '08 has participat-

Service

program

mem," she

matched with students from

are

said.

"During the hour and a half a week of

Bear

Bowdoin

Buddies. Every weekend,

At Jordan Acres Elementary School
Jordan Acres as

such

disabilities.

and has almost 30 volunteers.
ed

Resource Center (CSRC).

the College.

the program are just normal kids.

various physical

has been running for several years

in

students

who have

Bear Buddies,

all

of the children in

SCHOOLS, page 9

Please see

who wards with

Brunswick, fifth-grader Tanner Coffin raises his hand in math class, tier Kroichak '08,

in

kids at

part af his Education 203 clan, looks on.
Draw Firm,

Dm Itvoiai Oraet

Beware dangers of performance-enhancing drugs
FDA;

Supplements, including amino acids and creatine, are unregulated by

Ask

those

Dr. Jeff

who

eat a reasonable diet, if

taken in recommended doses, multivitamins

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center

are

unlikely to cause

Jeff

any harm.

jbenson@bowdoin.edu

ments, specifically? Protein supple-

What about

Dear

Dr.

preparations,

Jeff:

Creatine

ing drugs danger-

enhancer,"

ous? What about

very popular for

are

is

a popular "performance

heralded

—
estimated that

percent of the U.S. population

is

It is

using

some kind of

dietary supplements and that over

80 percent have
time

in the past.

tried

one some

People are cur-

rently spending over

$18

billion

per year on supplements. Seems

But

is it

a problem?

Certainly,

many

dietary supple-

"muscle

ATP

no evidence whatsoever

they work?

Are they dangerous?

Although
activity

in

all

acknowledges

that there

scientific support and/or

allowed to claim an "effect" on
federal

"little

minimal

health benefit" to taking them.

Creatine? Over 30 percent of

people

who
it

in

take
their

Food and Drug

(FDA)

not

is

Some

ties,

All that for only a couple of

dollars per day!
the side effects

and risks of

Muscle

supplemental

fact,

there

is

no

supplement industry

creatine?

ed

in

pill

are

or

liquid

form,

"recommended"

day cycles, others

in

in

or
12-

combination

The

essentially

is

unregulated and preys successfully

anxieties,

cramping and diarrhea are not
uncommon. There have been
reports of kidney damage from cre-

legal requirement that these claims

ther assured nor monitored.

absorbed through topical creams.

of the efficacy or safety of dietary
supplements. In

They can

may

The efficacy and

safety of most supplements are nei-

be injected intramuscularly, ingest-

required by law to review evidence

ments are simply just vitamins.

array of forms and doses.

also be unsafe.

Studies

it.

during short-duration, high-intensity exercise like weight lifting.

And

(J ust

do not even
muscle tissues

it

have shown, though, that taken for
five to six days by sedentary or

Wow!

bodily structure or function.

The

is

moderately active people, supple-

dietary supplements are

sports "supplement."

Never.

industry

here?

line

Steroids should never be used as a

Other dietary supplements

mental creatine will improve performance and delay muscle fatigue

specific medical condition or disease,

stroke.

Google "performance-enhancing steroids," and
what
I mean). Anabolic
you'll see
steroids are available in a wide

claim

cannot

now produced and mar-

failure

heart failure, and

What's the bottom

it.

then, of course, there are

steroids,

failure,

keted by an enormous, world-wide

Even

acids?

treatment of any

they
the

And

liver

GNC

Amino

protein.

long enough to utilize

Do

people with kidney disease should

is

that they

can cause heart

Certainly,

offer any advantage over dietary

retain

Though generally unnecessary

for

not risk taking

supplements? There

production. "Weight gainers" supply

Administration

like a lot!

foods.

extra calories for rapid weight gain

and bodybuilding.

40

Dear J.R:

for

refueling" by boosting cellular

other body-build-

currently

"amino acids"

muscle building and body sculpting.

Are sports performance-enhanc-

ing supplements?

supple-

sports

the

especially

ments,

atine

Protein

steroids

supplementation.

meet the same scientific standards
required even for conventional

and profitably on our insecurities,
and fantasies insecuri-

—

anxieties^-alfd fantasies that

industry marketing strategies help

and perpetuate.

offset side-effects. Anabolic
steroids will likely help you build
up muscle mass, but put most simply and clearly, they are illegal and

to create

dangerous.

A balanced and nutritional diet,
and a well-planned training program, can safely and predictably
help you reach your goals.

to

Side-effects range from severe

acne to
unwanted

mood

swings,

from

fat redistribution, facial

hair growth, and voice changes in

women

Fundamentally,

J.P.,

with very

few exceptions, supplements are
simply unnecessary.

Be

well!

to breast development, tes-

and impotence
men. Steroid abuse can also lead
ticular shrinkage,

MD

in

Jeff Benson,

to

Dudley Coe Health Center
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Programs connect Bowdoin students with Brunswick public school kids
SCHOOLS, from page 8

Counts program as "a win-win solution." Students get to

do

their

work

Longfellow, Coffin, and Woodside

study while giving something back to

Elementary school in Topsham, and

the

have lunch with them on a weekly

same

time.

Catrina Cartagena '07,

who

community

at the

has

been tutoring with the program for

basis.

Jonah Popp '06 noted

that

while

it

two

can be challenging to deal with a

he

nine-year-old's attention span,
believes that

Lunch Buddies provides

many benefits.

kids with

"They

years, agreed.

local school schedule.

love tutoring Brunswick stu-

"I

dents. It's great getting to

you

students,

know

the

you see
of Brunswick and are

really feel like

a different side

and a dependand
their future, have some fun, and
develop social skills," he said.
There is also a mentoring program
for "at risk" students at Brunswick
Junior High (BJH). There is not curget attention

able friend, think about college

It helps some
more individual attention."
The Department of Education also
helps Bowdoin students obtain spots
student teaching at BHS. There, they
spend five days a week and follow the

another the entire time.
kids get

making a strong connection
community," she

to the

said. "Plus, the stu-

dents and teachers, at least in

my

Kent,

as

feel

my

that

is

student teaching in

BHS,

said, "I think

students really benefit from

seeing a younger person

ed about

who

their subject area

wants to teach and

is excit-

and who

choosing to

is

teach."

experience, are so appreciative of

your work, so you really

who

biology classes at

In past years, environmental studies

and anthropology courses have
been involved in teaching and

though you are giving back to the

also

community."

observing at local schools.

Dorn sees the relationship between

Mike

A number

mentary schools. Dean of Student

Bowdoin and

teacher at Longfellow, said she wel-

Affairs

BHS

schools as a result of these programs

comes Bowdoin students

as a positive one.

classroom.

Community

Service

Coordinator Rick Wilson hopes to see

one soon.

"The

increase," he said.

to

like

I'd

future

of col-

laborations between the high school

ever

with potential."
students also par-

tutoring programs

run

CSRC. One such proBook Buddies. The program

through the

gram
was

is

by

initiated

O'Brien-

Julia

an English as a Second
Language (ESL) teacher at the Coffin
School, when she recognized a need

Merrill,

in her students

and called upon the
Over a dozen

College for help.

Bowdoin

students are paired with an

English Language Learner and read

with them weekly.
"I teach English to students

who

have another language in their background."

I

began

to think about

how

Bowdoin
we will do

takes to get

students
it,"

she

Searles,

"They stimulate
teacher with

third-grade

issues

my creativity

as a

week with Stephen Carlson '07.
Professor of Government Allen

and

Springer,

questions

my chil-

"They help

do

more

"Teachers and principals

schedule

school

get

includes breaks in

and

February

whatever

say,

Brunswick

it

Bowdoin students

to

our schools, we will do

it,*

while

April,

Bowdoin

special.

feel

takes to

working

for

the best.

They

add ideas

to

lessons.

Gomez

noted, "Field

hard to build relation-

experiences are often cited by stu-

these students with a native speaker

ships with individual kids if you're

dents as one of the most significant

of their language with Bowdoin stu-

not there on a very regular basis, and

occasions for learning."

wonderful

dents

it

would be

who were

right

to

connect

around the cor-

she noted.

those

"It's

individual relationships

ner."

what make

"The primary goal of the program
is to have the students share the joy of

rewarding."

reading," she added.

dents participate

Another major tutoring program

is

America Reads and Counts. Bowdoin
has been participating in the federally
funded work-study program since
1998.

Tutors spend four to eight

hours a week tutoring in schools and

payment for their work.
America Reads tutors focus on literacy skills; America Counts tutors
focus on math skills. In Brunswick,
receive

there

are tutors placed

in

Coffin,

Hawthorne, and BJH.

Susan Dorn, the director of the
CSRC, sees the America Reads and

the experience the

is

Bowdoin

Coffin School during her time at

Bowdoin. The three years she spent

Department

of

Several courses require

and

participating in the public schools.

Students
in
Contemporary
American Education (Education 101)
are required to observe half a day in a
local school.
In Educating All

working with students there inspired
her love for teaching. She

is

now

a

Dame.
"It was a

really nice experience,

my

memory of

fondest

really helped

me

college.

It

Not all of the connections between
Bowdoin and the Brunswick schools
are through official programs.

24 hours

BHS

in a

nearby school.
student

in

Educating All Children, said, "I

am

'09,

working with the kids

a

in

some way or

their

community

as a whole, the better."

would hate

it

dents went in as

if

"I

if

said.

Dorn

agreed, adding that she sees

neither side overpowering the other.

"The College

is

a great resource for

community," she added. "The

the

Bowdoin stuBowdoin students

dents have talents;
are role models.

think at the end of

I

the day, kids just love

dents."

get interested, smart, capa-

ble people to be involved in their
projects," she said. "It's great to

come
She

have

eager and committed

that's

it

stu-

as a potential learn-

ing experience for the volunteers.

have a

lot

of perspec-

Union Allen Delong chal-

the Smith

lenged students to take their experi-

ences

in the

Brunswick schools and

community one

"Ask

volunteer."

also sees

Bowdoin

Director of Student Activities and

students.

someone

the

the relationship as a partnership, with

very beneficial to the town and to

to

stu-

all

mutual learning experience," she

tionship as something that can be

Bowdoin
"They

Bowdoin

they have

strengths are obvious:

Dean for Academic
Nancy Jennings sees the rela-

Associate
Affairs

rocal relationship.

step further.

what

yourself:

the

are

my work? What is my
low-up?" he said. "What is

goals of

fol-

my

commitment?"

Remeiribering names, Pat

Moulton

brings smiles to

students

audit

by Maura Cooper
Contributor
Anyone who is courageous enough
crowd of students filing
into Moulton Union at lunchtime is also
lucky enough to be greeted by Pat Pye.

to brave the

a lot," she said.

observe and participate as they spend

Yaffe

the

She said she hopes the College and
the Brunswick schools have a recip-

professor of political science at Notre

Children (Education 203), students

Ian

and

Bowdoin students can gain

from," Jennings noted.

cases, these opportunities

stu-

students to spend time observing

will-

he said. "The more links

sibility,"

between Bowdoin faculty and
kids and students

tives that

have lasting effects on the volunteer.

through courses

that

the

in

Education.

some

In

the College

"I think they

Eileen Hunt '93 volunteered at the

Another way
offered

are

most

was

ing to play a role and take on respon-

Assistant Professor of Education

Doris Santoro

they appreciated the fact that

someone from

class

our

hard to maintain continuity,"

"It's

that

keep

our

for

ty

was a genuine sense

"I think there

students

breaks

nearby

answers, as opposed to having a

School Board for six years.

They

They model
Susan Dorn good learnService
Center
Director,
Community
Resource
much of January
ing.
They
"
inspire
us.
and March, and
leave in May before Brunswick
Their interaction makes our classwe
more
schools end the school year.
room richer, and
feel much
Rose Kent '06, a volunteer and stuconnected to the whole Bowdoin
community through them."
dent teacher, highlighted the difficulhave

who is on leave this semeswas a member of the Brunswick

ter,

and

attention

with sched-

a

French class at Longfellow once a

uling differences.

The

Bradley teaches

her

dren get

Some

Craig

into

their

ideas," she said.

a

said.

arise

Many Bowdoin
in

it

to our schools,

and the College are definitely rich

ticipate

Claudia

'Teachers and principals say, what-

something that

"It's

the Brunswick public

at

Longfellow Elementary School on Longfellow Street.

a mentoring program at
Brunswick High School (BUS), but
rently

The Bowdoin Orient

Ardolino,

work with kids

of students at the College

Some

courses

at

After 32 years of service to the college, in

which she checks students

into

Bowdoin. Quinby House recently had
a fundraiser, the proceeds of which

the dining hall

ished

Pye has become a chermember of the Bowdoin commu-

went

nity

through a combination of her

to promoting art in local ele-

,

of

friendly smile, extensive collection

Polar Bear sweatshirts (she has 25), and
her amazing ability to greet the majority

of students by name as they walk

er,

are aware

Few

students

howev-

of Pye's personal

history,

through the door.

the nature of her connection to the

years spent raising her

Pye joined Bowdoin

in

to six.

In the

where she

life,

four children and

is

raised

now a grandmother

summer,

in addition to

pursues her love of gardening by working part-time for a landscaping company.

Pye

is

also an avid fan

of the

entered school.

At

Moulton

Bowdoin Men's Hockey Team and

Union served as

the student union, with

gives hockey players a "good luck" hug

Pye worked

that time,

hall,

pub, and

grill.

for 14 years as a cashier in

the evening at the

Union began

grill.

to

When Moulton

close

became responsible

for

list

ficult

was more a

method helped sharpen her
today she

because she thinks

dif-

ability to

names so

for the lunchtime shift
that "the students

here

are the greatest kids on earth." and she
believes that they help keep her young.

Bowdoin
ciative

students are equally appre-

of the effect that Pye has on the

college community.

Pye demonstrates

On

a daily basis,

to the student

body

that

the importance of treating others with

able to personally greet

kindness and courtesy, and, through her

students'

is still

seven

Moulton Union

system, the pen-and-paper

remember

officially retired

years ago, she continues to work at

processthan using the current

electronic

Although Pat

she
stu-

as they walked through

the door. Although this

Union.

earlier,

For years Pye checked students'

names off a

on game days as they enter Moulton

checking

dents in at lunch and dinnertime.

for his Education 203 class.

Maine, for the

watching her beloved Red Sox, she

many

a post office, dining

Bier Kraichak '08 works with fifth-grader Tanner Coffin on finding the area of a triangle in a math
class at Jordan Acres elementary school in Brunswick. Kraichak spends time in Jordan Acres school

lived in Bath,

dents.

1974 once her youngest daughter

The Bowdoin Orient

Pye has

majority of her

After

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Bowdoin community, and exactly how
she became so astute at learning the
names of hundreds of Bowdoin stu-

four children,

Drew

Drew

Pat Pye has worked at Moulton
Union for 32 years.

students (and can

children

of students

30 years

ago!).

even recognize the
that she checked- in

warm

personality

and enthusiasm, she

has become valued

Bowdoin community.

member of

the
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Swing-dancing students jump,

Soulive to

wail

jive,

with

lift spirits

Allstars,

by Kelsey'Abbruzzese
Oreint Staff
Soulive isn't going to

let its

audi-

music featuring the organ,

Gym today at 9 p.m.

cianship, but Soulive

sitting

Sandip Patel '07 and Curtis Isacke

of the Activities Board

'07, co-chairs

committee
its

booked Soulive

that

Bowdoin

for

concert, discussed their

first

impressions of the band and

how

its

fusion of jazz and hip-hop

"It's

not coffeehouse style," Patel

said. "It's classical, but caters to a

younger crowd with hip-hop."
Patel first heard of Soulive at his
high school in New York, where he

its

with

collaborated

early years, gaining

man

Music Guide describes

as

in the second of four

Something," the Evans brothers and

An

by Mike
Nugent
Columnist
around

time of year, after

this

instilled

pella

act

for the

find the

that

of films for the coming year.

be sure that Guest

will.

seems

dates are far

in the distance, but at least this will
all

toward

insanity

in

"Apocalypto" and Mr. Scientology
himself in "Ml:3," with
ing for

Maximum

MI now stand-

their

comfort

zones, but instead choose to tackle

challenging material and take

it

is

something

make

always preferable
difficult

boring,

to fail at

than to continue to

repetitive,

Oscar-beg-

ging vehicles. So

when

to the theater, put

your money where

your gut

is

and support

you're going

original, inter-

esting films; you'll be glad you did.

A Prairie Home Companion

—

director:

[June]

Robert Aitman

Another film featuring a sprawling
cast, including

Meryl Strecp,

Tommy

Lee Jones, and Kevin Kline; recent
honorary Oscar recipient Aitman
always knows what to do with a big

He

cast.

can keep the performances

modulated to the same style and
lines clear without

The

story-

breaking a sweat.

film chronicles the final perform-

in

M

pretty

on

foot

feeling

was talent yet
employed, someone should find
if there

do

to
a

be

way

Queen

appears to be a highly

which may

sheer originality

more than worth your time.
Volver [October] director: Pedro
Almodovar

—

is

at

it

advanced praise preceding

film about a matriarch's ghost.

Almodovar 's

films are always worth

your time, and

his

long-awaited return

working with Carmen Maura, a

whom

mer muse with

he had a

auditions in the early fall for the

for-

falling

Many people mentioned that there

able.

was

a good amount of unclaimed

still

talent to

From
of the

conversations with

Please see SOULIVE, page 13

have developed a strong sense of

dynamic performers. Conversely,

their

youth could be a drawback from

the perspective of experience, but their

recent

performance

suggested

that

these ladies are not having trouble with

The group began

fall,

once-a-week practices; the

it

felt that

talent floating

sophomore outing, and
largely hinge on his abili-

Patrick Wilson

of this subur-

When you

likely,

however;

role that gets

have

and Kate Winslet play-

ing the leads, success is
this

much more

could even be the

Kate the Great her long

With

this in

lot

Bond

'09,

Their interest
selves as "upbeat

is

to

present them-

and energetic," said

Bond.

The group was given opportunities
on this semester, but

they wanted to wait until they were at
their best before presenting

themselves

Bowdoin community.
was evident that the student body

would prove to be. Also,
was important for the

was

curious to see what BellaMafia

it

felt

other.

By

they had truly estab-

of

to the

was all about as the chapel was full and

many came

explicitly to see the ladies

sing.

was really exciting to debut on
campus because we were so well

"It

evident that the

women made the

commit themselves to
become a viable a cappella group on
serious choice to

Bond

BellaMafia will be performing
for Faculty Appreciation

week on

April 14.

of

mind, Boka singer Jessie

what

sort

and Kurland decided
of

tions.

to see

would show up

talent

should they hold their

own

set

of audi-

The turnout was strong and

intriguing

enough

BellaMafia

for the

group to

is

having sung a cappella before and others being veterans

of the genre. Bond

and Ferguson arrange the pieces and
make an effort to experiment with a
"different style of female percussion,"

said

Bond

BellaMafia

is

young, not only

recent creation, but also because

made up

entirely

of

first

advantageous because

MOVIES, page 13

no where

Ferguson '08, Ursus Versus singer Julia

in its
it is

women

it

Whytnic Martin-Sackett, The Bowdoin Orient

years and

sophomores, 13 to be exact This

overdue Oscar.

is

around out there."

made of singers with a
wide range of experience, some never

returns for his

terms of the dynamic of

list.

It

on and how

members to get to know each
the time they

on the

serious

to take

an endeavor
they

practicing last

were unsure what form the group

was going

in

performance, serious

their

to perform earlier

that difficulty.

girls

campus, but

members

was a

Children [November]
director. Todd Field
The director of "In the Bedroom"
LITTLE

ban abuse scandal.

brass section also

"The brass section makes the
instrumental more fast-paced and the

existing groups, Aurora Kurland

'09 gathered that "There

begin practicing.

success will

tell

drum

be had.

out. could be magical.

ty to sidestep the cliches

will

of jam bands

lished themselves as a compilation

it

The

Spain's premier director

Delman

adds to the music's appeal.

received," said

this

I

the planet," and Patel stated

this

again, with

influ-

ahead jazz,"

Wilson also described Neal Evans

It is

its

R&B

from what

said Wilson.

progress.

It

far

straight

as having "as Ely

voices, winter break. interrupted their

Please see

United States history.

it's

would consider

only a shoe of the female voices avail-

ance of the longest-running radio pro-

+ gram

Meddiebempsters, was

formed because there was die

to

will be

to

have a great deal of funk, soul, hip-

five existing a cappella groups reaped

stylized historical piece,

Soulive

improvised solos, but since they

and here

of France.

that

"The
do come out of jazz, in the sense that
it's instrumental and involves a lot of

Coppola's "Lost in Translation"
Kirsten Dunst stars as the fickle

risks.

Although some of these films may not

it,

[October]

achieved great success,

prove divisive, but

Irritation.

Unlike those hacks, these auteurs
don't stay safely in

work,

Marie-Antoinette
director: Sofia Coppola

something to look forward

trudge through Mel's contin-

descent

uing

delivers, with Catherine

humor in

part

their

starting with

groups.

BellaMafia, which performed for the

Academy may not

movies

when

And most of their release

we

two all female

cast always

studios announce

of

slate

to as

The

a healthy balance to the a cap-

community, rounding out the

numbers to two co-ed, two all male, and

time on March 31, as die opening

inescapable,

give us

race.

cappella

formation

Its

first

depressing repetitiveness of the cur-

their slate

time he's taking on the insanities

women's a

campus.

O'Hara and
the hilarious Parker Posey taking lead
duties this time around, and while the

Oscars have passed and the

rent

on

group

The mad-mocumentarist of "Best in
Show" fame is back once again, and
of the Oscar

to

overflow of talent led to the cre-

ation of a second

Guest

this
It's

the

Christopher

director:

emphasized

roots of the music certainly

Lovers and the Greyboy

group, and in two years they are likely

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

Consideration

—

bles, also

knocks off first concert

the cinematic horizon
Your

with

collaborating

Krasno were

2006: peeking over
For

drumDan Wilson
mer of the Bowdoin campus who
Weeks
Jim
with
the
Philharmonic, among other ensem-

plays

that the band's

Bill Frisell."

Before

Moon Boot

[September]

a different

'06, a veteran

and

Scofield on the 2001 album "Doin'

Thursday night swing danc-

is at

level."

you, the funkiest right bass

The Bowdoin Orient

Ladd House.

people can appreciate their musi-

"one of the 'big three' of current jazz
along with Pat Metheny

guitarists,

at

that Soulive plays, Isacke said, "Jazz

hop, rock, dance, and

Soulive

Scofield in

Club

new form of jazz

ence,

exposure and learning from the

ing lessons sponsored by the Polar Bear Swing

In regards to the

jazz guitarist John Scofield's chil-

that All

Tom Cook '09 and Sarah Podmaniczky '08 participate

guitar,

drums, and brass.

attended the same school as famed

dren.

three

can't be classified as strictly jazz.

works.

Ardolino,

The

respectively.

formed Soulive in the early 90s
when all of them were under the age
of 25, making up an eclectic mix of

down. The trio
of Alan and Neal Evans and Eric
Krasno proclaims its brand of music
to be "jazz that you can dance to,"
which will fill Bowdoin's Sargent
ence take jazz

Mike

Gym

jazz in

is

gives the

time to grow together as a

BellaMafia, Bowdoin's newest female a cappella group, debuted
Friday night in the Chapel.

^_

last
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Yuengling and Sam Paterson, Ikeda focus on form
share middle of road Senior Portraits
green and other pastels. Perhaps he

knew that "spring"

by Carter

playing us

Thomas

way

Sam Adams White Ale - ($7.99 for
a six-pack

As

at

my

two of

der

month of April

die beautiful

unfolds in this great

when

life

delivering
the

Ikeda,

Tom's).

currently on view in the Visual Arts

be

of snow on die
beat

to .the punch,

I

ing

white

style

was

first

my

Spring Break trip to Florida,

My

first

sat

I

year round

live there

was

impression

—

one

good

a

Yuenling Brewing

the

Company made no

mistake to

broadcast that this beer

by no

when making

lager

the label in almost die
font as the

same

it,

particular

size

emotion

am

I

trying to

convey.

work
by hair.

and foremost inspired

first

is
It

the beer.

has since progressed into a series of
sleep figures, but hair remains the

Pennsylvania-based beer pours a per-

and has a head

Mike

"My work

emphasis of my work.

I

BO: What were your

goals for

progressed

my

goals changed from

only representing

hair, to putting rec-

fect gold color

brews from Sam Adams, because of die

sipates quickly.

your project? Did you meet those

ognizable figures in

ty

goals? Did they change during the

pose

bit uneventful, as are

head's easy predictability

—

it

receded

that dis-

The carbonation is pretgood, though I noticed it was harder
of the

to a flat top without any sort of note-

to take bigger gulps out

worthy speed or

than other, tamer brews. The finish of

was

sloth. This beer's taste

rather interesting, combining a

very subtle

this beer is fun, giving the

of a lager while

splashy citrus flavor with the standard

bite

wheat body of a white ale, all while pre-

buds with the presence the

serving the taste of malts on the sweet-

taste delivers

er end of the spectrum.

however, the finish of

much

I

must admit,
beer leaves

the

be desired through

to

almost empty

its stringy,

Like most other

feel.

—a

my

tickling

compliment

its

think

lettering for

very interesting

it is

spring brew, seeing as the traditional

season for white

while spring

is

is

undoubtedly winter

typically associated with

was any goal that I had
it was to create pieces
and grada-

tions to create abstract

moments

in

that aren't achievable

GP:

and sculpture, and

each one. Each

meats and spring

grilled

on the

the fact that

it

comes

beer

this

strengths,

which

tage of to

make

may

rience

be a

But

bit shady.

drinking this beer,

the

Frank Zappa and the Mothers of

Invention. During

my student years,

I

think

I

may have

bubbly character.

their cold,

music of George Gershwin, Cole
Irving Berlin, Jules Stein,

Porter,

Mel Tonne, Frank

Sinatra,

Ella

Fitzgerald, early Barbara Streisand

and

all

albums of the

the great duet

And any albums

'90s.

made by

the great

What's the best

DW:
gone

It's

or single

Ray Charles.
band to see live?

been so long since Fve

to live concerts.

Do

videos

count? In that case, I'd go with Rage

Against the Machine.

LVS:

Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey,

Kenton,

Cab Calloway, Spike Jones,

Louis Armstrong, and
at the

all

the bands

Cotton Club.

Tonne,

Ella

O'Connell,
Jones,

Fitzgerald,

Helen

Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Daraone, or Tony

Vic

Bennett.

What song brings you down?

in

see

away

to take

around us

is all

to look closely to

it.

JMI: It's impossible for people to
walk away from an an piece with the

My scores:

want people

I

to

simply want to make an

I

impression on them.

WEEK

'Sometimes

.

LCVan

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin

it is

stupid

the

it is

Orient

Paterson and lkeiia\^xhibitiom,
both of which are untitmtwill

a shape or form which intrigues me," said Paterson,
particular emotion that

I

i

view until April 14.

am

trying to convey."

Savage

DW: "Bowdoin Beata"
so-called

Portuguese wines

on

the cheap

"songs" today that scream and shout
about killing and murder and rape.

DW:

Vinho Verde

by Hillary Matlin

If you were the dictator of a small
country,

Columnist

what would be your national

I

would not be a

I

asked

about the wine of

of
do not

dictator

As an American,

one gener-

Portugal,

remembers

believe in dictators. But, the fact that

ally

you pose such a question reveals our
megalomania I say, let the

name

to port

wine

and

you read

a lot

Portugal

cultural

people

make

LVS:

I

own choice.

their

would hope

lent dictator

and

my

to

if

that

gives

its

and

anthem

Dickens

Your Web-

Madeira (one of the
small resort islands)

Somebody's

also

to

Mother"... In

other

produces

Golden Rule.

one generally does-

what would you say?

DW: "Go home
own

know

n't

largest

which
and make your

that

it

that Portugal

is

stop

all

that insane

producer of wine
is
is

phenomenal; with over 500

you could drink a

music."

enough, for

Wilkinson can be heard on "The
Howlin' Hour," 12:00 p.m. to 1:00
p.m. Wednesdays, followed by Van

are

"Senior

Moments" from

1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on
91.1

FM.

allowed to

not require an aging process.

every day for the

tle

different bot-

rest

time and never taste them

relatively

available to

two

all their

at

life-

As

good. I'm looking

wine began

the

warm,

the flavor

to

that I've drank lately that

Below,

you can

that

I

one

serve Vinho Verde at a cooler temperature than other white wines.

of the

the design

However,

which was

label,

picnic wine and also

is

good

is

very easy

to

This

a red wine from the aptly

is

named Dao
playing

found
still

region of Portugal (in the

northwest of the country for our friends

thoughts of bananas

a

a day from

this

is

It

a very

Oddly enough,

mouth
a word that describes when something's sour, but not sour ..." I sug-

and she immediately

"tart,"

first

flavor

reminded us of

Granny Smith Apples. As the wine
began to warm, the flavor grew sweetevoking thoughts of bananas

down for your own pleasure.
Broadbent Vinho Verde ($10.99

day from being

Black Sheep Wines)

of the

lem

I

had with
bottle.

ripe.

this

The

tasters

and

I

wine to be quite shockingly

deep wine,

tasting

of dried plums and really heavy spices.

for

gested

My

home).

at

different.

being ripe.

er,

DAo

(tinto) C$8.99 at Provisions)

grew

sweeter, evoking

The

in the States.

fridge so

Because of

recommended

is

Encosta da Estrela 2001

agreed.

few Portuguese wines

buy

it.

drink alone as an aperitif.

Funnily

all.

my

niece, is rather adorable. This

production, there

track

WBOR

of your

it

very difficult

it

chill

painted by the maker's four-year-old

tasters described the initial

taster as "sour, but

is

of

the grape,

into

it

One of my

globally,

varieties

wedge

to

This particular bottle was a joy to drink.

roughly the same size as

grapes,

Savage's

do

fore

quite impressive considering

good for your vocal
chords and it's bad for my ears. Shut
up, sit down, and let's hear some real
not

fact that the grapes are not

reach a high sugar content, and there-

the seventh

Maine. The breadth of production

music."

LVS: "Please
It's

is

well.

than most, making

me

for

What

wine as

taller

could appropriately

a

words, sings the praises of the simple

Ifyou were on stage with a mic in

exclusively

that

Footed Friends, For a Duck Could Be

would be "Be Kind

an

you romance language
people) means green and refers to the

of Austen, Bronte

be a benevo-

national

is

Portuguese wine. The word Verde
(pretty easy for

When

screaming.

What song pumps you up?
DW: "No Woman No Cry" by
Bob Mar ley.
LVS: Anything sung by Mel

want people

I

and one only needs

to

front of thousands of screaming fans,

Glen Miller, Lionel Hampton, Stan

could

I

same impression.

anything.

in different times.

way

enjoy them on any level that they

were living

All the albums with the

is

a die

Taste: 3.6/5 Label: 3.0/5 Benefit/Cost:

anthem?

LVS:

work

am

I

3.3/5.

was something completely different It was the one that said we

this

my

pieces.

GP:

judging these beers not by the

start

LVS: All

DW: Of albums produced during
my student years, "Freak Out" by

of art work

the only

is really

the idea that beauty

after

color of their glass but by the content of

Dave Wilkinson '67 and
ated?

advan-

try to take

I

a piece

more effectively.
JMI: The medium of

ect?

in a green bot-

a telltale sign that the drinking expe-

'other times

cre-

enjoy

I

medium has different

The drawings, on the
other hand, offer me a more immediate means of manipulation. I can control my work much more quickly.
BO: What do you want people to
take away from viewing your proj-

com-

it

regardless of whether you are

DJs OF THE

album ever

mediums,

in several

including drawing, painting, photography,

types

I

the best

work

I

hard printmaker, and using mono-

WB0R91.1FM

is

through other

media?

want.

What

did you choose the
did? What aspects of
medium do you enjoy

printmaking and drawing.

time.

beach or on the Quad. One of the most

combining a color scheme of sky blue

I

have created over the

I

four years with the greater

past

if there

my project

that used realistic lines

bines the flavor profile necessary to

is

and staunch white

along was to

artistic

my

tle,

Sam decided to use a White Ale for

share the art

all

your

good "outdoor" beer because

drinker for buying his historic beer,

fringes,

goal

BO: Why
medium you

achieve such extremely rich blacks

shocking points of interest for

that

for

My

sup-

combination

terrific

holding up a goblet so as to toast the

the names.

GP:

The Bowdoin Orient

for any drinker's mouth. Indeed this is a

air,

on the

taste

process?

I

bodied

full

Sam Adams' beers, the White Ale
showcased Sam himself on the front

in the background, forest green

bottle

my pieces.

Ardolino,

inspired by hair," said Ikeda.

Bowdoin community. So far, I think
show has accomplished that.
JMI: I didn't have a specific goal,
but rather I was interested in developing a cohesive body of work that
related to my exploration of hair. As

most other

was a

and foremost

is first

the

My

John-Mark Ikeda:

on

lagers, this

name of

Like most other true

The pour

a

is

the label,

plastering the type of beer

most white

ales (specifically Allagash).

Orient: Describe

and how did you execute it?
Graham Paterson: Each piece of
art has a different source of inspiration. Sometimes it is a shape or form
which intrigues me, other times it is a

means transparent The color is
more of an off white,
packing in flashes of gold and
deeper shades of amber than I
in

The Bowdoin

your senior art project. What inspired

who

actually

am used to seeing

whose honors exhibitions are

Center (VAC).

by the

Like most white

ale.

to this lager dur-

Graham Paterson and John-Mark

pool with the other 70 somethings

beer pours a bit cloudy,

definitely translucent but

#
exposed

cracking the green bottle as

form of a Witbier, a Belgian

ales, this

Bowdoin. The Orient interviewed

at

Yuengling Traditional Lager -

seasonal drink in

its

culmination of their artistic careers

($7.69 for a six-pack, available at Uncle

Sam Adams

most other breweries

senting art exhibitions signifying the

Benefit/Cost ratio: 2.8/5.

brewed and, more importantly, why are
ground? Luckily,

This semester, 16 seniors are pre-

My

2.7/5

and pon-

will the spring ales begin to

there three inches

a good beer,
favorites.

Label:

3.0/5

Taste:

J

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

to laugh all the
is

my

though not one of

series

questions:

state, I sit

biggest

ways

to the pub. This

Scores:

Hannaford).

and snow,

rain

for fools while he con-

all

cocts other subtle

Columnist

Fourth in a

c

in the northeast typ-

means cold

ically just

still

a

The major prob-

wine was the height

bottle is significantly

very

it

is

not very thick in the

much

for so

tannic

either.

heaviness.

It

isn't

The wine needs

some reason, I thought
drank it; I
gorgonzola pasta when
dunk it could stand up to the pungent

some

food. For

1

cheese. This

is

definitely not a

"I'm just

going to have a glass of wine before
dinner" wine.

The

bottle is surprisingly

lightweight and seems smaller than a
bottle,

but

mation, a

money.

it

In

sum-

of wine for very

little

is in fact full-sized.

lot
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on

map

the

the

in

and

'80s,

"Mulholland Drive" continued the

—

Drfamgirls [December] direcCondon
In the wake of "Chicago," the

tor Bill

studios eagerly greenlit a

number of

musicals, but poor directorial choic-

es

doomed them

Condon,

all

however,

middle-ground

usual there's very

info, but

once it premieres at Cannes in

May,

the material work.

them.

actually

have to see his films to believe

The Fountain [TBD]

—

director

Darren Aronofsky
It

the story

It tells

plot

occurring on screen will begin; you

musical

make

on what's

the debate

really

sensibilities to

of Lynchian insanity on screen.
little

been

has

years

since

Dream," and

finally

of a group loosely based on Diana
Ross and the Supremes, and the

"Requiem

behind-the-scenes

Rynd's epic novel, taking place over

drama,

great music including

with

one song

can bring down the house.
Inland Empire [TBDJ

that

—

is

Aronofsky returns to chronicle

director:

directors

who deserves to have an adjective featuring his name. "Blue Velvet" put

him

challenge and will be extreme-

to be transcendent.

The

film stars

Aronofsky 's wife and recent Oscarwinner Rachel Weisz,

10

Hugh Jackman,

and Ellen Burstyn.

heard

hip-hop

in

muskr

are

free

concert

Brooklyn.

com-

"People

is

Are your friends sick of
hearing your opinions on

funky musk, period," said Wilson,
who saw the band last summer at a

Soulive also represents a different

genre of music than what

Prospect

in

who

Park,

are into hip-hop and

monly found at Bowdoin concerts.
"There was some risk in bringing

the show. Actually, there's not any

a jazz group, but we're about bring-

type of music taste on campus that

ing different groups." Isacke said.

wouldn't be into Soulive." said

we

put up posters for the

funk will definitely be engaged

was

it

exciting to have

a good response."

The exploration of jazz and hiphop wrapped up in a jam-band style

in

Make them read about them!

Isacke.

band, right away people were asking
for tickets, so

2006

7,

danceable, groove-based, upbeat,

brought into jazz," he said.

Tickets

available

are

the

at

Write for A&E.

Smith Union Info Desk ($5 with
Bowdoin I.D., $7 Bowdoin friends,
$10 public).

Email orient@bowdoin.edu

also excited Wilson.

but has the abil-

ly difficult to pull off,
ity

one of the few

Ann

1,000 years; this practically defines
artistic

David Lynch

for a

rhythms

"After
six

up Friday night crowd

to jazz

SOUUVE. from page

tra-

As per

failure.

to

has

dition

experience, as well as the prestige

Lynch

Band

promises a diverse array of films

MOVIES, from page 10

FRIDAY, APRIL

"There
pus that

cammore funky jam

a large population on

is

is really

into

music, and bands like Soulive," he

group of stu-

said. "Unfortunately, this

dents often goes underrepresented on

Bowdoin musical

the

Student Art Union goes mobile

which

scene,

by

generally tends to be dominated
indie

rock

think a lot of students, fac-

I

and community members who are

ulty,

already into this kind of funky music

importantly,

go

more

love the show, but even

will

think a lot of people

I

who
PINEI If [IHHIII1T CULITIIK.

They help community groups organize resources and fight to keep kids away from
drugs. Contact a community coalition and find out what your group can do.

kind of music will have

this

HE

THEM YOU SEE

to the concert without a clue about

Soulive or

a blast and become immediate fans."

The show
different

Bowdoin

at

will

www.heJpyourcommunlty.or9

be no

or

from other Soulive shows,

bringing funk and danceable jazz
characteristic

1

877 KIDV313

YOU GST MORE WHEN V0U GET TOGETHER

of the band.
Offk* of NetioaoJ Drug Control Poky

"Their grooves are just so infectious

and make you want

good

time.

It's

to

have a

Apartment

fun, happy, energetic,

Summer Nanny

for

September 2006 through May 2007
Female Students Only

Looking for a mature, responsible student to
babysit two days per week during the summer
(preferably Tues and Thurx but can be flexible).
There are two children ages 3 and Mom
working out of the house. Would like babysitter
to haw Red Cross Certllk atloit well pay lor
your doss If you're the right person. Must be
reliable and have own transportation to f\iwnal
(between lYweport and (iray).
Please contact Krtsten .Stetson at 688 U «>

Rent jnc|udes

8'

X

IS*

internet

Wa

Call

Bill

Lovell: Cell

Q

;

Manor Dm*

-Water.

Large Yard, Parking on Site

MuRr Skm rMt-TntC rOHUOII AwMbMC

.

.^ ^ and HBQ

Two bedrooms, Large Kitchen,
Bathroom and Living room

fc.

Rent

.,

837-9699 Email

Sewer

t

bill.Lovell@biw.com

36 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Duties irKluo^rwtnmlimrtied to
gardening, housekeeping clerical,
ect. 3 miles

Authentic Thai Cuisine

from Bowdoin College

207-729-051 lor LWtonagwi9jurto.com

Live in summer nanny/tutor.
Also needs to be witling to do
housework. Must drive car

light

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

This mobile was recently added to the Art Union, located on the

ond

floor of

Government envi-

1

2

\

17

r

1

14 Maine

20

Fall short

53 Downwind

Superlative's

54 Guy's partner

ending

55 Gives a new

Tempos

1

Basque separatist

organiza-

23 Explosive

59 Traveler's aid

12 Ocean

18 Oat

24 Lord

60

13 Top-left key

Name
6

7

19 Abraham's son
a

10

11

12

Jeffs' col-

61 Camels'

lege
13

I

I

26 Luau dish

62 Suit

21 Partofamin.

27 Fuel

65 Jumbos' college

23 Tater

30 Divide

67 America

25 Slump

68 Avoid

26 Computer screen

31

Smallest

33 Health and
relaxation center

P

^7^^

I

28

29

36 Type of communication

30

32

38 Gossiper

69 Bay

FOR AN ALL-NEW

CROSSWORD AND
ANSWERS TO THIS

dot

WEEK'S PUZZLE.

70 Slang greeting

27

71 Minds

28 Spring flower

72 Poor

29 Bare

73 Affirmative

31 Faulty car or

Italian city

SOLUTION TO LAST
WEEK'S PUZZLE

cit-

-\
33

34

35

^H 36
40

39

[

37

39 Whey's partner

38

41

Juliet's

47|

46

DOWN

boyfriend

things done
45

44

rus fruit

43 One who gets

43

42

41

1

Swelling

32 Headed

c h

33 Frown angrily

o u c

34 Rub through a

2 Jewish holiday

strainer

cl

In o vl

with belt

S2|

51

46 White Mules'

"

53

53

%
18

71

56

55

1

1

57

58

college

3 Embarrass

35 Get up

4 Pouch

37 Native

1

5 Policeman

40 Unit

for

meas-

1

60

48 Raiders of the

51

57

55

1

49

1

i

1

1

P uzzle

1

1

Ada jnKor nmel

urement of pain

42 Protested

Cardinals' col-

8 Francisco or

45 Cancels

James's nick-

name
)y

crisp

7 Discharge

lege

5

6 Make

Lost

Diego

9 Bantams' college
10 Poetic "has"

47 Yang's partner
50 Talk incessantly
52 Apple

A P

i

If

oIe

i

R

l
1

m
E

E T
B A S e||d
C Ti|L A
|S O
L||S A A r|
o U T D
R AjC
S P R E EllV o g u eJ|l e
S
G NliS EVE
Y A
E N EllS
R E Nile O VET
tIIs
a
f
c
u
d
e
dJi

A D D

48

44 Constellation

i

hHr
DEE r|a
1

50

mc

WEEK'S ORIENT
on

keyboard

coll.

visa &

Maine • 207 725-9708

CHECK OUT NEXT

tion

title

Tac

n^v

Street. Brunswick.

16

25

24

2020

22

22

21

Restaurant

girl

(713) 621

17 Time period

IS Fragrance

14

DOE.

9 Plural of this

5

3

20

6 year old

400-500

4 Bobcats' College
14

ronment group
•1

will teach to drive small boat.
Island near Bremen, Maine

Smith Union.

ACROSS
1

and

sec-

Weekly Crossword: Rummaging for Rivals

Dine-In vr Take-out

1

BE

1

CROSSE
rMt
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SPORTS
lax takes first loss Tennis
serves up

Women's
by Emily Baird
Contributor
The women's

victories

lacrosse team ended

a seven-game winning streak, losing
loss"

by Nick Day

Jumbos, the team has held

Staff Writer

Tuesday's

to Tufts 9-8. Despite
to the 6-0

onto a fifth-place ranking in the
Dili National Poll and

latest

Men's tennis picked up two wins
defeating
soundly
week,

poised to

is

have a successful season.

this

the half, Tufts led 4-3, only to

Brandeis 7-0 on Tuesday night. The

return to the turf to rapidly score

Bears squeaked by Amherst 4-3

another four goals. Despite the large

over the weekend.

At

managed

to halt

rallying

to

points.

Amherst, their first
match of the season, the
grabbed the crucial
doubles point with decisive wins at
the No.
and No. 2 spots.
In the singles, every match was
close with four out of six matches

Bears did not give up and

deficit, the

Against

NESCAC

Jumbo momentum,

recover most of the

With 7:12 remaining

in the

game, the Polar Bears scored
final goal, falling

one goal

Polar Bears

their

1

short of a

tie.

First-year Stephanie Collins-Finn

going to three

On

stopped seven shots for Bowdoin.

sets.

Junior co-captain

Sam

Bitetti put

offense Bobbi Dennison '08, Lynd-

forth a gritty effort at

sey Colburn '08, Taylor White '07,

spot,

and Jena Davis '06 each contributed

Rilla in straight sets.

one goal. Bridget Keating '08 and
Kate Donoghue '07 posted two goals

performances included first-year

apiece for the Bears.

Amherst's Michael Mintz

No.

singles

1

top-ranked

defeating

Josh

Other notable

Alex White's three-set victory oveY

Although the Bears are no longer

singles.

undefeated, they opened their season

at

No. 3

Sophomore Noah Buntman

had a close three-set battle with

with a string of impressive wins. In

Amherst sophomore Jeff Wan, but

Florida, they soundly beat William

he came up short in a third-set

Smith, Springfield, Buffalo State,

tiebreaker.

and Easton Connecticut. While

But the day's honors undoubtedly
went to sophomore Garrett Gates,
who outsmarted, outplayed, and
out-hustled his opponent at No. 2

New

Wheaton,

NESCAC

in

The Bears have

England.

defeated

as

well

as

and

Williams

rivals

Amherst.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Having

totalled 113 goals collec-

Grace Moore '08 jostles

sticks

with an Amherst player in

last

Saturday's game.

The Bean

defeated

Amherst 109.

presence.

The defensive squad

is

no

having allowed only

less impressive,

124 shots and 46 goals. Except for

ing players this year, the team

young, but

its

narrow victory over Amherst,

Bowdoin has won

all

other games by

an impressive margin of four or more
goals. And, with only three graduat-

still

how

Dennison also describes

is

the

team has high expectations, hoping

powerful.

to

Boasting a strong 7- 1 record so far
this season, the Polar

Bears are off to

shot

maker with a

wearing

gift for

opponents down. Though Gates

make it into the NCAA tournament.
Now ranked third in the NESCAC conference behind Middle-

a solid start Although last season's

dropped the

15-4 finish set a high bar for the

undeterred in his effort to beat

differ-

Each per-

bury and Tufts, the Polar Bears will

mis success.

counter punching and long

son brings something, which makes

weekend with games against Middlebury
and Plymouth State.

The Polar Bears will return to play
in Brunswick on April IS against

After winning the second set in a

For Colburn, the team has a great
bunch of players.

"We

the team's most recent loss to Tufts

and

Gates clashed with junior Lenny
Lepner, an amazingly consistent

tively this season in eight games, the

Bears maintain a powerful offensive

singles.

have really eccentric,

ent characters

it

on

the team.

fun and a learning experience,"

Colburn

said.

face tough competition this

Bears, they

seem positioned to repeat

Trinity.

Lepner

first

at his

Please see

he was

set 6-3,

own game

—one

of

rallies.

TENNIS page 15
,

Baseball struggles after Spring Break trip to Florida
by Tom Lakirt
Contributor

and not much changed from there
on.

Although the Bowdoin College

Senior Will Waldrop started on the

led at the plate

game of

for the Bears in the third

hill

The Bantams were

the series. Pat Driscoll '08 took over

Bowdoin

great start in

by sophomore center fielder Chandler Bernard, who had a three-run

working a solid

rough

dinger in the second, while senior

mately earning the win. Lemieux

patch of late. The squad faced a very

center fielder Jared Lemieux battled

tough Trinity Bantams team

for the Bears with three hits, includ-

Baseball

Team had a

Florida, the

team has

hit a

for

the

third

inning,

five innings

and ulti-

in

ing a double. Trevor

Powers '06 was

was again alive at the plate, getting
two hits and scoring three runs.
Sluggers Jon Koperniak '07 and Joe

weekend of March 3 1 dropping two

tagged with the

dropping him to

Berte '09 posted a pair of hits to the

out of three to the Bantams, 8-0 and

1-2 for the season.

scoreboard

5-1, respectively.

The second game went much the
same way for Bowdoin. The team's

Leclerc stroked a three-run

the sixth inning that all but sealed

a confident 11-5 victory

bats were silenced

by Trinity's senGreg Talpey, who
tossed a six-hitter and didn't give up

the

in the continuation

ior

a single earned run in a seven-inning

final

game of

The Bantam's junior
second baseman Tim Bourdon finished with a pair of RBIs on a single
and a sac fly. Trinity's two other runs
came by way of singles from sophomore outfielder Steve Dilanian and

said.

"We knew

in

over

Connecticut,

Hartford,

the

,

The Bears salvaged

was stopped

in

the series with

last Sunday
of a game that
the third inning on

Saturday due to inclement weather.

They

came home

University

Southern

of

(USM) on Wednesday,
one, 6-4, in a

game

the

face

to

Maine

losing a tight

that

was again

shortened by outdoor conditions.

The Bears came

into the

first

con-

loss,

co-captain

performance.

win

"1

for

Bowdoin, while
homer in

for

Bowdoin.

thought the team did an excel-

job of regrouping to grab the

lent

the series,"
it

Powers

was important

keep our chances alive and

we

to

did

just that."

Senior

Chris

echoed

Bucci

Powers' sentiment.

"We went

back to playing our

brand of baseball in the third game,"

came

alive, the

bats that were so dominant in Florida

first-year backstop Sean Kileen, and
on a Bowdoin throwing error in the
fifth. Ricky Leclerc '06 took the loss

pitchers threw strikes, and

we played

cooled off against a solid Trinity

for the Bears in four innings of work.

good defense behind them."

test

the

with

Trinity,

NESCAC,

ranked second in

but the hot

Bowdoin

starting rotation. Junior

Tim Kiely

was

Bears in a

brilliant against the

complete game shutout, finishing the

day

after,

giving

up only

striking out nine.

By

six hits

and

the second

inning of the game, the score

was

already 6-0 in favor of the Bantams,

The

bats

'07

Unfortunately, things did not go

front about the team's per-

quite as well for the Bears against

Co-captain Chris

was up

he said.

formance in the

first

McCann
two games.

There's nothing else we can say
except mat we got beat in the first
two games," he said. They took us
out of our style of play."

the

USM

played

in

a game

sleet

storm.

on Wednesday

in

a

frigid

Waldrop had a decent outing, giving
Drew
Please see

BASEBALL page
,

14

Jared

Lemieux '06 dives

Fulton,

for the base during Wednesday's

The Bowdoin Orient

game against USM.

•

14
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SPORTS SHORTS
Softball wins four
by Ethan Oberwager
CONTRIBUTOR

reached the final score
inning, the contest

of die second game

afternoon

ily for

to

doubleheader

home.

State at

It

against

turned out

be a victorious day, as the Polar

Bears swept the Panthers with consec-

and

utive 9-1

In the

3-1 triumphs.

first

game, Bowdoin came

inning.

Senior shortstop

Chagnon

led the assault; she

the ball in

last

Saturday's doubleheader against

Plymouth

State.

State struck

the second inning for

its

only

However, first-year Alison
Coleman homered to tie up the contest
in the next inning for the Polar Bears.

amassed 10

a couple of

an impres-

strikeouts in

game effort, Bowdoin
more runs in .the fifth inning,

got two

capitalizing

on a Panthers
the

Yesterday,

ingredient in the Polar Bears* success,

at

produced the

run.

sive complete

error.

swept

Bears

University of Maine-Farmington in a

doubleheader, and

now

hold a 9-11

the dis-

record This week, Bowdoin will play

tance, allowing only five hits, while

doubleheaders against Tufts, Southern

as rookie

swing

it

Plymouth

went 3-3

first-year Jessica

Pitching was also an important

First-year Jessica Paris takes a

game did not come as eas-

game. At third base,

Rem went

fifth

starting.

Bowdoin, but

first in

the

Along with strong pitching from
sophomore Brittany Ogden, who

first

RBIs.

The Bowdoin Orient

later

result.

with two doubles and a triple in the

Paris chipped in with

Fulton,

The
same

game

the

in

called in favor

Danielle

out hot, scoring five runs in the

Drew

was

The Bowdoin Softball Team had a
busy weekend The Bears played an
Plymouth

When

one run permitted.

Karen

striking out six to

go along with the

Men's

Maine, and Colby.

lacrosse

improves to 6-2
by Nick Day

ishing with 16 saves.

Staff Writer

On Wednesday, the squad took
on 16th-ranked Tufts. Despite the
pressure of playing in front of over
500 away fans, the Polar Bears

The Bowdoin Men's Lacrosse
Team went 2-0 this week, defeating

NESCAC

squads Connecticut Coll-

fought tenaciously, defeating the

ege and Tufts. The Polar Bears,

Jumbos 9-5.
The squad got key contributions

ranked 17th
al poll, will

in the latest Dili nation-

challenge Wesleyan in

Middletown Saturday.
After a scoreless

Bowdoin jumped out

first quarter,

to a 4-1 lead

second period with goals
from junior Kevin Mullins, senior
Tom McKinley, and senior Chris
in the

Eaton.

The Polar Bears did not
Drew

The men's

lacrosse

team overcame

NESCAC

rivals

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

Connecticut College and Tufts earlier this week.

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMS.

relin-

from co-captains, Ford Barker '06
and McKinley, who notched two
goals apiece. Junior Matt Chadwick also scored a goal and dished
out two assists. For the secondstraight game, Legg finished with
16 saves.

Although men's lacrosse is 6-2
team boasts an unde-

overall, the

NESCAC

quish the lead for the rest of the

feated record against

game. Junior goalie Charlie Legg
was solid between the pipes, fin-

opponents. The Bears will

face

Wesleyan away on Saturday.

Baseball looks to defeat Tufts
BASEBALL, from page 13

Ignore them and they'll oo away.

up only three runs in 5 1/3 innings of
work. Mike Hickey also pitched well
for USM, giving up only two runs in
five innings.

With the game

tied at 1-1

into the fifth inning, Lcclerc

up a one-run lead

going

opened

for the Bears with

an RBI single.

was too
much for die Bears. A number of walks
Ultimately,

CHARLES STEVttRT

the weather

sixth led to a 6-2 USM
The Bears clawed back for
bottom half of the
inning, but it was too hole too late as
the game was called due to the condiin the top

MOTT FOUNDATION

of the

advantage.

two runs

WWW.AFTERSCH00LN0W.ORG

in the

tions after only six innings.
It

was a

painful loss for the Bears,

marred by a controversial play
third involving a questionable

at

coach

interference call and by the brutal
Brunswick weather, acting as a 10th

man

for

USM.

Bowdoin

will face a very strong

Tufts squad this

weekend

in a three-

game home series. The Bears look to
rebound with a string of wins

that

them very much back

into

will put

contention in the
"I think

Drew
Senior Will Waldrop started on

the

mound

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

for the Bears against

USM.

this

we

will bounce back well
and show our
Powers said.

weekend

resilience,"

NESCAC.
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MENS

Chagnon

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

LACROSSE

NESCAC

Overall

looks

W

School

to coach softball
*^

W

L

L

W

School
Middlebury

L

BASEBALL

W

L
1

5

3

5

BOWDOIN

3

0\

6

2

Tufts

2

6

Westeyan

2

1

7

1

Colby

3

1

6

Tufts

2

1

6

2

BOWDCMN

2

1

7

Middlebury

9

4

11

6

1

BOWDOIN

1

2

10

5

1

Colby

5

5

2

Bates

1

3

3

Westeyan

2

1

7

1

2

3

3

Amhafst

1

1

4

1

3

4

3

Williams

1

2

5

2

Amherst

1

3

2

3

Trinity

1

2

4

4

Conn. Collage

1

3

2

5

Bates

3

4

3

4

L

11
1

1

Conn. College

W

3
2

2

5

Overall

L

Tufts

Trinity

2

W

School

Trinity

Williams

4

NESCAC EAST

Overall

Bates

Colby

15

SPORTS

F
Sa
Sa

3

3/31

at Trinity

4/1

at Trinity

4/1

at Trinity

Tu 4/4

6

L
L

Southern Maine

v.

4

8-0
5-1

W

11-5

L

6-4

6

3

SCHEDULE

f+

SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD
Sa

4/1

at

W

4/5

at Tufts

W
W

Conn. College

13-6
9-5

4/8

at

Wesleyan

2:00

p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
School

W

W

L

Middlebury

4

12

2

Trinity

3

8

Amherst

L

2

1

9

3

Bates

2

2

6

5

Williams

1

1

6

2

BOWDOIN

1

1

3

7

i

.»

.

2

1

Wesleyan

'

1

Colby

2

Hamilton

2

Tufts

3

6

2

6

5

3
2

W
L
W

Amherst

4/1

v.

4/2

at Trinity

Tu 4/4

Brandeis

v.

10-9

L

9-8

Sa
Su

at

Middlebury

4/9

at

Plymouth State

11:00 a.m.

W

School

W

L

L

12

3

12

8

5

5

BOWDOIN

9

V

Colby

2

9

SCOREBOARD
4/2

v.

4/6

v.

4/6

v.

Plymouth St.
Plymouth St.
Maine-Farmington
Maine-Farmington

Tufts

3:00

p.m.

v.

Tufts

v.

Tufts

12:00
3:00
4:00

p.m.

4/8

v.Thomas

W
W
W
W

NESCAC

W

F 4/7
Sa 4/8

at Tufts
at

Middlebury

4-3

Sa4/8
Su 4/9

3:00

p.m.
p.m.

Chagnon

Danielle

is

"D

7

7

4

BOWDOIN

1

4

7

Wesleyan

6

3

Amherst

4

2

Williams

7

4

Hamilton

8

5

Tufts

6

5

1

6

3-1

4-1

3

Bates

1

4

5

Trinity

2

3

8

4-2

W

4/12

1:00 p.m.

at Tufts (2)
v.
v.

Southern Maine (2) 12:00
Colby (2)
3:30

p.m.
p.m.

Sa 4/1
Su 4/2
Th 4/6

Sa

4/8

11:00 a.m.

5-4

9-0

Brandeis

SCHEDULE
at Williams

-

at Tufts

L

W

v.

Su 4/9

SCHEDULE

MIT

at Trinity

at

who

on and off the

for challenges

11:00 a.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommn.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,
College Tennis Online

and softball.

a fierce competitor

is

L

7

1

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

a two-season athlete, playing both soccer

by Aisha Woodward
CONTRIBUTOR

W

2

NESCAC,
'06

Overall

Middlebury

Conn. College

7-0

2:00

L

Colby

SCHEDULE

Drew

p.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

9-1

OUTDOOR TRACK
•

p.m.

SCOREBOARD
SCHEDULE

6-1

Overall

Tufts

v.

v.

4/8

1:00 p.m.

Trinity

4/2

4/7

School

NESCAC EAST

Su
Su
Th
Th

F

Sa
Sa

Tu4/11

4/8

5

SCOREBOARD
Sa
Su

W

Tufts

Overall

Conn. College

.

Amherst

v.

SOFTBALL

NESCAC

V

v.

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE
Sa

4/1

Tu 4/4

Sa

is

up

field. I

Mens

tennis will face Tufts

think her determination for success

With the spring semester nearing

many

close,

its

seniors are fighting the

reflects the personal standards she

and enjoy the longer

ATHLETE

daylight hours

PROFILE

warmer

and

Chagnon

tures. But, for senior

marks

softball co-captain, this spring

the end of an illustrious athletic career
at

Bowdoin. Chagnon, known as "D"

to her teammates,

on

season

completed her third
very

the

women's soccer team

now

and

this fall

is

closing out her fourth and final

During her time on the

Chagnon has

team,

softball

As

a

first year,

she was

named

Bowdoin, and

great attitudes

and are both talented

and willing to do whatever

make our team

When

it

takes to

Chagnon enjoys

a

"sing-a-

longs" and jamming on the guitar.

Chagnon spent

summer

last

Chagnon was

second-team

ly

completed the U.S. Marine Corps

"Danielle

the type

is

of athlete

that

every coach in any sport loves to

said.

is

many

platoons.

affinity for taking

reflects her

Chagnon 's

on new experiences

"She has

team

led our

last

in

almost

year and

unique talent and positive

Interestingly,

two teams met

A

for

Though

native

Connecticut,

of Windsor Locks.
Chagnon played soccer,
softball at Windsor

and

basketball,

currently lead-

is

to return to the high

school circuit, this time as a teacher

and coach. Wherever she ends up, she
certain softball will continue to play

ing the team with 14 RBIs.

is

someone who
has a thoughtfulness about team
dynamics, perspective on what is

a large role in her

to find

"I'll

ment, and

at the

same time, individual

With

Chagnon 's teammates

"D

is

to

friend

how
how

a great athlete, teammate, and

Her love

for

winning

how

is

seen in

left

"Her

readily echo

this sentiment.

Commencement

approaching,

has

success," Sullivan added.

probably play or coach

until

I'm insane," she said with a chuckle.

working and what needs improve-

it is

a mark on

clear that

Bowdoin

intensity drives her

rapidly

Chagnon
athletics.

teammates

increase both their personal and

team expectations

in

each moment of

the season," senior co-captain

Megan

Bowdoin
and

the show-playing courts in Farley.

Bowdoin was

seemed
Bowdoin

'06 agreed

and off the

field."

first

to

be

contention.

in

easily took all the singles

matches for a

final tally

The squad moves
Division

Megan Wyman

up and took

and third doubles. Despite three
three-set matches, Brandeis never

NESCAC

grow both on

fired

the doubles point, winning at

the opportunity to play beside her for

four years and watch her

test

in four

Due to
was forced indoors onto

play

Rodgers said "I'm glad to have had

trains,

to

Brandeis on Tuesday night.

and

she

failed

fell 6-1.

days, the Bears squared off with

she motivates her teammates,"

she plays,

fellow senior Sonia Weinhaus said.

the

in

Playing their third match

rain,

life.

team

doubles

Northeast, courtesy of Bitetti and

Trinity

unique

6-3 in

there were significant indi-

ranked
Gates,

"It is

Down

including a victory over the third-

Locks High School. Looking ahead,

impressive .426 and

last year.

Bowdoin.

Chagnon hopes

as she has batted an

to

was Gates who provid-

On Sunday, the Polar Bears took
on Trinity in Hartford in a battle
between NESCAC powerhouses.

This season has been no different

Chagnon

it

ed the winning team point when the

the catalyst for our offense."

for

and

victory.

vidual victories for the Polar Bears,

attitude.

coach," softball coach Ryan Sullivan

every offensive category

at 6-5

4-3

Gates stormed back to take the match

high as 50 per-

attrition rates as

in

is

and challenges with such success

as a junior.

match

the

and mentally rigorous experience,

cent

the first-team

10-

Bowdoin

give

a third set tiebreaker to Michael Mintz.

with

more season and made

occasions against Lepner's

serve. Serving for the

a physical-

All-

a

several

up 40-love, Gates slammed an ace
in

Quantico, Virginia, where she success-

player during her sopho-

as

at

played solid tennis, coming to net on

enjoys

week screening program

Additionally,

With the team score knotted

number of other

she

Officer Candidate School. This

NESCAC

with

points

leys.

Gates and Lepner tied with five
games apiece in the third set. Gates

again upon completion of her junior

selected

was unequivocally

dictating

control,

in

three,

softball

including squash and soccer.

sports,

Additionally,

tiebreaker, Gates

penetrating ground strokes and vol-

field,

successful."

on the

not

best

have so

I

They have

respect for them.

team MVP, an award she received
season.

weekend

said. "I

my

team. They are

friends at

fully

this

TENNIS, from page 13

about the team," she

my

love

many

collected

accolades for her athleticism and leadership.

"It's all

much

and Middlebury

quick to shift the focus

her contributions to the team.

successful

year as shortstop on the softball team.

is

teammates when asked about

to her

tempera-

Danielle Chagnon, a

student-athlete

has

set for herself."

urge to "ease up"

III

of 7-0.

to 3-3 against

opponents, and plays
rivals

Tufts

Middlebury this weekend.
matches are away.

and
Both
Garrett Gates '08 gave

Mike Ardolino. The Bowdoir

nent

Bowdoin an important singles victory against An

erst.

8

MMMHI
16
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hope

by Joel Samen

in Pierce
to

Stafp Writer

allow him to

far.

of the most dominant teams in the

NBA

COMMENTARY

from

the

1950s to the

late

mid-1980s,

4i

team has

map

fallen off the

decade and a

the

over the

half.

Since the

team's loss in the 1987

finals, the

last

made an

Celtics have not

retire

The

four of the six remaining points in sin-

decision.

Hughes, down 5-4

gles

The women got

third set,

was forced

The Bowdoin Women's Tennis
Team had mixed results last weekend, dropping a tough match to

without earn-

Celtics need to

by Nick Day

him thus
somehow

on Saturday, then rebounding to
mantle Trinity on Sunday.

on the situation soon
and build a proper team before they
lose another great player and the
leader of their team. With any luck,
their young guns will show up to
training camp next season and provide the lift that The Truth needs to
get a handle

of young

Polar Bears

fell

8-5 to their oppo-

D'Elia at No. 4 both contributed more

Bowdoin 's

tally.

Despite losing at the No. 6 position,

Bowdoin still led 4-3 with only

two points left on the table.
But Rachel Waldman '09 and
Kelsey Hughes '07 could not deliv-

Christine D'Elia, fought hard and

er,

emerged

seal the

victorious, winning 9-7.

Down 2-1, the

get to the promised land.

No. 3 and Christine

at

1 and No. 3 spots.
The No. 2 team, composed of sophomore Kristen Raymond and junior

to

Bears needed to win

losing close three-set matches to

match

at 5-4 in

Waldman dropped

MIT's favor.

a 6-4, 2-6, 6-3

in the

to retire after

injuring her leg.

On Sunday against Trinity, the
women overcame their frustration
from die previous day's heartbreaking
loss to defeat the Bantams. They swept
the doubles in a decisive fashion,

men

and

rolled through the singles, each

match decided

in straight sets.

Bowdoin's 9-0 victory was highby performances from senior
Kristina Sisk and first-year Alex

lighted

Franceschi,
four

who

lost

games en route

a combined

to victories in

singles.

midTauc"
FASTtST WAY TO:

Perkins, and

Delonte West produced an energetic
and exciting team at times.
However, they simply did not have
the talent to put together

'09 delivered at No. 2, position.

Raymond
points to

nents at the No.

Al

like

stars

dis-

through No. 4 positions. Sarah D'Elia

In doubles against the Engineers,

disappoint yet again. The emer-

gence

MIT

from the No. 2

2006

appear-

ance in the championship.
This year, the team managed

Jefferson, Kendrick

for victory.

7,

MIT

loses to

Staff Writer

straight-set victories

ing the title that has eluded

The Celtics are a sore topic
among Boston fans. After being one
SPORTS

FRIDAY, APRIL

can t place Women's tennis

Celtics
all

i

of the

all

necessary aspects to become a comTheir current .413

team.

petitive

winning percentage was not good

enough

them a spot

to earn

in the

Eastern Conference playoff bracket,

and
number seven
and eight seeds with .486 and .467
one

boasts

that

Indiana

Philadelphia in the

percentages respectively.

•thinning

The

Celtics are a

bad team

in a

bad

conference.

Paul Pierce

was

the strongest vet-

eran player on the team, scoring

26.8 points per game, good for
sixth-highest scorer in the league.

The other big names on the team,
Raef LaFrentz and Wally Szczerbiak, only scored a combined IS.

1

points per game, an average far
below what a player like Pierce

needs out of his scoring partners.

and West all had
young players, but

Jefferson, Perkins,
solid seasons for

they will need to improve their pro-

duction next year if the team

is to

be

considered a real contender in the
East.

Pierce
the team.

is

clearly the

Over his

backbone of

eight year career,

the five-time all-star has averaged

23.4 points per game.

He

has put

together a solid resume while waiting around for the Celtics to build a
true contender.

The question

is,

how

much

longer will he wait around?
At 28, he only has so many years
left in basketball, and without a
serious shot at contention, he might

jump

eventually

ship in search of a

where he can win a ring.
move soon and

situation

The

CONNECT WITH UP TO 25 PEOPLE INSTANTLY WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
THEN MAKE PLAN TO MOVE COUCH INTO YOUR PLACE OR BACK OUT TO STREET.

Celtics need to

build a good team around Pierce

while he
is

is still

speedtalk.

able to produce and

interested in winning in Boston.

The young trio of Jefferson,
Perkins, and West could turn into
core

the

that

the

Celtics

around Pierce. They have

all

Unlimited SpeedTalk Minutes

need
been

•
•

developing into fine players and,
with their relatively cheap con-

•

would be possible to keep
town for at least a few more
years. The team needs these young
guys to grow into supporting roles
for Pierce because they do not figtracts,

them

it

in

much

ure to get

(with 2-year contracts
offer

has little room to maneuver.
Without the possibility of adding a
name free agent, the team needs

The

talent

1-888-BUY-USCC

Off* vakd on

to

players,

and

-

•
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talented players have

Boston since 1986 and left
town without a ring. Pierce is
most gifted of these
the
among

come

rebates
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Celtics are running in stall

Many

^rnode.

mail-in

T^U&CeUular

big

its

and

good through 4/29/06)

help through free

and
LaFrentz
With
agency.
Szczerbiak earning over $18 million combined last year, the team

to develop

1000 Anytime Minutes
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LG UX4750 phones FREE
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OPINION
The

Bowdoin Orient
Established 1871

by Wednesday evening

class

must

officer positions are about to begin. Interested students
petitions for candidacy

not forget
significance

file

order to run

of time

Too often

consider their
that this will

try.

outcomes of student government races are known

the

without competition.

to sail into office

depends on the give-and-take of

ty

to

we hope

ideas, both

When we

good and bad.

have a system without debate and competition, there often exists a
dearth of

new

ideas

—or

if

come

ideas are proposed, they do not

into

is

that

easy to complain about student

it is

campaign

is

is

it

harder to take action. Like

elected offices, the

all

only the beginning. Actually being an effective

BSG mem-

ber or class officer requires a significant commitment throughout the

But the rewards can also be significant. Student government members can take pride in knowing that they are learning about the rigors of
year.

politics while acting as leaders for the student body.

We

urge students of

all

backgrounds and of all academic

interests to

Some members of this

consider running for student government office.

body who are running for re-election will present tough opposiBut in the end no matter who is elected we all gain when there
healthy and vigorous debate and competition in our political system.

year's

is

—

—

tion.

We were pleased to learn that the Dudley Coe Health Center has made
weekend hours permanent. As

its
•i

this

November,
impact on students

page highlighted

the prospect of these hours having a significant

in

matched with the minimal costs that will be required to keep the center
open during these hours make this a great decision for students on campus. The need was clearly there, and now these needs can be met.
Because the College has set this as a priority, students will no longer
have to ignore troubling health issues until Monday.
The

view of The Bowdoin Orient's edicomprised of James D. Baumberger,

editorials represent the majority

torial board.

The editorial board

Drew

Bobby

Fulton,

Guerette,

is

Evan

Phone: (207) 725-3300

orient@bowdoin.edu

is

News Editor
Anne

Evan
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Editor

Business
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News

Joshua Miller

Editor

Photo Editor

Ng

Drew Fulton
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Staff

Photo

Editor

Nat Herz

Mike Ardolino

have the proper infrastructure

place, then don't admit the addi-

Emma

Steve Kolowich

Powers

really

Copy Editors
Drummond
Cati Mitchell

publication.

The

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length.

A

Longer

submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via the Orient's web site.
Tne material contained ham is
of the abas. The editors
rial,
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Editor
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The Orient welcomes letters to the
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and $28 for a semesContact the Orient for more

for a full year

To

the Editors:

After reading the March 3

1

article

"Housing crunch prompts more
dents per room,"

hear

but as the horrific statistics

to

once again, Bowdoin's

that,

taking an additional

from Rwanda demonstrate, inaction
constitutes tacit approval of unthink-

housing

able atrocities.

things separate

have

stu-

was saddened

I

is

hit. I

always believed that three

Bowdoin from wide

New

England

Lake

City,

Utah

Kolowich's
experience is
appreciated
To the Editors:
As Steve Kolowich's former

reli-

gion professor in at least one course

helpless and inadequate to the task

housing. Although these three things

was glad to
read his well-written piece, "Have
Faith in Understanding" (March 31).

of attacking genocide. Although

seem

Without taking credit for your watk

and

suffering,

it

may be

of small

array

faced with such violence

leges:

easy to feel

food,

its

trivial

on

col-

people, and

its

its

the surface, they truly

disease will not be easy, as citizens

an important and essential aspect
of your college atmosphere. Every

of the world's most powerful nation

year, small reforms are

we can demand

housing policies; the compounding

human

curb future

are

powerful action to

result

atrocities.

As Bowdoin

we can

students,

munity.

As

we

citizens,

into

makes

can peti-

unneeded

and

poverty,

fight

on already

strain

way of wisdom,

may

I

be per-

some

glimpses of insights you

may have
say. On the

gleaned in Religion 216,

who

mates,

class-

tired

for overdoing the tone

my
I

of "I'm saved

ignorance now." In any

appreciated your learning

experience.

early peacekeeping action to stop

it

genocide.

students. If

Jorunn

into the

Assistant Professor of Religion

The Darfur

Coalition,

made up of

is

of

their

(former) prejudices. So, watch out

from

lastly,

be heartily

will

"Yankees" sounding off about

case,

unfair to the current

tiny

other hand, you must be prepared for

puts

it

I

mitted to see at least

full facil-

and most important,
Bowdoin
you force more people
same spaces, it takes away

But

ities.

it

the school less desirable to

incoming students. Second,

lawmakers for support of
an International Criminal Court,
to

and foremost,

First

in the

forget.),

I

an onslaught by your Southern

sub-par.

housing creates a number of

problems.

com-

tion our

programs

is

Cramming more and more people

genocides, such as the Holocaust,
in our

to the

from these changes has created

a housing structure that

reject language that trivializes past

and stand against hate

made

(Maybe two?

Sincerely,
J.

Buckley

the use of the

do not inform

by Mike Aikins
Contributor

ardent advocate of free speech,

didn't take

It

long for

me

in this country

with the Nazi

attempts to exterminate the Jews

is

not only ridiculous, but tasteless

and offensive. The

culprits

may

back-peddle here, citing the mean-

word

ing of the

as great destruction

or loss of life. This

may have been

valid argument 60 years ago, but

I

swallowed my initial disgust and
asked myself if there

posters.

A

comparison of the abortion of fetus-

Walking through the halls of
Smith Union the other day, a flyer
depicting a young baby caught my
eye. The posters, which have been
strewn up in massive quantity,
depict a fully formed child with the
title, "The American Holocaust: 47
million and Counting." Being an

was really anything
wrong with these

word "holocaust."

a
it

moment
tion.
is in

the actual process of abor-

The means of aborting babies
most cases very humane. The

victim

is

usually a featureless bun-

dle of flesh, and the process

to the torture

some

Jews

more. Ever since the atrocities of

think you will see that the argu-

World War

ment

II,

the

word "holocaust"

that "a life

is

context.

Not only

is

not only ridiculous, hut tasteless and

The

people

and take them down.
One might complain

deceptive.

is

seen,

new meaning. The

word immediately evokes
the

that

"pro-life" stance deserves to be rep-

my comments

are

example of the tyranny
ideas on campus. I want to

Holocaust,

event has

so

come

much
to

as the Holocaust.

the Nazi

so that this

be known simply
The culprits can-

on web
(46.3

which

million).

If

have
found

we're going to

reasonable information.

And

anoth-

just another

not shield themselves behind their

er thing: if we're going to put a face

of liberal

etymology;

comparison was

on abortion I might suggest a photo
of an eight-week old fetus instead
of the children depicted in these

be very clear on

this point:

I

take

this

deliberate.

issue with these posters, in particu-

Advertising
Email orienrads@bowdoin.edu or call
(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates and
a production schedule.

of "pro-life" perspectives on cam-

Now you might be thinking, "If
47 million have died, then why is
this a ridiculous comparison?"

pus. Abortion raises ethical con-

First,

cerns of the highest order, and a dia-

ing with a tragedy of the magnitude

cowardice behind

of the Holocaust, almost any comis indelicate. However, this

poster for a clue as to

m the Orient do not necessarily reflea the vieus of the editors.

1

is

have a productive discussion about
abortion, we might begin by using

lar,

at the sole disaeaon

the highest

sites like priestsforlife.org

information.

Bowdoin Oneru and appears

of 47

statistic

million

has taken on a

the

are

culprits tasteless, but

estimate that

that

it. I

a life" becomes

reprehensible in this

in this

offensive.

put them up need to apologize

to the
to the

—the human tragedy of

they're

the

is

this

and slaughter of the

Jews during the Holocaust,
suffering and humiliation,

country with the Nazi attempts to exterminate

who

resented and that

compare

tragedy

A comparison of the abortion of fetuses

and

the

Now

simply does not hold water any-

to realize

are

there

usu-

is

ally painless, because the child

not yet sentient.

ter.

mow die rtfu id edit ai material Other (nan m lefprds to the above edito

die opinions expressed

Sincerely,

Salt

and unfair

mean when we and our leaders
on

these posters cross,

Assistant

Miller

tee housing.

Peter Hastings '05

unattractive

is

my watch." No one wishes for geno-

Editor
Adam Kommel

Jesse

Mary Helen

issue

declare, "Never again," and, "Not

very serious lines that

Miranda Yaver

Opinion Editor

the

note, if they don't have the

already enrolled, then don't guaran-

Housing

we must reflect on what we

When

On

student population.

same

in

adequate housing for the students

the anniversary of this brutal

Assistant Sports

Theresa Weaver

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

Bowdoin

does not

thing. If the school

tional
'08,

Students for Peace

10,000 more people died unneces-

cide,

good

Global Justice

Socialists

failed to deploy

On

'06,

Sarah Schlotterbeck

Each day Western countries
more peacekeepers,

lives.

that

Chris Marotta

A &. E Editor

campus whenever they don't have
Dorms like Stowe Hall are

Elizabeth Leiwant '08, Democratic
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Beth Kowitt, Managing

Manager

David

Riley

are
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a success for a reason. Don't ruin a
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James D. Baumberger,

is

will ultimately leave

Kate Loomis

in

es

The Bowdoin Orient

will result

unhappy where they

who

classes.
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Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.
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are

living and

April 6 and 7, 1994, genocide

eradicating the most deadly

Health matters

who

the Editors:

conflict,

government, but

What

ence.

On

broke out

sarily.

fruition at all.

The problem, of course,

to consider the

from the overall Bowdoin experi-

To

Rwandan genocide claimed 800,000

lot

to take a

Sincerely,

A healthy democratic communi-

has not given students a

not dissuade students from giving electoral politics a

and

Hillel,

take to stand against violence.

before the election even begins, because unopposed candidates are able

BSG

for office.

candidacies and prepare their petitions; however,

Peace,

for

you

Justice, urges

few minutes today

Rwanda. Radical Hutus
indiscriminately murdered Tutsis
and moderate Hutus who tried to
protect Tutsi friends and family or
refused to participate in mass murder. After only a few months, the

in

Students

Democratic Socialists,
Global

Rwanda

of

Bowdoin Student Government (BSG) and

for

Bowdoin

Do

small but important steps you can

Run, students, run!
Campaigns

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

and not with the representation

logue on the topic

is

essential if

are to understand the issue.

we

So why

are these posters inappropriate?

The

first

thing that one notices

is

I

would point out

that in deal-

parison

instance strikes

me

unreasonable.

Consider

posters.

Perhaps the thing that

is

incensing about this poster

perpetrator

it.

was and

I

most
is

the

searched the

whom

th<?

after a long

as particularly
for

a

Please see

POSTERS, page 18
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Sign changes, healing begins
the iceberg. What if people misconstrued Bowdoin and SNHU's
shared exit sign as implying that
the two colleges were otherwise

These Revelations Will

Not Be Televised

What

affiliated?

they thought

if

meant "Bowdoin College
New Hampshire
University?" Suddenly, Bowdoin
the sign

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff

at

Southern

isn't

even

own college anymore,

its

hand

the

Responsible

and

interests

And

and pro-

all that

is

depend on the College

dents,

administrators to vomit a nourish-

ing

Bowdoin experience down

our

having

throats,

chewed and digested

there's the sign for

And

still,

we remain

largely

that they tackle in pursuit of this

mission. Well, if you skipped over

me

today's news section, allow

You:

I

intellectual bur-

by

borne

average

the

Bowdoin undergraduate makes

Well, visibility, sure.

I'll

buy

mean, the decrease

in

tourist

volume on campus has
caused the local economy

really

of derision that students
to endure during the
year that Bowdoin and SNHU
shared an exit sign (known on
campus as the "age of wrath and
darkness") not only distracted
them from their pursuit of
but
knowledge,
sort

were forced

to take

a dive. But I'm glad the signs are

separate for a different reason

speculate that the College

I

hierarchy isn't too downtrodden

about

it

either:

image.

One needs only
to consider close/

deeply
damaging consequences of sharthe

ly

in tourist

omy

how monumental
victory

exit sign with

SNHU?
here's a

I

think

sign— "Exit

we're close,
28,

Bowdoin

and... Southern
College
Hampshire University?"

The

Father:

unable to productively attend to

take a dive.

change is for the College. I mean,
how must have prospective families reacted when they saw that

Mother:

that

really

their

to

this

Bowdoin shared an

membranes such
many were

volume on

caused the local econ

school to realize
a

their
penetrated
emotional
thin

mean, the decrease

campus has

highway
a
ing
sign with a lesser

the

him more emotionally vulnerable
than most. The College, in its
wisdom, understands this. The

it.

New

exit's for both col-

intellectual

But those days
are over now. The removal of the
odious sign closes what is perhaps the blackest chapter in
Bowdoin's history. We must do
our best to put in the past and

move forward

with resolve.
administrators
the

Because
have demonstrated such able
judgment in this matter already, I
will not presume to tell them how

suppose so... but why
wouldn't Bowdoin have its own
sign? Can they not afford it? I'm

would like, however, to throw a
few suggestions out there.

confused, honey. I thought we
were sending Charles to an elite

around campus, complete
with lookout towers and sniper

college.

nests.

Mother:

I

down

graduated

cylinders, looks up from textbooks) Hang on, Dad. I'm about
to simultaneously cure cancer and

JFK

to

this

isn't possible

and

be discussed openif

posting these kinds of
I

Riley

strong arguments to be

to stay afloat

1) Erect a

about convincing the student body.

these.

These

These posters raise the greater
problem of what to do when you

would bet

the minority at

find yourself in

Bowdoin. As a social conservative
in many ways, I can tell you that
I'm in this position a lot of the
Too often do the conserva-

time.

on

this

campus

react to the

I

also

recommend

assassination.

fellow spring breakers,

was

my
the

under this particular defwithout a doubt, had

I,

fact:

We

are not afraid

of getting rejected.

Those of you who have known

me

over the past four years

know

Father: Well, you won't be
making any historical breakthroughs at Bowdoin College! I'm

ears

jrtorning this car around. We'll try

Middlebury—it has • whole town
named after it
But the lot* of potential genius
students only represents the tip of

is

like myself,

intellectually

and hardening the

stu-

risks

it.

You

see,

I

believe that

game

isn't just about putting another
notch on your bedpost. For every

awkward morning goodbye from
the driver's seat of my roommate's car that I've had, I have
been shot down, turned down,
"Nexted," and ignored at least
twice. But once my ego has mended, and once his restraining order
has expired, more often than not,

that my particular style of game
few of my
ranges anywhere from Reeseand I stumbled upon the
Withers poo n - i n - " C r u e 1 question of "game," as in who had
we become friends.
Intentions"-innocent to Glenn*
it and who didn't. Both yours truly
Just because the object of your
Close-in-"Fatal-Attraction" crazy.
and my friend, who we will call
affection isn't interest"Ellen Grenley" for the
ed in riding the Hooksake of her privacy,
But once my ego has mended, and once his
Up Express straight to
were accused of havrestraining order has expired, more often than Relationship City doesing, and I quote "mad
n't mean you two can't
game," due in most
not, we become friends.
be friends (eventually).
part to an impromptu
people,
Meeting
game
spin-the-bottle
a party or at Loose
whether
at
I
emails.
creepy
written
have
I
that took place on the deck of the
Leaves, is about more than the
have instant messaged people late
local dive bar the night before.
exchange of bodily fluids. It's also
at night who did not know I had
This proclamation immediately
about making new friends, often
their screenname. I have even prespawned a debate of what exactly
getting rejected by those new
tended to be drunk in order to fake
constituted game, and subsequentfriends, and still being able to say
drunk-dial a guy I had a crush on.
ly, a rather heated discussion of
next morning that you had a
this
the
if
wondering
if
you're
(And
whether or not either of us actualreally good time last night.
crush was you, the answer is yes,
ly possessed such a thing.
Going out to the bars on
it
was, because I've done this
First, we attacked the question
Spring Break, just like going to
more than once.) All of this has
of what exactly game is. Game, as
this past spring break, a

I

understand

it,

is

the ability to

members of the
or the same sex,

opposite

sex,

depending on which gender you
send your proverbial Crush cans
to. Now, you Can define "meet"
however you want. Meet can mean
getting a name, getting a number,
getting a room key, or perhaps
getting your inflatable

Shamu

in

blow-up inner tube.
Meeting someone is completely
open to interpretation.
What was apparently not open
to

her

ended in flat-out rejection and has
not added to my apparent reputation among my friends of having

the graffiti party at Baxter, does-

mad game. Except it has.
can now count among my
I
friends many of the unfortunate

reading social cues.

n't

have

to

be about uncomfort-

able public make-outs and mis-

not-so-borderline

It can just be
about you, your friends, and a
slightly off-key rendition of "I
Don't Wanna Lose Your Love

can walk past them on
give them a smile

Tonight" by the Outfield. And if
you happen to make out with the

and a wave. I can saunter up to
them at Thursday night bowling
league and make fun of the fact
that they own their own bowling

Sausage King of Chicago (pun
intended) while you're at it, then
hell, you've earned every last

recipients of
stalking.

the

I

my

Quad and

shoes.

And

ball.

And

ball bag.

I

ounce of that "mad game" you
claim to have.

Write a

letter to

the Editors!

wor-

thy,

not, he will

of superiority, dress students in
expensive suits and organize a

I

—

like

I.Q. evaluation or
high above his head. If

deemed

to

can even call some of them on the
phone completely sober and act

a moat.

he will be allowed to enter. If
be shot and his body
Biology
the
to
donated
Department for auricular use.
3) To reinforce general feelings

meant

that they closed

dents here in their liberal views.

results of an

he

were

to

"concerned students" are doing is
making a clownish caricature of
your beliefs, alienating moderates

2) Require each visitor to camto approach the campus

test

posters

not the

more
than they opened. All that you

entrance slowly, holding both a
photograph I.D. and a certified
document bearing either the

SAT

is

inflame rather than to inform, and

30-foot solid brick

wall

go

favor, but this

game. So does Ellen. However,
what my friends failed to realize
was that our game was based on

on

in its

our

inition,

our life-size inflatable Shamu in
the middle of the Caribbean Sea

made
way

a

is

some

like

fact that

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

fliers.

think the pro-life position

legitimate viewpoint with

in

even engage those

for interpretation, according to

Romancing with

from

would recom-

is, ask yourself how you might
win over some students here, or
how you might convince liberals to
consider your position. This will
not be accomplished by bringing
radical speakers to campus or by

'mad game/ take

get

While trying

we

I

a policy of results;

that

pus

all.

solve the

to them. Issues

need

mend pursuing

I

Father: Well, this won't do at

Charles?
Charles: (puts

have the

least

at

own up

it.

opin-

majority with shots

the extreme Right.

community who express ideas

tives

successfully meet

gifts.

they ought to proceed henceforth.

leges?

like this

one simple

den

and

can only hope that
late.

Hampshire

schools.

I

To

public,

ions

courage to

make your

friends

The immense

signs for the two
The College claims that
request was made due to "visseparate

to

do not!

other.)

ibility" concerns.

*r

out

(Friends laugh.)
Friend #2: And he's ugly!
You: I am not!
(Friends laugh, high-five each

College requested that the Maine
Department of Transportation cre-

'

it

school.

We

not too

University!

For the past year, Bowdoin and
New
Hampshire
Southern
University have shared an exit
sign on 1-295. Recently, the

ate

my

New

Southern

to

dfclighten you.

new

These measures will work

it's

you're going to

ly,

"new

redouble the College's reputation
and aid in the recovery of its stushattered
selfdent
body's
esteem.

If

can't

these

poster then

this

they should never have printed

ference announcing

the secrecy? If these students

ashamed of

are

hold a press con-

5) Build the

Friend #1: You go to Southern
New Hampshire University?
You: No, the other...
Friend #1: (to others) Hey
guys, [your name] goes to

ignorant of the specific concerns

Then

uscripts.

sign out of gold.

You: Hey guys, check

them-

it

selves; so to speak.

in

Hawthorne's man-

is

discoveries."

friends?

already

various

at

places

the odi

history.

esteem of the student body. I
mean, how many times has this
happened when you're driving in
Maine with your high school

tually rich four years, we, the stu-

1

there in the corner,

Bowdoin Students." In other cases
was a fake email address.

Why

easy to observe.

What is often overlooked is the
damage sharing an exit sign with
SNHU has wrought on the self-

These duties are anything but
As wide-eyed fledglings,
hungry for a socially and intellec-

students

it,

barely legible font: "Concerned

there

chapter in Bowdoin's

The damage to
Bowdoin's image

SNHU

any

at

in

found

I

to the

inappropriate

is

liberal

while

Break
into
Special
Collections and insert "Southern
New
Hampshire
University

perhaps the blackest

even

maintain Bowdoin's reputation as
a beacon of higher education.

"YOU'RE

4)

athletic

isn't

POSTERS, from page

they encounter.

The removal of

good.

viding the student body with the
resources and guidance it takes to

trivial.

t

our

program

institutional

traditions,

to

yelling

ous sign closes what

campus.

satellite

is

making tough

for

protecting

calls,

campus
FIRED!"

New

Then,
walk around

Holocaust

University.

sucks"

of some
no-name school's

helm of the

at the

administration

the

Southern

to

trip

Hampshire

encourage them

just a crappy sub-

division

As

College,

field
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Abortion posters are misleading
of six million
Jews
during
the

shooting

style

by Anya Trundy
Contributor

European
Holocaust.

A

The

less than a year ago,

little

New York was

Anti-Defamation League when he

war

likened the

As

Holocaust.

Iraq to the

in

a rule of political

discourse, one should never be so

bold as to equate an individual or

with

event

or

Hitler

the

Not only does such a

Holocaust.

comparison cheapen the experiences of those who survived and

memory of

the

who

pregnancy

is

not

of the same

imagine that an organization with
a political agenda like that of the

NRLC
staff,
its

keeps

it

also

.

short of genocide

.

.

"lis

is

m nate
i

the fews

whom can bear
To say that there have
been 47 million abortions in the
last three decades is to assign one
children.

On

Tuesday, the
Concerned Bowdoin Students

in

and

is

abortion

per

women,

a

not only ridiculous, but

current

offensive.

U.S. popula-

tion either too old in

1973

—an

or

too

moral depravity as the man who

now

organization

whose membership is
wallpapered the Smith
Union with pro-life posters. The
posters, which featured a sketch

orchestrated a systematic attempt

bearing age during the

unknown

to

of a sleeping infant, proclaimed

the Concerned

"The American
Holocaust" and numbered its vic-

does not end there. Beneath the
featured sketch on the poster,

tims at "47 million and counting."

there

—

abortion

I

in

is

watched a film of an abortion

my gender and women's
on Monday.

class

ration

abortion

—

A

the type

commonly practiced
States

—employs a

lar to the

studies

suction-aspi-

in

most

United

thin tube, simi-

small surgical suction

used during a routine teeth cleaning, to

draw out the embryo. This

procedure
tion

—

essentially the extrac-

gassing,

is

Bowdoin Students

a sentence that reads, "this

child represents 235,000 of the

aborted babies since Roe
[sic]."

v.

Wade

This does not make gram-

matical sense.

I

believe that the

anonymous author intended

to

say, "This child represents the
235,000 babies aborted annually
since Roe v. Wade." So which is
it
47 million or 235,000 annual-

—

ly?

and execution-

decades.

The difference

is

a factor

The National Right

to

Life

Committee (NRLC) would have

edge

young

be considered of child-

to

last three

anticipation of

In

opponents' arguments,

scrutiny of this poster and

greater than six!

of several ounces of fluid

cannot be compared with the starvation,

exterminate Europe's Jewish

population.

My

three
figure

which does not take
into account the significant portion of the

-.,

,

,

tasteless

under 300 million,

150 million of

country with the Nazi attempts to exter

is

so atrocious.

on

States' current pop-

just

xT

,

,

statistician

numbers.

The United
ulation

A comparison of the abortion of fetuses

weakens the argument because nothing

a

so I'm not inclined to trust

those

perished in the

Holocaust, but

Bowdoin

Students'

chastised by the

.

Concerned

poster has not only
offended those for whom the
Holocaust is an horrific event in
their family and ethnic histories,
but also those of us who are prochoice and do not appreciate
being
likened
Hitler.
to
Regardless of the moral ambiguities of abortion, a woman who
chooses to terminate an unwanted

Representative Charlie Rangel of

Americans believe that 47 million
abortions have been performed in
the United States since it was
legalized in 1973. But I don't

I

my

acknowl-

some women have

that (a)

had multiple abortions and (b)
although one in three

know have
abortion

is

secrecy, so

women

I

had abortions,

not

a practice shrouded in
I

might not know who

has and has not had an abortion.
Nonetheless,

I

think

say that 47 million
estimation of the
tions

it

is a

is

safe to

gross over-

number of abor-

performed in the United

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

States over the last three decades.

So,

I

offer this suggestion to the

Concerned

Bowdoin

Students:

next time, before printing and

Leslie Wittenbraker's '06

made

prints of various vegetables for a project for

Advanced Prinrmaking. Students in the class explored a subject or concept
both miniature and gigantic The prints are on display in the north stair-

posting an entire ream of paper's

as

worth of propaganda, check your
grammar and check your facts.

well of the

VAC.

TUBENT SPEAK

How should Bowdoin solve

the

housing crunch?

Rachel

"Make

Waldman

all

stay in the field
like

'09

Alex Gluck '08

the freshmen

house

they did for pre-o.

year."

w

Joanna Sese '08 and
Frances Killea '08
"Let all the outing
club kids sleep in tents
next year."

—

"Cancel school next

Jacob Scheckman '06

"Two

to a bed."

Becca Parry '07
'Hubbard

stacks, because
people sleep there
"
anyways.

Trevor Macomber '06
"Trace amounts of
arsenic.

Compiled by Nat Herz and Nick Crawford
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i

April 7- April 13
I

Spring Seminar Talks

Friday

1

I

n

Normand

"f

I

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 6 p.m.

:

will give

a

Company of Men,n

Film: "In the

speech entitled, "Energy and Environment:

Smith Auditorium,

The Search For Balance."
Room 20, Druckenmiller Hall,

a
1

Saturday

Laurendeau, professor of

combustion at Purdue University,

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

•

Film: "In the Company of Men"
\
Two men who have both been recently hurt
by women conspire to find a vulnerable
woman to date and then break up with, just

3-4 p.m.

Stories from the

in love with her,

psychological warfare in

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

7 p.m.

Fest"

about their experiences as residents and

and they turn to
order to win the girl.

Daggett Lounge, Thorne Hall,
7:30-10 p.m.

volunteers during and after the Hurricane

Katrina disaster.
,<

Sunday

Burnett House, 3 p.m.
£.

V

Sunday Mass

Anokha Show

Multicultural Career Panel

Bowdoin's Indian dance group, Anokha,
will perform, joined by Intersection, Vague,

Recent Bowdoin alumni will hold a panel on

Obvious, and a guest troupe from Boston

the roles of culture and diversity in

j

Bowdoin,

College. After-party at Jack Magee's Pub.

life after

Morrell Lounge, Smith Union, 8 p.m.

particularly in the workplace.

Bowdoin Chapel,

p.m

12:30-2

4:30 p.m.

.

to "Saamelafest: Fifth International

and sample multicultural desserts,
view cultural displays, and enjoy
ethnic performances.

Gulf

Students, faculty, and staff share anecdotes

to boost their crushed egos. But they both
fall

International Festival

Come

iiiiM i iiiinimiiiiii wm.twi i i

Poetry Reading
Film: "Born into Brothels"
to a screening of a documentary

Listen to Peter

Come

about the

lives

of children

who

rise

Mln—>l*MiniiiWiiiii i^t'nwmj*t"

Tuesday

Makuck, an author of poetry,

selections

from

his

newest collection

poems, which focuses on

followed by a discussion about poverty as

selves

given

is

The Illusion of Similarity

of.

Professor Joe Bandy's Sociology

exile our-

available at

will lead a conversation

any

differences at

moment.

Ladd House,

7:30 p.m.

how we

from a paradise that

the root of the sex trade.
Sills Hall,

i ii

short stories, and essays, as he reads

above an environment of prostitution,

Smith Auditorium,

ii

about

220

issues

class

of

class

Bowdoin.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,

4-5:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

y

\

Lehman Lecture
The Environment in China
The once-overlooked Chinese environment

Monday
Israel

and Progressivism

Democrat Mike Michaud, Maine's
second-district congressman, will speak to

students about
Israel

is

why he

thinks supporting

a progressive value.

Thome Dining

Hall, 5:30 p.m.

\

now

suffering

the religion program

under the pressure cf

sudden economic growth and

more

Richard Davis, professor and director of
is

political attention.

is

afc

deliver a speech titled,

demanding

Bard College,

will

"The Art of the

Procession," detailing the significance of

Attend a

Hindu

presentation about major changes in the

through time.

art

Beam Classroom,

Chinese environmental governance system.

Visual Arts Center,

4-6:30 p.m.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union, 7 p.m.

.,••
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Wednesday
"To Those Born After"
View

a film about a

world governed only by

greed and indifference toward the future.
discussion with Christopher Pavsek,

A

German

professor at Haverford College, will follow.

Room 315,

Searles Science Building,
7-9 p.m.

I

Thursday
/

The Day of the Song
independent study in directing by Emily
Glinick '06 from her translation of the

An

contemporary

Italian play "II

Giorno del

Cantico," written by Giuseppe Emiliani.

Wish Theater, Memorial Hall,
Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

The fir* flower new Hmv*om*Longfellow

#

<

library blooms.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

^

.

,

The

BowBoin Orient

n

Bowdoin

College, Brunswick,

Maine

April

The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly
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camp

Students

Contract
workers

in the

«

|,

.

in cardboard for cause

workers are

still

van

way

to

On

campus

last

on

new

student

dean

affairs

Bowdoin to be
working with top candidates who
have other choices, and we ask all

Approximately 60 people have

let

involved

other searches where

there

affairs, but officials are

when the
make its final

in

might

us

be

Meiklejohn wrote

search committee will

email.

we

"In our case

"The end of the search is when
found the right person,"

Assistant

the

to

President

Scott

if

timing

not yet ready to predict

we've

week.

know

candidates to

applied to be the College's next dean

of student

decision.

then-

April 5, three employees of

think

issues,"

follow-up

a

in

they are

we have

the

important information in front of us

we

and

are

moving as quickly as

possible to run a thorough process

Meiklejohn said in a phone interview.

and not

candidate," he wrote.

contractor that the

The committee has already met
with one applicant. Tim Foster, the

College hired to do masonry for the

College's current senior associate

other candidate

dean of student

position at another top school. That

Knowles
Gorham,

the

were

Halls,

Interstate

job

site.

of

Services

Industrial

Hyde

renovations of Appleton and
traveling

on

south

of the

lost control

James Wise,
Troy

remained in the

(CMMC)

in

Center

Scott Doucette, Merrill

is

in

As of Tuesday,
was no longer list-

condition.

Wise's condition

ed as

Hook set up their temporary shelter for
Humanity SleepOut on the Quad last night.

Hylan and Hillary

the second annual Habitat for

-

Richmond when their van hit a
patch of black ice, skidded, and
rolled over three

or four times before

Medical Center on the same day he

was admitted.

lifted to

The

coming to a

Daniel

driver,

Maine

from

released

was

Graf,

General

According to a news release filed
by Maine Department of Public

Spokesperson

Safety

McCausland,

Steve

were

workers

the

rest against

295

eral arts college.

that

The Phoenix

make a

decision

CMMC

The
were transported by

men

other

for treatment.

ambulance.

by

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

the Phoenix-based group will grace

After two years of phone calls

and contract negotiations, the

clas-

scene.

expected to be greener than usual for
graduation.

Throughout the
ter,

ties

rest

of the semes-

seniors will be given opportunito sign

a pledge of life-long

commitment to the environment. To
show this dedication, these students
will be encouraged to wear green
ribbons

during

commencement

exercises.

fusion dance group

sical/hip-hop

First, for

Pickard to

suit to their

Nebellen requested that the

mar ley

floor onstage be removed.

with the three victims for approxi-

patience of Activities Board

mem-

Rachel Kaplan '06, Curtis

bers

ACCIDENT page 3

Please see

other schools, and we've

at

The pledge is one facet of a larger
by many seniors and by
Sustainable Bowdoin to make gradu-

ation "greener" this year

and

in the

energy used on campus during

Isacke '07, and Sandip Patel '07,

Coordinator for

do this,"
a Sustainable Bowdoin

Keisha Payson

said.

"We're not the

Atlantic,

first

ones

She

which

to

cited

College

recently held a

"no waste" graduation

usage with green energy

marley
techie

A

according to theater

floor;

Sam Donovan
mat

sticky rubber

credits,

they

'07, is

"a semi-

often used by

Please see

SEARCH, page 2

energy that will

Ben Smith

'06,

be

used," explained

who

is

are

is

Management

Facilities

determine

to

the

that will likely

be

used during graduation weekend.
This

number

buildings

on

will

an

be reached by

average day and

tweaking the numbers to better represent

the

Quad

to encourage guests

uates to use

them

needs of the event.

Although the students hope to be
able to completely off-set the energy

mat hinders

an

nation

—one

that

such

result is

artistic

directors

Ben Howe intended

Ellen Rath and
to create

styles

The

and powerful combi-

interesting

when

they

founded the

group.

be removed,

Ballet Arizona

2005, while

before leaving in

Howe

is

an alumnus of

Arizona State University's dance

the perform-

hip-hop styles or their ability to

Please see

NEBELLEN, page 9

harm

Milk, students share Passover tradition
"

Y

'-

i

and grad-

to dispose of thei r

Also, Sustainable

the grid."

to

and perform newer

as hip-hop and house.

to decrease the

of environmental

programs and water

working with

amount of energy

amount

we

donating green energy some-

where else on

it

Isacke responded that most likely,

ers'

implemented

spearheading
"Instead,

might ask for

pret

Several smaller-scale changes will
also be

recycle bins will be placed on the

the student initiative.

classi-

Rath was a nine-year veteran of

floor."

asked why the dancers

yet.

caused by graduation. For instance,

actually replacing the

wooden

When

the rubber

renewable, non-polluting sources.

"We're not

harsh

have not raised the necessary funds

commencement weekend by buying
"green energy," which comes from

examining energy usage of certain

future.

of the

said.

Students will try to compensate
for

Smith

effort

that are

that classic training to better inter-

needs,

pen

is

Affairs.

of things

"Craig Bradley has

stomp out beats onstage.
The Nebellen dancers are

into a club

Jfrjrhe

"We've seen this sort of thing hap-

year's

this

lot

said.

cally trained in ballet, but they use

it

pus Saturday night Thanks

become motivated," she
of what

"There are a
going well," he

for the Office

intention of turning

Nebellen will finally arrive on cam-

Seniors pledge to graduate 'green'
Regardless

not intending on

the Pickard Theater stage with the

dancers to protect their feet from the

weather will bring next, campus

is

new direction

the

who worked

Bryant Pasamen,

exit

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

setting a

said

Swarthmore President Al Bloom

will likely

search committee

of the Dean of Student

Nebellen to stomp into Pickard

off the side

attempting to pass another vehicle
just north of the Interstate

at

for

some trees
of the highway.
Wise was thrown through the
windshield of the van. He was air-

critical.

finalists

Bowdoin
some candidates

officials by phone,
and applications are still arriving.
Meiklejohn said the position's

end of April.

paralyzed

from the neck down and remains
critical

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
First years Cait

to their supervisor,

one of five

dean of students position

the Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, lib-

Lewiston as of yester-

According

day.

have spoken with

for the

one

candidate will be visiting
soon. In addition,

College's

any one

at

at least

a finalist for a

is

interviewing on Tuesday, Meiklejohn

that Foster is also

tender, both

Medical

day

full

chance

lose our

Meiklejohn noted that

said.

The Phoenix, Swarthmore

critical care unit at

Maine

Central

applied for

student newspaper, reported Thursday

craftsman, and

a

a mason

Merrill,

affairs,

and spent a

the position

295 toward their Bowdoin

The driver

van and crashed, seriously injuring
two of the men.

ft

21

College seeks
by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

Two construction

O 4

"It is typical for

condition
in a critical care unit after the

T3

</)

,

in critical

they were driving crashed

(A _;
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bottles.

Bowdoin plans

compact fluorescent light
(CFL) bulbs to Maine Bay Canvas,
to donate

the

company

that will provide tents

for various outdoor events during the

weekend.

CFL bulbs use

and

longer than normal light

last

less

energy

1

Maine Bay Canvas will also
to use them for other events

bulbs.

be able

I

in the future that take place outside

of Bowdoin.

1

a symbolic donation," Smith
said. "We are having an impact even
beyond our graduation."
"It's

-**"

^m

According to Payson, Bowdoin

INSIDE

College Dining Service has
with some of

make

Sports

'^l£

the

its

event more

friendly.

Bowdoin

baseball

its

own

come up

initiatives to

operating procedures for

environmentally

The cookware used

will

be

biodegradable, the amount of locally

sweeps Tufts in a

produced foods will be increased,

three-game series

and the lobster

Page 10

ster

bake

will

shells

Draw

from the lob-

be composted.

Please see

GREEN, page 2

§

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

La* runt's Pawover Seder, held by President Barry Milk and h* wife, Karen
Mills, brought together members of the Bowdoin community.

Gordon

n*S^ M"^* v^>»».'»-*« «K
i

2

Search to
DEAN, from page

fill

I

ideas, but

looking

for

we
an

didn't

bring a signifinafl record of leadership in
student

think mat's the format

we would

Though the College had to work
ly

quickly" once Bradley announced his

departure, Meiklejohn said that

a great response."

decided

month

last

leave the College to

that

work

he would

at the

Aga

Khan Development Network, an organi-

residential college.

that

you've heard of," he said

The

search committee

is

chaired

President Barry Mills. In addition to stu-

some of the

dent representatives Igoe and Wilson, the

poorest children in the world

committee

Bradley joined Bowdoin in the sum-

mer of 1996.

includes

Associate

Professor of History Sarah

McMahon,

also

that

a dozen

students, led

'07 and

Mike Igoe

a group of about

by Tanisha Wilson

'07,

met with Foster

dean

its

Swarthmore

search,

is

for student

comments. While

it

is

unlike-

Bowdoin

will present candidates

to the students

in an open forum,

ly that

Meiklejohn predicted
cants

would

also

that other appli-

meet with selected

stu-

lation for serving alcohol to

life,

reports directly to the presi-

and oversees many areas of student

including the Office of Residential

Life and the student disciplinary system.

According

vacancy

to the College's

announcement,

should

"Candidates

_

'08,

Mollcy Hotkey '06

•The officer team

is

•A

fire

alarm at Chamberlain Hall

was activated by burnt food

c ited for hosting

alcohol

—

we did
DeRay Mckesson

it,"

5'9", thin build, with

cheekbone, wearing a hooded coat
Information

•BSG rejected

2-20-1, a propos-

Brunswick

•An

of 2010's

first-year

mailing packages,

•Faculty/StaffAppreciation

Friday (see story, page

3).

Day is on

paying their members, even

to

cement

in graduat-

common

good, beyond the halls of the

Tuesday, April 11

•A male East Hall
severe stomach cramps

if the

Sunday morning. Nothing was

Union and returned

located at

whose

vehicle

bill

was

then paid

to the

and die

dean of student

—

affairs.

student reported that her wallet

was missing and

that

or stolen at

it

may have been

Cuddy's Bar

in

Brunswick on Saturday evening.
that her coat

was

was unlocked in the bike rack near the K

affected the Orient.

student affairs.

•A

lacrosse athlete with

Hospital

to

an injured

Parkview

by a security officer.

Safety Advisory: With spring, the

campus experiences an increase in
bicycle thefts. During the past several
days, two locked student bicycles were
stolen

when

the cable locks were cut

with bolt cutters. The Department

1.

and reported to die dean of

dispersed at a

activated at Banister Hall.

hand was transported

and

Security

of
recommends the

Use a sturdy U-bolt bike lock, usual-

ly available at the Bowdoin Bookstore;

Union

students were cited for alcohol policy

was

Maine Hall dorm. Several

third-floor

inadvertently

following steps to safeguardyour bike:

•A student reported that a red men's
Mongoose mountain bike was stolen
from Brunswick Apartments. The bike

alcohol present

wages come from the revenue
earned by that organization. The
resolution would primarily have

Library.

Wednesday, April 12

Safety

Monday, April 10
missing from Moulton

and die

•A student reported the theft of a TIfrom Hawthorne-Longfellow

•A security alarm was

•A piece of student artwork a hangwas taken down from its
Smith Union display and damaged on
Sunday at about 2:30 am. Security
identified two students responsible for
the act and a report was filed with the
•A

Fire,

Mustard House.

ing mobile

lost

Brunswick

Shop responded to a furnace

83 calculator and a leather card case

bill.

No criminal charges

•A student reported

unregistered event with hard

violations

Electrical

was towed picked

—

transport-

Rescue.

malfunction and report of smoke at

his vehicle without paying die

Security contacted the student

student with

was

ed to Parkview Hospital by Brunswick

•Security,

Moulton

a student

to

•Discount Towing reported that a student

Police.

Saturday, April 8

SAFC

funding from

a scar on his

was passed on

student organizations

dif-

at

'07

that receive

and be included in the class

an

event

Brunswick Apartments.

al to forbid

be ordered They will come in

toast-

described as a 30-year-old white male,

President

"We want

ing seniors the idea of the

were filed

•A student was

•Three thousand more slap-bracelets

ferent colors

a

er oven.

unregistered

address BSG's role in J-Board approval

will

in

BSG has tried

BSG

espe-

out their lives.

the door to

mat

kicked in sometime Saturday night or

up

10 minutes after closing time.

•Recent changes to the constitution

said

working to

a patron

•A female student reported that she
was followed and approached by an
intoxicated man on Maine Street at the
Little Dog Cafe. The man was

were presented "Every

is

that sen-

an environmental
consciousness with them through-

House dorm room was

student reported

•A lost purse was

involved in the search.

to fix [the constitution]

Abrams

•A

Friday, April 7

Assistant Kathy Peterson Bradley is not

"

•Attendance: 24/26. Absent Jacq

who showed

reported missing from die room.

Alumni

Bowdoin Student Government
Weekly Report
by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

student

•A bartender at Jack Magee's Pub
was cited with an alcohol policy vio-

dent,

by the idea

iors will carry

Sunday, April 9

Thursday, April 6

affairs.

The dean

important to him, Smith
cially excited

Campus Safety and Security Report: 4/6 to 4/12

early

Davis,

Director of

9

'greener

College," he said.

a "work in progress."

Magee's Pub was cited and a report
was forwarded to the dean of student

Mitch

Officer

Director of Capital Giving Elizabeth

For

is

Anthropology Krista Van Vleet, Chief
Information

Relations Peter Wagner, and Archives

chats" and established an email address

and a

his Helmreich

Orlic, Associate

conducting a series of open "fireside

ment

est ethical standards

tain

a false identification card to enter Jack

Wilson and Igoe are the two student rep-

on the search committee.

event less harmful to the environ-

the position."

commu-

An advanced degree

of Sociology and

Assistant Professor

as part of Tuesday's interview sessions.

resentatives

serve as a precedent for future

temperament will be well-suited to

a residential

Candidates with the high-

•An underage

Professor of Physics Steve Nacuuch,

Meiklejohn said

graduation will

year's

this

2006

by

zation that aims to provide top-quality

educational experiences to

Both Payson and Smith expect
that

14,

While making the actual event
more environmentally friendly is

J

collegial

in,

nity is essential.

"We have a number of candidates that
places—colleges

GREEN, from page

make graduation

graduations. They hope that cerchanges made this year will
become standard policies.
Payson added that making the

ing diversity

"we had

is required.

are deans at other

A proven track record

of educating students about, and sustain-

"real-

to

along with a strong appreci-

life,

ation for the educational values of a small

follow for any other candidates," he said

said
Bradley, the current dean of student

Bowdoin

Tuesday's meeting.

go

extreme

FRIDAY, APRIL

underway

affairs position

makeover in student aflairs," Meiklejohn

affiurs,

<*r»

dents in small-group sessions similar to

1

a new team will

"It's inevitable that

have some new

dean of student

team"

put together a great

this

I

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

NEWS

into

I

2.

Park in a well-lit area;

sible,

3.

When pos-

lock and store your bike indoors.

—Compiled

by the Bowdoin

Department ofSafety artdSecurity.

section

BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF VIZ
Come try the best pizza,
appetizers, salads,

subs,

and morel
SPECIAL Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

LAKE

16" PIZZA

IZ'ZA IN

ONE TOPPING

SMALL II "PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

Srea

$9.25

$5.55

SURVEY

Frits

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95

EllV«

729-OO85

J
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mixed reviews Lecture

office garners

series reflects

|

The Off-Campus

Shi of Duke University, and will close

by Beth Kowitt
Orient Staff

Studies Office

find that

with back-to-back lectures on April 29
on "Dragon's Rise: Chinese Military
Buildup and East Asian Security" by

more interconnected

Jing-dong Yuan of the Institute of

has informed only 10 stu-

may not study away

dents that they

Bowdoin

in

the semester of their choosing, leav-

in the fall

is

with China than they

than in the spring.

may

students

Brunswick

more juniors on campus

ing about 22

China

rising interest in

by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff

(OCSO)

initially

imbal-

thought

two from

after attending a talk or

As previously reported, this

the

International Studies in Monterey, and

How

lecture series, "Concurrent

Citizenry:

ance will have a considerable impact

Worlds:

China

Transforms Economic

on

Globalization,"

residential space at the College,

according to Director of Residential

which

of

begins

Saturday.

Kim Pacelli.

"Housing

Era

the

in

and

Program and the Asian Students
Association, the six speakers will

when we have a hiccup of even

touch on issues including the Chinese

IS

just so popular,

students,

10,

has an

definitely

it

military,

effect," Pacelli said.

—

2006-2007 academic year approximately 133 in the fall and 155 in the
spring.

Of

who

the students

applied to

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

The Off-Campus

Studies Office offers students a wall of pamplets, organized by country, to help them select the program that is best for them.

where they please, according to the
Amherst web site.

"We have

no policy" regarding

ity wanted to go abroad in the spring.
The OCSO, in an effort to have an

students studying abroad in a specif-

approximately equal numbers of stu-

Abroad Advisor

dents abroad both semesters, looked

telephone interview.

seeking to study away in the spring.

semester,

ic

They zeroed in on
a number of the

"and

'As

said,

could, with

adjustments,

away

in the

time, you're giving

Of

Amherst
study-

students

Bowdoin-that

so

it's

fall.'

easy to study abroad."

And, of course,
most of them got
back to us and
said, 'No I can't

going

students

Courtney Camps

'08 and

spring

and these are the

about equal.

why' So

"Our aim

reasons
the

OCS

commit-

tee... looked at

try to

those appeals from

students and about half of them,
said,

'OK,

away

in the spring.'"

we

enough, you can go

fair

OCSO had to "insist,

the fall

it's

or nothing," according to Hall. This

some

left

students quite unhappy.

Most, however

of

the great majority

applying

students

abroad

—

study

to

—

are going to the destination

when

students study abroad.

According to

web
"may

Study

sophomore

ters, and'

—during

major department

semester of your senior year."

Off-Campus Studies Office," said
Zach Parker '08, who is studying in

my

Australia next spring. "All

smoothly.

mem

inter-

have gone really

n

who

OCSO

"It
said.

applied to study abroad

pleased with the

is

OCSO.

defended

its

concerned about the balance of the

on campus."

For the 1996-1997 academic year,

209 students studied away

in

As

die

away

a result of this gross

OCSO

people and that's hard," Hall said,

imbalance, the

"but the numbers are not as bad as

guage to the catalogue

they might be."

that

"approval of individual requests

may

also be affected

is

One of those dissatisfied students
Courtney Camps '08. She applied

Rome in die spring so she

to study in

could take elementary Italian before
she arrived in
that

Italy,

but she

was

she had to go in the

According

to

Camps,

she

told

concern

to

added

lan-

that stipulated

by

maintain

the College's

a

balance

between the number of students away
during the

fall

There are other considerations

fall.

besides housing though, Hall

was

tioned.

men-

"However much housing you
have, there are certain financial effi-

decided not to study abroad at
"I

ciencies about having

all.

understand that they like to

same

of Bowdoin

easy to study abroad.

Amherst College agrees. Students
Amherst can study when and

to

waste

money by having dead

space on campus."

of

a lack

mood was

the

very,

Another reason Hall cited for
of juniors on

campus.

Juniors generally "play an active role

be a constructive supple-

to the

which

is

spon-

Cowen

China," said Z-Z

do.

'08,

who

is

Society. "It's so easy for us to focus

way

isn't necessarily the

only

way or

the right way."

Cui said

series,

work they already

important for students and

tant in

its

that the series is impor-

attempt to open up a forum

to talk about the current issues in

on political science
and United States-China relations
from multiple perspectives and diver-

China.

dations, focuses

"The rise of China and the emergence of China raise not only concerns but also inspire us to think

"The goal

gain a picture of

about

those different perspectives," she

in the

said.

"This

is

is

to

an invaluable opportu-

make Bowdoin aware of

nity to

China's role today."

The

very sad," he added.

of which corre-

part

series,

sponds with Asian Week, will begin

need

who we are, what our stance is
United States," said Cui. "We

to

have a global perspective

to

understand others and ourselves."

The Freeman Foundation, which
granted Bowdoin $1.6 million in
2002 with the objective of strength-

Saturday with opening remarks from

ening and broadening Asian studies

President Barry Mills,

at

followed by

Bowdoin,

provided

also

the

"Elections and Chinese Understanding

resources for Professor of Sociology

of Democracy," presented by Tianjian

Nancy Riley to take a group of 10
faculty members to China over
Spring Break.

Students say thanks
who are

Students

and

and

ulty

looking for a for-

to say "thank

you" to

staff will receive

Smith Union

pastries in

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

She

staff today, students are encour-

fac-

some help

invite

Appreciation

of events

Day will

offer a variety

that will allow students to

recognize the adults

on a day-to-day

who

affect

them

basis at the College.

Students voted on faculty superla-

—among them most valuable
and
—and signed thank-you

to

con-

right

campus

per-

ent

formance groups. Winners of faculty
superlatives will be
that time.

announced

at

trip.

whose work focuses on

cream

ice

staff members,
select faculty

social for all

and house dinners for
members, chosen by

now, but

and population and

that

is

a hot topic

Bowdoin 's appar-

increase in interest in China

might also have something

"We're
things

finally

doing

all

we had planned on doing with
know

"I don't

if there's

been an

tive*

the houses playing host to the faculty

overall increased interest in

dinners.

for the entire

Throughout the day, students

members

notes to faculty and staff
prior to today's event.

more

did

specifically
past]," said

for

BSG

"However,

DeRay Mckesson
it's

be

among

who study some aspect

thought

it

was

we wanted to

lives,"

BSG
'07,

she

"Bowdoin

the people who sustain this
know that they're important.
our way to say it"

is

we

it

were unaware of

the details of the program,

McKesson

who

I've talked

said that "the people

said.

President

important that

contacted about

a

let

to think

family

and

mink

Following morning coffee and

amazing."

staff

that

do

for us,

and

it's

nice to

we can set aside some time

to hopefully give something

them," he

said.

in

is

really worthwhile

"That's

why

—they

great

these

and eye-

lectures

are

have the potential to

reach people on campus

who haven't

been able to take courses or study
China," she said.
Riley said she

what

exactly

was unsure as to
was behind the

interest
in
China at
Bowdoin.
"What's causing it? Are students
demanding it? I'm not convinced of
that," she said. "But there's more

increased

'09 agreed.

"I really appreciate all that faculty

This

is

it's

Eamonn Hart

—

there's a feeling that the study-

ing

'07.

of China

—

opening," said Cowen.

Chu

[in

China

the people

sociology, or language, or art history

members. Students will receive the
stickers in their Smith Union mailboxes today.
Though the event is new this year
and many faculty members who were

the staff, and

to

appreciated" will

think that

available to give to faculty and staff

BSG

our college

am

I

the

students

Faculty get recognized for their work

According

departments, and stickers read-

ing "I

but

Bowdoin community,

Vice President for

something that needed to get done.

more than

be able to sign thank-you cards to
all

programming

will

do

these

the grant," Riley said.

professor, best looking, best lecturer,
quirkiest

to

with the Freeman grant running out.

Following the concert there

be an

will

Riley,

family, gender,

activities include a

featuring various

cert

expenses of the

China, noted that China

Affairs.

summer

for five to six weeks as part of her
Contemporary Chinese Society
course. The grant will pay all the

at

Dean of Student

the Office for the

Afternoon

Bowdoin Student Government's
(BSG) first ever Faculty and Staff

their professors

group of 12

will also take a

students to China over the

for faculty

lunch with meal tickets provided

today.

family and

keeping the numbers even was the

presence

week

"Last

classes

"It's

understanding."

strong.

is

"When you spend five or six days
on the road with a crew, you get close
to them," he said.

tors to

seems to make sense not

when they want to go," Camps

the workers

among

it

reasonable level [currently $ 1 ,000],

[students']

because the

that

camaraderie

recognize them both as the contribu-

of

think people

He mentioned
state contracts,

per-

is

sified topics.

a

so

said

sored by the Freeman and Luce foun-

described both as "excellent

the students* fee at

it's

noted.

at

To keep

part

should be able to go where they want
to go,

time.

up

—

I

an equal num-

ber of students on campus at any one

that

time, you're giving

the allure

at the

"happy-go-lucky."

Student Affairs Carolyn

in the fall to India,

have equal numbers here, but

for

workers."

"We

and spring terms."

China, or Barcelona instead. She

encouraged to go

supervised

has

two years and Merrill

mal chance

comes down to housing," Hall
"The College has long been

in the fall.

who

"China

said.

how. There's

Cui said the

for

He

Guo

little,"

aged to

policy as

spring, while only 108 studied

"Yes, we've got some dissatisfied

Wise

the

interested in China, but they

said.

Doucette,

the Fall

reasonable and prudent.

students

Hall acknowledges that not every-

one

The

"On

really say

site.

"They're a great bunch of guys,"

he

the approval of your

of their choice in the semester they

actions with

ing a gap he

of the junior year semes-

—with

and

this lecture series to

interest,"

For students

ies

Assistant Professor of Government

a Swarthmore stu-

study abroad during the

with

Guo. "If you
want to deal with China effectively,
you have to understand it."
arise

ment

of Foreign

Office

its

site,

spring semester of the
year, either

another

is

has an open policy

chose.

"I've had no problems with the

to

balance the

Swarthmore College
about

missed on the job

crews often work together on out-ofis

we don't," Hoffa added.

times

dent

is

—sometimes we do, some-

institution that

For the others, about 10 of them,
the

numbers

fall

we hope

on the U.S., but in doing so, we're
able to end up forgetting that our

sporty and athletic" and Merrill as

abroad in the

yet to

still

know

one, characterized Wise as "very

number of

are

sufficient attention to this,

enrolled in Contemporary Chinese

academic
the

we

"At Bowdoin
pay

saw in his students.
one hand people are

mately six months, said that the
Bowdoin crew noticed that some-

ing abroad this
year,

in

in part to the

people in general to learn about

in

the fall," he said.

allure of

especially

and Asian Studies Lance Guo said he
conceived the idea as a way of bridg-

1

that this

not the only world."

very

the

schools,

Chinese language, due

A CCIDENT, fivm page

is

ceived as a threat, but they can't

in

other

at

developing business relations with

series will

here

also said that they have been

than

the

should have the perspective

a global and national issue.

was amiss when the men did
show up at work that morning.

[away]

noticed

increased interest surrounding China

Workers injured
to campus

en route

Bowdoin

He

up part of the

some
go

member

a

is

not just a

not

spring

has

who take Asian studand acknowledge the
importance of studying China, the

issue. It's

is

thing

students

he

said

The young generation of scholars

the event. "This

more

same

far

we can see, you

who

of the five-person committee behind

percent, at least,

bers here, but at the

Stephen Hall, the

Studies Shuqin Cui,

have equal num-

like to

director of OCSO,

Professor of Asian

Most years we
have 10 to 20

phis people," said

as

Guo

China.

emerging questions on China,"

the

Boom Towns in

Hong Zhang of

South China" by

talking about doing

understand that they

to

group of 20

are

If there

leaves this sort

it

we

have no policy.

"I

"We went

a

in

numbers, but

applications.

this

Hoffa said

Bill

We seldom achieve equal

and spring.

student leadership.

in

hardly any around,
of void," he said.

Amherst College Study

"We hope for equal numbers in fall

the applications of those

all

"We were

something to make students aware of
said Associate

study in a foreign country, the major-

through

migration, globaliza-

rural

and energy.

tion,

About 288 members of the Class
of 2008 are studying abroad in the

Urban

Migration

Rural

Colby College.

Presented by the Asian Studies

we're just so tight for space that

is

New

"Labor, Mobility, and

two-week

Life

3

NEWS

back

to

[interest] out there

so

it

Brunswick eventually."

could reach

IHHHHHPPfHP
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BQSA teach-in highlights issues of sexual orientation
and

Queer-Straight Alliance, gay

A group of Bowdoin students
and professors met in Johnson
Sunday

last

it

means

to

be

male, female, gay, straight, bisexu-

to discuss cur-

homosexual or

which led to

not,

is

a

debate about whether or not a
transgendered person can every

ality in the

included the perspective of sever-

ment

transform to the opposite

really

everyday thought for most individuals."

student

transgendered person

if a

and
speak about the gay and lesbian
of study, also known as
"queer studies." This discussion
rent sexual-orientation issues

One

or transgendered.

al,

asked

House

and what

roles

al

by Frances Milliken and
Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

lesbian studies department address tough contemporary questions

"I'd say the question of gay marriage

—

sex. Finally, the professors led a

ple, but

field

discussion about gender and sexu-

leges

members and

faculty

al

of different

sexual

students

orientations

who came together to share their
own experiences. They talked
about how they would like to see
gay,

certain fields often arise.

According to the BQSA web
"The Bowdoin Queer-Straight

site,

bisexual,

lesbian,

progress

issues

the

in

exposure

to

integral to

long

believe that

I

queer issues

is

When

—

Bowdoin

joined

gay mar-

request for someone interested

gay and lesbian studies. The
of a minor had

in

possibility

been

some

exacting thought...."

discussed

length

at

a

into being.

"Much

work

was

(BQSA).

the minor predates me."

Alliance
bian,

many

students have

before I got here," said
Studies Dept. Coviello. "The conception of

a support group for

is

gay,

bisexual,

transgender students,

queer,

After the English department

les-

questioning,

and

BQSA is also com-

hired Coviello in 1998, he

was able
gay

to lend himself to crafting the

The

tough questions of contemporary

mitted

raising

sexual orientation through the gay

Bowdoin and in
community at large."

the proposal for the minor,

Donnelly and Jared Hunt '08
organized the teach-in. According
to Donnelly, he and Hunt first considered organizing a teach-in about
a month ago at the BQSA retreat.
"We thought it would be informative for the Bowdoin community,
regardless of sexual orientation.
Later, we spoke with the professors

into effect in 2000.

and lesbian studies department and

BQSA.
professors

teach-in,

the

examined the history of gay and
lesbian studies, which began in the
1970s as an offshoot of feminist
theory. This

new

done

Professor Peter Coviello

Gay and Lesbian

Director of

we can

their allies.

At

come

nary minor had not yet

opportunities to grapple with the

through

discipline differ-

entiated between gender and sexu-

commonly

to

awareness at
the Brunswick

and lesbian studies minor
stantial

in a

sub-

way. Coviello helped draft

was approved

Bowdoin

is

which

1999 and went

in

among

a small

num-

lesbian studies program. Coviello
is

proud of its existence. Currently,
minor functions on a much

topics at the talk," said Donnelly.

"They were

all

the support of the English depart-

believe that

many of the

cussed traditional gender and sexu-

cussed yesterday are not present in

The

then

present about presenting different

moved on

to a debate about views

discussion

of gender and sexuality;

for

very enthusiastic.

I

of the gay

and

lesbian studies

minor

since

its

inception in 2000.

smaller degree than other minors,

exam-

to be

another.

Orient

Associate Professor of English Peter Coviello has been the coordinator

the

ple, the teach-in participants dis-

which used

studied in conjunction with one

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin

ber of colleges that offer a gay and

of its recent creand limited funding.
The existence of the gay and lesbian studies minor is dependent on

ality,

tm

the

already, but the interdiscipli-

ver^i

make," said Marc Donnelly
'07, a member of Bowdoin QueerStraight Alliance

Coviello

English department, part of

dealing with

in

great strides

\

bian studies.

is

queer issues, but there are
still

teach-in participant Peter Coviello,
associate professor of English and
program director of gay and les-

not going to go away, and

will require of every citizen

our progress as a

We have come

way

riage

of Bowdoin

and America,

think ought, and ought
be bundled into marriage

as a civic institution," said

itself,

the job description included a

"I'd say the question of

future.

"In terms

about what sorts of privi-

we

not, to

and transgender

straight,

society.

classroom, an environ-

which issues of sexual
harassment, grading bias, and
unequal numbers of students in

some

very exacting thought in the years
ahead thought not only about the
disenfranchisement of queer peo-

to

in

not going to go away, and

is

will require of every citizen

partly because

ation

issues dis-

Please see GLSD, page 5

Many resources on campus for those who are depressed
Depression, surprisingly
Ask

Dr. Jeff

lessness, or guilt
-loss

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

Jeff

Dear

Dr.

Jeff:

A

know

I

tf

Dear
sitory

We

J.B.:

all feel

blue and

time to time, and tran-

feelings of sadness,

self-

doubt, or discouragement are likely

friend might be depressed. The
Counseling Center web site, for
instance, has a totally confidential

longer,

is

more

vasive, deeper, and incapacitating.

Depression

comes

in

many

and

anonymous

screening

test for

on-line

self-

depression (and

forms and degrees. Common symptoms include:
-feelings of sadness, hopelessness, or irritability, that have no
clear cause or seem out of propor-

information about depression and

tion

other screening

alcohol abuse and eating disorders). Both the Health and the
Counseling web sites also have
links to other sources

tests.

of helpful

fewer side effects, has also played
a central role. While

it

is true that

these medications have been mar-

keted aggressively by drug compais

by no means unusual
Recent reports

regard.

nies,

it

is

also true that they have

helped some people advance in

and careers when

they might not have been able to do

their lives.

some point

Depression

is

in

the secdisor-

mental or physical, seen by

primary care providers in their
offices. Eight percent of adolescents and two percent of children
are thought to suffer from depres-

centers.

On average,

those numbers

have more than doubled over the
last IS years. The same has been
true for the

number of college

stu-

dents taking psychotropic medications,

especially antidepressants.

Some

studies have reported that

figure as high as

1

surprisingly,

also unfortunately

There are a wide variety of helpful treatments available for those

struggling with depression.
in

to

the Counseling

Health Center to talk

it

seems overwhelming,

Come

Center or
over. If that
talk

to

Commentators have considered

Talk to someone, and talk to

Greater pressures on students to

each other.

here at

succeed academically and the
breakdown of effective family sup-

Take good care of yourselves
and take good care of each other!

Bowdoin. In spring surveys, over
80 percent of students report feeling depressed (more than "just"
unhappy) at least a few times each

port systems are thought to be fore-

most. There also

may

awareness of mental

be greater

illness

a

coach.

is

depression

common

so years ago.

proctor, a dean, a professor, or a

S percent.

various causes for these trends.

sion.

Not

this

are

dent visits to college counseling

clinical depression at

der,

Bowdoin
in

who

experts estimate that one out

of every five adults will experience

ond-most-common chronic

you think you or a

of students

of effective
with

medications,

their schooling

very

There are a number of "symptom
checklists" you can run through on
if

Center continues to see significant

the greater availability

nationwide point to increasing stu-

is

self-harm, or suicide

your own,

tional

mental or emo-

common.

Depression

Some

per-

situational.

have considerable expe-

else's

problems. Our Counseling

depressed.

lasts

intense,

seeking psychiatric care. Clearly,

feelings out and certainly can help
your friend figure out what the
right next steps for him might be.

staffs

easing of the stigma attached to

psychotropic

headaches and abdominal
and don't

Both

a number of ways

more still
by someone

feel negatively impacted

numbers

more

normal and

You might

half report worry-

ing about their mental health and

suggest the same to your friend.

Depression, on the other hand,

perfectly

things over.

More than

rience in helping people sort their

-persistent thoughts of death,

moody from

talk

be addressed in
year.

-chronic aches and pains, espe-

(really self-medication)

J.B.

of course, always welto come into the Health
Center or the Counseling Center
are,

-insomnia or oversleeping, along
with low energy levels and fatigue

-abusive use of alcohol or drugs

hes

You
come
and

respond to treatment

—

depressed?

interest in usual activi-

of

including eating and sex

pain, that defy diagnosis

How

down.

pretty

would

ties,

cially

friend of mine seems to

be

common among students, can

-feelings of worthlessness, help-

and an

M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
Jeff Benson,

—
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FEAWRES
dea- future se

The

Internet is filled with quirky, interesting

One

sites.

you send

of these

is

FutureMe.org. It lets
self— and

please

enough to read

long

feve

this email,

you

if

die,

m

please die

letters to your future

combat,

read other people's letters too.

it's

the way you wanted to go.

whatever you see and do, dont forget why you enksted

remember the destruction

To .The once

qm\6

me

JfuMMre

*$

ftom*.

The me of

fights,

hope you sti

Irved

m

m

the greatest country

the world,

do.

remember who you were, aged seventeen.

e

•

the time of this writing, you

at
i

four \|e«rs

remember the

that decision caused,

the tears, the promises, the worries, the determination.

whatever shitty duty you're assigned, do

it

with vigor

and

a Imb, a buddy, youth, friends

-

remember

that freedom

if

you

tost

pride.

is

Graphic by Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin Orient

always worth

Site lets

you send letter to future

by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff

On

January

web

1,

200S, a certain

user sent a peice of elec-

"So you
left that hopeless company, you're no
longer single and you got around to

new hobbies?

those

all

this

thing about their authors. And, perhaps

he came up with the idea of the web

taken as a whole, the

With

your work email

is

he

Patrikios,

and unremarkable,

something

which went online

crafted FutureMe,
in

Jay

his friend

all

Although

traffic

up over

was slow at-first, it
the last few years.

now," Sly said

in

a day right

hits

an email. That adds

FutureMe.org.

"between 200 and 500

themselves, people use

letters to

small notes and lengthy diatribes to

and

ex-signifi-

and

up

own using a computer.

sent every day.

boyfriends,

The letters that are publicly accessible^
and there are many of mem
range from the amusing ("Dear Scott,
That rooster you hated so much died
just a couple nights ago. Remember?
We got home, he was crowing, and all

my-heart-I-hope-you' re-happy

"Not only a

but a

loser,

liar too.

—

Shame."

Seems a

bit harsh, doesn't it?

don't worry, there

is little

But

doubt that

the message's recipient will understand. After

A

all,

he wrote

it

novel website, FutureMe.org,

and

and an

ful.")

internet connection to

send an

URKM! just keeled over

of us sudden,

allows anyone with an email account

died.

to

You were

specifically,
„

,

FutureMe,

yet...

v

go?

be delivered on
any date between
30 days and 30
years later. Each
letter
must be
marked public or

No

private.

are

letters

on

anonymously,

address to which their

Matt

gay

Shy,

really

how

is

letter is

sent

a Williams College gradu-

in

seems harder

mis world...") to the

to

be

renew your greencard Good

Most of the emails

to

FutureMe.org have appeared

and

publications.

other

press

And

mean

I

6

I

24

29

letters

are

1

6

"

'

moving and

12

13

1

f.

32

33]

36

36

44

43

prompted about a mi ion
1 1

short time.

FutureMe,

an automated script that runs

every night that sends out the

you're

hope

I

all

on

not

"Dear

self:
is

and

well,

crack.

Happy

Birthday!"

letters

BQSA

teach4n explores issues

GLSD, from page 4

visibility

hits

a day for

The idea of being

able to

requirements include four additional
courses. These courses are provided

fields.

There are no funded profes-

sorships for the minor,
that every

other

courses in order for Coviello or

The

press coverage, however, has

"Ultimately, things haven't changed
all that

—

Gay and Lesbian

of 1 1 chemfree quads

Site

14

Word

one who

that field as well as in

blindness

course

who want to study abroad dur-

43 Require

44
and feather
48 Hubbub
49 Child
50 New living

8

Rowing

tool

Winged

1

First letter in

Hebrew

(British)

56 Labor organiza-

alpha-

51

bet

12 Stupidity

18 Opera solo

59
Hall or Inn
63 That (posses-

19 Building wing
20 Casing
22 The setup of
most Brunswick

64
vera
66 Indie languages
70 Nothing

Tower

13

21 Permit

gay and

les-

make
who

might otherwise be unable to

6 Court

10

capable of teaching in

fill

the requirements.

5 Wealthy

9 Flutter

tions

is

the minor feasible for students

Aside from 201, the program

7 Will

the

and

Studies will hire some-

bian studies in an effort to

offering can be problematic for stu-

53 Couple
55 Type of co.

-across

hope
that
Gender

of

The infrequency of

setup

Patriots' league

others, to fulfill the

201, the central course of the minor.

47 Lather
48 Church part
49 Porch
50 Common suite

Couch

11

among

There
is
Department

Women's

this

and

minor requirements.

Studies

a few weeks was

status that lasted for

ments,

its

Professor of English David Collings
to teach

year.

classics,

gender and women's studies depart-

the English

fall

department gives up one of

intrigue a lot people.

not really affected Sly or Patrikios.

from the anthropology,

which means

speak to one's future self appeared to

58 Pig food
60 Aroma
61 Diminish
62 Little Mermaid's
love

arrangement

65 Not safe

introduced this

67 Buck's mate

year

68 Stowe

Loosen a knot

69 Chicago time

52 Store passage-

zone

way
54 Drug doers

Apartments
29 Reasons

'P

62

J

"
66

60

"

61

62

^^^^^^M
67

66

69

1

70

71

1

74

n

Pine

75

38 Italian currency
39 Fisherman's tool
42 April concern of

1t

dents (with a)

Puzzle by

Adam Kommel

'

New

DOWN

26 1992 and 1996
didate

28 Mangle
32 Fable writer
33 Hammer's partners

35 Jagged
36 Rotating mechanism on a helicoptor

-

stu-

St.

1

Owned

2 Bullfight cheer

45 Tap

3 Moist

46 Margarine

4 X-andY-

SOLUTION TO LAST
ISSUE'S PUZZLE

25 Hawaiin "hello"

31 African antelope

cry

73 Ball holder
74 Harpswell or

30 Tasteful
34 Air (prefix)
37 Eye part

Bowdoin

that

make you

57 Rocket builders

24 Review

presidential can-

72 Vegetables
will

Jima

23

sive)

71 Tart

24 Hip-hop
27
Street

47

49

73

from his or her past

runs itself right now.

This year, one can choose classes

increased

Apartments

96

hopeful, uplifting birthday message

individual professors within other

FutureMe's

17 Discover

40^ 41

42

63

wholly auto-

is

CNN.

16 British toilet

23

some unknown

26

31

61

site

is

continued existence, Sly and

Patrikios ensure that

by various departments every

1

f

site's

ment, as well as the participation of

i

"

37

90

now

ing their time at Bowdoin.

Whle some

26

site

any time soon. But die minor celebrity

and other foreign

did in a

man or woman can receive a pleasant,

added
The web

There

web

seeable future. In ensuring the

matic, according to Sly.

"The

con-

to

tinue sending out letters for the fore-

was

spare time .over a couple of weeks,"

dents

21

30

we

really just a fun project

It

hundreds."

15 Chamberlain or
17

kind of popularity.

BMW with a 'FutureMe' vanity plate

Italian,

They expect FutureMe.org

FM would

German,

.

14

this

point."

be published.

was a guest
on NPR's Weekend America show. He
was also recently interviewed on

luck.")

are in English.

tongues.

'

'

site will

never, ever thought

outlets.

In January of this year, Sly

7
4

gamer

in the

Washington Post Wired, the San
Francisco Chronicle, the Boston
Globe,

site

21, 2007.

from the database," he explained.
"We're kind of irrelevant at this

letters

Sly

spate of press coverage. Articles about

ACROSS

3

"We

much," Sly said "We're not
making huge bucks you won't see a

thought up the idea of FutureMe

2

appearing on the

web site has received a

Recently the

soon in which the top

Others are written in French, Spanish,

Weekly Crossword: Bowdoin Abodes
i

let-

ters are particularly popular.

utterly

mundane ("Dear FutureMe, Time

A mechanism exists where-

a person can change the email

ate,

am

that

going to be

one sees private

posted,

FutureMe.

by

out

did

fine... its

until they are delivered. Public letters

seems the you-broke-

it

the story has appeared in "hundreds of

mom

it

ex-

According to Sty's personal website,

dad will react
im
hoping

weird everyday

ex-girlfriends

to

("Dear

how
i

sent

hope you

worried on

can

letter

i

come

have

to

future

selves.

The

practically glee-

questioning

the

email ttfthe future—
their

letters"

be delivered on October

Sly and Patrikios are closing a book
deal

cant others. Perusing those letters

address, and you're sitting on your

to

It is to

certainly fun, if a bit surreal."

to send

it

web

screenshot of a letter sent to the future using the

was

FutureMe.org

their family, friends,

it.

© Copyright FutureMe.org

A

letters represent

greater.

Although

ahvays worth

«s

reveal some-

intended for people to send

2002.

has picked

"We're about 25,000

Congratulations!

"But

profound, and while others are shallow

asked to write to himself in the future,

site.

tronic mail. It read:

taking up

on a jog a few years ago. Recalling
school assignments in which he was

freedom

it.

38 Self

39 Asian nation
40 Burp
41 Used a keyboard

E P A
B
A
D U B
E R A
G
M
S S
A M H E R
C U
T
S P A
C U R D
O R
O N
WE S L E
L E E
G
1

1

M A
T
B E F
E V A D E
T E N D 8
1

A T

E S

R O M A
R A
N
1

E S T
T
P O
S T
L
T
T
E L E X
1

R O M E O
C O L B
Y A N
J
A L
R E
P

T

1

c

T U F
N L E
N E E D
1

T H E s E
R A T E S
-I
S A A c
N T
G A s
T L E S T
Y E N T A
D O E R
Y
A R K
lT
N A M E S
c O N N
s
u S A
T
s u P
v E S
v
1

1

1
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Dinner with Friends
The Association of Bowdoin Friends
mal group of area

is

an

infor-

residents interested in supporting

the programs of the College.

Students:

In an attempt to

foster

more

interaction

and encour-

age friendships between students and the greater

Want to have

Bowdoin Community, the Association of Bowdoin
Friends

is

continuing to

offer dinner invita*

tions to small groups of students.

dinner with

To participate

"Dinner with Friends," email
diank4@msn.com with your name,
telephone number, and the best time to reach you by
phone. Please include the names of the.friend or
two you would like to bring along, and don't forget

Dian

local

in

K. Petty at

to mention any dietary restrictions.

residents?

A dinner host will call you to set up a time and date
that

is

I

mutually agreeable.

Don't graduate from Bowdoin without
having met at least one maine family!!!

Write a

letter to the Editors!

Send submissions

*

to orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.

Tell

the Orient

How
rzs

Feels
•'how

Apartment

Looking for a great part time summer Job?

We are looking for a responsible, crealive
and nurturing individual to come to our
home 2 days per week to lake care of our
two boy*, ages S and 7. Must have own
transportation

and good driving record.

We are looking for someone who can take
the boys to the beach, on hikes or stay Inside
and work on craft projects or other activities.
For more Information, please call us
at 739-7S3& or email qhooanebowdokruedu

Read

the Orient online:

http://orient.bowdoin.edu

Call

Bill

Lovell: Cell

36
/^Bowdoin College \
Special

I
I

l-Topping Pizza

/$A"
n>%ak.

t

Medium

$ft"
Q*»u.

(

J

More Medium \
Hopping Pizzas \

3 or

$ Reach

Large
GolargeFor

\

$?f each \

#""- \

for

September 2006 through May 2007
Female Students Only
Two bedrooms, Large Kitchen,
Bathroom and Living room
8' X 16' Exterior Deck
Large Yard, Parking on Site

837-9699 Email

Rent
Rent includes:
-Cable

TV and HBO

-Internet

-Washer, Dryer
-Water,

Sewer

-Heat
bill.Lovell©biw.com

Pleasant Street, Brunswick

*.
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ANOKHA troupe stages spring show

Resident musician to

Topsham

take jazz to

American heritage was a philosophi-

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

When

cal influence for her.

"She composed music that brought
and Asian concepts of

a generous donor gave the

in Japanese

music department the opportunity to

campus

bring a musician to

time, color, and melody,"

for a res-

of four

Music Jim McCalla, the department

Akiyoshi attended two three-hour

found a perfect

practices

in jazz

fit

At the culmination of her
this Saturday,

give a concert with

will

six

concert. Akiyoshi will join the

days

for

Akiyoshi

Toshiko Akiyoshi Quartet, which

my

in

Taylor,

Ellington class

Shaez Allidina

and other members of the South Asian

'07,

last

Society's

ANOKHA

fear,

Everyone

some
ing

a

likes

a good deal. There's

inexplicable satisfaction in find-

what you need
That

steal.

(or don't need) for

why we

is

shop around, and

and TJ Maxx. Discount

Target

way

are the best

to save

while not skimping on
Freeport

high

quality

cr^z.
at

is

Although

Target
at

z£

to

check out the

jackets,

great for eye-

is

The cropped

and dresses are the

skirts,

most fun and

flirty pieces.

The

skirt

selection is especially impressive, so
for a

new

addition to your wardrobe,

you might want

to try the tulip skirt

—you

know

most

the

for

have to

you'll be getting

your money. From per-

found in the clearance denim and shoe
departments. Sometimes you hit

you hit it big. How about
Paper Denim and Cloth jeans for $21
you

hit

or Blue Cult jeans for $30? Those
prices will save

more than

you a

War

II.

times, but

pianist

f<»

wagon

Topsham. Vans
Moulton Union

who

urban

Its

trendy

features

90 days each. This ups the

make your ensemble the best costume

his

couture

designs, the Isaac Mizrahi collection at

Target offers a stylish solution.

renowned

As a

designer, Isaac transforms

his visions into affordable

wear by

opting for clean looks in less expensive fabrics.

Some of the

designs are

clothes for

incentive to

hop over to Topsham on a

You can

regular basis.

get the clothes

while they're hot for an even hotter
fee.

If you're

look,

more

Mossimo

into a sporty, surfer

Giannulli

is selling

a

low-priced line of board shorts and

in their

girls

20s and 30s.

outfit

for the next

Potter Street

of the night with
accessories,

glittery tops,

fun

and outrageous shoes.

Cheap chic is the new thing, and finally,

sporting die trend-of-the-moment

won't break your bank account The
quality

may

not be on par with

more

California-inspired casuals perfect for

upscale department stores, but consid-

summer. Taking

ering the quickly changing fashion

admittedly "frumpy," but his blazers

hitting die

and skirts make great, classic additions

cues from haute couture, these design-

world,

He doesn't stop at the

er knockoffs or "lower-priced lines"

long-lasting threads for "this minute''

as his shoe collection out-

have the same general style and design

looks.

without the minute details and expen-

a

to

any wardrobe.

clothes,

shines the others in the aisle.
for a cute pair

of

Looking

transitional spring

shoes? Try Isaac's metallic gold or

sil-

ver ballet slippers.

line

Luella."

called
It

"GO

offers a

and

TJ Maxx

this

scene

is

is

International:

more rock-edge

a bit different from

alternative to the conservatively sweet

may be worth

sacrificing

These stores aren't waiting for
season to rotate their stock

comes

in.

Before you invest

in

next shipment

as the

of the moment" consider finding

of patience. Without these

cheaper alternatives found at Target

essentials, the store will

whelming and

seem

of

end of the concert.
at the

Smith

Union information desk.

score big

Columnist

Gwtty's Pub Ale—($6.89 for a
pack

six

at

Hannaford)

seemed time

It

to

one of

my

for

is

pub

to

say hello

pale

My

ale.

at

Scores:

few of these
while doing

golden

noticed

amber
depths of

4.2/5,

to the

fine pale ales

my

when

Maine

picked up a

I

shopping. The

tones with a hint of

an

not

a great

is

Taste:

Keeping true

American
any

light

still

Uncle Tom's)

microbrews,

pale ale, the beer pours as

—

am

Carrabassett Pale Ale—($7.99

his robust taste

brew.

would

I

Label: 3.8/5, Benefit/Cost: 4.5/5.

and witty labeling,

Classified as an

style is also

mix. Either way, this beer

me

old favorites, Gritty

McDuff gave a true clinic
in how to make a pale ale with

pale ale

it

makes a beer taste like it is
straight from a pub. Do they brew in
the smell of smoke? Perhaps they liquefy laughter and pour it into the

Mr.

this

fact that

interesting notion since

sure what

weekly keg
first

I

thing

I

cracked the

typically darker hues that

was the smell a
strong, earthy aroma that let
me know this beer came to
play. The pour was a darker shade
than most other pale ales, looking
deep enough to be a mild brown ale
but with more hops. Visually, the
head is big and had more presence

Gritty tends to incorporate into his

than most, not fizzing out from the

entrenched in the

^'

the bubbles, all while having
less

of a head than a

stout but

more

than a lager. In fact, this beer's coloring is lighter than

I

thought

it

be, considering the staunchly

bottle

brews.

and

The

would
brown

label is terrifically lively,

displaying a four-person party where

what

I

man

is

raising a barrel of

can only hope

is

more of this

marvelous beverage.

The color scheming

first bottle

last sip was taken.
was powerful but not

beer until the

The

taste

explosive, allowing

me

to enjoy the

roller-coaster ride of Carrabassett

without the dynamite flavorings
is fairly

com-

say,

Gritty's

Christmas

of,

Ale.

plementary to other Gritty's bottles,

over-

frustrating because

at the

Tickets to the concert are free and

The

one stoic
those "items

open mind and a

the store with an
great deal

new

it

you can find new items daily

stitching.

Target in that you need to approach

A newcomer to the Target
a

sive cloth

beach

campus

can be picked up today

Pub

by Carter

McDuff. Known for

designer scheduled to feature their

afford

between 6:45

circle

p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and will return to

palate than say, a Shipyard or a Harp.

profiles

theme party? For under
the cost of two 30-racks, you can

few years. For those of

Gritty's

toward

designers in the near future, with each

can't

Ellington's

from the

will depart

Carrabasset pale and

ranging from $9.99 to $29.99, geared

Looking for an

who

week how

use of music to express his African-

7,

pieces

Target to get the styles at a great price.

us

plays the tenor saxo-

phone and flute.
According to McCalla, Akiyoshi
discussed this

low-price

for

plans to feature various other foreign

ple for the past

for a shuttle to

take concert-goers to the venue in

Mingus and Miles Davis. Later she
formed a big band with husband Lew

Thomas

fashion line, Metro

latest Target

Isaac Mizrahi has been a Target sta-

ment has arranged

with jazz giants such as Charles

on the band-

designer lines.

spent on gas.

an audience of up to 900. The depart-

career, she has played

Wal-Mart has

Lastly,

we won't have
what we've saved in shop-

we

for the

Arts Center, which can accommodate

to America.

worth

it's

fashions, but with a branch opening in

ping,

was discovered by
Oscar Peterson and

There, she

checking out

just as promising.

well as Luella Bartley, Target

demand

change the venue to Mt. Ararat
Middle School's Orion Performing

sizes are available at

all

Topsham and TJ Maxx at Cook's Corner

As

the

concert led the music department to

solid $100-plus

also jumped

neighboring Topsham,
to feel like

accommodate

to

the usual department store.

Granted, not

a Maine mecca

is

moved with

it,

cheap, high-quality fashion, Target in

can be

it,

and sometimes you don't, but when

mat may be defunct in the seasons mat follow. Avoid investing a lot
of money by shopping at places like

**#>«

local jazz

a

Bowdoin's Kresge
Auditorium would be too small to
that

sonal experience, the best deals are

For any given season there are trendy
pieces

Althou*h

Portland to

to

in

Cooks

per vibe. This line

catching accent pieces.

TJ Maxx is a
hodgepodge of all designers, shop by
the vast array of choice.

brand

all

your fingertips.

used

are directed

you won't send out a teenybop-

just as

one-stop shopping, every-

We

stores

some cash

style.

fashion,

Comer can be

venture

sales,

a Maine mecca for cheap,

is

Topsham and TJ Maxx

thing

up

hit

in love with

fall

The domes

Isaac pieces.

toward a younger customer, but, never

Manchuria

in

Concerns

family to Japan at the end of World

Tabackin

by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen
Columnists

Edith Jones Project,
band.

bom

During her

hit the spot

be

will

her

moved

TJ Maxx and Target

bassist

joined by the
Bowdoin's jazz ensembles, and the

lot

Japanese emigrants,

American

Saturday afternoon.

and

quartet

and open."

Akiyoshi,

drummer Mark
Paul Gill. The

includes Tabackin,

of interaction and
earned her money," he said.

she's

said.

Saturday's concert will feature the

and attended McCalla's class

"She'd had a

,

It's

met with students informally over

talk to

(left)

music.

Woodward

were absolutely blown away by her,"
McCalla said. "She was really nice to

'06

own

we're playing her

kind of a humbling experience,"

"The kids

dance troupe regaled a Smith Union audience with a performance

intimidating because

pretty

During her residency, Akiyoshi
has worked with campus jazz bands,

on jazz-legend Duke Ellington.

The Bowdoin Orient

band

one of them.

"It's

Bowdoin

of

Saturday's

in

students.

lunch,

Fulton,

said

The big

local musicians, will play three

Akiyoshi 's charts

range of students," McCalla said.

Bowdoin

Band,

Jazz

with the band.

band, which consists mostly of

who we

"Akiyoshi was someone

at

Polar

the

in

pianist

thought would be valuable to us and
to a

Woodward '08, one
Bowdoin students who plays

Pianist Aisha

Toshiko Akiyoshi.

Drew

McCalla

said.

wanted someone who would have wide appeal.
According to Associate Professor of
idency, the department

Nupur Jhawar

7

Please see FASHION, page 9

incorporating

more of

a

mundane

Please see BEER, page 9

1
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Allison
What

is

'08 and

Cogen
the best

album ever

Neutral Milk Hotel's "In the

Aeroplane Over the Sea," Modest

Mouse's "The Lonesome Crowded
West," and The Magnetic Fields' "69
Love Songs" are all great albums,
though
AS: Any album from Lucky Ali
has to be the best one. The sound;

track of "Rang De Basanti" is also
awesome.
What's the best band to see live?

AC:

Limiting

2006

Abhishek Sharma '07
and Iron and Wine's "Upward Over
the Mountain." They're both gorgeous

created?

AC:

14,

it

to bands I've actu-

ally seen perform, I'd

have to say

and

sad..

AS: "Kabhi Aisa Lagta Hai" by
Lucky

Ali.

If you were the dictator of a small
country, what would be your national

anthem?

AC: Soul Coughing's "Casiotone
The lyrics change every time
It would make me laugh,
it!

Nation."

you sing

and drive everyone else

crazy.

AS: Mwah...just "DJ Abhishek"
pasted million times...

Ifyou were on stage with a

mk

in

of thousands of screaming fans,
what would you say?

front

Phish.

AS: Bollywood Dance Group from

ANOKHA!

AC:

What song pumps you up?

hand

AC:

away.

Volcano, I'm

Still

"In Green" always gives

Excited! !'s

me

a strong

go do something violent and
awesome.
AS: Right now, Roobaroo from the
movie "Rang De Basanti" is warming
desire to

AS:
(so

I

That's a scary situation!

the

mic

to

First they will

can

talk),

I'd

Abhishek and run
need to shut up

and then

I

will say

"Wuzzzzzzup...any brown people in
die house?!"

Cogen and Sharm an can be heard
on "Namaste Bowdoin!" from 2:00

my ears.
What song brings you down?

p.m. to 3:00p.m. Sundays on

AC: DeVotehKa's "How

91.1

It

Ends"

WBOR

FM.

SUMMER STORAGE
'!

I

Bowi i

in

Special

Off

10°/(o
10%

Off Storage Units

$35.00

x

1C

units or smaller. Offer expires July 1

"Pick-Up service provides one a one-way

trip

Cumberland Self Storage
Andross 14 Maine St., Brunswick 0401
www.mainestorage.com sales@mainestorage.com
Fort

•

•

2006. Not valid with any other offers or discounts; prepayment required.
between Bowdoin Campus & Fort Andross Labor is not included.

st

6"

Off Packing Supplies

Campus Pick-Up Service*

725-6434
•Applies to

10%

,

•-""^iHaiMMIMWaMBfeOTaMMMM
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FASHION, from page 7

club scene'

(or

Wal-Mart)

that

won't run you

1
feel

"Hyper Hip-Hop"

style

through his group Double Deuce.
For Kaplan, the long process of

booking Nebellen began

New

at a January

performers' conference in

art

York

Former Director of

City.

Howard

Student Activities Burgie

Maxx

available classic,

for since

it

sure

what we were

in

was such a small room,

but right away, they were really high
energy," said Kaplan. She also added
that the

group interacted well with

the audience, as "they tried to get

me up on

Elaine and

stage to dance

with them." Kaplan and Johanson
attempted to book the group for the

2004-2005 Performing Arts Series,

bumped

but in the end,

performance to

the group's

this year's series.

Kaplan attributed the group's eneryouth and

to both the group's

gy

its

diversity.

"They're very diverse in

style,

with breakdancing versus traditional.

They

all have different personal
and ethnic backgrounds," she

"A lot

style
said.

of them are right out of dance

school, so

fresh-feeling."

it's

Kaplan,

and Patel

Isacke,

all

agreed that the group appeals to

who

everyone on campus
interest in dance,

has an

from anyone who

has taken a classical dance class to

any member of hip-hop groups
Obvious or VAGUE.

like

In addition to their Saturday night

show

in

directors

Pickard,

Nebellen 's

art

are holding a workshop

Friday afternoon from 4 p.m. to 5
p.m. in Memorial Hall 601 (above

Pickard Theater). The workshop

open

to

is

anyone interested and a sign-

up sheet is available
Union Info Desk.

Smith

at the

Tickets are also available at the
Info Desk for the 8 p.m. Saturday
show at. They are free with
Bowdoin ID and $5 for the general
public.

Pub and pale

•

each pass muster
BEER, from page

7

Probably the most enjoyable part of
this

beer was the label;

it

displayed

a flowing river and towering
tains,

moun-

an obvious reference to the

legendary Carrabassett Valley of

Maine.

It is

almost as

am

if I

being

whisked away to another world of

when

natural beauties
beer, but then

I

realize

because the six pack

would

definitely

drink this

I

it

is

is just

gone.

recommend

I

this

beer as a good Maine microbrew,
another one to add to a long
scores:

Taste:

Benefit/Cost:

Does your
even

4.0,

My

list.

Label:

4.8;

3. 7.

secret crush not

know your name?

Ifyou write for A&E,
they '11 see it in the

paper! Maybe!
email skolowic@bowdoin.edu

if

better.

Regardless of your fashion sense or
taste, try

You might

out the discount

just find yourself

reluctant to return to the former

com-

(and relative boredom) of depart-

ment

store shopping.

district

you

live In.

While you are
turn off the news, pipe

you're careful

with your choices. The simpler, the

fort

"We weren't

You don't even know which

inexpensive investment will span a

option.

ing.

time.

You don't know the candidate*.

high-end fashion

number of seasons

your fashion

was danc-

the group

anoth-

you can rest assured that your

mittee chair Elaine Johanson '04 to a

room where

is

er place to find trendy items, with the

brands,

"dragged" Kaplan and fellow comtiny

You don't have

badly about tossing them by the

wayside. Although TJ

department and introduced the pub-

2004

Don't Vote.

dry.

At the end of the season you won't

NEBELLUM, from page

to his

14,

Fashion targets

to

'turn stage into

lic

FRIDAY, APRIL

Keep freedom strong.

it.

learn

how

at

down and

at

II,

step aside.

explorefrcedomUSA.org.

2006
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Baseball strikes out Tufts in

home

series

by Tom Lakin
Contributor
Brunswick, Maine, became broom

over the weekend, as the Bowdoin

city

Team swept

Baseball

game

Tufts,

which came

Brunswick looking up

Bowdoin team

at

a

had unproved to

that

place in the

played

weekend

into the

latest national Dili

ranked ninth in the
poll, left

first

Tufts in a three-

series.

NESCAC. Bowdoin
games,

brilliantly in the three

beating Tufts 3-2 and 3-1 on Saturday,

and 4-3 on Sunday. The Bears finished
up their home stand with a 7-5 win over
Thomas College on Tuesday.
The first game of the series was a
hard-fought battle for the Bears. Senior

Trevor Powers was magnificent on the

mound in a complete

seven-inning per-

formance, allowing only one earned
run on four hits and finishing with six

Ben Simon

strikeouts.

6

pitched

1/3

innings for Tufts, giving up two runs

while Jason Protano picked up the loss
for his

work in

relief.

Bowdoin-jumped

out to a one-run lead in the

first

inning

on a Ricky Leclerc '06 single. Tufts
responded with a run of its own in the

BASEBALL, page 12

Please see

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin

or Chris

imners

First years bring talent to
by Eren Munir
*-»_.. .§?#* Writer

.

take off

%
#

*

Rewind to March 24 of this year. The
Bowdoin Women's Softball Team had
16-game

just finished its

with

trip to

Florida

5-11

record

a disappointing

weighing on

players' shoulders.

its

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer
The women's track team overcame fierce competition and cold

The

team lacked the confidence and maturity to compete with opponents. Now fast
forward to April 12 to see a team with a

winds

maybe

it

was

for a

team to take

compete

players to the

both DI schools.

Carrying over her success from

and

indoor track, junior Louise Duffus

game, but the

led the team in first-place finishes,

winning both the shot put and the
hammer throw, and taking second

welcoming seven new

team

place

These "magnificent seven" have
responded fantastically to the chal
lenge, especially

team

leads the

Karen Reni

'0$,

who

the shot put, javelin, and discus,

The Bears brought their recent streak
five

wins in

respectively. Jackson took second

their last eight

in the javelin throw,

games, to Wednesday's doubleheader
against Colby.

hard and

split

The two

with Colby taking the

first

game

series

1-0

Bowdoin

on

well, with

game

in the

way

to score

Colby's Lauren Olmstead

them out in the
ers

second

with great offensive strength as

they finally found a

Danielle

first

Woogerd '07 and

who

on

runs,

The team

shut

1 1

Brittany

how

Erin York ran in tough

impressed

"Cold and windy days are

adjustments in her warm-up routine

and race strategy that will allow her
to have her fastest races later this
month."
York '09 placed ninth in the 100meter dash, just missing the qualifying time. York added to her per-

which reignited the

faces Trinity this

weekend

sonal tally with a fourth place in

York teamed
up with Ruth Jacobson '06, Emily
the 200-meter dash.

upcoming NESCAC oppo-

nents as they try to finish their season
on a strong note in an effort to make it
to the post-season play.

with

tough for sprinters. She made some

Jayme
Ogden '08

home in a doubleheader that starts at
.00 am. The Bears hope to play their

best against

particularly

'06,

Bears' hopes for a successful season.

at

strong races.

was

said.

as well as Coleman, accounted for all of

Bowdoin's

sprinters fared just as

many

"I

.

conditions," coach Peter Slovenski-'

game. Veteran lead-

Chagnon

in the

discus.

a moonshot in the fourth inning.

The Bears responded

while Borner

posted a third-place finish

rivals battled

h(ESCAC

a tough

First-years

of
depth
strength
and
Binns,
throwers.
Bowdoin's
Jackson, and Borner competed in

runs on die squad.

of success,

discus.

the

the joint lead for home

who owns

the

Duffus's example, demonstrating

innings pitched, and Alison
'09,

in

Chelsea Jackson, Kelsey Borner,
and Shemeica Binns followed

ERA, and
Coleman

in wins,

women

competed against 20 other teams,
including Stonehill and Harvard,

Bears have managed to do both, with
great success,

to Tufts

for the Hillside Relays, the

never an easy task

fiercely every

down

University on Friday and Saturday

just the

first-year starters

numerous strong perfirst meet of the

season. Traveling

emergence of a very strong and capable
first-year class. It is

to post

formances in the

new formula for winning games.
Maybe it was the transition from
warm to cold weather that heated up the
Polar Bears or

Orient

McCann was a critical part of Bowdoin's success in Saturday's doubleheader against the Jumbos, scoring three of the Polar Bears' six runs.

Drew
First-year

Karen Reni has bolstered the softbaU team from both the

pitcher's

Fulton,

mound and

Please see TRACK, page 13

.
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secon d

+

loss

by Emily Baird
Contributor

Women's

lacrosse

endured

a

to Middlebury. Playing

tough outing

wind and cold on Saturday in
Vermont, the Polar Bears seemed out
in the

of their element.
After falling to the Jumbos in their

of the conference and the

first loss

season

Monday,

last

the Bears suf-

fered a second defeat, falling to

Middlebury

With a 6-2 record,

15-6.

the Panthers boast a second-place

NESCAC,

ranking in the

while

Bowdoin is seeded fifth.
The Bears opened strong and
within 10 minutes led Middlebury 2-

However, Middlebury soon

1.

retali-

ated with a five-goal push, from

which Bowdoin never recovered. At
the half, Middlebury led 7-4.

Fresh from the break, senior cocaptain Brooke Nentwig and junior

Taylor White quickly scored two for
Bowdoin. However, the Bears could
not hold onto

this burst

of

momen-

tum. Middlebury dominated the

re-

maining 26 minutes of play, scoring
eight more goals and neutralizing

Bowdoin's offensive power. The

game with

Panthers closed the

6

a 15-

victory.

Sophomore Lyndsey Colburn and
Donoghue also picked

junior Kate

up

goals for the Bears, while

first-

year goal tender Stephanie Collins-

Finn stopped 12 shots.

Although the loss injured

NESCAC

their

standings, the Polar Bears

quickly recovered as they brought

Drew

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

win against the Plymouth
They dominated Sunday's
game in New Hampshire out scoring
Plymouth State 15-7. The Polar

home

a

Panthers.

The

men's lacrosse team will challenge Middlebury

on

Saturday at

1

p.m.

Bears, are

Cardinals stop

men

s
home

is wanning up rapidand so is the Bowdoin Men's
Lacrosse Team. This weekend, the
Polar Bears head into the NESCAC

The weather

ly,

determine
will
games,
Bowdoin's ranking in the NESCAC
and the team's shot at winning the
conference title, as well as making
the

Bowdoin, has one

NESCAC

against Middlebury College, the

champions. The
currently have a

6-3 record, with impressive wins

and

Tufts,

Williams,

against

Connecticut College.
Last weekend, the team

Wesleyan University

in

fell

to

an unex-

pected defeat, losing 6-3 to the
Cardinals

in

official

first

its

NESCAC conference game.
With two goals by Thomas
McKinley '06 and a successful shot
by Ryan Hurd '06 in the second
Polar

the

quarter,

Wesleyan 3-2

"We have
it

go

to

Dan Chaput

win," senior

said.

winning ground

balls.

In a really

close game, those small things will

add up

to

make

a huge impact. If

we can win those parts of the game,
we should be in really good shape."
This team has a large roster this

with

season,

many

entering

is

a

down

the stretch.
it

was

a really close game. We are happy
with our effort if a few bounces
had gone the other way we would

—

have come out on

them again we

top. If

we

see

emerge victoriConnor Fitzgerald

will

ous," co-captain

'06 said of the team's performance.

weekend's

This

game,

in

addition to

Middlebury
three more

first

setting the tone with

an extremely competitive level of

NESCAC

and Middlebury

late last

the Polar Bears
play die Jumbos
whole,

it

was

traveled south to

last Saturday.

Sam

was

Bitetti

Bowdoin's bright

defi-

spot, posting

a. strong individual effort at

gles. Bitteti

As a

quite a struggle for the

squad. Junior
nitely

rivals Tufts

overcame a

No.

1

sin-

first-set tie

on and

2. Bitteti also

and the match 6-2, 6-

teamed up with sopho-

more Garret Gates to win

their close

doubles match, pro-set 9-7 at die

first

position

Drew

off the field. Other seniors, includ-

Eaton and Andrew
Nelson, have also been strong contributors in the past four years, mak-

cessful in singles, winning die first set

ing

Chris

ing a big impact in

more

recent sea-

sons.

With a powerful core group of
experienced players, the Polar Bears
are in a

good

position to

competitors for the

The

Polar

be strong

NESCAC

Bears

will

title.

face

Middlebury College on Saturday,
p.m. at Pickard Field.

rocky start

week.

First-year Alex White was also suc-

1

Bowdoin will play at home this
weekend against Trinity College on
Saturday at 1 p.m

The Bowdoin Men's Tennis Team
two consecutive losses in away

the next two sets

good team and

Bowdoin took off and scored

but

returned to Brunswick with a strong

suffered

rnatches against

come. Co-captains Fitzgerald, Ford
Barker '06, Brian Duggan '06, and

play, as well as leadership

"We

"A

couple of keys to winning will be
playing great defense, face-offs, and

four goals to finish their tally for the

Wesleyan

half.

weekend,

we want

a position to

in

McKinley are

could not finish

first

26-minute mark

The

shouldered a rough
this

Ethan Oberwager
Contributor

years training for the seasons to

game but

before

the

at

tennis

eii's

game

into the

to be close and

to put ourselves

with a strong defensive team, stopping Bowdoin's offense, and adding

played well in the

one more

led

win.

win.

12:55 remaining in the

After the half, Plymouth scored only

grabbed^ the lead after

Polar Bears

beginning

and > sophomore Kat

However,

the Cardinals returned to the field

to play

week.

five-straight goals for the win.

with the Panthers only
briefly responding with a goal with

save* between the two

1 1

breaker against Paul Roberts to win

Bears

at the half.

expecting

all

The Bears proceeded

strongly,

ff had

matches went into overtime.

competition

stiff

who

Emily Straus

llins-Finn

them
.Bowdoin

this season. In past years,

Panthers at home, and the last two

for the Bears,

back.

firstiyear

the Bowdoin Orient

loss in the

the Polar Bears have defeated the

Panthers will be

Steigerwald, senior co-captain Jena

draw and never looked

the opening

Fulton,

stick skills in practice this

NCAA tournament. Middlebury,

like

game

portion of their season with a

Drew

Sophomore Ali Draudt works on her

netted one goal each. Goalies

.

NESCAC

8-2 overall.

Donoghue had three, while Nentwig
and sophomore Bridget Keating
posted two pojtf* apiece. Junior Jill
.Davis, and

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

reigning

now

Sophomore Bobbl Dennison led
the Bears in goals, scoring four.

at

second

and leading

in the

spot

Jumbos opponent Ben

until'

The men's

tennis

team

will challenge

Babson

Fulton,

this

at die third

who

playing indoors.

"The doubles was

Alexander retired from the match

fairly close all

did not

take a

set.

win a

Nathan Edmunds

at

way down the line, while singles
was difficult to play because

'08

played hard fought three-set
n^tfV^ but could not prevail over

Middlebury's- indoor courts are fast

6, 4-6.

die Tofts players.

Buntman said

is

not discouraged as the

Bears gave the opposition a fierce
challenge, despite die difficulties

of

the

;

and they

On

all

have pretty big games,"

Middlebury.

On

their

home

court, the

Panthers dominated the Polar Bears,

second singles, 3-

The Bears have had much time

to practice since this difficult Saturday

and are hoping

Saturday, the Bears traveled to

match nor

narrowly losing to

McDonald

At the fifth and sixth spots Andrew
'07 and Noah Buntman

single

Gates gave Middlebury the

best challenge,

Buntman

The Bowdoin Orient

afternoon at 3 p.m.

weekend's
will face
at

home

Babson

for success in this

matches.

Bowdoin

this afternoon

today

3 p.m.

J
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Davis gets high marks
by Nick Day

schedule with bouts against Middlebury

Stapf Writer

and

Jena Davis '06 nearly quit tryouts

PROFILE

Davis attributes die perennial success

mv

of die Bowdoin lacrosse team to close
bonds with teammates and the opportu-

my

of

try°uts

back was

killing

me," she said

starting

attackman on the nationally

ranked women's lacrosse team, decided
to tough

it

stick to other sports.

play so badly,

I

was a bad
But

I

I

idea,"

wanted to

convinced her other-

is

commonly

referred

days of practices a week and time

set

aside for conditioning.

and conditioning
ence

should

that die extra practice

make

will

die differ-

down the stretch

'Tall ball is really

important

for our

team, especially for the freshman,

because

it

helps them acclimate to die

school and to the team," she said

wise."

Playing through pain, Davis

made

Although her back problems have
since gone away, she has has not lost her
tenacity

the lacrosse field and a

key

"[Middlebury] played a good game,

started all 10

games this season, averag-

ing just under 32 minutes a game.

She

has also netted nine goals and dished out
three assists, while

scooping up 24

ground balls.

The team has

Brooke Nentwig and Betsy

Rose

the helm.

Boasting an 8-2

record, the Polar Bears

have been

ranked as high as No. 2 in the country

DIB, despite playing a

difficult

certainly weren't dominated,"

In die classroom and off the lacrosse
field,

Davis has been nothing short of

fantastic.

Named

a James and Sarah

Bowdoin Scholar

for die

past three

she has also earned 2005
Academic All-American and 2005
Academic All-NESC AC honors.

years,

A neuroscience major, Davis is in die

faired well, to say the

with Davis and fellow senior co-

captains

we

Davis said

contributor

to the Polar Bears' offense. Davis has

semifinal,

the Elite Eight, falling to Middlebury.

but

Davis has been a reliable presence on

made a

NCAA tournament, but

came up short in the regional

and grit during her four years at

Bowdoin.

at

In 2005, the Polar Bears
strong run in the

her high school lacrosse team.

for

what

Davis believes

"My mom was certain that trying out
with an injured back

hold practice at die beginning of

to as "fall ball." Fall ball involves three

out that day.

Davis said "She thought that

least,

nity to

the year, in

But Davis, now a senior co-captain
and

we

was the second

"It

off the field

in the

"Everyone on our team believes

freshman year and

^

on and

2006

14,

can win every game," Davis said

for her high school lacrosse team.

ATHLETE

two of die top teams

Tufts,

FRIDAY, APRIL

midst of completing her honors project

Next
in

year, she will continue her studies

neuroscience at

ing toward a

UC San Diego, work-

PhD. She hopes

and perform research

after

pletes her doctorate.

to teach

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

she com-

Jena Davis '06 has started in every game

this season, averaging

Baseball to take on Colby in three-game

about 32 minutes of playing time per game.

weekend

series this

BASEBALL, from page 10

responded with two runs to knot the
score at three. In the bottom frame,

third.

After Tufts scored a run in the

sixth inning

due

to

an

die Bears, being only

off-target throw,

one

strike

away

Jared Lemieux '06 put the Bears ahead^

scorching a liner into right-center

which scored Lawrie

onto the lead, with Bulger again com-

the win. Junior John Lawrie had the

ing in to seal the

win

in the eighth

and

Zak Smotherman was tagged

winning hit, a

line drive past the diving

ninth.

center fielder,

which plated senior Ben

with the loss for Tufts, while Tyler

junior Chris

McCann

for

Turgeon '07 picked up the win for the
Bears for his work in the seventh.

McCann, who scored

Lawrie's teammates were grateful
for his clutch performance,

though

ting the ball hard is nothing

new for the

hit-

"Lawrie's been hitting missiles

all

year and never catching a break," Jon

Koperniak '07

him win

the

said. "It

game

was great to see

the

coach

of head

words

shown

and

improvement
Their win in

Mike

dramatic

the field recently.

in

game two can be

attrib-

uted to a spectacular error-free per-

formance.
"[It

was] the best defense Bowdoin

has played in any series

I

have ever

my three years," junior

been apart of in

second baseman Nick Lawler said
Leclerc and Chris Bucci '06 led

Bowdoin with

three hits apiece, while

the

"We played like we're capable of
we were fortunate enough to come

and

out victorious in
Defensively

three games.

all.

we were flawless and guys
when

the plate

at

it

counted," he said

Coach Connolly noted

Bowdoin. The Bears have heeded

Connolly

of

impressed with the Bears' play.

came through

for us."

Game two was all about the defense
for

four

team's 10 runs over the weekend, was

junior.

the tremen-

dous group effort of his team.

"We received contributions from so
many guys this weekend that it would
be unfair to single anyone out," he said
staff was outstanding all
weekend and we played great defensively. Offensively, we had guys come

"The pitching

through in die clutch
it

The

three

when we needed

combined

will

win you a

of ballgames."

lot

The Bears continued their streak of
solid play with a win over Thomas
on Tuesday. Senior Will
Waldrop got die win, boosting his

Pat DriscoU '08 got die win, pitching

College

seven innings and allowing only three
and one run Senior Mark Bulger

record to 3-0 for the year. Koperniak

picked up die save, working the

led

hits

final

two innings and giving up only one hit
Bulger, a

starter,

found himself as die

two-inning closer

this

weekend and

"The games versus Tufts were good
die better team

Bowdoin

at die plate,

homer

with a huge solo

Despite a rocky ninth,

going 3-4

in the sixth.

new

closer

Bulger again sealed the win for die
Bears.

stepped up accordingly.

baseball games. Tufts played well, but

Bowdoin

»

will take

Waterville for a

its

14-5 record to

one-game

stint

with

will play two more
games against Colby at home on
Saturday. The Bears, who are tied with

Colby today and

won." Bulger said

The third game was close. Leclerc
had a solid outing on the mound, giving
up three runs in 6 2/3 innings of work,

Trinity for first place in die

NESCAC

with

with a 4-2 conference record, hope to

a pair of RBIs. Bowdoin led 3-1 going
into the seventh inning, but Tufts

extend their four-game winning streak

while also contributing

Bucd '06 had three hits m the Polar Bears* second game aga

held

Jhe bottom of the seventh inning to earn

die win.

Chris

Bowdoin

to lead off the inning.

Yormak and

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

field,

who had doubled

from a loss, responded with two runs in

at the plate

against the Mules.
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SPORTS

MEN'S TENNIS

W

School

MENS

BASEBALL

NESCAC
Middlebury

NESCAC EAST

Overall

L

5

W

L

14

2

W

School

11

14

5

Bates

5

9

14

7

Wesleyan

4

9

1

Middlebury

4

5

3

Tufts

3

3

12

7

Amherst

3

3

11

5

Colby

1

2

6

8

BOWDOIN

3

6

Bates

2

2

6

5

Bates

3

4

7

Tufts

3

Tufts

1

3

4

5

BOWDOIN

1

3

3

9

F

4/7

v.

Tufts

1

7

2

Sa
Sa

4/8

v.

Tufts

4/8

v.

Tufts

Tu

4/11

v.

Thomas

Conn. College

1

1

3

Colby

2

T~

5

Hamilton

2

5

F

4/7

at Tufts

Sa

4/8

at Middlebury

L
L

5-2

3:00

p.m.

7-0

4/14

Bates

v.

2:00

W
W

Colby
v.Colby
v.Colby

4/14

3-2

Conn. College

4

5

3-1

Colby

4

5

Amherst

2

6

Trinity

4

5

4-3
7-5

3:00

p.m.

SCOREBOARD

12:00

p.m.

Sa

3:00

p.m.

4:00

p.m.

at

Sa4/15
Sa4/15
Tu 4/18

at Brandeis

NESCAC EAST

p.m.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
NESCAC

W

School
Middlebury

L

5

4

Colby

W
2

15

3

2

16

10

W

L

BOWDOIN

1

3

11

15

7

1

Colby

1

3

3

12

s

1

5

1

BOWDOIN

2

2

8

2

Wesleyan

2

2

7

3

2

2

e

2

Bates

5

4/8

at Tufts
v.

Southern Maine

v.

Southern Maine

Williams

2

2

6

2

Trinity

1

3

4

5

W
W

Bates

3

4

3

SCHEDULE

Conn. Collage

4

4

6

SCOREBOARD
L

at Middlebury

15-6

W

Plymouth State

5

L
L

at Tufts

Sa4/8
Su4/9
Su4/9
4/12

v.Colby

4/12

v.Colby

6-5

13-0

W

2-1

L
L

6-1

by Pat Pierce

ing sixth place in 31:22, just nar-

Staff Writer

rowly missing the national provisional qualifying mark. In the 800-

The Bowdoin Men's Track Team
com-

traveled to Tufts University to

pete in a scoreless early season tuneup.

The Polar Bears had numerous

in

and

performances

impressive

showed

great post-season potential

Saturday's

last

start

W

4-0

teams from

meter run, junior

Owen McKenna

snagged fourth place, with a time of
1:57.18,

despite

nursing a knee

The Bears
day

1:00 p.m.

Colby

6:00

p.m.

v. Trinity

at

4/19

Women s

p.m.

also had a successful

W

W

L

Amherst

2

6

2

Williams

2

9

4

Colby

2

7

8

Conn. College

1

8

4

Middlebury

1

7

5

BOWDOIN

1

including

place with a 46 '2" toss in the shot

5

8

9

8

Tufts

6

6

Bates

4

5

3

8

3:30

(2)

9

3

Jumbos.

Junior Joe

Adu

put. First-year

Luke Fairbanks

Su

Sa4/15

N/A

at Tufts

SCHEDULE
at Middlebury

11:00 a.m.
3:00

Invitational

p.m.

To advertise, email

orientads@bowdoin. edu

110-meter hurdle in a

Senior co-captain Jared Prichard

Hackert '06, and Alyssa Chen '08

Teammates Joel
and Mike Krohn '09 fin-

finished close behind in eighth.

to run the

Senior Alex Linhart showed good

sixth place.

ished close behind in seventh and

form

in the

hammer

throw, captur-

grabbing

ing fourth place. Lyons returned to

another sixth place for the Bears in

Damon

competition later in the day, finish-

400 meters. Teammate Alison Pilon

debut

in the

made

a strong

100-meter dash, captur-

ing seventh place in a time of

1 1

.78.

"Twin
Towers" of sophomores Brendan
Egan and Eric Lee demonstrated
that they were perfectly suited to the
wide curves of the outdoor track by
earning the sixth and eighth places,
In the 400-meter dash, the

respectively

Although the
their

men

did not send

whole distance squad

meet, they

still

some impressive

to the

managed to notch
times. Sophomore

ing sixth in the

hammer

throw.

4x400m

1 1

'5.75".

all.

meter

Hackert added a seventh-place

relay

finished

fourth

in

Making her debut
for

her third

race

in the hurdles

of the

day,

ish to her tally. Elizabeth

finished fifth in 44.50 seconds.

'08 joined Hackert in the 400-meter

strength and
likely

showed

that they will

be top contenders

in post-sea-

Sawyer Chargers.

Dinr-ln or Take oul

Gotten

fin-

Onderko

3:31.43, while the 400-meter relay

The Polar Bears proved their

Authentic Thai Cuisine

relay for third place over-

The Bowdoin relays also fared
The distance medley relay finished second in 10:46.56. The 1600-

well.

MMh

ect 3 mites from Bowdoin College

event.

the

in

pole vault with a jump of

prepared for the big leagues by earn-

rumble

ninth

Campelia and Pilon jojned Hackert
and Jacobson to make up the

son competition. They are leaving
for Middlebury, Vermont, today to
face the Panthers and the Colby-

to

against an impressive field in the

took

WagonerDavid
Sophomore
Edwards took eighth place in the

10,000 meters, showed that he was

Nate Krah, arriving ready

'09

tvwui.iysp»TwwkdiirtnKCho summer

captured

eighth place, respectively. First-year

Hall-Jones

gardening, housekeeping, clerical,

207-729-051 lor LManagA^noxorn

Campelia

Gina

(713) 621 2020

malm*, responsMe student to

(preferably Tuw and Thur*. but can he flexlbleX
TJmtv are I wo < hlklron n^rs J and <k Mom
woriOttg out of the house. Would Mk* babysitter
to have Red Cross Certification: well pay for
your class If yoUre the right person. Must be
and haw own transportation to Rownal
(between Freeport and 0MJS
Mease contact Kiisten Stetson at 6MHH6

Duties include but notlimitied to

'07

DOE.

Summer Nanny

scorching
Presti '06

College Tennis Online

Live in summer nanny/tutor.
Also needs to be willing to do
housework. Must drive car
and will teach to drive small boat.
Island near Bremen, Maine
6 year old girl

400-500

TRACK, from page 10

relay,

upon her seed
showed
by competing in

hurdles, improving

Rcslaurant

n^v

visa &

mc

14 Maine Street Brunswick. Maine • 207-725-9708

time. Erin Prifogle '07 also

great versatility

the 100-meter hurdles, high jump,

and javelin, taking fourth,

fifth,

and

12th, respectively.

Led by

Prifogle, the Bears' other

high jumpers, Jessie DePalo '08

and Pilon, took eighth and

school's^wrtA
forSUMMER*"

10th,

respectively.

Bowdoin's mid-distance and

dis-

tance runners also boasted strong

600 courses. 7,000 students. Unlimited

possibilities.

performances. Junior Jamie Knight
ran through the cold and rain for a
personal best, and a second-place
finish in the 10k

noon. Teammate

on Friday

after-

Amy Abeam

'08

led the Bears in the 800m, placing

DISCOVERS

Sophomore

POWER OF SUMMER

ninth in a strong field.

Eustace

Courtney

Bowdoin

in the

represented

1500m with

a 13th-

place finish.

)S

',(

Chen also competed
vault, tying with

|

(

in the pole

Becca Perry '07

SUMMER TERM

for 11th place.

The women look
their

a.m.

light

I aoMka for a

4x1 00m

10:00

Compiled by Adam Kommel.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,

NESCAC,

Middlebury

ning the

15.41.

v.Bates
-

Bowdoin

9-0

at Williams

4/9

SCHEDULE

capi-

on his indoor success by
throwing 43 '2/5" for fourth place.
talized

led the way, win-

2

SCOREBOARD

p.m.

hrtbystl

hosts, the

L

Hamilton

Help Wanted

track to face

Overall

School

11:00 a.m.

(2)

Husson

OUTDOOR TRACK

Sa4/15
Tu 4/18

in the field events. Senior co-

captain Patrick Lyons earned second

Harvard, Colby, Wesleyan, and their

at

p.m.

7:00

injury.

meet against

all divisions,

v.Trinity

4/19

1:00

Colby

Wesleyan

Sa4/15

W

Sa4/8

Sa 4/15

Middlebury

v.

Trinity

15-7

SCHEDULE

W

v.

Tu 4/18

1-0

SCOREBOARD

Track has strong

Sa4/15

NESCAC

SCOREBOARD
Sa

6-3

Wesleyan

at

WOMEN'S TENNIS

L

Tufts

2

Tufts

W

L

Trinity

9

1

4/8

SCHEDULE

Overall

Overall

Amherst

at

4

SCHEDULE

School

Sa 4/8
Su 4/9

3

4

SCOREBOARD

w
w

3

7

Williams

SOFTBALL
Babson

v.

L

2

2

2

Sa 4/15

The Bowdoin Orient

W

4

4

8

F

Fulton,

Overall

L

1

SCHEDULE

Drew

W

2

SCOREBOARD

weekend's meet against Middlebury.

NESCAC
School

BOWDOIN

F

this

L

Williams

Wesleyan

Junior Lamont White trains for

W

Trinity

~4~
Trinity

LACROSSE

Overall

L

13

early

season

to

continue

success

Saturday at Middlebury.

on

617-353-5124

I

www.bu.edu/summer

1
I
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Give blood.

Congratulations, you did
•

Now

>

About

60%

please, do

it

it!

again.

of the U.S. population is eligible to donate blood, but only

5%

actually do.

i

APRIL 18, 2006 and APRIL 19, 2006
3 p.m. -8 p.m.

Sargent Gymnasium
Sign up at

in

the union or at http://www.bloodpartners.org/bowdoin.

14

2006
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Fight cancer
RELAY
FOR LIFE
- ~

%

Relay For Life® of Bowdoin College

is

American
Cancer
Society

a fun-filled overnight event for

Bowdoin College students and

designed to celebrate survivorship and raise money to help the American Cancer Society save

those

who have been touched by

cancer,

During the event, teams of people

will

and empower individuals to

gather

in

running laps. Each team keeps at least one team

lives,

help

fight back against this disease.

Bowdoins Morrell Gymnasium and take turns walking or

member on

the track at

all

times.

SIGN UP TODAY TO BECOME A PART OF THE RELAY PHENOMENON.

TOGETHER WE CAN ACCELERATE THE PROGRESS TOWARD A CANCER-FREE FUTURE,

APRIL 21, 2006 -APRIL 22, 2006
Morrell

staff

Gymnasium

Sign Up At http://www.acsevents.org/relay/mebowdoin.
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Bowdoin Student Government

:!

Statements of Candidacy
BSG President

m
w

number of small scale programming like DDR and Keno at the

has allowed

Pub.

guides to achieve certain objectives

greater

DeRay Mckesson
No statement ofcandidacy received.

also believe that

I

or

me

email

my

do not

tiatives please

have

ideas or ini-

hesitate to call

asked the Student Body

When

chance on me.

to take a

VP of Facilities
working on my campaign
elected for

I

No statement of candidacy received.

year!

would

I

greatly appreciate

and making an online sug-

shuttle;

BSG Treasurer

Incident

Joshua A. Cippel
For the average Bowdoin student,
the letters "SAFC" are no friendlier

positions

As next year quickly approaches,
question:

at Dudley-Coe. I have also
been responsible for every campus

S.O.O.C.

hours

i

BSG

have achieved these goals and
more including adding weekend
I

wide email BSG has sent out in
which I try to communicate informa-

on events and services in a relevant and entertaining way The next
year offers more challenges such as
--planning a new, larger workout faciltion

providing a better local/airport

ity;

and getting OneCard down-

shuttle;

town.
I

my

am completely comfortable with
I know who to talk to,

position.

how to communicate with the administration, and how to gather informafrom you, the Student Body,

tion

effectively. I

week on

spend long hours every

BSG

projects because

I

am

in this organiza-

completely invested

think

I

faced with a crucial

is

how

we

can

support and

improve student organizations? The
Organizations

(Student

Committee)

Oversight

an

serves as

chartering

new

organizations and

reviewing those that are already in

However,

existence.

I

believe that

time to work with what

is

have some great ideas about

I

how

to get the

most out of student

involvement on campus.

First,

opportunity to improve club leader-

want to launch a comprehensive training workshop for club leaders to help them develop leadership
skills and strategies that will greatly

simply meeting with key personnel

may

they

Rather than

encounter.

understand the process of leading

an organization, a leadership work-

shop can teach club leaders
lead and

manage an

how

to

organization in

the most effective and rewarding
I,

way

Carolyn Chu, would

my candidacy

like to state

for re-election as Vice

President for Student Affairs for the

Bowdoin

Government

Student

(BSG). Over the past year I have had
the opportunity to sit on BSG in this
capacity and have really enjoyed the
experience. As VP for Student

programming
events like Nametag Day which
included campus-wide raffles, campus-wide pub night, and Dance
Dance Revolution (DDR); Winter
Carnival which included a battle of
the bands, inflatables, and many
Affairs,

led major

I

and

events;

other

Faculty

Staff

Appreciation Day with an apprecia-

love to create an official

would
"Campus
I

all

club

that results

from

Leader" certification for
leaders

on campus

the workshop. Next,

increase

to

between
I

BSG

would love
meet with

to

the

I think we need
communication

and the organizations.
for every organization

BSG

once or

at least

twice a year to check

in,

offer sug-

and hear feedback from

gestions,

other organizations' experience here
at

Bowdoin. Also,

I

think that one of

BSG's most important
ties is its role as the

voice of the stu-

would like to strengthen
voice and foster increased com-

dent body.
this

responsibili-

munication with the administration.

As members

of a dynamic learning

environment,

it is

chocolate

hot

to the

at

sports

shirt

I

cookie decoration in the dinning
halls,

paper to write love notes on the

dinning hall tables for Valentines
Day, free fluorescent light bulb giveSustainable Bowdoin, and

away with

five bartending classes.

Next

year,

I

would like to continue these programming initiatives, as well and
introduce
things

I

new

am

ones.

interested in

Some new
working on

are a Build Your Own Polar
Bear event where students could

" doing

design their

own

feel like

polar bears, a

Colby-Bowdoin Field Day, and a

essential that

we

our opinions and concerns

firmly believe that

I

can make

these ideas into reality because
past experience qualifies

me

my

as an

organizer as well as a leader. Having

served on

BSG

as a College

.Representative during

my

House
sopho-

more year, I understand the workings
of our student government and, to put
it plainly, I know what it takes to get
things done. As a BSG representative and a College House member, I
helped to organize events such as the
fist

annual Winter Carnival, buses to

Colby for

athletic events, a

relief fundraiser,
ties,

tsunami

campus-wide par-

student-faculty dinners, barbe-

ques, and a spring concert

as the Assistant

Group,

and

I

Working

Head Tour Guide

for

does not spell out specific duties for the

of Academic Affairs outside of

I

money

would continue and
chair's practice of

dents before their allocation requests

SAFC.

I

would

make

Bluebook and

know

sure that students

not

only what the SAFC's policies are,

why those

but

policies exist. In addi-

would

tion, I

like to investigate the

of allowing students to

SAFC

submit their requests to the
online. Finally,

I

recognize that the

money

Student Activity Fee

mately belongs

and

I

will

SAFC

ulti-

short,

to the student body,

do my

best to keep the

constantly mindful of that In
I

stand for a friendlier

SAFC.

Rebecca Ginsberg
My name is Rebecca Ginsberg, I
a junior and running for treasurer
of the Bowdoin Student Government.
As a sitting member on this committee for the 2003-2004 and 2004-2005
school years, I saw what it takes to
successfully hold the position of
chair. The central roles of treasurer
are to manage the money of the BSG

am

to act as chair

of the Student

Activities

Fee Committee (SAFC).

This body

is

responsible for allocat-

ing over $500,000 to clubs and
organizations that wish to put on

Bowdoin community.
The distribution of this money makes
Bowdoin a better place because it
provides a way for the many diverse
groups on campus to share their talevents for the

community as a whole. To
role,

I

fulfill this

believe the chair must be

accessible, organized, patient, metic-

ulous, and experienced.
this,

and

feel

The SAFC

I

I

have these

in

qualities.

wish to

I

image and create an envi-

change this
ronment where clubs are not only
being helped with their individual
events and budgeting, but also in the
overall planning of any given semes-

After seeing

many

through, there

is

proposals

I

hope

SAFC

I

to

hope

to

make
new

a place where both

work with IT

Blue Book online,

to put the
to again

process of getting funds

tics for the

SAFC

make

easier.

the

inaugural Winter Carnival.

I

will

look to improve coordination with fac-

BSG VP of Academic

ulty

and student committees of the col-

lege relating

Affairs

academics and die

to

and streamline student input

With a

regarding academic policies.

Raymond Carta
No statement ofcandidacy received.

new Dean of Academic

Affairs arriv-

will help

with the tran-

ing in the

fall, I

sition, representing student opinion.

Andrew Edwards

If you'd like to discuss

This past academic year was highly

Bowdoin Student

successful for the

my candida-

cy or if you have any questions, do not

me:

hesitate to get in touch with

Government many important issues
such as the Academic Bill of Rights

cticotsk@ or extension 5299.

were addressed and the operating
Constitution was refined. Having been

Class of 2008 President

a part of these proceedings as a class

me

representative has provided

which

would

I

Academic
past year

like to put to

work

Throughout

Affairs.

have many

new ideas of ways to improve our academic experience here

at

Class of 2009 President

Bowdoin.

thoughts of mine

current

No statement ofcandidacy received

of

greatly aid in the completion
I

Clark Gascoigne

which

associations

administration;

Several

Class of 2008 Class
Representative

this

relationships with

would

No statement ofcandidacy received

for

have developed working
much of the school

I

Jacob Sack

as Vice President of

body

die student

with

experience

experience,

invaluable

Christian

Adams

No statement of candidacy received.

include tweaking Blackboard to better

serve students and working with the

administration
financial

on ways

to control the

ever increasing book costs. These represent just a

few of die concerns I have

and would work toward solving.

Academic

If

your Vice President of

elected as

Affairs

I

will bring experi-

ence, fresh ideas, and passion to the
job.

Improving the quality of our col-

lective

Michael Julian
It's

burden placed on students by

Bowdoin experiences is my pri-

mary concern; after all, excellence is
the Bowdoin way, without drive and
motivation we are no better than Colby.

hard to believe that this year

is

almost over! For many of us, Bowdoin
is

much more than an academic

tion;

it is

institu-

Over our next three

home.

years here,

we will continue to develop

an

as a class, and build charac-

identity

ter as individuals.

For me,

I

take great

pride in being a member of '09 (and die

Bowdoin community), and

I

have the

firmest beliefs that as a class

and grow with

greatly benefit

tion as class president

I

we can

my elec-

have immeas-

urable amount of positive energy, and

an inexhaustible number of ideas

Burgess LePage
Greetings from Grenoble, France!

my

abroad,

Currently

love

for

Bowdoin gets stronger each day. I
never knew how great we have it until
left!

With

seems only right
this

nostalgic love,

all this

that

I

some of you

don't

long to return to

BSG

Since

style.

know me

since

I

am

abroad, and since ifs impossible to

know
for

everyone, keep on the lookout

my campaign trail. Not going to go

into a lot

of details here, but
Vice

I

be

will

of

President

running

for

Academic

Affairs, a position

I

I

would love our class
your

to host

next

we

will

class president

with

all

So ask

of Bowdoin.

do you want

yourself,

to be able to bring our

BBQ's
on the quad? Do you want a say in die
types of activities we plan? Do you
class together, with events like

want a leader

that

approach you?

If you are

all this,

is

and an overall

not afraid to

looking for

better year, then

please vote for me.

be

will

even begin to match with the one

ties

year, as

develop friendly, intimate environment

wonderful place and get back into

the swing of things,

that

would help make next year even better
than this one. Aside from sick activi-

it

experienced an education that can't

and overall success.

study break, as well as oversaw logis-

prior to the start of the semester.

me.

you'll support

between events planned far
enough in advance, good attendance

and old leaders can come for help to
put on successful events. If elected, I
plan to continue the weekly office
hours begun this year and also hope

in

late-night

play books required for your classes

and

well prepared to take on after having

the

and

rience to the position of BSG treasurer,

skills

a direct corre-

lation

volun-

was single-handedly

t-shirt sale

My top priority will be facilitating

I

the past has been

come

charge of a

the implementation of a system to dis-

recognize

thought of as intimidating for club

ter.

teered for and

I

and my expe-

of the student body.

want to bring these

and views with the

ents, activities

Representative in 2004-2005

I

the best interests

any project Additionally,

and

in

is

House

Macmillan

as

qualified;

is distrib-

expand the present

entire

and the

the best time to listen

best time to reach a decision that

holding office hours to meet with stu-

also like to clarify the

these

skills to

com-

my past involvement in
Bowdoin Student Government I am
Given

mittees.

library,

believe those guidelines

chair,

of

In all

a

have to be complicated.

As

Dining

the

have gained the

I

SAFC needs guide-

leaders requesting funds.

are being heard.

Bowdoin-Bates

and the Colby-Bowdoin
Polar Bear Nation Tdistribution at games, holiday

football

Hockey game,

SAFC on

I

formance and an ice cream social.
Other programming done this year
games, a bus
•'

possible. Additionally,

tion breakfast, an appreciation per-

includes

like to

don't think stu-

any future leadership opportunities

to

-Carolyn Chu

I

I

year.

Student Affairs

fairly,

don't

possibility

benefit their organizations as well as

BSGVPof

would

I

I

think next year provides a wonderful

ship.

BSG

running for

lines to ensure that

go before the

towards something that
ter.

unfor-

know

night should feel intimidat-

and while the

uted

is

it

success-

is

motion so we can progress
is even bet-

fully in

am

I

this opinion.

Monday
ed,

presently

system for

effective

hope you grant me the opportunity to continue my work and make
even more great things happen next
tion. I

and

Treasurer because

dents approaching the

Stephanie B. Witkin

gestion box.

you have to be able to lead
in a group setting. After
almost three years at Bowdoin, I have
served on such committees as the
Community Service Council, the Bias

your support.

change

working, discounted airport

ing a

someone who

position calls for

self-motivated, since the constitution

positions on trustee and faculty

tunate,

Roman Jackson

of

in the position

is

VP

than the letters "IRS." This

issues

which included permanently extending the Watson Gym hours; provid-

be successful

came to know

I

Advisory Committee.

Organizations

started

The

on the best events

to put

BSG this year, I'm excit-

ed at die prospect of returning.

and work

your consideration.

for

cost-effi-

Treasurer,

S80S,

(extension

BSGVPof Student

was

I

ways

cient

work out

officers

abroad and therefore not being able to

be involved in

start

Vote for

cchu@bowdoin.edu). Thank you so

much

me and help team BSG

always

I

off towards a winning season next

William Donahoe
I

of the

rest

that to

input from the

possible. If you

body as

BSG VP of Facilities
Last year

treasurer

be a part of next year's officer team.

much

to get as

student

i

love working as

I

of 2007

class

kept our class on budget and helped the

students are interested in having, and

any questions about

'

very successfully.

As

possible for our class.

No statement of candidacy received.
*

year

this

to help lead the tour

a part of a group and really want to

hope
Dustin Brooks

me

have an understanding of what

tant to

BSG VP of BSG Affairs

impor-

is really

it

Scheduling and Operations

Lynzie McGregor

No statement ofcandidacy received

am

I

blessed to experience in Brunswick,

Maine. Gotta get back to the croissants

and student

protests!

AuRevoir!

Charlie Tkotsky
Hello, I'm Charlie Tkotsky.

Vice

running

for

Academic

Affairs

I

am

President

and would love

receive your vote.

of
to

After studying

mm
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Class of 2009
Vice President

VOTE

So remember

people.

talking to people so

T-

THOW FA SHO THE

likely find

CHAMPION FOR

out with people.

PEOPLE'S
2009 VICE

PRESIDENT!!!

Class

Robert Lynn

No statement ofcandidacy received
Tony Thrower
The time is now! Change is here
and it came in the form of ME. Some
know me as Tony Thrower; meanwhile others

know me

as t-thow fa

sho aka Big Black Africa

my

(hit

way TThow aka Big Black Africa is da man
Fa sho). I know that if I am elected
facebook group up by the

you won't

regret your decision.

I

have held previous leadership posisuch

tions

High

as

Sophomore

School
Junior

Senator,

President, and Senior President to a

graduating class of 300+

which

,

me

believe have prepared

I

to handle

such a role as Class of 2009 Vice
President.

and

I

work

I

well with others

believe in letting the people

rule themselves.

everyone

If

am

I

Rebecca Spiro
Are all of the names on
list

Spiro!

I

whether
is

me to

how

for... Just

vault each day.

easy voting

the

if you see

During
break,

I

When you

Tony Thrower for Vice
think more like [You]

What does

the election.

is

your

those

girl. If

your

Becca believes
ference,

of the

all

President because I'm

analyzed

I

School cases,

my

with

my

previous

Class

Treasurer.

I

me

am most

a

con-

cerned with making sure students'

thoughts

become

dif-

VOTE BECCA SPIRO!

and

ideas

reality with the

for

events

funds avail-

able to our class.

as a

Arden Klemmer
No statement ofcandidacy received.

Class of 2009

it

I

will

think

Vice

about the

all

program,

great candidate for the position as

that a strong student

government can make

Harvard Square. At the

exposure to finance makes

to

Your voice will be heard!

life.

in

mannerism,

astute

emails

new meaning

attended the Swiss Finance

college seniors. Along

for Becca,

governent

I

identified the basic duties of investment banks, and met a great deal of
different people, all of which Were

out

student gov-

you vote

student

might add a whole

school year's winter

this

training

ernment do anyway, you might ask.
Well that's exactly why Becca Spiro

President,

for

an

rigorous, highly selective Wall Street

there probably don't really care about

be more than happy to engage in a
great conversation.

am

I

Harvard Business

Spiro,

Some of you guys

next year.

me around campus just
and

that

Vice President for the class of '09

twice,

think

know Becca

Treasurer

acknowledge

say, "Holla atcha boy/girl,"

My responsibilities at

bank showed

Academy

Don't

each and every person on campus.
So,

of 2009,

know that
she really wants to get to know you,
and she is ready to step up as the new

don't

and
get your

class or not, although

impossible for

know how you
vote

you would most

my dorm hanging
As Treasurer for the
1 know that I would

extremely organized and persistent.

always love to talk to people

my

the ballot

Emily Baird
Kayla Baker
There are several reasons why you

me

should vote for
Treasurer.

shows up
tions,
ple. I

I

to

and

I

am

No statement ofcandidacy received.

most of the

my

service

would

many of you

VOTE

I

think that giving back to the

munity

one of

is

things that

son that

I

the

we can do.

want to put

tice as the

Representative

com-

most important
It is

Sam Dinning

for this rea-

As

my ideas to pracCommunity

Class of 2009

nities to

help those around

me and

member of

a

past year

Service Officer. As a Los Angeles
native, I have had numerous opportu-

to learn

I

The BSG and class

in

the

April

fall.

officer elections will

We

ernment.

worked hard

way

adoption of a needy family for

my

BSG

the

instituted a

new

ran and successfully
constitution.

Campaigning

will

be monitored starting today by the Elections

Commission, made up of graduating members of the BSG Officer Team,
including Molly Dorkey '06, Joe Brazzi '06,
chair of the J-Board, David

Ng

'06;

and

Shrinidi

Mani

and Director of Student

'06; the

Activities

Allen Delong.

EXTENDED DEADLINES FOR 08
The Elections Commission extended the deadline for petitions for
the Class of 2008 positions of vice president, BSG representative,
treasurer,

and community service

officer to

today

at 5 p.m.

because

only two candidates were running for class offices as of April 12.

RESEARCH YOUR GOVERNMENT
Go

to http://orient.bowdoin.edu to search the archives for informa-

tion about past

1

BSG

action.

*

^

We also

Boy Scout troop, planning and execut-

provided a number of services to the

ing conservation projects in the forest

student body. Nonetheless, the need

regions, volunteering at an

AIDS

walk, and mentoring and teaching
classes in Watts (one of the poorest

for

improvement

is

undeniable.

BSG

and class governments must continue
to try to expand programs to help the
create

new oppor-

be active in the community, tutoring at

tunities that all students

can benefit

Coffin Elementary and Brunswick

from.

Today,

regions in LA).

Junior High.

I

continue to

If elected,

would

I

body and

student

I

enjoyed and learned a great

from

deal

my

experiences on the

organize class service projects reach-

BSG

ing out to the community, targeting

to

groups ranging from the homeless to

improve student government next

of the

the youth

area.

I

have many

ideas for such projects, one of

which

this

draw

year.

year and

on

I

hope

this

for Class

ask for your support

drive around Christmas time to bene-

next Wednesday.

abused

women and

yet

meaningful

up

I

to

am running

when

voting

Thank you.

children, a

gesture

their holiday.

to

be able

of 2009 Representative and

would involve organizing a teddy bear

fit

to

experience

For these reasons,

I

to

would

every one of

Benjamin Freedman

No statement ofcandidacy received.

my
1

Elizabeth Gillespie

i>

No statement ofcandidacy received.

any of your ideas

will vote for its officers

CAMPAIGNING

pay

to

attention to concerns raised about the

nity service including: organizing the

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Voting will take place online at flattop.bowdoin.edu/vote

for the

negatives of the current student gov-

I

begin April 19 at 8:30 a.m.

20 at 8:30 p.m. The Class of 2007

BSG

have done a large amount of commu-

THE ELECTION

and end

the

have had the opportunity

about both the positives and

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

-

BSG

Class of 2009
Michael Bart ha

would be open

-

as possible.

Let's all give back, together.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION 2006
MEET THE CANDIDATES

into prac-

community

effort, therefore I

believe that

No statement ofcandidacy received.

options available to him or her, and

time

I

a group

involve as

classmates was well informed of the

new peo-

spend a great deal of

is

Rae Fleming

strive to ensure that

class func-

enjoy meeting

tice.

Officer

brighten

who

and would work to put them

Community Service

small

as your Class

the person

Class of 2009

in

you
already have to do that enough in
class, just vote Becca. Even if you

talking about sending e-mails

class.

I

to

See, that's

can be.

have a

we do

who

me

be most capable of managing the
class funds and other financial activities. I have prior experience in commercial banking, where I worked as
a teller, and was in charge of opening
and closing both the bank and the

remember two magic words: Specca
Biro! Get it? It rhymes with Becca

chance to get their voice heard, I'm
passing out opinion polls to

foreign to you?

can decide

elected

in the class Will

approval for everything

17
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__ The

Bowdoin Orient
Established 1871

Thank you

We

ought to be saying "thank you"

—but

to

we

time

Aikins hits
and misses in

consider

it

question being debated, in the end,

is

the term "holocaust" is touchy, but as

whether taking

is

a pro-lifer,

to the important people in

To

"means

is

make a

appropriate to

spe-

point of showing our appreciation.
Today is Faculty and Staff Appreciation Day at the College. We
would like to follow Bowdoin Student Government's lead by offering
our thanks to those people who make the Bowdoin experience so spe-

c.cial

I

anti-

Mike

abortion poster mentioned in

that whether the

very humane"

As with

problemat-

is

the death penalty, if

right.

it

and

legit-

possi-

is

arguments to be

that there are

some

Aikins's op-ed "Posters inflame,

made on both

not inform" (April 7), and

thought-provoking anti-abortion ones

do
do not

I

There are

sides.

know who did. I agree that anonymous posters are a very poor means of

at the Atheistic

communication for

Libertarians for Life at L4L.org, and

this discussion. I

League

and Agnostic Pro-Life
godlessprolifers.org,

at

cial.

Though on the

surface

Bowdoin may not look very different from
know that it is
architecture, excellent food, first-

academic facilities, and distinguished graduates. However, at the

ber of abortions worldwide (not just in

unique.
rate

The College has impressive

end of the day, it is the people of Bowdoin who make this place special.
We would like to list the names of all the people for whom we are
thankful, but that list would be far too long for this space. Some students who frequent Thome Hall for lunch may point to the two staff
members named Patty at the grill and entree lines, both of whom, like
so

also agree that the choice of the

word "holocaust" is inflammatory.
However, I do have three comments.
First, speaking factually, die num-

other highly selective liberal arts colleges, students

many other dining-service

employees, often brighten a grumpy day.

M ull ins

Students might point to Eileen
facilities staff

who

keep our campus

in

and the other members of the
good condition while building

bonds with students.

Then

who make

members

MacEachern or Professor
genuine concern for

like

Professor Laurence or Professor

Or

hall.

faculty

who make
Some of us

Riley,

as they travel the world.

members

Second, as a matter of being deceptive

and

tasteless,

find

fetus-

web site. Third, speak-

ing both morally and logically, if the

appreciate

for administrative

and others are thankful

safety,

Randy Nichols'

view of The Bowdoin Orient's ediboard is comprised of James D. Baumberger,
Drew Fulton, Bobby Guerette, Evan S. Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.
editorial represents the majority

March 31

In the

Phone: (207) 725-3300

orienr@bowdoin.edu

Bus. Phone: (207) 725-3053

of the

issue

deadbeat of apathy."

"typify the

Bowdoin

is

we

unfortunately an

exam-

However, here on cam-

was

parallels

was a strong opinion on

it

the matter, not a statement of fact.
Finally, it's insulting to call those

To the Editors:
I would like to respond

Mike

to

Aikins's op-ed "Posters inflame, do

me

not inform" (April 7). Let

by admitting

ing a line,

the

if calling

situation a "holo-

excessive, possibly cross-

that

begin

perhaps the use of

of life issues

are conscious

who

insensitive

concerning historical genocides.
Sincerely,

John Ferriss '08
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and contemporary issues if
Bowdoin was

political discourse at

competitive, lively, and passionate.

more years here of disrespect-

Instead, people are not inclined to

and meaningless argu-

engage in debate because there does

disgusted

ful, foolish,

when

ments coming from one

I

side.

I

sin-

seem to be anything to gain. The
Democrats enjoy overwhelming

not

popularity,

direction of a political party that

usually holds sound and acceptable

group of publicity seekers.
Although I affiliate myself with

beliefs.

neither party,

College Republicans.

atmosphere awaited

Bowdoin.
been

Unfortunately,

is

me

I

at

have

I

directed toward the extreme

Bowdoin

College Republicans. Their inability

engage

to

in effective debate

both offend and shock has

left

I

all

interpretation

itself,

while the Republicans

minority

considered a joke

wish students

I still

Bowdoin could

at

enjoy, and benefit

from, a lively, active, and realistic
political

environment.

Hitting rock bottom
wake

and

me

These Revelations Will

in

Not Be

Televised

in front

too many. But

of me,

that

know

I

that

would be
you do it
People

other places. That's right.

familiar with their actions during

have seen you do

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff

I have been here. Why have
chosen to invite extremist

in the library, in

it

the union... Andy even told

saw you do

it

me

he

during class on a pur-

ported "bathroom break."

Why

speakers on several occasions?

up, right before you go to bed,

and any number of times during the
day. Even if the only times you did it

were

memthough I am

not familiar with the

bers of the group

they

from Alex

suffer

company's twisted
of conservatism,

and

Linhart

a state of utter disbelief.

am

we

feel

are

My

disappointed.

bitterly

we

Listen,

you here

didn't ask

What? Yes, of course I'm

record-

attack

today to watch "Corwin's Quest:

ing "Corwin's Quest." Try to stay

focused,

Why

did they advocate discrimina-

tory

labor policies in

on Animal Planet.
I know, I know, that is what I said on
you over
invited
the phone. We

senior Alex Cornell du
Houx's decision to serve in Iraq?

Maine by

Realm of the

Yeti"

we all feel.

we

encouraging students to vote yes on
Question 1? Why are they now con-

because

sidered an offensive group of atten-

thing.

tion-seeking radicals instead of the

am serious. Wait; before you
get upset, just hear me out

political

group which they

are

The answer
'06

is

and

need

I feel.

. .

to confront

.

.that

you about some-

simple:

Alex

certain

other

I

in

your personality since it began
your behavior, the tone of your voice,

We all see it Yt>u dis-

Republicans opted to represent their
extremist views under the banner of

your

the GOP, instead of espousing the
more sensible and widely held

out leave. We'll all be hanging out,

ideals

of the Republican Party.

The Republicans stand

to gain

nothing with their current petty tac-

priorities.

appear for long periods of time with-

and you'll

slide into

lock the door.

all

As your roommate,
dently say that

opposition to the political party that

from

currently controls the White House.

room and
know what

a back

We

The point
lem.

It's

know
beat

most You

me

there in

it's

I

can confi-

affected

me

the

don't even try to hide

it

anymore. You'll do it right
as soon as you
die room

—

is

that

it.

you have a prob-

not the end of the world.

you, and

I

But the
it

know

first

I

you can

that

step is going to

to yourself,

and then

you need to be willing to accept our
help and support. I'm not saying it's
going to be easy, but the

effort's

going to have to come from you.

What do you mean you don't
know what I'm talking about? Don't
pull mat B.S. on me, man; you know
exactly what I'm talking about.

No, not your drinking problem.
still a bit of a gray area. I'm
webmail addic-

That's

talking about your

you're doing back there.

and it's sad to see on campus
such overwhelming, and unbending,
tics,

OK?

be to admit

Yes,

We've been noticing changes

obliged to represent?

Linhart

LETTERS
letters

three

politics

imagine

am

I

and sophomore Republicans take it
upon themselves to change the

did their former leader decide to

Assistant

Features Editor

democratic

could be better informed about U.S.

the time

Photo Editor

Manager

Business

Riley

S.

stifling

is

debate on campus. Everyone here

one to practice against.

of the actions of the Bowdoin

I

Evan

Republicans

endured by an athletic team with no

for political activism, but also as a
result

willingness to go to any lengths to

Editor-in-Chief

because the bad leadership of the

because of pop culture's substitution

fate

and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

James D. Baumberger,

suf-

cerely hope that certain first-year

anger

is

community

liberal

a sad situation akin to that

not only

suffer this

faction that lies within the

The

American abortion
caust"

some

many

agree that the posters were

I

posed to be. Even

genocide have

but

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing
news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

publication.

lot like the rationale

inflammatory, but they were sup-

The fact that this nation only has
two political parties is sad enough,

'07 wrote that

eagerly anticipated what sort of

Fax: (207) 725-3975

The Orient welcomes

this: What were you five
months before you were born? Were
you not a human? Or perhaps you

others.

Abortion and

"centers of activism," but instead

political
http://orient.bowdoin.edu

Mary Helen

life.

consider

used by Stalin, Pol Pot, and

fers

Before arriving here in August,

The Bowdoin Orient

Anne

has

still

of the many
It still
causing the death of the few. If you
question whether a fetus is human,
involves the will

That sounds a

college campuses are no longer

Orient, Frank Chi

editorial

News Editor

it

toward human

that indifference

were a human, but not a "person?"

Bowdoin's

by Matthew Schweich
Contributor

ple of this.

Thank you.

The Bowdoin Orient

would agree

I

not have the

abortion does

sadism of genocide, but

GOP campus politics detrimental

Denise Trimmer

The

first -trimester

such as those available at the

es,

pus

The

tasteless to

show

more

far, far

it

photos of aborted

—

torial board.

I'm sure people would

"humane." Again,

that

Sincerely,

and Planned Parenthood.

Institute

nothing like

genocide, even insisting that abortion

Michael Taylor '07

Priests for Life

but the pro-abortion Alan Guttmacher

ings work. There are far too

today:

by

reported not only

at blackgenocide.org.

accurate. Aikins

fairly

is

insists that abortion is

like Professor

teaching students a priority

who are always helpful in making meetmany faculty and staff members for us to
what is most important is that students who are thankfit in this space
ful for the Bowdoin adults in their lives take the time to say so.
So to all at Bowdoin who share their wisdom, talents, and knowledge
about issues ranging from academics to careers to life, please know that
we appreciate what you do.
We do not always say it when we should, so we will be sure to say it
assistants like

indeed around 46 million,

genocide

themselves and their vaults of knowledge acces-

sible to students in the dining

even

is

Priests for Life

there are faculty

Watterson,

America)

Black Genocide

feel that likening the

I

abortion situation in this country to

is

agree with Mike Atkins that

imate debate, without rancor,
ble,

is

it

quickly and painlessly

it

make

will not

the Editors,

had nothing to do with the

I

through abortion

would seem

wrong, doing

abortion op-ed

life

right, it

ic.

since this does not always happen,

our lives every day

from time

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

tion.

Now listen, we all do
denying

that. Hell,

Please see

we

—nobody's

it

all

have

to

do

WEBMAIL, page 19
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Students need more
progressive dignified leisure time

Congressman Michaud
supporting

Israel

Maine's second

by Ncal Urwitz
Contributor
There's a man for whom I have
enormous respect, who has just broken into true power politics. He's an
immigrant who worked himself up
by making the most of what the people in his new country were willing
to do for him. He's an outspoken former labor leader, and an effective one
at that He was the best at making sure
that municipal workers got paid on
time, which, until he came, had been
very problematic. After making his
bones this way, he became head of his
country's largest union, turning what
had been an aging and ineffective

is
He came

district

to

relations with the

Palestinians

—

it's

hard not to when talking about

about the progressive nature of Israel

Israel.

There, once again, he showed

that

makes sense

his

Israel's prospects for

America could stand

Michaud spoke

And

peace.

message was quite clear

domestic politics are

—

Israel's

politics

we

in

some

it

for a progressive

Of

course, he

loves the idea of a negotiated

still

settle-

Just about everyone does. This

length

precisely

new

py about

why Michaud was

is

so unhap-

2 a.m., and tonight

is

page

that

should be

dissertations supporting

wore

redistributive

Republicans are more supportive of

Amir

Israel than are Democrats (courtesy
of Alex Linhart), Michaud confidently responded, "No, Democrats
are just as supportive, and do care
deeply for the state of Israel." That

socialist

their sleeves.

Labor Party was the

first

Peretz's

major

Israel i

Party to run on an almost exclusively

Cage

Nicholas

Weatherman" was
irony of

Moynahan

would allow everyone to participate in
Israel's economic boom. Avigdor

was

tive),

I

mink there are a

Progressive representative telling

reflect

on Bowdoin

Lieberman's Yisrael Beiteinu did well

mostly Progressive students that

College.

and consists mostly of recent Russian

Progressives should support Israel.

someone

make a

will fight for their right

living

with respect, to grow

man

old with respect" The

immigrants
Israel's

Chavez or
Eugene Debs, though he might as well
reincarnation of Caesar

winning seven seats in

be.

He

is

Amir

Peretz,

now head of the

on

perhaps

in Israel, and,

likely to

be

charge of Israel's econ-

in

from immigrant to

you'd have the Pensioners

transform

potential finance

recently

another union

Peretz

played

Representative

Likud

a

cracking

man who

that Israel is a progressive value.

man

is

not

Amir

might as well be.
representative,

The

Peretz, though he

He

is

my

favorite

Mike Michaud.

many

of

dents

us do "stop to smell the

stu-

collectively

party at a reputable

to

roses, "

but do so with a

but

clip,

cases

guilty conscience.

going to be a great

education, there

is

deal of work,

and subsequently, a

great deal

of effort required. This

manifests

itself

various ways.

at Bowdoin seems to be
by one's participation in institutions of athletic prowess, social
competence, good looks, academic

Virtue

defined

many

in

seems

it

this

of higher

in

Bowdoin

time.

any respected

institution

a well-

introspective

often

In addition,

which dropped
1. As Michaud

Party,

seats to

that

simply

is

a

means of relieving
the stress provoked by acting as 45years-old from Monday to Friday.
In addition, many of us do "stop to
smell the roses" but do so with a
guilty conscience.

When

see peers

I

without a book or a free weight in
hand,

am often greeted with, "I real-

I

ly shouldn't

there

be procrastinating," or

in

no

leisure at

Bowdoin

—while

at

—only
and a

slew of other schools you can major

management.

in leisure

it

Even school breaks

who have

are often sub-

ject to assessment in terms

plishment. At this point

of

cries

of accom-

can hear the

I

"How

protest,

posed to get

are

we

sup-

our work done?

all

What's so dignified about leisure?

me how

Tell

I

WEBMAIL, from page 18

can help you
You could blame

ty.

relentless
it.

But

there's

no reason to check your

mail more than two or three times a

Now maybe

day.

you'll be expecting

that is

it,

and when you don't have

You could

clear conscience

and the knowledge

you are

leading a productive

that

still

and dignified

new

mail 20 to 25 times day. No, I'm not

awful advice such as "Don't miss

bad about

exaggerating; I've been keeping track.

Disney's 'Snow White on Ice' at the

more

it

a

little

frequently than usual. Fine. That

now and

happens to everyone every
again.

But you've been checking

for

web
It was scary, man. You
window open while you

Last Thursday, you checked your

mail 54 times.
just kept the

were

scrolling

updated"

down your

"recently

10 minutes

Facebook, and every

you'd pull up your inbox and
"refresh" button.

for

click the

it

checking your
right

ground.

Come

we

doing this?

like

It

say

is

the

blame

who,

ents' internet

or just feel plain bad

we

take pleasure

make fun of NASCAR,
tures

find that

your grandpar-

was out

family

self to spend a day, even a week, in
which you don't make any mention

You're the one

drive

of work,

insisted that

around

Here

Fort

stress, or procrastination.

at College-No-Parents,

lot

from some guy who's selling his van.
You were on vacation, for god's

and

sake!

from time to time, but

house's meeting minutes?

Or

dorm-wide emails about some jackass
pissing in the elevator?

stream

Or

the steady

of notices Allposters.com

library or an internet cafe just so

But
begins.

this

all

watching out for you

bought your "Reservoir Dogs" poster

Give me a hug. There.
Good. Let's put on
Planet." Next week we'll

at the beginning
it

worth

Sure,

it?

of the year? (Well,

WAS IT!?)

you could blame

it

on socie-

us.

your coke habit

We

all

have a

to do, papers to write,

tests to take.

Seeing as work does

we all complain
if

you

aren't

you could be infringing on
someone else's hard-won, dignified
leisure time. It's now 3 a.m., and I'm
done looking out for all of you. I

careful,

—

have a

watch out for .yoi/rse^^-until you've
got this thing licked,

of reading

take up a lot of time,

here for you, pal,

every one of

even
though
you
specifically
unchecked the "send me updates from
Allposters.com!" box when you

was

you

We're going to be
helping you

sends you for 50-percent -off sales,

all that

unbearable workload.

where the healing

is

We're

one cares

no

much about your

could read a solitary digest entry

ate

helps

10 minutes without a

pleasure do you really get from readaffili-

it

time as stress-free. Challenge your-

can't

Lauderdale looking for a public

Or your

flick,

stare at pic-

your other efforts to designate some

who

How often do you get mail that you're
actually glad to receive? How much
ing the student digest?

we working

of Bridget Moynahan.

You might even

logs on. You're

like

make you

toward? Watch a Nick Cage

with

rests

kind of

a great treat but

only in work, what are

trying to

that in the end,

after finding out

your

it is

go

fix.

logically.

of sloth driven only by

about yourself. If

the one

man.

in that

sick, obese,

man, do you think

on,

who

this

life

over-indulging can either

keep him on the

just

web mail

Try to think about

up a

candy

with that giant novelty toothbrush!

OK... yeah,

mail 54 times.

that computer.

feeling

it.

not suggesting that everyone

and mind-alter-

you. You're the one

now! Zach, get him away from

am

I

is

blowing mis out of proportion? Look, you're

when you can do so without

take

hit

checked your web

scary,

with the penalties off until times

ing drugs. Leisure

to

was

352 games of NHL '95

wall, or play

reckless indulgence

just... here,

real

paper to write and I'm

waking up early tomorrow to go run-

you understand?

ning.

"Animal
talk about

'

at the

him

No,

Last Thursday, you

_
How can you say I'm

Resist the urge to

Hey, get back here! Brian, block
the door!

What I'm

log you out

life.

go on Facebook, throw darts

Bank of America Garden!"

You

weren't even leaving

enough time

on

profiles

friends'

is

things to do, enjoy your time with a

"digest engine" for sending 19 stu-

dent digests per day.

Here

plaguing your conscience, then

address

on the mysterious

it

I

my

humble
you have school work

Justin!"

suggestion: If

the culture of

information-trafficking.

You could blame

you

hate

blame it on Facebook for notifying
you each time a friend makes an
impulsive (but rarely clever) post on
your wall. You could blame
Ticketmaster for hectoring you with

an email, and you'll check

"U

Michigan,

Florida, Indiana, Pepperdine,

doing

none some, and that is the very definition of progressivism.
Of course, Michaud also mentioned

is

procrastination

1

Israel's electorate believes

believes in giving those

Mike Michaud from

is

begin

under-

is

deserved, positive,

students

because

leader turned politician.

man just

power politics. He

proves beyond a shadow of a doubt

In

is

attrac-

my

standing, dignified leisure

has been

host

to

have enormous

tain leisure dignified. In

the

that

It

things for the underdog. In short,

Amir

bring up

union man, and a
into

I

a self-made man, a

confident

fairly

my experience that for many

in redistribution, believes

place.
I

And

Party.

man

—

am

I

should really get to work."

from over 40

Bowdoin

if

There's a
respect for

—

(she

remarkably

students

the parties that did poorly? Those that

like the

more equitable

some-

is

did not speak about economic reform,

pointed out

his country a

ran

—imagine

promises, will reform social services

make

it

the platform of increasing Israel's

minister have any doubt that he, as he

to

election

and

the AARP formed a political party, and

omy in the next government. Few peowho have watched him

its first

Israel),

version of Social Security

more importantly, he is the man who is

ple

unheard of in

(this is

Labor Party

to participate in

Finally,
the
economy.
Pensioners Party was the big surprise,

not the

is

who want

moment

the

there

many

here seem to concur.

and Bridget

ning),

clear the things he

pinnacle

hilarious),

NASCAR (such a rush to get

of people waiting for the moment

the

("The

I

thing missing, and

back to the begin-

promotion of greater social services

to

do think

answer can be found in dignified
leisure. You may ask what makes cer-

of

domestic platform, promising that his

that

these things or for their being unique

reconsidering the robust acting career

whether

about

it is

He makes

thoughts

an amalgama-

into

of Puritanical impossibility.
While I am not going to venture an
argument against the value of any of

tion

tant point for last; in response to a

—

first

lot

with origi-

my

combined

tively

much of a

—

today and should have been in the

fights for, saying, "I

blank

nal text citing various arguments and

organization into the powerhouse

place.

filled

find

I

at yet another

simply, the parties that

the election of

that

question

their

concern for social welfare cumulaIt

myself staring

to Bowdoin,

said,

stand on economic issues (Kadima), or

on

monogamy,

glorified

motivation, and general

direction,

on yet another, arguably brilliant,
remarkably dead and definitively
European man. As often happens, my
mind begins to wander, and after

did well either did not take

roots

dedication,

by Justin Ito-Adler
Contributor

Hamas. As he
makes negotiations the
Progressive's dream
so much harder.
Michaud saved his most impor-

government and how it is a reflection
of what the people of Israel actually
think To put

it

to support Israel.

ment

to learn from.
at

about the composition of Israel's

.

right,

is

have dinner with students and speak

and

19
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Drawing II "Movie

Still" projects are

on display in the south stairwell of the

VAC From top, the artists are Maud Taber-Thomas '09, Lyndsey Colburn
'OS,

Amy Ear '07, Alexandra Krippner '06, and Alexa Lindauer '09.

"The most desirable thing in life
and modest means is

after health

leisure with dignity. "-Cicero

'

+
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April 14- April 20
Faculty-Staff Appreciation

Show appreciation
staff by attending

Common Hour
York Times, author, and two-time
Prize finalist, will give a speech

Bowdoin

any of several

Raw Punk

Day
Rock out

and

faculty

on

New

performances, and an ice cream

Pulitzer

punk show

featuring the

Eyes Like Fire, The Leftovers, and High
Fivin White Guys.
Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
8:30 p.m.-l a.m.

social.

Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

the current

at a

popular Portland-based bands Cambiata,

activities

including coffee and pastries, appreciation

Jason DeParle, senior writer for the

«r

for

welfare system in America.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
12:30-1:30 p.m.

programmed by students

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House,
I

Toshiko Akiyoshi

>/

residency at Bowdoin.

the

in the Era of Globalization \
Duke University will

Bowdoin

female group

Dr. Tianjian Shi from

and

151, Cleaveland Hall,

2-4:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Leadership Lessons
Former Maine Governor Angus King will speak
about Joshua Chamberlain and leadership.
"

:

!

i

i

i

:

Sills

Hall, 7 p.m.

Sunday
Sunday Mass

perform

\

I

a public

Iain Lounge, Moulton Union, 7 p.m.

Jazz

The

Monday

Polar Jazz Band,

Ensembles, and the

The Edith Jones

all-

Project will

Ecstatistic Sunshine

Come

Orion Performing Arts Center,
Mt. Ararat Middle School,
Topsham, 7:30 p.m.

Chinese Understanding of Democracy."

Room

apart at the seams.

Smith Auditorium,

also perform.

|

\

in the

concert to wrap up her six-day teaching

11 a.m.-l p.m.

deliver a speech titled, "Elections

will

the story

life

midst of the chaos of a country falling

7 p.m.

Jazz Concert
World-renowned, jazz pianist and composer

brunch.

tell

10 days of Hitler's

Difference

Daggett Lounge, Thorne Hall,

China

last

Smith Auditorium,

Bowdoin alumni tell about the rewards
of professional work related to poverty
relief over

of the

hold a

Film: "Downfall"
Sills Hall,

Making a

will

RoboCup competition.
Daggett Lounge, Thome Hall, 2-4 p.m. j

Saturday
Poverty:

A wide variety of characters

scrimmage in preparation for the annual

••6 p.m.

Know

Film: "Downfall"

Robodog Soccer

A team of soccer-playing robot dogs

/

the Art Union, featuring

\

\

Real-Life Feminism
Baumgardner and Amy Richards will
present a speech tided, "Can 1 Be A Feminist
and Shave, Love My Boyfriend, Make Money,

show of music and art held by
"Two Guitars,
Two Humans."
Visual Arts Center, 7 p.m.
to a

Wednesday

Jennifer

:

Faculty Seminar Series
Jill

Get Married, and Be Pro-Life?"
am Classroom, Visual Arts Center,

Massino, professor of gender and

women's

studies, will

speak

on "Marital

Roles and Relations in Socialist Romania."

8-9:30 p.m.

Ham

12 p.m.

Dulce Memoire

\

Renaissance musicians from France join two
I

J

J

dancers from Florence to perform "Paradis
j

d'Amour," a

ball to the

court of Henri IV.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
8:30-10 p.m.
J
I

^

Thursday
i

ASA Dance

/

Members of the Asian Student
Association perform traditional and
modern cultural dances.
Morrell Lounge/ Smith Union,
8-10 p.m.

Spring Dance

Come to a

performance of class projects,

Bowdoin dance groups, independent
and other student choreograpy.
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,
8 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.

studies,

A Canada gooae float* on Florida Lake in Freeport.

—

—

The

Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin

College, Brunswick, Maine
The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

April 21, 2006
in the

United States

Spring show illuminates the best of dancing talents

Volume CXXXV, Number 22

Foster appointed
student

affairs

by Beth Kowitt
Orient Staff

dean

of offices and programs

to

and support students'

intellectual

enhance

and personal growth."

Bowdoin has decided
person to

that the best

of Dean of

the shoes

fill

Student Affairs Craig Bradley

is

one

of its own.
that

current

Dean of Student

needed

away,"

the academic

Taneisha

President

the

to

According to
Scott

us whether or not

someone

bring

to

to give

campus," Meiklejohn

Tim Foster will take on the position
when Bradley leaves at the end of
Assistant

felt

looked

we
to

said.

some

at

else

the

really great

Tim

just blew us all
committee member
Wilson '07. She said
Foster's vision and knowledge of the

people, but

said

Meiklejohn, the search committee

College was exceptional.

made

Foster was also being considered
for dean of student affairs at
Swarthmore College, where he was

decision

its

last Friday.

"The committee
Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

tell

"We

year.

Tim

crack at the interview and that

Affairs

Associate

felt

he was the

strongest candidate in the pool, and

we

if

Hie Department of Theater and Dance's Spring Dance Concert showcases student works in Pickard Theater.
Tickets are free and available at the door for Friday and Saturday's 8 p.m. shows. See story, page 10.

Senior

needed

really

it

would

President Barry Mills announced

Monday

"In the end, the committee
like
first

could land him, that was really

named one of

the five finalists for

the best choice," he said. "It's not

the position. Foster,

just about continuity. There

Bowdoin

was

sense that he

was a

the best person for

dean of

who

has been at

for 10 years as both the
first-year students

and the

-

the job."

decade of change

Self-study highlights

over 60 candidates applied, Foster

was

19%,

Draft of reaccredidation

the last study in

report assesses College's

projecting the future.

and

successes

challenges

rent successes

The

draft

assessing cur-

and weaknesses, and

conclusion, self-study
v

circulated called for "an energetic,

experienced and highly principled

a contribution," Foster said. "I

DRAFT, page 2

ble for supervising "a wide variety

The
edited;"

saiSf "Thereat

Bowdoin

is

place than

it

Academic Affairs Craig McEwen.
The eight-member committee has

a drastically different

was

10 years ago,

according to a draft of a self-study
released

by die College

Changes

over

the

this

plete reorganization
life,

of

week.

decade

past

detailed in the report include a

com-

residential

a significantly more diverse stu-

dent body, and a larger faculty.

The

report

was released

in antici-

pation of the College's once-every-

decade reaccreditation review next

by the

fall

New England Association

of Schools and Colleges (NEASC).

The

self-study evaluates the College

each of

in

NEASC,

representation from students, faculty, staff,

and alumni.

The draft report was presented
the Bowdoin community Tuesday
an email to the campus.

to
in

it

was not

FOSTER, page 2

RoboCup

for

surprising to see

students flock to a soccer

site

on the Bowdoin web
and submit comments before

weekend

May

8.

classmates.

At press time, the section on stulife and student services had yet

game

to support their friends

What was

surprising

last

and

was

of English

Marilyn

withdrew
from the 60-degree temperatures
do so.
Then again, this was no ordinary

member of the

steering

Bowdoin soccer match.

dent

to be released to the campus.

Professor

up

Please see

Considering the temperate spring
weather,

report posted

Reizbaum, a

felt

be responsi-

McEwen

and the committee requested that
students, faculty, and staff read the

that the spectators actually

outside to

Instead of

taking place on an expansive out-

describing changes since

reaccreditation is likely a forgone

door pitch near Farley Field House,

set

was

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

committee, told the Orient that while

standards

who would

Techie team gears

by

1 1

position description that

individual"

Please see

was ready

for a change.

she

plete

?ftfocess nonetheless,.r,"

Committee, a group led by Dean for

said he felt as though he

not a danger

is

guidance of the Self-Study Steering

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

one who had a comon-campus interview.

the only

of student affairs

before taking on his current role,

"Along the way I've always had
different projects that kept me where
I felt like I was learning and making

V "We wilfV

was compiled underlne^"

a valuable

associate dean

Meiklejohn noted that although

it

was played

in

a small, makeshift

indoor arena in Daggett Lounge.

All-night event to raise

Rather than taking aim at an

tournament

funds, cancer awareness
students will be pulling an

will

weekend, but

this

one

be by choice.

At

least

expected to walk in Bowdoin 's

first-

the

players

were

not

Bowdoin undergraduates. They were
robots.

was the projected goal set by the
American Cancer Society (ACS),
across the nation.

ACS

will use approximately

money

94
go

ever Relay for Life tonight to raise

percent of the

cancer awareness and challenge the

toward cancer research and

notion that the condition does not

ment The remaining six percent will

raised to

crowd gathered in
Lounge to watch as
robotics team held an
intra-squad scrimmage with their
Last Friday, a

Please see RELAY, page 4

Bowdoin *s

ment

team of artificially intelligent robotic
dogs in preparation for this week-

ever that Bowdoin has entered a team

end's U.S.

Open robot soccer tourna-

Two BSG

Sports
streak

of the seven Bowdoin
Student Government (BSG) officer
positions were unopposed, but nearly a thousand students

brirtgg Softball to

an impressive

Page 13

17-5

in Atlanta.

It

is

the second

and the second time

straight year

The Bowdoin Orient

world championship in Bremen,
Germany, for the first time, pending
the procurement of necessary funds.

in die national competition. In June,

the team will vie for a

races

Four

Winning

Fulton,

Daggett

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

INSIDE

Drew

Spectators cheer as one of the artificially intelligent robot dogs scores
a goal. The team will compete in this weekend's U.S. Open in Atlanta.

RoboCup

Please see

ROBOTS, page 5

treat-

affect die student population.

Sponsored by Baxter House, die

was

involvement of IS teams, with a

which sponsors the event annually

175 Bowdoin students are

NCAA

team

Relay for Life has garnered the
fundraising total of $20,000. This

Many

all-nighter this

the

championship.

And
by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

bid,

preparing to compete for a world

still

chose to

vote in this week's balloting.
In the closest competitive race

vice president of academic affairs

junior Burgess LePage received 310
votes, trumping Charlie Ticotsky '07

by only two. For the

position of

won by thin

treasurer and Student Activities Fee

Committee (SAFC)

chair, Rebecca
Ginsburg '07 won with a 20-vote
margin over Joshua Cippel '08.

Stephanie Witkin '07 will be the
next vice president of student
organizations,

Jackson

'07.

surpassing

The

Roman

tally in that race

was 55 1-364.
re-elected to the

margins

race had the highest turnout of

any of the seven

The
bents

Affairs

officer races.

race's other three

—Vice

incum-

President of Student

Dustin Brooks '08, Vice

President of Student Affairs Carolyn

Chu.

'07,

Facilities

and Vice President of
William Donahoe '08

also ran unopposed.

Incumbent DeRay Mckesson '07

was

tial

BSG

presiden-

With 949 students voting for the
unopposed Mckesson, the presiden-

Voting began Wednesday morning
and ended at 8:30 p.m. Thursday.

cy.

Please see

BSG page 4

2
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Selfstudy shows faculty grow th, stronger
residential life, more diverse student body
DRAFT, from page

work on pedagogy and sup-

turned

1

continued presence on campus will ease transition

Foster's

porting student excellence, and return

we won't

here that

study

is

But the

be.

self-

not inconsequential. There's

grams," the report reads.

The

something to gain from it"

of major pro-

the examination

to

how

noted

draft also

efforts to

Reizbaum and Associate Professor
of Physics and Astronomy Thomas

reduce class size have led to an

Baumgarte both noted that the past
has been extraordinarily

from

decade

a remarkable

"It is really

change, and

amount of

don't think that's typi-

I

There has been change in

Baumgarte

different areas,"

One of

many

was

zation of residential

the reorgani-

The 1996

life.

report had included an intensive eval-

uation of student

life that

recommend-

College seriously address

that the

problems created by the fraternity system.

Bowdoin subsequently abolished

fraternities and created the College
House system.
Since 19%, the College has built

five

grown 23 percent

faculty has

new

transitioned

dormitories,

many of

tinue to grow

the old fraternities into

in the

more

diverse faculty.

Bowdoin's
body

report describes

effort to diversify

over the

last

passing"

the

that

make a greater effort

College needs to

The

coming years. The

however,

notes,

report

to attract a

said.

the biggest changes high-

lighted in the report

ed

their requested classes.

The

since the previous report and will con-

active.

cal.

increase in students getting rejected

its

student

decade as an "all-encom-

effort.

the

attributes

It

—

of color from 13
percent 10 years ago to 26 percent
today to more effective recruiting
strategies. The study also notes that
increase in students

—

students of color are significantly

more

with

satisfied

Bowdoin

their

Drew

experience than they were six years
ago.

College Houses, and started a renova-

include a

tion of the first-year bricks.

College's

more than doubling of the
endowment since 19% and

after these

a SO percent reduction in the admis-

renovations are completed, "the atten-

sion of recruited athletes since the late

According to the report,

tion will then shift to improving the
quality

upper

for

the primary

two student representatives on
believed residential

was

life

the most

pleasure

ue

is that

our aspirations contin-

we need to build die

be high and

to

staying at

in

majored

McEwen

his master's degree in

tial life in light

of its substantial posi-

Orient.

He

"We need an
residential

life.

you," said Foster. "If you

of the academic advising system were

want

to be a

dent

affairs, I

the report's

of academic life at Bowdoin
was a focus on die redefined goals of
liberal education and the recently
appraisal

course

redesigned

of North Carolina

curriculum changes and an assessment

time for

requirements.

—

These requirements which oblige
students to take one course in each of
several categories such as "Exploring

Difference,"

"International

and "Visual and
Performing Arts" were approved by
the faculty in 2004 and are fully applicable to die Class of 2009.

Perspectives,"

—

report notes that die College

will need to confront various issues

among

for die

die top challenges

Mckesson urged
community to join

the

campus

the self-study

to read this

feedback

now

that the draft has

a team led by Pomona

include alignment of our advising of

College president David Oxtoby will
conduct a four-day, on-campus evalu-

newly

articulated

goals of a liberal education, imple-

mentation and evolution of the

new

general education requirements, con-

ation beginning

decided

November

at

the

He

12.

"That's usually a formula for slip-

Wilson agreed with Meiklejohn.
"Bowdoin is definitely in a good

this division.

was

Foster said he plans on
creating a sense of continu-

new

but with

points of

work
become a model
colleges, beyond

here

for other

Craig Bradley

up sev-

admissions and academic

"You need
and I think

Bowdoin.

Baldwin Center for

just the college house sysAffairs tem," he said. "We have a lot

of good
changes on campus, such as the
appointments of new deans for

become

also instrumental in the

creation of the

vision

emphasis.

Dean of Student

accepted as "established patterns" on
campus, such as the Schwartz
Outdoor Leadership Center, the orientation program, and the goal of
at

own

interesting to

it"

we do

have

dtversity

be

will

it

see where he's going to take

last

said Foster has headed

Foster

[Foster] has his

"I'd like to see the

of the world's poorest nations.
that

she said, "but

place right now,"

ity

Learning and Teaching and improv-

role in the visit.

Bradley also noted that Foster's

Aga Khan

projects

don't think anyone

ping backward and stagnation."

continued presence will help to balance out other major personnel

organization dedicated to

some

I

given a mandate to keep

things the same," Meiklejohn said.

problems in a thoughtful way."

increasing

According to Reizbaum, the
committee will play only a small

talent-

ed administrative leader in Tim."

Development Network, an

eral

Before Bowdoin receives a reac-

"We've got a superbly

static.

"In general,

bilities is

month to leave Bowdoin to

been

released.

Foster.

of consis-

not expected to keep the

is

with those kinds of serious responsi-

administrative gifts to solve complicated

providing students highquality educational experiences in

anonymous comments during the
drafting processes, they expect more

gifts

to solve complicated problems in a
thoughtful way," Bradley said of

has the experience, intelligence, and

He

said that they received several helpful

creditation,

students with the

stu-

don't think

work

raised

by the academic changes.
"The challenges for the next decade

dean of

and give us feedback,"
Mckesson said
Although Reizbaum and Baumgarte

carefully

and administrative

intelligence,

he

and

ful."

Bradley
need people

really

department

I'm very thankcountry.
*

discussion.

"We

at

tency,

"He's been a key leader in this
division. He has the experience,

"He's been a key leader in

there's a better place in the

College.

at

the College with a sense

campus.

Hill.

Now

is the

The Bowdoin Orient

ing health and wellness services on

-

Chapel

"This place just gets in

The centerpiece of

The

the University

agreed that the implementation of the

said.

earned

geography

honest discussion on

he

that check-in,"

Social

said in a interview with the

McEwen, Reizbaum, and Baumgarte

tive changes.

Bowdoin,

in geography. Foster

resources to meet that challenge,"

to re-evaluate residen-

stressed a

was time

however, expressed his

need

crucial issue for the self-study.

it

which he said he has a stronger affection for than his alma mater,
Dartmouth College, where he

for the

"The fundamental challenge
College

that

something new."

Foster,

the College's successes sustainable.

the

committee, told the Orient that he

1

into this year

coming

McE wen,

According to

concern for Bowdoin's future is making

DeRay Mckesson, one of

Junior

FOSTER, from page

1990s.

and quantity of housing for the

classes."

Fulton,

'06, and Bier
Senior Associate Dean of Student Affairs Tim Foster chats with Shrinidi Mani '06, KhaUl Sharif
Kraichak '08 on the front steps of Moulton. Foster will take over as dean of student affairs this summer.

listed in the report

Other changes

affairs.

continuity in this place
[Foster's appointment]

You want there to be
some institutional memory these

will be helpful.

Bradley

—

communities,"

stable

very

are

said. "It's

students to

very important for

have a sense of pre-

and stability."
Even though Foster may provide

dictability

He

stories to tell."

would

said he

also like to see

an increase in skill-based teaching
such as leadership development, a
greater role in preparing students to
"live healthy lives at

Bowdoin and

beyond," and help build a stronger

community by encouraging healthy
relationships. Foster also said he
wants

to

increasing

continue

campus

his

work

in

diversity in the

broadest sense.

"Your experience

is

defined by

those around you," Foster said.

"We

should create a space where healthy

Disabilities simulation seeks to spark dialogue
Students Embracing

them with such hyper-

raised to treat

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

said Co-President of

sensitivity,"

SED Alicia Wong
"As a result,

Disabilities

(SED) ran a simulation Thursday

logue about the

encouraging students and faculty to

subject,

experience

first

hand

the daily chal-

by those with disabilities on campus.
Students from the group handed
lenges faced

out glasses,
students

in

among

other items, to

Smith Union so they

could walk around campus for either
five minutes or the entire day simulating hearing or visual

impairment

"The purpose of the day [was] not
solely to make people aware that students, faculty, and staff at Bowdoin
have

disabilities.

It's

more about

about

talk

disability,

people

less

the

and
more uncom-

understand
the

it,

people

fortable

when

are

encounter

she

SED members

in

the

about

people talk

department, including determining

sight.

who

and not

"Bowdoin has

James said occasionally she has to
go to the chalkboard to be able to read
the professor's notes, which some-

done a pretty
good job admin-

times draws confused looks in big
classes. In smaller classes, she said

to

disability, the less

people understand

and

the

it,

more uncomfort-

criticize

the

for

istratively"

students with dis-

able people are
they encounter

when

abilities, said

it."

Brooke

Alicia

disabilities

their

Co-President of

Co-

in

Moulton

she

tells

at the

students about her disability

beginning of the semester so
when she has to

ure ourselves differently," he said,

noting that he does not foresee hiring

from outside but will instead reconfigure die current staff. "We have the
opportunity

now with the transition
how we want to organ-

work-team approach."
Meiklejohn said that Foster is
"clearly ready to be die- number-one

Just this

It's

not polite."

week James said a student

staring at her as she

one of the

at

viewed her

close range in

SED was

started several years

to discuss the

ago

Dean and
Accommodations for

advised by Assistant

Students with Disabilities Joanne

Canning.

person."

It's not about a hard

left turn,"

said Meiklejohn. "It's about building

labs.

Director of

is

more of a

I'd like to see us take

and

mm

things will be get-

in place. We'll config-

"People

campus with

to

his current position.

students

computer monitor

mobility—such as not being able

fill

team

said.

ing, and causes those limbs to have

The group has put up maps of the

my

when

was

tittle

will

"One of the key
ting

frustrating

shouldn't stare.

and consequentially

overseeing adjustments within the

you," James

"It's

stare at

has Arthrogryposis, which prevents
upper limb muscles from ever grow-

tight joints

Foster will also be responsible for

ize ourselves for the next 10 years.

a dinner

simulation's outcome.

positions,

to think about

see.

and
Wong
James are two of
many students on

Wong

in

move around to

James

dis-

With the change

they are not surprised

'06.

abilities.

per-

sonal experiences with interested stu-

Thursday

Wong
SED
'07

of
and

dents, in addition to holding

OWENT.BOWDOIN.EDU

13 has caused her to continually lose

College.

union to

share

been

less

for this to

by

intention is to

abilities

"The

selves accessible

ing myself, are hesitant to talk about

we've

-

some space and programs

students with dis-

Wong said the

highlight the challenges faced

made them-

opening up a conversation about disability. I think a lot of people, includ-

because

dia-

"

We have to create

happen."

President of SED

discuss issues

disabilities

little

they

it,"

said.

also

very

and the

people

less

is

can occur.

bend the elbows.
James has the rare juvenile form of
called
degeneration
macular
Stargardt's Disease, which since age

College around campus, marking
handicap-inaccessible buildings with

an "X".

'07.

there

friction

on a strong foundation and making
things better. He's pushing die place
forward in a variety of ways."

Anne Riley contributed
report.

to

this

i
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Diversity weekend introduces
perspectives to life at Bowdoin
"There's this excitement about

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

getting

the

students

here,"

percent

Sixty-six high school students will

The Bowdoin Experience has been
a part of the admissions process at

or automobile free of charge

weekend.

this

seniors and

have

been accepted

all

to

be a part of Bowdoin 's Class of 2010.
However, for most of these accepted

"We grew the program significantand '99—that's when we

be the

time they see the

first

to the format

at

now,"

As Bowdoin has focused on

creat-

we're

Experience weekend has flourished,

internet.

and

According

Interim

to

Dean of

over

now

is

time,

ing diversity to campus.
"Having greater diversity is the
most important objective of the

who to invite is largely based on fam-

College," Steele said.

and

Aid

Financial

income, not on race.

ily

"When

Steele.

Director of Multicultural Recruitment

students and faculty

Fumio Suhigara agreed.

found impact... and

a diversity weekend, and

"It is

targeted at minority students," he said.

"But

not exclusive

it's

program on

who

—we base

needs

it

Conflict

of
Potholm's
and

Ben

seniors

Martens and Antwan Phillips have

Hm

By

selected"

assis-

During

the College.

makes a pro-

the students will

numbers have

the

who come

students

number

have the opportunistay in

dorm

rooms with current

student,

learn

library's

their classmates to

boasting

their

slogans.

contest.

has

pressure,

coined

the

R2+L=Antwan

equation

as his slogan, while

campaign

is that

Bowdoin 's
thanks

things about

not

it's

much

potentially

address problems currently facing

in

the student body. Martens' platform

tration so that

has

Mt. Desert, Maine, died in

Island,

mock

annual

Ovet

Bowdoin 's

congressional

the next

few weeks,

race.

two

the

candidates and their support teams
will raise
cy,

money, create a constituen-

and square off in a debate before

May

the election is held on
election has

7.

The

been held each year

for

the last IS years.

According the Potholm, the mock
real thing.

artist books. Arthur Rimbaud's book
"Les Illuminations" of Pearce 's col-

explained that he and Pearce had met

lection is the

and exchanged
until reading

letters,

but

was not

it

her obituary that he dis-

improving cellular telephone service

covered

Pearce

dorms; and changing course regis-

bequest

her

reproducing

life,"

uncanny how

it

often works out that a real campaign

campaign would work the

same."

To

kickstart their campaigns, the

campus with

Student

online.

he pro-

housing, alcohol

posed any large plans, he wanted to

consumption, and green and respon-

make sure that they were feasible.
"Our biggest thing is to ensure that

issues,

As

sible investing.

part of his plat-

form, Martens hopes to hold a round

discussion

table

anything that we're proposing we've

involving "male

had decided

Martens' ideas also include

issues.

"At

this point,

now

it's

that

we have

we want peo-

what these

are," said Martens.

and

implement

at

Phillips'

"We

something

"The

issues

issues

we can

Bowdoin," said
'07,

a

Justin

member of

campaign.

feel that

it's

to

to see done.

we want

We've come up with

some ideas not only

that

we want

to

see implemented, but that are being

do
Please see

initiative fights

CAMPAIGN, page 5

Mary Helen

of Bowdoin and Brunswick's

city

Miller

respective sizes.

Orient Staff

"There

When two Bowdoin

fall,

there

the model," Yaffe said.

on campus

seemed

to be something missing: an

organization helping to fight hunger.

So they decided
about

to

do something

one millionth
Lindemann.
its

volume,

said

Although Pearce had no connecBowdoin, she "wanted to put

tion to

her collection in a place where

would

"What

it

said

Bergman.

The book "Les Illuminations"
of many components,

consists

including a chemise, a slip-case, and
hand-marbled paper. These many
layers

contribute

artistry

of the piece, and the poems,

Project

but also in an institutional set-

ing of the book represent the "different facets of the College curricu-

connection he

feels

to

Pearce 's

books.

lum," according to Lindemann.

Bergman

and

with her," he

to

meet

how

visions of initiating

the
this affiliation

something

I

was

had wanted to do,"

Yaffe said.

project

in

other

know
until

College

Dining Service, the
isn't

a model

for this type of size,

so

whatever we do

becomes the model

at

Bowdoin, they did
not

were put

in person.

"Each

said, "It will

open up
for

College would pro-

'

has had on the families staying
here."

Kindick,

who serves as the

liaison

between Bowdoin and the Tedford
Shelter for the project, hopes to

the

to

Tedford

Family
would
unused
food from Moulton
Union and Thome
Shelter,

and

it

transport

eventually

make

meal donation a

to further the connection so that

aren't just people

who come

in

we

once

a month," she said.

personal

located on
Hawthorne-

Longfellow Library

the display

is

in

campus dining

Prevention, will begin next week.

program

Brunswick would repre-

Yaffe and Falkof collaborated and

time the project has

proposed their plan to Director of

Community

Service

Resource

Bowdoin provided

its first

meal to

Tedford Shelter Bruce Goodman, the

Associate

to

Mid Coast Hunger

Director

of

believes that the part-

"Les

Illuminations"

been very well-received.

"Everyone

tells

me how

is... people

beautiful

can really

appreciate the objects themselves,"
said Lindemann.

The College anticipates more colcoming to the library,
Mark Melnicove's collection centered on contemporary writing in Maine. The library will also
including

TEDFORD, page

6

staff,

and serve doughnuts and coffee for
students during

Please see

sits

the five hundred-thousandth

hold a reception for faculty and

Dining

meal "went over very, very well."

Goodman

cases.

lections

of the project,
transferring leftover food from onpart

according to Operations Director of

a school and

Pierce's collection

lection has

Tedford Shelter on Saturday, and

in

a

the second floor of the

the collection

The second

Program.

the

D.C., last

been implemented

had

would have been won-

hear these stories," she

would also like to see the partnership become more personal:
"I'm working with Tedford now

zation's headquarters in Washington,

first

to

it

bimonthly service. She said that she

with one another through the organi-

fall.

it

vide one meal each

Hunger Prevention

they

in -contact

what kind of impact

month

Hall each afternoon
Ian Yaffe '09 to the Mid Coast

each

to see

Campus Kitchen

sent the

.

derful

i

[book]

and

said.

he

in big cities.

to

work

Bergman's one regret is that she
did not have a chance to meet Pierce

meet needs

Bringing the

humanities

together."

said.

Project has helped larger universities

Traditionally, the

and

arts

establish a relationship

reasons.
First,

agreed, stating that the

collection "allows students to see

had the opportunity

"I

more of a sense of community
the folks here on the weekends."

Bowdoin

"There

Kitchen

community organizations

came here with

overall

Lindemann said.
Lindemann noted the personal

ting,"

was so excited that they were
do this," Dorn said.
Working with the Community
Services Resource Center, Bowdoin

and

Despite their similar

already in place, and the project

the

to

lithographs, and hand-crafted bind-

volume of the College, Hawthorne's
novel "Fanshawe: A Tale," and with
Samuel Deane's "The New England
Farmer" and "Georgical Dictionary,"
one of which might have been the
first volume of the Bowdoin library.
According to Lindemann, the col-

Campus Kitchen

Project in Chicago.

to fight hunger.

an

meal

the

a national pro-

ices with

is

among

Campus

Campus

that this

is

Just as important, he noted, "It

that links college dining serv-

is

notable

will benefit the folks that bring the

gram

Brunswick. The

is

undergraduate institution,"

Kindick '09, the two students formulated a two-fold plan: through

unteering with the

to

of an

already impressive collection.

college Dining Service, and Katie

Falkof '09 decided to bring the proKitchen Project

Sherrie
the one

part

is

be available to her fami-

still

nership will be successful for two

Washington, D.C.,

it.

volume

millionth

for an

Center Susan Dorn.
ready to

appropriate for

it

the College," said Lindemann.

Before coming to Bowdoin, Yaffe

Falkof spent
two summers and a
Thanksgiving vol-

"I

do becomes

meet the

served on the board of directors of

Having worked with the Campus
Kitchen Project while in high
school, Ian Yaffe '09 and David

gram

we

of size, so whatever

to

unusually deep research collection

hunger in Brunswick
"I

a model for this type

years

arrived

last

isn't

first

it

Bowdoin
Librarian
Bergman emphasized that

College to make

story.

by

of the collection

—we want

teaching and research interests of the

was completely coincidental"
that this bequest came at the same
time that the library was looking for

[Pearce]

not just a popularity

the

to

"It

ly,

important not to

run off and say some things

these issues developed,

matter,

it's

Strasburger

Thursday nights and legalization of
drinking games.

sure that

collection

"It's the quality

that matters

College.

checked and double-checked to make

on campus" and "females
who have concern" about women's

ple to understand

candidates adorned

it is

Phillips said that before

allowing kegs to be registered on

"It's art really

said Potholm. "It's

this

women's

primarily of four issues:

leaders

election is a faithful imitation of the

and

consists

more

concerned with the excellence of the

/

be"the two candidates in

quantity of the volumes, and

collection.

and

promises
wireless;

While acquiring the one millionth
volume was a milestone for the
library, Lindemann did say that the
library was less interested in the

tion of 20th century bindings

campaign

some of them

gorgeous."

2005, leaving to Bowdoin her collec-

a lot for the

still

include putting printers in dorms,

Both Martens and Phillips have
adopted platforms that they say

system

do

you can

Phillips'

a

one millionth volume.
Director of Special Collections
and Archives Richard Lindemann

College."

some of Martens 's signs read "B
Sexy and B Confident"

library

one millionth volume
donation from Jane

its

to

these

that

bound books are "simply
compelling and so

—so

Webster Pearce. Pearce, an alumna of
Wells College, and resident of Green

even though

mock campaign with

a

commented

also

beautifully

spectacular

EXPERIENCE, page 6

One of the great

this

He

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

by

to

Phillips, described by members of
BCN's Hype as "real, real, and loud,"

marks
millionth volume

Pearce's collection

time here,

their

ty to attend classes,

Please see

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

weekend,

about student activities, and see

"Of

posters

Simulation

Resolution,

need

the

of activities to help them get to know

works."

the years, the

Drew

"Les Illuminations," the library's one millionth volume, is in the display cases on the second floor of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.

this trip."

real results if elected

Professor

Conflict

part,

stu-

election candidates

Government Christian
class,

most

Over the course of

these programs, we'll have a 60 to 70

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff
of

"Many

acquired

promise
part

it

make

tance to

said.

the students will engage in a

it

not

is

think the family

he

visit,"

dents, for the

agreed.

this

the most."

Mock
As

Over

it is

come and

come and meet

kids

we

can afford to make that effort to

a simple formula," said

"It's just

Dean of Admissions and

Associate

a student

if

applying for aid,

an integral part of bring-

Richard Steele, the decision as to

Admissions

"[Secondly],

Bowdoin

the

them back,"

typically don't bring

Sugihara said.

ing an increasingly diverse environ-

ment

and on the

said

Office

"If a student has already visited,

we

instead of in brochures

the

invite.

Sugihara said.

College up close and in person,

spring,

campus in person.
The Office of Admissions uses
two main tools to determine who to

90s,

ly in '98

moved

"The Bowdoin Experience"

students,
will

the College since the early

high school

all

rate,"

of
Admissions selects certain admitted
students and invites them to visit

according to Steele.

These students are

- u,l

Every

be traveling to Bowdoin by plane,
train,

conversion

Sugihara.

said

Sugihara.

exam week

to cele-

brate the one millionth volume.
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Team members
RELAY, from page

walk from 7 p.m.

will

1

one member of each team

at least

FRIDAY, APRIL

7 a.m. tonight

to

Women's

Association, the Office of

must be walking.
"The different periods of die night

Residential Life, the Class

only paying for

symbolize the stages cancer patients

Department have made donations to

the use of

Bowdoin facilities.
The decision to sponsor a Relay
which takes place from 7
p.m. on Friday, April 21 through 7
a.m. on Saturday, April 22, grew out

go through," McQueen explained. As
the sun goes down, "it symbolizes

cover the cost of entertainment. Food

for Life,

finding out that they have cancer.

go toward covering die costs of the
event.

ACS

itself is

the night goes on,

it

gets darker,

As

and

provided throughout the event

is

it's

supposed to represent treatment,
and when it gets light, it represents

Donuts, and Starbucks.

Claudia Marroquin '06, whose moth-

Relay for Life participants will be

choosing

After

cer, the

tact

to

er

house got

with

For Relay for Life team leader

and grandmother

er

-

to

*L

Dwrm« the wumimna

in con-

acs. According

wi \\

•

-li

•

wa ik \yMing

*.

•

^i

serves as an opportuni-

•*.

ceremony, participants

ty

McQueen

'08,

that the only light in the

gym

will be

and

from the

is

\

sponsoring a Relay for

sticks,

which symbolize those who have

my

i
t
i
L
L
L
either ">st or survived battles with cancer.
.

.

The organizing comconsists

of

she

with each pair dedicated to a
entertainment, publicity, or

were

be,

will

'What is our commitment to academic programming inside of
the classroom and
outside of the classroom?'" he

Relay

the

Life

for

participant

Shrinkhala Karmacharya '06 hopes

participants will

walk holding

their

illuminaria bags so that the only light

that the event "will give [students] a

break from

[their]

daily lives

and

give [them] an opportunity, as a com-

BSG

«.

academic advising.
not ideal," he said.

"We need

"It's

which symbolize those who

who have survived and remember
those who have died."
"[I have been] amazed by how

to talk

responsive this campus has been to

port, student organizations will like-

with cancer.
In addition to the walk, partici-

Seames.
is set to open with an
by McQueen, followed
by a video address by President
Barry Mills, then a survivor lap, and
an introduction of participating
teams, after which the Relay for Life

The event

introduction

pants will have the opportunity to

making

engage in various entertainment

whether

activities

throughout the night. There

it

games, and a poker tournament.

definitely

On Saturday morning,

participants

be treated to breakfast

will

during the night, at any given point,

Committee (SAFC), the Bowdoin

The

Student

Activities

Fee

do

"We want

it

again next year."

this to be a Baxter tra-

and pass the torch on

ly notice a

is in

Bowdoin Special

push for increased

ations and the

work of the vice

inte-

pres-

mat process
Mckesson said.
Classes

of

2009
and
most of whom
work independently of BSG's main
body. Sophomore Jacob Sack ran
unopposed and will be the Class of

2008

elected class officers,

2009 presidential race, Christian
Adam's total of 142 votes was
enough to displace incumbent
Lynzie McGregor's 122 votes. The
fall.

Official BSG Election Results

to
Source:

BSG

Elections Commission.

-ti

BSG OFFICERS
President:
DeRay McKesson: 949

BSG Representative:

Treasurer:
Rebecca Ginsberg: 481
Joshua A. Cippel: 461

VP of Academic Affairs:
Burgess LePage: 310
Charlie Ticotsky: 308

Raymond Carta: 180
Andrew Edwards: 149

Government Affairs:

Off

Erma

Drigo: 191

Clark Gascoigne: 185

Community Service
Officer:
Alyssa Chen: 180
Stephen Smith: 76

CLASS of 2009
OFFICERS

Dustin Brooks: 852

VP of

Student

Stephanie B. Witkin: 551

0% Off Storage Units 1 0% Off Packing Supplies
TT
Service
$35.00 Campus Pick-Up

Roman

President:
Christian

Adams: 142

Lynzie McGregor: 122

Michael Julian: 68

Jackson: 364

Vice President:

VP of Student Affairs:
Carolyn Chu: 852

Tony Thrower: 148
Robert Lynn: 101

Rebecca Spiro: 83

VP of

Facilities:

William Donahoe: 865

Treasurer:
Arden Klemmer: 133

CLASS of 2008
OFFICERS

Kayla Baker: 111

Emily Baird: 72

BSG

Representattve:

Ben Freedman: 174

President:

725-6434
Cumberland

Vice President:

Self Storage

My

Natfaaa Krah: 186
87
Brandon Mazer. 57
Christian Fabros:

Fort Andross 14 Maine St.. Brunswick 04011
www.mainestorage.com salesQmalnestorage.com

i

Sam Dinning:

Jacob Sack: 241

•

Ofar «p*sJu>t- , ovw.
imm
irtp fc

ill

Class of 2007's election will take
place in the

Organizations:

1

m

2008 's next president. In the Class of
club sup-

VP of Student

0%

be actively involved

dents," he said.

STORAGE
1

a

gration between the treasurer's oper-

future generations of Baxter resi-

SUMMER
'.»

wi

According to McQueen, "We'll

dition

cafe.

by donating money or

about what the ideal

way that is constructive."
As for the new focus on

ident of student organizations.

said.

While each individual need not
walk for a specific amount of time

is

participating in the event," she

be a DJ, a hypnotist, inflatable
games, four movie showings, video
will

Gym.

by

event a successful one,

this

studying

The

about pre-major

sticks,

Community Service Programs Sarah

are

rently

*

push

Lawson

or survived battles

«

DeRay Mckesson

munity, to honor and support those

lost

cur-

Ginsberg

abroad and will not

also said

will likely

next

month. LePage and

of the classroom?"

be from the glow

have either

students to college

outside

BSG President

for conversations

action will be

appointment of

committees

gym

will

The officer team's
first

inside of the class-

field trips.

Mckesson

a

lenge."

to aca-

room and

academic

or

providing

"manageable chal-

the

said.

club

cancer.

by

our com-

demic programming

in the

Coordinator

will begin in Morrell

ask

is

mitment

"The question we

could include a book

by

Bowdoin, Mckesson
said,

'What

and club support

cure."

affected

distributed

been friends since

"The question we

their early years at

people that there really needs to be a

of

and

am

these students have

next year's "big focus"

will

many of

In addition,

will ask will be,

Assistant

Director of Residential Life

Wulsin

he
that

next

memory of those

During the illuminaria ceremony,

Serving as faculty advisors for the
Life

really

number of seniors to five.
Mckesson said that he will try to be
conscious of this during his tenure.
es the

said.

Programming

ACS.

McQueen serves as overseer of the
event and as a liaison to ACS.

step,"

Mckesson noted

the

Cancer strikes so many

sticks

seniors, this week's election increas-

sition to stability,"

to find a cure.

be glow

about

optimistic

given illuminaria bags to decorate in
Included in the illuminaria bags will

team recruitment.

for

I

said.

invested in fundraising

separate element of the event, such as

Relay

have

family had to go

"Secondly,

IS

Baxter House members, divided into

food,

I

openly

through due to this disease,"

mittee

pairs,

talked

about the ordeal that

Life."

Mckesson was

die officer team's potential.

will be on academics

fundraising,

finally

glow

"acknowledge

"By forming a team

"Part of the responsibility

of being affiliated with the
American Cancer Society

to

[her] losses."

fair illuminaria bags so

Relay for Life organizKiel

lost their battles

with cancer, die event

rS

new

Mckesson said.
"In so many ways we've stabilized."
"This team will be
the team to take us to

the end of treatment," he said.

The new team may also bring a
set of dynamics. While this
year's slate of officers only had two

1

Dunkin

John's,

charitable organization for the entire

address the issue of can-

BSG from page

"Last year, the idea was from tran-

of Baxter House's desire to sponsor a
year.

team

officer

will "take us to the next step" next year

from businesses

Papa

including

new BSG

says

2006

of 2008,

Baxter House, and the Athletics

entirely donated

Mckesson

21,

;

pNMWMat raquhad.

171

Elizabeth Gillespie:

HI

Community Service
Officer:

Mkhaei Bartha: 184
Rae Fleming: 126

Treasurer:

Mi Maalaad: 136
Max Palmer

124

Riley,

The Bowdoin

Orient

-
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Potholm's class
launches annual

Robot dog soccer team
ROBOTS, from page

mock campaigns

The

team's

compete in US. Open in Atlanta

to

5

NEWS

weekend

this

1

faculty

advisor,

Associate Professor of Computer

CAMPAIGN, from page

3

Science Eric Chown, was intro-

implemented right now," he
to first-year

its

dorms

himself, accompanied

duced to robotic dog soccer several
years ago by a Bowdoin alumnus,

said.

been making

Phillips has also

vis-

to introduce

by boxes of

pizza.

"Because the
least likely

[first

people to

years] are the

know the candi-

dates, that's the easiest place to start
First impressions are

fresh.

huge,"

Strasburger said.

The

who

candidates,

receive

no

guaranteed funding of any kind, have
also been working to raise

money.
Martens 's team sold concessions at
the lacrosse

game

last

Tuesday and

is

holding a poker tournament this
weekend. Phillips' group also plans

upcoming

to sell concessions at an

lacrosse

game and

sold advertising

space in a booklet to be published

with

information

about

Chown

Overall,

estimated

that

between 18 and 20 students have
contributed to this year's project in

some way.
The robotic dogs

are

commercial

Phillips'

made by Sony called
"AIBOs," which cost approximately $2,000 each. Once programmed,

campaign.

Anya Trundy

Doug Vail, who was involved with
the national champion Carnegie
Mellon University team. Chown
then decided to use part of a
$320,000 grant he had been awarded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to help launch a
robotics project at Bowdoin.
Last year, one student, Greydon
Foil '05, entered a team in the
national RoboCup tournament as
an advanced independent study.
This year, the team grew to eight.

products

Drew

The robot dogs

Martens 's cam-

they are theoretically autonomous,

striking the ball with its chest.

paign manager and vice president of

capable of processing visual and

block shots, a goalie will lay

Maine College Democrats, has
worked on state house and senate
campaigns and is currently working
for Maine Governor John Baldacci's
campaign for re-election. She agreed

auditory stimuli from their external

its

environment and adapting their

out on either side of

behavior accordingly.

While the robots' movements are
somewhat comical to watch, the
programming that underlies those
movements is meticulous. In order

'06,

the

with Potholm that the

mock

election

Using money from
grant,

Chown

over the

last

NSF

his

has bought 12 AIBOs
few years. This year,

chest with

flat

To
on

four legs spread

its

its

similar to a real campaign, but

the College paid for four additional

to teach each

also

drew adistinction.

AIBOs.

a motion, Henry Work '06 and the
other motion technicians had to
teach each segment of the robot's

body

paign.

I

think

we

it

really

Using Mac OS 10 operating systems with C++, Java, and Python

how

a real

programming languages,

a real cam-

try to run

seriously and as close to

the

campaign would be run," Trundy

dents taught the

said.

react to the ball

"The big thing is just the ground
game, getting out and meeting people
and getting your candidate known.

points to orient themselves

The big

how

and

playing

stu-

AIBOs how

to

and other players,

to use visual reference

on

the

to

move

AIBO how

to execute

in a certain

way

rela-

was

tive to the other segments. This
after the students

tively to figure out

movement

worked exhauswhat patterns of

created the most

effi-

cient and effective soccer motions.

field.

between them is
that normally, you have your party
loyalists. You know who's on your
side. You've only got a certain pro-

particular pixel arrangements (col-

Bowdoin team have succeeded

portion of the population to

ors) that are relevant to the soccer

staying on the cutting edge of

game, such as the bright orange
yellow goal posts. The

robotic science. This year, Chown,
Foil, Work, and sophomore Yi
Zhuang co-authored a paper that
was published by the Florida

Here,

difference

it's

hard to

tell

body falls," she said.
Potholm said that
was ultimately a way

win over.

where every-

to

campaign

make some

concrete changes for the College.

"There's no question about the fact
that they get the pulse

and take

it

said.

to get the

dean to commit to

changes, whatever

it

is,"

Potholm

"Sometimes the issues are kind

of yuppified, but they get into some
substantial issues because they're lis-

tening to the

smaller budget than other schools'

each dog's snout to include only the

robotics projects,

Bowdoin world."

programmed each

students then

AIBO

to analyze and interpret the

objects in

its

visual field, to

move,

and to communicate.

Chown

of the students

upon themselves

president or

The students accomplished this
by filtering the camera feed from

ball or the

the

culates

AIBO

cal-

position on the field 20

its

Operating with a significantly

Artificial

will travel to a
in

Each AIBO "dribbles" the ball
by wedging it between the bottom
of its mouth and its chest. To make
a shot, it rocks back on its haunches and slides down and forward,

the
in

Research

Work and Chown

FLAIR

conference

May.

When

times per second.

members of

Intelligence

Society (FLAIR).

said that each

whom
of

remained

tional

Bowdoin team com-

RoboCup tournaments,

they

will be squaring off against teams

research

"If we can

universities,

tended in an unlocked locker.

included a pair of DynaStar skis,

occurred

ski boots, a

CD

player, and sev-

CDs.
-A student reported that his
unlocked vehicle was burglarized in the front lot of Stowe Inn.
Stolen was a blue, turquoise, and
eral

-A

really

books from a desk at HawthorneLongfellow Library.
The theft

when

the items were left

unattended from 4 p.m. to 7:30
p.m.

-An alarm

in Banister Hall

was

off during an event in the

set

chapel.

white Stewart surfboard with the

-A student's pocketbook was
found at Moulton Union and

name "Cinnamon Swirl" embroi-

returned to the student owner.

dered on the ankle strap; a black

-A 1998 Jeep Cherokee belongwas vandalized at
about 9:40 p.m. while it was

and gray Body Glove wetsuit
with boots and gloves; and a
large gray storage bag for the
above items with the brand name
"Destination" on the side.
Friday, April 14:
-A fire alarm at 30 College St.

was

activated by a student

smok-

ing in a hallway.

-A

Coleman

ing to a student

parked

Harpswell Apartments.

at

The vehicle was

rolled over onto

A

second student vehicle
also received damage. Brunswick
its

side.

Police and

Bowdoin Department of

Safety and Security are investigating.

Hall

student

reported that his Swiss

Army

watch was stolen at Farley Field
House between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
while his backpack was left unat-

Saturday, April 15:
-A Chamberlain Hall student
reported that he was

awakened

at

3:30 a.m. by two loud kicks to his

dorm room

door. During the suc-

harassing hang-up

wrote

and alumni a chance to see the
product of the student technicians'

is

Bowdoin

scientific

endeavor."

about

astic

"I'm very happy that we have
computer science students working

catcalls.

computer science department can
bit disparate," he said.
that

scored a quick goal.

scrimmage exposed weaknesses
with the AIBOs' ability to calibrate
their vision

programs to new

problem

ing, a

that the

correct before

U.S.

Open

"We

intelligent

grammers.

weekend's

this

fly,"

"thrilled"

with

he

malfunctioning

was

he

Friday's

4/13

light

fixture

at

found

in

was

transported

fied.

Hospital by Brunswick Rescue for

Sunday, April 16:
-A student was transported to
Parkview Hospital for treatment of
stomach pain.
-A student reported that three of

treatment.

Maine Hall student was

Smith Union. The student
to

Parkview

A report was filed with
Dean of Student Affairs.
-An East Hall student reported
that her laptop screen was smashed.
the

Tuesday, April 18:

Club gym
at Farley

-A green nylon
was turned

their

pro-

one of the coolest things

Bowdoin," said Alex

'08.

-

4/19
Wednesday, April 19:
-A student reported the

theft

of

Hawthorne-Longfellow Library
between 1:20 p.m. and 1:55 p.m.
while he was at lunch. The computer

is

a silver Dell Latitude 600.

-A student who reported that his
book bag containing books and a
calculator was stolen from a desk at
Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library.
The items, which had been left
unattended for two days," were

Monday

taken sometime between

Sierra

bag and contents found
ty

artificially

a laptop computer from a desk at

Hall.

Monday, April 17:
-An intoxicated and unrespon-

her personal books were stolen

the

Soccer) someday."

scrim-

-A large group of local teens
consuming alcohol on the soccer
field at Farley dispersed and ran
when approached by a security
officer at 1 1 :45 p.m. One teen was
detained and the parents were noti-

sive male

is

with

attended

generally

"It's phenomenal," agreed Matt
Martin '07. "They're going to take
over the MLS (Major League

said.

that

alarm was activated by a

fire

"This

White

were

AIBOs and

I've seen at

very well so

-A

impressed

light-

changes on the

to

scrimmage

team hoped

know our systems
that we can make

Stowe

the

competition.

try

who

Antics aside, those

Friday's

last

students even heck-

"Where's the fire, red?" shouted
one onlooker after the blue team

be a

said

Some

led the non-sentient athletes.

because in general, the

Work

staff,

any College athletic event.
Each goal sent the spectators into
a tumult, and the referees' judgments elicited several lighthearted

technology.

together,

faculty,

at

intelligence

artificial

students,

labor. The event drew a large crowd
whose enthusiasm compared to that

Work has been pleased with how
RoboCup project has united
Bowdoin students who are enthusi-

the

many of

-A Coles Tower student reported
that profane graffiti was written on
her 11th -floor dorm door early
Sunday morning.
-Security
responded
to
Chamberlain Hall for a domestic
argument and possible assault in
progress between a male student
and his visiting fiance. The incident remains under investigation.

to be more robust," he
in an email to the Orient.
While the purpose of the exhibition was to test for defects in the
AIBOs' programming, it also gave

tem needs

in

more

"We want to do well," said
Work, "but we understand that a

said

utes.

to

big part of the project

Chown

from her desk at Hawthorne
Longfellow Library after she left
them unattended for several min-

be

"Our decision-making still needs
be faster, our goalie needs to
improve a lot, and our vision sys-

he

dents."

large

calls.

to

ironed out.

be happy," he said.
it's

there are

that

flaws that needed

several

about the experience for the stu-

ceeding hour he received several

student reported the theft of

an i-Pod, cell phone, and several

best,

win a match or two

I'll

point,

CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY REPORT:
Thursday, April 13:
-A student reported a burglary
from her motor vehicle that was
left unlocked in the area of
School Street. Stolen items

The Bowdoin Orient

mage, but agreed

skills.

about Bowdoin 's

realistic

Germany,
"At this

petes in the national and interna-

of graduate students from

robots'

their

chances.

to

the

have committed the entirety
academic energies toward

their

perfecting

While Chown hopes for the

body.

was

"It's surprisingly like

Fulton,

play 4-on4 matches by processing visual and auditory stimuli from their external environment.

in to Security's proper-

room.

and Wednesday.
Safety Advisory:

crimes reported

in

Many of the
this

week's

Safety and Security Report were

-A Brunswick resident reported
damage to her vehicle while parked

crimes of opportunity.

your help to reverse

We

need

this trend.

Dudley-Coe parking lot.
-Hawthorne-Longfellow Library

The Department of Safety and
Security urges you to never leave

of over

your valuable property unattend-

in the

staff reported the discovery

100 unauthorized flyers on desks
and in books at the library.

ed,

-A student reported the theft of a
small amount of money and a pair
of sunglasses from his unsecured
vehicle parked at Quinby House.

suspicious persons or activity to

and always lock your vehicle,
room, and lockers. Report any
Security immediately at ext. 3500.

Compiled by the Department of
and Security.

Safety
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Students plan to
project

make hunger

prevention

a permanent student organization
that prevents

much

from being left
However, "every small bit

over.

way

methodical

TEDFORD, from page 3

food
Services

has been

Ken Cardone

to organ-

heavenly browi|^s

working with the students

baked with love,

Service's involvement with the proj-

ize

^/iV

•

207729.0111

Dining

"There

•

isn't

a doubt in

that this will be a

my mind

huge success," he

a

Each

Bowdoin

day,

College

Dining Service employees will
place food that cannot be reused on
a designated shelf in Moulton Union

Thome

and

Hall.

Then, in the

after-

food to Mid Coast Hunger

the

Prevention.

Although the remainder of the

said.

According

wwwsimptydivinebrownies.com

is

plus," he said.

noon, a student volunteer will take

into the project.

brownie! We'll gladly pack our beautiful gift box full of scrumptious brownies foryou
to take home or ship anywhere.
us at 14 Maine Street in Brunswick

College

Cardone said he is very
impressed with the hard work and
energy that the students have put

•.%•

Twenty varieties of gourmet brownies baked from scratch in Maine with love, laugh
ten and the finest confections. Visit our Cafe in Mill Two of Fort Andross for tea and a

Visit

Bowdoin

ect.

laughter & confection

2006

21,

to

Cardone, only small

semester

essentially a trial period

is

who

amounts of food are recovered each
day because Bowdoin College

for the project, the students

Dining Service prepares meals in a

regular student organization

tiated

believe that

it

it

will

ini-

become a
by next

fall.

"We're trying to get

the kinks

all

but in the next few weeks," Falkof
said.

Both Falkof and Yaffe are concerned with the sustainability of the
program. They understand the

importance of a strong foundation
because people will begin to rely on
the food they are providing.

Although Yaffe values the service
Bowdoin students will be pro-

that

viding to those beyond the College,

he

is

equally interested in what the

students will gain from the program.

my belief that for volunteers

"It is

be successful in what they are
doing, they have to be truly getting
something out of it," he said.

to

Experience weekend
brings low-income

students to

campus

EXPERIENCE, from page 3
Bowdoin

They

athletics in action.

will also be treated to a belly danc-

ing performance and comedian by

Students Association,

the Asian

attend a gospel extravaganza, and

go

a dance party sponsored by

to

the African

American Society.

astronomical the kind of

"It's

effort the

College puts into these

kinds of programs," Sugihara said.

I

The Office of Admissions is also
sponsoring Yield Day today, a program in which all accepted students
are invited to participate. Yield

Day

includes campus tours, information
sessions, and classroom visits.

While
is

Bowdoin Experience
way for the Office

the

a significant

of Admissions to increase diversity
on campus, its main focus has
always been to help educate the
students.

"We

honesty

really shoot for

in

our presentations," said Sugihara.
Steele agreed.

"We

really

want

to get the best

for the students," he said.
realize

•400

As
this

Plus,

it's

the visiting students

come

ask

to

welcome

the visiting

students into their dorms and

Night &

them what
Bowdoin.

Weekend

No contract No credit check. N6ch«igel^fii^^ local calls.
Live

in

weekend, dozens of Bowdoin

students will go to the Office of

Admissions

•

fit

"They

for them."

Smart

"It's

Kyocera Milan

KX9b

(fbrJM*$4t.»5«n»r

Talk Smarter.

$$0 malHft

mtttte)

it

is like to

show

really be at

not easy for a stranger to

with them," said
an important demonstration to the broader campus
commitment."

come and

live

Steele. "It's

Anne

Riley contributed to this

report.

^U&Celliilar

GETUSC.COM
1-888-BUY-USCC

We connect with your.

•

CORRECTION
Last Friday's dean search story
incorrectly stated that a candidate

who
lege

is

also a finalist at another col-

would be

While

visiting

Bowdoin.

the candidate planned a visit

Bowdoin visit
was not scheduled. The Orient
to another college, a

regrets the error.

.in

ill-i

••

in
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3 p 13 P [3 [3 [3 p f3J3I5l3
BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF PIZ
Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

voted bemz'za

LARGE 16" PIZZA
in

the^JjCOasiSrea
jCJMfl

ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 " PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$10.25

$6.35

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$6.25

BY MARKET^URVEY

ELlVER

WcpEl

729-0085
85 Pleasant

St. •

Open

Daily

at 11 a.m.

Brunswick

3JPI3J3J3J3l3|3|3r3J3p

r

Need Extra Polar Points?
(all Dining Office at Ext. 3211/3181

Email: scole'fl'bowdoin.edu or
Visit the Friendly Staff at the

Dining

Office located in Thorne Hall 2nd

Office Hrs:

8:30am

-5: 00 pin

Fir.

Mon-Fri

i

MM* V

8

*

M

a

*Vr - »
-

-

:
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few decades shows

by Joshua Miller
Orient Staff

A

1950s

number of rising sopho-

housing

-

first

choices in housing for

on the GI.
Development

Bowdoin. While unlikely to provide solace for the college students
who have faired poorly in the housing lottery, the history of the last

Bill,"

in

of
College

Secretary

and

with

one's

as a right. ..[a]nd

ty,"

Years of Bowdon," the end of
World War II brought earth-shatter-

students in

ing.

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu

Jeff

During

"What

—a

which

it

have

no such thing as comrecom-

had

seemed

a

leisurely four years in

to read

and

Please see HISTORY, page 9

write, socialize

number of bods to on-<ampus housing, the apartments did

were

famil-

with the "tools of the trade,"

and above

all,

a great deal of

com-

unsafe,

unhealthy,

understanding of the

Dear AS.:

much

to drink,

If

you haven't had

it's

certainly possi-

ment's impaired, on the other hand,
then I'm not sure you can and for
the same reasons you probably

—

STIs,
from
HIV, and
unplanned
They
pregnancies.
ners

is

more

if

enjoyable

wouldn't be able to have truly con-

they are not afraid.

sensual sex.

Safer sex

.

in the

what

they

early 1980s in response to the out-

don't

do,

"Safe sex" was promoted

HIV epidemic. The iniof proscribed behaviors

break of the
tial

lists

about
It

is

who

is

do,

or

and not
they are.

about figuring

own "risk limits," and then

munication between partners.

were discouragingly long, prohibitively broad, and overly focused on

out their

fall

Drinking heavily,

gay men. They were also mislead-

outside of them. Safer sex practices

hand, puts you at risk

avoiding sexual activities that

—

on the other
for a variety of

simply

much

that

up

to

90 percent of reported

Health educators have suggested

We

think through the risks of sex

and
in

safer sex like

life,

we do

such as driving a

who

well

know

We
that

other risks
car.

There

simply choose not

an accident. Most people seem
some level of
risk, and try to find ways to reduce
it. They wear seat belts, maintain
their cars, drive defensively, and
avoid, driving in bad weather
or

willing to accept

—

unprotected
sex. Any con-

after drinking.

dom

similar.

use, never

proper
mind
condom use, is

Practicing safer sex

Be

is

really very

well!

less likely in this set-

Jeff Benson,

also

that

to drive for fear of getting hurt in

ting.

We

show

and might have

unplanned and

at risk for a vari

continue to

are people

often leads to

and possibly unwated outcomes."

Studies

over 70,000 reported cases of campus date rape occur each year, and

self-protective

heavy drinking

"Drinking heavily, on the other hand, puts you

too often to unwanted

involve the use or abuse of alcohol.

all

ery of unhealthy, unsafe,

all

sex.

sexual assaults on college campuses

thought out.

about

ing leads

and

•

understand that sex

depends

carelessness.

been

including

from

involve

Some of those
"inhibitions"
that get pushed
aside may be

selves and their part-

ble to have safe sex. If your judg-

possibly

taking

sex to protect them-

—AS.

FultM, Tht Iwritin Orient

drink,

and

increased risk-

People have safer

drinking?

to assuage students'

Onw

It

also

tions,

nature of risk.

when you 've been

little

unwanted outcomes. Getting drunk
might allow you to "get a little wild,"
might
it
but

recommenda-

sex

safe

some

replaced by "safer"

possible to

Dr. Jeff:

eventually

require self-reflection,
iarity

by
the

1960s,

the

1950.

College averaged an enrollment of
about 1,000 students, according to

privilege

grounded for
many in a more balanced and acceptable

Dear
Is

is

mendations
sex

leveled off at 750

Bowdoin

Graphic by

There

civilian

1942, enrollment at

ing changes to higher education in

"The College went from having

pletely safe sex. "Safe" sex

a right to be

of American socie-

the United States.

Can drunk sex ever be safe sex?
on how much you have had to
Dr. Jeff

was

From

thirst far housing at Bowdoin.

Ask

all

it

he wrote.
a low of about 300

Calhoun's history of the College,
"A Small College in Maine: 200

Relations John R. Cross '76 said.

Orient photo of the newly built Fine Strtot Apartments. Dtspitt adding

—suddenly emerged

one's vocation

class

enjoyed by

and discover

peers,

class of 1950

1960s

Warn.
"A lot of people were coming

with the current housing crunch at

comparatively few students, to the

which was a huge
compared to all the others."
Charles
C.
to
According

The first shortages of on-campus
housing in Bowdoin's modern era
occurred after the end of World

mores and juniors who
did not get their

next year are deeply disappointed

A 1973

that

crunches are nothing new.'

know mat heavy

drink-

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

—

11
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Housing crunches hound Bowdoin
HISTORY, from page 8

not being met particularly well,"

Calhoun. There are currently 1,666
students enrolled at the College.

Construction of the Senior
Center (renamed Coles Tower in
1980) was completed in 1964
adding about an extra 180 beds to
the College's

on-campus housing.

Cross said. "They did certainly
guarantee housing, and there were
some rooms that could have been
doubles but ended up being triples
as a result.

1970s
In the early 1970s, "I think hous-

was

pretty

everybody"

much guaranteed

at the

for

College, Cross

said.

"My

freshman year [1972] the

College was renting rooms at the

Stowe House Motor Inn, so
that there

I

think

was some pressure

find housing for students] that

[to

was

that over-

When asked what

among many

lottery)

"I'm

what was the
President's House
85 Federal
Street
on the top floor. Roger
Howell, when he was president,
had three or four students living in
rooms up there as well. I'm not
sure whether that was because of

—

—

1980s

deficits

on

prompted

it may well have been
because of a housing crunch,"
Cross said.

Apartments were

—known
—

then

as

and

sophomores, unsatisfied with their
options for housing.

ed: "23 Rising

"The housing lottery has always
been a source of frustration and

sophomores without

lottery at the

time

felt

housing."

He encouraged

not to

"hopeless" about their

feel

students

more

who

people

think

it

in

sucks.'

choice."

A

did not have a

unhappy. "Guiliana Poggio '96 said,
'I

the hardest time in the lottery
because upperclassmen get first

sit-

atti-

ized in 2004, 15 years after
Chadda's 1989 prediction. Until the

A number

sentiment. Jessica

students on

statement."'

er of the residential life office.

to get everyone back onto the

'Ten years ago the College

The

According

to the

there are

seem

situation does not

to

have changed much as Bowdoin
enters its 2006-2007 academic
year. According to a draft of the

said,

2006 Bowdoin College Self-Study,
"With on-campus housing reaching

started

cam-

pus," Cross said.

lot easier," said

campus than

beds..."

an under-

was calculated by hand, according
to Lisa Rendall, operations manag-

1998 Orient editorial

it best. "The situation is a
simple one: as usual, there are more

of other

Keramas '96

May,

explained

her year sharejd] the same

"voice cracking, 'Upset is

prior to 2004, calcu-

things can

demic year than an undesirable living situation. Rising sophomores,
in particular have historically had

tude, students

"The computer system makes the

"Few

of the housing

uation. Despite his empathetic

num-

the Orient

students,"

for

negatively impact a student's aca-

demic year were understandably

who,

tension

editorialized.

Ebeling, area coordinator in charge

were executed at a glacial pace: the
housing lottery was first computer-

Rendall,

supply," leaving students, especially

30, 1993, issue of the Orient trumpet-

place to live in the '93 to '94 aca-

housing lottery a

a bind,"

in

the 1990s.

or changes in the housing system

—based on seniority

Bowdoin..."

"Sophomores

entitled

"very badly about the situation for
those rising sophomores without

"Room

spring of 2004, each block's

at

April, 1998, Orient editorial,

housing continued to "outstrip the

any campus housing for next year;
many feel the College does not care."
According to the article, Doug

Draw"
was facilitated.
"A computer system may speed
things up [in the future]," she said.
Chadda was either eerily prescient,

ber of points

An

The housing crunch continued in
The front page of the April

at

lottery

housing

tinuity in

lottery

lamented that demand for on-campus

Bowdoin.
In an Orient article from the late
1980s, Bina Chaddha, a first-year
advisor, foresaw the advent of
improvements in how the housing

overflow, but

study also notes the "absence of con-

'91 told the Orient,

1990s

budget

the national scale

housing deficits

ter

number 1002.

1980s

The

tle

She had

Q6

abrupt transition in their

sophomore years, when they find litor no housing available at the cenof campus..." The 1996 self-

she thought of

988 room draw (housing
situation, rising sophomore

sittin' pretty."

y

86, '96,
make an

1

Beekman

Kelly

sen-

Although the Senior Center
had been constructed for seniors
only, by the mid-1970s, fourth-year
students were drifting toward other
housing options.

in

Street

the April,

number of points

lated each block's

iors.

enough,
Cross
added, "we had a few people actu-

Pine

herself.

Mayflower

popular choices

Interestingly

living

history in '16,

completeld in 1973. According to
Cross, Pine Street Apartments,
along with Brunswick Apartments,

Apartments,
and
Harpswell Apartments were the

flow situation."

ally

ing

They did have

modern

s

9
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y

an historic high of almost 95 perthe College continues to

Bowdoin College

cent,

Self-Study of 1996, "Students must

assess

its

housing needs."

Orient File Photo

Students pick their rooms at the 2005 housing lottery, held in
Daggett Lounge. The lottery has been a source of stress for students for decades.

Authentic Thm Cuisine
Dinc-ln or Take-out

2006 photo: Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin Orient; 1966 photo: Courtesy of the George

J.

Mitchell Dept. of Special Collections

Archives,

Reslauranl

r

J^v

The

visa&mc

14 Maine Street. Brunswick, Maine

•

was dedicated in October 1964 with great fanbuilding north of Boston at its completion, was renamed

fare. The tower, heralded as the tallest
Coles Tower in 1980 after the College's ninth President, James S. Coles.

207 725-9708

ACROSS

Weekly Crossword: Departmental Decisons

Plateau

62-down
36 Due April 27

1

5

Key

41 Gorilla

2 Flightless bird

in upper-

of keyboard
8 Not Con.
11

Wrong

13 Half man, half

42
43
44
47

goat
15 Before, poetically
16 Department 101
is

Theory

is

Suzanne B.
Lovett
18

.and

down

8-

Studies

arrangement

Group prayer
23 Wish granter
2

5

51

Mother

Studies

Simple

6 Pigpen

vegetable

7 Periodic

Hand

8

1

54 The
Who
56 Long time
57 Stomach sore
59 Approximate
date

K-across and

Studies

54 Nerd

10 Gathering

Massage center
14 Animal with one
or two upright
horns, for short

20 Superman actor

Delicately

65 Moron

25 Loyalty

Pillow place

66 The

26 Pouch

Hubbard
30 Picnic

visitor

Tim Rice and
Andrew Lloyd
Webber musical

67 Question
68 Brink

24 Devour

28 Dreary
32 73-across

SOLUTION TO LAST
ISSUE'S PUZZLE

35 Rich cake

H O W A R D
Is
A L E X
A
H
D E T E C T
A
S H E \l L
R A P
E L
E L E G A N t|
C O R N E A
E
A H O U S
N G
1

|a
Q

U A
U N
T S
1

1

37 Pitcher's

bag

^

P A T
in last

week's puzzle

34 Helped

across

name"

50 Punitive
52 Digression

13

Caspian

(abbr.)

headquarters

45 Happen
46 Showy flower
49 "
by any

12 Writers

23 Sailing jib

Dept. headquar-

60 Free of
61 Wheel tooth
62 Past tense of 33-

53 Quarrel

22 Belief

first state

cy, hertz

other

9 Sarcasm
shovel

58 Unit of frequen-

40 Location of UN

Bro's sibling

Thanksgiving

53 Departcment de

55 Vase

dept.

63 Olympic chant
64 Mature

tered in

Adam Kommel

3

4

langue

19 Orderly

25
26
27
29

Subway
Sober

apex

38 Wipe off

39 Java-teaching

Pop

48 And so forth
49 Relating to an

I

17 Dept. chair

3

DOWN

33 Present tense of

1

left

Puzzle by

&

Bowdoin College Library

16-story Senior Center, as seen in 1966 (right),

N

1

L

T E E

D

1

O

F

A

A

L

L

R

Bti

O N S

A
R

mJH

O O
L

o|

L O^ T

T

L

N E T
Y
S O A p U P
E R R A C E

¥R
L

T D

W

s T O
E
E
D A R

A L O
S O u R
A P T S

L

E

P L E
fw H Y S
1

A E R
U R O

O
It
|d u O

L E
P S E

1

A F C

O N

1

C

O N S
R E C E N T
1

'
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ARTS &

'i

^lg{AINMENT
Dancers spring to
action with show

Student chefs compete in culinary contest

hidden talent," she

by Cati Mitchell

A

variety of

Bowdoin dance
and indi-

classes, student groups,

have

viduals

put

talents

their

together for the 35th annual Spring

Dance Show, which premiered
Thursday night and will be performed again tonight and Saturday

v

Pickard Theater.

in

—The

show

features

performers

from beginning, intermediate, and
advanced classes, who will be performing modern pieces. All other
groups or individual dancers earned

program by audigroups include
Vague, and Intersection,

their spots in the

Student

tioning.

ANOKHA,
a

new

multicultural group.

Senior Jill Grunnah, who will be
performing in several different
pieces, including one that was
choreographed,
independently

show

believes that the annual

way

great

is

a

to see fellow classmates

outside of an academic setting.
"It's really great

but when you come
show, you get to see a lot of

arts school,

to a

Following

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

and a clogging piece by Ponnila
Samuels '07.
Vague, a jazz and hip-hop dance
group, will be performing a piece
that incorporates three styles of
jazz: Broadway, classic, and street
funk.

Megan McCarty '09, a member
of Vague who was active in dance
shows in high school, noted, "It
feels good to be back on stage."
The two-hour show features 11
dances in styles including modern,
jazz, and multicultural.

a really high-energy show

"It's

and very exciting this semester,"
said Grunnah, who has participated
in seven of the eight dance shows
put on during her time at Bowdoin.
"It's definitely the most enterthing the school has to

taining

she said. "The people
involved in the show are so pas-

offer,"

sionate and enthusiastic that

because most

people don't think of Bowdoin as

an

said.

Other individual performances
include a dance by Erin Lucey '06

Orient Staff

it

just

spreads to the crowd."
Tickets for the

show are

free,

and are available at the Smith
Union information desk.

y*« Battle of the Bands

last

.

ishi lowers gathered in the

Pub

night tb watch student chefs compete

last

in Iron

Chef, a competition

concert next weekend.

—

*•>•

T

Artists use cardboard, prints

exits

zone with music

they're

Senior Portraits

?*

complex'* and said that "the music

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

ately plays out

the performance of his music honors

'Transcending the Comfort

"It

movements and has employed 35
Bowdoin students and faculty to partic-

Klimt,

To develop
tion,

orchestra-

experiences at Bowdoin.
to bring in all influences

not that," Davich said. "But

it's

not

it's

and

some gimmicky guy trying to write pop

lyrically.

"In terms of college experience, at

you start encountering brand new
things and you want to keep going back
to that," Davich said "But, they're

music, either."

good You wonder, why keep

repeating the
the

same

thing?"

character

end of the

comes

piece, Davich's

to this realization and

resolves to create his

worrying about what

own
it

path and stop

means

ing the

drummer and

the electric bass

wood-

winds and brass."
Shende,

to leave

who

helped Davich com-

pose the piece and will conduct the

a library of images, and

the paintings begin to

painting. That

in order to

I

see what else

I

was

tion.

The collages of mine downstairs
relate to the shape, size and color of
the other works hung on the wall.

sion of the protagonist's learning expe-

bines jazz, classical,

rience.

Nick Collins

clarinet,

'07,

described the piece as T*etty

-

That

is

to

say

their

placement

depends on die edges of the works

who plays the
Please see

" -

Pleasesee ART, page 11

train

Carl Klimt: My project was a conof the same exploration I
last semester. At the center
of the exploration are the ideas of

and harmonies of the movements provide a more subtle and artistic expres-

where

around them. The image of the

had begun

organization and spatial relations.

rock,

been

inspired by natural and artificial land-

tinuation

in

and

class this semester. I've always

inter-

Davich's musical and lyrical composi-

com-

as

works

ested in besides paintings.

the

"It's a cumulative project that

way

to

orchestra

present

similar, but not the same,

selves. I was more concerned with
how I was painting rather than what I

was

cate this message, but the orchestration

influences

a

let

Comfort Zone" effective^ communi-

on Saturday night, recognized

in

the collages relate to the other

form them-

bis "comfort zone" behind.
The lyrics of 'Transcending the

many

considering scale and spatial relations

Sidman: My work in our senshow consists mostly of a series
on in and out of

Eli
ior

I've been working

been to stretch several blank canvas-

was attempting

playing a funk pattern with the

terms of

LeRoy Greason Professor of
Mark Wethli. My modus operan-

open myself up to sculpture or any
other media that seemed appropriate

-

By

Art

ming with the woodwinds with this
bluesy thing going on, and you're hear-

said.

in

on view

during the opening Thursday night

di over the past years in die studio has

was beginning to
body of paintings,

and jazz," he

of

it

exploration of

with A.

so for this study

pop,

rock,

is

thing you're reminded

a large thing in a

the space around

my

it?

create a very large

first

life

in with

two of them, will only be

Kerry O'Connor: the majority of
show right now is
the product of my independent study

"There's a foundation in African drum-

"The

first

fit

relatively small space. This brings to

fits

toys in stop motion film. These films,

Bowdoin Orient: Describe your
What inspired it,

es, create

typical college hedonism.

our works are

large cardboard train

then

senior art project.

orchestra and they think classical, but

is

conveys mis epiphany both musically

never as

and Eli Sidman, whose honors
on view in

Davich

Momeau

Carl

The

one piece.

the Visual Arts Center (VAC).

more to life
quo of parties

conducted by

an effort to

exhibitions are currently

what's in the senior

and Assistant Professor of Music Vin
Shende, tells the story of a young man

i

complex

Second Breakfast and Jim Weeks
Philharmonic, Davich has also dabbled
in jazz and classical and participated in
last year's World Music Ensemble,
where he learned African drumming.
"People get thrown off by a chamber

Concert Band Director John

and

this

Davich drew on his many musical

and how did you execute

Kresge tonight and

than his current status

their artistic careers

This week, the Orient

said

"I'm aiming

realizes that there

of

and create an original genre," he said
In addition to playing in the bands

'Transcending die Comfort Zone,"

who

at Bowdoin.

interviewed Kerry O'Connor,

ipate in the orchestra.

is

culmination
feel disoriented, like

to in

why some of

an attempt to

is

This semester, 16 seniors are pre-

senting art exhibitions signifying the

makes you

is

unlabeled.

J

you're at a party, like you're drank," he

Zone." Davich wrote the piece in eight

Saturday night and

series

deliber-

patty atmosphere.

prepares for another sort of celebration:

in

a

of tune to create the

movement, Collins

In one

which plays

Fifth in

invokes different situations."

While most seniors have turned their
focus to graduation, Eric Davich '06

project,

C

hung next

activate the entire wall as

This

b

Rortfwirf-open

Groove

sponsored by the Asian Students Association (ASA) as part of Asian Week.

DAVICH, page 12

--

Drew

No,

it's

not the remnants of

Klimt's art exhibition,

last

Fulton,

weekend's sleep-out;

on view in the VAC

The Bowdoin Orient
it's

until April 27.

part of Carl

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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and Sidman

JClimt,

VAC

present art shows in

ART, from page 10

and have thus leaned toward

scapes,

my

exploring them in

artwork. This

of recreating the

series is the product

feeling or atmosphere of a particular

more and more

landscape/location in
abstract ways.

take certain settings

1

find interesting and try to "dis-

that

I

till"

the color relationships and pro-

portions into geometric color shapes.
I

used aquatinted etchings and acrylic

paintings to carry this out.

What were your

Orient:

goals for

your project? Did you meet those

Did they change during

goals?

Rachel Levene '06

KO: The
*7What

album ever

the best

is

created?

RL:
hop

am going to stick with

I

George Clinton and the P-Funk All
Stars.

and

here,

I

have to give

hip-

at least

"Ready

Called

A

Tribe

know

Theory." Also,

I

hop, but you

MUST own

said hip-

I

Miles

"A Love Supreme."

What's the best band to see live?
RL: OutKast, because you never
know what to expect; and the

who

it

doesn't get much bet-

terthanthat.

What song pumps you up?
Wow. There are so
many... to name a few: "Cherchez
Laghost," by GHOSTFACE KJLLAH; "Just a Friend," by Biz
Markie; "We want the Funk," by

RL:

old-school

traditional

Jewish party song.. .you

how

it

(English

"Let us rejoice and be

A

glad!")

know

all

admired and had

really

I

mind

in

the fully

developed narrative worlds created
the director,

and

Thomas Pynchon,

the writer, in par-

ticular... however,

I

It

am

work

tends not to

was a

finding that
like that.

me

real struggle for

to feel

genuine about creating that kind of

At some point I abandoned all

fiction.

intention of creating

my fictional uni-

and went back to my old studio
practice, and it was a really good
tiling I did Some good came out of it
verse

goes...

Ifyou were

Beastie Boys, because they are three

Jewish boys from Manhattan

can rap, and

HAVA NAGILA

translation:

on tech-

to focus less

kind of feeling or narrative, some

my brain

anthem?

RL:

was

nique and more on creating some

by Wes Anderson,

of a small
what would be your national

If you were the dictator
country,

beginning,

goal of the project, in the

kind of consistent world.

John Mayer, or Celine Dion.

Davis's "Kind of Blue" and John
Coltrane's

"Poision," by Bel Biv

What song brings you down?
RL: Anything by Rob Thomas,

Low-End

"The

Quest's

floor,

Devou...now you know.

to Die," Jay-Z-'s

"Reasonable Doubt," and

and when on the dance

.

obviously,

four Nas's "IUmatic," Notorious
B.I.G's

.

the

process?

on stage with a mic

in

of screaming fans,
what would you say?

front of thousands

RL: "L'CHAIM!"
Wilkinson can be heard on "HipHop With a Jewish Twist: Promising
You One 1997 Bat Mitzvah Jam on
the Half Hour," Wednesday nights
from 11:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. on

WBOR91.1FM.

though... there's a self-portrait hang-

show which

ing in the

ly nice, as well as

head which

I

think

is real-

an entire hippo

brought back from

I

my

safari.

CK: My goals were to simply
make more work in an effort to discover more about myself through
intuitive procedures. I made more
work and that was important, but the

Get out the popcorn,

discovery

is

never met. That

One of my

ES:

film festival time

it's

films,

"Gabe Kombluh

.

7:30

at

['08]

and I met Ben

a Film Society meeting, and he said

at
."

"And the Polar Bear goes to.
The Second annual Bowdoin Film
Sunday

wasn't a forum for that kind

of student work on campus."

Nugent
Columnist

Festival will take place

and it was really surprising to me

that there

by Mike

Carolyn Hricko '08 joined

And even

all

if

of seeing

idea

the

resident film critic judging
thrill you to the
young filmmak-

the competition doesn't
core, the idea of seeing
ers in action should.

Film
level

festivals are at the grassroots

festivals like

the

media

directors, actors

get their start Big

all

Sundance and Cannes get

attention,

but

it's

small

festi-

vals where true cinematic passion flourishes

and prolific careers begin

While in Barcelona last

fall, I

went to

saw many
"The Curse

the Docupolis film feat and
films, including

one called

of the Hedgehog," a documentary
about Romanian Gypsies. There was
excitement in the air as people ran

around to different screenings, trying to
catch as

much as they can

art

These filmmakers are

display.

inspiring to

or fame

of the

is

truly

be around as well Money
.

never the goal at this

but they desire to

make new

of

what they

their love for

desire to

on

tell stories

level,

films out

do, and

they see around

Previously a longstanding
tradition,

Bowdoin

with legends of students

camping outside Pickard Theater for
tickets and dressing in tuxes and
dresses for the event, the

Bowdoin

range from five to 20 minutes in
length,

from docs

to fiction films.

Judges for the films include yours
truly,

Associate Professor of Film

and Greg

Studies Tricia Welsch,

Morris (of Bart and Greg's DVD
Explosion) will choose the winners

of Best Picture,
Performance, Writing,

a

lot

that aren't achievable

through other

media?

KO:

it

it,

medium
late

that

because

flexible.

Cinematography/ Editing, and the
crowd will choose the Audience

Award winner.
"The

level

depth of interest in

this," said

Cope-

didn't

As

want

fun as

to

I

some

This year there will be
tions

During

the program.

to

addithe

judges' deliberation period, directors of

some of this
students

year's films will

come on

Q&A session. This will give

a chance

the process

to'learn

of making

more about

films, as well as

encourage more people to take part in
the festival next year.

And in the future there

are

even

big-

ger plans in die works to continue to

improve the

festival.

will

Once

the

amount
list

be drawn from the

Please see FESTIVAL page 12

have to

found

that

was

me.

I

is

off of;

it

something that
gives

I start

I

its

formal

like to play

me a jumping-off point

making a

painting.

were several boxer paintings

There
that

I

had in mind, for instance, when

I

painted

Artwork by Emily Johnson
(bottom), will be

on view

(top),

Drew

in the

Sidman

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

VAC

and O'Connor

(middle),

until next

weekend.

ultimately very satisfying to

went back to painting on canvas
and structure of it

nature

All photos by

tins

myself sometimes, I eventually
that I wasn't making anything

my boxer painting, Smirnov's

Revenge, with

CK: For

Kasten.

could

found

when

diversity in length, genre, style

of professionalism is really
astounding, and shows there is a wide
and

I

could utterly manipu-

I
I

think about it
for

and

is free

draw or sculpt it, project videos
really do anything. I wanted a

paint,

on

chose cardboard originally

I

The history of painting and

of nominees
that

did you choose the

did? What aspects of
medium do you enjoy

#i rector.

one of the stu-

knew

artistic

for the formality

of submissions gets high enough, a

dents involved, said, "I

your

it!

Why

in the categories

revive the event
'06,

who see

because

They

the competition.

in

Film Feat was discontinued in 1990.
That is until last year, when a group
of Bowdoin students decided to

BenCope-Kasten

those

bring

This year there are at least 10

stage for a

them.

We start-

we could do to

back."

films

of cinema, where

and technicians

it

us,

got really excited about it

ed planning what

"Then
and we

and

original-

hopefully successful in the former for

medium you

'08.

it

and that I could carry out a
good idea in depth. My show is very
successful in the latter goal, and

film festival," said film festival co-

Pulito

felt

class,

Orient:

founder Ivanno

feeling

tile

I

ating a

he was thinking of starting up a student

p.m. in Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

Bowdoin 's

setting as

But probably the bigger goal was
show myself I was capable of crebody of work independent of

ly.

to

of people on campus were making

say

goals was to create

artwork that conveys

mood of a

is to

ever ongoing.

that the goal is

its

own twist

as if you asked

why I

paintings because

it

can

be thinned easily and dries very
quickly, which is helpful for my geometric shapes.

I

used certain painting

surfaces that best

matched the subject

of a particular painting.

What do you want people
away from viewing your

Orient:
take

to

take
is

away from viewing

that depite

mood of

this series

being abstract and

it

geometric, the

work can convey

the

original

mood

a state of mind more than

It's

anything else, and for me, die best
place that

I

get to in die studio

would

is

just painted exactly

settings appeared.

how the specific
Maybe a viewer

hopefully

some

this,

a

moment

andfellow senior Emily Johnson s work will
O'Connor, Klimt, Sidman,

have to be a heartwarming goofiness.
scendence as well, but that's pretty

be on display in the

was
ety of reasons, but simply put
just that they were exciting to work
with at the time I was working with
them.That's the only way I can retain
momentum.

rare. It's incredibly difficult to try to

and Kresge Gallery all this week.

engineer that type of experience for

CORRECTION

ums.

I

I

it

ES: Aquatint

work on a

prints allowed

me

to

small, intimate scale that is

hardly possible with other media.
Also, because of the

way

die ink sets

on the paper, die color created by
these prints is very intense, which is

what

I

really wanted. I used acrylic

You could

toss in an occasional tran-

someone, but
it's

if that

begins to happen

Due

a great thing.

CK:

hope people think

I

it's

fun

at

least.

medium. This is
work with several medi-

instead of

because

but

feeling will register

in his or her brain, for

chose the materials for a vari-

rials

the

setting.

conveyed on a
much more basic level than if I had
Ideally, the

won't consciously realize

project?

KO:

answer
chose the mate-

this question I'll

my

paint for

to an

VAC Fishbowl

editing error,

last

week's installment of die Orient's

and exciting. The cardboard train
makes me smile, and die collages

"DJs of the Week"

make my eyes excited

Abhishek Sharma's class years.
Cogen is actually a junior, and
Sharma is a sophomore. The Orient

fun.

I

think that's

The movies and small wooden
do a similar thing. The por-

sculptures

I

think what

listed

I

want people

to

series incorrect-

Allison

regrets die error.

traits, too.

ES:

ly

Cogen

and

.

'
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Davich orchestrates musical narratwe

Festival

DAVICH. from page 10

student filmmakers

(often lew)

does

and

the melodies are rock derived

and har-

there's jazz orchestration

monies," Shende

said.

There's a

Eric in the biographical sense.

It's

lot

of

about

come

of separation

in

at

Bowdoin

was one such

There's a
from

that

I

lot

styles,

and

can appreciate the work that

submissions before the festival takes
place.

A big part of getting to this point

[Davich] put into [die piece]," Willett

is reinstating

and

said "There's a lot of breadth to die

campus.

prays

hedonism

realizing there's

and he looks

more

gods of

parties

more to life,

for other venues with

cited the

It's

that Willett describes is

Buddhism classes

Davich took as another influence,
where he discussed "the courage to let
go of the trappings of the world and not
that

so

film production classes

"They used

a bold work."

The breadth

why Davich wanted

of a sense of purpose."

Shende

piece.

many

students

and

it

is

to

have these

awesome

totally full auditorium,

sound" of an orchestra. Shende pointed

there," said

that

when most people hear

"orchestra," they think

have expectations of certain paths."
This expectation of certain paths not

quasi-Mozart, but

only applies to Davich 's protagonist,

and

"It

has more to

Bill

it's

it

will "sound

definitely

not

do with Pink Floyd

Evans," he said "There are

by Carter

so die interest

out and

support their fellow students and help
the event continue to grow.

some, and even more than things

One of the main challenges that
Davich faced was not simply compos-

harmonically, orchestrationalry."

music or visual

ing the piece, but building the orchestra.

challenge and hear the music of a bud-

doing that you don't

Most of the performers were recommended to him by other students and

ding composer, Davich 's show will be

doing," Cope-Karsten said

faculty,

showing

musk

itself.

that die sue degrees

For those who want to answer

tonight and Saturday at 8

Kresge Auditorium.

that

p.m. in

arts this is

see things that people

And

there'll

be

on campus

know

are

they're

free popcorn.

more could you want?

like

a chance to

What

York, touting

none

brews as being

its

organic beer, die Peak

welcomed change

a

it

rip.

—

feature of this beer is the smell;

first

of

me was

hit

market run by those focused

into die

quality

wasn't kidding. The
beer that

many of die pale ales I have tried in
weeks past This brew is made by the
Shipyard Brewing Company and taps
to

Wow, he

Farmhouse Saison type

this

beer and gave

this

Warming's)

at

first

on the outdoors every botde has a
picture that was submitted by a fellow
drinker. The most prominent

picked up a few

other. So, I

of

bottles

my

Pale Ale provided a

Warmings)

like

a six-pack

As

for a four-pack

One of die resident music professors
on campus highly recommended this
brewing company from Cooperstown,

New

and they're awe-

"I've seen the films

Hennepin—($829
at

hope that

come

Peak Organic Pale Ale—<$7.49
for

is

Cope-Kasten

Finally, the organizers offer

students will continue to

3.1/5, Benefit/Cost: 4.3/5.

Thomas
Columnist

was a

nice and unexpected turns melodically,

but also to elements of the

the

classes,

to recapture. Last year

may actually end up dropping

four pack

hammer harder than I thought it
would My scons: Taste: 4.9/5, Label:

on

something that would be really

involved, in order to have the "big

out

wilts;

Hennepin shines

FESTIVAL, from page 11

recruit.

of diverse

a college student in an atmosphere that
to the false

Organic pale

handy.

Keirnan Willett '07, the piece's
flautist,

draws out

the

overpowered by toffee

is

it

incredible carbonation with the

tones and hints of butter. This

head of the beer practically flying

beer pours darker than most

looks almost as

other pale ales, with a hue clos-

out of die glass.

though

It

champagne

is

it

due to the yeast

glass

packaged

ally

color

a

is

the

up die

the bubbles flow

er to a golden-red ale. There

way

that

actu-

is

W

The

in die bottle.

darker than a lager, but

bit

qualifies as a true Belgian

cream

color.

My taste buds were then introduced to
brew and,

this

few beers
definitely

I

must admit,

a dryness to

—

as if there

It is

is

is

but not

so impor-

of hops and wheat

fruity, yet full

tones.

There

this beer,

enough to lose the taste that
tant

there are

that taste like this.

a full-bodied

is

beer hidden in the cornucopia of bubthese two tastes

somehow

bles but

complement each other
label

The

perfectiy.

European looking

is definitely

with different-sized rectangles and odd
color schemes. Not

my favorite, but at
how

least they give you instructions on

to
at

is

no head on this beer,
but there are a fair amount of
bubbles within the body of die
virtually

pilsner

brew, allowing for a

full,

yet pale fin-

keep drinking, however, I
noticed there is an interesting void
between the body of the taste and the

As

ish.

I

as if there

aftertaste,

something

is

missing within the ingredient structure.

Perhaps

am

I

used

too

the

to

was sprayed on the
barley and hops, or maybe organic
MiracleGrow

that

beer just can't hack

in today's bio-

it

engineered world The label
exciting, though, as

it

rather

is

employs pictures
by an

valleys, captioned

of hikers in

by

inspirational quote

the person

who

submitted the picture. Did this hike
really

Who

happen?

knows, but

this is

pour the beer on the back (slowly and
50 degrees). It is hard to find any

a pretty ingenious marketing scheme

highly recom-

a trytbut will not givelhe same punch

beef^md

faults in'this

I

mend it, although the price may be hard
to swallow. Luckily,

I

see that

it

is

7.7

percent alcohol, which means that this

an organic beex_OveralL

for

is

worth

scores:

Taste: 2.9/5, Label: 3.8, Benefit/Cost:
3.0.

OK to go

It's

it

My

a regular pale ale does.

Solo

10 white wines ranging in price

by Hillary Matlin
Columnist

from $5 to $9 per glass and 15 red
wines from $6 to $ 1 1 The staff was
and was
quite knowledgeable,
.

am

I

go

not one of those people

who

and then order a glass of

to bars

the house red.

The bar

place where

can enjoy a glass of

wine.

It's

I

is just

loud, crowded,

not a

and gener-

ally too smelly (though not necessarily in

a bad way) to really appre-

and to be honest,

ciate the wine,

most offerings are not very remarkable anyway.
However, there is an
exception

before

glass

places to

sit,

munch on

appetizer,

Its

is

visit, I

—and

tint.

On my

second

fortunate to try Limb, an

was

much

of a fan of Shiraz

myself, but since the wait-

recommended it, I gave
a go and was I ever

ress

a

it

pleased!

usu-

I

thought

it

my

very intriguing.

when you

My

Pinot Grigio. While

it

was

still

a nice wine. The

buttery but the flavor not at

The interior decor is
what I would describe as Swedish
modern meets Maine country. The

putting.

a restaurant.

minimalist and some-

what Ikea-esque, but the walls and
exposed posts are pure early farmhouse. Downstairs, the sleek bar and
table

comprise the "wine

and for

We

me

seared bay
shallots

in

and

all so,

was

to the experience

appetizers;

ordering

sauce

the dissonance

added

I

off-

by

had pan-

scallops with roasted

a Madeira

my

friend

and butter
tried

the

braised endive with prosciutto and

cream. The food was excellent, and

bar," but the regular dining tables

the Shiraz

accommodated me and my

cially well.

easily

was

smell of the wine was very

Solo Bistro Bistro in Bath, located at 128 Front St., is a tiny jewel of

one high

it

not a favorite for either of us,

such adventure.

is

guest

ordered a glass of Caldero

have a group of friends with
whom to share and switch.
Below is my report on one

furniture

tasted

and bark, and
companion agreed. We
both found the lush color and
the wonderful aroma to be
like cherries

rather convivial to

especially

($9),

Australian Shiraz ($10). I'm not

and interesting
list. The experience is wholly
different from drinking in a
boot,

had a wonderful

absolutely spring-like,

is

with a pale gold

ally a varied

bar

I

of Donnafugata Anthilia

taste

and sam-

ple a wine from what

taste

ordered.

a blended white wine from Sicily.

Restaurant bars are excellent

yummy

we

Last Saturday,

rule:

this

to

happy to bring us a small

complemented it espeThe service was impec-

guest. For such a small restaurant,

cable and overall the experience,

a surprising array of wines

though pricey, was definitely worth

there

by

is

the glass to

be sampled; there are

repeating.
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SPORTS
Panthers scratch
past lax in

OT

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

er

from Middlebury 's

slipped to

The Bowdoin Men's Lacrosse Team
rebounded from two consecutive losses with a narrow victory over Colby
on Tuesday, defeating the Mules 10-9.

Coming

dominated play with goals coming
'06,
McKinley
Thomas
from
Chadwick, Fitzgerald, and Mullins.

Unprepared for the Bears' comeback,
Middlebury allowed two more goals

recently

fell

from Ryan Hurd '06 and Barker to

.the match. Although the Bears got the

Mules.

T^e-off
bay

gtftng Middlebury's Jim Cabrera the

opportunity to score the game-winning

easily kept

the

first

Colby

at

Matt Chadwick

scored one of his two

'06,

and Ford Barker

goal for the Panthers.

Despite the

in

Duggan

Mullins '07,

prising recovery

At the

half, the

Returning to the

from the

Bears

lacrosse

another strong

opportunity to

tire,

the Polar

lead,

giving

Colby an

make a comeback in the

fourth quarter. Catching the Bears off

Colby made a rapid recovery,

guard,

Tom

Lakin

Saturday.

The

Bowdoin

extended

its

Baseball

Team

winning streak to eight

games, with wins over Colby and

The Bears defeated Colby
on the weekend and went on to take
down Brandeis over Tuesday. The
hometown nine defeated the Mules
11-3 on Friday in Waterville. The
Bears returned home to beat Colby
Brandeis.

in

On Tuesday, the Bears

cessfully

a doubleheader 12-1 and 8-3 on

suc-

overcame the Judges

in

Waltham easily winning, 11-3.
The first Colby game pitted senior
Bowdoin co-captain Trevor Powers
against Colby's Sam KennedySmith. Powers was solid, allowing

three RBIs,

two of which came on a

monster homer
Senior
Chris

in the

co-captain

McCann had

second inning.

and

shortstop

three hits and

scored three runs for the Bears.

within a minute and a half of each
other. After scoring the fifth straight

goal,

Colby

won

the face-off and held

possession for three

full

minutes, but

Bowdoin defensively drove the Mules
their end. There was a close
shot in die last minute of the game

baseman Joe Berte '09
came up big with three knocks and

back to

only three runs in seven-plus innings

four RBIs.

from Colby, but senior Charlie Legg's

of work to pick up the win. Bowdoin
dominated at the plate, with contributions coming from one through

game two of
was more of the same for
Bowdoin with Bears dominating on

fierce

the series

nine

in

the

lineup.

Senior

Koperniak had a pair of

hits

Rookie

Back

first

in Brunswick,

Mules

Please see

BASEBALL, page 14

team

Amherst,

NESCAC

opponent.

Amherst

lost to

for

three consecutive years. After falling

both Middlebury and Wesleyan,

to

currently the top two teams in the
NESCAC, the upcoming game is even
more important for post-season play.
"It was good to get back on track
against a young Colby team that has
had some big wins. It was a really

important league victory," Fitzgerald
said.

er

"This coming Saturday

huge league game.

It

will

is

anoth-

be a big

on our
team have never beaten Amherst since

test for us.

we

Also, the seniors

have been here, so

we

are very

hungry for a victory."

Men's

match to Middlebury. Unable to recov-

will challenge

The Bears have

10-9.

Last weekend, the Bears lost a close

Jon

and

game
The Bears defeated the

presence in goal saved the

for the Bears.

was an

It

said.

This coming weekend, the men's

Duggan
With

a six-goal

every

even held them to zero

amazing comeback," he

od with another shot fed by Bryan
'06.

etc.

neutralized their

man and dominated

We

aspect.

first

aspect:

transition,

goals in the second half.

Barker ended the peri-

in.

scoring five goals, four of which were

Staff Writer

they dominated every

facc-offs, possession,

face-off

Bears began to

by

two separate games. The

half,

The second half wc

while Connor Fitzgerald

talent.

cally

Chadwick and Nelson netting their
second goals of the match. In addition,
senior Chris Eaton snagged two goals
'06 put one

foes

the

the second hall

"[The Middlebury] game was basi-

scored another five goals with both

for the Bears,

up

refreshed

field

intermission,

in

demonstrates the team's

Polar Bears had a comfortable 4-1
lead.

co-captain Bryan

loss,

'06 believes the Bears' sur-

followed by

Kevin

'06.

'07

game goals

four minutes,

Andy Nelson

Baseball cleans

in overtime, they lost the ball,

in the first half, scoring four goals to

Colby's one.

Orient

tie

before turning on the heat against the

Bowdoin

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin

off the break, the Bears

to

Bowdoin most

on the mound tor the Bears against Colby, allowing only five hits in seven innings.

Bears

the

1-3 at the half.

1

Middlebury in a heartbreaking 12-11
overtime decision and Wesleyan 6-3,

Pat Driscoll '08 was a strong presence

five first-period

by the Panthers,

goals

lacrosse

herst College at
at

will

home

play

this

Am-

Saturday

2 p.m.

Softball gets back into swing with four wins
by Nick Day
Writer

Staff

downs
two emphatic

After a season of ups and
for the softball team,

wins over Husson College has put
the squad back on track. On
Tuesday, the Polar Bears mercyruled the Eagles in the first game,

then eased to a 7-1 victory in the

on the mound, allowing only five
hits and two earned runs over five
innings. She struck out five batters.
"We hit the ball very well in both
games, got runners on the base

Powers said. "This is exactwhat we needed to boost our
confidence and get us pumped for
the league games ahead of us."
The second game of the doublepath,"
ly

second game. The Bears improve
15-15 overall and 3-3 in the

header featured another lopsided

to

game. Bowdoin scored

NESCAC.

the

The game remained close

in the

first game until the fourth inning,
when Bowdoin exploded for eight
runs. The Polar Bears added seven
more runs in the fifth to make the
game 18-3. The game was subse-

quently called because of the 15-

two

five runs in

and it
appeared that the Polar Bears
might mercy rule the Eagles yet
again. But the Eagles' pitching settled down and they held the Bears
to only two runs the over the next
first

innings

five innings.

Brittany

Ogden

'08 put forth a

on the mound

in the

run lead.

solid effort

The offensive juggernaut was led
by senior Danielle Chagnon, who
went five for five, scored twice,
and drove in five RBIs. First-year
Emma Powers was also perfect at

second game, scattering 11 hits
over seven innings. She struck out
six and allowed only one earned

the plate, going four for four with

and boasts a strong 10-4 record for
the month of April. The Polar

two RBIs. Every player in the starting lineup had at least one hit.
First-year Karen Reni was solid

run in the bottom of the seventh.

The squad has won

Please see

five straight

SOFTBALL page

16

Drew

Sophomore Sarah Stern

slides into

home for a run

in the

first

game

Fulton,

The Bowdoin

Orient

of Saturday's doubleheader against Trinity.

*

1
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SPORTS

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

The women's track team looked to
the leadership of its strong contin-

by Emily Baird
Staff Writer

gent of throwers in an on-the-road

women's

"Our throwers had a

lacrosse

team remains a powerful force.
The Bears started the week with

home game

a victory in a

on

Peter Slovenski said. "Louise Duffus

against

and Kelsey Borner

['07]

and Middlebury
the week before, the Bears were in
need of a win to improve confidence and rankings.
Although Trinity took an early
goal,

record

and sweeping the shot put," Coach

Saturday. With consecu-

first

day

great

hammer

breaking the college

the wonderful poise

tive losses to Tufts

lead scoring the

New

meet against Middlebury and
England College last week.

Despite suffering a disappoint-

Trinity

it

have

['09]

takes to

patient and drive with their legs.

of throwers use

be

A lot

arms too much,

their

but Louise and Kelsey win with better technique

Though

the

and timing."
Bears took second

the

Polar Bears responded, kicking

behind the Panthers, Bowdoin domi-

into high gear to net seven goals in

nated the throwing events. Led by
Borner, the Bears swept the shot put,

Sophomore Bobbi Dennison

a row.

claiming

netted five of Bowdoin's 13 goals,

through fourth place.

first

including two in the row, while

Duffus captured two

junior Taylor White contributed

the discus

Duffus 's

three points. Also scoring for the

was sophomore Lindsey

Bears

Mike Ardol ino. The Bowdoin Orient

Brooke Nentwig '06 pushes past a

charge, tallying another eight goals

Trinity defender in Saturday's game.

a

score

final

Bowdoin's

of

13-9

Stephanie Collins-Finn made a

of 10 saves.
The Polar Bears could not hold

total

momentum

the

through their next

competition, falling to Colby in a

match in Waterville on
Wednesday. This latest defeat
drops the Bears to 9-3 overall. The
close

Mules, ranked seventh in the latest
national poll, boast an 11 -game

winning

The Polar Bears

streak.

are not too far behind, holding on

the

to

ninth-place

spot

the

in

Lydia

Junior

enjoyed

the

who

Hawkins,

game,

yesterday's

attended

competition's

fast

pace.

"When

I

first

The

hammer throw,

and

First-years

called a time out.

It

threat

was

arrived for the second

Colby was winning 5-1,"
"Immediately,
said.
Hawkins
Bowdoin began to pressure, and
rallied to put the score at 7-7. Both
teams had moments of great intensity
the game was simply exciting. With 10 minutes left in play,
the Mules felt the polar force, as

half,

—

throw.

the school

place in the shot put by taking

Colby coach

the

places in

Borner added to her

ly for nationals.

they led by only one goal.
felt

first

hammer

personal best of 170' 8" in

second and third

Jackson

Chelsea

close, but

in -the discus

and

respectively.

Shemeica Binns and
continued

the Polar Bears could not pull off

Bowdoin's success

the win."

with Jackson taking second

The Mules held onto the lead
and the game ended with a final

javelin and third in the shot

score of 13-11.

the shot put and discus.

in the field events
in the

put

Binns grabbed two fourth places in
Mike

According to Hawkins, "the only

Junior Erin Prifogle competed in four

game was

events for the day, capturing a first-place

disappointment in the

Lindsey Schickner '09

won

finish in die

Pilon captured another second place

of fans. There was no feeling of the
Bowdoin-Colby rivalry because of

high jump, a second in die
100-meter hurdles, a third in the 400-

meter hurdles, and a fourth-place spot in

Fellow first-year Ali Chase finished

the javelin to tie Duffus for points.

close behind

the lack of

Bowdoin student sup-

The high jump

Dennison, and White led Bowdoin in
notching
Donoghue
scoring with
four points. Dennison and White
contributed two goals apiece. In
the net, Collins-Finn had IS saves
Junior Kate Donoghue,

also proved to

be a

strong event for the Bears. First-

years

Alison

Mevorach
fourth.

Pilon

snatched

and

Katie

second

and

Co-captain Emily Hackert

for the

Bears

in

the

400 meters.

in third.

The distance contingent added
more points
sophomores

Ahearn

and

Courtney Eustance raced to secondplace finishes in the

800 meters and

and

Sophomore Pat

the

at

'06,

McCann, and

running the 10k to compete

the 5k

Hackert ran an impressive anchor

for a third place.

College

at

home

improving her time by five seconds

Saturday, fol-

lowed by a match against Bates
College on Wednesday.

I

in

leg,

Sophomore Alyssa Chen showed her

to notch a fourth-place finish.

versatility,

In die sprints, Erin York '09 and
Ruth Jacobson '06 captured the

the long

fourth and fifth spots, respectively.

finish,

competing

jump, and

die pole vault

in the pole vault,

the triple

jump. In

Chen posted a third-place

while junior Becca Perry added a

when

all hell

,

his

team's performance.

"Tonight was one of our more

complete games," he

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

RBIs against Trinity on Saturday.
Senior Jon Koperniak helped the Polar Bears at bat with a pair of hits and three
responded by smoking an RBI single
to centerfield.

four

Bowdoin would

more runs before

the

plate

inning

ended. Lawrie supplied the dagger,

exploded for five runs, sparked by a
Lemieux hit and stolen base. Leclerc

but sent the

who

prevailed

Waldrop was pleased with

the Mules. With the score knotted
going into the inning, Bowdoin

then walked, bringing up Berte,

and

stranding Brandeis runners on base.

fifth,

broke loose for

hits.

form

RBIs while scoring three runs.
was not totally the Bowdoin Show
at the plate, however. The Judges
outhit Bowdoin 13-10, but the Bear's

again. After

Robert Whelan was

in the

bomb in the ninth leading fourth
the year. McCann went

pitching and offense

able to hold the Bears at bay until the
eighth

surrendering four hits, walking

It

the game.
starter

loss,

three

game

Colby responded with three off of
starter Rick Leclerc '06 to

Colby

four innings. Robinson got the

three for six, grabbing a double

Hales

Bowdoin
tie

first

homer of

differently

inning and again in the

weekend

this

of a

the Polar Bears scored twice in the
first

"

One of his knocks came

'06,

Bowdoin, the Bears' offensive

came through

Saturday against Colby, Bates and

USM.

the plate for the Bears, with four

four costly errors on die day.

for

six-meter lead.

RBIs, four runs scored, and two

got the loss, and Colby finished with

strength

who had a

The women are looking forward to
the Aloha Relays at home on

Bowdoin was led at the plate by
two familiar names, Berte and
McCann. Berte had a monster day at

Hales gave up four earned runs in
only three innings of work with two

final

almost catching the Middlebury

runner

one, and hitting a batter.

biggest obstacles of Colby. Tyler

Although the third and
of the series went a little

Chen combined with
make

'08 also competed in the hurdles,

Berte also had two

errors.

the track,

up the 4x 1 00-meter team, which took
second. In the 4x400-meter relay, the

meter hurdles. Elizabeth Onderko

will face

respectively. Junior

Driscoll got the win,

more coming on Mule

On

Jacobson, York, and Hackert to

tough competition in the next few weeks. The
Connecticut
face
Bears will

Bowdoin

1500 meters,

Pitching and defense were the

hits.

third in the triple jump.

for the Bears.

the

plate.

Jared Lemieux

to take a fourth place in the long

jump and a fifth place in the triple jump.
Teammate Molly Seward '09 placed

team of Jess Sokolow '09, Hackert,
Pilon, and Jacobson took second.

first

working seven innings, gave up only
five hits and one run with five strikeouts. Junior Nick Lawler led the
Bears with two doubles, while John
Lawrie

on

meet.

Chen went

Jamie Knight took a week off from

'06 captured another individual

Baseball looks to preserve eight-game winning streak
mound

home

place for Bowdoin, winning the 400-

BASEBALL, from page 13
the

Bowdoin Orient

fourth place to Bears' record.

to the Bears' total as

Amy

Ardolino, The

the 800-meter race in Tuesday's

the disproportionate representation

port," she said.

national rankings.

the

record and qualified her provisional-

in

favor. First-year goalie

and

hammer throw broke

the

Colburn with two goals. Trinity
attempted to counter the Bears'
for

2006

21,

Panthers outpace women's track

Mules kick back
women's lacrosse
ing defeat, the

FRIDAY, APRIL

crushing a two-run double that

Mules home

in the last two
Mark Bulger picked

Relief pitching
innings, senior

all

for the day.

play our

up Tuesday
The

Division, which

in

picking up the win for the Bears and

conference.

take care of busi-

improving to 4-0 for the season.

extend

Bowdoin struck early on Brandeis's

Williams on Friday and

Tyler Robinson with five runs in the

in a

this year has

been a dark

"We needed to go

game and

finished

on Tuesday. Senior Will Waldrop
continued his stellar mound work,

especially important.

"Colby

Bowdoin
with an

For Bulger, the Colby wins were

and that's what we did."
Bowdoin, ranked fourth in

ness,

New

"We had

every opportunity Brandeis gave us."

England for Division III, again dominated in its 11-3 win over Brandeis

up the win.

horse," he said.

said.

good pitching and fielding, timely
hitting, and we took advantage of

18-5

record overall.

Bears are 7-2 in the
is

sole possession of

its

NESCAC

East

good enough
first

for

place in the

The team looks

winning streak
at

at

to

Roger

Wesleyan

doubleheader on Saturday.
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NESCAC EAST

Overall

W

L

W

L

School

W

BOWDOIN

7

2

16

5

Tufts

4

School

W

L

School

W

20

10

Middlebury

6

Trinity

4

1

11

1

W

L

15

2

3

17

S

Trinity

2

2

15

15

3

3

13

11

BOWDOIN

3

3

17

5

Williams

2

1

9

2

Bates

1

5

7

10

Colby

1

3

6

14

Amherst

4

3

12

5

Colby

1

5

6

13

Bates

2

10

8

Colby

2

2

8

5

Bates

2

3

6

6

BOWDOIN

2

3

5

9

Tufts

1

5

6

7

1

2

6

Wesleyan

2

7

3

Hamilton

2

1

6

SCOREBOARD

W
W
W
W

at Colby

v.Colby
v.Colby
at Brandeis

11-3

Sa 4/15
Sa 4/15

12-1

W
W

8-3
11-3

SCHEDULE

Husson
Husson

W
W
W
W

3:30

p.m.

12:00

p.m.

3:30

p.m.

v.

Trinity

v.

Trinity

4/19

at

4/19

at

7-3
4-3

18-3

at

Sa4/22

at

M

4/24

v. St.

W

4/26

v.

at

3:20

p.m.

F

4/21

v.

Brandeis (2)

12:00

p.m.

Sa

4/22

v.

Wesleyan

at

Bates (2)

3:00 P.M.

4:00
4:00

Joseph's

Husson

Tu 4/25

p.m.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Overall

School

W

L

W

L

Wesleyan

5

1

10

1

Bates

5

1

9

1

Middlebury

5

1

7

3

2

4

7

F

4/14

W

School

Overall

L

W

L

6

Middlebury

Middlebury

at

Sa 4/22
Su 4/23

Wesleyan

11:00 a.m.

v.

Colby

10:00 a.m.

9

1

6

1

11

1

Amherst

4

1

8

1

Tufts

4

2

9

2

School

W

3

Amherst

2

3

7-0

4-3

v.

Colby

BOWDOIN

W
W

at Tufts

SCHEDULE

NESCAC

MEN'S LACROSSE
NESCAC

SCOREBOARD
Sa4/15

p.m.
I

4

(2)

Conn. College

7-1

SCHEDULE
Roger Williams
Wesleyan
Wesleyan

F 4/21
Sa4/22

BOWDOIN

9

3

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NESCAC

Overall

L

W

L

6

2

3

1

10

5

Tufts

3

3

8

4

Williams

3

3

7

3

Williams

5

5

5

8

8

5

4
___

1

4

2

2

2

Wesleyan

Middlebury

Williams

5

6

7

8

6

2

2

5

Trinity

1

2

4

Colby

Conn. College

6

8

5

5

5

1

5

4

2

2

BOWDOIN

Trinity

Connecticut

1

2

8

6

Tufts

1

2

7

7

Hamilton

1

10

8

Bates

2

5

6

Trinity

2

3

9

9

3

2

Colby

Amherst

5

5
2

5

1

6
7

SCOREBOARD
Sa4/15
Tu4/18

L

Middlebury
v.Colby
v.

W

12-11

10-9

SCHEDULE
Sa 4/22

v.

Amherst

W

v.

Bates

4/26

2:00
4:30

p.m.

5

Bates

Conn. College

v. Trinity

13-9

W

W

at Colby

L

13-11

4/19

SCHEDULE

W

4/26

Wesleyan

Conn. College
v Bates

v.

12:00

p.m.

6:00

p.m.

Bowdoin

of4
N/A

Sa4/15
Tu4/18

2nd

at Middlebury

Bowdoin

Sa 4/22

Aloha Relays
Bowdoin)

4:00

(at

7-2

of3
N/A

Sa 4/22
Su 4/23

v.
v.

2:00 p.m.

Middlebury
Colby

2:00 p.m.

Invitational
-

SCHEDULE
F 4/21Sa 4/22

W

Bates

SCHEDULE

Invitational

SCHEDULE

v.

FIELD

SCOREBOARD
2nd

Middlebury

SCOREBOARD
Sa 4/15

p.m.

FIELD

SCOREBOARD
at

9

Sa 4/15

WOMEN'S TRACK &

Sa 4/15
Tu4/16

4

7

SCOREBOARD

Sa 4/22

MENS TRACK &

Women's doubles

Overall

L

6

Tu 4/18

Senior Kristina Sisk returns the ball in a practice match this week.

L

Trinity

F 4/14
Sa4/15
Sa4/15

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

MEN'S TENNIS
NESCAC

Tufts

SCOREBOARD

I

Overall

SOFTBALL

BASEBALL
NESCAC EAST

15

SPORTS

at State

Meet

(at

12:00

p.m.

Compiled by Adam Kommel.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,

NESCAC, College

Colby)

p.m.

Tennis Online

dominate matches
by Ethan Oberwager
Contributor

set, 7-5.

Raymond won

The women's

tennis team did not

the April showers get

let

them down

over the weekend. The Bears sound-

on Farley's

ly defeated Bates 7-2

indoor courts.

ularly

giving

Bowdoin two

strong

the

for

partic-

Bears on

first set

second

lit-

sets,

crucial points.

The D'Elias, meanwhile, charged
in their second sets. Sarah

back

pulled out the second set in dramatic
fashion,

The doubles matches were

her

Hughes and Raymond faced

6-0.

tle resistance in their

going 7-3 in a tiebreak.

Christine also grabbed the second

After close second sets,

6-4.

set,

Saturday with the No. 2-doubles
duo of Kristen Raymond '08 and

both seemed poised to win and

Christine D'Elia '07 dominating

third sets.

its

opponent en route to an 8-0 victory.

The No.

defeated their opponents easily in

"I did

play a great

-doubles team of first-year

said.

Sarah D'Elia and Kesley Hughes

tight

'07

important"

1

was

also strong,

early-match

jitters

shaking off

to

defeat

its

"But

I

at the

bles spot the Bears lost a close deci-

tennis.

sion, 8-5.

6-1, 6-2 to give

into

edge, the

singles with a 2-1

women

battled with

The D'Elia

its

what's

and

No. 5

spot, playing aggressive

She

rolled over her opponent

final point

The

women

Bowdoin

its

seventh

of the match.
look forward to an

first

important weekend. They take on
ninth-ranked Middlebury on Saturday

At the No. 3-sinHughes pulled out her first

their first set 7-5.

gles spot

sisters

Sarah

to pull out a

that's

each lost

opponents in a number of close
sets.

And

Rachel Waldman had no problems

opponents, 8-3. At the No. 3-dou-

Going

first set,"

was able

match.

and men face Colby on Sunday.
Nick Day contributed to

this report.

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Sophomore Garrett Gates and

first-year

Alex Caughron approach the net in a doubles practice

this

week.

Men's tennis slams Babson
by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

over Bates, the Polar Bears gave fans

which

reason for hope as the postseason

ranked

approaches.
After an up and

some

down

season with

was

The triumph over Bates

particularly significant with

key

included

three

nationally

non-NESCAC

makes the Bears'

schools,

losses not as hard to

swallow. This tough-playing sched-

Bowdoin 's

spectacular victories and diffi-

wins coming from sophomores Noah

ule

men's tennis team's

Buntman and Garret Gates, as well
as first-years Alex Caughron and

as most other

Alex White.

not gained this valuable experience.

With the season coming to a close,
it would be easy to write off the 5-9
Polar Bears, but the team possesses
too much talent for it to give up now.
The Bears' rigorous match schedule.

against

cult losses, the

prospects for

NESCAC

Champion-

ship play remain uncertain.

But with

last

weekend's matches,

the Bears proved

ample

talent

nant

7-0

and

that

fire.

victory

they have

With a domiover

College, followed by a solid

Babson
4-3 win

will

be

greatest

advantage going into the postseason

NESCAC schools have

The Bears are anxiously awaiting this weekend's

Wesleyan

home matches

and Colby,
which will likely make or break
their season

^—
k
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Galleher
conquers
streets of

Beantown
Senior Avery Galleher

I

overcomes Heartbreak Hill

Boston Marathon

to finish
-1

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff
At about the time most students
were waiting in lunch lines at
Moulton and Thome on Patriots
Day Monday, senior Avery Galleher
was wanning up with 20,000 other
athletes
Boston
at
the
110th
Marathon starting line.
Although it was not Galleher's
first marathon, it was the first time
she faced Heartbreak

Eric Lee races toward first-year

Damon Hall-Jones to hand off the baton in

the 4xlOO-meter relay in Tuesday's

Bowdoin Invitational.

Hill, the race's

Men's track

legendary climb, which runners hit
after about

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Sophomore

20 miles, making

it

the

leaves competition

behind

toughest stretch of Boston's unfor-

Ben

Sophomore

LeHay

personal best in the pole vault,

giving course.

by Pat Pierce

competition in the hurdles, win-

had a hard time going up
Heartbreak Hill," she said. "There

Staff Writer

ning in 15.60 seconds. Sophomore

earned double victories in the long

jumping a foot higher for a

Tyler Lonsdale demonstrated his

jump and

endurance with a convincing win
in the 5,000-meter race in 15:35.
First-year Jay McCormick hunted

jump to take second place. Junior
Robey Clark finished close behind

put by heaving the 16-pound ball

"I

The Bowdoin Men's Track Team

were so many people, who were
I was tempted to, but my
friend Katie [Eshelman '06] was at
the top. I probably would have

second outdoor
meet of the season at Middle bury.
Even without a full contingent of
hit the

walking,

runners,

few miles with me."

from

who was recovering
training-related

gusted up to 25

marathon was
She accomplished

Saturday's meet.

several

injuries, finishing the

her primary goal.

its

tromped
Bears
the
Middlebury 178 to 148, persevering in the face of high winds that

stopped, but she jumped in and ran a

For Galleher,

road for

Junior Joe

mph

during last

Adu extended

his

winning streak by dominating the

her goal in 3:48:01, putting her in

field.

triple

jump. Senior co-

captain Patrick Lyons

45 '05".

Senior

won

Alex

the shot

Linhart

with 12-foot jump.

Lyons was very pleased with the

showed good form in the hammer
with a winning launch of 154'4".

team's performance on Saturday.

Owen McKenna and

Senior co-captain Jared Prichard

just in time for the

sophomore Tim Katlic doubleteamed their opponents in the

meets," he said.

1,500 meter run to take the top

and senior Matt Regele dazzled in
the javelin, earning the top two
spots with throws of 174*10" and

two spots.
The men did equally well on the

Sophomore
Dave Wagoner-Edwards set a new

College for the Maine State Meet

down

his foe

on

the homestretch

of the 800-meter run to nab a victory.

Junior

169' 10", respectively.

"The team

The men
and other

is

hitting its stride

championship

will face Colby, Bates,

intrastate foes at

this Saturday.

going to do

"I wasn't

it

it

at all

had so many injuries and
difficult to train through

I

was so

the winter," she said. "I didn't run so

much

for time.

slower

than

It was 20 minutes
what I ran [in

Philadelphia] to qualify."

Since the city practically shuts

down

for the race, throngs of people

line the course to

cheer on the run-

which Galleher found helpful.
"There were so many people

ners,

cheering.
finished.
ly,"

A Red Sox game had just
The people were so friend-

she said.

While Galleher

is

from marathons, she
competing
"I

taking a break
is

planning on

in triathalons.

might take a

little

break from

marathons, but I'd like to start doing
triathalons," she said.

Live In tummir nanny/tutor.
Also needs to be willing to do
housework. Must drive car
and will teach to drive small boat
Island near Bremen. Maine
6 year old girl
light

400-500

DOE

(713)621 2020

Summer Nanny
I .unking for a mature responaMe student to
babysM two ftps per »MMk during the summer

(preferably Tue* sal Thurs. but can be fkadbte}
Mont
1 and
tu» children
There
OJfctoJ out of the house. HtouW Kce babysit t er
to ban Red Crow lerttrkat tort wed pay for
your riasmtryou re the rtaht person. Must be
rra*Mr and hdwown transport at ton I otWrvd

m*

MM

&

ftatMSa Fraaport and Grayl
jpjpj contact KrttfanStetaon at 6a»m»

.

Bowdoin will look to expand upon its five-game winning streak this weekend.

Softball to face Bobcats

Summer Infant Child Can Position
4 to 5 days/week $8/hour. Must
have experience and transportation.
Beautiful setting

and Brandeis

week

this

8 miles from campus.

Contact Tina at (207) 221-2899

Tuesday

SOFTBALL, from page 13

in

an important

NESCAC

doubleheader.

or cfinnefa@bovsrioin.edu.

Bears appear to be in good shape
the playoffs with a second-

for

place
Duties include but not Kmrbed to

garr^na^riouselceepinftderkal,

ect 3 miles from Bowdoin College
207-729-051 lor lllanao*#iunoxom

ranking

in

the

NESCAC

East.

"The Bates game will be key in
deciding whether or not we make
it

to the

Powers

NESCAC

said. "If

we

tournament,"
hit well and

field flawlessly, we'll

The Polar Bears will play Brandeis
today at home in a doubleheader and
will challenge Wesleyan on Saturday.

we

The softball team will face Bates on

tournament."

beat Bates,

very good shot

be

fine. If

we should have
at

making

it

a

to the

Colby

4

r

:,

the middle of the pack.

because

13'
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Bowdoin Orient
Established 1871

or other financial instruments are

Darfur panel to

Strengthen advising
rTlhe current system for academic advising is hit or miss. Some
dents are assigned excellent and enthusiastic advisors

I

X.

on courses

offer advice

stu-

review

web

reliable

—

—

or ratemyprofessors.com

site

is

on

human

of

similar

some departments,

the

are all painfully aware,

is

much

is

While

longer regional conflict.

a

carries out

particular

dles of non-conscious tissue and

and

the investment
of third party man-

evaluates

We would

like

to

hear your

views on what course of action the
college should take and have
arranged an open, campus-wide

certain that tens, probably hun-

forum

dreds of thousand of innocent
men, women, and children have

April 26th at 7.30 p.m. in Searles

make the

so that students can

right choices about their

been

academic plans.

In addition to a reassessment of the faculty advising system,

we

by

courses,

who have

and professors

at

first-hand

Bowdoin can be

The College should

institute

advice to younger students

Government of Sudan
of states sponsoring terrorism.
February of this year,
President Mills formed this committee to consider if and how
Bowdoin is financially and morally involved in this situation, and
to recommend a course of action
list

In

first year.

a program that would identify upper-class

—be they

first

who

are willing to offer

years or seniors. That way

a student is trying to assess which professor's teaching style would

him or to decide what courses to concentrate

in,

when

fit

best

he will have a person

course registration process

But with the choices

—a key component of a

available to

liberal arts education.

fits

final

best their aca-

demic goals.

Most Bowdoin

students will take 32 classes while at the College.

would be a shame
slots

to see students squander

because they were ill-advised or not advised

the

rights abuses are unfortuall

common,

too

and

does.

this

the

being committed in
Darfur and surrounding regions,
as well as the unambiguous moral
culpability of the Sudanese government, make this case worthy of

Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.

The Bowdoin Orient

particular consideration by

the

College.
6200 College Station

Phone: (207) 725-3300

httpvyorientbowdoin.edu

The Bowdoin Orient is a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing
news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independ-

Other colleges and universities
have focused on divestment of
endowment
investments
any
related to financial support of the
Sudanese government as a means

ent of the College and

administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely

of action against the atrocities in

and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.

on the success
of the College and University
divestment programs in South

orient@bowdoin.edu

Bus.

Phone

Brunswick,

(207) 725-3053

ME 0401 1-8462

Fax: (207) 725-3975

its

Darfur, following

Africa in the 1980s and early 90s.

James D. Baumberger,

Evan

Editor-in-Chie/

Bobby Guerette, Managing

Editor

S.

Kohn,

Editor-in-Cfue/

Beth Kowitt, Managing

While American companies are
officially banned from doing

Editor

business in Sudan, there are vari-

News Editor
Anne

Riley

ous international companies who
do business in Sudan or with the

Photo Editor

Manager
David Ng

Business

Drew Fulton
Assistant

Sudanese

Photo

Features Editor

News Staff

Editor

Joshua Miller

Nat Herz

Mike Ardolino

notably
is

A & E Editor

Emma Powers

Steve Kolowich

Theresa Weaver

Editor

Miranda Yaver

Adam Kommel

Assistant Sports

Assistant

Mary Helen

Letters
The Orient welcomes
editor.

Cati Mitchell

Miller

letters to

the

Letters should not exceed

200

words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of
publication.

The

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length.

Longer

submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via the Orient's web site.

A&E
'

Calendar Editor

mem

invest-

of specific companies

is

a

start

can email your thoughts to us

at

darfur@bowdoin.edu. To provide
more information, we have set up a

web

site

sites

at

giving links to relevant

www.bowdoin.edu/global-

issues/darfur.

Many

issues," as

Jorunn

Buckley, assistant

J.

professor of religion

P*ula

J.

Volent, vice-president

for investments

Mary Lou Kennedy,

director of

dining and bookstore

appre-

Sincerely,

'08

Mike Aikins

Portrayal of

GOP

harsh

and misguided
am

Editors:

deeply saddened by the

Matthew
by
piece
Schweich ("GOP campus politics

opinion

detrimental" April 14).

propriate

lication.

I

inap-

It's

personally

to

means of

individuals by

attack

pub-

this

took great offense for

Alex Linhart, and for myself as
part of the company whose "twisted interpretation of conservatism"
is deemed so inherently evil and
bad
for
campus
politics.
Additionally,

I

find the accusa-

tions to be overly harsh

services

Kevin M. Johnson, academic

I

ciate the responses.

I

James MacAllen '66, trustee
Henry C. W. Laurence, associate
professor of government
and Asian studies

that will

plex issue in any case, and

To the

Gerald Chertavian '87, trustee (Chair)

dif-

a specious argu-

is

become "conscious of life
you put it. It's a com-

help us

Sincerely,

The Advisory Committee on Darfur

and sim-

ply misguided.
not easy being a conserva-

coordinator, philosophy
James D. Baumberger '06

tive at

Emma

constantly attacked based on these

It's

Cooper-Mullin '07

Bowdoin. Our character

is

so called "radical political princi-

Confusion in

we

ples"

express in order to open

the marketplace of ideas at one of
the nation's top colleges.

responses to
abortion op-ed
To the Editors:
The letters in response

to

my

April 7 op-ed ("Posters inflame, do

not inform") seem to have been
made out of confusion more than

anything, and so

1

will try to clear

I

ask, if

there is no place for a free market-

of ideas at a place like
Bowdoin without deferring to personal attacks, then where is there?
"radical
Furthermore,
these
beliefs" we hold, are held by at
least 50 percent of this nation.
Perhaps there should be more displace

cussion, rather than banter, but

know

I

for a fact Mr. Linhart has

some things up.
In response to Mike Taylor '07:
The posters claimed that 47 million babies have been aborted
since 1973 in America, and not the
world. I have no idea where you

challenged his accusers to open

got this statistic about the world,

does

but

it

is

incorrect and

certainly

would lend support to the prochoice argument in any case.
I

vide help for ordinary Sudanese

week old

fetus

argued that an eight-

civilians as well as revenue or

would be a more
accurate portrayal of abortion,

services for the government.

because

we

ference. This

ment John, and not one

thanks.

Secondly,

financial involvement

Pol Pot was referring to people

with a short pres-

and will then hold an
open-microphone session to listen
to your opinions. Alternatively, you

n-

with feelings, memories, dreams

entation

matter of debate, and some pro-

Any

agree that there are

this is the

average age of

aborted fetuses. This was in no

debate of issues and has been

denied on

many

,v

occasions.

There is a liberal bubble at
Bowdoin, like at most colleges,
but being outside of this bubble

not

attack.

deem

us

targets

for

To stand behind our opin-

ions in the face of such adversity
is

a quality that should be revered

rather than detested. If

you are so

sure of your beliefs, you should

and be incited to attack it; rather
you should feel confident in protecting your ideals in open discussion as we do. The College

way an argument about

Subscriptions

part

of which is invested in
emerging markets. Bowdoin, how-

and the greater accuracy of

Republicans have never resorted

suggestion. Thirdly,

to

Domestic subscription rates are $47
and $28 for a semester. Contact the Orient for more
for a full year

ever, does not

make

direct invest-

style; rather

it

taste or

was about deception

my
my comments

on the humanness of abortion procedures were meant to demon-

Advertbtng

ments. All our investments are
handled by third-party investment

Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or call
(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates and

managers, usually in limited partnerships or "co-mingled funds"

barism of the holocaust, and not to
give some kind of moral green

a production schedule.

where our investments are pooled
with those of other institutions.

objections were to claims never

information.

Investment or divestment decisions about specific stocks, bonds,

strate

a contrast

with the bar-

light to all abortions. All

made;
them.

I

hope

of your

this helps to resolve

,

not be offended by the opposition

might have with Sudan would primarily be through our endowment,

w

rial,

direct

I

similarities here, except that

are referring to insentient bun-

Ceren Chelsea Germeyan

The rtkurJicuoanUJintdhtKin is wtpwpatj of iwt domoow OtitTttflHdrtftpft <tt Inc sac tasattion
Ae ri^t to edit al mokriol Ofolhanmi^p^ id die ohweaito
editors. Tht editors
tht opinion upuni m we Orient do not naxaaniy wfkct tnruewso/ tnteamrs.

af d*

for

ment. The degree of moral culpa-

Kelsey Abbruzzese

Frances Milliken

Opinion Editor

responsible

bility

*

Editor

Copy Editors
Drummond

Jesse

most
which
most of the

government,

in the oil industry,

country's foreign

Chris Marotta

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

We will

believe that the sheer scale of the

The editorial represents the majority view of The Bowdoin Orient 's editorial board. The editorial board is comprised of James D. Baumberger,
S.

5.

committee

atrocities

Drew Fulton, Bobby Guerette, Evan

1

be held on Wednesday

to

any-

While

human

President

at all.

if

the College

It

or more of these

make

on what,

decision

thing,

nately

away one

make

will

Trustees themselves will

them comes the oft-daunting task of

researching courses and thoughtfully selecting what

We

College.

such a recommendation to the
Board of Trustees in time for its
May campus meeting. The

the freedom they receive in the

Bowdoin should value

the

for

he can contact for help.
Students at

The

on the

the

invaluable. Unfortunately,

students in the various academic departments

of
of a

U.S. State Department has placed

knowledge of the departments,

such an organized system does not exist past a student's

for

Millions have lost their homes.

upper-class students in their affiliated college houses.

Talking to students

part

deliberate strategy of intimidation.

gest that the College create a peer advising system akin to the help offered
to first years

Thousands

murdered.

women have been raped as

sug-

3

some

we

and loved ones... that's a big

agers.

estimates of casualties vary,

adequately trained to discuss the curriculum broadly with their advisees

use«rhetoric

of Pol Pot, he

that

to

monitors the existing portfolios
decisions

The College must seriously reassess the academic advising system,
especially in light of the new distribution requirements. Faculty must be

is

we

beings,

argues. Yes,

nonexistent.

it

es as "people."

manager's integrity, code of
ethics, and investment mandate.
The investment staff continually

deliberately attacking civilians in

a dramatic escalation of a

Bowdoin

staff at

consideration

genocide being committed in the Darfur region of the
Sudan. Since 2003, troops and
supported
by
the
militias
Sudanese government have been

Another significant

major advising system

investments

As we

the transition from the pre-major advising system to the major

advising system. For

In denying that
unborn fetuses are fully fledged

investing in any fund, including

To the Editors:

neither of which are terribly

to find the advice they are looking for.

problem

extensive due diligence prior to

there

some
not so lucky. Not all professors are good advisors, and
students feeling like they have nowhere to turn. Unfortunately, many students must resort to the Bowdoin Student Government (BSG) course

involve the classification of fetus-

ment

who can

this leaves

Sophomore John Ferris 's conseems principally to

tention

advise board

a variety of disciplines, while others are

in

of the individual
managers. However, the investat the discretion

personal attacks despite the

many launched on
ical

us.

I

hope

polit-

disagreements will be dis-

cussed rather than attacked with
hostility

to

individuals

in

the

future.

«

Sincerely,

Brian

May

'06

Co-Chairman Bowdoin College
Republicans
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Snap back
These Revelations Will

Not Be Televised

of

OK

Nichols:

Randy

Security

people, listen up.

I

many unregistered parties on camwe need a way to figure out
where they're happening and when.
pus, and

«,-

Mike Brown: What if we had some
way of tracking students' move-

those old slap bracelet

distribute

more visible to traffic,
and a bunch of washed-up pseudo-

made fun of us for it.
woke up and chided myself

celebrities

Then

I

BSG, much
the

paid constituents of

less

College's

brain

endorse such a peculiar, anachronisfor keeping students
wondered why had a

strategy

tic

safer.

also

I

I

dream about

had been barely
wondered why I
had a dream involving "I Love the
90s." Needless to say, it was a restI

1

You mean

or a snazzy szotztokort
(Nichols and

and

What

Brown:
bracelets?

In the morning,

got

of

out

it?

Brown: Make 'em glow

roommate, and

said,

hit

by

Nichols: Perfect.
to

BSG

making

put in a call

I'll

thing in the .morning. All

first

we're done

early

tively,

had the oddest

BSG

dream last night."
was about to
I
give him the details

us safe

case,

this

I

wishes

actually

Tower's

the

alarm

fire

Blofeld:

OK,

have also devoted

that's

I

all

No

no

act of free speech,

act of free speech that

controversial,

without any cost. Even

is

if

really

govern-

ments don't judge, societies
and

would be

it

them not to.
So why were

^

newspapers should not
have printed the carand papers like
the New York Times

jokes,

toons,

made

me

the

right

decision in not

to square, until
is

I

realized this:

a cost to free speech, and

in this case, that cost

was not borne

by the speaker.
Free speech is not the right to
say whatever you want free of any
consequences; rather,
to say

it is

the right

whatever you will free of
consequences. You

may have
likely

the right to tell racist

and everyone else, will
think you are a bigot. That is

jokes, but

I,

you pay.

the price

Terrell

Owens

but

of their free speech, it
seemed, was meant for someone

costs

else.

'

When

as they

the costs are so grave,

were

In economics, such a situation

called an

of a product or an

action are not reflected in the price

—

tell racist

the person doing

it

else, will likely

ent? Leave

so negatively

Muslims

aside for a minute that

are

they were offensive to

the costs of one person's actions.

ple.

Individuals should be rewarded

some peoThe controversial free speech
we uphold is, almost by definition,
offensive to some people. What
was different here was that the
people

who spoke

freely did not

bear the cost of what they said.

How many

people can name any

individual cartoonist, or even spell
the

name of

the newspaper they

We do not know
names because their offices

submitted to?
their

did

not

get

homes did not

firebOmbed,
get torched,

their

and

and punished for their actions, not
the actions of someone they never
knew.
The importance of this is pretty
clear. Everyone can defend free
speech in the abstract and should.
The government should not lightly
squelch what I have to say. But

when you defend the
speak, make sure you
defending

killed. Their, free

speech led

are

we

who speak

tend to view those

freely; rather,

it is

very definition of cowardice.

do!

maybe

little

unre-

But still,
one wonders who
exhumed this fashwhen I realized that us fashionably ironic?
ion trend and how
it wasn't my roomBowdoin came to be the site of its
mate at all! It was those two excruciglorious resurrection.
atingly unfunny guys from the
Maybe it's an investment ploy.
"Modern Humorist"!
With mounting pressure from stu"Slap bracelets, yeah those were a
dents, alumni, and peer schools to
good idea," deadpanned Michael
divest from socially irresponsible
Colton. "You slap it on and you're
like,

'Am

I

themselves to

accessorizing or punish-

companies, the folks over
Treasurer's Office

ing myself?'"

at

the

decided that in

had time to not laugh, the

order to maintain the steady growth

guy from "Joe Millionaire" jumped
out of my closet and punched me in

of the College's endowment, they
would need to buy some inexpensive
stock somewhere and then make it

Before

V

alistic.

making

I

the face.

Then

woke up

for real and realand Security's plan to
endorse slap bracelets wasn't a
dream at all, and that my bizarre,
campy nightmare was actually a
I

bizarre,

campy

Humorists. So

and

the

Modern

that in addition

to devoting themselves to making us

safe and democratic,

themselves to
<Jn

ironic.

have also devoted
making us fashionably

mean

I

bracelets?

respectively,

BSG

Security and

How

honestly,

did

they

remember snap bracelets?
My best guess would be

BSG

So they

a hurry.

it

invested in snap bracelets

on the cheap, and then called in
favors from BSG and Security to
start the

back

crusade to get snap bracelets

vogue. This theory makes

in

sense,

Maine being

the fashion epi-

center of the universe, and the

far.

would seem

it

Well, except

reality.

for Joe Millionaire

Yes,

appreciate

BSG

ized that

representative

snap

even

bers of

BSG

mem-

being the ones every-

body looks to for fashion cues.
All the more reason for the College

make

to

its

investment strategies

more transparent, I say.
Whatever the cause for this snap
bracelet revival, it seems that we're in
deep now: Last week, money
was allocated for the purchase of
pretty

some
or another was
that

3,000

new snap

bracelets

in

new,

These "rad" new

digging through his drawers at home
over Spring Break, found a snap
bracelet nestled between his old

exciting colors.

Magic card deck and his old Pog collection, and thought, "Say, these
were briefly popular among preteens who wore LA Gear and listened
to New Kids on the Block over a
decade ago. We should market them

of Bowdoin's plan to alienate the

. .

to 21st Century

18-to-22 year-old

quasi-bohemian intellectuals!"
It's

entirely possible that the

representative

BSG

was high on crack

at

them from

just

living

the

from

Visiting Assistant Professor

Meghan Brady's Drawing I class are on display in

VAC.

enough to dissuade
on campus, thereby

solving the incipient housing crunch.

Write a

letter to

the editors!

I'm giving the genof the snap bracelet initiative a hard time here. I actually do
respect their concern for the safety
I

realize that

erators

of Bowdoin students.

I

also respect

the fact that readjusting to civic life

one, and everyone,

BSG is being hoodwinked.

half must be difficult, and the fact

on

Security

this

is

pulling the

can only imagine the clandestine
quorums that may have taken place
in smoke-filled rooms in the bowels
I

of Rhodes

Class of 20 1

having been cryogenically
frozen/comatose/absconding in the
Himalayas for the past decade and a

Or perhaps
including

mailings to accepted students as part

after

the time.

strings

Projects

fashion articles will be included in

Hall:

that they

in

have been able to function

offices

of high responsibility
is a huge credit to

with the College
their character.

to

not

right to

speak and have you bear the conseis hardly

brave, as

people

right

my questionable

quences. Such a thing

a

terrorists"

because one happens to be; a
Muslims are then paying

their lives did not get threatened.

is

is

billion

No, they were a continent away
while their free speech got other

likely to think he

The

says, for instance, that "all

mouth off as

is

pays.

why we react
when someone

unfair. This is

^*

'

is

where the

externality,

as he pleases, but everyone

around him

we can

in this case,

not help but notice the dynamic.

simpler word, of course,

the right to

and everyone

I,

a cost

endangerment of countless
others, but not themselves. No one
thought of the individuals themselves as bigots or irritating. The

societal costs

the cartoons differ-

2006

to the

will,

difficult to expect

21,

and

so

a

at

is

I

jerk and in his next contract, pay

Brown

pay.

I

You may have

Danish

the

has the right to run his

respec-

and

Security

in

thought

much

trip

to take the

and everyone else will
find me irritating. That is the

or at least

It

tonight. ..Anyone
to

have the right

support free speech. Yet

want
again?

and democratic,

in the class

government

cars.

bed,

my

"I

selves to

the

in

Keeps kids from getting

dark.

would seem that in

It

I

toward

turned

how do we

Nichols: Genius! But
justify

addition devoting them-

sleep.

snap

about

likely

price

would be beyond
of me, then, to not

not.

hypocritical

There

blankly.)

and very

angst,

little

him

stare at

I

the price

in a class,

speech even when

free

rerunning them. This was, hard for

Brown

right,

a great deal of doubt

obvious.

Somezing zat zey vill vear voluntarily. Vhat about a fashionable kolpak

less night filled with

*'

like a tracking

too

Nie,

Blofeld:

12-year-old fashion

a

trend with which

acquainted. Then

some

is

of tracking device for students to
zem knowing about it.

Nichols:

would

trust,

Blofeld:

you need

collar?

for even entertaining the idea that

to

would

Ernst

Villain

vear vithout

students

right

on weekends?

(stroking cat) Vhat
sort

over
the
Muhammad cartoons has faded
from the front page, but I'm not
over it. I felt mixed emotions about
it. Anyone who has ever taken a
class with me knows I exercise my
controversy

everyone else

Bond

he pays.

is

opposite position as everyone else

The

we could see where they're

clustering

thingies in a joint effort with the

Department of Safety and Security to

make

Director of Security

Assistant

ments, so

him accordingly. That

by Neal Urwitz
Contributor

meeting because we've

this

got a problem. There have been too

So I had this weird dream the other
night, fcdrcamt that Bowdoin was an
episode of VHl's "I Love the 90s,"
and
that
Bowdoin
Student
Government (BSG) had decided to

comes with

to reality Free speech
Director

called

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff
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What

happened to

ever

power

Romancing with

Riley

to erase the concept

social

er,

functioning minds.

just relax a

Now,

don't

I

Robinson card

mean

here, but

Hall days,

to yell at anyone.
to

to play the Mrs.

never

1

never

I

back
felt
felt

in

my

I

think

I

believe most of

maybe

it's

time

you

we

all

to

when

dared. Also, think about return-

ing our

little bit.

Say thanks

pid things people (read: me) will do

the senior and/or

lacrosse player serving

you a beverage.

welcome

On a separate
would

Wait patiently in the keg line

the need

because pushing won't do anything

(insert

except squeeze the residents even fur-

graduation"

steal

at

30,

iors to start living a

the latest

classroom, and remind yourself that

you can sleep when you're dead. Let's

left

ther out of their beaters. Don't yell,

Bowdoin, which means only

outfit.

don't spit and don't pull hair. Let the

more weeks

general stupidity that naturally comes

live

went out

along with 150 college students being

bowling

That

is,

drawn

until last

weekend when

I

Bowdoin

with a fellow

fisticuffs

who

student

nameless because

name. Now,

my

I

remain

shall

know

don't

his

point in mentioning

tete-a-tete

little

was

round

into a particularly brutal

of verbal

this

Sarah

I,

is

not to place

it

some way,
in

Superman cape.

It

was

and nobody

relatively innocent,

as a student

body are

Nowadays,

smart,

I

keg or the bathI

we

are

1 1 tt

le

Under

sober.

angrier, a

the

Suddenly,

things change.
little

chattier,

a

more trigger happy, and a lot more
make out with members of

willing to

same

sex, regardless

of our sexual

Of course,
examples
alcohol

party,

as evidenced

by

our house

ing "Welcome
that

and

is

host a

we would really love to get back),
the while, we never even hear a

all

While

reality at

I

am

Where

I

people, this year has been the

when

I've

my

only real

felt

the

urge to

first

take

play horse-

done.

UKE 17*

^HERE'S 'STORAGE
(VNIT

AGAIN...

THEY JUS1 GAVE A
HAM/AER AND SOMt BOARDS.

&»?

WHAT'DYou/?^
Gtnf$GET?

"

'

time

some-

many of my

past

and not a

fight-

(as

columns have

attested)

its

it's

let's

to the beach and go to
show these underclass-

—or someone—out And because

I'm a lover

Bowdoin

is

men how

grill,

go

thing

beef with alcohol's effect on the
student population

spend

to

Let's

few ridiculous disputes break out over
ridiculous things between ridiculous

social suicide. In fact,

choose

friends.

shoes, let's

the bar. Let's

since long before

often inspires us to accept dares that,
like

you

and spend*

company of our

used to witness a

go of inhibitions, makes us more willing to chat up complete strangers, and
sound remarkably

sporting

Saturday night,

parties

well aware that fights

Bowdoin

larly bad.

sober,

wherever

is

theme

and general disrespect have been a

my time here, this year seems particu-

let

Thursdays,

for

than enjoying the

it

necessarily a bad thing.

helps us

U>oK5

destroyed, our pos-

an amazBowdoin Students" sign

responsible alcohol consumption) isn't
It

on

day Saturday, and of course

up

day Sunday doing nothing other

all

"please" for beer or a "thank you" for

certain

in the preceding paragraph,

consumption (excuse me,

roommates and

sessions are stolen (including

buying

orientation.

all

the magic that

pushed and shoved

get

my

when we're

events

dress

MOUSIN G IpTTO

fun,

really

room. If

least,

.

and

instead enjoy being witness to the stu-

got hurt, physically or otherwise.

just trying to get to the

the

off your back,

my friends and I smiled and
mem and maybe tried to

steal their

are the best of the best. .at

little

in to a poorly ventilated

roll

few

prancing around a party or two, in

We

influence,

packed

basement

a

will never

the electronic

a while

well-rounded, fun loving, and driven.

we're a

tightly

we

Sea Dog on Tuesdays,

away from

step

were a few random superheroes

there

high-fived

Bowdoin.

We

came home. Every once

which case

telling

I

consumed beverages,

shape, or form, and then eventually

mudslinging because

am

I

should not be happening at a school

like

friends,

fool of myself in

we

shouldn't have. No,
this verbal

my

made a

you

blame, as both of us said things

about

Sundays and Wednesdays),
with

to live like

again.

down your honors proj-

at

here)

Every weekend night (and also a few

say that

Put

until

anyone wearing a ridiculous

to

So stop fighting the onset of
scnioritis.

"days

anyone's boyfriend or make fun of

proud

weeks from

ect,

ing senior, have never been in a fight.

am

.they are all about five

have

Genevieve Riley, a soon-to-be graduat-

I

.

I

We

little.

BSG

email

it.

being nothing more than a memory.

sign.

though related note,

like to personally ask the sen-

the need

push anyone, or punch anyone,

TUBENT SPEAK

r^

How do you know that spring has

Brianna Cornelius '09
the more
people lose their minds."

"The hotter

it

gets,

Kerri Foley '08 and
Lauren Duerksen '08

Sunny Jha

Matthew Vasquez '06

and

the need

to shower."

come??

Roxy Vargas

'08

"Spring is here when
Sunny's here."

"I finally feel

"Flip-flops

19*

a thing called social grace??

and because

are too,

Moore

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

of

grace from our otherwise perfectly

OPINION

"All

gone.

Hunain

"When

'09

your polar points are
•

Khaleeli '08

Pakistanis start wearing

shorts in Maine."

babies."
Compiled by Mary Helen Miller

»
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April 21-April 27
Friday

Bill

v*

McKibben

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House,

6

Free Bike Tune-Ups

McKibben Lecture

Award^winning environmental author
will lecture

on "What Comes

Globalization? Local Economies

and

/-

Film: "City Lights"

Druckenmiller Hall, 7:30 p.m.

16,

The Quad, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

After

Human

Well Being."

Room

6 p.m.

Offered by Sustainable Bowdoin.

Bill

A poor homeless

tramp

kind, beautiful blind

Improvabilities

Come

comedy troupe

will present

evening of improvised

skits

under financial

Spring Dance

ready to laugh: Bowdoin's

an

Come
i

to a

performance featuring Bowdoin's

!

dance groups, including

and games.

ANOKHA,

Smi

Spring Dance

Memorial

Hall,

8-10 p.m.

Eco-Service
Participate in a

Day

and

staff will

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
7:30 p.m.

Latin American Policy
Lawrence Birns, head of the Council of

Hemispheric Affairs,

Concert Band
The Bowdoin College Concert Band
and the Bowdoin Percussion Ensemble

Various locations around campus,
12:30-4:30 p.m.

Asian Fashion Show
The Asian Student Association

will lecture

on

the shift in

more independent,
approach to government

Latin America to a

Room

populist

151, Druckenmiller Hall, 7 p.m.

will perform.

Center, 3-4 p.m.

Tuesday

will

present a fasion show highlighting
clothing,

students, faculty,

read original poems.

Second Annual Bowdoin Film Fest
Come see films made by Bowdoin
students. Awards will be given for films.
Free popcorn will be available.
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall, 7:30 p.m.

and beach clean-up.

traditional national dress,

J

Month

In recognition of National Poetry

p.m.

wide variety of outdoor

building,

Hal, 7 p.m.

Poetry Reading

Sunday Mass

service options including gardening,
trail

Sills

Monday

Sunday
Bowdoin

Theater,

a millionaire,

is

sight-restoring operation.

Smith Auditorium,

Film: "City Lights"
Auditorium, Sills Hall, 7 p.m.

d

stress.

and he does everything he can to raise
enough money for her to have a

10-11 p.m.

Saturday

in love with a

whose family is
She is mistakenly

under the impression that he

Intersection, and Vague.
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,

falls

girl

modern

and much more.

Morrell Lounge, Smith Union,
8-10 p.m.

f

China in the Era of Globalization

Lectures by Dr. Edward Steinfeld of MIT
and Dr. Guoli Liu of the College of Charleston

Room

V

Thomas Cassidy Lecture
Andrew Revkin, one of America's most

151, Druckenmiller Hall,

honored science authors,

will give a

speech

"The Daily Planet: A journalist's search for
sustainability, from the Amazon to the Arctic"

2 p.m. and 3 p.m.

tided,

V

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, 7-8:30 p.m.
'

;

Wednesday
Darfur Forum
The Advisory Committee on Darfur will hold
a forum to oudine the current state of Darfur,

Bowdoin can
and solicit public comment
from the Bowdoin community.
Room 315, Searles Science Hall, 7:30 pjn.

share potential courses of action
take to respond,

Thursday
Dinner with Naomi Schalit
\
Attend a dinner with the former Executive
Director of Maine Rivers.
Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union,
5:30-7:30 p jil
J
i

Drew

A patch of crocuses blooms in a front yard on

Federal Street

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

The

Bowdoin Orient

Bowdoin

College, Brunswick,

Maine

April 28, 2006

The Oldest Continuously Published College Weekly

and

Polar bear stands steadfast

Suspect

silent

from

flees

Volume CXXXV, Number 23

in the United States

J-Boaid case highlights
free speech, bias issues
shared details about alleged academ-

Security,

Student disciplined for

ic

placing religious pamphlets

Bowdoin,

bias at

his

meetings

with deans, and the disciplinary
action taken against him. In order to

local cops

in library books

by Bobby Guerette
Orient Staff

sting operation conducted

Department

of

Safety

by
and

week when a man suspected of theft
fled from campus security and then

cials

Matthew

Lajoie,

a

observed

student

basement

after

report, the

Drew

sound of a backpack being zipped.

radio to notify his colleagues,

noticed that Lajoie had retreated into

were positioned outside the library near

the stairwell.

its

used his

campus would

toward the South,

Bowdoin

Street,

continuing to

is

neighborhood that separates

President

main
from its
House

of

in the direction

athletic

See a

pur-

Members of

the

new

student

group Clean Energy

Now

plan to

present a letter to President Barry

Treasurer Katy Longley today urg-

According

Longley,

to

the

College's most recent acquisitions,

30

Longfellow

66

and

Ave.

Harps well Rd., were finalized

Map
Page 2

the

time

the

two

a petition and

uses to house faculty

of

by

residential neighbor-

hoods, the purchase of nearby houses

by the College has been a key

new

decades.

A

campus planning study

Merrill
in

&

LLP SOM) and made public

2004

(

affirmed

Bowdoin 's

approach.

"The major emphasis or 'take
SOM study was that

away' from the

purchases are located in a resi-

dential zone,

which

limits their

use

With

the

purchase

of

30

Longfellow Ave., Bowdoin has nearly

completed die acquisition of a

down both sides of Coffin
Street, which leads south from the
main campus to Farley. Currently,
corridor

who

whom

his student disciplinary

along with the Judicial Board's

Though he

said he discussed

some

of his allegations with students and
submitted anonymous testimony to
the College Republicans for submis-

sion to the Maine Legislature during

of 2001 and spring

of 2003.

Helminiak has a new

rationale for his going public with

making his full allegations public with names for the
Helminiak
time.

is

His story provides an

complete

"Now

details.
it's

more

purpose of

for the

fighting anti-Christianity," he said.

Bowdoin 's student dis-

Helminiak, a biology and history

which operates

double major, completed his course-

behind closed doors. In an oped
submitted to the Orient, Helminiak

Please see

SPEECH, page 6

he said, as long as they

achieve 100 percent renewable-ener-

electricity from renewable sources,
and her views on the feasibility of

gy

the plan.

it,"

electricity use.

When

contacted by the Orient,

Longley said she wanted

to see the

and petition before responding

to the group's drive.

She did not

430 signatures

"I think
to

we have

taken

energy use

at

more

to do," she said.

amount of clean-energy

lenge

is

when

its

next electricity purchase would be,

steps

and
Bowdoin. But there is

respond to questions regarding the
electricity

many

be more environmentally respon-

sible with our energy purchases

"The chal-

balancing the environmental

goals with the realities of our budget.

Right

now

especially,

we

are

the potential financial costs of buy-

ing

100 percent of the College's

Bears dominate

Please see

Jeffs in

home

ENERGY, page 4

field

win

for

plans to soon begin

signed the

Evergreens

new

the

letter

—many

have been active with

Bowdoin

Sustainable

—wrote,

commitment

and

"There

the
is

no

LAND, page 2

to the

common good

than through the purchase of renewable energy for the campus."

"We

ask that the College commit

to a purchase of 100 percent renew-

able energy in

which
Please see

mation from

better opportunity to fulfill... our

to family dwellings.

long-term expansion strategy for

completed by Slridmore, Owings

Bowdoin
and staff. The

it

The 13 students from
group

three sides

These waivers allowed the

Orient extraordinary access to infor-

a faculty and staff letter drive.

houses will join the 23 other homes
throughout Brunswick that

bordered on

press time, the group had

also gathered over

notified.

being,

As of

have

Orient analysis has found.
is

1,000

clean,

produced by wind

is

house gases.

prices

College Street in the past 10 years, an
Since the campus

from

electricity

its

renewable sources of energy. Such
electricity

not by fossil fuels that emit green-

For

between Farley and

cent of

power, hydropower, or biomass, and

been

Bowdoin has grown

case.

bill last year,

fall

the College currently uses,

Longley

chased 17 properties

information about his

confidential

taken in the

ing the College to purchase 100 per-

the

until trustees

map of how

last

and Administration and

declined to release
sale

in Pennsylvania.

consideration of an academic bias

Mills and Senior Vice President for

Finance

Friday.

complex.

Bowdoin has

and

Finance

for

home

reli-

do

Longley told the Orient

Expansion

Farley Field

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

grow

likely

CHASE, page 5

his

Helminiak also provided waivers

'05

Ryan Helminiak

ciplinary system,

toward Maine Street

Street

Please see

Administration and Treasurer Katy

the College's

campus

provided

gious discrimination during classes

letter

of College

slowly acquire residential property
in the

later

Students urge cleaner energy use

thefarley Field House," Senior Vice

With the recent purchase of two

staff

his student disciplinary

up College

main entrance. Officer David

the

College growth continues to head

story of

inside look at

property acquisition
south. Literally.

from

file,

the library, and Lajoie took off running

Mercier confronted Lajoie as he exited

College continues

additional houses south

to

permitting college officials to share

decision for his case.

first

who

36

by James D. Baumberger
Orient Staff

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

Students decked the polar bear in observance of the nationwide Day of
Silence Wednesday. The day's purpose was to bring attention to the issue
of harassment of queer students in schools. See news brief, page 5.

The officer moved toward the carrel
where the sounds originated, and

officer

three

along with what he perceived as

being placed into a backpack and the

The undercover

all

religious pamphlets in library books,

1

the sound of items

officer heard

sparked

case for placing more than

p.m.

According to a security

He

sion about intellectual freedom and

encompasses

Hawthorne-

of

Longfellow Library shortly

have cleared

The

suspicious

behavior in the northwest corner of
the

chance

granted an extended phone interview

the role of religion on campus.

a Brunswick

19,

exhibiting

resident,

hostility

members and one
Though college offi-

members of any wrongdoing, the
cases shed new light on the discus-

Last Friday, an undercover officer
as

faculty

administrator.

in a high-

speed pursuit.
dressed

the

piece and instead investigate

the allegations.

student's allegations

investigations into the conduct of

two

and local police

Bowdoin

of anti-Christian

Security resulted in a car chase last

led state

lish the

written statements to the Orient and

A

A

officials

respond, the Orient chose not to pub-

by Steve Kolowich
Orient Staff

the

allow

ing

coming

its

will demonstrate

commitment

to

its

contract,

continu-

environmental

stewardship and social responsibili-

INSIDE

ty,"

they continued.

Ben Smith

'06,

a

member of

Clean Energy Now, said there are
several

Features

The Orient

back at the debauchery of
Ivies

ways

the

College

can

achieve the use of electricity from

takes a look

Weekends
Page 8

exclusively renewable sources of
energy, one of

renewable

past

them being buying
credits.
The

energy

College could also simply switch to

an entirely green source of energy
for

its electricity.

"It

doesn't matter to us

how

they

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Matt Chadwick '07 pushes past an opponent in Saturday's game against
Amherst. Chadwick posted three goals and three assists for the Bears,
securing the men's lacrosse team's 15-9 victory. See story, page 13.
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houses to join the
LAND, from page

use,

tial

on Coffin

13 lots

all

two of the

but

Street.

One of the two remaining lots is
owned by Robert Coffin, whose famprovided the namesake

According

street.

to his

wife Betty,

was born in the house
which has been owned by the Coffin
family for three generations and

—

on

tain

grandfathered

made an

She noted, however, that Bowdoin
on the list of the town's top 10 tax-

is

years ago, but

explicit offer.

tioned money, because

want

me

"Let

it

I

don't

that bad,"

she

know
said.

give them a clue," she

They're going to have to battle the
it."

One of

SOM

the sketches in the

Street corridor with a

wide column of

green space and walkways leading

from the center of campus to

The

Farley.

recommended that
the College build a new quadrangle
in the vicinity of Coffin Street.
report also

Many of

hibit

mostly of single-family houses,
some of which are owned by

Bowdoin

Bowdoin

agrees to buy,

attractive option for the

who can

Longley

But,

it

home-

avoid employing a
said,

the

many more offers than it

can accept.

"Most of

the time

we say

'no,'"

she said.

Bowdoin

Occasionally,

more

takes a

active approach to acquisition.

"We have sometimes taken the initiative to talk to

their property

homeowners when

is

strategic

to

the

College," Longley said.

The

trustees

have approved

zones

town.

the

in

Brunswick zoning ordinance allows only
or

sin-

think

there's

No

college

make

this information public.

Bowdoin's house purchases could
enues. According to Longley,

when

College St as well.

Lundquist expressed hope that the

down Longfellow Avenue beyond

residents of the Longfellow

Avenue area have been
houses

"I

south of College Street are currently

Association (CNA),

described mission "is to preserve,

would

allow the College more leeway in the

whose

to grow.

self-

I

it

becomes a sort

Members

and gown kinds of

think they're largely preventable if

good cooperative, collaborative planning

staff

about where

the future of the College

is

—

housing

is

where these neighborhoods are going

except

„
Brunswick resident
,

of

Planning

&

Development,
said
Longfellow Avenue has historically
been
a
point
of contention.
According to Holtwijk, when the

town re-evaluated zoning
Longfellow area

in

the

in the early 1990s,

resolution

erty as

"did

to use as

not

much of its

allow
prop-

it

If in the future

it

will

have to first apply for a zoning
change with the town.
Holtwijk declined to speculate on
the prospects

change

in

of

for

a future zoning

the area of Coffin

and

,

.

,

use of these properties if

it

were to

of one of

College's

expansion

efforts

transform

to

le «e

not

"We
"It's

Riley urged better communication
and cooperation by both sides.
"I think

years

in

the

College had never offered to buy her

disrepair.

said.

the corner of South

streets,

houses

I

fell into

own

the

don't have any problem with

that,"

ty and cited the general lack of information as one of the primary reasons

for friction between local residents

happened on South Street. They
bought some houses on South Street
and let them go derelict. I don't want

and Bowdoin.

to see that

said.

"My

concern

happen because

BOWDOIN COLLEGE EXPANSION SOUTH OF COLLEGE STREET
For more than four decades, Bowdoin has been purchasing property south of College Street to expand its
campus. The College
now owns all but two properties along Coffin Street, which the College could use in the future to create a corridor between the
main campus and the athletic complex. Bowdoin has purchased 17 properties between the two in the
past decade.

think they're largely preventable if

good

cooperative, collabora-

where the future
of the College is and where these
neighborhoods are going to grow.
People need to make that commit-

ment

to

do

it

openly and transparent-

Riley said

She was also sympathetic
Bowdoin's desire to grow.
"I think

how

to

it's

to

a balancing act about

meet Bowdoin's expansion
still keep neighborhoods. I

goals and

College had any plans for her proper-

she

I

but not before

Lundquist claims the houses

it

—

ly,"

recently demolished

"If the College wants to
if the

going to

neighborhood probably in

The College
two houses on

was not aware

purchase

is

when

—

tive planning about

move. Although her
property near Chamberlain Hall is
the only one on her block not owned
by Bowdoin, she said that the

Riley said she

unfortunate

its

becomes a sort of a holy-war the
town and gown lands of issues and
there's

has no plans

house.

we

many

my lifetime," she

and Coffin

be as considerate of
can," Longley said.
a healthy give and take."
try to

^fo^^ change

the College-zoned houses, said she
to

nights

to address their concerns.

neighbors as

VO'rti but does
expect
major

"I don't think, so far, the

affect this

neighborhood

effort to inform local residents about

of properties by Bowdoin

Patricia Riley, a resident

this

livable, relatively quiet

upcoming plans and work with them

future.

acquire them.

that

is

maybe on Saturday

Longley said the College makes an

the

and an active
member of CNA, said

Patricia Riley

director of Brunswick's

Department

The neighbors want to keep
been, she said. "Our main

CNA are concerned by

Connie Lundquist a
Longfellow Avenue

Holtwijk,

at

The College wants

the potential of the

she worries about col-

Theo

a natural tension

neighborhood."

resident

to grow."

there's

it's

remain a

their neighborhoods.

and

what

it

concern

and improve the character
and livability of our

protect,

dunk

the edges, always.

active in the

recently formed College Neighbors

zoned for college

when

its

properties along Coffin Street.

Avenue.

unfortunate

It

a house at 26

College does not decide to expand

Some

its

down

recently tore

neighbors to Bowdoin," she said.

buy more property along Longfellow

use. This

mem-

bers of the men's rugby team.

Bowdoin's been good neighbors
to us and we hope we've been good

faculty

purchased in residential zones,

decrease the town's yearly tax rev-

ing house typically rented to

"We believe in a good neighbor policy.

College Neighbors Association

privately-owned

the last of

Bowdoin purchased

building at

tive one.

Longley also said that Bowdoin
does not have any current plans to

issues-and

ing decisions and outlines various

of land strategic to

Longley

in 2004,

and subsequently demolished the
40 Harpswell St., a board-

rience living near both the College

zoning changes in the foreseeable
future," she said

of a holy-war-the town

"priority zones"

Bowdoin. The College does not

Bowdoin purchased

Also

and downtown Brunswick as a posipart,

eight vacant proper-

ties.

Overall, Riley described her expe-

the College can best grow,"

owns

the banned fraternities in 2004.

together to dis-

said that Bowdoin would not be
pushing any zone changes soon.
"There are no current plans for any

Four

if

including two former fraterni-

permitted.

the

good

ties,

two-family

—other than

and

think it'd be

Bowdoin was headed. It would make
everybody a lot more comfortable."

neighborhoods."

"1

would have liked."
Bowdoin choose to
develop some of the property it has

a poli-

how

all interested par-

come

currently

I

people had a clearer sense of where

faculty and

The
Longfellow
Avenue zone is among
the most restrictive

Bowdoin

cy that guides the College's purchas-

think that

something about a house that has

been bought

is

she said. "All of a sudden you learn

staff.

use

realtor.

area

residential

between the athletic and academic
campuses runs along Longfellow
Avenue. The street, which runs east
from Maine Street to Harpswell
Road and bisects Coffin Street, con-

dwellings.

College gets

uses.

primary

before they put their houses on the

an

Bowdoin

the properties

most college

The

homeowners contacting Bowdoin

is

I

For the College's

has purchased in recent years are

gle-

owner,

grow,

2006

affect the market value of the rest of
the houses in this neighborhood.
They've promised not to."
According to Longley, the College

cerned

Holtwijk said.

According to Longley, most of
Bowdoin's purchases result from

market. If

some people would
you buy property it's not an
automatic given that you would also
get rezoning handed to you on a silver platter.' At die same token, I think
if and when the College has a need to
"I think that

28,

to house faculty

what gets people conthe lack of transparency,"

"I think

say, 'If

cuss

sists

report suggested replacing the Coffin

streets.

payments for various town

located in residential zones that pro-

said jokingly. "I have five children.

kids for

Longfellow

ties... should

services.

FRIDAY, APRIL

homes throughout Brunswick used

payers and also makes voluntary

this place.

that they

other

Residential zoning

imagine someday they'll grab
But they haven't yet men-

"I

agreements
must pay taxes on the

still

it

land.

Betty Coffin said the College once
spoke to the couple about purchasing

never

the

although

intends to remain there.

many

exempt from paying
building—except in cer-

is

it

taxes

for the

her husband

the property

23

the College buys a house for residen-

1

owns

the College

ily

—

N

W

<•»

is

it

what

think

that's

a

conversation

that

neighborhoods and Bowdoin can
have because everybody wants

Bowdoin

we

to succeed,

I

think,

because

certainly do," she said.

will

Please see

LAND, page

KEY
*

Bowdoin College property

E

u

Privately

1998

Year purchased

«H

Building recently demolished

owned

Residential

Former

property

zone

fraternity

of Brunswick Assessing Office
of Planning and Development
Compiled by James Baumberger
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First years find lottery frustrating
by Nat Hen
Orient Staff
Along with

papers and preend of the year also

final

sentations, the

the housing lottery.

Was

For some,

housing

hut

the difficulties.

Many

is

after

their

get,

purpose of acquiring some of
those [Howard] quads," Pacelli

"

"If chem-free were really the

entered both the chem-free

housing

before

most

selecting a double in Chamberlain.

"You

think that freshman year

your housing

but

get,

it's

downgraded

you can

the lowest

is

disappointing to be

your sophomore

for

year," she said.

Director

to

Kim

housing crunch

fall's

Ultimately, Pacelli said, these factors forced her to

to the current

add about 50 spaces

housing capacity.

Another issue Pacelli had been
concerned about was whether the

of

chem-free housing for

all

of the

stu-

Pacelli, next

dents in the chem-free lottery, and

caused by a

she said that she was pleased to see

is

lottery,

in

sophomores, also

students scrambling for

options at

its

conclusion, including

many rising juniors and

seniors.

Cohen '08 had hoped

to

quad

eight],

Liza

choose a

Tower.

in the

"We were
of

it,"

which

usually available for

is

rising

some

left

College would be able to provide

According
Residential Life

definitely give peo-

ple the opportunity to pick

Molly Seaward '09 she said.
The quads

Molly Seaward '09
lotteries

we

priority,

first

choices had already been

and quads

that

lottery.

worry that students are
gaming the system for the sole*
"I

disappointing to he down-

graded for your sophomore year.

themselves entering multiple

filled.

can

the lowest you

selected

and the number

forms,

said.

found

students

lotteries,

it's

Board

for

chem-free on their housing intent

—

entered in the

of navigating through

task

number of students who

of

Office

the

recommendation

finalize

stern lecture preceding the lottery

about the discrepancy between the

"You think that freshman year your

Residential Life to face the

entered the

spring,

is

suffering a housing crunch,

leaving

this

who

Darfur committee to

However, Pacelli did deliver a

total

particular-

The College

ly stressful.

that all the students

chem-free lottery had that option.

and a slight decrease in the
number of students studying
abroad

brings another dreaded annual ritual:

year's lottery

combination of factors, including the
renovations to the first-year dorms,

imbalances in the number of students studying abroad in the fall and

3

NEWS

pretty sure we, [a block

were going

to get into the

Drew

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

An
Please see LOTTERY, page 5

open discussion at Wednesday's Darfur forum gave members of the
Bowdoin community an opportunity to voice concerns to the Darfur committee about investments potentially linked to the genocide in Sudan.

New York Times reporter recounts

by Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff
Since

his quest for global sustainability
made me want

Orient Staff

New

York Times science

Andrew Revkin, who has

reporter

be a journalist."

In just the past

Spring in Maine does not feel so
frigid to

to

report

Revkin

on

this

year's

Thomas Cassidy Lecture

in jour-

who

classified

cated

have recently announced divestment

ing with the audience.

said.

from companies

three

years,

He

"Climate change

is

complicated than

more

received his B.S.

Revkin has
worked for the New York Times, he
has written some 1000 articles. But
he also spoke about his earlier
-plus years that

about the slow

are benefits to

Andrew Revkin

New York Times science

reporter

Revkin expressed surprise

at the

which ranks

"If you have the opportunity to
go ahead and do it, you never know
what will happen," he said of going

mate.

what

that there

global warming,

gested that

it

does not mean that

more eco-friendly

ence in the tropics.

is

do about it.
Revkin acknowledged

especially economically, but sug-

public opinion of global warming,

"Being overseas

on the environment,
is what

the argument

to

years, including his sailing experi-

abroad.

now

and-now. We're talking
drip.

politicians

claim that humans are having a sigbut that

with a focus on the
Arctic region and the North Pole.

few

stressed that

or scientists seriously disputed the
nificant impact

'here-

the world,

1 1

than 'here-and-now,'" he
"We're talking about the slow

drip."

from Brown and M.S. from the
Columbia School of Journalism,
recounted his adventures around

In the

regarding college investments poten-

is more concerned about issues that
can be solved in the short-term.
"Climate change is more compli-

nalism.

Revkin,

character, and noted that the public

warming.

global

delivered

Committee on Darfur

recommend to the Board of Trustees

Revkin has thrice visited the North
Pole on behalf of the Times. He
shared his views on global warm-

traveled to the arctic multiple times
to

the Advisory

has been formulating a course of action
to

Adam Kommel

by

ter,

and write a recommendation, and pres-

creation earlier this semes-

its

alternative ener-

that

do business with

cism to Volent's claim because there

no universally accepted

list

"Is this just a
it

symbolic action, or will

have an impact?" one student asked

of the

To many, it may seem obvious that
Bowdoin should follow a similar

business with Sudan-linked companies.

of the

possibility

course of action. However,

at an open
forum on Wednesday sponsored by the

concern by saying that

committee, several members of the

what the

Bowdoin community voiced concerns

action

about what making an investment-

Sudan might

related statement against

The committee responded

all

would have on

five professors,

would

were present

bol, but

•A female student reported
being harassed by a male student
the

at

Company

Sea Dog
Topsham.

Brewing

•An

intrusion alarm

was secured and

was

acti-

the alarm

man

was
Hawthorne-

Longfellow Library by a security
officer who was conducting surveillance of an area of the library

where

had
recently been the victims of of
several

students

laptop computer, iPod, calcula-

and book theft. The man fled
when he was approached by a
security officer and was apprehended by area police following
tor,

Tower lobby was

cited

for an alcohol policy violation.

intrusion alarm

vertently activated

vated in Banister Hall. The build-

was reset.
•A
suspicious
observed
in

er in Coles

•An

in

Friday, April 21

ing

page I.)
Saturday, April 22
•A student with an open contain-

by

was

inad-

a student at

was

mittee

and

the

at the meeting,

Before

in Searles 315.

Sudan

aims of the committee.

According

was

have any

skeptical that

effect

He

on

the

explained

Sudan govern-

why

bicycle

on a Farley athletic field.
Sunday, April 23
•A fire alarm was activated at
Brunswick Apartments by smoke
from burnt food.

•A female Coles Tower student
was transported to Parkview
Hospital for observation.

•

Hall

"A

genocidal regime

does not respond to divestment."

Because the actual impact of the
College choosing not to directly invest

companies involved

in

•A student reported
lost her silver, blue,

dating behavior on the

Nokia

intoxicated

part

of

who were

students

denied entry to Super Snack.

•A student reported

that the rear

window of his car was smashed
while it was parked in the parking
lot at

38 College

•Robert

St.

Robinson,

22,

of

Brunswick was issued a criminal
trespass warning for all
properties.

A

Bowdoin

photograph and furavailable on

is

Bowdoin Safety and
web page.
Monday, April 24

Security

cellular

that

she

and black

phone

in

the

of Kanbar Hall, North
Campus Drive, and Coleman
Hall. The phone has the student's
name written on it.
Wednesday, April 26
vicinity

•A student reported damage to
it was parked on
South Street. The passenger side
mirror was dislodged and hanging
her vehicle while

hallway at 10 Cleave land Street
and reached for the light switch,

alcohol at Magee's Pub.

which turned out
for the fire alarm.

to be the switch

make

the stand

fective manner.
"I

just

am

do

from

we

don't

a gesture and walk

away

very concerned that

this as

it,"

said Professor of Studio Art

Tom Cornell.
Likewise, Volent said, "It seems

somewhat

simplistic to focus on the
endowment and make a gesture and

with peer institutions in order to have a
larger effect on the Sudanese government through groups such as NATO

by Brunswick Rescue.
Thursday, April 27
•An underage student was

when

to

simply in a self-congratulatory, inef-

the possible formation of a coalition

transported to Parkview Hospital

alarm was activated in

Bowdoin

not want

is

would

a broken

in

students

fire

Sudan

a door at the

•A student reported
pane of glass

hood fan could not handle the volume of smoke.
Tuesday, April 25
•A fire alarm was activated by a
student when he entered a dark

A

in

at this point,

attendees said that they

south entrance to Sills Hall. The

cables.

its

attempted to fry chicken and the

East Hall's kitchen

many

move on."
One idea that arose and sparked
much interest among the attendees was

from

damage was repaired.
•A Coles Tower student experiencing flu-like symptoms was

.

•

abstaining

influential during the Apartheid,

Sudan, he said,

tee plans to consider all input, finalize

reported threatening and intimi-

ther information

Road Master

Thome

•Dining staff at

would

it

but regarding the current situation in

Vice President for

to

Investments Paula Volent, die commit-

the

blue, men's

sym-

brief overview of the conflict in

faculty,

Banister Hall.

security officer recovered a

History

that the gesture

certainly carry weight as a

from doing business with South Africa

dents,

•Security officers observed a
group of local juveniles consuming
alcohol behind Farley Field House
and seized two backpacks filled
with beer.

•A

of

Professor

David Gordon agreed

but two members of the com-

impossible to determine

Topsham. Matthew Lajoie, 19, of
Brunswick
was
arrested
in
Topsham. The incident remains
under investigation. (See story,

know

the Sudanese

ment.

Please see REVKIN, page 4

high-speed vehicle pursuit
through Freeport, Brunswick, and

to this

did not

government, but regardless, the act

Assistant

Roughly 20 students,

it

impact of such an

actual

would be symbolic.

imply.

and

College

announcing a statement against doing

and questions, the committee gave a

not care about climate change
because of its intergenerational

a

is

of culpable

companies.

Sudan.

Campus Safety and Security Report: 4/20 to 4/27
Thursday, April 20
•A student reported that her
bicycle was stolen from the bike
rack outside Maine Hall at 1:00
a.m. The bike is a red Nishiki
Colorado 21 -speed with a gray
fanny pack on the front. The bike
had been left unlocked.

companies

to

Matt Martin '07 expressed skepti-

opening the forum for public comments

pology first-year seminar, Weather,

He

the U.S. government as

Several peer institutions

portfolio does not cur-

have any exposure

that are linked to the conflict.

dined with select Bowdoin stu-

cli-

of public concerns about the

list

by

Bowdoin 's

rently

which took place

suggested that people do

low on a

genocide.

that

gy sources should not be pursued.
Preceding the lecture, Revkin

and staff at the
Maine Lounge in Moulton Union.
Revkin also visited the anthro-

relatively

linked to the situation in Darfur,

tially

ent the recommendation to the Board
of Trustees in May. Volent also said

for an

attendee. "I

cited

was observed consuming

—Compiled

"All of our peer institutions have
terribly influential alumni," said

alcohol policy violation

after she

and the United Nations.

Bowdoin

would

get together [with
tions],"

one

really like to see

take a leadership role and

some peer

institu-

he added.

The Advisory Committee on Darfur
has held three of five planned meetings

by

the

Bowdoin

Department of Safety and Security.

to date. In

May, they plan

to present a

suggested course of action to the board

of trustees.

a
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Student group Clean Energy 'Now urges administration to purchase

100

percent of

naee
from page
ENERGY, from

Bowdoin s

1

gy market
respond'

of pricing."
group might

in terms

Asked how

the

administration says

if the

the plan is too costly,

Clean Energy
'07

Now member Katherine Kirklin
said, "It is affordable. If

problem,

money

just a matter

it is

a

is

of find-

ing the appropriate purchase" since

many

there are

schools

options. She said

over the country with

all

carbon emissions directly and indi-

tillable
tifiable

by 11 percent and that it
would do so through actions

Group members Holly Kingsbury
'07, Kate Houlihan '07, and Jonna

including lowering winter building

McKone

smaller endowments have taken big
steps.

In its letter, the

group also wrote,

"As students of differing values

from
degrees, buying a
changing the types of
on campus, buying
heating systems for

dorm

itors, to

The plan

would

require financial read-

'07 agreed.

to

the

country."

The group has used the student

writer

Bill

McKibben and New York Times
science writer Andrew Revkin,

rise to it."

"We

Bowdoin

resources like

is

Kirklin said last year a student

hope the petition will put pressure [on the

the right thing to do,

values of the students

and

and

Associate Professor

in line with the

is

Now

Energy

Drew

an
it's
Katherine Kirlin '07 excellent idea, and I
Clean Energy Now applaud heartily the

powered, though the student plan
does not take issue with either of
these aspects of Bowdoin's total

pus recently, as well as articles by
New York Times columnist and
author Thomas Friedman that have

nation's addiction to

energy use.

"emphasized the responsibility of
institutions of higher learning to

gas-

y

think the administration

is

to [our plan]. All signs point

the

is

next

logical

campus emails
ways

detailed

this

to

all-

year outlining
reduce energy

consumption. The College has also
signed Governor John Baldacci's
"Carbon Challenge" this year
voluntary program dedicated to significantly cutting carbon emissions

—

by 2010.
In

college press

a

January, Longley

release

in

was quoted using

very similar language to that which
is

planned to appear in the

the

in

fight

rights

in

group

the

said the

1960s,"

the group also said

were particularly
attending

after

the

inspired

Northeast

Climate Conference earlier

month
The

at

this

Yale University.
said

letter

volunteering

Carbon

the

for

Challenge,

that

Colby,

the switch to accountable,

the petition will put

our commitment to being good

pressure [on the administration] in

environmental stewards, and carry-

a non-aggressive way... this

ing on the College's principle of

right thing to do,

working

common

Bowdoin
its

is

in line

the

with

good,"

the values of the students and the

said in the press release

opportunity for students to say they

would be

care [about clean energy] in a quan-

the

for

school," said Kirklin. "This

said Longley.

that

and

is

target goal

to cut

is

Climate and Culture. After a short

on

afternoon can help keep

^-d maybe

a little

a kid

away from drugs.

longer to actually catch something.

Bowdoin Bookstore. He says the
book is aimed toward everyone "10

le

of the College Republicans, was
not as quick to jump on board. He
said

he

concept

the

likes

of

cleanest

the

energy, but that such a step should

way of top

not get in the
like

priorities

providing good housing for

was

the idea that the arctic

is

too

of which featured global warming
as a threat: "Be Worried. Be Very

may

lot to

not be worth the

[adds pressure to] raise

it

said climate change is

tive,

an issue "far beyond environmental

makes

and that she hopes the
College makes a decision about its

appear partisan.

protection,"

ent way.

"This

is

a great opportunity to at

very least educate students,"

the

the global

an

0"

Students remain silent
to increase awareness

Silence, a nationally practiced event

awareness about the

to raise

silencing of queer voices.

"The day

the scare-

warming debate

chorus, "Liberate

satirical

is

just to

make people

make people think about
Dan Cooperman '09, who

also

—

it,"

said

organized the event with the help of
the

Bowdoin

Queer-Straight

Those involved
Silence

in the

agreed that

Day of
vows

their

impacted those around them on

campus throughout

No

methingto

is.

helpyourcommunity.org

|

877-KIDS-3I3

is

no

change. "That generation has to get
righteously indignant."

Mutt- Ski Part-Tlmt Position /Wdhbie
Duties include but not limitied to

gardening rwusekeepingderkal,
ect 3 miles from Bowdoin College
207-729-051 lor Ulllanagwi@iuno.com

Others

felt

differently about the

relevance of the

we

"I think

the day.

more

if

Day of Silence.

classes are part

'09.

"A

lot

of queer kids

[and not

talking

I

know

are

participating.]
it,

why

should

I

was

clear the

impact on some.

it

that

course evaluations online.

submitting the online course evaluations, students will

tunity

to

offer

still

have

10 people,

felt

Day had an

have an oppor-

feedback on the

process in a follow-up survey.
If the pilot

still

ful,

program

the College

may

to talk

is

success-

consider put-

ting all course evaluations online in

the future.
that five people, or

who want

The

program,

Students in the selected classes

Alanna Beroiza '09.
was kind of frustrated throughday," said Cooperman. "I
kind of wanted to see more people
Duerksen

pilot

created to identify problems that

will not submit paper forms. After

the

part,

of a

online.

do

"I

"You

evaluations

If

it?" said

out

fill

might occur through submitting

also frustrated by parts of the day.

that

Silence,

BQSA were

to

select-

out end of the semester

West

Susie Kimport '09 said.

Day of

Twenty classes have been

and got the
ed

Some members of the

submit

to

classes

lot

course

sion without this visible presence,".

Lauren Duerksen '08, another

it

Twenty

course evaluations online

could accomplish a

we talked about

ple wouldn't participate in a discus-

participant in the

think that's impor-

I

subject out in the open, instead of

For her

feel like these

and

it,

tant," she said.

just not talking about it," said Carlos

involved."

I

about

said.

peo-

"Honestly,
i

then there

this,

Pines

saw an impact. "Even the people

they're not doing

Alliance (BQSA).

Bear

ed about

American way."

the

it's

some

who weren't silent got the point," she

aware, to

matter what

,[:!

Bowdoin Briefs

meant

*\

I

or not I'm opti-

it

hope," Revkin told the anthropology class, speaking of climate

At the end of the evening lecture,
Revkin took out an acoustic guitar
and performed his self-penned
song, "Liberated Carbon," with the
carbon

she said.

"Believe

approach counter-producsaying that such a cover

tactic

tuition," he said.

He considered

Worried."

sale at the

"If-young people don't get agitat3

go

we're paying a
it

on

mistic," he said in his lecture.

ing about beauty."
issue of TIME Magazine, the cover

if

is

and up."
Revkin said that he believes
there is hope for controlling cli-

"Aesthetics are always discounted," he said. "Scientists hate talk-

"I think clean energy is a great
idea, but

Revkin's

mate-change.

beautiful to destroy.

Revkin brought up the April

students.

Queer and straight students alike
on
speaking
refrained
from
Wednesday as part of the Day of

#'

new book "The North

Pole Was Here"

from the class.
One argument against global
warming that he did not mention in
the lecture, but did cover in class,

cli-

News From Beneath The
One

musicians for the Times.

mate change, he fielded questions

next energy purchase in a transpar-

clean energy," the group said.

"We hope

is

a serious issue," he said.
Zachary Linhart '07, a member

McKone

electricity.

Revkin is part of the band Uncle
Wade, and has written profiles on

REVKIN, from page 3

the

but this

for the college to take to help tack-

money

"Colleges from Connecticut to

oil,

lecture illustrating his views

here so

and the College of the
have all committed to
purchasing 100 percent renewable

show

stepping up to

is

The Bowdoin Orient

Andrew Revkin, left,
After his lecture, New York Times
signed books at a reception at the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum.

a very positive and practical step

Bates,

making

about breaking

rhetoric

Atlantic

energy

There's a lot of empty

Bowdoin buying

in the letter.

Members of
they

California are taking initiative and

Governor's

Bowdoin

leaders

as

against global warming, as they

letter to

her today.

"By

serve

did during the struggle for civil

step," Kirklin said.

Longley has sent out two

Fulton,

science reporter

students for taking the

.

initiative.

This

for their

think

"I

both of whom have spoken on cam-

yes.

its

efforts.

during the winter,
and most of its

to

in

of Government and
Asian Studies Henry
Laurence commended
the students of Clean

the school."

much of the campus

open

[to act]."

group with similar aspirations was

precisely

what we are asking."
The College uses
oil and gas to heat

"1

a

is

responsibility for institutions with

administration] in a non-aggressive way... this

as to future genera-

is

the

is

challenge of our generation. Let's

drive.

local,

vehicle fleet

listing

"Climate change

that said,

unsuccessful

and global
community, as well
is

drive. This

its

week Kingsbury added a

Hourihan added, "There

cited as inspirations

an

is

bar for energy use in the

the

regional,

tions,

are looking
the time that

is

opportunity for the school to set

our responsibili-

ty

Now

Kingsbury. "This

est," said

decisive step to fulfill

Maine

in

Bowdoin.

there is widespread student inter-

digest to publicize

buy 100 percent
renewable-energy electricity would
minimum
requirego beyond the
ments of the governor's challenge,
to

The students

to

mon-

few.

environmental

that

geothermal

competition, and buy-

name a

the students said.

justment and foresight. However, a

car,

construction

ing energy-efficient computer

able energy

a large responsibility

hybrid

fuel oil used

way."

"People

68

to

projects, running an energy conser-

and disciplines, we recognize that
committing to 100 percent renewis

72

temperatures

vation

Revkin gives Thomas Cassidy Lecture

from dean, renewable sources

electricity

rectly

dealing with a highly volatile ener-

2006

28,

—

II

I

—Compiled by Chris Marotta

and Mary Helen

Miller.
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Sting operation culminates in highspeed chase

Grants support local non-profit
k., \i:
i- v
by
Miranda
Yaver
ORiEm- Staff

reasonable objectives that would
positively affect the local

and

nity

Ten

nonprofit organiza-

local

tions that

been

left

ported by the College's

Good Grant

this year.

of the
award from among many worthy

"The

and the needs of non-

lanthropy,

Since

fact that

we had $7,500

in

money really helped and
eased some of the burden by providing the opportunity to fund

profit agencies.

taken from a third floor carrel.

acknowledge Mercier as the

officer

April

more programs," she

said.

has allocated $10,000
annually to local nonprofit

$17,500 donated due to an
added $7,500 to the grant

budget The grant will cover a good

base.

chunk of

it is

otherwise be able to partic-

pulled

ipate

was

also

formed.

The extension committee in turn
worked with volunteers from
Bowdoin 's development division

of Merrymeeting
Bay, Spindleworks, Patten Free

and potential donors to discuss

Library,

when lucky, receive
Community members

proposals and,

added $3,500 to the
with an additional
$4,000 coming from a gift from
the Class of 2005.
In spite of the added financial
backing, only 10 of the over 30
organizations that applied received

funding, With grants being awarded to programs "with clear and

Pejepscot

Maine.

According to committee
ber

Peterson

Lisa

Common Good

mem-

'07,

the

Grant Committee

Lag time between

lotteries

LOTTERY, from page 3

could have been more condensed."

may

Pacelli said that this

Tower because we were
iors,

rising jun-

and we were counting on it,"
now almost no rising

the

juniors got into the Tower, so

it's

impossible for us to find a place as a

we

can switch into."

lottery,

which lasted almost three weeks
from the first information session to

she

is

trying to

the things we've talked

about for next year
shrink the

is

lottery.

if

we

amount of time over

There's a

lot

we

she said.

"I'm happy with the result [a
Chamberlain double]; I just wasn't

happy with the process as
said.

"I

I

could

think

it

Security's

for

against

it."

"We

try to get

people

in

Weiss said. "The
cover a good chunk of

BPD

relayed

Topsham

Police

Department

(TPD)

the

McBrien,

to

Common Good

campus

weeks,

on U.S. Route

cers

right.

challenge the image of a 'Bowdoin

Bubble' and encourages students
be involved in the community in

working, and we might be able to
condense that a little bit. It might

drama from

lottery to

and merging on to

pus buildings because

State Police troopers joined

is

many other camit is

accessible and contains so

so widely

many

valu-

crime prevention.

"A

before attempting to take a hard

onto Mallett Drive. According to

lot

of the patrons are

dents] and with that

[non-stu-

comes certain risks

Nate Goodman of the FPD, the
Focus was unable to complete the turn,

and problems," he

and the car "went airborne" and

BPD

crashed into a ditch on the side of the

ongoing.

road before

flames.

Thursday, but Nichols would not dis-

Officers and bystanders extracted the

close the details of that interview.

suspect from his burning vehicle.

Security has not questioned any other

bursting

into

said.

with

Security's joint investigation

concerning the library thefts

BPD

is

questioned Lajoie on

students to "anticipate that the thefts

charged with eluding a police

will continue."

of advantage to

"This gets a

I

of people

never an excuse for alcohol

fully responsible for their actions. Please

be respectful of Bowdoin 's neighand other members of the Bowdoin community.

Students are encouraged to request a Safe Ride by dialing Security at 725-

3337. Watch out for each other and stay safe.

a head

was

Maine

transported to

injury.

He was released mid-

suspects with respect to the thefts.

"We

day

officer,

still

have a

lot

of investigating

to do," said Nichols.
In the meantime, Nichols advised

driving to endanger, violating condi-

up and intense, but things can work
Benjamin '08, who

and operating a vehicle with a sus-

around, they might not be there

did not get her

pended

they get back," he said

lot

out," said Sharon

first

choice of a

Tower quad, but ended up

in

altogether.

living in the tent that has

been his

go through

all

what

will

that

your home

be kept in a cardboard box

over the winter, and then you'll set

up when you come back

school," he said.

"Students should be cognizant that if

they

Director of Safety and Security

TPD

disclose

leave

their

belongings

lying

when

Nichols recommended using a security

cable to protect electronic items.

In

the April

14 case

which

in

recovered from

books, an iPod, and a cell phone

Lajoie's backpack, but mentioned that

were stolen from a carrel, the thief
spared a laptop computer whose
owner had bound it to a nearby pole

officers

no students reported any stolen items

possibly want

of that trauma and
if you could

know

license.

Randy Nichols would not

"If something

was

stolen,

it

hasn't

been reported yet," he said

On Thursday, BPD issued a "no tres-

psychological stress

simply just

arrest),

from Hawthorne-Longfellow that day.

for the last semester.

"Why would you
to

Willy

to continue

of release (from a prior

Lajoie has not been charged with
theft.

Others have chosen to eschew the

process

tions

a

Chamberlain double.

it

abuse, and students under the influence of alcohol and other drugs are held

Lajoie

all riled

life,"

Safety Advisory:

passing" warning that makes
for Lajoie to set foot

it

a crime

on any college

property.

response to a rash of recent thefts in

in

using a security cable.

"Most of these [thefts] are crimes
of opportunity," said Nichols, who
added that cutting a security cable
is

inconvenient for opportunistic

criminals.

Security planned the sting operation

to

Authentic Thai Cuisine

—

CORRECTIONS
The April 21

Dtne-ln or Take-out

highlights

story "Self-study

decade

of change"

should have said that the recently

redesigned course requirements
apply to the Class of 2010.

In:

The

BSG

snap bands has just arrived.

box

Election Results

should have highlighted both

Erma

Drigo and Clark Gascoigne as the

They are available at die Department of Safety and Security, through
Bowdoin Student Government, or just ask any security officer you see on
campus. The highly reflective snap bands feature the Bowdoin word mark
in five dazzling colors.

than in

Sunday and transported to
Cumberland County Jail. He has been

The Department of Safety and Security enforces all college alcohol policies in an effort to keep our Bowdoin community safe. We expect that students who choose to drink do so safely and responsibly. Some students use
Ivies weekend as an excuse for uncontrolled and irresponsible drinking that

now available

difficult

Sgt.

lottery but

home

and are

more

Although many students did not
get their first choice of rooms, most
were content with the final results.

Public Service Announcement:

A new batch of Bowdoin pedestrian safety

Nichols mentioned that preventing

crime in Hawthorne-Longfellow

with library staff "regularly" to discuss

lights

it's

in the

on 1-295. Lajoie exited onto Maine
Route 196 and sped through two red
right

way

and

to put a

able items. Nichols said that he meets

a very proactive sense," she said.

the

stu-

said

as they pursued Lajoie north

the

to

more assured about

this

stop to it"

lnterstate-295.

FPD

he

victimized,

body shop, Lajoie sped away

Maine
Grants

»

we had

direction of Freeport Village before

Common Good

dents

the

between the College and the
community. Brunswick is so lucky
to have the College in the town."
Peterson agreed.

Bowdoin

tect

Randy Nichols

elude police

right

up

set

Director of Safety and Security "They were being

driveway of an auto

turning

campus

at

operation to pro-

Grant "has definitely strengthened the relationship

offi-

parties.

After

into

"no
plant

to

"We

attempting unsuccess-

by pulling

that

undercover

officer

1.

though he

Security has

plans"

were

the

in

emphasized
to

and we

get hit again,

on

crime

future,

we thought

we were going

that

soon spotted the blue

fully to

the

over the last few

vent

Department

A FPD

might

er officers to pre-

Freeport

Focus speeding south

According

that

indicated

Security

"Based on the pattern

the

be putting its grant
money toward developing educational programs that target groups
underrep resented in curriculum.

this

Nichols

employ undercov-

driver to the

its

strategy,

which

of the effectiveness of

in

description of the car

and

In light

for

"

Snap Bands Are

between

Pacelli.

would be worried about reducing
that flexibility. But this is the third
year we've been doing this online;

is

in the library

a.m. and 3 p.m., paying especially

1 1

the

time built into the system now, so

could result in severe consequences. There

make rounds

to

with
policy

engaging

vehicular pursuits.

and

will

Oppenheimer '09 plans

bors, your fellow students,

accordance

always have to find grants

Police

feel

The undercover officer, dressed "like
a Bowdoin student," had been assigned

Department (BPD). Craig then stopped
following Lajoie in

(FPD).

"The

right," said Nichols.

a supplemental program-

Pejepscot Historical Society
Katie McBrien said that her organ-

lottery

Ivies

behind

Street

we were

Medical Center in Portland and treated

run the

process dominates student

Maine

to

that

and we were

hit again,

can

shortening the amount of time that
this

on

last

few weeks, we thought

condense the impact over
the course of a few days," said

"There's a certain amount of lag

have been," she

perimeter in a Security vehicle. Craig

Interim Director and Curator of

ization

campus

the

day,

going to get

items had been recently stolen.

increase the

"One of

the final lottery.

as

that

course of days in which

Kate Krosschell '09 bemoaned the
drawn-out process of the

issues

patrolling

that

later

"Based on the pattern over the

number while the Communications

the

we

improve.

she said. "But

block that

who was

and

carrel,

another calculator disappeared.

Center notified the Brunswick Police

be condensed in future

was one of

April 19, a laptop

It's

the purchase of these books."

local nonprofits in the fall

and
sponsored a grant writing workshop in January. Final applications
were due in February. Applications
were reviewed within subcommit-

On

books missing.

it is

Read program because
not part of the budget.

grant will

grant applications to

distributed

On

a student reported three

16,

close attention to the areas from

ming piece for which we
need to fund raise. We

Historical

Two Roads

Society, Sweetser, and

collectively

grant pool,

Friends

Inc.,

phone were

cellular

Lajoie and confirmed the license plate

ing,"

amount of grant money by raising

donations.

Community

the

in

community to read the
Patten Free Library same book and
have dis-

Receiving the 2006 Common
Good Grant are Bath's Middle
School Garden Glub, the Dorcas
Mission Team at Bath United
Church of Christ, Care Net of
Midcoast Maine, Flying Changes
Center for Therapeutic Riding

down Park Row

a high speed.

Mercier used his radio to contact

cussions about the readIn

at

the car's rear

another security officer, JoJo Craig,

the purchase of these books."

at

an iPod, and a

license plate number.

its

Lajoie then peeled out

the

additional funds for projects, an

committee

to try to read

Mercier,

striking

who had moved toward

Community Read program at the Patten Free
Library, "We would not

the

Sandy Weiss

response to a desire to extend the

extension

attempted to open the vehicle's door.

According to Sandy Weiss, who

not part of the

Community Read Program

and

toward town

Deciding the allocation
of the funds were 14

Bruce Baird '08, all of
whom were selected in
March to be on the committee.

Row

any funding.

y

Bowdoin students, led by
Doris Ramirez '07 and

a

14, five books,

computer was reported stolen from a

Community Read

program because

not

on Park

On April

floor.

basement

not otherwise be Able to

participate in the

common

Lajoie turned right

ground

Lajoie started the engine and backed

projects with the purpose

of advancing the

Mercier pursued the suspect on foot

up quickly, nearly

runs

good. This year was an
exception, however, with

1 1,

TI-83 calculator was stolen from the

For the Patten Free Library, the
Grant is an opportunity to provide programs for
which it would not otherwise have

it

"We would

On April

Hawthorne- Longfellow

J

year of the award.

establishment,

its

and use the funds within a

Common Good

grant

acquaint students with grants, phi-

He did

project

programs.

through a restricted gift by an
anonymous donor who wanted to

climbed into a blue Ford Focus.

are required to provide
updates on the progress of the

difficult to select recipients

The Common Good Grant program was established in 2001

grants

said

According to committee member Taneisha Wilson '07, it was

Common

CHASE, from page

member

Committee
Andrew Combs '06.
Extension

might otherwise have
unfunded will be sup-

through Brunswick, Freeport, Topsham

nf three students
stiiHmts each,
<>>rk after
>i
of
which the committee as a whole
reviewed the finalists.
Organizations
receiving the
tees

commu-

citizens,"

its

5
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Student goes public with details ofJSoard proceedings, allegations of academic bias
SPEECH, from page

I

with Helminiak in order to discuss

case and disciplinary action.

the

work

last

semester and will graduate

from Bowdoin next month.

He

said

he does not consider himself part of a
particular Christian denomination.

myself a disciple

"I just consider

of Christ," he said.
Helminiak admitted to

books

in

Hawthorne-Longfellow

in the

Library in the

of 2005. According

fall

pass judgment, with the option of

moving the case to the Judicial Board
if he was dissatisfied with Bradley's
decision.

Bradley said the major charge
officials

he placed Christian tracts

that

Helminiak elected to have Bradley

recommendaAssociate Dean of Student

ing

Affairs Margaret Hazlett, Helminiak

College," which

1

,000

tracts into library

pamplets

small

books. Tracts

address

that

speech

Helminiak worked as

the time,

He

library.

he inserted some

tracts

while he was working weekend
nights, but noted that he mostly dis-

them when he was not on

tributed

He

clock.

did not admit to inserting

all

of

by

library employees.

the tracts that

Librarian

Shcrrie

had been found

books

in

Bergman

said

2000. However, the

brochures started to appear regularly
she said.

last fall,

Though
explicitly

does

library

campus," Bradley

said

right

go

will

I

now

books... We'll

not

said.

Smith

to

with the box of

removed from the
go to Smith Union

now and get some pushpins and

right

you can put them on the bulletin
boards, and I'll protect your right to
do that."
In his meeting with Bradley,
Helminiak pointed out that other

stu-

"homo-

sexual obscenities" in chalk outside
the Chapel

—which Helminiak had
—and did not see why

found particularly offensive because
of the location

was permitted while

the tract dis-

semination was not allowed.

student workers

instruct

this

[I]

defend

fully

tracts that they

this

the

the

his Christian

dents previously had written

employees began finding

that library
tracts in

the

would

I

right to express

Union

that

him

"I told
his

"And

At

believe

rights.

views on

scripture.

said

not

did

College was abridging Helminiak 's

Christian issues and contain religious

a student assistant at the

included in sec-

is

seven of the social code.

Bradley

admitted to inserting approximately

are

for "disrupt-

orderly processes of the

the

tion

to the Judicial Board's
tion to

was

against Helminiak

she expected that student employees

"would understand

that these activi-

ties are prohibited."

The
on

tracts

of scripture that are in your

web page

were inserted

in

books

specific subjects, such as Judaism,

Christianity

said.

some

were

that

addressing

were about

the

and a copy of

way

that

we

Johns' coupons in the library collec-

"There were

is

code, and then

from a Christian perspec-

You

the

Helminiak noted that one

was

tract

titled

said,

relates

right

the "innocent

now.

on the

it

Quad

maybe

Another

baby."

Dean

was sup-

be the diary of an unborn

to

baby. The tracts are available at
tractleague.com, which

the

is

web

from which Helminiak purchased his pamphlets. The diary tract
site

"December

includes the entry,

Today

my

28:

mother killed me."

Helminiak said that he had hoped
the tracts would be helpful
whomever read them and would

to

not

be offensive.

member, one

staff

one

local

library

collection as your vehicle," Bradley

According to Helminiak, Bradley
decided to

a $ 1 ,200 financial

institute

discovered the

resident,

religious leaflets

student, and

and brought them

to

compensate the

to

check books and remove

what he'd

responsibility for doing

"felt

tution," Bradley said.

The

library

on

called

said.

the

Department of Safety and Security to
help determine

who was

ing the

Security launched an

tracts.

disseminat-

investigation that Director

of Safety

and Security Randy Nichols termed

Bergman

resti-

told the Orient that stu-

report

on

the

mation and explained investigative

of working on other library projects.

tremendously

interfered

with the productivity of our student

Board action

Helminiak elected to have the

a student, the case

to die Office

was

referred

of the Dean of Student

Karmacharya

'06,

Orient to Assistant
Affairs

case. The
by Shrinkhala

Board hear his

Judicial

case was chaired

Mary

McMahon

who

referred the

Dean of Student

McMahon.

Pat

advises

the

Judicial

Board.

Affairs.

Judicial

said

that

she asked

Board members not

to

speak

with the Orient about the case, but
In December 2005, Dean of
Student Affiure Craig Bradley met

upon

receiving Helminiak's signed

privacy waiver, provided

comment

utWl^w4UI:MflNM4<(iiiiilMIIUUI
,

learning community,

do not

The

said.

board wrote that Helminiak

Helminiak,

ideas which forced ideas

who were

which

upon
the

"What

In the statement, he alleged that

are

or public purposes

doing

is false. I

this

because

everlasting

want

I

him
Bowdoin?"

have asked many

"I

why

am

they

stu-

came

to

Bowdoin," Sehon told the
Orient. "I have never told a

to save souls

student that he or she did

not belong at Bowdoin, nor

have

I

said anything that

implied that.

Ryan Helminiak

'05

I

teach logic

I'm pretty cog-

regularly, so

he also broke the policy on

nating

at

middle of a lecture

the semester.

shame and contempt."

According to die report,

nizant of what

my words do

and do not imply."

for

college

specific

officials

were

or public purposes.

responsible for perpetrating anti-

utilized the College's prop-

Christian discrimination.

erty for public purposes

expressing

in his assign-

and made similar statements at other times during

used college

College's policy on solicitation.

you doing

dents

from

God

his beliefs about

not seeking

violated

who had been

exists.

ments, claimed that Sehon asked

property for commercial business, political,

God

of whether

understand them, or are violating

I

of

Religion course, which examined the

them."

"The allegation that

that requires stu-

board

the

of 2001, Helminiak

fall

in the

by dissemi-

information to the public

led

Helminiak especially took issue

The student filed a griev-

with Bradley.

Helminiak said that die statements

were "psychologically

him

ment

stressful"

to drop out of

the spring

Bowdoin

2002 semester. In his

to the Judicial Board,

and
for

state-

he said

because he wanted to help 'save their

ance against Bradley with President

that his religious beliefs strengthened

board wrote.

Barry Mills regarding die dean's deci-

over that semester, and he decided

souls,'" the

The

board

recommended

Hazlett place Helminiak

on

that
social

probation for one semester and that
the student should

pay

restitution

of

$250 to provide for the purchase of 10 books. That became the
at least

McMahon

Two views

iM

policy,

"Ryan

techniques.

Bowdoin

of which

dents to comply with college

political,

Dissatisfied with Bradley's deci-

However, he noted that the "bulk"
of the evidence came from security
camera footage. Since Helminiak

was

all

using college property

assistants," she said.

sion,

In the

for the second violation,

it,"

matter

contained witness infor-

from class periods in 2001 and 2003.

he wrote,

freedom of

question

unapproved commercial, business,

Security's
it

As

code section

stemmed

bers of the charges, which

it,"

enrolled in Sehon's Philosophy

responsible for disrupting the orderly

people

"lengthy."

because

wrong because

Christianophobs dislike

"used a one-way exchange of

library materials instead

Judicial

not

is

McEwen
eventually cleared both faculty memnation in their classrooms.

processes of the College.

examining

Nichols said he would not release

books

Denzey

perpetrated anti-Christian discrimi-

Christian

the head librarian and closed-minded

citing a statement about

a procedure by which holdings are

dent assistants had to spend time

"This

be upset by

"Those who oppose my action are
either unaware of these values of the

Helminiak broke the social

tracts.

"What I felt most strongly about
was that he would accept some

[sic] to

Sehon and Visiting Assistant

Professor of History Nicola

expression in the student handbook.

led the board to find Helminiak

Bradley said the financial penalty

tracts in

said that Professor of Philosophy

closed-minded

actions, but putting

filed

Dean for Academic
Craig McEwen. Helminiak

and

accepted and cataloged,"

was intended

Scott

Christianophobs

ulations of the library because there
is

Affairs

expected

-r

Helminiak

Earlier this year,

complaints with

false,"

the operating reg-

overall function of the library,"

by

is

shame and contempt."

my

of researchers," "hindered the

social probation.

done, and that he would pay the

about finding them," Bergman

ability

to the library tract case.

he wrote. "I am doing this because I
want to save souls from everlasting
"I

two portions of

penalty and place the student on

the circulation desk.

Those patrons
extremely intimidated and upset

on sanc-

Helminiak's action "obstructed the

"failed to abide

said.

College for the staff hours required to

Three library patrons, including

one

you can't use the

used college

I

or public purposes

political,

of Student Affairs the social code.
First, the board found that

tion or advertising for other services

or products,

for violating

Helminiak's charges of religious
discrimination have not been limited

allegation that

property for commercial business,

the

summary recommendation,
Helminiak was responsible

Craig Bradley

pamphlet

included text that

posed

"The

was delegated

make

he wrote.

Charges of academic bias

social code.

According to the board's

go get you the chalk."

I'll

an innocent

like

that his actions did not violate the

tions.

blood of Christ on the cross
to

Orient. In the statement, he argued

authority to

believe that Ryan's allega-

tions are without merit,"

which he provided to the

dean of student

final determination

can go out and chalk

"Innocent

Blood." That pamphlet, he

statement,

Since Bradley had

case, Hazlett

scripture that are in your tracts.

tive."

"We

judgment,

Helminiak read a 3,500-plus-word

recused himself from the

you can chalk these pieces of

"very seriously."

hearing before

1

passed

board

recommends sanc-

tions to the
affairs.

"I said

During his March
the

responsible for violating the social

__^_

issues

nally levied a fine of $1,200.

1

board determines whether a student

specifically

certain

March

According to college policy, the

want people putting Papa

don't

the board's

recommendation.

the Orient.

"But, in the same

a broader sense,"

in

Helminiak

actually

the

your right to do that," Bradley told

abortion, and homosexuality.

"Most of them

Ryan Helminiak '05 said he purchased the tracts he distributed from tractleague.com. Some of the
tracts he distributed addressed abortion-related issues. One tract simulated the diary of a fetus.

stand there and protect

I'll

source: tractleague.com.

tracts.

You can go out and chalk it on
Quad right now. I'll go get you
chalk.

Bowdoin Bugle.

Orient graphic. Photo courtesy of the

you can chalk these pieces

"I said

Tract,

that tracts are not permitted, she said

final

approved sanction.

McMahon

wrote in an email that the board created

its

was not

sanction "from scratch" and
told

mat Bradley had

origi-

and his statements

sions in the case

during his

first

December meeting.

The

president has reviewed the

findings of die investigation

and

is

confident that a complete and fair
investigation

Assistant

to

was

Meiklejohn wrote

conducted,"

President

the
in

that

he would re-enroll at Bowdoin.

"God
Bowdoin

Mills initiated an investigation.

told
to

me

to

go back to

spread the gospel of

Jesus Christ, so that

is

what

I

am

doing at Bowdoin," he wrote. "I
found

many Bowdoin

open to talking about

students to be

God"

Scott

a statement, not-

ing that Mills took the allegations

Please see

SPEECH, page 7

—
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open mind necessary

Professors say
SPEECH, from page 6

Orient,

Heminiak offered

his motiva-

tion.

In the spring of 2003, he enrolled

Bowdoin

to

my

broaden

gion

greater appreciation for

how

he does not

that

worship the Bible, but said Denzey's

was "very disrespectful to my
He dropped the course after

beliefs."

the

first

day.

"It's certainly true that

threw a

I

Bible on the ground," Denzey said

an email interview. "I've done
classes

it in

more than once, even, and

in fact a 'trick'

in

learned from discus-

I

who

academics

teach

that

institutions find

faith

and

world," he

higher education

quandary."

our students'

to respect

problem

is that

Denzey

book because they believe
what she wants to hear.

just a
is

"My

point

was

"Sometimes

they run counter to one another."

why a

"That's

back on

tolerant, to

book' to realize
that

still

'yeah,

it's

its core principles: to be
encourage open dialogue

would, have cultural

who

even those of us

warfare in the stacks."

for the rest of

the course."
In an April

6

Helminiak,

letter to

Mc E wen said that he investigated the
student's complaints

by reviewing

student course opinion forms

and

speaking with the professors.

Librarian

members

faculty

to the administra-

tion, which occurred during debate
over the Academic Bill of Rights ear-

A student

lier this year.

government

about' faculty

ago

encouraged Sehon

more reading on

to

work of

the

atheists.

wrote to Helminiak

Sehon "did not

that

your enrollment

Sehon

members.

in the course";

"It's disturbing," he said about the
concept of students reporting profes-

plan

fully

"I

at

Bowdoin.

is

"perfectly

appropriate" for Sehon to

stu-

tell

dents that if they are enrolled in the

and

fully

critically.

McEwen

still

another influx

of

Bergman, the College's

is

now

an issue

"Unfortunately, the library

facing

is

at

now

tracts,"

librarian,

"We've opened another
tion,"

investiga-

Nichols said "We'll make every

effort to identify

who's responsible."

also found that Denzey's

Nichols said that visitors found

Bible-throwing exercise "is likely to

placing such material in the library

create discomfort

among some

dents but such discomfort

is

stu-

not inap-

situations that

involves

you

McEwen

tion,"

sites for

reflect critically

teaching."

independent

hold our

own

never, ever

issues

Both Denzey and Sehon acknowltalking about religious

As

beliefs," she said.

"We

role of
That has to remain neu-

returning to

he said

campus

He

next month.

that

he

due

feels

in

for graduation

receive his

will

He

the mail.

is

currently

taking an emergency medical techni-

am

"I

options, including the medical field,

—but

teaching, and missionary

sion to stay at

the

process."

Bowdoin

and

that they

some kind of

to actually spread the

Gospel of

"As

far as aca-

Jesus Christ," he said.

fallen in

my

esteem.

high school and

I

that

felt

would

I

at Bowdoin. But
were other factors that were
involved"

school system and that's
"I don't

A proposal
sideration

by

know

it,"

currently under con-

Lundquist said. "I certainly hope not.

the Brunswick School

I'm hoping the Longfellow School

is

Board to close Longfellow School,
an elementary school that is bounded

remains a grammar school.

The

Longfellow Avenue
the west and Bowdoin

private

property to the east. The

CNA

has

I

college neighbors are very

in favor

wrote.

was

-cwr»-

NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK

that that struggle often

and

religious studies classes.

op-ed submission to the

CARAVAGGI0
IS A

GUT ON THE SOPRANOS.

are.

much

schools."

Air base closing

President

final decision

on the

fate

The decision

year to close

last

Brunswick Naval Air Station by 201

Bowdoin Senior Vice
for
Planning
and

Administration

to

purchase

Longfellow

presents the

College with growth

possibilities to the east.

The

that

wouldn't be appropriate to say

we'd be

potential acquisition of

study study, released

"Bowdoin

Elementary.

erties

of

Longfellow School could take up to a

it

for sale.

In February,

"It

his

ABT ,w °»*
8ca 00l ,

mobilized to lobby against the clo-

of Bowdoin 's reaccreditation

In

,,0,,0,,

of neighborhood grammar

the Orient that the College had no

to the forefront in science

,«»»• "°*

think

most people in the neighborhood

plans

Denzey

said.

school,"

by

to

he

if they're interested

Longfellow

the

having to also do the work of being a

She said

COT

have continued that
there

of the base was discussed

comes

TAh[ A BITt OUT

did well in

themselves and their beliefs, and

staying true to

student at a secular college,"

o

after his first

and
Chief
Development Officer Bill Torrey told

struggle between

m^

he

not regret his deci-

needs to do the right thing with their

chasing the 2.5-acre property if

some
Bowdoin and
see in

is

t

work

pursue will defi-

I

"Through my relationship with
God, I felt called to go to Bowdoin

A

other places I've taught

T

•>'

^

year.

year.

a -fairly natural part of

are often locked in

Our Solar System
«* '*

considering several career

whatever career

some residents to question whether
Bowdoin would be interested in pur-

ously and objectively," Sehon said.

at

You happened!

library staff

mix those with the

for Helminiak,

diploma

The
potential
closing
of
Longfellow School has prompted

can be hard to investigate rigor-

students of faith

It takes you—
and programs that work.

What happened?

of the personal

in part to the discrimination

cult.

I

IS

he experienced, he does not plan on

sure.

"Well, one challenge

h*rO within

tral."

issues in the classroom can be diffi-

"It's

LFSS CRIME

said that the library's actions

"Each of us on the

in

homes

"It

programs

kid, llnd the

wivh possibilities

she said.

in the stacks,"

Longfellow School

and

assumptions are examples of good

that

Mdpiny

she

staff,

Bowdoin expansion

LAND, from page 2

thoughtfully about their beliefs and

edged

future

wrote. "Indeed, the

Academic

*?a Af terschool

-

Her universe is shout
vo explode

BNAS and Longfellow School possible

of these faculty members to

push students to

m

&

anti-

Christian hostility or discrimina-

efforts

USA-IEAHM

cultural warfare

propriate."

"Neither of the
complained
of

SM

demics go, Bowdoin has definitely

said.

course, they probably should be will-

ing to examine their beliefs thought-

1

said.

Even though Helminiak

YOU ARE NOT.

IDE NT

He said he does

the library.

it

fall."

tracts

not recall asking Helminiak a ques-

why he was

Can

she

nitely include Christian ministry,"

More

to

told the Orient that he

wrote that

A CHILD IS HELPLESS.

Even posters

removed by

are

"We would have

howoff-campus, tracts are

McEwen

teach

to

Philosophy of Religion in the

did remember Helminiak but could
tion about

the

cian course.

remem-

specifically

ber you or any incidents related

ever,

Bill

sors.

McEwen

and

m

school programs in your area

com-

tracts,

the library.

forms from nearly

include

ban on

discussion about students reporting

that three

years

better

know you want

students enjoy in the

library's

views of its staff members.

Helminiak's, and noted
five

"moments

and discussion, and to create an
active environment of learning excellence," Denzey wrote.
Sehon commented on the recent

similar to

opinion forms included allegations

do

potential to

a hero Let us

points of view. Thus, individuals

She

bill that

none of the student

that

after

makes

and groups should not use the library

Bergman

Sherrie

stemmed from the Academic
of Rights encouraged the administration to create a group that would
receive and investigate complaints

He wrote

members and
The

are

"And that's

talk about that," she said.

what we talked about

them realm they have a

said.

book

should

-

advertising student government can-

many of us

we

school

reach further than they ever imarjmed Because

classroom," she said.

didates

weren't raised

Christian or Jewish, so

unknown

after

kinds of activities

and the collections... as the bedrock
ty

as a platform, she said.

just a

that, no, it's a

in all

have always viewed the library

"I

has power and deeper mean-

ing or significance to

« hidden strength, an

scholastic athletic and creative Activities that help

said, is intended to protect access to

"we

is

of the intellectual freedom that facul-

Bowdoin

place like

cMd

wonderful opportu-

munity about our core values."

institution," she wrote.

every

a hero waiting to be discovered In

programs, kids get involved

can be found,
that

is

it

ability

end. that's what

these beliefs cannot be reconciled

to challenge those

students saying

said,

like this create a

with one another into one happy

is

that

mem-

the time of

If a positive spin

all

said she has found, that

students say that the Bible

up

bers of his department.

nity for libraries to educate the

Testament."

many

search for tracts

members to
and remove them,
staff

all

New

in

must pay

library

Bergman

"We need

falls

Art heroes born?
Or art they made?
t

noted that tract placement not

only costs the College since the

themselves in a "real

beliefs, but the

it's

sions with a professional group of

my

the

He

to

try

but also takes

Denzey said

Helminiak said
action

within

fits

it

to

horizons and gain a

wrote.

the floor."

for learning

could be issued a criminal trespass
warning.

came

"I

in "Early Christian Literature," a reli-

class
taught by Denzey.
Helminiak said that on the first day
of class, Denzey "threw a Bible to

NEWS

interested if these prop-

came on

the market because

they're not on the

market

very strongly that

the

is

last

some

in the draft
self-

week.

represented on the

Local Reuse Authority for the naval
air

base and

may be

interested in

acquiring portions of the base prop-

We believe

erty for future

community

report reads.

College use," the

ART. ASK

FOR MORS.
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Father's history sparks scholarship for Wells
by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

and on the history of commodities
Latin America. However, he kept

in

com-

ing back to the idea of writing about the

When

thousands of Jewish refugees

were desperately seeking a way

to escape

Europe at the onset of the war, the

Hitler's

only government

would harbor diem

that

was General Rafael Trujillo's ruthless dicDominican Republic.

the

tatorship in

known in the past for gross
human rights violations, opened his country's doors to 1,000 German and Austrian
Trujillo,

refugees, in hopes

of whitening the race

and gaining favor with the United

He

took

States.

unusual colony that saved his father's

mostly

them

learn only Spanish while

Spanish was "the language of the
future."

always

"I

felt that I

Latin America

Wells

From

way

infections. I love the

1997

to

2000, Wells worked
as associate dean for

he

of

Professor

reaScy gets into lecture."

academic

Allen

History

of the

said

is literally

Sosua

story is the subject

of

all

papers would be in

German,"

engaging

This

do a big
on this

couldn't

because

Wells's "enthusiasm for

most
dairy

cooperative,

in

German was

language of the old country,"

"the

the land and

productive

growing up

the Bronx, because while

project

resources to create
island's

German and

both

fluent in

Spanish, he required that his children

would and provided

the

the subject,

German. Although Wells'

in

was

father

when no one else

in the refugees

away from

but stayed

life

assuming the records would be printed

Meghan Maguire

Wells's most recent

affairs

at

and

College,

the

toward the end of his

research for which

three-year term, was
Class of *08

he has been award-

anxious to continue

ed

a

fellowship

Memorial Foundation
plete

ple in the office
for a couple

—among

"I

had always had

1,000

those

reason

Jewish refugees was Wells's
in the

back of my

was part of my father's past and there

I

was going

of days to

New

records were going to be in
that

I

Spanish and English.

of a region of Mexico called Yucatan

HIV

his surprise, the records

'I found out there

on

part,

English with very

the
in

was an enormous

correspondence in Spanish and
little

in

in

German and

department, to the refugee organization.. .so all

project just

of a sudden, mis whole

came open

Dr. Jeff

to

me," he said

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson@bowdoin.edu
Jeff

Dr. Jeff:

So what's the deal

HIV testing? What

are the dif-

now

in their 80s

and
first

so the bulk of the year will be

revising

it

lication,"

and

getting

it

ready for pub-

he said

semesters to complete his project

and occasionally,

"I

have to do a

—

research next year

little

I'll

clean-up

be going

Dominican Republic and

to the

also to

New

'I

for research, teaching,
to support

was opposed

to U.S. policy in

expensive

expensive) are they?

less

What's the difference

that's

between confidential
and anonymous
What does the

very

we do

at

Center,

somewhere

Health

the

in

is

com-

through Merrymeeting

AIDS. At anonymous
your identity

unknown

and

remains unrecorded

every

test

process.

sensitive

of

step

at

the

The idea

is

to

HTV screen-

encourage

ing amongst those who
do not want to have the

ed? Where are nearest
ties that offer

rapid

test-

testing facili-

HIV testing?

Is

had sex
recently? If I haven't shown any
tested?
symptoms do I need to be
—AS. (Anonymous Student(s))
the test accurate if I've

any,

they will
if

fact that they're

positives

true

the trade-off being that

taking the

they will read as posi-

mind

some number of

tive

negatives.

For

testing, this

ini-

true

HIV

tests

can be categorized

ical" tests.

tests,

in a

anywhere

likely

any way.

been infected Screening

tests

sign,

file,

sep-

from your medical record.
in to pick up your
results, you take them and your consent form with you, or we shred
them. Nothing goes into your
arate

When you come

—

not even an indication
you were ever tested. And HIV
chart

that
test-

ing at the Health Center, like

STD

all

done at the Health
Center, is free of charge. Your insurance policy (through Bowdoin or
testing

your parents) will not be billed for
these tests.

"Rapid" screening

tests for

HIV

have been available for a few years

now, and

we

offer both rapid and

conventional tests

at

the

Health

HIV ELISAs

Immunosorbent Assay").

A

with the same- respect

this

("Enzyme-Linked
negative result, for

and confiof

for privacy

they've already

the keeper of that code.

screen (blood or saliva and give on-

is

dentiality as the rest

look for antibodies to the virus, an
indication
pf prior exposure.
.

in

at the

who know

you alone are
The consent
and your test results,

a numeric code, and

Center.

usually

(more

are meant for

of

on the
specimen and on the
test results, and both
are properly handled

is

an ELISA done

The former

30

In confidential testing,

stage

appropriate time

there

all

your name

HIV
tial

are

First,

people who don't know if they've
been exposed to HIV, the latter for
those

never

ever recorded

as opposed to "clin-

number of ways.
screening

test,

even

actual test

the

results,

done by an "ELISA"
Dear A.S.: Lots of good questions
about an important topic!

—

Please see WELLS, page 9

are kept in a special locked

testing

miss extremely few,
be

much has happened

years, so

anonymous

means
to

countries, so

things happening. In the last

form you

but less specific. That

Who needs

moment when

between. Completely

tests?

school offer?

right

I

tests

that

and changes

fears, increase safety

is

off with a

years, Wells has witnessed

never a dull

got involved in what was called solidar-

test sites,

start

30

conflicts

"It's

many

a cause.

Nicaragua during the 1980s, and so

screening

They

many

America with so many

most commonly in
blood saliva, or urine.

How

the past

you're in a continent as vast as Latin

life,

munity, for instance,

"staged."

out against U.S.

Wells has traveled to Latin America

available in the

general,

—speaking

he said

Researching Latin America during

course of his

HIV

In

policy,"

before his eyes.

look

are

(and

draft,

are

tests

tests

current events as history.

work

ity

more times than he can count over the

infection.

ferent kinds of tests?

accurate

who

for antibodies to

Screening

much

book and will be taking

of

correlates

HIV

active

do some interviews with

to

leave from teaching for the next three

other

or

load

viral

The Bowdoin Orient

Wells has completed most of the
research for his

can relieve

tests
clinical

with

of the

German

might measure actual

Ask

Dear

all

wasn't going to be able to do

There was an irony in

on the

York

90s. I'm pretty close to having a

anything about it"

and economic history

linked the dictator Trujillo to

refugees

colony were, for the most

Wells's past research focused

it

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, to the state

was an interesting story to be told about
this dictator who was so ruthless and he

social, political,

mat

Washington, to U.S. foreign policy, to

spared these people's lives," Wells said.
that

course for over two decades. During the 1980s, the course was as

to

had brought these refugees

years ago, fully expecting that

To

York

Fulton,

Professor Allen Wells teaches History 258: Latin American Revolutions. Wells has taught the

Dominican Republic so many

ization that

and

go down

to

records of the refugee organ-

at the

to the

father.

mind to do a little article on this because
it

look

Drew

exhausting

is

after awhile," he said, "so I told die peo-

of any

Wells finds the subject striking for a different

"Doing deanly things

history,

topic might spark the interest

of Latin American

this

outside the

office setting.

com-

in order to

a book on the subject While

specialist

work

his

from the John Simon Guggenheim

on

your medical records.

this later!), is virtu-

At

ally 100 percent accurate.

All

results

are

ic,

and

by a much more specifmuch more expensive,

"Western Blot" assay.

A

positive

can

be

ELISAs

are very slightly

sensitive for blood than saliva,

more

significant

viduals with

We
tional

when

testing indi-

low exposure

send nearly

all

risk.

of our conven-

HIV ELISAs to the

State labs,

done
or, like

state lab, they are labeled only with

Please see HIV. page 9

Western Blot will be reported as
screening

test

where they're processed anonymously. If someone needs to have
his or her results identified by name
(for instance, for a Peace Corps

negative.

HIV

Health

20 minutes. The rapidmore
and
difference can be somewhat

site results in

Center, we can't pretend that we don't
know who you are, so we've tried to
come up with the next best thing.
When we send off specimens to the

positive"

confirmed

(or refuted)

the

Rapid-test

.

"Clinical" tests, on the other

hand

ELISA

followed

by a negative

anonymously, confidentially,
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HIV

Rapid

Waiting

gratification.

days for definitive
application), then

we

send the

The

off to a commercial lab.
labs take about a

week

test

state

to return the

Commercial labs genertake only a few days.

In

all cases,

whether rapid-test or

many more
however,

results,

after a "positive" rapid-test screen,

would
All
test

prove

obviously

extremely

test results.

ally

be

to

stressful.

HIV

screening requires pre-

and post-test counseling by a
As I hope

specially trained provider.

conventional, and whether saliva-,

I've already

blood-,

have a number of often complicated

ELISA

or

20 minutes

tests give results in

HIV, from page 8

urine-based,- positive

always need

made

clear, these tests

exposure to be

ELISA means

A

tested.

negative

nuances, and decisions about which
test is best,

tainly were not exposed to

negative results from a rapid-test,

best to

months ago or

and about when and how
take them, can sometimes be

and

after

quite challenging. This

only 20 minutes of waiting,

may

true with the issue of timing.

without a needle
certainly

qualify

stick,

as

near-instant

It

takes at least a

is

especially

few weeks

that

you almost

before.

cer-

HIV

six

you're

If

looking for that 100 percent reassur-

ance about something
after

work on book

Professor Wells to

an infectious exposure to HIV to
develop antibodies to the virus.
Antibody levels that can be detected
by screening ELISAs may take even
longer to develop: up to three
months for about 95 percent of us. If
you want virtually 100 percent certainty with an ELISA, you need to
wait six months after a possible

to be
confirmed by Western Blot. Getting
results

9

FEATURES

happened
can't get
In

have

months, you

from a screening ELISA.

HIV

acute phase,

initial,

its

may

that

in the last six

it

number of

infection can cause any

non-specific symptoms, like fever,

body aches, sore

fatigue,

throat,

swollen lymph glands. In this
phase,

HIV may be

and

initial

indistinguish-

able from a host of other far more

common

infections.

viral

may

It

also be asymptomatic, causing no

symptoms whatsoever.
If you are concerned that you may
have been recently exposed to HIV,
and have no symptoms, you should
see a health care provider and determine whether you can reasonably
wait the three or more months for
ELISA screening. If you are concerned that you may have recently
acquired HIV, especially if you do
have symptoms, you should see a
signs or

Professor Wells
to

health care provider and determine

whether you should undergo

The Bowdoin Orient

Michelle Argueta,

taking a three-semester leave from teaching

is

complete his book about the Dominican Republic accepting

Jewish refugees during World

clinical

of the more complimore sensitive, and, needless
to say, more expensive modalities,
like PCR. These "clinical" assays

the revolutions,

can detect minute levels of the virus

regimes,

War

II.

testing with one

WELLS, from page 8

cated,

joked. "There,

your blood, well before

itself in

with you

country

for

HIV

make

that

looking

you're

if

screening, you'll need to

May

appointment by

S.

ever,

the

Appalachian State University

we won't be
HIV testing this semes-

well!

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

ACROSS
1
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Edna

5 Drains
14 Subdivision

16 Jewish scripture
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Orient
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class,"
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25 Directs
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i

J

it

and out of

Maguire said

way he

love the

really gets into lecture. He'll sit cross-

legged on the desk

like

at

the front

of the

and lean forward when he

table

talks,

a storyteller really getting into his

story," she said

Wells will return to Bowdoin in die
spring of 2008. His son, David, will

Bowdoin

start at

a

this fall as

member

of die Class of 2010.
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daIya

Coelum

i

that

engage your-

1

Aquila Versus

I I

invig-

"His enthusiasm for Latin America is
literally infectious. I

AN tIIe

bears the

way

the

really

self with the material in

g e[n

motto, "Ut

him such an

in

makes you want to

seaUb

yeses

:1'

32
33
35
37
39
42
43

Wells's

is

something so real about

Professor Wells,

A R

18 Petroleum

22 Opposite of

el.

is

woman

Times

11

across alternate

^by ^>C«r

'There

31 Like an old

Orient

dwellings

Story (with a)

Lavish party

9 Horse
10 Sun seen on the
frontpage of the

Parsons Project

feat

editor

7 Appeal
8 Melancholy

60 Statue outside
Smith
62 Got up
63 The

ing

46

60
52

32

37

BJ36

I

31

BJ30

fj28

in a

ancient trees

20 Game,
Match

BJ21

news

3 Fog

it

orating professor.

Santa

50 Monk's hood
52 Not flat*

19 Excite
20

Revolutions class, said that
passion that makes

stu-

Americans

Latin

Wells's

in

wheels

Fees

15 Ca. University

Il5

18j

17

was very different."
Meghan Maguire '08, a current

29 Adjust car
1

(abbr.)

9 Aroma
12

North

DOWN

spelling

48 Ship leader

Weekly Crossword: Symbol Search
11

in

at

don't think

I

clientele

I

Jeff Benson,

10

three decades ago,

was teaching

Wells

on the guerilla movements before a
number of organizations.
"Usually mere, I was regarded as
some soil of leftist radical. They used to
call me a communist when they introduced me," be said
"Then taught for part of a year at
the University of California, San
Diego, and the student body there
was so far to the left that it was tip-

Be

M9

movements

time,

Carolina, where he spoke as an expert

ter after the 5th.

8

currently teaching Latin

a

gone from one

changed that much, but the

I've

dent

test

offering any

m

is

was considered

I

I've

extreme to the other.

the

during the height of the Contra War. At

post-test counseling,

4

how

conservative.

he began teaching about revolu-

tionary

results back,

3

what makes

and because we want to
make sure we can properly cover the

possible delays in getting

12

it's

evolving," he said.

is

Wells

Because of

HIV

that's

—

American Revolutions and The
Mexican Revolution at Bowdoin; how-

Center. Just call for an appointment.

But

policy

wonderful-—that you can track these

it

Health

the

at

of the military

all

foreign

changes over time and see

'

detail

U.S.

never the same, and

your body has made enough antibodies to register on an ELISA.
So, A.S., a lot of good questions,
and a lot of complicated material to
cover in just a couple of pages.
We're all happy to talk this over
in

ping into the Pacific Ocean," he

VJ
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marks the beginning

Today

of the 141st Ivies Weekend.

A

of drunken

holiday

—

debauchery a campuswide party of monumental

—awaits

proportions spanning two days

Bowdoin

all

who

students

choose to

With exams only two weeks
away, many see this weekend as the last
partake.

chance to party hard before the

final

academic push.

A

student standing at the Pinestock

concert with a Budweiser in hand, reveling in the glory

of it all, might not

feel

a great connection to the College's his-

He

tory.

ought

though. Ivies has a

to,

long, interesting history that connects

students of today to those of the last cen-

—a

tury

history that, as

turns out, has

it

do with the Ivy

absolutely nothing to

League.

"Auld Lang Syne"

The tradition of Ivy Day at Bowdoin
began on October 26, 1865, when
the junior class, following in the foot-

of Yale University

steps

an

ritual,

planted

On

near the Chapel.

ivy

that

Thursday, 141 years ago, a poem, an
ode, and an oration were presented to
the junior class.

"There was a lapse of eight years,"
according to an April 1976 Orient

In June

1

874, the class of 1 875 plant-

ed an Ivy and added a
(Ivy Day, and,

been held

rituals to the day.

Ivies

later,

as "Junior

nothing to do with the Ivy League.

"A few

Weekend, has

spring ever since.)

in the

known

Prizes

arti-

Day was revived."

"before Ivy

cle,

Honors" were

guides were telling people that

it

was a harbinger of the parcome after the rum of the century.
Bowdoin graduated its first female student in 1975. As an all-male school with
1877, which

years ago admissions tour
repre-

sented a time celebrating Bowdoin's

down of an invitation to join the

ties to

members of the junior class.
According to "The History of Bowdoin

turning

Ivy League," Secretary of Development

Ivies

College," a book written by Louis C.

and College Relations John Cross

male-female interaction. According to

awarded

Hatch

to

"one honor [was]

in 1927,

and always the same.

A wooden

[was] given to the most popular

real

spoon

man

in

said.

"That's absolutely ludicrous!" There's

no evidence

Bowdoin ever was

that

offered or rejected a place in the Ivy

female guests,

rules regarding

strict

provided a rare opportunity for

of the

Secretary

Mersereau

Richard

College

the class," the person

regarding

more highly esteemed

dents' dates

and respected than any

enforced without

other junior.

mercy.

The

other

sorts

were

rules:

humorous.

handsome man" and "a

first

all

est,"

from

article

Other

1976.

were

also

they

1932

have

A

stay,

spade was given to the

—a

—was

upon "the man with the
an apparent attempt
Ivy

Day was
though

class,

Day was

bestowed

lightest beard,"

at ironic

humor.

soon

became an

Ivy Day,

all

after the

integral part

man

passing to the

next Seniors then walked,

in formation,

is

down

The Ivy League
tions in the

first

"didn't issue invita-

place and, in the second

place, they wouldn't

Bowdoin,

1

weekend

have been

inviting

don't think," Cross added.

is

—

that

Ivies

a period of celebrating the

College's independence on the anniversary of Bowdoin's rejection from the

Ivy League, for example

—

are also
basis.

shed

wrote.

"It

a

is

tears but the Seniors

themselves are at times unable to con-

are,

in the tradition

between the Ivy Day of 1865 and

Weekend of

emotions."

One man in the Class of 1892, "a big,

of Ivy Day

perhaps, the strongest link

was

planted,

2006. After the

Bowdoin

Ivies

first

Ivy

students threw a

hardy fellow, the very reverse of a senti-

"party" (in the most general sense) in

mentalist" was

the

stricken with such

tion during the

march down

emo-

the aisle

he had to be held up by his classmates, according to Hatch. A tew tears
that

may be shed this Ivies Weekend, but

it

is

unlikely that a rendition of Auld Lang

Syne

will

be

the precipitant.

"Beer

tears" are not, after all often caused by
sentimentality.

And

they are certainly

not caused by sadness over

Bowdoin

not getting into the Ivy League, a

* mon

com

myth, because Ivies Weekend has

Brunswick Town Hall

that included

a concert and a dance. Despite their best
efforts to entice residents

and Topsham

were sorely disappointed with turnout

The November
then

locals for missing

time.

of the Buglemonthly—scolded

issue

published

such an entertaining

friends

from out of town" staying

Bowdoin

for the Ivy

Day

at

festivities in

"By the time we were there, the tradiof-toe Ivy had been

tion

lost,"

was revived,

>

During World War
Ivy

Day

II, it

appears that

traditons continued, if with

This

tle celebration.

is

lit-

not surprising:

Most of the civilian population of
Bowdoin had gone to war.
had

it

was a

"It

really fun,"

weekend.

terrific

John

R

MacKay,

II

MacKay

'56

alco-

we

hol then they should have, but
survived."

was

It

"Everybody consumed more

said.

all

a partner at the

is

law firm of Lowenstein Sandler PC.
change

if for

wooden spoon was awarded

1960s, a time
in the

poem were
ivy,

a

tree

given, and, in place of an

was planted.

how

"I really like

Worthing

said. "It

turned out,"

all

it

was

United

was

right then.

We

had

It

was just

nice

this tree to plant.

. .

to see that [tradition] again."

was

It

the Ivy

Day

also a

tradition's last

hurrah.
In the 1980s, Ivies

of tumult and

States,

which was brand new

Weekend was a

any 19th-century tradition

"It

Benner

would

Browne

a lawyer,

'83,

"People

(the

presentation of the

was a big
Marijane

deal,"

formal

ceremonies

of

big, important party, although bereft

tion for Ivy Day. In

the people

we

raining but

time of transforma-

the

A

mem-

to a

ber of the junior class, an oration and a

because

1964,

Day

only a year or two.

were under the opening of the VAC,

in the 1930s.

And

to

Worthing

said In 1976, the ceremony of Ivy

ing Prohibition.

said.

definitely

drank."

As

poem, the ode and

the fraternity

system was phased

be performed,
although an Ivy was

out in the

would break

the rule

they

caught,

and

were

if they

were thrown out of

to

planted

still

by

1990s,

Weekend

Ivies

changed only

the

in the

venues where

each

school."

junior

The first party at a fraternity house
was hosted in 1911 at Kappa Psi
Upsilon (now Quinby House), marking
a shift as Ivy Day became part ofa largex Ivies Weekend
The first college-wide event was a
"gym ball" held in 1912. The next
week's Orient noted that some students

year for the '60s.

dents

went to

The
was

from

fiats

and

their dates

This

is

danced

until sunrise.

not surprising given the fact the

ball

became

to all

year along with the multitude of other

1924,

Orient

headline

23,

trumpeted.

class

of 1970

College

the last group

en spoon

small dose of anar-

in particu-

chy

continued to be

lar,

Ivy

Day

until 1970.

unclear

is

when
be

awarded.
Despite the end of

ing of

at

and
pinned

in

incidents,

dinner on the Friday

who had become

a tree. The rescue took

of
was moved

Saturday

Ivies

place early Sunday morning of Ivies

outdoors and plastic

Weekend 2005.

trays

and

knives

the traditional plantthe ivy in

Ivies

of

series

Brunswick firefighters help extricate
a Bowdoin student

ugliest-man

prize ceased to

to

Bowdoin. After a

handed out every

the

to

Social

The new millennium brought a

wood-

Prizes, the

stu-

drink:

Houses.

to plant a

class ivy.

special events that followed Ivy Day.

May

class

of juniors

It

the 'Ivy Ball"

"Juniors observe Ivy Day," a

1970, the let-loose,

were replaced with paper

and

metal
forks

and

plates

a sub-

party-hard, alcoholic spirit of Ivies

"Receptions, bouse

gym

Weekend only grew. In 1971, the first
Ivies Weekend without any rituals

chopped down a

dance make Ivy of 1924 most enjoyable

(other then heavy drinking) took place.

of dollars worth of damage. In 2005, the

"Fraternities hold

headline added.

house

parties,"

dances, picnics, dinner dances and

in

In an Orient article from that year, Ivies

many years."
Each Ivy

Ball

had

live

music often

performed by the most popular bands of

Duke

came

is

written

concerts,

up as being
beach

in 1928

year's wildest

and 1932. Louis Armstrong performed

Alumni recount

the time.

in 1936.

Ellington

Count Basie came

in the early

Simon and Garfunkel performed
1967. Even after the Ivy Ball ceased

1960s.
in

r>

There were whispers of "a few lady

morning

connection to

little

history.

the oration) ceased

of Brunswick

to the event, organizers

fraternities until early in the

of 1975 had

Ivies

wouldn't

which students looked forward

T^artying and music are inextricably

.L bound
and

hall-

the fol-

women would stay there,"

leave and the

The gym
Where's the Party At?

Day and

and alcohol flowed reuSBly u^grjulur-

The

College's harsh regulations.

the aisle singing 'Auld

Lang Syne,'" Hatch

trol their

ear-

for Ivy

bring kegs of beer." Beer aside, the

Mersereau said. "Occasionally someone

move

touching scene, not only do some of the
fair spectators

began more than 90 years

a brief service, then the

Seniors in solid body, lock-step,

slowly

League

Bowdoin's Ivy

wholly untrue without factually

to their last chapel service.

"There

in 1956.

Other similar rumors

the seniors stood

around the Thomdike Oak and smoked
a peace pipe, each

turns out, the Ivy

The term "Ivy League" was coined

lier.

of the Ivy ceremonies.

On

it

in the 1930s.

revived by the class of 1875,

the senior class

tradition

not just for the junior

Starting

As

League.

was organized

J_/Depression, the 1930s was a

five

places

ternity

drinking class craft-

ed to keep a man's moustache from
soaking in his drink

where

bedrooms

living in the fra-

biggest "grind" and a

moustache cup

a
the

until

then,

prizes

of the Orient:

in

o'clock.

awarded

according to a
issue

floor,

the

were,

according to the

Orient

Women
be

room above

jackknife for the ugli-

Great

lowing weekend. Parties roared — all 12

of arcane

could

were a

"mirror for the most

of die

pall

In the 1950s, Ivies continued as

"There were all

prizes

handed out on Ivy Day

Among them

stu-

were

the

mark decade

went co-

'69, until the school

ed, stringent "puritanical" regulations

People would "play on the beach and

Tradition

THVespite

to exist top

bands graced Bowdoin's

campus. B.B. King performed
mid-1970s, for example.

in the

central to the

filled

parties

with "rock

and some of the

before,

years ago drunken students

Bowdoin
called to
after

tree

causing thousands

Department had

Fire

to

remove an student from a

he became

be

tree

stuck.

campus debauches."
that drinking

remained
Ivies 141

was just parties back then," Mark
Worthing, MX). '77 said And fiat paras

Two

weekend.

"It

ties,

plastic silverware.

had been the case

in decades

were where the action was.

A

number of fiats had parties off-campus.

This

year marks the 141st cele-

bration of Ivies.

long

way

We've come

a

since tearful renditions of

'Auld Lang Syne.' For better or for
worse.
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OK Go to headline Ivies concert

ASA stuff

Students strut

by Jesse Drummond
Orient Staff

storm, which led to a

35 bands. The

On most

spring weekends, stu-

dents use the

Quad

Saturday, students will use

of about

then polled

The most

list.

popular group on the

On

list.

Toots and

CAB

the Maytals, which the

as a

it

narrow down the

to

as a venue for

sun tanning and disc tossing.

dance

list

CAB

students and used their responses

con-

tacted earlier in the year, declined

for a second time, and the

decided to invite

OK Go

OK

CAB

Go.

play on Saturday

will

afternoon in front of Hubbard Hall.

Two campus

Xeno Groove

bands,

Quartet and Lady Rose, will open
the

show

around

starting at

1

p.m.

floor.

OK

Go, a Chicago-based rock
band, will join the long tradition of
bands that have performed on Ivies

Weekend
Miles

—

a

includes

that

list

Davis,

Duke

Ellington,

Simon and Garfunkel, B.B. King,
and Louis Armstrong.
OK Gb formed in 1998 and
quickly became well-known in
Chicago, opening for acts like
Elliott Smith and The Promise
Ring. The band released two untitled,

three-song

CDs

before sign-

ing with Capitol Records in

2002

and releasing

its self-titled debut
album. After a two-year interna-

tional tour,

Drew

Fulton,

The Asian Students Association (ASA) concluded
Asian

Week with

annual fashion show

its

last

The Bowdoin Orient

its

OK Go

returned

throughout the world. Schnabel's

artist,

of a

Schnabel's tools include those

painter, sculptor, photographer,

and film

City

January with a preliminary brain-

director.

ing a lecture

Saturday will mark the second
time that OK Go has played at

in

Mary

work was brought to the attention
of those beyond the art world

Saturday

was confident in its choice.
The selection process began

Saturday.

at the

In his career, Julian Schnabel has

Make

CAB

displayed in 1979

Boone Gallery in New York City
and has since been exhibited

worked in many locations and used a
wide array of artistic media. A visual

2005.

Bowdoin. It performed in Morrell
Lounge two years ago. Inviting the
same band to perform twice in
three years was a concern for members of the Campus Activities
Board (CAB), but after an exten-

first

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

and completed its second album,
"Oh No," which was released in

sive selection process, the

celebration of

home

Artist Schnabel to
give jewelry lecture

He

will be deliver-

"Leam How

titled,

to

Indian Jewelry from a Real

Indian"

Kresge

in

Auditorium

Schnabel was born

and

came

prominence

to

as a leading

"Schnabel

is

a major,

New York

in

moved

eventually

to

Mark

Art Professor

ly. He received a BFA from the
University of Houston in 1973
before returning to New York to

their

Whitney Museum

Independent Study Program.
During his travels in Europe in
1978, Schnabel was particularly

,

by

of
Antonio Gaudi. His solo work was
the

neo-

major

fig-

architecture

Wethli.

Wethli said that he has heard

rumors that many

struck

the

in

expressionism movement.

Brownsville, Texas, with his fami-

participate in the

He

1980s

in the

figure

ure in the art world," said Visual

p.m.

at 5

through his unusual use of broken
plates and crockery as canvas.

far reaches

way

from the
of Maine are making
artists

Bowdoin

to

for the lec-

ture.

Schnabel's

film,

first

"Basquiat," premiered in 1996 and

was an

official

selection

of the

Venice Film Festival.

2000,

In

Schnabel's

second

"Before Night Falls," was

film,

The film chronicles the
of Cuban novelist Reinaldo

released.

IT puts Bowdoin podcasts on iTunes
Type "Bowdoin College"
iTunes Music Store, and
ally return results

it

Bowdoin

into the

will actu-

beyond the generic

weather report podcasts.

Thanks

to the efforts

These selections include the

casts.

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

of those

In

New

Information Technology (IT),

Chamber

Choir, the

Choir,

presentations with Charles
Johnson and Matthew Pearl, and var-

access to iTunes media

ious interviews with professors and

videos and other graphics and listen

program

to

Multimedia Designer Kevin Travers,

the recognition that

department, the music department,

received from this

Bowdoin

and BCNews are now
on iTunes and through the

directors

Bowdoin has

new

technology.

"The music podcast points directly
music page, so it's bumped up

sports,

to the

Bowdoin podcast web she.
The podcast project began when
Leaman and Travers collaborated with

the traffic to the

Asian Studies and History Associate

content of the podcast, but "clean up"

Conlan, an expert on
Mongolian
scrolls.
The length of the
scrolls required

dents
flip

to

pages

form

in

nificantly,"

he

in

the audio to
listening

The music department

"We

book

order

100 edu-

cational podcasts.

to

understand the scrolls,

content instead

making
Leaman

said.

active comparisons between scrolls

with iTunes.

from

In terms of new developments, IT
Loaning may soon have podcast-

its

it

had already proved

compatibility with the

new

tech-

Leaman

and Travers have created several different podcasts and made them available through iTunes. The most popular podcasts come from the Bowdoin
music department, which holds a spot
in

Future podcasts will include more
Bowdoin sports broadcasts, Common
Hour speakers, and possibly WBOR
talk shows. At any rate, the work that
Leaman and Travers put into the pod-

the library archives.

casts has increased accessible technol-

"Now, students can just watch the
clips on their laptops on the Quad
instead of in the archives," said
Leaman.

ogy

in the

Bowdoin community by

leaps and bounds.

Keep

iTunes Music Store

more

—

searching the

There's

to come.

much

the Red Hot
album "By the Way"
work of this artist.

painting involved in
Chili Peppers's
is also

the

Schnabel's

life is set

against a

diversity of backdrops, as he and

between
York City; Montauk, New

his family split their time

New

York; and San Sebastian, Spain.

Gospel singers spread

spirit in

Atrium

This means that the podcasts are
Travers

make

that audio

Leaman and
much more,

friendly portable recording devices,

which have microphones

for record-

ing club meetings or concerts.

They

can then be plugged into a computer

nology.

Since the scroll project,

anytime,

"We

pure and easily accessible to anyone

podcast because

it

U have major

appeal for college students.

him recognition at the Venice Film
Festival, as well as Golden Globe
and Academy Award nominations
for best actor. "Before Night
Falls" was featured on over 100
top 10 lists by the year's end.
The direction, photography, and

material

ing capabilities, a glossary, and inter-

first

ience of being able to watch

anywhere, makes iTunes

cam-

the conven-

or set up individual feeds for the professors."

Bowdoin 's

and

of
of

original recordings, but

project" evolved into

instead of digging around

restricted to the

secure,

it,"

Leaman and Travers created a
Bowdoin web site that showed the
entire scroll and also provided zoom-

different centuries. Eventually,

own rooms

comfort of their

is

it

make
more

the scrolls in their entirety.

beginning in September, the "scroll

files in the

through

now view

The media
pus, keeping

facilitate

convert

inhibiting the students' ability to see

files

Blackboard. Students can

music

accepted

sig-

creation

the

iTunes's top

recently

enjoyable.

holds a spot in

stu-

constantly

music webpage

Bowdoin was

said.

Leaman and Travers do not edit the

Tom

Professor

Chief

or

Hour

podcasts featuring the Asian studies

accessible

Travers,

into a program called iTunes U,
which gives students and faculty

on campus.
Leaman emphasized the ease of
creating and using a podcast and also

Media Director Mark Leaman and

Leaman,

Information Officer Mitch Davis.

and the Mozart's Birthday Concert.
There are also broadcasts from the
women's basketball games, Common

life

Arenas, and actor Javier Bardem's
portrayal of the writer earned the

iTunes 's top 100 educational pod-

so IT can clean up the audio and loads
the podcast According to Travers,

these devices
barrier

make

it

so "there

of entry for students"

world of podcasting.

is

no

into the

If students

own

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

or

faculty are interested in creating their

podcast, they are free to contact

Student gospel group Voices for Victory performed in the Druckenmiller Atrium

last

Saturday.
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Inside Man' a departure for Lee

Kick off
Gritty

Vacationland

s

I
recommend this ale for the
upcoming summer months and on
any or all vacations. 4 stars (of 4).
Long Trail Blackberry

Nugent
Columnist
Denzel and Spike are
time there's

at

by Carter

again, but

it

Thomas

go around

less tun to

With "Inside Man," Spike Lee abanexemplified

previous

in

films

"Malcolm X" and "Do

like

Right

the

does not offer anything par-

ticularly unique.

And who could blame him? In recent
ly at the

box

office,

and

the well of crit-

Spike Lee's

acclaim has dried up and been

ical

replaced by loud criticism.

The

is

is

shot with a style that

is

more

by Clive Owen, who is holding
Denzel Washington mediAlong the

He commands

style.

of aggressive questioning,

sense

a

desir-

and orange

tape

wrapped around every post

is

wheat ale

delivers

The

quality that

beer was the

slight

that escaped

from the bottle immediate-

experience with this seasonal

was last summer at a barbecue
with some neighborhood friends

ale

—

context in which to try a

When

poured.

Not unlike other

due to respiratory difficulty, he wheezes

summer

ales,

Owen turns

"Am

gives off a

sweet,

smell

portends

pri-

which complicates the

in solid (if a bit uninspired)

work here as well.

Foster

This

HOVKKVKW

an

is

acclaimed actress

has coasted on her

MAN

capable

what Lee
but

of,

is

not

it is

devoid of his trade-

DlttCTOI

Spike Lee

STMS

Denzel Washington,
Jodie Foster, Cfive

success in the late '80s

and early '90s

may be sub-par

relative to

THE INSIDE

who

marks as a director, nor

in films

like

"The Silence of

the

Lambs." But

in

•••

IATIN6

recent years Foster has

moments of genre

little

have continued her hiatus

if

mis

is

die

to leave

it

is

One of the hostages

at that

is

freed and then refuses to speak until
they

she

a

is

non-presence

—suave

Man"

when

"Inside

in

she should have

him back

he can

of prejudice.

Washington, in a variation of the role

won him an Oscar

for 'Training

He and Lee have

cast.

numerous

times,

and

in the

collaborated

are in sync with

it

never happened

what created it in the

place.

But these unconvincing plot qualities
are actually the point for Lee. Although
there

much evidence

is

people are

to the contrary,

very willing to take part

still

when

in the charade, call

this

a simple heist The popularity of

a*

message

it

box

at the

terrorism,

office,

a much

it's

this

soft-

terrorism condemnation

er post-9/11

than found in his superior film "25th

Lee constantly

refers to the "circus"

that police and media turn events into.
Once the robbery has been announced

cop

if

that

New York is not devoid

diverse city like

of inner power was needed

that

a cab. With

hail

exchange, Lee shows that even

been conniving, quiet when projection

Day," represents a bright spot

turban.

his

Washington counters by remarking
at least

Everything just disap-

found.

pects

first

The problem is partially due to the
lack of dimensionality of her role, but

give

of Gritty's

too savvy of a filmmaker

kind of work she's planning on producing.

The main point is that the robbery
ends with no traces, no one hurt no sus-

cars, fire trucks

and ambulances

screech onto the scene from every

how

Hour," shows

more interested

in

much

audiences are

modest genre subver-

fact,

its

»

hot for the spring, but

effects.

and sudden-

it

can also be

of many undesired
Have you been nudged by a

source

the

We've all been there: You're dressed
to impress, ready to party,

who

friend

subtlety attempts, rather

unsuccessfully, to give you the

a bro-

"Yikes, you have lipstick on your

out or one

teeth" sign with her index finger

of countless other mishaps, fashion

running across her front two teeth?

emergencies are never fun. There

Not

disaster strikes.

ly,

Whether

ken strap, a hem that's

fallen

it's

are,

hot. Neither is lipstick

The best

on your

one

however, some quick and easy ways

teeth.

you can

act preemptively. Before applying

fix things

on dancing

so that you can keep

for the rest

of the night

the lipstick,

Safety pins are the most important

on hand at all times. They
shapes and sizes: chic little

thing to have

come

in all

gold ones, medium-sized silver ones,

and

your

to

sealant.

tip for this

first

lips.

to

apply foundation
acts as

It

As an

is

had hoped, providing a
dane finish.
This

between the two

flavors

conceived.

think

mer heat
The beer's name

Blackberry Wheat has the potential
intriguing,

is

borrowing Maine's nickname in an
effort to remind drinkers that when

summer ale, they
should be on vacation. I wonder
what would happen if a New
Hampshire brewing company followed suit with a "Live Free or Die"
they enjoy this

to be

on the

of the

inside part

shirt/dress;

you are good to go. For a hemline that
has fallen down, a few safety pins on
the inside of the

hem

will

do

the trick

Even a missing button can be cured by
a safety pin.

Worst case scenario?

A

rip in the

a great

Also,

ing.

lipstick

However,

Much

if you

to forget

and

you get makeup

(or

happen

Vermont

If you're going to

event

we recommend

tet bet. 2. J stark (of 4).

Stolft."

matter)

on

magic. These days,

many

detergent

make

trans-

sure to grab

some on your next H anna ford run.
The most dreaded of all makeup faux

home

to

change

love it but
hate

reserved for

more heavy-duty jobs

else. It's

It

big safety pin.

may not be the most visually appealwe all know that guys don't

go

it

it

hate it

rubs

We

off..

We

especially

.on someone

happened to everyone—you

in for the

shirt

we

when

big safety pins should be

on with a

hug, he's wearing a white

your face

is

just high

brush his shoulder,

lipstick,

so if you're

you

enough

to

step back, look

dancing

is

WEEK

involved but super glue can

keep you standing as long as you don't

duct tape

is

Aside from that a

your

handy

in

tape can

close friend perhaps

is

if this is

your boyfriend or

you can laugh

it

My

album ever would have to
by Sufjan Stevens,
"The
Close second:
Meadowlands" by The Wrens.
ES: In terms of modern, cuttingedge, blow-your-mind-over-and"Illinoise"

over-again albums,

any

it

doesn't get

better than Prefuse

Word

73 's "One

hair,

sex-appeal

sweaty,

live?

thing

going on when they're on stage.

much

It

better than that!

doesn't get

ES: Probably the Arcade Fire.
Probably when they're having a

All in

all,

the perfect "night out"

package includes safety pins, duct

SHOUT

tape,

wipes, Band-Aids (for those

not-so-broken-in shoes), and

tissues

use your iniagrnation) so as to
fails,

great story the

morning

mishap

will

make

in the

or

"Man Ray" by

show in the
room of a small building in
Probably when
Harbor.

the Futureheads.

ES: "Seventeen Years" by

Ratatat.

Ooh, or "Chonkyfire" by Outkast

What song brings you down?
"So Come Back, I

Am

NW:

Waiting" by Okkervil River.

It

the

is

quinessential unrequited love song.

ES: Well, anything by Elliot Smith.
If you

country,

were the dictator of a small

what would be

its

national

anthem?

NW:

Extinguisher."

What is the best band to see

else that needs help staying in place.

just smile, laugh, and consider what a

emergencies. Bold, red lipstick

Now,

love

I

pery bra straps, and just about anything

be ready for anything. If all else

splotch.

me wrong

as anyone else.

anthemic and they've got the whole

(ladies,

makeup can be the
source of any number of fashion

much

jamming

is

down, and panic ensues. What's glaring
bronze

Don't get

case the underwire

Much like safety pins, duct
also mend a fallen hem, slip-

side.

back at you? A

big, mortifying,

of

NW: Any New Pornographers song

NW: Wolf Parade. The songs are

comes out of your bra and
in

bit

What song pumps you up?

album ever

favorite

though.

pretty quick, especially if

try to tango.

NW:

Hotel as

be

—

you home

the best

the Arcade Fire and Neutral Milk

on stilettos, it might
be a good idea to

ing, but

it:

super

is

created?

planning on teetering

notice our shoes anyway.

Let's face

u ;1rl

Itc

Nicole Wilson '06 and Eli Sidman '06
What

hard-

sells

bring that along

companies make the easily
portable wipes, so

Any

broken heel can send

safety pins and get

fastened back

a

your
always crucial to keep

it's

SHOUT wipes on hand They work like

ASAP! The

These should be

.

WB0R91.1FM

cool,

glue tubes the size of

staying in place

pas inevitably involve foundation.

straps.

than those in
this beer just

born "Taxachusetts

bringing a mini

ware store

thing that needs help

for the

broken shoe

maybe

really isn't as

an extra fancy

gencies.

like safety pins,

Go

like

taste different

other states, or

lager or perhaps a Massachusetts-

ly stain.

deodorant for that

clothes,

it

safety lot for emer-

place.

in

beer, especially if

more wheat ale flavoring were
infused Maybe the blackberries in

in the

after application.

an unsightly

jeans

a glorious

the

that

other girl will give

mend... just about any-

pin

I

good as everyone says
it is. I would say it is worth a try, but
Long Trail's other brews (Hit the
Trail Ale, Double Bag) may be a bet-

meantime, some
him a hug, and he'll
think she was the culprit of the unsight-

and hopefully

applied after dress-

any size of a safety pin. Make a beeline
for the bathroom, and attach the safety

was poorly

pack of this beer, especially if I
were outside or sitting in the sum-

SHOUT wipes.

but draw attention to you. Play

situation.

is

balance

the

rather,

—

duct tape can

weight the strap

was

not to say that this beer

fight-or-flight response kicks in. If you
know the guy or want to
make a good impression, just follow
your instincts move cautiously and
quickly away from your victim.
Panicked abrupt moves will do nothing

makeup) should be

depending on
and how much
holding up, go with

is

disagreeable;

I

mun-

dry,

don't really

(more so than other

the strap is

blackberry

However, more often than not your

help yourself, or a friend out of a sticky

If a strap breaks,

and

ment each other as well as

in the beer's

film too well.

each, and you're in an ideal position to

where on

found that the wheat

tones really didn't comple-

<F=f

dominating

hope Lee doesn't learn the lesson of this

off and break out those

I

subtle. In

sion rather than true originality. Let's

additional measure,

gently blot your lips on a towel

Bring a few of

big, strong ones.

I

flavorings

DJs OF THE
by Monica Ruzicka and
Vanessa Kitchen
Columnists

much more

ings are

fashion emergencies

First aid for

I

Sam

found that blackberry flavor-

could easily drink a six-

finish. I

because
like

Sea Dog's Blue Paw. But

presence of hops which comple-

ments the sweetness

me

Adams' Cherry Wheat Ale or

many

elixirs, is the

just a hint darker

much

sweetness

fruity

with

is

ales.

taste surprised

expected an overwhelming

smooth taste. One of the
most unique elements of this
ale, as is the case

arid the spectacle is

of

easily

that

cap was popped' Like many

than non-flavored

Vacationland

be missed

amid

the banality

and

the substance,

main point can

spectacle that the

peared almost as

the film's premise.

But Lee

Here, the

modem society is so concerned with the

subversion that glow

Owen

barely worked, and probably should

becomes

spectacle

negotiation.

TV?"

going to be on

I

free

is let

noticed in this

I

aroma of blackberry

golden yellow that

when

head

white

small,

ing to deduce the motivation behind a

most perplexing bank hold-up. And

vate interests,

ly after the

an interesting punch.

other wheat ales, this brew pours a

orange color and begets a

hostages.

way, Jodie Foster enters to protect

first

The

ates the long negotiation.

another of the hostages

the best

brews find their way to the shelves
of beverage outlets everywhere. My

beer called "Vacationland."

angle, fences are erected

one of

This week provides the first
glimpse of summer as the seasonal

This pale ale has a golden
each other's

as

brews to ever come out of Vermont this

terrific

films.

simple:

There's been a bank robbery, perpetrated

Man,"

"Inside

latest film,

mainstream than Lee's previous

Man"

plot of "Inside

ofwww.movieweb.com

courtesy

Widely touted

for a six-pack at Hannaford)

first

have performed poor-

years, Lee's films

a six-pack at

for

Warming's)

Grttty's Vacationland—($7.49

Thing," and delivers a mainstream
effort that

WHEAT—($8.29

Columnist

dons the unorthodox cinematography

with

Ivies

by Mike

this

2006

28,

"Hey Ma" by Cam'ron

instills positive social

It

values.

ES: "Ghostwriter" by RJD2.

It

would be a happy country.
If you were onstage with a mic

in

of thousands of screaming peowhat would you say?

front
ple,

NW: "ElL..r
ES:

Is this still in

my

hypothetical

private Halloween

country? I'd say, "Hi...

living

they're dressed

Welcome to Sidbabwe."
Wilson
and Sidman's show,
"Hamster Huey A the Gooey

awkward eye

from 8:00p.m.

Bar

up like vampires
and you're close enough to have

members.

contact with all the

I'm

Eli.

Kablooie, " can be heard Wednesdays

91.1

FM

to 9:30p.m.

on

WBOR

.•
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SPORTS
Men's

lax topples

Bates,

Amherst

Two

Coming

league victories bolster

off a loss to Middlebury,

Amherst with

the Bears faced

lacrosse team's confidence

NESCAC playoffs

before

Bowdoin came out

was on

Staff Writer

fire,

Chadwick

enter

NESCAC victory this week,

the

NESCAC

final rounds of the
Tournament. The Polar

sive

goals,

with

Bowdoin's 3-2 lead

the

in

er

Although usually a strong competitor, Bates could not overcome
Bowdoin's lead. Many of the
Bobcat shots that Legg did not stop,

bounced off

the

goalpost.

field,
•

Bowdoin offense

remained strong through the
half of the game.

sailing

nice to

Drew
Joe Berte '09 took advantage of a Husson passed ball

six goals

in

third quarter alone.

top of his

game

in the

Legg was on

NESCAC

by

Tom Lakin

With these wins under

now

their belt,

boast a 6-2

NESCAC

and a 9-4

record overall.

Despite their recent success, the

Bears remain cautious.

"The

NESCAC is wide open with

Middlebury leading

at

6-1 and us,

been on a tear with a bunch of players

records.

it

an especially gratifying victo-

at

home

or away on Sunday for the

NESCAC

game

after the

against St. Joseph's, finishin the ninth inning

tie

game was called because of

On

Wednesday, the Bears

diamond

to defeat

Husson, 8-4, winding up another

effort.

Lemieux's two-hit day brought him
within three hits of tying the

Bowdoin

career-hits record, held by
Kevin Bougie '04 with 173 hits. The
win, Bowdoin's ninth-straight victory, tied the

set

Co-captains Trevor Powers '06

McCann

'07

led

the

first

Bears' charge against Wesleyan.

1

ment. The Bears' recent sucess has

Powers was

Bears

spinning a complete game, while

finishing with four hits

them

frame to play

allowing only one run and picking

runs scored.

away

up nine strikeouts. McCann -continued to pour it on at the plate, col-

fourth inning

ever beaten them before.

won

They had

the last four meetings," senior

Ryan Hurd

said.

Smooth

in the perfect

Trinity College Saturday
p.m..

at

and move into the playoffs.

1

sailing for crew

team at

start

in six

earned runs. Junior Tyler Turgeon

bolstered their confidence, putting

on the mound,

Leclerc had a solid

innings of work, allowing only three

the wins-record with their 10th and

Bowdoin.
"Amherst was a big win for us

brilliant

single for a four-RBI day.

Wesleyan where the Bears shattered

ry for

tourna-

seven-run seventh inning. Lawler
had a big two-run double in the
inning, while Berte again contributed in the clutch with a two-run
triple to add to an earlier two-run

On Saturday, Bowdoin traveled to

week of strong performance.
and Chris

consecutive-wins record

by the 1964 team.

because no one on our team had

round of the

in

unearned runs.

against Trinity, they will either play

ing

game up

The second game was more of a
blowout with Bowdoin racking up a

time the Bears

first

the

Lawrie.

year Joe Berte came up big again

defeated the Jeffs since 2002, mak-

the

Bowdoin opened

Bucci,

with a two-run single. Senior Jared

returned to the

was

the record for

career wins.

open on singles from senior Chris
McCann, and junior John
In the sixth, the Bears
tacked on three more with a two-run
triple from Lemieux and an RBI single from senior Ricky Leclerc.
Sophomore Pat Driscoll picked up
the win on the mound, going eight
innings and giving up only three
it

1 victory over Roger Williams and
two wins against Wesleyan, 10-3
and 15-6. The Bears came home for

darkness.

It

tear

Second baseman Nick Lawler
scorched an RBI double and first-

seeding implications to be deter-

15-9.

the

the fourth inning with a five-run

„

mined as well as home field advantage still up in the air."
Depending on how the Bears fare

College, defeating the Lord Jeffs,

The Bowdoin Orient

The Bears extended their winning
streak over the weekend with an 1 1-

ing with a

the third-straight

The win was

game of

within one

chasing hard-to-break school

a

win for
the Polar Bears. Last weekend
Bowdoin faced archrival Amherst
is

and scoring three

runs for the Bears.

The Bowdoin Baseball Team has

ings.

record in the

on

18th of Powers' career, putting him

Bates, and Wesleyan tied at 5-2,"

This

lecting four hits

Staff Writer

stand-

McKinley said. "As the regular season winds down there are important

last

Fulton,

scoring the Bears' second run of the game.

Baseball goes

After losing six games, Amherst

has fallen in the

the Polar Bears

on Wednesday,

as usual, stopping

nine shots from the Jeffs' offense.

three additional goals before the

buzzer, while the

it's

and executing as we will face

After the break, with Amherst
coming back from just four points,
the Bowdoin offense tore up the

The

Bobcats only managed to put in

track

"As we

tougher opponents."

contributed one goal apiece to give

and right
(10 in total). Bates scored only two
goals on Bowdoin's star goalie in
the second and third periods.

was

have our team playing well togeth-

first

left

said.

head into the playoffs,

half,

game, stopping shots

match,

the

in

"Our team offense got on

two

Bowdoin a 6-3 lead at the half.
Charlie Legg '07 had a fantastic

goals

against Amherst with 10 different

Andrew
Chadwick '07

Before the

Nelson '06 and Matt

contributed two impres-

people scoring," he

but they could not break

quarter.

who

scoring.

minutes of play. The

1

assists.

winning

a

impressed with the distribution of

match to beat Bates 9-6 on Tuesday.
Bowdoin's offense was in full
swing with Kevin Mullins '07 and
Chris Eaton '06 scoring two goals
fought back

had

an additional three

Thomas McKinley

Co-captain
'06,

Bears held the lead throughout the

Bobcats

in

goals for the Polar Bears.

weekend and

in the first

countless

also

game, putting

putting the Bears in prime position
face Trinity this

racking up three goals

and

overall

The Bowdoin Men's Lacrosse
Team trumped Bates College for its

to

strong in the

first half, leading 7-4 at halftime.
Co-captain Connor Fitzgerald '06

by Vanessa Kitchen

second

trepi-

dation.

lth wins in a row.

McCann

at the plate in the first

led the

game,

and three

struggled in the seventh giving up
three

but

runs,

Kozens came
on the win.

The score was tied going into the
when Bowdoin broke

in

Please see

sophomore

K.J.

and closed the door

BASEBALL, page 14

the President's

Cup

Courtesy of Alison Curt in

Juniors

Mark Hendrickson, Luke McKay, Nate Hyde, and sophomore Ed Carr row

for the

No. 1-ranked men's

varsity four boat.

The

boat took

first at

the President's Cup.

™
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Mike
Senior

Megan Wyman

takes a swing in the first

game

of last Saturday's doubleheader against Wesleyan.

The Bears

lost

both games,

Softball finishes season

falling to the

Ardolino,

Bantams 64 in the first and

+#*

2006

-

„<4Mgl

lb*

The Bowdoin Orient
2-1

in the second.

on low note
->

by Eren Munir

ers are looking for the

On

Staff Writer

particularly

Riding high on the heels of a five-

Bates.

hard-hitting

The two

rivals,

loss

to

beginning the

played with intensity and passion.

formance. Chagnon,

Four of the

game ranked

six defeats

were decided

by three runs or less, and one of the
games went into extra innings. The
closeness of the games not only

in

who

the

entered the

top three in

almost every single offensive category,

bolstered

NESCAC

her

campaign

for

Player of the Year by bat-

2006 season with two away doubleheaders, one today against University
of Maine-Farmington and one

Monday

against

St.

Joseph's,

it

is

game winning streak, the Bowdoin
Softball Team seemed unstoppable,

day

with high hopes for locking up a

what became the last competitive
series of the Bears' season.
Although the six-game losing

Bears, but also the ferocity of their

and two

games
and

opponents.

accounted for 60 percent of the

needed the season to gain valuable

team's offense during the Bears' cold'

experience. With a

three-consecutive

streak destroyed the. team's chances

the Bears' slump

streak.

these fresh faces will

NESCAC

playoff birth with

Wesleyan,

Brandeis,

against

But

Bates.
,.,

rewind button.

Tuesday, the Bears suffered a

after

doubleheader sweeps, fans and play-

tied

squared off in

playoffs,

post-season

for

spot in the

for the final

NESCAC

Bears

the

play,

demonstrate

One of the

the

strength

of the

bright spots throughout

was

senior captain

Danielle Chagnon's brilliant per-

Baseball faces off against Bobcats in
BASEBALL, from page 13
For his outstanding play
last

four

in

the

named NESCAC Co-Player of the
Week. He led Bowdoin to four
wins and ignited the offense

straight

scored in each of the

first

sixth. Senior Erik

Morrison had a

good outing on

mound, working

five innings

while scoring a

team-high nine runs. His 52

him
of 57

DeCew

'99 with six

hits

of

five short of

by Dave
games left to
set

McCann

run.

runs,

the

ready for the 2007 campaign.

home game on Saturday

single in the second inning. Lawler

RBI double

especially important for the Bears as

Monks

they challenge Bates today in a cru-

brought a 3-0 lead into the

Bears

clawed back with three of their own.
The runs came on a Lemieux-RBI
single, which scored Lawrie from

plate

in the

Koperniak had a big day at the

with

three

Berte,

hits.

Rosenthal, and Bucci each contributed two.

This upcoming weekend will be

NESCAC game

at home. The
head to Lewiston on
more
ballgames.
Saturday for two
The Bears are 22-5-1 on the season.
cial

team

will

second, followed by a single from
Jon Koperniak '09 con-

They need two more wins

Leclerc.

the Eastern Division top seed.

With

tributed a two-run triple to right. St.
Joe's responded with another run in

the

toward

the

the top

simply

more work,
certainly be

scored another two

contributed an

the

women

little

while senior backstop John

third.

when

the

Rosenthal plated Berte with an RBI

Wesleyan,
sweeping
Bowdoin came home to play the St.
Joseph's Monks on Monday. St.
Joe's starter Steven Stout was solid
throughout, giving up only three hits
in the first seven innings. The
After

inning,

many of

young

and allowing only one

play.

eighth

team waves goodbye to the

team,

a

five

batting average and an on-base per-

the school record

Chagnon

As

innings, leading 7-1 going into the

with 13 hits in 23 tries for a .565

the season leaves

the

bases.

accomplishments.

-game winning streak for the
Bears. The tie interrupted St. Joe's
14-game run.
On Wednesday, Bowdoin defeated Husson 8-4 at home. The Bears

centage of .600,

all

As

stolen

important to recognize the team's

many

11

McCann was

games,

ting .333 with three runs, three RBIs,

of the ninth, but Bowdoin

would not give up, getting a run in
bottom on an RBI single from

the

Bears

looking

to clinch

NESCAC playoffs and a possible atlarge bid to the

NCAA Dili

ment, not to mention that
players are just inches

tourna-

many

away from

breaking school records, the remain-

again, however, and the

McCann. Bowdoin could not score
game was

der of the season

soon called for darkness, ending an

ing.

is

sure to be excit-

Drew

Fulton,

Pitcher Erik Morisson '06 allowed only one earned run and three hits in five innings on the

The Bowdoin Orient

mound against Husson.
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BASEBALL

Men's tennis

set

for finals after
twogame streak
by Ethan Oberwager
Contributor

ace overcame a devastating

1-6

Brody Saunders to prevail
two sets. He

loss to

SOFTBALL
NESCAC EAST

School

W

L

W

L

BOWDOIN

7

2

22

5

had a successful weekend, defeating
NESCAC rivals Wesleyan and

Colby with twin 5-2 scores.
Last weekend's morning matches were not the last ones in
Brunswick for any of the players,
as the entire roster will return next

season. Against the Cardinals on
Saturday, the players swept the top
three singles without losing a set

and dominated the doubles by winning

then teamed up for

first

doubles

who had won his second singles match in straight sets.
They overcame their Mule oppowith Gates,

nents in the pro-set, via a tiebreak-

team for
Bowdoin, first-year Blake Wheale
and junior Drew McDonald, also
prevailed.
White
and
Alex
Caughron '09 won at their third
and fifth singles spots, respectivethird

The two-time winners were Sam

Sunday's victory gave Bowdoin

Tufts

6

NESCAC

Overall

L

W

L

School

22

10

Middlebury

W

Overall

L

W

L

17

2

Tufts

6

3

16

12

Bates

4

2

15

11

1

11

6

6

17

12

BOWDOIN

3

5

15

21

Trinity

5

2

12

2

Bates

3

6

10

13

Trinity

2

4

19

7

BOWDOIN

4

3

7

9

Colby

2

7

S

17

Colby

1

S

10

17

Amherst

4

A

12

6

Colby

3

3

9

6

3

4

Tufts

1

6

Conn. College

6

4

SCOREBOARD
F 4/21
Sa4/22

at

Sa 4/22

at

at

M

4/24

v.

W

4/26

v.

F

4/28

v.

W
W
W
T
W

Roger Williams
Wesleyan
Wesleyan
St Joseph's
Husson

11-1

10-3

156

44
6-4

F 4/21
F 4/21

Brandeis
Brandeis

L
L

7-2

Bates

4-1

Wesleyan

Wesleyan
Wesleyan

L
L

64

Hamilton

L
L

3-1

v.
v.

Sa 4/22
Sa4/22

v.
v.

Tu 4/25
Tu 4/25

at Bates

Sa4/29
Sa4/29

T

atThomas

5/2

3:00

Bates

at

p.m.

42:00
3:00
4:00

p.m.

p.m.
P.M.

F

4/28

M

5/1

at St.

8-1

3:30 p.m.

Joseph 3(2)

6:00

c6

W

School

v.

Wesleyan

v.

Colby

W
W

5-2
5-2

SCHEDULE

NESCAC
Overall

Sa 4/22
Su 4/23

p.m.

LACROSSE

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NESCAC

5

8

6

SCOREBOARD

atUMF(2)

MENS

10

2-1

SCHEDULE
Bates
at Bates
at Bates

doubles

all three pro-sets.

W

Trinity

er.

The

MEN'S TENNIS
NESCAC EAST

Overall

7-5, 7-5 in the final

The Bowdoin Men's Tennis team
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SPORTS

F

Overall

W

L

4/28

v.

Amherst (NESCAC

First-Rd

1:00

p.m.

at Williams

)

L

School

W

L

W

L

Middlebury

7

1

9

Williams

4

1

11

5

Wesleyan

6

2

11

2

Middlebury

3

1

9

5

BOWDOIN

6

2

9

4

School

W

Amherst

2

1

7

3

Bates

5

3

9

3

Middlebury

8

BOWDOIN

3

2

7

9

Tufts

4

4

9

5

Amherst

7

1

11

1

Tufts

2

2

9

7

Williams

3

5

6

6

Colby

6

2

12

2

Conn. College

3

5

6

7

3

3

I

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
NESCAC

Overall

W

L

L

11

1

•

Connecticut

2

3

9

7

5

3

11

Bitetti '07, Garrett

the

for tennis, as the

Colby

2

3

7

10

Trinity

2

6

6

6

Tufts

5

3

10

3

Alex White

Polar Bears also defeated Bates

Bates

1

3

6

7

Colby

2

6

6

7

Williams

3

5

9

6

Trinity

2

5

9

Amherst

2

6

3

9

Wesleyan

3

5

7

5

Hamilton

1

10

8

SCOREBOARD

Trinity

2

6

5

11

3

Bates

1

7

'09.

Gates '08, and
Also victorious

Bowdoin was sophomore Noah
Buntman at the fifth spot, winning
for

match in straight sets as well.
On Sunday, the Polar Bears

his

faced Colby. In the overall victory,
Bitetti came through again, overcoming adversity to win both his

top-spot matches. In singles, the

CBB Cup

earlier in the season.

weekend

improves

The

perfect

the

Polar

Bears' record to 7-5 against Dili

opponents, and places them

NESCAC
Amherst.

Wesleyan

Tournament against
This match will be
1
p.m. today on the

Sa4/22

W

in the

SCOREBOARD
Sa4/22

v.

Middlebury

Su 4/23

v.

Colby

W

7-2

4/26

WOMEN'S TRACK &

FIELD

15-9
9-6

SCHEDULE
Sa4/29
Su 4/30

played at
Williams College courts.

W
W

v.Amherst
v. Bates

Aloha Relays
Bowdoin)

NESCAC First-Round

MENS TRACK

2nd

(at

of 5

Sa4/22

Conn. College

8

'

8

5

7

4

10

SCOREBOARD
1.00 p.m.

at Trinity

TBA

& FIELD

at State

Meet

Sa 4/22

W

W
W

Conn. College
v.Bates
v.

4/26

17-6
15-9

SCHEDULE

SCOREBOARD
F 4/21Sa4/22

BOWDOIN

2nd

(at

of 4

Sa 4/29
Su 4/30

at

Wesleyan

11:00 a.m.

NESCAC First-Round

TBA

Colby)
-

SCHEDULE
Sa 4/29 NESCAC

SCHEDULE
10:00 a.m.

Championship

NESCAC

Sa 4/29

Compiled by Adam Kommel.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,

NESCAC,

10:00 a.m.

College Tennis Online

Championship

Bears give Bates a run
NESCAC championship
meet to be held at the

John

].

Magee outdoor

third place in his first

at the 10k,

Linhart captured second place in the

weight throw with a personal best

held back until late in the race and

51.5-meter launch.

unleashed a ferocious kick

Sophomore David WagonerEdwards earned second place in the

end

track on Saturday

by Eren Munir
Staff Writer

by

while first-year Jay McCormick
at

the

to pick off second place for the

Bears. In the 5k, sophomore Nate

pole vault,

Krah finished

pole, while junior

archrival

Dan

first,

well ahead of

Vassalo of Colby.

Sophomore Tyler Lonsdale

finished

Adu

Robey Clark

throw

for the

second year

dom-

a row, with a 53.14-meter throw,

inated the 110 hurdles with a

first-

while senior Matt Regele earned

Meet, the Bowdoin Men's Track

place finish.

Adu went on

to take

second

400-meter hurdles and

fourth. Senior co-captain Patrick
Lyons launched his shot put over

Team stepped onto

win

their upset

the

Colby

track

with anticipation. After hading the
lead throughout the day, the Bears

came up

short in the last event of the

day, falling to the Bobcats

by

just

five points in Saturday's state meet.

Bates

finished

first

with 204

points to Bowdoin's 199.5 points.

Colby took

third with

99

points,

and

USM came in last with 93. SO points.

Once

again, Joseph

in the

Sophomores Lamont
White, Eric Lee, and Brendan Egan
finished third, fourth, and fifth,
respectively, in the 400 meters.
Junior Owen McKenna lead the 800
meters from the start for a first
the long jump.

place.

The men had another good day on
field. Junior Bari Robinson

the

good for second
Luke Fairbanks

13.75

meters,

place.

First-year

finished close behind for third.

According to Lyons, "the men

competed with great valiance,
honor, and bravery. We look forward
to
overtaking our foes from
Lewiston in the next

The men

battle."

will play host to the

There were many notable per-

leaped to second place in the high

NESCAC championship this week-

formances on the oval. Junior Eric

jump, despite recently recovering
from a twisted ankle. Senior Alex

end

Sofen ran a quick 33:21, good for

A great

at

the John

J.

Magee outdoor

track.

place to study while enjoying our

gourmet brownies and coffee!
Visit us at 14 Maine Street, Mill 2, in Brunswick
207729.0111 • www.simplydivinebrownies.com
Open Monday - Friday 8 to 5 and Saturday 10 to
Armin Drake

ArdoJino,

The Bowdoin Orient

'06 returns the ball in Saturday's match against Wesleyan.

Drake Lost his match 6-3,

4>6, 6-3.

The Bears

face

Amherst

this

weekend.

in

'07

over Bates in the indoor Maine State

Eager to repeat

Mike

fin-

Prichard claimed top honors in the
javelin

fourth.

despite breaking his

ished third. Senior co-captain Jared

1

•t
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rebounds with two wins

lacrosse

by Emily Baird
Staff Writer

half,

adding another eight goals. In

addition to Barton's three goats,

Davis, Nentwig, Casey Logan '07,

With post-season play on the

Taylor White '07, and sophomore

Bowdoin Women's

Lyndsey Colburn also scored one

horizon, the

Lacrosse

Team revamped

its

efforts

and added two to its victory column
this week. With the pressure building

up to these matches against

NESCAC

opponents Connecticut

College and Bates, the team suc-

ceeded in reestablishing

its

place as

the

week with
same authority and scoring
power that they possessed at the

team's graduating seniors.

season.
of
the
Rebounding from a tough loss to

'06 will be graduating this spring

ninth-place

Bowdoin
at

Highlights in this

NESCAC)

game

included

goal contributions from 10 differFirst-year

Libby

made her scoring debut
game with a hat trick

Saturday's

in
in

place finish at the annual Aloha
Relays. The Bears finished a mere
nine points behind

USM

and ahead

of NESCAC rivals Colby and Bates.
Saturday's meet started off strong
for the

women

with juniors Kristen

Brownell and Jamie Knight dominating the

first

event of the meet.

"The team got a great boost in the
opening event when Kristen and

First-year Katie

Mevorach made

hurdles. Elizabeth
fourth.

posting a second place and adding

A

critical

tally.

Upon

points to the Bears'

learning that

Bowdoin

did not have anyone entered in the

career.

Mevorach seized upon the
opportunity to capture more points
for Bowdoin in the most important

season in the hurdles," he said.

team meet of the season.

moderate opening in her race so she

Bowdoin's success continued in
Ruth

"We're working on a
can have a faster

slightly

final

In the jumps, Molly Seward '09
and Becca Perry '07 both captured

top performances, picking up impor-

Gina Campelia finished second and
third, respectively, in the 400 meters.

Duffus led

second

respectively, in the 100-meter dash.

First-year Alison Pilon

snatched third and

in the

fourth in the dis-

cus and shot put, respectively.

"Louise and Kelsey gave us a big
boost in the discus at the end of the

meet when we were trying to pull
ahead of Colby," Slovenski said.

and junior

Bowdoin's mid-distance runners
tallied

up more points

for the

Bears

with fourth-and fifth-place finishes

800 meters from

Amy Ahearn

fifth-place finishes in the triple

and pole
led

vault, respectively.

its

lacrosse

team will

regular season Saturday in

Connecticut with a game against

Wesleyan. The Bears

will- vie for

the

the

second

NESCAC

competitor in this week-

end's tournament.

Aloha Refays

jump

DePalo

Bowdoin's high jumpers, taking
one place ahead of team-

third, just

mate Erin Prifogle

'07,

who

tied for

fourth in the event. Pilon took sixth
in the

high jump. Prifogle also placed

two other individual events,

'08 and Ali

Chase '09 in a very comSophomore Courtney
added
a sixth-place finish
Eustace

in her

petitive field.

pulling in a second place in the 100-

the 1500-meter race. In the second

javelin.

longest race

The women's

100. She's

grabbing third, fourth, and sixth,

place in the shot put, discus, and
hammer throw. Kelsey Borner '09

Bears.

end

more

Coach Peter Slovenski said.
Led by Louise Duffus '07,
Bowdoin 's throwers also turned out

the Bears in points, taking

to the Bears' lead. Collins-

"Emily has been having a great

event,

three weeks," Slovenski said.

tant points for the Bears.

add

Finn stopped 10 shots for the Polar

Onderko '08 took

ready for some great races in the next

the

through

to

few minor improvements will
make Hackert a strong force on the
track in the last races of her college

Jacobson '06, and Jessie DePalo '08

in

White,

fourth.

the sprints with Erin York '09,

1-2

the final whis-

before

vidual

her debut in the 3k steeple chase,

more

by

not

Emily Hackert '06 added an indifirst place in the 400-meter

first

10k,"

Jamie finished

The Polar Bears carried

momentum

track takes second place at
for the Bears.

The Bowdoin women battled
USM, Colby, and Bates for a second-

but

Donoghue, and Nentwig each netted another two. Davis came

the opportunity to play host to a

the first-half tally.

omore Laura Onderko took

score nine goals

through with a second-half hat trick

by

sophomore Bridget Keating's hat
trick and a pair 'from junior Kate
Brooke
Seniors
Donoghue.
Nentwig and Jena Davis, and sophomores Grace Moore and Bobbi
Dennison added one goal apiece to

In the javelin, first-year Chelsea

In front of a large and loud Bates
and Bowdoin crowd, the Polar
Bears quickly set the pace of play
with six quick goals from Davis,
Donoghue, and White, who scored
two apiece. The 5-7 Bobcats (1-7 in
the NESCAC) managed to rally and

Connecticut, 9-3, before the half
after a scoring frenzy catalyzed

Jackson captured an individual

graduating class.

tle,

Bowdoin

by Laura Onderko
Staff Writer

new

of six minutes.
opened strong and
never looked back. The Bears led
the span

Women's

46 wins over

after contributing to

the past four years, setting a

The Camels, who currently hold

players.

Nentwig, Davis, and Betsy Rose

women's lacrosse record for the
total number of victories won by a

to soundly

were no match for the 11-3 Polar
Bears (5-3 in the NESCAC).

Barton

it

home

a 4-10 record (0-8 in the

ent

15-9 victory over the Bobcats

returned to action

defeat Connecticut College, 17-6.

contributed one point to the Bears' victory.

Wednesday's

Polar Bears finished the

on Saturday

on Saturday. White

in gear as they returned to their turf

ranking in the national polls, the

Colby,

with a Connecticut player

Lamontagne made three saves.
With Saturday's win behind
mem, the Polar Bears seemed back

was
was the last regular-season home game for the

their

beginning

jostles sticks

seven shots, while sophomore Kori

bittersweet as

Holding onto

Taylor White '07

goalie

stopped

Collins-Finn

Stephanie

to battle the Bobcats.

one of the league's top teams.

Mike Aidolino, The Bowdoin Orient

First-year

apiece.

goal

of the

meter hurdles and a sixth place in the

Back on

day, the 5k, soph-

the track, Bowdoin's

two third-place finand a first place. The 4x1 00meter team of Alyssa Chen '08,
Jacobson, York, and Hackert took
third, followed by the 4x400-meter
relays raked in
ishes

Men's and Women's Track
Host NESCAC Tournament
Saturday, April 29, 2006
Events Start at 9:00 a.m.

team of Jacobson, Hackert, Pilon,

and Campelia for another third-place
finish. The 4x800-meter team of
Chase, Abeam, Lindsey Schickner
'09,

and Jess Sokolow '09 snatched

first

This Saturday the

Come Support both

teams!

women will

face

even tougher competition in the
NESCAC championship meet, which
is

being held at

home on

Saturday.

Drew

Sophomore AJvssa Chen competes

in the triple

Fulton,

jump

The Bowdoin Orient

in the Aloha Relays.
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SUMMER
STORAGE
D*
owdoin Special

i

House for Rent
September 2006 to May 2007, at 23 Davis Street in Brunswick,
ast house on a dead end near Bowdoin College. Completely
rnished that will sleep 3 in a

roommate/dorm environment.

as a

new dishwasher.

as the location

is

Prefer students with musical interests

across from Studio

48 Performing

Arts.

1

$1,600.00 per month.
First last

month and Security

required, (no pets or smoking)

Apartment for Rent
September 2006 through May 2007. Still under construction
and will be finished for Maine State Music Theater Leads for
this coming summer....Luxury Apartment completely
furnished. Hard wood floors and Italian Tile. Cathedral
Ceiling with open concept. New Furniture. Heat cable,
electricity and local phone included. Great living space for
Graduate student or professor. Prefer tenant with Musical
ability or interests as there is access to practice rooms for
musicians. Located above Studio 48 Performing Arts Center.
$1,200.00 with first last month and security deposit.
f

r?*»rr,. ,.

,,

0%

1

eat electricity, water, sewer, cable and local phone included.
aundry facility (front load washer) in basement and kitchen

O.T

•*rr'*"*v-
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ftT->»t*-n r*t

.-fit

.'I-

.ti

Off

0% Off Storage Units 1 0% Off Packing Supplies
$35.00 Campus Pick-Up Service

^725-6434""^
Cumberland Self Storage
14 Maine St., Brunswick 04011
www.malnestorage.com - sales@malnestorage.com
Fort Andross
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BRUNSWICK'S

Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL: Steak and Cheese Sub

w/

VOTE? BgjjIZ'ZA

LARGE 16" PIZZA
IN

THE^MjJgS^REA

10 " PIZZA

ONE TOPPING

SMALL
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

by market^urvey

Fries

& 20

oz.

soda

$5.95
ELlVER
o/f pEl

iOf/JmeruJaV

729-OO85
85 Pleasant

St. •

Brunswick

Open

Daily

at 11 a.m.

aiajajajajDjajDjajajDja
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Bowdoin Orient No change in sight to
Established 1871

pork barrel spending
Time

to get clean

opposite

You Got Conserved

w:

commit

the College to

tricity

from

commitment

promoting energy independence

of energy. In order to

to curbing global

by Will Hales
Columnist

warming and

our nation, the College needs to

for

take this meaningful step forward.

As

Because

centers for innovative thought and forward-minded action, all

Bowdoin

higher education institutions like

that

have commendable

common-sense
plans. And no doubt, a commitment to purchase renewable-energy electricity would be entirely practical for Bowdoin.
Bar Harbor's College of the Atlantic recently signed a 20-year commitment to purchase 100 percent of its electricity from wind-energy
sources right here in Maine. Bates and Colby recently committed to
buying 100 percent of their electricity from renewable energy sources
social consciences should be expected to adopt such

biomass and hydroelectric power.

like

The

list

goes on, and

it

ferences in the colleges'

mere drop-in-the-barrel difenergy budgets, and the case could be the same
have resulted

in

Bowdoin. There are many routes Bowdoin could take, including purchasing renewable energy credits, taking the most cost-efficient routes
for

to acquiring exclusively clean-energy electricity, or purchasing
i

renew-

able energy from sources here in Maine. We're sure one of these options

For a college that

common

for

fit

Bowdoin.

move would

commitment to serving the
an example entirely consistent

set

its

with that mission. Moreover, geopolitical situations in the world are
increasingly revolving around oil and other dirty sources of energy

may one day

that

lead to the drowning of our mascot, the polar bear.

combat fossil-fuel-based eneremit greenhouse gases and support renewable energy

Bowdoin should do
gy uses

that

all in its

power

to

down from

We

urge President Mills and the college administration to seriously consider these points. The plan makes sense. It's practical. It's conwith Bowdoin 's mission.

simply the right thing to do for

It's

the College.

The

of The Bowdoin Orients ediThe editorial board is comprised of James D. Baumberger,
Bobby Guerette, Evan S. Kohn, and Beth Kowitt.

The Bowdoin Orient
httpv//orient.bowdoin.edu

Phone

Bniawick.

The

is

a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing

news and information relevant to the Bowdoin community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues such content freely
and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and report?
ing. The Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and
diverse discussion and debate on issues of interest to the College community.
-

*

i

Bobby Guerette, Managing

News Editor

Editor

Business

Features Editor
Joshua Miller

Nat

Kohn,

appropriations
comprised
of both a hurri-

Emma

Steve Kolowich

*

Sports Editor
Anna Karass

.

Beth Kowrrr, Managing

Mary Helen

Staff

Miller

Editor

Adam Kommel

Mitchell

publication.

The

editors reserve the

right to edit letters for length. Longer
submissions may be arranged. Submit
letters via email (orientopinion@bowdoin.edu) or via die-Orient's web site

opwtom expressed

in

^Oikntior^

article's

abrupt end, immediately following,
idea that

(and with no con-

time staying in

ability is offensive

Washington for
more than one
term
if
they

trary clarification). This misrepresen-

"deliver"

with- disabilities are dissatisfied and

can't

adding

the

for their respective districts or

Good

tation

of Brooke's personal experi-

ence plays into the stigma that people
vulnerable

emotionally

feel

Not only

other's reactions.

portrayal

but

inaccurate,

to
this

is

also

it

representation

undermines the goal of DSD, which

no

longer

we hoped would

equates

to

establish acts, like

.

billion.

an

and fos-

staring, as natural responses

ter positive, constructive conversa-

under pressure
from fiscal con-

greatest detriments to the

ability to actual-

tion about disability.

servatives

Congress,

A

.

average American

in

vowed

s per-

government.

.

about DSD, but your selective report-

one's ability to

ing produced an article that coun-

no

unnecessary, to his area

price tag topped $92

meter by which representatives are
measured.
The problem in Congress today

ing senators to pare a hefty

This

sum

bill.

is

for both

by no means

the

we hope

pieces about Students Embracing
Disabilities 's activities accurately

is

prising that there are any critics of

reflect

its

the latest appropriations bill at

father

than

President,

who

working

is

to

sur-

all.

intentions,

reassert his conservative roots, but

toward raising

not necessarily because

argued in a February 9 op-ed for

Sincerely,

ical

blow

opponents. In

will

our efforts

disability awareness.

Brooke James '06

to their polit-

fact, quite the

and supports,

hinders,

Representative Jeff Flake (R-AZ)

it

make a

stronger effort to ensure that future

an important statement

it is

disabilities.

likely unintentional,

that the Orient will

conservatives and the

partisan;

with

and as people

Though most

barrel-laden incarnation if the final

is

an organization

tered our goals as

how

matter

billion, leav-

write

to

stituents; rather,

bring money,

4

current pork

appreciate the Orient's and

Evan Kohn's willingness

con-

her

or

Tuesday not to
its

We

ly represent his

,

ception of the federal

EARMARKING page

Please see

Your guide
These Revelations Will

Not Be

Televised

19

Alicia

*07

Wong

to surviving Ivies

So being the humanitarian that I
am, I have put together a handy
survival guide to help you maximize fun and minimize unwanted
weekend.

Congratulations, friend.

I realize that it's

to Ivies

Friday morning,

and the majority of you are hung
over or drunk as you're reading

You made

to read

Weekend.

it

this.

pay as close attention as

you need

possible. If

get a friend

to,

page essays. You have perse-

vered through the 8 a.m. classes, the

Charms

slightly to the left

page, the only advice

I

of

this

can offer

at

Editor

Friday afternoon labs, and the
nighters.

Kelsey Abbruzzese

You

frostbite, the

Calendar Editor
Ceren Chelsea Germeyan
SUBSCTUPTIONS

Domestic subscription rates are $47
for a full year and $28 for a semester. Contact the Orient for more

uncommon

cold

cold, the

(syphilis),

call

and

]

But with the advent of Ivies comes

Bowdoin College

a production schedule.

by Sunday,

I

am

confi-

the traditional

\\

every voice mailbox in your phone-

book until he either passes out or forgets what he was doing. So destroy
it Verizon will buy you a new one.
2) Destroy your room phone, too.
And suspend your AIM and
Facebook accounts. If you own a
telegraph, break it If you own a mes-

.

because

t

if

fi^

wriere tQ

i

.

spread diseases.

It

it's

what

OK to start drink-

ing without officially qualifying

as an alcoholic, here are a few

mantras to quiet the oV con-

your head side-

Mimosa

is

more

like

orange juice than champagne, (b) In

ways so you don't drown in your
milk. That would make for a pretty

many cultures it's considered rude to
show up to an athletic event sober,

sorry obit.

(c) If the sun hasn't risen yet, it's

Everyone
1)

technically

else, listen up:

Destroy your

cell

phone. Don't

perate wheat from the intemperate
chaff, positively affirming the theory

things will happen: either he'll give

of Social Darwinism once and for all.

back to you once you're sufficiendy

have effectively separated the tem-

In the interest

3) If you're wondering at

time of day

science: (a)
this point is to turn

it.

jt

you hide it
you'll know where to find it If you
entrust it to a friend, one of two

revelry of April's last hurrah will

And pigeons

j

you hide

kill

of preventing regrettable correspondence with family, college administrators, and objects of lust, all communications media must be disabled.

phone. Don't

i

.

it,

^'fj inQW

Street Apartments.

dent that

i

i

just hide

mono, ringworm, carpal tunnel
syndrome, and a knife-wielding
ruffian in the basement of School

student's survival skills.

Advertising
Email orientads@bowdoin.edu or
(207) 725-3053 for advertising rates

f^f™ your ce

bravely beat back

common

the true test of a

information.

all-

call the

to the junior high for-

mal, or he'll leave lurid messages on

-

80-minute lectures, the five-hour

A &. E

you asked

senger pigeon,

For those of you who are passed
out face-down in a bowl of Lucky

to-five

faded and encourage you to
girl

aloud.

the relentless

onslaught of problem sets and three-

You have endured
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text
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by

taking her statement out of the con-
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of
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Just try to
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at

not

It's

has emerged in the past

by Steve
Kolowich
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Mike Ardolino

Powers

stare

appropriations packages,

Drew Fulton

Hen

"It's frus-

students

President Bush,

Editor

Theresa Weaver

Letters
The Orient welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should not exceed 200
words and must be received by 7:00
p.m. on the Wednesday of the week of

r\\ii

$106

when

bringing attention to a person's dis-

states.

in at

portrayed and one of our statements

polite," misconstrues her reaction

is

Most

critical

when confronted with

one's "pet projects" to

whopping

inaccurately

the staggering waste involved, and

funding request,

weighs

(DSD)

Simulation Day

yet federal lawmakers have a hard

surreptitiously

and a fifth emergency
defense

Photo Editor

Ng

Assistant

Opinion Editor

Americans are highly

given to the practice of

cane aid package

barrel

proportions:

epic

we were

very disappointed to find Disability

you... People shouldn't stare.

The paradox of the pork
of

the Editors:
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trating

to reelection.

Earmarking, the term
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A &. E Editor

road
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site objectives
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Manager
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i

Evan
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Anne

firestorm of the

Washington

in

government. jQn the

federal

other hand, earmarks are prerequi-

the practice

on.

political
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the

inaccurately
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Read

policy.

adding one's "pet projects" to
appropriations
packages,
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emerged in the past decade as one
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average American's perception of
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strike a critical
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(my

of a column on domestic spending

from the

Drew Fulton,

my

deliver to

I

readership

editorial represents the majority view

torial board.

weekend,

muscled through columns

cally
past,

this

the five that have typi-

sign the bill in

sources in America.

sistent

my column

reading

a

relentlessly asserts

good, this

certain that virtu-

no Bowdoin student will be

ally

that

could be a perfect

am

I

of surreptitiously

practice

around a Senate

goes on for a reason.

Many of these purchases

was portrayed

Earmarking, the term given to
the

100 percent of its elec-

to purchasing

clean, renewable sources

fully articulate its

Simulation day

implied by efforts to

is

curb superfluous spending.

"e wholeheartedly support the current student-led drive urging

more

2006

28,

just hide

it,

because

if

still

nighttime,

There's always someone

before you.

And

who

(d)

started

finally, for the truly

Time

desperate,

(e)

abstraction

whose

is

a

human

rules are so inor-

it
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OPINION

Kennebec is
On

by Gary Higginson
Guest Contributor

closings and the enactment,

a recent calm, sun-kissed

our

on

afternoon, I set out

run of die season.

on

high

live

freshwater

I

my first kayak
am blessed to
bank of the
of the

the west

portion

tidal

Kennebec in South Gardiner.
Astronomically high spring tides

new moon coaxed

at

the still-cold

waters higher as they crept past their

Nary a breeze

usual levels.
the

beautiful

still

waters as

'

and,

nearly disappeared from the entire

moreover, the enforcement of the

Kennebec Basin.
Whereas only 10 years ago, the
mere mention of recreational boating
on the Kennebec drew only blank,
skeptical stares, today the Kennebec
is widely used by paddlers, powerboats of all sizes, and water skiers.
From its humble beginnings in the
seeps and rivulets above Moosehead
Lake, the Kennebec officially begins
in two separate outlets from this
majestic massive high altitude and
lake, which has an average surface
lane of 1,029 feet above sea level.

Clean Water Act, spearheaded by
own Maine senators Mitchell
and Muskie, played major roles.
The federal government kicked in
with funding for municipal sewage
systems all along the river, the
only drawback being the skyrock-

homeowners of

eting cost to local

maintaining and upgrading these
facilities.

after dark,

Later,

ruffled

enjoyed a

I

I

Nary a

breeze ruffled the

still

drifted aimlessly, the lazy current

my

as

It

waters as

guide; one with earth, sky,

and water. Refracted

light

dappled

reveled in the mystic

I

campfire in

waters for his next meal.

seem

didn't

and peace

sparkling nighttime skies of central

Maine. Jupiter rose in spectacular

water

fashion, climbing higher in the sky

find strength

I

such moments, when

the rat race and cares of daily

life

as

blue waters, interrupted by dia-

monds of

the cloudless

sunlight,

deep blue sky flanked on either side

by

the

muted browns and greens of

of many

din

sure, the

present condition

Kennebec is in its
by no accident.

The combination of die paper

Enjoy

and Coratunk,

been

has

river

pristine

accompanied by a spectacular return
of striped bass (in season May to
mid-fall) and other Ana

Ramous

fish

species (those that live in the ocean

mill

by
an impressive sustained return of the
bald eagle, which, only 40 years ago,
This, in turn, has been followed

instead

spending

Times

Political discourse

ects.

8) Chanting, heckling, and streak-

ing are generally only accepted at

we changed them

ganic that

in

1883 so our trains could run more
and therefore any argument against alcohol consumption

efficiently,

based on time of day

is

essentially

baseless.
4) Don't drink
that

and dance.

I

realize

Bowdoin is brimming with awk-

ward white kids

whom

for

drinking

and are not likely to
the Longfellow Prize

athletic events

be tolerated at
Ceremony, the China/globalization
lecture, or the "Ars Antiqua" exhibit,
no matter how cleverly executed.
9) Don't bum down any college
property. We're short of housing as it
10)

The rescue personnel

when "Republicans

and Democrats

find

OK Go is a rowdy group of fun-lov-

Harpswell do not want to "party"

ing Chicagoans, that doesn't

make

it

Incidentally,

it

is

cool for them to

no point

5) There's

Pace

in drinking

yourself. Projectile

seems

iting

I've heard

like fun in

tell

that

it's

vom-

movies, but

actually quite

uncomfortable.
6)
cert

Try to keep track of what con-

you're

at today's

at.

If you

show up baked

Common Hour

chamber ensemble

recital

jazz and

and

start

noodle-dancing to Vivaldi, chances
are your

"mellow" will be "harshed"

with extreme prejudice.
7) If you're going to

booze around the Quad incogni-

to,

exercise

some common

disguising

it.

sense

Nobody's going

to believe that's apple juice in your

Nalgene, especially if

with you, so stop offering them

tions

—four

it

on

more than
appropria-

many

times as

as

in

at Fort

Popham

farewell as

it

and status as a proclaimed conservapurpose as a hur-

ricane relief package and source of

funding for the war in Iraq will draw
attention to the nearly

$4

billion ear-

marked

and other non-defense and non-hur-

went to earmarked projThe number of earmarks is

billion

ects.

amount of valuable debate

that isn't

member who

got earmarks

[appropriations] bill."
is

by

the responsibility of a sin-

ers

draw pork

can

we do

change
run?

in Phippsburg, Pond

Republican senators, Trent Lott and

this as

to their states. But

is it

What can

expect change?

McCain do

appropriations

Mississippi's

make

will

as possible, decry-

ing the methods with which lawmak-

gle party; for example, in the current
bill,

subsidies

Senate watchdogs led by John

McCain (R-AZ)
much of an issue

realistic to

Again, this endemic waste

no means

for agricultural

ricane related spending.

almost entirely proportional to the

obligated to vote for the entire

its

rea-

$64

is

bids us

two

of President Bush are
increasingly wary of his spending

1994; in fiscal year 2006, more than

and is joined finally by the
Androscoggen at Merrymeeting Bay,
and makes its final dramatic run past
Bath Iron Works and on to the
It

a battle-

fiscal excess for

tive; also, the bill's

Last year, there were

earmarks

may become

bill

sons. Critics

as a senator, and what

as constituents, to effect

way our country

in the

is

Money is power, and vice versa,
that maxim rings true more so

Island Light, standing silent witness

Thad Cochran, have earmarked $700

to its last gasp.

million to

While mere superlatives cannot
it justice, the mighty Kennebec
flows on, inviting your acquaintance
and exploration.
Gary Higginson works in Facilities
Management-Housekeeping at the

has already been rebuilt in the wake

barrel spending

of Katrina. This proposal has drawn

if

specific scrutiny as the "railroad to

Neither Democrats nor Republicans

nowhere," echoing the 200S $223

are interested in functionally sacri-

Alaska which linked Ketchikan, a

amounts

College.

town of 14,000, to Gravina Island,
which has a population of nearly SO.

cern, especially

do

regrets

a railroad line that

"bridge

million

On

move

to

nowhere"

in

the other side of the aisle,

Senators

Charles

Schumer

(D-NY

of the Iraq war and the

can do; from here on out, you're on
your own. I hope you all have a safe

time

and enjoyable Ivies Weekend, and I
wish you the best of luck in drowning all cognizance of those monstrous research papers and exams
that loom just over the horizon.
Godspeed, you beautiful, reck-

troops,

less bastards.

admirable to advocate that

critics

and

both), long-

failures in properly

equipping our

have scored millions within

and

today than

decades past. Pork-

in

is

a bipartisan issue

ever there has been such a thing.

ficing

sistently

careers

their

what

for

to simply an ethical con-

when they

are con»»

rewarded with reelection

for their efforts at bringing

home

the

bacon.

There

is little to

support a positive

outlook on this anathema

our

in

Congress; the only cure might be
legislative reforms in the

ways

bills

As

defense appropriations to fund non-

are

defense related research in their state

long as congressmen are elected

(some of which was carried out by
the American Museum of Natural

based on the money they can deliv-

History

in

Manhattan).

we

It

is

better

er,

presented and considered.

and not

prowess, there

their

representative

is little

change to be

found on the horizon.

hits

from your vaporizer.
11)

you're thinking

If

or prudential

ethical
yourself,

"Am

I

about

has three

inches of head.

merit,

going to regret

ask
this

tomorrow?" If the answer is yes,
then you are probably too sober to
be making appropriate judgments.
12) If you see Security officers,
put down your cup and act normal.
If you see green pixies dancing with
pink heffalumps over a lake of purple fire, put down your cup and call
poison control.
13) Justification

be clever and

tote

when

cause:

This

ground of

doing something of questionable

sleep with your girlfriend.

shots.

common

protecting their pork."

on body armor

special interest research

dis-

lodging you from a tree outside

cool to puke all over their shoes.

proj-

signifi-

on

New York City.

is.

prerequisite for dancing, but while

is

is

cantly diluted

15,000

in

not the only byproduct

is

of earmarking and pork-barrel

Hillary Clinton

IVIES, from page 18

that wasteful

"every

without the hassle of lifelong

Ivies

dollars better spent

New York

the

it,

merges majestically with the ocean

almost

equip our troops, but less so to use

18

taking place, because as Flake puts

Atlantic.

air.

curb pork in federal spending
EARMARKING from page

down through the old mill
towns of central Maine to tidewater,

the night

but return to spawn in fresh water).

the riverbanks.

To be

uproarious

the

This remarkable return to today's

sapphire

stretched the

raft-

dozens of Canada geese punctuated

can just simply wait for a while.

Onward

yard under the

felt

exist

to

in

my

continued to glide, so

effortlessly at times that the

the

courses

eagle circled overhead scanning the
I

puckerbrush to white-water

near the Forks

along the shore, an adult bald

I

down through

ing heaven in the Kennebec Gorge

glow of newfound spring.

the undersides of tree branches

weightless as

cascades

2006 *

28,

Politicians are unwilling to

once again

reveled in the

I

mystic glow of newfound spring.

FRIDAY, APRIL

by way of the

old adage, "The memories will be

worth

it,"

is

invalid during Ivies,

because the memories will be nonexistent.

And

it's

chlamydia
worth it.
that

So there you

important to note
is

almost

go. I've

never

done

all I

Write a Letter to the Editors!

Send submissions

to orientopinion@bowdoin.edu.

Artwork by Anna, a member of the Brunswick community,

The exhibition

is

is

part of an a exhibition curated by Halley Muller '06.

on display in Lamarche Gallery in Smith Union.
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April

28-May 4

Friday
/

Common Hour

Bowdoin's chamber ensembles

will play

wide variety of music, ranging from

a

Schubert to Wayne Shorter.
Tillotson

Room, Gibson Hall,

12:30-1:30 p.m.

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 6 p.m.
Levine Retirement Lecture
Daniel Levine, professor of history and
political science, will discuss his research

and his thoughts on 20th-century
American liberalism in a speech titled,
"Another Sort of Radicalism."

Smith Auditorium,

Sills Hall,

7::

Saturday

•

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

A red-winged blackbird hovers in a tree in the Scarborough marshes.
Ivies

Rock Concert

Celebrate Ivies weekend at a concert
featuring the rock bands

OK Go, Xeno

Sunday

Groove Quartet, and Lady Rose.
"~x

The Quad, 2 p.m.
Concurrent Worlds
Yuan of Monterey Institute
of International Studies and Dr. Hong
Zhang of Colby College will give lectures
on China in the era of globalization.
Room 151, Cleaveland Hall,
2 p.m. and 3 p.m.

Sunday Mass

Bowdoin Chapel,

V

4:30 p.m.

y

J

—

Dr. Jing-Dong

World Music Ensemble
The World Music Ensemble will perform
music from the Arab world, Turkey,
and Armenia.
Monell Lounge, Smith Union, 3-5 p.m.
folk

V

"

Town Hall Meeting
Bowdoin College Democrats and
members of the Brunswick community to
participate in a town hall discussion with
Governor John Baldacci and members of
the Maine Legislature.

Join the

;

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
7:30-9 p.m.

....

Wednesday

Tuesday
Bowdoin Breakfast

Eric

Join other students, faculty, and staff for
breakfast.
%»

Faculty Seminar Series

X

,-

Bob

Sigel '75, president

and

CEO of Millbrook Distribution
Services, will speak.

Thome Hall,

7:15-9 a.m.

Chown,

computer

associate professor of

science, will give the final faculty

seminar talk of the semester, tided, "More
Soccer-playing

Robot Dogs: Northern

Bites

Team Scrimmage."
Main Lounge, Moulton Union, 12 p jn.

Poetry Reading

Thursday

Award-winning poet Christian Barter

will

read selections from his book,

"The Singers

Community Lecture

Come to a lecture tided,

I

Prefer."

MacMillan House, 7:30 p.m.

"Bowdoin

International Music Festival Highlights

What's to Come."

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
12:30-1:30 p.m.

LevmeDmner
Students, faculty,

and

staff are invited to a

dinner in honor of Professor Daniel Levine,
Ginette Saimprevil, and Craig Bradley.

Main Lounge, Moulton Union,
Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
Reflective

snap bracelets are a fashionable

safety feature.

4:30-7 p.m.

\

The

Bowdoin Orient
Bowdoin

May

College, Brunswick, Maine
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NESCAC

Track team makes a splash at

Legacy

2006

5,

Volume CXXXV, Number 24

United States

in the

championships

plus for

College
considers
renewable

applicants

energy buy

by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

by Anna Karass
Orient Staff

remains a

Proponents say special consideration

legacy

for

maintain that

critics

students additional

it

gives

week.

some

sial

Clean Energy

practice has been controver-

for years. In the

2004 presiden-

and Administration and Treasurer
Katy Longley have asked the group

campaign, President George W.
Bush a third-generation legacy
himself—joked about following his

—

to provide the administration with
additional details about options for

father's footsteps to Yale University,

purchasing

and Senator John Kerry

opposed legacy

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

other schools

status, considering

one of several "plus factors"

Financial

that can

of those painful

calls this year,"

he

said.

*

However,

who

at least half

of the lega-

apply to Bowdoin are

legacy applicants' families with bad

cies

news

accepted. According to Steele, for

not something he exactly

enjoys.

the Class of 2010, 51

"One of the most difficult things I
have to do as a Dean of Admissions
is to tell a loyal Bowdoin family that

legacy applicants have been admit-

this is not the place for their

daughter. I

had to make

ted so far versus

percent of

22 percent

Coleman

residents
protest construction

overall.

dents

few

Please see

LEGACY, page 2

Bowdoin should

lead state in clean energy
speech that preceded a question-and-

by Nat Herz
Orient Staff
In an interview with the Orient,

Maine

governor John Baldacci
on Bowdoin and other schools

"It

answer session, he attempted to
explain his complex Dirigo health
insurance plan and discussed the
need for energy-independence on a
local

of clean energy.

would be wonderful

institution

to have an

of higher learning

that

and

of

and

solar

expansion

at the

wind

energies,"

Baldacci said.

"We need

to declare that

For

many Coleman
campus

Campus

going to become energy independ-

energy," Baldacci said.

ent.

where I'm going

to

be striving with the University of

where our
higher institutions of learning and
knowledge can be role models for
the rest of the state," he said.
The- interview followed a town
hall meeting in Moulton Union
Monday sponsored by the Bowdoin
College Democrats. At the meeting,
.

Baldacci,
tion,

I

think this

is

who is running for re-elec-

spoke

emphatically

about

health care, education, and the econ-

omy,

Maine

is

addition, the

and

faculty,

tiative to

who

buy

supported the

electricity

ini-

from renew-

able sources. Although both sides
felt that

the meeting

was

productive,

administrators have not yet

made

a

move

out.

response to the construction

In

surrounding Coleman Hall, a group of
the

dorm's

residents

Barron,

Shelley

was,

"It

thought, an excellent

I

They were

meeting.

passionate,

and serious,"
the Orient on Wednesday.

thoughtful, engaged,

—

first

years

Aspen Gavenus,

Mills told
"I

asked a

lot questions.

They're

going off to do some more investigation based

on

my

questions. We're

The

Jordan Agusti, Sara Griffin, Nick

going off and doing some investigat-

of the
Walker Art Building, the former
Curtis Pool Building, and Appleton

Norton, Liza Shoenfeld, and Dzenana

ing based on

body

this year.

renovations

Lukovic

—made

"Free

"We've

dealt with the water
off,

frustrations

we've
main being shut

dealt with noise,

or the electricity going off unex-

when they found
of their dorm fenced in.

some of the

issues

we

talked about," Mills said.

At Monday's faculty meeting,

Coleman

students'

Coleman"

shirts in protest.

and Hyde Halls are obstructing pathways and creating noise. Many

Mills expressed concern about the
analysis of the complex

students'
issue.

peaked, however,
the majority

Please see

COLEMAN, page

5

Please see

ENERGY, page

4

Stowe House renovation pending

of the

should be doing," he said.

Speaker of the Maine House of
Representatives John

Richardson

introduced Baldacci and used the
opportunity to thank the

Bowdoin

College Democrats for helping with
his re-election

campaign

last

fall.

Richardson said that out of his winning margin of 1,000 votes, 900 of

them came from Bowdoin students,
and he credited the Democrats with
garnering die turnout

But

little

War. Abraham

woman who

wrote the

Maine,

last

year helped Bowdoin get a

$99,000 federal appropriation to fund a
feasibility

study for the house restoration

that started this great war."

STOWE, page

US. Congressman Tom Allen

'67,

While constuction

be finished until spring 2007, the Walker Art

D-

Please see

5

College can raise the

if the

necessary,

it

intends

restore the building to

its

to

former

condition.

"We

feel

an obligation

to

keep

it

and restore it said," said Senior Viceand
Finance
President
for
Administration and Treasurer Katy

who

is

directing the proj-

ect
In 2001,

INSIDE

as "the

book

money

the Civil

Lincoln famously referred to Stowe

The house where Harriet Beecher
Stowe wrote her famous novel,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," currently lies
vacant on Bowdoin-owned property.

Longley,

TOWN HALL, page 4

Please see

prior to

by James D. Baumberger
and Mary Helen Miller
Orient Staff

demoncountry what

in addition to reiterating his

plea for energy independence. In a

is hit-

home.

construction has affected

simultaneous

in a position to

strate to the rest
it

residents, the

construction

ting too close to

we're

the state and be 100 percent clean

"I think that's

In

state level.

"We're looking

could be a role model for the rest of

Maine. .and

The College prepares to begin renovation of Coleman as soon as stu-

by Miranda Yaver
Orient Staff

For the classes of 2008 and 2009, 50

the entire student

called

electricity.

decision.

current

to strive for the use

energy

signed by more than 700 students

son or

quite a

Baldacci:

last

policy for .the purchase of clean-

group presented Mills with a petition

Dean of Admissions and
Aid Dick Steele said in an

interview with the Orient that calling

is

met with Mills and Longley

Friday, urging the College to adopt a

Katie Mevorach '09 splashes through the water pit in the women's 3000-meter steeplechase. The event was
part of the NESCAC track and field championship, held at Bowdoin last Saturday. See story, page 13.

it

tip the scales for applicants.

Interim

00 percent of its energy

Almost a dozen members of CEN

Drew

Bowdoin and many

1

from renewable sources.

status as a factor in

admissions.

honor legacy

Now (CEN), Mills and

Senior Vice President for Finance

tial

but he

members of

After meeting with

an unfair advantage.

The

some
homework this

President Barry Mills gave

applicants

enhances loyalty among alumni;

house

at

Bowdoin bought

63 Federal

St. in

the

a $1 .3-mil-

lion purchase that also included a

Features
Relive the

most important

!%.

stories

of the College's.

204th academic year

Page6

newer building, which was formerly
operated as a hotel and was subsequently converted into college dormitories.

Stowe lived in the house between
1850 and 18S2 while her husband

Drew

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

taught at Bowdoin.

Historians

cite

"Uncle

Tom's

Cabin" as contributing to die mobilization

of the abolitionist cause

Building

will not

stairs are set for

completion in time for graduation on

May 27.

"

2
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among

Legacy admissions practices a point of contention
LEGACY, from page

1

cy

status

would have helped him

giving legacies any boost in the

in

and 60 percent of legacy applicants

the admissions process.

admissions process

were admitted,

and I got
deferred that wouldn't have happened if I [were] a legacy," he said.

College."

Steele said

respectively.

"I applied early decision,

—

such percentages can be

misleading.

"Throughout

we

the

admissions

Being a legacy can help a candidate

are very candid with

gain admission, "but only if the stu-

alumni and other legacy families

dent belongs here and can succeed,"

about a candidate's prospects for

Steele said.

process,

He

was

He noted

that his father

him follow

quite pleased to see

,

legacy

to

a boost

said, "I think [giving

preserves

applicants]

Bowdoin's personality and that it
helps with diversity because people
with parents who went here have dif-

Troubh agreed, saying,
.

and Mills both said

Steele

of 1973, said he thinks giv-

potential fundraising does not play a

ing qualified legacies a boost

role in determining

in

who

choose

apply

to

Bowdoin tend

whether

loyal to this college

of

talented relatives

we

will certainly

the

personality

Bowdoin]

pay

attention to them."

at the

—

I

tle,"

he

applicants

36

cent of the class, or

A boost in the process

sions.

Both he and

however,

Steele,

emphasized that legacy

have to be respectful

have been

loyal

it is

to

deserve to be

who

and responsive to those people

in

through service or finan-

we

pay

will certainly

ented,

room

academically

isn't

and talented outside the
in

many

to

tal-

class-

important ways."

think

and fees cover only about half of
Bowdoin's operating budget. But we
have also admitted and provided

Bowdoin

for using

has

come

kid gets

emo-

Mills noted that generous donors

know he

that

I

was

right for him."

"My

that

with," said

Ken

"Witnessing

a

daughter thrive

get in then

or

we
who

look

factor that

decide

[at] in

said.

important] question

enough

talented

trying to

admitted

gets

Bowdoin," Mills

legacy

grandparents

sta-

Work

College?"

Some

legacy students said they

believe their status

may have

our community also includes our

helped

them gain admission.
"I think that
nitely
in,"

defi-

it

helped

me

said

Linzee

Troubh

'09,

alumni

"It's

white

mans

whose

affirmative action.

"

Kahlil Sharif '06

'09,

also a legacy student,

here.

think

it's

But it probably sucks

er 's spot

I

with

for

whoev-

took."

Ethan Oberwager

no previous

'09,

ties

to

a student

Bowdoin

Assuming

would donate

I

'06 graduated from Bowdoin,

said,

"We

always joke that

it

Like Ken Bixby, Stewart Work
Henry's father, never pressured
children

He added

that he thinks

it

is

probably positive

helps a school like

among many

He

tant

sta-

if

it

Bowdoin decide

Bowdoin has

are going to

be impor-

donors to the College," he

have been done

that

at

ways.

I

think

and sons
it

is

very

said that

now his

son have gone

to

went

think

to
I

[independent] of

Bowdoin,

got into

my

said, "I

Bowdoin

parents." She

while her parents were very

appropriate for the alumni tie to tip the

said

scales."

was her choice to apply,
knowing Bowdoin 's reputation.
happy,

'09,

whose

father

it

and
at

Zachary

Roberts

the

thinks

financial

may be

it

America, and in

in theory for

reality,

wrong

equally

if

the

money

to

deny

they bring in

can help to provide financial aid for
a worthy candidate

be

otherwise

Bowdoin
Asked

who may

able

to

not

a

afford

education," he said.
if

accepting

more legacy

applicants can be justified because

may

it

endowment and thus
money for financial aid

protect the

"No."

But some students think the main
a push

is financial.

"The

needs

school

to

get

money... If you're a legacy and get
in,

'09,

who

is

you up for
Matthew Schweich

hitting

money," said

great place' to study while enjoying our

Visit us at 14 Maine Street, Mill 2, in Brunswick
207729.0111 www.simplydivinebrownies.com
Open Monday - Friday 8 to 5 and Saturday 10 to

they're

'06,

1

whose

father

graduated with the Class of 1 976 and

Assistant Professor

and Chair of

the Education Department Charles

Dom, who

is

currently teaching the

senior seminar Civic Functions of

Higher Education, said he thinks
ing affirmatively in the

literal

act-

sense

of targeting certain groups such as
Maine students can help promote the

common good

in creating a diverse

student body. In regards to an applicant's

legacy status, he said he

would want to analyze the situation
more before passing judgement.
"'Legacy'

is, itself,

a legacy of an

era prior to our current period of significantly

expanded access

Dorn

education,"

to higher

"Before

said.

World War II, less than 1 percent of
Americans ages 18 to 24 attended
colleges and universities in the
United States. The nature of that
applicant pool, and the fact that most
students enrolled in regional institutions,

dictated radically different

we have today."
He added, "The central

than

question

whose brother recently was accepted

currently confronting colleges

as a transfer student after initially

universities is

failing to get accepted

•

some cases
number of legacy

fact in

accepting a lower

admissions criteria and procedures

not a legacy.

Evan Gallagher

at

not out of

balance with any other place in

more worthy canin

yet,

is

students."

may seem wrong

and

students

legacy

of

a less worthy legacy student to usurp
the admission of a

of

he

may make

"a tricky question."
"It

Mills said that if

as well,"

you look at the

said

accepting legacy students
it

from Maine.
They are

are

realities

'08

purpose for giving legacy applicants

gourmet brownies and coffee!

Many

to be
body as

are students of color.

Bowdoin, "Bowdoin

for those in need, Mills said,

hro\

Some

number

provides more

A

lega-

Legacies

geographically diverse,

has not seen them.

them, as the

Sarah Bernheim '09, whose parents both
like

stereotypes

representative of our student

College, and, if there have been, he

to the College.

many

important to

daughters of privi-

said Steele.

and

in

the

curate.

Bowdoin suggesting legacy admits
will produce more money for the

us in admissions,
in career serv-

he

said

many of

stereotypes of lega-

Bowdoin

a whole.

said.

know of

Mills said he does not

didate,

applicants.

who

any studies

minor extent

tus in admissions to a
it

did.

probably

does not hurt to consider legacy
that

to predict

Bowdoin,

attend

to

though he was very pleased they

and

my fault I'm not

lege.

of Henry

sister

didn't hurt."

his

not

it's

Evan Gallagher '06

>

help the college's endowment, then

are well qualified,

"I can say

dispel

daughter, and

and

race in regards to affirmative action.

a different race," said Gallagher.

less.

three different colleges as he, his

ices

students

brother didn't

admission of a legacy student will

their daughters

Pack Janes

my

felt like

other

OK, because I'm

stronger connection to

more than just
support. They help
lot

Bowdoin.

said, "I

par-

are involved in a

grandfather went to

Nick Peddle

and

Our alumni

ents.

get

He noted that while some
may say it leaves students
argument can be made for

negatives.

Bowdohl tend
and

father

he

Still,

'73,

"Most colleges and universities
would describe the members of their
community as students, faculty, and
staff," Steele said. "Here at Bowdoin

the

at

among parents or
who attended the

College.

Are people
be

admissions decisions

solidify loyalties

to

"But a [more

is:

to

a

of giving preferential considera-

tion to legacy applicants outweigh the

cies as the sons

but he said he's not certain that

is

tives

the

for

affirmative

that describe

alma mater cannot help
but magnify the bond that
feels

man's

Gallagher said he thinks the posi-

at one's

played a role in his being admitted.

go to Bowdoin

at a disadvantage.

white

"It's

action," said Kahlil Sharif '06.

"It is

Bixby.

son

is that

to

whose parents did not attend

cy students are inac-

more legacies may help preserve
Bowdoin 's sense of community and

happened

a

"People with

are more likely to donate... If

tus in

ters

students

thinks

or aunts and uncles, brothers

sis-

very hard

is

legacy status as a "plus factor" puts

out, that

have been enormously

just don't

explaining that

Steele

have no history

parent

who

generous to Bowdoin... It

"I don't

said,
it... I

fair,"

other school

this
I

back-

very

it's

no

is

way I can ever
have the same emotion
about

the years

other son goes to another

all different

"We've admitted a lot of people over

got into a

it's

somebody's parents or grandparents
and

many first-generawho have gone

financial aid to

tion college students

on to be leaders around the world,
and who support Bowdoin out of
loyalty and gratitude."

son

place that

The

An argument

still

That support

grounds and parts of the world.

did,

students.

our current students, since tuition

financially.

school."

the

at

sions tend to favor white, affluent

have come from

a

value... The fact that

of

We aren't

Tradition and loyalty
here

is

College.

atten-

them," said Mills.

"Everybody who

at the

any respect admitting anybody

Bowdoin who

college,

this

support... If they have talented

is

we

maintaining that legacy admis-

was not
at

any

have, over the

ceeded in getting into a place where

possible

Mills added, "The students

"We

added,

tional pride... It's not that he suc-

I

Some

favoritism legacy applicants might

receive in the admissions process,

Emily Coffin '08

stu-

said he

it

look favorably upon

a huge

fulfills

talented accepted students are sons

and daughters of alumni.

status is just

it

are eager to be

He

would be fair.
students oppose

did not think

is

active

a

whose famhave the means to support

He

Bowdoin

"When your

added,

Bowdoin,

we

in the selection process,"

years, admitted students
ilies

is

should be a factor in selecting one
applicant over another.

very important to the College and to

Bowdoin.

He
into

sit-

phone

said in a

thrilled to see his

school, and there

admit to Bowdoin are talented, and

we

comgames
was lit-

said.

tion that

one of several elements that could "tip
the scales."

"I think

her academic

his or

is

He also said there is no quesmany of Bowdoin 's most

record.

admis-

in

most important

admitting a student to

in

to

academically

faculty.

Steele said that the

Bowdoin

President Barry Mills said that legacy

does play a factor

from the

it

factor
interview with the Orient,

status

who were

unprepared, they would hear quickly

students.

about

In an

I

very strong emotions for the College

and was

not allow infor-

said Steele.

recalled

dad when

he graduated; but he

2008, legacies represented eight per-

College

my

[to

dent, nor has he been since

would be "counterproductive" and
"would hurt the student and the parents," and that if they were to admit

tion to

need blind

Bowdoin when he was a

that

cent will be legacies. For the Class of
2009, nine percent, or 44 students,
were legacies and for the Class of

relatives,

application since

but the

particularly

estimated

approximately eight per-

cial

schools

interview that he

President Barry Mills

For the Class of 2010,

whether

at other

Ken Bixby

College."

Steele

with

competitive

we do

mation about a family's financial

[caliber],

drew me back

see hockey

ing to

this select

admissions process

looked

"I

"Frankly,

Even though Ken Bixby 's son

legacy at Bowdoin, he said he does
not necessarily believe legacy status

uation to be entered into a student's

of the same

have

vides "further evidence of

highly

tradi-

whether to admit

legacy applicants.

personal-

its

and helps carry on

ity

through

it is

service or financial support... If they

not admitted pro-

is

have been

for

Steele said that because

group

who

tions.

admission."

nearly half

and

to be respectful

admissions protects the

community and

be very

to

we have

responsive to those people

to

candidates

strong

think

"I

result,

actually

I

less," said Gallagher.

that

her academic credentials

he said. "As a

accepted.

A critical look

Ken, was in the Class

father,

to the

as well as

it,

because his brother was

Portland native Chris Bixby '07,

whose

admission based on his or

the legacies

he will donate more

that

College because of

Finances

nice. .to carry the tradition."

and other important factors,"

stronger because his father went here

would donate

was

"It

tionship with the College will be

and

"If my brother didn't get in then

ferent perspective, too."

in his footsteps.

do otherwise

said to

"good for the

is

administrators alumni, students

She

attended Bowdoin, said he thinks

before applying, said he thinks a lega-

MAY 5, 2006

FRIDAY,

when

apply-

appropriate

whether 'legacy'

mechanism

and
is

an

for admis-

ing out of high school, said he thinks

sions given that approximately 60

accepting more legacy students can

percent of that age group

help the College financially.

pete for slots in first-year classes

"People with a stronger connection to

Bowdoin

are

more

likely to

donate," he said, adding that his rela-

now com-

across the nation."

Chris Marotta

and Joshua Miller

contributed to this report.
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Students use tunnel to break
into Moulton, steal food, knives
by Evan S. Kohn
Orient Staff

crawl through some parts of the tun-

and

nel,

human
Four

were caught
Moulton Dining Hall

breaking into

through a steam tunnel they entered

from a campus construction

site last

According to Assistant Director of

underground steam tunnels

"Last time

"took off running" after stealing

some

He

many of the bagels involved
were sesame.

officers,

according

it

happened,

by Theresa Weaver
Orient Staff

con-

The

Weekend had

Ivies

few

relatively

"We've had
Nichols said.

Randy

how many

Nichols said security officers had

responded

to

an alarm that was

acti-

by the students. Rodney
Gagnon was the primary responding
officer, and Brown and Security
vated

most successful

the

Weekend

student affairs.

Security

many

in

"We measure

success by

many

students this year than in

said the tunnels are dangerous

the incident

"We consider it a real serious offense,"
said Nichols. "It

Brown

a safety issue."

is

said you

consumption

Bowdoin weekends,
itself

would have

to

and Security responded.

Since Ivies weekend involves more
alcohol

injured.

hos-

to the

passing out from drinking

hard alcohol. Other students reported

a "great chance" of getting

to

most

than

Security prepared

weekend.

Ivies

"Our focus was on keeping

the stu-

"We concen-

most on alcohol and safety vio-

trated

lations that

were

students.

don't measure success by

I

how many

likely to be a risk to

we

alcohol violations

it

Bowdoin

trust

incidents

that

future

Orient Staff

erals will

between

students and Security

in

After 42

of teaching

years

at

Bowdoin, Thomas Bracken

safe.

Professor of History and Political

want an

We

situation.

'us' against

were delighted

only was
to

to

Not

Security.

but everybody seemed

safe,

it

that stu-

seemed

dents were not injured and

be working well with

'them'

have a good time.

say thank you to

I

die students of Bowdoin for helping us
to

make

it

safer," said Nichols.

Reed

what

happening

is

"They

20th-century American liberalism as

reality."

After an introduction by Associate

McMahon,

Friday's

last

lecture

with a proud confession.

he

intellectual

he

of

hold deeply-rooted assumptions about
the economy. Specifically,

Americans
economic policy
by market forces and

believe that the best
self-regulated

is

am an urban, eastern,

"I

to reality,"

react to their perception

According to Levine, Americans

his last hurrah before his retirement.

Levine began

"peo-

to the country.

"People do not react
said.

Professor of History Sarah

that lib-

if the

up anymore." But

he conceded that not everyone can see

Science Daniel Levine lectured on

liberal,"

Please see IVIES, page 4

might

only get stronger

ple in charge screw

order for Security to keep students

"I don't

of that species, saying

Adam Kommel

by
important to

is

ahead of time to deal with any

alcohol-related

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient
Professor of History Daniel Levine will retire this year after 42 years of teaching.

can

uncover but by safety."

have cooperation and

together avoided, however, as

all

one student was transported

is

previ-

ous years. Dangerous situations were
not

seem

students did not

Nichols said that

were

fewer dangerous incidents involving

pital after

He

years,"

to Nichols, there

also involved.

there

Most

dents safe," Nichols said.

students are safe."

According

Officer David DeSchuiteneer were

since the walls can get very hot, and

Randy

Nichols.

stu-

Ivies

of

earlier notification if another

break-in occurs.

on campus throughout

dents were referred to the dean of

Director

the College will

resent Security's noticeable presence

Director of Safety and Security
full

Nichols.

occur.

safety incidents this year, according to

made

said

further,"

Security: Ivies a success

Brown.The other two were subse-

All four students

prevent this

to

happening

soon be upgrading the system to give

of the

fessions after being caught.

entry points

from

them

arti-

to

dorms.

"We'll be taking steps to secure
the

involved

quently caught after running into one
first-year

to the

Brown.

it

suggested that an Orient

While running toward the Smith
Union and Dayton Arena area, two
of the students were detained by
security

any upsurge of break-ins

tunnel.

Brown added that

local residents," said

kickstarts his retirement

on the tunnels earlier this academic year might have been a factor

recent years.

"bags of bagels, pastries, Lucky
Charms, and knives." Brown said
that

in

Levine lecture

'Liberal'

cle

in

a history of

ground steam tunnels and that this is
one of probably 10 or so break-ins to

Mike Brown, the students

Security

for

people breaking into the under-

the

Friday at 2:30 a.m.

were not made

He said there has been

years

first

that they

use other than for repairs.

3

what Levine called "the assumption of
abundance."

said.

Levine went on to discuss the

Levine then gave a brief history

of 20th-century American

liberal-

Addams, the
of one of his books, to the

ism, from activist Jane

Campus Safety and Security Report: 4/27 to 5/3

subject
present.

Thursday, April 27

in

•An unregistered keg of beer
was removed from a room at 30
College

St.

accordance with policy.

•An underage student carrying a
30-pack of beer into Coles Tower
was cited for an alcohol policy viola-

•An abandoned bicycle found at
Coles Tower was placed in storage.
The bike is a red 18-speed Next
Power Stroke.
•Three Moore Hall students were

tion.

cited for alcohol policy violations

three

for possessing three bottles

of hard

•A student was cited

for possess-

ing hard alcohol in the vicinity of

Dudley Coe Health Center.
student

for knock-

ing over barricades at the Appleton

for

an alcohol policy violation

at

Smith Union.
cited

an alcohol policy violation near

•Security officers spoke with

two

male and female, who were
in an argument near the

Saturday, April 29
the

request

Security,

issued trespass warnings to three

fire
at

3

a.m.

•A female

student

who

passed

out in a bathroom at Stowe Hall
after

consuming hard alcohol and

men who were

acting suspi-

man was found

was

issued a

Moore Hall.
•An underage Moore

Hall student

cited for possessing a 30-pack of

Hospital for treatment and observa-

birth to a security officer.

A security

officer spotted

student

who

is

from college property

ited

event

Pinestock

at

Pine

a

for-

prohibat

the

Street

an

by
The

the Office of Residential Life.

event was allowed to continue after
several students stepped up to take
responsibility for running the event

in

a

fire

door had

been smashed.
unregistered

event

at

Harpswell

•A

student

who was

viewed by a security

being

inter-

officer conduct-

in

Hubbard

Hall.

Tuesday,

•A

Room

Bliss

the

federal

who

entered the

not arguing in favor of socialism,

"I'm arguing for a liberalism that
does not challenge basic American
assumptions, but

problems," he said

clothing items that had been gather-

After the lecture

ing at the Smith

lost

Union information

•Students living in a

room

at

first

silver

SanDisk

silver Casio

Exilim

MP3

asked what he thought the

future

of the economy would look

like,

"I

camera,
in cash.

Levine cracked a joke.
can completely control the stock

market you know," he said. "If I buy
it goes down; if I sell a stock,

a stock,
it

goes up."

Levine said he was pleased with the
lecture, saying

remain off the property and issued

open.

itive

•A West Hall

student reported

Sunday, April 30

that her bicycle that

•A Coleman Hall student with a
was transported to Parkview

bike

two

Hospital.

security

officer

found

an

unregistered keg under the porch at

Helmreich House and seized

•A

it

local resident called to report

sometime

November 2005,
that

is

part

in the

in

October

or

a round granite ball

of a family headstone was

St John's Cemetery on
ball weighs

Bath Road. The granite

about 200 pounds. The person sur-

is

blue,

unknown make, with

"I

just

ence

—

was going

it

to

seats in Sills Hall's

Auditorium were

and stood

at the

be a

will

People also sat

full.

in aisles

Smith

and

in the

back.

will officially retire

end of the academic year, he

still

be active

at

Bowdoin, teach-

ing one course a year as an adjunct

hot stove.

Wednesday, May 3
•A student reported the

professor.
theft

of a

blue and white 2001 21 -speed Cilo
racing bicycle from a storage

room

St.

by the Bowdoin
Department of Safety and Security.

said

he

research

he

With the extra time, Levine

is

going to continue to do

on

the labor

movement

will also find time to

but

pursue his

hobbies.

"I'm going to put more time in the

he said. "I'm going to spend
more time on recreation sailing, ski-

cello,"

—

ing,

/

thought

Though Levine

•A fire alarm at 16 Cleaveland St.
was activated by cooking oil on a

Cleaveland

I

The 138

Longfellow Library.

—Compiled

it went well," he said. "I
overwhelmed by the audi-

think

was

half-empty house."

side baskets.

•A professor reported finding two
$20 bills on the ground near the
main
door
to
Hawthorne-

at 17

he received much pos-

feedback in the days following

the speech.

had been stored

basement was missing. The

over, Levine

from the audience.

fielded questions

theft

player, a

digital

was

When

floor

West Hall reported the

solves social

still

and found

of

problems. The three were ordered to

fever

economy does not

Levine, while pointing out that he

The items were stolen on April 30
when the room door had been left

trespass warnings.

the acceptance of

is,

did advocate a hands-on government

at

May 2

variety

a silver Apple iPod, and $30

a teen

stolen from

Apartments.

alarm was falsely

security

of a

that

•A keg of beer was seized from an

•A

activated

men and

pane of safety glass

cited for

the

the idea that the

is

property room.

was

to monitor the event as required

the property room.

was notified.
•BPD officers and Bowdoin
Security met with two Brunswick
office

Security office.

alcohol policy violation for failing

policy, not-

government was
responsible for the economic health of
that

the country, that

1

Lucas Guarino, was escorted off

and the dean's

Moore

Hall and discovered that a

Monday, May

desk were logged into the Security

complaint on the second floor of

•Security responded to a noise

returned to the family.

Apartments. The former student,

a registered event

•A student who was assigned as
Baxter House

•

•A security officer found a blue
and black camera case with a silver
Nikon 35mm camera outside Ladd
House. The item is in storage at the

tion.

at

dorm room

with underage students.

•A

beer and providing a false date of

at

for an alcohol policy violation for

to be in violation of

conditions and

beer was transported to Parkview

an alcohol host

cited

Pinestock event and were causing

lot.

summons. The three are prohibited
from entering any Bowdoin property
for one year.
•A student reported vandalism to a
wall phone on the second floor of

was

was

student

One

ciously in the Farley parking

bail

•A Moore Hall

office.

campus, issued a trespass warning,

of

Brunswick Police Department (BPD)
local

Security and a report

with die dean's

mer Bowdoin

Farley Field House.

•At

Bowdoin

hosting a party in his

ly after they entered Moulton
Union Dining Hall via a steam tunnel. The students were found in
possession of two bags of bagels,
pastries, a butcher knife, and a

Hall student report-

be

mechanism."

police turned the

filed

ed four Maine Hall students short-

•A Coleman

theft in

might

always function as a self-regulating

smoking marijuana

Bowdoin Chapel.

ed that someone sprayed a

item

empty unregistered kegs at Quinby
House. The kegs are being stored in

intrusion

extinguisher under her door

hopes that the

check, a security officer found two

students

an

knife sharpener.

by

Deal as a land-

as "the acceptance of the idea

was

security officer encountered

engaged

•Responding to

and students be aware of the

students were stopped

in public

it

matter over to

•A

was cited for

student

near Farley Field House.

students,

Student Affairs.

economic

ing

•While doing a routine building

Dean of

alarm, security officers apprehend-

mark

that college staff

Hawthorne-Longfellow Library. The

the

to

New

The owner asked

derly during the interview.

singled out President Franklin

BPD officers for alcohol and marijuana possession along Park Row near

Hall construction site and a report

was forwarded

D. Roosevelt's

conduct and that of his guest.

•An East Hall
his

for

was cited

mises that the monument

been stolen as a Halloween prank.

an alcohol policy violation regarding

•A Maine Hall student was

Friday, April 28

•A

was reported to
Dean of Student Affairs after he
became verbally abusive and disor•Two

•A Coleman Hall student was cited

alcohol.

He

may have

ing an investigation

the

and the

like."
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Students appreciate
Security's

approach

to this year's Ivies

When

I

town

the

meeting,

Richardson expressed his views on
education.

Weekend was

Ivies

also

"We

ness and a number of initiatives like

ous years, Brunswick police have

that here in

received complaints of noise, vandal-

are

ism, and disruptive

graduate," Richardson said.

behavior, but

were hardly any complaints and

no arrests
this

is

Nichols said that

this year.

unprecedented for an Ivies

Weekend.

in

Maine,

after they

"They don't come cheap, but we're
way in which we can

looking at a

accomplish

However, said Richardson, Maine
is in

Bowdoin student, they
contacted Security. They did not
have to arrest any Bowdoin stu-

not deficit-spend like the federal gov-

with a

dents," said Nichols.

Security during Ivies weekend.

seemed

a difficult situation in that

can-

wdoincollegedemocra

"We have

/

balance our budget.

to

We

have to

pick the options that are most pressing

Randy Nichols

that

it

ernment.

That limits our options.

Students also seemed to appreciate

which are drugs

first,

erly,

for the eld-

low-income

education,

K.-I2

and his crew entered the weekend
with a good understanding of the

health care, things like that that

bigger picture," Harry Schnur '08

said.

"Rather than concentrate on singling individuals out or punishing

minor or harmless offenses, they saw
their role in terms of maintaining col-

^^mmi

Carrie Miller '08 agreed.

cool

pretty

actually

"It's

Bowdoin

that

students and Security can

have such a positive and understandrelationship,

gratitude to the College Democrats.

on a

especially

my

re-election,"

bers

that

was

I

able

to

get out

throughout the state and help folks

new members

seek re-election or

and

elected,

that effort that

I

get

put in

"We [Bowdoin
and

apathetic,

not a presidential

paign season, and

it's

keep Bowdoin students' respect

Maine House of Representatives],"

on

rela-

the snap bracelets did

it,"

Richardson

hoped

Anne Riley contributed

this

to

report.

town meeting

the

would encourage students to take
in the coming election season.

part

it

hard for an outsider to

hall.

Chi

of

wind and

guaranteed

my

re-election."

Speaker of the Maine House

other

are great, but there is

ener-

no way

John Richardson we're going to power the U.S.,
even Maine, on just those
of Representatives
sources of energy," Linhart said.

was

talking

lems with nuclear,

power source," he

about," he said.

enthusiastic.

wind

"Solar energy and

"Even though
understand what he

less

about

concern

expressed

nuclear power.

gy

people can do to get involved."
Zach Linhart '08 was

Baldacci

energy,

solar

said.

felt

critical

addition to extolling

"We're glad he came here
and told us what he

also

Baldacci 's energy policy. During the

coming month and

in the

was

Linhart

too technical

"The Bowdoin College Democrats

College

the

that

year,"

said.

Co-president of the Bowdoin
College Democrats Frank Chi '07
said that he

she added.

The Bowdoin Orient

Monday's town

question and answer session, in

camsome-

cially this early in the

Democrats would love to build

"Maybe

and made

little

here set a good standard, espe-

thing

tionship with them," she said.

Ardolino,

to lead the state in clean energy use at

The governor coming

year.

minority or having a majority [in the

while also fostering a positive

on Bowdoin

"Baldacci was a

students] are very

it's

made the difference between having a

to

called

Richardson said

I'm

like Ivies. Personally,

>
Mike

Governor of Maine John Baldacci

impressed that Security has been able

weekend

Wk

"

"The Bowdoin College Democrats
guaranteed

"And it was because I knew they
would come out in very strong num-

lective safety," he said.

"^

become very important," Richardson
Richardson also elaborated on his

said.

ing

REEHHE1ESH

goal without break-

that

ing the piggy bank," he said

"Brunswick police assisted and
When they had con-

"It

A

Maine, if people stay and

employed

were excellent.
tact

f

are looking at loan forgive-

notable for a lack of arrests. In previ-

there

1

1

"V

This

Bowdoin Democrats toumhall

issues at

interviewed by the Orient

following
IVIES, from page 3

9

Maine

Baldacciy Richardson address
TOWN HALL, from page

FRnMy.MAY5.2006

there are prob-

it's

a great

still

said.

Students pressure administration to consider green energy options after current contract expires
ENERGY, from page

in starting a dialogue

I

between the

administration and students.

noting

After

was

he

that

impressed with the group's

efforts,

Mills said, "I'm equally concerned

now, 'the

down

expressed

about their inability to delve

beneath the veneer of the issue."

"Caring

isn't

of gathering

tration.

body

student
its

interest in

has

not

such issues

do more

schools.

Smith shares Kirklin's concern,
believing that the group's commit-

right for them.

ment

that

first

step in filling the gap."

According

CEN member

to

economic

have

group's concerns, the costs of pur-

that

they could

Ben Smith
of

'06, the

According to Mills, the College

mat the
first

step

"We need

have

that

in

trying to find long-term opportuni-

foster the

resources in Maine. Longley said
that a long-term contract cannot

negotiated immediately because the

LEED

current fiscal year does not end until

certified [or] to create geot-

College a leader in sustainability.

to keep the focus

on the

raised,"

they

that

he

accomplishments,

These

may

actually

Mills

make

the

of

all

"We

Bowdoin Briefs
theft

of three student laptops
Brian McClendon, of Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina, has
been charged with three counts of
burglary and three counts of theft
for his alleged link to the three

laptop computers that were stolen
from Coles Tower on August 28,

2004.

McClendon, 24, was found
through a

web

site,

was posted of the
two suspects about two years ago.
One of the three computers was
found at the Brunswick Naval Air
Station (BNAS), but the other two
rity

are

camera

still

tip

from a person who
Most Wanted

where a Bowdoin sercu-

clip

our overall

"Our

goal, obviously,

is

to be responsible

looking

from

ties,"

a

financial

Today, the Cumberland County

Grand Jury will hear the charges
against McClendon and the other
suspect involved in the theft, a

who

is

stationed at

I

expect that those goals could be consistent."

Miller.

by

Mary Helen

"It's

College

to

continue dis-

cussing the College's options.

100 percent committed to

considering what our options are,"
Mills said. "Our goal, obviously,

is

be responsible from a financial

and environmental point of view. I
expect that those goals could be con-

While many other institutions
have made commitments to purchase

behind with respect to
"I

said.

is

not
fall

sustainability.

worry about Bowdoin," Mills
"I

you look

if
is

at

what the

doing in the broader arena

don't worry about other

said.

a complex area and

hopefully

we

can get

it

right"

As

for

CEN,

ly focused

the group is currenton finding the additional

of being environmentally sensitive,
you find us, in many respects, far
ahead of what other places may be

before meeting with

doing," he said.

discuss the College's options in

In

a statement to the Orient,

Longely said

that

energy conserva-

information

by Mills
him again to

requested

more detail.
"As for right now,

we

would be
meet with

it

could

tion efforts helped the College's

great

energy efficiency this year.

President Mills again this Friday,"

"I'm grateful to the whole campus

sistent."

concerned that Bowdoin will

—Compiled

the realities of the budget

and a very volatile energy

clean-energy electricity, Mills

BNAS.

trick is balancing

President Barry Mills market," Longley

the

renewable sources, Mills reiterated

"We are

in

these opportunities with

"So

commitment

budget

opportuni-

for

she said.

"The

and environmental point of view.

of the
College purchasing
100 percent of its electricity from
his

utility

and remain vigilant

likelihood

to

missing.

serviceman

visited the Maine's

Pines

is

continue to explore

will

vitally important."

Asked about

expenditures for

'green purchasing' in the context of

said. "It is

a vital issue to

utility

calculated for negotiations.

we

"Honestly,

of our environment

charged with

be

order to create buildings that are

us because the issue

Man

load in order to

development of renewable

argued,

larger issues that transcend simple

News From Beneath The

in

group's petition.

issues

believes

is

ties for its electricity

money we have

percent

able sources before receiving the

were already on the

meeting was an important

48

to

According to Longley, the College

member

which emit

interests.

member of CEN,

to

increase

September.

dangers posed by

fossil fuels,

greenhouse gases, should not be sub-

electricity,

will

the entire fiscal year will need to be

ordinated to the College's economic

a

of colleges out there

2006.
contract

June 30, and

Although Mills did not commit to
'07,

commitment

"I suspect you're not going to find

spent the kind of

its

said.

electricity

purchasing 100 percent clean-energy
Larissa Curlik

and West halls, both
exam-

certified buildings, as

environmental friendliness.

a lot

current energy con-

December

30 percent of

hermal heating and cooling," he

type

Kirklin and fellow group

the use

said.

its

until

of purchasing of 100 percent of its electricity from renew-

remain the primary obstacle. For

—so

—main—took precedence over

common good," he

locked into

Currently,

consists of clean energy. This value

be educated."

ples of Bowdoin's

was glossed

is

tract

possibility

chasing

percent of their electricity from clean

understand the economic

in miti-

is critical

really believe

had already begun to investigate the

of

already committed to purchasing 100

fully

our point that making

now

over and that other concerns
ly

parameters of their proposal.

decision

gating climate change

I

Mills pointed to the recent con-

line

good.

"I felt that

this

the

more

to

LEED

Katherine Kirklin '07, while Mills

sources of energy

we need

struction of East

and Longley were receptive to the
this

Bowdoin.

right for

common

Colby College, Bates College, and

—who

in

is

We need to do what's

with Bowdoin's commitment to the

research on the energy contracts of

College of the Atlantic

100 percent

to purchasing

clean-energy electricity

Meeting with President Mills

and presenting our petition was an
important

information.

Mills asked students to

an

addressed

such as clean energy to the adminis-

enough," he added,

stressing the importance

more

Mills

"President

important point," she said. "Until

Other schools do what's

economics," Kirklin said.

if

Curlik said.

ture setting in air conditioned build-

"However, we want to make sure
we are prepared and have our homework done before we talk with him
again. So if we are not able to get the

75

information he requested and feel

community

for helping us turn

down

the heat this past winter," she said.

The College

will raise tempera-

ings from usual

72 degrees

to

degrees this summer.

According to Longely, the College

inadequately prepared,

we

to talk to him," she said.

will wait
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on

Darfur, energy

agenda

trustees'

Class of 2010 nears target
by

on multicultural

mittee

by Chris Marotta
Orient Staff

affairs.

During these committee meetings,

on the

the trustees will get briefed

hundred people will All
Dining Hall next weekend

Six

Thome

as a part of a yearly lunch celebrat-

major news and direction of

vari-

ous aspects of the College.

where

"It's

[the Trustees]

are

—what

ing scholarship donors, kicking off

getting their information

a

weekend-long schedule of events
welcome the Board of Trustees.
Secretary of the College Richard
Mersereau has been working to
organize the trustees' final meeting
of the academic year, scheduled to
take place from May 11 to 14.
"The schedule has a mixture of
events that are designed to have
them be involved in the life of the
campus, outside of meetings," he

going on in admissions, what

to

going on with the academic pro-

grams,

student

trustees

is

role

of the

ing, instead

of actually

the

Richard Mersereau

May

the

use of "dirty energy" and have

Office of Admissions

protested

by hanging signs and

cir-

culating a petition.

"There's a

lot

fiscal-

Brewster also noted that the three

events in persuading perspectives to

year, the office received 5,026 appli-

Also planned for the weekend is
on the public notificapital
of Bowdoin's
fundraising campaign. The campaign is planned to go on over a
five year period, from 2004-2009.

cations

cam-

received

come

to Bowdoin.
"Those events were well-attend-

Last

rate.

and admitted 1,220

24.35 percent acceptance

The

and

applications

5,401

21.66 percent acceptance

for

ed," he said.

a

raised

The open houses took place on
April 17, April 21, and April 24 and

were days packed with campus and
els,

in the

line for notifying

Bowdoin of

said

college plans was

May

weekend

This

board will hold a

the

there are

some

1

.

individuals

various classes, and information

sessions.

In

addition

allowing

to

prospective students to get a sense of

Bowdoin atmosphere and com-

the

million,"

pan-

athletic facilities tours, student

target of 480."

somewhere

$110

of

tend to yield very

attend these events."

rate.

target

For accepted students, the dead-

"We've

"We

on students who choose to

well

number of students for
the Class of 2010 is 480, and,
according to Assistant Dean of
Admissions Toby Brewster, as of
now, "Our projected yield is ahead
of last year and is approaching the

donors.

-Mersereau.

meeting are honorary
recommendations for

students," Brewster said.

This year, the admissions office

term," said Mersereau.

half, the

list,"

Bowdoin open houses and the
Bowdoin Experience were valuable

admitted 1,172 students, marking a

the

"We

not use the wait

first-

year class.

of interest,

may

or

individuals,

which contains a number of "great

finalizing

is

decisions regarding next year's

and environmentally, in determining what the right thing to do is
in the short term and the long
ly

order

scheduled to be discussed during

may

of these

the replies

late-responding

raised concerns about the College's

Secretary of the College

issues

Depending on

With the close of the academic
school year around the corner, the

paign quiet, notifying only certain

meets three times a year to
discuss the needs and direction of

Among

Bowdoin students have

Over the past year and a
Board has been keeping

The board, made up of 45 members,

the College.

Recently,

at

cation

doing things.

said.

issues

the final vote

mak-

policy

Emma Powers
Orient Staff

Bowdoin.

energy

is

said

affairs,"

"The main

is

will also discuss clean

trustees

munity, these events also allowed

know

individuals to meet and get to

their

However,

their potential future classmates.

who have

The Bowdoin Experience brought

final vote, con-

not yet sent in their decision. These

60 or 70 prospective students

tenure, approval of the budget,

Mersereau of the committee meet-

firming their plans to go public in

students will receive letters in the

clean energy, the capital campaign,

ings.

the

degrees,

and the College's response

to the

One of the more

pressing issues

scheduled to be discussed

crisis in Darfur.

is

the

policy making, instead of actually

The Advisory
Committee on Darfur, which con-

doing things," said Mersereau.

sists

"The main

role of the trustees

is

The decisions that the trustees
make this weekend will have

of

and

planned to be on November 10

trustees, students, faculty,

recommend

plans to

staff,

to

course of action in

will

the board a

far-reaching effects into the future

response to the situation.

is

mail this week, and the admissions

in

office

know by next week

and experience the College for a

the important issues

all

be discussed, for some

to

trustees,

most important part of the
weekend is getting a chance to see
the College.

of trustees, an impor-

a number of committees,
which range from a trustee-only

Bowdoin to take," said Mersereau.
While not on the schedule,

com-

Mersereau also expects that the

tant,"

On

Friday, the trustees will

meet

with

audit committee to a special

the

public

right

position

for

tant part

Mersereau

said.

will

to

list

fill

need

to look

weekend.

the Class of

"This event was a separate event

2010.

targeting primarily students of color,

Since the number of students

have chosen Bowdoin

480

ing the

lot

of the weekend for is getting in touch with the campus, and
really getting a feel for what's
going on... I think that's impor-

is

to the waiting

the

"For a

"They'll be talking about what

of the College.

will

whether or not they

Despite

limit,

it is

is

who

but not only students of color," said

approach-

Brewster. "It was very successful."

not yet clear

In relation to previous years'

whether the College will offer
admission to any wait-listed students,
according
to
Brewster.

COLEMAN, from page

no say

in construction decisions

College plans to utilize federal funds
STOWE, from page

1

Stowe House

The

which

study,

Longley organized the meeting and

1

is

a necessary

was joined by Bowdoin administrators
from Facilities Management and
Corporate and Foundation Relations.

preliminary step to restoration, will

Also

in attendance

were representa-

pectedly throughout the year, but the

include paint and wallpaper analyses,

fence was the last straw," said

tives

Michelle

research of Stowe and local history,
and an assessment of possible uses

Coleman

for the house.

Pejepscot Historical Society, the

Coleman

year

resident

Argueta, who, like other
residents,

first-

The College hopes

must now take roundabout

routes to other parts of campus due to

money

the blocked-off pathways.

end of the

Students gathered to

on

make the

The

shirts

way

Ivies Saturday, and, according to

their

own

to express solidarity.

Additionally, after the fence was set
up around Coleman, Dan Cooperman

ing that the fencing

is

a

highly inconvenient for the residents.

The

petition also called for the cre-

of a passageway through the

ation

construction site so as to minimize

adverse

can't begin

at least that is
it

work

we move
we are

what

shouldn't be such a big

deal to give us back

In spite

of tile many students' frus-

trations regarding the

of the construction
Capital Projects
that "the

inconvenience

site,

have

Don Borkowski
prior notice

said

of the

fence going up."

Barron confirmed that the

resi-

hoped

more
in

have

to

and

in the process

received

accommodation

to

and

notice

light

of current

breaking news
online this

again in September.

Book'

'Pig

the

wasteful.

To prevent

stood the necessity of the construction projects, the consensus is a

wish

on Coleman could
be postponed until the end of the aca-

that construction

demic

and shut off from the

Coleman

Karakashian '09

According
of both

of

tile

rest

Borkowski met
and

representatives

"We

make

will

a better attempt to

of cam-

Barron,

"We

will

construction and the lack

communication
and the

flicts in

the future, he said.

Though Dean of Student

Affairs

Craig Bradley conceded that there

said.

to

when we

Phase III at Maine and
Winthrop" so as to avoid these con-

begin

Vincent

resident

school

between

the

residents

of

is

an inconvenience resulting from the
construction both in terms of aes-

—

thetics

he

is

and

in terms

of noise

Borkowski said

that in light

west access through campus,

of con-

department have

mem-

"delighted that we are renovating

recently

ical

aspect of the student experience,

and these newly renovated spaces and

two new dorms

for

are,

and

will,

be

superb student living spaces," he said.

been

turned

College

the

that

Senior Vice President for might

reapply.

Since the house

on

and Treasurer

is

National

the

Register of Historic
Places, those at the

meeting expressed hope

budget review," he

ect

that the proj-

would receive funding from Save

America's Treasures, a partnership

between the National Park Service and

said.

"Tom has a lot of concerns about
way business is done in

the

Washington," said Allen spokesman

Mark

Foundation

Getty

Katy Longley

completely bypassed the nor-

mal procedure

to

from the

down, but she hopes

Sullivan, "but in this case

we

the

National

Trust

Historic

for

Preservation.

Meeting attendees concurred
part

least

that at

of the house should be

were pleased to help. We think the
restoration of [Stowe House] is

restored to the condition

something very important."

expressed their belief that the house

should

not

because

museum

tion.

ally sporadic.

that the value

"It isn't tike this is a

Longley

of

big pork bar-

last

week

in

Bowdoin and Brunswick com-

munities

brainstormed

was

in dur-

be

solely

a

attendance

museum
is

gener-

One idea was to use the building

for

a service learning program. Other

said.

At a meeting held
the

it

ing Stowe 's occupancy. Several people

the project justified the appropria-

Longley agreed

Massachusetts Hall, members of

the dorms."

the

n

CAGW.

rel project,"

levels

"The quality of living space is a crit-

cerns regarding the blocked-off east-

bers of his

student

Residential Life to discuss the issue.

notify building occupants

year.

pus,"

with

wasteful,"

"It

finals.

similar student frustra-

tions in the future,

According
for funding

project.

is

Finnigan, media man-

is

for

gen-

Longley, a proposal

a big pork barrel

in

ager for

reading period and

is

We're just Finance and Administration

mize noise around Coleman during

said.

isnt like this

has

every project

that

its

eral funds.

"It

home

working with the contractor to mini-

Coleman."

orient.bowdoin.edu

to alle-

borrow funds

money from

"We're not saying

will, after

Coleman and Hyde Halls so as

While students have mostly under-

will not

the restoration or use

fund specific projects

also said that his department will be

responded to our petition," she

it

ear-

if this

"They never asked students

decided

districts.

an east-west passageway between

ate

fall

million.

Since the house will not serve core

in arms.

acquiring the necessary materials, cre-

would

academic needs, the College has

was an acceptable move, and to my
knowledge
they
still
haven't

summer
for us

and

com-

that the

cost

Against

said Tom

continue to wear the shirts in protest

and look

contractors

renovation

plete

between $3 million and $4

(CAGW).

Waste
opposes all

saying that the process

gives us a feeling of being fenced in

sure to check for

met with

Longley estimated

its

political

Citizens

called

Borkowski

"The extensive fence network

Be

up

viate the inconvenience.

construction projects.

Director of

primary concern seems to

be the lack of

more of a voice

some of our back-

Gavenus said

yard,"

The Bowdoin Orient

State Senator Beth

group

typically in their

dents of Coleman had

actual building until

—or
hoping—so

out

Fulton,

first-year residents

its

effects.

"They obviously

on the

Drew
Construction surrounding Coleman has

made

of Congressional

list

marks, which are federal monies set aside
by representatives to

hazard and

and the office of

"2006 Congressional

Congressional

and dangers

fire

the

Town

earmarks published by a

CAGW

resulting from the construction, claim-

Historical

Commission,

Edmonds.

Government

'09 wrote a formal petition that outlined the inconveniences

the

Maine

the

of Brunswick, Maine Preservation,

that the federal

year.

federal appropriation

into

from

Preservation

will be received before the

Pig Book," a

Barron, several people have requested

num-

"based
on early returns, we're headed where
we've been in the past."
bers, Brewster indicated that

to renovate Federal Street's

Residents protest having

who

had not previously seen the campus
to Bowdoin and allowed them to see

Boston.

Darfur.

in

crisis

The announcement

fall.

5

NEWS

possible

ideas included using
to the

it

to pay

homage

Underground Railroad or to

ate a "Harriet

for the

cre-

Beecher Stowe Center

Common

Good," which could

funding sources as well as ways in

take advantage of die house's location

which the house could be used

between the Bowdoin campus and the

its

restoration.

after

rest

of the town.
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The Year
by Anne Riley
Orient Staff

yellow to highlight their opposition

campaign

Heath's

to

Question

and

to

1.

Common Hour

This academic year has seen

speaker

Paul

many

members of the Bowdoin community

Rusesabagina drew twice as

pull together to endure a seemingly

students and staff as Heath to his

and

lecture about the truth behind the

endless series of challenges,
often painful events.

of close friends

From

the death

the loss

to

of

film "Hotel Rwanda." In asserting
that "the

most abusive words

that

I

respected administrators to the frus-

hear are 'never again'" the college

come with political disand livsome say feels like a
construction zone, students and staff
have shared a unique collective
trations that

community was reminded about

agreements, campus crime,

today's raging genocide in Darfur.

ing in what

Bowdoin Student Government's
(BSG) fall elections became
complicated when
increasingly

experience this year. Despite this

BSG

reoccurring feeling of loss, this year

presidential

has also witnessed

Mckesson was

share of per-

its

severance and celebration, attesting

of the Bowdoin com-

to the strength

and perseverance

in Review: loss

munity during trying times.

While

hundreds of stories have appeared
in these pages, we recognize that we

have each made our own stories this
Many of the memories that
have most shaped our college
careers were never featured in the

year.

president and Class of 2007

Derrick

candidate

Wong

DeRay

disqualified

after

'07 complained about

Mckesson misusing his role as BSG
by campaigning for
Wong's opponent. The Orient's editorial board denounced the BSG
president

Elections Committee's decision to
disqualify

Mckesson as an overly

creative interpretation of the election rules. In an editorial, the board

mem-

Orient, but rather took place in the

declared that "the committee

company of friends and mentors.

bers must have long arms, because

Please join the Orient in remember-

this interpretation is a stretch."

ing the most significant stories of

Bowdoin 's 204th academic year.

October
Students returned to campus after

September
The college community found
one

itself acting as

in

an immediate

campus-wide response to Hurricane
Katrina, in what would be the first
of many times this year that the student body united to support those
affected by the tragedy. During the
first week back on campus, the
Community
Service
Resource
Center teamed up with other campus
groups to coordinate "12 Days of
Attention: 12 Months of Impact," a
compilation of fundraisers and student-led projects that raised $5,191

Break

Fall

news

Drew

to learn the devastating

that senior Katie Scott died

over break in a car crash. Scott,

Hyde

who

her "beautiful spirit."

"Katie was one of Bowdoin's
best-kept secrets," Carla Cambiasso

College Democrats and a vocal

falling

opponent to the war, was called to

Mills

serve

in

College

Iraq.

Secretary

Republican

of the

National

created visiting professor-

ships for faculty from those schools
for the spring semester.

Students also returned to campus
to

the Walker Art Building,

find

Hyde and Appleton

halls,

and the

former Curtis Pool Building already

The College said
comprehensive fee of
$41,600 an increase of 4.99 percent over the previous year was
in mid-renovation.

the

that

—

me

for choosing to fight for a cause he

repeal these protections at the polls

feel special for

does not support.

her."

The campus was

when a Bowdoin

"Mr. Houx's

also put on edge

professor

was

the

war on

I

am

places

of the Democratic

left to

him

in

Party,

and

question his logic and

motivation," Schuberth wrote in a

failed

of

Bowdoin who had worked
the
"Maine
ly
on

at

ed the statement, but not before the
story

was picked up by a number of

well-read blogs around the country.

November
November saw the campus
its

energies on Question

despite

1,

at

Won't

Just as Question'

1

failed to gain

support at the polls, an armed robber

wearing a

ski

mask unsuccessfully

January
Over winter break, the College
learned about the death of Phil

member of

School Street Apartment base-

When

the robber approached

mourning the loss of Soule,

came

to a near halt at

King '07 died of

a sudden infection while studying

abroad in a Butler University pro-

gram

in Ireland. Students

and

staff

some

to flee the premise.

pulled together yet again, as

While Cippel was the only student who had to fend off a knifewielding intruder, other health and
safety concerns were on the minds
of many students. Responding to
student demand for emergency contraception options on the weekend,
along with other Saturday and
Sunday health worries, Dudley Coe
Health Center decided in midNovember to hold limited weekend

300 people gathered in the Chapel
for an impromptu reflection on the

trial

period. That period,

at

the beginning of

Spring Break, was deemed successful

and the hours became perma-

nent.

also saw the Bowdoin
hockey team finished its best
season yet with a record of 18-1.

November

field

Courtesy of Barry Logan

night they learned of her death;

approximately 90 students and staff
shared buses to King's funeral in

Massachusetts

one week

later.

King, the field hockey team's star
player,

was remembered by her

friends for her humility, talent, and

overwhelming

friendliness.

"You see her, even from afar, and
have the unexplainable urge to want
to

be close

to her,"

King's close

teammate Burgess
"She has a smile
that reminds you of home, no matter
where home may be."
friend

and

LePage

'07 said.

In

January,

announced

the

College

that Cristle Collins

Judd

from the University of Pennsylvania
would replace Craig McEwen as

Decem be r
tm a computer lab in

Still

the College

learning that Taryn

which ended

Lindsay Uiquhart "08 joined two other stodenism setting

and lacrosse teams

money, Cippel spun around and
hit the intruder over the head with a
bottle of Tide laundry detergent,
startling the robber and causing him

Equally controversial was conservative activist Michael Heath's lec-

a Missisappi school with unused computers from the Bowdoin IT department

baseball, squash,

the start of the second semester after

hours for a

about his drive to support
1, a referendum question
would have repealed a law pro-

active at Bowdoin until his passing,
worked with the football, wrestling,

Cippel from behind and demanded
his

Question

the

of students for nearly four years.

in the

mem-

Some 300 students
many wore

the safety of

of Brunswick.

during his career, touching the lives

resolved later that month.

Maine.

campus concerns about

college housing located in the heart

Cippel while he was doing laundry
ment.

work had been used without
that faculty member's consent in a
grant application. According to
President Barry Mills, the issue was

tity in

back-

attempted to rob sophomore Josh

and

ber's

attended the talk and

fall

wards down the stairway and raising

the

many

diligent-

focus

members of the community

intellectual

on the basis
of sexual orientation or gender iden-

as Cippel tried to exit the

Soule, a dedicated

campus on
The College

hibiting discrimination

it

basement, causing him to

coaching staff since 1967. Soule,

property policy amid an allegation

that

released

Discriminate" campaign since the

increased controversy to

ture

of the basement door suddenly

beginning of the semester.

later retract-

by over $1 million.
The end of September brought

an unidentified faculty

erendum ultimately

polls, to the excitement

when an

the other side

Bowdoin Cable

College's $3.7 million utility budget

that

The ref-

man on

He

broadcast.

Also on the rise in
September was the cost of energy,
which was expected to increase the

its

wrong and incon-

are

with the fundamental princi-

ple of equality in America."

He was accosted again at his

unidentified

statement aired on a

projects.

sought to update

sistent

efforts to

Cippel.

college-leased apartment

Network

not affected by the construction

front.

November

in

[sic] rhetoric against

terror

—

more than one

a

of

Brunswick resident and
Maine, I believe current

fringes

Bowdoin

"As

citizen

wrote,

Committee Dan Schuberth '06 ques-

agreement with the most radical

astating effects of the storm, and

he

Orient,

the

issue,

letter to

tioned Cornell du Houx's motives

campus. Associate Professor of
Physics Steven Naculich was
mugged in what was apparently a
random attack on Park Row, in
which his wallet, watch, wedding
ring, and backpack full of research
were stolen.
With Darfur and the Gulf Coast
still on its mind, the college community was forced to consider life
outside of the bubble once again
when U.S. Marine Alex Cornell du
Houx '06, president of the Maine

region that had experienced the dev-

of the

make
having known

physically hurt in a robbery near

Gulf Coast

sides

out in opposition to the

'06 told the Orient. "Katie shared

The College also

ly black colleges in the

on both

came

referendum question. In a

experiences and insight that

pledged $30,000 to three historical-

for relief efforts.

The Bowdoin Orient

was remembered

a campus memorial service for

at

Fulton,

being renovated alongside Appleton Hall this year to

is

prepare for the Class of 2010's arrival.

had been on leave from Bowdoin
since September,

Hall, gutted by a constuction crew,

Unfortunately, School Street did

not

become any

safer

for Josh

Please set REVIEW, page 7

—
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community unites

In face of adversity,

suppport of one another

in

REVIEW: from page 6

Bowdoin from intrudBowdoin Security
successfully repelled Brunswick
resident
Matthew Lajoie from
seeks to keep
ing into

dean for academic

7

FEATURES

on July

affairs

1.

In an editorial, the Orient urged
Judd to focus her immediate attention on helping students get into the

turf,

its

Library,
Hawthorne- Longfellow
where he was suspected of stealing

courses they both need and want to

When

unattended valuables.

and retaining facand maintaining the rigorous
quality of teaching that is so vital at
a small college like Bowdoin.

con-

take, diversifying

fronted by an undercover security

ulty,

officer, Lajoie fled the library

on a high-speed car chase. The
chase ended

February

An

and

led three local police departments

when

the subject's car

flipped and burst into flames.

Orient two-part series on the

The

suspect suffered no serious injuries.

endowment revealed that
Bowdoin 's endowment growth was

ous injuries during the

above par

end of April, historically known

College's

some

—though

found

it

Nor

that

members

students and faculty

for

worry that the College's money may
not be invested in socially responsible companies, specifically in cor-

porations that indirectly finance the

genocide

in Darfur.

Only a month
the College's

after

new dean

announcing
academ-

for

named William M.

Mills

ic affairs,

Shain of Vanderbilt University as

Dean of Admissions Dick
permanent replacement.

Interim
Steele's

Shain will begin his position on July
1.

He

said he will

Drew

The Bowdoin Orient

body.

lost a 2-1 heartbreaker to

BSG

in February,

on a Williams goalie in the NESCAC championship at home.
the championship and advanced to the NCAA semi-finals where they
Messiah College.

Hillary Hoffman
Women's field hockey won

'08 takes a shot

tionship with the current student

Also

Fulton,

aim to increase

diversity and maintain a strong rela-

proposed

of an Academic Bias
Group to respond to allega-

of academic bias in the classroom. Dean for Student Affairs
tions

Craig

McEwen attended

ing week's BSG meeting and stated
of such a group
"would do enormous harm to the
freedom of expression in classrooms on campus" by keeping faculty under constant surveillance and
limiting open debate in the classroom. The group was not created
and BSG stepped back from its initial recommendation.
With the campus disputing issues

of free speech within

own

its

halls,

the arrival of controversial author

Salman

Rushdie to deliver a
Common Hour lecture about the
importance of free speech seemed
right

on

who

Rushdie,

target.

had a bounty on

—

to

make a positive

As

difference."

Bradley goes abroad after

this

all of the quads in
Stowe Hall and a number in Howard

ously turning

Hall into "quints."

April

has

With

and

Bradley's impending departure, the

other things,

spring's

Dean of Student

arrival

Affairs

Tim

Foster

The

about the controversy surrounding

as

his fourth novel.

search

"What happened to 'The Satanic
Verses' was, in many ways, ludi-

Foster's appointment

tain continuity during the transition-

crous," he said. "The question of

al

would you

admissions and academic

kill

people because you

don't like their novel
a

relatively

answer

—

easy

I

think that's

question

to

—mostly, 'No.'"

replacement.

Bradley's

committee

period for the

I

in

March

for students to
dictability

many Bowdoin

The team continued on to end its
season with an impressive 27-3
record.

equally

pleased

the College formed an adviso-

on Darfur, joining a

handful of peer institutions in considering

taking

a

stand

against

investment in the Sudan.

While saddened by

many members of

his departure,

Bowdoin

the

proud of Dean
of Student Affairs Craig Bradley for

community were

also

his decision to join the

Aga Khan

Development Network, an organization that dedicates

its

new deans of

efforts to pro-

and

April also

in a bigger

way.

talents,"

a wonderful use of his

Associate

Professor

and Asian

of

Studies

and

staff

accused by Helminiak have been

by

College of any
wrongdoing, but Helminiak 's story
cleared

the

raised questions about the role of

on campus.
Another
investigative

religion

most

likely to

story

has purchased 17 local properties

in

the last decade, but that because of

Katrina victims to supporting each

cannot use the

other during times of loss to encour-

residential zoning,

it

properties for anything except facul-

aging discourse and resolution in

ty and staff housing.

facets of Bowdoin life, this year has
been one of overwhelming unity
that has shaped both our shared

Longfellow
Elementary
School
and
the
Brunswick Naval Air Station are

possible sites for future College use.

looked at the College's past and

s the

surrounding neighborhood

experiences and the future life of the
College.

wdoin Special

stability."

saw the successes of
athletic teams, the

most unique of which being the
College's team of robotic soccerplaying dogs that came out of the
RoboCup tournament in Atlanta
with a 2-2 record. The robots were
programmed by students to orient
themselves on the playing field,
react to the ball and other players,
and ultimately score goals by reading the pixel arrangement of the

1
1

0% Off

0% Off Storage Units 1 0% Off Packing Supplies
$35.00 Campus Pick-Up Service

*«**«*«•»«•»•

goal posts.

A number of investigative

Orient

stories in April carefully scrutinized

some
merly

on campus forunexamined. One article

larger issues

investigated a

Bowdoin

room and

725-6434

student's

of anti-Christian

his placing of

dis-

more than

1,000 religious pamphlets in target-

ed library books. The student, Ryan
Helminiak 'OS, was fined and
placed
on
social
probation.
Helminiak alleges that he was only

all

STORAGE

who

allegations

Government

religious views. All faculty

in selecting his

crimination in and out of the class-

common good

analysis found that the College

place

Some recognized that this career
move is a chance for Bradley to

"1 think it's

what students and staff are
remember about the
College's 204th academic year
from pooling resources to aid

The

reiterates

affairs.

in this

viding education on a global scale.

serve the

ing with students, not against them,

neighborhood to the
immediate south of College Street.

have a sense of pre-

when, for the sixth consecutive year,

ry committee

future land acquisition efforts in the

residential

think [Foster's appointment]

the Bowdoin Women's Basketball
Team captured the NESCAC crown.

were

seeking to share those Christian

views he holds so valuable and
highlighted two past occasions in
Bowdoin courses where he felt dis-

replacement. "It's very important

Campus pride abounded

Others

that

would main-

"You need continuity
and

was not involved

when

believed

will be helpful," said Bradley,

March

Many students consider Nichols,
new to the department this year, a

SUMMER

Pacelli decided to

his

among

According to Director of Safety
and Security Randy Nichols, the
event was the "most successful
Ivies weekend in many years," and
one in which Security focused its
efforts less on the punishment of
offenders and instead, on keeping
students
safe.
This changing
atmosphere in which Security
emphasizes safety, not just security,
is
evident
in
Security's
increased presence on campus and
its distribution of neon, reflective
snap-bands to the student body.

add additional
beds to a number of rooms on campus prior to the lottery, most notori-

—

College named Senior Associate

spoke,

week-

criminated against for his strong

"The Satanic Verses" highly offen-

after

last

debauchery.

academic year, so too will some 235
rising juniors spend one or two
semesters
pursing
academics
beyond Brunswick next year not
enough, however, to ease the bousing crunch facing those hoping to
live on campus. In response to the
projected
housing
shortage,
Director of Residential Life Kim

head since 1989
the then-leader of Iran found

sive,

drunken

Security's shift this year to work-

Henry Laurence said. "It is part of
who Craig is someone who wants

the follow-

that the formation

its

crucial element in this change.

the creation

Incident

did any students suffer seri-

Cumberland Self Storage
Fort Andross

14 Maine St., Brunswick 0401
www.mainestorage.com sales@mainestorage.com
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Community bonds, social capital keep us going strong
Dr. Jeff

Benson, M.D.
Dudley Coe Health Center
jbenson0howdoin.edu

one-

at the health center involves

you

medical.

disparities

among

and financial

since the mid-1970s,

insecurity

but the top fifth of

all

clinically

dicts

a society's health

who
own

well-being

status.

that hierarchy is

They point out

are seeking your

known

cohesion

that social

is

a

of public
Emile Durkheim, for
health.
instance, compared suicide statistics in European countries over
time and concluded that the lowest
of suicide consistently
rates
determinant

critical

occurred in societies exhibiting the
highest degrees of social integration.

Americans.

of social hierarchy,
the gap between those on top and
directly prebottom,
the
those on

and advise you. We
approach you as
adults

the

own explanation is not
He points to increasing

that the degree

evalu-

and try to inform

young

in

world?'"
Marmot's

Public health commentators like
Stephen Bezruchka have argued

on-one interactions
with you as indiate

country

healthiest

the

economic
Dear Students:
Much of what we do every day

We

isn't

the richest country in the world

Jeff

viduals.

'Why

study's co-authors.

Ask

not conducive to building relationships of mutual support, shar-

How

is

on

social capital created

a college campus? By individuals
joining together as a campus community, finding ways to reach out
to each other, to try to understand

and support each other, to show
respect and concern for each
other, and to build a sense of trust
and social obligation amongst
themselves.

you learn how best
to make the choices that will meet
your own needs. We also try to
reach out to you in support and

ing, trust, caring, and community.
These relationships are the building blocks of what is called social

each

Social capital is a measure of
people's participation in their com-

sure that your friends are drinking

munity, their sense of

safely at a party.

and

try to help

encourage you

to reach out to

other.

Aa

I've written a

before,

when

this

few times

kind of mutual

capital.

trust, their

inclination to cooperate for mutual

everything

includes

It can be so simple. Like noticing that a friend really does need
some help with his mood swings.

Or

Like making

simple.

less

Or quite complicated. Like
breaking away from a culture that

support becomes community building, the health benefits for us all

benefit.

from a community's density of

idealizes distorted

become

associational memberships, levels

and

huge.

Just this week,

The Boston Globe

It

of interpersonal

reported on a recent study compar-

reciprocity.

ing the health of Americans and

Public

Britons (May 3).
The bottom line:
are
Americans
typically twice as

trust,

health

Ichiro

Social capital

a measure

is

of people's participation in

unhealthy as their

English
parts.

even
for

counter-

Twice as

race,

age,

social class,

and
Twice
ing,

despite

smok-

obesity.

as

community,

mutual

benefit.

individual

health.

Kawachi

capita

dis-

says epidemiologist
of the

Michael Marmot, one

intimacy.

These kinds of efforts can be
of building a true sense of

part

community here at Bowdoin.
Maybe they add up to some kind
of obligation to each other. They
up our shared

build

certainly

stores of social capital.

in

of social

capital

with mortali-

a 10 percent increase in a community's sense of mutual trust is associated with a nine percent lower level of
scientists

That can be life-changing and
might literally become life-saving.
Good luck to you all with
papers and exams I
Take good care of yourselves.
Have wonderful summers.

See you in the
Jeff Benson,

overall mortality!

Social

human

variations

ty rates. In fact,

much per

breaking open the silence of sexual assault. Like reasserting control
over all that tries to depersonalize

has found that

ly

care.

it,'

capital

social

and

rela-

between

correlate strong-

spending
as

Kawachi

study the
tionship

like

these indicators

nation to cooperate for

•"Everybody should be
cussing

their

sense of trust, their incli-

ill,

more than twice
on health

their

ill,

controlling

and norms of

researchers

body images

expectations. Like

lifestyle

have

long

fall!

MD

Dudley Coe Health Center

Karsten

Moran

for

The Bowdoin

Orient

Students socialize on the Quad during Ivies Weekend. Dr. Jeff
says that by joining together as a campus community, students
can increase their social capital— and their health. Studies show
that a 10 percent increase in a community's sense of mutual
trust

associated with a nine percent

is

Charting Kim

Pacelli's

drop in

overall mortality.

rapid rise

from student to administrator
prestigious colleges.

by Jackie Li
Contributor
Even

Residential Life

of

Director

though

Kim

now

Pacelli

her desks in Moulton Union
all sorts of adminis-

sits at

taking care of

a few years ago

trative duties, just

she was finishing her

exam and

thought,

"it's

final

last

time to get

Pacelli is a central Connecticut

Her father is in computer
programming and her mother works
native.

retail.

Pacelli

Connecticut until

her

family

fifth

moved

this point,

college search had no real direction.
"1 knew I was going to college

but

stayed

in

grade

when

to

New

was not very organized or
how I was going

I

thoughtful about

about

my

Kern acquainted himself with
and her family and arranged

them

to

come up to Bowdoin for
was Pacelli's first

a visit. This visit

real introduction to the

"NESCAC

Pacelli

that

it

was

in

Pacelli explained, echoing count-

moved back

to Connecticut

valedictorian

and
of

Bowdoin

and present,

students, past

that "the place just felt

right."

grandfather

During her college years, Pacelli
involved in the College
Republicans for some time and participated in intramural sports. She

figure.

was also involved with

High School. After she
switched high schools, Pacelli got
heavily involved in politics; her
Plainville

It

was a highly influential
was then that she consid-

ered a possible political career and
thought about going to college in

such
D.C.,
Washington
University
Georgetown
American University.

as

or

During Pacelli 's senior year, Kern
Appell 'SO came to her high school
in order to encourage students to
reach for more competitive and

m

".

'

T-

to

become an

main extracurricular
was not politics. She was

Pacelli's
activity

most involved with the Office of

was a proctwo years and

Residential Life. Pacelli

Moore Hall

for

later

the

was

the debate

Kim

as pretty typical.

"The

on campus.
less other

and decided

independent.

described her time here at Bowdoin

school. After her parents divorced,

graduated

conservatism. Pacelli lost interest in

Maine. However, she

reconsidered after stepping foot

Pacelli

College

Republicans grew more polarized
and leaned towards more extreme

after she discovered

Hampshire where she finished elementary, middle and half of high

to live with her grandparents

the

here,

student

a resident advisor in
Apartments.
Harpswell

had crossed Bowdoin

list

of-the-road. During her time as a

tor in

small-college scene."

off her

passed away, however, her political
views became much more middle-

the club

search," she said.

Pacelli

for

out of Brunswick."

in

At

while she was sure she wanted to
attend college, Pacelli said that her

people... the

friends

that

you make here, are really, you
know, one of the most formative
parts of the experience," she said.
As director of the Office of
Residential Life, Pacelli deals with

infringements on

Bowdoin 's

alco-

hol policy and talking with students

who have been

caught in activities

prohibited by College rules.

When

team.

necessary, she also metes out pun-

"I'm one of the odd people,"
Pacelli said, "who has grown more

ishments to violators.
Given her position of power

moderate as I've gotten older."
Greatly influenced by her grandviews,
conservative
father's

with regard to alcohol policy, an
obvious question is "What role did

Pacelli's

political

right-of-center

when

outlook

was

alcohol play in Pacelli's college

experience?"

she arrived at

the College. After her grandfather

Please see

PACELU, page 9
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Pacelli
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came back

Bowdoin

to

9

FEATURES

D.C.

to direct Residential Life office after stint in

PACELU, from page 8
As

a student, she "checked out

the party scene."

It

was a fun way

"meet upperclassmen along with
other classmates," she said. While
not a drinker before coming to
to

Bowdoin, Pacelli did not shy away
from campus-wide parties once
She was certainly neither "a
huge boozer" nor "a huge partier"
but allowed herself to have fun,
here.

Pacelli said.

All in

any

all,

Pacelli

was

Bowdoin

other

just like

student,

attempting to find the perfect balance between work and play.
I could not help but wonder how
she went about scoring the office

in

which we were sitting. How did
go from a student to direc-

Pacelli

tor of Residential Life in such a

short amount of time? How did she
become a prominent administrative
figure at Bowdoin so quickly?

Taking advantage of an opportunity to get involved with student

policy discussions during her soph-

omore

year,

Pacelli

active

member of

force.

By

became an

the alcohol task

her junior year, Pacelli

was a member of the Trustees'
Commission for Residential Life
that recommended the abolition of
fraternities

and the implementation

Joshua Miller, The Bowdoin Orient

Director of Residential Life
Pacelli was a proctor in

Kim

Pacelli chats with Stowe

Moore Hall and

Inn residential advisor Katie Mitterling
resident advisor in Harpswell Apartments.

a

As a student

'06.

Bowdoin,

at

of the College House system. As

Kim worked closely with other stu-

government

dents and administrators to address
the question of "what

we want

this

and how
will we get there?" Pacelli began to
consider a career of higher educa-

community

to feel like

tion administration

for the first

time.

After graduating in 1998, Pacelli

decided to go ahead and try politics
as a possible career. For her,

it

was

definitely time to break out of the

bubble and into the real world of

After

a

affairs.

few

of Residential

assistant director

years

Pacelli decided she

in

D.C,

did want to

Life and spent two years in that

give higher education administra-

then

She packed up and
moved her life north, back to
Brunswick and into a room on the
16th
floor
of Coles Tower.
Although she was only away from
Bowdoin for a few short years, she
experienced a kind of culture
shock re-entering the college community. Pacelli was hired as an

her

tion a shot.

ties

to get

left

in

Pacelli

confident that as

is

for

campus wides...

long as

Bowdoin continues

and as long as

she

returned

demand

tain

educa-

tion at Harvard.

Afterward,

and as long

as there's a cer-

master's

degree

amount of programming events they
do outside of the campus-wide par-

She

position.

buildings

those

having good disussions

to

are

obvious

the

Washington and
got a job with

about the

the United States

its

students will continue

events to occur,

to

make

going to pigeon

Department

hole

students

who

Graves, the for-

live

the

in

mer director of the Residential Life
made a last-minute deci-

college houses," she said.

sion to go to Benedict College in

as

the

discussions about the issue of alco-

Office,

late

spring of 2004,

returned to

Bowdoin

Pacelli

as the interim

director. Pacelli officially

became

Pacelli

hol,

fall

of 2005.
of her cur-

rent job.

some might
down on the stu-

me what

it's

tions against alcohol policies

always say

it's

be

ask

here,

I

particularly

difficult.

of alcohol and

is

to sympathize with students
situation

they are

in,

Perhaps a doctorate

somewhere down

she

home

feel like

After
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APARTMENT FOR RENT

Cathedral Ceiling with open concept. New Furniture. Heat,
cable, electricity and local phone included. Great living space

1971.
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"From

tears to

Weekend"
Bowdoin gradu-

woman

in 1975.

The

first

m

female student graduated

The Orient

summer

regrets the error.

is

available

long

all

on the

World Wide Web:
httpy/orient. txMMdoin.edu
»

v»»

U

A V n
d V d V
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a history of Ivies

The Orient

Graduate student, or professor. Prefer tenant with Musical
ability or interests as there is access to practice rooms for
musicians. Located above Studio 48 Performing Arts Center.
$1,200.00 with first, last month and security deposit. Contact
Studio 48 at 798-6066, contact person is Rebecca

i

o

aa
aae

1

its first

but the

for

» * '-<*

1

coeducational class gradi—tod in 1975,

Apartment for rent September 2006 through May 2007. Still
under construction and will be finished for Maine State Music
Theater Leads for this coming summer.... Luxury Apartment,
completely furnished. Hard wood floors and Italian Tile.

»•»»«»»
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S
a
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d
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CORRECTION
The

Rebecca

W V N

qly 1

incorrectly stated that

* *i|'*\

end of

at the

1

September 2006 to May 2007, at 23 Davis Street in Brunswick,
last house on a dead end near Bowdoin College. Completely
furnished that will sleep 3 in a roommate/dorm environment.
Heat, electricity, water, sewer, cable and local phone included.
Laundry facility (front load washer) in basement and kitchen
has a new dishwasher. Prefer students with musical interests
as the location is across from Studio 48 Performing Arts.
$1,600.00 per month. First, last month and Security required.
is

it's

!
ana

1

(no pets or smoking)
Contact Studio 48 at 708-6966. contact person

Pacelli added, "that's

all,

focus on communicating with stu-

credit for the

stu-

ISSUE'S

to

them to their "wrong" decision as opposed to an ineffective

can

Bowdoin

SOLUTION TO THIS
PUZZLE (PAGE

and the

ly lead

that this place
to all

dents," she said.

kind of what

tries

we're that far off

"I don't think

from ensuring

dents in order to find out what exact-

enough

is

committed to improving
Bowdoin.
"There's a lot we've accomplished and there's a lot more that
needs to be done," Pacelli said

College Houses, she has very clear

lege houses

sociology

moment she

Pacelli, but for the

opinions.
"I don't think people give the col-

in

the road for

residential life at

the day."

an "inherent tension" and a tendency

changes the nature of the
the subject

being back at Bowdoin," she said.

is

might

and

it

have any plans. ..to

don't

"I

leave at this point... 1 really love

always

explained that while there

On

College's unique character.

Pacelli

a such a wonderful experience...
place forever for you," she said.

a

helps to preserve the

factor that

from

1998,

think that cracking

Bowdoin community as

ing to the

with a cheerful smile.

that Pacelli graduated

dents here and dealing with viola-

"When people
work

students will continue to

healthy decisions.

the College in

Pacelli speaks fondly

like to

its

Given

made between students, facand staff is a defining characteristic of Bowdoin.
She also mentioned the committed alums that continue contribut-

entirely

confident that as long

Bowdoin continues having good

make

director of Residential Life in the

is

For Pacelli, the strong conneculty

of

always

that's

healthy decisions.

Bob

for

kinds

these

of

Education.

When

locations

issue of alcohol,

slap-on-the-wrist approach.

tions

,

W W W

'
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS & IjIngtJilNMENT
t

>

OK Go rocks

^7

Music to
bend ears in Gibson
Flexible

Quad

crowd on

Ivies

JK

lished themselves as an ensemble

by Frances Milliken
Orient Staff

^H

and commissioned composers to
write pieces for them.

Recently, the group has called

The chamber music ensemble
Flexible Music

is

manifest in

its

of musical genres.
This guitar, piano, saxophone, and
quartet
has a sound
percussion
based on the conventions of classical music with the added flavor of
eclectic blend

jazz and rock sensibilities.

It

Flexible

Room, Gibson

Music

er piece of Shende's. This

ration.

"Lippel
tarist

are reputable

When

1^1

*

Drew

Fulton, the

Xeno Groove Quartet

also

in

America," said Assistant Professor
of Music Vin Shende. "Each one of

Bowdoin Orient

is

around has potential for success as
Paul Giamatti plays an apartment

by Mike

Nugent
Columnist
It
I

should

am

come

as

little

for the

sheer escapist spectacle that only

Hollywood can provide. Most of

the

time, however, the contrived plots,

hackneyed performances, and general
lack

of artistic vision are as enticing as

a bucket of yuck, and

away

1

Dallas

have

mutations cure

remain as they

are, or give

whether

to

up

powers and become human.

their

Break-Up"

Jennifer

stars

far

Aniston and Vince Vaughn as a couple

place,

and

who, shockingly, break up; unfortunately, neither one is willing to move

its

Much

chaos

these are the titles

out of their apartment.

vide

ensues, until they start to

wonder

they do actually want to be

together.

most likely to proSome will be blockbusters,

it.

some

when

will flop, but

you're ven-

turing to the multiplex this

Cars

summer,

True cinematic worth has
with

the

budgets

—

"A

ask

little

to

do

advertising

studios'

just

History

of

Violence" or "Match Point" about
that.

So remember

films,

to seek out quality

whether independent or main-

stream.

Oh, and go see Meryl

"Prairie

Home Companion," too.

M:1 3 (May

Tom

in

is

back

for a third

action-packed installment, this time

with

recent

Oscar winner Philip

Seymour Hoffman playing
in

what could be

the villain,

bis potential

com-

mercial breakout. Cruise had retired

from active duty, but returned
front

Hoffman and rescue

to con-

Cruise's

This remake of a 1970s disaster
film tells the story of a luxury ocean
liner struck by a tsunami, which flips
the massive ship over and leaves the

and

Russell

Lightning

its

On

Pixar's latest animat-

way to a big race,
McQueen (Owen Wilson)
his

gets in trouble in Radiator Springs,

inside,

including Kurt

Richard

Dreyfuss

way out.
Code (May 19)

scrambling to find a

The Da Vinci

Sure to be a monumental blockbuster, this film stars America's

and

a

why Bryan

Singer

left

X-

long

visit

to

Krypton,

do what he does
best: save people from harm and
reclaim Lois Lane's love. Kevin

Superman

returns to

Spacey and Kate Bosworth also

star.

Dead

Johnny Depp's Mick Jagger-inspired
Jack Sparrow live up to the

Depp

first?

This

finds himself with

information desk.

Tickets for the concert are free

and available

at the

Smith Union

322 wrote, pro-

students

have

semester working

spent

with

ber

J.

Ed

the

Saratoga

International Theatre Institute

mem-

Araiza, the Coastal Studies

Center's

artist-in-residence.

"The

Water Project" plays into coastal
themes as a collaborative performit

is

a collabora-

from
to

sound.
"It's the

most intense theater expe-

DiNicola

'07,

is

more committed

another because

the

Anthony

one of the performers.

rehearsal six days a week,

and no one

Theo

said

had,"

I've

rience

"We have

it's

than

collaborative."

Salter '07, another student in

play,

agreed with DiNicola's

trying to put this

much energy

into

As

MTV."
was DiNicola who proposed

wedding of Keira Knightly
and Orlando Bloom quickly becomes

"Crash" analogy:

entangled in the mess.

at college,

rounding a murder in the Louvre and

displayed in

Sixth Sense," but

he sure does keep trying. This go-

It

Project," a play written
last

Bowdoin

Ardolino, the

Orient

and performed by members

of

night and plays through this weekend.

for the play itself, performer

'Crash' meets

tion, the

"The Water

Theater 322, premiered

one project"

Determined to avoid eternal damna-

"The

Mike

into the piece, but also said, "I enjoy

Jones, ruler of the ocean depths.

Davey

search to unlock the mysteries surVinci's paint-

with one another that they estab-

weekend.

Anton Handel '07 described it as
"people on their own little paths. It's

a blood debt to the legendary

to be able to regain the excellence he

Da

and Bach."

assessment of the work everyone put

7)

Will the second installment of

time around,

versed in world music, jazz, rock

encompassed the particular scope
of its instrumental capacities at the
time. The four so enjoyed playing

duced, and will perform the play this

performing to costume design

Men, and expectations are high for
Brandon Routh's big screen debut.
After

Silverman.

"They stretch the boundaries
between different genres," said
Shende. "Every one of them is well

their final project, the

students of Theater

participated at various levels,

way.

Lady in the Water (July 21)
M. Night Shyamalan doem&etm

clues in Leonardo

As

Project."

tive piece, die students in die class

is

together

Imagine the film "Crash" set at
Bowdoin, and you have something
that might resemble "The Water

ance piece. Because

really important along the

This

came

quartet

through its performance of the
piece "Hour" by Louis Andriessen.
The piece was the only one that

awarded Flexible Music a grant for
work with composer Adam

their

by Kelsey Abbruzzese
Orient Staff

he caused, learning much about what's

everyman Tom Hanks and
star Audrey Tautou. They

favorite

"Amelie"

12

has to stay there to repay the damages

Man's Chest (July

Poseidon (May 12)

stars

because

picture.

Pirates of the Caribbean:

love interest.

movie

ed

SUMMER, page

of Music and

Student project holds water

The
spot in

mis summer, and

theaters

Superman Returns (June 30)

5)

Cruise

mainstream
that's

if

(June 9)

Potentially the brightest

take these movies with a grain of salt.

pool. But he

University,

Institute

summer,

theaters this

hitting

"The

Howard from a
Please see

The Break-Up (June 2)
One of a number of romantic comedies

rescues Bryce

New York

Jul Hard School. In addition to

found, battle lines

is

drawn as the X-Men decide

are

who

to

keep as

as possible.

But entertainment has

This franchise's third installment

do without the successful
direction of Bryan Singer. When a

surprise that

mood

in the

superintendent

will

not a fan of blockbusters. Sure,

sometimes I'm

The

ings surrounding a Christian secret

X-Men: The Last Stand (May 26)

it

one exception, were

written specifically for the group.

society.

including

Cleveland

the
through
premieres
of
Mikhashoff Trust for New Music,
Meet the Composer Foundation

plays, with

caravan

education

funding for a portion of a recording

the opportunity to create a unique

summer

at

of

institutes

its

repertoire. In fact, all the pieces

'Cars' leads

that

respective instruments into a single

ensemble grants Flexible Music

performed.

requested

The group has performed
other

The

a virtuoso."

The unusual combination of

OK Go turned the Quad into a dance floor with their show last Saturday afternoon.

Student bands Lady Rose and

ensembles

exciting

the musicians

Chicago-based band

Lippel

compose for Flexible
Music, he was happy to comply.
The result is the lighthearted homage to James Brown, "Throw Down
Shende

"Flexible Music is one of the

^r

bar none, the best gui-

or Shut Up."

soloists.

most

is,

have ever worked with,"

I

said Shende.

Hall.

Timothy Ruedeman, percussionist
Haruka Fujii, and guitarist Daniel

whom

initial

introduction led to further collabo-

comprised of

is

pianist Eric Huebner, saxophonist

Lippel, all of

—

In 2003, Lippel premiered an earli-

will

display this sound tonight at 7:30 in
the Tillotson

upon the talents of one of
Bowdoin 's own Vineet Shende.

stories,

"It's

the

a 'CrrthMook

with love stories and hate

people meeting andnotmeet-

on Handel's
description of the play and commentexpanded

ed on the parody aspect.

is

closed off by

little

world inside your head," he

said.

"There are comedic aspects

from college, but

it's

also serious."

Since "The Water Project"
dent effort, the play
tion

ing."

Salter

"Our generation

technology, and you're stuck in the

is

is

a stu-

die culmina-

of die class experiences. Class

members wrote scenes every

day,

went through timed writing exercises, and revised those scenes numer-

ous tunes.
"All the choices are specific,"

Handel

said.

"And,

all

the choices are

made by

us," DiNicola added.

Because of the project's nature, the
students will keep making changes
right

up

to the night

of the perform-

ance.

Please see

WATER, page

11
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Senior Portraits
f

a

Sixth in

series

\

j

ft

oftheir artistic careers at Bowdoin.

whose honors

Wiss,

tions are currently on

exhibi-

view in the Visual

Arts Center (VAC) along with the exhi-

Moira

of fellow seniors
Geenspun and Tarn Do.

bitions

Randy Nichols and Mike Brown
the best

MB:

album ever

I've always preferred the raw-

ness and spontaneity of live albums.
'n' roll

it

in

my

albums

jazz

and danger-

the gritty

is

is

My live

Coltrane's"LiveatBirdland"
country pick

ous "Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison."

I

MB: Although there

are a

great, albums in history,

number

Nirvana's

"Nevermind" stands out as one of the
few in my lifetime that were strong
from

even

a band cuts an album,
friends

and family

cuts IS

and

their

about liking

lie

best

band to see live?

and was once invited
backstage for an after-show party. It
was rock 'n' roll heaven. I was
eight times

tempted to ask the band
their director

on a world

MB:
is

could be

if I

of security and embark

show

an absolutely unforgettable experi-

ence that will likely put

me

into hear-

ing aids a few years ahead of schedule.

What song pumps you up?
to

mind: "Won't Get Fooled Again" by
The Who, Long John Baldry's "Don't
Try to Lay No Boogie Woogie on the

of

Rock

and

Roll,"

Splodgenessabounds' version of "Two
Pints

hear it

I

of Lager and a Packet of Crisps"

and, oh, anything by

relate

I

Rolling Stones to the

I

time

And

sical guitarist

I

got

the last

was "Cavatina" by

my

song

my

listening to with

before he died

MB:

first

—ouch!

remember

"Angie" by the

dad
clas-

The Day

Jobs, of

Rachel Grobstein: This semester

"Sweet Baby James" by James

Taylor has an almost hypnotic impact

on me.

When

drive

I

song

is

However,

if

I

a chronic

For some reason

channel-scanner.
this

am

I

stop and

national

its

anthem?

RN: "You can't always get what you
sometime you find

RN: You mean like at Pinestock? I'd
say something like, "Oh

probably

I'm willing

on.

the fact that

left

the building"

Randy and Mike's show

-

"Listen!

The Safety and Security Show"can be
heard Thursdays from 3

to

5 p.m. on

I

leaves that reflect the rainforest of

Thomas

when they

Columnist

Louca—($8.29

at

crossed borders for this week's

beer review, stopping

in the

first

wonderful country of Brazil.
Brewed by Cervejeria Kaiser, this
pilsner definitely did not follow the

same full-bodied mold of American
had a
fairly thin taste with almost no
a
Corona
with
aftertaste, much like
more malt, or a Pacifico with no
beers. In fact, this beverage

some

tried

|

Missy Corey:

a senior

mis beer on my
it would be an
The

rather

incorporates very

interesting

Amazonian

as

it

may have

SW: My

goals.,

'

hmmm. I wanted

expand upon some of the work

to

I'd

zled sort of way.

MC:

hope

1

that people smile

by a

inspired

of friends of mine

The

was

project

single panel, the first

one

which I completed for a class and which
self portrait in

ing of the old wives'

a face

which

I

was

looking at the images and that they per-

would take me. The goals for individual

haps attempt to make the grotesque

"If you

tale,

using

my

I

like

about painting.

me

my

to paint the

My project was sort of

a

like in the end, so that

of freedom

lot

BO:

I

didn't have a

I

of what any of the pieces

clear idea

make

image without the hands in the painting.

Sophie Wiss:

throughout the process, but that's what

would look

hands to manipulate

mouth and then proceeded

were continually changing

paintings

think-

will get stuck that way," so

it

choose the medi-

medium do you enjoy

tic

use

1

oil paint

and charcoal (not

together though). Both are very satisfy-

ing to get your hands dirty

more

how

certain lines

and shapes can

make a still object look alive.
BO: What were your goals
project?

for your

Did you meet those goals? Did

RG:

Sure,

my

It's fair
is

changed from

enough to have a

interested in

of one's expectations

fying part Figuring out what
to say is die fun

MC: My

when

the evolution

is really

the satis-

you mean

of it

in.

It

to

be able to create nine panels, which I

did complete, and to hope that the peo-

them found the

likeness-

somewhat recognizable and

for

happy

they want. I'm just

have the chance to put

to

there for people to see.

May

Wiss's exhibi-

there

Much

is

Theater students
present

flttid

show

WATER, from page 10

I

the paint

oils

find that the fluid quality of
is

the most conducive to a

tweaking

be

working on

Handel's observation about mak-

looser style of painting.

The

prints in

ing specific choices ties

the backgrounds were a

new

thing for

methods

me and I really enjoyed using them. I
am always attracted to patterns and fabrics

and

I

really tried to

SW:
tures

I
I

chose

match

the pat-

with

performers to

the

and speaking onstage.

and colors and edges you can get

"It's

and

ness,

but in a kind of thoughtful -and-

on breathing

a training that emphasizes

Handel

oils.

BO: What do you want people to
away from viewing your project?
RG: It would be nice to make people

take

grin,

Method teaches

to paint these pieces

love the wide range of tex-

that

still-

you control choice,"

said. "[In practice]

you move

to stillness as fast as possible."

"You put your body

into crazy,

nontraditional positions," DiNicola
said.

Handel proceeded

Union by

to

demonstrate

middle of Smith

in the

knee

lifting his

to various

heights and holding the one-legged t

Salter explained the practical rea-

sons for Handel's bizarre-seeming
"People get conformed by

life

and

lose touch with the body, with that they

he said

With Suzuki and Viewpoints, he
"You try to relax, be aware of

like

said,

what's happening around you and

strong

react naturally to

Thanks
the

lighting

it."

to the student involvement,

talents

of Araiza, professional

from Brian

Scott,

and songs

developed by Christian Frederickson

from the indie rock group Rachel's,

"The Water Project" promises to be an

me of bananas
hops that most

experience. Tickets are free and avail-

reminds
the

Belgian style beers have.

My
me

able at the Smith Union Info

performances Friday

first

almost

made

this beer

packs more taste

—

down

Method

and the Viewpoints. The Suzuki
relax and concentrate

of the

two

into

that Araiza introduced for

actor training, the Suzuki

sitter.

terns to the feeling

and

it

DiNicola

until Saturday,"

it

said.

fruity yet citrus free aroma.
It

more than
gulp

a

until

12.

"We'll

always choose to paint in

I

with

bottled

VAC

be on view in the

tions will

out

it

.

and

feels

you're moving space around

sentations of things.

because

because

goals for the project were

SW: Whatever

on a page than making wimpy repre-

MC:

they change during the process?
project

like

in their

images.

that aren't

achievable through other media?

RG:

making

faces that the sitters are

Grobstein, Corey,

to explore.

Why did you

been trying out over the past four years.
guess the inspiration was movement

gave

um you did? What aspects of your artis-

a jumble of different things that I've

I

when

it

where

already done and just see

Saturday

sit

"It'll

one sip than most do in half a
beer, all the while masking the

laugh,

into

Drew

col-

ors (green, yellow, light blue) and

puzzled-but-happy-that-they re-puz-

not usually found in portraiture.

my subject choice

wooden panels featuring

Bowdoin.

from

12.

him to stand

refer to as 'animal energy,'"

that

to try

May

until

foggy, creaminess that the golden

is

entirely different experience.

VAC

poses.

sweeter than other beers I
have encountered. The best

next visit to Brazil

The Bowdoin Orient

Fulton,

ume, this Quebecois beer has no
qualms in making you aware that it
came to play. The first characteristic of this brew that distinguishes it
from other lesser beers is the thick,

bubbling
champagne-like
effect coming from the bottom of the glass that lasts for
minutes after the pour. The
smell is unlike any I have
experienced, emanating a

sure

Drew
Missv Corey's paintings will be on view in the

pose.

beers

©

I

nine percent alcohol by vol-

hue permeates through.

ft ft

*
*

mer

at

•v

'

such positions

most other pilsners would,
however, the aroma is much

am

ft

at

bling at a moderate rate as

I

•

,

.

ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft ft tt
ft ft ft ft ft

he

My senior project was

the distorted faces

es to be

yeast,

before finally uncapping.

«
"ftftftftftftft
ftftftftftftftft
ft ft ft f- ft ft *
ft ft ft ft ft ft #

r>

cliff,

the images to maintain a playfulness

La Fin Du Monde—($10.75

other

it tastes as though it has
been shipped thousands of
miles and left on a shelf for weeks,

*4 >

•

Uncle Tom's)
If you want a beer with some
power, this is it. Dropping the ham-

pours a bright yel-

to describe the taste

ft ft ftrft
ft ft ft ft ft ft t»
ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft t
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft •
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft

that classic cartoon

Gritty's.

low with a small head, bub-

is

ft

A

slipping

But not everything.

ple featured in

Palma Louca: m"W

Uncle Tom's)

bottle

»

is

what Brazil exports as its premier
brew, I wonder what would happen

by Carter

were

* •

"

ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft I
ft tt
ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft ft
•ft ft ft ft ft ft ft

J»ft
•

to admit that perhaps

am

sense of what one

the area. Needless to say, if this

I

*

•

own

their
is

for a second before

something to do with

and

one more song!"

International beer fare

that if

J*

»ftftftftftftft"

My paintings

image of a coyote running off the

.

what would you say?

''Randy has

on

ground
feet.

one begins a painting, but

way

ft

ft ft

that are at the

took a picture of myself making a face

."

MB: "I Wanna Be Like You" by Big
Bad Voodoo Daddy.
If you were on stage with a mic in

MB:

are elaborations

who hangs there

was a

you get what you need.

feel the

a series of nine

•

finish. It

©

ft
'

ft

ft

listen.

don't hit the scan button

if you try

who

out from under their

at 3

If you were the dictator of a small

alright,

agency,

the beginning.

I

ft'ft ft

ft

or another. I've

mercy of powers other than

always on some station

what would be

way

been drawn to subjects

here.

again within 30 seconds I'm in the ditch.

country,

uncertainty in one

WBOR91.IFM

course.

Palma

ftJ»JIJ*

• .•lftj»

been working on a number of

I've

realizes there's nothing for

John Williams.

front of thousands ofscreaming people,

RN: Three come immediately

King;

ever

want, and

tour.

Easily KISS. Their live

me deeply when-

Samuel Barber affects

somewhere and I always

seen Deep Purple live

I've

hauntingly beautiful yet

melancholy "Adagio for Strings" by

am.

16.

What is the

RN:

when

Typically,

start to finish.

RN: The

heart broken

hear the train a comin'...

of

•

paintings that deal with vertigo and

What song brings you down?

has to be the classic

favorite

AC/DC is guaranteed to
me awake on the long ride home.

Bowdoin Orient: Describe your
senior art project. What inspired it, and
how did you execute it?

Black" by

keep

"Made in Japan" by Deep Purple. One
of

"Living on the Edge" by

Aerosmith has a great hook, but "Back

created?

For rock

O*ft

ft
ft

*

ft ft-ft

Rachel Grobstein, Missy Corey,

iors

RN:

ft

a »

ft

This week, the Orient interviewed sen-

and Sophie

is

ft ft

ft

•

•VAV.V.V
•

16 seniors presented

This semester,

tion

ft ft ft
ft ft ft

•;

.V.V.V.V.V'

art exhibitions signifying the culmina-

What

11

Seniors present final shows

WEEK

DJs OF THE

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Please see BEER, page 12

Tarn Do's exhibition

is

also

on view

in the

VAC.

Fulton,

The Bowdoin Orient

at

at

Desk

for

8 p.m. and

7 p.m.

push buttons, make you
make you uncomfortable

and think," DiNicola said. "You
may want to see it twice, I'm not
kidding."

J
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Summer

brings

Weekly Crosswords Bowdoin Bands

ACROSS
1

10

Came

out of

acter determined to

make

the journey

15 Russian country

(August 9)

16

rubble, as rescuers

21

under

28 Little
31

Key
first

35

bit

60

OK

67

open

for

Chow
Cow noises

41

Tranquilize

44

what beer should

5

finish, as well as in the terrifically

well-rounded body that
has.

Beside the fact that

very expensive,
beer.

I

it

is

this

this

beer

will be next

on

other types that

my

to

list

at

Pinestock

^txl

word puzzle can

46 Military

abbr. or car

be found on

47

page

47 Slick

60

54

62

9.

Ifyou

49 Stick
56

cheat,

you are

54 Be incorrect
64

63

65

66

only cheating

55 Jeer

yourself

across group

I

1r

r

69 Social house

10 Land unit

70 Saucer

11

Dispatches

7

58 Gets older
59 British co.

Adam Kommel 60

French "yes"

of the Worlds

54 School assignment
56 Bowdoin band

3

Munny

and

Be

de Triomphe

59 Coil

Bowdoin band:

down

fat

23 Do,

mi,

re,

fa,

org.

25 Aged

Beer container

26 Disarrange

Bear's shelter (with a)

27 Dined

6 Vehicle

29 Creative work

7 Five mos. after 51-

30 Color
32 Fawn over

across

7-

8

68 Wear away

22 Animal

24 U.S. spy

in debt

4 Decree
5

Fire remains

18 Entrance rug

after 44-

2

Champ Kind

catch-

Witch hunting

34 Soothe
36 Leap

phrase
9

SOLUTION TO LAST
ISSUE'S PUZZLE

12 Ship initials
13

DOWN
1

63 Not even

Bowdoin band: 61across

72 Soft white cheese

Four months

58

to

week's cross-

brand

53

60

67 London subway

La Fin Du Monde:

46

58

1

52 Repent

61

this

dawn

i
-

down

check

out.

^^^|
46

is

an incredible

after 7-

45 The goddess of the

49 Complain

beer

noticed that this brewing

company has two

j

Philharmonic,

played

label indicates a triple fer-

The answers

not quit

62 French "no"

50 See 57-down

comes

34

Puzzle by

selves perfectly, a true tribute to

that

Bowdoin band ought
44 Three mos.

'

67

70

48 Separate

-tnrough in the smoothness of the

r LB

43 Members of this

57 31 -across and 50-

at Ivies

40

39

first

53 Duties

massive
content
the
alcohol
Canadians managed to pack in.
There are hints of sweetness and
bits of hops that complement them-

process

"
66

One of two
Bowdoin bands

Go

66 Airport abbr.

male

mental org.

di

43

48

38 American river

international waters

mentation

42

word

33 Wary

tests the

taste like.

33

Common

42 Government environ-

I

See 57-down

to

The

65 Tub

name

t
*

32 Tax

to survive.

11

41

29

37

61

snakes, forcing the crew and passen-

BEER, from page

27

32

36

41

assassin releases hundreds of deadly

Carter

26

26

24

Unit of measure

26 Baby's

Snakes on a Plane (August 18)
Already becoming something of a
cult classic, Samuel L. Jackson stars
as an FBI agent on a plane when an
,

band together

64 Miner's goal

and

40 Heavy mud
13
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down

23 Francis

refuse to stop

searching for them.

gers to

1
22

31

20 Soda container

Here, Nicolas Cage and Michael Pena
officers trapped

r

w

19 Daring

director to take

two police

23

Swear

17 Military uniform

by no means the last Hollywood
on the events of 9/1 1

n

"

20

house

World Trade Center

Oliver Stone becomes the second

are

17

14 Reverent

try to

•

1r

14

10 Greenish blue

keep her in ours.

but

r~ 7
P

5 Declares
discovers she is a bedtime story char-

J— '

2

1

sleep

back to her world, as forces

38 "

Circumstance"

hot movie climate
SUMMER, fmm page

FRIDAY,

city

37 Wickerwork stuff

rgjajDjarajajajajajDja
^

BRUNSWICK'S

USE OF PIZ

Y/-

Come try the best pizza, subs,
appetizers, salads,

and more!
SPECIAL Steak and Cheese Sub
w/ Fries & 20 oz. soda

VOTE!?
1

THE

BgjjpZA

IN

MjH^REA

LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

SMALL 10 " PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

$9.25

$5.55

KVtT
JTMAKKtIW
BY
M'ARKETtSURVEY

^merSV

729-0085
85 Pleasant

j ./

•

.:

-

•

v

-.•:•:» J.t.

•

f

e

•

*

St. •

Brunswick

$5.95

an*

^
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SPORTS
Women s hx

Men's

heads to semifinals

takes

lacrosse
but Amherst did not
rest.

ball

With a win over Amherst, the
men's lacrosse team will
tinue

its

The

try to con-

season of success as

advances to the

it

NESCAC semifinals.
overcame Amherst

Bears

College for the second time

son with a 12-8 victory

past

netted a goal

all

assisted

first quarter,

times by co-captain Connor

The Polar Bears continued their streak with three more
goals by Alex Weaver '07, Fitzgerald,

and Kevin Mullins

'07.

As the time dwindled, Amherst
a second wind and began
back.
half,

left in the first

the Jeffs rallied,

coming back
away

deficit to swiftly put

three goals.
in the

Amherst returned

to field

second half with even more

momentum.

Amherst's

Joaquin

Walker added another goal
Jeffs' tally

utes

got

to fight

With 10 minutes

from a 7-0

of the

within the
half,

first

to

the

two min-

bringing the score to

when

Nelson responded

to the Jeffs' goal

with a shot to the back of the net, but

Amherst followed with a three-goal
streak, bring the Cardinals within one
point of the Bears. Feeling the heat,
McKinley put one in for Bowdoin,

to leave the

because of

field in the fourth quarter

an injury.

The Bears

did not give up.

Under

the strong leadership of co-captain
the other senior play-

men's lacrosse team

rallied

and took back possession of the
In

ball.

an effort to secure the win, seniors

McKinley, Barker, and Matt Neid-

Bowdoin

linger put in a goal apiece.

ended the challenging match with a
over Amherst. Currently

12*-8 victory

NESCAC,

the

Bears will travel to Middlebury

this

"ranked third

weekend

the

in

NESCAC

for the

semifinals

Wesleyan

second-seeded

against

College

The Bears

.

avenge

prior

a

look to

will

6-3

loss

the

to

Cardinals.

Senior Wilson Patton believes that
the team

"We

is

ready for the challenge.

are really excited about this

weekend,

this is a special

group of

guys who have been through a

we do

together, and

end," he said. "It

7-4.

Courtesy of Brian Beard

Bears

9-8,

at

was forced

McKinley and

Fitzgerald '06.

NESCAC quarterfinaL TTh- Beare face Amherst on Saturday.

the

worry, especially

ers, the

three

Sunday's

to

Fitzgerald

Matt Chadwick '07, Thomas
McKinley '06, Andy Nelson '06, and
Ford Barker '06

last

With the game

began

this sea-

this

the Bears

let

The Jeffs retaliated, bringing the
down the field for another goal.

Saturday.

apiece in the

Jena Davis '06 sprints past Tufts defenders in

round

first

by Vanessa Kitchen
Staff Writer

madhouse up

at

not want

lot

it

to

going to be a

is

Midd and we want

to

spoil the party."
If the Polar

Bears beat Wesleyan,

they will most likely face first-seed-

Please see

LACROSSE, page 15
I

Women's

track runs

NESCAC

sixth in
by Laura Onderko

Borner both threw personal bests

Staff Writer
Playing host to the

Track and Field Championship gave

Bowdoin women a chance

the

to

enjoy the sunny spring weather and
face

some of

from

the best athletes

NESCAC

Bowdoin

They

by Tom Lakin
Staff Writer

came

The Mules kicked Bowdoin's 16game winning streak to the curb yes-

Slovenski said

terday,

javelin.

On

the

Hackert joined

track,

Alyssa Chen '08,

really

meter relay, sprinting to

fifth place.

Although the defeat was disapdecisive victories against Bates over

the weekend.

meter relay team of Gina Campelia

to

while

meet,

won
and

Tufts

Middlebury took second and
respectively.

third,

With tough competione event was a

tion, scoring in just

challenge, but Kelsey Borner '09,

Emily Hackert

made
women managed
Duffus '07

three events.

Once

'06,
it

and Louise

look easy. The

to post points in

-

again,

i

Duffus

led

the

women in scoring with second, third,
and

fifth

place in the hammer, dis-

"Louise has been our high scorer

of her seasons on the team.

She's a fantastic athlete and team

coach Peter Slovenski said.
Following Duffus 's example,

leader,"

Borner snatched

fifth,

sixth,

and

eighth in her events, die discus, shot
put,

and javelin. Fellow

first

which finished

year

sixth. In

between her

improved on

relay events, Hackert

finish

Teammates

the

in

When

he

die series in convincing fashion, win-

bases loaded, "173" had to be ringing

ning 15-2 at

home on

and 12-2 on Saturday

Friday,

and 3-2

in Lewiston.

was a record day for the
Powers was brilliant on the mound, tossing a complete
two-run gem. The win tied him with
Bears. Senior Trevor

to the plate in the

seventh with

in his head, not to mention in the

stands.

He dug

in,

stared

Bobcats pitcher Ralph

out at

Vitti,

and

immediately silenced the whispers by
ripping a grand slam to right for

num-

ber 174.

Lemieux and Chris McCann

Scott Jamieson '02 for the all-time

of

Bowdoin career-win record at 19.
At the dish, Jared Lemieux '06 con-

bases, respectively, to tie and break

own record-breaking heroHe came into the contest with 173

Please see BASEBALL, page 14

list

strong performances this season.

into

the

weekend's

matchups, Bowdoin only needed two

Later,

'07 would steal their 21st and 22nd

tributed his
ics.

two

Jessie

high jump.

DePalo '08 and

Pilon took eighth and 11th, respec-

Sophomore

tively.

Amy

Ahearn

placed seventh, in the 800 meters,

followed by Lindsey Schickner '09,

took 13th in the event In the

pole vault,

Chen snatched another

seventh, just ahead of teammate

Becca Perry '07

ond

try

in 10th. In her sec-

of the season

kilometer

at

the three-

steeplechase,

Katie

Mevorach '09 shaved 30 seconds off
her time.
First-year

Molly Seaward repre-

Bowdoin

in the

jumps, con-

tributing a 12th-place finish to the

place in the javelin, while teammate

Bears' tally in the triple

and

record.

stepped

individual events, including a sixth-

place

sented

in die

hits

Bears went one step further, sweeping

Junior Erin Prifogle contributed to

Chelsea Jackson tallied additional

Shemeica Binns '09 competed

with Kevin Bougie '03 for

career

fourth.

the final point tally, placing in

points for the Bears with a third

shot put and discus, grabbing 13th

the

The three victories added

Bowdoin's ever-growing

Going

hits, tied

her 400-meter hurdle time to take

who

cus, and shot put, respectively.

for all six

and Jacobson,

'07, Alison Pilon '09,

point.

Track powerhouse Williams
the

Bears racked up three

•pointing, the

Hackert also anchored the 4x400-

Colby by only half a

NESCAC tournament. The

Friday

Watervine.

Rum Jacobson '06,

and Erin York '09 in the 4x100-

squeaking out a 3-2 win in

fin-

league.

tage for the

in

ished sixth overall, ahead of rival

the

wins to clinch the home-field advan-

through in the clutch on Saturday,"

the

NESCAC

Mules stop baseball

season best

On

jump

for a

the track, juniors

Jamie Knight and Kristen Brownell

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

17 th, respectively.

"Chelsea

Jackson

and

Kelsey

Please see TRACK, page 16

junior Chris

McCann slides into third base

in the

first

game

of a three-game series against Bates

last

weekend.

'
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Dan Chaput '06

shines

FRIDAY,

on and

MAY 5,

2006

off the field

by Aisha Woodward
Contributor
Senior

Dan Chaput, a defenseman

ATHLETE

on the nationally ranked
men's lacrosse team,

PROFILE

possesses the physical

and

prowess

mental

toughness to guard some of the most

NESCAC.

talented attackers in the

"Dan's great position play and

mind

the

for

game

has

made

Bowdoin's defense one of die best

in

Duggan
"As a fellow defenseman, I
feel much better about our team's
chances every time Dan is on the field
the league," teammate Brian

'06 said.

with me."

Way land,

Chaput, a

native, picked

Massachusetts,

up his first lacrosse
At the St Mark's

stick in sixth grade.

School, Chaput established himself as
an elite player, and received the honor

of being named an All-League pick
his senior year.

Chaput has continued his dominance on the lacrosse turf at Bowdoin
as a starting defenseman for die past

two seasons. At 6' tall and a sturdy
190 lbs., Chaput relies on his exceptional speed and extensive knowledge
of the game.
According to head lacrosse coach

Tom McCabe,

to die team.

"Dan has been a joy

coach over

four years,"

to

McCabe said "He is an
member of our

incredibly positive

team and a

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Chaput has made

tremendous contributions

true leader in every way.

He's an ideal team player and a great

As a

positive role

even

still

model on and

stay in touch with recent

lacrosse graduates."

But while many athletes enjoy sucon die field, Chaput has also
been involved with a myriad of activcess

model for younger players."
For Chaput, lacrosse has been an
important part of his Bowdoin

ment and

experience.

NESCAC All- Academic

role

"Playing lacrosse has created a

off the lacrosse field, senior

ities

off the

field.

Majoring in govern-

legal studies,

Chaput was
in

2004 and

2005 and has been a dedicated mentor
where he

sentative

Dan Chaput

and member of die

BSG

also spent

two semesters DJing a
show on WBOR with teammate
Matt Neidlinger '06. They hope to
bring the show back for Senior Week.

abroad at Bowdoin, and so

radio

that

Looking ahead, Chaput will have
an excellent opportunity to combine
his diverse interests

when be

departs

China in August A recipient of the
Princeton in Asia fellowship, Chaput
will

me

government as a Class of 2006 repre-

the Dalian University of Technology.

I

works with a student in Topsham.
is also engaged in student

be a great opportunity,"
to go

he said "I never had die chance

Chaput

have been the friends I've made.

"It should

Administrative Committee. Chaput

good balance for me between my academic work and extracurricular activities," he said "But most important to

for Big Brothers/Big Sisters,

has been a dedicated mentor for Big Brothers/Big Sisters in Topsham.

for

be teaching English to students

at

once

I

graduated

go somewhere

I

I

knew

would have

to

different."

In the long term,

Chaput sees

lacrosse continuing to play a role in
his

life.

"I'll

probably

coach

at

some

point," he said "During die winter

months some of my teammates and

I

coached an indoor league for high
schoolers,

it

was a

lot

of fun, and

it's

something I'd like to do again in the
future."

With Commencement approaching

few short weeks, it is evident that
Chaput 's presence both on and off the
in a

field will

be sorely missed

in die

Bowdoin community.
Chaput will miss Bowdoin as
"I'm

really going to

well.

miss the guys

on the team, our spring trip to Florida,
and our memorable games," he said.
"But I'm looking forward to what is
<si ***

next"

Polar Bears sweep Bobcats in three-game series over weekend
BASEBALL, from page 13
Bowdoin's single-season

McCann would go on
more

hits

three shy

of the season

Although Saturday's
a nail

end

steals total.

to tack

on two

54 on the year—just

for

record.

game was

first

Bears prevailed

biter, the

in the

clinch the top seed in the

to

NESCAC's
Bobcats

East Division.

starter Griffin

Finan had a

good outing, but he just could not hang
on for the win as McCann came
through in the seventh with a two-out

RBI

single for the win.

Game

was

three

icing

on the

cake.

In case anyone thought the Bears were

going to take the rest of the day off
after clinching

home

field

advantage,

they thrashed Bates 12-2, grabbing an

impressive 16

hits.

McCann picked up
DeCew's

another hit tying
record, while

all-time

Ricky Leclerc '06 led the

Bears

at the plate

slam

in

with a monster grand

what amounted

to

a six-run

fourth inning.

The

victory

was Bowdoin's 25th of

the season, setting yet another school
*

record.

Yesterday's loss to Colby drops

Bowdoin to 25-6 on the season.
The Bears got a single run in the
first inning from McCann, who made
it to home off an RBI single from
Lawrie. Bowdoin increased its lead in
with a run from

the fourth inning

Bucci,

who was hit home by

Lawrie.

The Mules came back with a
vengeance

in the fifth inning to score

three runs for die victory.

Bowdoin
Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Colby broke Bowdoin's tofjame winning streak

m

Watervffle vestoday, sojieaking out a

3-2 victory.

Bowdoin will face Mkkflebury in a doubkheader on Saturday.

NESCAC
starting

will

play host to the

championship tournament

on May

12.
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SPORTS SHORTS
Women's

ously they're a good team, but every-

Tennis

After posting a solid 8-6 record
against Division

opponents

III

this

season, including a strong perform-

ance

NESCAC

the

at

women's

onships, the

qualified for die

champiteam

tennis

NCAA Division III

one on our team steps

it

up when we

play them.''

The

victor

of die Tufts-Bowdoin

home

Jeffs'

compete

terfinal, semifinal,

UCSC

Cruz.

plays host to the quar-

and

final rounds

of the national tournament, held

May

Bowdoin was swept

in

second and third doubles. In the sinD'Elia earned

gles, junior Christine

the Bears' lone point, but

es that

went

two match-

to third sets ultimately

tipped in Amherst's favor.
"It'd

17-19.

[at

Amherst]," Sarah D'Elia '09 said.
"Plus, it'd

and

be great

miss exams

to

Santa Cruz to compete for

fly to

a national championship."

Amherst,

seeded

in

first,

the

matchup between Bow-

against the

a.m.

compete
Jumbos tomorrow at 11
slated to

is

The Bears have soundly

defeat-

Amherst at Williams College.
Although die Bears had narrowly
defeated Amherst earlier in die seathe Jeffs turned the tables,

trouncing

Bowdoin

tennis 6-1 in last

Friday's match.
singles matchups did not go
The Bears lost
of their six positions in straight
sets. Sophomore Garrett Gates was

The

well for Bowdoin.

the lone bright spot for the Bears,

defeating his Amherst opponent
6-3, 6-4 at

second

Dan

Sam Bitetti

with

'07 at No.

to handily beat their

1

Amherst oppo-

The other two doubles

onships

champi-

weekend. The Bowdoin

last

4,

a couple of close matches, giving the
Jeffs

the

doubles point and the

match, 6-1. While the Bears are out

of the running for a NESCAC crown,

and took four of the singles points

they begin play today for Nationals

(two in three sets) for a 6-3 victory.
"Tufts

is

Hughes

said.

"Obvi-

4x8 00 team

School

BOWDOIN

10

2

25

6

Tufts

7

1

24

12

Middlebury

Overall

W

L

W

L

8

1

10

3
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9

3
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4
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22

13

2
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6
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3
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3

6
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8
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6

8
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6

8
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6

7

^
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WOMEN'S TENNIS

NESCAC

W

School

W

Overall

W

L

W

L

19

2

Williams

5

2

12

3

Trinity

6

3

13

3

3

1

8

3

Williams

5

2

12

6

Middlebury

4

2

10

6

BOWDOIN

4

2

8

9

Tufts

2

3

9

8

Colby

2

3

7

10

Conn. CoHege

2

4

9

8

5

5

13

7

Colby

3

3

9

6

BOWDOIN

4

4

7

10

Bates

Bates

3

5

9

9

2

4

10

5

6

3

1

Hamilton

1

Trinity

2

Wesleyan
Hamilton

1

3

7

8

Tufts

1

6

6

9

SCOREBOARD

4

2

9

F

Conn. College

4/28

v.

Tufts (at Williams)

(NESCAC
F

4/28

v.

Sa4/29

Amherst

(NESCAC

(at Williams)
first

L

5/6

Wiliiams)

(NCAA first

round)

WOMEN'S TRACK &

3:00

5/6

FIELD

10

8

5

9

H

3

6th

of 11

W

6-3

L

8-1

Williams)

semifinals)

Wesleyan

v.

(NESCAC

v.

Sa4/29

5/6

Tufts (at Amherst)

11

:00 a.m.

round)

NESCAC

School

W

Middlebury

9

Amherst

7

L

Overall

W

L

12

1

2

12

2

2

13

3

6

3

13

3

Tufts

5

4

10

5

Williams

4

5

9

5

Wesleyan

3

e

9

8

Colby

7

BOWDOIN

7

Trinity

2

Bates

2

NESCAC

N.E. Dills (at

9

5

7

6

7

9

4

11

SCOREBOARD
Sa 4/29
Su 4/30

at

Wesleyan

v.

Tufts

W
W

(NESCAC first

13-8
14-7

round)

SCHEDULE
t

5th

of 11

Sa

5/6

v.

Amherst

(NESCAC
-

10:00 a.m.

Midd.)

(at

2:30

p.m.

semifinals)

Compiled by Adam Kommel.
Sources: Bowdoin Athletics,

NESCAC,

Springfield)

Springfield)

3:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Championship

Sa

Midd.)

(at

semifinals)

Conn. College

SCHEDULE
10:00 a.m.

N.E. Dills (at

Sa5/6

round)

SCOREBOARD

NESCAC

5/6

(at

10-6
12-8

round)

SCHEDULE

MEN'S TRACK & FIELD

Championship

Sa

Amherst

first

(NCAA first

p.m.

SCOREBOARD
Sa4/29

Amherst

v

(NESCAC first

7

SCHEDULE
Sa

v. Trinity (at

v.

(NESCAC

6-1

round)

SCHEDULE
Sa

W
W

at Trinity

FINAL

Amherst

Wesleyan

Sa4/29
Su4/30

L

Overall

L

9

Middlebury

SCOREBOARD

NESCAC
School

MEN'S TENNIS

SCHEDULE

against Trinity at Williams.

a good matchup for us,"

junior Kelsey

L

positions lost

8-

women won two doubles matches,

W

doubles

nents Babkes and Josh Rilla, 8-2.

NESCAC

L

SCOREBOARD

singles.

In the doubles, Gates teamed up

this season.

The two teams squared off most

W

Amherst

ed Tufts in two previous meetings

recently at the

School

in die first

playoffs, fac-

ing

Babkes

doin and Tufts.

Bowdoin

NESCAC

five

Northeast region, will play host to a
first-round

Men's Tennis
The Bears hit the courts
round of the

son,

be nice to get another shot

L

Sa
Sa
I

doubles, despite close matches at

NESCAC

FINAL

W

SCHEDULE

weekend, dropping a tough 8-1

decision.

LACROSSE

Overall

L

Amherst

in the quarterfinals at die

teams to compete in the national

The Polar Bears faced Amherst

FINAL NESCAC EAST

•

W

courts for a chance to

University of California at Santa

last

Overall

School

match will face Amherst on the Lord

Women's Tennis Championships
Monday. Bowdoin is one of only 26
tournament.

MENS

SOFTBALL
NESCAC EAST

15
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College Tennis Online

-by Nick Day and Ethan Oberwager.

gives Bears

advantage over Colby
TRACK, from page 13

the meet.

points

Trailing

going

Colby by

into

the

l.S

event,

took a week off from the 10k to run

Bowdoin's anchor, Chase, got the

the Sk race. Knight had a personal

baton IS meters behind Colby's run-

best in the event.

ner,

The last event of
the most exciting

die
for

day proved
the

Polar

but Chase gained steadily, pass-

ing the Colby runner in die

last

80

meters of the race to capture fourth

Courtney

by only .56 seconds.
Last Saturday's meet marked the

Eustace '08, Ahearn, and Ali Chase

close of die regular season for the

'09 pulled off the closest finish of

Bowdoin.

Bears, as the 4x800-meter relay team

of Jess Sokolow

'09,

for the Bears

orient.bowdoin.edu
Duties inckxk but not limrtied to

garo^ing.rK)usekeeping# derkal,
ect. 3 miles

from Bowdoin CoHege

207-729-051 lor

orient.bowdoin.edu
orient.bowdoin.edu

Lillanagw^nacom
1

^ooo a lift
mrur
Mcctinq friends in Boston?

Mike Ardolino, The Bowdoin Orient

Attackman Mike Giordano '08

Mens
We pick you up on campus. No reservations needed!

Congratulations, graduates

drives toward the goal in Sunday's

lacrosse to play

LACROSSE, from page 13
ed Middlebury on Sunday in the

NESCAC finals.
Concord Trnilways to your connncdon to Boston's South Station
Logan Airport Last day of ssrvlcs to and from Bowdoin to Sunday,
21, 200*. Ssrvtes rssumss Friday, August 26, 2008 On campus
summer? ^oftoryaar-roundssfVtoslroanowBwinsuFicK

1-800-639-3317
KOtxttrju^ays.corrt

-1Sirww.cof

Co-captain Bryan Duggan '06

is

ready for die challenge and believes
that die team's

last

game

against

Wesleyan.''

ing to his four years
lacrosse team.

leyan

I

feel

time

we

'

For Duggan, the team's success
season has been the perfect end-

this

tion of the Bears' potential.
last

Cardinals in semis

nowhere near our full potential,"
Duggan said. "Our offense has
improved drastically against a zone
defense since the last matchup with

Wesleyan was not a true representa-

"The

NESCAC quarterfinal game against Amherst.

on the men's

rience. This year has

meaningful

it

farther

us," he said.

"That

is

a testament to the hard

work we're put in over the years." he
said. "Our class is packed with a
great group of guys, and although

we

have an incredibly wide range of per-

played Wes-

"Playing lacrosse for these past

sonalities,

we were

four years has been an amazing expe-

so close."

as though

been especially

we've made

this year than the three years before

we've

all

been able to stay

16
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Men's track
Staff

Writer

fantastic

of New England's best
and
field
athletes
hit
Bowdoin's John J. Magee Track for
the
NESCAC championships,
where the Bears met pre-meet
expectations, finishing fifth out of
11
teams in Saturday's meet.
Defending their title, the Williams
Ephs claimed their sixth straight
championship crown. Bates cap-

Some

a

day on Whittier Field. In

the javelin throw,

track

seniors Jared

Prichard and Matt Regele took

and

third

fourth,

respectively.

Senior Patrick Lyons heaved the
shotput 46' 06" for fourth place.

Luke Fairbanks also

First-year

delivererd big in the event, finishing fifth with a toss of 45'

08"

feet.

Senior Alex Linhart launched the

hammer
a toss

for a fifth-place finish with

of 164' 05". Lyons came

in

tured fourth place, while Colby fin-

close behind for sixth place, throw-

ished eighth.

ing 163' 03".

The Polar Bears boasted a number of exceptional performances.

Damon

First-year

Hall-Jones cap-

tured fourth place in the 100 meters

a

in

blazing

Bowdoin

11.44

seconds.

sprinters continued their

400 meters with a
fourth-place finish from sophomore
Lamont White, breaking the 50-

success

in the

second barrier for the
Junior Joe

Adu

first

time.

finish in the

1

a fourth place

Junior

by

traffic

10-meter hurdles and
in

The Bowdoin relays were equally
The 4x100 and 4x400
The distance medley relay was the highlight
of the day for the Bowdoin, with
first-year Jay McCormick, sophomores Tim Katlic and Steven Bartus,
impressive.

relays both finished fourth.

and junior Owen

the long jump.

Owen McKenna, slowed
during the 1500 meters,

McKenna garnering

the Bear's only first-place victory of

the day.

According

contributed to the

Bears' effort with a second-place

to the

to

Lyons, playing host

NESCAC

meet was excepmen.

tionally exciting for the

"[The] men really carried
momentum from the state meet
their events.

the
into

We

were all excited to
front of the home

managed a fourth place in 3:57
minutes. Nate Krah '08 extended

compete

the Bears' success in the distance

damage at regionals," Lyons said.
The Bears are traveling to

still

5000
sophomore

events, finishing fourth in the
.^^reters in 15:15. Fellow

NESCAC meet

fields fifth at

The Bowdoin throwers had

by Patrick Pierce

MAY 5, 2006

FRIDAY,

in

crowd. We're looking to do some

Springfield, Massachusetts today to

Tyler Lonsdale finished fifth in the

compete

10,000 meters in 31:57.

Championships.

Women's

in the

New

Drew

England Dili
Junior Joe

Adu

The Bowdoin

Fulton,

Orient

captured a second-place finish in the 110-meter hurdles and fourth place in the long jump.

round

lacrosse beats Tufts in first
by Emily Baird
Staff Writer

for die day.

After the trek to Connecticut, the

Bears returned to tournament play the
After a roller coaster spring, the

women's

team closed

lacrosse

its

regu-

season play with a comfortable win

lar

over Wesleyan and destroyed Tufts
the

first

round of the

ments, coming

Bowdoin

in

NESCAC

in

tourna-

as the fourth seed

advantage,

finished die season with a

which

Bowdoin swamped

round of the

NESCAC tournament,

14-7. This victo-

the

in

ry avenged a disappointing defeat to
earlier

Bowdoin

lost

by only one

By die end of the
was

a seven-goal spree

post-season play. Their performance in

Kate

impressive; with

—they

die Cardinals

win

boast a 12-game

streak against Wesleyan,

which

fin-

NESCAC).

ished this year 9-8 (3-6

3

first half.

lead.

scored

to only a 4-

Sophomore Bridget Keating
first

into gear

Donoghue,

Keating,

Davis,

and

Nentwig,

Moore,

sophomore

Lyndsey Colbum also added to the firsthalf blitz, which put

them ahead

for die

remainder of the game.

Dennison

added

sophomore Bobbi

one,

along

with

Donoghue and White. Bowdoin
shot the

Jumbos

in this

out-

rematch 26-18,

and Collins-Finn made seven

saves.

This weekend, the team will travel to

Middlebury for the remainder of the

hit the

tournament The Bears will challenge

hat trick.

second half with the

upper hand, scoring a rapid six

goals:

junior Taylor White, senior co-captain

regular

Amherst

minutes. Wesleyan

with the next three, but

Bowdoin maintained a comfortable

lead

who

beat

in the quarterfinals, for

match During die
Bowdoin defeated

Saturday's semifinal

and Keating each contributed to die sixgoal count in 11

Amherst,

second-seeded

Wesleyan 17-8

Jena Davis, sophomore Grace Moore,

retaliated

catalyzed

scoring one

Brook Nen twig kicked

and tallied a

Bowdoin

Moore

after

for the Polar Bears before

senior co-captain
it

By the end of the

30 minutes, they held on

game

unassisted at die 16-minute mark. Junior

In the second half,

In Saturday's game, die Polar Bears

faced a trying
first

the

clearly to the Polar Bears' advan-

tage, as they led 11-3.

was

goal, 9-8.

first half,

includes Sunday's match against Tufts.

Saturday's match

when

season

the

in

^ Despite their fourth-place seed, the
Bears are well positioned for successful

the 13-8 win, they continue to dominate

the

first

Jumbos

Tufts

6-3 record in the NESCAC, and currently holds a 13-3 overall record,

very next day. With the home-field

This

season,

is

10-9.

the Polar Bears' third straight

advancement to the semifinals. Other
contenders in die tournament are

first-

for die remainder of die game. First-year

seeded Middlebury and sixth-seeded

Stephanie Collins-Finn stopped lOshots

Williams.

Authentic Thai Cuisine
Dine-In or Ta kr-o ict

Courtesy of Brian Beard

Kate Donoghue maneuvers past

a Tufts defender in Saturday's

home game. The Bears defeated the Jumbos 6-3.
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Divestment
is not enough

Established 1871

A tale of two Graigs
At

members of the college community
goodbye to Dean of Student Affairs Craig Bradley and
Dean for Academic Affairs Craig McEwen. These two men
have guided the College's student life and academic programs into a
new century. While at many colleges and universities the word "administrator" is said with distaste, Bradley and McEwen have shown that
administrators can lead with integrity, compassion, and wisdom. We
can say with certainty that their leadership has made Bowdoin a better
place to live and a better place to learn.
The common threads between Bradley and McEwen extend beyond
their first names. Both men seemed to appreciate the role of a college
newspaper, and we have appreciated their candor and willingness to
meet with our reporters over the years. In the late 1990s, then-professor
McEwen and Dean Bradley were integral to the overhaul of Bowdoin's
residential life system. Bowdoin's abolishment of fraternities bettered
the academic and social climate. The administration's action during this
time took significant courage, leadership, and foresight.
a special dinner tonight,

own

In their

to

men provided wise

spheres, both

many

who

one

under

and

the faculty

McEwen

when

necessary.

a place where stu-

is

McEwen, known

as a

of scholarship

we will still see them in future years. Bradley is
work for the Aga Khan Development Network, but
maintain a home in Brunswick and one of his daughters

are glad that
to Paris to

he plans

to

McEwen

hopes to enroll here someday.

will take a year-long sabbatical

before returning to teach in the sociology department. But
their daily leadership.

For

tantly, their service to

Bowdoin's students

their service to

Bowdoin

—we

we will

miss

—and most impor-

offer

them thanks and

we

Sudan,

to include

role

in

such future

and

crisis

power

its

to prevent

atrocities.

Accordingly,

we

for

wish to

consensus

Now

comes

to a close.

campaign and

tures in support of a

We

political

process of humanitarian intervention

some of
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100 percent

we

further
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alumni and local
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Debbie Theodore '08
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Drew Fulton, Bobby

on

a primary concern of the admin-

istration regarding this proposal,

the primary goal of academic institutions to educate our communities
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Mike Taylor
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of

campaign

will continue to
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is

and we
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An open mind challenges beliefs The final countdown
Once, during what was intended

be civil discourse,

to

Many

times throughout the past

two years

Bowdoin,

at

have

I

acquired the label "closed-minded"

due

some of my "conservative"

to

points of view.

started

I

point of view,

when

someone immediately cut me

off,

"No, stop talking, I don't
want to hear it." The student then
asserting,

make them

tion does not

cott because
tially

posi-

-'

understand

to the ability to

others'

arguments and

to

engage

discussion

intellectual

in

proceeded

run into a room and

to

Yet I'm branded

slam the
"closed-minded" merely because I
happened to have been taking a
door.

material that has been covered in a

if the

author of

it

as

students

commit

the error of the

genetic

fallacy

determining the

—

by

gen-

its

the very most

Late contemporary author Og
Mandino stated, "Take the attitude

of a student, never be too big to ask
questions, never know too much to
learn something new." Here at

Bowdoin, we are students, regardone group with one
person outside of that group impacts
everybody in both groups. And I for
one person

Romancing with

Riley

in

one love that about

this place.

how my mot-

In fact, that's exactly

by Sarah Riley
Columnist

ley
first

crew came together during my
year at Bowdoin. A few of us

on the same floor in Moore
a few more lived just down-

lived

sun on the

the

Ivies

past

this

*v Weekend, sipping a frosty

brew and

Hall,
stairs,

a couple sailed together, one

was a pre-O

friend,

playing a lively

den

call,

couches to sleep on

game of what I will
"Wed, Bed, or Run Over with a

Sled" for decency's sake,

moment

pause for a

took

1

soak up a

to

bit

(Except

of
didn't so much "pause" the sipping
of the frosty brew as much as I
aggressively chugged it and then
the social scene instead.

slammed the empty
1 digress.) As

unnecessarily

can
I

to the

ground. But,

around

looked

Bowdoin
ized

believe

I

it

came

suddenly real-

I

and

had people

Union Street Punch-Out Party got the
best of me. And with graduation a
terrifying four weeks away, all I want
to do is bundle every single one of
them up in my Class of 2006 banner
and never

You

let go.

see, as lovely as all that inter-

mingling on the

of day

it

Quad was, at

No, Bowdoin

an environment

is

conducive to

it

is

that

tightly-

friends

ple

by their lack of shirts
and bounty of both man-chest and

players, united

unlaced Timberlands.

with

their

saw BOCers

I

shoeless

feet,

cuffed

your bed every single Sunday
morning and laugh about the freshman year hook-up who you proposi-

to

tioned in anticipation of Ivies, or the

of clothing you

it

I

believe

Bowdoin

is

a

just painted for you,

inclined to answer yes.

I

might be

But on

that

sunny afternoon, as the DJ's beats
bit phatter (read: Rihanna's

to

walk

to the

bathroom,

less

fact

is,

almost everything I've

my past columns will mean

on) and the mixed

came

I

saw hock-

ous exception of the Facebook

ey guys chatting with football guys. I
shirts among a sea of

which

saw camo

until the

green sweatshirts and the trendy girls
sharing their vintage ponchos with

But sooner or

roommates.

Polo-clad

The

groups mixed, mingled, tunneled,
and chugged, and the

hugged,

"cliques" melted away.

And it's not just the alcohol that
helps unite various groups of friends
here at Bowdoin. The threat of gradseems

to

have a similar effect,
of a profes-

as does a mutual dislike

sor two people happen to share, a
trip

bond or a freshman dorm

connection.

Bowdoin

that friendships

is

small

formed by

my

will continue to define

will fade

day

1

die.

—

(Kidding

later,

the

and eventually

article,

I

life

hope.)

awkwardness
I

will lose

my

mad game. (Sike. That will never hapwill always hold on to
pen.) What
are the people that made my experiences here possible. No matter how
many more years you have at
I

Bowdoin, you don't have enough time
with the friends

left

you make

here.

1

they end

certainly have.

up

This

in a

dispassionate tone.

"It

fur-

through my brain.
happen? What did I do

Who was

responsible?

I

However, this is the exact opposite of what should take place. The
closed-minded attitude is to shut
them off completely, through tactics
such as boycotts. One with an openmind would be willing to attend an
event, consider the argument, and

days

went

before

I

ask questions. Then,

Referring to the popular but dan-

gerous logic that one's knowledge

of a subject
to the

if the

speaker

is

blue book

convince myself

decide

professor.

and remove

Facebook

compara-

time for your exam," says

"Please take out your

your

all

"recently updated" profiles again.

"OK,"

myself, "I need to

tell

I

I want this paper
on the symbolic value of

figure out whether

There was another one wherein
my exam while my professor
I

take

two

in a chair

from

feet

my

me and breathing

"examining"

started sleeping with the

to focus

from

acquaintance

updated her profile four minutes

must

now!"
dunking
should get back to

you are not

can't help but

better under-

If an event

boycotted, there

is

is

I

an open-minded individual

feel that

that

that

were boycotted,
would not have had a chance to
it

happen. From a

utilitarian perspec-

terrifying.

I

imagine being beamed into the pro-

mother ship, where

"tested" interchangeably

is

the

will

have

lost

some-

label

people rather than listening to their
ideas,

because labeling makes us

nightmares

Thus

I

charge conservatives and

liberals alike to

to all

new

have an open mind
A campus where

ideas.

own. The
a

little

result?

better educated.

I

crastinator's logic strikes again:

made about

"I just

wall

12

posts. .that really doesn't count as a
.

and

limiting

I

I

reason.

I

decide

have time to say hi to a friend

remember where

don't even

exams "kittens" this year (as in "I
was up all night studying for my

papers. After an exhausting but ulti-

history kitten," or

going

to rake

me

"My

kittens are

over the coals").

I

figure that associating finals with
fuzzy, adorable

mammals

me from

all,

will dis-

kit-

in the

books and
post-meal

successful

—and a subsequent nap—I'm

ready to hit the books.

my

I

crack open

textbook to page one and learn

that "anthropology" is "the study

beings."

re-gather

all

I

my

Then the
have

1

of

bell rings,

S minutes to

stuff and vacate the

library.

is

that

I

of .this

will simply start hat-

Sure,

ing kittens.

maybe

maybe

paws playfully

my pants,

I

stop

I

drop-kick

next time a
at the
it

cuff of

into a lake.

Fortunately, this is a risk I'm pre-

Having disarmed them semantiI

am ready

my

kittens

This

the end,

And

my

only friend:

you prepare for the
final sprint toward summer, I advise
you to beware of the procrastinator's logic. Hit the books early and
often; that way, when you realize
what a painfully small percentage
of your professors' lectures has
the end.

to begin preparing

as

practically,

right?

nervous breakdown, recover, and
then get

Take

the psych-out is just step one. Step

kittens.

sadly, is

some

actual studying

done

before judgment day.

no. Avoiding

The answer,

is

stuck, you'll have time to have a

pared to accept.

for

my

search

indicating that

dreaming about being probed and

cally,

mately

human

week of

all

left

I

apocalyptic

course, the converse

theory

kitten

library

who would-

their

n't look forward to a

analyzed, but

feel safe.

of avoiding

interest

the

in

these

Of

We

haven't

I

But before

seductive pro-

myself to rational terrors these next
two weeks, I have decided to call

without even

fallacy

how

log off, that

who is studying nearby.
By the time that friend and I sit
down at dinner over an hour later, I

tens?

genetic

can even

I

that

So

run the risk of committing

hearing an idea articulated.

maybe

start

rents.

as a supposedly vibrant, intellectual

We

that

I

physics and searing electrical cur-

implications. After

thing.

investigate,

'break,' per se,"

tract

community,

I

A half-hour later,

with questions about Locke's meta-

amount of knowledge is
negative when a boycott occurs. We,
tive, the net

ago!

my

fessorial

brain

high

junior

technically started yet.

I

on after that.
While the connotations of anoth-

lights

An

religious traditions or... Hey!

studying, seeing as

stand your point as well.

rela-

tionship with his

of choice: I hate it, hate it,
hate it, and yet every time I lose
focus on the task I ought to be
doing, there I am, checking the

opiate

are broader, they are potentially the

you can help others

my
like

is

any addict's

1

by

clothes."

most

a

is in

suppose

I

all

er alternative nomenclature, "tests,"

this,

and

that

order.

see Michael Heath at a complete loss

words? In doing

few hours

productive

audibly.

for

I

at this point that

relationship with

blue book and remove

face,

directly proportional

is

amount of time he has devot-

ed to "studying" for that subject,

how fun would it be to tear
them apart with logical debate and
watch them stutter and squirm on the
stand? How entertaining was it to
wrong,

my

all

study break

ture inspired different but

sits

glance at a

a half hours.

exam^" says my

realized that this nomencla-

my professor.

I

and arranging

transporting,

only

course,

"It's

when

have been highly

on

was

as

the last

bly unpleasant medical nightmares:

majority.

to an

usually

is

your Clothes.

knack for sparking their fair share
of controversy. An instinctive
response when one feels repelled
by an argument is to keep one's distance, especially when one is in the

notes

down

spread everything out on a table.

mare that I started calling finals
Of
"exams."

they take that stance. Granted,

the College Republicans have a

many

abscond with them

track

I

can,

time for your

"It's

(gulp) over?
It

I

all

it's

1-

uncharted nook of the library and

hap-

will

after

1

study materials has taken three and

fire

wrong?

could

by

1/2

clock and notice that compiling,

"Will it hurt, doc?" I inquire,
rowing my brow.
"Only briefly," he responds

this

After
as

why

We will all rum out

life,

matter.

how hazy

being.

escaped youth.
I try to be brave.

book out of 8

flip

mean,

I
I

inch notebook paper?

"Please take out your

so share them with the people that

matter

grab your

and make some memories, no

make a

possibly think

I

recurrent night-

not closed-minded

These are the best four years of your

finish that frosty brew,

friends,

Mr. Kolowich," he softly utters.
"I'm afraid you have... finals."
My mother weeps. I fight a rush
of nausea and fix my gaze on the
window, wondering what happened
to the blithe innocence of my

did

if

is

everyone adheres to the same mindset is downright boring. Be open
minded, challenge others' views, and
in doing so, we will challenge our

So

how

practiced,

difficult to locate

by 20 pages of doodles.

they can articulate logical reasons

pro-life

performance. If

The

stiffly

account of this

feels so awful.

"S.O.S."

drinks got a bit stronger,

enough

is

was planning to vote yes on
Question 1 would have changed his
or her mind after Michael Heath's

written in

pre-O

who

It

clutching his clipboard. "I'm sorry,

What

They are why you come
back to Bowdoin every fall and why
leaving Bowdoin upon graduation

nothing in a few years, with the obvi-

rest

pen

the union.

got a

notes that are separated from the

side."

closed-minded. Someone

for every subject.

can also be

on a mid-May morning,

Just because someone stands for
one position does not make them

side of the argument holds water, but

much

same color

imagine a doctor in a lab coat
standing gravely by at my bedside

How did

"other

I

notes for a

books designated for other classes. I
probably shouldn't have bought the

I

issue to circumvent careful consid-

eration of the proverbial

debate head to head. Objectively,

times

result

questions

don't think anyone,

Gatorade when you're too hung over

many

asked

an

like

inevitable.

it is

quate understanding of the big

I

wasn't just the pre-dinner buzz

been

—

whose end

excruciating as

is as

my class

when

given class are recorded in note-

only takes a few days before..."
He looks away. I nod slowly as

an open mind.

house

make Sunday

sounds so terminal

It

incurable disease

have

I

often than not, this

turns into a scavenger hunt

conservative nor liberal, has ade-

no open forum for discussion, and
the two sides never have a chance to

cliquey school, and based on the pic-

uation

those transformations to

attribute

buy bikini t-shirt cover-ups and wear
them just as proudly as you do, and

whether

my

came

they bring you your favorite flavor of

I've

I

I

like to

chose to believe

I

smiling through.

ture

social

escapade. Their emails

have

viewpoints

political

changed significantly since
to Bowdoin, and I would

only proving to yourself that your

tank tops or bright green sweatshirts.

questionable

a

left

My

political affiliations.

in

behind

nights in the library tolerable. They'll

that

I

peo-

crawl in

Carhartts, and omnipresent scars
from the last hike up Katahdin. I saw
roommates bonded together by camo

Each and every group looked gen-

N

of

—the

who

article

uinely happy, and

i

conducive

tightly-knit

groups

knit groups of friends.

football

it

an environment

to

bunch of friends.

saw

cliquey

school, but yes,

that is

* around and saw a

I

Bowdoin
a

isn't

cliquey school, but yes,
is

end

friends.

No,

a

isn't

the

always comes back to your
closest

day binge drinking.
As lame as it
sounds, I looked

and

visiting,

my hair when the

hands to hold back

it

mid-

"sanctioned"

of a sud-

all

when my room-

was

school-

the

and

to sit with at brunch,

mate's boyfriend

fellow

to this school,

or not,

had nothing to do
with

my

at

students,

why

I

I

of one's

less

More

taken.

realize that half

"Finals."

did

we

carry certain labels,

and every page of notes

class

it

esis.

of time with friends

As I soaked up
Brunswick quad

by Steve
Kolowich
Orient Staff

harmful event from suc-

However,

of view. In closing
our ears to arguments from individ-

who

I

will try to gather every shred of

truth or falsity of an idea

Make

process should look like. Usually

let-

alternative point

uals

I

exactly what the study

boy-

he would not have found

closed-minded.

studying process.
often difficult because

is

know

don't

was provide students with an

ed attitude refers
listen

it

remotely offensive. All

an open-mind-

it,

This

Televised

the letter had attended the talk,

sophical leanings. The
I

Not Be

prevented a poten-

ter to the editors praised the

one's political or philo-

way

A

campus who was boycotted.

cess.

with

College

the

Similarly,

motivating myself to actually

is

initiate the

Republicans brought a speaker to

_
someone stands for one

Just because

two

These Revelations Will

ticular issue.

that

do

to

my

expressing

would

I

like to point out

being open-minded has

nothing

"conservative" stance on that par-

about the issue at hand.

by Brian Lockhart
Contributor

care,

and good luck on your

i
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GOP has much on its
which was

by Zachary Li n ha r
Contributor

who

tator

he was a ruthless dic-

that

tortured, raped,

own

dered his

and mur-

people, and another

OPINION

agenda

islation signed into

law by President

Bush. However, our tax code remains
unnecessarily

Tax

complicated.

The Bowdoin College Republicans

being the knowledge that he had and

reform

in this country.

Two

are finishing up another unprecedent-

possible solutions are out there.

The

fun.

was in the process of producing more
weapons of mass destruction.

Having been graciously elected cochairman next year of this prestigious

are torturing, raping, and murdering

ed year of activism, debate, and

organization,

would

I

like to share

some thoughts on my vision for die
Republican Party. I know most students on campus do not agree with

many of

the conservative points of

view, and

know

I

some do

that

not

think the College Republicans should

be on campus, but

I

many of the

think

the black Africans.

we

believe that

I

needed

is

a

first is

Currently, in Sudan, the Janjaweed

flat tax, in

taxes are fixed

manageable

which

all

income

17 percent. This

at

would lower many

level

corporate income taxes and create a

boom

can they logically oppose a military
action in one nation (Iraq), when a

in the American economy that
would spur tremendous job creation.
Because it would be a flat tax on all
income, everyone would be paying
the same percentage, thus making the

near parallel situation

system extremely

should intervene militarily to end

feel

this

know many Democrats
similarly on this issue. Yet how

genocide.

I

another (Sudan)?

we

is

occurring in

me

frightens

It

fair.

A second proposal is to abolish the

to

debates that have occurred over die

know

did intervene in

income tax altogether and create a

past years have been beneficial for the

we did in Iraq, a few years
from now Democrats may turn their
backs on the situation.

would be a
tremendous incentive for Americans
to save their incomes and provide for

College and for

all

One of the most

of its

students.

touching political

campus

on

extensively

Darfur, as

been dis-

issues, abortion, has recently

cussed

that if

Medicare,

national sales tax. This

Social

welfare,

money

all

because of controversial posters that

grams remain

sales tax

were put up. These posters

discussed

debate on abortion that

occurred

had not
College

the

since

a

campus

as

Recently, the trustees

well.

Social

for

income

become

campus

than originally thought. Medicare's

amendment,

The Republican

insolvent one year earlier

was

tax

Republicans brought Olivia Gans to
in 2004.

many do

as

Constitution

added to the
form of an

the

in
it

has gradually become'

Party incorporates a broad array of

funds will run out even sooner. If we

more and more complicated.

views on abortion. There are those

do not

that

who

system will be dilapidated before

are pro-choice such

Rudy

as

Giuliani and Arnold Schwarzenegger.

We

need to have a healthy

debate on this issue. Roe
publicized

tainly

brought

v.

Wade cer-

issue

the

and

to a national level. Yet

it

it

took the debate away from the individual and put

it

overturn

should be a

This

state issue

my

is

Abortion

and should be

view, however, and

many within the Republican Party and
Bowdoin may disagree.

at

The war

in Iraq is another

of the

upon us today.
Bowdoin, Governor

invest

own

Monday

at

Baldacci exclaimed that the war

only about

oil.

is

This claim, while

being boldly untrue, disregards the
serious debate that has continued
this

We

issue.

on

removed Saddam

Hussein for many reasons, one of

hard

Since Sarah's got the social scene

covered with more justice than
could ever give

it,

we

and Monica and

Vanessa have claimed the fashion
territory, we chose to write about
look-alikes at Bowdoin.
this idea

was

crazy, but

We knew

we

thought

it might just be crazy enough.
You know you can't deny the
phenomenon. You've been walking
on the quad, frantically waving
from Hubbard to Adams, only to
find that the recipient of this
overzealous wave was not exactly
who you had in mind. Clearly, you
try and play it off accordingly. No,
your contacts or early morning fog
are not to blame for this case of
mistaken identity. The culprit is in
fact the look-alike theme park that

Bowdoin

is

This
most.

go

is

Who

College.

of

welcomed and embraced;
debate

open

and widespread.

critical

is

As we

transition to next year, the

Redistribution of

College Republicans will need to

wealth without the consent of the

transform to meet the needs of a

to.

individual, as predicted, will

new

fail.

ly

The American economy is currentbooming. The stock market has hit

its

highest levels in nearly six years:

Unemployment
and

cent,

is

GDP

increased.

a measly 4.7 per-

growth for the

quarter of this

believe that this

I

first

year has sharply

main-

is

ly a consequence of the tax relief leg-

this

student body. Legends such as

Dan

seniors

Alex

Schuberth,

Linhart, and Chris Averill will be

new

The

leaving.

College

Republicans will keep fighting the

good fight for individual
economic growth, and
defense values that

Bowdoin

I

liberty,

strong

know most

students advocate.

look-alikes

second greeting

The

of look-alikes opens a

topic

is attractive herself,

dangerous Pandora's box. There's

and, if someone looks like her, they

the hybrid: Katie looks like Kate

must inherently be

with a splash of Kathryn. The
baby/sibling: If Kat and Matt had a

as

attractive

well, just not quite as

attractive.

Goal achieved: awareness of twin
plus bonus compliment.

When

dealing with twin-on-twin

encounters, never say to a person:

"Hey, you know you who look like?
Me!" Calling a person your twin

may sound

fun

—we

know we've

always wanted a Mary-Kate to our
Ashley. However, it could lead to

Number

two

different situations.

one:

The person doesn't know what

to say, because, quite frankly, that's

a downright

Then you
n't

want

ber

awkward

accusation.

get offended.

Who

does-

you? Or, numThe person responds

to look like

two:

baby,

it

would so be Mikey. And, of

course, the celebrity: Neil

Young

at

Thome anyone?

(Note to readers:
For reasons of anonymity, we can't
use a student example here.) We
also acknowledge the fact that there
are of course combinations and
mutations of the above categories

and subcategories within these categories. For example, the hybrid
celebrity with a twist

We

are

now

left

of sibling!

with one ques-

Why Bowdoin? Could this
phenomenon possibly be attributed'
to the overwhelming amount of
tion:

endary buzz about alum-on-alum

with you. Either way, for

ilar to

all

future

action,

it

is

only inevitable then that

the Class of 1976 start to look simthe Class of 2006.

probably by the Class of 2066 there

game

will be

therefore, are nonexistent or primi-

best Pay

attention.

Don't say

"Oh my god. There is
so an uglier I mean way ugli-

the following:

—
—version of you running around

er

would be much better received if you try, "Hi, have
you seen the less hot version of

on campus!"

It

with. You'll pretend to be talking on

one standard John and Jane
Bowdoin. Or, let's be honest, more

your phone, listening to music,

appropriately Mark/Mike/Matt and

that

we're

all

too familiar

lost

in thought, or late to class, while

asking yourself, "Is he looking

me?"

and

your

keeping

at

eyes

you have read

surprised, but thank

This

article is

not meant to alarm,

—we're

this far

you

we

—and

think

steps of Searles and

see your

you think you
roommate from freshman

realize we're

year, think twice before waving.

only scratching the surface here.

could be her Bowdoin look-alike.

this is old

news,

Kathryn/Katie/Kate Bowdoin.
but merely to raise awareness. Next

time you're sauntering down the

straight ahead.
If

Check out the Orient

And think,

twin interactions, you'll play the

Bermuda

From top, artwork by seniors Sophie Wiss, Moira Greenspun, and Rachel
is on display in the VAC until next Friday.

Grobstein

Polar Bear incest? With the leg-

"No way! Thanks so
much! I think you're gorgeous!"
Then they, in turn, seem obsessed
aggressively.

knowingly signed up to

Triangle? The rules of etiquette,

like

hills

Pennsylvania. All viewpoints are

uncharted territory for

to school in a genetic

tive at

schoolers from Greenwich and reli-

gious conservatives from the

investment decisions then they

implies that she

Contributors

College Republicans include prep-

their

you?" See,

and Ann Sullivan

Republican Party is a big tent
encompassing farmers in Oklahoma
and lawyers in Manhattan. The

their

for

can go on and on about my views

of the Republican Party
and the College Republicans. The

own

Beware of Bowdoin
by Marianna Houston

I

the capitalist way. Let

do not have

controversial issues

This

it is

who work

those

their

money. Why do
Democrats oppose letting people
make their own decisions about what
to do with their wealth? If people do
not feel comfortable making their

decided by the people, not the justices.

—

money

rights. I

want to control

incomes decide where they want to

decision.

this

that people

hope

mean

for the future

think

To give the
people, we must

entity.

debate back to the

and individual

in the

time, continue to lower taxes.

Since the mid-1980s, this nation

tization

I

Congress has the courage to

reform the tax code and,

has been swept with a wave of priva-

hands of a fed-

in the

government

eral

we

reach retirement age.

Others, such as President Bush, are
pro-life.

on these issues soon, the

act

A

today.

pler than the current system. Since an

would

Security said that the program

their

would be on all consumer
goods and would again be much sim-

need to be

issues that

on

squander

their offspring, rather than

Security, and other socialistic pro-

initiated

19'

It

http://orient.bowdoin.edu

online!

t.
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Friday
Dean McEwen and Bradley Dinner
Come to a dinner in honor of Deans Craig
Bradley and Craig McEwen to thank them
for their service to the college.

Thome Dining Hall,

5:30 p.m.

Mixed Company

Come

to

an

opening held by

art

and Dan McGrath.
Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center,
7-9 p.m.
v
Hallie Mueller

A Capella
Spring Concert
The Longfellows

will give their

annual

spring concert. Miscellania will perform
afterward, with guest a capella group

Brown

The

Derbies, in the Druckenmiller

Atrium

at 8 p.m.

Bowdoin Chapel, 7 p.m.
The Water Projects
J.

Ed Araiza

Mike

presents his semester-long

With the

arrival of

warm weather,

flowers begin to

Andolino,

The Bowdoin Orient

bloom near Coles Tower.

residency with the SITI acting company.

Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,
8-10 p.m.

Monday

Sunday

Shabbat Candle Lighting
Johnson House, 6 p.m.

r

Sunday Mass
Bowdoin Chapel,

Winds Concert
Chamber Winds

i

Relax at a sei#£$ter1s?hd

concert, directed by Anita Jerosch.

4:30 p.m.

Tillotson

Room, Gibson Hall,
7:30-9 p.m.

Saturday

Tuesday

Iron Bear Triathlon
Support the participants of the triathlon

and duathlon, many of whom are Bowdoin
students and staff members.
Farley Field House,

Morning to Midday

Frances

f
Frances

Kamm Lecture

Kamm of Harvard

and

Is

"What Is
Not Wrong With Enhancement of

Human

Room 315,

Spring Gala
All students are invited to the

University will

deliver a philosophy lecture titled,

Capacities."

Searles Hall,

4-6 p.m.

2006

spring dance. Semi-formal or formal attire
is

acceptable.

Morrell Gymnasium, 9 p jn.-l

am.

Jazz Concert
Bowdoin Jazz Ensembles and the
Big Band will perform under the

Polar Jazz

direction

of Steve Grover.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts

Wednesday

Center, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Improvabilities
Bowdoin's comedy troupe

will

variety of improvised skits

perform a

and games.

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts

Thursday

Center, 9 p.m.

Martial Arts

The United

Once More, With Feeling
The

language department teaching fellows

will

hold a farewell party. All students are

invited.

Magees Pub, Smith Union,

9 p.m.

Jack

Show

Martial Arts Club, Tae

Kwon

Do, and Taiko Drumming will perform.
In Front of the Bowdoin Chapel,
1-3 p.m.

J

Drew Fulton, The Bowdoin

A pair of tree swallows rest in

Orient

the Scarborough marshes.

/

The

Camp BoBo Crier

Camp BoBo, Where Dreams Come
The most

True

newspaper on which to

reliable

May 12, 2006
Volume CXXXV, Mambo Number 5

largemouth bass

a

filet

wear pants College to divest
prompts trklean departure from student body
Mills's refusal to
by Tighty Whitey
program," said Dean of Student

by Jack Abramoff

Boxers or Briefs

whole new meaning

for

peer institutions identified long ago

campus

In the spirit

administrators.

of revising

responsibility, the

invest-

College has been

seriously re-examining

anymore, sources

ment

the Crier.

College administrators are fed up

undergraduates.

by

conducted

Dean for Academic Affairs
Craig McEwen, Dean of Student
pants.

that the

and Interim
Dean of Admissions Dick Steele all
philosophy as

reason for choosing to step

good

leges are

at liberal arts col-

for little

down mocha

sucking

more than

lattes

and play-

ing 'Halo.'"

ponents of divestment, President

Office

Barry Mills has recently formed

that

the

Panel

meet

presumptuous, wasteful, and tend to

the ethical

lack any real societal

tions of divestment.

utility.

Body

Student

for

The committee will
end of May to discuss
and economic implica-

Divestment.

dents are debauched, lazy, spoiled,

"Sometimes, you've got to recog-

down come July.

undergrads

that

In response to the outspoken pro-

of
shows
majority of Bowdoin stuthe

Research

Institutional

Affairs Craig Bradley,

cite Mills's pants-free

own

in its

invest-

its

This comes on the heels of a study

with the president's refusal to wear

their

its

ing policies in the interest of social

President Barry Mills has decided

not to wear pants around the office
tell

"Most of our

Affairs Craig Bradley.

Ethicist
Casual Friday has taken on a

at the

The

committee

nine-person

nize that there are things that are

comprises three faculty members,

is

more important than making good

two alumni, two

behavior prompted

returns," said Senior Vice President

President for

three dean vacancies this year, he has

and Administration and
Treasurer Katy Longley. "Endorsing

Volent,

Mills said that although he

unhappy

that his

—and no

no apologies

for Finance

intentions of

further clothing himself.

"They can

"And

said.

it

my

kiss

a culture of sloth, alcoholism, and
ass," Mills

pretentious

be easy since I'm

will

Buddy

Discussion

What's Your Favorite Color?

the Elf;

Dean

for

Bradley

Academic

Affairs Craig

McEwen and Dean

may be smiling on the outside, but inside,

certain reputation around this place.

according to Bradley.

Mills

he said.
"In a meeting one afternoon, he just
stood up and dropped trou. Then it

trying to challenge that"

The behavior
semester

—

is

—which

started last

getting worse,

.only

of Student Affairs Craig
they are downright disgusted.

"Those kids have got no work
tell

I

you," rasped Cratchet as

hag

sat

on her porch

one of her 27

petting

"They

cats.

activist

con-

need to get haircuts and join the

tingent of faculty and staff

who

Army."

Harvard

College, which have almost entire-

from their undergradu-

ly divested

"Now

get the hell off

my

porch!"

she added.

Students were invited to partici-

ate programs.

Please see

NO PANTS, page 4

"It's

about time

we

got with the

OKs shantytown College to renovate
on Quad to fix crunch
Res

Paula

curmudgeon

local

Dorothy Cratchet.
ethic,

the dusty old

divestment

cited other schools such as

happening more often."
"We sort of tolerated it when he

started

"It all started in the fall,"

about

was provoked by an

"I

is

is

not one of those things."

not wearing any pants."

dunk he's trying to supersede
my manhood," said Dick Steele.
"My name has always afforded me a

quasi-intellectualism

Vice

staffers,

Investments

and

Life

Please see DIVEST, page 4

West

East,

by Bob
The Builder

by Vinny Tortellini
Slum Lord

batteries the

After

The Office of

day the housing num-

Residential Life

with

consulting

administration

officials,

senior
Pacelli

authorized the building of a tem-

agreed to an interview. She said that

porary shantytown consisting of

while

40 thatched huts on the Quad

rary

in

an

attempt to alleviate the housing

The

crunch.

it

was

regrettable that tempo-

was

housing

Bowdoin

is

not the

necessary,
college to

first

College announced that
ovate East

Projects
Street

Don

Borkowski, the Coffin

date all

ments" (PPAs), will be
the summer.

mobile

its

residents.

trailers that

were

outfitted as

inches north, prompting the
renovation.

stu-

would be more aesif moved three

thetically pleasing

"Amherst, for example, brought in

starting tins

dorms, which opened to

called "provisional private apartbuilt over
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will

be com\
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die news,

all

of the
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to

make the move.
The Crier has
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"Thatched
and pur-

are, for all intents

that

Construction plans, approved

by
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an internal investigation of the hous-
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ing situation at the College after a
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trustee
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an "oct"
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that
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Projects
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be executed under the
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"This
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will

make

really solid,

for the huts' floors,"
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"Whoever

poses, just non-mobile trailers."

learned

pletely dismantled and rebuilt slightly

said size doesn't matter

has no idea what kind of difference
three inches can

make," Borkowski

said

Bowdoin

Student Government
(BSG) President DeRay Mckesson
'07 agreed

"Three inches

he said

Groups

strive to use

100 percent reused

sophomores and juniors who will

political rhetoric

refused comment,
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by Seamus OToole

and Bobby O'Shea
We're going to get drunk!
The College Republicans and

Can you find him?

College Democrats have had trou-

Not so hard

when we crop

common ground in the
but they have recently united

To

—

the

agreement rep-

principles

that

this

the

country

all,

how many

does

it

times in the Bible

mention forgiveness?"

"I think that the lack

of compro-

on," said Co-Chair of the College

mise in contemporary politics rep-

Republicans Alex Linhart '06. "It

resents this generation's cynicism

important

under

that

is

Americans unite

this initiative in the

name of

While the partisan organizations
emphasized that their teamwork in
this effort

and apathy toward positive social
change," added Chi.

The two groups were able

freedom."

does not suggest a com-

compro-

reach the accord
that the idea

rhetoric

when

political

plays to the Democrats'

general desire to promote sustain-

prehensive

mise, they did highlight the impor-

ability

tance of cooperation in politics.

desire to increase efficiency.

around the issue of recy-

Retroactive to the beginning

"We need

ideological

to put aside partisan

common

of the 2005-2006 academic year,

feuds for the sake of the

the groups have agreed to only use

good," said Co-Chair of the College

recycled political rhetoric.

Democrats Frank Chi

'07. "After

to

they realized

of recycling

past,

cling.

the Left

feel that tins

founding fathers built

ble finding

to rally

around him, huh?

"We
resents

A computer will generate a list of
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College plans to renovate East and West halls at the end of the
academic year to "mix things up a bit," a Crier investigation has found.

Partisans unite over recycling cause
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Randy Nichols disciplined for placing
1,000 snap bands in library books
Library employees quickly noti-

to save students' souls...

from

discovered that Nichols was indeed

be startled in this library."

Director of Security aims

Security about the unautho-

fied

rized

nigfat-time traffic

Bergman

activity.

said that

Nichols was of no help.
It

"Randy was

by 1987 called
Wants Its Fads Back

Sherrie.

don't know,

like, 'I

Super Snack has
been busy lately, and we're already
undercover
officers
sending
through Hawthorne-Longfellow to
to look into that.

Director of Safety and Security
Randall T. Nichols has been placed
on paid administrative leave for
inserting at least
1,000 snap
bracelets in targeted library books.

Since the case

a personnel

is

would

issue, administrators

typical-

ly not talk about it with the Crier.
However, Nichols came to the Crier
with his story and signed waivers
allowing the release of his personal
information as part of his campaign

to

make

his story public.

"Now I'm out trying to fight antisafety forces," Nichols said.

According to an affidavit, a copy
of which was given to the Crier,

He

Mills.

confronted
Nichols.
Nichols, who is incapable of
becoming physically agitated,
appeared to be slightly annoyed,
Mills said. Nichols noted that

on

are

book. com

public purposes by

because he wanted to

initially

skeptical

that

this

help save their lives."*

bands next to the

that"

non-fiction books that glorified vio-

just covered with

lence or substance abuse.

majority of the bracelets

pink snap bracelets everywhere.
However, once I noticed that he
only had pink bracelets, and the
bracelets in the library were of all
colors, I was confident that he was

stayed late after

not the perp," she said.

Patrons started finding the bands

within a few days of Nichols'

first

"We had three patrons come to the
circulation desk extremely intimidat-

ed and upset," Librarian Sherrie
Bergman said. 'They opened the
books and found something they did
not intend to find. The patrons were

We

do not allow people

to

right

do

to

initially

like

go

those same students could not

snap bracelet to be found on campus. I think they were last seen at
Beta House in the 80s. I knew he
kind of had a thing for 'em," Brown
said.

on using college property
proved public purposes.

he

that

said

secretly

reviewed surveillance footage and

Reflectix, Inc.,

Although Nichols

is

on

He plans

makers of the snap

to re-evaluate his future
is sure

Secretary

of

College

the

Poll:

"R* + L* = "dumbest

slogan ever," despite win
Eighty-eight percent of respon-

Republican National Committee
Dan Schuberth '06 upbraided a

dents in a

puppy yesterday, a Crier

Today Gallup

investiga-

slogan for the

tion has discovered.

One

student walking his nine-

week old Siberian Husky puppy
said Schuberth approached him and
started yelling in the cute, innocent

dog's face.

"That jerk was claiming

my new

puppy was a mut and not purebred,
even though she

is

purebred," said

"He just randomly

got in

the puppy's face

and

'You

think you're so

cute,

the owner.

Camp Bobo Crier/USA

yelled,

you think

you're so cute, but, you're just an

campaign

for

poll,

agreed that the

mock

congressional

Antwan

Phillips

'06

was

the

"Real, Real, and Loud,"

BCN

mat

his

Cam

by Orient Spy

The

closed-circuit

Davis '07, Kristen
Gunther '09, Emily Goodridge '08,

Mani

'07,

Absent:

1/26.

Carolyn Chu

'06,

MoUy Dorkey
'08, Dustin

'06,

Will

Brooks

'08,

Brown

Benjamin LeHay

pid.

And

what's with

It's

'08, Nathaniel

Andrew Edwards '09,
Elizabeth Gillespie '09, Mindy
Chism '06, Sam Dinning '09,

Second

in the ratings

Seventy percent of respondents in

average of five people watching

the poll also said they thought the

Martens '06 campaign had an "unreal-

voting day suggesting that Martens

focuses on gibbrish, with an aver-

would not only work

age of just three people watching

canine.

violence on campus, but mat he

"Dan Schuberth
cute, little puppies
it's

yelling

ALL of it

we have

"Mock

and active and honest

cussion about

it,

because

dis-

sucking

a

tant that

it's

on

to prevent sexual

would

have the power to single-handedly stop

think

is life. I

really important that

a real

at

is life. I

we

think

have a

it's

real

honest discussion about

really impor-

magazine

that

each episode.

"No one watching BCN
it's

have a

is life. I

really important that

real

we

and active and honest

discussion about

it,

because

it's

a

because

Bowdoin
Government
(BSG)
President DeRay Mckesson '07.

very real ways," said Bowdoin Student
Government (BSG) President DeRay
'07.

HYPE

very real issue that affects students

Bowdoin Student Government
DeRay
President
(BSO)

Mckesson

show

producer of the question-

and active and

a very real issue that affects students in

'07.

Last in the ratings was the

ably funded

think

congressional campaigns

very real issue that affects students in very real ways," said

Mckesson

each.

HYPE,
sent out emails

it,

it's

.?

were bor-

The dog has since responded to
the smell of donuts and Mongolian
Beef with whimpering both of
which Schuberth was eating while
young
the
attacking
verbally

The campaign

the next level

ing Democrats commercials about

racism, Iraq, and poverty, with an

istic" platform.

time Linhart did not oppose a

•Meeting adjourned.

my favorite movie ever!"

ugly mutt you biotch!"

—

first

resolution.

god, I loved it when
played '13 Going on 30,'

said Zachary Linhart '06. "I totally

Ben

College. The resolution
passed 1-0-25. Note: this was the
the

"Oh my

BCN

cried at the end."

'real'

Sophia

president of all four classes and of

semester. According to the Drudge
Report, an average of six people
watched each of the station's

runs a

all this

'06,

DeRay Mckesson.
•BSG voted to name Mckesson

Wanna Take Supersnack to

Bowdoin

so stu-

—

Chin

'07,

Tavel '08,

sounds like he stole the idea
from DeRay," said Frank Chi '07.

stuff?

Catrina

'06,

'07, Allison

Raymond

Abrams '08,
Mike Lobiondo '06.
•"Where the fuck is everybody?" asked BSG President
Carta '08, Jacqueline

a record-high in viewership this

that's just

who

in unison.

Michael McClellan '08,
•Attendance:

Cable Network (BCN) has reached

percent.
it,

"May God bless America," added

viewership ratings

movies.

"I just don't get

said Chi.

Seifert '09, Eric

We're Watching You

Cartagena

reach an all-time high

dumbest they had ever heard. The
poll surveyed 622 Bowdoin students
and had a margin of error of +/- 3

campaign on being loud?

"The College Democrats are a
and

will see this through to the end,"

Chi and Schuberth

Alexander Linhart

Schuberth lambastes puppy

said Schuberth.

Bowdoin Student Government.
Weekly Report

Kendall

Pines

said Chi.

"The College Republicans are a
and

Joe Brazzi '06, Ted Lyons '06,

News From Beneath The

mise can do for them, but what they
can do for political compromise,"

will see this through to the end,"

ness element.

Donahoe

Bowdoin Briefs

partisans ought

campus

strong, unified organization,

Shrinidi

currently

ing which

Fill

out a

comment card today!

!

in very real ways," said

Student

—Compiled by Your Mom.

dur-

make

seminating information to the pub-

because he wanted to help 'save

on

persevere," he said.

strong, unified organization,

for Nichols, he plans to

pilgrimage to the headquarters of

"Nichols utilized the College's

their lives,'" Mills said.

hill' will

said

'city

task.

role of the library."

property for public purposes by dis-

lic

Brown

for unap-

a

resolve,"

'08.

we will prevail. Our

the

plans will include a safety-aware-

the report, Nichols broke the policy

"But

staff

while there, but he

policy, the board said. According to

American

Zachary Linhart

said.

mix those with

said

students to comply with college

work together

"I have been to the mountaintop,"
Chi inexplicably added.
Still, the groups maintain that
their organizations are up to the

collection as bis vehicle," Mills

the social code section that requires

"Before Randy came to Bowdoin

never, ever

of

staff

its

bracelets.

be

involved.

that

and insert beer into library books,
he simply cannot use the library

suspicious

might

charged

essentially wants people

library's actions are independent

"We

to

a long struggle, one that

is

not to ask what political compro-

"to get hurt," she said that the

As

Mills noted that Nichols broke

supervisor

his

stand

I'll

"But much

[earlier this year], there wasn't a

placement.

startled.

Brown was
that

kegs.

President Barry Mills there and protect

I

safety-device

members.
"Each of us on the library
hold our own beliefs," she

his

often into the

Apartments

who

Nichols,

Bergman

be able

effectively.

"This will be a time of trial,

to hell."

"We would have

he hands out snap

and the place was

morning.

I

"go

warfare in the stacks," she said.

the personal views of

entered in office

when he
work on weekends,
wee hours of the

said

weekend and
him as

inserted the bands in fiction and

snap bracelets while he was on
duty, but said he disseminated the

cam-

stand with

February through April of this year.

Nichols said he inserted some

[I]

Street

He

helpful.

this

go to Pine

will

be

library will

said the

concerns

over whether or not the traditional

will test

Bergman

books. Otherwise, the place would

the snap bands in the library from

would

remove

defend his right to

Mike
more

Nichols admitted to disseminating

time to

continue to remove bracelets from

"And

tion to the public

I

pus," Mills said.

seminating informa-

investigation.

was

me some

fully

views on

of
Security Michael
Brown, who led an
'

Dan Schuberth '06.
Some critics have voiced

Party

snap bracelets.

bracelets."

him

express his safety

dis-

Director

"I

told

would

College's property for

Assistant

with

took

it

like this," said Vice
Chairman of the Maine Republican

"This

"I

proceeded to meet

"Yeah,

1

bootstraps

rivals will

administration.

Bergman said.
Bergman then

labor of student library employees

who removed the

RHETORIC, from page

them," said employee
Kathy Rollings '06. "But now I've

again,'"

library

in restitution for the

to only use recycled

political rhetoric

got this collection of like 300 snap

"Nichols utilized the

the

back $1,000

2006

Republicans pledge

rebuke from the

little

face-

in

be

leave, sources said he likely will

removed from his position and
placed on parking patrol.
He also will be ordered to pay

12,

College Democrats,

students routinely hand out free

beer with

individuals

find

who

immediately

referred the case to President Barry

Mills

don't think I've got time

I

responsible.

MAY

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
DINING SERVICES

FRIDAY,

MAY

12,
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Nichols teaches student

Tide behind Cippel heist

important

by Outkast
So Fresh and So Clean
Josh Cippel's

now famous

run-in

with a would-be robber earlier

was all

year

safety lesson
claimed to be a classmate fond of
Cleavage interrupted to express his

Director of Security strikes

—

this

student with Saferide van for

a public relations stunt

orchestrated by Tide manufacturer

Crier investigation has revealed.

by Jack Bauer

Tide hired local resident Eric

was

Cippel

instructed

to

Randy Nichols

hit

pretty good,"

unnecessary since

him," he continued.

I

like

when he rammed

but he deserved

his car into a stu-

it."

dent crossing Maine Street without a

snap band. The student, Matthew

for not attempting

Cleavage '07,

student.

at

Cippel has since signed a multi-

mean,

"I

Cleavage as much as the next guy,

was a

you know?"

real,

his seri-

ousness crossed the line Thursday

wasn't

it

it

gave him some help!" Nichols

"I

replied.

"That kid got what was coming to

But some on campus say

attack.

"He clocked me

about

serious

is

pedestrian safety.

of Tide to thwart the simulated

little

said.

help!"

Tillotson in the face with a bottle

Tillotson said. "I thought

Wyden

have just stopped to

Bad Ass
Director of Safety and Security

be the victim.

to

him
"You should
give him some

band, you didn't need to run

over!"

Tillotson to fake the robbery and

paid Cippel

displeasure with Nichols.
"If Tommy wasn't wearing a snap

wear snap band

failing to

Gamble (PAG), a

Proctor and

3

NEWS

condition

is in critical

Some

Parkview Hospital.

bystanders faulted Nichols

CPR on

wasn't about to put

"I

the fallen

my

lips

on

million-dollar endorsement deal

Nichols told the Crier that he ran over

P&G The deal includes print
ads and a TV-spot with a reenactment starring actor Steve Buscemi

the student to demonstrate the impor-

to

tance of wearing the reflective bands.

something

"The student wasn't wearing a
snap band. So I plowed him over," he

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) President DeRay Mckesson

with

as the assailant.

"We hope
what

said.

Cippel can do for Tide

said Mitchell Sternbaum, director

P&G

of communications for

fishy

if

'08,

when he heard
was

Tide.

"He's always been a Cheer man.
never seen him use Tide

that

said. "I think

we have

it's

life,"

is

really important

a real and active and

honest discussion about

—

Nichols,

it,

because

a very real issue that affects stu-

it's

dents in very real ways."

Hazlett to leave post,

«S

I've

in public."

"Vehicular manslaughter

he

they do not wear their snap bands,

During the Crier's interview with
John Wyden '07 who

ON*

that the brand

of detergent Cippel used to fend of
the assailant

do

I

supported Nichols's actions.

'it's vital that* students realize that

they will get hit by a car," he said!

roommate,
Kenny
knew something was

Cippel's

Loggins

"Let this serve as a lesson to the

"That's just not

the criticism.

student body."

guy did for Subway,"

that fat

Cleavage," said Nichols in response

before," said Loggins.

College to replace professors
with automated fact machines
by

C3PO

"HowanCyborg Relations
Under mounting pressure from cam-

would do enormous harm to the freedom of expression in classrooms on

about preventing academic bias, we're

campus," said McEwen. "Then

sacrifice."

thought about

it

for a

pus conservatives, the College has

realized, hey, this

announced

laughably stupid after

that in order to ensure ped-

little

idea

I

may

not be

all!"

replaced with preprogrammed automa-

Chown

professor Eric

RoboCup

an

ideal that deserves

were enthusiastic

when we've presented a

McEwen

recommendation to the administration,

and manufacture of

they've just patted us on the head and

taped our proposal to the fridge," said

the current faculty.

Vice President of

Dean

incoherent," according to

for

The

decision

The automatons, or "RoboProfs"

eliminate

to

as

Brooks

McEwen has tentatively dubbed them,

the

on

BSG Affairs

BSG

added

Deray Mckesson

monotone akin to the
speaking voice from the program

an important issue and

electronic

Dustin

"Fully automated surrogate profes-

will emit factual information

relevant to each class's curriculum in

an

be the

Dean

by as

well.

sors are life,"

'07.

President

"Academic bias is
important

it's

Hazlett

case for a ninja sword and grappling

hook as she travels
become a ninja.

to Japan to

For many, Hazlett 's decision came
as a surprise.

knew Dean

Hazlett to

dean,"

colleague

said

Student

Affairs

"However,

I

Dean of

Craig

Bradley,

never knew she had the

mat we have a real and active discussion

thirst for

Bowdoin should

SimpleText Because any sort of prede-

about

a very real issue

all ninjas. I

termined sequencing of the informa-

that affects students in

very real ways."

her aspirations to learn the deadly

brainchild *of radical

tion

activist

conservative

David Horowitz.

Although

BSG

to adopt the bill,

it

pretation

rejected a proposal

did

recommend

formation of an "academic bias
dent group."

"At

first I

would represent

inci-

.

thought that such a group

pletely

emissions will be com-

i

bring

be extremely

it's

Bowdoin one

"I can't believe
difficult for

BSG

proposal

students to take notes on lectures," said

he

McEwen, "But when we're

robots."

talking

I

ever thought the

first

considering

that drives

can only wish her well

in

art

fridge.

dents highlight about 10 percent of

by Screech Powers
I love you, Lisa

in Hazlett 's

behavior that dis-

the text, IS percent at most,"
said. "It's not that she's a

Kommel

Frances

First-year

attempted to synthesize her reading
notes in preparation for an

exam this

She

Kommel
because

Foreign Policy was
her

thing

I

at least

on the

it

seemed

that every-

was reading was important or
had the potential to show up

final,"

Kommel 's

Kommel

said.

.

highlighting offense

was for her Chinese Foreign Policy
class with Assistant

Government

Professor of

and Asian

Studies

Lance Guo.
'

"I usually

Chinese

first Asian

Class, she

recommend

that stu-

Studies

was

"I've had this problem

Baldwin Learning

"1 pretty

much

pretty

and

high-

"Probably the

first

hint

was when

According

clan to join.

new

which

in

to

this

me,

Kommel '09

said

go through
in general

this

students

had been the "worst case yet"

nized the problem early

in

the

star,

the ninja

and ninja

soon see the

results

"I guess

I

deserve whatever grade

Kommel.

"It

was my mis-

take, and now I'm going

face the consequences."

to

have

to

and

kicking ass.

Bowdoin Student Government
President DeRay Mckesson '07 said
he will miss Hazlett's presence

around campus.
"Faculty leaving to

that

I

think

we have

cussion about
real

it's

become

ninjas

really important

a real and active disit,

because

it's

a very

issue that affects students

in

very real ways," he said.
In an

takes her final next week.

get," said

ninja brethren, pillaging villages

is life.

out on her own," she said.
will

raid through rural Japan with her

that

have an intervention,

of her over-highlighting when she

I

recog-

it

Kommel

than most people

might think"

Kommel 's roommates

tried to

to figure

of,"

Barnhart.

"More

her highlighting goes over the top, but
that this

"She must have gone through an
box of highlighters this year,"
said Kommel 's roommate, Cati
Miller '07. "It wouldn't have been so
bad if she had used pencil. But highentire

"We figured she was going to have

nothing to

be ashamed

become a master of

After training, Hazlett hopes to

neon."

year students.
"It's

Frances

first-

to

stick.

cerns," said Sarah Herz '09.

*
lot.

will then begin her training

grail" for ninjas. Hazlett also plans

sword, the ninja

textbook as "a sea of

problem for

was a

She then plans

mountains of Japan,

will search out a ninja

Kommel 's

lighter is permanent."

case

was a lot," said
Kommel.
Kommel admitted that

text

but she wouldn't listen to our con-

this case

year.

semester, describing the pages of

"We

I

to reach enlightenment, the "holy

Kommel 's issue
is
a
common

me, which in

was when

sources, Hazlett

to

to travel to the

ing her sandwich out of the group

new

to

that

plans to don her ninja gear at the end

where she

Barnhart said that

highlight everything
that's

Teaching

Center Elizabeth

the material.
"I

much

—

froze

of the academic

life.

light everything that's

unfa-

much of

miliar with

"At the time,

Kommel.

need help,"

since freshman year of high school."

said that*

assigned reading, rendering efforts

important passages

said

I

Director of the

highlighted nearly 60 percent of her

utterly futile:

bad person.

just seriously crossed the line

admit to myself that

here."

week, only to realize mat she had

to distinguish

Guo

it

she karate-chopped Ginette for eat-

much

think I've finally started to

"I

off.

Bern Levesque. "But when she cut
computer in half with a sword

because

She

Student highlights way too

it

who was uncon-

that

For others, they saw subtle signs of
change

Everyone just laughed

Except Ginette,

scious," said administrative assistant

knew."

played her dreams of the ninja

was a waste of time,"

said, "without

power and battle

of the ninja."

step closer to

achieving a superior academic system.

randomized

"It will

because

McEwen said that this initiative will

subjective inter-

and violate the doctrine of

neutrality, these

the

it,

Dean of Student Affairs
and future ninja Margaret Hazlett
coworkers no longer.
Associate

will terrorize

be a hardworking and dedicated

adopt the Academic Bill of Rights, the

ing whether or not

of

After years of dedicated service to

"I always

favor of the machines

topics

will live

'08.

College's current, sentient faculty in

grew out of discussion among members of Bowdoin
Student Government (BSG) concern-

that all

will soon

plans to trade in her laptop and brief-

"In the past,

160 humanoid automatons to replace

Academic A flairs Craig McEwea

and

Associate

that

seriously.

and Bowdoin's

team,

words

Bowdoin College, Dean

directed the design

robotics

These are the words

ninjas live by,

took one of their recommendations

ing class curricula "impartial, if a tad

mat will dispense information rel-

Honor, endurance, sufferance, and
respect.

College administration finally

that the

evant to certain topics of study, render-

tons

by Leonardo and Rafael
Turtles in a Half Shell

Student Affairs Margaret Hazlett

BSG members

while, and

With help from computer science

agogical neutrality, professors will be

talking about

pursue career as ninja

interview with the Crier,

Hazlett said that while she will miss

Bowdoin, she looks forward

new

to her

career path.

"I'm living the dream," she

said.
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Mills's

pants-free policy* frustrates,
infurates top college administrators

NO PANTS, firm page 1

"I figured

my only option was

it

on Fridays. But

getting

just

this is

ridiculous,"

said

he said.
Bradley noted that his new orga-

McEwen.

nization's

leader,

Aga Khan

In an interview with the Crier,

Mills said his recent interest in

IV,

spiritual

leader

typically

wears

pants.

join the "crunchy granola" kids in the

thatched huts.

decried

his

colleagues'

They

will be charged
of $4,000 for hous-

the standard rate

according to the Bursar of the

ing,

The decision

College.

Mills

1

to

flee the country,"

just did

Res Life to alleviate housing crunch with thatched huts
SHANTYTOWN. from page

normal

to charge the

shack students was

rate to

nudity came about after attending
an informal social gathering at
Smith House earlier this academic

lack of tolerance.

Mills said, "but

charge students living in one type of

The house's subtle and cleverly named 'Naked Party' triggered
memories of his earlier days at the

shove and the

housing more then students living

year.

College.

"When

Barry's Board of Trustees

days were over,

I

thought his naked

days were over, too,"
said.

McEwen

"Sure they

are they?

Bradley and

McEwen

told the

Crier that renaming their weekly
senior staff meeting

"The Pants

"That jerk

still

showed up

in his

drawers," Bradley said.

Leaving Bowdoin
enough for Bradley.

not

hours

in the

union has more than

since

"pants-free

"Nudity

is

he

the

decided

way

is life,"

that

to be."

—and

vantages

est

and active and hondiscussion about it, because it's

dents

very

in

real

ways,"

their
is

after discovering that the meetings

proximity to academic

According
placed

be

conflicted with the "O.C."
Still, some members of the community are worried that divesting
from the student body would have a
more negative economic impact

near

many people think.
"Bowdoin students are

students to interview because this

was reported before noon on
The one student who

a weekday.

was awake, BSG President DeRay
Mckesson '07, was surprisingly
supportive of divestment.

than

a

key

"Divestment from the student
is life," he said. "I think that
really important that we have a

he

said. "I

working on

mean,

refurbish-

Although not swathing

"They

are going

are

be

to

structures,

going

very real ways."

and we are

thatch, dirt,
electric

but

looked

at

guess thai the

PPAs

are

a

little dif-

and water, and have no

power, running water, or

How

could they be

Student

When
PPAs,

plumbing, but their proximity to aca-

shanty-

towns from around the world

demic buildings

is

a

would work
idea was
^vetoed by Pacelli on aesthetic grounds. Thatch seemed like
well,

but

tin

"

definite plus.

Director of Residential Life

After hearing about the

Students
filed

for

a

student

at

the

Super

"The shantytown

is

life,"

Student
Bowdoin
Government (BSG) President DeRay
said

the

referring to a standard

constructions

new

the

to

about

alcohol.

Pacelli

that

next best option," he said.

ing,

Kim

a

asked

Snack vomited. It was unclear
whether this was a reaction to
the mud huts or the result of

and concluded that cheap
corrugated

reaction

friend-

shantytown has been mixed.

ferent though since they don't have

meet

to

code," Borkowski said.

"We

"I

Board of Trustees claiming that the
environmentally
were
PPAs

you would

certified

made of

fuck? These shacks are

"These structures have

LEED

ly?"

real issue that affects students in

the College,

not been

more environmentally

Bowdoin

body from

unfriendly.

plumbing.

sion about

"If you eliminate the student

unity,

stu-

regulations.

sor David Vail.

and active and honest discusit, because it's a very

town on the Quad will spark campus

meet all municipal

body
real

temporary shantyrounds of kumbaya, and s' mores.

Pacelli suspects that the

dents in luxury, the huts will

market for local organic growers,
North Face retailers, and alcohol
merchants," said economics profes-

it's

Kim

outraged," yelled Ruth Morrison '07,

ing Walker never complained."

they

Crier had difficulty finding

Walker Art

the

Jabba the Hutt, Tatooine

Director of Residential Life

"That should really be sufficient

temporary

article

Borkowski, three

to

Building.

businesses like Wild Oats
Bakery and Uncle Tom's Market go

The

little

Port-a-John mobile bathrooms will

right in the tank," he said.

see

are a

sheepishly.

a definite plus."

for the students,"

said.

added

plumbing," Pacelli

"But

are no dif-

PPAs

though since they don't have

different

"I think" it's really important that

a real

PPAs

the

"I guess that the

buildings

he said.

Student body "key market" for local
organic farmers, alcohol merchants
l

in

ferent," she said.

Mckesson

pate in the panel, but they declined

to

fair

'07 defended Mills's behavior, say-

ing that attendance at Mills's office

the contractors

DIVEST, from page

was

it

another type of housing. Each type of

They discriminate."

a very real issue that affects stu-

was

didn't feel

housing has advantages and disad-

we have

Party" was unsuccessful.

"We

good game,"

a

when push comes to
pants come off, where

Bowdoin Student Government
(BSG) President DeRay Mckesson

tripled

•

easy, according to Pacelli.

talk

hous-

Sustainable

a petition with the

are

by which new
classified

as

When

LEED
for

Mckesson

'07.

"I think it's really important that

"green."

asked about the lack of

certification,

Finance

and

Vice President
Treasurer

S.

"What

the

Catherine Longley said,

we have

a real and active and honest

discussion about

Give us a call today to find out how
it feels to be a real mule.

because

it's

very real ways," Mckesson said.

Colby Community College

Now offering online courses.

it,

a

very real issue that affects students in

-H
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TOILET READIN'

by A. Ukelele
Orient Writer #24043

'Buck' Johnson '86, on his way
New York City, decided to

responded, perplexed.

take a walk in Pakistan's capital

American

all started with dead bird
and a delayed flight. As
Pakistan
International
Airlines flight 391 taxied
away from Terminal B at
Karachi International Airport, a
bird was sucked into one of its
engines. The flight, supposed to
depart at 8 a.m., was delayed for
seven hours. Passenger Waldo

city

and see the

locally

It

made

Perusing

sites.

trinkets,

man

interrupted by a

he was

frantically

trying to find something in the
store and repeating

man

The

to

pulled

flag out

home
small

a

to

New

York,

"There's really a gap between

supply and demand when
to flags in Karachi," a

asked, surprised.

chuckling.

some Arabic

"Yes yes, big

man

flag,

white," the

The man approached Johnson
and asked him a question with

man

that he did not

great urgency.

flag

on him.

blue,

red,

replied.

Apologizing, Johnson told the

On

Johnson

have a

the long plane

full-size

ride

back

Johnson

relayed the story of his encounter.

his pocket

and made hand gestures indicating
he wanted a larger version.
"You want a flag?" Johnson

phrase.

"I don't speak Arabic,"

of

sitting

next to

comes

it

businessman

him responded,

Always an entrepreneur at heart,
Johnson thought there might be a
profit to be made from selling flags
in

Karachi.

International

Please see

Flag

FLAGS, page 6

Waldo 'luck* Johnson '86 has made a fortune soiling flags to tho Arab world. Tapping into a previously unfulfilled pro-U.S. and pro-Zionist sentiment that runs strong
from Tehran to Tripoli, Johnson soils thousands of full-sized American and Israoli flags every month. Recently, as support for tho U.S. and Israol has grown, Johnson
has started to sell effigies of George W. Bush and Ariel Sharon for people to keep in their homos as a sign they support tho foreign policy stances of tho two countries.

McDreamy: Herpes

Dr.

that never stops giving

the

gift

Ask

McDreamy

Dr.

Patrick Dempsey, T.V.M.D.

Dudley Coe Health Center
pdemp8ey@bowdoin.edu

sure to be on

of

unprotected sex duringfinds week, espe-

peo-

many students' minds as the

recent

has

shown

beer,

booze,

plelabntknow.

cocaine, mari-

Should

juana,

I

four years. In speaking to the senior

be

worried about

the

Senior week

may come and

over
counter

stays forever... And

reunion

it

but herpes

go,

remember, at your

yet,

but

it's

hasnt found

even more fucked up find-

med-

allergy

ications, pre-

ually transmit-

scription pain

ted

and/or cholesterol mediations,

ing out that you are
MAM'S,

a

father.

Senior week may come and go, but herpes

Adderal, heroin, gjue fumes, crack, and

stays forever. Herpes

be okay? I've

heavy water may lead

on

been hearing a

stale

lot

or

will I

it

of mind

engage

about her-

pes. Is

that

to

an unfavorable

could cause

Oefim? I

some

to

in unprotected sex that could lead

to the contraction of HPV, an

a good

or badHng because k sounds

acronym tor

acfiscaac that sucks to have, let

me toll you

giving.

reunion

it

is

the gift that keeps

And icmauba

,

k

truly

hat been a

your

first

are (he only one in your

found a job yet, but

it's

dam mat hasn't

even more fucked

up finding out mat you are a father.

While no method of protection

Fmalry,Iwouldalaetoccflpatulateour
eniccL

at

might seem bad realizing you

wanttohavefimbutbesejedomgit!

—BMW

first

might seem bad realizing you are

the only one in your class that

a job

unwanted preg-

infections

I

:

nancy and sex-

(STls),

men

must, however, quote the great Aristotle in

like

that

mixing
hard

I

of ointments for

anal warts and gonorrhea over these past

saying "don't be a fool. ...wrap your tool."

A
lot

prescribing various types

you.

study

I was planning on having a

pleasure running your STI piss tests and

Hiya there, B.M,

Thank you for your letter. I think you
addressed many important points that are
school year ends, especially for idiots

Dear Dr. McDreamy,

cially with

is

Dr.Mc£Jreatny,T.VMD.

is

perfect,

condoms provide

defense against sexually transmitted infections.

a solid

5

6

Alum

sells

American,

FLAGS, from page 5

in

Saudi Arabia, and the

born.

grew
To

Iran, Libya,

UAE, IFIC

include the American flag (or Israeli
flag),

From the age of 10,

sold

Johnson's

great

surprise,

"I

thought there would be a huge

needles for a few cents to the thou-

demand

sands of "diabetics" who lived on
the street in Brooklyn, Johnson had

flags in

for

lighter,

"I think tetherball is really getting

American and

Amman," Johnson

Israeli

be popular in the Middle East,
which explains why our customers
would want a pole," he added.
Although a largely successful

said. "I

international businessman,

a knack for finding successful busi-

has,

ness ideas.

connection to the United States.

Johnson.

Basing his business strategy soleon what he learned in Economics
101 at Bowdoin, Johnson bought

500 American flags in bulk and sent
them to a friend in Karachi.
"I asked him to try to sell some to
gauge interest," Johnson told the
Crier in an interview. "My friend, he

—

me a few hours later in the
middle of the night New York
time and told me he had sold all
500 flags."
Johnson knew then and there he
had stumbled upon a huge unfulcalled

—

filled

demand.

"I got this feeling that

IFIC was

going to be big. Real big," he said.
Utilizing the burgeoning capabilities

a

of the

web

internet,

store.

Johnson opened

In conjunction with

lighter fluid for

said.

mean, Jordan has diplomatic relations with Israel and has a strong

ly

some

to

certain countries such as Jordan.

grandmother's extra

a

the grill and a metal pole," Johnson

rapidly.

IFIC's sales have been lackluster in

when he

I

would have thought

my sales would

have been strongest

there."

IFIC has not sold a single effigy
of either Bush or Sharon to any
Jordanian customers.
"Part of what

makes IFIC so suc-

cessful is the loyalty of our cus-

"So many of
tomers," Johnson
them come back to buy second,
third, and fourth American flags. I
said.

inexplicably,

cut

nus of

this institution" the

"I've crafted a business that
has allowed thousands of people
around the world to express their

—the
—

support of the United States

incorporated a

new

gift

package

product.

"Our new
includes

a

all

patriotic

line

of

gift

baskets

the essentials needed for

backyard

BBQ. We

and
democracy in

leading force for democracy
the Middle East"

back of our customers," Johnson
said, noting that IFIC recently

College

said.

were so

patriotic."

with

spokesman said in statement.
"I'm really perplexed," Johnson

for Israel—the only

also deeply value the feed-

Bowdoin

ties

"The College no longer recognizes Buck Johnson '86 as an alum-

just wish that people in the U.S.

"We

MAY 12, 2006

Arab world

Israeli /lags to

numbers

toll-free

Import Corporation (IFIC) was

his diabetic

FRIDAY,
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TOILET READIN'

Johnson

is

sorry that the College

has cut off relations with him but
remains passionate about IFIC's
mission.
"I will continue to provide an
outlet for people to express their

love

of freedom

liberty,"

he

said.

—

their love

of

which,
effigy of President George W. Bush sold by IFIC
to
according to Johnson, "allows people all over the world
show their support lor the President and his bold policies to
bring freedom and liberty to the world."

An

;

*'
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PRETENSION*

Play

honors project, receives

feel

'A'

makes audience

confused, cultured

by Frasier Crane
Probably Understood

out having to admit their confusion
to

It

An

night

last

in

Pickard

major plus

in

attendance.

objective

making

the

of

Both the per-

be more open."

banana-

"J think the

enough that it
gave an ego boost
to those who saw
ble

itself,

says

a

That's what

"I

think

the

symbolism,
itself,

says a

it

was

about, right?

It

was

McClain

Senior Shit-Shows
(and hopefully

First

in

one onlooker before vomiting

a

last)

series

and that evolved into showing the

Eat Purina?,

follow dogs around for long enough,
you find that shit varies by breed,
color, size, and a lot of other factors

gets

decided against exploring, for

obvious reasons. Honestly, though,
think a lot of it depends on food.

not

Over the course of the semester,
a number ofseniors have presented
art exhibitions.

Camp BoBo
Ben Merd

This week,

the

down

with

Crier sat
'06,

whose fecally

inspired art recently

from

ors

the

won high hon-

Department of Visual

Arts.

senior

inspired

shit,

it,

project.

What

and how did you exe-

I

found with

feel like

be on display out-

and

the

Department of Health
declares it a health hazard.

Maine

officially

the

plot as an obsta-

in
lot,"

about a banana?

bigger

Yeah. The banana

I

picture,

think our

audience feels the

same way."
The absence of

was deep."

'08.

what

and

it

coherence within
Patrick

McClain

the

I

It's

don't worry, but if

this

I'll

did you choose the

did? What aspects of
medium do you enjoy

medium you
your

new medium,

my goals.

met

I

CBC: Why
artistic

that aren't achievable through other

BM: My

lack of a better

a piece of shit.

it's

I

like to

art,

some-

thing along the lines of the contro-

showed in New
a few years ago-

onlooker's comment, as

my

has a

expression.

at

Think like that, except
No. 2 and minus the crucifix. I first
got the idea when I overheard
someone say, "Wow, what a piece
of shit," to an oil paint and charcoal piece that I did. At first, I was
little

hurt, but then

I

realized that

obviously she had no concept of art

it

I

really started to get

lot to offer in

I

dirt

found that

terms of artis-

not something

It's

other people, especially artists

Bowdoin, have thought

really enjoyed

work

with paint, but
filled

so

I

slate to

how many

people

a display with shit and

seen the potential under

CBC: What do you
to take

of,

having a clean

Everyone's done stuff

with.

have

that

already

I

and get some

fingernails,

shit

York galleries

that crucifix placed in a

in

my

tic

many

remember

once

hands

under

versial pieces that

jar of urine?

reason for choosing

first

medium was because of

the

stated, but

it?

think of it as progressive

it

all?

want people

away from viewing your

project?

BM:

hope

I

that people will be

and couldn't make a judgment on

able to realize that though some-

my

thing might

painting like that.

Still,

I

fig-

seem

like a piece

ured I'd give her what she asked

shit

for.

around long enough, you

CBC: What were

your goals for

at

first

of

glance, if you stick

see the art in

it.

start to

Just don't

com-

Did you meet those
goals? Did they change during the

plain about the flies or the smell,

process?

experience. People need to broaden

the project?

BM: My
show
in

" will

VAC bathroom until everyone

dysentery

us,"

people are able to see the variety that

Describe

Crier:

art

Ben Merd: For
term,

a

dog

all

side the

see

media?

Camp Bobo
your
cute

Merd's exhibition, "Does Your Dog

diversity that's present in shit. If you

that I

by Mr. Hanky
Christmas Poo

by many observers.

in a nearby garbage can.

"I

contin-

play somewas about, right?
what
baffled
Confused Theatergoer
It
was about a
Jenny Carlin '08.
"
banana?
"It
was
Yeah.
very.nontraditional," said Carlin,
The banana was deep."
When asked exactly what he felt
pausing as she searched for a word.
the banana symbolized, McClain
"Actually, forget that. It was weird.
replied, "What? Well, I mean,
I didn't get it."
Performers and audience members
bananas are kind of phallic. Maybe
reacted to Carlin 's comments by heckhad something to do with that. I
ling her as intellectually "stumpy.
don't think that it was supposed to
"Stick to Comedy Central, you
be just one thing. That defeats the
gleeking, fool-born clotpole."
universality of the play. Obviously."
Carlin may be in the minority of
McClain and several other audience members left Pickard to drink
those who saw the play and didn't
prefer her shallow superiority to
Chai tea, smoke clove cigarettes,
admitting that the play was way too
and further discuss existentialist
confusing for anyone to undercommentary in "La Vie Banane."
stand. In a final act of defiance, she
Most of the discussion, however,
said, "I don't even like Chai tea
centered on trying to figure out
anyway.'
what the hell just happened with"That's

extraordinarily vivid," said

for

Roberts
ued.

major

a

focus

Patrick

said

is

the

Plot

it.

cle to getting the

banana-related

Courtesy of Ben Merd "06

about

wasn't
lot.

it.

as "shitty"

"What was

plot? Don't worry

related symbolism, in

pro-

duction inaccessi-

makes you

it

supposed to put you outside
your comfort zone and realize
where you could
"It's

the play achieved
its

the

play as a

production.

their

think," said Laurent Roberts '07.

formers and the

audience
members agreed that

in

"Everything about

Theater,

bringing culture and confusion to
all

anyone not in attendance.
The performers highlighted

inaccessibility of the

original play presented by
Department of Theater and
Dance, "La Vie Banane" premiered

the

Mart** project, which somehow took him the entire semester, has been lauded

7

HIPSTERS

Artist presents 'Piece of Shit'

"The piece

4*

THE CAMP BOBO CRIER

2006

my

primary goal was to

innovative

artistic ability

working with a new medium,

since

part of the

it's

whole viewing

their artistic horizons,

project

doing

makes me

my

and

feel

part in that.

this shit

like

I'm

Some Asshole

The Department of Theater and Dance's most
ble to

you or

I,

in

a Turtleneck for the

Camp BoBo Crier

recent production, "La Vie Banane," though incomprehensi-

has been described as "brilliant" and "masterful" by smarter people.

I

8
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Barq's might have bite, but

moonshine will change your
attempted to eat a chain-link fence.

This drink not only made me lose
my wits, but threw them away in a

by Luke

dumpster

Wilson

and

two brews
against each other in a battle of wits
(how fast you lose 'em) and a test of
strength (measured by how hard
you vomit after the first sip).
Today's

Moonshine—($20
bottle that

I

you

them up
them on fire.

setting

what

forget

still

the

three road signs, a baby

brain.

spoke

get the turpentine-free ver-

that

I

dust that

noia,

and

also found

had impregnated a

ed on passersby and
chanted anti-elf slo-

Irish.

I

This brew has

make

from most vendors, but free if you
lick it off of the bathroom floor)
This was a dark, brilliant lager

as well as half of

life

saw

sip,

I

took another

Jesus 's eyes, and then

roof,

brought

me

I

I

was

finally airlifted off the

what stars

to edge of oblivion

and back. Barq's, the fine brewers
of this specialty concoction, have
truly found heaven in a bottle.

including the ones that were, apparently, potty-trained.

life.

like.)

with a hint of sweetness. Its beautiful brown bottles and dark elixir of

my thoughts
my brain cells,

pixies that steal

When

gans.

Barq's Root Beer—($1.00

by a squirrel, I took
another sip and promptly forgot my
childhood. The third sip killed the
little

my

(I forget

assaulted

on

roof of Howell, urinat-

changed

love to a tree. After being

hell

sugar, climbed to the

cart.

look

drunk as

I,

men who

little

golf

drink,

that

fairy

thoughts from my
After a minor
bout of severe para-

which I tasted
before the first but just remembered
now, was Grade A, Wilkinson-made
moonshine. After the first sip, I
took off all my clothes and tried to

The second

the

was gleaning

my

baby, a fully

porpoise

three tiny

sion)

pixies

little

came from

grown

I

circles trying to catch

my

As for
the vomiting, when I
woke up, I vomited up
rattle, the

trip

more

life

Heaven happens to be somewhat
opaque and little sticky, but there is
nothing like it. After a hundred
cases of this stuff, I found myself
jumping in tiny little

parents look like.

for a 20-liter

bought while on a

to Warrington, Pennsylvania,
if

I

taste test pits

of octopus sputum

full

ripping

after

BLACKED OUT

bled into

I

slipped and tum-

a bed of soft pillows

which carried

me home. While on

my sugar high, I seem

to

remember

befriending Erik Tillotson after a
lengthy, sensual foot-rub.

ber introducing him to

I

my

rememfriends

of East Hall, but,
oddly enough, he ended up feeling
sexually harassed and he left. (A

on the

first

zillion out

floor

offour

stars).

Professor "$Dolla
What

too open?

album ever

the best

Normally

say

I'd

Wagner's four-opera cycle "Der
Ring des Nibelungen," but I
guess it depends on the mood. I
gotta go with 2pac's "All Eyez
on Me." That is some bomb-ass
shit.

What

is

band

the best

to see

live?

DBW:
crunked
apt

Bill $" Watter son

one

Well, I'm usually too
at concerts to

judgment as

to the quality of

the performer, but

remember

I

took shrooms and saw

one time

I

Eminem

rap about

kill his

how he want-

wife.

I

was

this is totally like

like

Except

when

Eminem was

more eloquent than

fool!"

had comin'. Sophocles, what!
What song brings you down?
DBW: Weak-ass classical.
it's ma boy Wagner or
maybe some early Beethoven.
If you were the dictator of a
small country, what would be your

Unless

national anthem?

DBW: "Money and Power" by
My dictatorial palace

Big Tymers.

would make Camelot look like the
Pyncheon Manor! What up, MTV
Cribs?
Ifyou were onstage with a mic in
front of thousand of screaming
people, what would you say?

DBW: "Anybody

wanna

get

HIIIIIIIGH!?"

Dolla

the Bard.

Bill's

show,

"Gangsta

Hip-Hop for the Shakespeare
Aficionado, " can be heard from

Holla Detroit!

What song pumps you up?

DBW: That song from "Office
Space" by the Geto Boyz. The
'-*

still

think of 'Oedipus Rex.'

That motherfucker got what his ass

Claudius thought Hamlet killed
his wife."

"Die, motherfuck-

motherfuckers,

Makes me

make an

the music, or even the identity of

far

that's like,

ers, die,

DBW:

"whoa,

little

is

created?

ed to

Campus a

WEEK

DJ OF THE

10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Fridays
on WBOR 91.1 FM.
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The Camp Bobo Crier Endorses:
Sandor Polster
Baileys Irish

Cream

Estes Lobster

House

Simply Divine Brownies

Sesame bagels

Randy Nichols's voice

Randy Nichols
Strawberry soup

kobenhavn
Eileen

Call on Us

Mike Brown
Belgian beer
Slovenia

NATIONAL

Sapporo Restaurant

Murphy the dog
Pat

RENT-A-FENCE

Wild Turkey

Disrupting the lives of

Shere Punjab

college students since 1946

Super Snack

Special pricing available
for surrounding entire

555-2424

(207)
_i_j
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Borat
Ermines

Scrabble

The Blue Angels
Free Cone Day
Airbus A380
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BALLIN'
action-posed statues

Life-like,

We have a golf team?

?

Tomas Fortson

by John Daly
Recovering Alcoholic

erected as tribute to fitness

phone

Thanks

men's golf team's

performance

stellar

Division
the

to the

III

with

Tiger

Woods.

When news of the

tournament bid

reached current and prospective students, the response was,

We

anyone

tell

Woods flew the
home in Orlando for
his

wife,

personal

the fuck

me?"

and provided them

on

"Golf team?

Why

have a golf team?

didn't

his

to

the tournament

with caddies

golf course.

His

supermodel Elin Nordegren,

massaged

all

the players after their

rounds and joked with them about

nude pictures

the scandal involving

of her on the Internet.

When

asked to

provide more details about this special

captain

treatment,

Brandon

Malloy '07 was enraged
his
that

that one of
team members divulged even
small amount of information

and simply

said,

"What happens

in

Though Malloy may be unhappy

The inexplicably weuVdressed statues, depicting James D. Baumberger and Evan S. Kohn racing the co-hosts of YVBOR's
Randy Nichols and Mike Brown were installed yesterday in the center of the parking lot outside Dudley Coe.

"Listen!"

with the leaks from the tournament,
his

team has seen recruitments sky-

rocket since the team stepped off the

plane from Orlando.

Frisbee apparently Rourke:

policy and

why Hatch

library."

is

the

many

Instead,

demand meetings with

Fortson.

sometimes accompanied by death
threats towards the smaller tour
guides.

The tour guides, Malloy, and
Fortson are not the only ones suffer-

mandatory screening of
"Happy Gilmore," accompanied by
After a

two kegs and an unexplainablc sixpack of Mike's Hard Lemonade, the
men's hockey team decided to try its

side

Adam

with

luck
swing.

When

golf

Sandler's

the dust cleared out-

Dayton Arena, several players

had broken their clubs,
and' the

their noses,

windows of Dudley Coe

Health Center.

The golf team should take a lesson
from Michael Jackson one day
unknown, the next the King of Pop,

—

and then suddenly

sitting in a court-

room with a messed-up nose and

Vegas stays in Vegas."

ESPN

Stuart Scott,

hol

"quiet

ing from the team's new-found fame.

players

all

with

to play

Woods. Tour guides are no longer
questioned about the school's alco-

team's top four players have

tournament

of letters, emails,

want their sons

NCAA

received an invitation to play in a
celebrity

that

and overeager parents

calls,

last year,

the

in

championship

hired three assistants

to control the flood

Head Coach

try-

ing to shake harassment charges. In

other words, instant fame

comes

dangerous price, even

if

it

at a

does

include a massage from a Swedish

supermodel.

first-class athlete,

jerk

by Barry Bonds

wins tournament
"We

did?

wasted

No

On
shit?" says

Wednesday, Stoned Clown

Model
Joe Rourke

scholar-athlete.

handily defeated Colby and Bates.

"Yeah,

"Oh man, I can't believe we beat
Colby!" sophomore Zane Skid

frisbee player

by Captain Hook
Not Very Good At Frisbee

"Seriously,

said.
that.

ASSHOLE

consider

I

myself more of an athlete >" Rourke said.

PROFILE

Rourke, co-captain

don't believe

I

Did we even play Colby?"

Citizen

'07 isn't your typical

of the Bowdoin Men's Lacrosse

Yesterday Bowdoin squared off

Team and

member of

a

All-NESCAC

this year's

The Bowdoin Frisbee Team has
been so hot that team members can
no longer remember what it is like
to lose. However, they apparently
have also forgotten what it is like
to win.

waiting

the

"I

think he's kind of a prick,"

Bowdoin's disc team won all
of its matches in the elevenNESCAC tournament this
week. The Crier was able to catch
the team late at the post-tournament team party.
Stoned Clown's first game last
Tuesday pitted Bowdoin against
Middlebury. Forward Sam Brisbee

MacMillan basement.
At the time of their interviews
with the Crier, the team had been

said

midfielder Jason Guerremo

drinking for five

positive

personality traits

"Uhh," mumbled one team
member who wouldn't or couldn't

Rourke,

a

give his name.

not really."

offered his best analysis

'06 caught six goals, or possibly

tournament.

touchdowns.

"Who am I?" he said. "You
know you are beautiful? I want to
marry you. Where's the bathroom?"

four

team

say

"I can't

I

recall playing in

game," Brisbee
was on the bench?"
that

said.

"Maybe

I

against Williams for the

title.

In a

team, has led the

weekly victories this seateammates say they appre-

thrilling

back-and-forth match,
Stoned Clown came out on top by a

team

score of 10-9. The team immedi-

ciate

ately got cracking on the three kegs

they do not really like him.

players

the

for

full

hours.

Dick

Co-captain

in

Silver

'06

of the

to

son. His

attackman's

the

but

skills,

'06.

When

asked

if

were any

there

about

group of teammates

interviewed by the Crier said, "No,

Rourke, who is majoring
men's studies, said that he
sure

what he wants

to

wo-

in

not

is

do

after

graduation.
"I

used to think about consulting.

They make a

lot

of money. But then

a recruiter said that

my

C- average

probably wouldn't be enough to get
I

FOOTBALL

CHESS
Big East

me

Overall

Ivy

League (North) Overall

a job like that," he said.

of

Professor

Assistant

School

W

L

W

L

School

W

L

W

L

West

14

2

20

4

Brown

30

5

50

10

Government and Legal Studies Rob
Lowe said that Rourke is usually

Loutsvflte

14

2

19

5

BOWDOIN

25

10

39

18

not very inspired in the classroom.

Rutgers

10

6

17

7

Yale

22

13

25

29

19

20

46

14

20

37

Virginia

South Florida

10

6

16

8

Harvard

16

Dartmouth

11

Pittsburgh

10

6

15

9

Connecticut

9

7

19

1

Cincinnati

8

8

19

2

M

Syracuse

4

12

18

6

Tu 5/9

v.

Yale

W

5/10

v.

Th

5/11

v.

Dartmouth
Dartmouth

"He sleeps a lot in my Mass
Media in American Politics class,"
he said. "If I saw him on the Quad,
I

BOWDOM

24

16

5/8

atHarvard

W
L
W

Resignation

L

Checkmate

Checkmate
Resignation

v.

Pittsburgh

L

69-0

F 5/12
Sa 5/13

at Princeton
at Princeton
-

Sa 5/13

etLouisvEe

1:00 p.m.

"Yeah, and his

last

Lowe

said.

pretty bad,"

3:00 p.m.

12:00

p.m.

Compiled by BCN.

Source: the grapevine

paper was

Coach Alex Connolly said
Rourk

SCHEDULE
Sa5/6

probably wouldn't immediately

recognize him."

"I

isn't a

that

very vocal player.

wouldn't really say he leads

God

—he sees everything

(especially stuff near and around churches)

by example, either," said Connolly.
"The other guys think he's kind of

Junior Joe Rourke takes a piss on Bowdoin's chapel.

a ballhog."

lacrosse player,

Though an All-NESCAC

teammates say he has no regard for others.

He also gets bad grades.
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PARTISAN BICKERING
Bowdoin Orient
EiidUishAl 1871

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Orient... more

not the only falsities circulating

around campus. As
across the

like destroyient

Smarter spooning

my life!!!!!!!!!!!

Quad

was walking

I

yesterday,

Camp

Bobo

However, such celebration
for Dining Services' outstanding work should not deter from any
Report,

deservedly proud.

is

To the

life

how the planets in our solar
system revolve around the sun. I

To

it

happened

again later in the library later?

Editors:

I

heard students whispering about a

Fuck you.

sun-centered solar system.

Bowdoin

not believe that

I

Asian Students Association

tfie

Bruce Kohom, professor of Biology

could

students

would be so uninformed as

Sincerely,

to

deny

geocentric nature of our solar

system.
'

we wholeheartedly and overzeal-

continued improvement. Thus,

ously call for Thorne to reconsider
Students at

spoon placement.

Camp Bobo work hard on their studies and appre-

many of the

ciate

its

conveniences Dining Services offer around

such demanding schedules.

But

it is

simply unreasonable for

students to have to venture beyond the fork/knife/tray apparati
to

the cereal or soup regions

Some

students with

in order to obtain their spoons.

time between classes have even had to

little

resort to using their forks to eat cereal

calcium deficiencies due

in

—

occasionally resulting

to their consequential inabilities to

simultaneously scoop both milk and cereal with forks and/or
knives.

who

should produce students

feel at

homely is a place with inaccessibly placed spoons?
Something needs to change.
For just a drop-in-the-cereal-bowl addition to its budget,
Dining Services could easily make a switch. Moving the spoons
to the fork/knife/tray apparati would facilitate student learning,
and help Bobo build America's future

diversify the student body,
leaders.

It

might even

housing crunch, as well as bridge

fix the

the partisan divide of political dialogue

We

on campus.

Students, do not be so quick to

Alex Paul '06

believe everything you hear.

Southern New Hampshire University
BCNews

'•

'07

DeRay Mckesson
Men's Rugby
Bowdoin Student Government
Students Embracing Disabilities

call centuries

with President Joseph McKeen's

spirit consistent

Camp Bobo

ago for

common

to serve the

Dunn

To

editorial board. The editorial

board is

I

housing
helio-

centric system
To

the Editors:

am

writing in response to the

blatant lie that

was published

in

boldface text on the frontpage of
Crier last

week about

the

Let

me

alleged housing crunch.
clear:

There

no

is

shortage in housing. In fact, the

College has so

much

extra

room

we are planning on offering
housing to coop-less chickens next
that

Base.

The Camp BoBo Crier
Concern*? Call

http-y/bobocrier.

botvdoin.edu

Camp BoBo Crier

The Camp BoBo

5679 Mr. Rogers Lane

Phone:(207)721.5511

bobocrierdbowdoin.edu

Crier

year by transforming newly renovated Hyde and Appleton Halls

a witch,

named Steve

Pittsburgh,

Lies about a housing crunch are

and

nity,

yet, there

is

into

something

saddens and puzzles me. That

Station

and

its

future effect

on die

Bowdoin community. I feel mat a life
is no life at all. Often,
I find seamen to be warm, spunky, and

without seamen

salon. Personally, I like being able to

people that there's a

little bit

of sea-

men in my hair. But, I digress. We must

call

not let die seamen get sucked out of the

a delight

Vice Chairman of the Board of

the Editor:

am

writing to say

how much

—

again

when

I'm in the library

Divestment is
not enough;
deploy students
To

the Editors:

applaud the action that the College

I

has taken so far in dealing with the
uation in Darfur.

Second/Sutest

Breakfast Skohn, Davy

E J-C

1.

Crockett

Kwrrr, Bad Cop

Kid Prx Technician

Sexual PrI editor]
Anne Smiley

BsnssMngr
DvdNg

Resident Ninja

Anne's Bitches

Head Stud

J-Party

Nutz Hert

Mike Rophone

Drew

but

I

If

am afraid it isn't quite enough.
we are really serious about ending

the violence that is occurring in Darfur,

we

should do nothing less than deploy

Bowdoin

how

students to Sudan. Imagine

enlightened the janjaweed will be

by Bowdoin
the

students' understanding

common good.

Sincerely,

Pollard '07

Joseph
'08

'

Philips, assistant professor

of government

How are you going to protect
yourself from the Avian flu?

Pictures

Axe

OOCIDENTIST

Stem o'Flowers
T.Weave

Steve Kollacab

the Maine
Man AK

Singin' in

Peacemonger

So Busy This Week

Artsy Fartsy

Woman AK

Copy Bitches
The

Haberdasher

to the editor.

exceed seven words

and must be sent by telegram and
spritzed with your signature perfume or
cologne. The editors reserve the right to
add spelling and grammar mistakes to

your letter and significantly

main point

Lctterwriters

and

o/ the edi(ois-one

CWier than

alter

may be

your
sub-

interrogation.

The material contained herein
tian

Turtle

Narcoleptic

Senator George J. Mitchell

Letters
The Crier welcomes letters

jected to torture

Pasta Fazoule

Drummond Boy

Awkward

M to the iz-H

Leans should not

Litde

is

o/uAom

the property o/TJw
is

Rip van Chelsea

Subscriptions
Domestic subscription rates three
of wheat for a semester.
Contact the Crier for more informa-

Rupert

Duck Steele

Willy Woodpecker

bushels

"Lots of vitamin seed."

tion.

Advertising
Call Miss

"Be careful where
pecker.

I

put

my

"Plenty of flewids."

"

Geo if you have questions

for the small fee

of $2.99 per minute.

(1-900-27«:LEO)

Camp BoBo Crier and appears at the sole disae-

TidkMbab

m regads to the about editorial *e qpwwns expressed in

this

ok verified Truths.

sit-

The creation of an
was a great step,

advisory committee

Mike

studying for finals next week!

Maureen Mencher

Trustees

I

enjoyed listening to your cellphone conversation while I was
doing work on the comfy chairs on
the first floor of the HawthorneLongfellow Library. How fascinating it was to hear what's up with
you surprised as I was to learn
the answer was "nothing, just
studying for stat"—and I especially enjoyed learning that your girlfriend is once again pissed at her
roommate. I'm sorry that you did
not enjoy dinner. I wouldn't worry
if I were you, since there's always
tomorrow night!
say that
Librarians always
libraries are full of little treasures,
and your conversation was one of
them. Thank you for inviting me to
delay my reading with your
enlightening discussion. Please do
it

Sincerely,

Peter Popper Cherry Pecker '79

about serving the College community.

Little Warrior, In-House Studmuffin

die

closing of the Brunswick Naval Air

BIRD SBEAK

and information irrelevant to the
Bowdoin community. The Crier pursues such content thoroughly,
following no standards in writing and reporting. The Crier could-

Stealth Baumber,

that

is

PA 152366462

cated to providing news

n't care less

I first

thrust

Bowdoin 's warm and inviting commu-

tell

Sincerely,

into chicken-petting zoos.

a computer-run weekly publication dedi-

is

to

gifts

innovative. In fact, I'm sure that not

phone

'OS

crunch,

my

nether regions of our fair city!

Bowdoin College Democrats
Bowdoin College Republicans

No

has been a long time since

many of you know tins, but these enterprising young boys have started many
new businesses on the base including a

was

Poeting

HYPE

make myself
of The Camp BoBo Criers
comprised of the members ofAce of

editorial represents the majority view

A

Grand City Variety

the

good.

'•

It

allowed

Sincerely,

Overheard

Chairman Schuberth '06

Brian

to midcoast

the Editors:

Barry Mills
President

Will "Misinformed" Gilchrist '06

I

urge President Mills and the administration to consider

plan in a

The

and '07

Barry Mills

Hyde said Camp Bobo
home in all lands, but how

In the Offer of the College, President

this

Linhart '06

The Brothers

Seamen bring

over-

about

was appalled, but then

Bobo prides itself not only as having an elite academic reputation, but also outstanding student services.
Ranked No.l in dining services by both the Colby
Community College Review and Iranian News and World

I

head a couple students talking

Drew

Pictures,

The Camp BoBo

Crier

of
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United in Opposition to

THE GREEN SHIT
ON THE QUAD
We,

the undersigned, stand in firm opposition to the application of green shit to

Bowdoin Quad. We do not understand the necessity of
and wish the Quad would just be left the fuck alone.

the otherwise beautiful

application

its

FACULTY AND STAFF

Joanne Adams, Head Baker • Kathy Adams, Asat Catalogue Librarian • Suzanne Aldridge, Education • Michael Arthur, Counseling • Jeanne Bamforth, Office of Dean for Academic Affairs • Elizabeth Barnhart, Director, Baldwin Center • Mark Battle, Dept of Physics * Astronomy • Thomas Baumgarte, Assoc. Prof, of Physks • Julie Bedard, Associate Registrar • Susan Bell, Sociology at Anthropology • Jeff Benson, Dir. of Health Services • Barbara Weiden Boyd, Classics • Craig W. Bradley, Dean of Student Affairs • Becca Brewster, Development Office • Aviva Briefel, English • Susan
A Burrt, Sec. Of Student Activities * Bree Candland, Alum 2001 • Joann Canning, Asat. Dean of Student Affairs • David Caputi, Athletici • Jerry Card, Facilities • Heather Caron, Biology .Connie
Chiang, History/ Env. Studies • Karin Clough, Women's Res. Ctr. Prog. Coord. • David Codings, Prof, of English • Mike Connolly, Athletics • Peter Covidlo, English/ Chair Gay At Lesbian Studies
• Katherine CresweU, Organic Garden Manager • Susan R. Davie*, Staff, IT • Elizabeth A. Davis, Library • Shelley Deane, Asst Prof, of Government • Allen Delong, Student Activities at Smith Union
. Dallas G. Denery II, History • Sara Dickey, Sociology at Anthropology * Amy Dionne, Security • Nancy Donsbach, Biology • Charles Dorn, Education • Susan Dorn, Community Serv. Res. Ctr. •
Catey Draper, Office of Academic Affairs * Louann Dustin-Hunter, Asst Director of Security • Susan Dye, Property Coord, of Facilities • Sara B. Eddy, '82, Alumni Relations • Kristen Potter Farnham. Office of Planned Giving • Headier Farrell, Athletics • Karl Maria Fattig, Library • Alison Ferris, Museum of Art • Rebecca Field, Mathematics • John Fitzgerald, Economics Department • Lorry
Fleming, ISLE Program Assistant • Tomaa Fortson, Coach • Tim Foster III, Office of Dean of Student Affairs • Lisa M. Fox, Dining Services • Mary Foye, Bookstore • Selby Frame, Assoc Dir. of
Acad. Communications • Kassie Freeman, Dean for Academic Advancement • Michele Gaillard, Dining Services • Trida Gipson, Dining Services • Jason J. Goguen, Facilities • Doris Santoro Gomez,
Assistant Professor of Education • David Gordon, History • Kris Gould, Bowdoin College Children's Center • Nancy Grant, IT • Gary M. Green, Visiting Asat Prof, of Visual Art • Robert Greenlee,
Chair, Music Department • Carmen Mattel Greenlee, Language Media Center, Library • Gabriel Grindle, Grounds • Liz Grote, Coach Athlete • Caitlin Gu theil, Health Services • Susan B. Height
Parent • Dan Hall, Bowdoin Alumni (2005) • Laura Henry, Government • Bernie Hershberger, Counseling • Libby Heselton, Career Counselor • Sree Padma Holt Admin. Director, ISLE Program
• Had ley Wilson Horch, Professor of Biology • Courtney Bangert Jackson, Sociology at Anthropology • Liz Jacobson-Carroll, Manager of Student Employment • Martie Janeway, Career Planning
Center • Nancy Jennings, Dean for Academic Affairs • Richard Johnson, Grounds • Stacey M. Jones, Staff • Cesar Jorrin, Romance Languages • Andrea Jowdry, Biology Department • Jim Kelley Procurement and Risk Manager • Arm Louise Kibble, Department of English • Tamara Kissane, Career Planning Center * Matthew Klingle, Asst Prof, of History at Env. Studies • Catherine H. Knowles,
OneCard Coordinator * Belinda Kong, English/ Asian Studies • Henry Laurence, Government Professor • Kate Leach, '04, Asst Dir. of Summer Programs • Laura Kim Lee, Office of Dean of Student
Affairs • Joon-suk Lee, Department of Economics • John Lkhter, Associate Professor of Biology • Dominica Lord-Wood, Coordinator, Physics At Astronomy • Suzanne Lovett Assoc. Prof. At Chair
of Psychology • Janet Lynch, Off-Campus Study * Kim MacDonald, Adjunct Faculty • Scott MacEachern, Dept of Sociology Ac Anthropology • Beth MacLeod, Athletics • Penny Martin, Professor
Emerita, Education * Dodie Martinson, Asst Dir. of Academic Operations * Mary Beth Mathews, Women's Rugby Coach * Joyce Mayer, Housekeeping • Anne McBride, Biology • James McCalla, Associate Professor, Musk • Greg McConnell, * Michelle A. McDonough, Bursar, Controller's Office • Craig McEwan, Dean, Academic Affairs • Julie L. McGee, Faculty Member • Elena MonastirevaAndsdell, Visiting Asst Prof, of Russian • Judith R. Montgomery, • Sarah Morgan, Information Technology • Eric Morin, Assistant Coach of Football • Robert N. Morrison, Alum • Caroline Moseley, Library • Sarah MountcasUe, Bowdoin Alumni (2005) • Nancy H. Olmstesd, Lab Instructor, Biology • Elizabeth D. Orlic, Bowdoin Staff • Kimberly Pacelli, '98, Director of Residential Life •
Aileen Park, Counseling • Henry Roy Partridge, Jr., Sociology and Africans Studies • Anne Peacock, Queer-Trans Res. Ctr. Prog. Coord. • Nicky Pearson, Athletics • Stefanie Pamper, Women's Basketball Coach • Stephen Perkinson, Asst Prof, of Romance Languages • Eric S. Peterson, Faculty • Noma Petroff, Dept Coord, of Theater Ac Dance • William J. Riley, Coach • Molly Saf ford, Dining
Services • Jennifer Scanlon, Gender At Women's Studies Program • Peggy Schick, Donor Relations • Roberta B.Schwartz, Library • Sarah Seames, Coord, of Community Serv. Programs * Scott Sehon,
Professor of Philosophy • Vineet Shende, Musk Department * Anne Shields, Director of Career Planning • Del ms r Small Department of Musk • Bridget Spaeth, '86, Staff Advocacy Comm. At Library
• Randolph Stakeman, Prof. History/ Dir. Afrkana Studies • Heather Stephenson, Bowdoin College Children's Center * Cindy Stocks, Assoc. Dir. Corp. At Found. Relations • Rachel Sturman, Asst
Prof., History Ac Asian Studies • Susan L. Tananbaum, History * Chris Taylor, Assistant Director, Campus Services * Karen Topp, Physks • Dawn loth. Production Asst, Thome Dining Mall • Michael Tucker, Bookstore • Krista Van Vleet, Anthropology and Sociology • Peter Wagner, Alumni Relations • Jeff Ward, Director of Athletics • William C. Watterson, English * Allen Wells, Faculty
Member • Trkia Welsch, Film Studies • Del Wilson, Director of Facilities Administration * D. Michael Woodruff, Outing Club * Lawson Wuisin, Assistant Director of Residential Life
,

Brittany

Abery

STUDENTS

•

liana Abrams • Lillian Abt • Michael Alkins • Manya Albertson • Ingrld Anid • Mike Ardolino • Liza Asante • Katie Auth • Julia Bach • Krystal Barker • Steven Bartus •
• Peter Beebe • Laura Belden • Alex Bender • Britta B. Bene • Sharon Benjamin • Bobbi Bennison • Noah Berman • Mariaa J. Berne • Sarah Bernhein • Alanna Beroiza • Cait-

Maddie Bedecarre

Anastacia Bonanomi

Lindsey Bonner Anna Booth
Nicole Borunda Joseph Boujour Tim Bourassa Tyler Boyer Kerri Brennan • Leslie Bridgers • Dana
• Jackie Brosnan • Megan Brunmier • Katherine E. Buck! and • Thomas Buehrens • Lindsay Bunt man * Chris Bur rage • Allison Burson • Mark Burton
Glen Cameron • Clara Cantor • Katy Capo • Catrina Cartegena Joel Carthwright • Tim Cashman • Anne Cathcart • Katherine Cay • Nathan Chaffetz •
•
•
Flavia Chen
Ranwei Chiang Bryan Ciborowski Alice Ciobanu Stephanie Clayton • Ben Cohen • Nicholas Cohen « Allison Coleman • Morgan Connelly • Maura Cooper • Dan Cooperman • Ben Cope-Kasten • Alex Cornell du Houx • Alexandra Co wen * Katie Coyne • Rogan Craven • Lakia Crawford • Nkk E. Crawford • Chandra Cruz-Thomson • Carter Cunningham • Allison B. Curtin • Kaitlin Daley • Abigail Daley • Jena B. Davis • Heather Day • Sarah D'Elia • PooJa Desai • Jacqueline Deysher • Kristen Diamond • David Donahue • Rachel Donahue • Catherine Doyle-Capitman • Alison Driver • Elizabeth Droggitis • Lauren Duerksen • Thomas Duffy • BirgitU Duggan • Emily Duhalde • Jonathon Duncan • Honora Dunham • Nick Dunn • Rebecca Economos • Hanne Edwards • Thomas Elson • Dal vin Estrada • Christian Fabros • Adam Feit • Jemima Fernandez • Michelle Filteau • Morgan Finch • Amelia Fiske • Niki Fitzgerald
• Karen Possum • Sarita Fu • Emily Gabranski • Joy Geertz • Kate Geraghty • Emily Good ridge * Alexander Grabor • James
Gray • David Griffith • Caitlin Gutheil • Daniel Hackett • Ian
Height • Kirk Haines • Adam Hall • Damon Hall-Jones • Katherine Hanky • Lisa Hardej • James Harris • Maria Harrison • Eamonn Hart • Hannah Harwood • Mary Hawkins • Katherine
Hayes • Hillary Hoffman • Gwenn Hollfngworth • Oliver Horn • Kate Hourihan • Jillian Hoyt • Carolyn Hricko • Lauren Huber • Peter Hudson • Kelsey Hughes • David Hughes • Katie
Hyman • Roman Jackson • Jarrett Jackson • Catherine Jager • Laura Jefferft • Caitlin Jeffrey • Kennedy Jeni * Haley Jepson • Laurel Jones • Michael Julian III • Katherine Kamat • Erik Kap
chus • Rachel Kaplan • Rachel Kaplan • Natasha Kawatra • Emily KeneaOy • Meaghan Kennedy • Rose Kent • Vanessa Kewthen • Frances Killfa • Katharine Klndick • Taryn King • Ratoirin
Kirklin • Giver Kitchen • Carl Klimt • Alex Knapp • Jamie Knight • Catherine Knowles • Naomi Kordak • Ben Kreider • Emily Krull * Christine Kue • Jeany Kwon • Eve Lake • Thuong Lam
• Katherine F. Lannon • Kevin Larivee • Liz Laurits • Jenny Law • Amanda Leahy • Kate Lebeaux • Pen-in Leclerc • Jennifer Lee • Kristen Lee • Ben LeHay • Elizabeth Leiwant • Alia Lescore
• Alexia Lewis • Jason Lewis • Becca Lewis • Jessica Lian • Ricky Lind • Jessica R. M. Liu • Lydia Lobozzo • James T. Lonsdale • Laura Loomia • Julia Loonin •
Lucarelli • Alida Lucey
• Patrick Lyons • Megan MacLennan • Lydia Maloney • Naima Margan • Claudia Marroquin • Susan Martin • Kristen Maynard • Brandon Mazer • Merrie McCally • Mary McCardy • Greg
McConnell • Dan McGrath • Micah McKay • Josh McKeever • Jonna McKone • Erica McLeod • Miriam McMahon • Madeleine McQueeney • Holly Melas • Joyce Mendes • Elizabeth Mengesha
• Leona L Merk • Samuel Minot • Caitlin Moore • Ruth Morrison • Margaret Munford • Colin Murray • Matt Neidlinger * Nadia Nelson • James Nentwig • Elizabeth Nickel • Colin Nielson
• Maresa Nielson • Anna Nomura • Ryan North • James Nylund • Sue O'Dell • Maggie O'Mara • Sarah Openshaw • Margaret O'Rourke • Kelly Orr • Erica Ostermann • Vanessa Palomo •
Adam J. Paltrineri • Bonnie Pardue • Katie Paret • Brandon Parise • Graham Paterson • Meron Pautos • Braulio Peguero • Kara Perriello • Henry Perry-Friedman • Anne Pierce • Sylvie Piquet
• Mary Hartley Piatt • Jonah Piatt-Ross • Terrence K. Pleasant Jr. • Anna K. Podmankzky • Jose Polanco • Damien Poles • Nicole Poison • Madeleine Pott • Erin Pouravelis • Trevor Powers
• Ellen B. Powers • Joel Presti • Hillary PretrkoJa • Whitney Rabacal • Ben RachUn • Oliver Radwan • Oriene Railaback • Adltya N. Ranganath • Alex Reed • Vytayanthi Rekedal • AUegra
Rich • IsabeQe Richardson • Darken Rkhardson • Brooke Richeda • Jim Rkhter • Dawn Riebeling • Katherine Righter • Kyle Ritter • Zachary J. Roberts • Dana Roberts • Kristen Roland •
Csaais Roth • Vanessa M. Russell • Mike Ryan • Theo Salter • Bruce Salesman • Alec Schley • Sara Schlotterbeck • Megan Schuster • Sarah Scott • Emma Sears • Rebecca Selden • Jessica
Seiinger • Brook Shaffer • Victoria Shahnan • Emily Sheffield • Matt Shew • Vanessa Shin • NinaShrayer • Michael Sighinolfi * Nick Simon • KristinaSisk • Emily Skinner • Alexandra Smith
• Alexandra N. Smith • Stephen Smith • Peter Smith • Ben Smith • EricSofen • Dan Sonneborn • Lisa Sopin-Vilme • Bridget Spaeth • Priya Sridhar • Sheryl J. Stevens • Russell Stevens • Hope
Stockton • Hilary Strasburger • Mike Stratton • Naomi Sturm • Madelyn Sullivan • Natalie Supcharoen • Megan Swann • Gad Taylor • Mike Taylor • Taylor Thomas • Kate Thomas • David
Thomson • Matt Thomson • Robin Trangsrud • Paras Trlvedl • Anya A. Trundy • Michael Tudor • Karl Twaite • Ugo Uegburdke • Sara Uteschneider • Kristen van der Veen • Lucy Van Hook
• Vanessa Vidal •Greg Vincent • Hannah Wadsworth • Deborah Walder • Michaela Wallin • Anata Walsh • Emily Warren • Ashleigh Watson • David Weller • Katie Wells • Michael Wester
man • Emma Wheeler • Justine White • Matt White • Bryan Wieschhoff 'Ian Wieschoff • Rachel Wilder • Alessandra Williams- Bellotti • David Willner • Luke P. H Wilson • Sarah Wissler
• Alison Witkin • Derrick Wong • Margaret Wood • Katherine Woodcock • Alalia Woodward • Alana Wooley * Megan Wyman • Zach Yates • Dan Yingst • Valerie Young • David Zonana
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TODAY

THE CAMP BOBO CRIER

4,358

WHATS GOING ON?
Doce Mayo-Dieciocho Mayo
Friday
Wake Up
Get outta bed,
you lazy bumlr

The BoBo Crier
comes out
Read it on the toliet.
Your bathroom /

Common Hour
Dick Pound

will give a
|

lecture

on why he

doesn't go by "Richard."

12:30 -1:30

^

pm
^y

\^^

The Water Project

An

»

N

encore presentation.

Relive the magic. Relive

the confusion. Relive
leaving after 10 minutes.
|

Pickard Theater,
8-10 p.m.

i

Drew

v
The

Big Bird having

some wholesome fun in the Platinum Plus Club

Pictures, National

Geographic

of Portland last weekend.
|MII|HMIliimmllHH»»*»» r "T1"«

Saturday

Tuesday

Monday

Take a shower

Japanese Language Dining Table
Finals Begin

Show up and

just

You

keep saying
Well, shit

haven't for like four days. Don't forget to

shave.

And do your

"Konichiwa" over and over.

5:30 p.m.,

Everywhere!

Thome Hall

Your bathroom.

V

Foam PartAy

Snoop Doggy Dog Concert

it.

1

}

r

Maybe

the sun will

come out!

STIs only please.
Join

Dudley Coe Quad.

God, you're a

Any time. Just do

V-

First-years interested in

laundry.

fucking mess.

Snoop

for

an

early finals study break.

...But

Just climb over the

it's

more

likely that

raining. Hey, at least

6th Floor, Stacks

New England,

construction fence. 11:00 p.m.

it's

it

not

will

keep

finals

since last

week!

Tuesday

»»•»•«••#•»»*»••••••***•»••*

Wednesday
GotoinePuW
It

might be open.

China in the Era of Globalization
A class on how to make dumplings.

Pub

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union

10:00 p.m.,

1-3 p.m.

Forum onthePapaya Trade

Meditation

Come discuss your heart-felt views on this
You'll probably just
f

Feucinian

Sills Hall,

/

asleep.

Room

Led by DeRay
Mckesson 07.

/"

Didn't notice

Sunday?
we skipped

it,

Johnson House, 12:01 a.m.

J

^

^>

Jai lai

Jackass-style.

With Oranges. Another impor-

controversial topic.

Lancaster Lounge, Moulton Union

did you?

Try to keep up.

tant event sponsored by

v

Morrell

BSG.

Gym, 6 p.m.

>

.

'
.

fall

Sunday

Thursday

.

.

J

